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THE EARLY ROMAN EMPIRE: A SKETCH

Bt Db. otto hibschfeld

I^rofenaoi* at Ancient History in tlie University ol Berlin

The words “The Ago of tho Roman Empire is a period better abused
than known,’’ written by Theodor Mommsen half a century ago, no.longer
contain a truth. To his own illuminative and epoch-making works ;We owe
it, in the first instance, that this period, so long unduly neglected an4 depre-

ciated, lias come into the foreground of research within the last difecade or

two, and has enchained the interest of the educated world far beyond the

narrow circle of professed scholars, Edward Gibbon, tho only gr^at histo-

rian who had previously turned his attention to this particular jfield, and
whose genius built up the brilliant Decline and Wall of the Momc^ Wmpire
on the sure foundation laid ready to his hand by tho vast industry of the

French scholar Le Nain de TUlemont, chose to confine himself, as^the title of

hia work declares', to giving a description of the period of its decay. By so

doing he did much to confirm, though he did not originate, the idea that the
whole ©pooh of the Eoinan Empire must be regarded as a period of deteriora-

tion, and that the utmost to which it can lay claim is an interest of some-
what pathological character, as being tho connecting-link between antique
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background during the empire, even the individuality of the Roman people; its

history becomes the history of the anti<5 ue world, and an account of the period

between the reigns of Augustus and Constantine can, in its essence, be noth-

ing other than the history of the world for the first three centuries after

Christ.

THE WEALTH OF EOMAN INSCXIITTIONS

It is easy to understand how Niebuhr, whose enthusiastic and lifelong

labours were devoted to the history of ancient Rome, should have coldly

turned aside from the period of imperial rule and cherished no desire te carry

his history beyond the fall of the republic. Certainly it would be unjust to

judge of his attitude towards the lirst-named period from the brief lecture with

which he concluded his lectures on Roman history, but wo shall nevertheless

do no injustice to his undying merits by maintaining that in his heart of

hearts he felt no sympathy with it. For it is not possible to conjure up

a mental picture of the civilisation and condition of the empire from the

scanty and imperfect records of literary tradition, a tradition that is not

sufficient even for the first century, and fails us almost completely with

regard to the second, and even more with regard to the third. Nothing can

make up for this deficiency except an exhaustive study of monuments,

and, more especially, of inscriptions, but this Dia Mdnibus lil(3rataire, as he

was pleased to call it, was a thing which Niebuhr, in spilth of his many
years of residence in Rome, neither cared for nor understootl. For this we

can hardly blame him, because, while the subject of coins had
^

received

admirable treatment at the hands of Joseph Kckbel, the insc/tiptions were

hardly accessible for scientific purposes till long after Niebuhr's diaith.

It is difficult for a later generation to realise the oondh.iou of epigrapliic

research before the critical compilation of the Corpus inscriptiommi Latinarum

had put an end to the frightful state of things that prevailed in this study,

discredited as it was by all sorts of forgeries. But whan we see the

insuperable difficulties with which a scholar of the first rank, like Barto-

lommeo Borghesi, had to contend in collecting and sifting the boundless

abundance of materials for the researches on the subject of the history of

the empire, which he planned on so vast a scale and carried through with

such admirable acumen; when we see how the chief work of his life earn©

to nought for lack of any firm standing-ground whatsoever, wo can easily

understand that Niebuhr should have preferred not to venture on such

dangerous ground.
From every part of the earth where Roman feet have trod, these direct

witnesses to the past arise from the grave in almost disquieting abundance :

the inexhaustible soil of Rome and its immediate vicinity has already yielded

more than thirty-five thousand stones; we possess more than thirty thousand

from other parts of Italy; and the number of those bestowed upon us by
Africa, which was not opened up to research until the last century, is hardly

smaller. Again, the Illyrian provinces, Dalmatia first and foremost, but

Roumania, Bulgaria, and Servia, all in their degree, and even Bosniflh almost

unknown ground till a short time ago, have become rich mines of discovery

in our own days, thanks to increased facilities of communication and to the

civilisation which has made its way into those countries.

There is, no doubt, much chaff that has attained to an unmerited lon-

j^vity in these stone archives, much that we would willingly let go by the

IboardC But one thing is certain : that only out of these materials which
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of late have been singularly supplemented by the masses of papyri dis-

-covered in Egypt— can. a history of the Roman Empire be constructed
; and

that ,„ny one who addresses himself to the solution of a problem of this kind

without exact knowledge of them, though he were as groat a man as

Leopold von Ranke, must fall far short of the goal within reach. What
can be done with such materials has been shown by Mommsen in the

masterly description of the provinces from the time of Caesar to the reign of

Diocletian, given in the fifth volume of his MiBtory of Mome^ a volume
which not only forms a worthy sequel to those whidi preceded it, but in

many respects marks an advance upon them, and makes us all the more
painfully aware of the gap which we dare scarcely hope to sec lilled by his

master hand.

THE MEANING OF XMPEUIAXj ROMAN HISTORY

What is the secret of the vivid interest which the Homan Empire awakens
even in the minds of those who fool little drawn towards the study of aniitp

uity ? It is, in the first place, undoubtedly because this period is in many
respects more modern in cliaractor than any other of ancient timiis ; far

more so than tine Byzamtinc Empire or the ]\iiddle Ages* It is a period of

transition, in which vast revolutions came about in politics and religion and
the seed of a now civilisation was sown. Its true sigiiiiicance is not to be
found in the creation of a world-wide empire. Republican Rome had already
subdued the East in her inexorable advance

;
Macedonia and Greece, Syria,

Asia, Africa, and, finally, Egypt, had fallen into her hands before the setting
up of the imperial throne.

In the West, again, Spain and the south of Gaul had long been Roman
when Julius Caesar started on the campaign whitjh decided the future
of Europe, and pushed the Roman frontier forward from the Rhone to the
Rhine. The sway of Romo already extended over all the coasts of tlio Medi-
terranean, and the accessions made to her dominions during the period of
imperial rule were comparatively insignilicant. The. Daniibian and Alpine
provinces were won for the Roman Empire by Augustus, Britain was con-
quered by Claudius, Dacia and Arabia by Trajan, beside the coilqucHts whicli
his successor immediately rol iuquished. ( Jermania and the ki ngdom of 1 hirthia
permanently withstood tlio Roman onset, and the oonstruotioh of the Upper
Germanic and Rastian Limes by Domitiau was an ollicial recognition of the
invincibility of tlm Germanic barbarians. Tlie counsel of resignation, given
by Augustus to his successors out of the fulness of liis own bitier experience,
warning them to keep the empire within its natural frontiers, le., the Rhine,
Danube, and Euphrates, was practically followed by them, and Hadrian did
unquestionably right in breaking altogether witli his predecessor’s policy of
expansion and refusing to expose the waning might of the empire to a con-
tinuous struggle to which it was no longer equal.

The great work of the empire, tliereforo; was not to conquer a world
but to weld one into an organic whole, to foster civilisation where it existed
and to be the instrument of Graeco-Roman civilisation amongst the almost
absolutely uncivilised nations admitted into the Orbis MomotHw .* iwnd up to
a certain ipoint it actually accomplished this pacific mission, which proceeded
with hardly a pause even under the worst of tyrants. Its task, however,
vailed greatly in various parts of its world-wide field.

Easd permeated with Greek culture, though by no means dena-
tionalised, the Romans scarcely made an attempt to enter into comiHitition
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with this superior civilising agency, and, except as the medium o! expressAon

of the Roman magistrates, the Roman language played a very subordimite

part there.

The art and literature which flourished iu this soil during tlie days of

empire are, with insignificant exceptions, as (ireek in form and suhsiauce as

in the preceding centuries. In the great centres of culture in the East, in

Antioch and Alexandria, the Roman governmeut and the Roman army have

left visible traces, but there is nothing to lead us to suppose that they prt*-

foundly affected, far less metamorphosed, tluj (IruK'-o-Oriimtal eharaetor (d

those cities. Ephesus, the capital of Asia and the seat t)f the Roman gov*

eminent, was no more Romanised than' Ancyra or Fergamus. The only

exception is Berytus, “ the Latin island iu the sea of Oriental Hellenism ;

there, in the Colonia Julia Augusta Felix, where the colonists were Roman
legionaries, grew up the famous school of jurispnulenoe, where Ulpian, the

great jurist of Syrian descent, may have had Ills training ; a school which
ministered abundant material to the editors of the (Jodex Theodosianus, and
whence professors were summoned by Justinian to oo-oporate with Mm in

the compilation of the code whieh cast Roman law into its final shape. In
general, the Roman Empire received much from the East both of good and
evil, but gave it practicjuly no fresh intellectual impulse; its chief contrdm-
tion to Graeco-Oriental civilisation was the Gstablishment of order, the

guarantee of personal safety, and the advancement of material prosperity*

BOMAK INFLUENCE IN THE WEST

The case was very different in the West, wheiHi Ronu^ was called upon to
accomplish a great civiJisiiig mission, and whore lh<^ ground had been ptHs

pared for her in very few p.aces by an indigenous civilisation. In the south
of Gaul, indeed, the Greek colony of Massilia had for six ccuturieB been
spreading the Greek language and character, Greek coinage ami (Uiatoms, by
means of its factories, which extended as fur as to Sptiin, and a lumic had thus
been won for Hellenism on this favoured coast, as in Houthorn Italy. (hAfsar,

with the far-seeing policy that no sentimental considerutions worts Nufftsi’cti

to confuse, was the first to break the dominion of the Gretsk city, which had
so long been in close alliance with Home, and so to point the way to this sys-

tematic Romanisation of southern Gaul.
The Phoenician and Iberian civilisation of Africa and Spain was tsven less

capable of withstanding the irresistible advaiuse of Roims, d'las names of

cities and individuals have indeed survived thens as witiusHHiss to this past, and
the Phcenician language held its ground in privale lifis for ctsniurics, but the
Roman language and Roman customs made a isompusHt of both Africa
and Spain in the course of the period of imperial rule. The sanns holds
good, and in the same degree, of Dalmatia and JN'orieum, lews decidedly of

Rsetia and the Alpine provinces. In Mmsia, wlusrc a vigormis Greek csivill*

sation had made itself at home in the trading sl-ations on the Black Sea, the
process of Romanisation was not completely succcsHful, and in the north-
eastern parts of Pannonia it was never seriously taken in hand. But even
Dacia, though occupied at so late a date, and though the coloniste acttlcd
there after the extermination or expulsion of its previous inhabitants were
not Italians, but settlers from the most diverse parts of the Roman Empire,
was permeated with Roman civilisation to an extent which is positively
astonishing under the circumstances.
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In Britain alone the Romanising process proved altogether futile, in spite

of the exertions of Agricola, and the country remained permanently a great
military camp, in winch the devel(^meut of town life never advanced beyond
the rudimentary stage. Even in Gaul, which had been conquered by Cmsar,
it proceeded with varying success in the various parts of the country, making
most headway in Aquitaine, though not till late, and less oven in middle
Gaul, where the Roman colony of Lugdunum, the metropolis of the three

Gallic provinces, alone rollocted the image of Romo in the north. But even
at Augustodunum (Autun), which was a centre of learning in the early days
of the empire no less than at the point of transition from the third century
to th^ fourth, Roman civilisation i*eaehed the lower ranks of the jiopulation

as little as in other parts of Gaul. Moreover, in the Gallic provinces, which
were comjuered by Censar but not organised by his far-seeing political genitis,

the old civitates and pagi were not superseded, as in the Narbononsis, by
the Italian mtmioipal system, and the Celtic language did not wholly die

out iu middle Gaul till the time of the Franks.
The civilisation of western Belgica was even more meagre; while in the

eastern portions of the country, in the fertile valleys of the Moselle and
Saar, thickly studded with villas, wo come upon a curious mixed Gallico-

Roman civilisation of which the graceful descriptions of Ausonius and the

lifelike sculptures of the Igcd column, and the Noumagen bas-relief afford m
a lively picture.

Treves, above all, bears witness to the vigour of Roman civilisation in

these parts, though it did not attain its full development until the fourth

century. The Romanising of Gaul would no doubt have proceeded far more
energetically had not the country been emptied of Roman troops from the

time it was conquered. The immense efficacy of the Roman legions as

agents of civilisation has been demonstrated— even more clearly than on the

Danube— on the banks of the Rhino, where the Roman civilisation which
centred about the great camp-cities struck deep root, although it had not

strength to survive the fierce storms of the wandering nations which have
since raged over that region.

The value of the Roman work of civilisation was most profoundly realised

by those who witnessed it in their own country, and no writer has given
more eloquent expression to 'this feeling than a late Gallic poet in the versos

in which he extols the blessings of Roman rule :

“ Ftioisti patriam dlvoi'sis gentibua unam

:

Profuit invltiH, te dominaate, oapi;

C unique offava victim propria consortia juris,

Urboin fccisti, quod prius Orbis erat.*'

But what Rome did for tlieso countries was repaid her a hundred-fold.

No country took so prominent a part in the literature of the empire as Spain.

She gave birth to the two Senecas, to Lucan, Martial, and Quintilian (not to

speak of lesser men) : that is to say to the originator of modern prose and
fte champion of Ciceronian classicism. From Atrica come the versatile Apu-
laius and the pedantic Fronto, as well as the eloquent apologists of Christi-

anity, Tertullian, Cyprian, and Augustine. Gaul early exercised a strong

influence on the development of rhetoric, and in the latter days of tlie

empire became a seat of Roman poetic art and study. Even more striking

is the fact that Spain and Africa gave birth to Trajan, Hadrian, and Septimius

Severus, men who, widely as they differed in character and purpose, were the

principal factors in the evolution of the empire.
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CONSTBUOXIVXJ FOKOKW <)i<' THE

Had the age of the empire been merely a period of diKsay, it oertaiuly

would not have had the strength to accomplish a work of civifisatioxii whicli

is practically operative in Latin countries to this day, And as a matter of

fact, nothing can be less correct than such an assertion, witneBHin;i(, as it does,

to a very slight acquaintance with the period in question. Ratuer must wo
say that republican Rome would not have been equal to tlie task ; a new
empire had to arise, upon a fresh basis, stable at home and strong abroad,

assuring and guaranteeing legal protection and security throughout the

world, in order to accomplish tliis pacific mission. The Roman body politic

was in the throes of dissolution ;
in a peaceful reign of half a century

Augustus created it anew, and if his work docs not bear the stamp of genius,

if we cannot exonerate it from the charge of a certain incompleteness, yet
with slight modifications it held the Roman empire together for three centU"

ries, and stood the test of practical working. Had Julius Cfiosar lived longer,

had he been destined to see the realisation of his groat projects, he would
no doubt have built up a work of greater genius and more homogeneous
character, but it is an open question whether it would have proved (kpially

lasting, after the death of its creator. Great men make the history of tlm

world, and determine the course of events, but the potent and arbitrary

personality, which would fain conjure present and futur(‘, to serve its will,

imposes fetters on the course of subsequent development whicli later geiuu'u-

tions cannot and will not endure.

Augustus gave Rome a new system of govonmunit— an imperial system.
The old Roman constitution, originally intendcrl for a (dty, admirable us it

was, could no longer serve as the basis of a stat (5 tlmt bad b(Hk)me a worltl^

wide empire; it had, moreover, been completely sbattertal in the contlietH

of the last century of the republic. To restore the re[)ublic was impossible,
its obsequies had been celebrated on the fields of Rliarsalia and rhilippi.
After the battle of Actium, which merely decided whtdhor the tumm of tim
emperor should be Antonins or Ootavian, and, )OHKibly, whether tho centn^
of the new empire should lie in the East or t lo W(ist, the only question
which could arise was that of the form, not of the essential eliarjmUsr, of tins

new creation.

There can be no doubt that Julius Ciesar would have ascemded tlu^ throne*
of Rome as absolute imperator after his return from the Rarthian <^xpe<Ution,
and Octavian as well had it in his power to claim sovoreiguiy without limitation
of any kind, for the whole army and fleet wore under his command

; but he
rested content with a more modest title and took the reins of governmtmt,
not as imperator but as princeps. He did not found a monarchy l)nt a di-

? ‘ J’
styled, in which the power was to be permanently

1 1

emperor and^ the senate. It was a compromise witlii
the old republic, a voluntary constitutional limitation of the sovereign pre-
rogative by Avhich all the rights pertaining to the people ard tlm senate—
legislation no less than legal jurisdiction, the right of (linage no less than
the levy of taxation, the disposal of the revenue and expen^Utnre of the
state, and finally (after the accession of Tiberius and ostenHlbly in oora*
pliance with a clause in the testamentary dispositions of Augustus)^ the my
pointment of magistrates— were to appertain, under well-defined rulea, in
jpart to the prmcg)s and in part to the senate. The empire was to be elec-
lave, as the old Roman monarchy had been; the nomination to the throne
was to proceed from the senate, but on the other hand the supreme command
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of the army ax\d fleet was vested in the emperor in virtue ol his proconsular
* authority, which extended over all parts of the empire outside the limits

of the city of Rome. The legions wer(5 quartered in the m-ovinces under his

jurisdiction, while in those governed by the senate, witli a few exceptions

which soon ceased to be, all that the governors had at their disposal was a
very moderate force of auxiliary troops.

We have no reason to dotibt the honesty of Augustus’ intentions, but it is

obvious that all the prerogatives of the senate insured it a fair share in the

government only so long as the sovereign chose to respect them. The reign

of terror under his successors suiliced to set in the most glaring light the

absolute inipotonoe of the senate when opposed to a despot, and overturned

the neatly balanced system of Augustus. It is easier, we cannot but confess,

to blame the author of this system and to demonstrate its impracticability

than to put a betterin its place. For can it be supposed that if Augustus had

set up an absolute monarchy such as Csesar contemplated, the Romans would

have oeen spared the tyranny of a Caligula or a Nero? Again, if Augustus

had handed over to the senate even a share in the command of the army,

would the empire have been so much as possible, or would he not immedi-

ately have conjured up the demon of civil war? Nor was the co-operation

of the senate in the government altogether a failure ; it proved salutary

under emperors such as Nerva and his successors. The history of all ai^es

goes to prove that chartered rights are of no avail against despots, and w Sat

guarantee is there in modern monarchies for the maintenance of a constitu-

tion confirmed by oath, except the conscience of the sovereign, and, even more,

the steadfast will of the nation, which will endure no curtailment of its rights?

tJNFlJnFaLBD POSSiniLITIBS

But the Roman nation existed no more, and in the senate under the empire

a Cineas would now have seen, not a council of kings, hut, like the emperor

Tiberius, an assemblage of men prejpared to brook any form of servitude.

If it had been possible to give legal representation to the Roman citizens

in Italy and the romanised provinces, the system devised by Augustus mi^ht

have been destined to enjoy a longer lease of life- The emperor Claudius,

who had some sensible ideas intermingled with his follies, would have ad-

mitted Gauls of noble birth to the senate, as Julius Casar had done. We
can read in Tacitus of the vehement opposition with which this proposal was

received by the senators, who would not hear of any diminution of their

exclusive class privileges ; and even the Spaniard Seneca has nothing but

angry scorn for the deifunot emperor who wanted to make the whole wnrld a

present of the rights of Roman citizenship and to see all Greeks, Gauls,

Spaniards, and Britons, in the toga.”
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And yet this would have been the only way to infuse fresh sap into the

decaying organism, to maintain the vital forces of the senate, to establish

the government of the empire on a broader basis, and to bind the nations

which had been subdued by the sword to the empire with indissoluble ties.

It is true that by the so-called Latii which Vespasian bestowed upon the

whole of Spain as a testimony to the Romanisation of the country, the magis-

trates, and after the second century the town-councillors, of such cities as did

not enjoy full rights of citizenship, were admitted to the ranks of Roman
citizens, a very sensible measure, though of benefit to a limited circle only,

by which the best elements of provincial society became Roman citizens*

Full rights of citizenship were also bestowed on the peregrine soldiers

when they entered the oriental legions, and on the Vigiles at Rome, and the

soldiers of the fleet and auxiliary forces on their discnaifge. But from the

reign of Antoninus Pius onwards this important privilege was not accorded,

as before, to the children of these soldiers, but churlishly confined, with few
exceptions, to the men themselves ;

and the bestowal consequently lost its

virtue as an agency for the assimilation of the population of the empire ; and
when, two hundred years after the death of Augustus, the son of the emperor
Septimius Severus, who liimself had broken with al] the national traditions

of Rome, granted Roman citizenship to all subjects of the empire, as we are

informed (though by authorities which greatly exaggerate the scope of the

measure), it was no longer felt as a political privilege but as the outcome of

a greedy financial policy.

REFORMS OF AUGUSTUS

The reorganisation of the government by Augustus, open to criticism as

it is in many respects, was a blessing to the Roman Empire. The view
which prevailed under the republic, that the provinces had been conquered
only to he sucked dry by senators and knights, governors and tax-farmers,

in league or in rivalry of greed (we have one example out of hundreds in

Verres, condemned to immortality by the eloquence of Cicero), this view
was laid aside with the advent of the empire, and even if extortion did not
wholly cease in the senatorial provinces, yet the provincial administration of

the first two centuries A.D. is infinitely superior to the systematic spoliation
of the republic. The governors are no longer masters armed with absolute
authority, constrained to extort money as fast as possible from the provin-
cials committed to their charge in order to meet debts contracted by their
own extravagance and, more especially, by that bribery of the populace
which was indispensable to their advancement. They are oflicials under strict
control, drawing from the government salaries fully sufficient to their nee^.
It was a measure imperatively called for by the altered circumstances of the
time and fraught with most important consequences to create, as Augustus
did, a class of salaried imperial officials and definitively break with the high-
minded but wrong-headed principle of the republic by which the higher
posts were bestowed as honorary appointments, and none but subordinate
official were paid, thus branding the latter with the stigma of servitude*

It is true that the cautious reformer adopted into his new system of gov-
ernment the old names and the offices which had come down from republi-
can times, with the exception of the censorship and the dictatorship, which
last had long been obsolete. But these were intended from the outset to lead
but a phantom existence and to take no part in the great task of imperial
admmistration. Augustus drew his own body of officials from the knightdy
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class, and untjer the unpretentious titles of procurator and prasfeot practi--

cally committed the whole administration of the empire to their hands,
reserving, apart from certain distinguished sinecures in Home and Italy for
the senators the prefecture of the city, all the great governorships except
Egypt, and the highest commands in the army. The handsome salaries

varying in the later days of the empire from £600 sterling to £3,600
sterling— and the great inliucnce attached to the proouraiorial career,

which opened the way to the lofty positions of praefect of Egypt and com-
mander of the prmtorian guards at Rome, rendered the service very desirable
and highly esteemed.

While the high-born magistrates of the republic entered upon their one
year’s tenure of ollice without any training whatsoever, and were, of course,
obliged to rely upcm the knowledge and trustworthiness of the permanent
staff of clerks, recorders and cashiers in their department, there grew up
under the empire a professional class of government oHicials who, schooled
by years of experience and continuance in office and supported by a numer-
ous staff recruited from the imperial freedrnen and slaves, wore in a position
to cope with the requirements of a world-wide empire. Tlusse j)rocuratorN,
some as governors-in-chief of the smaller imperial Tirovinci^s, some m asHiH-
tants to the governors of the greater, watched over the interests of the public
exchequer and the emperor’s private property, or looked after the imperial
buildings and aqueducts, the imperial games, the mint, the com supply of
Rome and the alimentary institutions, “ the legacies left to tlie emperors,
tlieir castles and demesnes in Italy and abroad—^ in short, everything that
fell within the vast and ever widening sphere of imperial government. Mean-
while the exchequer of the senate dwindled and dwindled, till it finally came
to be merely the exchequer of the city of Romo.

Taxation EeformB

The government department which xxndorweut tlo* most im))ortaut (‘haugc
was that of taxation. And there, again, Augustus with tln^ co^opnration j)f

his loyal colleague and friend Agrippa <«irricd out the d<u*iHiv(^ rt^htnu which
stood the test of time till at least the middle of the second coutury in spite
of mismanagement and the exactions of desjjoiH, an<l sctuinul tlie proHpxudty
of the empire during that period. While the indirect taxes, the vmthfaUa,
continued in the main to oc levied on the easy hut (f*)r the slate mti\ «ti!l
more for its subjects^ unprofitable i:)lan of farming them out to ci»mpauie» uf
publicans, which had come down from republican days “—though ilm pub
icans were now placed under the strict suiiervision of the imperiid promim-
tors— the tributa, which was assessed according to a fixed scale partly in
money and partly in kind, the poll-tax and the land-tax were ihiimuhirth
levied directly bv government omoials, and the extortionate tax-farniin
were finally bajnshed from this most important branch of the imbllci wrvkio*A neoessary^ condition of such a reform was m aecumte kiwwkifigo of
the empire and its taxable capacity. The census of the whole world did not
take place at one and the same time, as the apostle ljuke suppoicd* but tlin
census of Palestme wluoh he records certainly formed part ol ilii smPVty of
the Roman Empire which was gradually proceeded with i» tli® ®Mrly (Uys e*
impenal rule, and by which the extent of the country, the nature of the •oJL
and the nmber and social position of its inhabitants, were aeoettalnecl oe a
basis for taxation and recruiting. In an inscription found at l^rytu* an
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ofEcer records that by the commaud of Quirinus, who as governor of Syria
took the census of Palestine mentioned by St. Luke, he had ascertained the •

number of citizens in Apamea in Syria
; and numbers of his comrades must

in like manner have been employed on this troublesome business in every
part of the empire.

According to these statistics the land-tax and the poll-tax, the chief

sources of revenue in the empire, were assessed. The latter affected only
those who did not possess full rights of citizenship and was always regarded
as a mark of subjection in consequence ;

the burden of the former fell upon all

land in the provinces unless by the jus Italicum, which was most sparingly
conferred, it was placed on the same footing as the soil of Italy, which was
exempted from the tax. But even Italian soil ultimately lost its immunity
from taxation ; and the introduction of the land tax into xtaly, which formed
part of Diocletian’s reform in this department, marks the reduction of this

country, privileged above all others in the constitutioxi of Augustus, to the
level of the provinces.

Unfoi'tunately taxation in the early days of the empire is one of the
most obscure of subjects, as our sources of information yield nothing much
until the reign of Diocletian. But the great discoveries of papyri and
quantities of receipt-shards (the so-called ostraca) recently made in Egypt
have already thrown some light upon the widely extended and complicated
administration of the country, and we may hope for further instruction from
the land of the Ptolemies, which exercised a stronger influence than any
other upon the administration of the Roman Empire.

We might say much more concerning the reforms by which Augustus
and his successors transformed the character of the whole empire ; of the

organisatioa o£ the standing army practically created by Cmsar, which in
manifold formations compassed about the motley population of the universal

empire of Rome with a firm bond ; of the imperial coinage which made the

denarius and the Roman gold piece legal tender throughout the Roman
world and either did away with local coinage or restricted it to private cir-

culation in the place where it was struck (with the sole exception of Egypt,
which occupied a peculiar position in this as in other respects) ; of the insti-

tution of an imperial post, which, though it served almost exclusively the
jpurposea of the magistrates and was long a heavy burden on the provincials,

its nevertheless a landmark in the history of international communication;
of the opening up of remote provinces by the extended network of roads,

on the milestones of which nearly all the emperors since Augustus inscribed
their names, especially Trajan, Hadrian, Severus, and Caracalla ; of the ali-

mentary institutions originated by Nerva (one of the few government institu-

tions for the public welfare in ancient times), which were intended to subserve
both the maintenance of the citizen class and the furtherance of agriculture
in Italy. We should gladly dwell upon the further development of
Roman law by the council of state organised by Hadrian, after Augustus
the greatest reformer on the imperial throne, and on the redaction of the
edictum per2>etuum carried out at his command by Salvius Julianus, whose
full name and career we have but recently learned from an inscription found
in Africa, which paved the way for a common law for the whole empire and
prepared the great age of jurisprudence at the beginning of the third cen-
tury, when the springs of creative power in art and literature were almost
wholly dried up. But within the narrow limits of this brief survey we must
refrain from this, as from a description of the prosperity and decline of the
highly developed municipal life of the period, and a sketch of the history of
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the empire at home and abroad, and of its intellectual life. One question,

however, cannot be left altogether without answer— the question of the atti-

tude of the imperial government towards alien religions, and, above all,

towards Christianity, A detailed examination of the position of Christian-

ity in the Roman Empire by the authority best qualified to speak on the

subjeet ^ will be found in another part of this work, and 1 can therefore con-

fine myself in this place to a brief notice,
^

I

•'

THE BMPIKB AND THK PAGAN CKKEI)

\\
Paganism is essentially tolerant, and the Romans always extert^e^a j

full measure of thib toleration to the religions of the nations thoy conquetwcr,;:

The early custom of transfeiring to Rome the tutelary divinity of any
conquered city in the vicinity is a practical exj^rossion of the view tliat any
addition to the Roman pantheon (which had begun to grow into a Granio-

Roman pantheon by the admittance of Apollo and the Sibyls and had actually

been such since the war with Hannibal) must be regarded simply as an

addition to the divine patrons of Rome. Xn the main tiiis view was adhered

to under the empire, although Augustus formulated more definitely the

idea of a Roman state religion and closed the circle of gods to whom
worship was due on the part of the state. Rub we have ovidenee of the

spirit of tolerance and the capacity for assimilation charaotoriHti(5 of the age
in the wide dissemination of tlie Egyptian cults of Isis and Serapis, especial ly
in the upper ranks of society, and still more in the worship deep rooted

among the masses and spread abroad over the greatest part of tlie earth— of

the Persian Mithras, whom Diocletian and his eo-regents praised in the great
Danubian camp of Canintum as the patron of their dominion. Even the [*h(ii-

nioian gods of Africa and the Celtic g(Hls of Gaul and the Danube nrovineas
were allowed to survive by identification with Roman divinities of a some-
what similar character, and in the outlandish surnames bestowed upon the
latter; although the names of the great (Jeltio divinilieH disapixmr from Uui
monuments— a matter in which the government undoubtedly had a hand, ^io

many barbarians, says Lucian the scurffer, have made tlnnr way into Olympus
that they have ousted the old gods from their jolaces, and ambrosia and
nectar have become scanty by reason of the crowd of topers ; and he makes
Zeus resolve upon a thorough clearance, in order unrelent ’ngly to thrust forth
from Olympus all who could not prove tlxeir title to that divine abode, even
though they had a great temple on earth and there enjoyed divine honours.

In view of the lengths to which the Romans carried the principle of giv-
ing free course to eve^ religion within the empire so long as its professors
did not come into conflict with the government officials or tend to form hot-
beds of political intrigue, such as were the schools of the Druids, how did it

come to pass that the Cliristian religion, and to a less extent the Jewish
religion also, were assailed as hostile and dangerous to the state ?

It is the collision between monotheism and polytheism, between the wor-
ship of God and— from the Jewish and Christian point of view— the
worship of idols. The great crime which Tacitus lays to the charge of
the Jews, that which brought upon the Christian the imputation of atheism,
was contempt for the gods, U., the gods of the Roman state. And this
denial was not only aimed at the gods of the Roman pantheon

; it applied

[I See Professor HarnaeVs artldo on Chiiroh and State on page 629,]
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in equal measure to the emperor-god, to whom all subjects of the ompire, what-

ever other religion they professed, were bound to erect altars and temples in

the capitals of the provinces, and everywhere do sacrifice ; who, conjointly with

and above all other gods, in both East and West, demanded that supreme
veneration which constituted the touch-stone of loyalty. To refuse this was
necessarily regarded as high treason, as crimen Icesce majestatis^ and prosecuted

as such. It is true that the monotheistic JewsJ after the destruction of their

national independence, were allowed bylaw to exercise their own religion on
condition of paying the temple dues in future to the Capitolina Jupiter, and

U<»r\N Tuoviiikb

penalties were attached only to conversion to the Jewish religion, eapeci«ally

in the case of Roman citizens. But it is evident that they very skilfully con-

trived to avoid an open rupture with the worship of the emperor no less than
with the national religion of Rome; for history has no record of Jewish
martyrs who suffered death for their faith under the empire.

THE EMPIRE AND CHRISTIANITY

It was otherwise with Christianity
; from the outset, and more particularly

after the ministry of Paul, the great Apostle of the Gentiles, which deter-
mined the whole course of its subsequent development, it had come forward
as a universal religion, circumscribed by no limitations of nationality and
gaining proselytes throughout the whole world, an eccleiia militans^ resolved
to break down all harriers set up by human power and the rulers of this
world in order to bear the new faith to victory. Here no lasting compromise
was possible. After the reign of Trajan he who did not deny the faith and
adore the pagan gods and the image of the emperor had to pay the penalty
of an obduracy incomprehensible to the Roman magistrates, by death as a
traitor. Singularly enough, it was this emperor, so averse to persecution
and self-deification, who outlawed CJiristianity in the Roman Empire by the
verdict that the Christians should not be hunted out, but, when informed
against and convicted, should be punished unless they renounced their faith

;

and most of his successors— though not without exceptions, among whom
Hadrian, Severus Alexander, and J?hilip must be numbered— adopted the
same line. It may be that even then they had a presage of the danger to
the Roman state that would arise from this international religion whidii had
originated in the East, which declared all men, even slaves, to be equal before
God, and was in its essence socialistic

; at least it is difficult to explain on
any otTmr grounds the profound hatred to which Tacitus, the greatest intel-
lect of his time, gives vent in his description of the persecution of Christians
under Nero.

As a matter of fact the spread of Christianity in Asia had by that time
attained considerable proportions, as is evident from the report sent by Pliny
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to Trajan and from other records ; and as early as the reign of Domitian it

had made its way in Romo even to the steps of the throne. But there was

certainly no man then living who would have thought it possible that this

despised religion of the poor was destined to conquer the world-wide empire,

and this disfiiin is the only explanation we can find for the fact that the first

general persecution of the Christians— for the local outbreaks of persecution

under Marcus Aurelius, Severus, and Maximinus, confined as they wore to a

narrow circle, cannot be so called— did not take place until about the middle

of the third century. Tertullian may have described too grandiloquently

the enormous advance of Christianity throughout the empire ; it is neverthe-

less beyond controversy that by the beginning of the third century it had

become a power which serious-minded rulers, solicitous for the maintenance

of a national empare, might well imagine that their duty to their country

required them to extirpate with fire and sword. In this spirit Deems waged
war against Christianity, and so did Diocletian, who assumed the surruime of

Jovius, after the supreme divinity of Rome, as patron of the national paganism.

But it was a hopeless struggle ; only ten years later Constantine made his

Deace with the Christian church by the Milan edict of toleration, and sliortly

before his death he received baptism.

With Constantine the history of ancient Rome comes to an (jtul
; the

transference of the capital to Byzantium was the outward visible sign that

the Roman Empire was no more. The process of dissolution had long been

at work ; symptoms thereof come to li:^t as early as the first century, and
are frightfully apparent under the weak emperor Marcus, whoso mehuicholy
Contemplatiom breathe the utter hopelessness of a world scourged by war
and pestilence. The real dissohition of the Roman world, however, did not

take place until the middle of the third century. The empire, assailed by
barbarians and rent asunder by internal feuds, became the sport of ambiiioxm

generals who in Gaul, Moesia, and Dannonia, placed themselves at the head
of their barbarian troops ; the time of the so-called Thirty Tyrants witnesses

the speedy disintegration of the recently united West.

INEVITABLE DECAY

Nor could the strong emperors from the Danubian provinces check the

proce.s8 of decay. Poverty fell upon the cities of Italy and the provinces,

whose material prosperity and patriotic devotion had been the most pleading

pictures offered by the good days of the Roman Blmpiro ; seats in tuo town
council and municipal offices, once passionately striven after as the of civic

ambition, as the election placards at Pompeii testify, now found no candi-

dates because upon their occupants rested the responsibility of raising taxo»

it was impo8sib!.e to pay ; the way was paved for tlie compulsory hereditary

tenure of posts and trades indispensable to the government. Agriculture
was ruined, and documents dating from the third century and the end of the

second, which have been recently bi^ought to light in parts of the empire re-

mote from one another, describe with affecting laments the want and hardships

endured by colonists and small landholders in the vast imperial demesnes.
The currency was debased, silver coins had depreciated to mere tokens, sala-

ries had to be paid for the most part in kind, public credit was destroyed*

The desolation of the land, no longer tilled in consequence of the uncer-

tainty of possession amidst disorders within and without ; a steady decrease
of the population of Italy and the provinces from the end of the second can-
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tury onwards ;
famine, and a prodigious rise in tlio cost of all tjio necessaries

of life, which it was a hopeless undertaking to check by any imperial regu-

lation of prices, are the sign-manual of the time. The army, from winch
Italians had long since disappeared, liberally interspersed with barbarian

elements and no longer held together by any interest in the empire and in an
emperor who was never the same for long together, was no longer capable

of coping with the Goths and Alamanni who ravaged the Roman provinces

in all directions ; the right bank of the Bhine and the Limes Germanious
and Limes Raeiicus, laboriously erected and fortified with ramparts and
castellae, fell a prey to the Germans in the middle of the third century. A
Roman emperor meets a shameful death in captivity among the RarthiaChs

;

Dacia, Trajan’s hard-won conquest, has to be abandoned and its inhabitants,

who were spared by the enemy, transplanted to the southern bank of tbe

Danube.
Towards the end of the third century the cities in Gaul were surrounded

with substantial walls, Rome itself had to be fortified against the attacks of

the barbarians, and was once more provided with a circumvallation, as in the

days of hoary antiquity, by one of the most vigorous of her rulers. Diocle-

tian ceased to make the Eternal City his capital, and realised in practice the

idea of division into an Oriental and Occidental world which had stirred

the minds of men three centuries before. His successor put an end to the

Roman Empire
;
but all he had to do was to bury the dead.

Bohan Teophies



INTIiODUCTION

THE SCOPE, THE SOURCES, AND THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE
HISTORY OF ROME UNDER THE EMPERORS

PxiOFBSSOR IIiHSCHFMLD has pointed out that there in a lofonoral uiiHCon*

ception as to the true meaning o£ later Roman hintory and Unit the time of

the Roman Empire is, in reality, by no moans exclusively a period of decline.

In point of fact, there wore long periods of imperial history when the glory of

Rome, as measured by its seeming luateriaL prosperity, by tlm splcntfonr

of its conquests, and the wide range of its domination, was at its height.

But two prominent factors, among others, have servtal to befog ilu^ vicjw in

considering this period. In ilie first place, the fact that the form of govern-
ment is held to have changed from the repnl)lic‘nn to the nionarchial system
with the accession of Augustus, has led to a jn'o.judice for or against the age
on the part of a good share of writers who hav(^ considiU’cd the subje,ct. In

the second place the invasion of (Miristiunity during the decline of the

empire has introduced a feature even more prejudicial to candid discussion.

Yet, broadly considered, neither of those elements shouhl have had much
weight for the historian. In the modern sense of the wortl the Roman (unn-

monwealth was never a democracy. From first to last, a chief share of its

population consisted of slaves and of the residents of subject states. There
was, indeed, a semblance of representative governments but this, it must be
remembered, was continued under the empire. Indeed, it cannot be too

often pointed out that the accession to power of Augxistua and his immediate
successors did not nominally imply a marked change of government. We
shall have occasion to point out again and again that the “emperor ’’ was
not a royal rider in the modern sense of the word, 'fhe very fact that the

right of hereditary succession was never recognised,— such succession being
accomplished rather by subterfuge than as a legal usage,— in itself shows a
sharp line of demarcation between the alleged royal houses of the Roman
Empire and the rulers of actual monarchies. In a word, the Homan Empire
occupied an altogether anomalous position, and the power which idle impera-
tor gradually usurped, through which he came finally to have all the influence
of a royal despot, was attained through such gradual and subtle advanoes that
contemporary observers scarcely realised the transition through which they

16
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were passing. We shall see that the senate still holds its nominal power,

and tlaat year by year for centuries to come, consuls are elected as the nomi-.

nal government leaders.

Nevertheless, it is commonly held that posterity has made no mistake in

fixing upon the date of the accession of Augustus as a turning-point in the

history of the Roman commonwealth. However fully the old forms may
have been held to, it is only now that the people in effect submit to a per-

manent dictator. The office of dictator, as such, had indeed been abolimed
on the motion of Mark Antony ; but the ciesars managed, under cover of

old names and with the ostensible observance of old laws, to usurp dictatorial

power. There was an actual, even if not a nominal, change of government.
This change of government, however, did not coincide with any sudden
decline in Roman power. On the contrary, as just iintimated, the Roman
influence under the early caesars reached out to its widest infiuenoe and
attained its maximum importance. Certainly, the epochs which by common
consent are known as the golden and the silver ages of Roman litferatura—
the time, that is to say, of Augustus and his immediate successors— cannot
well be thought of as periods of great national degeneration* And* again

the time of t£e five good emperors has by common consent of the historians

been looked on as among the happiest periods of Roman lustory. In a word
the first two centuries of Roman imperial history are by no means to be con-

sidered as constituting an epoch of steady decline. That a decline set in

after the death of Marcus Aurelius, some causes of which were operative

much earlier, is, however, equally little in question. Looking over the whole
sweep of later Roman history it seems difficult to avoid the conclusion that

the empire was doomed almost from the day of its inception, notwithstanding

its early period of power. But when one attempts to point out the elements
that were operative as causes of this seemingly predestined overthrow, one
enters at once upon dangerous and debatable groxind. At the very outaot,

as already intimated^ the prejudices of the historian are enlisted fro or con

by the question of the influence of Christianity as a factor in accelerating or

retarding the decay of Rome’s greatness.

Critics have never tired of hurlii^ diatribes at Gibbon, because his

studies led him to the conclusion that Christianity was a detrimental force*

in its bearing on the Roman Empire. Yet many more recent authorities

have been led to the same conclusion, and it is difficult to say why this esti-

mate need cause umbrage to anyone, whatever his religious prejiulioos. The
Roman commonwealth was a body politic which, following the course of all

human institutions, must sooner or later have been overthrown. In the
broader view it does not seem greatly to matter whether or not Ohristkiiily
contributed to this result. That the Christians were an inharmonious ele-

ment in the state can hardly he in question. As such, tiiey cannot well he
supposed to have contributed to communal progress. But there were obvious
sources of disruption which seem so much more important that OM may
well be excused for doubting whether the influence of the early Christians
in this connection was more than infinitesimal for good or evil. Without
attempting a comprehensive view of the subject—-which, indeed,would be quite
impossible within present special limits— it is sufficient to point out such per-
vading influences as the prevalence of slavery, the growing wealth of the
few and the almost universal pauperism of the many fostered by the paternal
government, and the decrease of population, particularly among the best
classes, as abnormal elements in a body politic, the influence of which sooner
or later must make themselves felt disastrously.
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Perhaps as important as any of these internal elements of dissolution was
.that ever- present and ever-developing external menace, the growing power
of the bar barian nations. The position of any nation in the historical scale

always depends largely upon the relative positions of its neighbour states.

Rome early subjugated the other Italian states and then in turn, Sicily, Car-

thage, and Greece. She held a dominating influence over the nations of the

Orient ; or, at least, if they held their ground on their own territory, she

made it impossible for them to think of invading Europe. Meantime, at tho

north and west there were no civilised nations to enter into competition with
her, much less to dispute her supremacy. For some centuries the peoples of

northern Europe could be regarded by Rome only as more or less productive
barbarians, interesting solely in proportion as they were sufficiently produc-
tive to be worth robbing. But as time wont on these northern peoples learned
rapidly through contact with tho civilisation of Romo. They were, in fact,

people who were far removed from barbarism in the modern acceptance of the

term. It is possible (the question is still in doubt) that they were of com-
mon stock with the Romans ; and if their residence in a relatively inhos pit-

able clime had retarded their progress towards advanced civilisation, it l.iad

not taken from them the racial potentialities of rapid dovolopmeut under
more favourable influences ; while, at the same time, the very imrshness of
their environment had developed in them a vigour of constitution, a t<macity
of purpose, and a fearless audacity of mind that were to make thorn presently
most dangerous rivals. It was during the later days of the commonwcudlh
and the earlier days of the empire that these rugged nortlmrn peopleB wet re

receiving their lessons in Roman civilisation— that is to say, in tire art of
war, with its attendant sequels of pillage and plundering.* Those were harrl

lessons which the legions of the caesars gave to the peoples of the nortlx, but
their recipients proved ept pupils. Even in the time oi: Augustus a German
host in the Teutoberg Forest retaliated upon the hosts of Varus in a manner
that must have brought Rome to a startling realisation of hitherto unsuspected
possibilities of disaster.

It has been pointed out that the one hoi>e for the regeneration of Rotne
under these conditions lay in tho possibility of incorporating the various
ethnic elements of its wide territories into one harmonious whole. In oth(;r
words, could Romo in the early day have seen the desirability as here and
there afar-sighted statesman did perhaps see— of granting Roman ciii'/en-

ship to the large-bodied and fertile-minded races of the north, removing thus
a prominent barrier to racial intermingling, the result might have been some-
thing quite different. We have noted again and again that it is the mixed
races that build the great civilisations and crowd forward on the road of
human progress. The Roman of the early day had the blood of many races
in his veins, but twenty-flve or thirty generations of rather close inbreeding
had produced a race which eminently needed new blood from without* Yet
the whole theory of Roman citizenship set its face against tho introduction
of this revivifying element. Tho new blood made itself felt presently, to
be sure, and the armies came to be recruited from the provinces. After a
time it came to pass that the leaders— the emperors even— were no longer
Romans in the old sense of the word. They came from Spain, from Illyri-
enn^ and from Asia Minor. Finally the tide of influence swept so stronglym the direction of Illyricum that the seat of Roman influence was transferred
to the East, and the Roman Empire entered a new phase of existence. The

must not bo construed m implying that such wow the only lossont ot Boman civili-
sation. See p. 4 et seq.

M. w. — vor.. VI. 0

J
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regeneration was effected, in a measure, by the civilisation of the now Rome
in the East; but this was the development of an offspring state rather than

the regeneration of the old commonwealth itself. Then in the West the

northern barbarians, grown stronger and stronger, came down at last in

successive hordes and made themselves masters of Italy, including Rome
itself. With their coming and their final coiutuosts the liistory of old Rome
as a world empire terminates.

It is the sweep of events of the live hundred years from the accession of

Augustus the first emperor to the overthrow of Romulus Augustulus the

last emperor that we have to follow in the present volume. Let us consider

in a few words the sources that have preserved the record of this most inter-

esting sequence of events.

THE SOURCES OF IMPERIAL HISTORY

Reference has already been made to tlic importance of the monumental

inscriptions. For the imperial liistory these assumed proportions not at all

matched by the earlier periods. It was customary for the emperorH tc; issue

edicts that were widely copied throughout the provinces, anti, owing to

the relative recency of these inscriptions a great immher of tluan have been

preserved.

As a rule, these inscriptions have only incidental importance in the way of

fixing dates or establishing details as to the economic history. On the other

liand, such a tablet as the Monumentiim Ancyranum gives important infor-

mation as to the life of Augustus, and such pictorial presentations as occur

on the columns of Trajan and Marcus Aurelius are of the utmost impor-

tance in reproducing tie life-history of the period. For mere U'attors of

chronology—having also wider implications on occasion— tlie large aeries of

coins and medals is of inestimable importance. Without these various in-

scriptions, as has been said, many details of imperial history now perfectly

established must have remained insoluble.

Nevertheless, after giving full credit to the inscriptions as sources of

history, the fact remains that for most of the important incidents that go to

make up the story, and for practically all the picturesque details of political

history, the manuscripts are still our chief sources. The authors whose works
have come down to us are relatively few in number, and may be briefly listed

here in a few words. For the earliest imperial period we have the master
historian Tacitus, the biographer Suetonius, the courtier Velleius Paterculus,
and the statesman Dion Cassius. As auxiliary sources the writings of

Martial, Valerius Maximus, Pliny, and the Jewuh War% of Josephus are to be
mentioned. For the middle period of imperial history Dion Cassius and
Herodian, supplemented by Aurelius Victor and the other epitomators, and by
the so-called Augustan histories or biographies, are our chief sources. After
they fail us, Zosimus and Ammianus Marcellinus have the field practically
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to themselves, gaps in their work being supplied, as before, by the outline

histories. Details as to these writers will be furnished, as usual, in our
geuei’al bibliography .i

THE FIRST CENTURY OP EMPIRE: AUGUSTUS TO NERO
(30 B.C.-68

29. Temple of Janus closed for the third time. 28. Senate reduced in
numbers. 27, Octavian lays down his powers *, is given the proconsular im-
perium for ten years, and made commander-in-chief of all the forces with the
right of levying troops, and making war and peace. He receives the title

of Augustus. Provinces divided into senatorial (whore no army was re-

quired) and imperial where troops were maintained. 28. Proconsular im-
perium conferred on Augustus with possession of the tribuuioia potestiws.

20. War against the Parthian king, Phraates. Tigranes reinstated in Ms
kingdom of Armenia, 19. Cantabri and Astures (in Spain) subdued,
15. Raetia and Noricum subjugated by Drusus and Tiberius and indhided
among the Roman provinces. 12-9. Campaigns of Drusus in Germany and
subjugation of Paimonia by Tiberius. 4 B.o. Birth of Jesus. 4 A.i>. Augus-
tus adopts his step-son Tiberius. 9. Illyricum, having rebelled, is ^educed
by Tiberius. Arminius, the chief of the Cherusci, a Gennau tribe,
hilates a Roman army under Quintilius Varus. 14. meriu», emperor, Ger-
manicus, nephew of Tiberius, quells the revolted legions on the Rfiine and
makes war on the German tribe of the Marsi. 15. Gennmiicui^ invades
Germany a second time and captures the wife of Arminius ("Hermann).
16. Battle of the Campus Idistayisus. Arminius defeated by Germanicus.
17. Recall and death of Germanicus. 28. Prmtorian cohorts collected into
one camp outside Rome on the si^gestion of Sejanus, who now exercises
great influence over Tiberius. 81. Sejanus put to death with many of
his friends. 87. Caligula succeeds Tiberius. 41. Murder of Caligula. Olau-
diuo succeeds. 42. Mauretania becomes a Roman province, 48-47- Britain
subdued by Plautius and Vespasian. 48. Lyoia becomes a province, 44, Judea
becoines a province. 54. Claudius poisoned by his wife Agrippina and suc-
ceeded by her son Nero. 55. Nero poisons his step-brother Britannlous,
o8. Domitiur Corbulo sent against the Parthians and Armenians, 59. Agrip-
pina murdered by Nero’s orders. 61. Suetonius Paulinus represses the
reyolt of Boadicea in Britain. 62. Nero murders his wife Ootavia, 68. Par-
mians and Annenians renew the war. The Parthians Anally sue for peace,
1 he king of Armenia acknowledges his vassalage to Rome. 64, Destruction
of great part of Rome by fire, said to have been started by Nero’s command,
It

attributed by him to the Jews and Christians, Pirst persecution of
the Chrwtaans. 65 Piso conspires against Nero. The plot w discovered.
DO. * irst Jewish War, Vespasian sent to oonduot it. Gaul and Spain
revolt against Nero, who commits suicide.
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THE SECOND CENTURY OF EMPIRE: (JALBA TO MAUCtlS AURELIUS
(08-180 A.i>.)

68. Gaiba, Otho, and Viteiiius succeed each other as emperors. 69, Vea-
paaiaa, the first Flavian emperor, proclaimed by the aoltliors. Vitellius put
to deatli. The aristocratic body purilied and r(3pleni8hed. Official worship
restored. Public works executed. Reforms in the army and the finances,
and the administration generally. Batavian revolt under Claudius Civilis,

TO. Fall of Jerusalem. Batavian revolt quelled by Cerealls. 71. Ceroalia
boconies governor of Britain. 78. Agricola begins his campaigns in jBritaiii.

79, Tltufl, the second Flavian emperor. Pompeii and Herculaneum destroyed
by an eruption of Vesuvius. 80. Agricola reaches the Solway Firth.
8*1. Domitian, the third Flavian emperor. 83. War with the Chatti. 84, Cale-

donians under Galgaous defeated by Agricola, who completes the coiupiest of

Britain. 86. Dacian invasion of Mcesia. 87. Dacians defeat a Roman army.
90. Peace with tlie Dacians. 93. Antonins Satnrniuus, governor of upper
Germany, revolts. The rebellion is put down and his papers arc diistroyod.

Domitian executes the supposed accomplices of Saturninus ami begins a series

of cruelties. Philosophers expelled from Rome. Persecutions of Jinvs and
Christians. 96. Nerva succeeds on the murder of Domitian, ami intro<lnces a
policy of mildness. 98. Trajan, emperor. 101-102. Dacians attacked and over-

thrown by Trajan. 106. Dacians finally subdued by Trajan. Their country
becomes a Roman province. 114. Parthian Wav undertaken to prevent the
Parthian king from securing the Ai-meiiian crown to his family. 116. Par-
thian War ends with the incorporation of Armenia, Mesopotamia, and Assyria
amongst the Roman provinces, Trajan dies on Ids return. Many public
works were executed in this reign. 117. Hadrian, emperor. He abandons
Trajan’s^ recent conquests. 118. Miesia invaded by the Sarmatians and
Roxolani. Hadrian concludes peace with the Roxolani. The Sarmatian
War continues for a long time. 120-127. Hadrian makes a tour through
the provinces. 121. Hadrian’s wall built in Britain. 132. Bdictum per-
petuuniy or compilation of the edictal laws of the prsetors. 132-136. Second
Jewish War, beginning with the revolt of Simon Bar Kosiba. Many
buildings were erected in Hadrian’s reign. 138. Antonlnutt Plua, emperor.
He promotes the internal prosperity of the empire, and protects it against
foreign attacks. 139. British revolt suppressed by Lollius Urbicus. Wall
of Antoninus (Graham’s Dyke) built. 161. Marcus Aurelius and Lucius
Versa, joint emperors. 162-165. Parthian War. It terminates in the resto-
ration of Armenia to its lawful sovereign and the cession of Mesopotamia to
Rome. 163. Christian persecution, 166. A barbarian coalition of the
Marcomaniii and other tribes threatens the empire. Both emperors take
the held against them. 169, Lnciiis Verns dies, 174. Victory over the
Quadi. Miracle of the Thundering Legion, 175. Avidius Cassius proclaims
himplf emperor, and makes himself master of all Asia within Mount Taurus.
He is assassinated. 178. War with the Marcomanni renewed.
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THE THIRD CENTURY OF EMITRE: COMMODUS
(18()^i>70 A.i>.)

TO ('LAIJDIIJS U

180. CommoduB. PoaciC cionclucUid with thcj barbariaiiH. iSo. Liiiulla,

(-ouimodus’ sister, ei/uspircs against him. hi piinisluiig this couHpirai'.y in;

begins his career of cruelty. 10J3. Pertinax matlo (iinperor on the murder

of Commodus. lie attempts to restore discipline and is iminie.red in his

turn. Didiua Juliaiius buys the empire of the pradorians. The hsgions in

Syria, Illyricum, and Britain each proclaim a rival (mip(n*or. L. Boptlmia^

Severua marches on Rome. Murder of Julianns. S<*V(uni.s recognised in

Rome. 194. Battle of Issus, Sovi'.rus de.fealH his rival P(‘scenniuH Nig(U’.

196. Byzantium taken by Severns. (Uodius AlliinuH made emperor by the

army in Gaul. 197. Battle of Liigdunum. (Rodins (hdeaied. 19B. Ihir-

thianWar. 202. Christian porsccution. 208. (hilediniia (overrun liy Soverus,

who loses many of his men. 210. Wall of Severus in Britain compl(d.ed.

.211. Caracaiia, 'emperor. Alexandrians massacrotL 212. G©ta, eo-ruler and

brother of Caracaiia, murdered by him. Wars in Daeia and on the Rhini%

217. Macriima, emperor. 218. Elagabaius (Heliogabaiua) made empm'or by

the soldiers. Defeat and exoeution of JMaerinus. Julia Ma'sa and Juba
Soremias, grandmother and luotlier of Elagabaius, rule. 222. Sevwua
ander, emperor. 231. Pensiau War. 285. Maximlmte Tliraac, <unpiu'or.

28<>. Invasion of Germany. 287. Gordianus I and II proelaimi'd emperors
in Africa. Defeat and dcatii of the Gordiani. 288. Pupienu® Maximw,
Caeiiua Balbinus, and Gordiaiius III. Maximiuus 'rhra,x, Pupienus, and Bab
bimis killed. 242. Sapor, king of Persia, dofeatinl by (lordianuH III.

244. Philip, the Arabian, murders and suceceds Gordianus. 219. Ddoina

made emperor by the Mcesian and Pannonian legions. Hat.ile of Verona.
Philip defeated and slain. 250. Christian porHecution, Bishops tif Itome,

Antioch, and Jerusalem martyred. Battle of Abricimn. iJeiuim defeated

and slain by the Goths. 251. GaRua and Hontlliaaua, emptsrors. 252, l*esti«

lence throughout the greater part of the empire. This lasted liftcam years.

253. JSBmiiianua, emperor. 254. Vaieriaaua, emperor, 8'he (h)thH and Bur-
gundians invade Mmaia and Paniionia. The Franks appear in Gaul,
259. Sapor invades Syria and tak<is Antioch. Valerian drives him back
but is captured and enslaved. 260. Gallienus, Valerian’H sou and (io-rider,

sole emporoi. lugenuus and Rogalianus proclaimed emperors, Ode»
uathus of Palmyra drives the Persians back. 261, Maerlaims, Valena,
and Calpurnins Piso proclaimed emperors. 262. Auraolus proclaimed em-
peror. The Persians capture Antioch. 264. Odonatb us declared Augustus.
265. Postumus repels the Gauls, 267. Deatli of Odenaibus, aucceeded
by his wife Zenobia. Death of PoBtumus. Tetrious aaeumea the empire
in Gaul. Age of the Thirty Tyranta. 268. (JalHenus slain by the ibachi-
nations of Aureolus. Claudius n, emperor. 269. Battle of Naissus in
Dardania. Claudius defeats the Goths with great slaughicr. Zenobia
invades Egypt.
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THE FOURTH CENTURY OF EMPIRE: AUKELIAN TO THEODOSIUS
(270-^305 A.D.)

270. Aurelian, called Bestitutor Orbis^ becomes emperor. He defeats the
Goths and makes peace with them. Alamamii invalo Umbria and are
defeated by Anrelian in three engagements. 273. Palmyra and its queen
Zenobia taken by Anrelian. Egypt revolts and is subdued. 274. Tetiioas,

who had maintained himself as emperor in Gaul, Britain, and Spain, de-
feated at Chllons. 275. Tacitus, emperor. 276. Probus and Plorian, emper-
ors. They clear Gaul of its German invaders and pursue them across the
Rhine. 282. Carus, emperor. Sarmatians defeated. Persian expediti<»n.

284. Diocletian, emperor. He inake.s Mcomedia in Bithynia his capital.

285. Maadmian, joint emperor for administration of the West. 293. Con-
Btankua chiorus and Valerius named ciesars. 296. Constantius retsovcrs

Britain. Revolt of Egypt suppressed by Diocletian. Battle of (.'arrhie,

Galerius defeated by the Persians. 297, Gaieriua defeats the Persiaim and
makes a treaty securing Mesopotamia to the Romans. 298. Oonsiantius
defeats the Alamanni at Langres. 303. Christian persecution. 305. Abdi-
cation of Diocletian and Maximian. Constantius and Galerius, emperors.
306. Constantine the Great succeeds his father Constantius in the rule of
Spain, Gaul, and Britain. Maxentius emperor at Rome. Maximian resumes
the purple. Licinius made emperor. 810. Maximian executed by Constan-
tine. 312. Defeat and death of Maxentius. 313. Edict of Milan issued by
Licinius and Constantine, inaugurating religious toleration. 314. War be-
tween. Licinius and Constantine. 323. Battles of Hadrianopolis and Ciutlce-
don. Defeat of Licinius. 324. Licinius executed. Constantine sole ruler.
325. First general council at Nicaaa. 830. Byzantium, or Constantinople,
becomes the capital of the empire. 887. Constautiu® H, Constam, and Coa-
atantiua n divide the empire. 840. Battle of Aquileia between Constantine
II and Constairs. Deati of Constantine II. His dominions fall to Con-
stans. 350. Death of Constans. Revolt of Magnentins. 353. Constan-
tins II sole emperor. 357. Battle of Argentoratum (Strasburg); Julian
defeats the Alamanni. 361. Julian, ‘‘the Apostate,” emperor, 362. Edict
granting general toleration. 363. Persian War. Julian is victorious at
Ctesiphon, and in other battles, but is at last obliged to retreat and is killed,
Jovian emperor. He makes peace with the Persians, resigring five dis-
tricts beyond the Tigris. He places Christianity on an equality with other
religions. 364. Yaientinianus I and Vaiens, emperors. 367. Gratianu® emperor
for the West. 374. War with the Quadi. 875. Talentinian II reigns con-
jointly \nth Gratian on the death of Yalentinian I. 876. Huns and Alans
attack the eastern Goths. Vaiens permits the Goths to settle in Thrace.
378. threaten Constantinople. Battle of Hadrianopolis. Goths de-
feat the Romans with great slaughter. Death of Vaiens. 379. Ibeoaoslu.
the Great, emperor of the East. 380. Theodosius becomes a Christian. He
successfully continues the war against the Goths and makes a treaty with
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them which is followed by their establishment in Ylirace, Phrygia, and
Lydia, and the enrolment of large numbers in the army of tlie Eastern Em-
'pire. 383. Clemens Maximus revolts against Gratian, who is captured and
put to death. 387. Maximus makes himself master of Italy, Theodosius
restores Valentinian II, and puts Maximus to death. 390. Massacre of the
inhabitants of Thessalonica by order of Theodosius in revenge for thes murder
of officials. 392. Valentinian 11 murdered. Bugenitts emperor of the West,
394. Theodosius defeats Eugeuius and becomes the last emperor of tlie whole
Roman world. 395. Death of Theodosius. Aroadiua becomes emperor of

the East and Honorius of the West.

THE WESTERN DOMINIONS IN THE FIFTH CENlTrUY OF EMPIRE
a.ik)

395. At death of Theodosius the division of the empire bce(ym(‘s p<',nna-
nent. Honorius, aged eleven, rules over the western portion, with Stilitdio
as regent. Alaric ravages Thrace. Stilicho procjecds agaitist liim. 399, See*
ond expedition of Stilicho. Alaric escapes iutt; Epirus, and Stilicho ndatnis
to Italy. 397. Revolt of Gildo in Africa, causing scarcity of food in Roitio.
He is defeated, and kills himself the following year. 403. ‘

Battle of PollCiitia
ends invasion of Italy by Alaric, begun the previous year. R( 5 tr(Mit of Alaric.
405. Radagaisus with an army of 200,000, composed of (Jermana, Sar-
matians, and Gauls, invades Italy. Suciicssfully.opposed by Stiliclio. (''apture
and death of Radagaisus. His army destroyed. 400. The Vandals eutm* ( bull.
407. Revolt of the army in Britain, (Constantino dtsdared (‘mpmor; mak(‘s
himself master of the whole of (buil m far as the Alps. 408. Murder of
Stilicho. Alaric liesiegc's Rome, but retires on payment of money, 409, Ala-
lie, besieging Rome, has Attains proclaimed muperor. Revolt of Gercmtiim
in Spain; he proclaims Maximus emperor. Vandals invade Spain. 410. Ala*
nc takes Rome and plunders it. Death of Alaric. SucHuseded by Atawulf.
411. War between the- iisurpers, Gonstantine and (JorontiuH, (louHtautius
leads the imperial forces against the iw<j rebels. Death of Gonstantine
and Gerontms. 412. Jovinus proclaimed emperor in Gaul. Peace be-
tween Honorius and Atawulf. 413. Atawulf slays JovinuB, Ilcraelianns
invades Italy, but is slain. 415. Death of Atawulf in Spain. 8uc“
ceeded by Vallia, who, the following year, makes peace witli llonoriuH.

Spain by the Goths after two years’ war. Death of
V Tlieodoric L Aipiitunia' ceded to the (ioths.

419. The Sueyi a.nd Vandals war in Spain. 421. Gonstantius declared
augustus, but he is not accepted. 423. Death of Honorius. 424. John
OT Joannes seizes the western division. 425, Valeatinian III, nmlum of

augustus. Defeat and death of the usurper ioannas.
Attack on the Goths in Gaul. 428. War in Gaul continued. The Vandal
mg, (Tundenc, dies, and Genseric succeeds. 429. (Tenseric crosses into
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Africa, oa invitation of Boniface, who has been several yeais in revolt.

431. War of Boniface with Vandals ended with capture of Hippo. The
Vandals are masters of a large part of Africa. 482. War between Boni^
face and Aetius. Death of Boniface. 434. Attila becorncB king of the
Huns. It is said that Honoria, sister of Valentinian, in disgrace at court,

invites him to attack Italy. 435. Peace with Genseric. War with the
Burgundians and Goths in Gaul. 436. Theodoric besieges Narbo. 487. The
war in Gaul continues. Valentinian marries daughter of 'rhcodcsius II.

439. Theodoric defeats Litorius at Tolosa. Peace with the Goths. 440. Gen-
seric invades Sicily. 444. Attila murders his brother, Bleda, and succeeds to
the full authority. 446. The Vandals devastate Raman dominions in Spain.
The Britons ask aid against the Saxons. 448. The Suevi ravage Roman
dominions in Spain, 451. Attila invades Gaul. He is defeated at Chalons
by Aetius and Theodoric. Death of Theodoric, who is succeeded by his son,
Torismond. 452. Attila invades Italy. Siege and capture of Aquileia.
Attila retires to Gaul. Death of Torismond, succeeded by Theodoric II.

Leo, bishop of Rome, goes as ambassador to Attila. 453. Death of Attila.
His army is scattered. 455. Murder of Valentinian by Petronius Maximus.
MaximiM declared emperor. He marries the widow of Valentinian, who calls

Genseric to her aid. Murder of Maximus as he is preparing to lly from the
Vandal. Avitua proclaimed emperor in Gaul by Theodoric II. lie is recog-
nised by Marcian at Constantinople. 457. Majorian made cmp(?ror by Rici-

mer, who, the previous year, has deposed A v itus. 458. Majorian proceeds
against the Vandals and Gauls. 459. Peace betweem Majorian ami T[icodori(*

II,‘ who has been defeated. 460. Roman fleet destroyed by Genseric at Car-
thagena. Peace between Majorian and Genseric. 4G1. Deposition and
murder of Majorian by Ricimer. Elevation of 8ov©nis. 462. Vandals
ravage Italy. 463. Theodoric 11 attempts to gain posst^ssion of (laul. Is
defeated, but rules over a large portion of Spain. 465. Death of Severus.
No emperor is appointed, Ricimer keeping power in his own hands. 46(5. Mur-
der of Theodoric II by hia brother, Euric, who succeeds him. 4(57. AntUemiuB
appointed emperor by Leo of Constantinople, at Ricimer’s request. 470. hhirit*

takes Arelate and Massilia, and defeats the Britons. Execution of the patri-
cian Romanus, who aspires to the empire. 472. War between Ricimer and
Anthemius. Ricimer declares Olybrius emperor, and puts AnthemiuB to death.
Death of Ricimer. Death of Olybrius. 473. GHyooriua proclaimed emperor.
The Ostrogoths prepare to invade the empire. 474. Leo sands Julius iTspos
to reign in the W est. Glycerins deposed. Euric occupies Arverna. Rcace
between Euric and Nepos. 475. Orestes drives out Nepos and [iroclaims
his own son, Romulua Auguatuiua, emperor. 476. Odoaoer invad.es Italy.
Romulus Augustulus deposed, and Odoacer acknowledged king of Italy.

The Byzantine Emperor Zeno confers the t4tle of patrician uipon Odo-
aoer, who rules a nominal vicar. “ There was thus,” says Bryce, “ l.cgally no
extinction of the Western Empire at all, but only a reunion of East and
West.”



CHAPTER X.X1X. THE EMPIRE AND THE PR0VINCE5S

When Augustus entered upon secure poHsession of abBoluto power, the

Roman Empire included the fairest and most famous laudB on tiie face of

the globe and all the civilised peoples of the ancient world fotind a place in

its ample bosom. It extended from the ocean on the west to the Euphrates,

from tiie Danube and the Rhine to the (sataracts of the Nile and the dasei^tB

of Africa and Arabia. And although, in the first decades of imperial rule, a

few tribes within its huge circumferoiico had not completely aHsimilated the

system of Roman civilisation and law ; although in the Alps and Pyrenees,

on the lower Danube and in the inaccessible gorges of the Taurus some
warlike races retained their savage freedom and did not stoop their necks to

the rods and axes of Rome, the mighty miatreas of the world— they oftered

hut a futile defiance, bettor fitted to assert and exercise the martial vigour
of the legions than to inspire the masters of the world with dread or sot

bounds to their dominion.
The wars which Augustus or his legates waged in the (lantabrian Moun-

tains of northwestern Spain, in the Alps and the wooded hills of Dtdmatia,
merely served to consolidate the empire and strengthen its frontiers, apd gave
the imperial ruler an opportunity oi: renewing the martial feats and triumphs
of the republic. The Spanish mountaineers were transplanted to ilu^ jdains

and constrained to conduct themselves peaceably. Deprived of their savage
liberty, they accustomed themselves to agriculture and social life; and the

Spanish cities, endowed with privileges and connected by highroads, soon
became seats of Roman culture and spheres of active influence in trade and
commerce. The products of the soil, the largess of the Be% the fruits of

industry— oil and wine, honey and wax, wool and salt flsh— were exported
in large quantities from the ports of Spain and filled the seaboard cities with
wealth. The fierce and predatory tribes of the Alpine range, from Savoy and
Piedmont to Istria, were again and again smitten with the edge of the sword
and forced to submit ; the newly founded military colony of Augusta Fmtoria
(Aosta), in the country of the Salassians and at the junction of the Graian
and Pennine Alps, served thenceforward as a bulwark to the Homan posses-
sions in northwest Italy, after the stubbornness of the hardy mountaineers
had been broken by the carrying off of such man as ware capable of bearing
arms to the slave market at Eporedia (Ivrea).

In the year 15 B.o. the free races oi Esetia, Vindelioia, and Noricum were
conquered, from the Lake of Constance and the Valley of the Inn to the
Adriatic

; and Tiberius led his legions from Gaul to the sources of the Rhine,
there to join hands with Drusus, 9ie vigorous youth for whom was reserved
the honour of “ ushering in the last hour of the liberty of the mountains,”
and who was then advancing from the south. A single campaign sufficed if
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destroy forevermore the freedom of these disconnected tribes, who had no
national ties to unite them into a political entity. A trophy on the southern
slope of the mountain rampart proclaimed to posterity that under the leader-

ship and auspices of Augustus four-and-forty nations, all mentioned by
name, had^been vanquished and subjugated by the sword of Rome. The trans-

portation *of the most vigorous elements of tlie population to foreign parts,

the construction of Alpine roads, the erection of fortresses and castella, and the
founding of military colonies (amongst which Augusta Vindelicorum, the pres-

ent Augsburg, and Regina Ciistra, the modern Eatisbon, quickly took the first

rank), secured these conquests and won fresh territory for the dominion of

Rome
;

so that in a short time all the land between the Danube and the Alps
was included in the provincial dominions of the Roman Empire.

At the same time the great stretch of country fromTstria to Macedonia
and from the Adriatic to the Save was won for the empire

;
what had hitherto

been the maritime province of lllyricum was not only augmented by the
addition of the territory of the lapydes (lapodes) and Dalmatians, but a
station and magazine was established on the lower Danube by the conquest
of the Pannonian town of Siscia at the confluence of the Colapis (Kulpa) and
Save. Ill vain did the lapydes defend their capital with the courage of des-

peration ; the emperor himself, though wounded in the thigh and in both
arms, prosecuted the attack until all men capable of bearing arms liad fallen

in the fray, and the women, old men, and children had perished either in

the flames of the burning town or by their own hands. In a very short time
strong fortified lines were drawn through Pannoniaand Movsia to the southern
bank of the river, and presently a continuous chain of fortrosscs under tlm

charge of six legions prepared the way for the acquisition of fresh provinces,

and warded off the raids of the northern barbarians.

The Thracian principalities south of the Hinmus sank into a more and
more dependent poaition. In the reign of Tiberius, Ootys, a gentle and ami-
able prince, was murdered by his cruel uncle Rhescuporis. The widow
appealed to Rome, whereupon the perpetrator of the crime was deposed by a

decree of the senate, and the country divided between the sons of the two
kings. Under these circumstances the sovereignty of Rome struck ever
deeper root, till at length the last shadow of liberty and in<lepoudcuce van-

ished and the whole of Thrace was gathered into the ample bosom of the

world-empire.
The attempts at revolt made by the Pannonians and Dalmatians in the

years 12 and 11 B.c. were savagely supj^iressed by Agrippa, and after his

death by his successor Tiberius. The deportation of the men capable of

bearing arms into slavery and the disarmament of the remainder re-estab-
lished quiet and submission for a long while. But the love of liberty was
not quelled in this warlike race. Infuriated by the extortions of Rome,
who— in the words of one of their leaders— sent “not shepherds and dogs,
but wolves, to tend the flocks,” and at the enlistment of their gallant sons
for service in foreign parts, the Dalmatians and Pannonians again drew the
sword in the year 6 a.d. to free themselves from the burdens of taxation
and military service.

The rebellion spread rabidly through the whole country; enterprising
leaders, two of whom bore tie name of Bate, marched upon the Roman for-
tresses of Sirmium and Salona, ravaging the land as they went, while others
harassed Macedonia with a large army. A bold troop of armed men threat-
ened to invade Italy by way of Tergeste (Trieste); a disquieting agitation
was abroad among the fierce Dalmatian and Sarmatian horsemen of tlie
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grassy steppes beyond the Danube ; Ronaan traders were robbed and mur-

dered. The alarm which took possession of the capital at these woeful

tidings, and the military activity aroused throughout all Italy, sulHcieutly

prove that Rome did not underestimate the danger that menaced her from

the East. Discharged veterans were again enrolled hi the legions, a slave

tax was imposed to defray the cost of the war, peace was concluded with

Marboduus, the prince of the Marcomanni, whom the Romans wtu’c on tins

point of attacking.

This devastating war, according to Suetonius the most torriblo since

the Punic Wars, lasted for three years [7”9 a.d.]. Til»erinH and his m^phow

Geimanicus, the son of Drusus, marched through the kuigth and breadth of

Dalmatia and Paimonia-— now tempting the fortune of war, ju>w inauliiig

the paths of treachary, and fostering discord by negotialionw. After many
sanguinary battles Bate came to terms wiili the Romans for tlu‘. surrmuhu'

of the impregnable mountain stronghold of Andorinm, not far from Salonsi,

and went with his family to Ravenna, wliere Tiberius grauitid him a liberal

allowance to the end of his days, in recompense for his <leHerti(»n of his

country’s cause.

The fortress of Arduba, built on a steep hei|^dit ami prott‘cted by a t ur-

bulent river, held out longer; the most determined of the iuHurgtmtH had

thrown themselves into it, together with a large numlKU’ of dcHerttirs. But

its hour at length drew nigh. After the flower of iht) garrisfm, having nmde
a sortie, had fallen in a sanguinary fight at close miarters, the survivnirs H(d.

fire to their homes and, with their wives and chihfren, sought dtmlh in llie

flames or in the foaming torrent. The other towns ilnm surrcndmanl at <lis-

cretion, and mute obedience settled once more on all the laml hetweeu (he

Adriatic and the lower Danube. But the country was wastci and inhabit

ants were few in the hlood-sodden flelds. The great river from souret* to

mouth soon formed the northern boundary of the em|nre. Thu 'rhnu'ian

principalities were merged into the province of Mmsiu.
In Asiatic countries, too, the<ro were many eonfliids to lie endured^ many

com])lioations to be unravelled, before the slates and nations west of tla^

Euphrates bowed in awe and submission to the supnomiey (d‘ Rome, I’he

order of things (wtahlished by Pompey had indeed re.mained valid in law
down to the days of Augustus, but great changes had taken plaee iu

the various states in consectuenee of the cfivil wars. republieaiiH Unit us

‘tind Cassius, no less than the triumvirs Antony and Oet avian, IumI ret|uiUMl

the friendly or hostile sentinienis of prinees, towns, and proviueea with re

wards or penalties, had given or taken away privileges and iloniuiiotg had
bestowed or withdrawn their eouutenanee according to nuu'it or liking.

When Augustus appeared in the East, tmi years after the baitle of Aetiuin,
native kingdoms, temporal prinuipalities and hierarelucH, free eitiea, and
other territorial divisions, (Kuaiiiying a more or h‘HH duptmdmit |iosition

towards Rv^mo and bound to render her military wnwiee, still (‘xiHtnl, an in

former times, side by sale with the f<mr Roman provine.es of Ania, Iljliiyina,

Cilicia, and Syria. 'Many of these were deprived of their previous Htat.nn on
various pretexts, and swallowed no in tlie eongericH of Roman provimans,

Thus, after the death of iliat aloe faeilonary Amy Idas, the gmieral and miuo.

cessor of Deiotarus, Augustus created tlie province of Galatia out of tlie major
part of his possoBsions, adding to‘lt flrst Uyc.aonia, and hd4n', after tiie dmilli
of Deiotarus Philadelplms, i'lc grandson of the. famous Galatian king, the
inland region of Paphlagonia. The Pontic kingdom, together with, Lesmir
Armenia, Colchis, and the seaboard towns of Pharnaeia ami 'rrapezus, were
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ruled under favour of Antony and Octavian, by the brave and prudent Pol-

eraon as the “ friend and ally of the Roman people,” and to these dominions

he added the kingdom of the Bosporus, the heritage of his wife Dynamis.

After his death, his widow Pythodoris bestowed her hand upon King
Archelaus of Oappadocia, who likewise owed his kingdom to the favour of

Antony and Octavian and to his devotion to Rome.

By this means the two kingdoms were united, and formed an excellent

barrier against the eastern barbarians. But this now creation was not des-

tined to last. Lesser Armenia and Cappadocia were merged into the province

of Cappadocia as early as the reign of Tiberius, after Archelaus had died at

Rome of fear at the charges brought against him in the senate by the 'dm-

])eror, whose displeasure he had incurred, and the hieratic principality^ of

Comana was added to the same province. Under the rule of Rome the ancient

cities rose to great wealth and magnificence, especially Nicomodia in Bithynia

and Cffisarea m Cappadocia. Dioscurias and the myth-haunted region about

the Phasis became the centre of a far-reaching commercial activity, the market

of the world. There Roman merchants bought wool and furs from northern

lands, and precious stones, seric (silken) garments, and luxuries from the

far East.

Augustus and his successors endeavoured in like manner to unite th(^ dis-

jointed provinces of southern Asia Minor and to range them under the Roman
provincial system. The confederacy of Lycia maintained its existence and

liberty for some decades longer as a “ ruin of antique timcH,” and Antony
and Octavian exerted themselves to the best of their ability to stanch the

wounds which Brutus had inflicted. But the confederacy, its^ prosperity

shattered and its bonds loosened by internal discords, was so far past re-

covery that its conversion into a Roman province in the reign of Olaudius

seemed a boon. The province of Cilicia was augmented by the addition of

Pisidia and tlie island of Cyprus- A Roman garrison was sot to guard the

“Cilioian Gates” leading to Syria, and Augustus committed to some native

dependent princes the work of conquering the robber tribes which dwelt in

savage freedom in the mountains and gorges of the Taurus and Amanus.
These were not incorporated into the actual dominions of Rome till the reign

of Vespasian.
After the battle of Actium, Syria with her subordinate provinces reverted

to her old position, which had been temporarily disturbed by the Parthian

invasions and the donations of Antony to Cleopatra and her children. Four
legions provided for Internal tranquillity and security against the neighbour
races to the south and east. The northern mountain region of Commagene,
with the town of Samosata, the last relic of the Seleuoid empire, remained in

possession of an independent prince for some time longer, and at his death it

was annexed to the province of Syria. A like fate befell the district of

Judea, which the Romans had long treated with peculiar favour, for the Jul-

ian family was at all times well disposed towards the Jews. Aftr^^ the death
of King Herod, who had contrived to gain and retain the favour and
confidence of the emjperor and Agrippa, his son-in-law and general, by
flatteries, presents, and services, the kingdom of Judea, convulsed by party
hatreds and dissensions, was also merged, as we have seen, into the Roman
world-empire. As a Roman province it was put under the rule of a pro-
curator, who, though nominally under the control of the governor of Syria
at Antioch, exercised most of the prerogatives that pertained to proconsuls
and propraetors in other countries, in particular the power of inflicting capital
punishment. Judea was nevertheless for a long while the “spoiled darling
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of Rome”; the people of God remained in possession of their faith, their

Jaws, and their nationality ; they were exempted from military aerviee and

enjoyed many rights and privileges in all countries.

Tlie pi’oourator (agent) for Judea resided at Ofcsarea, the new port which
Herod had founded, and which rose rapidly to commercial prosperity under

Roman rule. Many foreigners settled there under the protection of ilie

Roman garrison, which had its headquarters in the seat of government.
The governor was subject in all military matters to the proconsul of Syria,

in so far that the latter was bound to come to his assist aruie in war if

appealed to. The inconsiderable garrison at Camrea and the small force

encamped at Jerusalem were only just sulBcient to maintain traiupullity and
order in time of peace. At festivals,

when great crowds gathered together in

Jerusalem, the governor himself went to

the Holy City with an army, and “prob-

ably disposed of a good deal of business

in the sujpreme judicature aud other

matters which had been deferred till

then.” He then resided in the prm-
toriuni, near the Antonia. He gave
judgment from a lofty judgment seat

set up iu a portico adorned with beau-
tiful marble. The trials took place in

an inner court. The army had another
camp in Samaria.

Though the Jewish nation had more
liberty to manage its domestic concerns
under Roman rule tlian under the

Herods, it found small relief from the
burden of taxes and customs. The Ro-
mans exacted a property tax (a poll tax
and ground rate), a duty on houses,

market joroduce, and many other im-
posts. I'he temple tax, on the other
hand (assessed at two drachmae), was
regarded as a voluntary rate and col-

lected by priestly olficials, the Romans
not concerning themselves about it. A
general census which Augustus caused
to be made by P. Sulpicius Quirinus, Anowroim

knight and proconsul, after ho had taken
possession ot the country (about 10 A. D.),
with a view to fiading out liow much the country could annually yield to
the revenuv. in proportion to itc population, the acreage under cultivation,
and other circumstances, was the first thing that gave deett offence to the
orthodox among the Jews.

The small dominions which Augustus and his family left to be adminis-
tered as vassal states by the Herod family— such as the northeastern dis-
Wot with the old town of Paneas, first ruled by the upright and able Herod
PhiUp, who expanded Paneas into the great city of Cwsarca (Philippi)

; and
Galilee and Perea, the heritage of the subtle and greedy tetraroh Antipns,
(commonly called Herod) the fulsome flatterer of the Romans, and founder
of the cities of Sepphoris (Dioctesarea) and Tiberias— were mei'ged into
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tlie Roman world-empire some decades later by the failure of heirs to the
subject dynasty. On a journey to Jerusalem the last-named prince, Anti-^
pas, the Herod of the Gospels, became enamoured of Herodias, the beautiful'

wife of his half-brother -Philip, herself a member of the Herod family, and
prevailed upon her to leave her husband and bestow her hand upon himself.

This criminal marriage bore evil fruit for the tetrarch. Ilis former wife
fled to her father, the Arab prince of

,

Petra, and urged him on to make war
u pon her faithless husband, who allowed himself to bo led in all things by
Herodias, and heeded the sullen disaffection of his people as little as the
open rebukes of the preacher of repentance, John the Baptist. In the reign
of Caligula, Antipas was deprived of his kingdom on the indictment of his
cousin and brother-in-law Herod Agrippa, and banished with his wife, Here-
dias, to Gatil, where they*both died. Under the emperor Claudius, however,
Herod Agrippa, grandson of Herod the Great, who had been brought up at
Home, again gained dominion over Judea and Samaria, and maintained his
authority for three years (41-44). An adventurer and soldier of fortune,
and a favourite and flatterer of the Cmsars by turns, he was smitten with
a horrible disease while looking on at the games in the circus, shortly after a
persecution of the Christians, and succumbed to it in a few days.

The deserts in the southeast of the province of Syria were inhahiUul by
free Arab tribes, which from the earliest times had led a roving and preda-
tory life. Augustus acted as Pompey liad done before him; lie concluded a
treaty and alliance with Malchus of l^etra, the Nabataian prin<;e and succes-
sor to Arctas, and with the chieftain lambliehus of Emcsii, whose father,
another lambliehus, had been executed by Antony, gnarantin'ing to them the
possession of their paternal inheritance on condition that, they should ward
off the predatory incursions of the sons of the desm't. An aUemj)!, madii by
JElius Gallus, governor of Egypt, to subjugate Arabia Fidix in the year 24
ended miserably. The glare of the sun and the perils of the climate soon
scared the invaders away and protected the natives from the Homan swords.
The general of the Nabataean prince, who had conducted the desert campaign,
paid for his sup )osed treason with his life ; but the disloyalty of tlie servant
was not laid to his master’s charge.

Rome had still an affair of honour to settle with the Parthians ; the day
of Carrhae was not yet recruited and the blood of Crassus and his comradcH
cried for vengeance. Augustus nevertheless cherished no desire to expose
himself and ]ais legions to the datts of the iron horsemen. In this instance
fortune again proved his ally. Parthia and Armenia, which at that time
stood in intimate relations with one another, were distracted with quarrels
over the succession. Tigranes, son of the unhaopy Artavasdes, appealed for
Roman aid against Artaxias, the nominee of tie Parthian king. Tiberius
invaded Armenia with an army, and bestowed the throne on the l)roteg6 of
Rome, Artaxi^ having been slain by the natives at the generars coming
(20 B-O.). This catastrophe filled the Parthian king with appreh snsions that
the Romans might declare for the pretender Tiridates, and procure for him-
self a like fate with Artaxias. He therefore complied with the demands of
Augustus and restored the Roman ensigns and the piisoners who had been
detained in the far East ever since the disaster of Carrhaj. The omBeror
celebrated the restoration of the eagles hy a sacrificial feast, as if it had^een
a victory, and dedicated a temple to Mars the Avenger.

But Armenia attained to no lasting tranquillity : at one time it was dom-
inated by Roman influence, at another the Parthians gained the upper hand

;

kings were installed and exiled, quarrels for the throne and party feuds
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filled the land. LFnder Nero, the Parthian king Vologeses 1 set his brother

Xiridates on the throne of Armenia, and thus fanned the embers of war be-

tween the Romans and Parthians to a blaze.

The perfidious Armenians themselves supplied occasions of strife by invok-

ing the aid of Rome on the one hand to save themselves from falling com-
pletely under the sway of their eastern neighbour, and favouring the Parthians

on the other, lest they should be oppressed by Rome. In local situation and
similarity of manners they were, as Tacitus observes, more closely akin

to the Parthians, with whom they intermarried freely ; and wore inclined to

servitude by reason of their ignorance of liberty. At tins time Domitius

Corbnlo won great renown and revived the terror of the Roman arms, even

under the vilest of the emperors. Having restored discipline aimong the

legions, he victorioi*sly invaded the mountain country, took its principal

towns, Artaxata and Tigranocerta, and set up a certain Tigranes as a Roman
claimant to the throne and a rival to the Parthian pretender (58 B.C.).

Tigranes and his successor, a scion of the Herod family, held their ground
for five years by the aid of Rome ; then the Parthians regained the ascen-

dency and again bestowed the throne on their own candidate Tiridates,

Csesennius Psetus, Corbulo’s successor, being powerloss to prevent this revo-

lution. But when Corbulo himself advanced once more into Armenia with

liis army the Parthians despaired of being able to hold their own in defiance

of Rome. They therefore effected a compromise. In an interview with
Corbulo, Tiridates consented to lay down liis royal fillet before the emperor’s

image and to receive it back from his hand at Rome. From that time for-

ward the peace of the Eastern provinces long remained undisturbed.
In the province of Asia little alteration was made in the existing state

of things, the privileges of certain cities were increased or curtailed accord-
ing to the position they had taken up during the civil wars, and restrictions

were imposed on the right of sanctuary of the Ephesian Diana, which had
made the city a harbourage for criminals. The fresh vigour whi(‘h Augustus
infused into the disordered comnumwealth produced a splendid aftennath
of prosperity in the ancient seats of civilisation. Under the sway of order,
that “ bounteous daughter of heaven,” the peaceful arts rose to fresh glory,
and in the first century of the empire the province of Asia contain6(l five

hundred populous cities. From the Greek islands the Romans imported
articles of luxury and sensuous enjoyment ; Parian and Phrygian marbles
for their gorgeous buildings'

; the wine of Chios, the sea fish of Rhodes, and
the game of Asia Minor for their epicurean banquets. Ephesus and Apamea
were the marts and emjDoriums for the produce and artistic productions of
the East. Thence the lioman merchant brought his fine Babylonian tissues,
his Arabian and Persian incense and ointments, his robes of Tyiian purple.
In the island of Cos were made the fine female garments which displayed
rather than concealed the limbs, the “ Coan robes against which Seneca so
vehemently iri/eighs.

The provinces of Achaia and Macedonia underwent no great change;
they had both long since grown accustomed to the Roman rule, and though
the former (which embraced the territory of ancient Greece up to the Cam-
bunian and Ceraunian mountains and the islands of the JEgean Sea) had
not, like the latter, renounced all interest in political life, but had sided
with one party or the other in the wars of the Roman despots, the Romans
of those days were too ardent admirers of Greek culture to visit the trans-
gressions of individuals upon the mother of humane studies as Sulla had
done. Caesar, Antony, and Augustus forgot with equal magnanimity the
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support which Pompey and Brutus had found amongst the fickle Hellenes,

and requited their misdeeds with benefits. Augustus, however, tempered
the fun flood of favour which Antony had outpoured upon Athens, by
emancipating the island of Samos, where he had several times made a long

stay. But great as was the consideration extended to Hellas, her vital force

was broken ; she had lost the capacity of rising to"healthy political life.

Augustus devoted the closest attention to his adoptive fatlier’s Celtic

conq nests and liis own acquisitions on the Nile. The wide region of Gaul,
\

on t le far side of the Alps, received its first stable provincial organisation at

his hands. Csesar, its conqueror, had not had time to secure and consoli-

date what his sword had won by a permanent organisation
;
the old system

of local divisions was still in force, taxation was unequal and arbitrary,

Augustus put an end to this lax condition of things; :n an assembly of the

most distinguished chiefs and elders at Narbo he defined afresh the divisions

of the country, and at the same time undertook a census of tlie inhabitants

and their landed property, with a view to a more equitable distribution of

the ]jublic burdens.

Three new provinces were added to the old provincial territory, which last

bore from that time forth the name of Narbonensian Gaul, They were Aquita-
nia, from the Pyreneesand Cevennes to the Loire ;

Gallia Lugdunensis, between
the Loire, Seine, and Marne, and extending to Lugdunum on the east ; and
Belgica, the great northern tract, in which the Sequani and Helvetii were
also included. The new towns of the Rhone— Vienna, Lugdunum, Augus-
todunum (Autun), and Burdigala (Bordeaux)— soon vied with the old

province in wealth, commercial activity, and culture, with MassiliiV, Nemau-
sus, Arelate, and Narbo. Lugdunum (Lyons), whither the military roads
led from every side, rose to great importance. At the point where the

Araris (Saone) mingles with the Rhodanus the Gallic tribes erected a magnifi-

cent memorial and temple to the emperor Augustus, and the anniversary of

its dedication was thenceforth kept as a national holiday, with musiotd and
gymnastic entertainments.

In the north, Augusta Trevirorum (Treves) became the centre of Roman
civilisation ; under the benediction of peace agriculture, industry, and pros-

perity arose ou all sides. The country on the left bank of the Rhine, inhab-
ited for the most part by German tribes, was placed under a separate military

administration under the name of Upper and Lower Germania. To guard
the Rhenish frontier from the warlike Germans, strong permanent camps
and bulwarks were erected along the river, and the army of occupation
was gradually raised to eight legions. Then began the building ci on
the banks of the beautiful frontier river. Cologne was speciaR-y

exemption from taxes and other privileges.

Augustus devoted the same care and circumspection to the ordering of

his possessions beyond the Mediterranean. The territory of Carthage and
the kingdom of Numidia, formerly divided into two proconsulates, were now
united to form the province of “ Africa.” This was bordered on the west
by the independent kingdom of Mauretania, which Augustus after some
hesitation bestowed upon Juba, a loyal and devoted subject prince, till the

time came for its incorporation into the world-empire in the reign of Clau-
dius. To the east of the great Syrtis the fertile region of Cyrene stretched
right to the borders of Egypt, and was combined with Crete to form a sec-

ond province.

If Augustus left these two provinces to be administered by the senate,

he kept his own grasp all the more firmly upon the province of Egypt, which
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extended fromlhe oasis of the desert to the Arabian Gulf, and from the river

delta to the roTsky mountains of Syene. A military advanced post in Ethi-

opia was withdrawn at a later time, for it was no part of Augustus’ scheme

to enlarge the borders of the empire. The em^peror regarded Egypt as his

own special domain and watched over it jealous!.y. No senator was allowed

to travel through the country without his express permission
;
the adminis-

tration and the supreme command of a very considerable armv of occupation

were in the hands of a trustworthy man who possessed his full confidence.

The care which Augustus bestowed upon agriculture, irrigation, and trade

was well repaid by the fertilify of the country and its advantageous situa-

tion. In the first period of Roman dominion Egypt attained a height of

prosperity which threw the years of the Pharaohs and Ptolemies into the

shade. >

Egypt not only became the granary of the hungry populace of the capital,

but its fine garments of linen and cotton were highly prized commodities,

even as they had been in the remote past ; while tne passion for scribbling

which possessed the Romans made the papyrus leaf an important article^ of

export. Moreover Alexandria was the emporium and mart for both Indian
and Arabian wares, for delicate fabrics of cotton, from the ordinary calico to

the most valuable tissues which constituted the costliest dress of Homan
women and were even the chosen wear of effeminate men. These last were
called Seric robes, and were made from a product of the silkworm, the
genesis and local habitation of which was shrouded in mysterious obscurity
all through antique times.

More than a nundred Roman merchantmen sailed yearly from the Eed
Sea to the west coast of India and the Persian Gulf, to procure in their
native places the treasures of the tropics and the costly wares of eastern
lands and seas— spices and drugs, incense and myrrh, odorous ointments
and dyestuffs, ivory, precious stones, pearls, and other articles of luxury—
to sell at a great profit in Rome mi. Baiaa and the splendid seats of the
nobility. The Seric (Chinese), Indian, and Arabian commodities which
annually found their way through Alexandria to Italy are said to have
amounted in value to over £1,440,000 sterling. But this groat pros-
perity redounded less to the advantage of the natives than of the ruling
race.

The oppressive system of taxation introduced by the Ptolemies was still

in force, and became so intolerable in course of time that the j^eople re-

peatedly had desperate recourse to violent remedies, thus mei:ely moreasing
their own misery and helping the province forward on the road to poverty,
decay, and desolation. The succeeding emperors were constantly under the
necessity of carrying on campaigns in the Nile region, on account of the mis-
chief done by the hucoles or cattle-herds, those numerous robber bands
which dwelt in the impenetrable reed-swamps on the middle arm of the Nile,
keeping their%women and children safe on small barges and themselves
undertaking hostile raids on the neighbouring districts, in defiance of all

forms of civil order.

In all this regulation and organisation we can plainly trace the jplan of a
sagacious ruler, who intended to put an end to the lax conditions that pre-
vailed under the republic, with its exactions and arbitrary dealings, to check
offences against property, and to mould the state into a durable monarchi-
cal form. What Ceeaar had begun in times of violent agitation and party
strife, his more fortunate successor accomplished on a magnificent scale under
more peaceful circumstances. Protected from oppression and ill treatment

H. W.— VOI,. VI. D
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»y laws and ordinances, the proTinoes rose to renewed prospeiity; many of

them like Gaul, Spain, and the Alpine tribes now entered for the first time

upon a political and civilised existence worthy of the name.

The Hellenic states could not struggle to the height of their former

greatness under the iron hand of Rome, but the fault lay chiefly in the

weakness they had brought upon aemselves before the dys of Roman

supremacy by their suicidal fury. Thoir part in history was played out,

and they slowly perished of the wounds inflicted by their own hands. It

was beyond the power of Rome to renew the youth and creative energy of

iXlleot in the^Greek races,” says Hmck, “but what she had to give she

save. She preserved Anterior Asia from the worst of fates, that of fading

a prey to the eastern barbarians ; she saved the aftermath of HeUemc culture,

and procured for this nation, as for others, a pleaaapt private life in the

evening of its ancient historic existence.”
_ x- „

By iudioious regulation and admirable admimstration the monarchy

healed the wounds which the free commonwealth had inmcted upon the

subject countries. “ The time was gone by when the rij-ht of victor

brought an endless train of the vanquished to the capital and when Rome took

for her own the most glorious works of foreign art, the creations of a nobler age

and race.” The requisitions and imposts were not small, the land tax ana

property tax, the poll tax and other subsidies, levied from the provincials m
the senatorial provinces by qmestors for the cerarium or

Cffisarian -Drovinces by procurators for tlie mipenal privy puise and nnlitary

Squ^ Under the empire as under the republic the mines and the

port and frontier duties were claimed by the government. And the obliga-

tion of military service was occasionally burdensome. Yet all those draw-

backs were far more than counterbalanced by the state

which Augustus endeavoured to establish in all parts. Iho
J®"

nroourators were appointed either by the absolute authority of the emperor

of the senate, were responsible to the former for

their conduct in office, and had fixed salaries and allowances for equipment

The orderly lousiness departments opposed a harrier against cnoroaol^

meats and arbitrary dealings on the part of governors or their legates and

minor officers, and provided the appeal to the imperial tribunal as a protec-

tive measure. The civil and military supremacy of the exnporor kept pro-

vincial officials within bounds. It became oustomary to commute
^

in kind (tenths of grain, fifths of the vintage and oil harvest) into pay-

ments in money based on average prices and a modorato estimate ; the bm‘-

den of military service and taxation was mitigated by means of the exemption

accorded to particular districts and communities, bv Beourity from doTMta^

ing wars and hostile incursions, and by the fact that the leading positions

arm military honours were open to all.

Augustus laid the foundation of the great system of roi.ds, which con-

nected the provinces with one another and with imperial Home.
^

roads, the construction and extent of which fill us with admiration to tins

day, gave facilities for traffic in all directions. They were adorned with

milestones, all of which took their start from the golden milostorie which

Augustus himself had set up in the midst of the Forum, and i^rovided with

stations (mutationes) and hostelries (mansiones), the former 3:or changes of

couriers or horses and conveyances,— for the military roads were also used

for the state post organised by the emperor,— the latter for accommoda-

tion at night. Means of transit by water were also increased, and distance
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ceased to form a gulf of separation. Armies could move with great rapidity

from any part of the empire to any destination, and the emperor’s commands
Could be transmitted to the remotest regions. Daily journals carried the

news of what occurred at Rome in the briefest possible time to all quarters

of the world; Rome was the centre of the empire and the heart of the

body politic.

The careful scheme of colonisation which Augustus undertook after the

example of Csesar and carried out on an immefiso scale, and which was also

pursued by succeeding emperors, contributed above all things to diseeminate

Roman culture, speech, and jurisprudence, and to impress^ a uniform char-

acter upon the whole of the great empire. The results of imperial colonisa-

tion were in the highest degree beneficial. For while in barbarous lands

they sowed in virgin soil the seeds of a noble civilisation and a workable

system of law and political organisation, they infused fresh vigour into old

and moribund civilisations and furnished them with stable political and
judicial institutions ; thus supplying the men of the toga who wore dis-

persed all over the whole empire with a centre and fulcrum for their com-
mercial and industrial activity. At the same time they offered the ompc.ror

the most satisfactory means of providing for his discharged legionaries and
establishing settlements of impoverished Romans and Italians,

To add a greater attraction to this emigration beyond soa the cdonies
were as a rule endowed with the full rights of Roman citizenship, and ren-

dered capable of a free and dignified political existence. They were ex-

empted from the jurisdiction oi; the local governor, they elected their own
town council and magistrates in common assembly, their suits were decided
according to Roman law, and in short the colony was a Rome in miniature,

a- daughter plantation, where the language, religion, customs, and social

habits of the mother city grew up in wholesome soil, and the various ele-

raents of the population united under the mgis of equality of political and
civil rights to form a single municijpal community.

If the foreign element preponciorated in any provincial town, or if, for

other reasons, it was undesirable or impracticable to rank it among Roman
colonial cities, it was admitted to the status of a municipium. Thcsci latter

possessed the rights of Roman citizenship and wore assigned to a trihm like

the colonies, but thejr differed from them in thoir municipal and magisterial
system and sought justice according to thoir local laws and legal lormulse
and not according to Roman institutions. They wore free cities in which
few Romans lived, if any. As a rule their constitution was based on that
of the Italian municipal organisation. In every province there wore muni-
cipia of this character, and in organising them local tradition was treated
with the utmost consideration. They promoted the civilisation of the na-
tives, disposed them favourably towards Roman institutions, and familiarised
them with Roman life.

Everywhere imperial Rome was sedulous to transmit to tho provinces
the organisation, constitution, and legal system which had been perfected in
Italy through the course of centuries, and to gain over the various com-
munities by panting them a privileged position before the law, exempting
them from the jurisdiction of the local governor, of lightening the burden
of taxation. In Spain, Gaul, and other Idas civilised countries she endeav-
oured to bind the several communities to their allegiance to Horae by en-
rolling them among the municipia, or exempting them from the land tax by
the bestowal^ of the jus Italioum, or by admitting them under the “ Latin
law ” which insured to the communal magistrates the honorary freedom of
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the dominant city and conferred on such commxmities the lights of owner-

ship oyer the soil, freedom of commerce and autonomous municipal adminis-

tration. On the other hand, the Greek cities in Hellas, which ;prized highly

the glorious names of liberty and autonomy eyon after they ..md long be-

come empty sounds, were won over by bdn^ elevated to the rank of “ free

cities,” a distinction flattering to their national vanity, which privileged

them to manage their own municipal ajlfairs, to elect their own magis-

trates, and lo maintain their national laws and judicial procedure, while it

relieved them of the burden of maintaining garrisons and having soldiers

billeted upon them and secured to them the right of coinage and the owner-

ship of the soil.

Thus were the provinces compassed about with a network of varying

conditions, which linked them to Rome hy every kind of tie. Even if the

old policy of “ divide et impera ” lay at the bottom of this diversity of legal

status, better conditions being held out as the reward of loyalty, devotion,

and service to the supreme government, as a means of attaching the influen-

tial and ambitious to the Roman interest, yet this provincial organisation

was a logical outcome of the political and juridical system developed under

the republic. . .

The Roman government did not aim at uniformity or centralisation.

Augustus and his immediate successors merely transferred to their provincial

dominions the typical organisation evolved by the senate for tho races and

communities of Italy, and the relations of the various communities with

Rome were ordered according to their conduct and loyalty by contracts and

concessions. Every grade of political rank was roprosontod, from the full

rights of Roman citizenship in tho colonics and muiiioipia to the Italian and

Latin law of the emancipated communes and the status of the subject cities,

which last were under the jurisdiction of the local governor in all public

affairs, whether administrative or judicial. Even those retained a shadow

of self-government and independence in the right of electing their civic

magistrates, subject to certain restrictions, in the unhindered oontinuanoe

of religious and communal associations, and the ownership of municipal

^*^°^hu8' in aU parts of the provinces we come upon evidences of revived

prosperity, a well-ordered state of things in legal matters, and a society

animated hy interests of oommeroe, industry, and art. Where writers are

mute, the splendid monuments of architecture, the remains of temples and

public halls, theatres and amphitheatres, baths and aqueducts, bear witness

with no unceiliain voice,

It was otherwise in the capital and in Italy* Here also the monarchy

succeeded to the heritage of tne republic, but found a condition of social

disorder past remedy. Agrarian distress and conflict, which had been at

work since the days of the Gracchi, consumed the vigour, prosperity, and

vital spirits of the races of middle and lower Italy. The civil wars with

their proscriptions and confiscations ; the settlement of brutalised soldiers,

unfit lor agriculture and the labours of peace, in the most beautiful and

fertile regions, the cultivation of the fields by hordes of slaves, and the

absorption of large districts into private estates or lattfimdiai had almost anni-

hilated the free peasant class of earlier times and had filled the peninsula

with an alien pqpulation, bound to the soil by no ties of affection or associa-

tion, linked by ho natural piety to the paternal roof or the inherited acres.

The honest, industrious, and thrifty peasantry of primitive times had
vanished, the ownership of the soil had passed, in part, into the hands of the
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rich, who transformed the arable land into parks and gardens, groves and

fish-ponds, for the adornment of their country-seats, or who, from greed of

gain, used them as pasture for their flocks and herds, or as vineyards and

olive gardens, with a view to the trade in wool, wine, or oil
; in part, they

had been assigned to veterans as a recompence for military service. In the

places where free peasant families had led a qixiet Hid in numerous villages

and homesteads, and had cultivated their comholds with assiduous industrj^,

might now be seen the dungeon-like lodgings of purchased slaves or the half-

ruinous dwellings of foreign legionaries, who reluctantly and sullenly

applied themselves to unfamiliar labours and cares.

To add to the general wretchedness, numerous robber bands infested the

country, and constituted a danger to liberty, life, and property. In the fair

and fruitful valley of»the Po alone, but recently incorporated into the Eoinan
body politic, prosperity and security prevailed

amidst settled conditions, and trade and industry

flourished in populous cities.

Patavium, Cremona, Placentia,

and Parma provided Italy with
woollen cloth and carpets, and sup-

plied the army with salt meat.

The state of things in the capital was
no more satisfactory. More than half of

the inhabitants— estimated at this time at about
two millions—belonged to the slave class, and were
dispersed in the houses and villas of the wealthy,
where they performed the various offices indispen-

sable in a great household. These included not
merely the tasks and services which fall to the
share of domestics and menials among ourselves,

but such functions as in modern times are left to

artisans ; such , as the making of clothes, the prep-
aration of food-stnffs, building, and the manu-
facture of household utensils. This multitude of
slaves ministered to the luxury and ease of the
senatorial or knightly families. The number of,

the latter can at no time have amounted to more
than ten thousand, and many of them, in all likeli-

hood, did not possess much more than the fortune
required by law— 1,200,000- sesterces [or £6,912
sterling] for a senator, and the third part of this

sum for a member of the knightly class.

The whole body of the jpopulation then re-

maining (some 1,200,000 souls) consisted of the
free inhabitants of the metropolis, most of whom
lived from hand to mouth without any definite means of support. Of these
a large proportion were aliens and freedmen. Almost the only occupations
open to them were retail trading and traffic in the necessaries of dally life,
or posts as subordinate clerks and officials; for most trades and manufac-
tures were carried on by slaves for their masters’ profit, while wholesale
trade and financial affairs were almost entirely in the hands of knights and
revenue farmers, who frequently took up their abode in the large provin-
cial cities for this purpose. Consequently, great as were the rimies which
poured mto the metropolis every year from all quarters under heaven,

SrATtrifi ojp At3rau0T0« jm otk
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was no well-to-do middle class, the groundwork of every healthy |>olitieal

society; the influx of wealth only moreased the luxuries and enjoyments

of the aristocratic class, the gulf between the senatorial and knightly no-

bility and the populace of the capital was nowhere bridged over, nor was

there any transition or com;3romiso between the palaces of ostentatious and

gormandising luxury and tue hovels of the poverty-stricken and starving

masses.

The dying republic had suffered under this incongruity, and whakwer
efforts Augustus might make to mitigate the evil, it was too deep-seated to

be radically cured. The number of citizens who had to be maintained by

regular donations of provisions from the public storehouses and by chari-

table gifts amounted to half a million, and yet this aid was but an inade-

quate makeshift ;
many of those disqualiflad to receive It were in no bettor

case. There were thousands of free Eonmns who had no shelter but the

public halls and colonnades of the temples, whose hopes were set upon the luck

of the next minute, whose cares did not extend beyond the coming morrow.

The distress was the less capable of remedy because, tmder the most
galling circumstances, the free Roman cherished the proud conBoiousness

that he was a member of tlie ruling race, and was withheld by his innate

]Dride of nationality and hereditary prejudice from the humble tasks which
lurnished the alien, the freedman, and the slave with a tolerable livelihood

and occasionally with wealth. He felt it less disgraceful to starve or live

upon alms and gifts than to labour with his hands ; he scorned the physical

toils of agriculture and handicraft, and the trouble of serving another ; but

he had no scruples about begging for his living, and regarded the distribu-

tions of corn and the popular entertainments as no more tlian bis due*

The free beggar looked haughtily upon the bedizened slave, whose alms he
took as he would have taken the fruit of the woodland tree or the draught
from a spring. The easy life of the capital attracted needy and indoleht

persons from all parts of lltaly to Rome, tne city swarmed with beggars and
vagrants, with idlers and proletarians, who all claimed tlieir maintenanoe
from the state.

Augustus, like Osesar before him, strove to remedy these evils to the

best of his power. To reduce the hungry rabble in the capital he devised
methods of emigration to the colonies and established settlements on prop-
erty purchased out of the public funds ; he restricted the number of recipi-

ents of corn by a careful scrutiny of the material oircumstanoes of the
applicants and by the exclusion of all aliens, non-citizens, and abusers of

the public bounty. But jdl these restrictions were palliatives merely ; the
sources of misery were not stopped. The ^provisioning of the capital witibt

cheap corn was one of the most onerous duties of the government. That he
might more directly control the regular supply from to© ** grain provinces

”

of Sicily, Africa, and Egypt, Augustus caused the office of ** cereal prefect,**

which Pompey had once held, to be conferred^ upon Mmself, and then
appointed a permanent bureau to manage and superintend the importation of
corn, the markets, and the public storehouses from which the inaigent popu-
lace monthly drew their fixed allowance on presentation of a counter. In
times of scarcity and want, such as not unfrequently occurred, the distribu-
tions were made on a larger scale, and every joyful or propitious event was
a welcome opportunity for the emperor to purchase the favour of popu-
lace with gifts and pecuniary donations*

Augustus devoted the same attention to other parts of the Italian
peninsula. He endeavoured to recover waste districts for agriculture and
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industry by osfeblishing settlements, and made use of rewards and privi-

leges as inducements and incitements to energy. He cleared the country of

robber bands by squadrons and armed watchmen, protected the coast towns
from pirates, and by a careful examination of slave-tenements (ergastula)

set at liberty all free-born persons who had been kidnapped and sold into

slavery by these roving gangs. With the establishment of the monarchy,
Itaxy, like the provinces, entered upon a new life, and there also the restora-

tioxi of security and order brought vigour and prosperity into being. The
twenty-eight colonies which Augustus peopled, partly with veterans, and
partly with Roman and Italian settlers of the poorer class, were furnished

with suitable legal and political status. Their municipal constitution was
modelled on that of Rome, and served in its turn as a model for the othei'

municipia and preff.ctures of the peninsula. Beside their local rights of

citizenship they all possessed the civitas or freedom of Rome ; they all had
the right of electing their officers and chief magistrates (deourioms) in the
assembly of the people, the autonomous administration of communal prop-
erty, freedom of worship according to their hereditary ritual and solemnities,

and their own judicature according to Roman law
; and any burgess remov-

ing to Rome ranked in all things on the same footing as the old freemen o.

the capital. The differences of legal status which at first prevailed graduall}
disappeared under the empire; all provincial towns occupied the samt
relative position towards tlae capital, and approximated to each other by
degrees in their individual organisation and administration.

Everywhere we come upon a college of decuriones or civic magistrates,-—
composed of a greater or lesser number of members elected from among the
wealthiest citizens or supplemented from the government departments of the
city,—which gradually absorbed all authority and constituted the suprem
governing body of the municipium, under the presidency of two or four chie
magistrates (^duumviri ov quatuorviri). In the prefecture cities the conwo
of the administration ana judicature was vested in a prefect annually ap
pointed by Rome, under whom a number of elective municipal officers man
aged the current affairs of the city. The magistracies of all provincial town
were modelled, both as to titles and departments, upon those of the capital.

The heads of the decuriones exercised jointly the functions of consuls and.
praetors, and were attended in public by Uctors with fasces

;
the public rev-

enue and expenditure was controlled by quaestors, sodiles superintended the
markets and retail trades and were responsible for the town police

; censors
kept the lists of burgesses and the census records. In questions of crim-
inal law, however, the decisive sentence was usually pronounced at Rome.
The imperial court of appeal was the court of higiest instance for the
whole empire. In upper Italy, which Cmsar had been the first to trans-
fer from the position of a province to that of an integral part of the Roman
state and jurisdiction, the administration of justice in civil affairs—-left
in older municipalities to the municipal courts— was subject to considerable
restriction.

The rigid rule of the monarchy and the exact organisation and strict
supervision of the municipal authorities obviated the clanger of revolts and
serious disturbances among the populace, and Italy (the capital and its

vicinity only excepted) was clear of garrisons. The naval forces stationed
at Ravenna and Misenum served to protect the coast and maritime towns,
and in the hour of danger a sufficient army could always be summoned from
Dalmatia and Pannonia. The imperial guard of prsetorians (of which three
cohorts consisting of one thousand men apiece were quartered in Rome, and
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the other six in the neighbouring towns) wm mainly oompcraod of Italians.
It shared with a German and Batavian troop of horse the duty of guarding
the palace and the sacred person of the monarch.

It is in the nature of every monarchical system of government to bring
ail conditions into congruity, to smooth over the diversities which prevad
among its subjects, and to impress the stamp of uniformity upon the whole
state. This was the case in t]ae organisation of both provinces and munici-
palities, for in spite of modifications of legal status they were all cut upon
the same pattern and organised according to definite classes. The same
thing took place in financial affairs and taxation. During the republican
period Rome and Italy had enjoyed a privileged position, and foreign coun-
tries had been exploited for the advantage of the dominant race. I'he priu-
cipate, on the contrary, endeavoured to briim about an equalisation of duties
and contributions as well as of privileges. Tim customs dues, which formerly
applied only to subject countries, were extended to Italy under the monarchy,
]part of the proceeds being allotted to the public revenue and part to the
Italian municipalities; the property tax, from which Italy had boon exempt
in the later days of the republic, was likewise introduced throughout the
empire on the basis of the census or rating of property

; an excise duty was
levied for the fiscus (iniperial privy purse) upon all articles importocl into
Italy for sale, amounting to one per cent, of the price, and two or oven four
per cent, in the case of slaves ; the twentieth part of every inheritance which
did not fall by right to the next of kin had to be paid into the military treas-
ury, and a tax was imposed on the manumission of slaves.

If the revenues of the state were increased by these means under the
empire the improvement was mainly^ due to sounder financial administra-
tion, to the abolition of revenue farming for the regular land tax and prop-
erty tax in subject countries, and to the strict control exercised over the
tax-gatherers

; and according to Gibbon’s estimate the annual revenue se-
cured from all of these sources must have amounted to at least fifteen to
twenty million pounds sterling. Even if five million pounds wore spenti
on the army and navy, if the distributions of corn to the poor of the
city swallowed a few millions more, and the salaries of the imperial offi-
cials in Rome and the provinces and the police expenditure disposed of no
inconsiderable sum, the sur plus was none the less sufficient to provide for
the erection of maj^nifioent buildings, to cover the empire with a network of
nighroads, to satisfy the popular love of spectacles by gorgeous entertain-
meiUa, and to rejoice the hearts of citizens and soldiers wiih gifts and feasts.

The public buildings and pleasure grounds, the splendid private houses
and villas, with which the republic had begun to adorn the capital and its
environs, grew from year to year, and became ever vaster and more elabo-
rate. The h orum of Augustus, with tlie temple of Mars the Avenger, the
sanctuary of Jupiter Tonans on the lower slope of the Capitolina Hill, the
white marble ot Apollo on the Palatine, the temple of Quirinus on

1
same character, were among the moat

spienaici edifices in the city. Magnificent colonnades perpetuated the
names of the wife, sister, and grandsons of Augustus

; the number of tem-
ples restored by him is estimated at eighty-two.

,
imperator’s example was imitated by his wealthy and powerful

mends
; Agnppa, whose services to the health and cleanliness of the city in

tne construction of the huge vaulted sewers (cloaca) have already been
mentioned, perpetuated his name by a succession of magnificent gardens for
tne use and. embellishment of Rome* He had two new aqueducts con-
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he reoaired the older cues that had falkn into dooay s
«« that

no towJi" °f -pYfv '*ra;r,dld
ancient Rome, an advantage which the city enjoys to tins day.

|J“
"

and adorned Ihe Septa Julia winch Offisar

for public assemblies and entertainments,
Hatlm.

three colossal and splendid P?S\n^ inlim «
and the Pantheon, the magnificent circular building in ‘ ’’ ‘t’*.™

fhft Avencrer and of Venus and Mars, the ancestors of tlu Julian fiuiulA

Beams of^bronze supported the domed
1

®

and floor were lined and paved with marble. Even now

the church of S. Maria Rotunda is among the most reniark-

ahle buildings of the city. The Diribitorium—-the moat

spacious building ever constructed under

one roof where the populace received

their corn allowance and voting’ tablets and

the soldiery their pay, was the work of

Agrippa.
_ ^

Such was the constitution of the world-

wide empire over which Augustus ruled as

an absolute monarch with unlimited powers

for forty-four years after the day of Actium.

The frontier provinces were protected by

standing armies, tbe members of whio!^

coUeoted from all countries nationali-

ties^ had forsworn their native land and

national spirit, and obeyed no orders but

those of their military lord; the coasts

were guarded by a well-manned fleet. On
the Rhine eight legions (each consisting

of 6100 foot and 726 horse) quartered in

permanent camps, formed a strong bulwark

against the Germans and kept Gaul under

control ;
Spain was garrisoned

^

by three

legions ;
two were quartered in Africa,

and an equal number watched over the

safety of Egypt. Four legions maintained

the supremacy of Rome in Syria and on

the Euphrates ;
the Danubian provinces

were guarded by six legions distributed

throu^ Moesia, Pannonia, and Dalmatia.

The eastern frontier being thus sufficiently

protected by an army of occupation of

60,000 men, the banks of the Danube by
,

a similar force of 70,000, and the Rhine district by J00,000; the

stationed in the harbours of Misenum, Ravenna, Forum Julii (Frenis) and

elsewhere kept the islands and maritime states under control and insured

protection and security for commerce and traffic,

A regular system of tolls and taxes brought the public revenue into

good condition and filled the cerarium and fisous ;
a vigilant police force and

fire brigade, which Augustus distributed through the fourteen divisions of

the capital, maintained tranquillity and order, protected life and property

from evil-dis]D08ed and malicious persons, and curbed the outbreak of savage

passions. Ftuge aqueducts, solidly constructed roads, stately buildings,
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temples and halls, aroused the admiration of contemporaries as of posterity.

On the Field of Mars there arose a new and splendid city, composed of tem-
ples and halls, of public buildings for government purposes and for tlfe

amusements of the people, which excelled the glory ofthe City of the Seven
HiUs, ‘‘uniq[ue in character, unsurpassed in ancient or modern times,” so

that Augustus could boast that he had found a city of brick and should
leave a city of marble. In the provinces tlm improved government and
administration of justice bred a condition of wealth and outward prosperity.

But with all these advantages imperial Rome suffered from grave xhoral

defects. The love of liberty, the common patriotic sentiment, the vigour, and
martial virtue of the republican period, were gone ; in ease, tranquillity,

and enervating pleasure, the arm of the citizen grow feeble, and the self-

respect and manlyjpride of earlier days degenerated into ^servility and grovol-
liug adulation. Tne city swarmed with foreign soldiers of fortune and with
enriched freedmen. The old seats of culture in the East sent forth not
scholars and artists only, but ministers of luxury, gluttony, and voluptuous-
ness. Together with a few wholesome elements, all the evils and doiiects of

human society flowed together .here and preyed upon the scanty remnant
of the old Roman morality and virtue. Rome became the meeting place of
all nations on the face of the earth. Interest in public affairs grow steadily
feebler since the offices and dignities had become empty honours void of

power. The senators had often to be constrained by penalties to attend the
sessions of the senate, although the latter had been reduced to two principal
meetings a month j the office of ssdile was shunned as a burden until the
8tate_ took it upon itself to defray the cost of the public entertainments

;

candidates for the 'tribunate had often to be put forward by the emperor.
The citizens were not ashamed to enrol themselves in the list of paupers
and to share in the public distributions of corn and alms

;
nay, rather than

apply themselves to any honest calling, many Romans, especially of the
knightly class, preferred to take service for board and wages with the pur*
veyors of gladiatorial combats, and to hazard their lives in a brutal popular
amusement which gained ground steadily from that time forward, exorcising
an effect all the more demoralising on the minds of men, and rousing ana
stimulating their licentious instincts all the more keenly because the verdict
of life or death was given by the humour of the crowd, at whose signal the
victor spared or transfixed his prostrate opponent ; a right of appeal even
more inhuman than the old custom that the duel should end with the death
of one of the combatants.

The degeneration of morals and the decay of domestic virtfie kept pa<5©
with the passion for brutal spectacles. Strenuously as the eniperor strove

’ to raise the standard of family life and to curb immoderate expenditure on
i
dress and food and the growing license of women by sumptuary and moral

t edicts, to enforce legal marriage and the procreation of legitimate offspring
as a du^ and honour by legal ordinances and curtailment of privileges, to
render divorce difidoult and to check the rampant vice of adultery, the state
of indolent celibacy and the excesses of both sexes in connection with it

spread more and more, in the upper classes out of liking for a licentious life
and forbidden pleasures, in the ].ower from poverty and laziness. The cor-
ruption of morals, checked but ineffectually by Augustus, made rapid strides
after his^ death ; above all, when the rulers themselves tore away the veil
which still shrouded shameful living under the first principate. But even
Augustus could never disclaim his origin from Venus Aphrodite, the ances-
tress of the family of Julius.

&
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AUGUSTtJS MAKES KGyX*»T BIS PMIVATE PBOVINGE

The day of Egyptian indejpendenoo was over as a matter of course.

Caesar needed the country, with its corn and its riches, for his scheme of

reo:^anisation.

The city of Rome capitulated to the grain feet of the Nile and sold

her ancient liberty for a supply of daily bread, and the price at least was
paid her. By the Caesar Egypt had been conquered and under the rule

of the Caesar she remained, like all countries which Cmsar was the lirst to

unite with the Roman Empire.
It is obvious that a conquered province cannot at once be placed on

exactly the same footing as older parts of the empire ; a transition period

is almost always necessary j hut Egypt never took quite the same position

as other subject countries. Before the partition of the empire into senatorial

and imperial provinces was effected, Egypt had come to occupy a unique
position with regard to the emperor ; ana after the partition the ties which
bound it to him became even closer. Among the imperial provinces there

was none more intimately related to the emperor than this, which surpassed
all othei*s in importance. Egypt was of much the same consequence to the
Roman Empire as India is to the England of to-day.

The wise yet strict government of a foreign power may be a blessing to
any country in comparison with the tvranny and extravagance of its native
sultans; but the foreign rulers profit even more by it, and are thcrcfoi^e

always striving to keep the rich country, with a population ignorant alike
of war and politics, in a state of political tutelage, to pprpetuate the gulf
between the dominant and subject races, and to render all interference on
the part of rivals impossible. In a word, they keep their most important
province as the apple of their eye.

Nature and history assuredly conspired to give the country an excep-
tional position. Without being an island it possessed the advantages of an
insular position; for it was bounded on two sides by the sea and on the
other two by the desert or barbarous tribes whose raids and predatory incur-
sions might incommode the province but could never become a menace to
the existence of the empire. Thus the Egyptians could hardly be drawn
iijito the political broils of the continent so long as they oonfmed themselves
within their natural frontiers ; and for this reason the third IHolemy Euer-
getes acted wisely when of his own free will ho restored his cjonque'sts to
Seleucus king of Syria. His military situation had nothing to lose by such
a step, for Egypt proper was easy to defend and difficult to attack, and was
accessible to a land force only by way of Pelusium. On the other hand any
power that established itself in the country found there such an abundance
of resources as was offered by hardly any other country of ancient times.

The fecundity of Egypt has passed into a proverb
; even in a aeason of

moderate harvests great quantities of corn could be exported every year,
and after the country Had been conquered by the Romans the grain tribute

absolutely necessary for the sustenance of the capital. Who-
ever held Egypt could procure a famine in Rome and Italy at his pleasure ;

and for that reason pretenders of later times always secured Egypt first and
then Italy.

^

The wealth of the country was increased by commoroa and
trade, and it was therefore densely populated, even more so than at the
present day.

The abundant resources of the fertile valley of the Nile were united
and almost doubled by a homogeneous and strictly centralised administrative
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body; Egypt was ruled by a scribbling bureaucracy of a kind up to that

time unknown to the ancient world ; and its inhabitants, though wuolly uu:
accustomed to arms by lon^ disuse, were none the less hard to rule- A
great proportion of the fertile land was the private property of the prince,

as it has been down to our own times ; but this very projcrietorship, coupled
with the excitable temper of the populace of a great crty like Alexandria,

placed great obstacles in the way of regular government, and would have
rendered it absolutely impossible had not a military been (quartered in the

country in sufficient strength to maintain order. The presence of several

legions in Egypt was in itself enough to give the Oeosar reason for excluding

senatorial government; and the Caesars always strove with jealous care to

keep men of the senatorial class away from Egypt, because the consequences
of an attempt at rebellion there might well have been most serious.

Csesar the dictator had in his time been confronted with the question as

to whether he should permit the continuance of the independence of E|fyjot,

already forfeit in fact
;
and the motive that finally made him decide xn Its

favour (apart from his love. for Cleopatra) was that the most formidable,

rival to Rome there would be her own representative. The reasons that led
the dictator to maintain the political existence of Egy]Dt likewise induced hi^S

son to maintain the old state of things under certain limitations. As a ruler

and organiser the latter is distinguimed by his regard for historic oontmui(<y.

Now in Egypt, with its fertile soil and dense population, a strong mon^r-
ohic government is in a manner prescribed by the character and history of Mie
country ; as is demonstrated by the whole course of its development ihom
the earliest beginnings of human civilisation down to the present 4^y.
Cffisar therefore desired to make no more alteration in the peculiar and intri-

cate conditions of Egypt than was absolutely necessary, and to leave the rest

as it wa|s. The Ctesar merely stepped into the place of the kings df the
Ptolemaic dynasty, and thus hrouglit Egypt into connection with Borne' by a
kind of personal union.

The most important change was that the sovereign no longer resjlded at
Alexandria but at Rome, and that the great offices of the Egyptiaij court,
the chief master of the ceremonies, the grand master of the household, and the
chief forester, were not filled by fresn appoihtments ; though the schol-
ars of the* famous Museum of Alexandria enjoyed the same patronage and
encouragement as before. At the head of this rioMy endowed mstitu-
tion was a priest, formerly appointed by the king and in future to be
appointed by tbe Caesar. The latter regarded himself as in every respect
tire successor of the Ptolemies, and caused the Egyptian priests to <l0 micu
honour with the very ceremonial that had grown up under his predecessors.
It is true that the Roman emperors did not habitually reside in Alexandria,
but their viceroys had to assist at all the religious rites in which the Ptole-
mies had formerly taken part, for the new ruler was wise enough to intro-
duce no alteration whatever in matters of religion. The ancient gods of
Egypt, which had survived the dominion of the Greeks, continued to exist
as before, in peaceful association with the gods of Greece. The Eygptian
gods were naturally wroth at the faU of the monarchy ; their statues tmfned
a gloomy gaze upon their worshippers, Apis bellowed hideously and even
shed tears. But Caesar was not clisconoerted ; he did indeed decline in his
own person to visit the Apis of Memphis on his journey through Egypt, but
he did not put the least hindrance in the way oi: his worship oy the Egyp-
tians, stiE less did he dream of starting a propaganda in Egypt on behalf of
the state religion of Borne. \ *
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The position of the various classes of the population also remained what

it had become in the course of historic development. The native Egyptians,

the original loias of the soil, remained in the subjection to which they had

been reduced hy the conquests of the Persians and Macedonians
j they con-

stituted the population oi the country districts and country towns, and had

neither political organisation nor political rights. The foreign con([ueror

naturally had no inducement to give the vanquished rights that hac. been

denied them by their own kings. Egypt was to be a province absolutely

dependent upon himself, and that would have been impossible if the Roman
element in Egypt had grown so strong and had so far intermingled with the

natives that the sovereign was forced to take it into aocounu. The Egyptian

proper was therefore on principle precluded from acquiring the rights of

Roman citizenship., For example, an Egyptian of ancient. days could no

more act on a Roman jury than a Bedouin could nowadays be elected to the

English parliament. In later times this prohibition was occasionally evaded

by first conferring the freedom of Alexandria upon the native and then

admitting him to Roman citizenship as an Alexandrian. On the other hand
the material condition of the Egyptian population improved under the judi-

cious rule of the Caesars.

The mechanism of government, administration, and taxation had been

admirably organised through centuries of practice ; it naturally discharged

its functions as weU under the new sovereign as under the old, and conse-

quently became the tjrpe of the technics of imperial administration. In this

respect the republic had left the emjDire much to do. The Romans were the

first to appoint oflSoers in the level land who had more to do than collect

the taxes. Their epistrateges of upper, lower, and middle Egypt, their nom-
arcl^ and ethnarchs, had of course only a circumscribed sphere of action, but
thepsaw to the maintenance of law and order and probably decided simple
lawsuits among the natives.

Among the Egyptians, unlike the Hellenes, we find a simple division into

nom'es instead of a municipal organisation ; and like many provincial cities

under the Roman Empire, these nomes were allowed to strike their own coins,

though only with a Greek superscription, A collective organisation was,
however, denied to the natives. In the latter days of Augustus the various
provinces of the Roman Empire had diets of their own, invested with very
modest political rights ; Egypt alone never had a provincial diet, in token
that it was not really a province at all but was regarded as a great demesne
of the sovereign.

Next above the Egyptians was the Grseoo-Maoedonian population, which
was practically if not entirely concentrated in Alexandria, and was sepa-
rated from the natives by a great gulf. As members of the same race as
the Egyptian kings the Greeks of Alexandria enjoyed political rights and
communal autonomy

; and these they retained in the main under the
Romans. In like manner their language remained the official language of
Egypt under the empire, Romaffe' officials addressed Greeks and Egyptians in
Greek ; only in the Latin garrison of Alexandria, Latin was naturally pre-
dominant.

The Greeks of Alexandria possessed their own municipal officers, their
high priest, chief magistrate, town-clerk, and chief ofjpolioe ; but on the
other hand a genuine town council was denied thorn. Tne feifv other Gieak
cities in Egypt were similarly organised.

The whole province, with its population of Egyptians, Greeks, and
Romans, was committed by the Osesar to a viceroy, who, though belonging
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only to the knightly class, ranked on an equality with the senatorial pro-

consuls in virtue of his position aa the confidant and representative of the

emperor, and surpassed them in authority in virtue of his command over

the legions, although he lacked the insignia of this authority. C. Cornelius

Gallus, famous as a poet and proven as a ;yeneral and personal enemy of

Antonins, was the first to be made viceroy oi: the new province ; and on the

whole he justified the confidence reposed in him by hie master, for he suc-

ceeded in repressing with great vigour some local attempts at rebellion

among the inhabitants of Herod polis and the Thebaid.

His subordinates, like himseli:, were men of no rank higher than knight-

hood and were the personal servants of Coesar ;
the mechanism of govern-

ment remained the same as had been perfected under the Ptolemies, only

from this time forward the Greeks were superseded by the Romans. Among
the higher offices were those of chief magistrate, administrator of the chest

of the dominion of Egypt, prefect of Alexandria, or of certain districts in

the capital
;
and one procurator fari Alexnndriae was certainly chosen from

among the ranks of freedmen.

The taxes were no less high than before, but Caesar saw to it that Egypt
was placed in a position to pay her taxes every year. He had all the mle
canals, which had got choked or dried up under previous rulers, thoroughly

Bomak Oatax^vlt

cleansed and repaired by his soldiers ; he completed the canal system where
it required completion ; and the beneficial results of these necessary measures
were very soon apparent. The famous statue of the Nile is surrounded by
sixteen as a symbol that the river must rise sixteen cubits if Egypt is

to ho;pe for an abundant harvest ; if it only rises half that heiglit it means
deart h. and famine in the land. But after the restoration of the canal system
under Augustus a rise of twelve cubits indicated a good harvest as early

as the governorship of Petronius, and if the rise was only eight, it did not

necessarily mean a bad one. In one of the latter years of Augustus the

Nile must have risen to an extraordxnary height, if vy© may trust the muti-
lated records of the Ndometer it Elepliantine ---^pii:o5b4Kiy 7 cubits.

The soldiers of Augustus were lilso employed ixi miaking imq, con-
structing cisterns at various places. Coptos is the point to witiidb, incs^i »cf

the roads which connect the Nile Valley with the Red Sea converge. Here
an interesting inscription has recently been discovered, dating probably from
the last years of the reign of Augustus, and bearing a long list of the names
of the soldiers who had made cisterns at various points along these roads

and laid out a fortified camp where they met.

The Indian trade rose rapidly to prosperity under Augustus. As early

as the time when Strabo journeyed through Egypt he saw at the most
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diverse spots signs that the country was beginning to recoycr from the

ruinous consequences of the system of government pnrauod by the lust

Ptolemies. In the latter years of Cleopatra’s reign barely twenty slnps had

ventured to put out from the Red Sea ;
under tlu^ rule of Augustus there

was a stately fleet of Indiamen, which engaged in the Africjan and Indian

trade with great success, and brought in a substantial profit to the Egyptian

government,' which not only exacted import duties but afterwards cliarged a

considerable export duty upon Indian goods. But it is iiardly possible to

estimate, even approximately, the revenue which Augustus drew from las

newly acquired province.

«

APMINTSTBATIOK OF TilE PEOVIKCES

An explanation should be given of the genond j)rinoiple8 whudi were

followed by the Romans in the administration of subjotst lands. Tim c‘,on-

secutive pursuit of these principles 8tH;ured the result that prtr/inceH

originally disparate in every particular, through the in^luenc(^ of Ihmuui

aeWnistration, were made into a single whole which was not <mly CKiornally

symmetrical but also internally harmonious -—a whole iu which the various

nationalities with their political, civil, and social idiofiyucrasicH more or loss

disappear.

Tie word “ ^^rovincia” is much oldtu’ tium those oontpuwts outsidt^ Italy

which we have !:dtherto designated with the name of Xirovinces ; it ro<pureH

particular explanation. So long aa the kingdom existed in Rome, the king
was the sole exerciser of the imperium, that ia to say, of unlimited inilitiiry

aifd judicial power. But with the beginning of the republic it was trans-

ferred to two consuls, from 307 n.o, it was in the hands of one praetor, from
247 B.c, in the hands of a second prator ; it therefore became necessary to

define the limits of a power that was practically unbounded and was the
appanage to each of these officials, to establish a definite sphere of action for

each of them, the official dcsigiLation of which is “provincia,” By provincia
then we understand the area of activity specially fissigned by law or by a
senattiB conmltum or also by lot or accord to a'’ consul or piietor, tbo area
within which he exercises his imperium. In this sense we say mmulilnm
Ligwrea provincia decernitur, and in this sense wo call the oirujo of the
praetor urhanus provincia urhana and that of the iirsetor perogrinus proinnoia
peregrina. No provincia is assigned to olBccs which do not poBsess im poriurn,
for where there isr mention of the provinces of the qurnstors the pr*)v:jjccB of
the consul or of the praetor are meant to whom the qumstor acts as a subor-
dinate official.

After the occupation of Sicily and SardinA in the year 227 b.o. four
prsBtora were appointed instead of two and the imperium was also geo-
graphically so marked out that in the newly defined distriotu two prmtow
received military and judicial powers, that is to say the old e-^iwulat ini-
perium, simultaneously, this moreover being shared by the remaining pria-
tors and later on by the proconsuls and proprietorH. From this Umc
forward provincia becomes the designation for a governorahip acrOHK
and means first, in the abstract sense, comraaml in a country outsicie
Italy, secondly, in a concrete sense, the country subjected to the governor
itself.

All provincial land is however distinguished from Italic land by the
fact that it is subject to tribute, that is pays either vcctigal or tiibutum;
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for at all events from tlie time of tlio Gracchi it is a recognised political
maxim that property in a provincial depondonay has passed to the Eoman
people, the original owners retaining only a right of user; so that the
province is a prwMmi populi Jlommd whose revenues pour into the state

exchequer. Accordingly one may define the province as an administered
district of the Roman Empire, geographically marked out, committed to the
control of a permanent higher official and subject to taxation. The obliga-

tion to pay taxes is so important a feature in the conception of the province
that the historians, in treating of every country actually subordinated and
made subject to taxes by the Romans, include it with the provinces, even if

it was not yet incorporated in the Eoman system of administration
; apd the

dynasties in Cilicia and Syria although not directly subject to governors, are

regarded as an integral part of the empire on account ,of their obligation to

pay duty.

The organisation of the province at the time of tlio republic was directed
upon iiivstruction from the senate by the victorious general himself with the
subsidiary aid of a commission of ten senators appointed by the senate jfor

this object. The fundamental law of the province thus established (lex
provinoiee) determined the character of the administration from that time
forward, laws affecting private relations being adopted partly through
Eoman laws and partly through the edicts of the governor. The duties of

the commission were concerned with the following points : First, there was
a fresh parcelling out of the whole provinco into definite districts of adminis-

tration with one of the larger towns, where such were available, for a cCntre ;

of such town dioceses there wore about sixty-eight in Siisily, sixty-four

in the three Gauls, forty-four in Asia, eleven in the Ora !V)ntica, the

part of Bithynia that became a province in 08 n.(x, six in Buntus Folo-

moniacus, twenty-three in Lycia, fievonieen in Syria, five in Oyrtmo. The
magistrates and the senate of those towns, although appointed for the

affairs of their commune, are at the same time of use to the government
in taking over the gathering in. of taxes in the district assigned to thorn.

B'or the purposes of jurisdiction the territoriardivisions according to towns
are reunited to form larger parishes of jurisdiction emventus, in

the chief places of which the governor goes through the regular days of

jurisdiction (assizes). Finally the religious festivals, associations in which
the inhabitants of the provinces unite from time to time, take place in

the favoured towns to which we allude. In provinces that were poor in

tdwns instead of town dioceses we have country circuits. Here a policy

was observed of breaking asunder the original connections of one people
with another, so far as was found necessary, by dissolution of the existing
state unities and by an arbitrary division and gronping of neighbour-
hoods

;
in some cases it was even found well to abolim the commeroium

between the single states, which had the effiect of making it more difficult

for the provincials to alienate their real estate and caused Roman land-
holders to emigrate into the province and concentrate in tlieir hand!
large landed estates. Favoured towns had their area widened by the

incorporation of towns and spots which thereby lost their separate exist-

ence ; in this way the communes entrusted to the Romans were raised

and enlarged and the rebellions completely annihilated. Mountainous and
desert lands which yielded nothing valuable and were difficult to administer
were left in the midst of the province under their native despots until, often
after a long time, it was held safe to place these parts, too, directly under
the governor.
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The boundaries of the territories once established, the next step was

to reeulate their political and financial position. Towns conquered by force

of’arms were destroyed, their lands included in Roman domains and leased

out to men of private enterprise by the censors at Romo in exchange for a

nronortion of the produce raised. Where royal doiniiins wore found, as in

Svracuse, Macedonia, Pergamus, Bilhynia, and Cyrono, tlioy wore taken

nossession of as aqer publieut Momam in the same way, and their working

nonulation was united into village coimiiuuitios in the maimer nsod for

the district of Capua after 211 n.C. Such conirnunos, on tlio other hand,

as had submitted by surrender without offering extromo resistance certainly

yielded to the unbounded power of the victor (as was onibodiod in the terms

of surrender), town and country, men, women and children, rivers, ports,

and their holy possessions; but as a rule the citizens and their families

were allowed to remain in possession of their liberty and their piivato foi*

tunes and to the town was left its territory and its town rights. In return

for this on all the farm lands whether of private porsoiis or of the town was

laid a natural impost (veotigal) or else a hard and fast tax (triihutum, sii-

pendium) and where advantageous, also a Roman toll (portoiiuni).

This then is the class of dvitates ve.etiijaln or stipewiiarias in wliioh tlio

maiority of provincial towns are to bo reckoned, and which are to bo con-

trasted with a small number of particularly privileged commmiilieH, thoNo

for instance who had been guaranteed their freedom on tlio score of earlier

alliances or well-attested Molity, and secondly those which the Romans

themselves had constituted as Roman colonies or muuioipia. Alt</gothor

then there are three main divisions of communities included witWin tlie

provinces ; towns with free native constitutions, towns substantially subject,

and tdwns with Roman constitutions.**

/

AXIMY AND NAVY UNDEIt AUQUHTUB
i

(

The higher career of an officer (militia oqitOHtriH) was open /to OYory

Koman citizen possessed of the rank au<l fortune^ of a knight or non^itor. All

young knights were not bound to servo, but every man who was ansbifcioiw of

public career had to fulfil the obligations of mifitary sorvujo for live years

;

after which he was given the command of a cohort or served as a militory

tribune. Hitherto there had been no Hoparation between military am! civil

office as far as the upper classes wore coneorned, and it wjw the emperor'^g

intention that there should be none henceforth, otherwise t-he arktoerimy

would have almost given up going into the army. Wt^ cannot tell witfi

certainty how these young aristocrats who entered the army as olliewfi

acquired the necessary technical knowledge, or whetlier tliey had t(» undergo
any kind of apprenticeship.

The senator was excluded from the army on principle ; the knight on
the contrary was bound to render military service If he hoped to serve the
state in peace or war. His promotion was, of course, in the em]>erork
hands. In the time of the republic the people did not make all tlie ap-
pointments, but they had twenty-four posts to dispose of } in the reign of
Augustus these trihuni milittm a popuU were still elected by the people, hut
this emjperor, who had deprived the senate of all mean® of influencing the
army, also took from the people their practically obsolete privilege of elect-
ing officers, and about the time of hits death the ritle of trihunu® mUitum
a populo ceases to appear in inscriptions.

a, w. — VOL. vj, a
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In republican times the supreme command in war luid been one of the
offioJal duties of the elective magistratoa; but under the empire it became
the duty and privilege of the imperator, who wuh roprosc^nted by Ins legates

in the several divisions of the army. Under AugustuH each legion had a

legatus legionis, so called to distinguish him from the governors of the
imperial provinces (legati provinciio). The olHoers of the imperial army wore
divided according to their social rank in the senatorial and knightly classes.

Many peculiarities of the army system of Augustus lose nmedi of their

singularity in the eyes of the modern observer l)y a comparison witli corre'*

spending conditions at the present time. The English army is the only
contemporary force which can be compared with the Roman army under the
empire.

In both nations the first duty of the army is not to defend the (‘ountry,

which is secured from the danger of invasion by its isolat^Hl situaiiot), but
to keep the provinces under control. Accordingly the country of t)i(^ ruling

race, Italy in the one case, England and Scotland in the other, has only
insignificant garrisons of professional soldiers, who hardly autlic.e ii> supple-
ment the police at need; while the hulk of the army is scattered all over the
globe, wherever the interests of the ruling race appear to be imperilled.

The troops are nowhere stationed in larger numbers than is absolutely neces-
sary, because as a matter of fact their numbers are totally inadetpiate, and
every serious incident shows that the aims of the state boar no proportion to

its military resources.

The parallel is peculiarly apt in the non-onforcoment of universal mili-

tary service and the conse(pient lack of a sulTiciont reserve. The latter

would be too heavy a financial burden for the state, us it has to treat its

mercenary troops with consideration and grant tliom large donations of

money. The England of to-day pays the bounty money on enlistment i;

imperial Romo bestowed considerable sums of money on her soldiers on ibeir
discharge.

- The Roman soldiers were employed on peaceful tasks which were but
remotely connected with the military uses of an anny, in the same way as

English soldiers nowadays. It has already been mentioned that Augustus
had roads, canals, cisterns, and public builaings constructed by his legions.
The demands made upon the English army in this respect do not go quite
so far, but in the island of Corfu any one who drives from the capital to
Palseocastrizza may see a bronze tablet lot into the face of the rook to per-
petuate the memory of the English regiment which constructed this difficult

hit of road.

Led by young aristocrats more or less ignorant of the service when they
enter it, teth the Roman and English armies have generally attained the ob-
jects set before them and made up for the lack of organisation by the energy
and capacity of their members.

As the Romans induced subject communities and states h famisll flutti
with auxiliary troops, so England has enlisted ][ndian regknents Igjr

Englishmen, which are recruited only from among the warlike races suola mi
the brave mountaineers of the Himalayas, the effeminate inhabitants of
Bengal being scarcely represented amongst the Sepoys. This is in exact
accordance with the principles on which Augustus acted in the formation of
his auxiliary troops. Of course the military resources of those princes whn
still retained a show of independence were likewise at the disposal of the
raliiag power if the imperial troops had to be spared or were not sufficient to
quell local disturbances.c
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The permanent institution of the emperor’s proconsular authority natu-

rally ].ed to the perpetuation of the military eBiablishment, or in modern
phrase the standing- army of the empire. Originally the legions had been

raised for special services, and disbanded at the coneluaion of each campidgn.

When the wars of the republic came to be waged at a greater distance from

the city, and against the regular armies of Greek or Asiatic potentates, tlie

proconsular levies were enrolled for the whole period of the contost in hand,

in ancient times Rome secured every petty conqnosi hy planting in the

centre of each conquered territory a colony of her own tutizens ; but when
her enemies became more numerous and her frontiers more oxteuwiv(s it was

necess^iry to maintain her communications in every quarter by military posts,

and the establishment of permanent gariusons. The troops once enlisted for

the war could no longer bo discharged on the restoration of peace. The
return of their imperator to the enjoyment of his laurels in tlje ciliy only

brought another imperator, whose laurels wore yet to be acquired, to the

legions of the Rhone and the Euphrates. The great armies of the provinces

were transfei-red, with the plate and furniture of the prjctorium, the baggage
and materials of the camp, from each proconsul to his successor.

The legions came to be distinguislied by numbers, indicating the order of

enlistment in the eastern or westeim division of the empire respectively, p)r

by special designations of honour, such as the martia, or the victrix. With
their names or numbers the particular history of each was duly recorded,

and some of them became noted perhaps for a peculiar character and j)hy<ii-

ognomy of their own. The principle of permanence thus established to his

hand, Augustus carried it out systematically, and extended it from the

provinces to Rome itself. He instituted a special service for the protection

of his own person, in imitation of the select battalion which kept watch
round the imperator’s tent. Those prmtorian guards wore gratiliod with
double pay, amounting to two denarii daily, and the prospect of discharge
at the end of twelve ^'ears, while the term of service for the logiomuies was
fixed at sixteen. They were recruited from Latium, Etruria, Unil)ii}i, and
the old Roman colonies of central Italy exclusively. Tlu^y wore regarded
accordingly as a force peculiarly national, nor wlum ronuruUsd of this dis-

tinction were they insensible of tlic comjfiimont. ,Kut tb(» emperor did not
entrust his security to those Italian troops only. lioBidcB the pnetorian
cohorts he kept about his person a corps of picketl veterans from the legions,

a few hundred in number, togctlier with a battalion of (hirman foot soldiers
and a squadron of Batavian horse. Ciimv had employed these barbaricius,

distinguished for their personal strength and courage, on the wings of his
own armies, and his successor may havc^ placed this eoniidenco in them on
account of their tried fidelity. In addition, howev6x‘, to these household
troops, the whole number of which did not exceed five or six thousiuKi,
Augustus first introduced a regular garrison into the city, consisting of four
cohorts of fifteen hundred men each, which wore also levied exclusively in
Italy. He established no permanent camp or fortress to overawe the capital.
The soldiers were billeted on the inhabitants or lodged in the public cdincea

;

they were always at hand to repress tumults and preserve the peace of the
city, when the stores of grain ran low and the prevalence of torapesiB on
the coast menaced it with prolonged scarcity. But the ordinary police of
the streets was maintained by an urban guard, named vigile$ or the watch,

.
seven hundred of whom sufficed for the service. The whole armed force of
every description employed in the city might amount to twelve or fifteen
thousand men.
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Augustus disbanded the unruly multitudes who had crowded into the

service of the great military chieftains of the civil wars. He strained eve/y
nerve to gorge them with the largesses for which alone they would forego

the periodical plunder of unoffending cities, in which their leaders had been
compelled to indulge them. But while they were reposing upon their

estates, or rioting with their profuse gratuities, ho speedily remodelled his

military establishment, and equipped a force of twenty-five legions for the

defence of the empire. He fixed a reasonable scale of pay for every armed
man in his service, from the rank and file of the cohorts to the “ lieutenant

of the emperor with proconsular rank.” The proconsular armies were main-
tained and paid by the machinery of the proconsular government tin the

provinces ; so that the emperor, without »heing ostensibly the paymaster of

the legions, did in fact, through his lieutenants, hold Che purse upon which
they depended. We have seen how incompetent we are to state the salary

of the pro^jdnoial governor
;
nor can we estimate the pay of the various

grades of officers. We only know that the simple legionary received one dena-
rius daily, a sum which may equal eightpence half-penny of English money.
A part of this sum was stopped for his arms, implements, and accoutrements

;

hut he retained perhaps a larger proportion of it than the pocket money of

the British private, and the simple luxuries of the wine shop were cheap and
accessible. Marriage was strongly discouraged, and generally forbidden in

the Roman ranks, and the soldier’s allowance was perha ps chiefly expended
in averting the blows of the centurion’s vine-staff, and buying occasional

exemption from the fatigues of drill and camp duty. If we are justified in

drawing an inference from the proportion o})Herved in a military largess

in the time of Ca3sar, we may conjecture that the centurion received double,

and the tribunes four times, the pay of the legionary.

The full complement of each of the twenty-five legions was 6100 foot,

and 726 horse; and this continued with occasional variations, to be the

strength of the legion for a period of four hundi’od years. The cohorts were
ten in number; and the first, to which the defence of the eagle and the

emperor’s image was consigned, was nearly double the strength of the

others. These brigades became permanently attached to their distant quar-

ters : in later times the same three legions occupied the province of Britain

for two or more centuries. They were recruited ordinarily from the coun-

tries, beyond Italy; in the first instance, from the Roman citizens in the

provinces. But even while the rights of citizenship were extended, this

restriction was gradually relaxed ; and instead of being the ro <5 uisite qualifi-

cation for admission to the ranks, the freedom of the city was often bestowed
on the veteran upon his discharge. Numerous battalions of auxiliaries, dif-

ferently arrayed and equipped from the legionaries themselves, continued
to be levied throughout the most warlike dependencies of the empire, and
attached to each legionary division. It is generally computed that tnis force

equalled in number that of the legions themselves, and thus we arrive at a
total of 340,000 men, for the entire armies of the Roman Empire, exclusive

of the battalions maintained in Rome itself.

Augustus may be regarded as the founder of the naval power of the great
military republic. She had exerted indeed her accustomed vigour on more
than one occasion in equipping powerful fleets, in transporting military arma-
ments, and sweeping marauders from the sefis; but the establishment of

a permanent maritime force, as one arm of the imperial government, was
reserved for the same hand which was destined to fix the peace of the empire
on a firm and lasting basis. While the influence of Rome extended over every
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creek and harbour of tho Mediterrunoim, hIu) had uo rival to foar on llui nitmi

distant coasts of the Atlantic Ocean or tho Indian Oooiui. lint cxporionc.o

had shown that tho gorm of a groat naval power st.ill ooutiinnxl to exist m
the inveterate habits of piracy, fostered tliroiighout tlic inland seas h v centu-

ries of political commotion. The (hlieian corsairs had distressed the eom-

merce and insulted tho ollicors of tho repuhlie ; tho a,nuiunents ol Sextus

had taken a bolder llight and menaced even the ciit.y with famine; a eou-

iuncture might not bo distant when the eommander of these predatory

flotillas would dispute tho empire itself with tho impiirator of the Homan

armies. Augustus provided against tho hazard of such an eneouuter hy

eqnipping three powerful llootH. One of thoBo ho Htutimunl at Itavo.uua on

the upper, a second at Misenuni on the lower moji, a third at l^oruiu tiulu

(Freius) on the caastx)f Gaul. The two former fcU[ua(lroriH amouutiul to i-fd)

^alleys each, the thirdi to about half that numlier. Ikisiiles tlie.se armaments

he posted a smaller flotilla on the Kiixino, and estuldislied naval sl id ions on

the great frontier rivers, the Euphrates, the Danube, autl the Hhine.''

Roman Smr wmi Scaling Ladduijj,, fou AOTAOiciNa a B»a Wau*

It was only to be expected that tho Tiotor of Actium should not nagkot
the fleet, to which he owed everything, to tho same extent as ilie n^publio

had done ; and as matter of fact he made a permanent navy tho counterpart

of Ms standing army. Up to that time Kome had only fitted out a fleet, or

caused her allies to fit it o\it, for some definite purpose, and had dismissed,

it at the conclusion of the war. Augustus realised that a change must bo
made in this respect now that the whole coast of the Mediterranean was
Roman and the sea had become the centre of the empire.

His first care was to construct the requisite naval ports.
,
The Adriatic

coast of Italy is not rich in harbours, even leaving naval ports out of the
question. Brundusium was too much of a trading mart to come into con**

sideration as a possible naval station for the empire; while Ravenna, far-

ther to the north, near the delta of the Po, appeared to answer the end
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the emperor had in view. The place was easy to defend on acconnt of the

marshes about it; the harbour, though none of the beat, wan capable of

improvement ; and by means of the imperial canal (Foaaa Anguata) Augus-
tus secured a communication between his new naval station and tJio southern

mouth of the Po. This was an advantage as far as the provisioning of the

forces was concerned, for the produce of the fertile basin of the Po could

thus he shipped direct to Ravenna ; on the other hand it probably acceler-

ated the silting up of the harbour. The whole schesme hcoius to have been

put in hand Siortly after the battle of Actiura, for wc meed, with what
appears to be a reference to these works in the writings of Valgius Rufus in

the first years of the empire.

During the civil wars the fleet had used the Julian harbour on the west
coast of Italy, but its inconvenient entrance and deficient anchorage uuiitted

it for a regular naval station. It was therefore abando^ied in favour of the

neighbouring harbour of Misenum, which surpassed ev^cn that of Ravenna
in importance.

From both stations small bodies of men used to bo detaeJuu! to Rome to

protect the emperor and the capital. The marines naturally did not find

much to do at Rome; when the emperor arranged a scaligbti (muntmehia) he
counted, of course, upon their co-operation, at other timoH they ^vero deputed
to spread the awnings at the entertainments given to the pisophu

Of less importance and probably of briefer duration was a similar work
of Augustus on the coast of Oaul. Forum Julii (Frejus) was raised by
him to the rank of a naval station soon after the battle of AtUium, and
may have attained a certain degree of importance during tln^ (•uutahrian

War ; in the latter days of the empire we firal no mention of miy such naval
port.

In Spain itself Augustus thought that he could dispense with a naval
station on the Mediterranean coast, and he never dreatm^d of tunnmimding
the ocean. A naval base in the vicinity of Lisbon would have mattu'ially con-
tributed to the conquest of the Asturians and Cantabrians, but only on
condition that the Roman warships had been adapted to ocean navigation.
The oared galleys of ancient days would hardly h^i^ve proved seaworthy in the
Atlantic. In the Spanish War a Roman fleet occasionally appears in the Bay
of Biscay, but it was probably composed of transports from the neigh-
bouring harbours of Gaul. Under Drusus and Germanicue the Rhine flotilla

occasionally ventured out into the North Sea, but its constant mishaps soon
frightened it out of risking farther hazards.

The emperor devoted some attention to his Mediterranean- fleet, but far
less than he bestowed on the army. In his summary Augustus makes fre-

quent mention, of his legions, while he rarely mentions the fleet to whioh ho
owed the victoryof Actium. The army stood in quite a diflerent relation to the
princeps than was occupied by the navy. In the MbmmerUum Amyramm
the emperor invariably speaks of his navy : it is never styled the navy of the
Roman people. The legions, on the contrary, belonged, m theory at least, to
the state.^ The crews of the fleet and their ofl&cers were the jeersonal servants
of the princeps. The sailors, up to the grade of captain of a trireme were
slaves or freedmen, and were reckoned in law as belonging to the household
of the emperor; and even the naval prefects, though free men, were not of
RoMn b^h. Such were A. Oastriciua Myrio, and Sext, AuHenus, who
worked Ms,way up fr^m the ranks to be a centurion and was then promoted
to the rank of knight. ^ admiral of the imperial fleet (prajfeotus olassis)
ranked on the same footing with the imperial tax-collectors ; a fact which
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speaks volumes for tho position of the navy which had madc^ Auguntun an

absolute monarch.
Augustus seems to have neglected the navy, espethally in the latUu* yeai>

of his reign, from motives of ccononiy. In the war with the Dahuatiai:

rebels we hear nothing of the intervention of the llavenna fhHd. wlnni liah

was harassing the Adriatic shores as far as to Apollonia- Idns fiu^t tliat. tin

fleet at Misenum was in an equally melancholy state is proviul by t he instv

curity of Sardinian waters, which was so great that no se.iiator clartHl to lami

on the island ; and it had to be administered by the oiuperor's ollicers im
stead of by a regular gavernor.«

A Lioroa



OHAFTEH XXX. THE GERMAN PEOPLE AND THE,
EMPIRE

Nbxt to tho Greeks and Romans, the German people are the most impor-
tant branch of the Indo-Germanio race 5 for in medieval and modern times
tliey exercised the same influence on humanity and its civilisation as the
Graeco-Latin branch did in antiquity.

The name “ German,” by which they are designated in the writings of

the Romans, cannot be satisfactorily explained with regard to its derivation
and significance. B^ormerly it was thought to be derived partly from the old
German word (jer— that is, spear— partly from wehru (defence) and partly
from the word wirre (disorder), which passed into the French language under
the form of guerre^ so that on the whole it had much tho same signilication

as warrior; but all these derivations are so opposed to the otyinrdogical

laws of the language, that they are no longer admitted by any German phi-

lologists. Some learned men have tried to connect tho name “German”
with the old German word erman^ liermmm, irman^ irmiriy tho true meaning of

which can no longer be ascertained; others were of opinion that it was not a

native name at all, but given to the Germans by the Romans
; for in tho

Latin language there is a word germanus^ which means brother or country-
man, which could, it has been thought, be so twisted and turned about that

it received the sense of a Roman designation of the (Srerman people. Again
it was thought to be derived from a Celtic word whicli designated the Ger-
mans as “ criers,” on account of the terrifying war crj with which they
entered into battle. Scholars do not agree as to the derivation of the name
Deutschwhldh. first appeared in the tenth century after Christ, although that
it is of Germanic origin is beyond doubt. According to the one conjec-
ture it is derived from the old German word diutan, that is, to point out or
to explain, and signifies those who speak the same language

; according to
another, the Gothic word thiuda^ that is, people, is the true root of tho word
DmUch, and originally this had the signifeation of “people of the aam'e
nation.”

The term Teuton which is often
^

imed in ;poetry instead of the word
l>euUc\ was only the name of an individual tri'ie, and this practice lias its

origin in the fact that the ancient Romans sometimes applied the name of
Teuton to the other German races.

From the earliest times which are open to research, the German peoples
already consisted of two principal races—the Scandinavian or northerners,
and the true Germans in the strict sense of the word. From the earliest
"tunes the former had lived beyond the Baltic, and the latter on the mainland
of centrali Europe. The two races are still distinguishable from each other
by their various dialects, those of the peoples of each branch being more
closely allied to one another, than to those of the other branch.

5e
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Each race was divided into many different triboH, which the RomanB desig-

nated by special names; the distinction between them was not niaintaiimd,

but in consequence of the migrations which they undertook during the time

of the Roman Empire, the individual nations became separated and by new
union formed new nations.

In this manner arose the Alamanni, Franks, IIosBians, ThuringiauB, Bava-

rians, and others. One of the three races, the (Joths, disappoared enlircdy in

these national movements ;
towards the end of the ptniod of anti(|uity they

went for the most part to Spain and upper Italy, intermingled with tlie non-

Germanic races there, and in consequence assumed Roman churaeterisi/u;H.

Only a very few Germanic people such as the Frisians have remained in

their original seats. Therefore it will bo more to the ptirpese to describe

the locality of the pvjoples named when they are mentioned individually in

the course of the narrative. In the olden tunes the frontiers of the Gorman
land were the Vistula, the Danube, the North Sea, and the Baltic. Of the

external conditions, the character and morals of the (Germanic ijooplos, de-

tailed accounts are given in the works of the Roman historians, of wnioli the

following are the most worthy of attention. With regard to their pliysi(|ue

the Germans especially astonished the Romans, in that they wore vtiry tail

and had blue eyes and reddish golden hair. They wore also famed for their

great physical strength and the endurance with whicli they wore able to boar

all exertions and privations, hunger and great cold, although they stood heat

badly.

The land was only cultivated in places, the greater part being oovorod

by forests and marshes. The dwellings were isoliatod so that there were no
villages or towns, but each person lived in the centre of his fields. The
occupations of the Germans were agriculture, cattle raising, hunting, and
war. The two former were carried on by slaves or serfs, who either did
the work as menials or were apportioned certain fields which they managed
and for which they paid their masters a fixed yearly tribute of corn, cattle,

and linen. When .le was not at war or hunting, the warrior passed the
time in lounging, eating, drinking, and playing ; for like all fitting and
at the same time uncivilised nations they loved the change from the ex-
ertion of strife and hunting to complete inactivity. Banquets and orgien
were their favourite entertainments, hut nevertheli^HS their food and drink
was very simple. As a rule the former consisted of wild fruit, meat, and milk,
the latter of a kind of barley beer ; only some of tlie nations living on the
frontier had wine which they bought from their neighbours.

The Germans loved drinking to excess. The Roman historian Tacitus
says: “To drink night and day continuously is no shame for them, and if

one would accede to their desires in this, they woxtld be more easily cjon-

c^uered by this vice than by arms.” It is said that they were so passionately
cLevoted to dice playing that often when all was lost the German staked his
own personal liberty. Their clothing was very simple and coarse— a kind
of mantle which simply consisted of the fur of some animal killed in hunt-
ing was for the most part the only bodily covering.

Their weapons formed the principal adornment of the men and wore
therefore worn at all assemblies. Young men wore not allowed to wear
them until the national assembly had declared them fit to do so. A aliield
and a spear were the principal weapons for fijpfhting at close quarters as well
as at a distance ; on the other hand a coat oi mai!l and a helmet were only
very seldom assumed by the Germans. For a man to leave Ms shield behind
him in battle, was with them, as with the Spartans, a terrible disgrace, and
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resulted iE the warrior to whom ilus had happened hoiixg oxcluiiod from the

national assembly and public sacriliccs ; many avoided tliiw indignity by
committing suicide. In war some of the Gormans were mounted, xdthougli

their chief strength lay in tlioir infantry.

The .Romans praise the ancient Germans for all those moral (|ualitioH

which arc characteristic of every brave nation in a half-civilised condition,

such as bravery and hospitality. The Germans soom to have early distin-

guished themselves from other nations by tliree merits : polygamy was never
one of their customs ; they set a high value on the virtue of chastity ; they
distingiiishod thomsolvcs by their fidelity and devotion towards those whom
they had chosen as leaders.

The high position which women occupied amongst them as compared
with other iDarbarians was also characteristic. The wife^was not treated as a

slave ; and amongst all German nations, maidens wore considered better

hostages for a treaty than men, as in the former case they considered them-
selves more boxind to keep their word. The female sex was very highly
honoured j many women— as, for example, the Veleda living in Vespasian’s

time—played the part of alrunas, that is to say omniscients or prophetesses,

an important role, and these prophetesses exercised a great influence over the

counsels and decisions of their people.

The administration was not exactly democratic, except among the Frisians

;

even in the times when the people and every individual still took part in the

government, we often find traces of the later free monarchy. The Germans
bad elected leaders in war and a chief ap])ointed for life, who in peace had
to manage their affairs with limited authority. All tlui freemen constituted

the national assembly, which deliberated on and deciihHl all general ques-

tions, determined on the life or death of a ea-iminal, and Helectod the presi-

dents for the tribunals of the individual cantons.

The national assemblies were held on certain days either at the lunv or

the full moon ; with the Frank nation generally only once a year and that in

March and, later on, in May. There were certain nobles who, as a rule,

though not always, were chosen in preference to others, and who delilKjratcd

on and decided the less important affairs among thomsolvos ; whofchtir they

obtained this position on account of their birth or their personal distinction

must remain undecided.

The king was chosen from among them and was not the lord, as is usual

with the leaders of warlike semi-barbarous races, but tho represontative of

his tribe, and was therefore not only chosen for his bravery but for liis dis-

tinction. The army consisted of all the freemen. Besides this ao-oalled

heerhann (militia), at times when no war was being carried on by tho whole
tribe, individual bodies of troops were formed, who attached themselves to a
brave leader for some special undertakings. They constituted his following,
and fought under his leadership for fame and booty. Tho greatw the fol-

lowing of a noble, the greater the influence which he held in. the national
assembly.

Justice was carried out by a chosen mdge who was called “ graf ” (count),
from the word grau— grey, i.e., the eldest, and who had a number of house-
holders as assistants. Punishments were considered as compensations, and
decided according to that principle ; even murder was atoned for by the
judge deciding the damages to be paid to the relations of the person slain.

The Romans only give us very superficial information concerning the
religion of the ancient Germans. That they acknowledged many gods is

about all we can determine with certainty. If, as is generally done, the

!
•
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legends of the ancient ScandinananB written in the Middle Ages are added

to the Eoman reports, two detailed accounts are ol)tainod coimondng the

gods and myths of the Germans ; but it is very doubtful if tlie t)kler intuibit-

ants of Germany proper, who alone are spoken of in t]ie Roman hisiorioH,

had one and the same faith and worship as tho Scandinavians.

According to the usual theory, the principal god of the flermaus was

Woden or Odin; as the god ruling over all, the ‘‘All-father’’; ami m l.ho

founder of the German race he was called I uisko. Next to luiu tuuius lus

elder sons, the god of thunder, Thonar or Thor, whose memory is still pre-

served in the word Thursday, and tlu^ god of war, Tyr or Tiv from whoso

nama the word Tuesday is derived. Woden’s wife and the gofldess of mar-

riage was Freia, to whom Friday was dedicated. Another wib^ (d' Wisleu

was Hertha, or the goddess of the earth. Besides these the SeaaJinayians

honoured the god of poetry, Bragi; Balder, the hero of ilui gods distin-

guished for his beauty; the goddess of youth, hluna; tlm NiU'iis or god-

desses of fate and other divinities.

ThelScandinavians had just as many poetical mytlis cono-enfuig the life

and fate of the gods as the ancient Greeks. Besides the gods, they IielU^ved

in two unseen worlds of giants and dwarfs. They also l»olieved in immor«

tality, and depicted the life after death in their own fashion. K‘»r (‘riamjdo,

they thought that those who fell in battle lived in tho paiiuH» of Vallialiu with

Woden, and spent their time fighting, hunting, and drinking, and at thoir

banquets were attended by the Valkyries, or goddesses of battle, wIk^ spun

the web of the battle with terrible songs.

The Romans tell us more about the worship and the priests of tho Gor-

mans living in Germany than about their gods. The German prii^stH WiU‘o

held in great respect, but they did not form a special class like tho Druids

or the priests of tho Gauls. Their singers, like those of the (iauls, svero not

priests but poets and singers of battle songs. Tho Gorniaus luul no images

of their gods, and they did not honour them in temples bul. in Haerc<l

groves in which the priests offered up sacrifices for the peoph^. Among
the victims there were captive foes. T’he will of th(^ gods and lilne future

were interpreted in different manners, preferably by the mdghing (d' sacred

white horses which were kept in tho groves of tho gods.

If we turn back from this general observation of tlus Gmuniuiin nat ions

to their wars with Augustus, wo find tho Romans in hostile (souUud. with

them on the Rhine and the Danube. Since ilio time of Ciesar some (birman
tribes— of which the Ubii in the region of Cologne and the Vangionen, Tri-

bocci, and Nemetes between Schlettstadt and Oppenheim, werij the most
important— had settled on the left bank of tho Rhino and had begun to

adopt Roman customs.*^

THE GERMAN WAR OE INDERKNDENOE AGAtNflT ROME

Augustus had no liking for war
;
he was wont to say that laurels were

beautiful but barren, and it was his glory and pride that during his reign
the Temple of Janus at Rome was rexieatedly closed, and that the Parthians
voluntarily restored the ensigns and prisoners captured from tho army of

Crassus. His mind was not set on the augmentation and extension of the
empire but upon the founding and consolidation of monarchical institutions,

his wars in Spain and the Alpine regions were undertaken for the purpose
of protecting and safeguarding the frontiers of the empire, and the war in
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Dalmatia and Pannonia was purely defensive. On the Elunc alone lio in-

dulged in schemes of conquest ;
there Ocesar’s Gallic campaigns were to be

continued, and the martial honours of the Julian race and name enhanced,
*

As long as Gaul was not comidotely tranqtiillisod, and stubborn tribes

defended their hereditary liberties in the Alpine valloys, the Germans were
treated with consideration. The imporator Augustus even oonlidtKi the

safety of his person and of the Capitol to a .Bornuin troop of horse, as

'the divine Julius had done before him, and Vlpsanins Agrippa settled the

Ubii, who were hard pressed by the Siievi, on 'the loft bank of the Ehiue
and founded the “ Agrippine Colony,’^ the parent city of (h)logue. Even
the attack made by the eastern dwellers on the lower Rhino on the catup of

M. Lollius, who had made an inroad into their territory because they had
seized and crucified some Roman spies, went unpunislud. But when the

new division of Gaul into provinces had been actjornplishod, and tluj Alpine
districts had been reduced to submission to the sway of Rome, Drusus
the gallant and daring step-son of Augustus coueoivod the project of ex-

tending the borders of the empire beyond the Rhino and advancing further

along the road which the great Omsar had trodden.
After providing for the protection of the river by strongly fortifying

the ancient confederate towns from Basel (Augusta Ratiracorum) to Cologne
(Colonia Agrippina)— to wit, Strasburg (Argontoratum), Speyer, Worms,
Mainz, Bonn, etc., and creating fresh bulwarks and points d^appui both for

defence and attack by founding the “Old Camp” (Castra Vetera) where
Xanteu now stands, and other castella, lie liext attempted to secure the
northern districts. Ho induced the Ihitavians, who inhabited the marshy
lowlands from the Rhine and Vaalto the North Sea, and their neighbours on
the east, the Frisians, who occu])iod the soacoast as far as thi-j to enter
into friendship and alliance with the Romans; aiad;i3:inC]h,. lOOH’Siitlftioting a
navigable canal which bears the name of Dru&u.s-]!’ti.rf5'^" ho
connected the lower course of the Rhine by means of tlae Ysse!, wijlifi. tihe

inland lake of Flevo, which at that time communicated with the sea by a
navigable river of the same name, but which has since been widcruMl out by
the floods into an open bay, the Zuyder Zee, He then sailed into the (h'-r-

man ocean with the fleet built on the Rhine, and, skirting the Frisian coast,

came to the mouth of the Ems, where the legions fought some skirmishes

with the Bructeri and Ohauci. The fleet was hero ex[>osed to a great

danger, for the ebb of the tide drew the waters of tlio clianmd away from
the ships and left them high and dry. They were only saved from dcstruc*.-

, tion by the aid of the Frisians who had accompanied the Romans by land
with an army. When the incoming tide floated the ships once more Druaris

returned to Batavia.

The hardihood of the enterprise, unsuccessful as it was, scorns to have
alarmed the Germans. The tribes between the Rhine and Woser there-
fore entered into an alliance for the defence of thoir country against the
enemy who menaced it. The Chatti refused to join this league, and their
neighbours the Sugambri consequently went to war with them, just as

Drusus, who had spent the winter in Rome, reappeared on the Rhine and
crossed the boundary stream at the “Old Standing Camp” (at Xanten).
He subjugated the Usipetes, and having made a bridge over the Lupia
(Lippe), he traversed unopposed the country of the Sigambri, which was
denuded of its fighting men, and attacked the Cheruaoi on the left bank of
the Weser. Scarcity of provisions and the approach of winter forced him,
however, to retreat. On his return march the Germans attacked him
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fiercely on all sides. Pent in a narrow gorge and bard beset, lie and his

army would have been irretrievably lost had not the Germans, thinking

the enemy already vanquished, ventured upon the final massacre with

savage eagerness and without any order or method. The victory of which
they thought themselves certain

passed over to Roman strategy.

The Germans were beaten and had ^
n ^

to look on while the Romans built r il
^

the castellum of Aliso which tlicy u i J ^ XMwMKf
garrisoned and used as a point

\
^

il J J
' '

d'appui for later undertakings. The \(

emperor refused the title of impe-

rator, by which the army hailed
, ,

their general, but granted his vie- a a#Ml
i

torious son an ovation and triumphal

|l

To secure a strong base for his

campaigns of conquest Drusus,^ after 1

a personal interview with his iinpo-

rial father,hadgreat fortifications con-
structed the next year on the German
river. The banks of the Rhine were
lined with more than fifty oastella,

of which the most important, situ- if
ated opposite the standing camp of ^
Mogontiaoum (Mainz), grew into a

town in course of timej Bonn was
connected by a bridge with the right

bank of the royal stream, the high
angle between the Rhino, the Main,
and the Lahn was guarded by a series DnustiH
of lines on the Tannus which still '

(From »!.»„.« i.ui,.,i,,u,«MuM„,n)
proclaim their first framer in i their

name of Drususgraben.’' They formed the basiH of that gr(^at frontier
rampart which in later days divided Roman territory from free Germania.

A/*! JT. J* W'V I H.

Si

i\v- DitUSTTH

(From a bronzo la tho liouvro Muwiari)

tracts which no Roman had ever trod, to tribes which had mmn* heard the
Roman name, Dion repeats a legend of how, when Drusus waa preparing to
cross this distant stream, he was met by a woman of superhuman stature,
who addressed him in Latin, saying : “ Whither, 0 Drueus, thou insatiable
one ? It is not allotted to thee by fate to see all this

; turn back, already
thou standest at the term of thy life and of thy deeds I

” He hastened back
on account of the approach of winter, but he was never to see the Rhine
again. He died on the way back ; of sickness according to some, according
to others from the results of a fracture of the leg caused by the fall of his
horse. He died in the thirtieth year of his age, in the arms of his brother
Tiberius, who had hastened to meet Mm. His body was borne with great
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pomp and mourning tlirougli Gaul and Italy to Rrnne, wlmroit was oommitfcod
to a funeral pyro on the Field of Mare and the aahoH inttuTod in the imperil
vault. An altar in the neighbourhood of the Lippe, a Btattie in miiita^
attire, together with an empty aepulehral mouuuumt at Mahufi (the remains
of which are said still to bo proHorved in the KicjhelHitan ''

) around which
the legions every year celebrated the anniversary of his death with funeraf
games, and a triumphal arch on the Appiau way, wtu'o intended to presorv#^'

for all time the memory of the brave and beloved priiujo who was the first of all

the Romans to press forward to the Elbe. The tithj of “ Germanicus” Con-
queror of the Gormans, which Augustus had bestowed upon him, passed over
to his son.

The place of the heroic Drusus was taken by his l)rother Titierius, The
latter, in accordance with his character, chose lh(5 paths (if cunning, treachery,

and prudent negotiation, and by tliese moans gained mort» than his knightly
brother had won by forcje of arms. It was through his agcmcy that the

German tribes, including oven the Sugainbri wlio loui at first ndusod, sent a
number of distinguished chiefs with ju'opoHals of p(nu;o to the emperor when
he was staying in Gaul, In defiance of honour and justice tlmy wore arrested
and carried in custody to Gallic cities, wluwo they took tlicir own lives. By
this perfidious deed the Romans gained their end. 'riberius took advantage
of the consternation of the Germans to lead his h^gions straight over the
Rhine. At variance among thomselves and deprivtsd of tlunr chiefs and
leaders, the Gorman tribes could offer no ponnauent rtwisiamso to ilio invader.

Victoriously the general traversed the devastated dist-riid H, and by tlm might
of his legions and the terror of the Roman name smuuHulod in making the
inhabitants bow amazed and hopeless to sigHUior might (tlumgh not till aftar

forty thousand of them, Sngambri f(»r the iiuwt part, had btsen carried away
and settled on the left side of the !)cauilful river). A Roman governorship
was then established between Rhine and Wester.

The events of the next few years are shtotidcd in ol)SCurityt Th©
triumph that Tiberius celebrated for his (krman viuttuy wai likewise the
beginning of the imperial displeasure which kept him for mmm years at

Rhodes. During this period rumour is silent on German affairs ; one cam-
paign only is mentioned, that of Domitins Ahenobarbus, a haughty, arrogant,
and overbearing man. He crossed the Elbe, the. eastern bank of which he
adorned with an altar to Augustus ; assigned dwelUng-plaoes in south Ger-
many, between the Main aijd Danube, to the Gennan tribe of the Iferxnnn-
duri ; and began the construction of the “long bridges,*’ those causeways of

piles between the Rhine and Weser, which were to faeiliUte the i unction
of the legions across the hogs and marshes which abounded in that Insecure
ground. Both Domitius and his successor Vinioius won triumphal honours
by their exploits, but we have no information concerning the partwukrs of
their achievements. The fact that Augustus expressly j’orbade the crossing
of the Elbe would seem to indicate tliat up to that time sucli enterprises haa
been unsuccessful.

At Rome it was resolved to have recourse to the old and triad methods
of craft, subornation, and treachery, instead of • to the force of arms ;

and
that master of guile, Tiberius, accordingly betook himaelf to the Rhine,
accompanied by the servile flatterer, Velleius Paterculus, at that time leader,

^ pompous bombast the latter vaunts the exploits of his
hero, that he may at the same time gather some of the beams of this glory

^^out his own head. In two campaigns the tribes between Wesar and
Elbe were subjugated, the gdga^itio Chauoi, and the Longobards savage
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with more than “German savagery,” and the fleet meanwhile sailed along the
coast of the North Sea and joined hands with the land forces.

But in spite of these vaunted achievements Eoman dominion struck no
root in those parts ; their ancient freedom suffered but a temporary eclipse
and quickly returned when once the legions were withdrawn. The adroit

^ prince was all the more successful in binding the tribes between the Rhino
• and Weser to Rome. The strength of the army,— which had permanent
bases at Xanten and Aliso,— and the arts of subornation, cunning, and
treachery, which Tiberius employed with masterly skill, did not fail ofeffect
upon the divided and contentious Germans. Roman influence established
itself more and more strongly, especially when Sentius Saturninus, an up-
right and able man who combined the austerity of a strict commander with
the genial manners cf a consummate statesman, occupied the post of Roman
governor. He was able to win over the simple and primitive pc^ople to
appreciate the manners and advantages of civilised life by displaying
to them in an attractive form “the superiority of Roman ways ana arts.^
The Germans began to “realise their own rudeness,” and to take pleasure
in “a world of strict order, rigid law, and manifold arts and enjoyments.”
The standing camps of the army became markets where foreign merchants
offered the wares of the south for sale, where the children of nature made
the acquaintance of the charm and sweetness of a wealthy civilisation. A
brisk trafac familiarised the natives with Roman speech and manners,
Roman law met with increasing recognition and regard, Gorman youths
already fought in the Roman ranks and prided themselves on their foreign
weapons and their rights as Roman citizens. The characteristics of German
nationality would have been gravely compromised if the Romans had suc-
ceeded in extending their dominion across the Rhine and the Danube, if
the German princes, such as Arminius and Marboduiis, whom they enticed
into their service had remained loyal and devoted to them. But they had

liberty and the fatherland was not yet extinct.
Marboduus, chief of the Marcomanni, a powerful tribe belonging to the

bue^an confederation, which was entrusted with the charge of tlie frontier
soutliwards from the Main, was sprung of a noble race and possessed a
strong frame and a bold spirit. As a young man he had won the favour

during a two years’ stay in Rome, and had so thorougldy
assimilated foreign culture “that the Romans could scarcely recjognise the

X a
the time that Drusus bore the Roman eagles

returned to his native land, well versed in Roman

At the head of his own people he conceived the boldSl^jof leading the
settlements on the Rhine in^ie perilous neigh-bourhood of Rome, and winning a safe home for them farther east. By force

possessmn of the mountain-girt land of the Boii (nljlZ
stronghold of nature” the centre

HfliinbA
which was to be extended to the northern bank of the

vnw ^ T of the world-empire oi .Rome*

rllldAd rI
practised in Roman tactics at his disposal,^and sur-

vears^o f
body-guard, Marboduus.ww ablfin a few

Komrs with
^ lihd, and to inspireKomans with justifiable apprehension. For however the wary and pru-

En „
behavidUT L frifnd-

Srith hk access to hU country andttaflic with his people he might giye to the Koman merchants and tradera,
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yet his self-confidence grew with the consciousness of power, and from his

bearing and determined tone it was manifest that ho was aware of the posi-

tion he held. His kingdom soon became the refuge of all the persecuted and

disaffected.

At Roma it was felt impossible to look on passively at the growing

power of the Marcomannian state on the Danube. A simultaneous attack

from east and west was to work its destruction. While Tiberius was as-

sembling a large force at Carnuntum to proceed up-stream, Sentius Saturni-

nus was to advance from the country of the Chatti by way of the Hereynian

forest. This well-concerted scheme was, however, destined never to be

executed. The revolt of the Pannonian tribes obliged Tiberius to lead his

legions to the lower Danube, and Augustus hastened to keep tlie Marcoman-

nian chieftain fast among his mountains by a peace on favourable terms, lest

he should increase the impesuiing danger on the Adriatic by

joining the enemy. We hav<^ iilready spoken of the terrible

war by which the count.ry along the lower Danube was at

once conquered and reduced to a dcHcrt. When (I'ormanious

brought to Rome the news of the victorious issue of the three

years’ conflict, a mood of unbounded jubilation took pos-

I ^
session of the capital. The people vied with one another in

celebrating these triumphant achievements with festal ban-

quets and monuments. But the holiday was quickly trans-

formed into a day oE mourning, the thanksgivings into anxious

prayers, when the terrible news of the disasters in Germany
smote upon the bustle of tlie city like a bolt from the blue.o

Eaely Gbeman
Weapons

THE BATTLE OF Tl'niTOBUEO FOXtBaT

It has already been membionecl. , In

5 A.D., Tiberius liad aoMevod irtt’

Germany. According to Velleius isliese successes consisted

in the subjugation of the Oaninefates, Hattuarii, and Bruc-

teri, and in the voluntary submission of the Cbauci and,

more especially, of the Oherusoi. It has also been observed

that, from what Velleius says wo can form no clear concep-

tion of the relations between these tribes and Rome, though

from the different terms which he employs in speaking of

the two groups it seems probable that the Oherusoi and a part of the tribe

of the Cnauoi occupied the position of allies, and had pledged themselves

to act as auxiliaries. Strabo also says rh rpU rdyi^ara 7rapa<r7rovSr)0AfTa

cmoUKero iviBpa<;,
.

The warlike tastes of the Germans may have facilitated their aoeeptance

of such a position, for large bodies of them often entered the service of

belligerent nations in the train of young and martial leaders of noble birth.

Possibly the relation was similar to that which subsisted between the Swiss

and the French at the end of the Middle Ages. Certain it is that Arminiue

had served in the Roman armies at the head of his countrymen, and, like his

brother, had won distinction in several campaigns. The Bruoteri, on the

other hand, must have been to a certain extent in subjection, and thus have

had painful ex]Deriences of the Roman art of government, in its system of

taxation as well as in judicial procedure and recruiting. Varus in particu-

lar (as is evident from the whole description of his government given by
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Velleius and Dion) was oyer hasty in his attempts at ‘‘ romanising the
Hermans during the summer he spent in their territory at the head of his
array. If (as Dion says and we may well assume) a strong party, in which
.1 11 (> i ^ . j . 1 _ J 11 « It' rt , .

^ ^ ^

mote tribe to commence the rebellion, so as to oblige Varus
to go in one particular direction to subdue it, we cannot ttdh

0

01 me itomans, must certamly have been aware— as is siiown
by the tactics he employed in the year 15 that they tiould
not be successfully attacikod in camp, but only on the mansh

'll

4

^intended. But the question is of no great conseiTuenet
In any case the scheme was successful, for Varus abau
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This had been done at the instigation of the conspirators, in order that Varus
might proceed from his camp in a particular direction.

It would be of the highest importance if we could gather from our author-
ities an approximate idea of who the rebels wore or where they dwelt

; as it

is, we are left to conjecture. We have seen which tribes besides the Che-
rusci were subdued 'by Tiberius : the Oaninefates, Hattuarii, Bructeri, and
Chauci. The first two need not be considered, as they lived too near to the
Rhine and were thus too completely within the sphere of Roman dominion.
There then remain only the Bructeri and Chauci ; and as the latter tribe

was subsequently in possession of an eagle belonging to one of the legions

of Varus, and thcrefoiw must
liavo t.aken part in the battle,

the d7r<06€v otVourm of Dion
would seem more appropriate
to them than to the Bruoteri,

But it does not greatly mat-
ter in favour of wliioh we de-
cide. One of the two tribes

that dwelt to the south-west of

the Cherusci (the Marsi and
Ohatti) may certainly be left

out of account; for the last-

named, as has already been
explained, were in no way de-
pendent upon Rome. Of the
Marsi we may conclude that
they took part in the struggle,

as they too captured an eagle,

but we do not hear that they
had been subject to Rome, and
if they had retired into the
terior of Germany to presert'e

their liberties they would not
have been attacked by Tibe-
rius in the years 4 and 5

;

for

his attention at that time was
evidently fixed upon the north-
west. And it is plain that Va-
rus made no attempt at a wider
extension of Roman dominion.
It is just possible that it may

have been a Cheruscan tribe in the northwest or southwest
;
but it is on

tbe whole more likely that the revolt was started by a peoole who occupied
a dependent position towards Rome. It would therefore oe in the interest
of Arminius to display the loyalty of his own tribe. But, whatever the race
that revolted, the day of departure from camp was fixed.

To avoid rousing the suspicions of Varus the princes proposed to assist
him and jDromised to join him with their forces along his line of march, which
was exactly determined by the situation of the rebe lious province and agreed
upon between him and the Cheruscan princes. The conspirators had thus a
]pret^^ for issuing their own summons to arms without giving umbrage to
the Romans dispersed througliout the country at military stations, and it

m even possible that they induced Varus to send forth the command to all

AiuiiNius
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quarters. They themselves stayed with him, not only to sustain him in his
uneoncern, but also to watch him and to be at hand if the |)lot should happen
to 'be betrayed to him by the Roman party. For this was no imaginary
danger.

The evening before the start, while Varus was entertaining the priucoa
of the Cherusci at his table, Segestes came forwnrd and openly eharge<l
Arminius and his adherents with conspiracy, demanding the arrest of At-
minius and the ringleaders of the plot, and offering to bo put in fetters him-
self as a proof of the truth of his accusation. Varus turned a deaf oar to
these disclosures, probably because the notorious enmity between Segestes
and Arjninius made him doubt the good faith of the accuser, and tho start
took place next morning.

The conspirators now took leave of Varus on the pretext of putting
themselves at the head of their forces and bringing them to join him;
but in reality these forces were already stationed in readiness along the
route which Varus would have to take. In addition to this, word must
have been sent even to the Marsi and Chauoi to hasten with their levias
to a particular point. Orders were then given for a general massacre of tlie

isolated Roman garrisons.

It has frequently been observed that the revolt cannot have been repre-
sented to Varus as very serious ; otherwise the carelessness of his dispbai*
tions on the march is absolutely incomprehensible. The crowd of wohicn
and children who were in the camp and accompanied the army proves either
that he intended to pitch his summer camp for a longer or shorter j^eri^d in
the rebellious province after he had subdued it, or l£at if he meani to send
^em back to the Rhine their return would not involve a very circuitous
journey.'

Meanwhile the long array, marching in imperfect order and hampered by
enormous quantities of baggage, had got entangled in difficult paths that led
uphill and downhill through the thio^E forest, and while they were engaged
in toilsomely improving the road by felling trees, making bridges, etc.,
very wet weather set in with a storm so violent tlxat branches W0re torn
from the huge trees and hurled down upon the marching men Ixmeath.
The ground became sHppery, and the difficulty of getting along amidst the
roots and trunks of trees was doubled ; and in this precarious plight the army
fo^d itself suddenly assailed on all sides by Germans. At this juncture,
when he realised the treachery of the Germans, Varus can hardly have come
t^o any other resolution than to escape from a tract of country so dangerous
by taking the shortost road to the Rhine, where he would be able to deploy
his forces and checkmate the enemy.

It has been as^rted that he could most easily have acoompiybied this
by returning to his summer camp, from which a properly constructed^taiy road must certmnly ^ve led to his winter quarters on the Rhine,
but who c^ tell whether Varus did not reflect that to go back by the
way he had come would involve too great hardsliip and loss, while a di-'
version of ms line of march to the river might be effected with no greater

offer hm army a more easily attainable oondi.tion of
safety i Nor need we lose sight of the possibility that he andved at a
wrong decision.

Thus the march waa continued with heavy loss, the straiggling order
avenging iteelf by making organised resistance impossible. iSeverthelesSi^e amy pitched its camp as best it could in the evening ; though it must
have been hard to find a suitable spot in the wooded hill-oountry. Here th^
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decided to burn or abandon tboir ueelostt baggage and to cai.y notlung witli
them but what was absoluttdy nocossary ; and so proceeded on iluur march
in better order next day.

They came to a (dearing where it was eviilent that thtsy could \eet) the
enemy at a respectful distance ; but the road presently led into the forest
again, and the (xormans wore about them immediately, udlitsiing sanguinary
losses. Jibe Romans defended thomselvi^s, but th«^’ narrowness of a defile

into which the army got po e.rjunped that it could not deploy, while on the
other hand a charge of mingled horse and foot inisc-arriod through the crowd-
ing of both arms in the dense forest. To add to tluur dlHiresH the rain and
tompest sot in anew; they could l)arcly keep tlicir feet, to fiay nothing of
pressing forwards, and the drenched weapons of the- Rouuuih (souid not b© em-
ployed to advantage against a light-armed foe mjimUy swift t.o i^d-roat or to
attack. Moreover, the uuinborH of the enemy in<UH»asod, for those who had
hitherto cautiously hold back now tiockial to' secure a share of the spoils;
and if the Marsi were not already included in the coinpiud we ruay suppose
that they apjieared at this juncture and captured tlie eagle which was aiW-
wards found in their possession-.

The case was desperate, and Varus had not; courage to die in battle rather
than by his own hand. Tlu^ report of his death cri polled the last nunains of
vigorous resistance in. his army, thougli tliey did not ucglcc't to bury his body
at once. Whether the cavalry under Numonius Vala now atlcmpled to lloe

or whether they had already fled we caumd. Udl ; neither do we know whether
the legates wore still alive or had alreu<,ly fallen. At the laat the two camp
prefects seem to have taken command, L. hlggius tirst-, jin«l afUauvards, when
,he had fallen in a last desperate al tempt t-o break through, thhmiuH, It wiw
the latter who presently entered into nogotialiims with the. C hvrmanH for the
surrender of whab was loft of the army,

Velleius « states that Cekmius entered int(s negotiatimw aft-«»r the greater
part of the army had perished in the fight. When he hmi Hiibmittec! there
ensued the scenes of vengeance reported by Floras./ ddmse do not here eon-
oern us, but it is a matter of greater interest that there was only one of the

- Roman castella in Germany wliich the Germans were unable to take. This
was Aliso, whither some fugitives succeeded in escaping. Here the primi-
pilar O. Caaditus assumed the chief command, and defended it in the ho^ie
of relief until hunger forced the garrison to an attempt at flight iu which tie
strongest at least were succes8ful,<2

Terrible was the vengeance which the Germans took for the wrong done
to thexr liberties. Many distinguished Romans, colonels and captains, bled
on the altars of the gods; attorneys andjudges were put to death by torture

;

the h^a^ of of the fallen were affixed as trophies to the trees round
the battle-field

; and those who escaped with life found themselves con-
demned to dishonourable slavery, “Many a Roman of knightly or sena-
tonal birth grew old as a hind or shepherd to some German peasant/*

^®^go^oe did not even respect the dead. The corpse of Varus, which
his soldiers had piously buried, was tom from its grave and the severed head
sent as a tmphy to Marboduus, who subsequently delivered it up to the
emperor at Rome. So perished miserably this splendid anny of nearly fifty
tnou^nd men. Well might Augustus bewail himself at the news of the
disaster m the Teutoburg forest and cry aloud in his despair : “ Varus, give
me pack my legions I " Many families of long descent had to mourn theloss
o£ kinsmen or connections. The feasts and games stopped, the German body-
guard was dismissed to the islands, Rome, usually so noisy, was still and
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dumb. Sentinels patrolled the streets at night, vows to the gods and re-*

crniting on a peat scale gave evidence of the dread that was in men’s hearts.
They feared that the terrible days of the Oimbrians and Teutons might come
again.

The conquest of the Roman oastella between tine Rhino and the Visurgis
followed close on the heels of the defeat of Varus. Aliso held out longesi

;

thither the Romans had carried their women and cliildren and tluu'O the
scattered and fugitive remnants of the axnny had taken refuge. When tiudr
provisions came to an end the besieged tried to slip through the sentrit^H of
the besiegers under cover of a stormy night. Hut only tlu^ armed inen Him-
ceeded in cutting their way through to the Rhine, the greater niimhor of tJie

helpless fell into the hands of the victors and shared t.ln^ fate of oihtu’ pris-
oners, and the fortress of Aliso was desti^oyed. Asjjrenas, who was guard*'
ing the bank of the Rhine with his two legions lost the revolt nhotild sprtiud
to the excitable Gauls, was powerless to lay the tompeat. Thus was Jtomaii
supremacy broken down on the right bank of tlie Rhim^.

^

The dwellers on the north coast, the Cliauci, Frisii, Jind Momti other
tribes, alone adhered to the alliance with Rome. Tiberius, whc» had has-
tened up with his freshly enlisted troops, confmed his efforts to the strength-
ening and safeguarding of the Rhine frontier and to watching ewer Gaul, and
deferred to the future his revenge for the tarnished glory of the Itoman
a^s. He did, indeed, cross the Rhine next year to show the (lermans that
the might of Rome was still unbroken; but he did not go far from the rlvm*
bank, and the strict discipline which he observed and the hard camp life
which he imposed on the legions and enforced by his own exaimdo, ht)re
witness that the Romans were alive to the danger that menaoial their domin-
ion L*om the Germans and had learned a lesson from bitter experianca,

Hoyreyer much Velleius e may vaunt his hero, when the commander left the
Kiiine in the year 12 to celebrate at Rome his triumph over pacified Germany,

1?
boast of no achievement which obliterated tho disgrace inflicted in

the l entobiirg forest. This was left, for his nephew GonnaaitmH, ilic gallant
son o± iJrusus, on whom the governorship of Gaul and tho supreme (‘-ominaiui

^ ^ Rhine was conforre<l after tho withdrawal
01 iiberius. [-liberius had, nevertheless, proved himself an able commander,

|

THE CAMVAIGNS OF GERMANXCUH^

+
Augustus departed this life at Nola, Gormanions v/as

u
® news that a mutiny had broken out among tlio soldiers at

Wo (Vetera). The change of monarchs and the mourning
feasts which were the consequence had interruoted military cxorciHOH, disen-

wvf y floldiory wero filkicl and inaainod

7 Pannonian and Gonuwi

eJt
a refractory army which had

lAnltiy j
of obedience and discipline, whioh complained of its

SaS fh« .
demanded higher pay and presents of money,ed the sovereignty to him with boisterous clamour, and maltreated at

sor, 6SiM*”but t^T
belong to the epoch of Auguetui' itiooe*-

tohed piS.]
“ ^ presented hero In the Interests of an unbroken naraatlTs, and a tin-
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tho altars the emissaries of the senate who brotight the news o! the change
of government. The commandcr-Iu-cUlef suotu'cchul in restoring quiet and
order, though with great difficult;jr, and not until a Holiism had arisen among
the rioters themBolves and the ringleaders and most iuidacious spirits had
been hideously murdered by their fellow soldiers,

The Illyrian revolt was put down by DrusuH, the entperor’s sou. To
expiate the crimes they had committed the ( Jerinan kigions demanded to be
led against tho enemy; they believed fcliat iluH’o was no way of appeasing the

spirits ot their murdered jrothers in
anus but l)y eovering their own guilty
breasts with honourable wounds. And
(Sermanieus willingly gratilied their
lust of battle Uy a campaign in the re-

gions beyond the Rhine,
(lermanictuH was one of the last

heroics liguros of dcstsmleni Rome, He
was in tins prime of life and eombined
all physical and nusntal excellencies

with the virtiusM of a valiant warrior.

Noble in figure and bearing, versed in

the highesst (ireek culture of the age,

fumed as an orator and as a poet, and
endowed with admirable qualities of

mind and heart, he was the darling
of tho legions and the people. They
honoiirec, in him the son of Drusus,
whose} nol)k} lik(}n<}HH he was; the

husband of the admirabk} Agrippina,
granddaughter of Augustus, who had
bonu} him a mimhcir of blooming oh^-
dreu; the descendant of the tribnivir

Antony, whose daughter his toother

Ootavia had becu. Atul if his achieve-

ments in Ikumonia and Dalmatia had
gained him the confidence and devo-

tion of his (comrades at arms, the kind-

liness of his nature} and an address

in which afability was mingled with

dignity and majestv won him the

Roman empkror in th» Drkbs or a Grnrral hearts of all men. When he went in

(Aftfir Do Montfuucori) dlsguise, US Tacltus tcUs, ilirough the

linos of the esarnp to spy out the temper
of the army, he heard enthusiastic praise of himself front every tent, and
when he came to the city he was always surropmled by a ilirong of friends
and. dependents of all ranks, Tiberius had adapted him in dc^ference to the
wishes of Augustus, but the talents and exoellemsies of the ytniiliful hero
inspired the ^oomy soul of the erajperor with envy and suspicion. [So at
least Tacitus assures us. But possibly that writer’s tendency to invent, or
make partisan use of evil motives, may have falsified the facts* Some Ms-
tonana believe that Tiberius trusted Germanious to the end.]

The people had expected that Drusus would restore political liberty, and
they oherisiaed similar hopes of his son. The revolt of the Ubii had its
deepest root in the belief of the legions that Germanicus would not tolerate
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the rule of another, and no matter how many proofs of lovalty and devotion

the latter might give, they were not enough to exorcise the phantoms in his

uncle’s distrustful soul. He seemed perpetually to hoar the address of the

legions to their beloved general; ‘‘If Germanicus desired supreme power^

they were at his disposaP ;
and in his nephew’s kindly and liberal nature

he could see nothing but an intention to smooth his path to sovereignty.

Germanicus undertook his campaign against the country beyond the

Rhine under favourable circumstances. After their victory over Varus the

Germans had abandoned themselves to careless security, their tribal confed-

eracy grew lax, their chieftains g^uarrelled. Segestes, full of rancour and

envy against Arminius of old, was even more wroth with the Olxerusoan

prince now that the latter had abducted his daughter Thusnelda and had

taken the willing gin to wife.
*

Victories of G-ermanicus

The first campaign, which Germanicus with his legions and auxiliaries

began in the autumn of the same year, was consequently crowned witli suc-

cess. On a star-lit night he attacked the Marsi as they were celebrating a

religious solemnity with joyous bancuets, and having craftily surrounded

them massacred them without pity, destroyed a sanctuary which they held

in high reverence, and wasted their territory for ten nulos with fire and

sword. Enraged at this treacherous attack, the Bruotori, Tubantes, and

Usipetes flew to arms and vigorously attacked the retreating Romans. But
thanks to admirable leading and wary valour they reached tlxeir winter quar-

ters on the Rhine without serious loss. Next year Germanicus invaded the

land of the Chatti from Mogontiacum, burned Mattiunx their capital, and
wasted the country. He then rescued Segestes, who, being besieged by Ar-
minius, had appealed to the Romans for succour, carried Thusnelda (whom
her perfidious father had snatched away from her husband aixd delivered

over to the enemy) into captivity, and sent the son of Segestes, Segimund
by name — who, though a priest of the Ubxi had once torn the sacred filhst

and fought for freedom at his country’s call in tho I’eutoburg fox'cst-*-

under a strong escort to Gaul. Thxisnelda, inspired by the spirit of Ixer

husband rather thiin of her father, followed tho victor,* xxot humbksd to tojxrs,

not with entreaties, hut with a proud look, her hands folded on her breast,

thinking of the son she bore beneath her heart aixd who should be born to

servitude.

.

Full of rage and fury at this domestic disgrace, Arxxiinius flew through
the territory of the Cherusci and sumxxxoiiod all tho people to revenge
upon the Romans, who were not ashamed to wage war by treachery and
against helpless women. He succeeded iii combining the Cherusci and sev-
eral neighbouring tribes into a great armed confederacy, and induced his unolo
Inguiomer, who ruled over the region near tho Teutoburg forest, to join the
league. Germanicus mot this new danger with courage and discretion.
While he himself with four legions went dowxi the dyke of Drusus and
the Flevo Lacus by ship as his father Drusus had once done, and sailed
along the coast, his legate Cseoina marched through tlx© country of tlx©

Bructeri, and Pedo, leader of the cavalry, through that of the Frisians*
The three divisions of the army reunited on tho banks of the Ems and, rein-
forced by the conquered Chauci, marched, bearing hideous devastation with
them, towards the Lujopia, where they visited the battle-field in the Teuto-
burg forest and paid the last honours to the bones of the fallen.
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Cfrumomn Hdim in feutoimrff Forest

Whwi the army (jume into Urn vicinity <>f Ou? 'IVuiohnri^ fcrest, waj^s

TaoHns, a longing came over ('mnar to pay tlic laMt; thtiicn t.o the fallen

warriors.and their general; tlm whole army, mimlful of their friemlH and
kindred, of the disaBterB of war and the. lot of nmnkind, wan neizivl with
tenderness and compaBsiom After (heeina had htam Htmt forward l.o Hpy
ont the Mvinea of the forest and to lay hri<lg«sH aiid eatWiHvayH acn’OHB the

swampy bogland and treacherons fiehlH, the whoh* army enl.to'ed tlni place of

mourning, terrible alike to sight and inenmry.

The camps of Varus were still standing ; by the tumt nude<l wall ()f cir-

cumvallation it could be seen that they luid Hhelttnaul hid. the nminant of

the army. The bones of the fallen wtu’c blemdiing on the bat-tle-tield, here

in heapH, there soattered, a<!eordiiig as tin atbmipt. ha<l lunm made at iliglit

or resistance ; among the human bodicH lay broken wtaipons and the skeie-

tons of horses; hollow skulls starml down from the tree (,rimkH ; and in the

groves close at hand could be seen tlu^ altars at which tJie trilmues ami cen-

turions had been Blaughtored to the gmls. Soim^ who hud est^aped from the
fight or from captivity pointed out the places wlaoM^ the legates had fallen,

where Varus had received his first viouud and whm’<» ht^ had thniMt the
sword into his breast; whore Anninins had addressiMl the multitude, whore
the prisoners had been strung up, where tUt^ eaghm had lanm t.akmi ami
flouted.

Tiie army, hlled with mingled grief and wrath, bnrie<l the lumes of tlm
three legions six years after their defeat, and no man kmnv wluwe remains
he was covering with earth, whetlmr thoHC of a brother or a stirauger, CkcKar
himself laid the first sod of a tunnilus, the liwt gift to tln^ disparted, a wit-
ness of sympathetic grief to those present,. I’iberiuH, howevci:, diaapiiroved
of the interment of the bodies, either thinking that the soldierH would bo
cast down and discouraged by the terrible sight, or suspecting t hat in this
act the general was courting the favour of tJm army and of tlm jmople.

T7ie Meturn March

After a skirmish with Araiinius, in which tlm Roman cavalry suffered
great loss in the swampy bottom of the wood, Germanieus set out on his
return march. While he himself with his legions siulwl from the mouth of
the Amisia along the coast the way he had come, aocompanied by the crip-
pled cavalry on land, Csecina, an exporieneed warrior who had seen forty
campaign^, marched with the bulk of the army on the left of tlie huppia
towards the Rhine over the long causeway which Domitius had once laid
across the bog land.

This plan of operations brought the Romans into great straits. The
caus^ay of piles was interrupted in many places, and tlm forty cohorts
wmeh Caecina led over the slippery ground, hemmed in by impassable
ravines and morasses, surroundec. by the Germans and distraught ny con-
stant attacks, were m danger of succumbing to the fate of Varus. Ex-
naustea and covered, with wounds in the unequal struggle by day, they were
a armed and terntied at night by the wild war songs of the enemy encamped

^ &**ouna ; imagination jpresonfced to their overwrought minds
ne Uideous images of death which they had seen in the Teutoburg forest.

bloody figure of Quintillus Varus lise from
arsn and beckon him. They had lost their baggage in two days of
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fruitless figliting, and with exhausted strength saw cert,am destruction

staring them in the face.
.

Then the Germans m the insolenco of triumph and tlu^ wary C/ajcma m
his superior military skill wrought them an unexpected (l(div(u‘aneo. A
premature assault upon the hostile camp, attempted by tla^ Gmm,m against

the advice of Arminius and at the instigation ol Jnguionua', was driven baek

by a sudden charge of the Romans. Inguiomer left the field severely wounded

taken by the tide, which rose

breast-high around the soldiers a homan Emfkuoh

and put an end to all order; (Aa^r Montmuwn)

waves and eddies carried men and

/*’/ '"Ac p,

"'f'V'' \

/
n

A Homan Emfkuoh

(A fter Or MontUftuwn)

beasts away ; draught cattle, baggage, and corpses drifted hither and tliither

in the water. They escaped destruction narrowly and with heavy loss. Oer-

manicus and Agrippina exerted themselves to the utmost to make them forget

their sorrows and hardships by condescension and kindly ancDurageament, by
attention and rewards ; and Gaul, Spain, and Italy vied with one another in

the effort to make good their losses in arms, horses, and money.
Moved rather by apprehension at the growing love and devotion of the

legions for their general and his family than by annoyance at the mishaps
of the German expedition, the emperor resolved to recall (Jermanions from
the Rhine and despatch him to the East. This circumstance made the

general all the more anxious to bring to a glorious issue the war in Germany
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which ho regarded hiiusolf as bouiad in honour to iorminato. A fleet of

a thousand ships, witli flat bottoms a<lapted for the ebb and flow, well
manned and abundantly provisioiuKl, was collected in the Batavian islands,

In these ho voyaged with eight legions to the mouth of the Amisia and then
marched by land to the Visurgis, on whose right bank the Germans were
posted under the command of Atminins.

A brother of tho Cheruscan chieftain was Bcrving in the Eoman army and
had been rewarded for his military services in Ihuuumia and for tlie loss of

an eye with pay and badges of honour* Arminius asked and obtained an in-

terview with Inm
;
but w'armly as ho exhorted him in his own name and their

mother’s to take the part of their beloved cotmfcry and to light for their hered-

itary freedom and native gods, lua words recoiled without effect from the

breast of the misguided and dogenorato man. If too Visurgis had not

flowed betweeir these dissimilar brothers they wouhl have e(une to blows.

Thus even in the earliest times Germany exhibits the spectacle of fraternal

strife and national disunion.

Next day Germanicua led his army across the river. The Batavian
cavalry, which preceded the main body, was enti<‘ed by a feint of flight

on the part of tlio Cliorusci into a plain encircled by wooded heights, wln/Cre

the majority of them, including their gallant leader C'Jariobald, succumtjod
to the blows of the enemy. Soon afterwards battle took place in a plain

called by Tacitus Idistavisus, that stretched from ilm Visurgis to the range
of hills that bordered it.

Battling with Arminim

Before the flght began both leaders endeavoured to inflame the ardour
of their wai^iors, Germanicus trying to rid his men of tluur dread of the

unequal combat on wooded ground and of the lofty stature and savage
looks of their adversaries, anci insisting on the stiperlority of their armour
over the wretched weapons of the other side--* their shfelds of wood and
wickerwork, their short spears and sticks hardened in tlie lire; Arminius
reminding the Germans of former viotories, and then askitig whether any
choice was left to them save to maintain their freedom or die before slavery

overtook them.
But bravely as the Germans advanced to the fray, victory favoured the

tactics of the legions directed by the military genius and reaohite general-

ship of OsBsar Germanicus. In vain Arminius strove to rally the flght

by bold rushes and cheers, the Cheruscan column was shattered against

the advance of the auxiliary troops, Gauls, Rmti, and Vindalici j
wounded

and with his face disfigured with blood to evade recognition, the German
prince escaped to the mountains by the strength of hk war horse. In-

guiomer also saved himself by the same artifice and the fleetness of hia

steed. The rest were cut down. Many who attempted to swim across
the Visurgis met their death from the missiles of the enemy, the violence
of the stream, the hurrying crowd behind them or the yieldinjjf bank ih
front. Some who hid themselves in the tops and branches of lofty 0|kfi

were shot by the archers or killed by the felling of the trees. The slaughter
lasted far on into the night, for two miles flie ground was strewn thick
with corpses. The Romans hailed Germanicus as imperator and erected
on the battle-field a stately trophy with the names of ishe conquered tribes
upon it.

The Germans had succumbed before the superior might of Rome, but
their spirit was unbroken

; the erection of the trophy on their territory and
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soil inflamed them with wrath and vengeance. High and low, young
and old, flew to arras and, led by Inguiomer and the wounded Amiinius,

set upon the Roman army. Thus a second battle took place a few days

later two miles to the east of the scene of the first, near a wide dam which

the Angrivarii had thrown up as a barrier against tho'Ohcrusci.

It was a terrible battle. The Germans, sheltered by the rampart, offered

a desperate resistance, and when they wore at length forced to give ground

by the slingers and archers, they ranged themselves afresh in a wood, where

they had a swamp in their roar, and the struggle was renewtul with un-

abated vehemence until night separated the combatants. The Germans

were at a disadvantage on account of the cramped space; and their soriy

armour; “their unheimoted heads, their unprotected brcasls, were exposed

to the sword thrusts of the mailed Roman soldiers.” Tliey luivertlicless

fought with marvellous valour. Inguiomer flew to and fro in the ranks,

exhorting them to stand fast ;
Germanious also took off his holmet that

he might be recognised of all men and spurred on his troopH with orders to

cut down all assailants.

The Roman victory was not decisive, although a siai(;ly trophy jjro-

claimed that the legions of the emperor Tiberius had compuu’cd the tribes

between the Rhine and Albis. That same summer German ittus hul lus army
back without making any provision for maintaining his tuasiery tin;

country. Some legions reached the Rhine by land, tlu; gmu;ral biniHelf

marched with the rest to the Amisia to re-emhark th(;re. lint tin; fleet

had scarcely reached the open sea when a violent temiamt arose, lashing

the waves to fury. The eiiips, driven far out to S(;a, wen; daslied nsem
rocks and cliffs or cast away on hidden shoals. Horses, iKMisls of Imrt en,

baggage, and even weapons, wore east overiioard to ligliten the sliips ami
keep them afloat. Many went to the bottom, others wen; wreekml on re-

mote islands where the soldiers sustained life in uiun,habit(;d regions upon
the flesh of horses washed up by the sea. Germanious’ ship was driven

on the coast of the Chauci. There he stood day and night upon a jutting

crag, and watched in dismay the tumult of nature, laying tlu; l»lamci

this horrible mishap u;:)on himself. His oomrades could hardly restrain

liim from seeking deati in the breakers.

At length the wind wont down and the sailors succeeded, by the ludp

of such oars as were left and outstretched garments for sails, in getting the

less damaged of the ships into the mouth of the Rhino* Of tlmso who were
driven out to sea and shipwrecked many were piekfjd up by boats sent

out in search of them, many more were ransomed from German and British

tribes. [Germanious himself looked after the destitute men and oontrlbuiid
to their wants from lus purse.] Those who reached homo told marviillmis

tales of eddies and whirlpools, or sea monsters and two-natured beasts, con-
jured up by their own terror and distress,

. To neutralise the bad impression likely to be produced on the Germans
and the neighbouring Gauls by the news of these mishaps and to show that
the dominion of Rome on the Rhine was still unimpaired, Germameus under-
took the same autumn another campaign beyond the Rhine, bilius his ligate
invaded the laud of the Chatti while he himself marched with a great army
of horse and foot against the Marsi, The only spoil which the Romans
reaped from this unworthy incursion was one of the eagles lost in the defeat
of varus. A banished prince of the latter tribe, who had com© as a fugitive
to the Romans, betrayed to them the spot where it had been buried in a grove,
Germanious is also said to have recovered one in his first campaign.
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GKKMANICU8 EECALLED TO HOME

This was the end o£ the Roman war in North Germany. In' the midst of

great schemes for a fresh campaign against the Germans, whicli the emperor’s

brave son regarded as the glorious task of his life, he was recalled by a letter

from Tiberius to the effect there had been enotigh of suocesB and disaster
;

and he was to come home for the triumph the emperor had designed in

acknowledgment of his exploits. Now that the honour of the Roman arms

had been vindicated and enough done for Rome’s vongeatmo, the Olunaisci

and the other rebellious tribes of Germany might be safely left to their own
I

dissensions. In vain did Gonuanicus beg the emperor to grant him but oim

year more, promising that by then he would bring the war to a glorious end.

The answer came that he was to return to assume tlio consulate ; if it were

necessary to continue the war his brother Drusus might win laurels and the

fame of a commander on the Rhine.

Germanicus obeyed. In the following year lie celebrated at Rome his

triumph over the German tribes, in which the ensigns aiul weapons which
had been captured or recovered were carried through the gaily decorated

streets of the city, together with pictures of rivers, mountains, and battles

in Germany. In front of the gorgeous triumphal car in which the stately

imperator sat enthroned, surrounded by his live blooming cluldren, marched

1
many men, women, and children of high rank, captive and in fetters. Among
them was Thusnelda, the wife of Arminius, and her son Thumelicus, whom
she had borne in captivity. Both died in slavery in a foreign larul. From
the obscure hint given by Tacitus that the son of Arminius grew up at

Ravenna and was reserved for a shameful fate, modern inquirers and poets

have concluded that the boy was brought up us a ghuliator. According to

Strabo, Segimuiid, the brother of Thusnelda, and his cousin Slsithacus, with
his princely consort Rhamis, were of the train in the chains of slavery. But
Segestes stood in a place of honour and looked down upon the holiday of the

Romans and the misery of his children. It was his reward for betraying
his country.

END OF MAEBODUUS AND ABMINtXTS

The spirit of internecine discord- to which Tiberius bad handed the

Romans over soon came to light. The Low German league of the Oherusc/i

in the northwest engaged in a war with the league of the Marcomanni in

the southeast. It may be that Arminius, proud of his achievementH, aimed
at the military command of the whole nation and thus come into conlliot with
Marboduns the wary and ambitious Marcomannian prince, who had main-
tained a neutral attitude throughout the war of the Romans and Germans.
The chieftains seem to have favoured Marboduus, the tribes Arminius

; at

least we find Inguiomer, uncle of Arminius, on the side of the Marcomanni,
while on the other hand the Langobardi and Senones settled on the banks of

the Albis were in league with Arminius. In the third year after the with-
drawal of Germanicus the quarrel between the two confederacies came to a
sanguinary decision. The battle was probably fought on the Sala, and ended
in the retreat of Marboduus to Boihemum (Bohemia).

Of the later history we know nothing, though we can gather from
snb8ec[uent events that the schism continued to exist, that German blood
w-as sired to no purpose by German hands, and that the weakness bred of
discord gave the Romans an opportunity of harassing the country of the
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Germans again from tlie south. Marboduus, enfeebled by attacks from

without and desertions within, turned to Tiberius for help, but the latter

^referred to foster the dissensions and to let the stately political fabric Mar-

boduus had built up perish of its own disorganisation. The German duke

was induced to cross the Danube and appeal for the assistance of the Gmsar
Drusus, who had a standing camp farther down the Btroam. The latter

delayed him so long with promises and negotiations that the German army,

seduced by factionaries and agitators, dosortod its commander, and left him
no choice but self-indieted death or surrender to the Uomaiis. He (dioae to

live rather than to perish gloriously. He was carried to Uavoinia, where ho

lived for eighteen years on the allowance granted him by the luireditary

enemy of his country. Colonies of soldiers were settled in Moravia.

a"like fate befell Oatualdu, prince of the Gothi, who had been the princi-

pal agent of the fall of Marboduus, but was driven away by the Hormunduri
when he attempted to take his place. The Romans harboured the fugitive,

who fled to their protection, and assigned, Jiim a residence at Forum Julii

in Gaul.

The soldiers of Marboduus who were settled in Moravia had Vannius set

over them as king by the Romans. lh:)pnlar with the ])eople at lirst, he

enriched his kingdom by f)lundcr and tribute ; but pi’escutly, weakened by

a hostile party in his own laud, Huee.umbod to the attackH of his cmmiies the

Herinunduri and Lygii (in Silesia). Defeated after honourable light in n

pitched battle, he fled wounded to the Rouuins, who assigned dvvolUng-])laees

to him and his following in Paunonia* His two nojdmws, who had been tlu‘

prime agents of his fall, shared his abandoned kingdom and secured Itonmn
protection by faithful loyalty and devotion to the ruling ra(HJ. Thtis by
artifleo and stratagem and !)y the dissensions of lun* enemies, Ronu* gained
more than by the force of arms.

Arminius met his end about the same time. We have tm information
concerning the ihuith of the hero beyond tlu^ brief words with which Tacitus
coucliules the second hook of his Anmth: “Arminius, striving after royal

j(jwer after the withdrawal of the. Romans and the baniHlnnent of Marbochins,
jad his fellow countrymen’s love of lihe-rty against 1dm

;
and while, attaiikiMl

in arms, he was lighting with varying fortune, he lell.hy Uie treachory of his

kinsmen. IneontcHtahly he was the deliverer of Germany. He did not,
like other kings and eonmmnders, light the Roman nation in its weakness,
but at the pe.rio(I of its greatest strength. Not invariably fortunate, in
battle, ho remuuned uncomiuered in war. He had aecompHsluM} thirty-seven
years of life and twelve of military (uuuman d. He is still sung of by ilu^

barbarian tribes. To the annals of the Greeks la^ is unknown, for* they
adndro nothing that is not their own ; among the Romans alst# he is not
sufficiently honoured, for we extol ilm old and disregard the uewd’ A
splendid tribute from an alien but noble pen, which honoured virtue and
greatness of soul even iii an enemy.



CHAPTER XXXL THE A(JE OK AUCHISIHjS--- ASPECTS OF
ITS (UVILISATION

KMrUtK IH

“ 'riu'n liatthiH oVr tbn worlfi hImUI ('(Uiw,

Hawh nhall inrllow inloiuMUH^;
'riiou VtiHtsi, Faith, Quiriimti, j<MiuMl

With lu'otlK'r Ut'uiuH nil*^ tuaukiiul:
(Ji'iin iron bolt ami inafwy bur
Shall (slonn tht} hmuiful t»f War."

' Vnuai..

I'kaok wjiH thti pric(i for whioh Honio. oonHonlod to tlu^ Hupruitiacy of
Ao<:(UHtu8

; hia Huccoaaora, too, nutlly folhnvtnl a iK»lu'y of lanuun Tlioro
was not a complete abstsiicso of conquosts oitlior in tha of Augusius or
of thosti who ciiino aftor him, as for iustaiu’o *^rra)aii. But thoso prodatory
wars were chiefly directed to the defence and protection of the older pos«©«-
sions. If we compare the oonqiicst.s of the rcjpublic in live centuries with
those of the empire in four we shall clearly whj how th(‘ repuhli(, haHicmcd
from one conquest to another, while the ohjc<d» of the' tunpire was to preserve
and fortify itself.

^

“ Em nre is peace this watudiword, st» ofUm alnisod,
was truly expressive of trie work of AugiistuH in battleH laitli at home and
abroad.

^

Cmsar had made war of necessity. His was not ilui nature of the warrior
prmce

; on the contrary it was as the prince of pencil that ho loved to be
celebrated. When the civil war had come to an end tlio army was (jousidar-
ably reduced and the superfluous legions wore sinqdy diHcharged. Omsar had
often suffered, and others had suffered more tlnm ho, from the Insolence and
unbridled passions of an army which felt itself master of the situation

;
the

termination of the civil wars was to put an end to all this. From hencefor-
ward he no more addressed his troops as comrades but simply as soldiers,

the pnnoes of his house to use no other manner of address,
iue bodyguard of foreign mercenaries hitherto maintained by him was dis-
charged and replaced by home troops.

The joy at the termination of the civil wars was universal and in nearly
eveiT ca^ genuine, Exceptional circumstances and wars at home as wen
as abroad had gone to make up the history of the past twenty years

;
during

t us time a generation had grown up whose only knowledge oi lasting peace
was derived from hearsay, as if from the all but silent notes of some Icffcnd
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sung in a bettor day now long past. Tliose wlio witbin the last decade liaci

saved or won anything were eager to rejoiee in it. All panted for peace
with no less smeority than exhausted Europe after the wars between 1790
and 1815, and all were ready to greet as lonl of the world the victor who
should restore this golden ago.

This general yearning for peace found exj>rcssion in tlie shutting of tln^
doors of Janus, winch was decreed by the soiuitc in order to give a visible
proof that the period of war was at an end Q^Emid VII, 1)07) :

“Two gatc.M tlieiv. ntand of War --'twas m
Our fathers named them Icmjy ii^o—
The wai’ god’s terrors round thoiu spread
^An atmosphere of sacred (IreiuL
*A hundred holts the entrancf'i pj;uard,

And Janus there keeps watch and M'ard.”

Any one who chanced to be in France when the Prussian War closed and
heard the bells ringing out peace froju the church towers will not easily
underrate the impressiveness of this symbolism.

^

O^sar indeed attached all the greater importance to the decree of the
senate ordering the doors of Janus tn bo shut, in that the sonato had rarely
gone to such lengths. Two centuries had i)asKiid since the last occasion iii

which the temple of Janus was closed. When the First Punie War with all
its losses and changing fortunes had finally been concluded to th(^ advantage
of Home, exhausted as she was, she had yet joyfully permitted the perform-
ance of these ancient cei-emonies which were supposed to date back to King
Numa. To this precedent the senate had recourse when in 29 b.o. it
ordered the closing of the temple of Janus. The prooocdiug would have
been most impressive had the threefold triumph been terminated with this
symbol of peace. This, however, was not iii tlie power of the senate to grant,
for its decree had probably been passed at the beginning of the year ; there
was danger in delay, for the sudden outbreak of a border war or a rebellion
might make its performance impossible.

To be accurate we must admit that there was not an absolute oessaUon
of warfare ; for tire Romans had still to contend with the natives on the
German border and in Spain at a time like this, in wbicli all resistance had
to be broken. But little account was made of such trifles, so great was the
promise expected from the-impression that the closing of the temple of Janus
would create.

Even Cicero, so tell the later accounts at all events, seems to have recog-
msed m the young Caius Octavius, who had been born during his consulate,
the man who would put an end to the civil wars

; later on, when the Sicilian
war had been concluded, a statue was reared to Ciesar with an inscription t<)
him as prince of peace

; now at last after the battle of Actium the dream
was to turn into reality. What was so yearningly hoped for was pointed
out m the premonitions of the gods

; even the trophies of victory turned
into weapons for peace- Bees made their nests in the trophies taken at the
battle of Aotium (Anthol JPalat. VI, 236) :

“ Here brazen beaks, the galley’s harness, lie,

Trophies of Aefcimn’s famed victory,
But bees have built within the hollow arms,
With honey filled, and blithe with buzzing swarms

;

Emblem of Cmsar'a sway, that, calm and wise,
Culls fruits of peace from arms of enemies.”
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The whole world was refroehod, and breathed as if a i^roat load had
been lifted from its shoulders. The Asiatic towns in |iarticular oderod
thanks to the poaoe-bringor in their inflated hyperbolical faHhion whicli was
nevertheless genuine and heartfelt. Halicarnassus celeb rateil him as “ father
of the fatherland,” and tis “saviour of the whole race of man, wlume wisdom
has not only satisfied but also exceeded the prayers of all

;
for peace reigns

over land and water, and the states flourish in righteousmms, harmony, and
well-being. All the good waxes full ripe and turns to fruit.” In a Ileoreo

of the town Apamea we read that Ciesar was born for the salvation of the
whole world ; so his birthday may lightly bo termed the beginning ot life

and of existence.

We may see how general and how hearty was the rejoi<dug over the
restoration of peace throughout the world from the fact that Fax and Irene
now became names not only of slaves and freedmen of the impiuhd house,
but also of members of other distinguished families. From the agnomen
Pax was even formed a surname Paxsaus,

Trade and industry revived and prosperity increased from the time when
the armed peace and the civil wars liad come to an cmL The whole earth
in all its compass experienced once more, after long distress, the blessiugs of

enduring peace, and did honour to the i>rinco of peace, (!on,vcying thanks
for this new fortune hy the erection of temples and altars to ila/glory of tho
imperial peace. On the Greek and Latin coins of this period too we see

the goddess of peace ; in Asia Minor for example on the coins of Oos and
Nicomedia. Even the veterans of the emperor stamped on their colonial
coins -FA— CLS with the picture of the goddess of p(uice la^jiring tho
features of Livia or Julia. On otlier coins the emperor is (udebraiod both
as prince of peacje and of liberty ; tlio later ones speak even of an eternal
peace. One of the Spanish veteran colonies introduced even the name of

Fax Julia
; on their coins we s(‘,o enthroned a fully draped female figure

holding a horn of plenty in her left hand and a herald’s stafif in her riglaL
This official worship of peace was continued throughout the whole

of the emperor. One of the greatest honours devise.’ by the senate and
accepted by the emperor was the state-directed dedication of an altu,r of

peace in the year 18 B.c. To-day we may still see on flue reliefs of the time
of Augustus the group of peoples, iu garments of ceremony and ciH)wmal with
laurels, confronting the ruler on his return honun These providi^ us with t he
best picture of the national scenes in the streets of the capital when men
were expecting the triple triumph of Ciesar.

“ To thy blest altar, Peace, our son|^ niuHt tend
This day, the second ere the mouth will end

;

Come, crowned with laurels from the Aetiau Bay,
And mildly deign here to prolong thy stay.

Without a foe we for no triumphs cave,

Thou to our chiefs more glorious art than war.”

COMPARISON BETWEEN AUGUSTUS AND NAPOLEON 111

Altogether there is a striking resemblance between thoHcj two rulers and
their times, although Napoleon III cannot he compared with Augustus so
far as their offices are concerned. On their first appearaucfo on the scene
both were underrated by their opponents and laughed at on account of their
youth or their lack of understanding : Cicero joked about “ the boy ” ‘
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Victor Hugo mocked at Napoleon the little, Botli lived in periodn xvlien

their uatioa wiih atirrod to the innermost depths hy civil war and re volu-
tion, in th(j confusion of which practically all landed property had changed
owners; in Italy through the proscriptions of the triumvirs and the dis-

tribution of land to the veterans, in France through the condscaiion of th(^

property of the clergy, through the sale of estates of the nobility, combined
wit.i the mismanagement of the nasp/nak in the lirst revolution, while there
was fear of fresh changes through some future social revolution.

The man wlio olTered present occupiers girirantees for their occupation
and against the return of the previous eonfiisiou was honoured as the saviour
of society ;

upon him the nation poured its thanks for the oconomic. revi-

val of the country and for increasing well-being during a long succession of

peaceful years.

Upon this firm basis was reared the throne of the now rulers, neither of

whom claimed to be a legitimate monarch. Both had with more or less right
acquired a dictatorial power which they understood how to wield through-
out many years, iintil at length a mome.nt came when they made up their
minds to a partial renunciation of authority. This was the criti(ail moineut.
that decided the fate of the rulers and their work, for cverytliing tUqjended
on the choice of the moment and the extent of the concossions. Here the
penetrating vision and the statesmanlike ability of Augustus are seim to
surpassing advantage, while Napoleon, who only made up Ins mind after
long hosiiation, took his hand from the tiller reluctantly, only to see very
speedily wdth what scaiit auccsess his ship battled against the overpowering
torrent and was driven helplessly nearer and nearer the destruction that
threatened it.

The rule of Augustus as well as that of Napoleon III w^as a tyranny in

the good sense of the word ; neither the one nor the other lacked the drop of
democratic oil with which the rnlor was anointed. Both wanted to he assured
that their high place was secure only because of its necessity to the state.

Again and again Augustus restored his power (to all appearances at least)
to the senates to receive it again, but only for a (lermite number of years

;
and

even in the case of Napol(3on III, it was a polite official fiction that his power
had been delegated to him hy the nation in tlie first year of his reign ami was
even in his lost year corffirmed by a plebiscite.

If they challenged a crisis of this kind, both held the reins of goveninumt
firmly in their hands, nor did any one seriously believe that they would liave
allowed this power to be wrested from them by a vote unfavourable to them.
That the Eouian senate and the French people were repeatedly confronted
with this crisis, shows (dearly what value idioso rulers attached to this riglit.

Both rulers had thrust aside the higher classes of society which had hitherto
guided the state in its course, in orcler to derive their support from the broad
masses of the lower classes and the army. The immense presents made by
Augustus to Ids soldiers and to the population of his chief town prove that
in the well-being and content of this very class he rightly recognised the real
support of his institutions. In similar fashion Napoleon III tome pre-eminent
care for the material welfare of France, which reached an unprecedented level
under his rule.

Neither ruler confined his liberality to what was absolutely necessary;
they also lent support to art and science in remarkable ways. Architecture
is an art for monarohs, and architecture was the art of Augustus and of
Napoleon III. Modern Paris is really the work of Napoleon III, and so,
too, it was the boast of Augustus that he bad taken over Rome a city of

n. w. — VOL. VI. a
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brickw but bad left it a city of marble. In the literary efforts of their times
both rulers took at least the share of dilettanti. Each of theio, in order to

neglect no part of his inheritance, not only collected tlie littu'ary relics of his

uncle hut also defended in writing his actions as emperor. Without mention-
ing the smaller literary essays of either, wo may note thai) Axigiistus souglit

to defend himself in his memoirs, while Napoleon III in his history of Julius

Ciesar sought far less to write the history of Cmsar than to defend the prin-

ciple of Cassarism,

The worship of the uncle to whoso popularity they owed tlie crown —

-

in tlie one case the worship of the dictator, in the other that of Napoleon I

— impresses its character on the reign of both rulers. In j)articular, the
military glory of these two groat gtnuu’als was
exploited by their nephews in a variety of

ways. Neither Augustus nor Napoleon III

wore really soldiers ; but they m^eded for their

rule a powerful effective army, which they
would have found far greater dilliculty in

bending to their ends had they not had the

memories of a great past to holt) thotn. Both
succeeded in creating a lighting army, the

pride of the nation, which they ]vuew how to

iis(^ when it was really necessary, but without
taking any real pleasure in lighting and hazard,

such as was felt by Julius Cmsar and Napoleon
I. The successes they loved best were not

those won in war but those duo to threats of

war and to diplomacy. The war against the

Parthians, the hereditary foes of Home, was
certainly a portion of the legacy left by the

dictator; but Augustus hesitated long before
beginning this really dangerous war, until

good fortune played the lost standards into his

hands. Military honour was hereby satisfied

and the noisy rejoicing of his fellow-soldiers
now relieved him of the duty of making war upon the redoubtable enemy.

In the same way Napoleon III loved to increase his reputation in Europe
and in his army by conducting wars which, even if they ended badly, could
not shake his throne nor France itself. A war over the boundaries of the
Rliine was as popular in France as a Parthian war under Augustus, but also

as dangerous. Ij^or this reason Napoleon III made several attempts to attain

the fruits of such a war by peaceable means and only proceeded to a declara-

tion of war when he had convinced himself that there was no prospect of

success in such attempts.

In a word, then as now the statesman succeeded the general, the princtj

of peace the warrior prince, nor did the former despise military glory
; only

he preferred to decorate himself with the laurels plucked from his uncle's

wreath. Augustus, no less than Napoleon HI, reckoned it as of the very
essence of the services he did to the world that he had put an end to the
period of warfare at home and abroad. Just as Napoleon HI, in the character
oi saviour of society, pronounced tlie dictum, “ Empire la paix.,^^ so

Aiigustus caused himself to be celebrated as the restorer of order and liberty,

whose privilege it was thrice to shut the doors of Janus and to inaugurate a
new era of things.

A Roman Tiupon
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Neither was a man of geuiuH, Noth won^ praeiic-al juhI aHtuio tonoconimuu

degree; they were cool political (iahailal-orH who laul early Icaniod to c.omiucd

their own policies and to jud^'o all circiimwtamuis from iiic practic-ul i)oint. of

view. If they sought an cud they did not shrink from the means to aciMun

plish it; as a parallel to the misdeuids of the triumvirs w<j hav(! every right,

to quote the incaBures under Niipoleou 111 by whitdi tlu^ prcsidcnti was raisiul

to an emperor. Later in their career both avoided jicts of violemH5 us fur es

possible, and in, the face of outspokmi public opinion, the symptoms of wliich

they studied zealously, both made couccsHions (5vcu in the. teeth of tludr own

better convictions, for they were astute enough to know that their siiprenuu-y

could not deoend on might alone.

Possessed as they were of [)o\v(u* tliey sought also to eomaliab', ami fort ify

the conservative eleinonis of the state. 'Tliose who bort*. old and famous

names were treated with just siudi a preference in tlu', b(^Ht(»wal of exhuaial

honours by Augustus as in laker Umes by Napoleon, whose endeavour was

to adorn his new imperial nobility with the fain^st names of old teudul ^’n^ne(^

As he succeeded in reconciling' the old nobility t,o some extent with the

new order of things, so Napohjon understood how tt> eoneludo pence with tlu'.

church, a peace which ho bought and prestu'ved at (Mmsidorab'.t' mrst.. In a

similar way Augustus, who took upon himsidf tlu^ dignity of a high pri(‘.sl,

attempted to reanimate national traditions and tlni religion of the past and
to reorganise the priesthoods.

The similarity of the two rulers is obvious and has been froiiueiitly re-

ferred to. That it should until now have been less recognised than It ought,

is, perhaps, due to the fact that the characters of the two w(n’o after all fiinda-

mentally different. One might, almost say the similarity lay in iluj tdiauim-

stances of the times, the dissimilarit.y in the (!lm,raet(vrs of tlu^ persons
; and

the more we harp on the former the clearer apjuuirs the latUu', NapoUum
remained all his life what Augustus nev<u‘ was, a dreaimu* and a eonspiru.tor.

According to the version of Do Tocqmwille, Nai>()leon kmsw no hard and fast

boundary between dreaming and thinking; this may have Ihscu the result of

his moping youth with its (joimpirades, his iinprisonmeui, and his fantastic

designs which never wore riialised but by the most extraordinary Btrokes of

luck. Augustus, on the other hand, never had time to devote to dreamy
imaginings. When he was still almost a boy, he liud thrown himself on his

own initiative into the struggle of parties, and from the l)l^ginning he. hml to

summon all the powers of his mind to aid him in the struggle against oppo-

nents maturer than himself; so it is that later when ]K)wor was his Ins never
dreamed but always thought. Moreover, Augustus was lur. cr a (jonspiraior.

He obtained power early and wielded it recklessly. He both loathed and
found superfluous that covert toying with designs and intrigues which
shunned the public eye until they'sxiddenly burst into publicity witli eelat,

such as Napoleon loved,

Augustus enjoyed the great advantage of still being teachable when he
came into the, actual possession of power, and of being formed into a states-

man by the circumstances thomsolvoH; Napoleon, on the other hand, was
much older when he came to the throne ; in his best years he was forging

schemes to attain an ajoparontly unattainable goal. He was laughed at as

a nurser of fancies until ho became emperor ; small wonder then that the

emperor’s plans remained fanciful and singular and that, as a ruler, he lacked
the gift which dil^tinguished Augustus in so high a degree “—the gift of judg-
ing soberly what was attainable, or what was necessary. As emperor, Napo-
leon could never quite forget the adventurous designs of his youth. Place
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at the disposal of sucli a man the whole iua(‘Juutuy of powei.’ iu inodom
Fniuct!, and perhaps he will be able to cany out jhaiis that a careful observer

would pronounce to be mipossible of execution, (uit tla^ reaeti(ni is bound to

come, and it did not fail to do so here.

It is true that there were g-reater diiraiulties in n^organislng France than
Augustus eiKJOuntered, so that IIkj position of Augustus was monj favourable

and more secure. In spite of his eouhdont ad.di'oss Napoleon felt lus weak-
ness, and upon him lay the burden of justifying himself hy Hiuu‘,ess that was
externally visible ;

his objecit was to surprise and to daK?:le his people, or at

the very least to ke(^p tlKun occupied, and lie was thus misled iubo taking

man}) a false and many a critical at-cp which a true statesumn, like Augustus,

would liave at once condemned.
But all his internal mistakes and dillieultiiss were not enough to upset the

second empire. The catastrophe!) was brought about hy Napoleon having an
enemy from outside, an enemy far more formidable tha,n those outside enemies

who 'might iiavo declared war upon Augustus. Napoleon fully realised the

danger that threatened him from ihis((iiHrter
;
yet he was helplessly engulfed

in the whirlpool that was destiuod to swallow him and liis work with lam.

Fh’oin the point of view of tlie world's liistory, iJien, Augustus appears as

a far greater figure than Napoleon III, Anti<(uity spok(S we speak yet to-

day, of the Age of Augustus with reason, and ibis is an honour that weighs
more than the name of Groat; a man gives his name to his time only when
he has really stam})ed that time with his image, opening up now roi'ids, not

only to Ids own nation but to the history of Ills time. Such an honour then

implies permanont aehicvemciit in th(^ widest sense ; no impartial historian,

then, will ever speak of the Ago of Napoleon HI.
The French Kmpiro was shattered while its founder was yet alive, and

when it foil, its inner hollowness, its rotten foundations, lay exposed, so that

the whole appeared no more than an a<lventurouH episode in the history of

France, The work of Augustus, on the other hand, was iudispenHable to

the world’s history; it outlived its founder, and lasted with some modifica-

tion to the end of antiquity. Succeeding generations saw in AugUHtns the
ideal prince, and hailed each newly chosen emjieror with the invocaition:

‘‘Be tiou happier than Augustus, better than Trajan,”

THE ROMAN EMPIRE OOMI'AKED WITH MODERN END DAND

Of all the empires of later times Great Britain is the only one that can
really he^ compared with the Roman Fhnpirc, for its constitution lias been de-
veloped in quite a different way from that of continental states, and has pre-

served a much greater diversity by reason of tliat conservative spirit which
the English share with the Romans, True, in our own century much has
changed ; for the old aristocratic England has become democratised

;
many

a resemblance of England to the Roman Empire, which even to-day may
be detected, appears in a much clearer light if we cast our glance back to the
conditions of the seventeenth and eighteentli centuries,

This is the case, for instance, with tlie^ position of parliament. As the
ancient state recognised^ in theory a diarohia of the emperor and the senate,
so, too, the English ^parliament at the close of the seventeenth century ranged
itself, at least for al

.
practical purposes, on the side of the sovereign power ;

and it was only a jealous watchfulness lest the power of the chief ruler
might become too great, that saved the English parliament from the fate of the
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iiidcpcndcxico*

Aa in ancient Rome, England to-day allows tlx© existence of native princes,

great and small, wlio lighten for her tixe burden of rule and administration ;

and she permits them to tyrannise over their subject and extort treasure

from them if they fail in their duty to the empire, just oa did the sultans
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(yf previous centuries. The real power is, for all this, in the liauds of the
English resident who is set to watch over them. If the evils of local mis-
rule become too great, or the times are ripe for annexation, a stroke of the
pen is enough to do away with the whole majesty of a local prince. England
is not wont to meet with serious resistance in sneh a case, any more than did
the Romans when they declared that any particuhir one of their tributary

princes had ceased to reign.

Again, the position of the rulin|y nation in the very midst of the ruled is^

in modern times, just what it was m the days of antiquity. The man who
goes to India, whether as a merchant, an onicial, or a soklicr, does so with
the fixed intention of returning home as soon as las financial position allows

of his doing so. Considering the immense disparity in numbers between
rulers and ruled, the power of the single oTnuals and people in command
iimst naturally bo very considerable. The viceroy of liulia may well be
compared with a Roman proconsul ; the range of his j)ower is great, but
by a time limit it is sought to forestall an abuse of it. Even after the
reforms of Augustus, the means of control were inadecpiato in ancient iimeSt
just as they were in England a century ago. To-day it may bo taken as the
rule for the higher class of English omcials to return home from India with
clean hands.

Whether this parallel between the Roman Empire of antiquity and the
England of to-day is to the credit of the latter or a snhjoct for roproacht
whether it will endure, or whether the modern conditions will devfdop on
similar lines, are questions into which we have not lioro to iiupiiro

; it is

enough to have indicated the parallel phenomena in the two groat empires.

THE ItOMAN CONBTITUTION

The sanguinary civil wars with their appalling catastrojdujs had crippled
the might of Rome

;
the staunchest and most faithful champiouH of republican

principles lay mouldering on the coast of Thapsus or the plain of ihiilippi
j

the free state that had erstwhile been called into being by the elder Brutus
had passed away— the reality on the day of I^harBalia, the ideal ilirough the
desperate deed of the younger Brutus,

The struggle between democracy and monarchy liad come to an end,
political passions were silenced, the existing generation yearned for peace
and quiet

;
the aristocrats that they might take their fill of the pleasaros and

enjoyments placed .at their command by ample means, by culture, art, and
learning, the multitude that they might pass tne fleeting hours in comfortable
leisure, remote from political agitations and warlike toils, their dcHires limited
to the “bread and games” (panem et circenses) which the ruling powers
were sedulous to provide for them in liberal measure.

Under these circumstances it was not difficult for the adroit Ootavian—
who combined great ability and capacity for rule with gentleness, modera-
tion, and perseverance, and was able to disguise his fiery ambition and pride
of place under the homely manners of a plain citizen and a show of submis-
sion to law and traditional custom— to enter fully upon the heritage of the
great Csesar and convert the republic into a monarchy. But Ootavian,
warned by the tragic end of his adoptive father, went very cautiously and
circumspectly to work. Instead of assuming all at once the fullness of royal
power and dignity with which Caesar had been invested at the time of nis
death, his son followed his example in the gradual absorption of a divided
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authority, and thus retraced the slow and ciiHJUitoiis route which led, with

pauses and intervals, to absolute dominion. He so far yielded to the anti-

quated prejudices of the people as to abstain from callinjjf himself ‘‘king,”

ho indignantly refused to ee addressed by the title of “ lord,” and would not

even accept the perpetual dictatorship. Nor did ho try likt^ Cicear to gain

the insignia of royalty by indirect nioana; bo retained the r(q)ubli<jau names,

forms, and magistracies, and was himself styled “ Ckesar.” But be so c-on-

trived that by <legreos all oilieos and powers were coirferrtHl upon liim by

the senate and the people, and thus c-oncoaled a monarchy inuUu' the veil of the

republic. He prized the substance, not the appearance, of ])ower. He will-

ingly resigned the pomp of rule so long as he might rule indeed.

AUaiTBTtrS NAMED IMX^KltATOU FOR LIFE

To preserve the figment of free election and voluntary d(d(^gation of powtu’,

and to allow weaklings and obstinate reptiblicans to blind themselveH U) the true

state of affairs, Octavian from time to time wtmt through the farce of a

voluntary resignation of the suprenui power and a ineonfennent of it by the

senaLo, a sham which pass(!d on to his immediate Buccessors. It was hrsi

gone througli in the case of the important ollieo of Imperatt»r, originally a

temporary appointment, which Oa‘sar had charged with new meaning a,H tlie

symbol of absolute military authority. This title, wliich^ Octayiati had long

borne in the fullness of meaning imparted to ic by bis iniptudal unela, was
conferred upon him for life by the senate in the year 27, after a diHsemi)ling

speech in which he declared tliat he was willing to resigji his high oilice int4)

the hands of the scuiato and retire into private life. Ho was then appointed

to the supreme command of all the military forcajs of the empire for the t-ann

of his natural life and to th(5 office of supremo governor of the prcvviuces

which was associated with it. Tiio limitation which h(‘ imposed upon him-
self by promising that he would only undertake to hold ibis high ollltio for

ten years and exercise proconsular sway only over those provinces in wlihdi

the presence of legionaries was required to maintain order and tranquillity,

and would leave the others, which were accustomed to reiuhir obedience and
were not menaced by enemies from without, to be governed by the senate,

was a mere blind; for in ten years it was certain that bis absolute rule would
have struck such d(!ep root that there could be no further question of dis-

missal or resignation, and”— since no province whether near or far from the

capital could altogether dispense with garrisons, and all officers and subordi-

nate commanders wore under the commandor-in-chiof— all governorships were
under the control of the imperial proconsul.

Thus the entire dotninion of Rome was “encompassed with the net of his

military axithority ”
;

all victories and conquests wore asorilnal to (Jmsar, and
he alone henceforth was entitled to Triumplis. It was therefore nothing but
a form when some time later tlie senate, now completely disarmed, dele-

gated to the imperator its proconsular power in the senatorial ^provincses also

for the term of his nattxral life, and subjected all consuls to !iis authority.

The complaisant senators at the same time conferred upon Ootavian the title of
“ Augustus ” or “ consecrated ” which be bore thenceforward. By virtue of
the imperium the emperor commanded through his deputies some twenty-
three or twenty-five legions dispersed over the whole empire; at Rome his

person was guarded by nine cohorts of bodyguards (the prmtorian guards)
whose loyalty and devotion were enhanced by double* pay and liberal gifts of
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money on their diHcharge, Home of them beiu^ lodgiul in one wing of Iuh

milaco tmd otherH (luartered upon tlu^ eitiwoiH iu U(»me and the uei^dibour-

hoou. Oontrary to law and traiUtional UKaf,m he wan allowiul to wear militaVy

attire and aword, the Hymbols of dominion, within the vvallH of the city; and
the laurel bunhcH in front of hin dwellini^ and the oakmi jrarland on the

gable protdaimoil the fortunate compicror of Iuh enemies anil I,he magnani-

mous didiverer of ilie citizens.

THK IMraiATOR NAMKl) mUN(na>B Bl-'.NATUH ANI> UONTIFEX MAXIMUB

The Honaie itself liad already been rediuual to a position of ilepciuleuee.

Oiosar had treated the faihers of the city with seant consideration ; he and
the triumvirs afUs' him had lillod the curia with their own m’l'atures, regard-

less of dignity, rank, or merit. 'Fids btnly luul eonseiiueully sunk low in the

respect and oonlidenee of the people. Augustus endeavoured to rescue it

from degradation and eoniompb and to give frc^sh tumse(|uenee to its mem-
bers. By virtue of the eensorial power vested iu himself as ‘Muaster of

morals” (priefectus inoruin) he undertook, in eonc.ert* with his colleague

Agrippa, a pnrilicatiou (if the soimie. Nearly two hundred senators were as

esmsideratoly as possible induced to withdraw and WiU’o replaeasl by worthy

men devotiul to the new order. Ho ilum ha«l the Uth^ of princeps senaUis

bestowed upon himself, and by that moans got the diris'.tion of the debates

and voting e.ntircly into his own hands or those of his n^preseutative.

The end Augustus had iu view in this process of purilication, which was
subsecpieutly several timos repeatml, was to raise the seuaUg wliose numbers
were now limiUMl to six liundred, into the representative body of the nation

and, by extending its funetioiiH and reorganising its share in the legislation,

government, and aslministration of justice, to rule the nation through it;

to raise himself from being the liead of the senate to biding ihi^ head of the

people, and, by sharing with them the sovereign prerogativi's, to ileh^gato to

them a part of the reaponaibility. The right of electing olVieials was left to

the comitia contiudata and eomitia tribuia, but as the magistrates had aimply

to carry out the emperor’s orders their position was a subordinati^ one and

their functions wore limited; and it was (‘.onscqueutly a mere HimpUher.tion

of the political organisation, when in process of time the popular asBemblics

were degraded into a mockery Fthey had long liocn little more than that]

and the officials wore appointed directly by the emperor or the senate.

Without any outside co-operation Augustus had already committed
the charge of Rome and of Italy to trustworthy hands by furnishing the

prefect of the city with extensive powers and appointing fiiui liis delegate

and representative, and by instituting, in the prefecture of the jormtorhim,

a military command over the troops stationed in Rome and Itiuy. TTiosc

two life appointments bore in themselves the germ of tlu^ future military
despotism and most seriously infringed the outward eharaoter of the free

state, which Augustus maintained in everything else. At the same time he
had himself empowered co fill up the ranks of the patricians, grievously
thinned in the civil wars, by the admission of fresh members ; a privilege
the exercise of which made the nobility of ancient Rome entirely dependent
upon the emperor and obscured the lustre of birth.

He nevertheless treated tradition and ancient custom with great rever-
ence. He endeavoured by acts of favour to win over to his side such of the
great families as had survived the stormy days of the recent period, ho
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revived their family cults and obsolete religious observances, and where
there was need he enabled them to live in a manner befitting their station

by liberal subsidies- He was anxious to glorify his new throne with the
lustre of the olden days that still clung about the old name.

But it was not only the patrician class which Augustus endeavoured to

preserve ; the ancient class distinctions among the citizens were respected

as far as possible. The senatoi's, raised in public esteem by the expulsion
of unworthy members, wore even under the prineipato tbe broad purj)U! Innii

as a mark of their rank ; they had special seats res(!rvc(l for them In th(5

tlieatres, and received from Augustus the privilege that the crimes of

senators could only be judged by tbe senate its(df. They could contract
legal marriages with none but freeborn persons,

knightly class was purged of unworthy elements

and maintained as a distinct order with a lix(id

income and recognised privileges As in repub-

lican times, the younger members served a.s a

yuarda nolnle^ being mounted on cdiargers pro-

vided by the state in the field and in the gor-

geous processions on civic festivals. The knights

were eligible for all eurule ollices and military

appointments, so that the order became the nur-

sery for the military and civil service as well as

for the senate. Augustus chose Ins provincial

procurators and tax-collectors by preference from

among them. The emperor endeavoured tu pre-

serve even the freis burgesses from the admixture
of alien elements as far as possibh^ and to tliis

end imposed restrictions and limitations on the

manumission of slaves.

Ah commander-in-chief of all the military

forces, and head of the senate, A^ugustus was
master and ruler of the state; but one important
element of the power which (lamr had wielded

was still lacking— the trihunician atithority.

This also was eouferred tipon him for life by the

senate and people in the year in the geiniral

rejoicings at bis nuiovery from an illness, and
because ho had appointed Jj. Sestius, the friend

and comrade of M. Brutus, to a share in the con-

sulate.

The oHieo of tribune boro a saered eliaracttu'

in the eyes of the Romans. The most glorious

deeds of the nation as a whole in the palmy days of lla^ republic were
associated witli the tribunate of the people; the plcbs regarded it as tlie

palladium of their liberties and legal status; fmn the days of Ckniohinus

down to tbe civil war between Ca^.sar and Bompey, the broils of political

factions had raged around this magistracy of the peo]de. Its solemn be-

stowal upon Augustus therefore supplied him with a religious consecration

;

by this alone a sacred and indissoluble bond was knit between the peophi
and the supreme head of the state; the prince (princeps) was recognised
as the protector of the people, and the magistracy of the po nilar community
was transferred to its ruler. The rights of protection anc intercession in-

herent in the tribunate were Uien exjianded into an imperial prerogative of

KoMAN IkHlIt-KNOCEIRK
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appeal and pardon and extended to the whole empire. In civil and eriminal

CiiHCB alike, an appeal to the emperor’a judgment-seat might bo made from
all tribunals aiid all parts of the empire, and thus tluj highest judicial au-

thority in the whole sphere of govorinnont was committed into tl:ie hands of

Augustus. The (‘.hmioncy and humaiiity for winch he was Faiuous caused
these a})peals to the imperial court to exceed all measure. Wpocial courts of

appeal had soon to he erected in tlie city and in the provinces, in the one

case under the prcBidoiicy of the prefect of the city, in the other under special

consular authorities to whom the omporor delegated his judicial supremacy.

By this means not only was an imperial court of appeal, such as Cassar had
attempted to introduc!c5, established timoui^hout the eTn[)ire as the supreme
tribunal, which gradually drew before itself all important, suits after judgment
had been pronounced in the pnetorian or senatorial ctAirts, but a far-roacli-

ing prerogative of mercy became a recognised attribute t>f the imperator's

power, a prerogative that could pour forth its. cornucopia upon tree and
unfree, citizen and provincial. “Evoiy temple, ev(5ry shrims of the emperor
in Italy or the provinces was a sheltering asylum, his statues and portraits

became wonchjr-working images of deliverance, which paralysed the arm of

justice or revenge.’'

At the altars of tlie emperor oven slaves found protection against harsh-

ness or iahumanity cm tluj part of their masters. Augusliis so highly prized

the bestowal of this proUictive olliee of Tribune of the people, that ho oven
had the day (27th of dune, 2d n.o.) riHJorded ou coins and monuments as the

beginning of his reign, i'hrt'u years later the imperial power received its

consummation in the grant of the consular authority to Augustus for the

term of his life, with the right to nominate his colleagues or representatives

and to propose them for election, and with an extension of tlie right of issu-

ing legal ordinances (edicts). From that time forward lie took his seat in the

senate upon a ciirulc chair placed at a higher hjvcl between the two consuls.

,

By these means all i-iolltical power was concentrated in his person, and
when, soon after, the omoe of riontifex maximus fell vacant by the death of

Lopidus, Augustus had this cignitjr also conferred upon himself, and thus
combined the authority of high priest with supreme |)oliiical power. In
virtue of this office the care of the state religion and public worship, the in-

terrogation of the oracular books and the interpretation of their utterances,
the appointments to priestly offices and even the ehoico of vestals, devolved
upon tne emperor. And as through the fulness of his consular and impera-
torial power he exercised the highest judicial authority over the army and
in all cases affecting the safety of the state, so as supreme pontifex he had
the right of deciding upon all violations of religion and transgressions of the
priesthood.

TXGHTENmO THE BKINS OF POWBE

This union of the hierarchic with the tern poral power completed the skil-

fully constructed edifice of the principate. Jiy this means the whole execu-
tive and judicial authority in matters spiritual and temporal, human and
divine, was placed in the hands of the emperor, and if for a while the people
retained the show of legislative power it was a mere shadow of the ancient
soyerei^ity of the people, since the legal tradition which gave magisterial
edicts the force of law during the magistrate’s tenure of office reduced every
other kind of legislative authority to an empty form when all official power
was centred in a person who held office for !life,
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The imperial decreeH wore legally valid throughout the empire. They
formed the nucleus and basis of me “constitution^’ which in process of time
ranked on an equality with the comitial laws. The wise moderation of
Augustus— whicti induced him to ask the opinion or approval of the senate
in all decrees concerning peace and war and withheld him from exercising
the power of life and death which he possessed over senators and ‘citizens in

an offensive manner, and led him to treat traditional forms with revereniial

observance— conduced greatly to the establishment and preservation of the
legislative authority of the emperor.

“Thus,” says Hoeck,<^ “the constitution of the young empire was a nion-
arcliy in which the rights of sovereignty were shaved between tlie nation
and its head.

“No law or election could bo carried through in opposition to the express
will of the emperor, because ho could invalidate by his tribnniidian veto
every assertion of magisterial or popular authority

;
on the other baud,

according to law, his will was not suillcient to ensure the acccjptancc of a
candidate or of a statute, since the emperor had no right to command either

the senate or the people. Nevertheless this reciprocal Jimitatioa and supple*
mentation of the supreme political authority existed in tlujory only, not in fact.

For where the legal compotenco of the emperor eamo to an eml its phuxi was
taken by a power of which the constitution took no coguisanco, but which
held all political affairs in the embrace of its mighty arm. Tliis was the eJTeet

ive sovereignty of Augustus, outflanking and controlling all ('ther authority,
which broke down the bulwarks erected against absolute governmeul- and
opened the way for the despotism of his auccoHsors. The senate was <‘om-

poaed of his creatures, the pupuiaco was won ovtir by bread and games, the
army attached to him by booty and presents; and ilms ho had in the curia
an obedient instrument of his schemes; the comitia were the echo of his will,

and the legions gladly fulfilled the commands he gave. The HCBuate and
people might enjoy meanwhile the ancient forms of a free state ; they were
jut vain shadows when the supreme head was minded to accomplish his
will.” 0

PANEM ET CIKCBNSE3— FOOD AW’D GAMES

The sustenance of Rome with which the emperors charged tliemselves
may be regarded in the light of compensation for the political rights of

which the imperial government robbed the Romans. The emperor was not
the war-lord of the Roman Empire who, as such, felt this duty incumbent
upon him ; he was rather the most powerful person in the capital, who exerted
himself to win the favour of its populace, as the prominent personages of
republican times liad done.

The custom of occasional distributions by Romans and aliens was a very
old one, and had existed ever since the lower classes gained an influence in
politics through the elections

;
but these distributions of corn did not become

i:he rule until the first century n.c., and they became a political danger when
they attracted the poverty-stricken rabble of the whole of Italy to Rome, to
be maintained there by the state. At the time of Julius Ocesar, in the year
46, there were more than three hxmdred thousand recipients of corn at
Rome, though they were presently reduced to half that number by improved
organisation and by the founding of colonies beyond sea by the dictator.
This number was not to be exceeded

; only the gaps which occurred in the
course of nature were to bo filled up.
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But in the civil wars after Ciesar’s death tlxe old abuses had crept in

again, and about the time of the birth of Christ tlic number had already

risen to two hundred tliousand. Augustus was by no means blind to the

evil ;
he really wished to abolish the regular distributions of corn altogether,

for, besides costing enormous sums every year, they demoralised the people

and uudcrmiued the prospects of agriculture in Italy. On this subject the

emperor writes that ho had made an attempt to abolish the public distribu-

tions of grains in jjcrpetuity, but had not dared to carry it through, as he

knew for certain that after his time it would be a’c-estnblisbed by the ambi-

tion of others. Moreover, he soon realised that ho could not lot this most

effective means of ensuring popularity in the capital pass out of his hands,

nor suffer private individuals to gain a formidable following in this fashion.

I.ater ho tried to strike the just mean, and to meet both the cornplauits^ of

the farmers and corn dealers and the wishes of the populaeai. The (tuestiou

involved was the regular distribution of corn to tlio mol) aud the adoption

of excc[)tional measures, when the price of grain in tlu^ capital had risen to

an unnatural or intolerable figure. No man who wished to be the first in

Rome could afford to shirk this costly obligation. If so strict an economist

as Augustus was prepared to boar the enormous cost of tbeso metropolitan

distributions we need ask for no surer proof that he regarded them as

necessary.

Pauperimaj the Musses

In the year 44 Ckesar, as dictator, had dclegatiul the charge of the supply

of corn for tin; cajiital to two cereal jcdiles appointed for the purpose; but

even they proved uuei|ual to the gigantic task imjioscd upon them, iicj^ourse

was therefore had t.o extraordinary

commisHiouers, who boro the title of

curatores. A later emperor, Tiberius,

at the (5ummeneomont of his official

career had an admirable opportunity

of making himself popular in Rome
when he undertook the cereal quaestor-

ship at Ostia in 28. But the very next

year a grievous famine again prevailed in Rome, and, as in the old days of

Fompey, extraordinary measures seemed imperatively called for. All eyes

were' turned to the emperor, the only man who, by his money resources and

the Egyptian tribute of grain, was in a position to deal with the seaxoity.

lie was ollered absoluRs dictatorial autliority coupled with the responsibility

of provisioning the capital. He accepted the latter only, and his measures

were so vigorous ami efi'cctual that in a few days the price of corn fell to its

usual level.

The emperor exercised his oilicial fimctiuiis through two senatorial nip-

resentatives. A new magistracy wjis erected consisting of two curatoitJS

who had discharged the duties of the praitorshij) and thus were already

members of tbe senate. They received an accession both as to numbers and

dignity; after 18 we find four curatores, later six, and in the last years,

fi and 7 ; they were required to be of consular ranlc. It is in the highest

degree probable that younger ofiicials acted with or under these curatores

at the extraordinary distributions*

At length, after these tentative experiments, Augustus in his last years

took heart to attempt a definite solution of tliis impoi'tant problem. Out

of consideration for the senate he had up to that time employed senatorial

liOMAN Dick
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representatives in the provisioning of the enpital which he had iiiuho'-

ta^en at his own expense. Hio}" wore now snporseded by imperial ser-

vants. The prcqfeoti arinonm were of knightly rank and nnilly r(‘-gard(^d

this important office as a professioji. 0. Turraniua, wlio had previously

governed Egypt, devoted lihnself to this task, to which lie had been called

by the confidence of Augustus, with such zeal that dismissal was to him

eipiivalent to death, and (laligula reinvested him with his ae-custoimal func-

tions, which he continued to dischai'ge almost up to the- ninetieth year of

his age.

From this time forward the cereal ])r(dects were amongst the most impor-

tant of imperial ofheors, sinee the trampnllity of the (uipiial (lejiiSHhal on tlu^

due discharge of tlieir funetions. comma,nded an army of subordinate

officials and sorvanus, for the imperial grain fleets which brought e,orn, oil,

etc., from the provinees to Oslia and PuteoH were under tlieir managenumf..

In both these places they had extensive stoi'elu>usi%s with a great. slalT of

accountants, clerks, and cashiers; then anothm’ gr(‘.at army of storehonsi‘

managers, workmen cmjiloycd in measuring the corn and carrying t he sjutks,

of waggoners, and lastly, of waternum who brought the corn to Hom(‘, wlnu’c

it was deposited for the most part in the Smnpi'oidan horrm which thdisd Inick

to the time of the Gracehi, or in the newly erected Agrijipian, Lollian, (hd-

hian, and other 'Fhe distribution took plaet' every month in the Miim-
cian portico on the Field of ]\Ia,rs. Here there vvm'e forty-i^Vl^ doorways
(ostia) for dlst.ribntion, a.n(l the people had to prove tlunr right to ri‘C(‘ivt‘ tln‘

corn by means of eouiitc-rs marked with the

number of this particular doorway and tlm
'

An attempt wliiiih the emperor madi^ to

have Hie corn dislrihutcd (w‘c,ry four mouths
instead of every month met, w'ith scant, ap-

proval and was soon aha,ndoned , 'Flic Uoman
populace had grown thoroughly juamst.onuMl

to the notion that its maiiitmiamM,* wa.s the

business of the state and wmuld have likml Roman .rAi'KMTo.s k«

nothing better than to have tin* emperor give

them drink as wi^l! ns fond. Whcsu'ver wine grew dt'ar they addressed com-
plaints to him. But Augustus calmly rt'plicd that sinec^ the jupiedue-tH of

Agrippa, liad licen completed no one in Rome need siifTcr tliirst, Augustus
had organised tins maiutenama! of Rome on a largos and lilieral scnli*, hut

that which had fonntndy hiani a freiswill offering hiu'aim^ in Ids langu an
eleemosynary institution.

Besidi^s tln^se j’cgular monthly <lisl rihntions thma^ wtee special distribu-

tions in money and in kind on extraordinary ociaisions, which tahihit the
emperor’s inagnitieent liberality. I ie has left the record of them in the Monu-
menfmi AtwjtmtnimS' To the Roman peojili^ man by nmu, I caiused three
hundred st^sterces to he paid in aiufordama^ witli tlu^ tesimnont of my father ;

in my own name I gave four hundred sesterces out of the spoils of war iiuuy
fifth consnhd.o

; and again in my tenth eonsulate I caused provisions to tlm
value of four hundred sestereos per man, to be distributed man by man out
of my own means ; and in my (deveidh consulate I made twelve distribu-
tions of grain w'hich I had purchas(id with my private moans

;
and in my

twelfth year of office as tribune I for tlie third time made a gift of four
hundred sestcirces man by man. These distributions were never made to
less than 260,000 persons.

Roman aAi'KM'i'o.s m
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“ In my eiglitoonth year of my oHicc, jus iribimo and my twelfth consulate
I presented sixty denarii to 320,000 persons of tlio population o.f the capital
man by man. In my thirteenth year of consular otlice 1 distributed sixty
denarii apiece to the people who recfeived tlie state corn, amounting to some-
thing over two hundred thousand persons.”

Taking these gifts in connection with similar expenses for lands and
rewards for the veterans, f(jr the imperial contributions to the state treasury
and the provision of the military rcvimue, the colossal sum of six hundred
million ('onarii mentitmed in the api>endix to the Monuymntum Ancyranum
as given by Augustus to the Roman citizens does not seem at all exag-
gerated

;
and as these distributions were spread over a period of not

(]
uite

sixty years, wo must assign to each year a sum of not less than ten million

denarii.

Tdiose sums, though dispensed of the imperial bounty, were taken by the

people as ibeir right in exchange for their lost liberty. Augustus was well

aware that hunger is wont to be one of the mightiest, if not the mightiest, of

revolutionary forces.

G-anm ; (Iladlatonal Oonteiitii

In the matter of subsistence the souLherner is more modest in his demands
than northern nations are ; in the matter of (‘.xcitement and amiisemmit ho

makes greater eiaims. Tlu'se Augustus also provided for liberally. Tlie

large sciile and elaborate arraagemeiit of tlu^ Roman games was in part the

ontimme of the simple i(l(ia of giving ll;e peoph^ a compensation for their lack

of iidlueiuic) in politics and of diverting their attention. In most cases where
a nation is weary of politics it conenutrates its attenlion upon private life,

find Lhi* great ones of the theatn^ thrust stattwmon and party leaders into the

ha<‘kgrc)und. The emperor’s shows cxcxdled everything tlxat had (iver boon

bc.forc in frotjnency, variety, and splemhmr; and so groat was interest

taken in them by all classes that at great fcnstivals and games the emperor
Avas obliged to 'post sentinels to guard the wicaut city from robbers and
houscibroakers.

The Actian games, celebrated at Romo every four years, were particularly

magnificent. The first time (28) Augustus and Agrippa themsclveH man-
aged the festivities and offered tlui populace sfiectaclcs of the most varied

character. First a race ridden by boys and men of the highest families;

then gymnastic contests in a wooden Htadinm which the emperor had caused

to be set up on the Field of Mars; while at the end prisoners of war wore

forced to cxliibit to the people the spiKdaclc of a mortal combat of gladiators.

In later times tlie highest priestly colleges in Rome took charge of these

games in rotation.

In his detailed narrative Augustus assigns the first place to the combats

of gladiators, whitjh he exhibitecl sometimes in his own name and sometimes

in the names of his sons and grandsons ; and in eight battles of this sort

some ten thousand gladiators Avore engaged. Women wore not absolutely ex-

cluded from among the spectators, but they Avere only alloAvod to watch the

bloodshed from the topmost places. Augustus also abrogated the inhuman
custom that none hut the victors might leave the arena alive.

He endeavoux'ed to chock the exc(‘.ssive fondness for these cruel sports by
forbidding officials to give gladiatorial shows instead of the usual theatrical

or circus ]
performances avIicu they entered upon office, as had boon done, for

example, by the mdiles of the plebs in tlie jmar 42. Clertain members of the

aristocracy who Avere notorious for their bloodthirsty tastes, like Domitius
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Aheiiobarbus, were first privatwly admonished, and when tliat proved of no
avail, their cruel gladiatorial tights were proliibited by an imperial edic^L

‘ Large troops ol gladiators constituted a grave menace to tluj jiubllc peai^c,

as had been proved, not only by the Gladiators’ War, but in the case of the
gladiators of Deoimus Brutus and M. Autouius. Acctjrdingly in the year

an edict appeared to the effect that (combats of g*la(liat(»rH were oiify to

be arranged with the permission of the senate and not oflciier than twice
a year, ajid at the same time the number of contesting pairs

was limited to sixty. Of course this did not diminish tlio

popularity of these combats nor the inter(‘Ht

of the populace in the combatants. It was
an event when two veterans, each of whom
had often com}uorod and slain his oppommt,
were at last [)ittcd against ea(d other for tlu^

decisive combat, or when a well-known gladi-

ator had fought his way through and pro-

ceeded to hang np his victorious weapons in

the temple of llercules.

Id later days the emperor d'iberius scorned
to make himself popular by these means.
But as the passion of the pe(>[)le for gladia-

torial exhibitions «Ud not wane they beitauu^

a matter of private specuhition. A free<lmj u

of small means erected a wfaxleu aiuphi-

theatro for his sliows at Fiderue, but it was
so badly built that it collapsed beneath
the crowds of spectators who had docked
thither, most of them from Rome. After
this accident the senate de-

creed that no one should give

such performances iinloas he
could prove that ho was pos-

sessed of a certain fortune.

Wrestling matches of the
sort so popular among the
Greeks were not altogether
unknown, but were only ar-

ranged three times by Augus-
tus in the course of his long
reign. Wooden stages were
erected on the Field of Mars,
and the most famous athletes
were invited to Rome. (Uy-
coii of Pergarnus, whose unconquered fist was celebrated not by his epitaph
alone but also by Horace, was probably of the number.

The emperor followed these contests with peculiar interest. The Clreeka
had perfected boxing according to all the rules of the science ;

in Italy, on
the other hand, it had retained more of its indigenous character. Aiiguaiua
was in the habit ol occasionally allowing the champions of the two nations to
measure their strength against one another, but personally he was on the
side of the Latin boxers, whether more or less schooled. tVlien a liarmless
street fight broke out in any part of Rome, the emperor used to delight in
the mighty blows which his countrymen dealt.

BoMAN GLAJCUATOIt
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I'luj oniperor hIvovc, thongl) without lasting success, to Ivccj) women
aloof from the l)rut.al hexing matcluis. If the i)opulace wanted to 8Ct‘

boxers he yielded to their wishes, but he a[)point(‘d tlie early morning hours

for the contest and forbade women to go to tlu3 theatre before t(uii ohdock in

the morning.
More popular still w(U'e the wild-beast hunts, of whieli Augustus arranged

six-aud-twenty, iu which thirty-live hundred Afritaiu lions and other wild

iiuimals were slain. Great was the diiViculty of e,apturing and transporting

these rare and dangerous animals; l)ut greater still, it may he, the amount of

care and money expended on the elaboration of the scenery. The Spaniards

regard their bull-lights as a direct coutiniuitiou of the wild-lanist. flhr)ws of

antiquity
;
the splendour of the mi«e m lias survived to modern days,

hut tlie demands made by an ancient public iu tlu^ inaxtcr of diuioration and
niachiuery were incomparably greater. In most cases gladiators

,

wore
(ddiged to fight tlie dangerous animals, but ocatasionally (utminals fell vic-

tims t.o them. Strabo, f(U' example, saw the dreaded robber ehicd'tain, Selurus,

‘•the son of Mtna,’’ liurlcd from a lofty scalTold that smhleuly e.ollapsed

Ixmeath him into the arena at Uomo, where he fell .straight into tlui lion's

<;age that had been ])laced below.

The bloody liattlcs of the gladiators on land found a counterpart in a

trmnendoiis sea light whie-h Augustu.s, following the example of the dictator,

arranged <putc close to Rome iu the ycau’ 2. II(‘. eaused a lake to be dug
in the plain hctwcisi the slope.s of daiiiculnm and the bank of the, Tiber,

eighteen hundred feet long by twelve hundred wide, on wliieli thirty large

warships and many smaller ones, manned by three thousand (or possibly six

tliousand) gladiator.s, represented a sea light of the time of tlui Persian wars.
t)vid descrihes the gorgeous speetaede as an eye-witness :

“'PIkmi v.'lion Oa'HiU' <tf late nbowctl forth to tht^ iwoph^
Ships (jf Ihii'Hia auU Adu'n.s, a typ(^ of t lio Ujrriolo wen tight,

Uit liiM* oauui youths I'nnu th<i two Hcas uud hitluT oanio inaicUuiH,

Aiul t.o tuo capital llookiul all that dw'elt iu ih(‘ narth."

The lake was not supplied with water from the neighbouring 'fiber, Imt
Augustus built a special aqueduct (Aqua Augusta Alsietiua) whic-h brought
water from the Aisietino and Sabatine lakes (Lago di Martiguauo and L. de
Braeciano) to the dauieulnm. Tlio Romans were so spoiled by the beautiful
spring-water of tlieir aqueducts that Augustus never thought of carrying
tile water of these two lakes riglit across to the city on the other bank of

tin; I'ivcr, but th<^ work was so substantial that it outla.stod its original pur-
pose. 'flic emperor allowed the posse.ssors of fields and giirdiuis iu the

vi(*.inity to make use of the vnitor, which was not to he compartMl with tJial

of the other atpicducds in the city.

The lake formed the centre of a little wood whhdi the empm'oi presented

to the Rmnan people in the name of las grandsons Lueius tiud (hiius. Al-

though he never arniuged another sea fight on this lake, it was noti tilled u i

!)Ut was used by other emperors for maritime spectacles, in accordance wit :i

its original purpose.

Ilaoes and Theatricals

The ordinary performances in the theatre and circus, such as oilicials

were required to arrange when they took ofhee, were arranged by Angnstus
four times in his own name and twenty-three times in the name.s of other per-

sons. Races in the circus, in particular, had been in vogue from very old
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times and enjoyed a liig-h of pojjularity. It is true Ihat the 'juthu-
siasni of the })eople did not reach tins enlminatingr point till the lattej' days
of the empire, but the guu'in and riuliiiund was there (U'cii iu republican
times, and the ag^e. of Aug'ustus did ils fair share towards developing* it.

Epitaphs wore not y(!t cun)pt).seAl on Uie victors, like the rok aoc? wymm
al^v XaXrjcra of subsequent e.(mturit‘s, but llie interest and enthusiasm wtne
spreading- to wider circlt‘s. d'ho prizes which rewarded the winners of the
various races were valuahlo, and an exact record was kct)t of the first, sc,eoud,
and third iirizes carried olT hy a famous charioteer in difTerent }ears. There
were originally only two parties iu the cireiis, tlie whites and the reds, hut
the greens and the blues a])pear to have btum added by the time of Augus-
tus; or so it seems probable from iuseriplhms wliich, ‘"though iliey bear" no
date, yet form part of a largo lind of tins piu’iod.

Even private hulividnals (fu//., a relative of the fairous jurist. Atinus
Capito) were beginning to keep racing stables with a nmumams staff. Uis
slaves and freedmen formed a life-insuraiua} association in whic.h Vipsa.nius
Agrippa nlso insured his servants of the sanio i*-laHs. The Trojan riding
matches which the sons of aristocratic families, including that of the emperor,
repeatedly exhibited under Augustus liave already biion mentioned.

Theatrical performances are mentioned in the emi)iu*or’s enumeralioiglml
recede very much into the haekgrmind as being quite common daces ; tlusy

were mainly the affair of newly elected onieials, but Augustus hmself hail

plays acted in all sdrts of phuscs— the Forum, the Amphitheatre, and even
on tein))t)rary stages in the streets and scpiares of the capital, in every lan»
guage spoken in Romo, Latin and (h’eek being of course tlu^ chief. iCvery
play-giver ilesired to odor the populace somotliing quite unique. The dic-
tator liad even allowed a Roman knight to appear on the stage, and his son
followed his ox'imple until it was interdicted by a decree of the senate,

Augustus purposely abstained from increasing the number of ordinary
and. regular festivals to any great extent. The Semlar games, of which wo
shall speak presently, naturally do nut come under this iiead, as do ilie dis-
trict games, associated with the now subdivision of tne capital. We have
already mentioned the games commemorative of the victory of Actiiim

;

the martial games were added later in commemoration of the solemn dedioa<
tion of the magnificent temple of Mars in 2 ,B.o.

To the innovations of the empire also belong the votive games for the re-
turn of the emperor from Gaul and Spain in the years 111 B.o. and 7 B.c.; also
votive games for the welfare of Augustus which wore arranged every four
years by the great colleges of priests in compliance with a decree of the senate.

The example of Romo soon found imitators in the capitals of tiie

provinces
; sometimes it was the emperor himself who instituted games

there, sometimes prominent citizens who had received or hoped to receive
some post of honour. The number of games held in honour of Augustus
was very great, especially in the Greek cities. In Naples the imperial
games were celebrated in the same fashion as the Olympic games, in com-
memevation of the visit of Augustus in the year 14 a.X).

NOVUM SECULUM—- THE NEW BIRTH FOR ROME

Even as in the life of the individual there are often moments when he
Remembers with grief and yearning the golden days of childhood, so in the
development of nations there are periods when the best minds of the nation

H. \V. — VOL. VI. H
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dream of a past golden age, in wliich botli the crime and tlie progress which
have c^itno to pass in the course of historical development were nnknovvn.
The farther the nation is from a primitive condition jind the more strongly

its moinbers f({el tJic drawbacks of civilisation, the brighter ar<‘- the colours

in which they paint tho inno<iont joys of an earlier state of things to which
violence and rapine were as yet strangers.

The generation which had grown to manhood during the civil wars had
of necessity accustomed itself to horrors which arc spared to those who grow
up in times of order. All the more vividly did they dream of a happy and
primitive age in the distant jiast ; for none feels a greater enthusiasm for

peace than those who have had to endure the evils of war.

Wince tho battle of Actium the civil wars were happily at an end; for

nearly half a generation Rome had enjoyed the blessings of peace and the

new constitution which Augustus had given her. The empenu' had often

announced bis resolve to retire into private life, but had always allowed

himself to he persuaded not to carry it out because tho welfare of the state

forbade it ; he alone seemed to guarantee peace and safety, his rule seemed
inseparable from domestic trail <|uillity, and tho man who desired the one

could not hut desire the other. The emperor strove tn keep this sirjj^gle

idea in fresh variations constantly in mind among the Romans, and those

lioiiours pleased him best which gave public expression to this feeling. The
senate, on the emperor’s return had dedicat.cd tho altar of the imperial jieace.

The poets, each after his fashion, sang the praises of peace and order

;

“ Ftialtv, i>caco itHclf, and honour, and the aneiont

awe, th(» long-forgofeton virtue,

Kow dares to return, it approaches, its horn
Full of blessing.'’

There was, however, a danger that the rising generation mi^it soon

come to accept the benefits of peace as a matter of course, without aelinitely

realising to whom they owed these blessings, and it was therefore desirable

to keep in remembrance among the emperor’s contemporaries the difference

between the unquiet past and the blissful present, and to give official recog-

nition to the fact that the period of civil war was over and that a century

of peace and prosperity had! taken its place.

Such turning-points imply an invitation to take a backward glance and

to reckon the sum of development up to this point. So had a poet done at

the end of the previous century :

“ How fair, O njan, with thy palm-branches
Sfcandest thou in the century’s decline,” etc.

The Rome of the joeriod was also to take a backward glance.

As the senate had solemnly marked the end of the wars by closing the

temple of Janus, so Augustus desired to mark the end of the period of

reorganisation and reconstitution by an imposing symbolical act. Even

the ordinary Roman census was not a more counting up of the people ;
it

was a reconstitution of the ranks of Roman citizenship, and if this tedious

and toilsome preparatory labour were to attain legal validity, it must find its

ratification and consummation in a final act in which the whole nation should

be purified with the most solemn religious rites and commended to the pro-

pitious gods for the future. Similarly Augustus had been at work since the

year 29 on a reorganisation of Rome, which was finally declared complete

in the year 17 b3’^ a mighty lustrum, the Secular Festival.
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The idea, and probably the name, of the se.eulum is nofc Roman but

Etruscan ;
at least, up to t]ie present time no one has succeeded in discover-

int? any plausible Roman etynioloj][y for the word. The seciiluni is prob-

ably of Etruscan origin, like the otlior elements of chronology among tlu;

Romans. This devout nation, which understood as no other did how to

inquire into and interpret the will of the gods, fan(dod that it had learned

that the deity did not merely declare to men the ordinary divisions of time

into months and years by the path and the varying appearance of moon and
sun, but that apart from those there were longer periods in tlio life of nations

which the gods had appointed, and of

which they revealed the beginning and the

end to the generations of men by manifest

tokens. Such a peiiod is that in which
one generation dies out and a now one

arises, and it therefore extends from the

birth to the death of a man who may 1)0

taken as the representative of his gemma-
tion. When the last man died who was
born at the beginning of the lirst wnudum,
then the second began

;
and, as the dura-

tion of human life seldom exceeds the hun-
dredth year, a new secnlum commonly
commenced at the end of this ])oru)(L It

did not, however, of necessity last for ex-

actly a hundred years
;
on the contrary,

there had been one of 123 years in length,

another of 118, etc.
;
but the Ktruscaiis

reckoned their seoulum ai)pr()ximately at

100 years. When therefore the miraculous
signs ensued, mortals realised that in the

counsels of the gods the end was at hand,
and hastened to propitiate the omens by
sacrifices and games. In misfortune, num
learned to take special heed of the omens
of the gods, for they longed for the op-

portunity of concluding the unfavourable
period and beginning a new one, free from
ill-fortune and evil presage.

This grand wisdom of the Ktruseaus,
which looked beyond the limits of human
life, made a profound impression on tlioir pupils, the Romans, and was
transferred to Rome with tlie rest of the augurat discipline. The family of
the Valerii is said to have been the one to introduce this cult into Rome,
for themselves alone in the first instance, and not as yet in the name of the
state. One of the ancestors of this family, it was said, had come to Roma
from his home in the land of the Sabines to propitiate the evil omens whicli
disturbed him there. lie came down the Tiber with his sick children till

he reached the vicinity of Jiome, and there, where the Field of Mars is

narrowest, near the bank of the Tiber, was formerly a spot noted for volcanic
phenomena, hot springs, and subterranean fire— the so-called Tarentum.
The sick children were cured by the water of the neighbouring spring, and
twenty feet below the surface of the ground the father founa a primitive
altar to the infernal gods, to whom ho gave thanks for the miraculous cure

STATUP, of a VlCTOHIOtJB DiHVKE IN
XUtli (UmKH of tub OllK'tlH

(In thu VtUlrau)
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by sacrifices, games, and Uctistemia-, A dcsccmbuit of liis is said to have
been one P. Valerius Publicola, who, as consul in the first year of the

republic (.509) repeated these games of his family cult in the name and for

the welfare of the state of Rome. It was essential to the secular theory

of later generations that so important an epoch as the end of the mon-
archy and the beginning of the republic slionid have been marked by public

secular games.
Tdie next secular games were also said to have been celebrated by another

Valerius, who was consul iii the year 449, after the fall of the decemvirs;

and about a hundred years hner the third seeular games had to bo cele-

brated, which, according to the records of the fpiiiuUHfctnviri, was again

done by a consul of the house of the Valerii in the year B4t>, though no one

else knows anything about such a celebration and it was not counted in the

series of republican secular games. For according to Valerius Antias, the

tliird secular games were cclcbnitcd in the year 249, at the time of the First

Punic War; and the fourth— whether they were held in the year 149 or

t4tj™„inark the end of that memorahle period. For a theory had taken

shape among Roman antiquaries and historical students, of whoso number
was even a man of the erudition of Varro, that the socuhun must always

be a hundred years long, and for the sake of this theory the games, which

on contemporary authority were held in the year 149, were put three years

earlier. A hundred years later Varro’s authority on all siudi matters was
at its zenith, and it sufficed to fix the next celebration for the year 49.

But instead of the cehibration came the end ; for this was the year at the

}>egiiuiing of which (lu'.sar crossed the Kuhicon, and with that began the

mortal agony of the republic. What coiumenced was not a new seculum
for the rcfuiblie, but a new order of things.” (Mommsen in Die Hation^ 1891.)

The civil wars which ensued and seemed to develop one out of another

in endless sequence, might, perhaps, have stifled the hope of peace in ltaly»

but not the longing for it. An iron age had dawned instead of tho golden.

The dictator did in truth seem to succeed in exorcising the demons of

discord and discontent. But this hope proved illusory on the ides of

March. Soon afterwards the star of the Julii was seen at Rome, and
seemed, as was at first hoped, to oe the long-desired divine token that was
to inaugurate a better time. An Etruscan haruspex proclaimed to tho

assembled people that the ninth seculum (according to the Etruscans) was
coming to an end and the tenth beginning.

But tile augur died immediately after ; a sign that his words were not

indeed false but premature, according to the will of the gods. Nowhere did

any likelihood of permanent amelioration present itself, but the yearning

remained and hardiy ever found stronger expression than in the wretched
years that followed the murder of Om.sar. It was strengthened by Sibylline

oracles, which were privately circulated and kept faith in the happy future

alive. Since the oracle could not lie, it was, perhaps, nothing but miscahui-

iations and vain hopes of men, in the year .49, which had aiiticipatcMl too

soon the dawn of a now age ; and perhaps the seculum should be reckoned

at 110 years and not 100— it takes but little to revive hope. In the

year 43 no less a person than Varro ainiounced to the anxious world
of his day that this was the correct estimate ; 440 years after the first

celebration the fourth Roman seculum was declining to its close, and then

a new birth would usher in the new age. But Rome still hoped in vain.

Misery increased, and with it the excitement spread into the widest circles.

In the year 40 Asinius Follio was consul, a man of honourable character
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and highly educated, who cndeuvourod to avoid the arhitrary UHurpatious

of other rulers. lu the circunistances of the time, not the boldest imag-

ination ventured to dream that he might bring ba(;k the golden age. Jiut

Asinius was at that time expecting tiie birth of a sou; perhaps this son

was destined by fate to do so; and a contemporary poet grecits tlio coming
deliverer with the most ardent longings. In later days Virgil, witli better

reasons, fixed his hopes and desires upon the emperor.

The opportunity of holding secular games in the latter half of tlu^ last

century before Christ had thus passed by unused, and it was a very dillicndi

matter to prove that Augustus was entitled to hold siush a celebration. This

hard and thankle.ss task tell to the share of the famous jurist Ateius Capiio,

who acquitted himself skilfully enough to make the will of his masi(‘,r pos-

sible in theory. The chronology of Roman history has suTcred viohmce at

many hands before and after the time of Ateius Capito, but hardly ever mor(i

than at the time of the secular gaanes of Augustus.
A comet, so readily connected by the jxvpular imagination with t,lie e,nd

of the world, ax)pear8 to have decided the old question as to tlu^ turning-point

of the longed-for cosmic period. It might indeed setnu as though the gods
themselves had declared their will; for at the hc.gimung of th(< yca,r IT

an extraordinarily bright conujt was visible at Romt?, with a long tail point-

ing from south to north. This was of esmrse the stuT of the .hilian g<m.s,

which liomo had not seen since the terrible year of 44. I'liat. which
the youthful Ciesar had then umlertaken with almost superlmnian cour-

age for the sake of avenging his father was now finished, and the age of

strife was over. At that time the red glow of tlui connd. hud portended
blood and civil wars ; the second appearance of the Julian star, after the

expiation of the crime, was a sign tliat the beginning of the jujw age was
close at hand.

The memoirs of the emperor show whjit great stress he laitl ui)on the ap •

pearance of the star of the year 44, and the coins of tlui empire strueJe

soon after IT testify to the impression made upon him and his contem-
poraries by the HUi)posed return of the star of the Julian gens. It was grccjied

as the long-desired and manihist divine sign of tluj enc. of the iron age and
the commencement of the golden.

Hence we see that the appearance of the star only gave the decision in

the last resort. That which had long been in tlui air, that which wiis per-

haps already beginning to evaporate, suddenly condonscul into tangible sbupo
under the influence of this divine manifestation ; Augustus resolved not to

let the moment pass unused, but to celebrate the long-expected fifth secular
games, which were associated with the hope of a new birtn for Rome.^

LITKUATURE TUB GOLDIflK AOB

With the formation of the monarchy coincides a second revival of Roman
literature, which can only be partly attributed to the new administration, as the
leaders were horn under the republic and grew up amidst tlio struggles for
the nionarchy. This period does not dilTer so much from the literature of
the period of free governraout as might seem at first siglit. For that pecul-
iarly characteristic penetration by the Greek spirit which extended oven to
that manifestation of it which was least worthy of imitation, namely the
Alexandrian, had boon already in existence, and the refined elaboration of
the language for poetical purposes, its charm and lightness, its beauty and
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merit, are already perceptible ia Uu< timeof T('r«‘n(,;e, in a viny difi'tsi.'-

eat fasliion.

The great revobition wldcli wan taking place before i.ludr eyes had a hfr

lesH diHaHtroua efTeot oti the poeta of tluH tinu‘, Unm mighti have boon ex:-

pe(5t(n1i and if the lainontatioins of the civil war are heard <w(M’yw]ujre, it is,

iiovcrtlioleH8, rather the ideas of universal pea<H^ and tlus gr(nJtneHB of the

Roman power which determine the pervading key-note, it is true that if

we lock for the originality, power, and sinipliehy which ar(», so irresistible

ia Greek literature, we shall b<3 v<my mucli disappointed
;
for tJicy are no

more to be found in tlie literary ereatioiis than in the poliHcah And for

thos(5 defects the number of producdioiiH can (dfe-r no annmds. Tbo thought

of writing for a large publi(3, the entin^ Latin Wtist, must bav(^ had an inspir-

ing effect on an author, as it of conrse, de(dde<l the wlioh^ t'otieeption and

direction of literary compositions
;

tlu^ provinees took more and more ac-

tive share in them ;
on the other liaud, in this Held a. kind of substitute was

offered for the lack of political a<*tivit.y ; it was a mathsr of course that

authorship was harmless and accommodated itself to tluj ruling system, or

else entered into a dangerous ojrposition to it. Rartisan writing existed

during the active politicial struggles of Uonn? (wen under the reiniblic
; but

now sunshine and light were too unequally divided, and the frankness

which was forhidden during the lifetime ol tlie rulers indemnilied itself

after their death by bitterness and eaiumiiy.

The really higher styles of poetry, such as drama and epic, entirely died

out. ft was not as if this luui beeir caused by the ehang(3 in the govern-

ment, for even in the time of the re[)ublic litth^ originality or creative

power had been shown in these direcstions, AH that, was now produced was

borrowed entirely from tbo past. libetorie., metries, ami eaveful diction

were all that could be added to it, and a beautiful, reliued, and elegant form

became the criterion mmording to wbiith the age judg(‘d both literary and

artistic productions. It was to such matU^rs as tla^sc that the attention of

the judges who decided concerning the admission of the poets into the

national library was mainly directed.

We have no adequate information regarding the dramatic poetry of the

Augustan period, for everything which won the applause of contemporaries

has been lost. What has been preserved to us from this peri<Kl, namely the

tragedies handed down to us under the name of Seiuanv, has all the faults

which a depraved taste brings with it; sensational plots ami scenes based on

sensual and sentimental emotions; figures without life, but (»f many words
ard speeches ; a treatment without knowledge of dramatic t(H‘Jmioaliiies ; and
yet withal a harmony of words and verses, highly polished versification and
diction, and the whole magnificent apparatus belonging to the sehoola of

rhetoric in periods, antitheses, similes, and plays upon words. It is decid-

edly to the credit of the lower classes it they turned away from thcBc

dramas, leaving them to the lifeless declamatory exercises of the so-oallcd

educated classes, and in so far as the taste for tlic drama still existed, ))re-

ferred to amuse themselves with a simpler entertainment and the familiar

pieces of the older poets, which had long ceased to be sufficiently refined and
elegant for people of cultivation.

Nor did the epic produce anything really great. Virgil (F. Vergilius
Maro, born on the IStli of October, 70 B.C., died the 22nd of September, 19
B.c.) did indeed make an attempt to create a national epic in the JBneid, But
it is no more genuine thp.n its fundamental idea of connecting the founder of

the new empire with the father of Italian civilisation. Vir^l studied under
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tlie AlexantlriiiUB and all tlud wan to bo loanuul lio b^anuMl. IIo created

the lar]<'»-uagti and the verso Btrueture which retuained tlso Ktandn-rd for

many centuries, so long as ami wluu’Otnn' Latin pot^iry was cultivated. Tin'

form is throughout noble, and the po(d( was thoroughly acipiaint^od with

Homer and the (irecdc epic poets, nor is it witJiout taste that lie, as a man

of learning, has drawn on this treasure; his ideas urn pure and noble and

he had Iciu-ued to know his couutay ami the legejids of his forth’athers het.Uu*

than many before or any after him, so that a certain natit)nal colouring is to

be found in luB work. But there was one thing which he did noi^ posseHS!;

the creative genius which divines rightly in the ehoiee of subject and

arranges and treats its material with a light but master batid
;
as tins sub-

ject was ill-chosen, so the poet never felt any luuirty enthusiasm h)r it

;

everything has been l^hought out and very coldly and sobtsrly tijonght out

;

beautiful pictures and striking cmnparisons are iudecnl juv.sent.ed ; but they

are sentimental and 8tiidi(ul, and often look Htnuige in tiuur schtiiig.

In the first place the hero is no hero, and the Homan patricians of even

the time of the Scipios would have been revolted by this wtuikliug who is

feeble and sentimental like the poet himself, and not nuich more* than a

puppet in the hands of his divine motluu'. Such a weak figure gives no

opportunity for strength in the treatment, which is atujordingly languid, and

the twelve cantos are spun out with monotonous tedium, so that to every

one acquainted with Homer the reading of them is a mere task to be got

throng]', somehow. And if, from the standpoint of Imirning, the languag(i

and verses seem irreproachable, (dassical, and even worthy of imitation, al*

pleasure in them is lost by the fact that wo are continually aware of the

trouble and labour which tlu^y cost the poet.

It is cnaractcM’istic of the times that Virgdl possesHcd a canonuml eon-

sideratiou with high and low, and poets and prose writers vied with oms
another to steal from liim. From this fact we may guess thc3 rest, and the

loss in this tield which has been recorded can have luum no great, one.

But how rapidly literature declined at the end of tlie period is (dearly

shown by the epiij of M. Aimieus Lucaims, the FfiarBalia. This poem was
produced in tlie reign of Nero, and it is dillicult to decide whether the choice

of subject or his treatment of it deserves the greater censure. The hero of

the poem is Pomney, the Fompey of the civil wars, a figure so little p«)etieal

that a more unfortunate selection could scarcely have tiecn made ; with the

utmost poetical license even without any anxiety to keep to the facta there

was nothing to be made of the subject. That the civil wars in thomselves
might bo capable of being made the subject of an epic is indisputable

;
it is

equally indisputable that this could be done only by a poetic talent of the

first order. But even Lucan could do It in his way, though ho is no poet
but a scholar the aedmol of tlie rhetoricians and the Stoa. As in the

school of rJietorios the energy of the scholar signallsod and exhausted ilsolf

in individual feats of ingenuity, so the poem is divided inio a number of

scenes without much oonneotion, but distinguislmd by a soaring imagination,

sounding verses, and pompous tirades, and of course with many letuneti

accessories, without which neither a great nor a small poem was (ionceiv-

able in that period. Besides this haste, uneasiness, and want of discretion
are everywhere apparent, and these, too, belong to the time. On tlio whole
it may be said that this poetry is a true refl(^ction of the society in which it

originated, and if we had epics by Seneca they might probably resemble
those of his nephew. Of such models there could not fail to be Imitations

;

the attempts even extended to the schools, and the editing of the Iliad may
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well have boon the work of indiietrious Hcliolara, who know Homeihing- of
Greek and had learned to inutate their Virgil,

Virgil had alieady direotod hin attention to the dida<dic poem, and the
Cfeorgics are in their way his bent ortuition. I)ida(dii(‘, poetry m not rp.
proaehed with the same expectation an in the case of the higher kinda of
poetry, and it is scarcely possible to draw the lino between instruction and
amusement. When the existence of this monstriwity has once been jiistilied

it must be allowed a certain amount of free play. Virgil had here the great
advantage of dealing with a subject in which' he was really interested and
into whose treatment he put Ida whole heart. A dm^p feeling for nature
and really genuine human sympathy with the subjecd,, wldcdi arti precisely
what is nowhere to be perceived in the JEmid^ oceusionally break forth in

the poem on agriculture. An artificial shepherd's liL, mtieh like lihe idyls
of the eight(3enth century, is delineated in tlu^ Eckgut% and its unreality is

only surpassed by Oalpunuua, an imitator of tlu^ ago of Ktu'o.

Whilst the didactic poem nrojjcr received no furtluu' attention worth
noting during this period, the elegy was Bucc(‘ssfully dealt with. In Albius
'.ribulliis (54-19 u.o.) it oven ae-quirod a eharacHudstic, om^ might almost
say more national form than is the case with its other representatives.

In his elegies, Tibullus is as essentially free from the Greek influence as
is conceivable in an age which was stooped in Hellenism

;
In^ treated the few

thmnea, which arc to be found in his poems, entirely from the human stand-
point, and it is only by this meaua tluit he tries to afTiud; the reader. The
sameness which is easily produced in such works— iuvo and sontimentul
sorrows are constantly recurring— ho has Hue(5eHsfully avoided. by an ex-
traordinary elegance and charm of treatment. The reader wilUngly fol-
lows tluv dreamy thought of the poet without blaming him for having led
him rather into a world of dreams thaii into one of living and siroTig feeling.

The productions of S. Propertius (49-15 b.o.) are already much inferior.
He also had true feeling, and the thoughts wlutdi it awak(mcd in idm are
f(‘r the greater part not borrowed from his models. Hut it is overloaded
with the learned accessories of Alexandrian learning, and the de jp foelinga
of the poet are unduly thrust into the background by blatant mythological
embellishmants.

Far more splendid and brilliant is the talent of Ovid (P! Ovidius Naso,
43 B.c.-lT A.D.) who cultivated a wonderful borderland between didactic
and elegiac poetry. But all his poems have one trait in (Uimmon, although
the MetamorpJioBeB and Fmti may differ from the amatory poems, the Tmtia

f^he they, for the first time, display in a more and more
decided fashion the arts of the schools of the rhetoricians.

Ovid, was a talented poet, to whom verses and thoughts came rapidly
and without difficulty, but he was entirely wanting in depth of feeling.
Even the poems, which came most from his heart, those laments which he

Bcarcely arouse true sympathy,
Tor the intrinsic unreality from which die poetry of Ovid sufers even here
torcea itself upon the reader. He recognised the conditions of the new
nionarohy unreservedly, and no pout is so well qualified as he to give us a
mccure of^ the views and manner of thought of tlie circle which surrounded
tiie imperial hou^^. Sensuality and pleasure arc the scarlet threads which
run through the 0 vidian poems, and the pain which tortures him in banish-
ment is entirely the effect of being shut out from the luxurious way of life
wiiicnjDrevailed in those circles whose conv,ersations and intrigues were the'
very lu.e of his poetry.
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, The aatire alHO, that moHt characteristic jmxluction of the niiiionulsi}^^^

of Rome, was now cultivated in a faHhion partly orijjfinal l)y Horace (Qc Ttorft-'
""

tius Flaccns, born cm the 8th of December, 01“) b.c., died on tlui 27tli of No-

vember, G B.c,). Deep feelinpf or an clTcctivc (somprchenHioii of the tiintw,

its weaknesses and duties, would bt^ sou^^ht for in vain, for the salons of tlie

Augustan period no longer possesHcd these qualities, and it is a, pictutxi of tin?

conversations of the salons that lias been bequeathed to us in the Horatian

satires. Some gossip of a liiglun* or lower order, for tlu^ most part in a

seemly though piquant form whicJi seldom becomes real malice, forms tlu‘

subject-matter of all the poems which have come down to us. Tlu^ poeti

rises to a higher level in the didactic epistles, of which those of the s(u.;ond

book, with their exhortations to the stuoy of Grtsde models and their t astid'ul

and striking msthetic reliections, belong to th(^ (hud pn.'luet ions of the t ina*.

;

and in ripeness and clearness of judgment, careful polish amd (h‘.ar arrange-

ment, they leave all others far behind them. Greatly iiderior to the satin^s

are tlie partly satirical Epodea^ in which the personal edenunit is too promi-

nent, and in which the poet betrays great want of solf-n^sl raint. mid tiisUu

After Horace, the satire, such as he coneeived it;, hmnd no imitator
; the

period which followed broup .. with it too many eonllicts to allow mildm^ss

and tolerance to find a ])ln,ce. The preaching of morals is oiirricd into the

domain of poetry
;
A. Fersius Fhmeus, the only rej)reseniative of this class

of writing, gives us a very poor idea of the age if it really rc'gninhul him as a

satirist: but we are H(;arcely justified in drawing this (•.oueliision, since at: the

most he met with ai»probatiuu only from tlu^ ranks of tlu^ opposillon. Ji is

the same taste, which Lncan represents, tnuisfernid to the satiric ; tlu' arro-

gance and s(df-suilieiency of a,n adcqit belonging to a eireh^ of noble stoii^s,

who had scarcely got beyond the scholar’s bench, hollow pathos, rbtdorical

ornamentation, versiluMl expoundings of the stoic popular morality. IN'rsius

lacked practically all tbe attributes of a potd. A mi^hioma^ pm’formanct^ which
might 1)0 reckoned as a, satins was llu5 Tram^lation inti> the ^oeieti/ of (hurnti^

of the deified Oiamiim {Did CUvud Apokoiohjnimn), a petty, nn'cng'c-

fill pam])lilet against tlu‘ unforlnnatt^ primus, prepa,rcd moreover after his

death. The chr/zling wit w'th which the potd- strikt's at: gods a,nd num might
have elicited apju'oval ill bis own day; but the reaiU'r’H upptu’niost feeling

will always be that this salirti sprang frommism'able cowardice and pcrihlious

flatt:C ry.

I'hc only really iiitclleetual work of a Haiirieal eharaidin* tha.1 this period

produced was the satires of Uelronius, written in the reign of Nt*ro, No
other work so clearly laairs the Htuni]) of its lime. At least ihc poor phi-

losojhy, whidi most, of tin*, pmds hav(' collected from tinjii’ |)ldluso[»hieal com-
pimdiiuns and their rlulorieal (‘.xm-cises, lias no j)a.rt in this woili, although
the lahoiired and supeilicial c.nltiire of the time dings to Us author through*
out. The source of Jiis wisdom is life. T’o him, luuu is the crown of creation,

and he has siudiiul him in all ])haHes a,nd degre(‘s ; what t'xists beside* man
has only interest for him imiHimidi as it can serve to beaut if} human life and
make it agreeabhn Happiness and enjoyment are the watdiword of tin*

whole work, not in the coarsely material stuisti siudi as it is embodied in lh-i«

malchio and his fellows, but a life whieb, while it is seasoned with all material
joys, is also ennobled by all the contributions of art and eiiltivatiou. A ridi

and varied experience of life gives tins work its great value; the ago is

reflected even to the most minute niceties of its language. Inventive [>ower,

description of detail, humour, and a fine irony, as widl as an imeommonly
skilful treatment, secjurc for some parts of these satires the praise of a master
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work ; and if the frivolous and lascivious tone did not always bring ua back
to the court of Nero and the doings of the time, we might think that in

this we had before us a model of the best age. Especially cbaracteristio is

the fine understanding of Greek art and culture, and tlio enthusiasm for

Latin poetry, which expresses itself partly by means of a peculiar skill in

versification and brilliancy of colouring, partly in bitter mockery of the

affectations of contemporary poets and their dull, spiritless, and senseless

exaggerations. The poet always preserves elegance and purity of language

;

when he goes out of his way to attain it, his good taste preserves him from
errors, and that same taste also disclosed to him the cause and effect of the

decline of rhetoric.

Only one quality is wanting in Fetroniua; like the Casanova literature of

our own and t.ie preceding century, his work has no nniral purpose. iEsop’s

fables were now also put into Latin, for Phaedrus, often without a complete
understanding of the original, in somewhat clumsy verses and with feeble

wit, arranged the Greek fables for school and home use amongst the Romans.
The satirical point of the different pieces is now almost entirely incompre-
hensible to us in our ignorance of conditions in the city of Rome.

Tlie lyric proper was far the most popular form of poetry under the
empire ; for every one thought himself called upon to write songs and occa-

sional verses. We gain some notion of this style of poetry from Horace.
In his poems he chronicles the political measures of Augustus as well as tlie

love affairs and social doings of himself and his friends. Hub whilst in the
accounts of the latter it is frequently impossible to decide how much is fact,

how much poetry, and, at times, imitation of his Greek models,— huico so
little true life beats through tlieni,— in the former there is something at least

which is in harmony with its subject. The poet has a linn and strong fcol-

iing for the greatness and honour of Rome, if perhaps he does not always see

it in the true light
;
this gives some of his poems a colouring of truth and of

a deep, sincere feeling.

Dependence on the Greeks of the beat age could scarcely have been
greater'

;
in, diction and versification he is most careful

;
but that subtle

relation between the language and the sense, which was indisjoensable in

the Greek models, has been abandoned ; tricks of versification iiiave deter-

mined the form and expression more frequently than poetic impulse and
spontaneous feeling,

,

But that all poetic creation and feeling were not entirely wanting to
the age is shown by the numerous small poetic productions found on tomb-
stones. Hero true human feeling still revealed itself, and found an expres-

sion which speaks to the heart and is often deeply affecting. It is the same
with the smaller poems in the Latin anthology ; of course the ideas are not

great and imposing any more than were the occasions which gave rise to

them. But this much may be gathered from them, that the language of

poetry coultl still appeal to the heart, and purity and corrc'ctness were still

adhered to. Of the spread of poetic activity we can scarcely form too vast

an idea ; the study of poetry was now an essential part of education, and
since Asinius Follio had introduced the custom of public readings, there

was an audience for every individual aspirant. And if the decliuo of the

art of poetry was to be brought about, this impulse would have effected it

more surely than the principate whose influence on the decline of the art

may be only too easily and willingly overestimated.
With the empire' there came a change in tlie writing of history, inas-

much as freedom of thought and judgment was limited by the despotic rule,
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and the door was flun^ open to llabtory and (ailuninj
; and in iudividnal

reigns it might have been dangerous to relate tlie history t.)f the republic ov

of former emperors. But these circumstances alone (uiiuiot ex] >lain the

insigriiiicance of historical writing any more than the removal of t.ic (jentre

of politics to the imperial cabinet.

The Romans have really never posses.Mctl histories in the true sense of

the term, and consequently there was at this period no room for any (Con-

siderable damage to that species of composition. T. Ijivius (hO it a.d, )

affords distinct evidence of this. In his own time he received uu(|naliliod

admiration and in 8ub.se(pient ages his name sheltered itself ladiiad that of

history; in the later days of the empire his prestige continually iu(treaH(Ml,

and finally almost the only woi'ks in Latin dealing with the pesriod of the

republic and the triumvirate, and the beginuings of the Augusi.an era, are

transcripts and exetirpts from his writings. Augustus off(ired no excep-

tion to the opinion of the day ; although he called lum a Pompeian, lu^ not
only granted him all conceivable freedom, but on all occusions t('stifnsl his

personal esteem for him. And yet Livy is no historian, lie undtu*t<H>k the

formidable task of writing a complete history of the Eornau st.atc up to lus

time, but in conse(]ueuee of its formidable compass the work was lUHicssarily

unsuccessful, as older works were often wanting, and Livy had not tlm

ability to turn the existing material to acxjount.

Every Roman historian had great difliculties to enconnttjr with regard

to the period of antiquity, and tins extended more or Icjhh to the time of

Sulla. Down to a certain period, patriotism required adhenmec to a tradi-

tional form whi(‘h could not stand investigation ; for (dher epochs the (L’ceks,

especially Polybius, had formed a eomuqdiou which had ac(| oired a ('anouitnil

value. Only critical judgriaeni and a gemu’al sclnmie of treatment on a
grand scale could iiave been efToctive ; but Livy was not the man for this.

To him history was anotlicr name for the arranging of annalistic', reports
which he put together ; the most obvious contradictions w(u*e r(qc(}ted, and a
certain system introduced into the chronology and adhered to as far as

might be without too groat scrnpulouaness ; wher<^ he had (hdm' aulbors
of merit, such as Polybius, to draw upon, his work was benelitml ; where
this was not the case, he did not scruple to combine accounts CHsentially

contradictory. He considered his principal oflict^ to bo delineation, ncit

arrangement, investigation, and criticism, and the rhetorical eluboration
made up, in the eyes of the reader, for the want of exactiuiss and a definite

conception./

mrhivale’b iubtimatk of ijvy

It was in the schools of rhetoric, wo may believe, that Livy learned that
indifference to historical accuracy, that saerifioe of the substance to the form
of truth, which has cast so fatal a shade over the lustre of his immortal
work. As a friend of the ancient oligarchy, and an aristocrat in prejudices
and temper, it seems improbable that he would liave carried his Homan
history down to his own times, had he not submitted to tlirow a vtiil over
his sentiments, and made his book such as Augustus himself might sanction
for the perusal of his subjects* The emperor, indeed, is said to have called
him a Pompeian, and to have complained of the colours in winch he por«
trayed the men of the opposite side; but this could only have been in
jest

; the favour in which ho was lield by the courtiers of the (unpire,
and his being suffered to assist the studies of the young prince, Claudius
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GenuauilUiB, hIiovv i-luit Iw was not. H(n‘iouHly n^pirdtul an a diHalToctod politi-

<dan, TLo Hoorn wliitfh Livy hoapa on tho iribiinoH and doinagoguoH, and Ins

i^ifuorant conUanpt for iho plolKs, cviiujo the h^aniiif^ of his mind to the aide

of: the nobility. But these are ohviuusly the views id the rhetorician rather

than of tlie lustoriau ; and Auj^ustus, trihnne and dmnajjfojj^uc aa ho was,
could disUnpfuish IxdAvasui the hollow connnon]>la,(‘(‘,H ef a perveriod education
and the at(irii jud^^mont of a genuine e.onvitdJoin ''riui loss of all the hitter

portions of this (‘.jrtensivo work must ho deplored lor tlui number of facts

it has swept iui.o oblivion ; but the facts wini Id have hium valualdo rather

from iht*, iufereuees which modem senmee nfiglit dediuie from them, than
from the light in which the author would himself have phuusl them, Livy,

taking the pen in middle Hfc^, and eonf.inning to ihmr forth his volumes
in interminahlo Kueecssioii, perhaps to the (viid of his long canser,— for

horn in the year u.c., ho died in 17 left iff sBll apparmitly un-
finished, at the close of his hundred ami forty-Hci'.ond luiok, and with the
demise of I>rus\is Gormauieusd B. may be eonjiu-tiirtsl that tlie latter por-

tions of the work were overtakmi by the garndiiy of old age, and were
suff(U’i*d to fall into oblivion from ilu'.ir want of political or literary value.

It is in the earlier hooks, Jmweviu', that the spiriii of Livy found the

sphere most eongcuial to it; the first and third (Uuia.des, eontahutig the early

history of the kings and e.onsuls, and again the grand epi(5 of the war with
Hannihal, luive always retained their prcH'mincne.t^ in gemtral esteem as

the noblest speeimens of narration, d’lie grmitest mimls «)f Rome, at this

pe.riod stamnul to have kimlled with Inspiration from the genius of the

founder of the empire.; and (d‘ thi'.sc Livy at lea.st appisirs in have cou-

ceivisl imeonseaously the idea of attaching his eouut.rymen to the early

ree.ords of tlu‘ir city, by eneirejing it with a halo t>f poethail assoeiations.

'riie imagination itf iht} Romans of t hat age was luIhuntHl l>y th(^ (conservative

nuuction which sought to throw a bridges over Ifm t‘haos of the last, ctmtury,

and nwivo tlie sense of national euntinuity.

The thanks the race (jf Romulus ow(mI to Livy, for nmkinp; them ao-

cpiainted with their ancestors and j)roud of tlmir (h^seamt, wiu't^ akin to ihose

whitdi Englishmen acknowledge to the historical drainas of Sluikspfairo. He
took tlie dry chronieles, in whicdi alone tlu'.Ir first aJTairs W(U'e written, draw
forth from them the poetic life of half-forged leu traditions, a,ml eJothed it

again in forms of ideal beauty. Ilis narnit.ivaa glowing in all tla^ (‘oloiu's

of imagination and famy, is just as faithfid to its aulhiU'il.icH as i.la^ drama-
tised histories of the English bard to theirs ; imhuu], tlu^ niytlis id’ Homulua
ami Tanpiin cannot lie fa,rther from the truth of favls than the tragedies

of ijiuir and Gymheliue
;
and when he begins to tread t he domain of sober

histoiy, Ins painted Hannihals and Seipios approneh as nearly to the men
themselves as tlie Richards ami lienrys of our own mighty nuiHter.

The charms of Livy’s style beeaum tins bappy eonjnmiiion of cireum-
stamics under which ho wrote, and comhimid with il to give him that

' Niiibulir’s/i. remarks on the datra of Livy’s hbttiry (Wow. Ili»L iv.) may ho compared with
the more common view given in Smith’s Dictionary and elsewhere. I think the heginulnKof
the work must be placed in 'JO-24 hut udoptluK the idea that It was originally divided into

decades, the, fact now demonstrated, tliat it reached to a Imndretl and forty-Hocond hook, seems
to show that it was not left complete according to the author's inttniUonH. It is also well re-

marked that the death of Drusus does not furnish a point of sulhaiant importance for the ter-

mination of the great epic of Roman history. Tlds view is Huppori,ed by tlie interesting state-

ment of Pliny, that in one of his latter books Livy had declared ; Hatls jam sibi glori* ciumsltum

;

et potui8R(*, se dosinere, nisi animus iuquies pasoeretur opero. (Plln. Jlint. Nut prmi) A period
of more than forty years thus devoted to the dahoratioii of a single work is not unparalleled,
iroissart was engaged forty years upon his Chroniclm.
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pre-eminence among Roman liistorians wliicli ha never afterwardn lont.

Events and characters of deepest interest hecama immutably fixed in the lines

in which he had represented them. Henceforth every lioinau receive<l from

Livy his tot youthful impressioha of his country’s career, which thus became
graven forever in the mind of the nation. It was in vain that tlio inaccuracy

of these relations, and in many oases their direct falsehood, were pointed out

by the votaries of truth, or by jealous and unsuccessful rivals; henceforth ii,

was treason to the majesty of Rome to doubt that Porsenna was driven in

confusion from her walls, or that the spoils of the Capitol were wrested again

from the triumphant legions of Brennus.J/

Such are the estimates placed upon the work of Livy Iw those who view

him from the coldly analytical standpoint of the to(ihnical historian. Bui
we must not leave the l^reatest writer of Latin prose without seeking a more
sympathetic interpretation of his iullucnce. Let us turn to the estimate of

one who was himself an historian kindred in spirit to Livy-- one who ap-

proached history from the standpoint of the artist and humanitarian,-— M-
Taine. Here is his estimate of

LIVY AB THK ARTISTIO LIMNER OF THE ROMAN FEOFLE

There are three ways of representing character fsays Taine] : the author
may stop to think and compose a portrait, in a j^hdosophioal style, as Thu-
^dides does ; he may paint people by their actions, a method followed by
Tacitus and the poets ; or he may portray them by exposing tbeir opinions

in speeches ; this is Livy’s and the orator’s talent.

The 'finest of all his portraits is that of the Roman people. Each speeclu

each oratorical narrative revises and perfects it, and it is easily seen that Livy
has not taken it from the ancient authors but that it is entirely his own. In
the combat of Horatius Codes, what pride and what vigour I It is not likely

that the Romans in one year had become such unruly republicans. But how
well the fable is hidden under a noble passion 1 Throwing towards the
chiefs of the Etruscans savage and threatening glances, sometimes provoking
them one after another, sometimes insulting them collectively, “ Slaves of

insolent kings, forgetting your own liberty, you come to attack that of

others I
” If this passage is theatrical, it is grand, and eloquence nobly

adorns “ the beginning of this liberty.”

Dionysius makes Mucins an ingenious Greek, who terrifies good Por-
senna and saves hims(df by a stratagem with a double result, In Livy
Mucius is a hero. ** Seized by the guards and brought before the king’s
court, even then, in the midst of such dangers, he was more to be feared
than to be frightened, ‘I am a Roman citizen,’ he said, ‘ I am called 0.
Mucius, enemy, I wished to kill an enemy, and I am as ready to die as to
kill. A Roman can dare all and suffer all. I am but the first to bring
against thee their courage ; behind me is a long train of men who seek the
same honour. Prepare thyself if thou wilt, for the struggle. At each hour,
thou wilt fight for life and thou wilt have a dagger and an enemy in the
vestibule of thy palace. We young men declare this kind of war against
thee. Pear neither army nor combat, this affair is between each of us and
thee alone.’

“ The king, at the same time excited by anger and terrified by fear, ordered
him to be surrounded by fiames, if he did not at once explain these ambigu-
ous threats of conspiracy. ‘Look,’ said Mucius, ‘in order to understand
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what a small thing the body is to those who behold a great glory/ He put
his hand in a brasier lighted for the sacrifice, and left it there, as if uncon-
scious of the pain/^ In Dionysius, Cloelia asks the guards permission to
bathe, requests them to withdraw a little whilst she disrobes herself, and
then quietly crosses the Tiber. In reading the inventions of clever poltroon-
ery, one respects Livy for having written as a Roman.

It is pride and not interest which makes the Roman people revolt against
a master. See in what manner Cineinnatus judges tyranny. Does Livy
forget that he lived under Augustus? When Melius was stretched out on
the market-place, “He has been justly killed,” says the dictator; “a man
should not be treated as a citizen, who, born of a free people, in the centre
of privileges and laws, conceived the hope of ruling, knowing that kings had
been driven froni that city ; that the same year, the king’s nephews, sons of
the consul who liberated the country, being denounced for having plotted to
re-establish kings, had been beheaded with an axe by their father

; and that
the Consul Tarquinus CoUatinus, in hatred of his very name, had been
obliged to leave his magistracy to go into exile.”

All these arguments are derived from the dignity of the Roman people,
issue of the gods, exultant master-elect of the world, whose high self-esteem
is its dominating passion. This people kills a tyrant, not in the cause of
justice, but in older that it may become a tyrant itself for love of empire. This
need of commanding is so natural to the Romans that it seems to them to be
a divine right. When the Latins, who for over two hundred years made up
lialf of the army and achieved half the victories, claimed the equal rights
they deserved, the Roman people were as indignant as if it were sacrilege,
llie consul frankly says that if the Roman senators were mad (uiough to obey a
man of Setia, he would come, sword in hand, into the senate, and that he would
kill every Latin he saw in the curia with his own hand. Then turning towards
ff uniter’s stat.ue, he cries : “ Listen to these crimes, .lupiter, liear them, Right
and Justice I B'oreign consuls, a foreign senate, inaugurated in Jupiter’s
temple, thyself captive and oppressed, that is what thou wouldst see.”

This sublime insolence proves that these men had souls worthy of kings.
A government like a man has its own personality. One feels in the orations
of Demosthenes the generous indignation and eloquent pain of an artistic
and philosophical people, which appeals to the gods and to men against brutal
strength, envelops itself in its own glory before falling. The decrees of tlie

Roman senate are the verdicts of a judge who overwhelms the heart by his
imperious hardness before crushing the enemy with his armies.

When Popilius, tracing a circle around the king of Syria, ordered him
to answer him before stepping over it, he did nothing very extraordinary.
All the Romans treated foreigners as subjects.

From this public and private pride, born with the foundation of Rome,
nourished by a succession of victories and by habitual domination, there
resulted a particular kind of courage. The Romans do not light through an
outburst of bravery and of imagination, as the Athenians, or for the need of

action and activity like the barbarians, but by maxims of pride and obstinacy.
Their defeats are admirable. At Lalce Trasimenus, battalions of soldiers
charge through the victorious army by which they are surrounded. At
Oann®, ranged in a circle, fifty tliousand men die to the last man, those in

front ceaselessly falling and those behind taking their place.
The Romans fight for honour and duty, incapable of yielding, because the

heart of men revolts against the slightest approach and appearance of pardon,
because humiliation is worse than ruin, because it is better to lose everything
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than to yield an inch. That in ^y]\y Rome becomcH pronder in reverse ami

only consents to trcjat in ordiu' to [)urdou, why slie will only sufYer around her

proteges, suppliants, and subjluds, and “carries her empire as far as tin*

earth and her courage as high as the sky.” Pride renders one calm, llie

man who aims at b(dng worthy remains serious, and the Romans without

emotion or enthusiasm accomplished tins greatest results. Pride Hanciih(‘s

the fatherland because the citk/.eii gets from it glory and ascendency, with-

out which ho cannot exist. Pride saeriiiecs the family because it considers

as weakness the uiYoctions on which it is founded.

Livy shows in his speeches how simple, quiet, and deliberate self-sacrifice

is in Rome. Q. Fabius presided over tlie comitia ; the first hundred nomi-
nate his nephew Otaeilius consul. lie stops the voting and coldly says,

“ We have tried thee, Otaeilius, in lesser posts, and thou certainly hast done
nothing which justifies us giving thee more important ones. For three

reasons did wo equij) the fleet you commanded this year ; in order to lay the

African coast, in order to protect the shores of Italy, and above all that mo
reinforcements, food, or money be sent through from Carthago to Hannibal.
Name Otaeilius consul, if he has rendered to the state— I don’t say all

these services, but a single one. It maiters more it) thee, Otacdlius, than
to any one else that a burden under which you would be crushed be not
laid on your slioulders. Herald, recall to the vot(^ the century of the young
men of Anio.” As Otaeilius cries out with rage that Fabius liimself

wishes to remain in the consulship and throws himself iqion him, the con-
sul orders the lictors to approach, and he informs Otaeilius that, not hav-
ing entered the city, his arms and arrows have been carried ou in advance.
Fabius is so sure of his disinttu'estedness that he does not fear appearing
ambitious and tyrannical, and the people judging the same, at once elect him
consul.

The son of Manlius has fought against his father’s orders. He apiwars
with his spoil. Without saying a word to him, the father turns away and
orders the army to Ix^ assembled, and at once the following sentence, “"Since
without respect for consular authority or paternal majiisly, T. Manlius, thou
hast against orders, oiitsuh^ thii ranks, fought tlu^ enemy, and destroyed, as
far as was in thy power, military diseijdine, upon which "until to-day Roman
deeds have always stood

;
sineis thou hast forced me to forget either the

republic or myself and mine, led us rather bear the penalty of the crime
ouraelvos than that the reinihlic [lay so heavily for our fault. We shall be
a sad but salutary examjde to coming generations. Without doubt, a father’s
natural love and that, proof of c(»urage deceived by empty glory move me
in thy favour. But since it is necessary by thy death to sanction the orders
of the consuls or by thy ])ardon forever to nullify them, I do not think if there
runs a drop of our blood iu thy veins, that thou wdllst rofuse to restore by
thy jDuuishmeut military discipline, which has been overthrown by thy error.
Go,^jctor, tie him to tlie stake.”

This argument, which ends like a thunderbolt, is terrible becauw it is
so sudden. «Iudgo by this examples to what an extent Roman jseal was oar*
ried. In the soul of the magistrate there seemed to exist a permanent
tribunal which was ever ready to deliver judgment. They had no need
to raise themselves above their own level in order to attain self-denial

; it
came naturally to them.^ In tlio same way the savages of America tran-
quilly offered up their limbs for torture and by education, temperament,
habit, and nature mocked at what the martyrs " witli all their exaltation
dared hardly face.
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The soothsayer having declared that the viet.orious army must lose its

general, Manlius and his brother general witliout any signs of emotion, sum-
mon their officers on the eve of buttle and agree that there, where they saw
tlie army give way, one or the other should sacrifice himsclti.

By pride of citizenship, Livy brings out the hue sides of this character;

by precision of oratory, he reveals the characteristic features, for he is

obliged to arrange lus subject to suit his audience and to touch Roman pas-

sions by Roman arguments. Consider in Camillus’ discourse, that religion

which is really but a doctrine, so minutely and carefully following the con-

secrated form, so attached to outward rites, observing not tlie s];)irit but the

letter which alone prevents the people from emigrating to Veii. As it is

political and local it attaches the government and citizen to the soil.

We have a town founded according to omens and augurs in which there

is not a corner where the gods and their worship are not to be found. Our
solemn sacrifices take place on certain days. Will you forsake, Romans,
all these private and public gods ? How little your actions resemble that

of the young M. C, B^abius whom the enemy watched with as much admi-

ration as you, when, amongst the Gallic javelins, coming down from the

citadel he offered up on the Quiriual the solemn sacrifice of the house of

Bhibia. The vestals can only have one abode, one from which nothing can

eject them except the surrender of the town. Jupiter’s flamen cannot spend
one night outside Romo without crime. Would you make these Roman
priests Veientine priests, and would you abandon vestal virgins? Oh,
Vesta! And the flamen living in another country, shall he every night

commit an impious act which tlie republic must atone for with him ? Here
is the Capitol, where a human head was once found, when the soothsayers

said that here would he the head of the world and the seat of the empire.

Here are Vesta’s sacred fire, the shields fallen from heaven, and, if you stay

here, the gods all-merciful.”

One sees that the love of country is as much religious as it is political

;

the gods live on the soil and are Romans ; what must be the strength of this

sentiment which unites all others I In our days they are separate. The
town wo live in, the religion we follow, and the country to which we belong

make up three distinct worlds, often unfriendly to each other. Amongst
the ancients, there was but one, the city. The family was sacrificed to it

;

it made one with religion ; the soul and thought of man were absorbed in

his country ; and from every point of view, the citizen alone was visible.

THE SPIKIT OF THE TIMES

Let us try in a few words to sum up the philosophy of the epoch as it is

given by our contemporaries. We are not leaving Livy behind us by show-

ing how bis work has been perfected. “ Great queen,” said Bossuet, before

Henrietta Maria’s tomb, “ I gratify your tenderest desires in praising this

great monarch, and your heart, dust though it is, awakes to hear me.” Livy

would not listen with indifference to the modern philosophers who explain,

perfect, and complete the history of his country. To act with a personal

interest in view, and consequently to organise the means of so doing is^ the

dominant trait in the history and genius of Rome, Therefore its spirit is

that of calculating reflection rather than of poetical invention and philo-

sophical speculation, and its character consists of a reasoned will, not of feel-

ings or affections.
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From this arises that never-ending slni^^gle with tlie xml’ruitfniness of a

naturally sterile land, that contempt for him wlio loses his putrimuny, th(i

fame of him who incroasos it, economy, frugality, greed, avari(‘e, the ’spirit

of chicanery, all the virtues and all the vices whi(!h gonorato and preserve

wealth, the tendency tt) regard property as a saiired trust, and the boundary

of a field as a limitation of diviiie origin, the prottictiou of lands ami credit

by severe laws, legal deeds drawn up in luinnte and inviolable forms— in a

word, every institution calculated for the protection of ac([uired pro; )(U'ty,

In other countries the natural family, cstahlisluid on ilic basis oi‘ a com-
mon origin, is ruled by the affections; but the Koman family, ahsolutcly

civil, founded on a community of obedience and of rit.es, is only the ehaitid

and the property of the father, governed according to his will, subordinate

to the state, ever bequeathed by law in the presence of the state, a kind of

orovince in the hands of the father which supplies soldiers for the public

oenefit.

Made up of different races, united by violoncjo, the work of forccj and will,

and not of relationship and nature, tlio Roman state contained two organised

bodies, struggling regularly and legally, not through passion, but through
interest, and united under the best devised and organised constitution that-

has ever been known. By the state’s systematic and methodituil mode of

conquest for the sole object of preserving and exploiting, military art was
carried to the highest possible point, and political skill and administrative

talent united to bring together by force the whole of the then known world
into an empire organised by one dominant city.

Roman policy consisted in turning the con()\ierod nations into Ronnm
soldiers, and foreign princes and magistnites into Roman ministers, thus
strengthening the controlling power at the least possible expense. Military

art consisted in subjecting the bravest and strongest soldiers to the strieicHt

obedience, that is to say, in obtaining the greatest amount of strength from
the vast forces at command. All her wisdom was exerted to increase her
power and to spare herself. An institution of will, a machine for conquest,
a matter of organisation, the state occupied all thought, absorbed all love,

and claimed submission in every act and institution.

The sway of jpersonal interest and national egoism jiroduces a contempt
for humanity. I’he human species, when imconquereci, is looked unon as

material for conquest, conquered it is a prey to bo made use of md alcused.

Slaves are trampled upon with atrooious cruelty, entire nations are destroyed,
vanquished kings are led in triumph and put to death.

The gods are abstractions, and utterly without poetry, such as tmlm
reflection discerns in the humblest agricultural or domestic operations,

scourges adored through fear, foreign gods received into the temple tlirough

interested motives as vanquished foes were received into the city, and sul)-

ject to the Jupiter of the Capitol as nations were to Rome. The priests

were laymen divided into classes, and ofiiciated only under the authority of the
senate, which regulated all expiatory ceremonies and alone, with the people,
could make innovations. Worship consisted of minute ceremouies, scrupu-
lously observed because all poetical and philosophical s >irit wideh is the
interpreter of symbols, was wanting ; dull, unilluminated reason attaching
itself only to the letter. The senate used religion as a political machine, and
like all else it was but an instrument of government.

In the world of art we find nothing indigenous, except family memoirs,
written in the interests of a race, dry chronicles drawn up for publio use,
rituals, account books, collections of laws, books of moral sayings, memo-

H. W.— VUL, VI. I
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randa of political satires— in short, government documents, maxims of con-
duct, and political essays.

Everything else is foreign, imported, or conquered. The theatre origi-

nating in Etruria and in Greece was simply imitaiod and then forsaken ?or

bear fights which later became processions, magnificent in weapons and 'orna-

ments, parades of triumph and war. Monuments of art were pillaged in

Greece, and in Cicero’s time were still despised; while in poetry, there

was no original fiction, no invention of characters. The only tilings in

which the national genius rivals the imitation of foreign models are ora-

tory,— the arm of the forum,— satire, — versified pleading and instruc-

tion in morals,— and history, tlie i-ecord of political 5:acts, wliich, however,
is at Rome only a collection of memoirs or an exorcise in oratory; and
all these things are concerned with the practical and with govornment.
If Rome possessed poets, it was solely when her particular genius gave
way before a now movement. The only entertainments slie invented were
triumphs and games in the circus, whore victory was continued by the

humiliation and death of the vanquished, where tlie spectator was the con-

queror and assassin.

All scientific writings were translations, ddiere were compilers such as

Varro and Pliny, imitators such as Cicero and Lucretius
;
some small

advance was made in agriculture, rhetoric, medicine, and architecture— all

applied sciences. In the place of metaphysics, the clumsy physics of

Epicurus and of the stoics were c()pie<l. The practical side of philosophy
was alone studied, mend philosophy, and that with a purely practical object.

The only strictly Homan science is jurisprudence, and that is altogether
practical and poiitical. It is, moreover, so long as it remains Roman, but
a collection of dry formulic, a more manual For lawyers and not a branch of

science.

From the character of Roman genius springs its history. The family
and religion being subordinate to the state, art and science being null, or

entirely practical, and the state having no other object than to conquer and
to organise what it had conquered, Roman history is the history of con-
quest and its effects.

The middle class was either ruined, or perished during the progress of

this great war. From the time of the Gracchi, besides a population of poor
people and freed slaves, there remained only a wealthy class, wielding great
power by reason of their immense riches, their command of great armies,
their control of taxation, and of the destinies of the commonwealth in gen-
eral. At first united but afterwards divided, at the end of a century’s
struggle one of these classes emerged victorious. Thus power, founded by
sheer force, passed to the armies, the embodiment of force. In the mean-
while, the universe, depopulated and ruined by conquest, by civil wars, by
the pillage of the proconsuls, by the demands of the imperial treasury, sup-

plied no more soldiers. With the fall of militarism, an oriental despotism,

characterised by a cunning administration, was founded. Through war and
its results, conquerors and conquered, nations and liberties, had all perished.

Nothing remained in force but a system of effete institutions under the

caprice of a ruler who was often hardly a man.
The ancient institution of the family disappeared under the influence of

Grecian ideas and oriental customs. The judicial dicta of lawyers and
prsBtors conflicted with the authority of the husband and father ; civil

family ties became dissolved in excess of pleasures and love of conquest.
In spite of the laws of Augustus, marriages decreased, and were only
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excuses for adultery and divorce. Mysticism, poverty, tlie discourapcoinent
of the curials, added despair to the effects of debauchery and created a con-
tempt for life.

By these changes in domestic life and under the influence of foreign
philosophers, the Roman idea of property changed. First of all in the
hands of the father (manoipium), possessions next became a family inherit-
ance (dominium), and ended by belonging entirely to the individual (pro-
prietas). Though benefited in theory, in juuictico property ceased to exist,
Decause according to the law tlie emperor was master over it, because the
treasury took its fruits, because taxation, tyranny, ignorance, and a growing
depopulation rendered it sterile or reduced it to nought.

The ancient religion assimilated with the religions of Greece and the
East, disappeared in the pantheon of the gods enlarged by dead emperors,
and there remained of it only ofiicial pomp and an excuse for porseouthum.
The jealousy of despots, the degradation of servitude, the loss of all inter-
ests and of all hope, the abuse of pleasures, the downfall of Greece and of
the East, extinguished all that was yet known of art and science. I'he
jurisconsults alone laid down a code of laws, the last result of the spirit of
organisation.

Thus, conquest, the fruit of Roman genius, destroyed both the genius
of peoples, and the. peoples themselves

j leaving behind it because it was
a system, a system of institutions on a dead foundation. But in this do-
b^ement of every force and of every earthly hope, man took refuge within
himself. Helped by oriental mysticism, he discovered in a new religion a
new world,

This is what the modern philosophers have added to Livy. The criticism
commenced by him, renewed by Beaufort, nearly perfected by Niebuhr, and
the philosophy hidden under his eloquence, which was turned by Machiavelli
into a practical channel and is still imperfect in Montesquieu, become each
day more exact and more profound. The corrections thus made honour
those by whom they are made without lowering those who suffer them.
The first authors are the fathers of science, and Livy alone has done more
for Roman history than all those who have desired to set him right.«

Eoman ConrASB

(In the Brltlah Hu»«am)



Roman Death Mask

CHAPTER XXXII

THE LAST YEARS OF AUGUSTUS

Octavia::^ divorced his first two wives, the daughter of Fubl. Sorvilius,
to whom he had been married at eighteen, and Clodia, daughter of Antony's
wife Fulvia by her first husband P. Olodius the triumvir, after a short period
of wedded life; and a year after she had borne liim a daughter, dulia by
name, he put away his third wife Scribonia, being captivated by the chaa^toa

* of Livia, the wife of Ti. Claudius Nero, who came into his house as his fourth
wife with the consent of her former husband. Her two sons, Tiberius (born
42 B.o.) and Drusus, whom she brought into the world tliree months lifter

her union with Augustus, were brought up in the house of their fathe^r CL
Nero, but were received by Augustus into ms own house on the death <

3
>f the

former, who had appointed him their guardian.
The person who had the likeliest prospect of the succession seemed to

be M. Marcellus, the son of the emperor’s sister Ootavia by her firsi mar-
riage. He was treated with the utmost distinction by Augustus, who/loaded
him with honours in quick succession and married him at an early a^e to his
daughter Julia, to the great mortification of the haughty and ambitious
Livia, who, having borne no children to her imperial spouse, desired to
secure the first place after the monarch and the reversion of the throne for
her sons Tiberius and Drusus.

A second rival to the youthful Marcellus arose in the person of his own
brother-in-law Agimpa, the famous general to whom Augustus chiefly owed
his victories over Sext. Pompeius and Antony, and whom he himself had
encouraged to cherish the most daring hopes by high distinctions and proofs
of favour. When the enmity between Agrippa and Marcellus grew too
plainly manifest, the emperor despatched the former to Asia under pretext of
an honourable mission. But Agrippa, looking upon this as a kind of banish-
ment, ruled the province through his le^te, while he himself remained at
Lesbos, his gaze riveted upon Rome. Fate intervened to save Augustus
from pamful experience of the affronted pride of an ambitious man. Mar-
cellus died in the year 23, universally lamented by the Roman people, whose
darling he was.

^

It was shrewdly suspected that he had fallen a victim to
the rancour and intrigues of Livia, who, by birth a member of the Clajdian
family, had inherited all the jpride and jealous ambition of their old patrician
blood. Augustus, dismayed by the disturbances at Rome in the year 22, and

110
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the evidences of a conspiracy against his life which then came to light, made
haste to be reconciled with Agrippa, and, by marrying him to Julia, assured

him of the first place after his own and the prospect of the succession.

Octavia, the emperor’s sister, moved by envy and jealousy of Livia, gladly

agreed to Agrippa’s divorce from her daughter Marcella, that so she might
tiiwart the ambitious schemes of the emperor’s consort, A few years later

Agrippa journeyed to the East, accompanied by Julia, to set in order the

complications and struggles for the throne which had arisen in various dis-

tricts from the Bosporus to Syria. His presence was a blessing to the

Asiatic provinces ancl dependent states; he reconciled the wrangling members
of the empire by admonitions and commands, and perpetuated the name of

his wife by founding on the site of the ancient and ruinous seaport of Berytus

the colony of Julia Felix, which was provided with a garrison of two legions

and became the centre of Roman dominion in Syria. As Agrippa was re-

turning to Italy after a stay of some years in the East, he succumbed to sick-

ness in the fifty-first year of his age. Ho died in Campania in 12 B.o.

Augustus rendered the highest honours to the man to whom he owed so

much, and who had devoted himself as fully to the welfare of the state as to

the cause of his imperial friend. He had the body interred with the most
solemn obsequies in the imperial vault, himself delivering the funeral ora-

tion, and not only made over the baths and gardens of Agrippa to the city

of Rome according to the wishes of the deceased, but distributed consider-

able donations of money among the people in bis name.
Livia now conceived fresh hopes for her sons. By her intrigiies she suc-

ceeded in procuring the divorce of Tiberius, her first-born, who was at that

iiine thirty years of age, from his wife, and his marriage with the emperor’s

widowed daughter, who had borne throe sons to Agrippa— Gains, Lticius, and
Agrippa, and two daughters, Julia and Agrippina. Augustus with difficulty

suppressed his dislike of his ambitious, overbearing, ana sullen stepson.

Within a very few years tlie circle of friends which Augustus had gath-

ered about him had been sadly thinned by death. Agrippa, Octavia, Drusus,
and Maecenas had sunk into the tomb within the space of four years (from
12 to 8 B.o.) . Thus with declining age the om])eror fixed his affections all

the more exclusively upon his two grandsons, Cains and Lucius, the children

of his daughter Julia and his friend Agrippa. He admitted them by adop-
tion into the Julian family, conferred the title of Caesar upon them, and had
them brought up under his own eye ; he even devoted part of his own leisure

to their instruction and education. They were his usual companions at

table, and were treated with such distinction that all men regarded them as

the future heirs of the empire. The populace and the senate vied with each
other in offering homage and adulation to the imperial grandsons of Augus-
tus, and they were loaded with fresh honours and dignities every year.

But this brilliant position was fated to be the ruin of the young princes.

It not only filled their own hearts with presumption and self-conceit ;
Livia

and Tiberius turned eyes of envy and hatred upon the favoured pair. When
Augustus, who was not blind to their sentiments, attempted to remove his

stepson from the capital by giving him the honourable task of conducting a

campaign in Armenia, the latter declined the proffered honour out of morti-

fied pride, and begged leave to spend some years in learned leisure in the

island of Rhodes, The leave was granted, and extended even beyond his

desires. For seven years ha stayed in the Greek island ; busy with philo-

sophical and mathematical studies, and observing the constellations in the

night hours under the guidance of Thrasyllus, to draw auguries for the
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future from their position. His absenoo was at first associated with demon-
strations of honour, through the splendour of the tribuiiician ofiico which
Augustus had conferred on him before his departurt^

; but in course of time
it assumed more and more the character of an exile, and Julia took advan-
tage of it to increase her father’s aversion for the husband she abliorred.

Frivolous, vain, and wanton, the oinporor’s daugliter had caused him
many a heartache by the levity of her conduct and her fondness for amuse-
ment ; but she had always been able to projntiate his wrath and regain her
ascendency by lier amiability, her talent for witty and d(ilightful conversa-
tion, her culture, and h(5r art oi; delicate flattery, lie shut his eyes when
she violated the outward propriety and dt‘,corum which he endeavoured to
diffuse over the private life of the imperial family, or when she showed her-
self in public surrounded by a swarm of aristocratic young men of lax
morals. If he were annoyed at some too wanton attires of hers, slio would
presently appear in the decorous garb of a Itoman matron and enlivou her
father by some jesting observation. The circle of blooming grandcluldron
with which she had surrounded Ins throne, and by which she seomed to have
ensured his line in the possession of the monarchy, inclined him to judge
her leniently and to make allowances for luu*.

But Livia’s intriguing temper found ways and means to destroy this bond
and to extinguish in the father’s lujart the long-cUerished btdief in his daugh^
ter’s innocence. She contrived to arouse iu him tlnj dark suspicion that
Julia was not only disgracing the honour of the imperial house by a licen-

tious way of life, but that she and lier lovers had actually conceived hostile

designs against his person and the security of the empire. For by this alone
can wo explain the harsh measures adopted l )y Augustus, who had liia daugh-
ter suddenly banished withoixt trial to the little island of Pandataria off the
Campanian coast, and informed the sexuito that through shameless wanton-
ness she had so far erred as to make the Forum and tribune the scene of noc-
turnal orgies and the witness of her gallantries. Her acujomplicos, real or

supposed, who were for the most part opponents of Tiberius, shared the same
fate of exile, or suffered the penalty of death, like the gifted and cultured
son of the triumvir, Julus Antonms, omiuent both as a statesman and a
soldier. The sympathy and compassion of the people accompanied the em-
peror’s daughter (then thirty-eight years of ago) into her place of pun-
ishment. lier guilt and transgression were her* portion in the life of a
degenerate age and city steeped in pleasures and vices, her penance was the
outcome of the envy and malignity of an intriguing stepmother.

Her life in exile, which was voluntarily shared by her mother Scribonia,
was rich in deeds of benevolence and charity. She (lied at Rhegium soon
after her father, full of sorrows and weary of life. The gifted and eloquent
Sempronius Gracchus, who had enjoyed her favour and love in happier days
and had consequently been banished to the African island of Cercina, died
about the same time by the hands of assassins sent by Tiberius to, despatch
him

; showing himself by his fortitude in death mot unworthy of the Sem-
pronian name which in his life he had brought to shame.

With the banishment of Julia commenced that senes of misfortunes
which ended by leaving the house of Augustus desolate and inflicted deep
wounds upon his paternal heait. In that same year her eldest son, the
eighteen-year-old Cains Ciesar, undertook a campaign in Asia at the head of
a considerable army, in order to reduce to submission the Armenians— who
had revolted from the dominion of Rome by the help of the Parthians—
and to chastise the refractory, Arab tribes. Armed with authority of the.
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proconsular imperium over all tlie provinces of the oast, so that absolute

power in matters milixary and civil rested in his hands and all local gov-
ernors were subject to his commands, the youthful commander-in-chief
crossed to Egypt by way of Samos, accompanied by M. Lollius and other
experienced and learned men whom Augustus had placed about him as coun-
sellors. Tiberius, who visited his stepson during his stay on the island, was
able to draw from the coolness of his reception tlie conclusion that Ins own
star was on the decline and that Caius Osesar was universally recognised and
honoured as the heir to the empire. From Egypt the expedition passed
through Palestine to Syria. All men bowed before the imperial youth who
seemed destined to inherit the empire of the world, and vied with one another
in proffering homage, courting favour, and bringing gifts. Access to the
youthful hnperator Avas purchased of Lollius at a high price.

The enemies of Rome were struck with awe at this display of might and
majesty. The Nabatteans of Petra voluntarily returned to their previous
position of dependence, and in a personal interview with the Roman com-
mander-in-chief on an island in the Euphrates, Phraates, king of Partliui,

concluded a peace on terms dictated by this mighty ruler and evacuated
Armenia, whicdi was then quickly conquered by tins legions after a faint
resistance, and was again numbered among Roman doiiendencics.

Caius Ciesar then made ready to return home. Feeble of body and
greatly distressed by a wound received at the siege of the town of Artaginii
on the Euphrates, he had no desire for more of the hardsh4>s and perils of
war; he longed for enjoyment and tranquillity rather than for honour and
military reputation. Both were denied him. Death overtook him at Lycia
on his homeward way. Before he died lie roooivod the mournful tidings
that his younger brother Lucius Caesar had suddenly fallen a victim to sick-
ness eighteen months earlier, at Massilia, on an ex^iedition into Spain.

Witli the death of the two Caesars the hopes of Tiberius blossomed anew.
Hence it is not improbable that they died of poison, administered at the
criminal instigations of Livia. Even contemporaries nourished this aus-
•picion. The passionate nature of the empress, who shrank from no crime
lowever heinous, was well known, as was also the revengeful and spiteful
temper of her eldest soil, who had returned to Rome shortly before the
death of Caius, and now did all ho could to step into the vacant place. The
mother’s intrigues and the son’s flattering arts of dissimulation did actually
succeed to some extent in overcoming the emperor’s aversion to his stepson.
He received him into favour and graciously acceded to Livia’s prord hopes
and desires by adopting him ana admitting him into the Julian family.
Julia, the granddaughter of Augustus, who resembled her mother in beauty,
in wit, as well as in levity and voluptuousness, and the younger Agrip pa
(styled Postumus, because Julia had brought, him into the world after t!ae

death of her husband) a turbulent youth of haughty and intractable dispo-
sition, rude manners, and violent passions, were no formidable rivals to the
artful Livia and her malevolent son.

When Agrippa’s outbreaks of fury were carried so far that neither the
emperor nor the empress were spared by them, the latter contrived that the
thoughtless and ungovernable youth, thouj^h adopted by Augustus at the same
time as Tiberius, should be kept under military supervision in the little island
of Planasia ; where Tiberius had put him out uf the way in the first year of
Ms reign by assassins despatched for the purpose, alleging instrif-otion left
by the deceased emperor as his excuse- The younger J ulia was banished
on the pretext of an illicit amour with Decius Silanus, to a desolate island in
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the nei^’h,bi)urli()C)d of Apulia, and cumpullod to pana llie roHt of her days—
twenty louj^ years— in exile.

Fortune, which had stood by AupfusUii^ faithfully throughout his public
career and had UmI him by many thorny paths to the Kuininit of earthly
glory, deserted him in his private life and in his domestic eir(de. Hatred
and envy, fanned by female passions, ranged his eourt in tiwo hostile fac-

tions, which employed against each other all the weapons of intrigue and
all the arts of treachery and dissimulation, and soared peace and harmony
away from the a[)artineutB of the impcudal palace,

Livia’s ambitions and passionate t(un])tH’ was so notorious that she was
actually suspcctxul of having out her husband's days short by poison, lest lie

should restore his grandson Agrippa, to whom he Ind Ixfen reconciled in

his island exile a little while before with tears and passionate embraces,
to his rights and honours. She was alone witli tlie emperor when death over-
took him ou a journey, at Nola in Low(U‘ Italy, in the seventy-sixth year of his

age
;
and by oarefuliy guarding the house and S|)r(uuHug false reports she

concealed the fact of his decease until lier son, wlio for several years had
been associated with his adoptive father as coadjutor in the empire, could
be summoned from Illyricum. Then the world was startled by the double
aunouncoment that Augustus was dead and that Tibi^rius had assumed the
reins of power.

The gorgeous obsequies of lus predecessor were the new emperor^s first

business. Escorted by the whole body of knights and smmtors, and accom-
panied by women, bodyguards, and an innumerable multitude, the, corpse

was borne to the Field ot Mars and there committed to tbe flames. When
the ashes laid been collected and interred in the inqxu’ial vault the deceased
was exalted to a place among the gods by a decree of tlu^ senate, and a

temple and ritual were assigned to him. Livia, known as Julia Livia since

her adoption into the Julian family, was to preside as high, priestess over the

new college of ‘priests devoted to the deified monarch. She died in the year

29 A. I)., at the advanced age of 86.^

It is extremely dilBculd to estimate the cliaraeter of this celebrated

woman. Expression has been given above to various intimations which if

justified reveal her in the worst possible light. But it must not bo for-

gotten that evil-minded gossips were very busy in the early days of the

empire, and that intrigues and sinister motives of a doubtful character

darken the pages of Tacitus, our chief authority. Indeed it is no exaggera-
tion to say that Tacitus excels in the invention or the partisan use of bad mo-
tives, and his great dramatic and satirical powers give pacidiar force to this -

unfair weapon. Tacitus can be relied on for facts which were publicly

known or recorded at the time, but he is far from impartial. It may be,

then, that an impartial estimate might soften somewhat the harsh judgment
which, thanks to Tacitus, most writers have not hesitated to ;;)asa upon Livia.

With this qualified estimate let us turn from Livia to consider the character
of her famous husband.®

THE PERSONAL OHARAOTERI8TI08 OF AtJOUSTCTS

We are indebted to 0.. Suetonius Tranqulllus, who lived at Rome about
the close or the first century a.b., for most that we know of the personal
characteristics of Augustus, and of his immediate successors. Thanks to him,
we are enabled to gain a personal acquaintance, as it were, with the CsBsars

;
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whicli is very nimsual with tlio groat characters o£ auti(inity in geiunvaL Tho
biographies of Plutarch and of CorncUua Nopos are about the only other ex-

tensive repositories of infonmition concerning the chariuitor of ceiebriticiB as

men rather than as mere historical personalities. We turn now to Suetonins'

estimate of Augustus :

Augustus was slow in forming friendships, but when once they were con-

tracted, he maintained them with groat constancy ; not only rewarding very

handsomely tlie virtues and good services of his friends, hut bearing likewise

with their faults and vices, provided that they were ()f a venial kiml. For

amongst all his friends, we scar(iely find any who fell into disgrace with him,

except Salvidienus Kufus, whom lie raised to tho consulship, and (’/onielius

Gallus whom he made governor of Egypt, both of them men of tho lowest

extraction. One of these, being engagec. in a design to excite a rebellion,

delivered up to tho senate, that he might bo condemned ;
and the other, on

account of his ungrateful and malicious temper, he dismiHsed from his family

and the provinces under his government. But when Gallus, by tho threats

of his accusers, and the votes of the senate against him, was driven to the

desperate extremity of laying violent hands upon himself, he commended
indeed the attachment of the senate, that had expressed so much indignation

on his account ; but he shed tears, and lamented his unhappy condition, “ that

I alone,” said he, “ cannot be permitted to be angry with my friends to such

a degree as I think proper.” Thereat of his friends continued, during tboir

whole lives to make a distinguished figure in their several orders, both in

power and estate, notwithstanding some occasional incidents of a disa^^ree-

able nature. For to say nothing of others, he would sometimes complain of

impatience in Agrippa, and of loquacity in Mtecenas : the former, from a

suspicion of a coolness in Augustus towards him, and because Marcellus

received greater marks of favour, having withdrawn himself from all concern

in the government, and retired to Mytilene ; and the latter having contiden-

tially imparted to his wife Terentia the discovery of Murena’s consjpiracy.

-He likewise expected from his friends, both living and dying, a mutuai proof

of their benevolence. For though he was far from coveting their estates (as

he never would accept of any legacy loft him by a stranger), yet he examined
their l^t sentiments of him, expressed in their wills, with an anxious atten-

tion^ not being able to conceal his chagrin, if they made but a slight, or no
very honourable mention of him, nor his joy on the other hand, if they ex-

pressed a grateful sense of his favours and a hearty affection for him. And
what was left him by such as had children, he used to restore to the latter,

either immediately, or if they were under age, upon the day of their aasuming
the manly habit, or of their marriage, with interest.

As a patron and master, his behaviour in general was mild and conciliat-

ing ; but when occasion required it, he could be severe. He employed many
of his freedmen in considerable posts about him, as Lioinius, Enceladus, and
others. And when his slave Cosmus had reflected bitterly upon him, he re-

sented the injury no further than by putting him in fetters. W hen his stew-

ard Diomedes, as they were walking together, left him exposed to a wild

hoar, which came suddenly upon them, he chose rather to charge liim witli

cowardice than any ill design, and turned an incident of no small hazard to

his person into a jest, because it had proceeded from no treachery. Froculus,

who was one of his greatest favourites amongst all his freedmen, he put to

death, for maintaining a criminal commerce with other men’s wives. Ho
broke the legs of his secretary Thallns, for taking a bribe of five hundred
denarii to discover the contents of a letter of his. And his son Cains’ tutor,
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which had onoo been occupied by Calvus the orator. Ho afterwards mov-ed

to the Palatine, where he resided in a small house belonging to Hortensius,

no way remarkable either in respect of accommodation or ornament ; the

piazzas being but small, the pillars of Alban stone, and the rooms without
anything of marble or fine paving. lie continued to use the same bed
chamber, both winter and summer, during forty years ; for though he was
sensible that the city did uot agree well with his health, he nevertheless,

resided constantly in it through the winter.

If at any time he wished to bo perfectly retired, and secure from in-

terruption, he shut himself up in an apartment in the top of his house, which
he called Syracuse, or Texvo^vop, or he went to some seat belonging to his

freedmen near the city. Bdt when ho was indisposed, lie commonly took
up his residence in Mtbeenas’ house. Of all the places of retirement from
the city, he chiefly frequented those upon the soacoast, and the islands of

Campania, or the towns near the city, as Lanuvium, Pricneste, and Tibur,
where he often used to sit for the administration of justice, in the porticos

of Hercules’ temple. Ho had a particular aversion to large and sumptuous
palaces

;
and some that had been raised at a vast expense by his grand-

daughter Julia he levelled with the ground. Those of his own, which wore
far from being spacious, he adorno<l not so much with statues and pictures

as with walks and groves, and things which were curious either for their

antiquity or rarity ; such as at Oapreio, the huge limbs of sea monsters
and wild beasts, which some affect to call the bones of giants and tlu?

arms of old heroes.

His frugality in the furniture of his house appears even at this (lay,

from some beds and tables still extant ; most of which arc scarcely lit for any
genteel private fumily. It is reported that he never lay upon a bod, but such
as was low and meanly furnished. He seldom wore any garment but what
was made by the hands of his wife, sister, daughter, and grauddaiiglitors.

His togas wore neitlnu' scanty nor full
;
nor the davm of his iuuicj either

remarkably broad or narrow. His shoes wei'e a little lughor than comuum,
to make him appea.r taller tha.n he was. He had always clothes and shoos,

proi)er to go abroad in, ready by him in his bed ehamlior, for any sudden
occasion.

At his tabic, which was always [>loutiful ami (elegant, hii ooiiKtantly en-

tertained company ; but he was very Hcrnpulnus in clioosing his, Vale-
rius Mcssalla informs us that he never admitUul any fi’e.edman to his table,

except Menas, after he had betrayed to him Pompey’s fletd, hut iu>t until

he had ju’omoted him to the state of tlm freohorn. He wrihts liimstdf that he
invited to his table a ptu'son in whose eountry house lodged, that had for-

merly been a spy to him. He <d‘ien would come latt^ to table, and withdraw
soon, so that the company began supper be fortHiis (unning in and (jontiiuied at

table after his dcjparturc. His ontertaimuonts eonsistml cd' thrm^ disluis, or

at most only six. But if the expemse was modoratid the (unuplaisam^e with
which he treated his company was extraordinary. For smsh as were sileut,

or talked low, he excitetl to bear a ])art in the eommou eonveusation ; and
ordered in music and stage-players and daiuiers from the circus, and very
often itinerant declaimers, to enliven the company.

Festivals and solemn days of joy he usually cclehratetl in a very ex-
pensive manner, but sometimes oniv in a jocular manner. In the Satur-
nalia, or at any other time when the fancy took him, he would distribute
to his company clothes, gold, and silver ; sometimes coins of all sorts, even
of the ancient kings of liomo and of other nations ; sometimes nothing but
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hair-cloth, sponges, peels, and pincers, and other things of that kind, with
obscure and ambiguous inscriptions upon them. Ho used likewise to sell
tickets of things of very unequal value, and pictures with the back sides
turned towards the company at table ; and so, by the unknown quality of
the lot disappoint or gratify the expectation of the purchasers. This sort
of tratBo went round the whole compan}^ everyone being obliged to buy
something, and to run the chance of loss or gain with the rest.

He was a man of a little stomach (for I must not omit even this article),
and commonly used a plain diet. He was particularly fond of coarse bread,
small fishes, cheese made of cow’s milk, and green ligs of that kind that

comes twice a year. He
would eat before supper,
at' any time, and in any
place, when, he had an ap-

petite.

He was naturally ex-
tremely sparing in the use
of wine. Cornelius Nepos
says that he used to drink
only three times at supper
in the camp at Mutina;
and when he indulged him-
self the most, he never ex-

ceeded a pint, or if he did,

be threw it up again. Of
all wines, he gave the pre-
ference to the Rhfietio, but
scarcely ever drank any in

the daytime. Instead of

drinking, he used to take a

piece of bread dipped in
cold water, or a slice of cu-

cumber, or some leaves of

lettuce, or a green sharp
juicy apple.

After a little food at

noon, he used to take a

nap with his clothes and
shoes on, his feet covered,

Eoman Ojcnkual wKAaiNo PAtwAMKNTuw ^ud his hand held before
his eyes. After supper he

commonly withdrew to a couch in his study, where he continued late, until
he bad put down in his diary all or most of the remaining transactions of
the day, whioh he had not before registered. He would then go to bed,
but never slept above seven hours at most, and that not without interrup-
tion ; for he would wake three or four times in that space. If he could not
again fall asleep, as sometimes happened, he would call for some person to
read or tell stories to him, until sleep supervened, which was usually pro-
tracted till after daybreak. He never would lie awake in the dark without
somebody to sit by him. Very early rising was apt to disagree with him.
On which account, if religious or social duty obliged him to get up early,
that he might guard as much as possible against the inconvenience resulting
from it, he used to lodge in some apartment belonging to any of his domes-
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tics that was nearest the place at which he was to ^ive his attendance. If

at any time a fit of drowsiness seized him in passing along the streets, he
would order the chair to be set down, until he had taken a little sleep.

In person he was handsome and graceful, through all the stages of his

life. But he was careless of dress ; and so little attentive to the adjustment

of his hair, that he usually had it done in great haste, by several barbers at

a time. He would sometimes clip, and sometimes shave his beard; and
during the operation would be either reading or writing. II is connteiiauce,

either when he spoke or held his tongue, was so calm and serene, that a,

Gaul of the first rank declared amongst his friends that he was so much
mollified by it, as to be restrained from throwing him down a precipice, in

his passage over the Alps, upon being admitted to approach him, under t.he

pretext of speaking with him. His eyes were clear and bright; and he was
willing it should be thought that there was something of a divine 'vigour in

them. He was likewise not a little pleased to see people, upon his looking
steadfastly at them, lower their countenamies, as if the sun shone in their

eyes. But in his old age, he saw very imperfectly with his left eye. His
teeth were thin set, small and rough, his hair a little curled, and inclining

to a yellow colour. His eyebrows mot

;

his ears were small, and he had an
aquiline nose. His complexion was betwixt brown and fair

;
his stature-

but low; though Julius Marathus his freedman says he was five feet and
nine inches in height. This liowover was so much concealed by the just

proportion of his limbs, that it was only perceivable upon comparison with
some taller person standing by him.

From early youth he devoted himself with great diligence and application

to the study of eloquence, and the other liberal arts. In the war of Muiinat
notwithstanding the weighty affairs in which he was engaged, he is said* to

have read, written, and declaimed every day. He never addressed the sen-

ate, people, or soldiery but in a premeditated speech, though he was not des-

titute of the talent of speaking extempore. And lest his memory should fail

him, as well as to prevent the loss of time in getting his speeches by h^art>

he resolved to read them all. In his intercourse with individuals, and oven
with his wife Livia, upon a subject of importance, he had all he would say

down in writing, lest, if he spoke extempore, he should say more or less than
was proper. He delivered himself in a sweet and peculiar tone, in which he
was diligently instructed' by a master. But when he had a cold, he some-
times made use of a crier for the delivery of his speeches to the people.®

In his literary qualifications, without at all rivalling the attainments of

Caesar, he was on a level with most Romans of distinction of his time ; and
it is said that both in speaking and writing his style was eminent for its

perfect plainness and propriety. His speeches on any public occasion were
composed beforehand, and recited from memory ; nay, so careful was he not
to commit himself by any inconsiderate expression, that even when discuss-

ing any important subject with his own wife, he wrote down what ha bad
to say, and read it before her. Like his uncle, he was strongly tinged
with superstition ; he was very much afraid of thunder and lightning, and
always carried about with him a sealskin, as a charm against its

]

30wer
j
not-

withstanding which, in any severe stoi*m, he was accustomed to .fiide himself
in a chamber in the centre of his house, to be as much out of the way of it

as possible ; add to which, he was a great observer of dreams, and of lucky
and unlucky days.<*

He neither slighted bis own dreams, nor those of other people relating
to himself. At the battle of Philippi, though he had resolved not to stir out
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<yf his tentj on account of beinff indisposed, yet, upon the oooasiou of a dream
which a friend of his had, he altered Ixis resolution ; and it was fortunate for
him that he did so ; for the camp was taken, and his couch, upon a supposi-
tion of his being in it, was pierced in several parts, and cut to pieces. He
had many frivolous silly dreams during the spring ; bxit in the other parts

of the year, his dreams were less frequent and more significativo. Upon
his frequently visiting a temple in the Capitol, which ho had dedicated to

Thundering jovo, he dreamea that Jupiter Oapitoliuus complained that his

worshippers were taken from him, and that upon this ho replied he had only
given him the Thunderer for his porter. Ilo therefore immediately hung
the ceiling of the temple round with little bolls; because such commonly
hung at the gates of great houses. Upon occasion of a dream too, he always,
on a certain aay of the year, begged an alms of the people, reaching out his

hand to receive the dole with wliioh they presented him.
Some signs and omens ho regarded as infallible. If in the morning his

ahoe was put on wrong, or the left instead of the right, that was with him a

dismal presage. If, upon his setting out on a long journey by sea or land,

there happened to fall a mizzling rain ho held it i.o be a good sigm of a speedy
and happy return. He was much affected likewise with anything out of

the common course of nature. A palm tree, which (jhanceil to grow up
betwixt some stones in the pavement before his house, ho transplanted into

a court where the household gods wore placed, ami took all possible care to

make it thrive.

His death and his subsequent deification were said to have been inti-

mated by divers manifest prodigies. As he was finishing tlio (ionsuH amidst
a great crowd of people in the Field of Mars, an eagle How about him several

times, and then dirooted its course to a ncighliouring temple, whore it sat

down upon the name of Agrippa, and at the first hitter. Upon observing this,

he ordered Tiberius to put up the vows, which it is usual to make on such
occasions, for the succeeding lustrum. For he declared ho would not meddle
with what it was probable ho should never acicomplish, though the tables

wore ready drawn for it. About that same time, the first lel.ter of his name,
in an inscription upon a statue of him, was strwik out by lightning

; which
was interpreted as a presage that ho would live only a ljuudrod days longer:
which number the letter 0 stands for, and that he would be placed amongst
the gods ; as Jfisai, which is the remaining part of the word (hesar, signifies,

in the Tuscan language, a god. Being thorcforc about dcapatcliing Tibenus
to Illyricum, and designing to go with him as far as Beneventuui, but being
detained by several persons who applied to him upon account of causes they
had depending, he cried out, which was afterwards regarded as an omen of

his death, “Not all the business that can occur shall detain me at Rome one
moment longer ”

;
and setting out upon his journey, he went as far as Astura ;

whence, contrary to his custom, he put to sea in the night time, upon the

occasion of a favourable wind.
His sickness was occasioned by diarrluna ; notwitlistanding which, he

went round the coast of Campania and the adjacent islands, and spent four
days in that of Capreae ; where he gave himself up entirely to his ease ;

be-

having, at the same time, to those about him with the utmost good nature and
complaisance. As he happened to sail by the Bay of Puteoli, the passengers
and mariners aboard a ship of Alexandria just then arrived, clad all in wlaite,

with crownsupon their heads, loaded him with praises and joyful acclamations,
crying out, “By you we live, by you we sail, by you enjoy our liberty and
our fortunes.” At which being greatly pleased, he distributed to each of
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his friends that attended him forty gold pieces, requiring from them an as-

surance by oath not to employ the sum given them any other way than in the

purchase of Alexandrian goods. And during several days after, he distrib-

uted togse and pallia, upon condition that the liomans should use the Grecian,

and the Grecians the Roman dress and language. He likewise constantly

attended to see the boys perform their exercises, according to an ancient

custom still continued at Caprom. He gave tliem likewise an entertainment

in his presence, and not only iperraitted but required from them the utmost
freedom in jesting, and scrambling for fruit, victuals, and other things which
he threw amongst them. In a word, lie indulged himself in all the ways of

amusement he could contrive. Soon after, passing over to Naples, though
at that time greatly disordered by the frequent returns of his disease, lie

continued a spectator to the end of some solemn games which were performed
every five years in honour of him, and came with Tiberius to the place in-

tended. But on his return, his disorder increasing, he stopped at Nola, sent

for Tiberius back again, and had a long discourse with him in private ; after

which he gave no further attention to business of any importance.

Upon the day of his death, ho now and then inquired if there was any
disturbance in the town about him ; and calling for a mirror, he ordered his

hair to be combed, and his falling cheeks to he adjusted. Then asking his

friends that were admitted into the room, “ Do ye think that I have acted
my part in life well? ” he immediately subjoined,

*Et 8^ irav koAods, T(j» 'rtaiyvlt^

Aorc KpoTOv, Kill TraKTcs KXvmqGart*

“ I£ all be rijyht, with joy your voices raise

lu loud applauses to tlio actor's lu'aiso."

After which, having dismissed them all, whilst he was inquiring of some
that were just come from Rome, concerning Drusus’ daughter who was in a
bad state of health, he expired amidst the kisses of Livia, and with these
words: “Livia, live mindful of our marriage, and farewell!” dying a very
easy death, and such as he himself had always wished for. For as often as
he heard that any person had died qui(‘kly and without i>ain, he wished for
himself and his friends the like evOavaa-ia (an easy death), for that was the
word he made use of, IIo discovered but one symptom before his death of
his being delirious, which was this : he was all on a sudden much frightened,
and complained that he was carried away by forty men. But this was rather
a presage, than any delirium ; for precisely that number of soldiers carried
out his corpse.

He expired [Suetonius continues] in the same room in which his father
Octavius had died, when the two Sextuses, Fompeiua and Apuleius, were con-
suls, upon the fourteenth of the calends of September [Aug. 19 A.P., 14 ac-
cording to the revised calendar],^ at the ninth hour of the day, wanting only
hve-and-thirty days of seventy-six years of age.* His remains were carried
by the magistrates of the municipia i and colonies, from Nola to Bovillie, and
xn the night time because of the season of the year. During the intervals, the
body lay in some court, or great temple, of each town. At Bovillm it was
met by the equestrian order who carried it to the city, and deposited it in
the porch of his own house. The senate proceeded with so muck zeal in the

1 were foreign towns which obtained the right of Roman citizens, and were of dlf-
ferent kinda Ihe mumcipia used their own laws and customs; nor were they obliged to
recel?0 the Roman laws unless they chose them.

^ ®
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arrangement of his funeral, and paying honour to his memory, that, amongst
several other proposals, some were for having^ the funeral procession made
through the triuinplial gate, preceded by the image of Victory, which is in
the senate house, and the children of the first c uality, of both sexes, singing
the funeral ditty. Others moved that on the eny of the funeral they should
lay aside tlieir gold rings, and wear rings of iron

;
and others, that his bones

should be collected by the priests of the superior orders. One likewise pro-
posed to transfer the name of Augustus to September, because he was born in
the latter, but died in the former. Another moved that the whole period of
time, from his birth to his death, should bo called the Augustan age, and be
inserted in the calendar under that title. But at last it was judged proper
to be moderate in the honours to be paid to his memory. Two funeral
orations were pronounced in his praise, one before the temple of Julius, by
Tiberius ; and the other before the rostra, under the old shops, by Drusus,
Tiberius’ son. The body was then carried upon the shoulders of senators
into the Field of Mars, and there burned. A man of prsetorian rank affirmed

upon oath tliat he saw his spirit ascend into’ heaven. The most distinguished
persons of the equestrian order, bare-footed, and with their tunics loose, gath-
ered up bis relics, and deposited them in the mausoleum, which had been
built in his sixth consulship, betwixt the Flaminian way and the bank of the
Tiber, at which time likewise he gave the woods and walks about it for the
use of tlie people.

lie had made a will a year and four months before his death, upon the
third of the nones of April, in the consulship of Lucius Plancus and C.
SiHus, It consisted of two skins of parchment, written partly ill his hand,
and j.artly by bis freedmon Polybius and Hilarion. It had been committed
to the custody of the vestal virgins, by whom it was now produced, with
three other volumes, all sealed up as well as the will, which were every one
read in the senate. He appointed for his first heirs, Tiberius for two thirds

of his estate, and Livia for the other third, whom he likewise desired to

assume his name. The heirs substituted in their room, in case of death,

were Drusus, Tiberius’ son, for a third part, and Germanicua with his three

sons for the rest. Next to them were Ms relations and several of his

friends.

He left in legacies to the Roman people 40,000,000 sesterces ; to the

tribes 3,500,000 ; to the guards 1000 each man ; to the city battalions 500

;

and to the soldiers in the legions 300 each ; which several sums he ordered

to be paid immediately after his death. For he had taken care that the

money should be ready in his exchequer. For the rest he ordered different

times of payment. In some of his bequests he wont as far as 20,000 ses-

terces, for the payment of which he allowed a twelvemonth
;
alleging for

this procrastination the scantiness of his estate
; and declaring that not more

than 150,000,000 sesterces would come to his heirs : notwithstanding that

during the twenty preceding years, he had received in legacies from his

friend’s, the sum of 1,400,000,000 ; almost the whole of which, with his two
paternal estates, and others that had been left him, he expended upon the

public.

He left order that the two Julias, his daughter and grand-daughter,

should not be buried in his sepulchre. With regard to the three volumes
before mentioned, in one of them he gave orders about his funeral ;

another

contained a narrative of his actions, which he intended should be inscribed

on brass plates, and placed before his mausoleum ; in the third he had drawn
up a concise account of the state of the empire ; as to the number of soldiers
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in pay, what money there waa in the treasury, exchequer, and arrears of taxes
;

to which are added the names of the freodmen and slaves, from whom the
several accounts might be taken.

c

A BEIEF XtlSUMf: OF THE CHAKACTEIl AND INFLUENCE OF AUGUSTUS

It will be observed that Suetonius makes reference to brass plates, whicli
Augustus had had inscribed with a narrative of his actions, to be placed
before his mausoleum. It would appear that this biographical inscription,
or a kindred one, was widely copied on tablets placed in Lho various temples
dedicated to Augustus -all over the empire. Fragments of this duplicate
inscription from various ruins have boon ])reserved, but by far the most com-
plete one is that which was discovered in the sixteenth century, on a marble
slab in the wall of the temple at Ancyra (the modern Angora) in Asia
Minor

;
which, owing to the place of its discovery, is known as the Mommmi-

turn Ancyranuni. Tins inscription, to which reference has already been made,
supplies many important data as to the life of Augustus. It has a peculiar
interest, because, as has been said, it is virtually autobiographical, tn addi-
tion to the facts that it tabulates, it therefore gives interesting glimpses into
the character of its author.

«

In a well-known passage of this inscription Augustus reviews bis political
career. In this review ho does not begin with his adoption by Julius Oiesar,
but he starts from tlio fact that in his nineteenth year Jro raised an army
and saved the state on his own initiative and by his own resources, As an
emperor upon whom old ago was creeping, ho looked back at the single
landmarks of his rising career and saw the turning-point which decided liis

later destiny in this acquisition of an army of his own ; acesording to him
his political significance begins with the moment in which he became the
head of an army.

This right of exercising authority over the army, and indeed sole, undis-
puted authority, Ciesar had wanted to bo sure of preserving at any cost for
the future; this was the fundamental notion of Ins whole system, if that can
be called a system which was indeed only a practice. republic, too,
could not do without its commanders, but it only left them for a year, or at
the most a year and a half, in ollice. The innovation of the emperor’s time
consieted in this, that the sole commander actually kept bis mwer for a life-

time, held it simultaneously with other powerful olliees, anc* oven dared to
exercise it in the capital itself.

In order to maintain his army, he had been permanently invested with
control of the important boundary provinces and with tho permanent gar-
risons of the legions 5 as also with the right to supervise the other provinces,
which were of course bound to supply their quota to tho imperial army.

The new ruler then had to have a domestic power which he could exercise
uncontrolled; he found it in tho legions and tho provinces, which, from
beginning to end, remained the sure foundation of the principatus. The
good will of the senate and of the people, who had formerly; conducted the
government, was now but of second or third rate consideration to the prin-
ceps; both senate and people wore coxiquered and had to a large extent
lost their importance in the civil wars. In spite of this, every senator who
frankly recognised the new regime, and provided necessary assurances in
other ways, had been raised to the highest honours and treated, at least
externally, on an equal footing by the ruler.

H. W. — VOL. VL k:
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As we have seen, Angustus preferred tlio modest title of Prinoeps,
although it could not be reckoned amongst official titles and only implied
the first man of the senate and of the citizens. As the ruler’s rank as a
citizen found expression in this title, so Augustus chose the title of Impera-
tor to indicate his military standing. Both wore Hclected with much inge-
nuity to promote the intentions of the new ruler. They wore meant to cover
a new thing with an old name ; for this reason ho pitched upon words in no
way foreign to former times, which had remained totally unstamped and
were soon employed exoluBively in the modern sense. This it was to which
the ruler attached quite particular weight, and this characterises the man no
less than his administration.

He let himself be greeted by the senato in the year 29 b.o. as imporator,

but not in the sense in which so many victorious geuerals for centuries past

had been greeted for tlio period between the day of victory and the triumph,
after whioli the army was disbanded. What these generals had enjoyed lor

a short period young Cieaar had wished to possess for a lifetime : that is,

the military supremacy of the Roman Empire. I’hat is why this title in the

new monarchical sense cornea, not at the end, but at the lioiumencoment of

the full name in the place of the citizen forename which was st^b aside.

Rigidly was the conferring of this name, even by the aneieuts, regarded
as tlie beginning of monarchy ; rightly have tbci Middle Ages, rightly have
the thinkers or to-day, described the successors of the liomaii ruler as

emperors. With this title Augustus wished to mark the transition from the
ancient to the modern spirit

;
tor his achieved work lies essentially in this,

that ho dovetailed into the constitution the notion of a pc^rmanont oom-
mander-in-chief and a permanent army, such as had lutherto been unknown
to the republic.

The ;practical position of the prinoeps must always bo clearly distin-

guished i:rom the theoretical. The now office of commandor-iu-chiof for the
whole Roman Empire was analogous to the offic,o of a republican j)rQ0onsul
in a single province, who administered his country, ouunmauded his troops,

with a possible right to supervise the neighbouring districts. In the year
28 B.O., by way of addition, Augustus, who in the course of his long reign
was always more and^ more occupied in obscuring the unconstitutional
elements of his new position, had caused to be couforred upon him a regular
proconsular imperiura, so as to be sure that the exercise of his authority
should also meet with recognition in tho senatorial provinces.

Although Caesar was then pre-eminently an imporator, we should do him
an injustice were we to describe his achievement as a military despotism.
He was personally far too little^ a soldier and too much a statesman for tlxis

form of government, even to suit his own taste. The army was there only
to make it possible for him in all important q^uestions to carry out his will

;

as a rule he kept within those constitutional limits which he himself had
reconstructed.

Whereas formerly^ the Absolutist development of the empire was assumed
without any further inquiry into its origin, we owe it to Mommsen to have
fixed his gaze on the difference between the times and to have hit the note
of the constitutional scheme in his systematic presentation, which is cer-
tainly more inxportant for the conception of Augustus than for his practical
illustration of it. Mommsen talks of the “ juristic construction of the prin-
oipatus,” very rightly dwelling on the point that “ Augustus’ prineipate is

not a boundless authority, but a measured magistracy within republican
forms.” The right of legislating remained, in Sieory at least, the same as
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in republican times. Oo-opQrati<ni was secured to the ruler through his

official power as a consul or later as a tribune.

Besides this, like every magistrate of former times, he could announce his

will to the ])eople by edicts and acts ; and that these expressions received

great consideration in view of his position and personal authority need
scarcely be said, especially from the time when senators and officials wore
sworn on every Now Year’s Day, not only to the laws themselves, but also to

the Acta Omaria, It does not follow from this in any way that the princeps

Vas superior to the laws
;
wo must be careful not.to import the views of the

Greek of a later period into the judicial views of a regent like Augustus,
Practically, of course, he found for the most part a means of carrying out his

will in a given ease : but the emperor never expressed such a doctrine as a
fundamental principle of jurisprudence. On t'le contrary the emperor was
not empowered (iven to suspend the prevailing law ; under Augustus at any
rate this remained the privilege of the senate, lie recognised it, too, witli-

out opposition ; for instance, in not publishing a gift to the people before he
had requested rind received permission from the senate.

It was then a constitution full of contradictions, capable of interpretation

only by means of compromise, this constiUition substituted by the new ruler

for the old republic, in order, beneath the garb of republican form, to make
the exercise of monarehioal power possible. Whether the student of sys-

tems called it a republic or a monarchy troubled him little, although until

his death he himself clung to the fiction (and with a certain degree of tnith)
that he had restored the ancient and legitimate constitxition of the stato.^®

A most extraordinary man, then, was this foremost citizien of the new
Roman state. But nothing about him is more extraordinary than the view
regarding him that has been entertained by posterity. Ho has been almost
uniformly regarded as not a man of the very first capacity,— as an oppor-
tunist rather than a creative loader. Ho held the world under the sway of

his will for almost half a century, and was never so autocratic in his power,
so securely fixed in his position, as at the hour of his death. Ha found
Rome brick and left it marble

;
he found the Roman state an inchoate, wav-

ering commonwealth, and loft it a peerless empire. Yet the world has
denied him the title of “ great ”

; is disposed to deny him even the possession
of genius.

Perhaps a partial explanation lies in the fact that we demand always a
certain theatrical quality in a man of genius. It has been suggested by an
eminent historian (Professor Sloane) that a great man has usually a capac-
ity for inordinate wickedness, as well as for consummate greatness, Alex-
ander loses control of himself on occasion, and in his frenzy kills his Mend.
Hannibal spends his whole life under the spell of a sworn hatred. Csssar
stops at nothing to attain his selfish ends. In modern times your Frederick,
your Napoleon, is not called great because of any mwal quality. Public
taste seems to demand a rounded character in its favoured heroes : it likes
the piquant fiavour of immorality. In every direction yom hero must be
measured by other standards than ordinary mortals.

But the life of Augustus is keyed to the tone of a passionless moderation.

B Modem historians have much to say of the “diagulaed monarchy” of Augustus. But
probably the Bomans were not so blind as to the character of the Auguatau constitution as are
now the historians. The government wasm reality a compromise between repubUo and monarchy—a compromise made easy to the Bomans by their habit of tnvMitlng magistrate^ especially
extmordinary magistrates, with vast powers. The republic was for Borne and Italy, the mon-
archy for the provinces. This fonn of government Mommsen aptly terms a dyarchy.]
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He is all judgment, no emotion- Between the courses at dinner he listlessly

plays games that he may not he annoyed by the persiflage of the jesters who
are there to amuse his guests. And he plays the game of life in the same
fashion. One cannot imagine him excited, enthusiastic, angry even. He
might, indeed, commit a crime, but it would be a carefully measured crime,

dictated by policy: not a crime of passion. Even in his liaisons, it was
said of him that his chief ambition was to learn tjio real sentiment of those

about him through their wives, rather than merely to gratify a personal

appetite.

But it must not be forgotten that Augustus, had ho not been such a
man as this, could not have accomplished the work he did. Had he been
full of enthusiasms he would have antagonised too mAny people ; would have
made too many powerful enemies ; would have invited the fate that befell

the man of genius whose nephew he was, and by whoso good example ho
pi'olited. Yet, after all, the measure of capacity is success, and it seems a

grudging estimate whicli withholds the title of great from the man who
changed the entire complexion of the civilised world and put his stamp
indelibly upon the centuries.

But wliether genius or not in the ordinary acceptance of that loosely

applied and somewhat ambiguous word, there is one regard in which Augus-
tus need fear comparison with no loader of any ago : in practical statecraft,

judged by its result, he has no su})erior. In a pre-eminent degree he was
able to isolate himself from his environment ; to visualise the political situa-

tion; to see his fellow-men through the clear medium of expediency, imdis-

torted by any aberi'atiou of passion or of prejudice. To the theatrical

quality of personal vanity, from which Cuosar was by no moans free, Augus-
tus was an entire stranger. Because he was master o£ his own ambition, he

(jamo to be master of the world. If because of his placid logicality, posterity

has been disposed to speak slightingly of his geuius, the same quality won
him at least an unchallenged position as the most consummate master of

practical politics.

«



CHAPTER XXXI 11

THE IMMEDIATE SUCCESSORS OF AUGUSTUS : TIBERIUS,

CALIGULA, AND CLAUDIUS

TiBEEius (Tiberius Claudius Nero Cmbau), U-37 \.d.

Tiberius caixie of that ambitious Claudian family which had eujoj'Od

twenty-eiffht consulates, five dictatorships, seven ceiisorshipB, and as many

triumphs. The marriage of his mother Livia with Octavius, and Ins adop-

tion by Cfusar, had given him entrance into the house of (Jfcsar. All com-

missions with which he was charged by his adoptive father were carried out

with activity and intelligence, and, at the time of the war with Marhod, he

saved the empire in a dangerous crisis. Since the death of^ Agnppa, no

general had been able to command such brilliant service. Ho nad fought in

Spain and in the Alps, governed Gaul, given a king to Armenia, subdued

the Pannonians, conquered the Germans, transported forty-six thousand

barbarians into Belgium and resettled the empire after the defeat of v arus.

Such was the man to whom the death of Augustus gave the throne.
_

Respect for Augustus had kept ambitions silent, but TiberitiB founci him-

self surrounded by republicans and more than this by candidates for the throne.

Moreover the soldiers had already understood that on them rested the

security both of emperoi" and empire, and, as there were no more civil wars to

enrich them, successions to the throne must take their lolace. Ihree I anno-

nian legions revolted, demanding one denarius per day, discharge after sixteen

years, and a fixed sura to be paid in camp on the day they became veterans.

Tiberius sent Drusus, his son, and Sejanus, his prmtorian prefect, to them

at the head of some of the forces remaining in J.taly . An eclipse of the

moon helped to make the mutineers return to their duty.

On the Rhine there was a dangerous revolt. There were there seven

legions, divided into two camps, making the same demands. Four legions

[1 It may be stated, once for aU, that the view of TiberiiW here

chaUenged. Tarver in particular championa the emperor against hm ancient modem dele-
ters. It is urged that Tiberius was really a sternly moral man, with a

want of tact and sociability alone made him unpopular. His lettem ft! Sjj!
are said to show great dignity and wisdom

;
and it is claimed that from his

were regular and his life impU and frugal. All this may be true of the early

the balance of opinion strongly supports the belief that in his later years the emperor showed a

different spirit. Perhaps disease or senility may have produced the change.]

IS3
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killed their centurions. Germanicus, nephew of Tiberius, Imstened to them.i

The rebels offered him the empire, but he refused. In his vexation ho had
drawn his sword as if to kill himself. Strike, then,’’ cried the angry men

;

his friends snatched the sword from him. To appease this dangerous sedi-

tion, be, acting on an imaginary letter from Til)erius, granted everything, and
,

doubled the legacy of Augustus. Gallic tribute, all the general’s money,
and that of his friends had to be put together to pay all this.

EXPEDITIONS OF OEBMANIOTJS ; VICTORY OF miSTATISUS

It became necessary to give these restless spirits something to do, so

their general led them against the enemy. In the country of tlio Marei a

space .of fifty miles was put to hro and sword. In the following spring

Germanicus passed the Khino again, hoping to profit by the guarreis of

Arminius and Segestes— the one belonging to the national, the other to

the Roman party. He was only able to deliver Segestes, who was besieged

by Ilia rival. The wife of the conqueror of Varus was taken captive.

The last Roman ravages and the eomnlaiuts of Arminius exasperated the

Oliorusoi and a new league was formed. Germanicus wont as far as the

Teutoburg forest to tight them. Whitening bones marked the spot where
the tliree legions had perished, and the soldiers buried the mutilated remains

wliicb had w^aifcod six years for this last honour. However, the Germans
were nowliere to be found. Tired of pursuing an enemy who was not to be

caught, Germanicus stopped. He regained Kms and embarked on tlie fleet

which had brought him, whilst Cmciixa regained the Rhino by the route of

the ‘Tong bridges.” Arminius had procoaecl him tliore, and the disaster

of Varus was on the point of being renewed, bad not Oteciim happily been an

experienced captain. Ho gained a strong position whore the Romans were
encamped and managed to reopen the Rliiuo route. Germanicus, surprised

by equinoctial galea, had himself been. in danger, and a number of liis vessels

had perished.

The barbarians having become singularly bold, a new expedition became
necessary. A thousand warships transported eight legions to the shores

of the Weser. The German! ventured to await the Roman army* on the

plain of Idistavisus. Discipline led them on ; but a second action was a

second massacre. Varus Ivas avenged. The victors returned to Gaul, half

by land, the others by sea. A tempest destroyed or dispersed some of their

vessels. On hearing this news, Germany trembled and rose, but Germanicus
dealt repeated blows, and the astounded barbarians allow'ed the legions to

I'egain their winter quarters.

There Germanicus found letters from Tiberius recalling him for a second
consulship and a triumph. The legions were doubtless, in the emperor’s eyes,

rather too much devoted to their leader, Germanicus obeyed and returned.

EARLY YEARS OF StTCOBSSFUL GOVERNMENT BY TIBEBItTB

Tiberius governed mildly and with wisdom, refusing temples offered,

and discouraging, as a man who knew their value, base iiattenes from the

senate. His life was that of a rich private person ; his manner, if not

[1 FuR details of the Geman campaign have been given In Chapter XXX. A brief Tesumtf la

given here for added cleameas.]
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affable, at least polite. He rose to meet the consuls, consulted the senate in

everything, and accepted the lessons which a dying liberty sometimes dared

to offer. He never drew back from “ a liberality which had an honourable

motive.” Yet he was strictly economical with regard to finance, and if he

took less trouble than Augustus to please the people with continual shows,

he was careful to guard against famine. One year wheat was very dear.

He did as we should do to-day, keeping the bread at low prices for the

people at the merchants’ expense. Without yielding to his soldiers he kept

them under austere discipline, although he had need of them.

With regard to the provinces, he continued the policy of Augustus.

If he dare not absent himself from Rome to visit them, having neither a

Maecenas nor an Agrippa on whom to rely in his absence, he at least sent

them able governors, avoided an increase of taxes, and relieved the misery

where it was greatest. Twelve Asiatic towns, luincd by earthquake, were

exempted from taxation for five years. Sardis, oven worse off, received

from him ten million sesterces. Tiberius practised the advice he gave to his

provincial governors : “ A good shepherd shears his sheep but does not flay

them.”

Thus the empire was wisely governed ; but under this mild discipline

the nobles grew bolder. A plot was formed, but, being discovered in time,

was frustrated, and Libo, its author, killed himself. At homo, Tiberius

had domestic troubles. Livia, accustomed to deference from her husband,

insisted on being listened to. Agrippina, Germauicus’ wife and grand-

daughter of Augustus, boldly defied the mother of Tiberius, and would not

admit that the wife of Drusus had equal rights with herself. These feminine

rivalries divided the court and gave birth to hatreds which were embittered

by courtiers.

Tiberius had recalled Germauicus from the borders of the Rhine as much
to take him away from his legions as to leave himself free to follow on that

frontier the prudent policy of Augustus. He allowed Germauicus to enter

Rome in triumph, and shared with him the consulship for tlie following year.

Just then the Parthians became hostile. They had driven away Vononos,
the king imposed on them by Rome, and replaced him by the Arsacid Arta-
banus: the two rivals seemed in danger of commencing open hostilities.

Moreover, Commagene and Cilicia, now some time without kings, were full

of trouble. Syria and Judea claimed a diminution of taxes; “Germauicus
alone,” said Tiberius, “can with his wisdom calm these eastern agitations.”

A senatorial decree gave the young prince powers once held by Agrippa
and Cams Caesar; that is, the government of the provinces beyond the sea,

with supreme authority over all the governors. As for Drusus, the son of

Tiberius, he set out for Pannonia, so as to watch over the movements of the

Suevi.

The task of Drusus was the most simple. He had only to promote or
instigate internal dissensions in Germa^. Two powerful leagues had
been formed. In the north that of the CfheruMci under Arminius andjhis
uncle Inguiomer ; in the south the Marcomanni under Marbod. "Vyar

broke out between them. The action was a bloody one ; Marbod, being con-
quered, implored shelter in the empire. He was assigned a residence at
Ravenna. The power of the Marcomanni was destroyed

j
that of the Che-

rusci did not survive Arminius, who was killed his own family just as he
was about, it is said, to make himself king. The silent intrigues of the
Romans certainly had something to do with events which delivered them
from two redoubtable foes.
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In tlie East, Gcrmanicna liad equal suceesses. F^verywliere lie had given
iustico and peace as the watchword of the new government. In Armenia
lie gave the crown to Zenon, son of the king of Foutus and a faithful

vassal of the em|n're. This prince had long since ado dod Armenian cus-.

toms. Gennanicus had made a wise choice and the wlnne nation applauded,
{'hxppadooia, whose old king had just died in Koine, was, like Oonnnageue,
reduced to a province. In Syria, Gennanicus concluded an alliance with
Artahanus, who only asked for the removal of his rival. In Thrace, one of

the two kings had killed the other. The assassin was sent to Aloyandria

.

and, later on, put to death.

A mores serious alTair had b(5gun the preceding year [17 A.T).] in Africa.

A Numidian, Taefarinas, a deserter from the hsgions- had collected and dis-

ciplined some troops and persuaded the Musuhinii and Moors to rise. The
proconsul defeated him, and for this vigorous act:, which gave security to

a fertile country, ho received the distinction of a triumph.

DtflATII OF OFKMANIOUa (10 A.!>.)
;
KKTKHNAL AFFAmS

At this prosperous momcmt Gennanicus di(al, poisoned, it has been
alleged, by order of Tiberius. Yet could a luau such as he, thoughtful,

serious, (jalculating, have committed such a seuHohvMs vvhxw? The death of

his adopted son took away no rival. Ihi knew Jiim to he incapable of treason

and his death deprived him of a nc(!(\ssary support. The mystery is still

unsolved. The perpetrator of the crime was, it is said, Tiso, a patrician

of a viident disposition, who had obtained the governorship of Syria dur-

ing the time that (hjnnauicuH was in tlio East. It was on his return from

a journey in Egypt, undertakou without permission and in dohanoe of

Ikberius, that Germanicus found that the arrangements ho liad adopted had

been intorfored with by Piso.

Lively quarrels took place between them, and the insuhc/rdinato governor,

rather than yield, preferred to quit the province. The ntnvs that Gornmni-

cus was seriously ill stopped him at Antioch. The prince becoming better,

Piso opposed the celebration of any Idles in honour of the event, and went
on to Seleucia, whore the report of an alarming relapsti made him stop

again. Amongst Agrippina’s attendants there was mention of poisoning,

and emissaries from Piso who had oomo to reporfc on the progress of the

malady, could show, it was said, by whoso hand the blow had boon struck.

Gennanicus died. Ilis body was burnt in the Forum at Antioch, and Agrip-

pina, having piously gathered the ashes, landed at Brundusium, carrying

the burial urn herself, and followed by an immense crowd, all plunged in

heart-breaking sorrow.
Piso received the news of Gormanious’ death with unseemly joy, and

immediately set ojOf to return to his province. 1’hc legate and the senators

throughout Syria had conferred the governorship on oius of themselves.
Piso did not recoil before the prospect of civil war. Tiberius would not

pardon him. Forced to embark, Jie returned to Italy, whore accusers

awaited him. These wanted the emperor alone to judge his cause. Now,
had the emperor feared possible revelations he w’oulcl liavo accepted, but he
sent the accusers back to the senate. Ho presided at the trial, and the

accused, says Tacitus, looked at him fearfully as he sat there pitiless, calm,

impassive, and impenetrable. This portrait of Tiberius is the most faithful

Taeituo has left.
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Piso killed himself in his own house. The emperor rewarded the three

friends of Germanicus who had come as accusers, and asked for Nero, the

eldest of Germanicus’ sons, the honour of the qua3storship five years before

the regulation age, and married him to a daughter of Drusus. Later on he

begged the same favour for the second son of Germanicus.

This long drama ended, Tiberius returned to the cares of government.

There were complaints of the too great severity of the Papia-Fopp»an law.

He named fifteen commissioners to mitigate its demands. Some wanted to

extend his power with regard to the choice of governors ; this he refused.

The limits of sanctuary wore restricted, because this had caused much dis-

order in provincial towns. Inform-

ers were also discouraged. One
of them denounced the senator

Lentulus. Tiberius rose and said

he considered himself no longer

worthy to live if Lentulus was his

enemy. ^In the provinces, he main-

tained good administration by skil-

ful choice and severity towards

prevaricating officials. In Gaul
there was a beginning of revolt.

Florus tried to provoke a rising of

the Belgaj, but being beaten and
hemmed in in the wood of Ardu-
enna, he killed himself. The pre-

text urged for this rising was the

burden of the tribute. The iEd-

uan, Saorovir, caused still more
alarm, by raising forty thousand
men and taking Augustodunum.
Two of the Ehine legions fell on
these badly armed troops and hor-

ribly massacred them.
Taefarinas had also reappeared

in Africa. Encouraged by a first

success, he ventured to attack

Thala, but was repulsed with loss.

Then he changed his tactics, di-

vided his troops into small bands
and carried on a guerilla warfare.

The emperor sent Blsesus, Se-

janus’ uncle, to deal with this in-

defatigable foe, and thanks to his activity, Taefarinas was again forced to

See, leaving his brother in the enemy’s hand8.2»

[It was not until two years later, 24 A.D., that Rome was finally rid of

this troublesome foe. By that time Taefarinas had collected^ another large

force. P, Dolahella, the Roman governor, attacked it, and in his decisive

victory the Numidian leader was slain. Ptolemy, king of Mauretania, was
Dolabella’s ally.]

Tiberius ruled the provinces on the whole in a Roman spirit, maintaining
the dignity of the empire for the most part intact from the centre to the

frontiers. The stability of the system, however rotten and decayed at heart,

might still be measured by the strength and solidity of its outworks. At no

A

Tibkhius

(From a bust in tlie Vatican)
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period did the bulwarks of the Roman power appear more secure and unas-
sailable. The e^ffiorts of Drusus and his son to overpower the Germani on
their own soil had been stupendous ; they had wielded forces equal at least

to those with which Csesar had added Gaul to bhe empire, and yet had not
permanently advanced the eagles in any direction. But, on the other hand,
it was soon found that the Germani were only formidable under the pressure
of an attack. When the assault relaxed, the power they had concentrated
in resistance crumbled readily away. With the death of Arminius all com-
bined hostility to Rome ceased among them and meanwhile the arts and
manners of the south advanced incessantly among them.

At the same time the long respite from military exactions allowed the
pursuits of ease and luxury to fructify within the limits of the provinces.

Gaul was no longer drained from year to year by the forced requisitions of

men and horses, of arms and stores, which had fed the exhausting campaigns
of Germanicus. Her ancient cities decked themselves with splendid edifices,

with schools and theatres, aqueducts and temples. The camps on the Rhine
and Danube were gradually transformed into commercial stations, and be-

came emporiums of traffic with the north of Europe, where the fur and
amber of the Hercynian forests and the Baltic coast were exchanged for

wine and oil or gold and silver, those instruments of luxury which nature
was supposed, in mercy or in anger, to have denied to the German barba-
rians. Such a state of affairs allowed the emperor to persist in his favourite

plan of leaving the provincial governors for years unchanged at their posts.

Each succeeding proconsul was no longer in a fever of haste to aggrandise
himself hy the plunder or renown of a foray beyond the frontiers. The
administration of the provinces became a matter of ordinary routine

;
it lost

its principal charms in the eyes of the senators, who could at last with diffi-

culty be induced to exchange the brilliant pleasures of the capital, with all

its mortifications and perils, for the dull honours of a distant government.
JSfor can we discover in general the justice of iu‘.cusing TiboiiuB of neglect-

ing the safety of liis remote possessions', winch seem, on the contrary, to nave
flourished securely in the armed peace of his august empire. In Gaul the

revolt of Sacrovir and his Belgian confederates was effectually suppressed,*

the outbreak of the Frisians, though at some cost of blood, seems to have
been speedily quelled. Nor have we any distinct contirmation of the asser-

tion of Suetonius, that Tiberius suffered the province to bo ravaged with
impunity by the Germani, which, if true, can apply only to some transient

violation of the frontiers.

Nor does the assertion of Tiberius’ indifference seem to bo better founded
with regard to Moesia. Tacitus steps frequently aside from his domestic
narrative to record the affairs of this region and tfie exploits of the emperor’s
lieutenants ; while Appian makes special mention of the conquest of Mcesia
under Tiberius, and of the establishment of provincial government in this

quarter by his hand. Sabinus, Pandus, and Laboo seem to have held the

command there successively during the first half of this principate, and
these men at least were not allowed to indulge in indolence, for their exer-

tions and victories are a theme to which the Tdstorian repeatedly refers.

But the emptiness of these charges can be more clearly shown in the case

of the dependent kingdom of Armenia, which, according to the same author-
ity, Tiberius suffered to be seized by the Parthians, and wrested from the

patronage of the empire. It appears, on the contrary, from the particular

[1 Tacitus, Jiowever, speaks of tiie legatus Mmt(s a.d. 14, so It would seem that Moasia
became a Koman province in Uie reign of Augpnstus, J
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recital of Tacitus, that the bold occupation of this kingdom by Artabanus

was immediately resented by the emperor with the energy of a younger man.

Not only were the wild mountaineers of the Caucasus, the Iberians and

Albanians, invited to descend upon the intruders
;
not only were the sous

of Phraates released from their long detention at Rome, and directed to pre-

sent themselves on their native soil, and claim the allegiance of their father’s

subjects 5 but a Roman general, L. Vitellius, a man of distinguished valour

and experience, was deputed to lead the forces of Asia and Syria against the

enemy ; and while it was hoped that a vigorous demonstration would suffice

to hurl him back from the territory in dispute, instructions were not with-

held, it would appear, to push on if necessary, and smite the Pai'thians with

the strong hand of the empire. But these combinations proved speedily

successful. Artabanus, already detested by many of his most powerful sub-

jects, was compelled to descend from his throne, and take refuge in the far wilds

of Hyrcania ; while Tiridates, the son of Phraates, was accepted in his room

[35 A.D.]. The Roman army, which had crossed the Euphrates, returned

vietbrious without striking a blow, though, by a subsequent revolution, Arta-

banus was not long afterwards restored, and admitted, upon giving the

required hostages, to the friendship of his lordly rivals [36

If Tibeiins refrained from aggrandising his empire by fresh conquests,

he was not the less intent on consffiidating the unwieldy mass by the gradual

incorporation of the dependent kingdoms enclosed within its limits. The
contests between Cotys and his uncle Bhescuporis, in Thrace, gave him
a pretext for placing the fairest part of that country under the control

of a Roman officer, thus preparing the way for its nltimate annexation. On
the death of Archelaus, king of Capyadocia, in the year 17, his country was
declared a Roman province, and subjected to the rule of an impeidal pro-

curator. At the same period the frontier kiiigdom of Commagone was

added to the dominions of the republic under the govoriimeut of a pnetor,

Syria, the great stronghold of the Roman power in the East, was still skirted

by several tributary kingdoms or etlmarchies, such as Chahiis,
^

Kmesa,

Damascus, and Abilene ; but the dependency of Judea, tlie wealthiest and

proudest of all these vassal states, was wrested in the reign of Augustus

from the dynasty to which it had been entrusted, and was still subjected by
his successor to the control of the proconsul at Antioch.

Herod the Great, on his death-bod, had sent his seal, together with an

ample present, to AiTgustxTS, in token of the entire dependence upon Rome in

which he held his dominions 1^4 n.o.l This act of vassalage procured him, per-

haps, the ratification of the d"is'position he liadmado of his territories between

Archelaus, Herod Antipaa, and Philippus. To the first was allotted the king-

dom of Judea, including Samaria and Idunuea, but with the loss of the cities

of Gaza, Gadara, and Hippus, which w^ere now annexed to the government of

Syria. To the second fell the districts of Galilee to the west, and Fema to the

east of the Jordan ; while the Trachonitis, Auranitis, and Gauloiutis formed

with Ituraea the tetrarohy of Philip, extending northward to the desert bor-

ders of Damascus. But the rival kinsmen were not satisfied with this division,

Archelaus and Antipas repaired to Rome to plead against one another ;
but

wMle they were urging their suits before the tribunal of the senate, the provis-

ional government which the Romans had established in Judea was suddenly

attacked on all sides hy bodies of armed insurgents. Their leaders, however,

were not men of rank or commanding influence, and the revolt was in no sense

a national movement. It was speedily crushed hy Varus, then proconsul of

Syria, the same who ten years afterwards perished so miserably in Germany,
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and punished with the atrocious severity too commonly employed in such cases.

Archelaus, confirmed in his sovereignty, continued to reign under these

lamentable auspices ip Jude’a. His subjects, still mindful of the sons of their

beloved Mariamne, never regarded him with favour ; and it has been men-
tioned how they complained to Augustus of his tyranny, and obtained hia

removal from the throne. He was finally sent into exile at Vienne in Gaul.
The fall of Archelaus loft the throne of Judea and Samaria without a

direct claimant, and the emperor took the opportunity of attaching them to

the Roman dominions. This acquisition was placed under the general

administration of the croconsul of Syria, but governed more directly by an
imperial procurator, w! lo took up hia abode at Caesarea Philippi. Of the

character of the new government we find no complaints even in the Jewish
writers whose accounts of this period have been preserved to us.

Both Augustus and his successor ap pear to have instructed their officers

to observe the same respect for the pecniar habits and prejudices of the Jews
which had reflected such lusire in their eyes upon the magnanimous Agrippa

;

whatever may have been the ordinary severities of Roman domination, it

was not till the arrival of Pontius Pilate, about the middle of the reim of

Tiberius, tliat any special cause of grievance was inflicted upon them. They
complained that the new procurator commenced his career with a grave and
wanton insult. Ho entered Jerusalem with standards flying, upon which,

according to the usage of the time, the image of the emperor was displayed.

The old religious feeling of the Jews against the representation of the

human figure was roused to vehement indignation ; they remonstrated with

the procurator, nor would they listen to his excuse that the Romans had their

customs as well as the Jews, and that the removal of the emperor’s portrait

from his ensigns by an officer of his own might be regarded as a crime against

the imperial majesty, But if Tiberius was merely the creature of the dela-

tors in his own capital, in the provinces he retained his good sense an^ inde-

pendence. Perhaps it was by a special authorisation from him that Pilate

consented to withdraw tlu^ obnoxious images. Nevertheless, the Jew^, under

the guidance of their priests, continued to watch every act of his adiamistra-

tion with inveterate jealotLsy, and when he ventured to apply a portion of

the temple revenues to the construction of an aqueduct for the supply of

their city, broke out into violence which provoked him to severe measures

of repression.

It is probable that mutual exasperation led to further riots, followed by
sanguinary punishments ; the government of Pilate was charged with cruelty

and exaction, and at last the provincials addressed themselves to Vitellius,

the governor of Syria. Nor were their expectations disappointed. The
proconsul required his procurator to quit the province, and submit himself

to the pleasure of the offended emperor. Tiberius, indeed, was already dead

before his arrival, but his successor attended without delay to the rraresen-

tations of hia lieutenant, and Pilate was dismissed with ignominy to Vienna.

From the confidence with which Tiberius was appealed to on a matter of

sucb remote concern, it would seem that the vigilance of his control was not

generally relaxed even in the last moments of his life.

While Judea and Samaria were thus annexed to the Roman province,

Galilee and the outlying regions of Persea and Itiirsea were still suffered to

remain under their native rulers ; and the dominions of the great Herod be-

came once more united transiently under a single sceptre at no distant period.

If, however, we consider the condition of the Jewish provincials under the

Roman fasces, we shall find reason to believe that it was far from intolerable,
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and presented probably a charge for the better from the tyranny of their

own regal dynasties.

Doubtless the national feeling, as far as it extended, was outraged in its

cherished prepossessions by the substitution of a foreign for a native domina-*
tion. The nobles and the priests, who preserved and rejected this sentiment,
and who suffered in consideration under foreign sway, fostered the preju-
dices of the people to the utmost of their power, excited their discontent.,

fanned the flame of sedition, and then betrayed their unfortunate clients to
the sword of relentless executioners. It may be admitted that the fiscal

exactions of the procurator were more uniformly rigid than those of Herod,
whose remission of a large portion of his peo-
ple’s taxes had gained him favour in the

midst of his atrocities. Yet the amount of

freedom and security enjoyed by the Jews
under a Quirinus and a Pilate shows the
general leniency of the Roman government
at this period, and may induce us to believe

that the yoke of the coiiquerois was on the
whole a happy exchange for their subjects.

The warm descriptions of provincial feHoity

by the Jewish authority Philo, may be coloured
to suit a purpose, and it may be impossible to

produce any distinct facts to support this

general conjeemre. Yet indications are not
wanting in the writings of the EvangcUsts,
which coiitaixi, abstracted from their religious

significance, the most interesting record in

existence of the social condition of antiquity,— for they alone of all our ancient documents
are the productions of men of the people,

—

to show that the mass of the population of

Judea was contented and comparatively happy
imder the rule of the Roman procurator.

Such is the impression received from the
representations of common life in the scrip-

tures of the New Testament. The instances
they allege of cruelty and injustice are drawn
from the conduct of tlie Jews towards one
another, rather than of the foreigner towards
the native. The scribe and the Pharisee are
held up to odium or contempt, not the minister
of police or the instrument of government. The Romans are regarded in them
as the protectors of the people against their domestic tyrants. The duty of
paying^ them tribute is urged as the proper price of the tranquillity they
main^in

; their fiscal officers are spoken of with forbearance
; their soldiers

are cited as examples of thoughtful toleration ; the vice of the provincial
ruler is indifference and unbelief rather tlian wanton violence

j
and the tri-

bunal of the emperor himself is appealed to as the last resort of injured
innocence. The freedom of movement enjoyed by the subjects of Rome, the
permission so fully -allowed them of passing, from frontier to frontier, of
assembling together for social and religious objects, of flocking in crowds at
the call of popular leaders, all indicate a state of personal liberty which
might be envied throughout Europe at the present cay./

Koman Emsekss
(From a atatu© lu tJio Oaitltol)
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IKTBENAL GOVBENMKNT

During the earlier years of Tihcrius’ sway, his administration was happy
for the state. Even Tacitus ^ draws a brilliant picture of it : “ Public mat-
ters and the more serious of those relating to private j^ersons wore determined
by the senate. In the distribution of honours, he too k birtli, military service
and civil talent into consideration, so that it would have been difficult to
have made a better choice. As to laws, if one excepts that of majesty, good
use was made of them 4 For his private affairs the prince chose most emment
men, some unknown to him except by reputation, and the greater part grew
old in service. He took care that the provinces wore not burdened with
taxes. The prince’s domains in Italy were not much extended. His slaves
were not insolent, his freedmen not many. Had he disputes with private
persons, the law decided the matter.” ^

His plan was to possess the reality of power without exciting hatred or
eiAvy by the useless display of the show of it. He therefore rejected the
titles that ware offered !iim, such as that of Imporaior, as a prxnomm^, and
that of Father of his Country; oven that of Augustus, though hereditary,
he would only use in his letters to kings and dynasts ; above all he rejected
that of Master (Dominus) ; ho would only bo called Cmsar, or First of the
Sonate, This last (which we shall hencefortb t(U'm Prince) was his favour-
ite title ; he used to say, “ 1 am the Master of my slaves, the Imperator of
the soldiers, and the Prince of the rest.” lie would uot allow anything
;)eculiar to be done in honour of his birthday, nor suffer any one to swear by
us fortune; neither would he permit the sonate to swear to bis acts on New
Year’s Day, or temples, or any other divine honours, to be decreed him. He
was affable and easy of approach; betook no notice of libels and evil reports
of which he was the object, while he repelled ilaitcry of every kind.

To the senate and tlie magistrates lie preserved (at hnist in appearance)
all their pristine dignity and power. Every matter, groat or small, public
or private, was laid before the senate. The d<d)ates wore apparently free,

and the prince was often in the minority. Ho always entered the senate
house without any attendants, like an ordinary senator ; ho rc)jroved oonsu-
lars in the command of armies for writing to him instead of tlie senate; he
treated the consuls with the utmost respect, rising to them and making 'Wflty

for them. Ambassadors and deputies wore directed to api dy to them as in
the time of the republic. It was only by his tribunician rigid of interceding
that he exercised his power in the senate. Ho used also to taka his seat
with the magistrates as they were administering justice, and by his presence
and authority ^ave a check to the influence of the great In protecting the
accused; by which conduct of his, while justice gained, liberty, it was
observed, suffered.

The public morals and the tranquillity of the city were also attended to.

A limit was set to the expenses of plays and pqblic shows, and to the salaries
of the players, to whom the senators and knights were forbidden to shov
marks of respect, by visiting them or attending them in public. Frofligaoy
had become so bold and shameless, that ladies were known to have entered

^
1

® professed courtesans in order to escape the penalties
01 the law, and young men of family to have voluntarily semmitted to the
mark of infamy in order to appear with safety on the stage or the arena

;

both these infamous classes were now subjected to the penalty of exile.
Astrologers and fortune-tellers were expelled the city

; the rites and cere-
monies of the Egyptian and Judaic religions were suppressed. Guards were
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placed throughout Italy to prevent highway robbery
;
and those refuges of

villainy of all kinds, the sanctuaries, were regulated in Greece and Asia.

Yet people were not deceived by all this apparent regard for liberty and
justice ; for they saw, as they thought, from the very commencement, the

germs of tyranny, especially in the renewal of the law of treason (majestas).

In the time of the reoublic there was a law under this name, by which any
one who had diminis led the greatness (majestas) of the Roman people by
betraying an army, exciting the plebs to sedition, or acting wrongly in com-
mand, was subject to punishment. It applied to actions alone

;
but Sulla

extended it to speeches, and Augustus to writings against not merely the

state, but private individuals, on the occasion of Cassius Severus having
libelled several illustrious persons of both sexes. Tiberius, who was angered
by anonymous verses made on himself, directed tlic prjetor, when consulted

by him on the subject, to give judgment on the law of treason. As this

law extended to words as well as actions, it opened a wide field for mischief,

and gave birth to the vile brood of delators or public informers answering
to the sycophants, those peats of Athens in the days of her democratic des-

potism. This evil commenced almost with the reign of Tiberius, in whose
second year two knights, Faloniiis and Rubrius, were accused, the one of

associating a player of infamous character with the worshippers of Augustus,
and of having sold with his gardens a statue of that prince, the other of hav-
ing sworn falsely hy his divinity. Tiberius however would not allow these

absurd charges to be entertained. Soon after Granius Maroellus, the prmtor
of Bithynia, was charged with treason by his quaestor, Caepio Crispinus, for

having spoken evil of Tiberius, having placed his own statue on a higher
site than that of the Ceesars, and having out the head of Augustus off a

statue to make room for tluit of Tiberius. This last charge exasperated

Tiberius, who declared that he would vote himself on the matter; but a

bold expression used by On. Piso brought him to reason, and Maroellus was
acquitted.

After the death of Gcrmanicus, Tiberius acted with less restraint
;
for

his son Drusus did not possess the qualities suited to gain popularity, and
thus to control him. In fact, except his affection for his noble adoptive
brother, there was nothing in the character of Drusus to esteem. He was
addicted to intemperance, devoted to the sports of tlie amphitheatre, and of

so cruel a temper, that a peculiarly sharp kind of sword was named from
him drusiau. Tiberius made him his colleague in the consulate, and then
obtained for him the tribunician power (22) ; but Drusus was fated to no
long enjoyment of the dignity and power thus conferred on him. A fatal

change was also to take place in the conduct and government of Tiberius
himself, of which we must now trace the origin.

Seius Strabo, who had been made one of the prefects of the praetorian

cohorts by Augustus, had a son, who, having been adopted by one of the
Julian family, was named in the usual manner L. JElius Sejanus. This
young man, who was born at Vulsinii in Tuscany, was at first attached to
the service of Cains Cmsar, after whose death he devoted himself to Tibe-
rius; and such was his consummate art, that this wily prince, dark and
mysterious to all others, was open and unreserved to him. Sejanus equalled
his master in the power of concealing his thoughts and designs ; he was dar-
ing and ambitious, and he possessed the requisite qualities for attaining the
eminence to which he aspired; for though proud he could play the flatterer;
he could and did assume a modest exterior, and he had vigilance and indus-
try, and a body capable of enduring any fatigue.
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,JWhen Drusus was sent to quell the mutiny of the rannonian leo-ions
Sejanus, whom Tiberius had made colleague with his fatlier Strabo in the
command of the prastorians, accom]jained him as liis governor and director.
Strabo was afterwards sent out to Egypt, and Stijanus was continued iu the
sole command of the guards; ho then inqu-osonted to Tiberius how much
hotter it would bt) to iiave them ct)liected into one camp instnud of bcino-
dispersed through the e.ity aiid towns, as tliey v;ould be less liable to be
corrupted, would be more orderly, and of greater elHeioncy if any iiisurrectioii
should occur. A fortilied camp was therefore forimul for tliem near the
Viminal (late, and Sejaniis then began to eourt the men, j'nd he appointed
those on whom he could rely to be tribunes and centurions. While thus
securing the guards, he was e([ually assiduous to gain p‘U‘tisans in the senate,
and honours and provinces only came to thos(i who had acciuired Jiis favour
by obsequkmsuess. In all these projects lie was unwittingly aided by Tibe-
rius, who useil publicly to stylo liim **the associate of his lakmvs,'’ and even
allowed his statues to bo placed aud worshipped iu temples and theatres, and
among the ensigns of the legions,

Sejaims bad iu fact formed the daring project of destroying Tiberius and
his family, and seizing the supremo power. As besides Tiberius and Drusus,
who had two sous, there were a brother and throe sous of (jrcnnanicus living,

he resolved, as the safer course, to remove them gradually by art and treach-
ery. He began with Drusus, against whom he had a personal spite, as that
violent youth had one time publicly given him a Iilow iu the face. In ordei-

to etTect his purpose, he seduced his wife luvia or Livilla, the sister of Gor-
nmnicuH

;
aud then, by bolding out to her the prospect of a share in the

imperial iiower, lie induced lier to engage in the iilan for the murder of her
husband. Her physician Eudemus was also taken into tho jilot, bub it was
some time before the associates could finally determine what mode to adopt.
At length a slow poison was lixed on, whitil'i was administered to Drusus by'

a eunuch naiimd Lygdus, and he died apparently of disease (23). Tiberius,

who while his son was lying dead, had entered tho senate house and ad-
dressed the members with his usual composure, pronounced the funeral ora-

tion himself, and then turned to .business for consolation.

So far all bad succeeded with Sejanus, and death curried ofif the younger
son of Drusus soon after his father; but Nero and Drusus, tho two elder

sons of Germanicus, were now growing up, and the chastity of their mother
and the fidelity of those about them put poison out of tlie (luestion. He
therefore adopted another course; and taking advantage of tho liigh spirit

of Agrippina, and working on the jealousy of her whicli Augusta was known
to entertain, he inaaaged so that both she and Livia should labour to preju-

dice Tiberius against Agrippina by talking of tho pride which she took in

her progeny, and the ambitious designs which she entertained. At the same
time he induced some of those about her to stimxilato her haughty spirit by
their treacherous language. He further proposed to deprive her of support
by destroying those pei*sons of influence who wore attached to her family,

or the memory of her husband. With this view ho selected for his first

victims C. Silius and Titius Sabinus, the friends of Germanicus, and Silius’

wife, Sosia Galla, to whom^ Agrippina was strongly attached, and who was
therefore an object of dislike to Tiberius. Omitting however Sabinus for

the present, he caused the consul Visellius Varro to accuse Silius of treason
for having dissembled his knowledge of tho designs of Saorovir, having dis-

graced his victory by his avarice, and countenanced the acts of his wife.

Having vainly asked for a delay till his accuser should go out of office, and
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seeing that Tiberius was deterininediy hostile to him, Silius avoided a con-
demnation by a voluntary death. His wife was banished

; a portion of his
property was confiscated, but the remainder was left to his children.

Urged by his own ambition, and by the importunity of Livia, Sejanus
had soon (25) the boldness to present a petition to Tiberius, praying to be
chosen by him for her husband. Tiberius took no offence ; his reply was
kind, only stating the difficulties of the matter with respect to Sejanus him-
self, but at the same time expressing the warmest friendship for and conii-
dence in him. Sejanus however was suspicious, and he began to reflect that
while Tiberius remained at Rome, many occasions might present themselves
to those who desired to imdermine him in the mind of that jealous prince ;

whereas, could he induce him to quit the city, all access to him would be
only through himself, all letters would be conveyed by soldiers who were
under his orders, and gradually, as the prince advanced in years, all the
affairs of the state would pass into his hands. He therefore, by contrasting
the noise and turbulence of Rome with the solitude and tranquillity of the
country, gradually sought to bend him to his purpose, which he effected in
the following year.

During this time the deadly charge of treason was brought against vari-
ous persons. The most remarkable case was that of A. Cromutius Oordus,
the historian. He Jiad made a free remark on the conduct of Sejanus, a,ml
accordingly two of that favourite’s clients were directed to accuse him of
treason,^ for having in his history called Cassius the last of the Romans.
Cremutius, when before the senate, observing the sternness of Tiberius’
countenance, took at once the resolution of abandoning life, and therefore
spoke as follows

:

^‘Fathers, my words are accused, so guiltless am 1 of acts; but not
even these are against the prince or the prince’s parent, whom the law of
treason embraces. I am said to have praised Brutus and Cassius, whoso
deeds, while several have written, no one has mentioned without liouour.
Titus Livius, who is pre-eminent for eloquence and fidelity, extolled Pompeius
with such praises, that Augustus used to call him a Pompeian; nor was
that any hindrance of their friendship. He nowhere calls Scipio, Afrani us,
tlus very Cassius, this Brutus, robbers and parricides, which names arc now
given them ; he often speaks of them as distinguished men. The writings
of Asinius Pollio transmit an illustrious record of them ; Messala Corvinus
used to call Cassius his general

; and both of them flourished in wealth and
honours. To the book of Marcus Cicero, which extolled Cato to the skies,
yp-hat did the dictator Cicsar hut reply in a written speech as if before
judges ? The letters of Autonius, the speeches of Brutus, contain imputa-
tions on Augustus which are false, and written with great bitterness. The
verses of Bibaeulus and Catullus, which are full of abuse of the Crosars, are
read ; nay, the divine Julius himself, the divine Augustus himself, both
bore with them and let them remain; I cannot well say whether more
through moderation or wisdom ; for what are despised go out of mind ; if

you are angry with them their truth seems to be acknowledged. I speak
not of the Greeks, among whom not only liberty but license was unpunislied

;

or if any one did take notice, he avenged himself on words by words. But
there was the greatest freedom, and no reproach, when speaking of those
whom death had removed from enmity or favour. Do I, in the cause of
civil war, inflame the people by my harangues while Brutus and Cassius are
m ams, and occupying the plains of Philippi ? Or do they, who are now
dead these seventy years, as they are known by their images, which the

H. W. — VOL. TI. L
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conqueror did not destroy, retain in like manner their share of memory in

literary works? Posterity allots his meed to every one; nor, should a con-

demnation fall on me, will there be wanting those who will remember not
only Brutus and Cassius, but also me.”

Having thus spoken, Cordus left the senate house, and returning to his

own abode starved himself to death. The senate decreed that the copies of

his work should be collected and burned by the mdiles
;
but some were saved

by his daughter Marcia, and were republished in the succeeding reign.

At length (26) Tiberius quitted Rome and went into Campania, under
the pretext of dedicating a temple to Jupiter at Capua, and one to Augustus
at Nola; but with the secret intention of never returning to the city.

Various causes, all perhaps true, are assigned for this resolution. Tlie sug-

gestions of Sejanuc were not without effect ; he was grown thin, and
stooped ; he was quite bald, and his face was full of blotches and ulcers,

to which he was obliged to have plasters constantly applied ; and he may
therefore have sought, on this account, to retire from the public view. It is

further said that he wished to escape from the autliority of his mother, who
seemed to consider herself entitled to share the power which he had obtained

Roma» Lamp

through her exertions. [But whatever the exact motive that actuated

Tiberius, his withdrawal constituted a virtual desertion of the capital, since

he never returned.]

He was accompanied only by one senator, Cocceius Nerva, who was
deeply skilled in the laws, by Sejanus and another knight, and by some per-

sons, chiefly Greeks, who were versed in literature. A few days after he

set out an accident occurred, which was near being fatal to him, but proved

fortunate for Sejanus. As at one of his country-seats near Fundi, named
the Caverns (Speluncw), he was, for the sake of fche coolness, dining in one

of the natural caverns, whence- the villa derived its appellation, a great

quantity of the stones, which formed its roof, fell down and crushed some of

the attendants to death. Sejanus threw himself over Tiberius to protect

him with his own body, and was found in that position by the soldiers who
came to their relief. This apparent proof of generous self-devotion raised

him higher than ever in the estimation of the prince.

Wfile Tiberius was ramblmg from place to place in Campania (27), a

dreadful calamity occurred at Fidense, in consequence of the fall of a tempo-

rary amphitheatre erected by a freedman named Atilius for giving a show
of gladiators ;

the number of the killed and maimed is said to have been
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fifty thousand.^ The conduct of the nobility at Rome on this melancholy

occasion showed that all virtue had not departed from them ; they threw

open their houses for the sufferers, and supplied them with medical atten-

dance and remedies ; so that, as the great historian observes, the city wore

the appearance of the Rome of the olden time, when after battles the

wounded were thus humanely treated. This calamity was immediately fol-

lowed by a tremendous fire on the Caelian Hill ; but Tiberius alleviated the

evil by giving the inhabitants the amount of their losses in money.

Having d,edicated the temples, and rambled for some time tnrough the

towns of Campania, Tiberius finally fixed on the islet of Caprete [the modern
Capri] in the Bay of Naples as his permanent abode. This isle, which lay

at the short distance of three miles from the promontoi*y of Surrentum, was
accessible only in one place

;
it enjoyed a mild temperature, and commanded

a most magnificent view of the bay of Naples and the lovely region which
encompassed it. 2 But the delicious retreat was speedily converted by the

aged prince into a den of infamy, such as has never perhaps found its e^ual

;

his vicious practices, however, were covered by the veil of secrecy, for he

still lay under some restraint.

When Tiberius left Rome, Sejanus renewed his machinations against

Agrippina and her children and friends. He directed his first efforts

against her eldest son Nero, whom he surrounded with spies ; and as this

youth was married to a daughter of Livia, his wife was instructed by her

abandoned mother to note and report all his most secret words and actions.

Sejanus kept a faithful register of all he could learn in these various ways,
and regularly transmitted it to Tiberius. He also drew to his side Nero’s

younger brother Drusus, a youth of a fiery turbulent temper, and wbo
hated him because he was his mother’s favourite. It was however Sejanus’

intention to destroy him also when he should have served his purpose
against Nero.

At this time also he made his final and fatal attack on Titius Sabinus,

whose crime was his attachment to the family of Germanicus. The bait of

the consulate, of which Sejanus alone could dispose, induced four men of

praetorian dignity to conspire his ruin. The pl^an proposed was that one
of them, named Latinius Latiaris, who had some knowledge of Sabinus,
should draw him into conversation, out of which a charge of treason might
be manufactured. The plot succeeded ; Latiaris, by praising the constancy
of Sabinus in friendshiip, led him gradually on to speak as he thought of

Sejanus, and even of Tiberius. At length, under pretence of having some-
thing of great iniportance to reveal, he brought him into a chamber where
the other three were concealed between the ceiling and the roof. A charge
of treason was therefore speedily concocted and forwarded to Tiberius, from
whom a letter came on New Year’s Day (28), plainly intimating to the senate
his desire of vengeance. This sufficed for that obsequious body, and Sabinus
was dragged forth and executed without delay.

In his letter of thanks to the senate, Tiberius talked of the danger he
was in, and of the plots of his enemies, evidently aRuding to Agrippina and
Nero. These unfoi’tunate persons lost their only remaining refuge the fol-
lowing year (29) by the death of the prince’s mother, Julia Augusta,® whose

p This is the number as stated by Tacitus
; Suetonius says twenty thousand.]

Augustus so taken with the charms of this Island, that he gave lands m exchange for
it to the ]^ple of Naples to whom it belonged. Dlon,i LII, 43.

» Writers differ as to her age. Tacitus merely says exiremo (Btate. Pliny* (XIV, 8) makes
her eigh^-two, Dioni (LVni, 1) eighty-six years old. This last seems to be tbe more correct, as
her son Tiberius was now seventy years of ^e.
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Influence over her 3011, md regard for her o^vn (hiHcendants, had held Sejanus
in rcHtraint. This soon ajapeiired by the arrival of a letter from Tiberius,

accusing Nero of unnaturalL practices, ai\(I speaking of the arrogance of Agrip-
pina; but while the senate were in debate, the people Burronnd<‘xl the house,

carrying the images of Agrippina and Nero, and crying out that the letter

was forgcdi and the prince deceived. Nothing therefore was done on that

day, and Sejanus took the opport,unity of irritating tlie mind of Tiberius,

who wrote again to the senate
;
but as iu ilu* hd,ter he forbade their proceed-

ing to extremes, they passed a decree, declaring themselves prepared to

avenge the prince, were they not hindered by liimself.

Moat unfortunately the admirable narrative of Tacitus fails us at this

point ; and for the apace of more than two years, and those th<i most impor-

tant of the reign of Tiberius, wo arc obliged to (Icrivc our knowledge of

events from the far inferior notices of Dion Cassius and Suetonius. Wc
are therefore unable to display tlie arts by whitdi Sejanus ejected the ruin

of Agrippina and her children, and ciiu only learn that she was relegated to

the isle of Paudataria, where, while she gave vent to her indignation, her

eye was struck out by a centurion; and that Nero was placed in the isle of

Ihmtia, and forced to terminate his own life. The further fate of Agrippina

iind Dnisus we shall liavc to relate.

Sejanus now revelled in tlie enjoyment of power ; every one feared him,

(very one courted and flattered Idm. ‘‘In a word,'’ says I)ioii,i “ho seemed

to bo emperor, Tiberius merely the ruler of an island/”; for while hhe latter

dwelt in solitude and apparently unthought of, the <loorH of the former were

thronged every morning with saluting crowils, and the flrst men of Rome
attended him on his way to the senate. I lia pride and insolenco, as is always

the case witli those who rise otherwise than by merit, kept pa(‘-o with his

power, and men hated while they feared and flattered him.^

Let us citi^ an instance of this fulsome flattery from tlio pages of the con-

temporary chronicler, Velleius Fatej’culiis, a Roman who had served nine

years as a soldier in Germany, and who had been military tribune and after-

wards quesstor and prsetor. The panegyric with which Velleius closes his

Hpitome of Roman Mutory eulogises Sejanus along with the emperor himeolf,

and his mother. This eulogium is worth transcribing at loncth as it illus-

trates the contrast between contemporary estimates—-be they candid or

hypocritical— and the judgment of posterity.

«

VELLEIUS PATERCCTLXJB EULOGISES TmEBtUB

“ It is seldom,” says Velleius, “ that men who have arrived at eminence,

have not had powerful coadjutors in steering tlie course of their fortunes

;

thus the two Soipios had the two L^lii, whom they set in every respect on a

level with themselves
;
thus the emperor Augustus had Marcus^ Agrippa,

and after him Statilius Taurus. The newness of these men’s families proved

no obstruction to their attainment of many consulships and triumphs, and

of sacerdotal offices in great numbers. For great affairs demand groat

co-operators (in small matters, the smallness of assistance does not mar the

]
3rooeeding8), and it is for the interest of the public, that what is necessary

!cor business should be eminent in dignity, and tlxat usefulness should be

fortified with influence. In conformity with these examples, Tiberius Caesar

has had, and still has, JElius Sejanus, a most excellent coadjutor in all the

toils of government, a man whose father was chief of the equestrian order,
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and w^io, on his motlier’s side is connected 'vvitlx some of tlie most illustrious

and ancient families, ennobled by high preferments; who has brothers,

cousins, and an uncle, of consular rank; who is remarkable for fidelity in

the discharge of his duties, and for ability to endure fatigue, the constitution

of his body corresponding Avith the vigour of his mind ; a man of pleasing

gravity, and of unaffected cheerfulness ; appearing, in tlie despatch of busi-

ness, like a man quite at ease; assuming nothing to himself, and hence
receiving every honour; always deeming himself inferior to other men’s
estimation of him ;

calm in looks and conversation, hut in mind indefati-

gably vigilant.

“In esteem for Sejanns’ virtues, the judgment of the public has long
vied with that of the prince. Nor is it at all new with the senate and
people of Rome, to consider the most meritorious as the most noble. The,

men of old, before the First Funic War, three hundred years ago, exalted

to the summit of dignity T. Coruncanius, a man of no family, bestowing
on him, besides other honours, the office of chief pontiff; they promoted
Spurius Carvilius, a man of equestrian birth, and ailtorwards Marcus Cato,
another new man (not a native citizen, but born at Tiisculum), as well as

Mummius Achaicus, to corsulsliips, censorships, and triumphs. And they
who considered Cains Marius, a man of the most obscure origin, as unques-
tionably the first in the Roman nation, before his sixth connulship

; who had
so high an esteem for INIarcus Tullius, that ho could obtain, almost by his

sole recommendation, the highest oriicos for whomsoever be chose ; and who
refused nothing to Asinius Pollio, which men of the noblest birth had to

obtain Avith infinite labour, Avere certainly of opinion that he who possessed
the greatest virtues was entitled to the greatest honours. The natural imi-
tation of other men’s examples led Ctesar to make trial of Sejanns, aud occa-
sioned Sejanns to bear a share of the burdens of the prince ; and induced
the senate and people of Romo cheerfully to call to the guardianship of their
safety him Avliom they saw best (jualified for the charge.

“Having exhibited a general view of the administration of Tiberius
Csesar, let us now enumerate a fcAv particulars respecting it. With what
wisdom did he bring to Rome Rhescuporis, the murderer of Cotys, his own
brother’s son, and partner in the kingdom, employing in that affair the ser-
vices of Pomponius Flaccus, a man of consular rank, naturally inclined to
all that is honourable, and by pure virtue always meriting fame, hut never
eagerly purauing it ! With what solemnity as a senator and a judge, not
as a prince, does he hear causes in person I With A/hat precepts did he
form the mind of his Germai icus, and train him in the rudiments of war in
his own camp, so that he afterwards hailed him the conqueror of Germany I

What honours did he beau on him in his youth, the magnificence C)f his
triumph corresponding to t’.io grandeur of his exploits 1 Ptow often has he
honoured the people with donations I How readily has he,, when he could
do it Avith the sanction of the senate, supplied senators with property
suitable to their rank, neither encouraging extravagance, nor suffering hon-
orable poverty to be stripped of dignity I In what an honourable style
did he send his Germanicus to the transmarine provinces I With what
energy, employing Drusus as a minister and coadiutor in his plans, did he
force Marboduus, who Avas clinging to the soil of the kingdom winch he
had possessed^ to come forth, like a serpent concealed in the earth (let me
speak without offence to his majesty), by the salutary charms of his coun-
sels ! How honourably, yet how far from negligently, does he keep watch
over him I How formidable a Avar, excited by the Gallic chief Saorovir
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and Julius Florus, did he suppress, and with such amazing expedition and.

energy, that the Roman people learned that tliey were conquerors, before they
knew that they were at war, and tlie news of victory outstripped the news
of the danger ! The African war too, perilous as it was, and daily increas-

ing in strength, was quickly terminated under his auspices and direction.

“What structures has he erected in his own name, and those of his

family ! With what dutiful munificence, even exceeding belief, is he build-

ing a temple to his father I With how laudable a generosity of disposition

is Tie repairing even the buildings of Oneius Pompey that Avere consumed
by fire I Whatever has been at any time conspicuously great, he regards as

his own, and under his protection. With what liberality has he at all times,

and particularly at the recent fire on the Ctclian Mount, repaired the losses

of people of all conditions out of his own
property I With what perfect ease to the

public does he manage the raising of troops,

a business of constant and extreme appre-

hension, without the consternation attemiant

on a levy I If either nature allows us, or the

humility of man may take upon itself, to make
a modest complaint of such, things to tlie gods,

Avhat has he deserved that, in the first place,

Drusus Libo should form his execrable plots
;

and, in the next, that Silius and Piso should
follow his example, one of whom he raised to

dignity, the otlier he promoted ? That I may
pass to greater matters (tliough he accounted
even these v(Ty great), what lias ho deserved,

that he should' lose his sons in their youth, or

his grandson by Drusus ? But we have only

spoken of causes for sorrow, we must now
come to occasions of shame. With what
violent griefs, Marcus Vinicius, has he felt

his mind tortured in the last three years !

How long has his heart been consumed with
affliction, and, what is most unhappy, such as

he was obliged to conceal, while ]:ic Avas oom-
pelled to grieve, and to feel indignation and
shame, at the conduct of his daughter-in-law

and his grandson I And the sorrows of this period have been aggravated
by the loss of his most excelleiAt pnother, a woman Avho resemhled the gods
more thiin human beings ; and Avliose powei* no man ever felt but in the relief

of distress or the conferring of honour.
“Let our book be concluded with a prayer. 0 Jupiter Capitolinus, O

Jupiter Stator! 0 Mars Gradivus, author of the Roman home ! 0 Vesta,
guard ian of the eternal fire ! 0 all ye deities who have exalted the present
magnitude of the Roman Empire to a position of supremacy over the world,
guard, preserve, and protect, I entreat and conjure you, in the name of the
commonwealth, our present state, our present peace (our present j^rince) !

And when he shall have completed a long course on earth, grant him suc-
cessors to the remotest ages, and such as shall have abilities to support the
empire of the world as powerfully as we have seen him support it !

’V
These words of the fawning courtier require no comment, unless it be to

note that such are often the materials from which the historian is supposed

Koman Tkipoo
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to extract truthful estimates of men and events. Fortunately, in the present

instance, the more trustworthy accounts of Tacitus and Suetonius have also

come down to us— the former, however, not quite intact.

THE FALL 01^' SEJANUS

Sejanus had thus ruled for more than three years at Rome with power
nearly absolute, when (31) Tiberius made him his colleague in the consulate
— an honour observed to be fatal to every one who had enjoyed it. In fact

the jealous tyrant, who had been fully informed of all hie actions and designs,^

had secretly resolved/in his death; but fear, on account of Sejanus’ influence

with the guards, and his uncertainty of how the people might stand affected,

prevented him from proceeding openly against him. He therefore had
recourse to artifice, in which he so much delighted. At one time he would
write to the senate, and describe himself as so ill that his recovery was nearly

hopeless ; again that he was in perfect health, and was about to return to

Rome. He would now praise Sejanus to the skies, and then speak most dis-

paragingly of him
;
he would honour some and disgrace others of his friends

solely as such. In this way both Sejanus bimself and all others were kept
in a state of the utmost uncertainty. Tiberius further bestowed priesthoods

on Sejanus and his son, and proposed to marry his daughter to Drusus, the

son oi Claudius, the brother of Germanicus; yet at the same time, when
Sejanus asked

j

permission to go to Campania, he desired him to remain where
he was, as he himself would bo coming to Romo immediately.

All this tended to keep Sejanus in a state of groat perturbation
;
and this

was increased by tlio circumstance of Tiberius, when appointing the young
Cains to a priesthood, having not merely praised him, but spoken of him in

some sort as his successor in the monarchy. He would have proceeded at

once to action, were it not that the joy manifested by the people on this

occasion proved to him that he had only the soldiers to rely on, and he hesi-

tated to act with them alone. Tiberius then showed favour to some of those

to whom Sejanus w^as hostile. The senators easily saw whither all this

tended, and tlxeir neglect of Sejanus was now pretty openly displayed.

Tiberius, having thus made trial of the senate and the people, and finding

he could rely on both, resolved to strike the long-meditated blow. In order
to take his victim more com pletely unawares, he gave out that it was his
intention to confer on him tie tribunician power. Meantime he gave to
Nsevius Sertorius Macro a secret commission to take the command of the
^ards, made him the bearer of a letter to the senate, and instructed him
fully how to act. Macro entered Rome at night, and communicated his in-

structions to the consul, P. iMemmius Regulus (for his colleague was a crea-

ture of Sejanus), and to Gryecinus Laco, the commander of the watchmen
and arranged with them the plan of action. Earh in the morning he went
up to the temple of the Palatine Apollo, where the senate was to sit that
day, and meeting Sejanus, and finding him disturbed at Tiberius having sent
him no message, he whispered him that he had the grant of the tribunician
power for him. Sejanus then went in highly elated ; and Macro, showing his

commission to the guards on duty, and telling them that he had letters promis-
ing them a largess, sent them down to their camp, and put the watchmen
about the tempi.e in their stead. He then entered the temple, and having

1 According to Josephus,^ Antonia, the widow of hia brother Drusua, wrote him a full
account of Sejanus’ proceedings, and sent it by a trusty slave named Pallas.
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delivered the letter to the consuls, immediately went out again, and leaving
Laco to watch the progress of events there, hastened down to the camp lest

tliere should be a mutiny of the guards.

The letter was long and ambiguous ; it contained nothing direct against

Sejanus, but first treated of something else, then came to a Tittle complaint
of him, then to some other matter, then it returned to him again, and so on

;

it concluded by saying that two senators, who were most devoted to Sejanus,

ought to be punished, and himself be cast into XDrison ; for though Tiberius

wished most ardently to have him executed, he did not venture to order his

death, fearing a rebellion. He even implored them in the letter to send one
of the consuls with a guard to conduct him, now an old man and desolate,

into their presence. We are further told that such W'sre his ai)[)rehension8,

that he had given orders, in case of a tumult, to release his grandson Drusus,

who was in chains at Rome, and put him at the head of those who remained
faithful to his family ; and that he took his station on a lofty rock, watching
for the signals that were to be made, having ships ready to carry him to some
of the legions in case anything adverse should occur.

His precautions, however, were needless. Before the letter was read, the

senators, expecting to hear nothing but the praises of 8(\janus and the grant

of the tribunician power, were loud in testifying their zeal towarcishim;

but as the reading proceeded their conduct sensibly altered; their looks

were no longer the aamc ; even some of tliose who %voro sitting near him
rose and left their seats ; the proctors and tribunes closed round him lest he

sliould rush out and try to raise the guards, as he certainly would have done
iiad not the letter been composed with such cousunimate artifice.

^

Ho was in

fact so thundei'struck, that it was not till the consul had called him the third

time that he was able to reply. All then join(‘-d in reviling and insulting

liira ; he was conducted to the prison by the consul and the other magistrates.

As he passed along the populace poured curses and abuse on him; they

cast down his statues, cut the heads off of them, and dragged them about

the streets. The senate seeing this disposition of the people, and finding

that the guards remained quiet, met in the afternoon in the temple of Con-

cord, close to the prison, and condemned him to death. He was executed

without delay ; his lifeless body was flung down the Geinonian steps, and for

three days it was exposed to every insult from the populace ; it was then

east into the Tiber. His children also were put to death ; his little daugh-

ter, who was to have been the bride of the prince's grand nephew, was so

young and innocent, that as they carried her to prison she kept asking what
she had done, and whither they were dragging her, adding that she would do

so no more, and that she might be whipped if naughty. Nay, by one of

those odious refinements of barbarity which trample on justice and humanity
while adhering tc the letter of the law, because it was a tiling unheard of for

a virgin to be capitally punished, the executioner was made to deflower the

child before he strangled her. Apicata, the divorced wife of Sejanus, on

hearing of the death of . her children, and seeing afterwards their lifeless

bodies on the steps, went home; and having written to Tiberius a full

account of the true manner of the death of Drusus and of the guilt of livilla,

put an end to herself. In consequence of this discovery Hivilla, and all who
were concerned in that murder, were put to death.

The rage of the populace was also vented on the friends of Sejanus, and
many of them were i^aughtered. The praetorian guards, too, enraged at

being suspected and at the watchmen being preferred to them, began to bum
and plunder houses. The senators were in a state of the utmost perturbation,
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some trembling on account of their having paid court to Sejanua, others, who
had been accusers or witnesses, from not knowing how their conduct might

he taken. All however conspired in heainng insult on the memory of the

fallen favourite.

Tiberius, now free from all apprehension, gave loose to his vengeance.

From his island-retreat he issued his orders, and th.o prison was filled with

the friends and creatures of Sejanns ; the baleful pack of informers was

unkennelled, and their victims of both sexes were hunted to death. Some
were executed in prison ;

others were flung from the Capitol
; the lifeless

remains were exposetl to every kind of indignity, and then cast into the

river. Most however chose a voluntary death ; for they thus not only

escaped insult and pajn, but preserved their property for their children.

In the following year (32) Tiberius ventured to leave his island, and sail

up the Tiber as far as Cicsar’s gardens; but suddenly, no one knew why, he

retreated again to his solitude, whence by letters ho directed the course, of

cruelty at Home. The commencement of one was so remarkable that, histo-

rians have thought it deserving of a place in their works ;
it ran thus : What

I shall write to you, P. C., or how I shall write, or wliat I shall not write

at this time, may the gods and goddesses destroy me worse, than 1 daily feel

myself perishing, if 1 know'.'’ A knight named M, Terentius at this time,

w'iien accused of the new <u'ime of Sejanus’ friendship, had the courage to

adopt a novel course of defence. He boldly acknowledged the charge, but

justified Ins couduc.t by saying that he had only followed tlie example of the

prince, whom it w'as their duty to imitate. The seiuite acquitted lum and

punished his accusers with exile or death, and Tiberius expressed himself

well pleased at tlie diicisioii. But in tlie succeeding year (3B) his cruelty,

joined w'ith avarice (a vice new to him), broke out with redoubled violence.

Tired of murdering in detail, he ordered a general massacre of all wh(^ lay iii

prison on acoouut of their coiiuecuou with Bejaims. Without distinction of

age, sex, or rank, they were slaughtered ;
their friends dared not it) approach,

or even be seen to shed tears ; and as their putrefying remains floatect along

the Tiber, no one might venturt‘ to touch or to burn them.

The deaths of his graiidsou Drusus, an<l his daughter-in-law Agrippina,

were added to the atrocities of this year. The former ])eri8hod by tlie famine

to which he w'as dewstined, after he had sustained life till the ninth day by eat-

ing the stuffing of his bed. d’he tyrant then bad the shamelessness to cause

to be read in the senate the diary which had been kept of everything the

unliappy youth had said or done tor a course of years, and of the indignities

which he had endured from the slaves aud guards who wore set about him.

Agrippina had cherished hopes of meeting with justice after the fall of

Sejanus ; but finding them frustrated, she resolved to starve herself to tleath.

Tiberius, when informed, ordered food to be forced down her throat, but she

finally accomplished lier purpose ; he then endeavoured to defame her mem-
ory by charging her with unohastity. As her death occurred on the same
day as tliat of Sejatiiis two years before, he directed it to be noted, and ho

took to himself as a merit that he had not caused her to be strangled or cast

down the Gemonian steps. The obsequious senate returned him thanks for

his clemency, aud decreed that on the l8th of October, the day of both their

deaths, an offering in gold should be made to Jupiter.

The Cmsarian family was now reduced to Claudius the brother and Caius
the sou of Gennanious, and his three daughters, Agrippina, Drusilla, and
Livilla, (whom Tiberius had given in marriage respectively to Cm Oomitius,
L. Cassius, aud M. Viui' Tiberius and Julia the children of Drusus,
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which last had been married to her cousin Nero, and now was given in marriage
to Rnbellius Blandus.

From his very outset in life, Tiberius had been obliged more or less to

conceal his natural character. Augustus, Germanicus, Drusus, his mother,

had successively been a check on him ; and even Sejanus, though the agent
of bis cruelty, had been the cause of his lusts being restrained. But now all

barriers were removed
;

for Caius was so abject a slave to him, that he
modelled himself on his character and his words, only seeking to conceal his

own vices. He therefore now at length gave free course to all his vicious,

propensities, and it almost chills the blood to read the details of the horrid*

practices in which he indulged amidst the rocks of Caprete. Meantime
there was no relaxation of his cruelty ; Macro was os bad as Sejanus, on'

»

more covertly; there was no lack of delators, and men of rank peris 1

daily. ^

TACITUS DESCRIBES THE LAST DAYS OF TIBERIUS

At Rome, meanwhile, were sown the seeds that were destined to yield a

harvest of blood after the decease of Tiberius. Laelius Balbus had charged

Acutia, sometime the wife of Publius Vitellius, with high treason
;
and, as

the senate was, after her condemnation, decreeing a reward to the accuser,

Junius Otho, tribune of the people, interposed his veto ; hence their mutual
hate, and afterwards the exile of Otho. Then Albucilla, infamous for her

many amours, who had been married to Satrius Secundus, the man who
revealed the conspiracy of Sejanus, was impeached of impiety towards the

prince. In the charge were involved, as her accomplices and her adulterers,

Cneius Domitius, Vibius Marsus, and Lucius Arruntius. Domitius was of

noble descent. Marsus, too, was distinguished by the ancient dignities of

his house, and hia own fame for learning. The minutes, however, trans-

mitted to the senate, imported, “ that in the examination of the witnesses,

and torture of the slaves. Macro had presided ;
” and as no letter came from

the emperor against the accused, it was suspected, that, while he was ill, and

perhaps without his privity, the accusations were in great measure forged,

in consequence of the notorious enmity of Macro to Arruntius.

Domitius therefore by preparing for his defence, and Marsus by seeming
determined to starve himself to death, protracted their lives. Arruntius,

to the importunity of his friends, urging him to try delays and evasions,

answered that the same measures were not lionourable to all men alike

:

he had lived long enough ; his only regret was, that exposed on all sides to

derision and peril, he had submitted to bear thus far an old ago loaded with
anxieties ; long obnoxious to the malice of Sejanus, now of Macro, always

of some minion of power ; not because he was guilty of any crime, but

because he was into^^erant of the grossest iniquities. Grant that the few
and last days of Tiberius could be got over, yet how could he escape all that

he would have to endure under the youth who threatened to succeed him ?

When the mind of Tiberius, a man of consummate experience, underwent
such a convulsion and transformation from the potent influence of imperial

power, was it likely that Caligula, who had scarce outgrown his childhood,

ignorant of everything, or nursed and trained up in the worst, would follow

a course more righteous under the guidance of Macro ; the same Macro, who,

as the more expert villain, having been selected for the task of crushing

Sejanus, had brought the commonwealth to a state of wretchedness the most
abject, by his numerous atrocities? He had now before him, he said, a
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prospect of slavery still more embittered ; and therefore it was that he with-
drew at once from the horrors which had been enacted, and those that
impended.

While pouring forth these warnings with the intense emotion of a
prophet, he opened his veins. That Arruntius was wise in resorting to
suicide the foLowing events will testify. Aibucilla, after inflicting an inef-
fectual wound upon herself, was by order of the senate dragged to prison.
As to the ministers of her lusts, it was decreed, “ that Carsidius Sacerdos, of

.
praetorian rank, should be banished to an island

; Pontius Fregellanus expelled
the senate ; and that upon Laelius Balbus the same penalty be inflicted. ” The
senators gave the latter judgment with feelings of joy, as he was accounted a
man of turbulent eloquence, and zealous in his efforts against the innocent.

About the same time, Sextus Papinius, of a consular family, chose a sud-
den and frightful end, by throwing himself down from an eminence. The
cause was ascribed to his mother, who, after many rejpulses, had, by fondling
and excitement, brought him into a situation from wtiich he could escape by
death ofily. She was therefore accused in the senate ; and, though she em-
braced the knees of the fathers, and pleaded '‘the natural tenderness of a
mother’s grief, and the greater weakness of a woman’s spirit under such a
calamity,” with other motives of pity in the same doleful strain, she was ban-
ished from Home for ten years, till her younger son was past the slippery
l)eriod of youth.^

As for Tiberius, his body was now wasted and his strength exhausted,
but his dissimulation did not fail him. He exhibited the same inflexibility
of mind, the same energy in his looks and discourse

; and even sometimes by
affected vivacity tried to hide his decaying strength, though too manifest to
be concealed. And after much shifting of places, he settled at length at the
promontory of Misenum, in a villa which Lucullus once owned. There it

was discovered that his end was approaching, in the following manner : In
his train was a physician, named Chariclcs, noted in his profession, nob in-

taking leave, felt his pulse. But he did not escape detection, for lie instantly
ordered the entertainment to be renewed ; whether incensed, and therefore the
more concealing his displeasure, is uncertain

; but at table ho continued be-
yond his wont, as if to do honour to his friend on his departure. Charicles,
however, assured Macro that life was ebbing fast, and could not outlast two
days.i Hence the whole court was in a bustle with consultations, and ex-
presses were despatched to the generals and armies. On the seventeenth, be-
fore the calends of April, he was believed to have finished his mortal career,
having ceased to breathe ; and Caligula, in the midst of a great throng of
persons, paying their congratulations, was already going forth to make a sol-
emn entrance on the sovereignty, when suddenly a notice came, “ that Tibe-
rius had recovered his sight and voice, and had called for some persons to
give him food to restore him.” The consternation was universal; the con-
course about Caligula dispersed in all directions, every man affecting sor-
row or feigning ignorance

;
he himself stood fixed in silence— fallen from

deed to prescribe for the prince in cases of indisposition, but that he migh
have some one to consult if he thought proper. Charicles, as if he were depart
ing to attend to his own affairs, and taking hold of his hand under nretence o

attempting clearly to comprehend the disturbances that attended the later period ofliuenns, we must bear in mind that the republican reaction against the empire was now at its
height, aud that severe measures were doubtless necessary in crushing the movement. The adon-
tion of such measmes does not necessarily imply that Tiberius bad changed his public policy : Itwas but natur^ that he should defend the principate to the utmost of his ability. But such
conditions reacted disastrously upon the public morals, and fostered the hatred of the emperor ]
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iko higkost liopoa, ho now oxpoctod tlio worst. Macro, undismayed, ordered
tlie old man to bo smothered with a quantity of clotlios, and the doorway
to bo cleared, llms expired Tiberius, in the sevcnty-eiglith year of his age/d

Tliis story ol the last inomentB of Tiberius is questioned by Merivale,/

who comments on the fact that Tacitus, writing long after the event, gives

no authority for his version of tins atlair as just (piotod, and says: On the

other baud, a contemporary of the event seems it) describe the old man’s

death as simply natural. Feeling himself sinking,]’ said Seneca, ^ ^'Tiberius

took oil his ring, and hold it for a little wliile, as if about to present it to.

some one us an instrument of authority; but he soon replaced it on his fin-'

ger, and lay for a time without motion. Then suddenly he called for his

attendants, and when no one answered, raised hiiuself from his bed with fail-

ing strongtb, and immediately fell lifeless beside it. This account was
distorted by others into the denial of necessary sustcuanoo, and actual death

by exhaustion, wliile some did not scruple to alTinn that Caius had caused

the sick man to be poisoned.”

StTETONIUS CHABAOTifiXUSMS TIBEBXUS

Tiberius was in his person largo and robust, of a stature somewhat above

the common si^-e, broad in th(j shoulders and chest, and in his other parts

proportionable. He used his left hand more readily than his right i and his

joints were so strong that ho would bore a fresh sound aiiple through with

lliis tlnger, and wcuild wound the hcatl of a boy, or oven a young man, with a

fillip. Ho was of a fair complcKion, and had his hair so long bohiml that

it covered his neck, which was observed to be a mark t)f distinction affected

by the family. He had a bandsomc face, Init often full of pimples. His

eyes, which were largo, had a wonderful faculty of seeing in t:io night time,

and in the dark, but for a short time only, and immodiatoly after awaking

from sleep
;
for they soon grow dim again. He walked with his neck stiS

and unmoved, viommonly with a frowning conntenanoe, being for tho most

part silent ;
wlien bo spoke to those about him it was vcjry slowly, and gen-

erally accompanied by an effeminate motion of his lingers. All those things

being disagreeable, and expressive of arrogance, Augnistus remarked in him,

and often endeavoured to excuse to the senate and people, assiping them

that “ they were natural defects, which proceeded from no vioiousneas of

mind.” tie enjoyed a good state of health, and without any interruption,

almost during the whole time of his government ; though, from the thirtieth

year of his age he managed himself in respect of his health according to his

own discretion, without any medical assistance.

In regard to the gods, and matters of religion, he discovered much in-

diflPerence ; being greatly addicted to astrology, and full of a persuasion that

all things were governed by fate. Yet he was extremely afraid of lightning,

and in cloudy weather always wore a laurel crown on Ins head ;
because an

opinion prevails among many, that the loaf of that tree is never touched by

the lightning.

He applied himself with great diligence to the liberal arts, both Greek

and Latin. In his Latin st;^0, he affected to imitate Mcssalla Oorvinus, a

respectable old man, whose company he had much frequented in his youth.

But he rendered his style obscure by excess of affectation and niceness ;
so

that he was thought to talk better extempore, than in a premeditated dis-

course. He composed likewise a lyric ode, under the title of A Lamentation
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upon the Death of L. Cmar^ as also some Greek poems in imitation of

Euphorion, Rhiauus, and Parthenius, These poets lie greatly admired, and
set up their works and statues in the public libraries, amongst the emi-

nent authors of antiquity. On this account, most of the learned men of the

time vied with each other in publishing observations upon them, which they

addressed to him. What he chiefly attended to was the knowledge of the

fabulous history ; and this he prosecuted with a zeal that might justly be

deemed ridiculous. For he used to try the grammarians, a class of people

which I have already observed he much aftected, with such questions as

these: “Who was Hecuba’s mother? What had been Achilles’ name
amongst the young women ? What song were the Sirens used to sing ?

”

And the first day that, he entered the senate house, after the death of Au-
gustus, as if he intended to pay a respect both to the memory of his father

and the gods, in imitation of Minos upon the death of his son, he made an
offering of frankincense and wine, but without any music.

Though he was ready and conversant with the Greek tongue, yet he did

not use it everywhere, but chiefiy declined it in the senate house ; insomuch
that having occasion to use the word monopoUum (monopoly), he fij’st begged
pardon for being obliged to trouble the house with a foreign word. And
when in a decree of ihe senate, the word emhlema (emblem) was read, he
advised to have it changed, and that a Latin word should be substituted in

its room ; or if no proper one could he found, to express the thing in a cir-

cumlocutory manner. A soldier who was examined, as a witness upon a

trial, in Greek, he would not allow to make any answer but in Latin,

The people rejoiced so much at his death, that, upon the first news t»f it,

they ran up and clown the city, some crying out, “ Away witli Tiberius into
the Tiber”; others exclaiming, “May the earth, the common mother of

mankind, and the infernal gods, allow no place for the dead, but amongst
the wicked.” Others threatened his body with the hook and the scalce

gemonice^ their indignation at his former cruelty being increased by a recent
instance of the same kind. It had been provided by an act of the senate,
that the punishment of persons condemned to die should always be deferred
until the tenth day after the sentence. Now it happened that the day on
which the news of Tiberius’ death arrived, was the time fixed by law for the
execution of some persons that had been sentenced to die. I’iiese poor crea-
tures implored the protection of all about them

; but because Oaius was not in

town, and there was none .else to whom application could be made in their
behalf, the men who were charged with the care of their execution, from a
dread of offending against that law, strangled them, and threw them down
the scalce gemonioe. This excited in the minds of the people a.still greater
ahhorrmce of the tyrant’s memory, since his cruelty subsisted even after his
death. As soon as his corpse began to move from Misenum, maUy 'cried
out for its being carried to Atella, and broiled there in the amphitheatre.
It was however brought to Rome, and burned with the usual ceremony.^

MERIVale’s estimate OF TIBERITJS

Cffisar, the high-handed usurper, met an usurper’s death, by open violence
in the light of dajr. Augustus, after fifty years of the mildest and most
equitable rule the times admitted, sank at last by a slow and painless decay
into the arms of those dearest to him, amidst the respectful sympathies of an
admiring people. The end of Tiberius, whether consummated by treachery
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or not, waa slirouded in gloom and obscurity; the chamber of mortality was
agitated to the last by the intrigues and fears of the dying man and his
survivors. The fellow-countrymen of the detested tyrant seem to have
deemed it fitting that one whose life was to them an enigma should perish
by a mysterious death. It seems preferable to represent him as a man whose
character was suificiently transparent, the apparent inconsistencies in whose
conduct, often exaggerated and misrepresented, may generally be explained
by the nature of lus position, and the political illusions with which he was
required to encircle himself. It is the character of the age in which he was
placed, an age of rapid though silent transition, rather than of tlie man him-

self, which invests liirn with an liistorical interest. This

N
ioint to which it will be well to direct our attention,

letting the curtaiii drop upon the personage with
the forms of the republic perished, and tlie despotism
Osesars finally dropped its mask.

3 practice of delation, so rapidly developed under
e of Tiberius, introdi ^ cd a new principle into the
luent of his day, and marked it with features of its

own. It is hardly possible to overrate the

^ effects of this practice upon the general com-

^ plexion of the Roman polity, nor is it easy to

exaggerate the horror with which it came to

be regarded. It was an attempt to reconcile

le despotism of the monarch with the forms of a
jpublic ; to strengthen the sovereign power by
'-eakeniug its subjects; to govern the people by
ividing them, by destroying their means of combi-
ation among themselves,"by generating among them
abits of mutual distrust and fear, and finally plung-
ig them into a state of political imbecility. It has

een asserted that this system was in fact the product
f peculiar circumstances rather than tie creation of

Ji)iar«Koii m MiXiixAEY
Tunic

(From Trajan’s Colamn)

a deliberate will; nevertheleBS state

was made, not unnpurally., hijar the whole respon-

sibility of it, and the disgust of the nobler spirits

of Rome at the tyranny of spies and informers was
turned against the jprince himself, in whose interest

at least, if not at whose instigation, their enormities

were for the most part perpetrated.

If we examine the authorities for the history of

the reign we have been reviewing, we shall find that

those who were nearest to the times themselves

have generally treated Tiberius witli the greatest indulgence. Velleius

Paterculus indeed, and Valerius Maxinnis, his contemporaries and subjects,

must be regarded as mere courtly panegyrists ; but the adulation of the one,

though it jai's on ears accustomed to the dignified self-respect of the earlier

Romans, is not more high-flown in language and sentiment than what our own
writers have addressed to the Georges, and even the Charleses and Jameses,

of the English monarchy ; while that of the other is chiefly offensive from

the connection in which it stands with the lessons of virtue and patriotism

which his hook Avas specially designed to illustrate. The elder Seneca, the

master of a school of rhetoric, to Avhich science his writings are devoted,

makes no mention of the emperor under whom he wrote ; but his son, better
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known as the statesman and philosopher, though he was under the tempta-

tion of contrasting the austere and aged tyrant with the gay young prince to

whom he was himself attached, speaks of him with considerable moderation,

and ascribes the worst of his deeds to Sejanus and the delators rather than

to his own evil disposition.

In the pages of Philo » and Josephus,^ the government of Tiberius is repre-

sented as mUd and equitable ; it is not till we come to Suetonius and Tacitus,

in the third generation, that his enormities are blazoned in the colours so

painfully famuiar to us.^ It will suffice here to remark that both these later

writers belong to a period of strong reaction against the Caesarian despotism,

when the senate was permitted to raise its venerable head and assume a show,

at least, of its old imper’al prerogatives ; when the secret police of Rome was
abolished, delation firmly repressed, freedom of speech proclaimed by the

voice of the emperor himself, and the birthright of the Roman citiaon respect-

fully restored to him. There ensued a strong revulsion of feeling, not against

monarchy, which had then become an accepted institution, but against the

corruptions which had turned it into tyranny; and Tiberius, as the reputed

founder of the system of delation, bore the odium of all the crimes of all tl)Le

tyrants who had succeeded him. Tacitus admits that the affairs of Ttbenm
were misrepresented during his power by fear, and after his death by spite

;

yet we cannot doubt that Tacitus himself often jdelds to the bias of his

detractors, while Suetonius is at best indifferent to the truth. After all, a

sober discretion must suspend its belief regarding many of the circumstances

above recorded, and acknowledge that it is only through a treacherous and
distorting haze that we have scanned the features of this ul-omened prinoipate.

THE OHARACTBB OF THE TIMES

nevertheless, the terror which prevailed in the last years of Tiberius, to

whomsoever it is chiefly to be ascribed, exercised a baleful influence over

society at Rome, and shows by effects which are still discoverable that it has

been iDUt little exaggerated. It has left permanent traces of itself in the

manifest decline and almost total extinction of literature under its pressure.

The Roman writers addressed only a small class in the capital
;

to be popu-

larly known in the provinces, to be read generally throughout the Roman
world, was a privilege reserved for few, and anticipated perhaps rarely by
any. Even in the capital the poet and historian composed their works for a

circle of a few thousand knights and senators, for the friends and families of

their own few hundreds of acquaintances,whom they invited to encourage their

efforts by attending their recitations. The paralysis which benumbed the

energies of the Roman nobility at this crisis of terror and despair, extended
naturally to the organs of their sentiments and opinions. Not history and
jphilosophy only suffered an eclipse, but poetry also, which under Augus-
tus had been the true expression of the national feelings, became mute
when the feelings themselves could no longer be trusted with utterance.

Oremutius was subjected to persecution for pronouncing that Brutus and
Cassius were the last of the Romans. A tragedian was accused, and if

accused, we may presume, perhaps, that he was condemned for speaking e^l

P It must, however, be understood that Tacitus unquestionably based bis opinions Upon con-
temporary accounts that have not come down to us, or upon the verbal testimony of eye-wit-
nesses. Tacitus was bom only about twenty years after the death of Tiberius. It would appear,
however, that the famous historian was led to adopt systematically the opinions, and even the
indignant gossip, of the emperor’s enemies.]
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of the kmg of men, Agamemnon ; and various authors wore assailed and
their writings sontencod to proscription, to whose recitations the last nrinp<.r,=
had himself listened with indulgouoo.

pnnceps

The poems which were tolerated were generally the most triflinff and
perhaps licentious in character. The sly irony of the fable, a style of com
position adopted by slaves, and imitated front the servile Orientals seems
not unsuftabie to these perilous times. The name of Fhtodrus belongs in all
probability to the Tiberian period, but it is ctn-ious that no later writer for
J our centuries should have cared to notice him. Similar or worse has been
the fate of a more serious writer, Manilius, the author of an elaborate poem
on fistronomy and its spurious sister astrology, a theme of some danger
under the circumstances of the times, hut which he has treated with irre-
proachable discretion

; it is owing, perhaps, to the disgrace under which the
I'orbidden science fell that this innocent work lapsed into entire ohlivinn
and has escaped the mention of any writer of anti<iuity.

’

The deep gloom which settled upon the face of higher society at Rome dur-
ing tlie reign of Tiberius was heightened by its contrast with the frivolous
dissipation of the populace, who, though deprived of the glitter of a brilliant
court, and surrounded by signs of mourning and humiliation among their
natural leaders, not the less abandoned themselves to the sensual enjoy-
ments which alone they relished, and rejoiced in their utter imliflerenoe to
political principles, to parties, and to men. When Sejanus fell, they clam-
oured with exultation over the body of the traitor; nevertheless, had the
goddess Nursia, says the moralist, but favoured her Etruscan votary; had
but the false intriguer circumvented the guileless old man, on the instant
they wotdd have been hoard proclaiming Soianus a Caesar and an Augustus.
In the one class was abandonment of public life, shame, desjMur, and suicide;
the intolerable evils of the time drove men not to religious tionsolations, but
to a restless inquiry into the future, or a vain attempt to hill tlu^ sense of the
present in philosophic apathy : the other rushed headlong, liour by hour, to
the baths, shows, and largesses, or shouted at the heels of tln^ idol of the
moment, or sighed and perhaps murmured at his loss, and speedily resigned
itself to oblivion of the fitful emotion of the day.

We must be careful notwithstanding to observe that both the shame and
the degradation were for the most part confined to the <aty and its vicinity,
winch were oppressed by the shadow of the imperial deapoi. /

Caligula, (oaius julius c.^sae oaligui.a), 87--.11 a.d.

All Rome drew a deep breath at the great news. Macro’s adroitness and
the devotion of the Romans to the house of Germanicus induced the senate to
confer ^ the imperial prerogatives on the youthful Caligula. Thus began
one of the strangest and most terrible episodes in the history of Rome. The
dangerous defects and the baleful forces inherent in the system created by
the first two emperors were fated to come to light with amazing rapidity in the
course of this young Caesar’s reign; a reign which it is difficult for the histo-
rian to consider critically, because one result of the wrath and contempt moat
justly ©yoked by his scandalous misrule has been that of many of his sanguinary
and loolish deeds no record except a deliberate caricature has come down to us.
Ihe fervid enthusiasm with which the capital hailed the son of Germanicus
seemed at first justified by the manner in which Caligula exercised the
authority which had now devolved upon him.
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Impelled by nervous haste and violent passion in all things^ whether
good or evil, and relying on neither minister nor favourite, he displayed a

restless energy of the type natural to a man of but moderate ability who is

wholly deficient in administrative training and-incapable of exact thought.

His delight at the enthusiastic acclamations of the Koman people inspired

this singularly organised being with the best of resolutions; .ie fully in-

tended to make the Romans happy.

Thus he bore himself at first with modesty and good sense, especially in

.his dealings with the senate. His liberality to the populace and the soldiers,

his pious reverence towards the dead, no less than his consideration for the
living members of his house, and the pardon of all persons accused of offences

of majestas, together with various liberal ordinances, all conspired to ^rodxuje

a strong impression in his favour. But what most roused the ent uisiasni

of all classes was that, casting aside the niggardly economy of the emperor
Tiberius, he shared freely with them all in the festive humour of “games’'
of every kind.

For eight months he ruled in this fashion, and at the end of that time
his unbridled excesses brought on a dangerous malady, from which ho recov-
ered much to the hurt of the Roman Empire and his own reputation. Pre-
vious to this time he had lived as in a state of perpetual mental intoxication,

brought to a climax probably by the fulsome expressions of popular concern
during his illness. Whether the latter really had an ill effect upon his men-
tal faculties or not, the madness of which he thenceforth gave manifest
proofs is of a different type ; a type to which critical students of the history

of imperial Rome have given the name of megalomania or Cwjsarian mad-
ness, and we meet with it in others besides Caligula.

A man in this condition— sane enough to realise that as long as the

material basis of his power, the loyalty of the soldiery and the masses, is

unshaken, he will meet with no opposition in the gratification of his maddest
whims— may at any moment conceive the idea of testing the validity of his

omnipotence in any direction. It is a mere chance whether this display of

power is directed towards great or even reasonable ends, or whether it issues

in deeds of crime and horror. This is more particularly the case when the
monarch in question is the victim of shattered nerves, the child of caprice,

and the toy of every passing impulse.

The premonitory signs of tie evil to come manifested themselves soon
after the beginning of the year <S8. Caligula, who chiefly delighted in the
company of charioteers, stage-players, and buffoons, began to make a wan-
ton exhibition of his despotic power, thus abruptly brealcing with the astute

policy of his predecessors. And it was a despotism which ignored the pre-

cepts of ancient Roman decorum, which, in sexual relations, overstepped, all

bounds of law and modesty, nay, even of common decency. To the weari-
some admonitions of Macro, who exhorted him to act with some degree of

discretion, he replied by forcing both the general and his wife to commit
suicide.

Presently, however, the monarch having spent the vast riches of Tiberius
in the space of nine or ten months, and being possessed with a mania for
bniltog as well as with a passion for games, became aware of a very per-
ceptible limit to his omnipotence. To relieve himself of his financial emDar-
rassments, he had recourse to the most sanguinary as well as to the pettiest
and most infamous measures. Capital charges, most of which were decided
before the emperor’s own tribunal, became more and more numerous, partly
to satisfy Caligula’s growing lust of blood, partly to fill his coffers with the

H. W. — TOL. VI. M
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proc6GdB of confisGixtioii* Tri&lB for offoncos of ifnn^cstds woro rovivod a

matter of course (89 a.d.)*
, , . , . i • x .t. .

The money thus acquired was squandered again and again on objects that

could only be called colossal whims. Of these the most notorious was the

construction of the ephemeral bridge of boats between Puteoli and HaisS)

across which he caused a substantial highway to be made^ with aq^ueducts

and posting stations^ after the model of the Appian way, for the sole purpose

of crossing it, surrounded by his guards, in tlie character of triumphator,

and celebrating this chaining of the ocean by a gorgeous banc uet.

His administration of imperial affairs was charactensec by the same

whimsical caprice. Having restored for no good purpose the kingdom of

Commagene, he bestowed upon his friend and cofitemporary, M. Julius

Agrippa (or Herod Agrippa, born 11 B.o.), grandson of Herod the brreat,

the greater part of his grandfather’s dominions, most of which had been

annexed to Syria under Augustus and Tiberius. On the other hand, he

summoned Ptolemy, king of Mauretania (from 28 B.c. onwards), to Koine m
the year 40, and there put him out of the way for the sake of his wealtln

Tradition represents all the scenes of Caligula s visit to tTaiil in a light

absolutely grotesque. |^Some details from feuctonius will be introduced

presently.! The shout of triumph after a sortie across the Rhine in which

some of his Germanic guards were brought back as sham priscixciB, strikes

the reader as wholly comic, but we note with indignation tluit at hyons

Caligula continued the disgraceful system of making money by capital sen-

tences and criminal charges against persons of rank, and recruited lus nnances

by putting interesting and ancient articles from the palace of the Otcsars at

Koine up to public auction.

The collection of an army, estimated at some 250,000 men, in the ports of

the Morini on the Channel with a view to the conquest of Britain remained

nothing but au empty demonstration. It may have induced the British

chiefs to avert the danger by a formal act of homage and valuable pi esents;

but tradition represents Caligula as concluding this bloodless expedition with

a piece of buffoonery, and after bestowing costly gifts on the soldiers, com-

manding them to pick up shells on the shore as spoils won from the ocean.

When he returned to Rome, late in the summer of the year 40, las humour

assumed a more and more sinister character. He regarded his own person

as divine, though he loved to appear with the attributes of the various gods

and goddesses of the Grseco-Koman Pantheon ; and he now instituted a col-

lege of priests in his own honour, and while heaping ignominy on the most

revered of ancient images of the gods, commanded that he himsell snouid

be worshipped in temples set apart for the purpose throughout the proviuces.

In this attempt he met with serious resistance only from the orthodox

Jews. When P. Petronius, legate of Syria, received orders to set up a colossal

gilded statue of the emperor in the Holy of Holies at Jerusalem, the

of the Jews rose to such a pitch thatnotiiing but the sudden death

ula prevented the outbreak of grave trouble throughout Judea. By tiis

time the tyrant’s popularity was declining even among the masses at Rome,

whom he had pampered with games and presents; for he had lately h^un

to impose on the citizens of the capital a series of burdensome taxes, which

were exacted with the utmost rigour. Nevertheless Ms fate md not

take him till Ms conduct gave deep offence to se. eval of the officers ot tne

irsetorian guard. Then Cassius Chserea, tribui e of a psetorian cohort,

beaded a conspiracy, and aided by Cornelius Saiunus and others slew the

emperor in a corridor of the palace on the 24th of January, 41 a.u.^

i
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SUETONIUS UBSCEIBES CALIGULA

For details of his brief but appalling career wo cannot do better than go
to the fountain head— Suetonius. There is no other important ancient

source for this reign except Dion Cassius and modern research can only

interpret and criticise, without adding to the original records.

«

He assumed a variety of titles, such as “ Dutiful, the Son of the Camp,
the Father of the Annies, and the Greatest and tne Best Cicsar.” Upon
hearing some kings, who came to the city to pay their respects to him, con-

tending amongst themselves at supper, about the nobleness of their birth, ho
exclaimed, “Let there be but one prince, one king.” He was strongly in-

clined to take a crown immediately, and to turn the imperial dignity into

Thio CLAUBIAN AqUKDUC’I'

(Bcffiiu by C'lilltrula; iliilKhod by Claudius)

the form of a kingdom ; but being told that he far exceeded the grandeur
of kings and princes, he began to arrogate to himself a divine, majesty.

He ordered all the images of the gods, that were famous either foi* their

beauty or the veneration paid them, amongst which was that of Jupitm*

Olympius, to be brought from Greece, that he might take the heads oft', and
put on his own. He carried on a part of the ralaiine as far as the Forum

;

and the temple of Castor and Pollux being converted into a kind of porch lo

his house, he would often stand betwixt the two brothers, and so present
himself to be worshipped by all votaries, some of whom saluted him by the
name of Jupiter Latiaris. He ordered likewise a temple and priests, and the
most choice victims for his own godhead. In his temple stood an imago of

gold, exactly of the same size as himself, and which was every day dressed
up in the same sort of garment as that which he used. The most opulent pci'-

.suns in the city offered themselves as candidates for the honour of being his

priests, and purchased it successively at an immense price. The victims were
iiamingoes, peacocks, bustards, uumidiciu, turkey-hens, and pheasant-liens,

each sacrificed on their respective days. In the night he usee, constantly to
invite the moon, when full, to his embraces. In the daytime he talked in
private to Jupiter Capitolinus, one while whispering to him, and another turn-
ing his ear to him ; sometimes he would talk aloud, and in railing language.

He was unwillin g to be thought or called the grandson of Agxhjopa, because
of the obscurity of liis birth

; and he was offended if any one, either in prose
or verse, ranked him amongst the Caesars. He said his mother was the fruit
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of an inoeatuous oommerce, iiiuiniahuul by Au^tiaiuB with his diiup^hter Julia.

And not coutout with this vile rofluctiou upon tho moinory of Augustus, he

foTbado Ills victoru%s at Ao.tiuui, auil upon llu^ uoast of Sicily, to be celebrated

as usual
;
alhriuiug that they Imd boon of tho uuKst pendoious and fatal conse-

quence to the Itomau people* lie (Mlhal his grandmotlier Livia Augusta
“Ulysses in a woman's dress,” and hatl iht^ indecoiuy to rcUcctj upon her in a

letter to the senaUg as of mean hirtli, and dostiomhMl, by tho mother’s side,

from a grandfather who was t>nly a nunnhor r>f tho (Siuiunl of state at Fundi

;

wliereas it is certain, fnnn autlumtu*. doemmmis, that AufuUus Lingo held

public oHices at homo.
ills grandmaLlior Antonia dnsiring a private c.onfcrcmH! with him, he

denied the retpiesi, unless Maen’o, eomnmuder of the guards, might he present.

By alfronts of this kind, and ill usag(\ he was tins occasion of luu* death
; but,

as some think, not w ithout giving her ad(»seol powm* lie paid not the smallesL

respect to her nuuuory aftijr her death ; and gralilitul himself at beholding,

from his piirlour, iier fuum'al pile on lire. His lu'other d'ihcrius, wlni had im

expimtation of any violcntug he (hsspalchcA, by smhhmly sending to him a

military trihum^ for that purpose. He forced Silanus ids father-in-law to

kill himself, by (Uitting Ids throat with a razor. I'lie pretext he alleged for

these murders was, that tlu^ latUu* had not followed him upon pulling to scaiu

stormy vveailier, hut stuyetl helilnd with the vhuvof s(‘i/ing tlui (sily/if he should

have 1)0011 lost in the voyage. I'lie other, he said, smelt of an antidote, which

he hud taken to prevent Ids bidug poisoned by him; whereas Sihinus was

only afraid of being seasick, and of tlie trouble of the voyagm ; and Tihcniis

had only mad(^ use of a mtslieiue for a haldtual cough, wldcu was constautly

increasing upon him. As to his suceessor Olaudius, he only saved him to

make, spoil with.

He. lived in tlu‘ huliit of incest wH-li all his sisters
;
when one of them,

Drusilla, was married to (lassius Louginiis, a man of consular rank, ho took

her from 1dm, and k(‘pt her openly as his ifc. In a lit of sickness, ho by his

will apiaiintod her heiress of his eslate, ami ttus empiro likewise. After her

death, he ordered a public iuouruiig!|' for her ; during which it was capital for

any persou to laug i, use the bath, or sup with oareuts, wife, or cluldreii.

Being inconscdable under his afllietion, he wind hastily, and in the night-

time, from the city, going through (kimpmda to Syracuse ; and then suddenly

he returned without sliuviug his heard, or trimming his hair all that time.

Nor did he ever after, iu matters of the griuilest importance, not even in the

assemblies of the pieople and soldiers, swear any otlierwisc, than “By the

divinity of Drusilla.”

Ho never but once iu his life eoncerued himstslf with military affairs, and

then not deliberatoly, but in his journey to Mevania, to see the grove and

river of (''litumuus, Being put in ndud of reenuilng Ids company of Bata-

vians, wldcli he had about him, he resolved upoiuin expedition into Germany.

Immediately ho drew together several legions and auxiliary forces from all

(piarters, and made everywhere new levies with the utmost rigour, Laying

in provisions of all kinds, beyond wJiat had cviu' been done upon the like

occasion, he set out on his march ; and pursued it with so much haste and

hurry sometimes, ^ hat the guards were obliged, contrary to custom, to lay

their btaiidards upon tlie backs of hawses or mules, and so follow 1dm. At
other times, lie would mareh with such slowness and delicacy, that he

would bo carried in a chair by eight men ;
ordering the roads to be swept

by the people of the neighbouring towns, and spririlded with water to lay

the dust.
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upon arriving in the camp, to show himself an active general, and severe
disciplinarian, he cashiered the lieutenant-generals that came up late with
the auxiliary forces from different parts. In reviewing the army, he took
their companies from most of the centurions of the first rank, who had now
served their legal time in the wars, and from some but a few days before
their time would have expired

; alleging against them their great age and
infirmity ;

and railing ar the covetous disposition of the rest of them, he
reduced the premiums due to such as had served out their time to the
sum of six thousand sesterces. Though he only received the submission of

Adminius, the £5on of Cinobelinus a British prince, who being forced from
his native country by his father, came over
to him with a small body of troops ; yet, as

if the whole island had been surrendered to

him, he despatched magnificent letters to

Rome upon tJae occasion, ordering the bearers

to proceed in their chaise directly up to the
Forum and the senate house, and not to deliver

the letters but to the consuls in the temple of

Mars, and in the presence of a full assembly
of the senators.

Soon after this, there being a general tran-
quillity, he ordered a few Germani of his

guard to be carried over and concealed on the
other side of the Rhine, and word to be
brought him after dinner, in a great hurry,
that an enemy was advancing. This being
accordingly done, he immediately posted away
with Ins friends, and a party of the horse-
guard a, into the adjoining wood, where lopping
the branches of some trees, and dressing them
up in the manner of trophies, he returned by
torchlight, upbraiding those who did not
follow him, with timorousness and cowardice

;

but presented the companions and sharers of
his victory with a new kind of crown, and
under a new name, with the representation of
the sun, moon, and stars upon them, which he
called exploratoriffi. Again, some hostages
were by his order taken out of a school, and
privately sent off; upon notice of which he
immediately rose from table, pursued them
with the horse, as if they had run away, and qoming up with them, brought
them back in chains; proceeding to an extravagant pitch of ostentation
likewise in this military comedy. Upon again sitting down to table, when
some came to acquaint him that the army was all come in, he ordered them
to sit down as they were in their coats of mail, animating them in the words
of a well-known verse of Virgil.

In the meantime, he reprimanded the senate and people of Rome by a very
severe proclamation, “for revelling and frequenting the diversions of the
circus and theatre, and enjoying themselves in their country-houses, whilst
their emperor was fighting, and exposing his person to the greatest dangers.’*

At last, as if resolved to make an end of the war at once, drawing up his
army upon the shore of the ocean, with his balistse and other engines of war,

Roman aotiUiwE’s Method of fokd-
iNO A RivKtt, CAHiiYiNa HIS Aitais
AND CdOTHING on llIS SHIELD
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whilst nobody oonld imagine what he iutondod to do, on a sudden he com-
manded them to gather up the sea shells, and till their helmets, and the laps
of their coats with them, calling them, “the spoils of the ocean due to the
(lapitol and the Palatimj.” As a monument of his sucajoss, he raised a high
tower, upon which ho ordered lights to he put in the night-time, for the
<liroction of ships at sea ; and then promising the soldiers a donative of a
hundred denarii a man, as if ho had surpassed llio most eminent examples of
generosity, ‘‘ (5o your ways,’' said he, “ and be merry

; go and bo rich.”

Upon his applying himself to make prcparaliions for his triumph, besides
prisoners and those who had deserted from the barbarians, he jiicked out the
men of greatest stature in all Haul, sock as he said were lit teat for a triumph,
with some of the most considerable persons in the i rovince, and reserved
them to gracio the solemnity ; obliging them not only to dye their hair of a

yellowish colour, and let it grow long, but to le.arn the Herman language,
and assume the names commonly used in that country, lie ordered likewise

the galley in which ho had entered the ocean, io he carried a great part of

the way to Rome by land, and wrote to the ciollectors of his revenue in the

city, ^‘to make pro[)er preparations for a triumph against his arrival, at as

small expense as possible
;
but such a one, howevm*, as had never boon seen

before, since they had full power and authority to seize tlie estates of all

men whatever.”
In person, Caligula was tall, of a pale complexion, ill shaped, his nock and

legs very slender, his eyes and temples hollow, his foreliead broad and grim,
his hair thin, and about the crown (pile decayed. The other parts of his

body were much covered with hair. On this account, it was reckoned a

capital crime for any person to look down from abovi^, as he was passing by,

or so much as to name a goat. His countenance, which was naturally

Judeous and frightful, he purposely rendered more so, forming it bj- a glass

into the most lioriible contortions. He was crazy both in body and mind,
being subject when a boy to the falling sickness. When he arrived at the

age of manhood, he would endure fatigue tolerably well, yet so that

occasionally he was liable to a faintness, during which he remamod incapa-

ble of any effort, even for his own preservation. He was not insensible of

the disorder of his mind, and sometimes had thoughts of retiring to jpurge

his brain. It was believed that liis wife Ciesonia had administered to liiim a

love-potion which threw him into a frenzy. What moat of all disordered

him was want of sleep, for he seldom had more than three or four hours’

rest in a night
j and even then he slept not soundly, but disturbed by

strange dreams
;
fancying one time that the ocean spoke to him. Being

therefore often weary with lying awake so great a part of the night, he
would one while sit upon the bed, and anotlier while walk in the longest
porticos about his house, and now and then invoke and look out for the

approach of day.

In his clothes, shoes, and other pa?rts of his dress, he neither followed
the usage of his country, his sex, nor indeed any fashion suitable to a

human creature. He would often appear abroad dressed in an embroidered
coat set with jewels, in a tiuaic \Hth sleeves, and with bracelets upon his

arms ; sometimes all in silks and habited like a woman ;
at other times in the

crepidcB or buskins
;
sometimes in a sort of shoes used by the meaner soldiers,

or those of women, and commonly with a golden board fixed to his chin,

holding in his hand a thunderbolt, a trident, or a caducous, marks of dis-

tinction belonging to the Gods only. Sometimes too he appeared in the
dress of Venus. He wore very commonly the triumphal dress, even before
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liis expedition, and sometimes the breast-plate of Alexander the Great, taken

out of the vault where his body lay.

In respect of the liberal sciences, he was little conversant in philology,

but applied himself with assiduity to the study of eloquence, being indeed in

point of enunciation sujB&oiently elegant and ready ;
and these qualities

appeared most conspicuous when he happened to bo in a passion. In speak-

ing, his action was vehement, and his voice so strong that he was heard at a

great distance. When he was about to harangue, ho throatoned “ the sword
of his lucubration.” He so much despised a soft smooth stylo that he said

• Seneca, who was then much admired, “ wrote only boyish declamations,” and
that “his language was nothing else but sand without lime.” When
pleaders were successfijl in a cause, he often wrote answers to their speeches ;

and would exercise himself in composing accusations or vindications of emi-

nent persona that were impeached before the senate ; and according to his

success he would exasperate or assuage the situation of the party by liis vote

in the house; inviting the equestrian order, by proclamation, to hear him.

He likewise applied himself with alacrity to the practice of several other

arts, as fencing, riding the chariot, singing, and dancing. In the first of

these, he practised with the weapons used in fighting ; and drove the chariot

in circuses built in several places. He was so extremely fond of singing

and dancing that he could not refrain in the theatre from singing with the

tragedians, and imitating the gestures of the actors, either in tlio way of

approbation or correction. A pervigilium which ho had ordered the day
upon which he was slain was thought to be intended for no other reason

than to take the opportunity afforded by the licentiousness of such a season

to make his first appearance upon the stage. Sometimes he danced likewise

in the night. Sending once, in the second watch of the night, for three men
of consular rank, who were under great apprehensions from the message, he
placed them by the stage, and then all of a sudden came bursting out, with
a loud noise of flutes and Scahella^ dressed in a pel la and tunic reaching
down to his heels. Having danced out a song, he retired. Yet he who had
acquired such dexterity in other exercises, could never swim.

Those for whom he once conceived a regard he favoured even to mad-
ness. He used to kiss Mnester, the pantomimic, publicly in the theatre ;

and if any person made the least noise while he was dancing, ho would
order him to be dragged out of his seat and scourged him with his own
hand. A Roman knight once making some bustle, he sent him, by a cen-
turion, an order to go forthwith down to Ostia, and carry a letter from
him to King Ptolemy in Mauretania. The letter was comprised in these
words: “Do neither good nor harm to the bearer.” He made some gladi-

ators captains of his German guards. He took from the gladiators called

Mirmillones some of their arms. One Columbus coming off with victory
in a combat, but being slightly wounded, he ordered some poison to be
infused into the wound, which he thence called Oolumhinum* For thus it

certainly was put down with his own hand amongst other poisons. He
was so extravagantly fond of the party of charioteers that rode in green,
that he supped and lodged for some time constantly in the stable where
their horses were kept. At a certain revel he made a present of two
millions of sesterces to one Cythicus a driver of a chariot. The day before
the Circensian games, he used by his soldiers to enjoin silence in the neigh-
bourhood, that the repose of his horse Incitatus might not be disturbed.
For this favourite animal, besides a marble stable, an ivory manger, scarlet
body clothes, and a bracelet of jewels, he appointed a house, with a retinue
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of slaves, and fine furniture, for the reception of such as were invited in the
horse’s name to sup with him. It is even said that he designed to have
made him consul. <?

Such is the picture of this lunatic as Suetonius vividly paints it. For
four years the world bore his furious madness without by sedition protesting

against such a saturnalia of power. How I wish,” said the monster, “ that
the Roman people had only one head, so I could strike it off at a blow.” The
senate, however, grow tired of finding him victims, and finally, as already
mentioned, aprietorian tribune, Chorea, strangled him.

Olunrea was a republican. He and his friends thought that, after such
a prince, monarchical government had been sufficiently judged by experience.

TJie occasion now seemed favourable for the senate* to resume the power.
It did so, and for three days deemed a republic assured. But this was
reckoning without either soldiers or people.

At the time of Caligula’s murder, Claudius, his uncle, who was with
him, had diidden in an obscure corner. A soldier found and showed him
to his comrades. Claudius begged for life, “Be our emperor,” they an-

swered, and as he trembled and could not walk, they carried him to their

camp, where he regained sufficient courage to harangue the troops, prom-
ising them money (donativum). It was the price of an empire ho paid, an
unforttinate innovation which amongst the soldiers had passed into law.

The senators, abandoned little by little, themselves hastened to greet

the new master. Oluerea was sentenced to death. “ T)o you know how to

kill?” he asked the soldier charged to execute him. “ Your sword is not
well ground perhaps. That which I used for Caligula would be better.”

Olaudittr (Tiberius Claudius Drusus C^sar), 41-45 a.d*

Claudius, brother to Germanicus and grandson to Livia, through his father

Drusus the first, was then fifty years old. During his youth he had been con-

tinually ill, and in the royal household every one had neglected the poor child,

not daring to show him either to the people or the soldiers. At last his

existence was almost forgotten and at forty-six he was not oven a senator.

He t^onsoled himself by study and writing a history of the Etruscans and
Carthaginians. Caligula, who named him consul, brought him a little more
into prominence

; the soldiers’ whim did the rest. They gave him the empire,
but could not do away with the effects of his upbringing, that timidity,

irresolution, and want of self-dependence which resulted most disastrously,

so that he often did evil with the very best intentions. In his reign the real

rulers were his wife, Messallina, whose name is one with all debauchery and
even with most repulsive coarseness, and his freedmen Polybius, Narcissus,
and Pallas. [At I'east they exercised an undue influence over him.]

Claudius began well. He revoked the acts of Caligula, had the Augus-
tan laws sworn to, and recalled the banished. Naturally kind-hearted, he
easily adopted the maimers that had contributed to the popularity of the first

emperor. He visited his sick friends, consulting the consuls and the senate
as if he were quite dependent on their favour. He liked to act as jud^e
and often did it very well. Unfortunately, his undignified bearing, his

shaking head, stammering and often ridiculous speech made him of very
little account. He re-established the censorship and often exercised it him-
self, but rather with the tastes of an antiquarian loving old customs than
with a sense of the real needs of the empire.
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In spite of these oddities and weaknesses, this prince, without regarding

the examples of infamy and crime given by his surroundings, can hardly be

counted among the worst emperors. The freedmen whom long power had

not yet spoiled sought to justify their influence by good service, and we find

what we should hardly have expected— namely, several wise measures with

regard to slaves in the interior ;
against too greedy advocates, usurers, and

those banished from the provinces who flocked to Rome, etc. Moreover,

there were useful works : an aqueduct, a port at Ostia, an attempt to drain

Lake Fucinus, etc. In the provinces a liberal administration and a firm

foreign policy were crowned by success.

Augustus had wished to constitute a Roman minority in the midst of the

submissive nations wh’ch would prove a support to the government. But

it was to govern always in Rome’s interests. A futile eft'ort, because ho

was aiming at nothing less than arresting the course of the world, as if

the emperors could have continued an

aristocracy against which they had

contended in the battles of Pharsalia,

Tliapsus, and Philippi. In his will

Augustus had advised a careful guard-

ing of civic pidvilege, and in the short

space of thirty-four months, the num-
ber of citizens had nearly doubled.

Tiberius aided much in this increase.

Claudius also contributed largely, be-

cause he made the law of continuous

extension and progressive assimilation,

which had made the fortune of the re-

public, a rule of policy. He person-

ally asked that the nobles oi Gallla

Co'mata^ who had long been citizens,

should also assume Roman dignities

and have a seat in the senate.

Only one religious provincial sect

was persecuted under Claudius— that

of the Druids, because their priests re- Thk EMinmou t'l.AiiDnjH

fused the peace offered by uvugustus (From ft iHiHt In tho VfttJoftU)

on condition of their uniting their gods

to the Olympian deities. Claudius tried, therefon*, to abolish their worship,

and punished with death both priests and their adherents.?'

In the interior parts of Britain, the natives, under tlu'. eominand of Chirac-

tacus, maintained an obstinate resistance, and little progress was made by

the Roman arms, until Ostorius Scapula was sent over to in’osecuic^ the war.

He penetrated into the country of the Silures, a warlike tribe who inhabited

the banks of the Se\rerii; and having defeated Caractacus in a great battle,

made him prisimer, and sent him to Rome (50 a.d.). The lame of the

British prince had by this time spread over the provinces of Oaiil and Italy ;

and upon his arrival in the Roman capital, the peoj)le fiocked from all

quarters to behold him. The ceremonial of his entrance was conducted with

great solemnity. On a plain adjoining to the Roman camp, the praetorian

troops were drawn up in martial array ; the emperor and his court took their

station in the front of the lines, and behind them was ranged the whole body
of the people. The procession commenced with the different trophies which
had been taken from the Britons during the progress of the war. Next
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followed the brothers of the vauqnishod prince, with his wife and daughter,
in chains, expressing by their supplicating looks and gestures the fears with
which they were actuated. But not so Caractaons himsedf. With a ma^y
gait and an undaunted countenance, he marched u]:> to the tribunal, where
the emperor was seated, and addressed him in the fo [lowing terms:

“ If to my birth, and distinguished rank, I had added the \irtues of mod-
eration, Home had beheld me rather as a friend than a captive

; and you
would not have rejected an alliance with a prince descended from illustrious

ancestors, and governing many nations. The reverse of my fortune to you
is glorious, and to me humiliating, I had arms, and men, and horses; I

possessed extraordinary riches
;
and can it be any wonder that I was unwill-

ing to lose them? Because Romo aspires to universrl dominion, must men
therefore implicitly resign themselves to subjection? I opposed for a long
time the progress of your arms, and had I acted otherwise, would either you
have had the glory of conquest, or I of a brave resistance? I am nowin
your power ; if you are determined to take revenge, my fate will soon be for-

gotten, and you will derive no honour from the transaction. Preserve my
life, and I shall remain to the latest ages a monument of your clemency.”

Immediately upon this speech, Claudius granted him his liberty, as he
did likewise to the other royal captives. They all returned their thanks, in

a manner the most grateful to the emperor ; and m soon as their chains were
taken off, walking towards Agrippina, who sat upon a bench at a little dis-

tance, they I'epeated to her the same fervent declarations of gratitude and
esteem.

History has preserved no account of Oaraotacus after this period
j
but it

is probable that he returned in a short time to his own oountj^, where his

former valour, and the magnanimity which he had displayed at Rome, would
continue to render him illustrious through life, even amidst the irretrievable

ruin of his fortunes.^

In Germany a successful expedition had restored to the Romans the last

of the eagles of Varus. But Claudius, practising on this aide Tiberian poli-

tics, busied himself particularly in taking up a strong position on the Rhine

and winning barbarian chiefs to the interests of Rome. He succeeded so

well that in 47 the Cherusci came to him, asking for a king. Oorbulo, the

greatest general of this time, wanted to carry out the plans of the first

Drusus against the Germans. He subdued the Frisians and attacked the

Chauci. Claudius stayed his advance. ** Happy were the old Roman con-

suls I
” said the ambitious general as he obeyed. In order at least to occupy

his soldiers he had a canal dug from the Meuse to the Rhine, another leader

made his men open the mines. Everywhere these useful works were now
demanded from the troops.

On the Danube peace was undisturbed. In Thrace various troubles made
Claudius intervene and reduce the country to a province. In the Bosporus,

a king deposed by him took arms, was conquered, and gave himself up. In the

East the emperor had the glory of reconquering Armenia and giving a king

to the Parthians. Unfortunately these successes did not continue ;
the Roman

candidate to the throne of the Arsacida was overthrown and for some time

Vologeses kept the Armenian crown on the head of his brother Tiridates.

Lyoia made bad use of her liberty, so Claudius took it away, and the

Jewish king, Agrippa, dying in 44, he united Palestine to the government

of Syria. In Africa, Suetonius Paulinus and Geta subdued the Moors, whose

country formed two provinces— the Mauretania Csesariensis and Mauretania

Tingitana.
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The emperor now lacked neither military nor political glory. Maure-
tania and tlae half of Britain were conquered

;
the Germans coerced, the

Bosporus reduced to obedience ; Thrace, Lycia, and Judea made provinces,

and the Parthian troubles long since smoothed over. Within the empire there

was growing prosperity
;

tlie army was well disciplined and its activity was
directed to the public welfare under the direction of generals grown old in

command. Certainly, results everywhere were sufficient to gratify the pride

of a prince. It is with regret that we have to turn to Rome to see nobles

whose only occupation was conspiracy or base flattery— and to that impe-
rial palace which was disgraced by a weak prince and his immoral wife, the
shameless Messallma-*!> The misdeeds of the latter will now claim our
attention. Let Tacitu' draw her portrait

:

THE MISDEEDS OF MESSALLINA DESCRIBED BY TACITUS

The facility of ordinary adulteries having produced satiety, Mossallina
broke forth into unheard-of excesses ; when even Silius, her paramour, whether
impelled by some fatal infatuation, or judging that the dangers hanging over
him were only to be averted by boldly confronting them, ui'gecl that all

disguises should now be renounced, for matters, he said, were gone too far

for them to wait for the death of the emperoj* ; blameless counsels Avore for

the innocent, but in glaring guilt safety must be sought in reckless daring.
They were backed by accomplices who dreaded the same doom. As for him-
self, he was single, childless, ready to marry her, and to adopt Britannicus : to

Mesballina would still remain her present power
;
with the addition of secur-

ity, if they anticipated Claudius ; who, as he was unguarded against the
ap coaches of stratagem, so was he headstrong and impetuous when pro-
ve ^ed to anger. These suggestions were but coldly received by Messallina

;

from no love to her husband
; but lest Silius, when be had gained the

sovereignty, should scorn his adulteress ; and the treason, which in his present
perilous predicament he approved,would then be estimated according to its veal

desert. She, however, coveted the name of matrimony, from the greatness
of the infamy attaching to it ; which, with those who are prodigal of fame,
forms the crowning gratification of depraved appetite. Nor stayed she
longer than till Claudius went to Ostia, to assist at a sacrifice ; when she
celebrated her nuptials with Silius, with all the usual solemnities.

I am aware [Tacitus continues] that it will appear fabulous that any
human beings should have exhibited such recklessness of consequences ; and
that, in a city where everything was known and talked of, any one, much
more a consul elect, should have met the emperor’s wife, on a stated day, in
the presence of persons called in, to seal the deeds, as for the purpose of
procreation, pnd that she should have heard the words of the augurs,
entered the house of the husband, sacrificed to the gods, sat down among
the guests at the nuptial banquet, exchanged kisses ami embraces, and in line
passed the night in unrestrained conjugal intercourse. But I Avoiild not
dress up my narrative with fictions to give it an air of marvel, rather than
relate what has been stated to me or written by my seniors.

The consequence was that the domestic circle of the prince was horror-
struck

; especially those who had the chief sway, and who dreaded the
result, if the state of things should be changed, no longer confined them-
selves to secret communications, but exclaimed with undisguised indignation
that while the enq)eror’s bedchamber was made the theatre for a stage-
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player to dance npon, a reproach was indeed incurred, Lnt the immediate
disHolutiou o£ the state was not now threateiKMl : a young man of noble
rank, of fancinating person, mental vigour, and justp entering upon the con-
sulship, was addressing himself to higher objects ; nor was it any enigma
what remained to be done after such a marriages. It is true, when they
roilecttsd on the stupidity of Claudius, his blind atiacshnient to his wife, and
the many lives sacrificed to her fury, they were unable to divest themselves

of apprehensions ; again, even the passive spirit of the emperor revived

their confidences; that, if they could first possoHs him with thrs horrid blaok-

no.ss of her crimes, she might bo despatclusd without t rial. But the danger
turntsd upon this— that she migirt make a defcnc.e ; and that even if she oon-

ft^Hsed her guilt, the emperor might b<s deaf to that (widenccs also.

But first it was deliberated by Callistus, whom, in relating the aasassina-

t-ioii of Caligula, 1 have already meutiom^d ; by Niirc.isHus, who plotted the

murdtsr of Appius ; and by Pallas, tlmn the reigning favourite, whether,

feigning ignorance of all other circumst.ancCH, ilu‘y should c.ompel Messallina

to hr(3ak off her amour with Silius by se(n*(d< m(uuuaw
;
but they afterwards

abandoned this project from fear lest they should thcmscsivos bo dragged to

(jxecution as culprits. Pallas wbh faint licarte<l ; and Callistus, a courtier in

the last reign also, had learned by oxpori(m(5e that power was secured more

effectually by wary tueasures than by daring counsids. Narcissus persisted
;

with this dift’orence only, that h© took care not. t.o hit fall a word by which

she. might know beforehand the charge against Inu' or her accuser; and

watching all occasions, while tlu^ emperor lingered at Ostia, he pre-

vailed with two courtesans, who were the chief mistrcKses of Claudius, to

undertake the task of laying the matter btdore. him, by moans of presents

and pr<uniscH, and by roprcstjnting to them in aftraedive colours that by the

hill of his wife their own influence wouhl b<^ imuaraHed.

(hilpurnia therefore, for that^vas the uaim^ of tlie courh^san, upon the first

oec^asioH of privacy, falling at the emperor''H huit, excdainnul, iliat Messallina

luid marrhal Silius ; and at the same time askesd ( ’looj)atira, who purposely

atlemhjd to attest it, whether she had not found it to true, Claudius,

upmi a eoufirmatiou from Cleoi)atra, ordered Narcissus to Iks called. lie,

when he came, begged pardon fur his past eonduci< in having cnuccalod from

tliti prineo her adulteries while they were limitetl to th(^ Vctsiii and Plautii;

nor meant he now, he said, to charge Silius with adiilt.(U'ioH ;
nor urge that

he should restore the house, the slaves, and tlu^ other decorations of im-

perial fortuu(3 : the adulterer might still enjoy thems ; let lum only break tlie

nuptial tables, and restore the emperor’s wife. Know you, ( <a^sar, that you

iti‘e in a state of divorce V In the face of the people, ami seuate, and soldiery,

AfeRsallina luis ©spoused Silius; and unless yon atd^ wit.h despatch, her hus-

l)and is master of Rome.”
lie then sent for his most confidential friends, particularly for Turranius,

superintendent of the stores
; next for Lusius Ccta, captain of the pnetorian

guards ; and inquired of them. As they avoncluid It, the rest beset him with

clamorous importunities, that he should forthwith proceed to tlie camp, se-

cure the pnetorian cohorts, and constilt Ids preservation before his revenge.

It is certain that Claudius was so confounded and panic-afaioken that h© was

inoeasanlly asking whether he were still emperor— whether Silius was still

a private man.
As to Messallina, she never wallowed in greater voluptuousness ; it was

then the middle of autumn, and in her house she exhibited a representation

of the vintage ; the wine-pi*esses were plied, tlie wine vats flowech and round
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tliem danced women begirt with skins, like Bacchanalians at their sacrifices,

or under the maddening inspiration of their deity. She herself, with her hair

loose and flomng, waved a thyrsus ; by her side Silius, crowned with ivy,

and wearing buskins, tossed

his head about ;
while around

them danced the wanton choir

in obstreperous revelry. It is

reported that Vectius Valens,

having in a frolic climbed to

an exceeding high tree, when
asked what he saw, answered,

‘A terrible .storm from Ostia.”

It was now no longer

vague rumour; but messengers

poured in on all sides with
tidings that Claudius, ap-

prised of all, had approached,

oent upon instant vengeance.

They separated ; Messallina

betook herself to the gardens
of Lucullus, and Silius, to dis-

semble his fear, resumed the

offices of the Forum. As the

rest were slipping off different

ways, the centurions came up
with them and bound them,
some in the street, others in

lurking-places, according as

each was found, hlessallina,

however, though in her dis-

tress incapable of deliberation,

formed the bold resolution of

meeting her husband, and pre-

senting herself to his view—
an expedient which had often

proved her protection. She
likewise ordered that Britan-

nicus and Octavia should go
forth and embrace their father

;

and besought Vibidia, the old-

est vestal, to intercede with the
chief pontiff, and earnestly im-
portune his clemency. She
lerself meanwhile traversed
on foot the whole extent of the
city, attended only by three
persons (so suddenly had her
whole train forsaken her), and
then, in a cart employed to carry out dirt from the gardens, took the road to
Ostia, unpitied by anyone, as the er.jnnity of her crimes' overpowered
every feeling of the kind.

Claudius was in a state of no less trepidation ; for he could not implicitly
rely on Geta, the captain of his guards—an equally fickle instrument of fraud

(Prom a portrait bust)
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or honoBty. Narcissus therefore, in concert with those who ontertamed the
same mistrust, assured tlio emperor, tliat there was no other expedient to
pr(5servo him than the transfeiTin^; tlie command of his guards to one of his
freedmen, for that day only ; and offered himself to undertake it. And,
that Lucius Vitellius and Publius Largtis Cieciua might not on his way to

the city prevail with Clandius to relent, he desired to have a seat in the same
vehicle, and took it.

It was afterwards currently reported that, whihi the emperor was giving
expression to the opposite feelings which agitated his breast, at one time in-

veighing against the atrocities of Ids wife, and then at length recurring to

the recoilcHdiion of conjugal intercourse and the tender ago of his children,

Vitellius uttered nothing hut “ Oh ! the villainy ! Oh 1 the treason !
” Nar-

cissus indeed pressed him to discard all ambiguity of expression, and let them
knov/ his ri^al sentiments ; but he did not therefore prevail upon him to give

any other than indecisive answers, and such as would admit of any iuterpre-

iation which might he put upon them
;
and his example was followed by

Largus tkecina. And now Messallina was in sight, and importunately called

on the emperor ^‘to hear the mother of Octavia and Hritannicus,” when her

accuser drowned her cries with the story of Silius and the marriage, and
delivered at the same time to Claudius a memorial reciting all her whore-

doms; to divert him from beholding her. Soon after, as the emperor was
entering Romo, it was attemptc<l to present to him his children by her; but

bhireissns ordered them to be taken away. Ho could not, however, prevent

Vi!)idia from insisting, with earnest remonstrances, that he would not

deliver his wife to destruction without a hearing
;
so that Narcissus was

obliged to assure luu' that the prince would hoar Messallina, who should have

full opportunity of clearing herself; and advised the vestal to retire and
attend the solemniifuss (d her goddess.

Tinj sslcuoe of Claudius, wliilo all this was going on, was matter of aston-

ishmenl-. Vitellius seemed like one who was not in the secret : the freodman

controlled everything; by Ms command, the house of the adulterer Avas

opened, and the emperor escorted thither, where the first thing he showed
him was the statue of Silius, ihe father, in the porch, though it had been

decreed to b© demolished by the senate ; then that all the articles belonging

to tho Neros and Drusi had now become the price of dishonour. Thus M-
censed, and breaking forth into menaces, he lec. him direct to the cam c, where

the soldiers being already assembled, by the direction of Narcissus, jie made
tliem a short speech ; for shame prevented Iiis giving utterance to his indig-

nation, .thou^^h he had just cause for it.

The Soldiers then clamoured unremittingly and importunately that the

culprits should be tried and punished. Silius was placed before the tribunal

;

he made no defence, he sought no delay, but begged only to bo despatched

immediately. Illustrious Roman knights also, witli similar firmness of mind,

Avere eager for a speedy death. He themfore commanded Titius Proculus,

assigned by Silius as a guard to Messallina; Vectius Valens, who confessed

Ms guilt, and offered to discover others, Pompeius Ubicus and Saufellus

Ih’Ogus, as accomplices, to be all dragged to execution. On Deoius Calpurnia-

nus too, prsefect of the watch; Sulpicius Rufus, comptroller of the games;
and Juncus Vergilianus, the senator, the same punishment was inflicted.

Mnester alone caused some hesitation. He tore off his clothes and called

upon the emperor to behold upon his body the impressions of the lash ;
to

remember his own commands, obliging him to submit to the pleasure of

^lessallina without reserve : others had been tempted to the iniquity by great
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presents or aspiring hopes ; but his offence was forced upon him. Nor would
any man have sooner perished had Silius gained the sovereignty. These
considerations affected Claudius, and strongly inclined him to rnerciy

;
but

his freedmen overruled him. They urged that after so many illustrious sac-

rifices, he should by no means think of saving a player ; that in a crime of

such enormity, it mattered not whether he had committed it from choice or

necessity. As little effect had the defence even of Traulus MontiuiUH, a

youth of signal modesty and remarkably handsome, summoned by Messallina

to her bed without any solicitation on hisypart, and in one night cast off;

such was the wantonness with which her passion was alike surfeited and in-

iiamecl. The lives of Suilius Caisoninus and Fiautius Lateranus were 8})arod

;

of the last, on account t)f the noble exploits of his uncle : the otiier was pro-

tected by his vices, as one who, in the late abominable society, had prostituted

himself like a woman.
Meanwhile Messallina was in the gardens of Lucullus, still striving to

prolong her life, and composing supplications to tlm prince, sometinu^s iii the
langu«age of hope, at others giving vent to rage and resentment, so indomi-
table was her insolence even under the inimediatc prospect of death. And
had not Narcissus hastened her assassination, the doom which ho had pre-
pared for her would have recoiled upon himself. For Claudius, upon his

return home, experienced a mitigation of liis wrath, from the effects of a
sumptuous repast ;

and as soon as he became warm with wine, he ordered
them “to go and acc[uaiut the miserable woman (for this was the appel-
lation which he is said to have used) that to-morrow she should attend and
plead her cause.” These words indicated that his resentment was abat-
ing, his wonted affection returning ; besides, if they delayed, the cffec'f. of
the following night, and the reminiscences which the conjugal chamber
might awaken in Claudius, were matter for alarm. Narcissus therefore
rushed forth, and directed the tribune and centurions then attending upon
duty to despatch the execution, for such, he said, was the emperor’s com-
mand. With them he sent Euodus of the freedmen, as a watch upon
them, and to see his orders strictly fulfilled. Euodus flew before them to
the gardens, and found her lying along upon the earth; her mother, Lepida,
sitting by her side— who during her prosperity had not lived in harmony
with her, but, in this her extreme necessity, was overcome by compassion
for her, and now persuaded her not to wait for the executioner : “the course
of her life was run, and her only object now should be to die becomingly.”
But a mind sunk and corrupted by debauchery retained no sense of honour;
she was giving way to bootless tears and lamentations when from the shock
of the approaching party the door flew open: the tribune stood in silence
before her ; but the freedman upbraided her with many and insolent re-
proaches, characteristic of the slave.

Then for the first time she became deeply sensible of her condition, and
laying hold of the steel, applied it first to her throat, then to her breast., with
trembling and irresolute hand, when the tribune ran her through. Her
corpse was granted to her mother. Tidings were then carried to Claudius
that Messallina was no more, without distinguishing whether by her own
or another’s hand; neither did he inquire, but called for a cup of wine, and
proceeded in the usual ceremonies of the feast. Nor did he, indeed, during
xne following days, manifest any symptom of disgust or ijoy, of resentment
or sorrow, nor, in short, of any human affection ; not wlien he beheld the
accusers of hia wife exulting at her death, not when he looked upon her
mourning children. The senate aided in effacing her from his memory, by
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docreoing that from all i)ublic and private places her name should be rased,
and her images removed. To Narcissus were decreed the decorations of
the qiimstorship

; a very small reward indeed, considering his towering ele-
vation

;
for he was more influential than I'allas and Callistus,<^

THE INTEIGUBS OF AGBIPPIKA

The freedmen now had the task of selecting another wife for their feeble
prince, who was not capable of leading a single life, and who was sure to be
governed by the successful candidate. The principal women in Rome were
ambitious for the honour of sharing the bed of the imperial idiot, but the
claims of all were forced to yield to those of Lollia Paulina, the former wife
of Caligula, Julia Agrippina the daughter of Gcrmanicus, and iElia Petina,
Claudius’ own divorced wife. The first was patronised by Callistns, the
second by Pallas, the last by Narcissus. Agrippina, however, in conse-
quence of her frequent access to her uncle, .easily triumphed over her rivals

;

the only difficulty that presented itself was that of a marriage between
uncle and niece being contrary to Roman manners, and being even regarded
as incestuous. This difficulty, however, the compliant L. Vitellius, who
was then censor, undertook to remove. Ho addressed the senate, stating
tins necessity of a domestic partner to a prince who had on him such weighty
pul)lic cares. Ho then launched forth in praise of Agrippina; as to the

objection of the nearness of kindred, such unions ho said were practised

among other nations, and at one time first-cousins did not use to marry,
while now they did so commonly. The servile assembly outran ttie speaker
in zeal; they rushed out of the house, and a promiscuous rabble collected,

shouting that such was the wish of the Roman people, Claudius repaired

to the senate house, and caused a decree to be made legalising marriages
between uncles and nieces, and he then formally espoused Agrippina. Yet
such was the light in which the incestuous union was viewed that, corrupt

as the Roman character was become, only two persons were found to follow

the imperial example.
Agrippina also proposed to unite her son Domitius with Octavia the

daughter of Claudius ; but here there was a difficulty also, for Octavio was
betrothed to L. Silanus. Again, however, she found a ready tool in the base

Vitellius, to whose sou Julia Calvina, the sister of Silanus, had been mar-

ried. As the brother and sister indulged their affection imprudently, though
not improperly, the worthy censor took the occasion to make a charge of

incest against Silanus, and to strike him out of the list of senators. Claudius

then broke off the match, and Silanus put au end to himself on the very day

of Agrippina’s marriage. His sister was banished, and Claudius ordered

some ancient rites expiatory of incest to be performed, unconscious of the

application of them which would be made to himself.

The woman, who liad now obtained the government of Claudius and the

Roman Empire, was of a very different character from the abandoned Mes-

sallina. The latter had nothing noble about her, she was the mere bondslave

of lust, and cruel and avaricious only for its gratification
; but Agrippina

was a woman of superior mind, though utterly devoid of principle. In her,

lust was subservient to ambition ; it was the desire of power ot the fear of

death, and not wantonness, that made her submit to the incestuous embraces

of her brutal brother Caligula, and to be prostituted to the companions of

his vices. It was ambition and parental love that made her now form an
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incestuous union with her uncle. To neither of her husbands, Cn. Domitius

or Crispus Passienus, does she appear to have been voluntarily unfaithful.

The bed of Claudius was, however, not fated to be unpolluted
;

for as a

means of advancing her views, Agrippina formed an illicit connection with

Pallas.

The great object of Agrippina was to exclude Britannicus, and obtain

the succession for her own son Nero Domitius, now a boy of twelve years ol

age. She therefore caused Octavia to be betrothed to him, and she had the

philosopher Seneca recalled from Corsica, whither he had been exiled by the

Euins OS’ TiiK Aqueduct of Claudius

arte of Messallina, and committed to him the education of her son, that he
might be fitted for empire. In the following year Claudius, yielding to her
influence, adopted him.

_

In order to bring Nero forward, Agrippina caused him to assume the
virile toga before the usual age, and the servile senate desired of Claudius
that he might be consul at the age of twenty, and meantime be elect with
proconsular power without the city. A donative was given to the soldiers,
and a congiary (congiarium) to the people in his name. At the Circenaian
games, ^ven to gain the people, Nero appeared in the triumphal habit

;

Britannicus in a simple prcBUxta. Every one who showed any attachment
to this poor youth was removed on one pretence or another, and he was sur-
rounded with the creatures of Agrippina. Finally, as the two commanders
of the guards were supposed to be attached to the interests of the children
of Messallina, she persuaded Claudius that their discipline would be much

were placed under one commander. Accordinjgly those
officers were removed, and the command was given to Burrus Airanius, a
man of high character for probity and of great military reputation, and who
knew to whom he was indebted for his elevation,

H. TV- — TOL. VI. N
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Tlio pride and hauglitiness of Agrippina far transcended anything that
Home had as yet witnessed in a woman. When the British prince Carac-
taeuw and his family, whom P, Ostorius had sent captives to the emperor,
were led before him as he sat on his tribunal in the plain under the praeto-

rian camp, with all tlie troops drawn out, Agrippina appeared seated on
ariotlier tribunal, as the partner of his power. And again, when the letting

off of the Fucine Lake was celebrated with a naval combat, she presided with
him, habited in a military cloak of cloth of gold.

Agrippina at length grew weary of delay, or fearful of discovery. Nar-
cissus, who saw at what she was aiming, appeared resolved to exert all his

inlluenc© in favour of Britannicus ; and Claudius himself, one day when he
was drunk, was heard to say that it was his fate to Bear with the infamy of

his wives and then to punish it. He had also begun to show peculiar marks
of allection for Britannicus. She therefore resolved to act without delay.®

TACITUS DESCBIBES TUB MUBBEE OF Cl^AXJBlUS

Claudius was attacked with illness, and for the recovery of his health had
recourse to the soft air and salubrious waters of Sinuessa. It was then that

Agrippina, long since bent upon the impious deed, and eagerly seizing the

present occasion, well furnished too as she was with wicked agents, deliber-

ated upon the nature of the poison she would use ; whether, if it were sudden
and instantaneous in its operation, the desperate achievement would not be

brought to light ; if she chose materials slow aiid consuming their opera-

tion, whether Claudius, when his end approached, and perhaps having dis-

covered the treachery, would not resume Ids affection for his son. Something
of a subtle nature was resolved upon, "‘such as would disorder Ids brain

and require time to kill,” An experienced artist in such preparations was
chosen, her name Locusta

; lately condemned for poisoning, and long reserved

as one of the instruments of ambition, liy this woman’s skill the poison was
prepared

; to administer it was assigned to Halotns, one of the eunuchs, whose
ofiice it was to serve up the emperor’s repasts, and prove the viands by tast-

ing them.
In fact, all the partic\ilars of this transaction were soon afterwards so

thoroughly known that the writers of those times are able to recount Ihiow

the poison was poured into a dish of mushrooms, of which he was particularly

fond ; but whether it was that his senses were stupefied, or from the wine he
had drunk, the effect of the poison was not immediately perceived ; at the

same time a relaxation of the intestines seemed to have been of service to

him. Agrippina therefore became dismayed ; but as her life was at stake,

she thought little of the odium of her present proceedings, and called in the

aid of Xenophon the physician, whom she had already implicated in her guilty

purposes. It is believed that he, as if he purposed to assist Claudius in his

efforts to vomit, put down his throat a feather besmeared with deadly poison ,*

not unaware that in desperate villainies the attempt without the deed is peril-

ous, while to ensure the reward they must be done effectually at once.

The senate was in the meantime assembled, and the consuls and pontiffs

were offering vows for the recovery of the emperor, when, already dead, he
was covered with clothes and warm applications, to hide it till matters were
arranged for securing the empire to Nero. First there was Agrippina, who,

feigning to be overpowered with grief and anxiously seeking for consolation,

clasped Britannicus in her arms, called him “ the very model of his father,”
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aiid by various artifices withheld him from leaving the chamber. She likewise

detained Antonia and Octavia, his sisters, and had closely guarded all the

approaches to the palace : from time to time too she gave out that the prince

was on the mend, that the soldiery might entertain liopes till the auspicious

moment, predicted by the calculations of the astrologers, should arrive.

At last, on the thirteenth day of October, at noon, the gates of the palace

were suddenly thrown open, and Nero, accompanied by Burrus, went forth to

the cohort, which, according to the custom of the army, was keeping watch.

'There, upon a signal made by the priefect, he was received with shouts of

joy, and instantly put into a litter. It was reported that there were some

who hesitated, looliing back anxiously, and frequently asking where Bri-

tannicus was, but as no one came forward to oppose it, they embraced the

choice which was offered them. Thus Nero was borne to the camp,

where, after a speech suitable to the exigency, and the promise of a largess

equal to that of the late emperor his father,* he was saint,ed emperor. The
voice of the soldiers was followed by the decrees of tlie senate ; nor was

there any hesitation in the several provinces. To Claudius were d(‘creed

divine hononrs, and his funeral obsequies were solemnised with thc^ same

pomp as those of the deified Augustus ;
Agrippina emulating the magnificence

of her great-grandmother Livia. His will, however, was not rehearsed, lest

the preference of the son of his wife to his own son might excite the minds

of the people by its injustice and baseness.^?

THE CHARACTEE OF CLAUDIUS

We meet with more than one instance in the imperial history of the

parents suffering for the sins of their children. We have already seen how
much reason there is to believe that the hatred " the Romans to Tiberius

disposed them readily to accept any calumny against Livia. Tiberius hiin-

self was hated the more for the crimes of his successor Chiius ; and there is

ground to surmise that much of the odium which has attached to Claudius

is reflected from the horror with which Nero came afterwards to be regarded.

Thus did the Romans avenge themselves on the authors of the principle of

hereditary succession so long unknown to their polity, and known at last so

disadvantageously.

Of Claudius, at least, a feeling of compassion, if not of justice, may
incline us to pronounce with more indulgence than has usually been accorded

to him. He was an imitator, as we have seen, of Augustus, but only as the

silver age might parody the golden ; for the manners he sought to revive,

and the sentiments he pretended to regenerate, had not boon blighted by the

passing tempest of civil war, but were naturally decaying from the over-

ripeness of age. Nevertheless, it was honourable to admire a noble model
;

there was some generosity even in the attempt to rival the third founder of

the state. Nor, in fact, does any period of Roman history exhibit more out-

ward signs of vigorous and successful administration : none was more fertile

in victories or produced more gallant commanders or excellent soldiers

;

domestie affairs were prosperously conducted ; the laborious industry of tlie

emperor himself tired out all his ministers and assistants. The senate

recovered some portion of its authority, and, with authority, of courage and
energy.

Claudius secured respect for letters, in an age of show and sensuality, by
his personal devotion to them. From some of the worst vices of his age and
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class ho was remarkably exempt. His gluttony, if we must believe the
stories told of it, was countenanced at least by many high examples

; his
cruelty, or rather his callous insensibility, was the result of the perverted
training which made human suE’ering a sport to the master of a single slave,

as well as to the emperor on the throne
; and it was never aggravated at

least by wanton caprice or ungovernable passion. The contempt which has
been thrown upon his character and understanding has been generated, in a
groat degree, by the systematic fabrications of which he has l)een made the
victim. Though flattered with a lip-worship which seems to our notion^
incredible, Claudius appears to have risen personally above its intoxicating
vapours

; we know that, in one instance at least, tbe^ fulsome adulation of a
man, the most remarkable of bis age for eloquence and reputed wisdom,
failed to turn the course whether of his justice or his anger.

THK LIVING CLAUDIUS EULOGISED BV SENECA

Tlio circumstances of this adulation, and of its disappointment, it is due
to the memory of Olaudiim to detail. We have no disthuit account of the

cause of Seneca's banishment, which is ascribed, by Utile better than a guess,

to the ma(‘hinations of Messallina against the friends and adherents of Julia.

However this may bo, we have seen wiili wliat impatience the philosopher
boro it, (>ji the occasion of the death of a brother of Polybius, he addressed
a troaUs(s from his place of exile to tlie still powerful froedrnan, such as was
styhcl a “ fionsolation,” in which he set fortli all Ihe arguments which, wit

and friendship could suggest to alleviate his alllictiou and fortify his wisdom.
After assuring him of the solomutniththat all men are mortal, and reminding
him that this world itself, with all that it contaius, is subject to the common
law of dissolution; that man is born to sorrow; that the dead can have no
deasuro in his grief ; that his grief at tlic best is futile and unprohtablc

;

.10 diverts him with another topic which is meant to be still more offeotuaL

‘^Tlie emperor,” he says, “ is divine, and those who are blessed by employment
in his service, and have him ever before their eyes, can rotiiin no idle interest

in human things ; their happy souls neither fear nor sorrow can enter
;
the

divinity is with them and around them. Me,” he declares, “this god has not

overthrown; rather he has supported when others supplanted me ;
he still

suffers me to remain for a monument of his providence and compassion.

Whether my cause be really good or bad, his justice will at last pronounce
it good, or his clemency will so regard it. Meanwhile, it is my comfort to

be hold his pardons travelling through the world; even from the corner

where I am cast away his mercy has called forth many an exile before me.
One day the eyes of his compassion will alight on me also. Truly those

thunderbolts are just which the thunderstricken have themselves learned

to adore. May the immortals long indulge him to the world ! May he rival

the deeds of Augustus and exceed Ms years I While still resident among us,

may death never cross his threshold ! Distant be the day, and reserved

for the tears of our grandchildren, when his divine progenitors demand
him for the heavens which are his own.”

Such were the phrases, sonorous and unctuously polished, which Poly-

bius was doubtless expected to recite in the ears of the imperial joedant.

Standing high as he still did in the favour of Claudius and Messallina, he

had the means, and was perhaps not without the will, to recommend them
with all his interest, and intercede in the flatterer’s behalf. Yet Claudius,
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it would seem, remained wholly unmoved by a worship more vehement than

Ovid’s, and enhanced still more by the unq^uestioned reputation of its

author. Whatever had been the motives of his sentence against Seneca,

it was not by flattery that he could be swayed to reverse it. Surely, as

far as we are competent to judge, we must think the better both of his

firmness and his sense. Shortly afterwards Polybius was himself subverted

by the caprice of MessalHna ; Messallina in her turn was overthrown by
Agrippina ; and it was not till the sister of Julia had gained the ascendant

.that Seneca obtained at her instance the grace he had vainly solicited

through the good offices of the freedman.

THE DEAD CLAUDIUS SATIRISED BY SBKECA

But however little Claudius may have relied on the sincerity of this

brilliant phrase-monger, he could scarce have anticipated the revulsion of

sentiment to which so ardent a wor-

shipper would not blush to give utter-

ance on his demise. It was natural of

course that the returned exile should

attach himself to his benefactress

;

from her hands he had received his

honours, by her he was treated with
a confidence which flattered him. No
doubt lie was among the foremost of

the courtiers who deserted the setting

to adore the rising luminary. Yet
few, perhaps, could believe that no
sooner should Claudius be dead, ere

yet the accents of official flattery had
died away which proclaimed him
entered upon the divine career of his

ancestors^ than the worshipper of the
living emperor should turn his deifi-

cation into ridicule, and blast his name
with a slander of unparalleled ferocity.

There is no more curious fragment of

antiquity than the Vision of Jvdgmmt
which Seneca has left us on the death
and deification of Claudius.

The traveller who has visited mod-
ern Rome in the autumn -season has
remarked the numbers of unwieldy and bloated gourds which sun their

speckled bellies before the doors, to form a favourite condiment to the food
of the poorer classes- When Claudius expired in the month of October,
his soul, according to the satirist, long lodged in the inflated emptiness of

his own swollen carcass, migrated by an easy transition into a kindred
pumpkin. The senate declared that he had become a god ;

but Seneca
knew that he was only transformed into a gourde The senate decreed
his divinity, Seneca trandated it into pumpkinity ; and proceeded to give
a burlesque account of what may be supposed to have happened in heaven
on the appearance of the new aspirant to' celestial honours. A tall gray-
haired figure has arrived halting at the gates of Olympus

j
he mops and

(From a bust la tbe Haplo» M!ub«uixi)
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Biowa, and shakos hia palsied head, and wlien asked whence he comes
and what is lus business, mutters an uncouth jarj^on in reply winch none can
understand. Jupiter hcihIh norcules to interrogate the esreaturo, for Her-
cules is a travelled god, and knows many languages

; but l.lerculos himself,

bold and valiant as lie is, shudders at the sight of a strange unearthly/

monster, with the hoarse inarticulate moauiugs of a smii or sea-calf. He
fancied that he saw his thirtecntli labour before him. Presently, on a

nearer view, ho discovers that it is a sort of man. Accordingly ho takes

courage to address him with a verse from Homer, the conunou InterpreteK

of gods and men
;
and (haudius, rejoicing at the sound of Greek, and

auguring that his own histories will ho understood^ in heaven, replies with
an apt quotation.

To pass over various incidents which are neict related, and the gibes

of the satirist on the Gaulish origin of Ohuidius, and his zeal in lavish-

ing the frauiduse on (buds and other barbarians, wo find the gods asseml)led

in (ionclave to deliberate on the pretensions of their unexpected visitor.

Gertaiu of the deities rise in their places, and express themselves with
divers exquisite reasons in his favour ; and his admission is about to be
carried with acclamation, when Augustus starts to his feet (for the first

time, as he calls them all to witness, hukjc he became a god himself—- for

Aaguatus in heaven is riiservcd and silent, and keeps strictly to his own
afiairs), and recounts the crimes and horrors of Ids grandchild’s career.

He mentions the murder of his father-in-law Silanus, and his two sons-

in-law Silanus and Iknupcius, and the fathor-iu-law of his daughter, and
the mothcr-in-iaw of the same, of his %vife Mossallina, and of otliers more
than can be named.

J’he gods arc struck with amazement and indignation. Glaudiiis is re-

plied from tlie threshold of Olympus, and led by Mercury to the shades

cclow. Ah ho passes along the Via Sae.ra he witnesses the pageant of his

tnvn obseepues, and then first apprehends the fact of his decease. He heat's

the funeral dirge in which his actions are celebrated in most grandiloquent

sing-song, descending at last to the abruptest bathos. IJut the satirist can

strike a higdier note
;
the advent of the ghost to the infernal regions is de-

scribed with a sublime irony. Claudius is come I
” shout the spirits of the

dead, and at once a vast multitude assemble around him, exclaiming, with
the chant of the priests of Apis, We have fouiul him, we have fouiul him ;

rejoice and be glad !

” ^ ‘Among them was Silius i«ho consul and Junius the

orador and Traulus and Trogus and Cotta, Vootius, and Fabius, Eoman
mights, whom Karcissns had done to death. Then eame the freodmen Poly-
bius and Myron, Harpocras, Amplneus, and Pheronachm, whom Claudius
Ixad despatched to hell before him, that he might have his ministers below.

Next advanced Catonius and Eufus, the prefects, and his friends Lusius and
Fedo, and Lupus and Oder, consulars, and finally a ixumher of his own kin-

dred, his wife and cousins and son-in-law. “ Friends everywhere !
” simpered

the fool
;
“ pray how came you all hero ?” How came wo here? ” thundered

^ Seneca, Apocal IS. Claudius Csosar venifc .... ivpi/iKa/Mv, Great bw been
the success of tliis remarkable passage, which may possibly have suggested the noble lines of

Shakespeare III Act i. so, 4)

:

Clarence is come, faise, fleeting, perjured Clarence,
That stabbed me in the field by Tewksbury.”

It is more probable that Voltaire had it in his mind when he pronounced on the fate of Con-
stantine and Clovis

; and more than one stanza of Byron’s rfsfon of Judffme 7it Is evidently sug-
gested by it.
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Pompeius Pedo : “ who sent us here but thou, O murderer of all thy friends?”
And thereupon the newcomer is hurried away before the judgment seat of

Abacus. An old boon companion offers to plead for him
; iEacus, most just

of men, forbids, and condemns the criminal, one side only heard. “As
he hath done,” he exclaims, “so shall he be done by.” The shades are

astounded at the novelty of the judgment; to Claudius it seems rather unjust
than novel. Then the nature of his punishment is considered. Some would
relieve Tantalus or Ixion from their torments and make the imperial culprit

take their place ; but no, that would still leave him the hope of being him
self in the course of ages relieved. His pains must be never ending, still

beginning ; eternal trifler and bungler that he was, he shall play for ever and
ever with a bottomless dice-box.

Such was the scorn which might be flung upon the head of a national
divinity, even though he were the adoptive father of the ruler of the state ;

nor perhaps was the new and upstart deity much more cavalierly treated

than might sometimes be the lot of the established denizens of Olym pus. It is

true that Nero at a later period thought fit to degrade his parent ihoin these

excessive honours, and even demolished the unfinished works of his temple
on the Caelian Hill ; but there is no reason to suppose that Seneca reserved
his spite until this catastrophe, or that the prince evinced any marks of dis-

pleasure at the unrestrained laughter with which doubtless his satire was
greeted.

While the memory of the deceased emperor was thus ruthlessly torn in

pieces, the writer had been careful to exalt in terms the most extravagant
the anticipated glories of his successor ; and the vain, thoughtless heir per-

ceived not that the mockery of his sire was the deepest of insults to himself.

Of the figure, accomplishments, and character of Nero wo shall speak more
particularly hereafter

; enough that he was young, that he was not ungrace-
ful in appearance, that he had some talents, and, above all, the talent of ex-
hibiting them.

With such qualifications the new occupant of a throne could never want
for flatterers. To sing them, the sage of the rugged countenance mounts
gaily on the wings of poetry, and sports in lines of mellifluous mollownesB,
such as might grace the erotic lyre of the most callow votary of the Muses.
At last, he says, in mercy to his wretchedness, the life-thread of the stolid

Claudius had been severed by the fatal shears. But Lachesis, at that
moment, had taken in her hands another skein of dazzling whiteness, and
as it glided nimbly through her fingers, the common wool of life was changed
into a precious tissue— a golden age untwined from the spindle. The
sisters ply their work in gladness, and glory in their blessed task ; and far,

far away stretches the glittering thread, beyond the yours of Nestor and
Tithonus. Phoebus stands by their side, and sings to them as they spin—
Phoebus the god of song and the god of prophecy. “Stay not, oh stay not,

gentle sistei's
; he shall transcend the limits of human life

; he shall be like

me in face, like me in beauty ; neither in song nor in eloquence behind mo.
He shall restore a blissful age to wearied men, and break again the long
silence of the Laws. Yes, as when Lucifer drives the stars before him.
and morning dissipates the clouds, the bright sun gazes on the world, and
starts his chariot on its daily race,— so Caesar breaks upon the earth; such
is the Nero whom Rome now beholds— beams his bright countenance with
tempered rays, and glistens his fair neck beneath its floating curls.”/
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were resolved to hinder the domination which had degraded Claudius. Un-
fortunately, the two ministers, in spite of the austerity of their lives and

teaching, found no other way to combat her influence than by fostering the

prince’s passions. They allowed a number of young women and dissolute

men to gather round the prince. Among the former Agrijppina soon found

a rival m the freedwoman Acte. She tnen changed her tone and manner,

but caresses were of no more avail than anger; and the two ministers, in

order to show her that her power was gone, diagraoed the freedman Pallas.
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Then Agrippina broke out into open threats. She would reveal the

whole truth, take Britannicus to the prcetorians, and return to its rightful

occupant the throne she had bestowed on an ungrateful son. Nero fore-

stalled her. On the first day of his reign he had put to death a member of

the imperial family, Silanus by name ; the death of nis adopted brother

cost him no more. Britannicus, who was only fourteen years old, was poi-

soned at a banquet at Nero’s own table. Agrippina, alarmed by this preco-

cious cruelty, sought defenders for herself. She sounded the soldiers, and
paid graceful attentions to tlicir leaders. Nero, no longer keeping within

"bounds, assigned her a dwelling beyond the palace and scsarcely eym* saw
her. He even listened to an accusation against her and forced licr to answer
questions from Seneca and Burrus. She did so, but haughtily, and spoke
harshly to her son, which did not help her to regain the authority she had lost.

Having got rid of Agrippina, the two ministers governed for some years

mtli moderation and justice. Several condemnations taught the proviiKjial

governors that their conduct was observed ; several taxes were abolished

or reduced. Nero demanded that they should all be repealed. Unfortu-
nately love of pleasure now possessed him. Dissolute friends, vulgar
a fatal taste for the theatre, corrupted him from day to day. Seneca practised

his good maxims too little for them to influence the young emperor. Rome
learned with astonishment that her prince ran about the streets at night dis-

guised as a slave, entering taverns and beating belated folk at tlio risk of

striking one stronger than himself. A senator once returned his blows, and
had the imprudence next day to apologise. Nero, reinomberiug the inviola-

bility belonging to his office of tribune, had him put to death. In the day
he went to Hie theatre, giving trouble to the custodians, encouraging applause
and hissing, exciting tumult, and taking pleasure in seeing th(^ sovtsroign

people break the benches and engage in fights in which he himself joined,

throwing missiles at a venture from his elevated seat.

The virtuous sister of Britannicus could not be a fit wife for this royal
debauche. He carried off Poppma Sabina foom her husband Otho. Poppa^a’a
ambition found an obstacle in Octavia, and one even stronger in Agrippina,
who was not distressed by her son’s criminal conduct, but was much averse
from seeing him under any influence but her own.

Irritated by her reproaches, Nero at last went so far as to give orders for
her death. Anicetus, commander of the fleet at Misenum, formed a j)lot to
assassinate the empress. On the pretext of a reconciliation she was invited
to go to Baise, and was put on a vessel so built as to part asunder when out
at sea. Agrippina saved herself by swimming and reached the neighbour-
ing coast, where she took refuge in her villa at the Lucrine Lake. Nero
caused her to be stabbed, and proclaimed that she had killed herself after a
freedman sent by her had been caught in an attempt to kill him (69 a.i>.).
Such was the fate of this woman, a granddaughter of Augustus, and sister,
wife, and mother, to three emperors. But revengeful furies pursued tlie

parricide in spite of the congratulations which Burrus was base enough to
offer him in the name of the soldiers and the thanks rendered to the gods
in all parts of the city at Seneca’s suggestion. He sought to stifle hie
remorse by plunging into gross and insensate debauchery. His most un-
worthy follies date from this time. The Romans blushed to see him driving
a chariot in the arena and mounting the stage to sing and play the lyre.
We may imagine he stifled his conscience, but not that he found rest. In
Greece, he dared not enter the Eleusinian temple of which the herald’s voice
bid the impious and parricides avaunt.
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Duriiii? the IjiBi twt) pro(!<>nHtilat(^H iho pretlKjUiro of Syria had acquired

it,H f^roator oxteuBion. On iho death of Horotl Agrippa in 44, his kingdom
of Judea had biHUi defniitivoly awuoxod to the oinpu’c, atul was subjected,

an oue.u boforo, i.o an iui])orial procurator, who, while lie derived Im fiscal and

civil authority dirctdly h‘oui the omporor, and acted in a manner as his vice-

roy, was nov'crtliclcHH plactMl under Iho military control of the proconsul

Under court prolciitiou Home of the Judean procuratorH, CHpocially the infa-

mouH Felix, tlie hrotluu’ of UalhiH, and Iuh partner in iho favour ojf Claudius,

liad indulged in i^very cxeo.BH, till the Hpirit of revolt already roused by the

threatH of Caligula hroki^ out in li<u’e.e but ihiHultory actHof violence. These

indeed had betm represHed with the Bi.ernnoHH of Home, not nmnmgled witli

Home huiturcH of barbarity peculiar (n the East. NdvorthelcsH the govern-

ment had roHented the tyranny of its own ollicerH, which had caused this

dangerous iuHuhordiuatiou, and Quail ratus, tlm jiroeonsul, bad himself con-

demned from luB tribunal the indiHiuMtion of the procurator Cumanus.

Wliihs howeviu*, the authority of the Syrian proiamHul was thns extended

over the region of Palestine in the soutlua portion of his nortliern dependen-

cies was taken from him, and erectml for a time into a separate prefecture.

OOIUUJLO ANI> TllK K.AHT

In the year 54 the brave DomitiuB Corhulo, recalled from Ins German

command, was deputed to maiutaiu the majesty of the empire in the face of

the Pjirthians, and defend Armenia from tlu^ iutrigiuss or violence with

which they continued to uuuiaee it. ^The forctis t>f Home in the East were

now divided between Quadratus and Uorlmlo. To the proconsul of Syria

wore left two h^gions with tluur auxiHarii‘.H, to the new eommatider were

asHignod the otluu’ two, while the frontier tributarii^s wet't^ ordered to serve

in either camp, as tins policy of llu empire should nupiire. While such was

the distribution of the iroiqis, tlie tmadtory itself was divided by the line of

tlie I'utirus; (hippadocia, together with Galatia, was entrusted to Corbulo,

and eoustituted a separate province, llcum he raised tlici levies ho required

to replace the lazy veterans who had vitiated tht^ Syrian legions; and here,

having further strengthened- himself from the Gorman camps, this stern

reviver of discipline prepared his num, amidst the rocks and snows, to pene-

trate the fastnesses of Armenia, and dislodge tlu^ Parthiaus from the gorges

of Ararat and Elburz, Tiridates, the Parthian pretender to the throne of

Armimia, in vain opposed him witli arms and tr(‘.aehery.

The llomaus advanced to iho wndls of Ariaxaia, which they stormed am
burned, an exploit the glory of which was usurped by Nero himself, the

senate voting Hupplicatious in his honour, and eoUBecratiug day after day to

the celebration of lus victory, till Cassius ventureil to demand a limit to such

ruinous profusion. The war l|owever was still prolonged througli a second

and a third campaign: the llyrcaniauB on the banks of the Caspian and Aral

-—so far-reaching was the machinery put in motion by Corbulo— were

encouraged to divert the Parthians from assisting Tiridates ;
and communi-

cations were held with them by the rout© of the Hod Sea and the deserts

of Baluchistan- At last the Armenian Tigranes, long retained in custody

at Horae, was placed by the proconsul on the throne of his ancestors.
^

Some

portions of his patrimony, however, were now attached to the sovemgnties

of Fontus and Cappadocia ;
a Homan force was left in garrison at Tigrano-

certa, to support lus precarious power ;
and on the deatlx of Quadratus, Cor*
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bulo, having achieved the most brilliant successes in the East of any Roman
since Pompey, claimed the whole province of Syria, and the entire adminis-

tration of affairs on the Parthian frontier, as his legitimate reward.

The union of these vast regions once more under a single ruler, so con-

trary, as it would appear, to the emperor’s natural policy, was extorted

joerhaps from the fears of Nero, not indeed by actual threats but by the

Jiormidable attitude of his general. An emperor, still a youth, who had seen

no service himself, and had only caught at the shadows of military renown
cast on him by his lieutenants, may have felt misgivings at the greatness of

the real chiefs of his legions. It was from this jealousy, perhaps, that the

career of conquest in Britain was so suddenly checked after the victory of

Suetonius. The position indeed of Corbiilo, the successor of Agrippa and
Germanicus, might seem beyond the emperor’s reach. It could only be
balanced by creating similar positions in other quarters, and the empire was,

in fact, at this moment virtually divided among three or four great com-
manders, any one of whom was leader of more numerous forces than could
be mustered to oppose him at the seat of government. Nero was well aware
of his danger ; but he had not the courage to insist, on this occasion, on the
division of Syria into two prefectures. He took, as we shall see, a baser pre-

caution, and already perhaps contemplated the assassination of the lieuten-

ant whom he dared not control.

It was from Corbulo himself that the proposal came for at least a tem-
porary division. That gallant general, a man of antique devotion to military

principles, had no views of personal aggrandisement. When the Parthians,
again collecting their forces, made a simultaneous attack on both Armenia
and Syria, Oorfolo declared that the double war required the presence of two
chiefs of equal authority. He desired that the province beyond the Taurus
should again be made a separate government. Assuming in person the
defence of the Syrian frontier with three legions, he transferred Cappadocia
and Galatia, with an equal force, to Ciesennius Pmtus, who repaid his gen-
erosity by reflecting on the presumed slowness of his operations. But Pmtus
was as incapable as he was vain. Having advanced into Armenia, he was
shut up in one of its cities with two legions, by a sujoerior force, constrained
to implore aid from Corbulo, and at last, when the distance and difficulty of
the way precluded the possibility of succour, to capitulate ignominiously.
Vologeses, king of Parthia, refrained from proceeding to extremities, and
treating the humbled foe as his ancestor had treated Crassus. He pretended
to desire only a fair arrangement of the points in dispute between the rival
empires : and Pmtus, having promised that pending this settleimmt the
legions should be withdrawn from Armenia, was suflered, though not with-
out grievous indignities, to march out of his captured stronghold, and retire
in haste within the frontiers. Arrived there, Corbulo treated him with scorn-
fid forbearance

; but the emperor recalled him from his post, and the com-
bined forces of the province were once more entrusted to the only man capable
of retrieving the disaster.

Corbulo penetrated into the heart of Armenia Ijy the road which Lueul-
lus had formerly opened ; hut the enemy declined to encounter him, Even
on the spot of bis ally’s recent triumphs, Tiridates bowed to the demands of
tlie proconsul, and consented to lay Ids diadem at the feet of the emperor’s
image, ^d go to Rome to receive it back from his hand. The claims of the
puppet Tigranes were eventually set aside, and while Tiridates did homage
tor Ins kingdom to Nero, he was suffered to place himself really under the
protection of Vologeses.
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TME EOMAJSf IMIOVINCK OE lUUTAm

Tlio limit« o£ tho Roman occu]nitioti at tlm cIohc of the reign of Clandiua

were mimli miHcttlod. The Hontluu-n part of the iHlaiid from the Stour to

Rie Ksce ami Severn formed a compact and (irganiaod province, from which
only tlie realm of (higidiihiuns, ridaining «tiU the characifir of a dependent

sovereignty, is to he Hubtrac.tod. Iloyoiul the Slonr, again, the territory

of the IceuL constituted another extraneous dopendoncy. The government

of the province was administered from (himuloduuum, as its capital; and

the whole country was overawed by tlie martial attitude of the Conquering

Colony there established. Already, porhapa, tlie city of Londiniinn, though

dLstingniished by no such honourahlo title, ex<}elled it m a place of commercial

resort. The broad estuary of the 'rhames, confronting the waters of the

Sclicldt and Maas, was favourably placed for tlie exchange of British against

Caulish and German products ; and the hill on which the city stood, facing

the aouthorn sun and well adapted for defence, is placed precisely at the

spot whore first the river (iau be crossed oonvoniently. Swept cast and west

by ihti tidal stream, and iraversed north ami south by the continuous British

roads, Londinium sniiplied the whole island with the luxuries of another

zone, just as Massilia had supplied GaiiL” Hither led the ways which pene-

trah^f Britain from the ports in tlio Channel, from Lynmo, Ricliborough,

ami Dover. From hence they diverged again to Camulodunum northeast,

and to Vorulamium northwest, at the intersection of the chief national lines

of communication.
While the proprajior, who was govornor-in-chief of the province, was

occupied on the frontim* in military operations, the finances were adminis-

tcrccL by a procurator ;
and whatever extortions he might countenance, so

sligliV WHS the apprehension of any formidable resistance to them tluit not

only the towns, now frequented by thousands of Roman traders, were left

unforlitled, Imt the province itselt was suffered to remain almost entirely

denuded of soldiers. The legions now permanently quartered in Britain

were four. Of these the Second, the same which under the command

of Vespasian had recently commanded the southwest, was now perhaps sta-

tioned in the forts on the Severn and Avon, or advanced to tlio encampment

on the Ush, whence sprang the famous city of Oaerleon, the camp of the

Legion. The Ninth was placed in guard over the loeni, whose Mehty was

not beyond susxiicion. We may conjecture that its headquarters were estab-

lished as far north as the Wash, whore it might dislocate any combinations

these people should attem;:)t to form with their unsteady neighbours the

Ih'igantes, The Twentieta would bo required to confront tlie Brigante^i

also on their western frontier, and to them we may assign the position on

the Deva or Dec, from which the ancient city of Chester has derived its

name, its site, and the foundations, at least, of its venerable fortifications.

There still remained another legion, the Fourteenth but neither was this

held in reserve in the interior of the province. The necessities of border

warfare required its active operations among* the Welsh mountains, which

it penetrated step by stop, and gradually worked its way towards the last

Hsvdum of the Druids in Mona, or Anglesea.
" The Gallic priesthood, proscribed in their own country, would naturally

fly for refuge to Britain
:
proscribed in Britain, wherever the power of Rome

e.xtended, they retreated, inch by inch, and withdrew from the massive

shrines wlxich still attest their influence on the aouthorn plains, to the

recesses of the little island, surrounded by boiling tides and clothed with
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impenetrable thickets. In this gloomy lair, secure apparently,

of might and dignity, they still persisted in the practice of

superstition. They strove perhaps, like the trembling priests

appease the gods, who seemed to avert from them their faces, with more
horrid sacrifices than ever. Here they retained their places of assembly,

their schools, and their oracles ;
here was the asylum of the fugiti'ves

; here

was the sacred grove, the abode of the awful deity, which in the stillest

noon of night or day the priest himself scarce ventured to enter, lest he

should rush unwitting into the presence of its lord.

Didius had been satisfied with retaining the Roman acquisitions, and had
made no attempt to extend them ; and his successor, Veranius, had contented

himself with some trifling incursions into the country of the Silures. The
death of Veranius prevented, perhaps, more important operations. But he

had exercised rigorous discipline in the camp, and Suetonius Paulinus, who
next took the command, found the legions well equi pped and well disposed,

and the stations connected by military roads across tie whole breadth of the

island. The rumours of the city marked out this man as a rival to the gal-

lant Oorbulo, and great successes were expected from the measures which he
would be prompt in adopting. Leaving the Second legion on the Usk to

keep the Silures in check, and the Twentieth on the Dee to watch the

Brigantes, he joined the quarters of the Fourteenth, now pushed as far as

Segontium on the Menai straits. He prepared a number of rafts or boats

for the passage of the infantry ; the streain at low water was perhaps nearly
fordable for cavalry, and the trusty Bataiians on his wings were accustomed
to swim by the side of their horses, clinging by the mane or bridle, at^ross

the waters, not less wide and rapid, of their native Rhine. Still the traiect

must have been perilous enough, even if unopposed. But now tlie farther
bank was thronged with the Britons in dense array, while betwc‘en their

ranks the women, clad in black and with hair dishevelled, rushed about
like furies with flaming torches, and behind them were seen the Druids
raising their hands to heaven, imprecating curses on the daring invaders.

The Romans were so dismayed at the sight that, as they came to land,
they at first stood motionless to be struck down by every assailant. But this

panic lasted only for a moment. Recalled by the cries of their chiefs to a
sense of discipline, of duty, of danger, they closed their ranks, advanced their
standards, struck, broke, and trampled on the foe before them, and applied
his own torches to his machines and wagons. The rout was complete ; the
fugitives, flung hack by the sea, had no further place of retreat. The island
was seamed with Roman entrenchments, the groves cut down or burned, and
every trace speedily abolished of the foul rites by which Hesus had been
propitiated or the will of Taranis consulted.

.

From this moment the Druids disappear frdm the l)age of history
; they

were exterminated, we may believe, upon their own altars ; for Suetonius
took no half measures. But whatever were his further designs for the final
pacification of the province, they were interrupted by the sudden outbreak
of a revolt in his rear. The Iceni, as has been. said, had submitted, after
their great overthrow, to the yoke of the invaders : their king, Prasutagus,
had been allowed indeed to retain his nominal sovereignty; but he was
placed under the control of Roman officials; his people were required to
contribute to the Romiaii treasury : their commtLnities were incited to a
profuse expenditure to which their resources were unequal ; while the
exactions imposed on them were so heavy that they were compelled to borrow
largely, and entangle themselves in the meshes of the Roman money lenders.
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The p^rcai capitali^tH of the city, wealthy courti(n‘H, and prosperous freedmen,
advanced the Hums they called for at oxorhitani interest

; from year to year
tlujy found theinBoIves loss able to moot their oblip^ations, and mortgaged
property and person to their unndcmtiug creditors. Among the immediate
caiisi^H of tlu^ insurroetion which followed, is montionod the sudden calling in

by S<meca, the richest of philosoi^hers, of the large investments he had made,
which ho seemed in danger of losing altogether.

lint the o[)[)rcssion of the Koinans was not eonlined tt) those transactions.

Prasutagus, in tlio hope of propitiating the provincial government to his

family, had bcMiuoaihed his dominions to the republic. He expected perhaps

that \m wife and his (diildron, who were also females, if not allowed to

exeixhse even a nominal sovereignty after him, would at least be treated in

c(msoqueuce with the respect due to their rank, and seeurod in the enjoy-

ment of ample means and consideration. This was the fairest lot that

remained to the families of the dependent chieftains, and the Romans had
not often grudged it them. But an insolent ollicial, phiced in charge of

these new acquisitions after the death of Prasutagus, forgot in their instance

what was clue to the birth and oven the sox of the wrotclied princesses.

He suspected them perhaps of Hociroting a jiortion of their patrimony, and

did not scruolc to employ stripes to rijcovor it from the mother, while lie

surrendered .aer tender children to even worse indignities.

2%e War with Boadicea^ Queen of the leeni

Boadicea, the widowed queen of the Iceni, was a wtmuui of masculine

S[)irit. Far from succumbing under the cruelty of her tyrants and hiding

the shame of her family, she wont forth into the public places, exhibited the

scars of her wounds and the fainting forms of her abused daughters, and

adjured her people to take a desperate revenge. The Bami were stung to

frenzy at their sovereign’s wrongs, at their own humiliation. The danger,

the madness, of the attempt was considered by none for a moment. They
rose as one man ; there was no power at hand to control tihem ;

tlie Roman
olTunals lied, or, if arrested, were slanghtei'cd ; and a vast muliitudo, armed
and unarmed, rolled southward to overwhelm and extirpate the intruders.

To the Colne, to the Thames, to the sea, the country lay ontiredy open. The
legions were all removed to a distance, the towns W(U‘e unonc].osad» the

Roman traders settled in them were untrained to arms. Even the Claudian

colony was undefended. The procurator, Oatus Docianus, was at the moment
absent, and being’ pressed for succour, could send no more than two hun-

dred soldiers for its protection. Little roliauce could bo placed on the

strength of a few worn-out veterans : the natives, however specious their

assurances, were not unjustly distrusted, for thcjy too, like the Iceni, had

suffered their share of insolence and ill-treatment. The groat temple of

Claudius was a standing monument of their humiliation
;
for its founcation

their estates had been confiscated, for its support their tribute was required,

and they regarded the native chiefs who had been enrolled in its service as

victims or traitors.

Whatever alarm they might feel at the indiacriminfite fury of the hordes

descending upon them, they smiled grimly at the panic which more justly

seized the Romans. The guilty objects of national vengeance discovered

the direst prodigies in every event around them. The wailings of their

women, the neighing of their horses, were interpreted as evil omens. Their

theatre was said to have resounded with uncouth noises ; the buildings of
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the colony had been seen inversely reflected in the waters of their estuary

and on the ebbing of the tide ghastly remains of human bodies had been dis-

covered in the ooze. Above alb the statue of Victory, erected to face the
enemies of the republic, had turned its back to the advancing barbarians and
fallen prostrate before them« When the colonists proi)osed to throw up
hasty entrenchments they were dissuaded from the work, or impeded in it

by the natives, who persisted in declaring that they had no cause for fear

;

it was not till the Iceni were actually in sight, and the treachery of the
Trinobantes no longer doubtful, that they retreated tumultuously ivithin the
precincts of the temple, and strengthened its slender defences to support a
sudden attack till succour could arrive. But the impetuosity of the assault

overcame all resistance. The stronghold was stormed on the second day,
and all who had sought refuge in it, armed and unarmed, given up to

slaughter.

Meanwhile the report of this fearful movement had travelled far and wide
through the country. It reached Petiliiis Cerealis, the commander of the
Ninth legion, which we suppose to have been stationed near the Wash, and ho
broke up promptly from his camp to hang on the rear of the insurgents. It

reached the Twentieth legion at Deva, which awaited the orders of Sueto-
nius himself, as soon as he should learn on the hanks of the Menai the perils

in which the province was involved. The proprietor withdrew the ]four-
teenth legion from the smoking groves of Mona, and xirged it with redoul)led
speed along the lughway of Watling street, picking ont the best troops
from the Twentieth as he rushed by, and summoning the Second from Jsca
to join him in the south. But Poenius Postumus, who commanded this latter

division, neglected to obey his orders, and crouched in terror behind his forti-

fications. The Iceni turned boldly upon Cerialis, who was hanging close
upon their heels, and routed his wearied battalions with great slaughter.
The infantry of the Ninth legion was cut to pieces, and the cavalry alone
escaped within their entrenchments. But the barbarians had not slcill nor
patience to conduct the siege of a Roman camp. They left the squadron
of Cerialis nnmolested, nor did they attempt to force the scattered posts of
the Romans around them. After giving Camulodunum to the flames, they
dispersed throughout the country, plundering and destroying.

Suetonius, unappalled by the frightful accounts which thronged upon
him, held on his course steadfastly with his single legion, broke through the
scattered bands of the enemy, and reached Londinium without a check.
This place was crowded with Roman residents, crowded still more at this
moment with fugitives from the country towns and villas : but it was unde-
fended by walls, its population of traders was untrained to arms, and Sue-
tonius sternly determined to leave it, with all the wealth of the province
which it harboured, to the barbarians, rather than sacrifice his soldiers in a
vain attempt to save it. The policy of the Roman commander was to secure
his communications with Gaul : but he was resolved not to abandon the
country, nor surrender the detachments hemmed in at various points by the
general rising of the Britons.

The precise direction of his movements we can only conjecture. Had he
retired to the southern bank of the Thames, he would probably have defended
the passage of that river ; or had the Britons crossed it unresisted, the his-
torians would not have failed to signalise so important a success. But the
situation of Camulodunum, enclosed in its old British lines, and backed by
the sea, would offer him a secure retreat where he might defy attack and
await reinforcements ; and the insurgents, after their recent triumphs, had
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abandoned their first conquests to wreak their fury upon other seats of
Homan civilisation. While, thorofore, the Iceui sacked and burned first

Vcrulamium, and next liondinium, Suetonius probably made a flank march
towards Oamulodunum, and kept aluiad of their pursuit, till ho could choose
his own position to await their attack. In a valley between undulating
liills, with woods in the rear and the ramparts of the British oppidum not
far perhaps on Ids right flank, ho had every advantage for marshalling his
slender forces ;

and these were increased ib number more than in strength
by tlje fugitives capable of bearu g arms, whom ho had allowed to cling to
his fortunes. Ten thousand resolute men drew their swords for the Homan'
Empire in Britain. The natives, many times their number, spread far and
wide over the open plain before tlnun ; but tlu? narroAV* front of the Romans
could bo assailed by only few battalions at once, and the wagons, which con-

voyed their accumulated booty and bore their wives and children, thronged
the rear and cut off almost the possibility of retniat.

But flushed with victory, impatient for the shnighter, animated with
desperate resolution to die or oomi uer, the Britons cast no look or thought
behind them. Boadicea herself ilrove from rank to rank, from nation to

nation, with her daughters besid<3 hm*, attesting the otitragc she had endured,
tlie vengeance she had already tak(‘u, proclaiming the gallant deeds of the

(jneens before her, under whom British warriors had so often triumphed.,

(Icnonnciug as intolerable the yoke of Homan insolence, and declaring that

whatever the mum might determine, the women would now be free or perish.

Th(^ harangue of Suetonius, on the other hand, was blunt and sarcastic. He
told his men not to mind the mnititudes before tliem, nor the noise they

made ; there were more women among them tluiu men ; as for their own
niimbera, let them remember that- in all batth^s a finv good swordsmen really

did the work; the half-armed and dastard c.T«ovds before them would b?oak
and fly when they saw again the prowess of the Homan primipiles.

Thus encouraged, the legionaries could with difliculty be restrained to

await the onset ; and tis soon as the assailants had exhausttsd their missiles,

boro down upon them in the wedge-shaped (column wluidi had so often

broken Greeks, Gauls, and Carthaginians. Tlie auxiliaries followed with no

less impetuosity. The horsemen, lance in hand, pierced through the ranks

which still kept their ground. But a single charge was enough. The
Britons were in a moment shattered and routed. In another moment, the

Homans had reached the long circumvallation of wagons, among which

the fugitives were scrambling in dismay, slow tlio cattle and the womeii

without remorse, and traced with a line of corpses and carcasses the limito

of the British position. Wo may believe that the massacre was enormous.

The Romans declared that eighty thousand of their enemies perished, while

of their own force they lost only four hundred slain, and about as many
wounded. Boadicea put an end to her life by poison

; we could have wished

to hear that the brave barbarian had fallen on a Homan pike. Suetonius had

won the greatest victory of the imperial history ; to complete his triumph,
the coward, Postumus, who had shrunk from his assistance, threw himself, in

shame and mortification, on his own sword.
By this utter defeat the British insurrection was paralysed. Through-

out the remainder of the season the Romans kept the field
;
they received

reinforcements from the German camps, and their scattered cohorts were

gradually brought together in a force which overawed all resistance. The
revolted districts were chastised with fire and sword, and the systematic

devastation inflicted upon them, suffering as they already were from the
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neglect of tillage during the brief intoxication of their success, produced a

famine which swept off the seeds of future insurrections. On both sides

a fearful amount of destruction had been committed. Amidst the over-

throw of the great cities of southern Britain, not less than seventy thou-

sand Roman colonists had perished. The work of twenty years was in a

moment undone. Far and wide every vestige of Roman civilisation was
trodden into the soil. At this day the workmen who dig through the

foundations of the Norman and the Saxon London, strike beneath them
upon the traces of a double Roman city, between which lies a mass of charred

and broken rubbish, attesting the conflagration of the terrible Boadicea.

Britain again a Peaceful Province

The temper of Suetonius, as may be supposed from what has been

already recorded of him, was stern and unbending, even beyond tlie ordi-

nary type of his nation. No other officer, perhaps, in the Roman armies

could have so turned disaster into victory, and recovered a province at a

blow; but it was not in his character to soothe the conquered, to conciliate

angry passions, to restore the charm of moral superiority. Claasicianas,

who succeeded Catus as procurator, complained of him to the emperor, as

wishing to protract hostilities against the exasperated Britons, when every

end might be obtained by conciliation.

A freedman of the court, named Polycletus, was sent on the delicate

mission, to judge between the civil and the military chief, and to take the

measures most fitting for securing peace and obedience. Polycletus brought

with him a large force from Italy and Gaul, and was no less surprised per-

haps than the legions he commanded, to see himself at the head of a Roman
army. Even the barbarians, we are told, derided the victorious warriors

who bowed in submission to the orders of a bondman. But Polycletus could

make himself obeyed at least, if not respected. The loss of a few vessels on

the coast furnished him with a pretext for removing Suetonius from his

command, and transferring it to a consular, Petronius Turpilianus, whose
temper and policy inclined equally to peace.

From the lenity of this propraetor the happiest consequences evidently

ensued. The southern Britons acquiesced in the dominion of Rome, while

the northern were awed into deference to her superior influence. Her man-
ners, her arts, her commerce, penetrated far into regions yet unconquored

by the sword. Her establishments at Londinium, Verulamium, and Camul-
odunum rose again from their ashes. Never was the peaceful enterprise of

her citizens more vigorous and elastic than at this period. The luxuries of

Italy and the provinces, rapidly increasing, required the extension to the

utmost of all her resources. Manufactures and commerce were pushed for-

ward with unexampled activity.

The products of Britain, rude as they were, consisting of raw materials

chiefly, were demanded with an insatiable appetite by the cities of Gaul and

Germany, and exchanged for arts and letters, which at least decked her

servitude with silken fetters. The best of the Roman commanders,— and
there were some, we may believe, among them both thoughtful and humane,
— while they acknowledged they had no right to conquer, yet believed that

their conquests were a blessing. The best of the native chiefs— and some
too of them may have wished for the real happiness of their countrymen,—
acknowledged, perhaps, that while freedom is the noblest instrument of

virtue, it only degrades the vicious to the lowest depths of barMristUi®

H. W,— TOI,. VI, O
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BURKITB AND SKMKCA

III Koine moailwhilo tlio pulilic cvKb p^rcw daily niote opprcHKivo, and the

moans of redress were decreasing. It was now that Burrns died (62 a.d.),

whether by poison or disease is uncertain; that it was disease was inferred

from the fimt that, his throat gradually swelling initu'ually and the passage

being closed up, he ceased to breathe. Manjr asserted that, by the order of

Nero, under colour of applying a remedy, his palate was anointed with a

poisonous drug, and that Burrus, having discovered the treachery, when the

primus came to visit him, turned his face and csyes another way,' and to his

repeated im|uiries about his health, made
no other answer than this: “I am well.”

At Romo tlic sense of lus loss was deep
and lasting, as well from tho memory of

his \drt.iio as from the spiritl(^ss simplicity

of one of his Hiuuicssors, and tho flaming

ouonnitiius and adulUu'ies of the other.

For Nero had ciuuU-ed two captains of the

}nuetoriau guards— namely, Fcuiiis Rufus

Tor his ])opnlarity, in consequence of his

administrat ion of the public stores without

deriving any profit from it; and Sopho-

nins Tigidliinm, purely from partiality to

tlic iuvotoralo huvduess and infamy of the

man; and their iidluence was according

to ihoir known manner of life. Tigellinus

held greater sway over the mind of Nero,

and was admitted to sluu'o in Ids most

Hooret dudmuc.horicH ;
Raifns flourished in

the good opinion of the people and sol-

diery, which he found a denial to him
with the emperor.

Tho deat!i of Burrus made an inroad

upon the influence of Seneca; as good

counsels had no longer tho same force now
that one of tho champions of virtue was

removed; and Nero naturally inclined to

follow tho more depraved, who assailed

(r»m . i)u»t ia thu Louvm M11.0...10 Soiicca witli variotis imputations ; that he

had already accuTuulated enormous wealth,

far surpassing tlie measure of a citizen, anti was still increasing it; that he

was alienating from the emperor and diverting to himself the affections of

the citizens
;
that he sought to outdo the prince in the elogaiioe of his gar-

dens and the splendour of his villas. They laid to his charge also that he

claimed a monopoly in the glory of eloquence; and that alter Nero con-

ceived a passion for versifying, he had employed himself in it with unusual

assiduity; for, to the recreations of the prince ho was an open enemy

—

disparaged his vigour in the managing of liorscs, ridiculed his vocal powers

whenever he sang
;
with what view did he endeavour to effect that in the

whole republic nothing should go down which was not the product of his

ingenuity? Surely Nero was past weakness of childhood, and arrived at the

prime of youth ; he ought now to discard his pedagogue, furnished as he

was with instructors the most accomplished, even his own ancestors.
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Seneca was not unapprised of the efforts of his calumniators, as they were

disclosed to him by such as retained some concern for the interests of virtue ;

and as the emperor manifested daily more shyness towards him, he besoupfht

an opportunity of speaking to him, and having obtained it, thus began :
“ This

is the fourteenth year, Ciesar, since I was summoned to train you for your high

destiny; and the eighth since your advancement to the empire. During
the intervening period, you have showered such honours and riches upon me,

that nothing is wanting to complete my felicity but the capacity to use them
,with moderation. I shall quote great examples, such as are adapted, not to

my station and fortune, but to yours. Augustus, from whom you are the

fourth in descent, granted to Marcus Agrippa leave to retreat to Mytilenc,

and to Cains Maecenas lie allowed, even in Rome itself, a retirement as com-
plete as in any foreign country ; the former his companion in the wars,

the other long harassed at Rome with manifold occupations and public cares ;

both received rewards ample indeed, but proportioned to their servicers. For

myself, what other claims upon your mimilicenco have I been able to advance,

except my literary attainments, nursed, so to speak, in the shades of retire-

ment, and which have been rendered famous, because I am believed to have

assisted your early years in the acquisition of learning ; a glorious reward

for such a service ! But you encompassed me with boumlless favours, un-

numbered riches; so that when I ruminate upon my sitmitiun, as 1 often do, I

say to myself, Can it be that I, the son of a knight, the native of a ]»rovince,

am ranked among the chief men of Rome ? Mas my upstart name acipured

splendour among the nobles of the land, and men who glory in a long lino of

honoured ancestors? Where then is that philosopliio spirit which professed

to ])e satisfied with scanty supplies ? Is it employed in adorning such gar-

dens as these, in pacing majestically through these suburban retreats? Does
it abound in estates so extensive as these, and in such immenso sums put out

at interest? One plea only occurs to my thoughts; that it hocoiiuis not mo
to oppose your bounties.

“ But both of us have now filled up our measure
;
you, of all that the

bounty of a prince could confer upon his friend ; I, of all that a friend could

accept from the bounty of his prince. Every addition can only furnish fresh

materials for envy, which, indeed, like all other earthly tilings, lies prostrate

beneath your towering greatness, but weighs heavily on me ; I requirii assist-

ance. Thus, in the same manner as, were I weary and faint with the toils

of warfare or a journey, I should implore indulgence, so in this journey of

life, old as I am, and unequal even to the lightest cares, since 1 am unable
longer to sustain the weight of my own riches, I seek protection. Order
your own stewards to undertake the direction of my fortune, and to annex
it to your own

;
nor shall I by this plunge myself into poverty ; but hav-

ing surrendered those things by whose splendour I am exposed to the
assaults of envy, all the time which is set apart for the care of gardens and
villas I shall apply once more to the cultivation of my mind. To you vigour
remains more than enough, and the possession of imperial power established
during so many years. We, your friends, who are more advanced in years,
may take our turn of repose. This, too, will redound to your glory, that you
had elevated to the highest posts those who could put up with a humble
condition.”

To this speech, Nero replied much in this manner: “That lam able
thus on the moment to combat your studied reasonings, is the first benefit
which I acknowledge to have derived from you, who have taught me not only
to speak on subjects previously considered, but also to deliver my sentiments
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oxtomporanoouflly. It h true, iny direct aiic‘,estor Augustus allowed

Agi-ippa and Mau'.onaH to pass tludr time iu reUrviuciut al'ler tUoir toils, but

at that perityd of lifo when his autliority protoctcul huu, wliatovor was the

cjcteut or iiaturo of tho (U)ncoHsioii he made to tlunu ; b\it uovortbcless be

divested luutluu.' of iluuu of the renvavds ho had (;our(vrred upon thorn. They

had eanu'd them in war and civil perils; for in those tho earlier days of

Augustus were occupied; nor would your sword or your hands have been

wanting liad I b(M3U engaged iu military alTairs. But what my existing cir-

(‘.umsiances reepured you rendered
;
you nursed my (dnldhood and directed,

my youth by your moral lessons, your counsel, and your precepts; and the

favours you have bestowed on me, will uciver ixwtsh wliile life remaina.

Iduhse you have received from me, your gardens, capital, and country seats,

are lialilo to the aocideniiS of fortune ;
and though they may appear of great

extent, yet many mem by no means equal to you in acrompUsbrnents, have

enjoyed more. I am asbamed to iustauc“.e froodmen, who iu point of riches

cut a greater figure than you ;
and when I (mnsidcr this, I see occasion to

blush that a man who holds tho highest pla<‘,e iu my esteem, docjs not as yet

transiumd all others in the gifts of fortune.

‘‘But while yon have attaincal maturity of yca,rs, and have yet vigour

enough for business and the onjoymeut of tlui fruil.s of your toils, 1 am only

perhunning the early stages of the imi)erial oare(U' ;
uulc.ss pto'haps you deem

less of yourstdf than Vitollius, who was thrice cousiil
;
and think that 1

slnuild fall short of (haudius. But; my lilieraliiy is unable to make up to

vou a fortune equal to that wlu(‘h Volnsius amasHtnl during years of parai-

niony. If in any respect I deviate from the rigid, path, owing to the prone-

mws'to error na.tural to youth, you slnnilcl rat.lim’ nuadl my wandering stops,

and guide that st.iongtb wbieh‘you have adorned, by moio inUmso efforts to

assist me. It is not your moderation, if you give back your wealth, nor your

rolm^meiit., if you forsake your prince, on wliioh the. tongues of all men will

i»e employiHl ; ’hut my rapaciousnoss, and the dveaxl of my (umelty. But sup-

pose your scdf-commiiud should form the great ilnune of public applause

;

still it will reflect no honour upon the chara<5te.r of wise man, to reap a

harvest of glory to himself from a proceeding by which ho brings infamy

upon his friend.” To those words he added kisst^s and (unbraces; framed

as lie was by nature, and trained by habit, to veil his ramunir imdcr tho guise

of hollow compliments. Seneca presented his thanks ; the universal close

conferences with a sovereign ; no changed, howcv(u% the methods of bis

former state of power, put a stop to the oonffux of visitors, avoided a tram

of attendants, and seldom appeared in the streets of the (uty
;
protending

that his health was in an unfavourable state, or that ho was detained at home

by philosophical pursuits.

OOTAVIA X'^UT TO DEATH

Nero, having received the dccroo of tho senate, and perceiving that all

his villainies passed for acts of exemplary meiit, rudely repudiated his wife,

Octavia, alleging “that she was barren,” and then oapousod Foppma. This

woman, who liad been long the concubine of Nero, and, as her adulterer and

her husband, exorcising absolute sway over him, suborned one of Octaxha’s

domestics to accuse her of an amour with a slave. Eucorus, a native of Alex-

andria, a skilful flute-player, was marked out as tho object of the charge

;

her maids were examined upon the rack, and though some of them, over-

come by the intensity of the torture, made false admissions, the major part
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persisted in vindicating the purity of their mistress. She was however put

away in the first instance under the specious formality of a legal divorce,

and" the house of Burrus, with the estate of Plautus, ill-omened gift, were

assigned to her ; soon after she was banished into Campania, and a guard

of soldiers placed over her. This led to frequent and undisguised com-
plaints among the populace, who are comparatively unrestrained by pru-

dential motives, and from the mediocrity of their circumstances arc exposed

to fewer dangers. They had an effect upon Nero, who in consequence re-

called Octavia from banishment, but without the slightest misgiving at his

atrocious villainy.

Forthwith the people went up to the Capitol in transport, and at length

poured forth unfeigned thanks to the gods. They threw down the statues

of Poppjea, carried those of Octavia upon their shoulders, wrciathed them
with garlands, and placed them on the Forum and the temples. They even

went to offer the tribute of their applause to the prince
;
the prince was made

the object of their grateful adoration. And now they were tilling the palace

with their crowd and clamour, when parties of soldiers were sent out, who
by beating them and threatening them with the sword, terrified and di8j)erBed

them. Whatever was overthrown during the tumult was restored, and the

tokens of honour to Poppaea replaced. This woman, ever prune to atroeil ios

from the impulse of hatred, and now stimulated by her fears also, lest either

a more violent outbreak of popular violence should take place, or Nero should

succumb to the inclination of the pcoijle, threw herself at his knees, and said

therewith, “ her circumstances were not in that state that she should contend
about her marriage with him, though that object was dearer to her than life

;

but her very life was placed in imminent jeopardy by the dependents and
slaves of Octavia, who calling themselves the people of Rome, had dared to

commit acts in time of peace which were seldom produced by war. But
those arms were taken up against the prince ; they only wanted a leader,

and a civil commotion once excited, they would soon find one. Octavia has
only to leave Campania and come into the city ; when at her nod, in her ab-
sence, such tumults were raised. But if this were not the object, what crime
had she committed? Whom had she offended? Was it because she was about
to give a genuine offspring to the family of the Ciesars, that the Roman people
chose that the spawn of an Egyptian flute-player should be palmed upon the
imperial eminence ? To sum up all, if that step was essential to the public
weal, he should call home his mistress voluntarily rather than by compulsion,
or consult his safety by a righteous retribution. The first commotion had
subsided under moderate applications, but if they should despair of Octa-
via’s being the wife of Nero, they would give her another husband.”

This artfully compound speech, adapted tq excite fear and rage, at once
•produced the desired effect, and terrified while it inflamed the imperial
learer; but a suspicion resting only on the evidence of a slave, and
neutralised by the asseverations of the tortured maids, was not strong
enough for this purpose. It was therefore resolved that some person should
be found who would confess the guilty commerce, and who might also bo
plausibly charged with the crime of rebellion. Anicetus was judged a
fitting instrument for this purpose ; the same who had accomplished the
murder of his mother, and, as I have related, commanded the fleet at Mise-
num

; whom the emperor, after that horrid service, held in light esteem,
but afterwards in extraordinary detestation

j
for the ministers of nefarious

deeds seem in the eyes of their employers as living reproaches of their
iniquity. Him therefore Nero summoned

;
and told him that he alone
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luul saved ih) life of the priiico from iho^ dark devices of liis mother
; an

opportunity for a Borvico of no less maguitiule now prosentod itself by re-

li(5Ving him frt)ni a wife who was \m mortal enemy, iior was there need
of force or anus

;
he had only to admit adultery with Octavia. Ho prom-

ised rewards, wliich ho said must indeed bo kept a siicret for the present,

but of great value, and also a delightful retreat ; hut threatened him with
death, if he deolined the task. Auieetus, from an irdieront perversity of

principle, and a facility in crime produced by the horrible transactions in

which he had been already engaged, even exceeded bis orders in lying, and
made confession of the adultery to the friends of the prince, whom lie had
summoned as a couucib Ho was then banished to Sardinia, where he

livisl in exile, but not in poverty, and where be died a natural death.

Now Nerc) in an edict slated that Octavia, in hopes of engaging the

licet in her conspiracy, had corrupted Anit;elus the admiral. And forget-

ting that he had just before ficcuaed her of barrenness, he added, tln^t in

guilty consciousness of her lust, she luul produccal alnyrlion, and that all

these were clearly proved to him. And he eonlinod her in the island

Fandataria. Never was there any exile who iouehod tlio hearts of the

beholders with. d(Hi[>er compassion ; some there wore who still remonibcred

to have seen Agrippina banished by Tiberius
; the more recent sufferings

of Julia were likewise recalled to mind, eonlined there by Ohmdiixs: but

they luul experienced some ha]>pincss, and the rocollectiou of their former

.splendour proved some alleviation of their [>reseut honors. To Octavia,

in the first place, the day of her nuptials was in place of a funeral clay,

being brougi.it under a roof whore she encouutcrec. nothing but memorials

of woo j .lusr father cut off by poison, and soon afterwards her brother

;

then a hauduuiid more influential than her mistress ; Foppimi wedded to

her husband, only to bring dcBtructiou on his lawful wife-— and lastly, a

crime laid to dier charge more intolerable than death in any shape.

And this young lady, in her twentieth year, thrown among centurions

and common soldiers, and already bereft of life under the presage of im-

pending woes, (lid not, howeve.r, as yet enjoy the repose of death. After

an, interval of a few days she was ordered to die, when she protested, “ she

was now a widow, and' only the emperor’s sister”; appealed to the Ger-

maniei, the common relatives of Nero and herself ; and lastly invoked the

name of Agrippina, observing, “that had she lived, her marriage-state

would have been made wretched, but she would not have been doomed to

destruction.” She was then tied fast with bonds, and her veins opened in

every joint ; and her death was accelerated by the vapour of a bath, heate(i

to the highest point. A deed of still more atrocious brutality was added;

her head was cut off and conveyed to tlio city for Foppica to see it. Offer-

ings at the temples were decreed by the fathers on account of these events

;

a circumstance which I have recorded in order that that all those who shall

read the calamities of those times, as they are delivered by me or any othef

authors, may conclude by anticipation, that as often as a baniehmont or a

murder was perpetrated by the prince’s orders, so often thanks were ren-

dered to the gods ; and those acts which in former times were resorted to

to distinguish prosperous occurrences, were now made the tokens of pub-

lic disasters. Still I will not suppress the mention of any, decree of the

senate which is marked by unheard-of adulation, or the extremity of abject

servility.

Nero himself, to make it believed that he enjoyed himself nowhere so

much as at Borne, caused banquets to be prepared in the public places, and
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used the whole city as his house. Remarkable above all others for the dis-

play of luxury and the noise it made in the world was the feast given by
Tigellinus, which, (says Suetonius), I will describe by way of specimen,
that I may not have to repeat the instances of similar prodigality. For this

purpose, he built, in the lake of Agrippa, a raft which supported the ban-
quet, which was drawn to and fro 'by other vessels, the vessels were striped

with gold and ivory, and rowed by bands of pathics, who were ranged ac-

cording to their age, and accomplishments in the science of debauchery.
He had procured fowl and venison from re-

mote regions, with sea-fish even from the

ocean; upon the margin of the lake were
erected brothels, filled with ladies of distinc-

tion ; over against them naked harlots were
exposed to view ; now, were beheld obscene

gestures and motions
;
and as soon as dark-

ness came on, all the neighbouring groves and
circumjacent dwellings resounded with music,
and glared with lights. Nero wallowed in all

sorts of defilements, lawful and unlawful, and
seemed to leave no atrocity which could add
to his pollution, till a few days afterwards he
married, as a woman, one of this contaminated
herd, named Pythagoras, with all the solem-
nities of wedlock. The Roman emperor put
on the nuptial veil

;
the augurs, the portion,

the bridal bed, the nuptial torches, were all

seen; in fine, everything exposed to view
which, even in a female, is covered by the

night.

THE GKEAT FIEE AT HOME; PERSECU-
TION OP THE CHRISTIANS

There followed a dreadful disaster ; whether
fortuitously, or by the wicked contrivance of

the prince, is not determined, for both arc
asserted by historians ; but of all the calami- a ckntuiwon
ties which ever befell this city from the rage
of fire, this was the most terrible and severe. It broke out in that part of
the Circus which is contiguous to mounts Palatine and Cmlius ; where, by
reason of shops in which were kept such goods as minister aliment to fire,

the moment it commenced it acquired strength, and being accelerated by the
wind, it spread at once through the whole extent of tho Circus

;
for neither

were the houses secured by enclosiu’es, nor the temples environed with walJs,
nor w£^ there any other obstacle to intercept its progress ; but the flame,
spreading every way impetuously, invaded first the lower regions of the city,
tien mounted to the higher; then again I’avaging tho loAver, it baffled every
effort to extinguish it, by the rapidity of its destructive course, and from the
liability of the city to conflagration, in consequence of the narrow and intri-
cate alleys, and the irregularity of the streets in ancient Rome. Add to this,
the wailings of terrified women, the infirm condition of the aged, and the
helplessness of cliildhood

; such as strove to provide for themselves, and
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those who laboured to assist others ; these dragging the feeble, those waiting

for them; some hurrying, others lingering; altogether created a scene of

universal confusion and embarrassment. And while they looked back upon
tlie danger in their rear, they often found themselves beset before, and on
their sides ; or if they escaped into the quarters adjoining, these too were
already seized by the devouring flames ; even the parts which they believed

remote and exempt, were found to be in the same distress. At last, not know-
ing what to shun, or where to seek sanctuary, they crowded the streets, and
lay along in the open fields. Some, from the loss of their whole substance,

even the means of their daily sustenance, others, from affection for their rela-

tives, whom they had not been able to snatch from the flames, suffered them-
selves to perish in them, though they had opportunity to escape. Neither

dared any man offer to check the fire; so repeated were the menaces of many
who forbade to extinguish it ; and because others openly threw firebrands,

with loud declarations that “they had one who authorised them”; whether
they did it that they might plunder with the less restraint, or in consequence

of orders given.

Nero, who was at that juncture sojourning at Antium, did not return to

the city till the fire approached that quarter of his house which connected

the palace with the gardens of M£©cenas; nor could it, however, be pre-

vented from devouring the house and palace, and overytliing around, l^at

for the relief of the people, thus destitute, and driven from their dwellings,

ha o|)ened the Field of Mars and the monumental edifices erected by Agrippa,

and even his own gardens. He likewise reared temporary houses for tire

reception of the forlorn multitude, and from Ostia and the neighbouring

cities, were brought up the river household necessaries ; and the prifce of

grain was reduced to three sesterces the measure. All which proceedings,

though of a popular character, wore thrown away, because a rumour had

become iinivoraally current, that “ at the very’ time when the city >as in

flamCsS, Nero, going on the stage of Ms private theatre, sang, ‘ The Destruc-

tion of Troy,’ assimilating the present disaster to that catastrophe of

ancient times.”

At length, on the sixth day, the conflagration was stayed at the foot of

Esquiline, oy pulling down an immense quantity of buildings, so that an open

space, and, as it were, void aii?, might check the ra^g element by breaking

tne oontinuity. But ere the consternation had subsided, the fire broke out

afresh, with no little violence, but in regions more spacious, and therefore

with less destruction of human life ; but more extensive havoc was made of

the temples, and the porticoes dedicated to amusement. This conflagration,

too, was the subject of more censorious remark, as it arose in the JEmilian

possessions of Tigellinus ; and Nero seemed to aim at the glory of builMng

a new city, and calling it by his own name ; for, of the fourteen sections

into which Rome is divided, four were still standing entire, three were

levelled with the gi-ound, and in the seven others there remained only here

and there a few remnants of houses, shattered and half consumed,

Nero appropriated to his own purposes the ruinn of his city, and founded

upon them a palace [the “ Golden House ”] in which the old-fashioned, and,

in those luxurious times, common ornaments of gold and precious stones,

were not so much the objects of attraction as lands and lakes ;
in one part,

woods like vast preserves ; in another part, open sjDaces and expansive

prospects. The projectors and superintendents of this plan were Severus

and Celer, men of such ingenuity and daring enterprise as to attemjDt to

conquer by art the obstacles of nature, and fool away the treasures oi thfi
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prince ; they had even undertaken to sink a navigable canal from the lake

Avernus to the mouth of the Tiber, over an arid shore, or through opposing
mountains : nor indeed does there occur anything of a humid nature for

supplying water, except the Pontine marshes; the rest is either craggy
rock or a parched soil ; and had it even been possible to break through these

obstructions, the toil had been intolerable, and disproportioned to the

object. Nero, however, who longed to achieve things that exceeded credi-

bility, exerted all his might to perforate the mountains adjoining to Avernus ;

.
and to this day there remain traces of his abortive project.

But the rest of the old site not occupied by his palace was laid out,

not as after the Gallic^ fire, without discrimination and regularity, but with

the lines of streets measured out, broad spaces left for transit, the height of

the buildings limited, open areas left, and porticoes added to protect the

front of the clustered dwellings. These porticoes Nero engaged to rear at

his own expense, and then to deliver to each proprietor the areas about them
cleared. He moreover proposed rewards proportioned to every man’s rank
and private substance, and fixed a day within which, if their houses, single

or clustered, were finished, they should receive them. He appointed the

marshes of Ostia for a receptacle of the rubbish, and that the vessels which
had conveyed grain up the Tiber should return laden with rubbish ; that the

buildings themselves should be raised to a certain portion of their height

without beams, and arched with stone from the q^uarries of Gabii or Alba,

that stone being proof against fire ; that over the water springs, which had
been improperly intercepted by private individuals, overseers should be placed,

to provide for their flowing in greater abundance, and in a greater number of

olaces, for the supply of the public ; that every housekeeper should have in

.'lis yard means for extinguishing Are ; neither should there be party w^alls,

but every house should be enclosed by irs own walls. These regulations,

which were favourably received, in consideration of their utility, were also a

source of beauty to the new city ;
yet some there were who believed that the

ancient form was more conducive to health, as from the narrowness of the

streets, and the height of the buildings the rays of the sun were more
excluded

;
whereas now, the spacious breadth of the streets, without any

shade to protect it, was more intensely heated in warm weather.

Such were the provisions made by human counsels. The gods were next

addressed with expiations ; and recourse had to the Sibyl’s books. By
admonition from them, to Vulcan, Ceres, and Proserpine supplicatory sacri-

flces were made, and Juno was propitiated by the matrons, first in the Capitol,

then upon the nearest shore, where, by water drawn from the sea, the temple

and image of the goddess were besprinkled ; and the cei'emony of placing

the goddess in her sacred chair, and her vigil, were celebrated by ladies who
had husbands. But not all tlae relief that could come from man, not all

the bounties that the prince could bestow, nor all the atonements

which could be presented to the gods, availed to relieve Nero from the

infamy of being believed to have ordered the conflagration, tlence, to

suppress the rumour, he falsely charged with the guilt, and punished with

the most exquisite tortures, the Christians, who were hated for their

enormities. Accordingly, first those were seized who confessed they were
Christians ; next, on their information, a vast multitude were convicted, not

so much on the charge of burning the city, as of hating the human race.

And in their deaths they were also made the subjects of sport, for they were
covered with the hides of wild beasts, and worried to death by dogs, or nailed

to crosses, or set fire to, and when day declined, burned to serve for nocturnal
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lights.
^

Nero ofiered his own gardens for that spectacle, and exhibited a
Cu'ccnsian game, indiscriminately mingling with tbe common people in the
luiuit of a cliaiiotoor, or else standing in his chariot. Whence a feeling of
compassion arose towards the sufferers, because they seemed not to be cut off
for the public good, but victims to the ferocity of one man.®

In order to compensate for his prodigality in games and spectacles; to
cover the expense of his purposeless edifices, above all, of his golden house;
of Ins festivals, one of which cost four million sesterces for perfume alone;
his extravagance in furniture and in clothes, of which he wore new ones
each day, his distributions of bread, meat, game, clothes, money, and even
precious stones, among the populace in return for their applause for his
verses and singing

; finally, I say, to compensate for all this wild expendi-
ture, lie multiplied proscriptions and sentences which carried with them the
confiscation of property. Even office became a source of revenue, for he
only bestowed it on condition that he should have a share in the profits.
The provinces were thus again pillaged. It was not for this they had so
loudly saluted the establishment of the empire, and they came within a
measurable distance of its dissolution in the last years of this reign.

&

CONSPIKACY MET BY CKUELTY AND I^EESECUTION

Men, however, were grown weary of being the objects of the tyrannic
caprice of a profligate youth ; and a widely extended conspiracy to remove
liim and give the supreme power to C. Piso, a nobleman of many popular
(pialitics, was organised (66). Men of all ranks, civil and military, were
engaged in it,— senators, knights, tribunes, and centurions,— some, as is

usual, on public, some on private grounds. While they were yet undecided
where it were best to fall on Nero, a courtesan named Epicharis, who had a

knowledge (it is not known how obtained) of the plot, wearied of their in-

decision, attempted to gain over the officers of the fleet at Misenuin. She
made the first trial of an officer named Volusius Proculus, who had been one
of the agents in the murder of Agrippina, and who complained of the ill return
he had met with, and menaced revenge. She communicated to him the fact

of there being a conspiracy, and proposed to him to join in it; but Proculus,
hoping to gain a reward by this new service, went and gave information to

Nero. Epicharis was seized ; but as she had mentioned no names, and Procu-
lus had no witnesses, nothing could be made of the matter. She was, how-
ever, kept in prison.

The conspirators became alarmed
;
and lest they should be betrayed, they

resolved to delay acting no longer, hut to fall on the tyrant at the Circensian

games. The plan arranged was that Plautius Lateranus, the consul-elect, a

man of great courage and bodily strength, should sue to the emperor for

relief to his family affairs, and in so doing should grasp his knees and throw
him down, and that then the officers should despatch him with their swords.

Meantime Piso should be waiting at the adjacent temple of Ceres ; and when
Nero was no more, the prefect Fenius Rufus and others should come and
convey him to the camp.

Notwithstanding the number and variety of persons engaged in the plot,

the secret had been kept with wonderful fidelity. Accident, however, revealed

it as it was on the very eve of execution. Among the conspirators was a

senator named Flavius Scevinus, who, though dissolved in luxury, was one

of the most eager. He had insisted on having the first part in the assassina-
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lion, for which purpose he had provided a dagger taken from a temple. The
night before the attack was to be made he gave this dagger to one of his

freedmen, named Milichus, to grind and sharpen. He at the same time sealed

his will, giving freedom to some, gifts to others of his slaves. He supped

more luxuriously than usual, and though he affected great cheerfulness, it

was manifest from his air that he had something of importance on his mind.

He also directed his freedman to prepare bandages for wounds. The freed-

man, who was either already in the secret, or had his suspicions now excited,

consulted witli his wife, and at her impulsion set off at daylight and revealed

*his suspicions to Epaphroditus, one of Nero’s freedmen, by whom he was
conducted to the emperor. On his information Scevinus was arrested ; but

he gave a plausible explanation of everything but the bandages, which he

positively denied. He might have escaped were it not that Milichus’ wife

suggested that Antonins Natalis had conversed a great deal with him in secret

of late, and that they were both intimate with Piso. N atalis was then sent

for ; and as he and Scevinus did not agree in their accounts of the conversa-

tion which they had, they were menaced with torture. Natalis’ courage gave

way; he named Piso and Seneca. Scevinus, either through weakness or

thinking that all was known, named several others, among whom were Annseus
Lucaiius the poet, the nephew of Seneca, Tullius Senecio, and Afranius

Quinctianus. These at first denied everything. At length, on the promise

of pardon, they discovered some of their nearest friends, Lucan even naming
his”own mother Atilla.

Nero now called to mind the information of Proculus, and he ordered

Epicharis to be put to the torture. But no pain could overcome the constancy

of the heroic woman ; and next day, as from her weak state she was carried

in a chair to undergo the torture anew, she contrived to fasten her belt to the

arched back of the chair, and thus to strangle herself.

When the discovery was first made, some of the bolder spirits urged Piso
to hasten to the camp or to ascend the rostra, and endeavour to excite the

soldiers or the people to rise against Nero. But he had not energy for such
a course, and he lingered at home till his house was surrounded by soldiers.

He then opened his veins, leaving a will filled, for the sake of his wife, a

profligate woman, with the grossest adulation of Nero. Lateranus died like

a hero, with profound silence
;
and though the tribune who presided at the

execution was one of the conspirators, he never reproached him.

But the object of Nero’s most deadly enmity was Seneca. All that was
against this illustrious man was that Natalis said that Piso had one time sent

him to Seneca, who was ill, to see how he was, and to complain of his not
admitting him, and that Seneca replied that it was for the good of neither

that they should meet frequently, but that his health depended on Piso’s

safety. The tribune Granius Silvanus (also one of the conspirators) was
sent to Seneca, who was now at his villa four miles from Kome, to examine
him respecting the conversation with Natalis. He found him at table with
his wife, Pompeia Paulina, and two of his friends. Seneca’s account agreed
with that of Natalis; his meaning, he said, had been perfectly innocent.

When the tribune made his report to Nero and his privy council— Foppsea
and Tigellinus— he was asked if Seneca meditated a voluntary death. On
his reply that he showed no signs of fear or perturbation, he was ordered to

go back and bid him die. Silvanus, it is said, called on Fenius on his way
and asked him if he should obey the orders ; but Fenius, with that want
of spirit which was the ruin of them all, bade him obey. Silvanus when he
arrived sent in a centurion with the fatal mandate.
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Sonoca csalmly called for Ins will, but the centurion would not suffe^ him
to have it. lie thou told his friends that as ho could not express his sense
ofc t uur nients in the way that he wished, ho would leave them the ima^e ofim Ule, to which, it tliey attended, they would obtain the fame of virtue and
of cjouatancy in friendship. He checked their tears, showing that nothing
had occurred but what was to have been expected. Then embracing his wife
he began to ct)ns;)le and fortify her, but she declared her resolution to die
with him. Not displeased at her generous devotion, and happy that one so
dear to him should not remain exposed to injury and misfortune, he gave a
ready conseut, and the veins in the arms of both were opened. As Seneca, on*
account of his age, bled slowly, he caused those of lijs legs and thighs to bo
opened also

; and as ho suffered very much, he persuaded his wife to go into
another room ; and then calling for amanuenses, he dictated a discourse which
was afterward published. Finding himself going very slowly, he asked his
friend the physician, Statius Anmous, for the hemlock juice which he had
provided, and took it, l)ut it had no effect. He finally went into a warm bath,
sprinkling as he entered it the servants who were about him, and saying, “I
ptnir this li(iiior to Jove the Liberator.’" The heat caused the blood to flow
freely, and liis sufferings at length terminated. His body was burned with-
out any ceremony, according to the directions which he had given when at
the heiglit of bus prosperity.

Fauiiiui did not die at this time
;
for Nero, who had no enmity against

her and wished to avoid the imputation of gratuitous cruelty, sent orders to
have her saved. Slie survived her liuslnind a few years, her face and skin
remaining of a deadly paleness in consequence of her great loss of blood.

The military imm did not remain undiscovered. Fenius Eufus died like

aiyuM.ud; tlie tribunes and eaiuturions, like soldiers. When one of them
nanuul Subrius Flavius was asked by Nero what caused him to forget his

miliiary oath : “
I. hated you,” said he, ‘‘and there wm none of the soldiers

more faithful while you deserved to be loved. I began to hate you when
you became the murderer of your mother and wife, a chariot-driver, a
player, and an incendiary.” Nothing in the whole affair cut Nero to the
soul like this reply of the gallant soldier.

The consul Vestinus was not implicated by any in the conspiracy
; but

Nero hated him ; and as he was sitting at dinner with his friends, some
soldiers entered to say that their tribune wanted him. He arose, went into

a chamber, had his veins opened, entered a warm bath, and died. Lucan
when ordered to die had his veins also opened ; when he felt his extremities

growing cold, he called to mind some verses of his Pharsalia which were
applicaule to bis case, and died repeating them. Seneoio, Quinctianus,

Sceviuus, and many others died
;
several were banished. Natalis, Miliohus,

and others were rewarded ;
offerings, thanksgivings, and so forth were voted

in abundance by the senate,

This obsequious body, however, sought to avert the disgrace of the lord

of the Roman world appearing on the stage at the approaching Quinquennial

games, by offering him the victory of song and the crown of eloquence. But

Nero said that there needed not the power nor the influence of the senate,

that he feared not his rivals, and relied on the equity of the judges. He
therefore sang on the stage, and when the people pressed him to display all

his acquirements, he came forth in the theatre, strictly conforming to all the

rules of his art, not sitting down when weary, wiping his face in his robe,

neither spitting nor blowing his nose, and finally with bended knee and

moving his hand, waited in counterfeit terror for the sentence of the judges.
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At the end of the games, he in a fit of anger gave Poppsea, who was
pregnant, a kick in the stomach, which caused her death. Instead of burn-
ing her body, as was now the general custom, he had it embalmed with the
most costly spices and deposited in the monument of the Julian family. He
himself pronounced the funeral oration, in which he praised her for her
beauty, and for being the mother of a divine infant.

The remainder of the year was marked by the death or exile of several
illustrious persons, and by a pestilence which carried off great numbers of
all ranks and ages. “ Of the knights and senators,” observes Tacitus, ‘‘ the
deaths were less to be lamented ; they anticipated, as it were, by the common
fate the cruelty of th^ prince.”

The first deaths of the succeeding year (66) were those of P. Anteius,
whose crime was his wealth and the friendship of Agrippina

; Ostorius
Scapula, who had distinguished himself in Britain; Anncous Mella, the
father of Lucan ; Anicius Cerealis, Rufius Crispinus, and others. They all

died in the same manner, by opening their veins. The most remarkable
death was that of C. Petronius, a mait whose elegance and taste in luxury
had recommended him to the special favour of Nero, who regarding him as
his “ arbiter of elegance,” valued only that of which Petronius approved. The
envy of Tigellinus being thus excited, he bribed one of Petronius’ slaves to
charge his master with being the friend of Scevinus. His death followed, of
coarse ; the mode of it howwer was peculiar. He caused his veins to bo
opened, then closed, then opened again, nnd so on. He meantime went on
conversing with his friends, not, like a Socrates or a Seneca, on the immor-
tality of the soul or the opinions of the wise, but listening to light and wan-
ton verses. He rewarded some of his slaves, he had others flogged, he dined,
he slept ; he made, in short, his compulsive death as like a natural one as pos-
sible. He did. not, like others, pay court to Nero or Tigellinus or the men
in power, in his will, but he wrote an account of the vices and crimes of the
prince and court under the names of flagitious men and women, and sent it

sealed up to the emperor. He broke his seal-ring, lest it might be used to
the destruction of innocent persons.

“After the slaughter of so many illustrious men,” says Tacitus, “ Nero at
length sought to destroy virtue itself by killing Thraseas Pmtus and Barea
Soranus.” The former, a man of primitive Roman virtue, was hated by him
not merely for his worth, but because he had on various occasions given
public ;proof of his disapproval of his acts. Such were his going out of the
senate nouse when the decrees were made on account of the murder of Agrip-
pina, and his absence from the deification and funeral of Poppsea. Further
than his virtue, we know of no cause of enmity that Nero could have against
Soranus.

The accusers of Thraseas were Capito Cossutianus, whom he had made
his enemy by supporting the Cilician deputies who came to accuse him of
extortion, and Marcellas Eprius, a profligate man of eloqxience. A Roixian
knight named Ostorius Sahinus appeared as the accuser of Soranus. The
time selected for the destruction of these eminent men was that of the
arrival of the Parthian prince Tiridates, who was coming to Rome to receive
the diadem of Armenia, either in hopes that the domestic crime would be
shrouded by the foreign glory, or, more probably, to give the Oriental an
idea of the imperial power. Thraseas received an order not to appear
among those w.io went to meet the king; he wrote to Nero, requiring to
know with what he was charged, and asserting his ability to clear himself if
he got an opportunity. Nero in reply said that he would convoke the senate.
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Tkraaeas thou consultod with his friends, whotlier he would go to the senate
house, or expco.t his doom at home. Opinions were as usual divided; he
however did not go to the senate.

Next morning the temple in which the senate sat was surrounded with
soldiery. Oossutianus and Eprius appeared as the accusers of Tliraseas, his

son-in-law Holvidms Friseus, Paconius Agrippinus, and Gurtius Montanus.
I'he goueral charge against them was passive rather than active dislo^^alty,

Hirasoas being hold forth as the seducer and encouragcr of the others.

( )storius then came forward and accused Sorunus, who was present, of friend-

ship with Rubollius Plautus and of mal-conduct in the government of Asia.

Ho added that Servilia, the daughter of tlie accused, had given money to

fortune-toilers. Servilia was summoned. She owned the trufh, that she

had sold her ornaments and given the n^oney to tiro soothsayers, but for no
impious purpose, only to learn if her father would escape. Witnesses were
thoii called, and among them, to the indignation of every virtuous man,
aippearod P. Egnatius, the client and friend of Soranus, and a professor of

the stoic philosophy, who now had sold himself to destroy his bencjfactor by
false testimony.

The accused wore all condemned, of course ; Thraseas, Soranus, and Ser-

vilia to death, the others to exile. Of the circumstances of the end of

Soranus and his daughter, wo are not informed. Thraseas having pre-

V(mt',od his wife Arria from following the example of her mother of the same
mime, hy (mtroating her not to deprive their daughter of lier only remaining

supi)orU caused his veins to bo opened in the usual manner
;
anti as the blood

HtK)utc<l forth, ho said to the c umstor who was present, ‘‘ I^ct us pour out to

*Iovo the Liberator. Eegarc this, young man. May the gods avert the

omen; but you have been born in times when it is expedient to fortify the

mind by examples of constancy.” Ho died after suffering much pain. /

Smdonius has left us an interesting picture of the personality of the per-

verted being who was the cause of all this suffering.

P15B80NAL CHABAOTEBISTIOS OF NEKO, ACCORBIKG TO SUETONIUS

In stature Nero was a little below the common size; his body spotted,

and of a disagreeable appearance ; his hair inclined to yellow ; his counte-

nance fair, rather than handsome; his eyes gray and dull, his neck fat, Ms
bidly prominent, legs very slender, but his constitution healthful. For,

though extravagantly luxurious in his way of living, he had, in the course of

fourtoon years, only three fits of sickness, which were so slight, that he

neither forbore the use of wine, nor made any alteration in his usual diet.

In his dross, and the care of his person, he was so indecent, that ho had his

hair cut in rings one above another ; and when ho was in Acliaia, let it grow

long behind ;
and appeared abroad for tbe most part in the dress which, he

used at table, with a handkerchief about his neck, his coat loose upon him,

and without shoes. „ , i i •

IJo was entered, when a boy, in almost all the liberal sciences ;
nut liis

mother diverted him from the study of philosophy, as unsuitable to one wlio

was to bo an emperor ; and his master Seneca discouraged him from reading

the old orators, that he might keep him the longer in admiration^ of himself.

He was much addicted to poetry, and composed versos both with pleasin c

and case • nor did he, as some think, publish those of othoi authors fox his

own. I have had in my hands some little pocket-books of his, with some
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well-known verses, all of Lis own writing, and written in sucL a manner, that

it was very evident from the blotting and interlining, that they had not been
transcribed from a copy, nor dictated by
another, but written by the composer
of them.

He had likewise a great taste for

painting, and moulding of images, but
of all things an extravagant desire of

^
popular applause, being a rival of every
man who was upon any account admired
by the people. It was the general be-

lief, that, after the prizes he won by
his performances upon the s"age, he
wou’.d the next lustrum have entered

amongst the wrestlers at the Olympic
games, “^'or he was continually prac-
tising in that way ; nor did he attend
in Greece that kind of solemnity any
otherwise, than as the judges used to

do, sitting upon the ground in the Sta-

dium. And if a pair of wrestlers hap-
pened to get without the limits assigned
them, he would with his own hands
bring them back into their proper place.

Towards the end of his life, he made
a public vow, that if he continued in

the peaceable enjoyment of the empire,
he would, in the games which he in-

tended to give for his success against
the insurgents, appear upon the stage,

to manage the water-orgau, as also to

play upon the flutes and bagpipe, and
upon the day concluding those diver-

sions, would act his part in a play, and
dance to the story of Tnrnus in Virgil. And there are some who say, that
he put to death the plaj-er Paris as a dangerous rival.

He had an invincible desire, but capriciously directed, of rendering him-
self famous through all succeeding ages. He therefore took from several
things and places their former appellations, and gave them new names
derived from his own. He called the month of April, too, Neroneus, and
had a design to change the name of Rome into that of Neropolis.

He thought there was no other use of riches and money than to squander
them away profusely ; regarding all those as sordid wretches who kept their
expenses within due bounds ; and extolling those as truly noble and. gener-
ous souls, who lavished away and wasted all before them. He never wore
the same garment twice. He v/ould game for four hundred thousand ses-

terces for every spot that came up upon the tali. He used to fish with a
golden net, drawn by silken cords of the finest scarlet colour. It is said that
be never travelled with less than a thousand carts attending him with his

mules being all shod with silver, and their drivers dressed in
scarlet clothes of the finest wool ; and a numerous train of footmen, and Afri-
cans, with bracelets on their arms, and mounted upon horses in splendid
trappings.

A Night Watchman of Rome, showing the
Bells wokn on his Jacket
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Ho was a dcspiser ol all religious worship, except that of the Syrian
godtlesB ; but at last ho regarded her so little that ho spurned her, being
mm engaged in another superstition, in which he invariably persisted. For
having received from some ohsctiro plebeian a little image of a girl, as a

I in^Hovvative against plots, and discovering a conspiracy immediately after,

CMiisiantly worshipped, and with three sacrifices a day, his imaginary pro-

ioctresH, as the greatest amongst the gods. He was likewise desirous to

have it thought that he had from the iiiformiation of that deity a knowledge
future events. A few months before be died, ho ojfifered several sacrifices,

tiO consult the entrails of the victims ; but could never obtain any favourable
*

intimations from them.^

MEIUVALE'S estimate of KEItO AND HX8 TIMES

The youth who at the age of seventeen years had been called to govern
the civilised world, is represented in his busts and medals as handsome in

(‘-ouuteiianoe, Init, as Suetonius remarks, without grace or winningneas of

nxproHsicm, His hair was not the bright auburn of Apollo, the delight of

the litMuaus, to which it was so often Jlkened, hut yellowish or sandy; his

figiu’c, though of middle stature, was ill-prcjpurtioned, the neck was thick

and sensual, the stomach prominent, the legs slender, ilis skin, it is added,

was hlotclKid or pimpled; but this, it may he supposed, was the effect of

iistxuniierauce in his later years; his eyes were dark gray or greenish, and

llu‘ir sight defective, which may account perh.aps for the scowl wliich seems

iiO mark their CKpresBion. His health, nulwithstandiiig his excesses, con-

tinued good to the end, and it was only from anxious concern for his voice

that he wrapped his throat In kerchiefs, like :: confirmed valetudinarian. In

his dress there was a mixture of slovenliness and linery ; in the arrangement

of hie cherished locks ho was exceedingly careful, piling them in tiers above

the, crown, and lotting them fall from thence ovor^ the shoulders, a fashion

which was reputed not leas indecent, or at least effeminate, than the loose-

ness of his cincture, the bareness of his feet, and the lightness of the chamber-

robe in which he did not scruple to appear in public.

We may trace perhaps to the character of his master, and to the kind of

education he was likely to receive from him, the ardent love of admiration,

ill-directed as it was, which distinguished the pupil of Seneca. To this con-

stant anxiety to compete with rivals, and triumph over them, however trifling

the objects on wliich it was exercised, may be ascribed the indifference Nero

evidently felt to the title of divinity, which in his inordinate vanity he might

have been expected to claim. He wanted to be admired as the first among

men, not to be adored as a god. He could not be Apollo, and contend at the

same time for the prize of the Pythian games ; he could not be Hercules, and

carry off the chaplet at Nemea; he could not be Jupiter, and gain the victory

at the great contest of Olympia— distinctions on which his soul was bent

from an early period of his career, and which, as we sliall see, he lived eventu-

ally to achieve. His courtiers might, if they pleased, pronounce his likeness

to these or any other divinities ; but to make him actually divine was to rob

him of the honours he so vehemently affected. The poets might predict his

apotheosis after death, and doubtless the verses in which Lucan, at that time

liis friend and companion, challenged him to choose what godshi ^ he would

assume in heaven, and where he would fix his throne, imploring .aim to take

i his seat in the middle of the universe, lest if he leaned ever so little from the
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centre the world should he thrown by his august weight from its eternal bal-

ance— such verses were doubtless accepted as a fitting tribute to the germ
of a divine existence hereafter to blossom into flower. But the ardour witli

which Nero aspired to distinctions among mortal men was itself a guarantee

against his usurping the character of the impassive godhead, which can neither

enjoy a triumph nor suffer a disgrace.

Nor again, though described by Tacitus as lusting after the incredible^ had
Nero the same passion as Caligula for realising apparent impossibilities to prove

his superhuman power. He was not impelled in a career of marvels by rest-

*less and aimless pride. Once removed from the sphere of theatrical shows
and contests, he had no higher notion of his position than as enabling him
to accumulate, to multiply, or to enlarge the commonest objects of luxury.

He never travelled, it is asserted, with less than a thousand carriages in his

train. His banquets were those of the noble debauchees of the day on a still

vaster scale of expense ; in the height of his extravagance, he would equip

his actors with masks or wands covered with genuine pearls; he would stake

four hundred thousand sesterces on a single cast of the dice ;
he bathed in

unguents, and stimulated his friends to expend four millions on the perfumes

alone of a single supper. His presents to favourites were sums of money
many times greater than had ever been given to favourites before ; his build-

ings were colonnades longer, halls wider, towers higher, than had been raised

by his predecessors. His projected canal from Puteoli to Rome would only

have been the longest of canals ; the attempt he latterly made to cut througli

the isthmus of Corinth was only a repetition of previous attempts, neither

better planned, nor more steadfastly persevered in.

In his schemes there was nothing new or original. Nero was devoid of the

imagination which throws an air of wild grandeur over the character of

Caligula. The notion that he burned Rome on purpose to have an opportunity

of rebuilding it more magnificently would have been more applicable, as it

seems to me, to his predecessor than to him. But within the paltry sphere

of his degraded taste he claimed to be pre-eminent. As a mime or player he

was not satisfied with any single class of parts, or any one department of

exhibition. After rivalling Apollo in song and the Sun in charioteering,

he aspired to display the courage and vigour of Hercules, and a lion was
duly prepared, drugged or fed to stupor, to be strangled in his arms, or

brained with a stroke of his club. He acted, lie sang, he played, he danced.

He insisted on representing men and heroes, gods and even goddesses. To
affect the woman indeed, in dress, voice, and gesture, was a transformation

in which he took a childish pleasure, restrained by no sense of dignity or

decency. He adopted his superstitions, as well as his garb and habits, from

Syria, from his Parthian and Armenian guests, or from the diviners and
necromancers of the credulous East. To the art of magic he devoted wealth,

energy, natural abilities, in short, all his resources ;
but Nature, says Pliny,

was too strong for him. His failure to divine the future, or raise the spirits

of the dead, was noted by the v/ise as a signal demonstration of the futility

of magical pretensions. For none of the accustomed divinities of Rome ditl

he evince any respect, nor for places consecrated by the national religion

;

but he reverenced the Syrian Astarte, till in a fit of vexation he renounced

her protection, and insulted her image. At last his sole object of veneration

was a little figure of a girl, which he always wore as a talisman about him,

affecting to learn from it the secrets of futurity.

Such were the miserable interests of this infatuated creature, the victim

of licentious indulgence, a child prematurely stunted both in mind and

H. W.— VOL. VI. P
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body, fc^urrounded on the throne not by generals and statesmen, but by

troops of slaves or freedmon, by players and dancers lost to all sense of

d(^ctui(iy themselves, and seeking only their advancement at the expense of

their master and of mankind ;
surrendered by loose women to still more

tlespicable minions, and ruled by the most cruel and prolligate of ministers.

Hedius arid TigelUnus, Dorypliorus and Sporns, are among the most hateful

names of the imperial history; into the ahorainations of their career it

would be pollution merely to look. No wonder that, when encircled by so

loathsome a crow he saw tlie proud citizens prostrate at his feet, he could

^

exedaim iliat no prince before him had known tlie extent of his power. But’

though at their patron’s command statues and arches might rise in honour

of iheso iufaimms companioms, it may be said for tlie credit of the people,

that Qmy received much less of lip-worship than their predecessors, Sejaniis,

ihillus, and Narcissus.

Ther(i seems indeed to have risen, at least in the later years of this

principate, a marked separation between the court and the nobility ; the

senators shrank from the presence of a man who so openly degraded his

name and lineage; they bed tiie contact of his dissolute associates; they

entered into wi<lesprcad conspiracies against him, to which they had never

been provoked by the tyranny of his i)redecessors; and they had the merit

of ineurring his petulant displeasure, with many a threat to extinguish their

order altogether, uiid give the provinces to his knights and freedmen. “I

hate yon, (\e,sar,” exehuined tlie most ladimul of his flatterers, “because you

uro a' siniator.” Accordingly this emperor, notwithstanding the pomp and

S'olendonr of his shows and public appearances, seems to have been left for

tae most part to tlm mercenary attendance of liis personal favourites, pto-

t(‘<aed only by a troop of sines and informers, and the vilest portion of the

pampered po'anlacc, from the general (letestiation of respectable (iitizens.

The cruedies of Nero’s later years were the more fearful, perhaps, from

their apTiarent caprice. He had no politic object, such as may he asciibed

to Tiberius “-of policy indeed lie was incapable. Except tliat his murders

were commonly prompted by need or fear, and therefore fell, oftciicst on the

rich and powerful, it can hardly be said that one class suffered from them

more terribly than another.
, , ^ t r • a*

Undoubtedly, however, the senate furnished the longest list of victims

to the tyrant’s barbarity. The greatest and noblest were the most exposed

to the prince’s eril eye, which lighted upon them equally at public cew-

moniala and nrivato receptions, and marked them for immolation at every

fresh hurst oi: ill-humour. The proscriptions to which this body was sub-

ieoted under the four Claudian Caisars reduced its numbers considerably,

Lore; indeed, it may be imagined, than was replaced *^6 ordinary soiirw^

of replenishment. Claudius, among his other reforms,

balance by a special measure, and such was probably the ^

.

vision of the senate, the last of the kind we read of
;
but the decline must

have been accelerated under Nero, without check or counteraction Nero,

reckless equally of the past and future, felt no anxiety to maintain the

numbers of that historic assembly; and the various causes, besides the ero-

ri Annlosiats are not wanting who assert that it was chiefly Nero’s contempt for floman cus-

f imaud Se “ citizens ” i
that those citizens wore really more braul

Cn NeL anrthaftS wi criminaUndnlgenco towards his conrtjem.

Such views illustrate the curious oscillfitioTis of historical criticisiu,

w1 have s?oto hid occLi™ refer E+en the most sympathetic and flattering view of Nero

JieS him is at^a^t ^e conditions of a society in some respects monstrous.]
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peror’s tyranny, which were always at work to extinguish the oldest families,
must have acted with terrible force on the effete branches of the ancient aris-

tocracy. But if its numbers were reduced, no less were its employments
also diminished.

Under the lax discipline of ISTero and of Tigelliniis appointments to
office abroad would be the prize of interest and favour, guided neither by
routine nor by discretion ,• at home the boards and commissions established
by Augustus would fall into disuse. Pensions and sinecures, though such
^corruptions are not known to us at Rome by name, would doubtless abound,
*but of real business there would be less and less. Intrigue and peculation
would flourish in a soil protected from the air of public opinion, and the
strong hand of central control.

The passive endurance which marked the conduct of the senate under
the imperial persecutions seems to bespeak a consciousness of its own guilt
towards the state, and it compounded for its monopoly of unq[uestioned
abuses by bowing to the yoke of a jealous and domineering master. We
discover in Seneca no reliance on the senate. He never speaks of it as a
living guardian of the virtues of Roman society. And yet, notwithstand-
ing this abandonment of its high prerogative, it still exercised a moral
power. Its mere title could awaken associations which thrilled from pulse
to pulse. It was still regarded by the men of ancient name and blood as the
true liead or hearc of the empire, rather than the upstart Claudius or Domi-
tius, who might wear the purple and wield the sword. To the men of words
and phrases the emperor was still an accident,— the senate was an eternal
fact,— at a time when rhetoric might make revolutions, though it could not
regenerate society. To them it was still the symbol of liberty, at a time
when liberty and Caesar were regarded as two gladiators sword in hand,
pitted against each other in mortal combat. This venerable image of its

ancient majesty was preserved to it by the proscriptions themselves by
which it suffered; for as often as a murdered Scribonius or Pompeius was
replaced in the chairs of office by a Rubellius, a Lollius, or a Vitellius, the
principle of its vitality was in fact invigorated by the infusion of new
plebeian blood.

As fast indeed as the tyrant’s exigencies required the conflscation of the
great estates of nobles, and the overthrow of great families, his caprice
and favour were elevating new men from the inferior orders to succeed to
their distinctions, and to rival them in their vast possessions. Nero never
kept his money. All he robbed, all he extorted, was squandered as abruptly
as it was acquired, and shrewd Roman money-makers were always waiting
upon his necessities, and sweeping the properties of his victims into their
stores for a small part of their value in specie. Of the vast sums amassed
by the freedmen of Claudius and his successors some records have been
preserved to us ; hut the freedmen were a class peculiarly obnoxious to re-

mark, and it is probable that knights and senators were at the same time,
and by similar compliances, raising fortunes not less enormous, who have
escaped the designating Anger of history. Though the grinding processes
to which the colossal properties of the nobles were subjected must on the
whole have broken down the average amount of their revenues far below
the rate at which it figured under the republic and the first Cassars, we
must not suppose that the current set all in one direction, or that the age
of Claudius and Nero was not also a period of great private accumulations.
The wealth of individuals and of the upper ranks at Rome generally reached
perhaps its greatest height at uhis culminating epoch.
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l)CK(H‘U(lin|(, however, from t;ho high places of iho Roman world, we find
bmu^idh tlicmi a commonalty Bnffermg also a social revolution, undergoing a
rapid inuiHition, and presenting the oiementB of two rival classes, or even
hostile (mmps, in the bosom of the city. The clients and retainers of the
(»ld nobility, whether freed or freeborn, still formed the pith and marrow
of tlio e.ommonwealth

;
still leaning their humble tenemerts against the

gnait hnxls’ mansions, still respecting them as their patrons and advisors,

still atiending tluur levees, and waiting for the daily complement of the

nportida at ilnnr doors, they regarded them as the real chiefs of the state,
^

and ludd tliem ecpials of Caesar himself. Tlie death or exile of their august
protiudiU' might strike them with surprise and indigaiation ; but when they
ook(sl around and counted 1;heir numbers, they felt ilieir own insignificance,

and <|uail(Ml beneath the blow in silence. They saw tliat there was growing up
l)eHidi^ them a vast class of patronloss proletaries, the scum of the streets and
lanes, slaveys, froedmen, foreigners, men of base trades and infamous employ-
men l.s, (i^* of ruined fortunes, who, having none but Cmsar himself to depend
on, threw the weight of their numbers in his scale, and earned his doles and
tmiertaiunumiB by lavish caresses, and deeds corresponding to their prom-
ises. ''riuise have been called the lazzaroui of ancient Romo; in idleness,

indeed, and mendicancjy they deserve the title; hut tlu^y were the paupers

of a world»“Wi<l(^ empire, and the crumbs on which they fed fell from the

tables of kings and princ.es. The wealth of millions of subjects was lavished

<yn iheK(‘* mondic.ant masters. For days together, on the oft-recurring

ofjeasiem of an imperial festival, valnablos of all kinds were thrown pell-

m,(dl anM)ng tlieni, rar(i and costly birds were lavished upon them by thou-

sands, proviHit)ns of every kind, costly rt>!)eH, gold and silver, pearls and

jewels, picturoH, slaves and horses, and (wen tamed wild boasts. At last, in

the progress of this wild profusion, ships, houses, and estates were bestowed

by Icdtery on these waiters upon Crosar^s providence,

This extravagance was retained without relaxation throughout Nero’s

reign ; had he paused in it for a moment the days of his power would have

been few. The rumour that he was about to quit Rome for the East

caused murmurs of discontent, and forced him to consult the gods, anfi

pretend to be deterred by signs of their displeasure from carrying his ae-

sign into effect. When at last, as we shall see, he actually visited Greece,

ho left behind him a confidential minister, to keep the stream of his liberality

flowing, at whatever cost and hy whatever measures of spoliation. Absent

or present, ho flung to these pampered supporters a portion of every oqnfis-

oated fortune ; the emperor and iis people hunted together, and the division

of the prey was made apparently to the satisfaction of both equally. Capri-

cious as were the blows he dealt around him, this olaes alone he took care

never to offend, and even the charge of firing the city fell lightly on the

ears of the almost houseless multitude, whose losses at least had been fully

compensated by plunder. The clients of the condemned nobles were kept

©flectually in check by this hungry crowd, yelling over every carcass with

the prospect of a feast. Nero, in the height of his tyranny and alarm, had

no need to increase the number of his prsetorians ; the lazzaroni of Rome
were a bodyguard surrounding him in every public place, and watching the

entrances and exits at his palace gates.

Such were the chief distinctions of class at this period among the Roman
people, the so-called lords of mankind, and beyond them lay the great world

of the provincials, their subjects. But if these were subjects in name, they

were now become in fact the true Roman people; they alone retained real
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freedom of action within the limits of the empire; they were allowed to

labour, and they enjoyed the bulk at least of the fruits of industry; they
rarely saw the hateful presence of the emjperor, and knew only by report the

loathsome character of his courtiers and their orgies. And if sometimes
the thunderbolt might fall among them, it struck only the highest eminences

;

the multitude was safe as it was innocent. The extortion of the proconsul

in the produce was not to be compared in wantonness or severity with the

reckless pillage of the emperor in the capital, nearer home. The petulance

of a proconsul’s wife was hardly tolerated abroad, while at home the prince’s

worst atrocities were stimulated by female cupidity. The taxation of the

subject, if heavier in some respects than that

of the citizen, was at least tolerably regular ;

the extraordinary demands which Nero made
towards the rebuilding of Rome were an ex-

ception to the routine of fiscal imposts. But,

above all, the provincials had ch£?iiged place

with their masters in being now the arm(5d

force of the em Dire.

The citizen had almost ceased to wield the

sword. Even the prsetorians were recruited

from Italy, not from Rome herself; and among
them thousands were doubtless foreign born,

the offscourings of the provinces, who had
thrown themselves on the shores of Italy to

seek their fortunes in a sphere abandoned by
the indolence of their masters. The preeto-

rian, like the proletary of the city, was .lighly

cherished by the emperor. He had his rights

and privileges which raised him above every

other military conscript. While the legion-

ary served at ten asaes a day for thirty or

forty years, exposed to the risks of war, fa-

tigue, and climate, nor regained his liberty

and safety till age had blanched his hair and
stiffened his limlDS, the praetorian lived quietly

at Rome under the lax discipline of a stative

camp; he enjoyed double pay, and claimed

dismissal after sixteen years’ service. He had
his regular dole of corn, his occasional largess,

his extraordinary donative whenever an op- Roman Cavxleyman

portunity had occurred to prove his fidelity,

Tiberius, on the fall of Sejanus, had given him 1000 asses; Claudius had paid

for the pui'ple with a sum of lf50,000,000 of sesterces; Nero had followed

these examples, and established them as the rule of the succession; on the

overthrow of Piso’s conspiracy he had requited hi" prictorians with 2000
sesterces apiece. Thus caressed, the favoured cohorts of the guard
became the firmest support of the prince, their creature, and under the

sway of military traditions, from which even they were not exempt, re-

garded their oath of allegiance with strict fidelity. This fidelity, indeed,

they considered due to the imperator himself rather than to the senate and
people, whom they equally despised; they were satisfied with the power of

making the Caesars, and as yet were far from conceiving in their minds the

idea of unmaking them again.
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But hiv tlillVironi wan tli6 case with the logiona iu tho provinces. The
legionary wan still less Homan than the prastorian. IE to a great extent
tho recruits for tho frontier camps wore still levied from tho class which
posHOMHed live nominal franchise of the city, yet those citizens were them-
HoIvoH, for tho most part, now-enfranchised provincials; they had received
Latin or liouuui rights as a boon from the emperor, or perhaps purchased
them Cur the sake of their fiscal immunities. Homans in blood or even
liialianw the legionaries no longer were. They were supported by ample
levies of auxiliaries, avowedly of foreign extraction, generally transferred
from their homes to a camp at a far distant station; Silures and Brigautes'

to the Danube; Tungri and Suevi to the borders of Wales; Iberians to the

Euphrates; KumidianH to the Rhine. Amidst the clang of dissonant lan-

guages that resounded through the camp the Latin was the least heard and
imderstood.

Yet the word of command was still Homan, and the chief officers were
Homan also ; the affections of this soldiery, long estranged from the empe-
ror and the senate, wore attached to tho tribune and tne legatus ; and the

murmurs of the nobles at homo, which moved the sympathy of their kins-

men on the frontier, met a deep response in the devotion of these sons of the

lutghsH to their actmsiomed leaders. The vast distance of the great camps
of tiio empir(5 from one another, and the frequent change of their officers,

ioget.lKU’ with the motives of jealousy which the emperors nourished

bclweeu them, helptid to prevent these legions from joining in a common
c.ausc when disaffection menaced an outbreak in any particular quarter,

limy made some partial attempts to supplant tho prietorians by carrying

of iiieir own chiefs to power; but every endeavour of the kind had been

!iithcrt(} baffled by the want of concert among them. More success was to

attend the tdlorts in tho near future.

In the year 68 A.D., Nero, we arc told, was preparing to visit the East

in person. Some indeed asserted that his object was only to behold the

woiulers of Egypt, and the interest of the citizens was just then directed

towards that mysterious region by tire discoveries of an exploring party,

whicli had recently ascended the Nile nine hundred miles above byene.

Others believed that he had no intention of proceeding beyond Greece ; but

it seems probable that his views were really more extensive, and that he con-

templated throwing himself into the quarters of the Syrian legions, and

checking by his presence the ambition of the proconsul, perhaps seizinjg an

opportunity to overthrow him. But, whatever Nero’s project may have

been, it was frustrated, as we have seen, by the occurrence of the fire at

Home. The affairs of the next three years have been already related : the

conspiracies which were concerted against the emperor at home, his re-

doubled efforts to secure the favour of the populace, and his cruel precaution

of destroying every man of eminence who might become the centre of fresh

machinations to his prejudice. In the year 66 he at last found leisure to

execute his scheme of travel, so far, at least, as to visit Greece ;
where he

presented himself at the public spectacles, and gratified his passion for danc-

ing and singing before promiscuous assemblages, with still less reserve than

at home. All the states which held musical contests had hastened, even be-

fore his arrival, to humour him with the offer of their prizes, and Nero had

I'eceived their envoys with the highest honours, and invited them to his

table. W hen one of them begged him to give a specimeir of his' singing, and

his skill was rapturously applauded, he declared that the Greeks alone had

ears, and alone deserved the nonour of hearing him.
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NEED IN GEEECB

Nero remained in Greece to the beg^inning of the year 68- He was at-

tended by courtiers and court-followers of all descriptions, and many, it was
affirmed, of the chief nobility were invited to accompany him, that he might
slay them more securely at a distance from the city. However this may be,

the ministers of his luxury and panders to his vices formed the most con-

spicuous portion of his escort ; for he seems to have prosecuted his enormi-
ties among the despised Greeks more shamelessly than ever. The great
ambition of the imperator, now following in the track of Mummius, Flamin-
inus, Agrippa, and Augustus, was to gain the distinction of a Periodouicus,

or victor in the whole circle of the games ; for in compliment to him, the

contests which recurred in successive years at Olympia, Nemca, Delphi, and
Corinth were ail to be enacted during his residence in the country. Nor
was this the only irregularity admitted. At Olympia he demanded a musi-

cal contest, such as had never been practised there before ; at the isthmus he
contended in tragedy and comedy, which also was contrary to the local

usage. The exertions of Nero were not confined to playing, singing, and
acting. He presented himself also as a charioteer, nor was he ashamed
to receive the prize even when he had fallen with car and horses to the

ground. Wherever he went he challenged the most famous artists to contend
with him, and extorted every prize from every competitor. A Roman
consular enacted the part of herald, and proclaimed in the astonished ears of

Greece, “Nero the Emperor is Victor, and he crowns the People of Rome,
and the World which is his own.”

The flattery of the Greeks deserved substantial acknowledgment, and
Nero was prepared to make a sacrifice for the purpose. He negotiated an
exchange of provinces for the senate, resigning the imperial prison-house of

Sardinia, and receiving in its place the prefecture of Achaia. He then pro-

claimed, in the Forum at Corinth, the freedom and immunity of the province,

while he awarded to his judges the honour of Roman citizenship, together

with large presents in money. Another project ascribed to him, magnificent

and useful in itself, may have had no other object in his mind than to render

him famous in history; in almost any other human being we should look for

some worthier motive for it. This was the cutting of the isthmus of Cor-

inth, a measure often before proposed and attempted but never achieved.

The work was commenced, convicts were condemned to labour upon it,

and among them the learned stoic Musonius Rufus, removed from G yarns,

whither he had been banished as an accomplice in Piso’s conspiracy, was
seen by another philosopher handling the spade and pick-axe. But men of

science from Egypt assured the emperor that, if the work were effected, the

waters of the Corinthian Gulf, being higher than the Saronic, would submerge
the island of iEgina, and after Nero’s departure the design was promptly

abandoned. The Romans regarded its frustration as a judgment perhaps

on his unnatural pride. In commencing the work with a sacrifice, it had
been remarked, as an instance of the hatred he bore the senate, that he had
prayed simply that it might turn out well for the emperor and the people

of Rome.
It is not impossible, however, that there may have been a politic motive

in this visit to Greece, such as has been suggested for the expedition of

Caius into Gaul. Fresh disturbances had broken out in Judea; the cru-

elties of Gessius Florus had excited a sedition, which Cestius Gallus ad-

vanced to Jerusalem from Antioch to repress. But here he had encountered
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ilu) people in anna, and had been suddenly ovei*powered and slain. The
»IewH were elated with success and hopeless of pardon; it was sooa’ evident
that the great war winch must decide the fate of their country, and with it

of the Koinan Kiupire in the East, ho often threatened, so loiig delayed, had
oowunenced. But Corbulo was almost on the spot ; his legions were mighty,
his name still mightier

; such forces under such a loader might be trusted to

do the work of Eome thoroughly in any quarter. Nevertheless the jealousy

<d the wret<‘.hed prince prevailed over all concern for the interests of his

country* lie trembled at the increase of influence this new war might bring

to his formidable proconsuL This was the moment he chose for repairing

in person to the threshold of his province, and summering the man he feared

to attend upon him in Greece. At the same time he ordered Vespasian,

who had already distinguished himself in the British war, but had acquired

IIS yet no dangerous pre-eminence, to take command of the forces destined

for Palestine, Corhulo must have known that he was superseded ; he must
liave felt his aummons as a disgrace ; he must have apprehended personal

danger. Yet had ho known that every step he took westward was bringing

lim straight to his doom, such was his. fidelity as a soldier that he would
have obeyed without hesitation. No sooner had he arrived at Oenohreae, the

port of {loriuth, than ho was met by emissaries from Nero bearing him the

ordcu’ to despatch himself. Without murmur, he plunged a sword into Ms
heart, exclaiming as he struck tlic blow, “Rightly served ! ” [07 a.d.].

Nor was tlie gallant Corbulo the tyrant’s only victim. At the same time

he summoned two brothers, Rufus and Proculus, of the great Scriboiiiaii

houBts who tauumanded in the two Germanies, to meet him in Greece, under

pridenco of (amferring with thorn on state affairs. The summons was in fact

a recall, and the pretence which accompanied it could hardly have deceived

tli(3m
;
yet they too obeyed with the same alacrity as Corbulo, and fell, per-

haps not unwittingly, into the same snare. Some specific charges wore laid

against them ;
but no op]:)ortunity was dven them of meeting them, nor

wore they allowed to see t.ae emperor* They killed themselves in despair.

Although, during his sojourn in Greece, Nero traversed the ]province in

every direction, it was observed that he refrained from visiting either Athens

or Sparta. With respect to the city of Lycurgua it was affirmed merely that

he kept aloof from it lest the austerity of its us^es should prove irksome to

hL ;
%ut he dared not enter the abo^ie of the Erinyes, from dread of their

venj^eance on his crimes. Another account said that he was deterred from

initiation into the mysteries of Eleusis, which was denied, under direst im-

precations, to the impious and impure. Of these awful legends of Greci^

antiquity but a faint and confused echo resounded in Italy. To the Latin

or the Sabine it little mattered whether the murderer shrank from Athens or

Eleusis, whether it was the avenging Furies or the pure goddess of the mys-

teries beMre whom he trembled to appear.^ Give but freedom to the people,

they said, to declare what they really think, and who so base as to hesi-

tate between Seneca and Nero— Nero, who more than once deserved the

sack, the seriient, and the ape, the instruments of death for parricide. True,

Orestes by ciivine command had slain his mother ; but he at least avenged

the death of a father— Nero had assisted at the slaughter of Claudius;

Orestes spared at least his wife and sister— Nero had murdered both ;
Ores-

tes had not poisoned a kinsman— Nero had mingled aconite for many

:

above all, Orestes had never sung upon the stage, nor chanted, like Nero, the

fall of Ilium. This it seems was the crown and climax of his crimes, the

last and worst of the indignities he heaped on Rome ;
this was the deed for
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which the sword of the avenger was most fitly drawn. “For such,” ex-

claims Juvenal, “ forsooth, were the acts, such were the arts of our highborn
prince, proud to degrade himself on a foreign stage, and earn the paltry

chaplets of the Grecian games. Let him lay before the image of Domitius
the mantle of Thyestes, the mask of Antigone or Melanippe ; let him hang
his votive lyre on the marble statue of Augustus.”

Beneath this veil of rhetoric lies a truth which it is the province of his-

tory to remark. The Romans, from age to age, viewed their own times in

a very different light from that in which they have appeared to posterity.

The notion of Juvenal that the acting and singing

of Nero were in fact his most flagrant enormities

was felt no doubt, even in his own day, as a wild

exaggeration ; nevertheless it points to the princi-

ple, then still in vigour, of the practical religion of

antiquity, the principle of faith in its social tradi-

tions. With cruelty and oppression the Romans
were so familiar that Nero’s atrocities in this re-

spect, so harrowing to our feelings, made little im-

pression upon them ; but his desecration of their

national manners, his abandonment of the mos
inajorum^ the usage of his ancestors, startled them
like impiety or sacrilege. They were not aware i

how far they had really drifted from the habits of

antiquity, how much of foreign poison they had
admitted into their veins, Theoretically they still

held in sanctimonious horror the customs of the

stranger: foreign usages migliit be innocent, nay,

laudable, in their own place, but to introduce them
into Rome was a monstrous sin, a sin, not against

the gods in whom they no longer believed, but
against the nation, in which they believed more
intensely perhaps than ever. The state or nation Roman Beonze Kettle

was itself gradually assuming in their eyes the per-

sonality of a distinct divinity, in which all other divinities were absorbed

;

the Hellenism which Nero vaunted was apostasy from the goddess Roma.
The Greeks on the other hand would regard, we may suppose, with more

indulgence the caprices of their imperial visitor ,* they were accustomed to

flatter, and in this instance there was some excuse for flattering a humour so

flattering to themselves. The miserable vices he paraded before them were
too like their own, at least in their period of corruption, to elicit strong

moral reprobation. Nevertheless, if we may credit our accounts, lie found
more effectual means of disgusting them. The imperial tyranny was always

pursued, as by its shadow, by profuse and fatal expenditure. It seemed un-

able to move without the attendance of a crowd of harpies, ever demanding
their prey with maw insatiable. Every day required fresh plunder ;

every

day proscriptions and confiscations revealed the prince’s necessities, and if

these for a moment slackened for want of victims, his hands were laid on the

monuments of art, on every object on which money could be raised through-

out the devoted land. The temples as well as the dwellings and the forums
of Greece were ransacked again for the costliest and most cherished trea-

sures, to be sold by auction to the highest bidder, or redeemed at exorbitant

prices by their unhappy owners. Greece was powerless to resist, and her

murmurs were drowned in the acclamations of the hired applauders ; but she
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tint Iu'!i (UH^ply, iuul the )rcioiidcd boon ol freodom, accompanied by a
procanouH iiuuuuiity, was rcgun.cd pcrhaj)S as an insult rather than a favour.

^

Koine ati loast, it ini|>[’lit bo hoped, would breathe again during the absence
ol her hateltil tormentor. But this, we are assured, was as far from her as
ever. Her eondititni luul become even more miserable. The emperor had
given the govenumint ul Italy to a freodinan named llolius, and this minion
(Ucere.iHiHl e.ruelty and rapine at his own caprice, not even deigning to ask
the prince’s pleasure beforehand ou the executions and confiscations he com-
inamled. Yet Ilelius was not unfaithful to Ins mastor^s interests. On the
lir.st syuiptoins of danger Iroiu discontent in the city or the provinces, for such
symptoms began at last to threaten, ho urged him to hasten back to the seat
ot government, and it was Nero’s obstinacy alone that postponed his return
for Homo months, You admonish me, you entreat mo,” replied the infatuated
wretch, to present myself again at Itome

; nay, but you should rather dis-
Huade me from returning, until I have reaped my full harvest of laurels.”
llhs harvesti was not yet gathered in, and the cries of the keeper of the
city, already trembling for the fate of the empire, were disregarded, wliile
t liere yet remained a stadium to bo trodden, or a chaplet to be won, in Greece.
At the eommoucement, however, of tlioycar G8 the aspect of affairs had be-
conic still more Htu’ious, Plots for the subversion of the government were
hcliiwcd to ho rile in the armies ol the West. The heads of administration
at U(mH^ knew not whom of their onieers in Gaul or Spain to trust. Deep
gloom had seUled down ou the upper classes lu the capital; the temper of
th('- populace itself, so long tlie stay of Nero’s tyranny, was uncertain. Helius
again urged him to luistcu his return, lie crossed over to Greece to confer
with him in piu’sou. He repeated his instaiiccs with increasing fervour. At
last, whc.u there seemed no more of fame or booty to bo wrung from Greece,
Nero dt^igiusd to take ship, though the season of navigation had not yet com-
menced, and urged his prow through stormy seas to the haven of Puieoli.

need’s EETUEN to ITALY AND TBIUMTHAL JBJNTiiY INTO KOME

At Delplii he had consulted the oracle about bis future fortunes, and had
been warned, we are told, against the seventy-third year, a response which
Heemed to the youth of thirty to portend a great length of days, but was
found in the secpiol to have another and a tatal signification. Foxisified,

however, by this delusion, ho had returned to Italy with little anxiety, and
wlieu some of the precious objects that followed in his train were lost by
shipwreck, he vaunted in the plenitude of his self-assurance that the fishes

themselveB would restore them. After losing and again recovering both

Britain and Armenia, his confidence in liis good fortune had become, it is

said, unbounded. It was at Naples, he remembered, that lie had commenced
his long course of artistic victories. Now arrived at the height of his glory,

he determined to celebrate his successes by a triumphal entry into the Cam-
panian capital, with a team of milk-white horses. I'lxe walls were broken
down to admit the chariot of the Hieronicus, and the same extravagance

was repeated when he entered Antium, his native place, and the Albanum,
his favourite residence, and once more, when lie presented himself before

Rome. He drove in pomp through the city, in the chariot in which Augus-
tus had triumphed, with the flutist Diodorus by his side, arrayed in a purple

robe,' and a mantle blazing with golden stars, wearing on his head the Olym-
pian coronal, and waving the Pythian in his hand. He was preceded by a
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long train of attendants bearing aloft his other chaplets and the titles of all

his victories ;
he was followed, by his five thousand auguatani, with loud

and measured acclamations, as the soldiers who shared his glory. The pro-

cession passed through the Circus, some arches of which were demolished to

admit it, and thence to the Velabrum and the Forum, skirting the base of

the Palatine to the Porta Mugionis, the chief ascent to the hill and the tem-
ple of Apollo on its summit. The sacrifice of victims, the flinging of odours,

and every other accompaniment of a military triumph, were duly observed

in this mock solemnity; the statues of the emperor were decked with

crowns and lyres ; the citizens hailed their hero with the titles of Nero-
Apollo and Nero-He^cules, invoking his divine voice, and pronouncing all

who heard it blessed. The affair was concluded by the striking of medals,

on which Nero was represented, to the shame and horror of all genuine
patriots, in the garb of a flute-player.

DISCONTENT IN THE PKOVINCES

But the hour of retribution was at hand. Notwithstanding the servile

flattery of the senate, and the triumphs and supplications it had decreed,

Nero felt uneasy at the murmurs no longer stifled, and the undissembled
gloom which now surrounded him in his capital, and withdrew himself from
Rome to the freer air of Campania. Meanwhile the discontent repressed in

Ihe city was finding vent in the provinces, and the camps, thronged as they
were with kinsmen of the mocked and injured senators, were brooding over
projects of revenge. Among the most distinguished of the officers who at

this time held commands and enjoyed the confidence of their soldiers, was
Servius Sulpicius Galba, who for several years had governed the Hither
Spain. Connected with the first families of Rome, and descended from many
heroes of the camp and Forum, this man stood high in public regard, and
in the admiration of the emperors themselves, for his courage, his skill, and
his austerity. He had deserved well of Caligula for the vigour with which,
at a critical moment-, he drew up the reins of discipline in the Rhenish camps

;

still better of Claudius for refusing the offer of his own soldiers to raise him
to empire on Caligula’s death. He had held command in Aquitania, and was
for two years proconsul of Africa ; he had received the triumphal ornaments,
and had been admitted to tlie priestly colleges of tlie Titii, the Quindecem-
virs, and the Augnstales. Ful!! of years and honours, he had retired from
public employment through the first half of Nero’s principate, till summoned
to preside over the Tarraconensis. He exercised his powers with vigilance
^d a harshness which perhaps was salutary, until the emperor’s growing
jealousy warned him to shroud his reputation under the veil of indolence or
even neglect, and thus he escaped the fate of Corbulo, and lived to avenge
it. Galba was in his seventy-third year. In his childhood he had been
brought, it was reported, with others of the young nobility, to salute the
aged Augustus

; and the emperor, taking him playfully by the cheek, had
said, “ And thou too, child, s’aalt one day taste our empire.” Tiberius, it

was added, had learned from the diviners the splendid destiny that awaited
his old age, but had remarked complacently that to himself it could not
matter. Nero, it seems, whom these prognostications touched more nearly,
either forgot, or was lulled to false security about them.

Early in the winter of 68, while Nero was still absent in Greece, Galba
received overtures from C. Julius Vindex, prefect of the Farther Gaul, for
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a sindultaiiBous rising, Vindox was liiinsolf a Gallico-Romaii, scion of a royal
houso in A(][iutania, adopted into the imperial gens; but while he imbibed
the pride of a Roman, ho retained the impetuous spirit of his ancestors

; and
the enonnitics of Nero, aggravated no doubt in his esteem by his exactions
in Gaul itself, roused his cletoiunination to overthrow him without a view to
personal aggrandisement. The time indeed was yet far distant when a for-
eigner could oven conceive the idea of gaming the purple. But ho lixed his
eyes on Galba, as the ablest of the class from whica fortune could make an
emperor, and it was with vexation that he fouml the old chief too cautious
to be driven headlong into a revolt, the event of wliich might seem so doubtful.

Galba indeed had good reason to hesitate, Nero ret a price on the head
of Vindex, whose designs wore speedily revealed to him, and though the
forces of the Gaulish province were disposed to follow their chief, the more
powerful legions of lower Germany, under Virginius Rufus, wore in full
march against them.

^

The armies met at Vesontio, and there Vindex and Vir-
ginius, at a private interview, agreed to conspire together, but their troops
could come to no such understanding ; the Virginians attacked the soldiers
of Vindex, and almost cut them to pieces. Vindex thereupon, with the
haste and levity of his race, threw himself on his sword, and the rchelUou
seemed for a moment to be crushed.

GALBA IS SALUTKD IMPEBATOE BY KIB BOLBIEES

liut Galba had become alarmed for his own safety. Ho had received
communications from a rebel, all whose acts were well known to the gov-
ernment. He had been urged to proclaim himself emperor, and no re-

fusal on his part could efface the crime of having been judged worthy of sucli

a distinction. Indeed, so at least he pi*etendea, he had already intercepted

orders from Nero to take his life, and a plot for his assassination was oppor-
tunely detected among a oomjDany of slaves presented him by a froedman of

the emperor. Thus impelled to provide for his own safety, he called his

troops together, and setting before them the images of the tyrant’s noblest

victims, Tbarang^ied tlmm on the state of pubHo affairs. The soldiers saluted

Mm as imperatdr, but ae would only allow Mmself to be styled Legatus of the

senate and the people. He proceeded, however, at once to prorogue all oivO.

business, and provide for immediate war by raising forces, both legionary
and auxiliary, from the youth of the province. At the same time he con-

vened the notables of the country, to give perhaps a civil colour to his mili-

tary enterprise. The Gallic and Germanic legions, now reunited, after the

death of Vindex, had offered to raise Virginius to the purple ; they conjured

him to assume the title of imperator, and inscribed on his busts the names of

Caesar and Augustus. But he steadily refused the honours tlirust upon him,

erased the obnoxious letters, and at length persuaded his admirers to leave

the decision of affairs to the authorities at home. He entered, however, into

communication with Galba, who had now, it seems, determined on the attempt,

and the news was bruited far and wide that Gaul and Spain had revolted,

and that the empire had passed irrevocably from the monster Nero.

At once it appeared how many pretenders to power might exist in the

bosom of the provincial camps. The fatal secret of the empire, that a prince

might be created elsewhere than at Rome, so long undiscovered, so alien, as

was supposed, from the sentiments of the age, was revealed in more than one

quarter. Not in Gaul and Spain only, but in Africa and lower Germany,
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the legions were ready to make an emperor of tkeir own chief. Clodius
Macer in the one, Fonteius Capito in the other, were proclaimed by the
soldiers. At the same time Salvius Otho, Nero’s ancient favourite, who was
weary of his long oblivion on the shores of the Atlantic, declared himself a
supporter of Galba, and lent him his own slaves and plate, to swell his retinue
and increase his resources. The civil wars had again
begun.

Such was the march of disaffection, the first an-

ticipations of which had been revealed to Helius before
the end of 66, and had induced him to urge the

emperor, first by lette’’ and afterwards in person, to

hasten home. Nero, as we have seen, could not be
persuaded to regard them seriously, or postpone to

their consideration his paltry gratifications and amuse-
ments. After his return to Rome he had again quit-

ted it for Naples in March, 68, and it was on the 19th
of that month, the anniversary of Agrippina’s murder,
while presiding at a gymnastic exhibition, that he
received ths' news of the revolt of Vindex. Still he
treated the announcement with contempt, and even
expressed satisfaction at the prospect of new confis-

cations. He witnessed the contests with unabated
interest, and retired from them to a banquet. Inter-
rupted by fresh and more alarming despatches, he
resented them with petulant ill-humour; for eight
days he would neither issue orders nor be spoken to
on the subject. Finally arrived a manifesto from
Vindex himself, which moved him to send a message
to the senate, requiring it to denounce the rebel as a
public enemy ; but he excused himself from appear-
ing in person, alleging a cold or sore throat, which
he must nurse for the conservation of his voice. Noth-
ing so much incensed him as Vindex calling him Ahen-
obarbus instead of Nero, and disparaging his skill in
singing. “ Had they ever heard a better performer ?

”

he asked peevishly of all around him. He nowhurried
trembling to Rome; but he was reassured, we are
told, on the way by noticing a sculpture which repre-
sented a Gallic soldier dragged headlong by a Roman
knight. Accordingly, with his usual levity, instead
of consulting in full senate, or haranguing ons the Jbo™
state of affairs in the Forum, he held a hasty con-
versation with a few only of his nobles, and passed the day in explaining
to them a new water-organ, on which he proposed, he said, “ with Vindex’s
good leave,” to perform in oublic. He completed and dedicated a temple to
Poppsea : once more he ce .ebrated the games of the circus, once more he
played and sang, and drove the chariot. But it was for the last time. Vin-
dex had fallen, but Galba, it was now announced, had raised the standard of
revolt.

^

The rebel' s property in Rome was immediately confiscated, to which
he replied by selling under the spear the emperor’s estates in Spain. The
hour of retribution, long delayed, was now swiftly advancing ; courier after
courier was dashing through the gates, bringing news of the defection of
generals and legions. The revolt of Virginius was no longer doubtful^ At
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iluM ih(^ puny tyrant faulted; comin^^ to lumaolf lio tore hiw robes
and Kinoio Iuh head, with pnHillanimmm wailiugs. To the conHolatious of his
nurwo !u'. rejjlied, with the (n'ien an infant, ‘'nevor was such ill-fortune as

bin; nther (l;e,HarH luul falhui by the sword, lie alone must lose the empire
still livin|(,y At last ho recollected himself suirudeutly to summon troops from
Illyricum for the deftmee of Italy; but these, it was found, were in corre-

spfmdcnuHJ with the enemy. Another resource, which served only to show
to what straits he was driven, was to land sailors from the fleet at Ostia,

and form them into a legion. Then he invoked the pampered populace to

arise in his behalf, and dressed up courtesans

and dancers as Amazions to attend his march

;

next moment ho exclaimed that li© would take

ship for Alexandria, and there earn subsistence

by singing in the streets. Again he launched
into invectives against the magistrates abroad,

threatening to recall and disgrace them through-
out his dominions ; the provinces he would give

up to pillage, he would slay every Gaul in the

city, he would massacre the senate, he would
let loose the lions on the populace, he would lay

Uumo in asives. Finally, the tyrant’s vein ex-

Imustcd, he proposed in woman’s mood to meet
the rclxds unarmed, trusting in his beauty, his

tears, and the persnasivc tones of his voice, to

win them to obedience.

Meanwhile the cxcitismentamong theknights

and senators at the prospect of deliverance kept

pace with the progress of revolt abroad. Por-

tents were occurring at tboir doors. Blood

rained on the Alban Mount; the gates of the

Julian sepnlchra burst open of their own ac-

cord. The Hundred Dijvs of Nero were draw-

ing rapidly to a close, fie had landed in Italy

about the end of February, and now at the be-

ginning of June hxB cause had already become

hopeless. Galba, though steadfast in his reso-

lution, had not yet set his troops in motion

;

nevertheless, Nero was no longer safe in the

city. The people, at first indifferent, were now

clamouring against him; for there was a dearth of provisions, and a vessel,

"ust arrived, from Alexandria, was found, to their disgust, to hear not grtiin,

Wt fine sand for the wrestlers in the amphitheatre. The prmtorians had been

seduced by their prefect Nymphitlius, to whom the camp was abandoned by

the flight of Tigeliinus. Nero was left without advisers ; the senators stood

aloof ;
of Helius, lately so powerful and energetic, we hear nothing, lern-

fied by dreams, stung by ridicule or desertion, when his last hope of succour

was announced to have deceived him the wretched tyrant started fioin his

couch at supper, upset the tables, and dashed his choicest vessels to the

ground ; then taking poison from Locusta and placing it in a golden casket,

he crossed from the palace to the Sei‘vilian gardens, and sent his trustiest

freedmen to secure a galley at Ostia. He conjured some tribunes and cen-

turions, with a handful of guards, to join his flight ; but all refused, and

one blunter than the rest exclaimed tauntingly, “ Is it then so hard to die I

A C^NTIrtUON OFFICBft
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At last at miduiglit, finding that even the sentinels had left their posts,

he sent or rushed himself to assemble his attendants. Every door was
closed ;

he knocked, but no answer came. Returning to his chamber, he

found the slaves fled, the furniture pillaged, the case of poison removed,

blot a guard, not a gladiator, was at hand, to pierce his throat. “I have

neither friend nor foe,” he exclaimed. He would have thrown himself into

the Tiber, but his courage failed him. He must have time, he said, and re-

pose to collect his spirits for suicide, and his freedman Phaon at last offered

him his villa in the sul)urbs, four miles from the city. In undress and bare-

footed, throwing a rough cloak over his shoulders, and a kerchief across

his face, he glided through the doors, mounted a horse, and, attended by
Sporus and three others, passed the city gates with the dawn of the sum-

mer morning. The Noinentane road led him beneath the wall of the prse-

torians, whom he might hear uttering curses against him, and pledging vows

to Galba ; and the early travellers from the country asked him, as they

met, “What news of Nero?” or remarked to one another, “These men are

pursuing the tyrant.” Thunder and lightning, and a shock of earthquake,

added horror to the moment. Nero’s horse started at a dead body on the

roadside, the kerchief fell from his face, and a praetorian passing by recog-

nised and saluted him.

At the fourth milestone the party quitted the highway, alighted from

their horses, and scrambled on foot through a cane-brake, laying their own
cloaks to tread on, to the rear of the promised villa. Phaon now desired

Nero to crouch in a'sand-pit hard by, while he contrived to open the drain

from the bathroom, and so admit him unperceived ; but he vowed he would

not go alive, as he said, underground, and remained trembling beneath the

wall. Taking water from a puddle in his hand, “ This,” he said, “ is the famous

Drink of Nero.” At last a hole was made, through wdiich he crept on all

fours into a narrow chamber of the house, and there threw himself on a

oailet. The coarse bread that was offered him he could not eat, but swal-

;'owed a little te oid water. Still he lingered, his companions urging him to

seek refuge, wit'-iout delay, from the insults about to be heaped on him. He
ordered them to dig a grave, and lay down himself to give the measure ;

he

desired them to collect bits of marble to decorate his sepulchre, and prepare

water to cleanse and wood to burn his corpse, sighing meanwhile, and mut-

tering, “ What an artist to perish !

”

Presently a slave of Phaon’s brought papers froin Rome, which Nero

snatched from him, and read that the senate had proclaimed him an enemy,

and decreed his death, in the ancient fashion. He asked wliat that was; and

was informed that the culprit was stripped, his head placed in a fork,

and his body smitten with the stick till death. Terrified at this announce-

ment, he took two daggers from his bosom, tried their edge one after the

other, and again laid them down, alleging that the moment was not yet

arrived. Then he called on Sporus to commence his funeral lamentations ;

then he implored some of the party to set him the example ; once and again

he reproached himself with his own timidity. “Fie! Nero,fiel” he muttered

in Greek, “courage, man I come, rouse thee !
” Suddenly was heard the tram-

pling of horsemen, sent to seize the culprit alive. Then at last, with a

verse of Homer hastily ejaculated, “Sound of swift-footed steeds strikes

on my ears, ” he placed a weapon to his breast, and the slave Epaphroditus

drove it home.
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The blow was scarcely struck, when the centurion rushed in, and, thrust-
ing his cloak against the wound, pretended he was come to help him. The
dying wretch could only murmur, “Too late,” and, “Is this your fidelity?”

and expired with a horrid stare on his countenance. He had adjured his
attendants to burn his body, and not let the foe bear off his head, and this

was now allowed him
; the corpse was consumed with haste and imperfectly,

but at least without mutilation.

Nero perished on the 9th of June, 68 a.d., at the age of thirty years and
six months, in the fourteenth year of his principate. The child borne him by
Poppsea had died in infancy, and a subsequent marriage with Statilia Messal-
lina had proved unfruitful. The stock of the Julii,^ refreshed in vain by
grafts from the Octavii, the Claudii, and the Domitii, had been reduced to
his single person, and with Nero the adoptive race of the great dictator was
extinguished. The first of the Caesars had married four times, the second
thrice, the third twice, the fourth thrice again, the fifth six times, and lastly,

the sixth thrice also. Of these repeated unions, a large number had borne
offspring, yet no descendants of them survived. A few had lived to old age,
many reached maturity, some were cut off by early sickness, the end of
others was premature and mysterious ; but a large proportion were victims
of domestic jealousy and politic assassination.

With Nero we bid farewell to the Ctesars, at the same time we bid fare-
well to the state of things which the CjBsars created and maintained. We
turn over a page in Roman history. On the verge of a new e ^och we would
treat with grave respect even the monster with whom the ole epoch closes

;

we may think it well that the corpse even of Nero was unmutilated
;
that he

was buried decently in the Domitian gardens on the Pincian
; that though

the people evinced a thoughtless triumph at his death, as if it promised
them a freedom which they could neither use nor understand, some unknown
hands were found to strew flowers on his sepulchre, and the rival king of
Parthia adjured the senate to do honour to his memory.

Undoubtedly the Romans regarded with peculiar feeling the death of
the last of the Caesars, Nero was cut off in early youth ; he perished in
obscurity

;
he was entombed in a private sepulchre, with no manifestation

of national concern, such as had tlirown a gleam of interest over the least
regretted of his predecessors. Yet these circumstances would not have
sufficed to impart a deep mystery to the event, without the predisposition of
the people to imagine that the dynasty which had ruled them for four gen-
erations could not suddenly pass away, finally and irrevocably. The idea
that Nero still survived, and the expectation of his return to power, con-
tinued long to linger among them. More than one pretender arose to claim
his empire, and twenty years later a false Nero was protected by the Par-
thians, among whom he had taken refuge, and only surrendered to the re-

peated and vehement demands of the Roman government. This popular
anticipation was the foundation, perhaps, of the common persuasion of the
Christians, that he should revisit the earth in the character of Antichrist

;

and possibly that Jerusalem itself would be the scene.

«



CHAPTER XXXV. GALBA, OTHO, VITELLIUS, AND THE
THREE FLAVIANS (68-96 a.d.)

Galba (Sekvius Sulpicius Galba), 68-69 a.d.

The fall of Nero and the accession of Galba form an important epoch in

the history of the Roman Empire ; for to the misfortune of a form of gov-

ernment, cn which everything depended on the ruler, his court, and the

bodyguard and guard of the emperor, a fresh evil was now added, namely
that the army became accustomed to mutiny, and obtained a decisive influ-

ence on the choice of the emperor. Certainly Galba did not accept the title

of emperor, until it was legally assigned to him by a deputation of the sen-

ate ; but the example of mutiny had been given, the army had in reality,

and the senate, only in form, decided as to who should occupy the throne,

and the fate of the empire was from henceforth made more and more depend-

ent on the troops and their leaders.

At first however it appeared fortunate, that after the weak-minded liber-

tines, who for some time had been at the head of the states, the government

should fall into the hands of a veteran warrior who possessed the love and
confidence of his soldiers, and hated every kind of indulgence and ex-

cess; but any advantages which might have arisen from this were out-

weighed by the great age of the emperor and the weakness consequent on

it. Galba’s weakness was first perceived when he, who at the time of

Nero’s death Avas still in Gaul, had returned to Rome ;
he Avas awaited with

real eagerness.

Before the arrival of Galba, Nymphidius, who had accelerated the fall of

Nero, acted as absolute ruler. He prevented Tigellinus from participating

in the command of the prsetorians, tried in every way to gain over the peo-

ple, saw the entire senate in his antechamber, and mixed himself up with all

the dealings of the latter Avith Galba. It then occurred to him that he

might trace his descent from Cmsar and thereby establish his claim to the

throne. But to his terror, he heard, from a messenger whom he had sent

to Galba, that Titus Vinius, one of Galba’s legates, held absolute sway over

the emperor, that he had named Cornelius Laco prefect of the prsetorians,

instead of him, and that his rule would therefore be at an end as scon as

Galba entered Rome. He therefore resolved to venture to extremes and to

make the praetorians proclaim him emperor ; they were turned against him

by one of his officers, and killed him as soon as he appeared in their camp.

As soon as Galba arrived in Rome, he had all the friends of Nym phidius

put to death. These and a few other executions, added to Galba’s c epend-

ence on Vinius, prepossessed no one in favour of the new ruler. It was
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still more unfortunate that lie had to refuse the guard sums of money prom-
ised in his name by Nymphidius, and that on his entry into Rome he saw
himself obliged to have another troop of soldiers cut down, who had gone
against liim and made violent demands. Galba was determined to adopt a

new course of government; but in this he overlooked the fact, that an
utterly corrupt people cannot be transformed at once, or lost morality
recalled by commands. With exaggerated severity and with a parsimony
which would have been despicable even in a private individual, he attempted
to reduce a town accustomed to imperial prodigality to its former simplicity,

discipline, and order, and thereby not only embittered the feelings of all, but
also made himself ridiculous.

He was indolent and enfeebled by age [he was over seventy-two years
old] and depended on three favourites, who committed all sorts of severities

in his name and tried to make money by selling privileges and favours.

These favourites were Vinius, Laco, and Galba’s freedman, Icelus, For this

reason, from the beginning, everything pointed to a short duration of his

rulership, and dissatisfaction not only seized hold of the great mass in

Rome, who, as everywhere, loved pleasure and amusement more than virtue

or their country, but also of the different armies of the kingdom. A few
months after his accession the legions rose in upper Germany, and demanded
from the senate the appointment of a younger and more vigorous emperor.
Galba tried to stay the storm by immediately naming a yomrg man ol good
family and irreproachable character, Piso Licinianus, as his co-regent and suc-

cessor. Unfortunately, when presenting Piso to the troops, he omitted, out

of economy, to give presents to the soldiers, as had been the custom on such

occasions since the accession of Claudius; and in his speech to tlic assembled
army he publicly avowed that the troops in Germany '.lad refused him obedi-

ence. This made the soldiers dissatislied, and he thereby robbed himself of

the advantages that Piso’s nomination might otherwise have brought him.

Otho (M. SiiLVius Otho), 69 a.d.

Otho, who had gone to Rome with Galba, seized the opportunity of Gal-

ba’s mistake to place himself on the throne. He had long solicited the

favour of the soldiers and people, had given away entire estates to individ-

uals, had, when Galba dined with him, given mone}^ to the emperor’s escort,

and Galba had overlooked all this, because one of his favourites, Viiiiua,

whose daughter Otho wished to marr”, had come to a secret understanding

with the latter. Otho instituted a formal conspiracy, corrupted the soldiers

by gifts and promises, and had himself proclaimed emperor in a camp of the

prsetorians, a few days after Piso’s appointment. He left the camp at

the head of the soldiers who had chosen him, entered the town, killed

Galba and his co-regent, and was acknowledged emperor by tlie people and
senate. This took place on the 15th of January of the year 69, when Galba
had only reigned seven months and a few days.

The new emperor only maintained his rule for three months. All the

provinces and armies swore allegiance to him after Galba’s death, only the

legions of the Rhine and Upper Germany denied him ohedience. They had
already rebelled against Galba, and proclaimed the leader of the troops on
the lower Rhine, Aulus Vitelliiis, emperor, as they had not been recom-
pensed by Galba for the support they had given him against Nero. This
rival, although other legions declared for him, would not in himself have
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been dangerous to Otho, as be bad become so enervated by self-indulgence

that be was wanting iu activity and energy as well as in decision ; but in

Fabius Yalens and Aulus Csecina, be possessed two able generals, wbo placed
themselves at tbe bead of tbe legions in bis stead.

With tbe rebellious troops they crossed tbe Alps into upper Italy and fell

upon Otbo, who bad hastily collected as many soldiers as possible and led

them against tbe enemy. At first tbe generals of Yitellius were the losers

in a few small engagements, as mutual jealousy induced them to act sepa-

rately, but as soon as they concentrated themselves they were far superior to

their adversaries. Otbo ought, therefore, to have done everything to delay

tbe crisis until tbe reinforcements which be was expecting from tbe provinces

of the Danube bad arrived. He nevertheless did tbe reverse, and through-

out tbe entire war showed himself a worthy comrade of Nero.

He bad been the husband of the notorious Poppsea Sabina ; had formerly

participated with bis imperial friend iu all kinds of pleasures, and had in-

dulged in so much dissipation that he bad not only fallen deeply into debt,

but bad also become enervated and incapable of any exertion. This had
already become apparent in the rebellion against Galba

; for be had lost all

courage at tbe moment of action, and would have given the whole thing

up had not his fellow-conspirators compelled him to persist iu his designs.

Besides he was no general. His troops, which for the greater part consisted

of praetorians and soldiers of Nero, clung to him with devotion, and were
eager to fight, but they did not trust their officers and would no longer

take orders from them. This determined him to bring the fight to a speedy

end, as he felt that at any moment he might be deserted by his own people.

In spite of this, as he had not been present in the earlier smaller fights, so

now he took no personal share in the great battle wliicli was to decide his

own fate.

In the vicinity of Cremona, Caecina and Yalens fell on Otho’s army. It

was beaten, suffered considerable loss, and then the greater part went over to

the enemy. Otho’s cause was, nevertheless, by no means lost ; for the prae-

torians adhered steadfastly to him, the legions of the provinces of the

Danube were already on the march, and the entire East as well as Africa

was open to him. Only he was too indolent and effeminate to be able to

face continuous exertions and hardships, and from the example of his beaten

army he saw how ephemeral the devotion of his soldiers had been. So he

lost courage, and decided, in spite of the remonstrances and requests of his

friends, to put an end to his life. He stabbed himself to the heart with

a firmness rarely foimd in a voluptuary, and by this action won for himself

the reputation with posterity of having purchased the peace of his country

with his own life.

Historians have therefore praised him above his deserts, and placed words
in his mouth which stand in opposition to his life and principles. For in-

stance, he is reported to have said to his friends and relatives who wished to

restrain him from suicide : “ Others have gained fame by governing well

;

my fame, on the contrary, is to consist in my giving up the government of

the empire, rather than ruin it by my ambition.” Those who recall the

fact that Otho throughout his life lived and acted according to the maxima
of a Nero, will know how to divest this story of all that gives his death the

appearance of a grand and noble act ; for although it cannot be denied that

Otho thereby put an end to the civil war, and died in peace and quietness,

nevertheless he was not guided by courage or love of country, but by indo-

lence and despair.
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How little the sacrifice of his life cost a Roman at this period, and wh)'
Otho’s death must be regarded in quite another light from that in which a
similar deed would be looked upon nowadays, is apparent from the fact that
some of his soldiers killed themselves at his funeral pile, not from fear of

the future, but that they might follow the glorious example of their leader.

ViTELLius (Aulus Vitelhus), 6U a.d.

After Otho’s death, the Roman senate not only recognised Vitellius as
emperor, but determined publicly to thank the Germanic army for having
appointed him, Wliilst his generals were fighting for his dominion, Vitel-
lius remained in Gaul, and after the victory made no haste to take possession
of the empire : he first enjoyed a period of repose at Lyons, and then stopped

at Cremona and Bologna to hold
revels and to see the gladiato-

rial displays. It was only in

July (69), three months after

Otho’s death, that he entered
Rome.

With his accession, all the
crimes and prodigalities of the
government of a Caligula, a

Claudius, and n Nero were re-

peated, although he was wanting
neither in culture nor in better

qualities. He had only attained

to consideration by his

vices, and won over
the soldiers in Ger-
many by his famil-

iar bearing. A dull,

slack, and withal cruel

disposition, a greedi-
ness which amounted
to voraciousness, and
a prodigality in which
he even surpassed
Nero, were the soul of

his existence and government. Only thinking of pleasure and idle repose,
even on the march to Rome, he allowed his army to rob and plunder at will,

and permitted all kinds of excesses and insubordination. In Rome, freed-
men, comedians, and revellers were Ins most cherished com )anions, and he
who knew how to prepare the most voluptuous feast, rose in his favour.

In order to obtain money for his prodigalities, like Caligula and Nero,
he committed all sorts of inhuman cruelties. For example : he freed himself
from debt by having his creditors killed, and when one of them, condemned
to death, sought to obtain favour by making the emperor a legacy, but un-
fortunately gave him a co-heir, Vitellius had the latter as well as the former
put out of the way, and took the wealth of both. His revelries and prodigali-
ties surpassed all realisation.

By the use of emetics he was enabled to take daily from three to four prin-
cipal meals. Once, for untold gold, he had marvellous dishes prepared irom

A Roman Slinger
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the tongues of the rarest birds and other costly delicacies, and at the cele-

bration of his entry into Rome he took part in a banquet at his brother’s

house in which no less than two thousand rare fish and seven thousand birds

were served up. He gormandised so shamefully that, during the short time
of his reign, he is said to have squandered no less than nine hundred million

sesterces, and, as an historian of antiquity asserts, the Roman Empire would
finally have become too poor to defray the expenses of the emperor’s table.

Fortunately for the kingdom this did not come to pass ; for Vitellius was
overthrown by his troops eight months after his accession.

This second mutiny of the army within the course of a year started in

the legions who had c®me from the Danube to help Otho against Vitellius. •

When on the way they heard of Otho’s death, they determined to choose a

new emperor, and some of them, who shortly before had served under the

valiant Titus Flavius Vespasian, directed tUe choice to their former general

who was then commanding in Syria. Scarcely had the news reached the

East, when first the governor of Egypt, then Mucianus [Roman governor of

Syria and general of four legions,] and afterwards Vespasian himself, recog-

nised this choice. One after another all the remaining armies declared for

Vespasian. Valens and Gjecina, the principal instruments in the elevation of

Vitellius, soon detached themselves from the latter, and only the soldiers of

the Germanic army, to whom Vitellius owed the throne, remained true to

their emperor. It was therefore no great effort to overthrow the indolent

libertine. Before Vespasian had embarked his troops, his opponent was
dethroned and deprived of his life.

The legions of the Danube under one of their generals, Antonins Primus,

broke into Italy; at Cremona they beat the troops of Vitellius and then

marched against the capital, which alone seemed resolved to defend fhe tyrant.

Antonins- Primus wished to spare the town. Vitellius himself was too cow-
ardly to try to offer any powerful resistance, and as by chance a brother of

Vespasian, Flavius Sabinus, was town prefect of Rome, it was easy to nego-

tiate matters. The result was an agreement by which Vitellius agreed to

abdicate in a very ignominious fashion. Only the soldiers of the emperor
and all those who had taken part in his universal revels, would hear nothing

of an abdication of Vitellius, and without further ceremony laid hands on

Sabinus, to whom a great number of the senate, the knights, and the town-

guard had already sworn allegiance, on behalf of his brother. Sabinus, with

a small number of attendants, was obliged to take to flight, and retired to

the Capitol. His adversaries stormed it, took Sabinus prisoner, killed his

followers, and intentionally or by chance occasioned a fire, by which the

temple of the Capitoline Jupiter, the most sacred building in Rome, was
reduced to ashes, and some of the historical records preserved there were

destroyed.
In vain did Vitellius, by earnest entreaty, try to restrain the soldiers

from murdering Sabinus ; he was killed in a terrible manner, whilst Do-
mitian, one of Vespasian’s sons, who had just fled to the Capitol, to the

misfortune of the empire escaped the wrath of the enemy. The rude

soldiers of Vitellius conducted themselves on this occasion with the same
savagery as the troops of Antonius Primus had shown a few weeks before,

when after then* victory they had burned down the town of Cremona and
had ill treated its inhabitants in the most shocking manner, Vitellius was
quite innocent of what took place in Rome, for he would gladly have sub-

mitted to any terms by which he might have saved his life. With this

object, immediately after the murder of Sabinus, he sent ambassadors to
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Antonius Primus, and that his representations and requests might make
the more impression, he sent the vestal virgins with them.

But Antonius Primus refused any further negotiations, defeated the popu-
lace and the soldiers of Vitellius in a bloody fight, which took place partly

before the walls and partly in the streets of the town, and hacL the entire

body of the conquered ruthlessly massacred. On this occasion the deep
moral depravity of the Roman people showed itself in a revolting manner.
The populace watched the fierce struggle between the two barbarian armies
as coldly as though the usual gladiatorial displays had been taking place
before them

;
they applauded first one side and then the other, fetched those

who fled from their victorious enemy out of their hiding places, and gave
them up to their adversaries to be killed.

No one was disturbed in his usual pleasures by the fight for the empire ;

the baths, the taverns, and other public resorts we»e filled with revellers and
pleasure seekers, as at any other time, and, as the historian Tacitus affirms,

Rome presented the hideous spectacle of a town whose inhabitants had
abandoned themselves at once to all the horrors of civil war and all the
vices of a decadent nation. Vitellius died as he had lived.«^ Seeing the city

conquered, he was conveyed in a litter, by a private way at the back of the
palace, to his wife’s house on Mount Aventine, with intent, if he could lie

concealed during the day, to fly for refuge to his brother and the cohorts
at Tarracina. Straightway, from his inherent fickleness, and the natural

effects of fright, since, as he di'eaded everything, whatever course he adopted
was the least satisfactory, he returned to his palace, and found it empty and
desolate ; even his meanest slaves having made their escape, or shunning the

presence of their master. The solitude and silence of the scene alarmed
rim ; he opened the doors of the apartments, and was horror-struck to see

all void and empty. Exhausted with this agonising state of doubt and per^

jplexity, and concealing himself in a wretched hiding place, he was dragged
forth by Placidus, the tribune of a cohort. With his hands tied behind him,
and his garment torn, he was conducted, a revolting spectacle, through crowds
insulting his distress, without a friend to shed a tear over his misfortunes.

The unseemliness of his end banished all sympathy. Whether one of the
Germanic soldiers who met him intended for him the stroke he made, and if

he did, whether from rage or to rescue him the quicker from the mockery
to which he was exposed ; or whether he aimed at the tribune, is uncertain ;

he cut off the ear of the tribune, and was immediately despatched.^

Vitellius was -pushed along, and with swords pointed at his throat, forced
to raise his heac., and expose his countenance to insults : one while they
made him look at his statues tumbling to the ground

;
frequently to the

rostrum, or the spot where Galba perished, and lastly they drove him to

GemonisB, where the body of Flavius Sabinus had been thrown. One ex-
pression of his was heard, that spoke a spirit not utterly fallen, when to a
tribune who had insulted him in his misery he observed, that nevertheless he
had been his emperor. He died soon after [Dec. 21] under repeated wounds.
The populace, with the same perversity of judgment that had prompted them
to honour him while living, assailed him with indignities when dead.

He was born at Lnceria. He had completed his fifty-fourth year.
.
He

rose to the consulship, to pontifical dignities, and a name and rank amongst
the most eminent citizens, without any personal merit

; but obtained all

1 Dion relates tliis incident with a little variation. According to him, the German soldier

said, “I will give you the best assistance in my power;” and thereupon he stabbed Vitellius,

and despatch^ himself. Dio, lib. LXV.
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from the splendid reputation of his father. The men who conferred the

imperial dignity upon him did not so much as know him. By impotence
and sloth he gained, the affections of the army, to a degree in which few have
attained them by worthy means. Frankness and generosity, however, he
possessed

;
qualities which, unless duly regulated, become the occasions of

ruin. He imagined that friendships coulcl be cemented, not by a uniform
course of virtue, but by profuse liberality, and therefore earned them rather

than cultivated them. Doubtless the interest of the commonwealth required

the fall of Vitellius ; but those who betrayed Vitellius to Vespasian can
chiim no merit for their perfidy, since they had broken faith with Galba.

The day now verged rapidly towards sunset, and on account of the con-

sternation of the magistrates and senators who secreted themselves by with-

drawing from the city or in the several houses of their clients, the senate

could not be convened. When all apprehension of hostile violence had sub-

sided Domitian came forth to the generals of his party, was unanimously
saluted with the title of Caesar, and escorted by a numerous body of soldiers,

armed as they were, to his father’s house.

»

Mucianus, who arrived in Borne the day after the murder of Vitellius,

took over the government in the name of Vespasian.^ Mucianus has been
styled (by Duruy«) “the Maecenas and the Agrippa of the new Augustus.”
In subsequent years he was treated almost as an eq ual by the emperor. He
at once took active measures to restore order, and he succeeded so well that

everything was peaceful when Vespasian himself finally entered Rome.® In
Vespasian, for the first time since the death of Augustus, the Roman Emjpire

again received a worthy and able ruler. He was a man who not only, like

Galba, hated flattery and joined integrity with experience in warfare, but
whose understanding and force of character were equal to the circumstances
of the hour.d

Vespasian (T. Flattos Sabinus Vespasianus), 69-79 a.d.

Vespasian was declared emperor, by the unanimous consent both of the

- senate and the army, and dignified with all those titles which now followed

rather the power than the merit of those who were appointed to govern.

Messengers were despatched to him in Egypt, desiring his return, and testi-

fying the utmost desire for his government. But the winter being dangerous

for sailing, he deferred his voyage to a more convenient season. Perhaps,

also, the dissensions in other parts of the empire retarded his return to Rome

;

for Claudius Civilis, in Lower Germany, excited his countrymen to revolt,

and destroyed the Roman garrisons which were placed in different parts of

that province. Yet, to give his rebellion an air of justice, he caused his army
to swear allegiance to Vespasian, until he found himself in a condition to

throw off the mask. When he thought himself sufficiently powerful, he dis-

claimed all submission to the Roman government, and having overcome one

or two of the lieutenants of the empire, and being joined by such of the

Romans as refused obedience to the new emperoi:, he boldly advanced to

give Cerealis, Vespasian’s general, battle. In the beginning of this engagje-

ment he seemed successful, breaking the Roman legions, and putting their

cavalry to flight. But at length Cerealis, by his conduct, turned the. fate of

the day, and not only routed the enemy, but took and destroyed.their camp.
This engagement, however, was not decisive; several others ensued with
doubtful success. An accommodation, at length, determined what arms
could not effect. Civilis obtained peace for his countrymen, and pardon for
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himself ;
for the Roman Empire was, at this time, so torn by its own divi-

sions, that the barbarous nations around made incursions with impunity, and

were sure of obtaining peace, whenever they thought proper to demand it.

During the time of these commotions in Germany, the Sarmatians, a bar-

barous nation to the northeast of the empire, suddenly passed the river later,

and marching into the Roman dominions with celerity and fury, destroyed

several garrisons, and an army under the command of Fonteius Agrijppa.

However, they were driven back with some slaughter by Rubrius Gatlus,

Vespasian’s lieutenant, into their native forests; where several attempts

were made to coniine them, by garrisons and forts placed along the confines

of their country. But these hardy nations, having once found their way

into the empire, never after desisted from invading it at every opportunity,

till at length they overran and destroyed the glory of Rome.

Vespasian continued some months at Alexandria in Egypt.«> The sober-

minded Tacitus, most accurate and most trustworthy of Roman historians,

relates some incidents of this story of Vespasian in Egypt which are worth

repeating, if for nothing else, to illustrate the gap between the writing of

so Der history in that day and in our own.«

VESPASIAN PERFORMS MIRACLES AND SEES A VISION, ACCORDING TO
TACITUS

During the months when Vespasian was waiting at Alexandria for the

periodical season of the summer winds, and a safe navigation [says Tacitus],

many miracles occurred, by which the favour of heaven and a sort of bias in

the powers above towards Vespasian were manifested. One of the common

people of Alexandria, known to have a disease in his eyes, embraced th^knees

of the emperor, importuning with groans a remedy for his blindness. In 'wiis

he acted in compliance with the admonition of the god Serapis, who^ that

nation, devoted to superstition, honours above all other gods ;
and he,pra^d

the emperor that he would deign to sprinkle his cheeks and the balls of his

eyes with the secretion of his mouth. Another, who was diseased

hand, at the instance of the same god, entreated that he might be pressed by

the foot and sole of C80sar. Vespasian at first ridiculed the reaUest, and

treated it with contem pt ; but when they persisted, at one time he dreaded

the imputation of weakness, at another he was led to hope for

the supplications of the men themselves, and the encouragements of his. flat-

terers. Lastly, he ordered that the opinion of physicians should be tokw, as

to whether a blindness and lameness of these kinds coiild be got the b^ter of

by human power. The physicians stated varions points— that in the one

the power of vision was not whoUy destroyed, and that it would be restored

if the obstacle was removed ; in the other, that the joints which had become

diseased mighb be renovated, if a healinjg power were applied ;
such perad-

venture was the pleasure of the gods, and t ae emperor was chosen to periorm

their will. To sum up all, that the glory of accomplishing the cure would

he Caesar’s, the ridicule of its failure would rest upon the sufferers. Ac-

cordinsflv, under an impression that everything was within the power of his

fortune, and that after what had occurred nothing was incredible, with a

cheerful countenance himself, and while the multitude that stood by waited

the event in all the confidence of anticipated success, Vespasian .executed

what was reauired of him. Immediately the hand was restored its func-

tions, and the light of day shone again to the blind. Persons who were
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present even now attest the truth of both these transactions, when there is
nothing to be gained by falsehood.

After this, Vespasian conceived a deeper desire to visit the sanctuary of
Serapis, in order to consult the god about affairs of the empire. He ordered
all persons to be excluded from the temple ; and lo, when he entered, and
his thoughts were fixed on the deity, he perceived behind him a man of
principal note among the Egyptians, named Basilides, whom, at that moment,
be knew to be detained by illness at a distance of several days’ journey from
Alexandria. Vespasian inquired of the priests whether Basilides that day
had entered the temple. He asked of others whom he met whether he was
seen in the city. At Ipngth, from messengers whom he despatched on horse-
back, he received certain intelligence, that Basilides was at that instant of
time eighty miles distant from Alexandria. He then concluded that it was
a divine vision, and deduced the import of the response from the name of
Basilides.^'

VESPASIAN EETURNS TO ROME

Leaving Titus to prosecute
the Jewish War, Vespasian set
out for Rome. His enthusiastic
reception there is described by
Josephus, \/ho says : ‘"All men
that were in Italy showed their
respects to him in their minds,
before he came thither, as if lie

were already come, as esteem-
ing the very expectation they
had of him to be his real pres-
ence on account of the great
desires they had to see him,
and because the good will they
bore him was entirely free and
unconstrained

; for it was a de-
sirable thing to the senate, who
well remembered the calamities
they had undergone in the late
changes of their governors, to
receive a governor who was
adorned with the gravity of old
age, and with the highest skill

in the actions of war, whose
advancement would be, as they
knew, for nothing else but the
preservation of those that were
to be governed.

“Moreover, the people had
been so harassed by their civil

miseries that they were still more earnest for his coming immediately, as sup-
posing they should then be firmly delivered from their calamities, and believed
they should then recover their secure tranquillity and prosperity. And for the
soldiery, they had the principal regard to him, for they were chiefly apprised
of his great exploits in war ; and since they had experienced the want of skill

Vbspasian

(From bust in ibe Vatican)
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and want of courage in other commanders, they were very desirous to be

freed from that great shame they had undergone by their means and heartily

wished to receive such a prince as might be a security and an ornament to

them ;
and as this good will to Vespasian was universal, those that enjoyed

any remarkable dignities could not have patience enough to stay in Rome,

but made haste to meet him at a very great distance from it. Nay, indeed,

none of the rest could endure the delay of seeing him, but did all pour out of

the city in such crowds, and were so universally possessed with the opinion

that it was easier and better for them to go out than to stay there, that this

was the very first time that the city joyfully perceived itself almost empty

of its citizens ; for those that stayed within were :^ewer than those that

went out. But as soon as the news was come that he was hard by, and those

that had met him at first related with what good humour he received every

one that came to him, then it was that the whole multitude that had

remained in the city, with their wives and children, came into the road, and

waited for him there ;
and for those whom he passed by, they made all sorts

of acclamations on account of the joy they had to see him, and the pleasant-

ness of his countenance, and styled him their benefactor and saviour, and

the only person who was worthy to be ruler of the city of Rome. And now
the city was like a temple, full of garlands and sweet odours ;

nor was it

easy for him to come to the royal palace for the multitude of people that

stood about him, where yet at last he performed his sacrifices of thanks-

givings to his household gods, for his safe return to the city. The multi-

tude did also betake themselves to feasting ;
which feasts and drink-offerings

they celebrated by their tribes, and their families, and their neighbourhoods,

and still prayed the gods to grant that Vespasian, his sons, and all their

posterity, might continue in the Roman government for a very long time,

and that his dominion might be preserved from all opposition. And this

was the manner in which Rome so joyfully received Vespasian, and thence

grew immediately into a state of great prosperity.”^

TIT0S GOITTINUES THE JEWISH WAK

In the meantime, Titus carried on the war against the Jews with vigour.^

This obstinate and infatuated people had long resolved to resist the Roman
power, vainly hoping to find protection from heaven. Their own historian

represents them as arrived at the highest pitch of iniquity, while famines,

earthquakes, and prodigies all conspired to forewarn their approaching ruin.

Nor was it sniBBcient that heaven and earth seemed combined against them

;

they had the most hitter dissensions among themselves, and were split into

two parties, that robbed and destroyed each other with impunity ; still

pillaging, and, at the same time, boasting their zeal for the religion of their

ancestors.

At the head of one of those parties was an incendiary whose name was

John. This fanatic affected sovereign power, and filled the whole city of

Jerusalem, and all the towns around, with tumult and pillage. In a short

time a new faction arose, headed by one Simon, who, gathering together

multitudes of robbers and murderers who had fled to the mountains, attacked

many cities and towns, and reduced all Idumaea into his power, Jerusalem,

at length, became the theatre in which these tAVO demagogues began to

[1 See Volume II, Ch. 14.]
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exercise tlieir mutual animosity : John was possessed of the temple, while

Simon was admitted into the city, both equally enraged against each other

;

while slaughter and deyastation followed their pretensions. Thus did a

city, formerly celebrated for peace and unity, become the seat of tumult

and confusion.

It was in this miserable situation that Titus came to sit down before it

with his conquering army, and began his operations within about six fur-

longs of the place. It was at the feast of the Passover, when the place was
filled with an infinite multitude of people, who had come from all parts to

celebrate that great solemnity, that Titus undertook to besiege it. His

presence produced a temporary reconciliation between the contending factions

within ; so that they unanimously resolVed to oppose the common enemy
first, and then decide their domestic quarrels at a more convenient season.

Their first sally, which was made with much fury and resolution, put the

Homans into great disorder, and obliged them to abandon their camp and

fly to the mountains. However, rallying immediately after, the Jews were

forced back into the city ; while Titus, in person, showed surprising instances

of valour and conduct.

These advantages over the Romans only renewed in the besieged their

desires of private vengeance. A tumult ensued in the temple, in which sey-

eral of both parties were slain; and in this manner, upon every remissiob

from without, the factions of Jolm and Simon violently raged against each

other within, agreeing only in their resolution to defend the city against the

Homans.
Jerusalem was strongly fortified by three walls on every side, except

where it was fenced by deep valleys. Titus began by battering down tlae

outward wall, which, after much fatigue and danger, he effected; all the

time showing the greatest clemency to the Jews, and offering them repeated

assurances of pardon. But this infatuated people refused his proffered kind-

ness with contempt, and imputed his humanity to his fears. J^ive days after

the commencement of the siege Titus broke through the second wall ;
and

though driven back by the besieged, he recovered his ground, and made
preparations for battering the third wall, which was their last defence. But
first he sent Josephus, their countryman, into the city, to exhort them to

yield, who, using all his eloquence to persuade them, was only reviled with

scoffs and reproaches. The siege was now, therefore, carried on with greater

vigour than before ; several batteries for engines were raised, which were
no sooner built than destroyed by the enemy. At length it was resolved in

council to surround the whole city with a trench, and thus prevent all relief

and succours from abroad. This, which was quickly executed, seemed no way
to intimidate the Jews. Though famine, and pestilence, its necessary attend-

ant, began now to make the most horrid ravages within the walls, yet this

desperate people still resolved to hold out. Though obliged to live upon
the most scanty and unwholesome food, though a bushel of corn was sold for

six hundred crowns, and the holes and the sewers were ransacked for car-

casses that had long since grown putrid, yet they were not to be moved.
The famine raged at last to such an excess, that a woman of distinction in

the city boiled her own child to eat it j which horrid account coming to the

ears of Titus, he declared that he would bury so abominable a crime in the

ruins of their state. He now, therefore, cut down all the woods within a

considerable distance of the city, and causing more batteries to be raised, he at

length battered down the wall, and in five days entered the citadel by force.

Thus reduced to the very verge of ruin, the remaining Jews still aeoeived
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themselves with absurd and false expectations, while many false prophets
deluded the multitude, declaring they should soon have assistance from God.

The heat of the battle was now, therefore, gathered round the inner wall
of the temple, while the defendants desperately combated from the top.

Titus was willing to save this beautiful structure, but
a soldier casting a brand into some adjacent buildings,

the fire communicated to the temple, and, notwith-
standing the utmost endeavours on both sides, the
whole edifice was quickly consumed. The sight of the
temple in ruins efiectually served to damp the ardour
of the Jews. They now began ^o perceive that heaven
had forsaken them, while their cries and lamentations
echoed from tlie adjacent mountains. Even those who
were almost expiring lifted up their dying eyes to be-
wail the loss of their temple, which they valued more
than life itself. The most resolute, however, still en-

deavoured to defend the upper and stronger part of

the city, named Zion 5 but Titus, with his battering
engines, soon made himself entire master of the place.

John and Simon were taken from the vaults where
they had concealed themselves; the former was con-
demned to perpetual imprisonment, and the latter

reserved to grace the conqueror’s triumph. The great-

est part of the populace were put to the sword, and
the city u'as entirely rased by the plough; so that,

according to our Saviour’s prophecy, not one stone

remained upon another. Tims, after a siege of six

numths, this noble city was totally destroyed, having
flourished, under the peculiar protection of heaven,

about two thousand years. The numbers who perished

in this siege, according to Josephus, amounted to above

a million of souls, and the captives to almost a hun-

dred thousand. The temporal state of the Jews ended
with their city; while tlie wretched survivors were
banished, sold, and dispersed into all parts of the world.

Upon the taking of Jerusalem, his soldiers would have crowned Titus as

conqueror, but he modestly refused the honour, alleging that he was only

an instrument in the hand of heaven, that manifestly declared its wrath
against the Jews, At Rome, however, all men’s mouths were filled with

the praises of the conqueror, who had not only shown himself an excellent

general, but a courageous combatant.^^

Let Josephus describe for us the return of Titus, and the magnificent tri-

umph that lie celebrated with his father.

A Roman Empress

(After llopu)

JOSEPHUS DESCRIBES THE RETURN OF TITUS, AND THE TRIUMPH

Titus took the journey he intended into Egypt, and passed over the

desert very suddenly, and came to Alexandria, and took up a resolution to

go to Rome by sea. And as he was accompanied by two legions, he sent

each of them again to the places whence they had before come
;
the fifth he

sent to Mysia ; and the fifteenth to Pannonia. As for the leaders of the

captives, Simon and John, with the other seven hundred men, whom he had
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selected out of the rest as being eminently UiU and handsome of body, he
gave order that they should be soon carried to Italy, as resolving to produce
them in his triumoli. So wheu he had had a prosperous voyage to his mind,
the city of Rome oehaved itself in his reception, and their meeting him at a

distance, as it did in the case of his father.

But what made the most splendid appearance in Titus' opinion was
when his father met him, and received him ; but still the multitude of the
citizens conceived the greatest joy when they saw them all three together,^

as they did at this time ;
nor were many days ovei’past when they deter-

mined to have but one triumph, that should be common to both of them, on
account of the glorious exploits they had performed, although the senate had
decreed each of them a separate triumph by himself. So when notice had
been given beforehand of the day appointed for this pompous solemnity to-

be made, on account of their victories, not one of the immense multitude
was left in the city, but everybody went out so far as to gain only a station

where th5y might stand, and left only such a passage as was necessary for

those that were to be seen to go along it.

Now all the soldiery marcbed out beforehand by companies, and in tbeir

several ranks, under their several commanders, in the night time, and were
about the gates, not of the upper palaces, but those near the temple of Isis ;

for there it was that the emperors had rested the foregoing night. And as

soon as ever it was day, Vespasian and Titus came out crowned with laurel,

aud clothed in those ancient purple habits which were proper to their

family, and then went as far as Octavian’s Walks ; for there it was that the
senate, and the principal rulers, and those that had been recorded as of

the equestrian order, waited for them.
Now a tribxuial had been erected before the cloisters, and ivory chaii's

had been set upon it, when they came and sat dowm upon them. Where-
upon the soldiery made an acclamation of joy to them immediately, and all

gave them attestations of their valour; while they were themselves without
their arms, and only in their silken garments, and crowned with laurel. Then
Vespasian accepted of these shouts of theirs ; but while they were still dis-

posed to go on in such acclamations, he gave them a signal of silence. And
when everybody entirely held their .peace, he stood up, and covering the
greatest part of his head with his cloak, lie put up the accustomed solemn
prayers; the like prayers did Titus put up also; after which prayers Vespa-
sian made a short speech to aU the people, and then sent away the soldiers

to a dinner prepared for them by the emperors. Then did he retire to that
gate which was called the Gate of the Pomp, because pompous shows do always
go through that gate ; there it was that they tasted some food, and when they
had put on their triumphal garments, and had offered sacrifices to the gods
that were placed at the gate, they sent the triumph forward, and marched
through tbe theatres, t].iat they might be the more easily seen by the
multitude.

It is impossible to describe the multitude of the shows as they deserve,

and the magnificence of them all ; such indeed as a man could not easily

think of as performed either by the labour of workmen, or the variety of

riches, or the rarities of nature. For almost all such curiosities as the most
happy men ever get by piecemeal were here heaped one upon another, and
those both admirable and costly in their nature ; and all brought together
on that day demonstrated the vastness of the dominions of the Romans ; for

1 yespajsian and his two sons, Titus and Domitian.
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there was here to be seen a mighty quantity of silver, and gold, and ivory,
contrived into all sorts of things, and did not appear as carried along in

E
ompons show only, but, as a man may say, running along like a river,

ome parts were composed of the rarest purple hangings, and so carried
along ; and others accurately represented to the life whafc was embroidered
by the arts of the Babylonians. There were also precious stones that were
transparent, some set in crowns of gold, and some in other ouches, as the
workmen pleased

;
and of these such a vasi number were brought, that we

could not out thence learn how vainly we imagined any of them to be rari-

ties. The images of the gods were also carried, being as well wonderful for

their largeness, as made very artificially, and with great skill of the work-
men ; nor were any of these images of any other than very costly materials

;

and many species of animals were brought, every one in their own natural
ornaments. The men also who brought every one of these shows were great
multitudes, and adorned with purple garments, all over interwoven with
gold; those that were chosen for carrying those pompous shows having
also about them such magnificent oimaments as were both extraordinary and
surprising. Besides these, one might see that even the great number of

captives was not unadorned, while the variety that was in their garments,
and their fine texture, concealed from the sight the deformity of their

bodies.

But what afforded the greatest surprise of all was the structure of the
pageants that were borne along ; for indeed he that met them could not but
be afraid that the bearers would not be able firmly enough to support them,
such was their magnitude

;
for many of them were so made that they were

on three or even four stories, one above another. The magnificence also of

their structure afforded one both pleasure and surprise; for upon many of

them were laid carpets of gold. There was also wrought gold and ivory

fastened about them all
;
and many resemblances of the war, and those in

several ways, and variety of contrivances, affording a most lively portraiture

of itself. For there was to be seen a happy country laid waste, and entire

squadrons of enemies slain ; while some of them ran away, and some were
carried into captivity; with walls of great altitude and magnitude over-

thrown, and ruined hy machines; with the strongest fortifications taken,

and the walls of most populous cities upon the tops of hills seized on, and
an army pouring itself within the walls ; as also every place full of slaughter,

and supplications of the enemies, when they were no longer able to lift up
their hands in way of opposition. Fire also sent upon temples was here
represented, and houses overthrown and falling upon their owners ; rivei-s

also, after they came out of a large and melancholy desert, ran down, not
into a land cultivated, nor as drink for men or for cattle, but through a

land still on fire upon every side ; for the Jews related that such a thing
they had undergone during this war.

Now the workmanship of these representations was so magnificent p.nd

lively in the construction of the things, that it exhibited what had been
done to such as did not see it, as if they had been there really present. On
the top of every one of these pageants was placed the commander of the city

that was taken, and the manner wherein he was taken. Moreover, there fol-

lowed those pageants a great number of ships ; and for the other spoils, they
were carried in great plenty. But for those that were taken in the tem ple

of Jerusalem, they mace the greatest figure of them all; that is the golden
table, of the weight of many talents ; the candlestick also, that was made
of gold, though its construction were now changed from that which we
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made use of: for its middle shaft was fixed upon a basis, and the small
branches were produced out of it to a great length, having the likeness of
a trident in their position, and had every one a socket made of brass for a
lamp at the tops of them. These lamps were in number seven, and repre-
sented the dignity of the number seven among the
Jews; and, the last of all the spoils, was carried the
Law of the Jews.

After these spoils passed by a great many men,
carrying the images of Victory, whose structure was
entirely either of ivory, or of gold. After which Ves-
pasian marched in the* first place, and Titus followed
'.lim ; Domitian also rode along with them, and made a
glorious appearance, and rode on a horse that was worthy
of admiration.

The last part of this pompous show was at the tem-
ple of Jupiter Capitolinus, whitlier when they were
come, they stood still ; for it was the Romans’ ancient
custom to stay till somebody brought the news that
the general of the enemy was slain. This general was
Simon, the son of Giora, who had then been led in this
triumph among the captives

; a rope had also been put
upon his head, and he had been drawn into a proper
place in the Forum, and had withal been tormented by
those that drew him along ; and the law of the Romans
required that malefactors condemned to die should be
slain there. Accordingly, when it was related that
there was an end of him, and all the peojole had set up
a shout for joy, they then began to offer those sacrifices

which they Iiad consecrated, in the prayers used in such
solemnities

; which when they had finished, they went
away to the palace.

And as for some of the spectators, the em'perors
entertained them at their own feast; and for all the
rest there were noble preparations made for their feast-

ing at home : for this was -a festal day to the city of
Rome, as celebrated for the victory obtained by their
army over their enemies, for the end that was now put
to their civil miseries, and for the commencement of
their hopes of future prosperity and happiness.

After these triumphs were over, and aftei* the affairs

of the Romans were settled on the surest foundations,
Vespasian resolved to build a temple to Peace, which
he finished in so short a time, and in so glorious a
manner, as was beyond all human expectation and opinion. For he having
now by providence a vast quantity of wealth, besides what he had formerly
gained in his other exploits, he had this temple adorned with pictures and
statues ; for in this temple were collected and deposited all such rarities as
men aforetime used to wander all over the habitable world to see, when they
had a desire to see them one after another. He also laid up therein, as en-
signs of his glory, those golden vessels and instruments that were taken out
of the Jewish temple. But still he gave order that they should lay up their
law, and the purple veils of the holy place, in the royal palace itseJ, and
keep them there.*

Eoman Teipoo Can-
DELABEtJM
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THE EMPIEE IK PEACE

Vespasian, having thus given security and peace to the empire, resolved

to correct numberless abuses which had grown up under the tyranny of his

predecessors. To effect this with greater ease, lie joined Titus with him in

the consulship and tribunitial power ; and, in some measure admitted him
a partner in all the highest offices of the state. He began with restraining

the licentiousness of the army, and forcing them bach to their pristine dis-

cipline. Some military messengers desiring money to buy shoes, lie ordered
them for the future to perform their journeys barefoot. He was not less

strict with regard to the senators and the knights. He turned out such as

were a disgrace to their station, and supplied their places with the most
worthy meu he could find. He abridged the processes that had been car-

ried to an unreasonable length in the courts of justice. He took care to
re-build such parts of the city as had suffered in the late commotions

;
par-

ticularly the Capitol, which had been lately burned, and which he now restored

to more than former magnificence.

The other ruinous cities in the empire also shared his paternal care ; he
improved such as were declining, adorned others, and built many anew. In
such acts as these he passed a long reign of clemency and moderation ;

so that it is said no man suffered by an unjust or a severe decree during
Ixis administration.^

The care of rebuilding the Capitol [says Tacitus] he committed to Lucias
Vestiiius, a man of equestrian rank, but in credit and dignity among the first

men in Rome. The soothsayers, who were convened by him, advised that

the ruins of the former shrine should be removed to the marshes, and a tem-
ple raised on the old foundation; for the gods would not permit a change of

the ancient form. On the eleventh day before the calends of July, the sky
being remarkably serene, the whole space devoted to the sacred structure was
encompassed with chaplets and garlands. Such of the soldiers as hji,d names
of auspicious import entered within the enclosure, with branches from trees

emblematical of good fortune. Then the vestal virgins in procession, with a

hand of boys and girls whose parents, male and female, were still living,

sprinkled the whole jplace with water drawn from living fountains and rivers.

Helvidius Priscus, the praetor, preceded by Plautius -Elianus, the pontiff,

after purifying the area by sacrificing a swine, a sheep, and a hull, and
replacing the entrails upon the turf, invoked Jupiter, J uno, and Minerva,
and the tutelar deities of the empire, praying that they would prosper the
undertaking, and, with divine power, carry to perfection a work begun by
the piety of man

; and then Helvidius laid his hand upon the wreaHis that

bound the foundation stone and were twined dbout the cords. At the same
time, the magistrates, the priests, the senators, the knights, and a number of

citizens, with simultaneous efforts, prompted by zeal and exultation, haled the

ponderous stone along. Contributions of gold and silver, and pieces of other

metals, the first that were taken from the mines, that had never t)een melted in

the furnace, but in their native state, were thrown upon the foundations on
all hands. The soothsayers enjoined that neither stone nor gold which had
been applied to other uses should profane the building. Additional height
was given to the edifice ; this was the only variation conceded by religion ;

and in point of magnificence it was considered to be inferior to the former
temple,*

Vesjpasian also began the construction of the great amphitheatre which,
under tbe name of the Colosseum, became the wonder of subsequent genera-
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tions, and which is still sufficiently preserved to excite the admiration of

every tourist. But this gigantic structure— seating about eighty-five thou-

sand people— was not completed until the reign of Vespasian’s successoiv

Titus.

BANISH^ME^’T AND DEATH OF HELYIDIITS

In his conduct of both private and public affairs, Vespasian appears to

have acted with temperate judgment. « There are, however, two transactions

which, it must be acknowledged, have left a stain upon his memory. The
first was the death of Helvidius Priscus ; the other, the heartless treatment
of Epponina, wife of Sabinus. Helvidius, excellent man, fell a sacrifice to his

enemies, and, perhaps, to his own intemperate conduct. Initiated early in

the doctrines of the stoic school, and confirmed in the pride of virtue by the

example of Pajtus Thrasea, his father-in-law, he saw the arts by Avhich Ves-

The Colosseum

pasian, notwithstanding the rigour of his nature, courted popularity; and
did not scruple to say that liberty was more in danger from the artifices of

the new famil}’’, than from the vices of former emperors. In the senate he

spoke his mind with unbounded freedom.

Vespasian bore his opposition to the measures of government with

patience and silent dignity. He knew the virtues of the man, and retained

a due esteem for the memory of Thrasea. Willing, on that account, to live

on terms with Helvidius, he advised him to be, for the future, a silent

senator. The pride of a stoic spurned at the advice. Passive obedience

was so repugnant to his principles that he stood more firm in opposition.

Mucianus and Eprius Marcellus, who were the favourite ministers of the

emperor, were his enemies ; and it is probable that, by their advice,

Vespasian was at length induced to let the proceedings of the senate take

their course. Helvidius was arraigned by the fathers, and ordered \into

custody. He was soon after banished, and, in consequence of an order

despatched from Rome, put to death. It is said that Vespasian relented,

and sent a special messenger to respite execution ; but the blow was struck.

Helvidius was, beyond all question, a determined republican. His own
imprudence provoked his fate ; and this, perhaps, is what Tacitus had in

contemplation when he places the moderation of Agricola in contrast to the

H. W. — VOL. vr. R
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violent' spirit of others, who rush on certain destruction, without being by
their death of service to the public.

The case of Eppqnina was an instance of extreme rigour, or rather cruelty.

She was the wife of Julius Sabinus, a leading chief among the Lingones.
This man, Tacitus has told us, had the vanity to derive his pedigree from
Julius Cicsar, who, he said, during his wars in Gaul, was struck with the
beauty of his grandmother, and alleviated the toils of the campaign in her
embraces. Ambitious, bold, and enterprising, he kindled the flame of rebellion
among his countrymen, and, having resolved to shake off the Roman yoke,
marched at the head of a numerous army into the territory of the Sequani,
a people in alliance with Rome. This was 69 A. I). He hazarded a battle,

and was defeated with great slaughter. His rash-levied numbers were
either cut to pieces or put to flight. He himself escaped the general car-

nage. He fled for shelter to an obscure cottage ; and, in order to propagate
a report that he destroyed himself, set fire to his lurking-place.

SABINTTS AND EPPONINA

By what artful stratagems he was able to conceal himself in caves and
dens, and, by the assistance of the faithful Epponina, to prolong his life for
nine years afterwards, cannot now be known from Tacitus, The account
which the great historian promised has perished with the narrative of

Vespasian’s reign. Plutarch relates the story as a proof of conjugal
fldelity. From that writer the following particulars may be gleaned

:

Two faithful freedmen attended Sabinus to his cavern ; one of them,
Martialis by name, returned to Epponina with a feigned account of her
husband’s death. His body, she was made to believe, was consumed in the
flames. In the vehemence of her grief she gave credit to the story. In a
few days she received intelligence by the same messenger that her husband
was safe in his lurking-place. She continued during the rest of the day to

act all the exteriors of grief, with joy at her heart, but suppre^ed with
care. In the dead of night she visited Sabinus. Before the dawn of day
she returned to her own house, and, for the space of seven months; repeated
her clandestine visits, supplying her husband’s wants, and softening all his
cares. At the end of nhat time she conceived hopes of obtaining a free
pardon ; and having disguised her husband in such a manner as to render a
detection impossible, she accompanied him on a long and painful journey to
Rome. Finding there that she had been deceived with visionary schemes,
she marched back with Sabinus, and lived with him in his. den for nine
years longer.

In the year 79 A. d. they were both discovered, and in chains conveyed
to Rome. Vespasian forgot his usual clemency. Sabinus was condemned,
and hurried to execution. Epponina was determined not to survive her
husband. She changed her supplicating tone, and, with a spirit uncon-
quered even in ruin, addressed Vespasian: “Death,” she said, “has no
terror for me. I have lived happier under ground, than you upon your
throne. Bid your assassins strike their blow ;

with joy I leave a world in

which you can play the tyrant.”

She was ordered for execution. Plutarch concludes with saying that
during Vespasian’s reign there was nothing to match the horror of this

atrocious deed ; for which the vengeance of the gods fell upon Vespasian,
and, in a short time after, wrought the extirpation of his whole family.i
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THE CHAEACTER AND END OF VESPASIAN

These, however, would seem to have been altogether exceptional instances
of cruelty. Anecdotes illustrating the opposite character are not wanting.
Thus : He caused the daughter of Vitellius, his avowed enemy, to be married
into a noble family; and he himself provided her a suitable fortune. One
of Nero’s servants coining to entreat pardon for having once rudely thrust
him out of the palace, and insulting him when in office, Vespasian only took
his revenge by serving him just in the same manner. When any plots or
conspiracies were formed against him, he disdained to punish the guilty, say-
ing that they deserved rather his contempt for their ignorance than his
resentment, as they seemed to envy him a dignity of which he daily experi-
enced the uneasiness. When he was seriousl}’’ advised to beware of Mettius
Pomposianus, against whom there was strong cause of suspicion, he raised
him to the dignity of consul, adding that the time would come when he
must be sensible of so great a benefit.

His liberality in the encouragement of arts and learning was not less than
his clemency. He settled a constant salary of a hundred thousand sesterces

upon the teachers of rhetoric. He was particularly favourable to Josephus,
the Jewish historian, Quintilian, the orator, and Pliny, the naturalist, Nour-
ished in liis reign, and were highly esteemed by him. He was no less an
encourager of all other excellencies in art, and invited the greatest masters
and artificers from all parts of the world, making them considerable presents
as he found occasion.

Yet all his numerous acts of generosity and magnificence could not pre-
serve his character from the imputation of rapacity and avarice. He revived
many obsolete methods of taxation, and even bought and sold commodities
himself, in order to increase his fortune. He is charged with advancing the
most avaricious governors to the provinces, in order to share their plunder
on their return to Rome. He descended to some very unusual and dishon-
ourable imposts. But the avarice of princes is generally a virtue when their

own expenses are but few. The exchecuer, when Vespasian came to the
throne, was so much exhausted that he in;;ormed the senate that it would re-

quire a supply of 40,000,000,000 sesterces [about £300,000,000 sterling]

to re-establish the commonwealth. This necessity must naturally produce
more numerous and heavy taxations than the empire had hitherto experi-

enced ; but while the provinces were thus obliged to contribute to the sup-
port of his power, he took every precaution to provide for their safety, so

that we find but two insurrections in his reign.

In the fourth year of his reign Antiochus, king of Commagene, holding a

private correspondence with the Parthians, the declared enemies of Rome,
was taken prisoner in Cilicia, by Pietus the governor, and sent bound to

Rome. But Vespasian generously prevented all ill-treatment towards him,
by giving him a residence at Lacedaemon and allowing him a revenue suitable
to his dignity.

About the same time also, the Alani, a barbarous people, who lived along
the river Tanals, abandoned their barren wilds and invaded the kingdom of

Media. From thence passing like a torrent into Armenia, after great rav-
ages, they overthrew Tiridates, the king of that country, with prodigious
slaughter. Titus was at length sent to chastise their insolence, and relieve a
king that was in alliance with Rome. However, the barbarians retired at the
approach of the Roman army, laden with plunder, being in some measure com-
pelled to wait a more favourable opportunity of renewing their irruptions.
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But these incursions were as a transient storm, the effects of which were
soon repaired by the em[)eror s moderation and assiduity. We are told that
lie new-formed and established a thousand nations, which had scarcely before
amounted to two hundred. No provinces in the empire lay out of his view
and protection. He had, during his whole reign, a particuiar regard to Bri-
tain

;
his generals, Petiliiis Cerealis and Julius Froiitinus, brought the great-

est part of the island into subjection (TO a.d.), and Agricola, who succeeded
soon after (T8 a.d.), completed what they liad begun.

Such long and uninterrupted success no way increased this emperor’s
vanity. He ever seemed averse to those swelling titles which the senate and
people were constantly offering him. When the king of Farthia, in one of
iiis letters, styled himself king of kings, Vespasian in his answer only called
himself simply Flavius Vespasian, lie was so far from attempting to hide
the meanness of his original that he frequently mentioned it in company

;

and when some flatterers were f(jr deriving his pedigree from Hercules, he
despised and derided the meanness of their adulation. In this manner hav-
ing reigned ten years, loved by his subjects and deserving their affection, he
was surprised with an indisposition at Campania. Removing from thence to
the city, and afterwards to a country-seat near Rome, he was there taken
with a flux, which brought him to the last extremity. However, perceiving
his end approaching, and as he was just going to expire, he cried out that
an emperor ought to die staudiug ; wherefore, raising himself upon liis feet,

lie expired in the hands of those that sustained him. (79 a.d.)
‘‘ I:Ie was a man,” says Pliny, </ '•" in whom power made no alteration, except

in giving him the opportunity of doing good equal to his will.’' He was the
second Roman emperor that died an unquestionably natural death; and he
was peaceably succeeded by Titus his sou.^>

A CLASSIC.VL ESTIMATE OF VESPASIAN

The only thing deservedly blamable in Vespasian's cbaractcu* [says Sue-

tonius] was his love of money. For not satisfied with reviving the imposts

which had been dropped under Galba, he imposed new taxes burdensome to

the subjects, augmented the tribute of the provinces, and doubled that of

some. He likewise openly practised a sort of traffic which would have
been scandalous even in a person below the dignity of an emperor, buying
great quantities of goods, for the purpose of retailing them again to advan-
tage. Nay, he made no scruple of selling the great offices of state to the

candidates, and pardons likewise to persons under prosecution, as well the

innocent as the guilty. It is believed that he advanced all the most rapa-

cious amongst the procurators to higher offices, with the view of squeezing

them after they had acquired great riches. He wixs commonly said, ‘^to

have made use of them as sponges,” because he did, as one may say, wet
them when dry and squeeze them when wet. Some say that he was naturally

extremely covetous, and that he was upbraided with it by an old herdsman
of his, wlao, uj)on the emperor’s refusing to enfranchise him gratis, which at

his advancement he humbly petitioned for, cried out that tilie fox changed
his hair, but not his nature. There are some, on the other hand, of opinion

that he was urged to his rapacious proceedings by necessity, and the extreme
poverty of the treasury and exchequer, of which he publicly took noti(;e in

the beginning of his reign ; declaring that no less than forty thousand
millions of sesterces was necessary for the support of the government.
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This is the more likely to be true of him, because lie applied to the best

purposes what he procured by bad means.

His liberality to all ranks of people was particularly eminent. He made
up to several senators the estate required by law to qualify them for that

dignity, relieving likewise such men of consular rank as w’-ere poor, with a

yearly allowance of five hundred thousand sesterces ; and rebuilt, in a better

manner than before, several cities in different parts of the empire, which

had been much damaged by earthquakes or fires.

He was a great encourager of learning and learned men. He first ap-

pointed the Latin and Greek professors of rhetoric the yearly stipend of a

hundred thousand sesterces each out of the exchequer. He was likewise

Intekjob of the Colosseum

Lc'k^
«<Ae.

extremely generous to such as excelled in poetry, or even the mechanic arts,

and particularly to one that brushed up the picture of Venus at Cos, and

another who repaired the Colossus. A mechanic offering to convey some

huge pillars into the capital at a small expense, he rewarded him very hand-

somely for his invention, but would not accept of his service, saying, “You
must allow me to take care of the poor people.”

In the jjames celebrated at the revival of the stage in Marcellus’ theatre,

he restored the old musical entertainments. He gave ApoUinaris the tra-

gedian four hundred thousand sesterces ;
Terpnus and Diodorus the harpers

two hundred thousand ; seme a hundred thousand ;
and the least he gave

to any of the performers was forty thousand, besides many golden crowns.

He had^ompany constantly at his table, and entertained them in^ a plentiful

manner, on purpose to help the shambles. As in the Saturnalia le made
presents to the men at his table to carry away with them ; so did he to the

women upon the calends of March ; notwithstanding which h© could not
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wipe off the infamy of his former covetousness. The Alexandrians called

him constantly Cyliomctez

;

a name which had been given to one of their

kings who was sordidly covetous. Nay, at his funeral, Favo the archmimic,
representing his person, and imitating, as usual, his behaviour both in speech
and gesture, asked aloud of the procurators, how much his funeral pomp
would cost. And being answered “ ten millions of sesterces,” he cried, out,

that give him but a hundred thousand sesterces, and they might throw
his body into the Tiber, if they would.

Personality of Vespasian

He was broad set, strong limbed, and had the countenance of a person

who was straining. On this account, one of the buffoons at court, upon
the emperor’s desiring him “ to say something merry upon him,” facetiously

answered, “I will, when you have done easing yourself.”

H is method of life was commonly this : After he came to be emperor, he
used to rise very early, often before daybreak. Having read over his

letters, and the breviaries of all the offices about court, he ordered his friends

to be admitted ; and whilst they were i^aying him their compliments, he
would put on his shoes and dress himself. Then, after the despatch of such
business as was brought before him, he rode out in his chaise or chair ; and,

upon his return, laid himself down upon his couch to sleep, accompanied by
some of his concubines, of whom he had taken a great number into his

service upon the death of Caenis. After rising from his couch, he entered the

bath, and then went to supper. They say lie never was more easy or oblig-

ing than at that time
;
and therefore those about him always seized that

opportunity, when they had any favour to request of him.

He cliiefly affected wit upon his own shameful means of raising money, to

wipe off the odium by means of a little jocularity. One of his ministers, who was
much in his favour, requesting of him a stewardship for some person, under
pretence of being his brother ; he put off the affair, but sent for the person
who was the candidate, and having squeezed out of him as much money as

he had agreed to give his solicitor, he appointed him immediately to tlie place.

The minister soon after renewing his application, ‘‘You must,’* said he,
“ make a brother of somebody else ; for he whom you took for yours is really

mine.” Once upon a journey suspecting that his mule driver had alighted
to shoe his mules, only to give time and opportunity to one that liad a
lawsuit depending to speak to him, he asked him how much he had for

shoeing, and would have a share of the profit. Some deputies having
come to acquaint him that a large statue, which would cost a vast sum, was
ordered to be erected for him at the public charge, he bade them erect it

immediately, showing them his hand hollowed, and saying there was a
base ready for it.^

Even when Vespasian was under the apprehensions and danger of death,

he would not forbear his jests. For when, amougst other prodigies, the

mausoleum of the Csesars flew open on a sudden, and a blazing star appeared

in the heavens, one of the prodigies, he said, concerned Julia Calvina, who
was of the family of Augustus ; and the other, the king of the Parthians,

who wore his hair long. And when his distemper first seized him, “ I sup-
pose,” said he, “I am going to be a god.”

All the gossip about the avarice of Vespasian seems to have resulted (,1) from his increased
tazaflon, and (2) from his economy. Such examples of humour as those here given were distorted

into proofs of avarice.]
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Titus (T. Flavius Sabinus Vespasianus II) 79-81 a.d.

Titus, who had the same cognomen with his father, was [says Suetonius]
the darling and delight of mankind, (so much did he possess of happy en-
dowments, to conciliate the favour of all; and what is extremely difficult

indeed, after he came to be emperor ; for before that period, even during
the reign of his father, he lay under the displeasure and censure of the
public). He was born upon the third of the calends of January, in the
year remarkable for the death of Caligula, near the Septizonium, in a mean
house, and a small dark chamber.

He was educated At court with Britannicus, instructed in the same parts
of literature, and under the same masters with him. During this time, they
say, that a physiognomist, being brought by Narcissus, the freedman of
Claudius, to inspect Britannicus, positively affirmed that he would never
come to be emperor, but that Titus, who stood by, would. They were so
familiar, that Titus being next him at table, is thought to have tasted of the
fatal potion which put an end to Britannicus’ life, and to have contracted
from it a distemper which remained with him a long time. The remem-
brance of all these circumstances being fresh in his mind, he erected a golden
statue of him in the palace, dedicated to him another on horseback, of ivory,
and attended it in the Circensian procession.

He was, when a boy, remarkable for fine accomplishments both of body
and mind ; and as h\ dvanced in years, they became still more conspicuous.
He had a graceful pel son, combining an equal mixture of majesty and sweet-
ness ; was very strong, though not tall, and somewhat big-bellied. He was
endowed with an excellent memory, and a capacity for all the arts of peace
and war

;
was a perfect master in the use of arms, and in riding the great

horse ;
very ready in the Latin and Greek tongues, as well in verse as prose ;

and such was the facility he possessed in both, that he would harangue and
versify extempore. Nor was he unacquainted with music, but would both sing
and play upon the harp very finely, and with judgment. I have likewise
been informed by many, that he was remarkably quick in the writing of

shorthand, would in merriment and jest engage with his secretaries in the
imitation of any hands he saw, and often say, “ that he was admirably quali-

fied for forgery.”

Upon the expiration of his qusestorship, he was made commander of a

legion, and took the two strong cities of Tarichea and Gam ala in Judea

;

and in a battle having his horse slain under him, he mounted another,
whose rider he was engaged with, and killed.

Soon after, when Galba came to be emperor, he was despatched away to

congratulate him upon the occasion, and turned the eyes of all people upon
him, wherever he came, it being the general opinion amongst them, that the
emperor had sent for him with a design to adopt him for his son. But find-

ing all things again in confusion, he turned back upon the road ; and going
to consult the oracle of Venus at Paphos about his voyage, he received assur-

ances of obtaining the empire for himself. In this prediction he was soon
after confirmed; and being left to finish the reduction of Judea, in the last

assault upon Jerusalem, he slew seven of the men that defended it, with just

so many arrows, and took it upon his daughter’s birthday. Upon this occa-

sion, the soldiers expressed so much joy and fondness for him, tliat, in their

congratulation of him, they unanimously saluted him by the title of em-
peror; and, upon his quitting the province soon after, would needs have
detained him, earnestly begging of him, and that not without threats, “either
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to Stay, or to take tliem all with him.” This incident gave rise to a suspi-
cion of his being engaged in a design to rebel against his father, and claim
for himself the government of the East; and the suspicion increased, when,
on his way to Alexandria, he wore a diadem at the consecration of the ox

at Memphis
;
which though he did only in compliance with an ancient

religious usage of the country, yet there were some who put a bad construc-
tion upon it. Making therefore what haste he could into Italy, he arrived
first at Rhegium, and sailing thence in a merchant shin to Putooli, went to
Rome with all possible expedition. Presenting himself unexpectedly to his

father, he said, by way
of reflection upon the
rashness of the reports
raised against him, “I
am come, father, I am
come.”

From that time he
constantly acted as part-
ner with his father in
the government, and in-

deed as guardian of it.

He triumphed with his
father, bore jolntl}^ with
him the office of censor

;

and was, besides, his

colleague not only in

the tribimitiail author-
ity, hut seven consul-
ships. Taking upon
himself the care and in-

spection of all offices, he
dictated letters, wrote
proclamations in his

father’s name, and pro-

nounced his speeches in

the senate, in room of

the quaestor. He like-

wise took u pon him the
command oi: the guard,
which before that time
had never been held by

any but a Koman Jfenight, and behaved with great haughtiness and violence,
taking off without scruple or delay all those of whom he was most jealous,
after he had secretly engaged people to disperse themselves in the theatres
and camp,^ and demand them as it were by general consent to he delivered
up to punishment. Amongst these he invited to supper A. Cmcina, a man
oj: consular rank, whom he ordered to be stabbed at his departure, imme-
diately after he had got out of the room. To this act he was provoked by
an imminent danger; for he had discovered a writing under the hand of
Csecina, containing an account of a plot carried on amongst the soldiery.
By this means, though he provided indeed for the future security of his
family, yet for the present he so much incurred the hatred of the people,
that scarcely ever anyone came to the empire with a more odious character,
or was more universally disliked.

Titus

(From a bast in the Vatican)
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Besides liis cruelty, he lay under the sus]picion of luxury, because he

would continue his revels until midnig^ht witii the most riotous of his ac-

quaintance. Nor was he less suspected of excessive lewdness, because of the

swarms of favourites and eunuchs about him, and his well-known intrigue

with Queen Berenice, to whom he was likewise reported to have promised

marriage. He was supposed, besides, to be of a rapacious disposition ; for

it is certain, that, in causes which came before his father, he used to offer

his intei’est to sale, and take bribes. In short, people openly decdared an

unfavourable opinion of him, and said he would prove another Nero. This

prejudice however turned out in the end to his advantage, and enhanced his

•jraises not a little, because be was found to possess no vicious propensities,

jut on the contrary the noblest virtues. His entertainments were pleasant

rather than extravagant; and lie chose such a set of friends, as the following

princes acquiesced in as necessary for them and the government. He sent

away Berenice from the city immediately, muoh against both their inclina-

tions. Some of his old favourites, though such adepts in dancing that they

bore an uncontrollable sway upon the stage, he was so far from ti'eating with

any extraordinary kindness, that he would not so much as see them in any
public assembly of the people. He violated no private property ; and if ever

man refrained from injustice, he did ; nay he would not accept of the allow-

able and customary contributions. Yet he was inferior to none of the princes

before him, in point of generosity. Having opened his amphitheatre, and
built some warm baths close by it with great expedition, he ente]‘taineci the

people with a most magniliceiit public diversion. He likcwis(j exhibited a

naval fight in the old naumaelna, besides a combat of gladiators ; and in one
day brought into tLe theatre five thousand wild beasts of all kinds.

He was by nature extremely benevolent. For whereas the emperors after

Tiberius, according to the example he had set them, would not admit the

grants made by former princes to be valid, unless they received their own
sanction, he confirmed them all by one general proedamation, without waiting
until lie should be addressed upon the subject. Of all who expressed a desire

of any favour, it wxis his constant practice to send none away without hopes.'

And when lus ministers insinuated to him, as if he promised more than he
could perform, lie replied, “Nobody ought to go away sad from an audience
of his prince.” Once at supper, reflecting that he had done nothing for any
that da}”, he broke out into that memorable and justly admired saying,
*<• Friends, I have lost a day.”

lie treated in particular the whole body of the people upon all occasions
with so iiiucli complaisance, that, upon promising them an entertainment of
gladiators, he declared, “ He should manage it, not according to his own
fancy, but that of the spectators, ” and did accordingly. He denied them
nothing, and very frankly encouraged them to ask what they pleased. Being
a favourer of the gladiators called Thraces, he would, as such, frequently
indulge a freedom with the people botli in his words and gestures, but
always with the least violation either of his imperial dignity or justice. To
omit no occasion of acquiring popularity, he would let the common people
be admitted into his bath, even when he made use of it himself. There
happened in his reign some dreadful accidents, as an eruption of Mount
Vesuvius in Campania, and a Are in Rome which continued during tlire©
d^ys and three nights, besides a plague, such as was scarcely ever known
before- Amidst these dismal calamities, he not only discovered all the con-
cern that might be expected from a prince, but a paternal affection for his
pet^e; one while comforting them by Ills proclamations, and another while
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assisting them as much as was in hia power. He chose by lot, from amongst
the men of consular rank, commissioners for the relief of Campania.

The estates of those who had perished by the eruption of Vesuvius, and
who had left no heirs, he applied to the repair of such cities as had been
damaged by that accident, in respect of the public buildings destroyed in

the fire of the city, he declared that nobody should be a loser by them but
himself. Accordingly, he applied all the ornaments of his palaces to the

decoration of the temples, and piu'poses of public utility, and appointed
several men of the equestxian order to superintend the work. For the relief

of the people during the plague, he employed, in the way of sacrifice and
medicine, all means both human and divine. Amongst the calamities of the

times, were informers, and those who employed them ; a tribe of miscreants

who had grown up under the license of former reigns. These he frequently

ordered to be lashed or well cudgeled in the Forum, and then, after he had
obliged them to pass through the amphitheatre as a public spectacle, com-
manded them to be sold for slaves, or else banished them into some rocky
islands. And to discourage the like practices for the future, amongst other

things, he forbade anyone to be proceeded against upon several laws for the

same fact, and that the condition of persons deceased should, after a certain

number of years, be exempt from all inquiry.

Having avowed that he accepted the office of high priest for the purpose

of preserving his hands undefiled, he faithfully adhered to his promise. For
after that time he was neither directly nor indirectly concerned in the death

of any person, though he sometimes was sufficiently provoked. He swore

that he “would perish himself, rather than prove the destruction of any
man.” Two men of patrician quality being convicted of aspiring to the

empire, he only advised them to desist, saying, that sovereign power was
disposed of by fate, and promised them, that, if they had anything else

to desire of him, he would gratify them. Upon this incident, he immediately

sent messengers to the mother of one of them, that was at a great distance,

and concerned about her son, to satisfy her tlxat he was safe. Nay he not

only invited them to sup with him, but next day, at a show of gladiators,

purposely placed them clnse by him ; and when the arms of the combatants

were presented to him, he handed them to the two associates. It is said

likewise, that upon being informed of their nativities, he assured them,

that some great calamity would sometime befall them, but from another

liaud, not his. Though his brother was perpetually plotting against him,

almost openly spiriting up the armies to rebellion, and contriving to leave

the court with the view oi: putting himself at their head, yet he coul(3. not

endure- to put him to death. So far was he from entertaining such a senti-

ment, that he would not so much as banish him the court, nor treat him with

less respect than before. But from his first accession to the empire, he con-

stantly declared him his partner in it, and that he should be his successor ;

begging of him sometimes in private with tears, to make him a return of

the like affection.®

THE DESTKUCTIOK OF POMPEII AND HERCULANEUM

The reign of this excellent prince was marked by a series of public

calamities. He had reigned only two months when a tremendous volcanic

eruption, the first on record, from Mount Vesuvius spread dismay through

Italy. This mountain had hitherto formed the most beautiful feature in
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the landscape of Campania, being clad with vines and other agreeable trees
and plants. Earthquakes had of late years been of frequent occurrence

;

but on the 24th of August the summit of the mountain sent forth a volume
of flume, stones, and ashes which spread devastation far and wide. The sky
to the extent of many leagues was enveloped in the gloom of night

; the
line dust, it was asserted, was wafted even to Egypt and Syria ; and at Rome
it rendered the sun invisible for many days. Men and beasts, birds and
Ashes perished alike. The adjoining towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum
were overwhelmed by the earthquake which attend.ed the eruption, and
their inhabitants destroyed. Among those who lost their lives on this
occasion was Pliny, the great naturalist. He commanded the fleet at
Misenum, and his curiosity leading him to proceed to Stabim to view this
convulsion of nature more closely, he was suffocated by the pestilential air.^

Dion Cassius has left us a vivid picture of the memorable eruption
of Vesuvius: “The events which occurred in Campania,” he says, “were
calculatecT to arouse both fear and wonder ; there, just as autumn was
approaching, a great fire suddenly broke out. Mount Vesuvius is near the
sea of Naples and contains a vast reservoir of fire. In former times the
whole mountain was of the same height and the fire came from its very
centre ; for this is the only spot which is in combustion ; the whole of the
outside is, even to this day, exempt from fire. For this reason, since these
jportions still remain intact while those of the centre crumbled away and
5:ell into dust, the surrounding peaks preserve their former elevation ; while
on another side the whole of the part ignited, having been worn away by
time, has fallen in, leaving a cavity which, to compare small things with
great, gives to the mountain the general appearance of an amphitheatre.
On the top are trees and vines in great number, whilst the crater is the

ry of fire and exhales smoke by day and flame by night, so that it might
supjposed perfumes of every land were being constantly burned within.

This phienomenon is manifested sometimes with more, sometimes with less
intensity ; at times even cinders are thrown out when some great mass has
fallen in and stones fly about, driven by the violence of the wind. Noises
and rumblings proceed from the mountain, and it must be observed that
the apertures oJ: the crater, which are some distance apart, are narrow and
hidden.

“Such is Vesuvius, and these manifestations are repeated nearly every
year. But the prodigies which occurred in earlier days, though to those
who gave them continued attention they appeared more than ordinary, may,
even if we take them all together, be regarded as trivial in comparison with
the occurrences of this period. This is what actually happened. Men,
numerous and huge, of a height exceeding that of any human being and
such as the giants are depicted, were seen to wander day and night, now
on the mountain, now in the surrounding district and in the towns, and
sometimes even walking in the air. Then suddenly there came winds and
violent tremblings of the ground, so that the whole plain shuddered and the
crests of the mountains leaped. At the same time noises arose, some sub-
terranean, resembling thunder, others, coming from the ground, were like
bellowings ; the sea roared, and the sky, in echo, answered to its roarings.
After this a fearful crash, like mountains hurtling against one another,
suddenly made itself heard; then first stones were thrown out with such
force that they reached the summit of the mountain ; then huge flames and
thick smoke which darkened the air and entirely hid the sun as in an
eclipse.
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Night succeeded to day and darkness to light
j
some fancied that the

giants were reawakening to life, for many phantoms in their likeness were
seen in the smoke and moreover a noise of trumpets was heard ; others

thought that the whole world was about to he swallowed up in chaos or

in fire. Therefore some fled from their houses into the streets ; others from
the streets into their houses, from the sea to the land and from the land to

the sea, devoured by fear and feeling that anything at a distance was safer

than their present condition. At the same time a prodigious quantity of

cinders was thrown up and filled the earth, the sea, and the air
; other

scourges also descended indiscriminately upon mankind, on the country and
on the herds, destroyed the fishes and the birds, and moreover engulfed two
whole cities, Herculaneum and Pompeii, with all the people who chanced to

Finally there was so much dust that some of it.

penetrated as far as Africa, Syria, Egypt, and
even Rome itself ; darkening the air above that

city and covering the sun. There it gave rise

to a great panic which lasted several days, for

none knew what had happened and none could
guess what it was ; men fancied that everything
luid been reversed, that the sun was about to

disappear into the earth and the earth to be shot
njrinto the sky.

“ For the moment these ashes did no great

harm the Romans (it was laier on that they

engendered a terrible contagiims sickness), but
the year following, another iin^, starting al)o^e

ground, devoured a great part ef Home while

Titus was absent visiting the st^ene of the disas-

ters in Campania. The temples of Serapis and
Isis, the Septa, the temple of Neptune, the baths

of Agrippa, the Pantheon, the Diribiioriiim, the

theatre of Balbns, the scena of Pompoy’s theatre,

the Porticus Octavioe, with the library, the tem-

ple of Jupiter Cax)itolinus, with the adjacent

temples, were the prey of the flames. True is

it that this misfortune was due less to men than

to the gods; for from what I have said all may
judge of the other losses. Titus sent two consu-

Lars into Campania to establish colonies there and
gave the inhabitants, besides other sums, those

which fell in from citizens dying without heirs

;

but he received none either from individuals,

or towns, or kings, in spite of many gifts and
promises on the part of many of them 5

how-
ever this did not prevent his re-establishing

everything from his own resources.”/

It will, be observed that Dion writes from the standpoint of a Roman,
and with only incidental reference to the loss of Pompeii and Herculaneum,
which cities evidently had no very great contemporary importance. Yet, as

has been pointed out, the burial of these cities resulted in the preservation

of a mass of documents which, brought to light some eighteen centuries

later, furnishes such testimony to the manners and customs of the time as

is presented by no other evidence extant.

be seated in the theatre.

Column? of the Temple op
JxjpiTBE, Home
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pliky’s account of the eruption

Further details of the disaster at Pompeii are given by Pliny the
Younger S' in two letters written to Tacitus, with the intention of furnish-

ing that historian with correct materials relative to the event.® He says

:

It appears that many and frequent shocks of earthquake had been felt

for some days previously ; but as these were phenomena by no means
uncommon in Campania, extraordinary alarm was not excited by that

circumstance, until, about one o’clock in the afternoon of the 24th of

August, a vast and singular cloud was seen to elevate itself in the atmos-
phere. From what mountain it proceeded was not readily discernible at

IMiseniim, where Pliny the elder (at that time) held the command of the

Roman fleet. This cloud continued arising in an uniform column of smoke,
which varied in brightness, and was dark and spotted, as it was more or less

impregnated with earth and cinders. Having attained an immense eleva-

tion, expanding itself, it spread out horizontally, in form like the branches

of the pine, and precipitated the burning materials with which it was charged
upon the many beautiful but ill-fated towns which stood thick upon this

delightful coast. The extraordinary phenomenon now excited the curi-

osity of Pliny, who ordered a vessel to be prepared for the purpose of pro-

ceeding to a nearer inspection ; but meeting some of the fugitives, and
learning its destructive effects, his curiosity was changed to commiseration^

for the distressed, to whose succour he immediately hastened.

On approaching Retina, the cinders falling hotter as well as in greater

quantity, mixed with pumice-stone, with black and broken pieces of burning
rock j the retreat and agitation of the sea driven backwards by the convul.-

sive motion of the earth, together with the disrupted fragments hurled from
the mountain on the shore, threatened destruction to anything which
attempted to advance. Pliny therefore ordered the ship to be steered towards
Stabioe, where he found the alarm so great, that his friend Pomponianus had
ah'eady conveyed his more portable property on board a vessel. The histo-

rian, less apprehensive, after partaking of a meal with his friend, went to

bed ; but was, however, soon obliged to remove, as, had he remained much
longer, it was feared the falling cinders would have prevented the possibility

of forcing a way out of the room. Still the town had not yet been materially

affected, nor had the ravages of this great operation of nature reached

Misenum ;
but suddenly broad refulgent expanses of fire burst from every

part of Vesuvius, and, shining with redoubled splendour through the gloom
of night which had come on, glared over a scene, now accompanied by the

increased horrors of a continued earthquake, which shaking the edifices

from their foundations, and precipitating their roofs upon the heads of the

affrighted beings who had thought to find shelter in them, threatened

universal desolation.

Driven from their homes, which no longer afforded secui’ity, the unfortu-

nate inhabitants sought refuge in the fields and open places, covering their

heads with pillows, to protect themselves from the increasing fall of stones

and volcanic matter, which accumulated in such quantity, as to render it

difficult to withdraw the feet from the mass, after remaining still some
minutes

; but the continuance of internal convulsion still persecuted them

;

their chariots agitated to and fro, even propped with stones, were not to

be kept steady ; while, although now day elsewhere, yet here most intense

darkness was rendered more appalling by the fitful gleams of torches, at

intervals obscured by the transient blaze of lightning.
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Multitudes now crowded towards the beach, as the sea, it was imagined,
would afford certain means of retreat ; but the boisterous agitation of that

element, alternately rolling on the shore, and thrown back by the convulsive
motion of the earth, leaving the marine animals upon the land it retreated

from, precluded every ]oossibility of escape.

At length, preceded[ by a strong sulphurous stench, a black and dread-
ful cloud, skirted on every side by forked lightning, burst into a train of

lire and igneous vapour, descended over the surface of the ocean, and covered
the whole bay of tie crater, from the island of Capreae to the promontory of

Misenum with its noxious exhalations ; while the thick smoke, accompanied
by a slighter shower of ashes, rolled like a torrent among the miserable and
affrighted fugitives, who, in the utmost consternation, increased their

danger by pressing forward in crowds, without an object, amidst darkness
and desolation ; now were heard the shrieks of women, screams of children,

clamours of men, all accusing their fate, and imploring death, the deliver-

ance they feared, with outstretched hands to the gods, whom many thought
about to be involved, together with themselves, in the last eternal night.

Three days and nights were thus endured in all the anguish of suspense
and uncertainty ;

many were doubtless stifled by the mephitic vapour

;

others spent with the toil of forcing their way through deep and almost
impassable roads, sank down to rise no more ; while those who escaped,

spread the alarm, with all the circumstances of aggravation and horror

which their imaginations, under the influence of fear, suggested. At length

a gleam of light appeared, not of day, hut fire ; which, passing, was suc-

ceeded by an intense darkness, with so heavy a shower of ashes, that it

became necessary to keep the feet in motion to avoid being fixed and buried

by the accumulation. On the fourth day the darkness by degrees began to

clear away, the real day appeared, the sun shining forth sickly as in an

eclipse ; but all nature, to the weakened eyes, seemed changed ;
for towns

and fields had disappeared under one expanse of white ashes, or were doubt-

fully marked, like the more prominent objects, after an alpine fall of snow.

If such be the description of this most tremendous visitation, as it affected

St’abiae and Misenum, comparatively distant from the source of the calamity,

what must have been the situation of the unfortunate inhabitants of Pompeii,

so near, of Herculaneum, within its focus? Must we not conclude that, at

the latter place at least, most of those not overwhelmed by the torrents of

stony mud which preceded others of flaming lava, burying their city sixty

feet under the new surface, were overtaken by the showers of volcanic matter

in the field, or drowned in attempting to escape by sea, their last hut hop(i-

less resource, since it appears to have received them to scarcely less certain

destruction ?

The emperor Titus, whose great and good qualities here found every op-

portunity for their display, immediately hastened to this scene of affliction
;

appointed curatores, persons of consular dignity, to set up the ruined build-

ings, and take charge of the effects of those who perished without heirs, for

the benefit of the surviving sufferers
; to whom he remitted all taxes, and

afforded that relief the nature of their circumstances required
;
personally

encouraging the desponding, and alleviating the miseries of the sufferers,

until a calamity of an equally melancholy description recalled him to the

capital, where [as we have just been told by Dion Cassius] a most destruc-

tive fire laying waste nearly half the city, and raging three days without
intermission, was succeeded by a pestilence, wliich for some time is said to

have carried off ten thousand persons daily.

*
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AGJRICOLA IN BRITAIN

It was in the time of Vespasian and Titus that the famous Agricola cam-
paigned in Britain. In his first summer there (78), he led his forces into

the country of the Ordovices, in whose mountain passes the war of indepen-
dence still lingered, drove the Britons across the Menai straits, and pursued
them into Anglesea, as Suetonius had done before him, hy boldly crossing the

boiling current in the face of the enemy. The summer of 79 saw him advance
northward into the territory of the Brigantes, and complete the organisation

of the district, lately reduced, between the Humber and Tyne. Struck per-

haps with the natural- defences of the line from the Tyne to the Solway,

where the island seems to have been broken, as it were, in the middle and
soldered unevenly together, he drew a chain of forts from sea to sea, to pro-

tect the reclaimed subjects of the southern valleys from the untamed barba-

rians who roamed the Cheviots and the Pentlands.

To penetrate the stormy wilds of Caledonia, and track to their fastnesses

the hordes of savages, the Ottadini, Horesti, and Mseatte, who flitted among
them, was an enterprise which promised no plunder and little glory. The
legions of Rome, with their expensive equipments, could not hope even to

support themselves on the bleak mountain sides, unclaimed by men and
abandoned by nature. His camps on the Tyne and Irthing were the maga-
zines from which Agricola’s supplies must wholly be drawn

;
the ordinary

term of a provincial prefecture was inadequate to a long, a distant, and an

aimless adventure. But Vespasian had yielded to the ardour of his favourite

lieutenant ; ample means were furnished, and ample time was allowed. In the

third year of his command (80) Agricola pushed forward along the eastern

coast, and making good with roads and fortresses every inch of his j^rogress,

reached, perhaps, the Firth of Forth. He had here reached tiie point

where the two seas are divided by an isthmus less than forty miles in breadth.

Here he repeated the operations of the preceding winter, planting his camps
and stations from hill to hill, and securing a new belt of territory, ninety

miles across, for Roman occupation. The natives, scared at his presence and
fleeing before him, were thus thrust, in the language of Tacitus, as it were

into another island. For a moment the empire seemed to have found its

northern limit. Agricola rested through the next summer, occupied in the

organisation of his conquests, and employed his fifth year (82) also in

strengthening his position between the two isthmuses, and reducing the

furthest corners of the province, whence the existence of a new realm was

betrayed to him. The grassy iplains of teeming Hibernia offered a fairer

prey than the gray mountains w’aich frowned upon his fresh entrenchments,

and all their wealth, he was assured, might be secured by the valour of a

single legion. But other counsels prevailed ;
Agricola turned from the

Mull of Galloway, and Ireland was left to her fogs and feuds for eleven

more centuries.*

THE DEATH OF TITUS

Meanwhile [says Suetonius], Titus was taken off by an untimely death,

more to the loss of mankind than himself. At the close of the public diver-

sions with which he entertained the people, he wept bitterly before them all,

and then went away for the country of the Sabines, very melancholy, because

a victim, when about to he sacrificed, had made its escape, and loud thunder

had been heard during a serene state of the atmosphere. At the first stage
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on the road, he was seized with a fever, and being carried thence in a sedan,

they say that he put by the curtains, and looked up to Jieaven, complaining
heavily, that his life was taken from him, though he had done nothing to

deserve it; for there was no action of his that he had occasion to repent

of, but one. What that was, he neither intimated himself, nor is it easy

for any to conjecture. Some imagine that he alluded to the unlawful famil-

iarity which he had formerly had with his brother’s wife. But Domitia
solemnly denied it with an oath which she would never have done, had
there been any truth in the report ; nay, she would certainly have boasted

Akch of Tittjs, Rome

of it, as she was forward
enough to do in regard to

all her shameful intrigues.

He died in the same
villa where his father had
done before him, upon the
ides of September ; two
years, two months, and
twenty days after he had
succeeded his father

; and
in the one and fortieth year
of his age. As soon as the
news of his death was pub-
lished, all people mourned
for him, as for the loss of

some near relation. Tlie

senate, before they couhl

be summoned by proclama-
tion, drew together, and
locking the doors of their

house at first, but afterwards opening them, gave him such thanks, and
heaped upon him such praises now he was dead, as they never had done
whilst he was alive and present amongst thein.c

The reigns of Vespasian and Titus were marked by two important cir-

cumstances. The monarchical fonn of government, for the first time since

the reign of Augustus, showed itself conducive to the culture, morals,

outward well-being, and comforts of life. Besides this, the great unity of

the Roman Empire, as one state, had its beginning under these emperor.s,

or in other words, from that time forward, little oy little, the provinces
ceased to be subordinate parts of the body politic, in which until now, with
the exception of a few towns and individuals, only the inhabitants of Italy

had been citizens, and all others subjects. The latter change was not

only maintained after the death of Titus, but spread itself later over all

the empire. On the other hand, the benefits conferred on the empire by the

personal character of Vespasian and Titus were only temporary
; for th(i

prevalent weakness, and instability of opinion, and the lack of a definite

and firmly established constitution, made every bad ruler exercise a great

personal influence, and his example had a stronger effect on the life and
morals of the people than his administration. It would have been impos-
sible even for tlie best ruler to introduce a better organisation among a

people, the great majority of whom had already sunk too low, and who
flattered and served every tyrant and every vice, in order to enjoy them-
selves undisturbed. This was shown immediatelv after the death of Titus,

under the reign of his brother Domitian.<*
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Domitian (Titus Flavius Domitianus), 81-96 a.d.

Ere Titus had breathed his last, Domitian caused every one to abandon
him, and mounting his horse rode to the praetorian camp, and caused himself
to be saluted emperor by the soldiers. Like most bad emperors, Domitian
commenced his reign with popular actions, and a ]portioii oj; his good quali-

ties adhered to him for some time.^ Such were nis liberality (for no man
was freer from avarice) and the strictness with which he looked after the
administration of justice, both at Rome and in the provinces. His passion

for building was extreme
;
not content "with restoring the Capitol, the Pan-

theon, and other edifices injured or destroyed by the late conflagration, he
built or repaired several others ; and on all, old and new alike, he inscribed

his own name, without noticing the original founder.

Domitian was of a moody, melancholy temper, and he loved to indulge in

solitude. His chief occupation when thus alone, we are told, was to catch

flies, and pierce them with a sharp writing-style ; hence Vibius Crispus,

being asked one day if tliere was any one within with Ciesar, replied, “ No,
not so much as a fly.” Among the better actions of the early years of this

prince, may be noticed the following. He strictly forbade the abominable
practice of making eunuchs, for which he deserves praise ; though it was
said that his motive was not so much a love of justice as a desire to depreci-

ate the memory of his brother, who had a partiality for these wretched beings.

Domitian also at this time punished three vestals who had broken their vows
of chastity ; but instead of burying them alive, he allowed them to choose

their mode of death.

In the hope of acc uiriug military glory, he undertook (83) an expedition

to Germany, under tie pretence of chastising the Chatti. But he merely
crossed the Rhine, pillaged the friendly tribes and returned to celebrate the

triumph which the senate had decreed him. While, however, he was thus
triumphing for imaginary conquests, real ones continued to be achieved in

Britain by Cn. Julius Agricola, to whom, as we have seen, Vespasian and
Titus had committed tlie affairs of that island (78). He had conquered the

country as far as the firths of Clyde and Forth, and (83) defeated the Caledo-

nians in a great battle at the foot of the Grampians. Domitian, though
inwardly grieved, affected great joy at the success of Agricola ; he caused

triumphal honours, a statue, and so forth to be decreed him by the senate,

and gave out that he intended appointing him to the government of Syria

;

but when Agricola returned to Rome, after having fully established the

Roman power in Britain, Domitian received him with coldness, and never

employed him again.

The country on the left bank of the lower Danube, the modern Transyl-

vania, Wallachia, Moldavia was at this time inhabited by a portion of the

Sarmatian or Slavonian race named the Dacians, and remarkable for their

valour. The extension of the Roman frontier to the Danube in the time of

Augustus, had caused occasional collisions with this martial race ; but no
war of any magnitude occurred till the present reign. The prince of the

Dacians at this time, named Decebalus, was one of those energetic characters

often to be found among barbarous tribe^ to whom nature has given all the

elements of greatness, but fortune has assigned a narrow and inglorious stage

for their exhibition. It was probably the desire of military glory and of

plunder, rather than fear of the avarice of Domitian, the only cause assigned,

[1 Domitian is called “ bad i«rtly because be opposed the senate.}

u. —VOU VI. B
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that made Decehaliis at this time (86) set at nought the treaties subsisting

with the Romans, and lead his martial hordes over the Danul)e. The troops
that opposed them were routed and cut to pieces

;
the garrisons and castles

were taken, and apprehensions were entertained for the winter quarters of

the legions. The danger seemed so imminent, that the general wish was
manifested for the conduct of the war being committed to Agricola

; and
the imperial freedmen, some from good, others from evil motives, urged their

master to compliance. But his jealousy of that illustrious man was invin-

cible, and he resolved to su perintend the war in person.

Domitian proceeded to Jllyricum, where he was met by Dacian deputies
with proposals of peace, on condition of a capitation® tax of two oboles a
head being paid to Decebalus. The emperor forthwith ordered Cornelius
Fuscus, the governor of Illyricum, to lead his army over the Danube, and
chastise the insolent barbarians. Fuscus passed the liver by a bridge of

boats ; he gained some advantages over the enemy, but his army was linally

defeated and himself slain. Domitian, who luid returned to Romo, hastened
back to the seat of war ; but instead of heading his troops, he stopped in a
town of Moesia, where he gave himself up to liis usual pleasures, leaving the
conduct of the war to his generals, who, though they mot with some reverses,

were in general successful ;
and Decebalus was reduced to the necessity of

suing for peace. Domitian refused to grant it ; but sliortly after, liaving

sustained a defeat from the Marcomans whom he wished to punish for not
having assisted him against the Dacians, he sent to offer peace to Decebalus.
The Dacian was not in a condition to refuse it, but he would seem to have
dictated the terms ; and in effect an annual tribute was henceforth paid to

him by the Roman emperor. Domitian, however, triumphed for the Dacians
and Marcomans, though he paid tribute to the former, and had been defeated
by the latter.

During the Dacian War (88), L. Antonius, who commanded in Upper
Germany, having been grossly insulted by the emperor, formed an alliance

with the Alamanni, and caused himself to be proclaimed emperor. But
L. Maximus marched against him, and the Alamanni, having been prevented
from coming to his aid by the rising of the Rhine, he was defeated and slain.

Maximus wisely and humanely burned all his papers, but that did not
prevent the tyrant from putting many persons to death as concerned in the
revolt.

A war against the Sarmatians, who had cut to pieces a Roman legion, is

placed by the chronologists in the year 93. Domitian conducted it in person,

after his usual manner ; but instead of triumphing, he contented himself with
susoending a laurel crown in the Capitol. This is the last foreign transaction

of his reign.

e

Domitian's jirincipal faults were an immoderate pride, boundless prodi-

gality, and a caildish desire to distinguish himself. His appearance, his

voice, and, in f-hort. his whole bearing betrayed a proud and despotic nature.

By his unrestrained prodigalities he was drawn into avarice and rapacity,

and his fear of intrigues made him cruel. Spoilt by indulgences in early

youth, as emperor he gave way to an unbridled taste for public amuse-
ments, cruel sports, gladiatorial games, chariot races, and a foolish passion
for building. These extravagances entailed a continual lack of money,
which drove him to oppression and cruelty. At the last, he hated and
avoided mankind as Tiberius had done and became insane like Caligula.
He was not wanting in intellectual abilities ; as a young man he had made
very good verses, had composed a poem on the conquest of Jerusalem, and
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had written a better translation of the poem of Aratus on the
Cicero and Germanicus. As soon as he succeeded to the throne, he^^ J
sidered it beneath his dignity to occupy himself with intellectual thingslr~
from thenceforth he only studied the records and journals of Tiberius, and
left the composition of his letters, ordinances, and speeches almost entirely
to others.

The first part of his reign was better than might have been expected
from his character. In its early years he showed no avarice, but was
inclined to be generous and magnanimous. He issued some excellent
ordinances, checked the malpractices of complainants and calumniators, as

well as the publication of lampoons, punished partisan judges with great
severity, and kept the officials in order with such energy, that none of them
dared to neglect their duties either in Rome or the provinces

;
and as the

historian Suetonius puts it, somewhat too strongly, the magistrates were
never more just or incorruptible than in his reign. For this reason, Domi-
tian was from the beginning hated by the senate, whicli was composed for

the most part of high public officials, especially as he showed himself in

every respect far less favourably disposed towards the aristocracy than Ves-
pasian and Titus.

When Domitian observed how few friends he had in the senate and upper
classes, he tried to win the populace by rich donations, public entertainments,

and brilliant revels, and granted the soldiers such a considerable rise in their

pay, that he himself soon saw the impossibility of meeting the great expense
so incurred. He increased the pay by one-fourth, and, since the finances of

the state could not suffice for such an expenditure, he tried to have recourse

to a diminution of the number of the troops ; but had to give up the idea^

for fear of disturbances, mutinies in the army, and the exposure of the

frontier to the attacks of the barbarians. Domitian had not much to fear

from the hatred of the senate; for though Vespasian had cast out its un-

worthy members and replaced them by men from the most distinguished

families of the whole empire, it was no better under Domitian than it had
been before.^

The great corruption of the Roman“Empire of that time is manifest from

the fact that the changes instituted in the iaighest government departments

by the best among the emperors, were only of service so long as a good and
powerful ruler was at the lead of the government. The very senate, which

Vespasian had tried to purify, submitted under Domitian to every whim of

the tyrant. It is impossible to say which was the greater, the effrontery of

the emperor or the baseness of the highest court of the empire. Under two
worthy successors of Domitian, the same senators again proved themselves

reasonable and dignified, not because the spirit of the times had changed or

that they themselves had become better, but because the man who was at

the head 0/ the state powerfully influenced the senate by his character, and
so infused a better spirit into it.

It would be as wearisome for the historian as for the reader to enum-
erate the prodigalities, eccentricities, and cruelties to which Domitian aban-

doned himself more com]pletely the longer he reigned. In his vanity he
declared himself a god like Caligula, caused sacrifices to be offered to hi»|

and introduced the custom of being styled “ Our lord and god ” in all pub-
lic ordinances and documents. He squandered immense sums on build-

ing, instituted the most magnificent public games, and, like Tiberius and

[1 Or rather the improvement, though actual, was not at once manife^]
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Nero, was slave to all sorts of excesses. In order to obtain the money he
required, he caused many rich people to be robbed of their goods or exe-
cuted on every kind of pretext. Not avarice alone, but suspicion and
fear drove him to acts of despotism and cruelty. Little by little he
gained, it was alleged, an actual taste for tormenting his victims. It was
said that he took delight in being present at the torture and execution of

prisoners^ and that by a refinement of cruelty, he often showed himself most
friendly towards those persons whose death he contemplated. But allow-

ance must be made in all this for the exaggeration of scandal-mongers.
That he was severe in stamping out all opposition, ihowever, is not to be
questioned. « His hatred of the senators was inflamed by the discovery that

many of them shared in the conspiracy of Saturninus, a rebellious governor
of northern Germany. From that time to the end of his reign he was a

terror to the nobility, as well as to the stoics, whose teachings glorified

conspiracy and “ tyrannicide.

The citizens being defenceless, the senate without authority, the soldiers

as i^^rtial to Bomitian as they had once been to Nero, and no one except his

confidants and servants daring to approach him, the tyrant would probably
never have been overthrown had he not, like Caligula, made those around
him fearful for their lives. His own wife, Domitia, conspired with some of

those persons who had to write down or execute his cruel orders to destroy

liim. Chance once placed in the hands of Domitia a list of the condemned
on which the suspicious tyrant had written her name. On the same list were
the names of the two prefects of the guard, Norbanus and Petronius, and of

Parthenius, Domitian’s most trusted chamberlain, and it was therefore easy
for Domitia to bring about a conspiracy against her husband. To carry it

out was more difficult, for Bomitian possessed great bodily strength, and in

his suspicion had taken all sorts of precautions against such attempts. The
tyrant was surprised in his sleeping apartment, and slain after a desperate

resistance. The guards were so enraged at the murder of Bomitian that his

successor, Nerva, could not protect the conspirators from their anger, and
they were cut to pieces by the soldiers after their execution had been in

-vain demanded of the new emperor.
After Domitian’s death the senate gave full vent to its hatred of the

tyrant. The statue of the murdered emperor was immediately destroyed

by its orders, his trium^al arches oyerthrown, and his name effaced from
all public monuments. The government was handed over to the old sena-

tor Cocceius Nerva, whom the conspirators had immediately proclaimed
emperor on Bomitian’s death. It is most characteristic of those times that

Nerva was said to be raised to the throne, not so much on account of his

services to the state, but because, under Bomitian, some astrologers had
said that the horoscope of this man pointed to his becoming emperor at some
future time.i It was universally believed that a celebrated philosopher,

Apollonius of Tyana, to whom supernatural powers were ascribed, wit-

nessed the murder of Bomitian in the spirit at Ephesus at the same time

that it took place, and publicly announced it to the people.

Other superstitions concerning the death of Bomitian, together with

an account of the personal characteristics and habits of living of the em-
peror, and of the manner of his taking off, are given by Suetonius ;

this

oiography being the concluding one in the famous work we have so frequently

quoted, a

[} The real reasons were probably (1) that he was a senator, and (2) that his advanced age
gave the ambitious an opportunity to intiigae for the throne.]]
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STJETOinUS OIT THE DEATH AND CHABACTER OF DOMITIAN

With respect to the contrivance and execution of Domitian’s death, [he

says] the common account is this. The conspirators being in some doubt
when and where they should attack him, whether while he was in the bath,

or at supper, Stephanus, a steward of DomitiUa’s, then under a prosecution

for defrauding his mistress, offered them his advice and assistance; and
wrapping up his left arm, as if it was hurt, in wool and bandages for some
days, to prevent suspicion, at the very hour appointed for the execution of

the plot, he made use of this further stratagem. He pretended to make a

discovery of a plot, and being for that reason admitted, he presented to the

emperor a writing, which whilst the latter ^tras reading with the appearance

of one astonished, he stabbed him in the groin. But Domitian making resist-

ance, Clodianus, one of his chamberlains, Maximus a freedraan of Parbhenius*,

Saturius a superintendent of his bedchamber, with some gladiators, fell upon
him, and stabbed him in seven places. A boy that had the charge o| the

Lares in his bedchamber, then in attendance as usual, when the transaction

was over, gave this further account of it ; that he was ordered by Domitian,

upon receiving his first wound, to reach him a dagger which lay under his bol-

ster, and call in his servants ; but that he found nothing at the head of the bed,

excepting the hilt of a poniard, and that all the doors were secured ;
that the

emperor in the meantime got hold of Stephanus, and throwing him upon the

ground, struggled a long time with him ; one while endeavouring to wrench
his sword from him, another while, though his fingers were miserably man-
gled, to pull out his eyes. He was slain upon the 18th of the calends of

September, in the forty-fifth year of his age, and the fifteenth of his reign.

His corpse was carried out upon a common bier by the public bearers, and
buried by his nurse Phyllis, on an estate which had belonged to him by the

Latin way, not far from Rome. But his remains were afterwards ];>rivately

conveyed into the temple of the Flavian family, and mixed with t le ashes

of Julia, Titus’ daughter, whom the same woman had likewise nursed.

He was of a tall stature, a modest countenance, and very ruddy ;
had large

eyes, but dim-sighted. His person was graceful, and in his youth completely

such, excepting only that his toes were bent somewhat inward. He was at

last disfigured by baldness, a fat belly, and the slenderness of his legs, which
were reduced by a long illness. He was so sensible how much the modesty
of his countenance recommended him, that he once made this boast to the

senate, “Thus far you have approved of my disposition and countenance
too.” He was so much concerned at his baldness, that he took it as an
affront upon himself, if any other person was upbraided with it, either in

jest or earnest.

He was so inca]3able of bearing fatigue, that he scarcely ever walked
about the city. In his expeditions and on a march, he seldom made use of a

horse, riding generally in a chair. He had no inclination for the exercise

of arms, but was fond of the bow. Many have seen him kill a hundred wild

beasts, of various kinds, at his seat near Alba, and strike his arrows into their

heads with such dexterity, that he would, at two discharges of his bow, plant

as it were a jpair of horns upon them. He would sometimes direct his arrows

against the !Eiand of a boy standing at a distance, and expanded as a mark for

him, with such exactness, that they all passed betwixt his fingers without

hurting him.

In the beginning of his reign, he laid aside the study of the liberal sciences,

though he took care to restore, at a vast expense, the libraries which had been
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burned down, by collecting copies from all parts, and sending scribes to Alex-

andria, either to copy or correct from the repository of books at that place.

Yet he never applied himself to the reading of history or poetry, or to exer-

cise his pen for his own improvement. He read nothing but the commen-
taries and acts of Tiberius Cicsar. His letters, speeches, and proclamations

were all drawn up for him by others, though he would talk speciously, and
sometimes express himself in sentiments worthy of notice. “ J could wish,”

said lie once, “ that I was but as handsome as Mettius fancies himself to be.”

And the head of one whose hair was part yellow and part gray, ho said “was
snow sprinkled with mead.”

He said “ the condition of princes was very miserahle, who were never
credited in the discovery of a plot, until ilie,y were murdered.” When he
had no business, he diverted himself at play, even ujxm days that were not
festivals, and in the morning. He entei-ed the bath by noon, and made a

plentiful dinner, insomuch that he seldom ate more at supper than a Matian
apple, to which he added a small draught of wine, out of a round-bellied jug
which he used. He gave frequent and splendid entertainments, but com-
monly in a hurry, for he never protracted them beyond sunset and had no
drinking repast after. For, until betl-tinic, he did nothing else but walk by
himself in private.

The pe(»ple bore his death with imicli uncoiuaum, but the soldiery with
great indignation, and immediately eiideavomred to have him ranked amongst
tiie gods. Though ready to revengt^ his ileath, however, they wanted some
person to head them ;

but this they effected soon after, by resolutely demand-
ing the punishment of all thosi^ that had been concerned in his asHassinatiom

On the other liand, the senate was so overj»)ye<l, that they atemblcd in all

haste, and in a lull house reviled his memory in the most bitter terms; order-

ing ladilers to be brought in, and his .shields and images to be pulled down
before their eyes, and dashed in pieces upon the spot against the ground;
passing at the ssiiue time a decree to obliterate liis titles eveuy where, and
abolish all memory of him forever. A ft3w months before he was slain, a

crow spoke in tlie Capitol these words, “All thingvS will he well.” Upon
this prodigy, some person put the following construction

:

“ Nuper Tarpeio qusE' sedit cuhniiio coniii,
‘ Eet bene,” non potuit dkere; dixit, ‘Erit.*

”

The crow, which late on Tarpey one mifht see,

Could iiot say, all was well, but said, 'twUl bu.’*

They say likewise that Domitian dreamed lie had a goHen hump grow out of

the bact of Ms neck, which he considered as a certain sign of happy days

for the empire after him. Such an auspicious change [concludes SueioniiiB]

shortly after happened, by the justice and moderation of the following

emperors.^

A EETirOSPECTIVE GLANCE OVEB THE GOVBHNMENT OF THE FIHST

CENT U ItV OF Em PI HE

In more senses than one the fall of the last of the Flavians marks the

termination of an epoch. As Suetonius intimates, tlie empire was about to

enter upon a period of better days. The century and a quarter through
which it had just passed had been one of stress aiul disaster. Of the eleven
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emperors whose lives compassed the period, eight met with violent deaths.
Under these conditions there must have been a feeling of uncertainty, of the
instability of human affairs and Imman life, permeating the very air. It v/as

pre-eminently a time when might made right, and except for the relatively

brief periods when the good emperors Vespasian and Titus were in power,
there was scarcely a time when any day might not logically enough be ex-

pected to bring forth a revolution. It required but a dagger thrust or the
administration of a poisoned morsel of food to close a reign or a dynasty.
And w'hether Nemesis came a few years earlier or a few years later was largely

a matter of chance, and in most cases a matter of no great moment; since

the new ruler was almost certain to be as bad as the last.

As we consider this story of despotic reigns and tragic endings, the first

thought that comes to the mind is, Why was such a state of things tolerated ?

Having put down such a man as Tiberius, why did the Homans submit, even
for a moment, to the rule of a Caligula ? When such a character as Claudius
had been removed from the scene, why should the stage be reset for a Nero ?

The answer is not hard to find. It is inherent in the anomalous political

condition of the empire and the still more anomalous position of its ruler.

The real fact is that the empire was no empire at all in the modern sense

;

from which it follows that tlie emperors had no such nominal position as the

name of the title which we give them conveys to modern ears.

True our modern word “ emperor ” is the lineal descendant of the word
‘‘imperator”

;
just as “kaiser” and “czar” are the lineal descendants of the

word “cuesar.” But modern usage has greatly modified the significance of

these words ; and in dealing with the history of the early Roman Empire it

must constantly be borne in mind that Caesar was originally only the family
name of the great dictator and the first five imperators, having at first no
greater significance than any other patronymic; and that the word “im-
perator” meant and originally implied nothing more than general or com-
mander-in-chief of the army.

It will be recalled that Augustus— shrewd, practical politician that he
was— ardently deprecated the use of any word implying “ lord ” or “ master ”

in connection wfith his name. He was the imperator of the army, the princeps
or leader of the senate, and the high pontiff’ (pontifex maximus) of church
and state. The practical powers which were either previously associated

with these offices or were gradually clustered about them by the genius of

Augustus, gave that astute leader all the power in fact that any modern
emperor possesses. But while exercising such truly imperial functions,

Augustus remained in theory an ordinary citizen, all his offices subject to

the mandate of the people. He lived unostentatiously ; conducted himself
with the utmost deference towards his fellow-citizens ; kept his actions for

the most part strictly within the letter of the law— albeit himself promul-
gating the laws

; and went through, even for the fifth time, the form of being
appointed to his high office for a period of ten years.

He gained a hold on the affections of the people, as well as a dominating
influence over their affairs. They rejoiced to do him honour, conferring on
him not only the titles and dignities already mentioned, but the specific

title of Augustus, in addition. Yet it must not be for a moment forgotten
that no one of these titles conveyed to the mind of the Roman people the
impression that would have been conveyed by the word “king.” Had
Augustus even in his very heyday of power dared to assume that title, it

may well be doubted whether he would not have met the fate of his Ulus-
trious uncle.
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And if this was true of Augustus, it was equally true of his successors in
the first century. To he sure, they succeeded to power much as one king
succeeds another. Augustus chose Tiberius as his successor, and Tiberius
assumed the reins of power q uite unopposed. But it must he noted that in

several cases, as in that of Tiberius and agaih when Nero succeeded Claudius,
the artful machinations employed to keep secret the death of the imperator
until his chosen successor could take steps to fortify himself with anny and
senate, implied in themselves the somewhat douhtiul character of the title

to succession.

In point of fact, there was no legal title to succession whatever. Until
the form of a choice by the senate had been gone through with, the new
imperator had no official status. There was no question of the divine right

of succession. Indeed, how little the majesty that doth hedge a king availed

to sanctify the persons of the early imperators, is sufficiently evidenced in the

record of their tragic endings. Regicide is not unknown, to be sure, even
in the most stable monarchies ; but where eight rulers out of eleven succes-

sive ones meet violent deaths, it is evident that the alleged royal power has
hardly the semblance of sanctity.

Meanwhile, the nominal form of government of the Roman people re-

mained the same as under the commonwealth. Ostensibly, the senate was
still supreme. Consuls were elected year by year, as before ; and how widely

the imperial office differed from its modern counterpart is well evidenced by
the fact that the emperor was from time to time chosen consul, sharing the

dignity then with a fellow-citizen, who, theoretically, was his official equal.

If such was the nominal position of the emperor, what then w'as the real

secret of his actual power ? It rested, not on the tradition of kingship, but

on the simple basis of military leadership. “ Imperator,” as has been said,

implied “ commander of the legions ”
; and he who controlled the legions,

controlled the Roman Empire. That \vas the whole secret. There is noth-

ing occult or mysterious in it all. Rome’s position as mistress of the world

depended solely upon her army
;
therefore, the man who controlled that army

was master of the world. Hence it follow’ed that when the army chose an

imperator,^ be it a youthful Otho or a senescent Galba, the senate had no

o;;)tion but to ratify that choice with its approving ballot. If, as hapjpened

a :ter Nero’s death, the army chanced not to be a unit in its choice, dffi’erent

legions bringing forward each a candidate, the senate must indeed make a

decision, as for example, between Vitellius and Vespasian, but it was the

arbitrament of arms that ratified the selection. That the senate preferred

Vespasian to Vitellius would have signified little in the final result, had not

the army of the Flavians proved the stronger.

In a word then, this Roman Empire of the first century, whatever its

nominal status, is a veritable military despotism : it is not merely the im-

perator who is dependent upon the legions ; the very nation itself is no less

dependent. Tlie bounds of the empire extend from the Euphrates to the

westernmost promontory of Spain and from Egypt to Britain.
^

About this

territory, embracing the major part of the civilised world, is drawn an

impregnable cordon of soldiers. Twenty-five legions make up this chevmz-

de-frue of steel in the day of Tiberius, Eight legions are stationed along

the Rhine ; three legions in Pannonia and two in litoesia along the Danube

;

Importance attached primarily to the suffrage of the prmtorian guards, who were stationed

at or near Eome. The Roman populace itself had also to be considered. The legions stationed

at a distance might support the prsatorians, or might, on the otlier hand, bring forward their own
candidates, as w© have seen.] .
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four legions are marshalled in Syria, two in Egypt, and one along the Medi-
terranean coast of Africa. Of the remaining five, two are in Dalmatia
and three in Spain. Almost four hundred thousand men make up these

legions. Under the successors of Augustus, Britain is invaded, and made,
like all the other frontiers, a camping-ground for armies. A glance at the
map will show how this great barrier of soldiers circles the mighty empire.
Remove that barrier and the empire of Rome would shrink in a day from its

world-wide boundaries to the little peninsula of Italy, perhaps even to the

narrow confines of the city of Rome itself.

And why should it not be removed? What boots it to the citizen of

Rome that his name should be a word of terror to the uttermost nations of

the ancient world? What matters it more than in name that Spain and
Gaul and Pannonia and Syria and Egypt acknowledge the sway of the

city on the Tiber? The reply is that it matters everything; for these

outlying provinces supply the life-blood of the empire. From these wide
dominions. all roads, as the saying has it, lead to Rome; and every road is

worn deep with the weight of tribute. The legions that we have seen dis-

tributed all about the wide frontier were not placed there primarily to fight,

but to exact tribute as the price of peace. Fight they did, to be sure ; in

one region or another they were always fighting. But this Warfare was kept
up primarily by the enemies of the state ; Rome herself would seldom have
taken the aggressive, had the people along her frontier chosen to submit to

her exactions. She demanded only money or its equivalent
;
granted that,

she was the friend and protector of all peoples within her domain.^

And sooner or later most of these peoples found that it was better *to pay
tribute peacefully than to fight and be plundered. Here and there an
obstinate people like the Jews held out for a time, but the almost uniform
result was that ultimately the might of the legions prevailed ; and then there

followed indiscriminate pillage of everything worth taking, to glorify the

inevitable triumph of the Roman leader. The description of the treasures

that delighted the eyes of the people of Rome when Titus and Vespasian
triumphed after the destruction of Jerusalem, is but a sample - of what
occurred again and again in evidence of the prowess of Roman arras.

In the end, then, the provinces came to submit to the inevitable, however
sullenly, and they pourec. their wealth into the hands of Rome’s censors to

he passed on to the imperator, who deposited such portion as he chose into

the official coffers of the city. In the time of Augustus it is estimated that

the yearly tribute from the provinces amounted to from fifteen to twenty
millions of pounds (seventy-five to one hundred million dollars). This was
tribute proper, the literal price of peace. Nor was this all, Rome was the

centre of trade for all these provinces— the world emporium where the

merchant of Spain might barter with the merchant of Syria, and where
the produce of GauLand Pannonia might be exchanged for the produce

of Egypt. All articles from whatever quarter were subject to import

duty ; and all transactions of the market had to pay a percentage for

excise.

When all this is borne in mind it will appear how the imperator— at

once the commander of the legions and the keeper of the public purse—
was able to dictate the laws, controlling not merely the property, but the

lives of his fellow-citizens ; for the power of gold was no less— perhaps no

A most efficient protector, securing peace and good government. But the submissive

peoples lost all national andmailitary spirit, so that they were indisposed to protect themselves

after the protection of the empire was withdrawn.]
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greater— in antiquity than in our own day. We have cjccn what practical

UHC the imperator made of this trenchant weapon. Wo have seen how tlie

masses wore pauperised
;
some hundreds of thousands of Roman citizens

receiving broad without price. The largesses of Augustus are only com-
prehensible when one has fully grasped the position of the imperator as

mulctor of nations. So long as all the productive nations of the world
poured their earnings without equivalent into the imperial treasury, so long
the citizen of Rome might live in idle luxury, taldng no thought for a

morrow, the needs of which were sure to be supplied by a paternal govern-
ment. Not merely sustenance but amusement is supplied. Aiigustus
saerihees five thousand beasts in a single series of games

; a band of ele-

phants competes with an army of gladiators. Even a naval combat is

arranged on an artificial lake near the city. And in the later day this

phase of practical politics is developed to even larger proportions. Ves-
pasian and Titus construct an amphitheatre— the famous Colosseum ^

—

which seats eighty-five thousand spectators
;

and on a single occasion

Titus rejoices the people with a series of combats lasting through a hun-
dred days.

It is good to live in Imperial Rome— jfiace of inexhaustible bounty, of

unceasing entertainment. There is no need to work, for slaves by tens of

thousands conduct all menial affairs. Indeed, there is no business for the

free man but pleasure— the balln the baiupiet, the theatre, and the gladia-

torial games. Rome is a glorious city in tliis day. With her renovated
Forum, her new Capitol, her triumphal arches, luu' stupendous Cohisseiim,

she is a city of marvels. To her contemporary citizens it semns that she

is on a pinnacle of power and glory from wliich time itself can not shake her.

Looking hack from the standpoint of later knowledge it. is easy to moralise,

easy to understand that decay was eating out the heart of the nation, easy

to realise that all this mock civilisation rested above the (U'ater of it volcano.

But we may well believe that very few contenqtorary citizens had the pre-

vision to match our modern thought.

And, indeed, it must in fairness be admitted that the shield has another

side. However unstable the form of government, there is something in

material prosperity which up to a certain stage, makes for intellectual emi-

nence as well.. And so in this first century of the Roman Empire there

was no dearth of great men. The golden age of literature was the time of

Augustus; the silver age was the time of his immediate successors. The
poets and philosophers have left us such names as Valerius Maximus, Asinius

Pulliv, Soncca, Lucan, Valerius Flaccus, Martial, Quintilian, and Statius.

History and science were never more fully represented than in the day of

Paterculus, Mela, Quintus Curtius, Florus, Pliny, Josephus, Suetonius, and

Tacitus. A time which produced such men as these was not wholly bad.

Unfortunately no future century of Roman history will be able to show us

such another list.^^



CHAPTER XXXVI. THE FIVE GOOD EMPERORS:
NERVA TO MARCUS AURELIUS
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ITntil philosophers are kings, and the princes of this world have the
spirit and power of philosophy, and political greatness and wisdom meet
in one, cities will never cease from ill— no, nor the human race, as I
believe — and then only will our state have a possibility of life, and see
the light of day. The truth is, that the state in which the rulers are
most reluctant to govern is best and most quietly governed, and the state
in which they are most willing is the worst. — Plato.

Nerva (M. Cocceius Nerva), 96-98 A.r>.

The new emperor, who reigned less than two years (96-98), distinguislied
himself as much by his mild and clement spirit, as his juredecessor had done
by the opposite temper. He made it his principal task: to concentrate tlie
whole government in the hands of the senate. He could not accomplish
this because it was necessary that the ruler sliould combine the qualities of
a capable and dreaded general, and Nerva’s reign shows how imperative it
was for the ruler of the empire to be a soldier and leader. Nerva himself
was only too soon convinced of the fact. The prmtorians and the Homan
populace, dissatisfied with the government of an old and serious-minded
man, provoked disturbances throughout the whole of the first year

; they
were specially irritated because Nerva, in order to recoup the revenue, re-
stiicted the public games and sold the costly vessels and collections which
Domitian's love of splendour had induced him to make.

Nerva soon saw that he was menaced with Galba’s fate, that he was defied
and his office held in contempt. He therefore determined, like Galba, to
adopt an energetic man who stood high in public esteem as co-regent, and
was far happier in^ his choice than Galba had been. When anarchy had
reached^ its zenith in tlie capital, the emperor snrprised the Homan people
by naming a successor, chosen not from the senate, but from the army, and
one who possessed the love of the soldiers in the highest degree, tllpius
Irajan, on w'hom his choice fell, was then at the head of the legions of the
lower Rhine, and had not only distinguished himself by gloxious deeds in
war, but in Home had once been greeted by the people almost as a god on
account of his kingly form and heroic appearance. With the nomination of
iiajan the disturbances promptly ceased, and the pi'oud prmtoriaus submitted
without a murmur when the new co-regent ordered them to join him in
Germany and attached them to other legions there./

Dion Cassius tells the story of Trajan’s accession as follows :

267
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“Nerva, seeing that he was despised on account of his advanced age,

ascended to the Cai:)itol and said in a loud voice : ^ May the thing be fortu-

nate and well-pleasing to the senate, and the Roman people as well as to

myself I I adopt M. Ulpius Trajan.’ After which he declared liim Caesar

in the senate and wrote to him with his own luind (Trajan was commanding
in Germany) :

“
‘ May the Danubians expiate my tears under the stroke of thy darts.’

‘^Tlius Trajan became Csesar, and afterwards emperor, though Nerva
had relatives. But Nerva did not place his kindred before the good of the

state
;
although Trajan was a Spaniard and not an Italian or even the son

of an Italian, he was nevertheless adopted in spite of this, for to that day no
foreigner had been emperor of the Romans ; Nerva thought that it was a

man’s merit, and not his country which was the important question. He
died after this adoption, having reigned one year, four months, and nine

days
;
he had lived sixty-five years, ten months, and ten days.

“ Trajan before attaining to the empire had had the following dream :

It seemed to him that an old man clothed in the pretexta and adorned with
a crown, in the fashion in which the senate is represented, marked his seal

on him with a ring on the left side of the neck and then on the right. When
he had become emperor he "wrote to the senate with his own hand, saying

amongst other things that he would not put to death nor brand as infamous
any worthy man

;
and these promises he confirmed with an oath both at the

time and subsequently. Having sent for A51ianns and the pradorian guards

wlio had risen against Nerva, as if with the intention of making use of them,

lie rid himself of them. He had no sooner reached Home than he made
several regulations for the reformation of the state and in fa^^our of worthy

men, whom lie treated with so much consideration that lie granted funds to

the cities of Italy for the education of the children whose benefactor he

became. The first time that his wife Plotina entered the palace, havin,^

reached the top of the steps and turning towards the temple, she said, ‘Suen

as I enter, so I would depart.’ Throughout his reign she conducted herself

in such a manner that no reproach could be made against her.’V

Trajan (M. Ulpius Tbajanus Crinitus), 98-117 a.d.

By birth, as just noted, Trajan was a Spaniard, although his father had
filled the ofiice of consul in Rome. Not more than fifty years earlier it

would liave been intolerable to the Romans to obey a foreigner ; but in Tra-

jan’s time a man’s birthplace was no longer taken into consideration. So
greatly had opinions and circumstances altered in consequence of the grow-
ing amalgamation of the empire into a single state.

Nerva died in the year ai:ter the appointment of his co-regent (Jan., 98).

The latter, who at the time of his accession was in the prime of life, and
reigned from 98-117, possessed all the qualities which the spirit of the times,

the existing state of things, and the welfare of the empire required of a
ruler. As a ruler he only committed a single error, he tried to extend the

borders of the empire by conquest, and thus led tlie Romans onec more along
a path which they had abandoned since the time of Augustus, to the great
benefit of the state. Trajan combined a lofty spirit with all the best quali-

ties of a soldier. He had received a military training, and had spent the
greater part of liis previous life in camp ; he was therefore lacking in con-
ventional culture, the hardships of military service had given him health and
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strength, while a simple and hardy life had preserved the firmness and up-

rightness of his mind. By his unvarying regard for law and justice, for

equality and civil virtue, for ancient custom, and for the reputation of

the highest office in the state, no less than by his choice of subordinates

and friends (amongst whom were two of the best writers of those days,

Pliny the Younger and Tacitus) Trajan showed how little culture and learn-

ing was necessary, where such qualities existed, to enable a man worthily to

take his place at the head of the empire.

His administration was exemplary, he scorned the arbitrary exercise of

power, he let the law take its course, kept the departments of legislation and

administration apart, and protected the provinces with a powerful hand

against the oppression of officials. At his court he organised all things as

they had been under Vespasian and Titus. Inspired by a ridiculous pride,

Domitian had re-introduced the rigid court ceremonial of the time of Clau-

dius and Hero; Trajan banished all ostentation and constraint from his en-

vironment and mode of life. He treated the nobles, his daily companions,

as friends, returned their visits, expected them to come uninvited to his

table, and granted free access to his person to every citizen who wished to

present a petition.

In his interest in science and education, and in architecture, military

roads, harbours, and other works of public utility, Trajan not only followed

in the footsteps of Vespasian, but he did a great deal more than the latter.

For instance, he opened a public library, w^aich was called tlie Ulpian, after

his own name, and remained the most important in the city of Rome during

the whole of ancient times.

THE FIRST DACIAIir WAR

Nothing in the course of Trajan’s reign was of such great and far-reach-

ing consequence as his unfortunate and erroneous idea of defending the

emjpire by fresh conquests, and purifying morals by the revival of military

ammtion. From early youth he had been trained as a soldier and general

;

in his campaigns he had become acquainted with many lands and nations

;

he was ec ual to all the hardships of military service, and as emperor liked

to share them with his soldiers ; seldom mounting his horse on the march,

but going on foot like his men.
h’hree years after liis accession he began his wars of conquest, the scene

of the first being Dacia on the lower Danube. As emperor he never

thought of attempts on Lower Germany, although he had acted there as

governor and general for ten years. The comitries of the lower Danube,

and after them the East, seemed to him better''suited to prove to the world

his capacity as a general. In Moldavia and Wallachia some immigrants of

Thracian descent, amongst whom the Dacians were the most important, had

leagued themselves together, some decades before, and with their combined

forces had attacked Roman Thrace. At the time when Vitelliiis and Vespa-

sian were disputing the throne, they had been repulsed by the troops of the

latter, on their way into upper Italy, by Thrace and Moesia, and Fonteius

Agrippa, Vespasian’s general and vice-gerent, had established a number of

fortified camps on the Danube as a bulwark against them.

Under Domitian the tribes belonging to the Dacian league, with Deceb-

alus at their head, again invaded the Roman Empire. They destroyed

some fortresses, repulsed the Roman troops on several occasions, and wrought

fearful havoc. Domitian himself twice inarched to the Danube, hut his
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troops wore defeated in most eiigag-ements. Suspicious as he was, he dared
not oji trust a capalde man with the command of a considerable army,
although immediately after the recall of Agricola from Britain he had a

general who was in every respect qualiiied for such a struggle. The Da-
cians therefore not only remained unpunished, but continued their devasta-

tions, and Decebalus actually offcre<l the Koman emperor terms of peace on
condition that he shoukl be paid a sum of money annually. Dornitian

agreed to these shameful terms, and the degenerate senate of Rome granted
him the honours of a triumph as conqueror of the Dacians.

dh’ajan pretermitted the payment of tribute, and the Dacians again

invaded Roman territory. He therefore betook himself to the Danube in

])erson, in order to undertake the conduct of the war against them (101).

lie erosse<l the river, avenged the havoc wrought by the Dacians by far

worse devastations in their own land, and defeated tlie troops of the enemy
wherever they opposed him. In the third year of the war (103) the king
of the barbarians was compelled to submit and accept the terms of peace

dictated by Trajan./
Xiphilinus^ has preserved for us, from the works of Dion Cassius,

some interesting details of this campaign, with incidental sidelights on Tra-

jan’s character. Trajan was led to undertake the campaign, ho tells us,

because he bore in mind tlie conduct of the Dacians, was distressed at the

tribute wlilcli they received every year, and perceived that tlieir pride in-

creased with their numbers. Decebalus was seized with terror at the nows
of his marcli

;
and indeed he knew well enough that it was not the Romans

but Doniitiau whom he had previously eoiupiered and that now he would
have to tight against the Romans, ami against the emperor, Trajan. B^or

Trajan was distinguished in the highest degree by his justice, his courage,

and the simplicity of his mjuuiers. He luul a strong body, (he was forty-

two years old .when he succeeded to the empire ; so that he supported all

fatigues as well as anyone,) and he had a vigorous mind, so that ho was

exempt both from the impetuosity of youth and from the slowness of age.

Far from envying or belittling anyone ho hoiioured all worthy men and

raised them to high positions ; for he neither dreaded nor hated any one of

thorn. He gave no credit to calumnies and was in no way the slave of

anger. He abstained alike- from laying his hands on the property of others

and from unjust murders.

He spent much on war, much also on the works of peace ;
but the most

numerous and necessary items of expenditure had for their object the repair

of roads, harbours, and public buildings, while for none of these works did he

ever shed blood. There was naturally such vastness in his conceptions and
in his thoughts that having caused the Circus to be raised from its ruins and

rendered finer and more magnificent than before, he set up an inscription

stating that he had rebuilt it so that it might contain the Roman people.

“ He desired to make himself beloved by his conduct rather than to re-

ceive honours. lie brought mildness into his relations with the people and
dignity into his bearing towards the senate ; he was beloved by all and
dreaded only by enemies. He took part in the hunts of the citizens, in their

festivals, tlieir labours and their schemes, as well as in their amusements

;

often he would even take the fourth seat in their litters, and he did not fear

to enter their houses without a guard. Without being perfect in tlie science

of eloquence he knew its methods and put them in practice. There was
nothing in which he did not excel. If he loved war lie contented himself

with winning successes, crushing an implacable foe and increasing his own
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states. For under him it never happened, as it so often does in similar
circumstances, that the soldiers gave rein to pride and insolence, so great
was his firmness in command. Thus it was without reason that Decebalus
feared him.

Trajan Dictates Terms to Decebalus

“During Trajan’s expedition against the Dacians, when he was near
Tapes where the barbarians were encamped, a large mushroom was brought
to him, on which it was written in Latin characters that the other allies and
the Burii conjured Tr^ijan

to turn back and conclude a

peace. Nevertheless he de-

hvered a battle, in which he
had a great number of his

men wounded and made
great carnage amongst the

enemj’’ ; when the bandages
gave out, he did not spare,

it is said, his own clothing,

but tore it in pieces
;
more-

over he caused an altar to

be raised in honour of his

soldiers who had been slain

in the battle, and had fune-

ral sacrifices offered to them
every year. As he was en-

deavouring to reach the

heights, carrying one hill

after another and in face of

a thousand perils, he came to

the residence of the Dacian
kings, whilst Lucius, who
had attacked from another
side, made a great slaughter

and took a great number of

prisoners. Whereupon De-
cebalus sent the emperor an
embassy composed of the

chiefs of the Dacians and
making petition to him
through tliem, showed him-
self chsposed to treat with Trajan
them under no matter what (From & bust in the cnpitoi)

conditions.
“ He was required to deliver up the machines, and the engines, to surren-

der the deserters, to demolish his fortifications, to evacuate the territories he
had conquered and besides this to regard all those who were enemies or

friends to the Romans as his own ; in spite of himself he consented to these

conditions, after having gone himself to Trajan, falling on the ground before

him and worshipping him, Decebalus’ ambassadors were introduced to the

senate, where, having laid down their arms they clasped their hands in the

fashion of captives, pronounced certain words and certain prayers and thus

agreed to the peace and resumed their arms. Trajan celebrated his triumph
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and was snrjuuncci Dacicus
; lio gave combats of gladiators in the theatre

(for he took pleasure in these combats), and caused the actors to reappear
at the theatre (for he loved one of them, Pylades), while none the less in his

character of a soldier he continued to watch over other business and to ad-
minister justice

;
soinethncs in the Forum of Augustus, sometimes under

the Porticus Livia, and often in other places as well, he gave judgment
from his tribunal. But when he was informed that Dccebalus was contra-

vening several articles of the treaty, that ho was laying up stores of arms,
receiving deserters and raising fortresses, that he was sending embassies to

his neighbours, and ravaging the countries of thosje who had previously
taken part against him and had seized on lands belonging to the lazyges,

lands which Trajan afterwards refused to restore to them when they de-

manded them of him again; then the senate for the second time declared

Decebalus to be the enemy of Rome and Trajan
; also the second time,

undertook to make war against them in person and not through other

generals.
“ Decebalus failed to win the victory by force, but he almost succeeded

in killing Trajan by craft and treason ; he sent deserters to him in Mcesia,

who were charged to assassinate him, knowing that at that time, in consider-

ation of the necessities of the war, he received all who wished to speak to

him without distinction. But they could not accomplish this, as one of them
was an-ested on suspicion and under the torture confessed the whole plot.

“ Longinus, who commanded a detachment of the Roman army, and whose
valour had been proved during the war, having suffered himself, at the invi-

tation of Decebalus, to he drawn into an interview with him, under pretext

that the latter would make his submission, Decebalus seized the Roman and
j^ublicly interrogated him on the plans of Trajan

;
and when Longinus re-

i:used to reveal anything, he retained Mm under a guard. Decebalus then

(sent an embassy to Trajan to demand tliat he should abandon the country

as far as the Ister, and that he should he reimbursed for all the expenses of

the war) on condition of restoring Lemginus. Trajan having given an unde-

cided answer, the terms of which were intended to show that his esteem for

Longinus was neither small nor great, so that he might neither lose him nor

pay too dearly for his ransom, Decebalus hesitated considering what ho should

do ; and Longinus, for whom (his freedman) had meantime procured poison,

(promised the king to reconcile him with Trajan, for he feared that if he

suspected his intention he Would have him more closely guarded ; then he
wrote a petition to Trajan, and charged the freedman to carry it in order to

secure its safety. The freedman, having therefore departed, Longinus) took
(the poison during the night) and died. (This being done), Decebalus de-

manded the freedman of Trajan, promising to give in exchange the body of

Longinus and ten captives, and he also sent him the centurion taken with Lon-
ginus in the hope that lie would succeed in his design ; from this centurion

Trajan learned all that had happened to Longinus. Nevertheless he did not
send him back nor did he restore the freedman, judging this man’s life of more
importance to the dignity of the empire than the burial of Longinus.” 9

It is the modern verdict that in the conclusion of peace as well as after

it, the Roman emperor abused the right of conquest. He retained possession

of a part of the land of Dacia, established a Roman garrison on the rapids of

the Danube, between Orsowa and Gladowitza, which at a later day bore the
name of the “ Iron Gates,” and threatened to seize the mountain country
of southwestern Transylvania. This naturally enraged the Dacians and their

king. Decebalus was by no means a mere barbarian ; he had allied himself
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with the Parthian king, the principal enemy of the Romans in the far East,
and had enlisted in his service many men who had served in the Roman
army and who organised his troops after the Roman fashion. He had also
brought a number of skilled workmen, partly by force and partly by money
payments, from the neighbouring Roman province to hivS own country, to
use their services in making instruments of peace and war.

THE SECOND DACIAN WAR
%

According to his treaty with Trajan, he should have sent all such persons
back

;
and Trajan was all the more ready to make this circumstance the pre-

text for another war, since Decebalus had attem^ited tO' ally himself with
some of the neighbouring tribes. The emperor jegan the second Dacian
war by building a stone bridge over the Danube, and thus manifested his

intention of extending the dominion of Rome beyond the river. This bridge
was erected three hours’ journey below the aforementioned gates, close to

the town of Ozernetz at the present day. It was thirty-five hundred paces
long and provided with entrenchments at either end. Tlie mins of it are

still to be seen at low water.

The war in what is now Wallachia, the country to which Trajan gained
access by this bridge, offered many difficulties to the Roman army on ac-

count of its many morasses, its heavy clay soil, and the large and rapid
rivers wffiich traverse it. He therefore led his troops with great caution;

he made roads, diverted the course of rivers, and hunted the Dacian king
from forest to forest, and from swamp to swamp. At length Decebalus felt

himself unable to hold his own against the Romans, and slew himself in

order not to fall into the hands of the enemy. Trajan made a Roman prov-
ince of the conquered land, and determined to establish as many colonies as

possible in it, and to tame his barbarian subjects by culture. (106 a.d.)
In the uncultivated but fertile plains of Wallachia, he settled a large

number of colonists from all parts of the Roman .Empire, founded many
towns and villages, and made Roman culture so acceptable that Latin be-

came the dominant language of the country. By these means, however, he
provoked the barbarous tribes who then occupied Poland and Russia to con-
tinual predatory attacks. Thrace and Moesia, now Rumelia, Bulgaria, and
Servia, which lay to the south of the Danube, gained most ; they were
protected from the barbarians by the new province beyond the Danube.
A number of new towns were founded there, and from that time they
continued to flourish.

The conquest of the Dacians and the attention it attracted throughout
the Roman Empire seemed to have affected the emperor’s hitherto modest
disposition, which bad led him to devote himself to affairs of law and govern-
ment ; for the manner in which he celebrated his victory in Rome, as well
as the oriental campaign which he subsequently undertook, were not in

keeping with the character of wise moderation and the absence of excessive
prodigality, which might have been expected of him, under the circumstan-
ces. When he returned to Rome, he celebrated his victory by magnificent
architectural works and brilliant festivities. He erected a monument com-
memorative of his victory, which still exists, the celebrated Trajan column, 110
feet in height [to w'hicli we shall refer more at length presently]

.
(113 a.d.)

Besides several buildings in Rome, he built triumphal arches at Bene-
ventum and other places, and made a road through the Pontine marshes

II. W. — VOL. VI. T
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wliich combined the excellence and Htrcngth of tho old military roads with

the conveniences of his own time. These undertakings were made in the

old Boman spirit, and did him as much honour as the many bridges and

canals which he built in different j^arts of the empire or the great military

road which extended from the Black Sea to tho west coast. On the other

hand the feasts which he arranged in celebration of his victory recalled the

foolish prodigality of Caligula and Domitian, and added not a little to tho

deterioration of morals. For 123 consecutive days he gave the people pub-

lic games and other revels, in which no less than ton thousand gladiators

took part, and eleven thousand wild animals wore killed; so that one of tho

best emperors did most to promote tho unnatural and inhuman pleasures of

the degenerate inhabitants of Romo.
The Dacian conquest was not tho sole triumph of Roman arms at this period.

In 106 Cornelius Palma, governor of Syria, attacked the troublesome tribes

inbakting the ill-defined region between Damascus and the Red Sea. There

was one short luit severe campaign, and Arabia Potrma was added to the Roman
province. The great caravan routes from the Euphrates to the Red Sea were

now safe.

ORIENTAL CAMPAIGNS AND DEATH OF TRAJAN

Trajan’s oriental campaign was directed against the Parthians. Since

the time of Augustus, this people had suifered per[»ctually from cpiarrels over

the succession to the throne, and had often conu' into hostile contact with the

Romans, because both nations looked upon the kiugdmn of Armenia as

a dependency of theirs. The turbulent character of the Armenians and

the continual dissensions among tho members of their ruling family made the

intervention of tho two neighbouring states to some cxtmit necessary. In

the frequent wars of the Romans and Parthians, no general had ever dis-

tinguished himself as much as Domitius Corbulo, who had been sent by

Nero to Armenia so as to protect the inhabitants of this land against the

tyranny of their own king, no less than against tho superior power of the

Parthians. He banished the Parthian prince Tiridatos I, who had sot him-

self up as ruler of Armenia, and occupied the whole of tho country.

Nero bestowed the government of Armenia on a deacondaut of the

Herod family, who then lived in Rome and had adopted tho pagan religion.

For a whole year the latter was unable to maintain his ground against the

turbulent Armenians and Parthians, and Corbulo himself advised the em-

peror to restore the banished Parthian prince on condition that he should go

to Rome, and do homage as a Roman vassal. To this Tiridates consented

;

he received the kingdom of Armenia as a Roman ficf, and peace Avas restored

for a time. After his death, the former scones were repeated; tho throne

of Armenia again became the subject of quarrels between various loinces,

and the Parthians again intervened in the affairs of the country.

In Trajan’s time a protege of Parthia, Exedares by name, was seated on

the throne of Armenia, and the Parthian king, Chosroes, supported him with

an army quartered in the country, Trajan Avould not acknowledge this

king of Armenia
;
but as a matter of fact he cared far less for the restora-

tion of Roman ascendency in Armenia than for the chance of winning glory

as conqueror of the Parthians. In 106 he went to Asia with a large army.

On the Avay he received an embassy from the Parthian king, who had dis-

turbances in his own country to contend with, and who, for this teason,

made friendly advances to the Roman emperor. Trajan woidd have nothing
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to say to his proposals, hy reason of his greed of fame, although Chosroes
had removed Exedares from the throne of Armenia and placed in his stead
a Parthian prince, Parthamasiris, who was willing to do homage to the
Romans. Trajan banished the new ruler of Armenia without much trouble,

for the Parthians, engaged in internecine quarrels, could not support him.
The emperor therefore turned Armenia into a Roman province, and sub-
jected the petty dynasties between the Black Sea and the Caspian. Their
Loyalty lasted no longer than the time the Roman army was at hand,
subsequent enterprises of Trajan on his

first expedition to the East are notknown
to us in detail; we only know for cer-

tain tliat he marched from Armenia to

Mesopotamia, took some cities on the

middle Euphrates and Tigris and sup-

ported the king of Parthia against his

rebellious subjects.

Some time after, most probably in the

year 114, Trajan undertook his second
Parthian campaign, on which he spent
about three years, till 117. He con-

quered the famous Greek city of Seleu-

cia, on the Tigris, and Ctesiphon, the

Parthian capital, made Assyria into a

Roman province, and advanced as far as

Arabia, where some years before the

empty desire of fame had induced him
to make conquests, through one of his

generals, which were as quickly lost as

won. He then pushed on to the coasts

of the Persian Gulf. If we may believe

the coins and fabulous liistories of tliat

time, he even projected an Indian cam-
paign, and caused a fleet to be built for

the purpose. This statement, like other

ridiculous exaggerations, is based on
flattery and the circumstance that the

Persian G ulf was confounded with the
Indian Ocean.

According to one of the coins, Tra-
jan gave the Parthians a new king, but
this bestowal of the royal office meant
no more than that he proclaimed one of the many pretenders in Ctesiphon
king

; a suflicient reason h>r the Parthians not to acknowledge tlie latter as

their ruler. Trajan himself reaped the fruits of an inconsiderate desire of

conquest, which was most prejudicial to the Roman Empire. Whilst he was
at Shatt-el-Arab, all the tribes and cities in his rear revolted, and he per-

ceived too late that the oriental nations were not so easy to subdue or to hold

in allegiance as the Dacians.

The Jews also rebelled, both in Palestine and in the cities of Syria, Egypt,
and other countries, because like the Christians they were incessantly harassed

and persecuted. Trajan was forced to send troops against them, and at the

same time renew the war against Assyria, Seleucia, Edessa and other rebel-

lious countries and cities. He fell sick in consequence of the hardships of

A Rui\ia:<} Eaii'Kitoi:
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iin iiasuccessfiil campaign, wliicli he had undertaken in Arabia. In order to

abandon the fruitlcBS undertaking without detriment to his reputation, he
made the senate recall him to Romo under a fictitious pretext. He handed
over the army to his general Hadrian, whom he had appointed governor of

Syria, and went to Cilicia intending to sail thence to Italy. Before he could
embark, death overtook him./

In estimating the character of Trajan, we-- no longer have the guidance
of Suetonius, The only important classical writings recording the deeds of

this emperor are the somewliat fragmentary excerpts from Dion Cassius as

preserved by Xiphilinus, and the panegyric of the ^younger Pliny. The
latter, written and delivered in the year in which Pliny was consul, has been
[)ronounced, “ a piece of courtly flattery for which the only excuse which can

be made is the cringing and fawning manner of the times.” Pliny’s letters

and despatches to Trajan on the other hand are full of interest as valuable

material for the historian.

«

THE CORRESPONDENCE OP PLINY AND TRAJAN

The despatch respecting the Christians, WTitten from Bithynia, a.d. 104,

and the emperor’s answer, are well worthy of transcription
; both because

reference is so often made to them, and because they throw light upon the

marvellous and rapid propagation of the Gospel ; the manners of the early

Christians; the treatment of which their constancy exposed them, even

under favourable circumstances ;
and the severe jealousy with which even a

governor of mild and gentle temper thought it his duty to regard them.
Fliny’si letter to Trajan ran thus : “ It is my constant practice to refer to

you all subjects on which I entertain doubt. For who is better able

to direct my hesitation or to instruct my ignorance? I have never been
present at the trials of Christians, and therefore I do not know in what
way, or to what extent, it is usual to question or to punish them. 1 have
also felt no small difficulty in deciding whether age should make any differ-

ence, or whether those of the tenderest and those of mature years should be
treated alike ; whether pardon should he accorded to repentance, or whether,
where a man has once been a Christian, recantation should profit him;
whether, if the name of Christian does not imply criminality, still the crimes
peculiarly belonging to the name should be pxmished. Meanwhile, in the
case of those against whom informations have been laid before me, I have
pursued the following line of conduct. I have put to them, personally,
the c^uestion whether they were Christians. If they confessed, I interro-

gated. them a second and third time, and threatened them with punishment.
If they still persevered, I ordered their commitment

; for I had no doubt
whatever, that whatever they confessed, at any rate dogged and inflexible

obstinacy deserved to be punished. There were others who displayed similar
madness; hut, as they were Roman citizens, I ordered them to be sent back
to the city. Soon persecution itself, as is generally the case, caused the
crime to spread, and it appeared in new forms.

“ An anonymous information was laid against a large number of persons,
but they deny that they are, or ever have been, Christians. As they invoked
the gods, repeating the form after me, and offered prayers, .together with
incense and wine, to your image, which 1 had ordered to be brought, together
with those of the deities, and besides cursed Christ, whilst those who are true
Christians, it is said, cannot be compelled to do any one of these things, I
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tkouglit it right to set them at liberty. Others, when accused by an informer,
confessed that they were Christians, and soon after denied the fact; they
said they had been, but had ceased to be, some three, some more, not a few
even twenty years previously. All these worshipped your image and those
of the gods, and cursed Christ. But they affirmed that the sum-total of,

their fault or their error was, that they were accustomed to assemble on a'

fixed day before dawn, and sing an antiphonal hymn to Chiist as God
;
that

they bound themselves by an oath, not to the commission of any wickedness,
but to abstain from theft, robbery, and adultery ; never to break a promise,
or to deny a deposit when it was demanded back. When these ceremonies
were concluded, it was their custom to depart, and again assemble together
to take food harmlessly and in common. That after my proclamation, in

which, in obedience to your command, I had forbidden associations, they had
desisted from this practice. For these reasons, I the more thought it neces-

sary to investigate the real truth, by putting to the torture two maidens,
who were called deaconesses ; but I discovered nothing hut a perverse and
excessive superstition.

“ I have therefore deferred taking cognizance of the matter until I had
consulted you. For it seemed to me a case requiring advice, especially on
account of the number of those in peril. For many of every age, sex, and
rank, are and will continue to be called in question. The infection in fact

has spread not only through the cities, but also through the villages and
open country ; but it seems that its progress can be arrested. At any rate,

it is clear that the temples which were almost deserted begin to be fre-

quented ; and solemn sacrifices, which had been long intermitted, are again
performed, and victims are being sold everywhere, for which up to this time
a purchaser could rarely he found. It is therefore easy to conceive that
crowds might be reclaimed if an opportunity for repentance were given.”

To this letter Trajan replied

:

“ In sifting the cases of those who have been indicted on the charge of

Christianity, you have adopted, my dear Secundus, the right course of pro-
ceeding ; for no certain rule can be laid down which will meet all cases.

They must not be sought after, but if they are informed against and con-
victed, they must he punished ; with this proviso, however, that if anyone
denies that he is a Christian, and proves the point by offering prayers to our
deities, notwithstanding the suspicions under which he has laboured, he shall

be pardoned on his repentance. On no account should any anonymous
charge be attended to, for it would be the worst possible precedent, and is

inconsistent with the habits of our times.

Nothing perhaps could better illustrate the judicial and tolerant temper
of Trajan's mind than this letter in reference to a class of people whom the
emperor could not possibly have contemplated without prejudice.

TRAJAN’S COLTIMN

If literary remains dealing with history of the time of Trajan are meagre,
amends are made for the deficit by the sculptures and bas-reliefs that orna-
ment the Column of Trajan previously mentioned, which still stands in an
excellent state of preservation amidst the ruins of a forum. This column
of marble, now weathered to a bronze-like hqe, is covered throughout its

entire height by a spiral column of figures representing all manner of mili-

tary operations. More than twenty-live huncred human figures are said to
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bo depicted, and all of those are executed with lifelike fidelity. The bas-reliefs

represent the expeditions of Trajan against the Dacians.® The column is thus
described by Morivale

:

Amidst this profusion of splendour the great object to which the eye was
principally directed was the column, which rose majestically in the centre of

the forum to the height of 128 feet, sculptured from the base of the shaft to the

summit with the story of the Dacian wars, shining in every volute and mould-
ing with gold and pigments, and crowned with the colossal effigy of the august
conqueror. The G-reek and Roman artists had long felt the want of some device

for breaking the horizontal lines so prevalent in their architecture
;
and to this

feeling we may perhaps attribute the erectiou of the Egyptian obelisks, by
Augustus aud others, in the public places of Rome. The Greeks seem to have
often used the column for this purpose

;
but a column, the emblem of supporting

power, with nothing to rest upon it, however graceful in itself, must have seemed
to lack meaning, which the urn or ball by which it was sometimes surmounted
would hardly supply. The statue, however, of a god or hero imparted at least a

moral dignity to the pillar, on which it might seem to have alighted on its flight

from heaven to earth, or from earth to heaven. The proportions of the Trajan
column are peculiarly graceful

;
the compact masses of stone, nineteen in number,

of which the whole shaft is composed, may lead us to admire the skill employed
in its coiistructiou

;
hut the must interesting feature of this historic monument

is the soiral band of figures which throughout encircles it. To the subjects of

Trajan I'limself this record of his exjdoita in l)old relief must have given a vivid

and sufficient idea of the people, the places, and the actions indicated
;
even to

us, after so many centuries, they furnish a correct type of the arms, the arts,

and the costume both of the Romans and Barbarians which we should vainly

seek for elsewhere. The Trajan column forms a notable cliapter in the pictorial

history of Rome.
The sculptures of this column, the noldest monument of Roman warfare,

have been ingeniously interpreted into a connected narrative of events. The
bridges Trajan constructed, the fortresses ho attacked, the camps he pitched, the

enemies he routed, are here indicated in regular sequence. The Romans are

distinguished by their well-known arms and ensigns. The ctiptives they take,

the sacrifices they offer, are vividly delineated. The Moorish horsemen, on the

one hand, are designated by light- clad warriors riding without reins; the

Rhoxolani, on the other, by mounted figures decked in a panoply of mail

Trajan himself harangues, directs, offers his mantle to bind the wounds of his

soldiers, takes his seat on the tribunal, or stalks under an arch of triumph.

The submission of Decebalus is represented by a troop of envoys bearing the

sheepskin cap, which expresses their rank as nobles, and prostrating themselves

before the conqueror,^
“ In these curious bas-reliefs,” says Bum,*^ “ we have a treasury of information

on the religion, the military science, the habits and dress of the Romans of the

Empire far more valuable than ten thousand pages of descriptive writing.” He
declares that the lover of Roman antiquities will learn more by studying

Eabretti’s engravings of these reliefs, or the casts at the French Academy at

Rome and at the South Kensington Museum, than by much book-labour.

The pedestal on which the column stands measures 18 feet in height, and
bears a dedicatory tablet recording the excavation of the Quirinal which Trajan

effected in order to set up the column. The column itself is 100 Roman feet

high, and measures 12 feet in diameter at the bottom. The shaft contains a

winding staircase of 184 marble stairs, which is entered by a doorway beneath

the dedicatory tablet Dio Cassius tells us that one of Trajan’s objects in
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setting up the column was to provide a burial place for himself, and it is said

that his ashes were deposited oeneath the column in a gold vase, while a statue

of the emperor, nearly 20 feet high, crowned the capital The base of the shaft

is carved with laurel leaves, while the sculptures wind round the shaft itself.

The column w^as originally coloured with brilliant hues
;
crimson, blue, and

yellow being largely used, both for the figures iu order to produce a lifelike

appearance, and for the capital and pedestal
;
but, as Middleton says, “ this must

have produced an effect of barbaric splendour very far removed from the purer
Greek styles of architectural decoration, and resembling much more closely the

methods used in the temples of ancient Egypt two thousand years or more
before the time of Trajan.”

The column stood between

the temple and forum of Trajan,

at the end of the part now ex-

cavated, its base being consider-

ably below the present ground
level It stood originally in a

larger peristyle than at present,

being surrounded by a court of

about forty feet square, the inten-

tion being a];>parently that the

figures should be viewed from the

surrounding structures, just as

the column itself was intended

as a view-point for the buildings

round the forum. The sculptures

are progressively larger from the

top, the perspective effect being

obviously in the artist's mind.

To-day the column stands in

lonely grandeur in the forum of

Trajan
;
the brilliant colours with

which it was painted have long

since disappeared under the stress

of centuriesof weather,hut in other

respects it is little altered from

the original state, except at the

very top, where, with striking

incongruity, a poorly wrought
statue of St. Peter now takes

the place of the colossal figure of Trajan himself which once occupied the

pedestal Sixtus V placed the efiSgy of the apostle there at 'the beginning

of the sbcteenth century, the pagan image having been taken away some time

in the early Middle Ages. The substitution was a characteristic act of piety,

which could have been permitted only by an equally characteristic lack of

humour. But, quite regardless of its incongruous apex, the column remains,

not only as the most authoritative record of a reign that has left few records, but

as the most important historical document relating to the military customs

of classical antiquity that has come down to us. The effect which the Porumof
Trajan produced may he inferred from an account of the Emperor Constantins’

visit in the fourth century, given by Ammianus Marcellinua

:

“ As the emperor reviewed the mighty city and its surroundings, extending

along the slopes, in the valleys and between the tops of the seven hills, he

A SOLDIBE

(From Trajan’s Column)
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declared that the spectacle surpassed everything ho had yet seen. But when
he came to the Eorum of Trajan, a building surpassing all of its kind, so

magnificent that the gods themselves would scarcely refuse to admire it,

he stood entranced, surveying the mighty fa})ric, which neither speech nor

picture nor human hands can hope to raise again. Then, realising how vain

it was to attempt a similar masterpiece, he cried in despair that he could or

would imitate nothing save the horse that Trajan rode.” ^

Hadbian (P. iELius PIadeianUkS), 11/-138 a.d.

Hadrian was by descent a Spaniard, and of the same city where Trajan
was born. He was nephew to Trajan, and married to Sabina, his grand-
niece. When Trajan was adopted by Nerva, Hadrian was a tribune of the

army in Moesia, and sent by the troops to congratulate the emperor on his

advancement. But bis brother-in-law, who desired to have an opjportunity

of congratulating Trajan himself, supplied Hadrian with a carriage that broke
down on the way. Hadrian, however, was resolved to lose no time, so the

story goes, and performed the rest of the journey on foot. This assiduity

was very pleasing. But the emperor was believed to dislike Hadrian for

several reasons. He was expensive, and involved in debt. He was, besides,

inconstant, capricious, and apt to envy another’s reputation. These faults,

in Trajan's opinion, could not be compensated either by Hadrian's learning

or his talents. His great skill in the Greek and Latin languages, his intimate

acquaintance with the laws of his country and the philosophy of the times,

were no inducements to Trajan, who, being bred himself a soldier, desired to

havA a military man to succeed him. For this reason it was that the dying

emperor would by no means appoint a successor
;
fearful, perhaps, of injuring

his great reputation, by adopting a person that was unworthy. His death,

therefore, was concealed for some time by Plotina, his wife, till Hadrian had

sounded the inclinations of the army, and found them firm in his interests.

They then produced a forged instrument, importing that Hadrian was adopted

to succeed in the empire. By this artifice he was elected by all orders of

the state, though absent from Rome, being then at Antioch, as general of the

forces in the East.^

Upon Hadrian’s election, his first care was to write to the senate, excus-

ing himself for assuming the empire without their previous approbation;

imputing it to the hasty zeal of the army, who rightly judged that the senate

ought not long to remain without a head. He tlien began to pursue a course

quite opposite to that of his predecessor, taking every method of declining

war, and promoting the arts of peace. He was quite satisfied with preserv-

ing the ancient limits of the empire, with the Euphrates as the boundary.

Having thus settled the affairs of the East, and leaving Severus governor

of Syria, he took his journey by land to Rome, sending the ashes of Trajan

thither by sea. Upon his approach to the city, he was informed that a mag-
nificent triumph was preparing for him ; but this he modestly declined, desir-

ing that those honours might be paid to Trajan’s memory which they had

designed for him. In consequence of this command, a most superb triumph

was decreed, in which Trajan’s statue was carried as the principal figure

in the procession, it being remarked that he was the only man that ever

triumphed after he was dead.

[} There are other accounts
;
some claiming that Trajan loved Hadrian as his son.”]
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THE VAEIED ENDOmiENTS OE HAJDEIAN

It Tvas not an easy task to appear with, any lustre after an emperor so

loved and admired as Trajan ;
and yet the merits of his successor seemed, in

some measure, to console the people for their loss. Hadrian was one of the

most remarkable of the Roman emperors for the variety of his endowments.

He was highly skilful in all the exercises both of body and mind. He com-
posed with great beauty, both in prose and verse ; he pleaded at the bar, and
was one of the best orators of his time. He was deeply versed in the mathe-

matics, and no less skilful in physic. In drawing and painting, he was equal

to the greatest masters; an excellent musician, and sang to admiration.

Besides these qualifications, he had an astonishing memory ; he knew the

names of all his soldiers, though ever so long absent. He could dictate to

one, confer with another, and write himself, all at the same time. He was
remarkably expert in military discipline ; he was strong and very skilful in

arms, both on horseback and on foot, and frequently with his own hand killed

wild boars, and even lions, in hunting.

His moral virtues were not less than his accomplishments. Upon his first

exahation, he forgave an infinite number of debts clue to the exchequer,

remitting the large arrears to which the provinces were liable, and burning

the bonds and registers of them in the public Forum. He refused to take the

confiscated estates of condemned persons into his private coffers, but ordered

them to be placed in the public treasury. His moderation and clemency

appeared by pardoning the injuries which he had received when he was

but a private man. One day meeting a person who had formerly been las

most inveterate enemy, “ My good friend.'’ cried he, “ you have escaped, for

I am macle emperor.” He had so great a veneration for tl^e senate, and was

so careful of not introducing unworthy persons into it, that he told the cap-

tain of his guard, when he made him senator, that he had no honours in his

gift equal to what he then bestowed. He was affable to his friends, and

gentle to persons of meaner stations ; he relieved their wants, and visited

them in sickness ; it being his constant maxim, that he was an emperor, not

for his own good, hut for the benefit of mankind.
These were his virtues, which were contrasted by a strange mixture of

vices ; or, to say the truth, the wanted strength of mind to preserve his gen-

eral rectitude of character without deviation. Thus he is represented as

proud and vainglorious, envious and detractive, hasty and revengeful, inquisi-

tive into other men’s affairs, and often induced by sycophants to acts of

cruelty and injustice. He permitted the revival of the persecution against

the Christians, and showed many instances of a bad disposition, which it was
the whole study of his life to correct or to conceal.

But whatever Hadrian might have been as to his private character, his

conduct as an emperor appears most admirable, as all his public transactions

seem dictated by the soundest policy and the most disinterested wisdom. He
was scarce settled on the throne, when several of the northern barbarians,

the Alans, the Sarmatians, and the Dacians, began to make devastations on

the empire. These hardy nations, who now found the way to conquer, by
issuing from their forests, and then retiring upon the approach of a superior

force opposing them, began to be truly formidable to Rome. Hadrian had
thoughts of contracting the limits of the empire, by giving np some of the

most remote and the least defensible provinces ; but in this he was overruled

by his friends, who wrongly imagined that an. extensive frontier would
tend to intimidate an invading enemy. But though he complied with their
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remonstrances, he broke down the bridge over the Danube, which his prede-

cessor had built, sensible that the same passage which was open to him, was
eq^ually convenient to the incursions of his barbarous neighbours.

While he was employed in compelling these nations to submission, a con-

spiracy was discovered, carried on among four persons of consular dignity at

home. These had agreed to kill him, either while he was offering sacrifice,

or while he was hunting. Their designs, however, were timely discovered,

and the conspirators put to death by order of the senate. Hadrian took

great pains to clear himself from the imputation of having had any hand in

their execution ; he had sworn upon his advancement, to put no senator to

death, and he now declared that the delinquents died without his permission.

But in order entirely to suppress the murmurs of the people upon this head,

he distributed large sums of money among them, and called off their attention

from this act of severity to magnificent Shows, and the various diversions of

the amphitheatre.

Hadrian’s tours

Having stayed a short time at Rome, so as to see that all things were
regulated and established for the safety of the public, he prepared to vjsit

and take a view of his whole empire. It was one of his maxims, that an
emperor ought to imitate the sun, which diffuses warmth and vigour over

all parts of the earth. . He therefore took with him a splendid court and a

considerable force, and entered the province of Gaul, where he numbered all

the inhabitants. From Gaul he went into Germany, from thence to Holland,

and then passed over into Britain. There, reforming many abuses, and

reconciling the natives to the Romans, for the better security of the southern

parts of the kingdom he built a wall of wood and earth, extending from the

river Eden in Cumberland to the Tyne in Northumberland, to prevent the

incursions of the Piets, and the other barbarous nations to the north. From
Britain, returning through Gaul, he directed his journey to Spain, where he

was received with great joy, as being a native of that country.
_

There,

wintering in the city of Tarraco, he called a meeting of the deputies from

all the provinces, and ordained many things for the benefit of the nation.

Happening, while he was in Spain, to walk in his garden, one of the servants

of the house ran furiously at him, with a drawn sword, to kill him
;
but the

emperor warding off the blow, and closing with him, quickly disarmed him ;

then delivering iiim to his guards, he ordered that he might have a physician

to bleed him, considering the poor creature (which in fact he was) as a

madman. From Spain he neturned to Romo.^
In April of 129 Hadrian undertook another long journey to the eastern

provinces of the empire, from which he did not return to take up his residence

on the Tiber until the year 134. In 129 ho again made a long stay in Athens,

where he celebrated the consummation of a great work which had been await-

ing completion from times out of mind, and was now intended to minister

to tlie worship of Zeus, the glory of Athens, and the vanity of the great

Philhellenic emperor.

Of the many magnificent buildings which he erected for the adornment

of his favourite city, hardly anything is left except the ruins of the most

splendid of them all. Southeast of the acropolis there still stand some huge
columns of the Olymnieum, begun long since by the Pisistratidm and now
finished by Hadrian, j^t was a gigantic temple of the Olympian Zcnxs, occupy-

ing an area of fifty-nine thousand square feet. It was consecrated in the
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autumn of 129, and one and the same priest presided there over the worship
of the Olympian Zeus and of the Philliellene emperor.

Hadrian also laid out a fashionable residential quarter for Homan -villas

on the southeast of the city, towards the Ilissus, which was adorned with a

stately gateway on the original boundary of ancient Athens, not far from the

peribolus of the Olympieum. His new Panhellenium, a temple to the

Panhellenic Zeus, was intended to serve as a centre for the new national

festival of the Panhellenia, instituted by him, and celebrated for the first time

in the autumn of the year 129 ; a festival in which the Greeks of the mother-

country and the colonies were equally entitled to take part. Thus he hoped
to substitute for the Delphic amphictyony, which had passed into the limbo

of shades, a fresh incentive to Greek patriotism and religious sentiment,

and to restore to Athens something of the lustre of her old commanding
position.

Rurss OF THE Forum

The emperor left Athens in March or April, 130, and proceeded to

Alexandria, a city which combined all the elements which charmed him as

a sovereign and an accomplished man of the world— the restless activity of

a vast commercial centre, the motley mixture of the most varied and sharply

defined national types in the empire, and lastly, the abundance of scientific

material and the high standard of learning, both in studies purely Greek and
in the applied and exact sciences. The only drawback was the Alexandrine
propensity to ill-natured witticisms, which were apt to verge upon shameless

insolence and to which even the person of the emperor was by no means
sacred.

When Hadrian’s favourite, Antinous, was drowned in the Nile at Besa
(probably on October 30, 130), having sought death of Ms o-wn free will,

according to the story then generally received, in order to save the em-
peror, w]bose life (so it was said) could only be preserved by the voluntary

sacrifice of another— Hadrian endeavoured to find comfort by instituting a

new form of worsMp, that of his lost minion. The art and feeling of the

antique world proved willing instruments of the emperor’s wiU, and Anti-

nous was immortalised in numerous statues, more particularly in Greece.

On the other hand, two of Hadrian’s administrative measures provoked
another fearful outbreak of Jewish fury in Palestine.
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The founding of the new colony of iElia Capitolina on the ruins of
Jerusalem and an imperial edict, really directed against the objectionable
custom of mutilation, and only construed by a mistake as referring to the
Jewish rite of circumcision, brought about a terrible Jewish revolt (at the
end of 131), which was vigorously seconded by the Jews of the Dispersion.
The rising, disregarded at first by the Romans, and directed with the utmost
energy by a priest, Eleazer of Modin, and a warlike freebooter, Simon
Bar Cocheba^ (i.e., son of a star) by name, resulted in a troublesome war,
waged with horrible cruelty on both sides, in which victory only fell to
the Roman arms after the experienced legate Sextus Julius Severus, came
from Britain to take over the command. It was not decided by a pitched
battle

; as before, one stronghold after another had to be reduced, the last
being Baeth-ter, not far from Jerusalem (135 A.D.). Thenceforth and for
long after the silence of the grave settled upon Judea, or Syria Palestina*
as it was now called. No Jews might tread the holy places of Jerusalem
on pain of death, and the little country was garrisoned by two legions.

HADRIAN AS BFILDBB AND ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMER

Hadrian came back to take up his residence at Rome in 134, and there
zealously took up the architectural labours of w'hich imposing remains are
left to the present day. He had already adorned the heart of the old city
with the temple of Venus and Rome, which was dedicated on the twenty-
first of April, 128, and some vast undertakings ^vere brought to a conclusion
in 135, ikl, and the following years. We have a inemurial of him to tliis

day in the Ixuge mausoleum, which w’-as diverted from its purpose as a quiet
sepulchre to become the citadel of the City of the Seven Hills during the
stormy times of the Middle Ages and later centuries. On the right bank
of the Tiber Hadrian built a new inausolcuin, where not only he and the
members of his family hut many of his successors were buried. In order
to connect this edifice (now known as the Castle of St. Angelo) with the
left bank of the river, he built the sifiendid -Elian bridge (now Ponte St,

Angelo) of blocks of travertin stone. Lastly, the ruins of his Tiburtine
villa, covering a circuit of about eight miles, can still be traced.

Hadrian’s successoi's had every reason to regard with the utmost rev-
erence the many administrative reforms made by him in the course of his
long and prosperous reign. Though he did not pursue his predecessor’s
policy of conquest, he used every means to maintain the strength and effi-

ciency of the army
; above all, he did not govern it by decrees issued from

the palace, but constantly appeared in the camps in person, and examined all

things with the eye of an expert. Military appointments were made solely
on consideration of personal capacity and genuine merit, and various ar-
rangements were made to augment the fighting power of the army, all of
which stood the test of practice. Hadrian’s array system, and more par-
ticularly the drill introduced by him, proved so excellent that Hadrian’s
regulations formed the basis of military organisation as late as the time of
Constantine. The change which took place in strategy, for instance, after
the introduction of his reforms is of the highest importance. Trajan had
resorted to the ancient Roman practice with telling effect.

But the scientific study of military tactics which had come into existence

IP Simon’a real name was Bar Kosiba from the town KoHiba. “ Son of lies ” was the inter-
pretation given to his name after his failure.]
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in connection with Greek studies after the middle of the first century b.c.

and much costly experience won in conflict with barbarian frontier tribes

in Europe and with the horsemen of Asia had led to changes in the old

battle array. The cavalry were taught to practise all the strategic move-
ments of the Parthian, Armenian, Sarmatian, and Celtic hordes. In order

to spare the valuable infantry of the legions as much as possible, auxiliary

troops were more and more largely used in the first line, and an order of

batt.e "was introduced which combined the advantages of retaining the sys-

tem of reserve divisions, promising speedier victory over hordes of gallant

barbarians, and making the struggle less deadly to the Romans. The prac-

tice of early antique times— that of drawing up the men in serried ranks,

or “phalanxes,” was again systematically resorted to. The van of the

legion was no longer divided by vacant intervals. The “ phalanx ” of

the legion was eight men deep. By a skilful combination of the various

weapons in use, the soldiers of the first four files were armed with the pilum^

the fourrbehind them with spears. A ninth file consisted of auxiliaries

aimed with arrows. The place of the cavalry and artillery was on the wings
and rear of the phalanx. Further still to the rear was a reserve of picked

troops, ready to help at every point where help was needed.

Hadrian’s labours in the field of civil administration were even more con-

siderable. As a financier he was the best economist since Tiberius, and once

more showed what results a sound financial policy and wise economy could

create from the vast resources of the empire, both in the sphere of production

and in that of artistic and monumental creation. At the same time he dis-

played great skiU in introducing reforms into every department of finance,

removing numerous harsh regulations, and in organising the affairs of the

free peasants and tenant farmers on the imperial and fiscal domains in Africa

4>n more humane and economical principles. He increased the revenue of

the public treasury by undertaking the direct management of many imperial

estates, instead of farming out the returns.

Nor was he less active in the sphere of jurisprudence. By his command
all the praetorian edicts, which till then had been arranged in chronological

order only, were collected into a systematic compilation in 131-132 B.c. by the

eminent jurist Salvius Julianus. In connection with this work Hadrian
caused the senate to issue a decree [Edictum Perpetuum] ordaining that no
magistrate in office should henceforth add fresh clauses to the edict, but that

necessary additions should be deduced by analogy from the materials already

existing or made by imperial “constitutions.” Hadrian’s decisions in

points concerning slavery are of interest, as showing his humane disposition.

Prominent among these was the abolition of the cruel and cowardly system

which enacted that where the master of a house was found murdered sdl the

slaves of the household should be put to death. After Hadrian’s time only

those slaves were examined who might be supposed to have had a hand in

the murder.
The monarchical tendency of the Roman diarchy and the levelling effect

of the empire became more and more distinctly marked under Hadrian. He
did more than any empefor before him to place the provincials on an equal

footing with the Roman citizens of Italy. Moreover, by conferring the jus

Latinum on many cities, he paved the way for the extension of the rights of

Roman citizenship to the whole empire.

In Italy he appointed a number of juridici, with powers to deal with

bequests in trust, with the appointment of guardians, and with disputes

concerning the eligibility of candidates for the decurionate. The power to
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(leal with these (j^iicstioiis was withdrawn, not from the municipal aiitliorities,

but (except in specially important cases) from the law-courts of the capital,

before which suits of this sort had hitherto been carried. Rome and its

environs— comprising an area of 100 Roman miles, or 150 kilometres, within
the competency of the chief of police— of course remained under the juris-

diction of the tribunals of the capital. But, on the other hand, the growing
power of the imperial officials in matters of criminal law becomes steadily

more apparent, and the competency of the chief of police and the prefect of

the guard is extended at the expense of the old courts of law. These
two officers represent the emperor more and more in the administration of

criminal law in Italy. Their departments were subsequently made separate,

]oossibly after the reign of Marcus Aurelius, certainly after that of Severus.

Rome and a space of 150 kilometres round it were under the jurisdiction of

the chief of police, Italy beyond these limits under that of the prefects of the

guard. The latter officers took on more and more of the character of repre-

sentative organs of the personal intervention of the emperor and thus were
bound to be eminent jurisconsults.

Another significant change introduced by Hadrian was to give stability

and definite form to the old institution of the consilium^ which consisted of

friends and advisers convened by the emperors to assist in their decisions at

law. From tliis time forward the members of the imperial comilium appear

as councillors duly appointed, with official titles and salaries, who were
probably appointed by the emperor after consultation with the senate.

The business of the new council was jurisprudence in the widest sense of

the word, and it was therefore intended to consist in tlie main of professional

jurists and the prefects of the guard, together with the chief officers of tlie

court. Another reform introduced by Hadrian into the administration at

the same time was the rule that all the three great offices at court should be

occupied by members of the equestrian order. The procurator a rationihns^

or controller of the public treasury, who was really financial minister, now
took the first place among the procurators both in rank and salary, and
by degrees the inferior posts in the financial department were converted

into regular offices and filled by knights. The imperial council was divided

into a Greek and a Latin department under separate chiefs. Finally, the

department of petitions and grievances was put into the hands of officials

of knightly birth.

PERSOKAL TRAITS AND LAST DAYS OF HADRIAN

Hadrian is said to have taken great delight in disputing among the

learned men and the philosophers who attended him
;
nor were they less

careful in granting him that superiority he seemed so eagerly to affect.

Favorinus, a man of great reputation at court for philosophy, happening
one day to dispute wit a him upon some philosophical subject, acknowledged
himself to be overcome. His friends blamed him for tlius giving up the

argument, when he might easily have pursued it with success. “How,”
replied Favorinus, who was probably a better courtier than philosopher,
“ would you have me contend with a man who is master of thirty legions ?

”

Hadrian was so fond of literary fame, that we are told he wrote his own life,

and afterwards gave it to his servants to publish under their names. But
whatever might have been his weakness in aiming at universal reputation,

he was in no part of his reign remiss in attending to the duties of his exalte(i
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station. He ordered the knights and senators never to appear in public, but
in the proper habits of their orders. He forbade masters to kill their slaves,
as had been before allowed ; but ordained that they should be tried by the
laws enacted against capital offences. A law so just, had he done nothing
more, deserved to have insured his reputation with Dosterity, and to have
made him dear to mankind. He still further extendec' the lenity of the laws
to those unhappy men, who had been long thought too mean for justice. If
a master was found killed in his house, he would not alloAv all his slaves to be
put to the torture, as formerly, but only such as might have perceived or
prevented the murder.»

In such cares he consumed the greatest part of his time ; but, at last

finding the duties of his station daily increasing, and his own strength pro-
portionally upon the decline, he resolved upon adopting a successor, whose
merits might deserve, and whose courage secure, his exaltation. After many
deliberations, he made choice of Lucius Commodus, w^hose bodily infirmities

Ruins of the Tkmple of Venus, Rome

rendered him unfit for a trust of such importance. Of this, after some
time, Hadrian seemed sensible, declaring, that he repented of having chosen

so feeble a successor, saying that he had leaned against a mouldering wall.

However, Commodus soon after dying, the emperor immediately adopted
Titus Antoninus, afterwards surnanied the Pius ;

but previously obliged

him to adopt two others, namely, Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus, all

of whom afterwards succeeded in the empire.

While he was thus careful in appointing a successor, his bodily infirmi-

ties daily increased ; and at longt i his pains becoming insupportable, he
vehemently desired that some of his attendants should despatch him. Anto-
ninus, however, would by no means permit any of his domestics to be guilty

of so great an impiety, but used all the arts in bis power to reconcile the

emperor to sustain life. At one time he produced a woman, who pre-

tended that she was warned in a dream that he should recover his health

;

at another, a man was brought from Pannonia, who gave him the same
assurances. Nevertheless, Hadrian’s pains increased day by day. He
frequently cried out, “ How miserable a thing it is to seek death, and not

to find it !
” He engaged one Master, ]?artly by threats and partly by

entreaties, to promise to despatch him ; but Master, instead of obeying,
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consulted his own safety by flight ; so that he who was master of the lives of

millions, was not able to dispose of his own. In this deplorable exigence,

he resolved on going to Bairn, where the tortures of his diseases increasing,

they affected his understanding, so that he gave orders that several persons

should be put to death ;
which Antoninus, according to his usual wisdom,

never meant to obey. Continuing, for some time, in these excruciating cir-

cumstances, the emperor was at last resolved to observe no regimen, often

saying, that kings died merely by the multitude of their physicians. This

conduct served to hasten that death he seemed so ardently to desire, and it

was probably joy upon its approach which dictated the celebrated stanzas

which are so well known, in repeating which he expired.

Animula, vagula, blandula,
Hospes, comesque corporis,

Quae, nunc abibia in loca ?

Pallidula, rigida, iiudula,

Nec, ut soles, dabis jocos ?

In this manner died Hadrian, in the sixty-second year of his age, after a

prosperous reign of twenty-one years and eleven months. His private char-

acter seems to be a mixture of virtues and vices but, as a prince, perhaps
none of his predecessors showed more wisdom, or such laudable assiduity.

He was the first emperor who reduced the laws of the empire into one stand-

ing code. Government received the greatest stability from his counsels, and
a tranquillity more lasting than could be expected from such fierce neigh-

bours abroad, and such a degenerate race of citizens at home.^

KENAN’S ESTIMATE OF HADRIAN

At the time of Hadrian’s return to Rome, in 134 a.d., Roman civilisa-

tion had just exterminated Judaism, one of its most dangerous enemies, and

was triumphant. Everywhere there was peace and respect for the difTcrent

nations ; the barbarians were apparently subjected, the mildest forms of gov-

ernment had been introduced and were practised. Trajan had been quite

right in his belief that men can be governed and at the same time treated

with consideration. The idea of the state as not only tutelary but benefi-

cent was taking deep root. Hadrian’s private conduct might be much
blamed, his character was becoming perverted as his health gave way ; but
the people did not notice it. Unprecedented splendour and comfort sur-

rounded everything like a brilliant aureole, disguising the weak parts of the

social organisation. Truth to say, these weak parts were susceptible of

correction. Progress was welcomed im everything. Tlie stoic philosophy
penetrated legislation, introducing the idea of the rights of man, of civil

equality, of uniformity in the provincial administration. The privileges of

the Roman aristocracy were disappearing day by day. The leaders of society

believed in progress and toiled in its cause. They were philosophers, phi-

lanthropists wishing without utopianism to bring the freest possible applica-
tion of reason into human affairs.

Hadrian enjoyed life and he had the right to do so. His inquisitive and
active mind gave birth to all kinds of fancies

; and his taste was not good

[1 Nearly all the ancient historians of Borne were partisans of the senate, against the
emperors. This circumstance chiefly accounta for the unfavourable report of Hadrian’s last
years which has come down to us, 1
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enough to prevent him making mistakes. At the foot of the mountains of

Tibur he built a villa which resembled an album of his travels, a sort of

panorama of fame. It might have been described as the noisy, tawdry
fair of a dying nation. Everything was to be found there ; imitation Egyp-
tian, imitation Greek, the Lyceum, the Academy, the Prytaneum, the Pcecile,

Canoi)US, the Alpheus, the valley of Tempe, the Elysian fields, Tartarus;

temples, libraries, theatres
; a hippodrome, a naumachy, a gymnasium, baths,

— strange but attractive spot. For it is the last place where enjoyment was
to be found, where clever men fell asleep to the empty sound of the “ miserly

Acheron.”^

Hadrian as Patron of the Arts

At Rome, the one thought of the fantastic emperor was that senseless

tomb, that immense mausoleum, where Babylon was put to shame, and which,

stripped of its treasures, became the citadel of papal Rome. His buildings

covered the world. The Athenseums he founded, the encouragement he

gave to letters and the fine arts, the liberties he accorded to professors, re-

joiced the hearts of all cultivated people. Unfortunately, superstition, caprii^e,

end cruelty mastered him more and more as his physical strength decreased.

He had built himself an Elysium to disbelieve in, a hell to laugh at, a philoso-

pher’s hall in which to jeer at the philosophers, a Canopus in order to expose

the impostures of the priests and to remind himself of the mad festiva..s of

Egypt, which had so greatly amused him. Now everything seemed hollow

and empty ;
nothing interested him any longer. Perhaps some of the mar-

tyrdoms which took place during his reign and for which it is not easy to

assign a motive may be attributed to. the disorders and caprices of his last

mouths.
Telesphorus was then the head of the Church of Rome ; he died con-

fessing Christ and was numbered amongst the most glorious "martyrs of

the faith. The death of the dilettante C^sar was sad and. undignified, for

he was animated by no really elevated moral sentiment. The world, never-

theless, lost in him a mighty pillar. The Jews alone triumphed in the agony

of his last moments.
He cared sincerely for civilisation, and perfectly understood its possibili-

ties in his day. Ancient art' a»d literature end with him. He was the

last emperor to believe in glory, as .iEliuS^crus was the last man who knew

how to appreciate the refinements of pleasure.. Human aifairs are so frivolous

that hridiancy and pomp must be allowed a part in them. No world will

hold together without these. Louis XIV knew this, and men have lived

and still live by the light of his copper-gilt sun. Hadrian, in his own way,

marks a climax, after which a rapid decline begins. Certainly, from a moral

standpoint, Antoninus and Marcus Aurelius far surpass him ; but under them

the world becomes sad, loses its gaiety, puts on a cowl, becomes Christian,

while superstition increases. _ . • ,

The art of Hadrian, although it is cankered, still ai^eres to principles ;

it is a skilful and learned art ; then decadence sets in with irresistible force.

'

Ancient society realises that all is vanity, and on the day when this discovery

is made death is not far off. The two accomplished sages who are to rmgn

next are each in their several ways ascetics- Lucius Verus and Faustina

are to be the outcast survivors of ancient fashion.^

Hadrian^s villa hardly deserves such sarcasm. It was a sort of miniature, natural and

architectural, of the Eoman world,— a pleasant artistic reireat for the emperor during his weary

illness, and a monument to his cosmopolitan character.]

H. W.— VOL. VI. IJ
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Antoninus (Titus Aurelius Antoninus Pius), 138-101 a.d.

The ancestors of Antoninus originally came from Nomaiisus (Nimcs);
after settling at Rome, they had filled the highest offices there. Antoninus
himself, distinguished by Hadrian, had received from that prince the govern-
ment of a portion of Italy, later on, the proconsulship of Asia, and had
finally been adopted by him on condition that he, in his turn, should adopt
Marcus Aurelius and Lucius, the son of iElius Verus. During his reign of

twenty-three years (138-lCl) the empire enjoyed great tranquillity, due as

much to his virtues as to liis moderation, and to

the able government of his predecessor, who had
temporarily removed the causes of disorder.

J lis renown extended so far that the piinees of

India, of Ihietriana, and Hyreauia chose him to ar-

bitrate in their quarrels ; his grateful contempora-
ries gave him the beautiful title of “ Father of the
Human Race/’ lie never appointed any hut ex-
perienced and upright men to public offices, and
jiermitted them to hold their posts for life when
he could not replace them by others more able.

A wise economy in financial administration gave
him the means of establishing useful institutions,

as, for example, two asylums where orphan girls

were educated under the protection of the Em-
press Faustina, and the appointments for learned
professors that he established not only in Rome,
as Vespasian had done, but in the large towns of

the provinces.

Ho was able, also, to succour towns which had
been stricken by any plague, such as Rome, Anti-
och, Narbomie, and Rhodes, when devastated by
fire or earthquake. The wealth of a prince, he
used to say, is public felicity. He, himself, lived

simply, accessible to all, and ready to render jus-

tice to all complaints. Two conspiracies against
liim^ were discovered ; the two instigators alone
perished. An Apology for Christianity^ composed
Dy Justin, the philosopher, and presented to the
emperor, procured toleration and protection for
the Christians, who were already numerous in Rome
and the provinces.

Antoninus engaged in no war, and did not even visit the provinces, which
were too peaceful and well governed to render his presence necessary. His
lieutenants, however, engaged in some battles, against the Moors in Africa,
and against the Alani and the Quadi on the Danube. The Lazm and the
Armenians accepted the kings he installed. The Jews gave some trouble,
and the Britons attempted to destroy the wall of Hadrian.

An act that clearly shows the moderation of Antoninus is related by
Appian. At that time deputies came to Rome from the barbarians, with a
request to be received as subjects of the empire. This was refused them,
buch had been the policy of Augustus and Hadrian, and it had liad sufficiently
good results in the well-being of a hundred millions of men to justify Antoni-
nus in following it. But peace also brought forgetfulness of the martial

Faustina, wiFK of Aktoninu8
Pius

(From ft Btntue In the Yntican)
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valourof old. The legions, idle behind the ramparts of their camp, no longer
knew how to handle weapons, nor endure fatigue

; and all the severity of

Avidius Cassius was required to root out the effeminacy of the soldiers,

particularly those in Syria, to wean them from indulgence in “ baths and
the dangerous pleasures of Daphne, to tear from their heads the flowers with
which they crowned themselves at their feasts.

In the beginning of his reign, he made it his particular study to promote
only the most deserving to employments

;
he moderated many imposts and

tributes, and commanded that all should be levied without partiality or

oppression. His liberality was such, that he even parted with all his own
private fortune, in relieving the distresses of the necessitous. Against which,

when Faustina, the empress, seemed to remonstrate, he reprehended her folly,

alleging, that as soon as he was possessed of the empire, he quitted all private

interests ; and having nothing of his own, all properly belonged to the public.

He acted differently from his predecessors with regard to travelling, and
seldom left Rome, saying, that he was unwilling to burden his subjects with
ostentatious and unnecessary expenses. By this frugal conduct, he was the

better enabled to suppress all the insurrections that happened during his reign,

cither in Britain, in Dacia, or in Germany. Thus he was at once reverenced

and loved hy mankind, being accounted rather a patron and a father to his

subjects, than a master and commander. Ambassadors were sent to him from
the remotest p^irts of Hyrcania, Bactria, and India, all offering him' their

alliance and friendship
;
some desiring him -to appoint them a king, whom

they seemed proud to obey. He showed not less paternal care towards the

oppressed Christians ;
in whose favour he declared^ that if any should pro-

ceed to disturb them, merely upon account of their religion, that such should

undergo the same punishment which was intended against the accused.

This clemency was attended with no less affability than freedom ; but,

at the same time, he was upon his guard, that liis indulgence to his friends

should not tempt them into insolence or oppression. lie therefore took

care that his courtiers' should not sell their favours, nor take any gratuity

from their suitors. In the time of a great famine in Rome, he provided for

the wants of the people, and maintained vast numbers with bread and wine
all the time of its continuance. When any of his subjects attempted to

inflame him with a passion for military glory, he would answer, that he

more desired the preservation of one subject, than the destruction of a

thousand enemies.

He was an eminent rewarder of learned men, to whom he gave large

pensions and great honours, drawing them from all parts of the world.

Among the rest he sent for Apollonius, the famous stoic philosopher, to in-

struct his adopted son, Marcus Aurelius, whom he had previously married to

his daughter. Apollonius being arrived at Rome, the emperor desired his

attendance
; but the other arrogantly answered, that it was the scholar’s

duty to wait upon the master, and not the master’s upon the scholar. To
this reply Antoninus only returned, with a smile, that it was surprising

how Apollonius, who made no difliculty of coming from (Greece to Rome,
should think it so hard to walk from one part of Rome to another ;

and immediately sent Marcus Aurelius to him. While the good emperor
was thus employed in making mankind happy, in directing their conduct

by his own example, or reproving their follies with the keenness of rebuke,

he was seized with a violent fever at Lorium, a pleasure liouse at some
distance from Rome

j
where, finding himself sensibly decaying, he ordered

his friends and principal officers to attend him. In their i)resence, he
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confirmed the adoption of Marcus Aurelius, without once naming Lucius
Verus, who had been joined by Hadrian with him in the succession; then
commanding the golden statue of Fortune, which was al'way8''m the
oliambor of the emperors, to be removed to that of his successor, he expired
in the seventy-lifth year of his age, after a prosperous reign of twenty-two
years and almost eight months.

&

KENAN’S CHARACTERISATION OF ANTONINUS

Antoninus was a St. Louis in kindness and goodness, with far more judg-
ment and a broader mind. He is the most perfect sovereign who has ever
reigned.i He was even superior to Marcus Aurelius, since he cannot be
accused of weakness. To enumerate his good qualities would be to enu-
merate the ^ood qualities which may belong to an accomplished man. All
men hailed in him an incarnation of the mythical Numa Pompilius. He
was the most constitutional of sovereigns, besides being simple and eco-
nomical, occupied with good works and labours of public utility, a stranger
to excess, no great talker, and free from all intellectual affectation. Through
him philosophy became a genuine force ; the philosophers were everywhere
liberally pensioned. He was himself surrounded by ascetics and the gen-
eral direction of the education of Marcus Aurelius was his work.

Thus the world seemed to have reached an ideal state
; wisdom reigned

;

the world was governed for twenty-three years by a father ; affectation and
false taste in literature died out ; simplicity ruled

;
public instruction was

the, object of earnest attention. The improvement was general
; excellent

laws were passed, especially in favour of slaves ; the relief of suffering be-
came a universal care. The preachers of moral philosophy were even more
sucees.sful than Dion Clirysostomus

; the desire to win frivolous applause
was\the peril they had to avoid. In the place of the cruel Roman aristoc-

racy a provincial aristocracy was springing up composed of honest people,
whose aim was the general good.

The similarity of these aspirations with those of Christianity was strik-

ing. But a great difference separated the two schools and was to make
them enemies. By reason of its hope of an approaching end of the world,
its ill-concealed wish for the downfall of the ancient social order, Christian-

ity, in the midst of the beneficent empire of the Antonines, was a subverter
which had to be battled with. The Christian, always pessimistic and inex-

haustible in lugubrious prophecies, far from aiding rational progress held
it in contempt. Nearly all the Catholic teachers regarded war between
the empire and the church as necessary, as the last act of the struggle
between God and Satan ; they boldly affirmed that persecution would last to
the end of all things. The idea of a Christian empire, although it some-
times occurred to them, appeared a contradiction and an impossibility.

Whilst the world was beginning to live a^ain, the Jews and the Chris-
tians insisted more than ever on wishing its last hour to approach. Abeady
the imposter Baruch had exhausted himself in vague announcements. The
Judeo-Christian sibyl all this time did not cease to thunder. The ever-
increasing splendour of Rome was a scandalous outrage to the divine truth,

[} Bury ’s « estimate is different. He says : “ Antoninus waa hardly a great statesman. The
rest vvhich the empire enjoyed under his auspices had been rendered possible through Hadrian’s
activity, and vias not due to his own exertions

; on the other hand, he carried the policy of
peace at any price too far, and so entailed calamities on the state after his death.”]
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to tlie prophets, to the saints. They also devoted themselves to boldly deny-
ing the prosperity of the century. All natural scourges, which continued to
be fairly numerous, were held up as signs of implacable wrath. The past
and present earthquakes in Asia were taken advantage of to inspire the most
gloomy terrors. These calamities, according to the fanatics, had only one
cause— the destruction of the Temple at Jerusalem. Bonie, the courtesan,

- had given herself up to a thousand lovers who had intoxicated her
;
she was

to become a slave in her turn. Ital^q bleeding from civil wars, would become
a den of wild beasts. The new prophets employed nearly the same figures

to describe the downtall of Eome as the seer of sixty-nine to depict his
melancholy fury.

It is difficult for
^

any society not to answer such attacks. The sibylline

books containing them, attributed to the pretended Hystuspes and announc-
ing the destruction of the empire, were condemned by the Komiin authorities,

and those who possessed or read them were amenable to .the death penalty.
Anxious searching into the future was a crime during the imperial epoch

;

and indeed under this useless curiosity there was nearly always hidden a

desire for revolution and incitement to assassination. Doubtless, it would
Lave been more .worthy of the wise emperor who introduced so many humane
reforms to despise unrestrained and aimless fantasies and to repeal those
harsh laws which Homan despotism made to weigh so heavily on liberty of

worship and liberty of association; but evidently the idea occurred to none
of those about him, any more than it did to those about Marcus Aurelius.

Only the free thinker can be absolutely tolerant, and Antoninus observed
and scrupulously maintained the ceremonies of the Roman religion. Tlie

I>olicy of his predecessors in this respect had been unswerving. They had
seen in the Christians a secret and anti-social sect, which was dreaming of
the overthrow of the empire

;
and, like all those attached to the ancient

Roman principles, they thought it necessary to suppress it. Special edicts
were not needed for this

; the laws against coetus illieiti and illicita collegia

were numerous. The Christians came under the action of these laws in the
most regular manner. It must be observed, firstly, that the true spirit of

liberty as it is understood to-day, was then not comprehended, and that
Christianity, when it was in power, did not practise it any better than the
pagan emperors

;
secondly, that the repeal of the law against illegal societies

would probably have been the ruin of the empire, which rested on the essen-

tial principle that the state must admit into itself no society which differed

from it. The principle was bad, according to our ideas
;

it is at least certain

that it was the cornei*stoue of the Roman constitution.

The people would have thought the foundations of the empire shattered if

there had been any relaxation of the repressive- laws which they held to be
essential to the soundness of the state. The Christians afjpeared to under-
stand this. Far from bearing any ill will to Antoninus personally, they rather
regarded him as having lightened their burden. A fact which does infinite

honour to tliis sovereign is that the principal advocate of Christianity dared
confidently to address him for the purpose of obtaining the rectification of a
legal position which he rightly thought unjust and unseemly in such a happy
reign. Others went further, and doubtless during the first years of jMarcus
Aurelius various rescripts were fabricated purporting to Ih) addressed under
the name Antoninus to the Larissians, to the Thessaloiiians, to the Athenians,
to all the Greeks, and to the states of Asia ; rescripts so favourable to the
Church that if Antoninus had really countersigned them he would have
been very inconsistent in not becoming a Christian. These documents only
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prove one thing-— namely, the opinion the ChriBtians had preserved of the

worthy emperor.
Antouiims showed himself no less friendly towards the Jews now that

they no longer threatened the empire. The laws forbidding circumcision,

which had boon the result of the revolt of Bar Kosiba, were repealed so far

as they were vexatious. The Jew could freely circumcise his sons, but if he

})ractise(l the operation on a non-Jew he was severely punished. As to civil

jurisdiction within the community, it appears only to have been accorded to

the Israelites later. Such was tlio severity of the established legal order,

such was the popular effervescence against Christians,' that even during this

reign there were unhappily many martyrs. Polycarp and Justin are the most

illustrious ; they were not the only ones. Asia Minor was stained with the

blood of many judicial murders, all occasioned by revolts; we shall see Mon-
tanism born like a hallucination from this intoxication of martyrdom.

In Rome the book of the pseudo Hermas will appear as if from a bath

of blood. The absorbing idea of martyrdom, with questions res]Decting

renegades or those who had shown any weakness, fill the entire book. On
every page Justin describes the Christians as victims who only wait for death ;

their name alone, as in the time of Pliny, is a crime. “Jews and pagans

persecute us on all sides ;
they deprive us of our property, and only allow us

to live when they cannot do otherwise. They behead ns, crucify us, throw

us to the beasts, torment us with chains, with fire, with the most horrible

tortures. But the more they make us suffer, the more the numbers of the

faithful increase. The vinedresser prunes his vine to make it grow again, he

removes those branches which have borne fruit so that others stronger and more

fruitful shall grow ; the same thing happens to God’s people, who are like a

fertile vine, planted by his hand and by that of our Saviour Jesus Christ.’’’^^

Marcxts Aurelius (M. jElius Aurelius Antoninus), 161-180 a.b.

Marcus Aurelius, though left sole successor to the throne, took Lucius

Verus as his associate and equal in governing the state. The two emperors

had scarce been settled on the throne when the empire seemed attacked on

every side from the barbaji*ous nations by which it was surrounded. The

Ghatti invaded Germany and Rsetia, ravaging all with fire and syord ; hut

were, after some time, repelled by Victonnus. The Britons likewise

revolted, but were repressed by Califurnius. But the Parthians, under

their king Vologeses, made an irruption still more dreadful than either of

the former, destroying the Roman legions in Armenia
;
then entering Syria,

and driving out the Roman governor, and filling the whole country^ with

terror and confusion. In order to stop the progress of this barbarous irrup-

tion, Verus himself went in person, being accompanied by Aurelius part of

the way, who did all in his power, both by giving him advice and proper

attendants, to correct or resti*am his vices.

However, these precautions were fruitless; Verus soon grew -weary of

all restraint ; he neglected every admonition ;
and, thoughtless of • the

urgency of his expedition, plunged himself into every kind of debauchery.

These excesses brought on a violent fever on his journe}’-, which his constitu-

tion was sufficiently strong to get over, but nothing could correct his vicious

inclinations. Upon his entering Antioch, he resolved to give an indulgence

to every appetite, without attending to the fatigues of war. There, in one

of its suburbs, which was called Daphne, which, from the sweetness of the
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;ur, the beauty of its groves, the richness of its gardens, and the freshness of

its foiiiitaius, seemed formed for pleasure, he rioted in excesses unknown
even to the voluptuous Greeks, leaving all the glory of the field to his

lieutenants, who were sent to repress the enemy. These, however, fought

with great success: Statius Prisons took Artaxata; Cassius put V’^ologeses

to flight, took Seleucia, plundered and burned Babylon and Ctesiijhon, and
demolished tlie magnilicent palace of the kings of Parthia. In a course of

four years, during which the war continued, the Romans entered far into the

Parthian country, and entirely

subdued it ;
but upon their re-

turn their army was wasted to

less than half its former number
by pestilence and famine. How-
ever, this was no impediment to

the vanity of Verus, who re-

solved to enjoy the honours of a

triumph so hardly earned by
others. Wherefore, having ap-

pointed a king over the Armen-
ians, and finding the Parthians

entirely subdued, he assumed the

titles of Arineiiiciis and Parthi-

eus
;
and then returned to Rome

to partake of a triumph with
Aurelius, which was accordingly

solemnised with great pomp and
splendour.

During the course of this ex-

pedition, which continued for

some years, Aurelius was sedu-

lously intent upon distributing

justice and happiness to his sub-

jects at liuiue. He first applied

himself to the regulation of pub-
lic aft'uirs, and to the correction

of such faults as he found in the

laws and policy of the state. In
this endeavour he show'cd a sin-

gular respect for the senate, often

permitting them to determine
without appeal; so that the commonwealth seemed in a manner once mure
revived under his equitable administration. Besides, such was his applica-
tion to business that he often eniployetl ten days together upon the same
subject, maturely considering it on all sides, and seldom departing from the
senate house till, night coming on, the assembly was dismissed by the consul.
But while thus gloriously occupied, he wuis daily mortified with accounts of
tlie enormities of his colleague, being repeatedly assured of his vanity, lewd-
ness, and extravagance. How^ever, feigning himself ignorant of these ex-
cesses, he judged marriage to be the best method of reclaiming him ; and
therefore sent him his daughter Lucilla, a woman of great beauty, whom
Verus married at Antioch. But even this was found ineffectual : Lucilla
proved of a disposition very unlike her father ; and instead of correcting her
husband's extravagances, only contributed to inflame them. Yet Aurelius

^
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Riill hoped that, upon tlic rctiini of Vo.rus to Rome, his presence would keep
him in uwe, and that happincMs would at length he restored to the state. But
in this also ho was disappointed. Ilis return only seemed fatal to the em-
pire ; for his army carried back the plague from Parthia, and disseminated

the ijii’eetion into all the provinces through whicli it passed.

THE IT.AGUE AND rilE DEATH OF VERUS

Nothing could exceed the luiserahlo state of tlie cuipire shortly after the

return of v erus. In this horrid picture was represented an emperor, unawed
by example or the calamities surrounding him, giving way to unexampled

debaucheries ;
a raging pestilence spreading terror and desolation through

all the parts of the western world ;
earthquakes, famines, and inundations,

such as had never before happened; the products of the eartli, tliroughout

all Italy, devoured by locusts ;
all the barbarous nations surrounding the

empire,' the Germans, the Sarmatians, the Quadi, and Marcomanni, taking

advantage of its various calamities, and making their eruptions even into

Italy itself. The priests did all they could to put a stop to the miseries

the state, by attempting to appease tlie gods, vowing and offering numberless

sacrhices, celebrating all the saered rites that had ever been known in Rome,

and exhibiting the solemnity called Lectisternia seven days together. To
crown the whole, these enthusiasts, not satisfied with the impending calami-

ties, made new ones, by ascribing the distresses of the state to the impieties

cf the Christians alone ;
so that a violent persecution was soon raging in all

parts of the empire, in which Justin Martyr, 8t. Folycarp hishoi) 'of Smyrna,

and an infinite number of others suffered martyrdom.

In this scene of univej’sal tumult, desolation, and distress, tliere was

nothing left but the virtues and the wisdom of one man alone to restore

tranquillity and bring back happiness to tlie empire. Aurelius began his

endeavours by marching against the Marcoinanni and Q uadi, taking^ Verus

witli him, who reluctantly left the sensual delights of Rome for the fatigues

of a camp. They came up with the Marcoinanni near the city of Acpnleia,

and after a furious engagement routed their whole army ;
then pursuing

them across the Alps, overcame them in several contests and at last, entirely

defeating them, returned into Italy without any considerable loss. As the

winter was far advanced, Verus was determined upon going from Aquileia to

Home, in which journey lie was seized with an apoplexy which put an end

to his life, being thirty-nine years old, having reigned in conjunction with

Aurelius nine. Suspicion, whicli ever attends the fate of princes, did not

fail to ascribe his death to different causes. Some reports implicated the

empress Faustina as having poisoned him; others named J.ueilla, the wife of

Verus, who was said to he jealous of her husband’s sister, Fabia. Jhit all these

rumours lack authenticity; and so, for that mattei', do llie reports on which

the usual estimates of the life of Verus are based. Doubtless his vices were

exaggerated.^

BORDER WAR«

Aurelius, who had hitherto felt the fatigues of governing not only an empire

but an emperor, being now left to himself began to act with great diligence

and more vigour than ever. His first care was to marry his daughler Lucilla

once more, to Claudius Pompeiaiiiis, a man of moderate fortune and humble
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station, but eminent for his honesty, courage, and wisdom- He tlieii leit

Rome to finish the war against the Marcomanni, who, joining with the Quadi,
the Sarmatians, the Vandals, and other barbarous nations, renewed hostilities

with unusual rage and devastation. They iiad some time before attacked
Vindex, prefect of the preetorian bands, and in a general battle near the

Danube destroyed no less than twenty thousand of his men. They even
pursued the Romans as far as Aquileia, and would have taken the city, had
not the emperor led his troops in person to oppose them. Aurelius, having
repulsed the enemy, continued his endeavours to repress them from future

inroads. He spent irf this laborious undertaking no less than five years,

harassing these barbarous nations, supporting the most dreadful fatigues,

and supplying, by the excess of his courage, the defects of a delicate consti-

tution. The stoic philosophy, in which he was bred, had taught him sim-

plicity of living, which served as an example to the whole army. The
common soldier could not murmur at any hardships he was put upon, when
he saw the emperor himself every hour undergoing greater austerities with
cheerful resignation. By this conduct Aurelius so wearied out the enemy
with repeated attacks, that he at last constrained them to accept of such
t^nns of peace as he thought fit to imjpose, and thus returned in triumph
to Rome.

Upon the emperor^s return to Rome, he began his usual endeavours to

benefit mankind by a further reformation of the internal policy of the state.

He ordered that no inquiry should be made after the fortune of deceased
persons who had been dead five years. He moderated the public expenses,

and lessened the number of shows and sports which were exhibited in the

amphitheatre. He particularly took the poor iindcr bis protection ; he found
such pleasure in relieving their wants that he considered his ability to supply
the dictates of his compassion as one of the greatest happinesses of his

life. He_ laboured incessantly to restrain the luxuries of the gresjit, he
prohibited the use of chariots and litters to persons of inferior statioi, and
endeavoured by all means to correct the lewdness and disorders of women.

But his good endeavours were soon interrupted by a renewal of the former
wars. The barbarians no sooner perceived liis army withdrawn, than they
took up arms once more, and renewed their ravages Avith greater fury than
before. They had now drawn over to their side all the nations from lllyri-

cum to the farthest parts of Gaul. Aurelias, therefore, again saw himself

surrounded with difficulties
;
his army had before been wasted by the plague

and frequent engagements, and his treasures entirely exhausted. In order

to remedy these inconveniences, he increased his forces by enlisting slaves,

gladiators, and the banditti of Dalmatia.
To raise money, he sold all the movables belonging to the empire and

all the rich furniture which had been deposited in the cabinets of Hadrian-
This sale, which continued for two months, produced so considerable a sum as

to defray all the expenses of the war. His next effort was to marcli forwards,
and cross the Danube by a bridge of boats. &

Diou Cassius ^ tells some most surprising stories about the campaign that

followed; and the picturesqueness of this narrative is heightened by the

emendations added to it by Xiphilinus,^ to whose excerpts Ave owe the pres-

ervation of the account. It is worth while to quote these authors at some
length, as their stoiy well illustrates the character of the material on which
our reconstruction of the history of this period must rest.«

“After luxAung fought several important battles,” says Dion, “and
exposed himself to many dangers, Marcus Antoninus (Marcus AureliusJ
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the Marcoinauni and tha lazyjres; ho also caniod on a great war
against the p(^opIo called Quadi, in Avliich, against his expectations, he was
victorious, or rather victory was bestowed upon him by a god. Indeed it

was divine interposition that saved the Romans from the dangers they werc^
in during this (ioinbat. Surrounded by the Quadi, wlio had all the ad-
vantage of position, the Romans defended themselves valiantly with their
shiedds; presently the barbarians ceased hostilities in the lioi)e that heat
and thirst would deliver their adversaries into their hands, without the
trouble of further lighting; and took possession of all the places around
which they fortilied to prevent the enemy from finding water, for the Quadi
w(ire far superior in numbers. Now while the Romans, unable either to
offer combat or retreat and reduced to the last extremity by wounds, fatigue,
lunit, and thirst, were standing helplessly at their pcists', clouds suddenly
assembled in great number and rain descended iir hoods— uertuinly not
without divine intervention, since an Egyptian mage, Arniilphis, who was
with Marcus Auloninus, is said to have invoked several genii, principally
the, aerial Mercury, by enchantmejit, and thanks to them Lad hrought dowli
rain.”^

Xiphilinus commeuls, “is what Dion relates regartling this
matter; but he seems, whether voluntarily or involuntarily,"' to practise
deception. 1 incline to the belief that ho does so voluntarily. And whv
not, as a matt(‘r of fact? He hnew that tliere existed a legion teilled tlie

Thiindering Legion, which name was given it for no othm- reason than for
what came to pass in this war. To this legion was dm; the preso-N aiion ot

the Roman army and the loss of that of the ba,rha,rians, and not in tlu' mage
Arnulphis. Marcus Antoninus had a legion composed of solilno's from
Melitene, who all professed Christianity. During the hallh* tlu' chief of

the pradorians had sought out Marcus Anioinuus, who was in great per-
plexity at the turn events were taking, fearing sortdy for tin* sah'ty of tie*

army, and represented to liim, it is said, that there was nothing tla'‘ j.t'ojile

called Christians could not obtain by their prayers, and that among his

fi>rces was a troop composed wholly of followers of that religion. Remiced
at this news Marcus Antoninus demanded of these soldicu’s that they sliould

jiray to their go<l, who, granting their petition on the instant, sent light niug
among the enemy and consoled the Romans with rain. Struek by this won-
derful success the emperor honoured the Christians'in an ediid. and named
their legion the Thundering. It is even asserted that a letter exists h;.

Marcus Antoninus on this subject. The pagans well know that the eoni-

pany wms called the Thunderers, having attesh^d the fact themse.lves, hut they
reveal nothing of the occasion on which the legion reeeivtal the mums

“ Dion adds that when the rain began to fall every sol(li(‘r liftcsl Ids head
toward heaven to receive the water in his mouth

;
that afti!rwa,rds sonu'. held

out their shields and others their helmets to catch tlu^ water, and many ga,ve
their horses to drink. Being set upon at once by the barbarians they' drank
and fought on the same spot, and several, being wounded, swallowed blood
mingled with the water in their helmets. All "being oocniiicd in drinking,

\ t css liavc "beeix seriously incommoded l)y tins attack had
not heavy hail and numei’ous thunderbolts thrown consternation into tlu'

ranks of the enemy. Fire and water could he seen to mingle as they lid't

the heavens; some upon whom they fell drank and w^ere refreshed, lyut nuinv
were burned and perished. The fire did not reach the Romans, lint if it di'd

by chance touch one of them it was immediately extinguisluHl ; in tlu^ same
manner the rain, instead of comforting the barbarians, seemed merely to
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excite, like oil, the fire with which they were being consumed, and all soaked

with water as they were they constantly sought more. Some barbarians

inflicted wounds upon themselves as, though their blood had power to extin-

guish flames, while many rushed o>er to the side of the Romans, hoping that

there the water might be salutary to them. jMarcus Antoninus had compas-

sion on them, and for the seventh time he was proclaimed emperor by the

soldiers. Although not usually accepting this title until it had been

bestowed upon him by the senate, he made no demur on this occasion, hold-

ing that the honour came from a god, and wrote to that effect to tlie^seiiate.

As for Faustina, the tide bestowed on her was Mother of the Camp.”^

Notwithstanding this victory, the war continued for some months longer ;

but, after many violent conflicts, the barbarians sent to sue for peace. Ihe

emperor imposed conditions upon them, more or less severe, as he found them

more or less disposed to revolt; being actually resolved^to divide their ter-

ritories into provinces, and subject them to the Roman Empire. However, a

fresh rebellion called him to the defence of his dominions at home.

Statuk of Marcus Aurklius in the Capitol

THE REVOLT OF AVLDIUS

Avidius Cassius was one of the emperor’s favourite generals, and had been

chiefly instrumental in obtaining the Roman successes in Parthia. His prin-

cipal merit seemed to consist in his restoring the old discipline and in pre-

tending a violent regard for the commonwealth, in its ancient form. But, in

fact, a\l his seeming regard 'for freedom was only to seize upon the liberties

of his country for his own a^randiaement. Wherefore, finding his soldiers

(for he was left with an army in the East) willing to support his pretensions.
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he pvorhumed himself emperor in Syria* One of liis chief artifices to procure

pij})ulanty \vas his giving out that he was descended from the famous C'assi\is,

who liiul eonspired against Ciesar
; and like him he prctendiHl iliat his aims

were for the re-eslablishmeiit of the commonwealth of Rome. lie also caused

it to be rumoured that Aurelius \v%as dead, and he affected to show the great-

est respect for his memory. By these pretences, he united a large body of

men under his command, and in a short time brought all the countries from
Syria to Mount Taurus under his subjection. These prosperous beginnings

served to increase the emperor’s activity, but not his apprehensions. He pre-

)ared to oppose him -without any marks of uneasiness* for th(‘, event
;

telling

.lis soldiers that he could freely yield ux) his empire to Avidiiis, if it should

be judged conducive to the public good
;

for, as to his own xjart, the only

fruits he had from exaltation were incessant labour and fatigiui.

“ I am ready,” cried he, “ to meet Avidius before the senate, and before

you ;
and to yield him ujp the emx>ire, without the effusiop.of blood, or strik-

ing a blow, if it shall be thought good for the people. But Avidius will

never submit to such a tribunal
;
he wlio has been faithless to his benefactor

can never rely upon any man’s professions. He will not even, in case of

being worsted, rely upon me. And yet, my fellow^-soldiers, my only fear is,

and i speak it with the greatest sincerity, lest he should put an end to his

own life •, or lest some, thinking to do me a service, should hasten his d^eath,

the greatest hope that I have is to prove that 1 can pardon the most out-

rageous offences
;
to make him my friend, even in spite of his reluctance ;

and to show the world that civil wars themselves can come to a happy issue.”

In the meantime Avidius, who -well knew that desperate undertakings must
have a speedy execution, endeavoured to draw over Greece to his assistance ;

but the love which all mankind bore the good emperor frust,rated his ex-

pectations
;
he was unable to bring over a single city to espouse Ids interests.

This repulse seemed to turn the scale of his former fortunes. His officers

and soldiers began now to regard him with contempt ; so that they at last

sle\v him, in less than four months after their first revolt. His head was

brought to the emperor, who received it with regret, and ordered it an

honourable interment. The rest of the conspirators were treated wdth great

lenity ; some few of them were banished, out recalled soon after. This

clemency was admired by some, and condemned by others ; but the emperor
little regarded the murmurs or the applause of the multitude

;
guided only

by the goodness of his own disposition, he did what to him seemed right,

content and happy in- self-approbation. When some took the liberty of

blaming his conduct, telling .tiini that Avidius would not have been so gen-

erous had he been conqueror, the emperor replied in this sublime manner :

‘'I never served the gods so ill, or reigned so irregularly, as to fear Avidius

could ever be conqueror.”

AN IMPERIAL TOUR AND A TRIUMPH

Though Avidius was no more, yet Aurelius was sensible that ho had still

some enemies remaining, whom he was willing to win over. He therefore

took a journey into the East, where, in all places, he at once charmed them
with his affability, raised their admiration by his clemency, instructcnl them by
precept, and improved them by his example. The better to prevent such
revolts for the future, he ordained that as Avidius was a native of the coun-
try in which he rebelled, no person, for the time to coine, should command
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in the place where he was born. In this journey the empress Faustina was
unexpectedly seized with a violent distemper, and died. She was a woman
whose wanton life gave great scandal to the dignity of her station; however,
her passive husband either could not or at least afiected not to see her enor-
mities, but willingly admitted the ill-deserved honours which the senate
importunately decreed to her memory.

On his Avay to Rome he visited Athens, where he conferred many honours
on the inhabitants, and established professors in all the sciences, with munifi-
cent salaries for their ease. Upon landing in Italy he cuitted his soldier’s

habit, as also did all hife army, and made his entry into Rome in the gown
which was wnrn in peace. As he had been absent almost eight years, he
distributed to each citizen eight pieces of gold, and remitted all the debts
due to the treasury for sixty years past. At the same time he nominated
his son Commodus to succeed him in the empire, and made him a partner in

his triumphal entry at the close of 176.^

At this time the senate erected an equestrian statue of Marcus, of wdiich

Merivale speaks in the following eloquent terms :

“Of all the Cmsars whose names are enshrined in the page of history, or

whose features are preserved to us in the repositories of art, one alone seems
still to haunt the eternal city in the place and the posture most familiar to

him ill life. In the equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius, which crowns the

platform of the Camoidoglio, imperial Rome lives again. Of all her conse-

crated sights it is to this that the classical pilgrim should most devoutly repair

;

this of all the monuments of Roman antiquity most justly challenges his ven-
eration. For in this figure we behold an emperor, of all the line the noblest
and the dearest, such as he actually appeared

; we realise in one augwftl; ex‘

emplar the character and image of the rulers of the world. We stAhd here
face to face with a representative of the Scipios and CiEsars, with a model of

the heroes of Tacitus and Livy. Our other Romans are effigies of the closet

and the museum
;

this alone is a man of the streets, the Forum, and the Cap-
itol. Such special prominence is well reserved, amidst the wreck of ages,

for him wdiom historians combine to honour as the worthiest of the Roman
people." ^

Besides this, a group of monuments expressive of their homage was
erected in the Via Lata (a part of the Flaminian way) on the Field of

IMars. The dedicatory inscription and some bas-reliefs have come down to

us from a triumphal arch which was not destroyed until the year 1662 ; the
most important of them being some bas-reliefs representing the apotheosis
of Faustina. The marble column of Marcus Aurelius, in what is now the
Piazza Colonna, is still standing. It measures 29.55 metres in height, in-

clusive of the base, capital, plinth and abacus, and consists of twenty-eight
blocks. A spiral staircase of 190 steps goes up in the interior, and the abacus
was originally surmounted by a bronze statue of the emperor. Round the
shaft, as in Trajan’s column, runs a spiral band of reliefs, containing twenty
rows of figures one above the other, and representing the wars of the Romans
against the tribes of the Danube. In design and execution, however, these

sculptures, which were not finished until the reign of the emperor’s suc-

cessor, fall far short of the excellence of the earlier work. The representa-

tion of motion is often exaggerated, the outlines and draperies are harsh

and clumsy, and the profile of the relief is coarser than in Trajan’s column.

The statue was probably carried off by the Byzantine emperor, Con-
stans II, in the year 663 a.d. The column was struck by lightning in 1589,

and was restored by Pope Sixtus V, and surmounted by a statue oJ: Paul the
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iipo8tk! in o'ilded l)r()nzc. A temple of Marcus Aurelius probably stood to

the west of it, on wliat is now Monte Citorio.

After his return to Rome Marcus Aurelius was once more at leisure to

prose(“ute zealously tlic affairs of peace, for which he had so great a liking.

The administration was admirable, its only defect being that the mildness

of the empex'or’s disposition inclined him to laxity in dealing with the gov-

ernors of the senatorial provinces. Apart from certain other matters (such

as the matter of the Italian magistrates and the judicial powers of the high

im]>erial officials at Rome), the care of the alimentary institution was the

object of liis peculiar interest. It is not improbable '(though open to (pies-

titiii) that at this time he placed this institution under the charge of a

consular alimentary prefect specially appointed. The work hitherto done
by the district prefects was handed over to the Italian magistrates, and the

curators of the highways Avere commissioned, on the one hand, to guard
against exactions on the part of customs officials, and on the other, to super-

intend the Italian grain markets and arrange for the supply and sale of corn.

The serious tinancial straits in which the empire was involved during

the critical years of the war on tlie Danube were not without their effect

on the alimentary institution. The emperor had already allowed the weight
of tlie gold piece to fall to 7.3 gr. and the proportion of alloy in the de-

narius to rise to 2') per cent.; and he seems now to have found it necessary

to call ill from the lamlowiiers the cajiital s(‘t asidi' for the supjiort of the

institution and to divert tlu* interest to the public treasury; a precedent

wliieh was liereaft(‘r to prove very injurious. iSa*vertliel(\ss i\iarcus Aurelius

was so able an economist that no later than the year lid lu^ was able to

relievo the burdens of the nation by the remission of all dtdiis and arrears

due to the puhlic treasury (for a, [leriod of forty-six years). Meanwhile
the population of the capital was gratified by repeated donations of momy
and eorn during the lean years.

The emperor emleavoiiriHl to modify the sanguinary eluiracter of the

gladiatorial shows hy rettuiring the coinhatants to have buttons on their

foils, and the appointment of a prador tuUdarls was a proof of his s[H‘eial

care for interests of minors. Moreov(U‘, while following the levelling polii-y

of his two predecessors in the extension of Latin anti Roman citizenship

to all parts of the empire, he was careful to lay the foundation of a more
accurate knowledge of the statistics of his dominions.

‘^Amid these records of gentleness and forbearance," says Miss Zimmern,
“it seems strange to read tliat Martms Aurelius permitted a cruel persecu-

tion of the Cliristians. Among the victims of this reign Avere Justin IMartyr

and Polycar]), and numbers suffered in a gemnul jiersi'cntion of the churches

at Lyons and Vienna. It must not, hoAvevtu', lie forgotten that the persecu-

tion Avas political rather tluui religious. Of the true teaching of Christianity

Marcus Aurelius kncAV little and eared less; but its followers, in refusing to

acknoAvledge a religion AA’-hich included the emperors among its deities, he-

ciime rebels against the existing ordtu’ of things, and therein culpable."

The Avelhmeaut labours of Aurelius Avere interrupted by grievous calami-

ties. In Asia, earthquakes were d veritable sciiurge; and the year 178 in

particular Avas marked by frightful destruction on the Ionian coasts, espe-

cially at Samos, Cliios, iMiletus, and tl^ie nuignifieent city of Smyrna. Jnheral

a.ssistance anus sent to the last-named place at the entreaty of P. Hhius
Aristides (born 117 or 129) of AJriani in Bitliynia.

Hut the emperor's gravest anxieties Avere for the future. The hand of

death had lain hea\y on his family, nor Avas the heir-presumptive to the
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throne a sou likely to rejoice his father's heart. Majcus Lucius iElius
Aurelius Commodus Antoninus was.^orn at Lanuvium on August 31, IGl,

and invested witli the title of Caesar on October 12, 166. But the boy was
ill-endowed by nature, and the efforts of his father, and of the other able

men about him (such as Cornelius Fronto, and Galen, the famous physician,

who had lived in Rome from 169 onwards as his physician in ordinary, and
died about 200 a.d.) w<ere ^successful in fitting him for the duties of his

liigh station. ComniQdus,. linough by no means free from evil tendencies,

was not exactly vicious, but he was stupid, timid, lacking in initiative, and
therefore likely to be swayed by his immediate surroundings. This was not
the kind of man the empire needed at this juncture. Nevertheless, Marcus
Aurelius could not summon up resolution enough to exclude him from the

succession. On the contrary, Commodus was invested with tribunician

authority in the year 177, and in order to secure his succession he was called

upon, thus early, to take his place at his father’s side as augustus.

LAST CAMP'AIG^'S AND DEATH OF AUKELITTS

The wliole imperial power was only too soon to pass into the hands of

this sinister being. The middle Danube, where Pertinax had been in com-
mand and had been succeeded, on his appointment to the governorship of

Muesia, by the two Quintilii, was the centre of constant disorders. The
German tribes were inflamed afresh by the exaction of the hard conditions

of peace, and by the year 177 the flames of war had burst forth again. In

178 Marcus Aurelius was once more forced to take the field in person! He
therefore married his son to Crispina, daughter of the consular Gains Brut-

tius Pi’cesens (if, indeed, the marriage had not taken place in the previous

year), and set forth with him to the Danube on the flftii of August. ,

The Danube provinces were at this time very strongly fortified, and the

river was extremely well guarded as far as Ratisbon on the west. Its waters

were navigated by a powerful fleet divided into squadrons correspoUding to

the three principal harbours of Laureaciiin, Arelape Comagentie, and Car-

nuntum. The emperor had raised two legions to occupy Noricum and

Rmtia. In Noricum the central point of the military frontier was at Lau-

reacum, and the highway of the Danube had now been completed. The
valleys and roads leading to the Danube were no less strongly fortified than

those which led to the Rhine. Above Laureacum the forts of Lentia (on

the Schlossberg of Liiiz) and Joviacum (Schlogen near Haibach) commanded
the surrounding country, and below the central fortress^ the great road to

Vindobona was guarded by the castellum of Lacus Felicis (of which the

wall may still be seen at Oebling on the Url), which was capable of accom-

modating three cohorts, by Elegium (on the crags of Wallsee), and by thb

fortified camp of Arelape at the mouth of the Erlaf. Beyond these came the

castle of Naniare on the crags of Melk, the castella of Trigisamum (Trais-

mauer), Fayiana (Mautern), and Comagenae (Tulin), and lastly of Citium

(Zeiselmauer), at the foot of the forest of Vindobona. The next section of

the Pannonian Danube was even more thoroughly protected. Vindobona

was flanked by several forts, and close to this strong fortress was Carnun-

tum, its main bulwark, a mighty quadrangle close upon the steep bank of

the river, raised far aloft above the torrent stream and looking across its

turbid waves and green islands to the boundless stretches of the Marchfeld-

The passage of the Danube was guarded by a barbican (at Stopfenreut)

.
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Oi this fresh war on the Danuhe few records have come down to us.

From the outset it was more successful than the former campaign. One of

the most brilliant episodes was a great victory gained over the Germans,
after fearful carnage, at the end of the year 179, by Tarruntenus Paternus, a

notable jurist and scientilic tactician, who was now in command as prafectus
prcetorio. Fortune seemed to smile ever more brightly on the Roman arms,

when, as .the evil genius of the empire would have it, the admirable emperor
died of the plague in tlie camp at Vindoboiia, rightly appreciated and deeply
mourned in death ; dcilied and vainly desired as the fortunes of the declining

empire became more and more gloomily overcast,w •

“It seemed,” said the sympathetic Goldsmith, “as if the whole glory and
prosperity of the Roman Empire died with Aurelius. From thenceforward

we are to behold a train of emperors either vicious or impotent, either wil-

fully guilty or unable to assert the dignity of their station. We are to be-

hold an empire, grown too great, sinking by its own weight, surrounded by
barbarous and successful enemies without and torn by ambitious and cruel

factions within; the principles of the times wholly corrupted; philosophy

attempting to regulate the minds of men without the aid of religion ; and
the warmth of patriotism entirely evaporated, by being diffused in too wide
a circle.” But a certain allowance must be made for eulogistic exaggeration

in such an estimate as this. It must never he forgotten that a great eii^pire

changes slowly. All was not well with the empire before jMarcus Aurefius,

and all was not ill with it afterwards.^

The despondency which had seized on the gentle emperor’s spirits is

strongly marked in the circumstances of his last hours. While anticipating

his own decease with satisfaction, and even with eagerness, lie regarded

himself as only a fellow-traveller on the common road of life witli all around

him, and took leave of his friends as one who was hut just preceding them.

If he regarded the condition of public affairs, the prospect of his son suc-

ceeding him was not such as to console him ; for he coxild not hide from

himself that Conimodus was vicious, cruel, and illiterate. Tlio indulgence

lie had shown to his consort’s irregularities miglit be pardom^d by the state,

to which they were of little moment
;
but his weakness in leaving to his

graceless offspring the command of a world-wide empire must reilect more

strongly on his memory.
He may have judged, indeed, that the danger to the state from a bad

];)rince was less than the danger from a disputed succession, especially in the

face of the disasters accumulating around , it. On his death-bed he warned
his son not to underrate the peril from the barbarians, who, if at the moment
worsted mid discouraged, would soon revive, and return again to the assault

with increasing vigour. And so he left the laws of iuheritane.e, as now ordi-

narily received, to take their course, indicating his will that Commodns
should succeed him by the simple form of recommending him to the care of

his officers aud to the favour oi: the immortal gods. On the seventh day of

his illness he admitted none hut his unworthy son to his chamber, and after

a few words dismissed him, covered his head for sleep, and passed away
alone and untended.

Born on the 20th of April, 121, and dying on the 17th of March, 180, lu*

had almost completed his fifty-ninth year. His career had been divided

into three nearly ec ual portions i the first, to his association in the empire
with Antoninus

;
the second, to his accession to complete sovereignty

;
the

third, from thence to his decease. The first was the season of his general

education, the second that of his training for empire, in the last he exercised
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l)o\viir lUKiontrolled. In each he had acquitted himself well, in each he had
gained himself love and admiration

; hut the earlier periods were eminently
prosperous and happy; the cro^vning period was a time of trial, of peril,

fatigue, distress, ant. apprehension.

MEKIVALE COMPARES AURELIUS AND ALFRED THE GREAT

Historical parallels between men of different times and circumstances
are very apt to mislea'd us, yet I cannot refrain from indicating the com-
parison, which might be drawn with unusual precision, between the wise, the
virtuous, the much-suffering Aurelius, and England’s great and good king
Alfred. Both arrived early and unexpectedly to power

; both found their
people harassed by the attacks of importunate enemies; they asssumed with
firmness the attitude of resistance and defem^e, and gained many victories

in the field, though neither could fail to acknowledge the unequal conditions
of the struggle. Both found themselves at the head of a weak and de-
generate society whose hour of dissolution liad well-nigh struck. Never-
tbeless, they contended manfully in its behalf, and strove to infuse their

own gallant spirit into a people little worthy of their championship.
But Aurelius and Alfred were not warriors only. They were men of

letters hy natural predilcctii)n and early habit
;
they were legislators, ad-

ministrators, and philosophers, with this difference, that the first came at

the end of a long course of civilised government, the second almost at ils

beginning; the first at the mournful close of one period of mental specula-
tion, the second at the fresh and hopeful commencement of another. The*
one strove to elevate the character of his subjects by the example of his own
scru[)ulous self-examination

; the other by precei)ts of obedience to an ex-
ternal revelation. But both were, from their early days, w^eak in body, and
little fit to cop(^ with the appalling fatigues of their position ; both, if I mis-
take not, were sick at heart, and felt that their task was beyond their pou'or,

and quitted life prematurely, with little reluctance.

In one respect, however, their lot was different. The fortunes of the
people of the English Alfred, after a brief and distant period of obscura-
tion, have ever increased in power and brightness, like the sun ascending
to its meridian. Tlie decline of which Aurelius was the melancholy wit-
ness was irremediable and final, and his pale solitary star was the last ap-
parent in the Roman firmament. ^

gibbon’s ESTIMATE OF MARCUS .\URELIUS, AND OF THI1

ANTONIKES
AGE OF THE

The virtue of ^larcus Aurelius Antoninus was of a severe and laborious

kind. It was the well-earned harvest of many a learned confercuiee, of many a
patient lecture, and many a midnight lucubration. At the age of twelve years
AC embraced the rigid system of the stoics, which taught him to submit his

body to his mind, his passions to reason; to consider virtue as the only good,
vice as the only evil, all things external as things indifferent. His medita-
tions, composed in the tumult of a camp, are still extant

;
and he even con-

descended to give lessons of philosophy, in a more public manner than was
perhpps consistent with the modesty of a sage or the dignity of an emperor.
But his life was the noblest commentary on the precepts of Zeno. He was

)I. W.— VOL. VI, X
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severe to liimself, indulgent to the imperfections of others, just and bcneli-
cent to all mankind. He regretted that Avidius Cassius, who excited a
rebellion in Syria, had disappointed him by a voluntary death of the pleas-
ure of converting an enemy into a friend

;
and he justified the sincerity of

that sentiment by moderating the zeal of the senate against the adherents
of the traitor. War he detested, as the disgrace ami calamity of human
nature

;
but when the necessity of a just defence called upon him to take up

arms, he readily exposed his person to eight winter campaigns on the frozen
banks of the Danube, the severity of which was at last fatal to the weakness
of his constitution. His memory was revered by a grateful posterity; and,
above a century after his death, many persons preserved the image of Mar-
cus Antoninus among those of their household gods.

If a man were called upon to lix the period in the history of the world d\ir-

ing which the condition of the human race was most happy and prosperous, he
would, without hesitation, name that which lapsed from the death of Domi-
tiaii to the accession of Coininodus.^ The vast extent of the Roman Emihre
was governed hy absolute power, under the guidance of virtue and wisdom.
The armies were restrained by the firm but gentle hand of four successive
emperors, whose characters and authority commanded involuntary respect.

ITie forms of the civil administration were carefully preserved by Nerva,
Trajan, Hadrian, and the Antoniiies, who delighted in the image of liberty,

and were pleased with considering themselves as the accountable ministers
of the laws. Such princes deserved the honour of n^storing the republic, had
the Romans of their day been capable of enjoying a raticmal freedom.

The labours of these moiiarchs were overpaid by the immense reward
that inseparably waited on their success

;
by the honest i)ride of virtue, and

by the exquisite delight of beholding the general happiness of which they
were the authors. A just hut melancholy retlectioii embittered, however,
the noblest of human enjoyments. Tdicy must often have recollected the

instability of a happiness which depended on the character of a single man.
The fatal moment was perhaps approaching when some litamfious youth, or

some jealous tyrant, would abuse, to tlie destruction, that absolute power
which they had exerted for the benelit of their people. The ideal restraints

of the senate and the laws might serve to display tlie virtues, but could

never correct the vices, of the emperor. The military force Avas a blind

and irresistible instrument of oppression
; and the corruption of Roman

manners would always supply flatterers eager to applaud, and ministers ];)re-

pared to serve, the fear or the avarice, the lust or the cruelty, of t.icir

masters.

«

[1 This famous estimate of Gibbon’s lias been sia-ioualy questioned. About half of the inhabit-
ants of the empire were slaves, and it is scarcely in doubt that a great majority of the freemen
wore materially, intellectually, and morally inferior to the average civilised man of to-day. It

must bo recalled, however, that the couditiou of the masses has greatly improved Kiiice the time
of Gibbon.]



Bull prispared for Sacrifice

CHAPTER XXXVIl. THE PAGAN CREEDS AND THE RISE OF
CHRISTfANlTY

If Marcus Aurelius could not save the world, who shall save it ? — Kkxvn.

To whoever knows anything of liunuiu intelligence it is evident that a

revolution of consciences is outside and above the duties and the power of a

government. In their qualit}^ of high priest, the Cicsars desirecl two con-

tradictory things— to maintain the national cult, and to make Rome the city

of the gods, or a kind of universal pantheon. This was the only reform and
the only religious unicy of which they could conceive. Tims, little by little,

all the gods of the conquered nations came to be honoured at the Capitol.

In spite of their distrust of Asiatic cults, which were always connected with
confraternities that gave them offence, the Cicsars had their hands forced by
popular superstitious, and all the divinities of Asia and of Egypt took their

places side by side with the Greek and Roman gods.

This was certainly the unity the genius of Rome sought in everything;

but it was a coarse, factitious, material unity, whose least defect was that all

the polytheistic religions were disfigured and neutralised by one another,

without satisfying the religious sentiment of the people or the intellect of

the higher classes from henceforth too enlightenec to accept a too evident

polytheism. Where was the faith, the sincerity of adoration, and the life of

the soul in this patched-up religion ? And did this, the worst kind of unity

that Roman policy voluntarily admitted, put an end to the fatal separation

between philosophers and people, between the head and the heart of society?

Strange blindness of those who give all to politics I The enqierors, without

knowing it and without wishing it, endec, by discrediting the ancient na-

tional liclicf by this confusion of all religions, and yet what efforts did they
not make to animate and purify it?

We hardly believe in the faith of the cresars; but we can understand
that they wished to preserve the ancient worship as a part of public order.

Thus we see Augustus (although he amused himself, in the most scandalous

orgies, by making a mock of the twelve great gods) devontl}^ rebuilding the

teiui)les, celebrating religion and piety by the agency of Horace the e picurean,

honouring the vestals and the priests, burning tliousands of apocrypial sibyl-

307
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line books, and severely repressing the usurpations of the Judaic and Egyptian

worships, which were forbidden the city of Rome. Tiberius amused the senate

during long sittings by the examination and consecration of the privileges

of the ancient sanctuaries. Claudius complained bitterly that the arts of

Etruria had fallen into disuse owing to the indifference of the patricians, and

endeavoured to revive superannuated studies for which he had a historian’s

and an archaeologist’s passion. Domitian complied with the cruel requirements

of the old f^th by burying unfortunate vestals alive. All showed themselves

zealous defenders of the gods and the empire, and there was reason to be

thankful when, recalling the words of Tiberius, that it is for the gods alone

bo avenge their injuries, they refrained from sacrificing those they feared to

the sacrosanct majesty of their deified predecessors ; or abstained from

making themselves persecutors of the new faith, which embodied the prin-

ciple of the moral and religious unity they vainly sought for.

But their conduct did not show either sincere faith, or hypocrisy, or

weakness and infirmity of mind ; it was purely political. They were con-

vinced that the people needed a religion. Then, what religion was preferable

to the one of which the senate had so cleverly availed itself, and whicli had

presided over the birth and growth of the Eternal City? But, as if the gods

were not yet siifhciently discredited, they were obliged to share their sacred

honours with the vilest and most execrable of mortals. The apotheosis of

the ciesars was the last insult inflicted on the masters of Olympus. In truth

it deceived neither the servile worshippers nor those destined to be wor-

shipped. Seneca and Juvenal were doubtless not the only ones to laugh at

men like Claudius, whom some poor wretch had degraded to tlie rank of the

gods, and we may suppose that the other emperors would have had the good

sense to admit, with Tiberius, that they were but mortal men, not at all

anxious to enjoy their false divinity the other side of the grave.

But these scandalous consecrations had the drawback of conlirniing the

impious belief of the votaries of Evemcrus, who, as it appears, were very

numerous at Rome, even from the time of the first of the Scipios. On seeing,

as Lucan says, the civil wars giving peers to the inhabitants of heaven, and

Rome tricking out shades witii thunderbolts and shooting stars and swearing

by the shadows in the temples of the god, what could men think, but that

Jupiter and his fellows had the same title to our adoration as Caligula and

Tiberius? Claudius, the learned but imbecile pupil of Titus Livius, was

perhaps the only Roman who was devoted to the gods of the empire. Poli-

tics saw in religion nothing but fraudulous inventions to deceive and coerce

the people; the philosophers either professed atheism or, having formed

higher and purer beliefs for themselves, turned the ancient superstitions into

ridicule ; the ignorant took refuge with the charlatans and foreign divinities.

I

STOICISM AKD THE EMPIRE

Stoicism, according to its doctrines, was rather favourable than hostile to

the revolution represented by the empire, but the proud and free sentiments

it developed in the soul were necessarily contrary to tyranny, which the

worst, ceesars confounded with the rights of power
; to that exaggeration of

obedience, to that servility to which their subjects were too much inclined

and of which they were only too eager to make a false duty or an infamous

merit. The philosophers were therefore odious to all that surrounded and

was subservient to the early caesars.
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Their accusers liiing' vehement eloquence against them and persecuted in
them what they called the mimics of Brutus and Cato. The centurions
delighted in turning their wisdom to ridicide, whilst waiting to cut their
throats by order of their masters. Nero, Vespasian, and Domitian did them
the honour of driying them from Rome and from Italy. Agrippinus,
Rusticus, Thraseas, Helvidius Prisons, Seneca, Dion, Epictetus, and many
others expiated by exile or by death the glorious crime f)f not consenting to
slavery, and of displeasing imbecile tyrants, who aimed at stilling even^the
conscience of the human species. .

^

Stoicism flourished in this struggle between intefiect and brute force.
It became an ardent and vigorous faith, a hind of religion of great souls
with its followers and martyrs. This transformation is noticeable even in
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centurion. Thrown back upon themselves, by violence or the lack of

interests, the souls of mankind studied the inner life more earnestly, and
the essential qualities of its virtue and greatness.

Hence the new characteristics of stoicism— the preaching tone which
took the place of philosophical discussion, a science of life unknown until

then, and a peculiar art of disentangling the most obscure sophisms of vice
and Aveakness, but above all a stern tenderness for humanity. The philos-
opher is no longer a logician who makes dissertations, nor a fine speaker
aiming at applause. - He is a master who teaches, a public censor charged
Avith the care of consciences

;
God’s witness, who OAves men nothing but truth,

or, if you prefer, a physician whose duty is to touch boldly the sick or
healthy parts of the soul, in order to cure or to strengthen it. Deep and
subtle arguments must not be expected from thevse pbilosopliers, but fiffec-

tionate or severe counsels, remonstrances, exhortations, and earnest entreat-
ies for conversion to virtue and the laAv of God. Listen to Epictetus/ and
judge whether it is a philosopher or a believer and director of consciences
who speaks : “ My friend, you Avould beconie a philosopher ? Begin with
exercising yourself at home and in silence, spend time in observing your
inclinations and your faults. To begin Avith, give your whole care to
remaining unknown. Philosophise for a period only for yourself and not
for others. Fruit ripens little by little

;
you are also a (livine plant. If

you blos-som before your timei the Aviiiter AArill wither you. I f you believe
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yourself soniclxuly, you will only l)0 a madman amongst madinoii. You will

be killed by tlie eold, of rather you are already dead even to the roots. Let
yourself then ripen little by little, according to nature. Why hasten ?

You cannot yet endure the air. Give the root time to develop and the

buds time to open one after the other; then your natur(» will bear fruit of

itself.”

“ Labour then,” he says in another place, “ to cure, to change yourself
;
do

not delay until to-morrow. If you say, to-morrow 1 will pay heed to myself,

know it is as if you should say, to-day I will be base^^ shameless, cowardly,
angry, cruel, and envious. Observe the evil you allow yourself by this

guilty indulgence. Hut if it is a good thing for you to be converted and
to watch attentively over your actions and your will, how much more so

it is to start to-day ! If it is useful to-morrow, to-day it is far more so.

For by starting to-day, to-morrow you will already 1)0 stronger, and will

not be tempted to put off to a third day.” This is the general tone of the

philosophy of this period. Penetrating and familiar in Epictetus, it is more
pompons and vague in the ex-rhetoriciau Dion Cln’j’sostom,^/ more incisive,

vehement, and varied in Seneca, more elevated and touching in Alarcus
Aurelius. But with all of these we encounter pressing exhortations or lively

remonstrances, and as might be expecUul llie remonstrance prevails. They
believed, in fact, that wc are never, whatever our virtue, beyond the state cif

convalescence, and that those who wish to b(^ heultliy and well, as hlusonius
Rufus said, must live and behave toward thcmsidves as if they were continu-

ally striving to be cured. Tlicy also wished that nuMi sliouhl ([uit their school

saci and discontented with themselves.

While the i)lulosoplier addresses these n'primands and exhortations to

(tthers in order to convert them, he continually makes reference to himself,

and his words have often a familiarity and ])assi(m rescml)ling feeling ami
confession. Horace, Senoea, Ej)ic.letns, Euithrates. hahitnully practised a

genuine examination of their (‘onse.icnctN and the Meditaiiom^ of Marcus
Aurelius i are simply a monologue, in wliieli the wise (MUperor has set down
his hopes and discouragements ; he coutinually sptaiks to console, to exhort,

to rouse, to reproach, or to approve himself. Hut as if the stoic wdio had
imagined an ideal too great and sublime had tlu' hittcu feeling that he could

not attain it, without ceasing he complains of himsedf and of his want of

heart. “ O my soul !
” ho cries, “ when wilt thou l>e good and simple, and

always the same? When wilt thou have tender good will to all men?
When wilt thou he rich enough of thyself to vvaiit for nothing? When, re-

signed to thy condition, wilt thou take ])l(‘asure in all that is, i)ersuadcd that

thou hast in thyself all that thou needest, that all is wadi with thee, that

there is nothing that does not come to tluai from the gods and that all that it

has pleased them to ordain or that they si mil ordain can he but good for thee

and in general for the preservation of the world ? When wilt thou have
prepared thysedf to live with the gods and wdtli man in smdi a manner that

thou mayst never coinphuu of them and that they may no longer liave any-
thing to blame in thine actions ?

”

Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius have a rough and familiar vividness in

their speecli which shows with what energy of conviction and of faith their

souls were filled. Seneca, for whom stoicism was more a matter for imagina-
tion and for wit, appears to have a less persuasive eloquence, because he is

himself less persuaded ; but he has aii incontestable superiority in the censure
of manners as wudl as in the extent and variety of his experience. There is

no vice, weakness, or eocentricity that he lias not found out, and oven amongst
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our great Frencli moralists I know of no shrewder or more profound observer
of the human heart.

But the severe reproof of vice is not everything
; the philosopher is only

in truth “* the messenger of God ” to men when he knows how to console,
encourage, and support them in times of depression and of faltering, and by
generous and sympathetic pity to reawaken in their hearts the nearly extin-
guished sense of their own dignity and strength. “ Oh !

” exclaims Seneca,
“ this is not the time to amuse one’s self with many words. Philosopher, those
who summon you to go to them are the helpless and the miserable. You
should carry help to the shipwrecked, the captives, the beggars, and the sick,

to those whose heads are a.ready on the block. You have promised this.

To all the fine speeches you can utter, the afflicted and distressed answer but
one thing Help us ! All stretch out their hands towards you ; it is from
you that they implore help for their life lost or on the verge of being lost.

All their hope and resource is in you. They implore you to rescue them
from the abyss towards which they are struggling and to throw the salutary

light of truth before their erring footsteps.” Suffering and tears had in fact

instructed these masters in human life, and the sad lessons of experience,

v’ithout lessening the pride of their courage, inspired them witli that com-
passion for the misery of others which had perhaps at first been wanting to

the stoic philanthropy :

“ Noil iguara mail, miseris succurrere disco."

Stoicism did not stop at the theory of universal justice or the equality of

men and of the unity of our kind ; it added to it that of universal charity.

I shall not say that the stoics of the empire made innovations on this point,

nor that they introduced into the doctrine new ideas or even simply original

developments, which transformed philosophy by extending it. I do not
believe it, and I have found nothing in Seneca or in Epictetus, either in the
principles or in the results, that I have not already found in the early stoicism.

But it is probable that ideas took a more practical form, that theories gave
place to precepts and to rules for conduct ; that, whilst getting free from the

severe and logical machinery of discussion and taking the more effective form
of eloquence, the morality became more popular and efficacious; and finally

by force of constant repetition in the schools of the philosophers, in the
basilicas of the orators, in the libraries where literary meetings were held,

in the gymnasia where the sophists made their displays, and even in the

public places of the large towns, where the cynics delivered the finest max-
ims in the midst of their coarse but often striking invectives, it ended by
storming men’s intellects and taking entire possession- of them.

And it should be noticed that this morality is not at the struggling,

reasoning stage, like a truth which is feeling its way and is not sure of itself,

nor does it hover on the surface like those borrowed ideas that come fprn no
one knows where and Vhich are welcomed from time to time with curiosity,

but which always remain strangers or passing novelties ;
it dominates and

takes hold of the intellect with that firm, full, constant, insensible, and
unquestionable possession which characterises the inveterate supremacy of

habit. Seneca, ^ppictetus, Marcus Aurelius, and Plutarch could not think or

speak otherwise than as they did because the philanthropic ideas of stoicism

have become an integral and essential part of their nature, or, to use an
expression belonging to Marcus Aurelius, because these ideas are from hence-
forth for every inte'lect the air they are accustomed to breathe and which
nourishes tliem.
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Accord ingf to tlie constant doctrine of the Stoa, it is impossible not to per-
ceiv'e that the author of all things made us for one anotlier and put into our
hearts the instinct of humanity. This principle had passed from tlie discus-
sions of the philosophers into the declamations of the orators, into the verses
of the poets, into the spirit of all the writers. “ Is there a better sentiment
than compassion,” says Quintilian, “a sentiment wliich has a deeper origin
in the venerable and sacred principles of nature? God, the author of mortal
beings, wishes us to help one another mutually, and in helping one another we
are guaranteed against the fickleness of fortune. It is not love nor charity,

it is a foreseeing and, I venture to say, a religious fear of the misfortunes
which may overtake us. In the want and hunger of others it is liimself

that eaeli of us pities. To help the unfortiinate is to deser\m well of tilings

human. What I if I had fed a stranger for the sake of this universal fra-

ternity which unites all mortals under the common father of nature, would
it not have been a good action to have saved a soul about to perish, had pity

on Iniinanity, and tlirown, as it were, a propitiatory offering to fortune while
adoring the divinity in tlie thought of our common lot? Humanity has been
in all ages and amongst all nations the greatest and most sacred mystery.”
Juvenal expresses the same thing in a more vivid and more touching manner.
“ Nature, by giving us tears, avows that she has bestowed feeling hearts on
men ; tears are the best part of our conscience.

“Nature makes us iveep over the misfortunes of an afflicted friend, at the

sad countenance of an accused prisoner, at (he dangers of a ward who is

the victim of a guardian’s frauds. It is by lun* ordinance that we lament
when we meet tlie coffin of a virgin carried off in the flower of lier youth, in

seeing a little child shut in under the sod of the grave. Wliere is the good
man, the religious man, who sees the ills of others as if they were strangers

to him? This is what separates us from the heni of speecliless animals
; thus

we possess a saintly nature and we alone are capable of divine things, having
received from heaven conscience denied to the brutes whose faces are turned
earthward. At the origin of the world, the common autlior of all beings

gave to animals only life, whilst we were given* a reasonable soul, in order

that mutual affection should teach ns to give and to expect from others

assistance and help.”

To all appearance we are far indeed from Chrysippus and Zeno, but on
the contrary entirely imbued wntli stoicism. I shall continue to repeat witli

Seneca and Montesquieu that there never existed a doctrine which, beneath
the most rigid austerity, was more benevolent and more humane. It banished,

I know, the weaknesses and the vain convulsions of pity, but never did a stoic

deny that those sympathetic instincts by which we suffer for the woes of

others and which move us to relieve them are good and natural
;
it was never

forbidden to follow reasonably these first instincts of our nature and to prac-

tise all t}ie deeds and even all tlie refinements of compassion and of humanity.
If we knew how to despise false blessings, said stoicism, we should not be

continually at odds with one another, ami aversion, unjust contempt, slander,

calumny, anger, liatred, vengeance would no longer have a place in onr hearts.

The blessings we covet, being small and poor, cannot be acquired by one save

at the expense of another. Hut real blessings cun belong to one anti all at

the same time, and the more we divide them with our fellows the more fully

and securely do we possess them. Then our real nature which is soeiabilily

can develop without any obstacle, and instead of the ferocious passions which
divide us, tolerance, indulgence, and love, which reconcile and unite ns with
one another, are seen to appear.?^
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Such were the doctrines that held sway when the new faith from the Old
Orient invaded the Roman world. Some aspects of that new faith in its

relations to the Roman environment must now claim our attention.

CHEISTIANS AND THE EMPIRE

If we seriously consider the purity of the Christian religion, the sanctity

of its moral precepts, and the innocent, as well as austere, lives of the

greater number of those who, during the first ages, embraced the faith of the

gospel, we should naturally suppose that so benevolent a doctrine would
have been received with due reverence, even by the unbelieving world ; that

the learned and the polite, however they might deride the miracles, would
have esteemed the virtues of the new sect ; and that the magistrates, instead

of persecuting, would have protected an order of men who yielded the most
passive obedience to the laws, though they declined the active cares of war
and government. If, on
the other hand, we recol-

lect the universal tolera-

tion of polytheism, as it

was invariably maintained
by the faith of the people,

the incredulity of philo-

sophers, and the policy

of the Roman senate and
emperors, we are at a loss

to discover what new
offence the Christians

had committed, what new
provocation could exas-

perate the mild indiffer-

ence of antiquity, and
what new motives could

urge the Roman princes,

who beheld without con-

cern a thousand forms
of religion subsisting in

peace under their gentle sway, to inflict a severe punishment on any part of

their subjects, who had chosen for themselves a singular but an inoffensive

mode of faith and worship.

The religious policy of the ancient world seems to have assumed a more
stern and intolerant character, to oppose the progress of Christianity. About
fourscore years after the death of Christ, his innocent disciples were punished
with death by the sentence of a proconsul of the most amiable and plfilo-

sophic character, and according to the laws of an emperor distinguished by
the wisdom and justice of his general administration. The apologies which
were repeatedly addressed to the successors of Trajan are filled, with the

most pathetic complaints that the Christians, who obeyed thq dictates and
solicited the liberty of conscience, were alone among aU the'fiubjects of the

Roman Empire excluded from the common benefits of their auspicious gov-
ernment. The deaths of a few eminent martyrs have been recorded with
care ; and from the time that Christianity was invested with the supreme
power, the governors of the Church have been no less diligently employed
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in displaying the cruelty than in imitating the conduct of their pagan
adversaries.

The sectaries of a persecuted religion, depressed by fear, animated with
resentment, and perhaps heated by enthusiasm, are seldom in a proper tem-
per of mind calmly to investigate or candidly to ap preciate the motives of

their enemies, which often escape the impartial anc. discerning view even
of those who are placed at a secure distance from the flames of persecutioir.^

A reason has been assigned for the conduct of the emperors towards the

primitive Christians, which may appear the more specious and probable as

it is drawn from the acknowledged genius of polytheism. It has already
been observed that the religious concord of the world was principally sup-
ported by the implicit assent and reverence which the nations of antiquity

expressed for their respective traditions and ceretnonies. It might, therefore,

be expected that they would unite with indignation against any sect of people
which should separate itself from the communion of mankind, and, claiming
the exclusive possession of divine knowledge, should disdain every form of

worship except its own as impious and idolatrous. The rights of toleration

were held by mutual indulgence ; they were justly forfeited by a refusal of

the accustomed tribute. As the payment of this tribute was inflexibly

refused by the Jews, and by them alone, the consideration of the treatment
which they experienced from the Roman magistrates will serve to explain

how far these speculations are justified by facts
;
and will lead us to discover

the true causes of the persecution of Christianity.

Without repeating what has been already mentioned of the reverence

of the Roman princes and governors for the temple of Jerusalem, we shall

only observe that the destruction of the temple and city was accompanied
and followed by every circumstance that could exasperate the minds of the

conquerors, and authorise religious persecution by the most specious argu-

ments of political justice and the public safety. From the reign of Nero to

that of Antoninus Pius, the Jews discovered a fierce impatience of the

dominion of Rome, which repeatedly broke out in the most furious massacres

and insurrections. Humanity is shocked at the recital of the horrid cruelties

which they committed in the cities of Egypt, of Cyprus, and of Gyrene,

where they dwelt in treacherous friendship with the unsuspecting natives

;

and we are tempted to applaud the severe retaliation which was exercised

by the arms of the legions against a race of fanatics, whose dire and credu-

lous superstition seemed to render them the implacable enemies, not only of

the Roman government, but of human kind. The enthusiasm of the Jews

was supported by the opinion that it was unlawful for them to 'pay taxes to

an idolatrous master ; and by the flattering promise which they derived from

their ancient oracles that a conquering Messiah would soon arise, destined

to break their fetters and to invest the favourites of heaven with the empire

of the earth. It was by announcing himself as their long-expected deliverer,

and by calling on all the descendants of Abraham to assert the hope of

Israel, that the famous Bar Kosiba collected a formidable army, with which

he resisted during two years the power of the emperor Hadrian.

1 The history of Christianity, in its earliest stage, is only to be found in the .dcis of the

Apostles

;

frona no other source can we learn the first persecutions inflicted on the Christians.

Limited to a few individuals and a narrow space, these persecutions interested none but those

who were exposed to them, and have had no other chroniclers.— Guizot,

» In Cyrene they massacred 220,000 Greeks
;
in Cyprus, 240,000

;
in Egypt, a very great mul-

titude. Many of these unhappy victims were sawed asunder, according to a precedent to which
Bavid had given the sanction of his example. The victorious Jews devoured the flesh, licked up
the blood, and twisted the entrails, like a girdle, round their bodies, a
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Notwithstanding these repeated provocations, tne resentment of the

Roman princes expired after the victory ; nor were their apprehensions con-

tinued beyond the period of war and danger. By the general indulgence

of polytheism, and by the mild temper of Antoninus Pius, the Jews were
restored to their ancient privileges, and once more obtained the permission

to circumcise their children, with the easy restraint that they should

never confer on any foreign proselyte that distinguishing mark of the He-
brew race. The numerous remains of that people, though they were still

excluded from the prescinds of Jerusalem, were permitted to form and to

maintain considerable establishments, both in Italy and in the provinces,

to acquire the freedom of Rome, to enjoy municipal honours, and to obtain

at the same time an exemption from the burdensome and expensive offices

of society. The moderation or the contempt of the Romans gave a legal

sanction to the form of ecclesiastical police which w^as instituted by the van-

quished sect. The patriarch, who had fixed his residence at Tiberias, was
empowered to appoint his subordinate ministers and apostles, to exercise

a domestic jurisdiction, and to receive from his dispersed orethren an annual

contribution. New synagogues were frequently erected in the principal

cities of the empire
;
and the sabbaths, the fasts, and the festiva s, which

were either commanded by the Mosaic law or enjoined by the traditions of

the rabbis, were celebrated in the most solemn and public manner. Such

gentle treatment insensibly assuaged the stern temper of the Jews. Awak-
ened from their dream of prophecy and conquest, they assumed the behaviour

of peaceable and industrious subjects. Their irreconcilable hatred of man-
kind, instead of flaming out in acts of blood and violence, evaporated in

less dangerous gratifications. They embraced every opportunity of over-

reaching the idolaters in trade ; and they pronounced secret and ambiguous

imprecations against the haughty kingdom of Edom.

THE CHRISTIAK AND THE JEW

Since the Jews, who rejected with abhorrence the deities adored by their

sovereign and by their fellow subjects, enjoyed however the free exercise

of their unsocial religion, there must have existed some other cause which

exposed the disciples of Christ to those severities from which the posterity

of Abraham was exempt. The difference between them is simple and ob-

vious ;
but, according to the sentiments of antiquity, it was of the highest

importance. The Jews were a nation; the Christians were a sect; and,

if it was natural for every community to respect the sacred institutions of

their neighbours, it was incumbent on them to persevere in those of their

ancestors. The voice of oracles, the precepts of philosophers, and the

authority of the laws, unanimously enforced this national ohligation. By
their lofty claim of superior sanctity, the Jews might provoke the polythe-

ists to consider them as an odious and impure race. By disdaining the

intercourse of other nations, they might deserve their contempt. The laws

of Moses might be for the most part frivolous or absurd
;
yet, since they liad

been received during many ages by a large society, his followers were justi-

fied by the example of mankind ; and it was universally acknowledged that

they had a right to practise what it would have been criminal in them to

neglect. But this principle, which protected the Jewish synagogue, afforded

not any favour or security to the primitive Church. By embracing the faith

of the gospel, the Christians incurred the supposed guilt of an unnatural
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and unpardonable offence. They dissolved the sacred ties of custom and
education, violated the religious institutions of their country, and presump-
tuously despised whatever their fathers had believed as true or had rever-

enced as sacred. Nor was this apostasy (if we may use the expression)

merely of a partial or local kind ; since the pious deserter who withdrew
himself from the temples of Egypt or Syria would ec[ually disdain to seek

an asylum in those of Athens or Carthage. Every CJaristian rejected with

contempt the superstitions of his family, his city, and his province. The
whole body of Christians unanimously refused to hold any communion with

the gods of Rome, of the empire, and of mankind. I’t was in vain that the

oppressed believer asserted the inalienable rights of conscience and private

judgment. Though his situation might excite the pity, his arguments could

never reach the understanding, either of the philosophic or of the believing

part of the pagan world. To their apprehensions, it was no less a matter
of surprise that any individuals should entertain scruples against complying
with the established mode of worship than if they had conceived a sudden
abhorrence to the manners, the dress, or the language of their native

country.

Bowl usbo in Religious SicitvicES

The surprise of the pagans was soon succeeded by resentment ; and the

most pious of men were exposed to the unjust but dangerous imputations of

impiety. Malice and prejudice concurred in representing the Christians as

a society of atheists, who, by the most daring attack on the religious con-

stitution of the empire, had merited the severest animadversion of the civil

magistrate- They aad separated themselves (they gloried in the confession)

from every mode of superstition which was received in any part of the globe

by the various temper of polytheism; but it was not altogether so evident

what deity, or what form of worship, they had substituted for the gods and
temples of antiquity. The pure and sublime idea which they entertained

of t!ae Supreme Being escaped the gross conception of the pagan multitude,

who were at a loss to discover a spiritual and solitary God, that was neither

represented under any corporeal figure or visible symbol, nor was adored

with the accustomed pomp of libations and festivals, of altars and sacrifices.

The sages of Greece and Rome, who had elevated their minds to the con-

templation of the existence and attributes of the First Cause, were induced
by reason or by vanity to reserve for themselves and their chosen disciples the

privilege of this philosophical devotion. They were far from admitting

the prejudices of mankind as the standard of truth, but they considered

them as flowing from the original disposition of human nature ;
and they

supposed that any popular mode of faith and worship which presumed to

disclaim the assistance of the senses would, in proportion as it receded
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from superstition, find itself incapable of restraining the wanderings of the
fancy and the visions of fanaticism. The glance which men of wit and
learning condescended to cast on the Christian revelation served only to
coniirm their hasty opinion, and to persuade them that the principle, which
they might have revered, of the divine unity, was defaced by the wild en-
thusiasm and annihilated by the airy speculations of the new sectaries.

The author of a celebrated dialogue which has been attributed to Lucian,
whilst he affects to treat the mysterious subject of the Trinity in a style of

ridicule and contempt, betrays his own ignorance of the weakness of human
reason and of the inscrutable nature of the divine perfections.

It might appear less surprising that the founder of Christianity ^ouldl!K?t
*

only be revered by his disciples as a sage and a pro phet, hut that he should
be adored as a god. The polytheists were disposed to adopt every article

of faith which seemed to offer any resemblance, however distant or im-
perfect, with the popular mythology

;
and the legends of Bacchus, of Her-

cules, and of iEsculapius, had, in some measure, prepared their imagination
for the appearance of the son of God under a human form. But they were
astonished that the Christians should abandon the temples of those ancient

heroes who, in the infancy of the world, had invented arts, instituted laws,

'and vanquished the tyrants or monsters who infested the earth, in order

to choose for the exclusive obiect of their religions worship an obscure

teacher, who, in a recent age, tiid among a barbarous people, had fallen a

sacrifice either to the malice of his own countrymen or to the jealousy of

the Roman government. The pagan multitude, reserving their gratitude

for temporal benefits alone, rejected, the inestimable present of life and
immortality which was offered to mankind by Jesus of Nazareth. His mild
constancy in the midst of cruel and voluntary sufferings, his universal

benevolence, and the sublime simplicity of his actions and character, were
insufficient, in the opinion of those carnal men, to compensate for the want
of fame, of empire, and of success ;

and, whilst they refused to acknowledge
his stupendous triumph over the powers of darkness and of the grave, they

misrepresented, or they insulted, the miraculous birth, submissive life, and

agonising death, of the divine author of Christianity.

EELIGIOUS ASSEMBLIES OF THE CHRISTIANS

The personal guilt which every Christian had contracted in thus pre-

ferring his private sentiment to the national religion, was aggravated in

a very high degree by the number and union of the criminals. It is well

known, and has been already observed, that IComan policy viewed with

the utmost jealousy and distrust any association among its subjects ; and

that the privileges of private corporations, though formed for the most

harmless or beneficial purposes, were bestowed with a very sparing -hand.

The religious assemblies of the Christians who had separated themselves

from the public worship appeared of a much less innocent nature : they

were illegal in their principle, and in their consequences might become

dangerous ; nor were the emperors conscious that they violated the laws

of justice when, for the peace of society, they prohibited those secret and

sometimes nocturnal meetings. The pious disobedience of the Christians

made their conduct, or perhaps their designs, appear in a much more seri-

ous and criminal light ; and the Roman princes, wbo^ might perhaps have

suffered Hiemselves to be disarmed by a ready submission, deeming their
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liononr concerned in the execution of their commands, sometimes attempted,

by rigorous punishments, to subdue this independent spirit, which boldly

acknowledged an authority superior to that of the magistrate. The extent

and duration of this spiritual conspiracy seemed to render it every day
more deserving of his animadversion. We have already seen that the

active and successful zeal of the Christians had insensibly diffused them
through every province, and almost every city, of the empire. The new
converts seemed to renounce their family and country, that they might
connect themselves in an indissoluble band of union with a peculiar society

which everywhere assumed a different character from the rest of mankind.
Their gloomy and austere aspect, their abhorrence of the common business

and pleasures of life, and their frequent predictions of impending calamities,

inspired the pagans with the apprehension of some danger which would
arise from the new sect, the more alarming as it was the more obscure.

Whatever (says Plinyi) may be the principle of their conduct, their in-

flexible obstinacy appeared deserving of punishment.

The precautions with which the disciptes of Christ performed the offices

of religion were at first dictated by fear and necessity ;
but they were con-

tinued from choice. By imitating the awful secrecy which reigned in

the Eleusiuian mysteries, the Christians had flattered themselves that they

should render their sacred institutions more respectable in the eyes of the

pagan world. But the event, as it often happens to the operations of

subtle policy, deceived their wishes and their expectations. It was con-

cluded tliat they only concealed what they would have blushed to disclose.

Their mistaken prudence afforded an opportunity for malice to invent and
for suspicious credulity to believe the horrid tales which described the

Chiistians as the most wicked of human kind, who practised in their dark

recesses every abomination that a depraved fancy could suggest, and who
solicited the favour of their unknown god by the sacrifice of every moral

virtue. There were many who pretended to confess or to relate the cere-

monies of this abhorred society.
.
It was asserted that a new-born infant,

entirely covered over with flour, was presented, like some mystic symbol
of initiation, to the knife of the proselyte, who unknowingly inflicted many
a secret and mortal wound on the innocent victim of his error ; that as

soon as the cruel deed was perpetrated, the sectaries drank up the blood,

greedily tore asunder the quivering members, and pledged themselves to

eternal secrecy by a mutual consciousness of guilt. It was as confidently

affirmed that this inhuman sacrifice was succeeded by a suitable entertain-

ment, in which intemperance served as a provocative to brutal lust; till,

at the appointed moment, the lights were suddenly extinguished, shame
was banished, nature was forgotten ; and, as accident might direct, the

darkness of the night was polluted by the incestuous commerce of sisters

and brothers, of sons and of mothers.

CHEISTIANITY AND THE LAW

But the perusal of the ancient apologies was sufficient to remove even the
slightest suspicion from the mind of a candid adversary. The Christians,

with the intrepid security of innocence, appeal from the voice of rumour to

the equity of the magistrates. They acknowledge that if any proof can
produced of the crimes which calumny has imputed to them, they are worthy
of the most severe punishment. They provoke the punishment, and they
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challenge the proof. At the same time they urge, with equal truth and
propriety, that the charge is not less devoid of probability than it is desti-
tute of evidence

; they ask whether anyone can seriously believe that the
pure and holy precepts of the gospel, which so frequently restrained the use
of the most lawful enjoyments, should inculcate the practice of the most
abominable crimes

; that a large society should resolve to dishonour itself in
the eyes of its own members

; and that a great number of persons of either
sex, and every age and character, insensible to the fear of death or infamy,
should consent to violate those principles which nature and education had
imprinted most deepty in their minds. Nothing, it should seem, could
weaken the force or destroy the effect of so unanswerable a justification,
unless it were the injudicious conduct of the apologists themselves, who
betrayed the common cause of religion to gratify their devout hatred to the
domestic enemies of the Church. It was sometimes faintly insinuated, and
sometimes boldly asserted, that the same bloody sacrifices and the same
incestuous festivals, which were so falsely ascribed to the orthodox believers,
were in reality celebrated by the Marcionites, by the Carpocratians, and by
several other sects of the Gnostics, who, notwithstanding they might deviate
into the paths of heresy, were still actuated by the sentiments of men and
still governed by the precepts of Christianity. Accusations of a similar
kind were retorted upon the Church by the schismatics who had departed
from its communion

; and it was confessed on all sides that the most scandalous
licentiousness of manners prevailed among great numbers of those who affected
the name of Christians. A pagan magistrate, who possessed neither leisure
nor abilities to discern the almost imperceptible line which divides the
orthodox faith from heretical depravity, might easily have imagined that
their mutual animosity had extorted the discovery of their common guilt.

It was fortunate for the repose, or at least for the reputation, of the first

Christians, that the magistrates sometimes proceeded with more temper and
moderation than is usually consistent with religious zeal

; and that they
reported, as the ira partial result of their judicial inquiry, that the sectaries,
who had deserted t le established worship, appeared to them sincere in their
professions, and blameless in their manners

; however they might incur, by
their absurd and excessive superstition, the censure of the laws.

History, which undertakes to record the transactions of the past for the
instruction of future ages, would ill deserve the honourable office, if she
condescended to plead the cause of tyrants, or to justify the maxims of per-
secution. It must, however, be acknowledged that the conduct of the
emperors who appeared the least favourable to the primitive church is by no
means so criminal as that of modem sovereigns, who have employed the
arm of violence and terror against the religious opinions of any uart of
their subjects. From their reflections, or' even from their own fee.ings, a
Charles V or a Louis XIV might have acquired a just knowledge of the
rights of conscience, of the obligation of faith, and of the innocence of error.
But the princes and magistrates of ancient Rome were strangers to those
principles which inspired and authorised the inflexible obstinacy of the
Christians in the cause of truth; nor could t^ioy themselves discover in
their own breasts any motive which would have prompted them to refuse
a legal, and as it were a natural, submission to the sacred institutions of
their country. The same reason which contributes to alleviate the guQt,
must have tended to abate the rigour of their persecutions. As they were
actuated, not by the furious zeal of bigots but by the temperate policy of
Jeg;islators, contempt must often have relaxed nnd humanity must frequently
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have suspended the execution of those laws which they enacted against the
humble and obscure followers of Christ. From the general view of their
character and motives, we might naturally conclude

: (1) tliat a considerable
time elapsed before they considered the new sectaries as an object deserving
of the attention of government

; (2) that in the conviction of any of their
subjects who were accused of so very singular a crime, they proceeded with
caution and reluctance

; (3) that they were moderate, in the use of punish-
ments ; and (4) that the afflicted church enjoyed many intervals of peace
and tranquillity. Notwithstanding the careless indifference which the most
copious and the most minute of pagan writers have“shown to the affairs of
the Christians, it may still be in our power to confirm each of these probable
suppositions by the evidence of authentic facts.

THE INEAirCY OP THE CHUEOH

By the wise dispensation of providence, a mysterious veil was cast
over the infancy of the church, which, till the faith of the Christians was
matured and their numbers were multiplied, served to protect them not
from the malice, but even from the knowledge, of the pagan world. The
slow and gradual abolition of the Mosaic ceremonies afforded a safe and
innocent disguise to tne more early proselytes ot the gospel. As they were
by far the greater part of the race of Abraham, they were distingifished by*
the peculiar mark of circumcision, offered up their devotions in the temple
of Jerusalem till its final destruction, and received both the law and the
prophets as the genuine inspirations of the Deity. The Gentile converts,
who by a spiritual adoption had been associated to the hope of Israel, were
likewise confounded under the garb md appearance of the Jews; and as the
polytheists paid less regard to articles of faith than to the external worship,
the new sect, which carefully concealed or faintly announced its future
greatness and ambition, was permitted to shelter itself under the general
toleration which was granted to an ancient and celebrated people in the
Roman Empire. It was not long, perhaps, before the Jews tjiemselves,
animated with a fiercer zeal and a more jealous faith, perceived the gradual
separation of their Nazareiie brethren from the doctrine of the synagogue

;

and they would gladly have extinguished the dangerous heresy in the blood
of its adherents. But the decrees of heaven had already disarmed their
malice ; and though they might sometimes exert the licentious privilege of
sedition, they no longer possessed the administration of criminal justice ;

nor did they find it easy to infuse into the calm breast of a Roman magis-
trate the rancour of their own zeal and prejudice. The provincial governors
declared themselves ready to listen to any accusation that might affect the
public safety ; but as soon as they were informed that it was a question not
of facts but of words, a dispute relating only to the interpretation of the
Jewish laws and prophecies, they deemed it unworthy of the majesty of
Rome seriously to discuss the obscure differences which might arise among
a barbarous and superstitious people. The innocence of the first Christians
was protected by ignorance and contempt ; and the tribunal of the pagan
magistrate often proved their most assured refuge against the fury of the
synagogue. If, indeed, we were disposed to adopt the traditions of a too
credulous antiquity, we might relate the distant peregrination, the wonder-
ful achievements, and the various deaths, of the twelve Apostles ; but a more
accurate inquiry will induce us to doubt whether any of those persons who
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liSid 1)6611 'W'itii6S86S to til© niir3icl63 of Christ W6rc psrmittcd, bsyond. tli6
limits of Palestin6, to seal with their blood the truth of their testimony.
From the ordinary term of human life, it may very naturally be presumed
that most of them were deceased before the discontent of the Jews broke
out into that furious war, which was terminated only by ihe ruin of
Jerusalem.

PEESECUTIONS UNDER NERO

During long period, from the death of Christ to that memorable
Jewish rebellion, we cannot discover any traces of Roman intolerance, un-
less they are to be found in the sudden, the transient, but the cruel perse-
cution which was exercised by Nero against the Christians of the capital,
thirty-five years after the former and only two years before the latter of
those great events. The character of the philosophic historian, to whom we
are principally indebted for the knowledge of this singular transaction,
would alone be sufficient to recommend it to our most attentive consideration.

We have seen that in the tenth year of the reign of Nero, Rome was
affiicted by a fire which raged beyond the memory or exam pie of former ages.
The monuments of Grecian art and of Roman virtue, t ie trophies of the

Roman Sarcophagus

Punic and Gallic wars, the most holy temples and tlie most splendid palaces
were involved in one common destruction. Of the fourteen regions or quar-
ters! into which Rome was divided, four only subsisted entire, three were
levelled Irith the ground, and the remaining seven, which had experienced
the fury of the flames, displayed a melancholy jprospect of ruin and desolation.
The vigilance of government appears not to have neglected any of the pre-
cautions which might alleviate the sense of so dreadful a calamity. The
imperial gardens were thrown open to the distressed multitude, temporary
buddings .were erected for their accommodation, and a plentiful supply of
corn and provisions was distributed at a very moderate price. The most
generous policy seemed to have dictated the edicts which regulated the
disposition of the streets and the construction of private houses; and as
usually happens in an age of prosperity, the conflagration of Rome, in the
course of a few years, produced a new city, more regular and more beautiful

than the former. But all the prudence and humanity affected by Nero on
this occasion were insufficient to preserve him from the popular suspicion.

Every crime might be imputed to the assassin of his wife and mother ; nor
could the. prince who prostituted his person and oLirnty in the theatre be
deemed incapable of the most extravagant folly. The voice of rumour
accused the emperor as the incendiary of his own capital ; and as' jhe most

H. W. — TOL. VI. T
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incredible stories are the best adapted to the genius of an enraged people, it

was gravely reported, and firmly believed, that Nero, enjoying the calamity
which he had occasioned, amused himself with singing to his lyre the destruc-
tion of ancient Troy. To divert a suspicion which the power of despotism
was unable to suppress, the emperor resolved to substitute in his own place
some fictitious criminals.

“ With this view,” continues Tacitus,* “ he inflicted the most exquisite
tortures on those men who, under the vulgar appellation of Christians, were
alreac^ branded with deserved infamy. They derived their name and origin
from Christ, who, in the reign of Tiberius, had sufferecl death by the sentence
of the procurator Pontius Pilate, For a while this dire superstition was
cheched

; but it again burst forth, and not only spread itself over Judea,
the first seat of this mischievous sect, but was even introduced into Rome, the
common asylum which receives and protects whatever is impure, whatever is

atrocious. The confessions of those who were seized discovered a great
multitude of their accomplices, and they were all convicted, not so much for
the crime of setting fire to the city, as for their hatred of human kind. They
died in torments, and their torments were imbittered by insult and derision.

Some were nailed on crosses; others sewn up in tlie skins of wild beasts and
exposed to the fury of dogs ; others again, smeared over with combustible
materials, were used as torches to illuminate the darkness of the night.
The gardens of Nero were destined for the melancholy spectacle, which was
accompanied with a horse race, and honoured with the presence of the em-
peror, who mingled with the populace in the dress and attitude of a charioteer.

The guilt of the Christians deserved indeed the most exemplary punishment;
hut the public abhorrence was changed into commiseration, from the opinion
that those unhappy wretches were sacrificed not so much to the public welfare
as to the cruelty of a jealous tyrant.”

Those who survey with a curious eye the revolutions of mankind may
observe that the gardens and circus of Nero on the Vatican, which were
polluted with the blood of the first Christians, have been rendered still

more famous by the triumph and by the abuse of the persecuted religion.

On the same spot a temple, which far surpasses the ancient glories of the
Capitol, has been since erected by the Christian pontiffs; who, deriving
their claim of universal dominion from a humble fisherman of Galilee, have
succeeded to the throne of the caesars, given laws to the barbarian con-
querors of Rome, and extended their spiritual jurisdiction from the coast of
the Baltic to the shores of the Pacific Ocean.

But it would be improper to dismiss this account of Nero’s persecu-
tion, till -we have made some observations that may serve to remove the
difficulties with which it is perplexed, and to throw some light on the subse-
quent history of the church.

(1) The most sceptical criticism is obliged to resjpect the truth of this
extraordinary fact and the integrity of this celebrated passage of Tacitus.
The former is confirmed by the diligent and accurate Suetonius, who mentions
the punishment which Nero inflicted on the Christians, a sect of men who
had embraced a new and criminal superstition. The latter may he proved
by the consent of the most ancient manuscripts by the inimitable character
of the style of Tacitus; by his reputation, which guarded his text from the
interpolations of pious fraud

; and by the purport of his narration, which
accused the first Christians of the most atrocious crimes, without insinuating
that they possessed any miraculous or even magical powers above the rest of
mankind.
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(2) Notwitlistandiiig it is probable that Tacitus was born some years
before the fire of Rome, he could derive only from reading and conversation
the knowledge of an event which happened during his infancy. Before he
gave himself to the public, he calmly waited till his genius had attained its

full maturity and he was more than forty years of age when a grateful regard
for the memory of the virtuous Agricola extorted from him the most early

of those historical compositions which will delight and instruct the most dis-

tant posterity. After making a trial of his strength in the life of Agricola
and the description of Germany, he conceived, and at length executed, a most
arduous work— the history of Rome, in thirty books, from the fall of Nero
to the accession of Nerva. The administration of Nerva introduced an age
of justice and prosperity, which Tacitus had destined for the occupation of

his old age ; but when he took a nearer view of his subject, judging, perhaps,

that it was a more honourable or a less invidious office to record the vices

of past tyrants than to celebrate the virtues of a reigning monarch, he chose

rather to relate, under the form of annals, the actions of the four immediate
successors of Augustus. To collect, to dispose, and to adorn a series of

fourscore years in an immortal work, every sentence of which is pregnant
with the deepest observations and the most lively images, was an undertaking
sufficient to exercise the genius of Tacitus himself during the greater par|:

of his life. In tlie last years of the reign of Trajan, whilst the victorious

monarch extended the power of Rome beyond its ancient limits, the historian

was describing, in the second and fourth books of his annals, the tyranny
of Tiberius

;
and the emperor Hadrian must have succeeded to the throne

before Tacitus, iu the regular prosecution of his work, could relate the fire

of the capital and the cruelty of Nero towards the unfortunate Christians.

At the distance of sixty years, it was the duty of the annalist to adopt the

narratives of contemporaries ; but it Avas natural for the philosopher to

indulge himself in the description of the origin, the progress, and the char-

acter of the ncAV sect, not so much according to the knowledge or prejudices

of the age of Nero, as according to those of the time of Hadrian.

(3) Tacitus very frequently trusts to the curiosity or reflection of his

readers to supply those intermediate circumstances and ideas which, in his

extreme conciseness, he has thought proper to suppress. We may, therefore,

presume to imagine some probable cause which could direct the cruelty of

Nero against the Christians of Rome, whose obscurity, as well as innocence,

should have shielded them from his indignation, and even from his notice.

The Jews, who were numerous in the capital, and oppressed in their own coun-

try, were a much fitter object for the suspicions of the emperor and of the

people ; nor did it seem unlikely that a vanquished nation, who already dis-

covered their abhorrence of the Roman yoke, might have recourse to the most
atrocious means of gratifying their implacable revenge. But the Jews pos-

sessed very powerful advocates in the palace, and even in the heart of the

tyrant— his wife and mistress, the beautiful Poppaea, and a favourite player

of the race of Abraham, who had already employed their intercession in be-

half of the obnoxious peojple. In their room it was necessary to offer some
other victims; and it migtit easily be suggested that, although the genuine

followers of Moses were innocent of the fire of Rome, there had arisen among
them a new and pernicious sect of Galilaeans, which was capable of the most
horHd crimes. Under the appellation of Galiheans, two distinctions of men
were confounded, the most opposite to each otlier in their manners and princi-

ples; the disciples who had embraced the faith of Jesus of Nazareth, and Hie

zealots who had followed the standard of Judas the Gaulonite, The former
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were the friends, the latter were the enemies, of human kind ; and the only

resemblance between them consisted in the same inflexible constancy which,

in the defence of their cause, rendered them insensible of death and tortures.

The followers of Judas, who impelled their countrymen into rebellion, were
soon buried under the ruins of Jerusalem; whilst those of Jesus, known by
the more celebrated name of Christians, diffused themselves over the Roman
Empire. How natural was it for Tacitus, in the time of Hadrian, to appro-

priate to the Christians the guilt and the sufferings which he might, with far

greater truth and justice, have attributed to a sect whose odious memory was
almost extinguished I

(4) Whatever opinion may be entertained of this conjecture (for it is no
more than a conjecture), it is evident that the effect, as well as the cause, of

Nero’s persecution was confined to the walls of Rome ;
that the religious

tenets of the Galil^eans, or Christians, were never made a subject of punish-

ment, or even of inquiry
;
and that, as the idea of their sufferings was for a

long time connected with the idea of cruelty and injustice, the moderation
of succeeding princes inclined them to spare a sect oppressed by a tyrant

whose rage had been usually directed against virtue and innocence.

Thus the massacre of the year G4 is not, strictly speaking, a religious

persecution, although, in the opinion of the pagans, there remained a

stain on the Christians. Their name came out of the darkness in an in-

auspicious manner. It remained linked with a great public disaster, and
per.iaps with a terrible crime in which authority pretended to trace their

influence. The second traditional persecution took place in the last year of

the reign of Domitian. We have seen to what it has been reduced. There
is no trace of any edict, no explicit evidence in profane tu* ecclesiastical lit-

erature, until the middle of the second century. Several passages must be
subtly combined to draw the inference of actions brought against many
of the Christians, and we are reduced to suppositions to decide the cause.

The accusation of impiety appears, but it cannot be said whetlier this charge

is of a religious character ; and it seems doubtful.

PEKSECUTION TTNJOEli TEAJAN AND THE ANTONINKS
•

It is under the reign of Trajan that the persecution of Christianity is

really inaugurated. A thick cloud hovers over this new crime, however,
and over the proceedings which are to follow. Pliny does not know where
to find the proof of the crime. Trajan, in his reply, points to the statute

law. The Christians, from this time, arc beyond the reach of the law.

However, if there are no complaints and no accusers come forward, the

authorities will leave them in peace. If ^ley are impeached in the court of

justice they will be condemned unless they forswear themselves. This
equivocal law regulated the position of the Christians under the rule of the

first three successors of Trajan. Neither Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, nor
Marcus Aurelius softened or aggravated it.

Under the rule of these princes, the best, most just, and most humane
the empire ever knew, the condemnations of the Cliristians are more fre-

quent. It is because the Christians are more numerous, and here and there
bolder, doubtless, and more imprudent; it is also because there is a new
actor on the stage, an anonymous actor, passionate, capricious, easily irri-

tated, and formidable in anger— the crowd, whose injunctions and whoso
cries for death sometimes take the place of that accuser required by the

I
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edict of Trajan. Or in public calamities it is on the Christians that the
wrath of the crowd falls. A terrible fate overtakes their conventicles and
sacred rites. They hide themselves and avoid all feasts, they smile when
others weep, and seem sad in times of prosperity.

Neither their altars, the name, nor tbe symbol of their god is known.
Blood is shed at their nocturnal meetings. Children are sacrificed, devourec^
by the initiated, and there are scenes of unspeakable debauchery. This is

what is said, and in certain circumstances the least spark is sufficient to
kindle the fury of tbe multitude assembled in the amphitheatres or the
circus. Will the magistrates contend with the rioters ? Will they take up
the cause of men legally outside the common law? The voice of the public
speaks, and they obey. This, together with certain enmities and private
grudges, is, doubtless, the explanation of the sentences pronounced in Rome,
and especially in the provinces, under the Antonines. This is what would
seem to have taken place in Smyrna in the year 155, and at Lyons in 177.

The crowd is the accuser.

It is the crowd that singles

out the Christians and sen-

tences them to death, and
it is only occasionally that

the sentence which it has

pronounced is not fulfilled.

Three > rescripts have
been drawn up which Ha-
drian, Antoninus, and Mar-
cus Aurelius successively

are said to have made out

in favour of the Christians,

and from one to the other

of these edicts there is, as

it were, a crescendo of kind-

ness and toleration. The
first of these princes forbids

the legates to condemn the

Christians to satisfy the

clamouring of the peojDle.

The last, Marcus Aurelius, testifies to the power of the Christians, whose
kindness he has experienced and whom he fears to see turned against him,
and grants them full liberty of worship. In our opinion these edicts are
manifestly apocryphal, although it is peraaps true that the emperors, supreme
guardians of the ! aw, saw with displeasure the violent caprices of popular
brutality take the place of legal measures, and violate, as it were, the majesty
of Roman justice; and they may have written in this sense to their agents.

Hadrian especially, the most vigilant guardian of order in the provincial
administration, may have done this.

But the sentences pronounced against the Christians under the rule of

the Antonines, and the numerous defences in which the apologists, even at

this moment, make an appeal to the justice of the emperors, claiming com-
mon law for the Christians, prove clearly tlrnt the law which cohdenmed
them on account of their jDrofession of faith had not been repealed.

The Antonines invariably made kind and humane princes, lovers of jus-

tice, sparing of the lives of their subjects. Marcus Aurelius, in particular,

went too far in his complaisance and goodness of heart. The principle of the

Roman Doob Keys, in the British Museum
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stoical philosophy he had embraced, and which he was proud to follow, taught
the inviolability of liberty in private life, and far from advising the perse-

cution of opinions, it must rather have taught respect for them.
On the other hand, in spite of a visible tendency on the part of the

authorities at this time to restore or to strengthen the old Roman discipline,

in spite of the alliance entered upon between philosophy and the popular
religion, multifarious worships flourished freely throughout the empire.

The emperors, whose official c.evoutness has nothing exclusive, are admitted,

like Hadrian, into the alien churches
;

or, like Marcus Aurelius, do not fear

to make an appeal in urgent cases to all known religions. Amongst the

philosophers, some, regarding such matters with contempt, state that the

diversity matters but little provided that the heavenly sentiment is in

the soul; others, incredulous and sceptical like Lucian, scoff with impunity
at all the gods and religious symbols, sparing none. Tliere is nothing in

the empire resembling a state religion ; it would even be difficult to say

precisely which is the religion of the majority of the citizens.

Polytheism means diversity and confusion. There is no common foimu-
lary, or catechism, nothing resembling the doctrinal teaching of a fixed and
definite theology. All the gods are accounted good, and the newest seem
to possess extraordinary virtues. Whence comes it that Christianity alone

is excluded from universal toleration and is legally without the rightjs of

the law ? Whilst striving to answer this question, there is the risk of defin-

ing and exaggerating ideas which hovered vaguely in the minds of the

princes and statesmen of that time, and of reducing dim notions to too fixed

J:ormulas. The Christians in the second century are usually taxed with
atheism and impiety. It is certain that the apologists have fair play in

replying to this imputation, and answer it triumphantly. The fact however
remains that Christianity was the absolute negation of all the symbols of

pagan naturalism, that it condemned and repudiated without exception all

the gods and all worships, and aspired to destroy and replace them. Lucian,
it is true, was not more respectful to the various prevailing superstitions,

but Lucian’s invectives were an individual piece of wit. He did not attempt
to raise altar against altar, he did not do the work of destruction in view of

propaganda. He did not work against the institutions in the name of a
new community. He remained faithful to the old philosophical tradition.

His burst of laughter was as the last hostile note uttered by philosophy,
before disarming and offering a hand to the popular religion.

The Christian objectors, also bitter, were far more in earnest and more
formidable. Their attacks amounted to a general assault, and cloaked a
manifestly subversive design. They did not scoff for the mere sake of

scoffing, but to overthrow and to make a distinct place for their own com-
munity, establishing it on new foundations. Authority respects the individ-

ual conscience, and grants it the greatest license, hut the general conscience
is what is called conspiracy.

There is here no room for doubt. Impiety and atheism are in fact not
purely religious names, in the modern sense, but political imputations.
Religions in the empire are matters of state, or rather religion and the
state form only one commonwealth, of which the emperor is the head.

Lucian was free to be impious or atheistical. No inference is to be drawn
from this, however, though he may here and there have either imitators or

disciples.

But the Christian is not an individual unit, his name is legion ; he is

a member of an association, a party which cannot be confounded with a
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>liilosophical school. He belongs to an organised body which has its mem-
bers everywhere ; which possesses a distinctive language, rallying signs, a
hierarchy, and a common purse maintained by voluntary contributions;
which holds clandestine meetings, celebrates nocturnal rites of which popular
imagination is afraid, and possesses certain means of operation at a cjstance
by means of delegates or circulars. And what an organisation it is ! Its
members in Craxil have communication with Rome, and with the cities of
Asia and Phrygia. It covers the entire empire with an invisible network.
Philosophy, the daughter of curiosity and t]ie work of the brain, divides

;

Christian belief unites.'

Do not these associates, these collegiati of a new species, whose secret
designs and whose nearest hopes are unknown, but are in any case manifestly
in accordance with hatred of the morals, the customs, and the institutions of
the empire, form the beginning of a state within a state ? Are they not a
menace to the public class, that which at all times is reported inseparable
from the preservation of existing institutions ? These are enemies ; the more
so that community of faith, hatred of the state, and the bond of a common
fear in the presence of danger and of proscription holds them together.
. Pertinax, on attaining to the imperial dignity, gave this for the first

watchword : Let us fight”— a virile watchword, and one suited also to the
reign of Marcus Aurelius. In fact, on the frontiers the barbarians are
hastening to arm. Of the thirty legions of which he has the disposal, the
emperor is forced to muster twenty with numerous auxiliaries to drive them
beyond the Danube, and hold them in awe. During this time, other peace-
ful barbarians, as they are called, profess contempt for their country, ener-
vate their minds by an unnerving mysticism, detaching themselves from
masculine duties and the rough obligations of civil and military life, and by
their attacks and their counsels noiselessly lay the mine which will engulf
the fortunes of Rome.

They respect, they say, the established powers, and offer u]p prayers to
their gods on behalf of the emperor ; but they are heard to say that marriage
is a corruption, and a Christian slave dares to reply to the judge that Christ
has freed him, and amongst the foundations on which the state and society,
decency, family ties, and religion rest, there is not one institution which
finds favour in their sight.

The state has need of the devotion of all.- It is a critical moment. A
war, which all good citizens must consider as a holy war, is added to the
scourge which devastates the empire. The stake is, perhaps, civilisation
itself. The Christians are reluctant'to serve the country at home or abroad.
They wish to be neither soldiers nor magistrates. They glory in being
citizens of heaven. They wrap themselves up in meditation, controversy,
and the exercises of their piety. The community is threatened. In every
town they have made for themselves a city of their own choosing, a society
separate and apart, of which, they say, God himself is the founder, which
they call their church, and to which they dedicate all their attention and
their zeal. The service of their church is the sole thing which moves them.
The duties it imposes are, in their eyes, the only essential and necessary
duties.

The prince, their country, the pubHe good, civilisation, Roman splendour,
are to them merely resounding names or vain idols. The church is their
country, their city, and their camp. This doubtless is the meaning of the
accusation, “ enemies of the public,” which is applied to the Christians.
Doubtless neither the princes nor the magistrates saw it in precisely that
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liglit. The Christian prophets foretold the end of the world in the year 195.

They did not foresee Constantine and Theodosius, the old religion perse-

cuted in its turn, and forced to hide frona the revenge of the Cliristians, the

apologists returned, Libanius imploring in the name of art that the temples

and statues of the gods might be spared, and Simmachus in tlie name of

Roman splendour asking mercy for tlie threatened altar of victory.

The danger was neither so urgent nor so clear in the second century.

Melxto of Sardis was wont to say with the gravity of conviction that the

power and splendour of the empire had augmented with Christianity.

Others, with equal sincerity, protested that the Christians did not think of

agitating the state, that they had never been found amongst those who
stirred up seditious and military revolutions ; that, on the contrary, they

kept themselves aloof from all parties, and rendered unto Cicsar that which

was his due— neither adoration nor incense, but civil submission and obedi-

ence, Several times since the destruction of their temple in the year TO,

the Jews had risen in arms to shake off the Roman despotism, to save

or avenge their independence. The Christians could not be reproached

with any revolt ;
it is true that, sorung from every race, and for the greater

part from pagan families, they ha(. no nationality to vindicate or re-establish.

None of them, moreover, had asserted a mission to revolutionise society.

Saving the spiritual jurisdiction, they freely abandoned all other matters,

or lield them of small account. During the first two centuries despised,

maltreated, spat upon, under the ban of opinion and of the law, and often

put to death, they were everywhere seen to be patient and resigned, speak-

ing less of the world than of heaven, and full of confidence in a master who
does no wrong and who can repair injustice.

Thus no precise explanation can be advanced to account for their being

styled public enemies. They were the seeds of a new society ; one of their

doctors stated that their presence deferred the terrestrial judgment and

preserved the empire from ruin and corruption.

The true and philosophical significance of the persecutions is thus the

defence of the empire anci its institutions, threatened by a new and incom-

prehensible spirit. The emperors during the second century did not see

this public danger clearly; they felt it instinctively, and on its account they

strove to fortify or to awaken religion and patriotism. <2
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CHAPTER XXXVIII. ASPECTS OF CIVILISATION OF THE
FIRST TWO CENTURIES OF THE EMPIRE

‘ THK SPIRIT OF THE TIMES

In the first century of the empire the political circumstances of the world
were in a deplorable condition. Power was entirely concentrated in Rome
and the legions, and there the most shameful and degrading scenes occurred.

The Roman aristocracy which had conquered the world, and which, in fact,

alone had a share in the government under the rule of the Ciesars, gave
themselves up to saturnalian crimes of the most unbridled kind ever wit-

nessed.

Chesar and Augustus, when instituting the imperial office, had clearly

discerned the needs of their times. The world was politically so corrupt

that no other form of government would have been possible. Since Rome
liad conquered numberless provinces, the ancient constitution, founded on
the privileges of the patrician families, who were a species of obstinate and
malevolent Tories, could no longer continue. But Augustus in leaving the

future to chance had entirely neglected his political duty. Without legit-

imate heirs, witliout laws of election, without proper rules of adoption,

without constitutional limits, Cfc.sarism was like an enormous weight on the

deck of a ship without ballast. The most terrible upheavals were inevitable.

Three times in one century, under Caligula, under Nero, and under Domi-
tian, the greatest power that has ever existed fell into the hands of execrable

or extravagant men. The results were seen in horrors which have hardly
been surpassed by the monsters of Mongolian dynasties.^ In the fatal sttc-

cession of rulers, we are almost reduced to making excuses for Tiberius, who
was wholly wicked only towards the end of his life, or Claudius, who was
only eccentric, wanting in judgment, and surrounded by evil counsellors.

The most shameful ignominies of the empire, such as the apotheosis of the
emperor and his deification when still living, came from the East and more
particularly from Egypt, which was then the most corrupt country in the
world. The true Roman spirit still existed. Human nobility was far from

[1 It is "well to bear in mind that a more optimistic view of the early empire has its supporters.
As has already been pointed out, there are di^rent estimates of such emperors as Tiberius. It
is urg^ also, that the cruelties and vices of the mnperors affected but a limited circle ; and that
meantime the provinces might be well governed, healthful, and prosperous. It has l^n alleged,
c.p., that Tib^us and Domitian ruled the provinces better than the Antonines.]
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being extinct. There was still great traditional pride in some families, who
came into power with Nerva, who rendered the age of the Antonines glorious.

An epoch during which such absolutely virtuous people lived as, for example,
Quintnian, Pliny the Younger, and Tacitus [are reputed to have been],

is not an epoch of which one need despair. Outward debauchery did not
touch the great foundation bf honesty and sobriety which still existed in

good Roman society-^ a few families were still models of good conduct, of

devotion to duty, of concord and solid virtue. -Admirable wives and admi-
rable sisters were still to be found in the houses of the j^atricians. AVas there

ever a more touching' fate than that of the chaste and youthful Octavia,

daughter of Claudius and wife of Nero, who remained pure in the midst of

all this infamy, and was put to death at twenty-two years of age, with-

out ever having known happiness ? Women who in inscriptions are called

castmimce^ univirce are not rare. Wives accompany their husbands into

exile, others share their heroic death. The old Roman simplicity was not

entirely lost, children were wisely and carefully educated. The most aristo-

cratic women were known to work in wool; the vanities of the toilet were
almost unknown in the best families.

Those excellent statesmen who under Trajan seemed to spring from the

ground were not the product of the moment. They had been in office

during the preceding reigns, only they had had but little influence, being kejpt

Boman Kitohbn Uxknsils

(In the British. Museum)

in the background by the freedmen and infamous favourites of the emperor.

Men of the greatest merit thus occupied high places under Nero. The frame-

work was gcod, and the rise of the bad emperors to power, although disas-

trous, did not suffice to change the general order of things and the principles

of the state. The empire, far from being decadenf, was in all the vigour of

a most robust youth. The decadence was to come two hundred years later,

and strange to say under far less wicked emperors.

Politically the situation was analogous to that of France, which since the

Revolution has never enjoyed a direct succession of its liUng powers, and
can pass through perilous fortunes without hopelessly damaging its internal

organisation and national force. We naturally compare the first century

of the empire to the eighteenth century, an epoch absolutely corrupt if we
judge from the collections of mieodotes belonging to the times, and during

which certain families nevertheless maintained their austere customs.

Philosophy made alliance with the honest Roman families and offered a

noble resistance. The school of stoics produced such grand characters as

Cremutius Cordus, Thrasea, Helvidius Priscus, Annieus Cornutus, JVlusonius

Roius— all admirable upholders of aristocratic virtue. The rigidity and
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exaggeration of this school were due to the horrible cruelty of the government
of the csesars. The one idea of a man of real worth was to accustom himself to
pain and to prepare for death. Lucan with bad taste, and Persius with superior
talent, expressed the highest sentiments of a great spirit. Seneca the phi-
losopher, Pliny the Elder, and Papirius Fabianus kept up a high standard of
learning and philosophy. All were not corrupted ; there were some shining
lights

;
but too often their only alternative was death. The ignoble poj>

tion of "humanity from time to time got the upper hand. The s oirit of frenzy
and of cruelty then burst forth and turned Rome into a veritable helL

The government, which in Rome was so uncertain, was far better in the
provinces, and the shocks which disturbed the capital were hardly felt there,
in spite of its faults the Roman administration was far superior to the
monarchies and republics which had disappeared through conquest. The
reign of sovereign municipalities had passed away many centuries before.
The small states had been killed by their egotism, their jealousy, their igno-
rance, and their disregard of private rights. The old Grecian life, made up
of. struggles entirely external, no longer satisfied the people. It had been
charming in its day; but that brilliant Olympus, a democracy of demi-gods,
having lost its freshness, had become hard, unfeeling, vain, superficial, for
lack of sincerity and real uprightness. This was the cause which resulted in
the Macedonian domination, followed by Roman rule.

The evils of excessive centralization were yet unknown to the empire. Up
to the time of Diocletian the towns and provinces were allowed great liberty.
In Palestine, Syria, Asia Minor, Lower Armenia, and Thrace there were inde-
pendent kingdoms under the protection of Rome. These kingdoms only
became sources of danger from the time of Caligula onwards, because the
great and far-sighted policy which Augustus had traced with regard to them
had not been carried out. The free towns— and they were numerous—
governed themselves according to their own laws^ they had legislative
power and administered justice as in a self-governing country ; until the
third century, municipal decrees were promulgated with the formula,
the senate and the people.” Theatres served not only for scenic pleasures,

they were everywhere centres of agitation and public opinion. The favour
of the Romans towards the human race was the/ theme of some adulatory ora-
tions which were not, however, devoid of all sincerit}'. The doctrine of the
Roman peace,” the idea of a great democracy organised under the protection

of Rome, was the basis of all thought. A Greek orator displayed vast
learning in proving that the glory of Rome ought to be regarded by all the
branches of the Hellenic race as a sort of common inheritance. As far as
Syria, Asia Minor, and Egypt are concerned, it may be said that the Roman
conquest did not destroy a single liberty’'. Those countries were either

indifferent to political life or had never known it.

In spite of the exactions of the governors and the acts of violence insep-
arable from absolute government, the world, in many ways, had never been so
happy. An administration coming frpra a centre far away was such an
advantage, that even the pillage of the printers of the latter end of the re-

public did not succeed in rendering it odious. ]Moreover, the lex Judia
bad greatly limited the field of abuses and extortion. Excepti&g under Nero,
the follies or the cruelty of the emperor did not go beyond the Roman aris-

tocracy and the immediate surroundings of the prince. Never had those
who wished to leave politics alone lived in greater peace. The republic of

ancient times, where everyone was forced into party quarrels, was not pleasant
to live in ; supersession and exile were too frequent.
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Now it seemed as if the times were ripe for wide propagandism, superior

to the quarrels of little towns, to the rivalries of dynasties. Attempts against

liberty owed their origin to the independence which still remained to the

provinces and communities, rather than to the Roman administration. In

those conquered countries where political needs had not existed for several

centuries, and where the people were deprived only of the power of tearing each

other to pieces by continual warfare, the empire was an era of prosperity and
welfare until then unknown and, we may add without paradox, of liberty.

On the one hand the freedom of trade, and industry, and that personal liberty

of which the Greek had no idea, became possible. On the other hand
the freedom which consists in liberty of opinion could only be benefited

by the new regime.

This liberty always gains in dealing with kings and princes more than in

dealing with a jealous and narrow-minded middle class. The Greek republics

had no such liberty of opinion. ’ The Greeks achieved great things without

it, thanks to the unequalled power of their genius, but for all that, Athene

was actually under an inquisition. The inquisitor was the archon, the holy

office was the royal portico where charges of immLety were tried. Accu^Sa-

tions of this nature were very frequent— it was the favourite theme of Attic

orators. Not only philosophical offences, such as denying God or providehce,

but the slightest offence against the municipal doctrines, preaching a strange

religion, the most puerile omissions of the scru pulous laws pertaining bo tae

mysteries, were crimes punished with death. The gods whom Aristophanes

scoffed at on the stage could sometimes slay. They slew Socrates, tdey all

but slew Alcibiades ; Anaxagoras, Protagoras, Theodorus the atheist^ Diag-

oras of Melos, Prodicus of Ceos, Stilpo, Aristotle, Theophrastus, Aspasia,

Euripides, were more or less seriously threatened.

Liberty of thought was, in fact, the fruit of the kingdoms whic|i sprang

from the Macedonian conquest. Attalus and Ptolemy were the first to give

to thinkers a liberty which none of the old republics had ever offei'ed them.

The Roman Empire continued on the same lines. There existed, under the

empire, more than one severe law against philosophers, but thatwas on account
of their meddling in politics. One might look in vain, in the collection of

Roman laws previous to Constantine, for a passage against liberty of thought,

or in the history of the emperors for a lawsuit about abstract doctrines.

Not a scholar was disturbed. Men who would have been burned in the

Middle Ages, such as Galen, Lueian, Plotinus, lived peacefully, protected by
the law.

The empire inaugurated a period of liberty, in the sense that it abolished

absolute government in families, towng, and tribes, and replaced or modified

such governments by that of the state. Absolute power is even more vexa-

tious than usual when it exercises its power in a narrower circle. The ancient

republics and feudalism tyrannised over the individual more than the state

has ever done. Granted that the Roman Empire, at certain epochs, cruelly

persecuted Christianity, at least it did not kill it. The republics would have
made it quite impossible; Judaism, if it had not felt the pressure of Roman
authority, would have sufficed to crush it. It was the Roman magistrates

who prevented the Pharisees from destroying Christianity.

A broad idea of universal brotherhood, the outcome for the most part of

stoicism, and a kind of general sentiment of humanity were the fruit of the

less narrow form of government, and of the less circumscribed education to

which the individual was subjected. A new era and new worlds were
dreamed of. The public wealth was great, and, in spite of the imperfections
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of the economic doctrines of the times, comfort was widespread.
,
Manners

were not what they are often imagined to be. In Home, certainly, vice

vaunted itself with revolting cynicism. Theatres, above all, had introduced

horrible depravity ; certain countries, such as Egypt, had also fallen to the

lowest depths. But in the greater number of the provinces there existed a

middle class, amongst whom kindness, conjugal fidelity, domestic virtue, and
uprightness were sufficiently common.

Does there exist a more charming and ideal picture of famil)" life in the

world of the honest middle class of small tuAvns than that described by Plu-

tarch ? What good nature, what peaceful habits, what chaste and amiable

simplicity ! Cliaeronea was certainly not the only town where life was so

pure and innocent. There still remained in the general customs, even be-

yond Rome, something cruel, either as a relic of ancient habits, everywhere

e<iuaUy sanguinary, or through the special influence of Roman austerity.

But there was improvement in that respect. What sweet and pure senti-

ment, what an impression of melancholy tenderness there is in the writings

of Virgil and of Tibullus ! The world was taking shape and losing its ancient

rigour, acquiring freedom and moral sensibility. Principles of humanity

Roman Musical Instbuments

spread everywhere ; equality and abstract ideas of the rights of man were

loudly preached by stoicism. Woman, thanks to the system of dowries

under Roman law, became more and more her own mistress ; rules as to the

treatment of slaves were made—Seneca dined with his. Slaves were no longer

necessarily the grotesque and evil beings who were introduced into Latin

plays to be laughed at, and of whom Cato urges that they should he treated

as beasts of burden. Times had changed. The slave was his master s moral

equal, and admittedly capable of virtue and fidelity, of which he gave proof.

Prejudice concerning nobility of birth was diminishing.

Humane and just laws were passed even under the worst emperors. Tibe-

rius was an able financier* ; he founded a system of land tenure on a sound

basis. Nero introduced into the system of taxation, until then iniquitous

and bai’barous, improvements which might shame even the present day- The

progress made in legislation was considerable, although the death penalty

was much too common. Love for the poor, charity^ and universal sympathy-

were accounted virtues.

The theatre was one of the scandals which gave the greatest offence to

virtuous people, and one of the first causes to excite the antipathy of Jews

and Judaisexs of all kinds against the profane civilisation of the tini$. These
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gigantic cauldrons seemed to them sewers in which all the vices simmered.
W hilst the front rows were applauding, scenes of the greatest repulsiveness
and horror were often taking place on the upper benches. In tlie provinces
gladiatorial combats were only established with difficulty. The Hellenic
countries, at least, disapproved of them, and kept for the most part to the
ancient Greek exercises. In the East, cruel games always preserved a
marked stamp of their Roman origin. The Athenians, wishing to rival the
Corinthians, having one day discussed the subject of imitating their barbar-
ous games, a philosopher got up and proposed that first of all the altar of
Pity should be overthrown. The horror of the theatre, the stadium, the
gymnasium, that is of a-ll public places which were the essential elements
of a Greek or Roman town, was thus one of the deepest sentiments of the
Christians, and one of those which had the greatest results.

Ancient civilisation was of a public kind
; everything took place in the

open air, before the assembled citizens ; in opposition to ours, where life is

private and secluded within the precincts of the home. The theatre had
succeeded the agora and the Forum. The anathema liurled against the
theatres reflected upon the whole of society. A deep rivalry was established
between the church, on the one hand, and tlie public games on the other.
The slave, hunted from the games, took refuge in the church. One cannot
sit down in tliese gloomy arenas, which are always the best preserved remains
of an ancient town, without seeing in s pirit the struggle between the two
classes ; here, the poor honest man, seatec. in the last row, hiding his face and
going out indignant, there a philosopher getting up suddenly and reproach-
ing the crowd with its depravity.

These instances were rare in the first century. Nevertheless protesta-
tions began to be heard, and the theatre fell into disrepute. The legislation

and administration of the empire was still, in a state of chaos. The cen-
tral despotism, municipal and provincial liberty, the caprice of governors, the
outrages of independent communities, jostled each other violently. But re-

ligious liberty gained in these conflicts. The perfected autocratic government
which was established from the time of Trajan was to be far more fatal to

the newly born religion than the state of disorder, fertile in surprises, and
the absence of a regular police which characterised the time of the cassars.

The institutions for public relief, founded on the principle that the state
has paternal duties towards its subjects, only developed to any great degree
from the time of Nerva and Trajan onwards- A few instances of it are
however found during the first century. There already existed asylums
for children, organised distributions of food to the needy, fixed prices for
bread with indemnities to the bakers, precautions for provisioning, premiums
and insurance for ship-owners, bread bonuses, which permitted the purchase
of corn at a reduced rate. All the emperors, without exception, showed
the greatest solicitude for these questions, minor ones, perhaps, but such as
at certain epochs took precedence of all others. In remote antiquity, it

might be said, the world needed no charity. The world was then young
and vigorous, almshouses were useless. The good and simple Homeric
ethics, according to which the guest and the beggar come from Jupiter, are
the ethics of a robust and gay adolescence,

Greece, in her classical age, enunciated the most exquisite maxims of
pity, of beneficence, of humanity, without a latent thought of social anxiety
or of melancholy. Man in that epoch was still healthy and hap]Dy, evil
could not be realised. With respect to mutual assistance the Gree.ks were
far in advance of the Romans. No liberal and benevolent disposition came
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from that cruel aristocracy which exercised such oppressive sway during the
republic. At the time of which we are writing the colossal fortunes of the
aristocracy, luxury, the concentration of population in certain places, and
especially the hardness of heart peculiar to the Roinan and his aversion to

pity, resulted in the birth of “pauperism.'’ The kindness shown by cer-

tain emperors towards the riff-raff of Rome only aggravated the danger.
Bribery and the tesserce frumentarice not only encouraged the vice of idle-

ness, but brought no remedy to misery. In this particular, as in many others,

the East was really superior to the Western world. The Jews had true

charitable institutions.' The temple of Egypt seemed to have possessed alms-

boxes. The college of monks and nuns of the Serapeum of Memphis was
also, in a manner, a charitable institution. The terrible crisis through which
mankind was passing in the capital of Europe was little felt in remote
lands, where everyday life had remained more simple. The reproach of

having poisoned the earth, the comparison of Rome to a courtesan who has
poured out to the world the wine of her immorality, was true in many
ways. The provinces were better than Rome, or rather the impure elements
from all parts, accumulating in Rome as in a sink, had formed an infec-

tious spot where the old Roman virtues were stifled and where good seed

germinated slowly.6

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS

But it is the life of the capital itself that must chiefly claim our attention

here. Let us turn from the glowing generalities of Itenan to a more specific

consideration of some important phases of the everyday life of the jjeople in

the great centre to which aU roads were said to lead.

],R the early days of the empire, Rome was in the crisis of that transitional

state which most great capitals have experienced, when a rapid increase in

their population and in the transactions of daily life has begun to outstrip the

extension of their means of accommodation. The increase^of numbers must
'necessarily multiply the operations of industry, which cr-oss and recross each

other in the streets of a great city; and though neither the commerce nor

manufactures of Rome were conducted on the scale to which onr ideas are

accustomed, the retail traffic which passed from hand to hand, and the ordi-

nary affairs of business and pleasure, must have caused an ever increasing stir

and circulation among the vast assemblage of human beings collected within

its walls. The uninterrupted progress of building operations, and the exten-

sion of the suburbs simultaneously with the restoration of the city, must have

kept every avenue constantly thronged with wagons and vehicles of all sorts,

engaged in the transport of the cumbrous materials employed therein ;
the

crush of these heavy-laden machines, and the portentous swinging of the

long beams they carried round the corners of the narrow streets, are men-
tioned among the worst nuisances and even terrors of the citizen’s daily

walk.

Neither of the rival institutions of the shop and the bazaar had been

developed to any great extent in ancient Rome. A vast number of trades

was exercised there by itinerant vendors. The street cries, which have

almost ceased within our own memory in London, were rife in the city of the

Caesars. The incessant din of these discordant sounds is complained of as

making existence intolerable to the poor gentleman who is compelled to re-

side in the midst of them. The streets were not contrived, nor was it possi-

ble generally to adapt them, for the passage of the well-attended litters and
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,
cumbrous carriages of the wealthy, which began to traverse them with the

pomp and circumstance of our own aristocratic vehicles of a century since

while the police of the city seems never to have contemplated the removal of

the most obvious causes of crowd and obstruction, in the exhibition of gym-
nastic and gladiatorial spectacles, of conjurors’ tricks and the buffoonery

of the lowest class of stage-players, in the centre of the most frequented

thoroughfares.

The noble never crossed his threshold without a numerous train of

clients and retainers ; the lower people congregated at the corners of the

streets to hear the gossip of the day and discuss the merits of racers and
dancers; the slaves hovered over the steam of the open cookshops, or

loitered, on their masters’ errands, to gaze on the rude drawings or pore

over the placards on the walls. The last century had filled the imperial

capital with multitudes of foreigners, attracted from curiosity as much as

from motives of business to the renowned emporium of the wonders of the

world, who added to the number of idlers and loungers in the streets of

Rome ; men of strange costumes and figures and, when they spoke, of speech

still stranger, who, while they gazed around them with awe and admiration,

became themselves each a centre of remark to a crowd of wondering citizens.

The marked though casual manner in which the throng of the streets is

noticed by the Roman writers, sliows, in the strongest way, how ordinary

a feature it was of life in the city.

The streets, or rather the narrow and winding alleys, of Rome were
miserably inadequate to the circulation of the people who thus moved along

or thronged them; for the vici were no better than lanes or alleys, and
there were only two viic, or paved ways, fit for the transport of heavy
carriages, the Sacra and the Nova, in the central parts of the city. The
three interior lulls, tlie Palatine, the Aventine, and the Capitoliiie, were
sore impediments to traffic ; for no carriages could pass over them, and it

may be doubted whether they were even thoroughfares for foot passengers.

The occurrence, not unusual, of a fire or an inundation, or the casual fall of

a house, must have choked the circulation of the life-blood of the city. The
first, indeed, and the last of these, were accidents to which every place of

human resort is liable ; but the inundations of Rome were a marked and
peculiar feature of her ancient existence.

Augustus, with far-seeing economic sagacity, was anxious to employ all

men of rank and breeding in practical business, while at the same time

he proposed to them his own example as a follower both of the Muses and
the Graces. The Roman noble rose ordinarily at daybreak, and received

at his levee the crowd of clients and retainers who had thronged the steps

before his yet closed door from the hours of datkness. A few words of

greeting were expected on either side, and then, as the sun mounted the

eastern sky, he descended from his elevated mansion into the Forum. He
might walk surrounded by the still lingering crowd, or he might be carried

in a litter ; but to ride in a wheeled velucle on such occasions was no Roman
fashion.^ Once arrived in the Forum, he was quickly immersed in the

1 The Appian way was the fashionable drive of the Roman nobility.
3 The Romans r(^de in carriages on a journey, hut rarely for amusement, and never within

the city. Even beyond the wall it was considered disreputable to hold the reins one^s self, such
being the occupation of the slave or hired driver. Juvenal ranks the consul, who oree]^ out
at n%ht to drive his own chariot, with the most degraded of characters : that he should, ven-

ture to drive by daylight, while still in office, is an excess of turpitude transcending the imag-
ination of the most sarcastic painter of manners as they were. And this was a hundred years

later than the age of Augustus. See Juvenal, VIII, 146.
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business of tlie day. He presided as a judge in one of the basilicas, or lie

appeared himself before the judges as an advocate, a witness, or a suitor.

He transacted his private affairs with his banker or notary; he perused
the public journal of yesterday, and inquired how his friend’s cause had
sped before the tribunal of the praitor. At every step he crossed the path
of some of the notables of his own class, and the news of the day and in-

terests of the hour were discussed between them with dignified politeness.

Such were the morning occupations of a dies fastifs. or working day:
the holy day had its appropriate occupation in attendance upon the temple
services, in offering a prayer for the safet}' of the emperor and people, in

sprinkling frankincense on the altar, and, on occasions of special cle\'otion,

appeasing the gods with a sacrifice. But all transactions of business, secular

or divine, ceased at once when the voice of the herald on the steps of the

Hostilian Curia proclaimed that the shadow of the sun had passed the line

on the pavement before him, which marked the hour of midday. Every door
was now closed ; every citizen, at least in summer, plunged into the dark
recesses of his sleeping chamber for the enjoyment of his meridian slumber.

The midday siesta terminated, generally speaking, the affairs of the day.

and every man was now released from duty and free to devote himself, on

rising again, to relaxation or amusement till the return of night. If the

senate had been used sometimes to prolong or renew its sittings, there was

a rule that after the tenth hour, or four o’clock, no new business could be

brought under its notice, and we are told of Asinius Pollio that he would

not even open a letter after that hour.

IMeanwhile Rome had risen again to amuse and recreate itself, and the

grave man of business had his amusements as well as the idler of the Forum.

The exercises of the Field of Mars were the relaxation of the soldiers of the

republic ; and when the urban populace had withdrawn itself from military

service, the traditions of the Campus were still cherished by the upper ranks,

and the practice of its mimic war confined, perhaps, exclusively^ to them.

The swimming, running, riding, and javelin-throwing of this public ground

became under the emperors a fashion of the nobility : the populace had no

taste for such labours, and witnessed perliaps with some surpi'ise the toils to

which men voluntarily devoted themselves who possessed slaves to relieve

them from the most ordinary exertions of the day. But the young competi-.

tors in these athletic contests were not without a throng of s pectators : the

porticoes which bordered the field were crowded with tne elder people and

H. W. — VOL. VI. z
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the women, who shunned the heat of the declining sun ; many a private

dwelling looked upon it from the opposite side of the river, which was
esteemed on that account a desirable place of residence. Augustus had
promised his favour to every revival of the gallant customs of antiquity, and
all the Roman world that lived in his smiles hastened to the scene of these

ancient amusements to gratify- the emperor, if not to amuse themselves.

The ancients, it was said, had made choice of the Field of Mars for the

scene of their mimic warfare for the convenience of the stream of the Tiber,

in which the weary combatants mi^ht wash off the sweat and dust, and
return to their companions in the full glow of recruited health and vigour.

But the youth of Rome in more refined days were not satisfied with these

genial ablutions. They resorted to warm and vapour-baths, to the use of

perfumes to enhance the luxury of refreshment.

The Romans had, indeed, a universal and extraordinary fondness for tJle

bath, which degenerated in their immoderate use of it into a voluptuous

and enervating luxury. The houses of the opulent were always furnished

with chambers for this purpose
;
they had their warm and cold baths as

well as their steam apparatus, and the ap]plication of oil and perfumes was
equally universal among them. From tbe earliest times there were per-

haps places of more general resort, where the plebeian paid a trifling sum
for the enjoyment of this luxury ; and among other ways of courting popu-

Roman Bath Implements

lar favour was that of subsidising the owners of these common baths, and
giving the people the free use .of them for one or more day$. A^rippa
carried this mode of popular bribery to excess. Besides the erection of

lesser Jiaths to the number of 170, he was the first to construct public

establishments of the kind, or thermae, in which the citizens might assemble

in large numbers, and combine the pleasure of purification with the exercise

of gymnastic sports
;
while at the same time their tastes might be culti-

vated by the contemplation of paintings and sculptures, and by listening to

song and music.

The Roman, however, had his peculiar notion of personal dignity, and
it was not without a feeling of uneasiness that he stripped himself in public

below the waist, however accustomed he might be to exhibit his chest

and shoulders in the performance of his manly exercises. The baths of

Maecenas and Agrippa remained without rivals for more than one genera-

tion, though they were ultimately supplanted by imperial constructions on a

far more extensive scale. In the time of Augustus the resort of women to

the public baths was forbidden, if indeed such an indecorum had yet been
imagined. At a later period, whatever might be the absence of costume
among the men, the women at least were partially covered. An ingenious

writer has remarked on the effect produced on the spirits by the action of

air and water upon the naked body. The unusual lightness and coolness,

the disembarrassment of the limbs, the elasticity of the circulation, com-
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bine to stimulate the sensibility of the nervous system. Hence the thermae
of the great city resounded with the shouts and laughter of the bathers,

who, when emerged from the water and resigned to the manipulations of

the l3arbers and perfumers, gazed with voluptuous languor on the brilliant

decorations of the halls around them, or listened with charmed ears to the
singers and musicians, and even to the poets who presumed upon their

helplessness to recite to them their choicest compositions.

SUPPEES BAisQITETS

The bath was a preparation for the c(Bna or supper, which deserves to be
described as a national institution

;
it had from the first its prescriptions and

traditions, its laws and usages ; it was sanctified by religious observances,

and its whole system of etiquette was held as binding as ii; it had had a reli-

gious significance. Under the protection of the gods to whom they poured
their libations, friends met together for the recreation equally of mind and
body. If the conversation flagged, it was relieved by the aid of minstrels,

who recited the gallant deeds of the national heroes ; but in the best days of

the republic the guests of the noble Roman were men of speech not less than
of deeds, men instructed in all the knowledge of their times, and there was
more room to fear lest their converse should degenerate into the argumenta-
tive and didactic than languish from the want of matter or interest.

It is probable, however, that the table talk of the higher classes at Rome
was peculiarly terse and epigrammatic. Many specimens have been pre-

served to us of the dry, sententious vStyle which they seem to have cultivated ;

their remarks on life and manners were commonly conveyed in solemn or

caustic aphorisms, and they condemned as midignified and Greekish any
superfluous abundance in the use of words. The graceful and flowing

conversations of Cicero’s dialogues were imitated from Athenian writings,

rather than drawn after the types of actual life around him. “ People at

supper,” said Varro, himself not the least sententious of his nation, “ should

neither be loquacious nor mute ; eloquence is for the Forum, silence for the

bed chamber.” Another rule of the same master of etiquette, that the number
of the guests should not exceed nine, the number of the Muses, nor fall short

of three, the number of the Graces, was dictated by a sense of the decorous

proprieties of the Roman banquet, which the love of ostentation and pride

of wealth were now constantly violating.

Luxury and the appetite for excitement were engaged in multiplying

occasions of more than ordinary festivity, on which the most rigid of the I

sumptuary laws allowed a wider license to the expenses of the table. On
such high days the nmnbers of the guests were limited neither by law nor

custom ; the entertainer, the master or father, as he was called, of the sup-

per, was required to abdicate the ordinary functions of host, and, according

to the Greek custom, a king of the wine or arbiter of the drinking, was
chosen from among themselves by lot, or for his convivial qualities, l^y the

bacchanalian crew around him.
Our own more polished but not unmanly taste must look with amazement

and even disgust at the convivial excesses of the Romans at this period, such

as they have themselves represented them to us. Their luxury was a coarse

and low imitation of Greek voluptuousness ; and for nothing perhaps did the

Greeks more despise their rude conquerors than for the manifest failure of

their attempts at imitating the vices of their betters.
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The Romans vied with one another in the cost rather than the elegance
of their banquets, and accumulated with absurd pride the rarest and most
expensive viands on their boards, to excite the admiration of their parasites,

not to gratify their palates. Cleopatra’s famous conceit, in dissolving the

pearl in vinegar, may have been the line satire of an elegant Grecian \ipon
the tasteless extravagance of her barbarian lover. Antony, indeed, though
he degraded himself to the manners of a gladifitor, was a man of noble birth,

and might have imbibed purer tastes at the tables of the men of his own class ;

but the establishment of the imperial regime thrust into the liigh places of

society a number of low-born upstarts, the sons of the speculators and con-

tractors of the preceding generation, who knew not how to dispense with
grace the mibounded wealth their sires had accumulated.

Augustus would fain have restrained these excesses, which shamed the
dignified I'eserve which he wished to characterise the imperial court

;
he

exerted himself by counsel and example, as well as by formal enactments, to

educate his people in the sim her tastes of the older time, relined but not yet
enervated by the infusion of Hellenic culture.^ His laws, indeed, shared the

fate of the sumptuary regulations of his predecessors, and soon passed from

Roman Dtnnhu-table
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neglect into oblivion. His example was too austere, perhaps, to be generally
followed even by the most sedulous of his own courtiers, ffe ate hut little,

and was content with the simplest fare: lus bread was of the second quality,

at a time when the best was far less fine than ours ; and he was satisfied with
dining on a few small Rshes, curds or cheese, ligs and dates, taken at any
hour when he had an appetite rather than at regular and formal meals. He
was careful, however, to keep a moderately furnished table for his associates,

at which he commonly appeared himself, though he was often the last to

arrive, and the first to retire from it.

The ordinary arrangement of a Roman supper consisted of three low
couches, disposed, horse-shoe fashion, before a Ioav table, at which the atten-

dant slaves could minister without incommoding’ the recumbent guests.

Upon each couch three persons reclined, a mode which had been introduced
from Greece, where it had been in use for centuries, though not from heroic
times. The Egyptians and Persians sat at meat

; so, till the Greeks corrupted
them, did also the Jews ; the poetical traditions of Hellas represented the
gods as sitting at their celestial banquets. The Macedonians also, down to

the time of Alexander, are said to have adopted the more ordinary practice

;

and such was the custom at Rome till a late period. When the men first

1 The lecfes Julies allowed two hundred sesterces for a repast on ordinary days, tUreediundred
oil holidays, one thousand for special occasions, such as a wedding, etc, G'ellius'' II, 24.
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allowed themselves the indulgence of reclining, they requii*ed boys and women
to maintain an erect posture, from notions of delicacy

;
but in the time of

Augustus no such distinction was observed, and the inferiority of the weaker
sex was only marked by setting them together on one of the side couches,
the place of honour being always in the centre.

Reclined on stuffed and cushioned sofas, leaning on the left elbow, the
neck and right arm bare and his sandals removed, the Roman abandoned
himself, after the exhaustion of the i)al8estra and the bath, to all the luxury of
languor. His slaves relieved him from every effort, however trifling; they
carved for him,^ filled his cup for him, supplied every dish for him with such
fragmentary viands as he could raise to his mouth with his fingers only, and
poui’ed water upon his hands at every remove. Men of genius and learning
might amuse themselves with conversation alone ; those for whom this

resoiu'ce was insufficient had many other means of entertainment to resort to.

Music and dancing were performed before them ; actors and clowns exhibited
in their presence

;
dwarfs and hunchbacks were introduced to make sport for

them ;
Augustus himself sometimes escaped from these miserable vulgarities

by playing at dice between the courses; but the stale wit and practical

immour, with which in many houses the banquet seems to have been sea-

soned, give us a lower idea of the manners of the Roman gentlemen than any
perhaps of these trifling pastimes. The vulgarity, however, of the revellers

of Rome was far less shocking than their indecency, and nothing perhaps
contributed more to break down the sense of dignity and self-respect, the
last safeguard of pagan virtue, than the easy familiarity engendered b}-

their attitude at meals.

Some persons, indeed, men no doubt of peculiar assurance and conceit,

ventured to startle the voluptuous languor of the supper-table by repeating
their own compositions to the captive guests. But for the most part the
last sentiments of expiring liberty revolted against this intolerable oppres-
sion. The Romans compounded for the inviolate sanctity of their convivial
hours by surrendering to the inevitable enemy a solid portion of the day.
They resigned themselves to the task of listening as part of the business of

the morning, c

Banquets of a more pretentious order played a very important part in

the life of the Romans of all classes. Anniversaries, religious festivals, the
necessity also that those who belonged to the same college should treat com-
mon affairs together, or simply the desire of spending life more enjoyably,
had multiplied them during the empire to an unlimited degree. Men of

distinction especially sought at them the pleasure of conversing freely with
their friends. During the endless and capricious conversations politics were
not forgotten. What was said after dinner, when the heat of festivity had
animated the guests and loosened their tongues was not always favourable
to the imperial government. It was during one of these repasts^ that the
praetor Antistius read those insulting verses concerning Nero which led to

his banishment. As has just been said, however, the banquet-hall was
not the place usually chosen for reading verses or other compositions.
Freer scope for this and for the public promulgation of serio" ideas in

general was found in the so-called “circles.”

^ The structor or carver was an important oflScer at the sideboard. Carving wa even taught
as an art, which, as jthe ancients had no forks (x^tpovofiSiVj to manipulate, was die C reek term for
it), must have r^uired grace as well as dexterity. Moreau de Jonn^ observes, with some rea-
son, that the invention of the fork, apparently so simple, deserves to be considered difficult and
recondite. The Chinese, with their ancient and elaborate civilisation, have failed to attain to it.

#
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THE CrRCLES

It is not so easy to Iciiow what was meant by the circles. To form an exac\

idea of them, the habits of the ancient nations must be taken into account.

In those delightful climates people do not remain shut up all day at home; on
the contrary, the day is generally spent out of doors. The inhabitants of

Rome when they were not at the theatre or the circus walked about looking
at the perpetual sights the Eternal City offered to the curious of all nations.

They went about the streets, they stopped in the public scpiares, seated them-
selyes when they were tired, on the benches and exedrai^ with which the

public places were supplied. These groups of idlers, gathered together to

look at something or to talk, were called circuU. They collected especially

in the Campus Martins and in the Forum, around the tpiacks selling their

remedies, the showmen with their rare or performing animals and those who
performed feats of strength. Sometimes a miserable poet, unhappy at having
no readers, took advantage of these groups to venture to spout his verses

to the assembly. Very often they were gathered together only to listen to

those peophj who posed as persons of importance, and professed to be well
informed. There were a groat number of such in Home, and at times of

crisis, in those nuuneiits of anxiety and expectation when men are anxious
to hear what they tremble to know, they acquired much ci’edit. After
having listened to them, everybody gave his opinion. Blame or praise was
gravely meted out to the generals, plans of campaign wore made, and treaties

of peace discussed. Towards the end of the republic and during the begin-
ning of the empire these street politicians assembled together at the foot of
the tribune reserved for speeches, which won them the name of mihrostrani.

Thence were spread gloomy rumours which alarmed Rome. It was said that
the Parthiaiis had invaded Armenia, that the Gennani had crossed the Rhine,
and the crowd that listened to this sinister news did not always spare the
emperor and his ministers, who were not taking strong enough measures for
the protection of the frontiers. The. emperor liad consequently taken stops
to have these hold speakers watched. lie sent disguised soldiers who min-
gled in these groups, and reported to their chiefs what they had heard.

These open-air discussions which the spies of the prince could hear,
were thus not without danger. Those who did not care to run the risk of
being ruined took care to say nothing there ; they only spoke out in com-
pany ill which they thought themselves safe. Besides, opportunities for
speaking were not wanting. I do not doubt that there existed in Rome at
tiat time something similar to what is nowadays called society, that is to
say, meetings of people, usually unknown to each other, of different origin
and fortune, who have no affairs to discuss, no common interests to debate,
and who in collecting only seek the pleasure of being together. What is for
us the peculiar characteristic of society, that the women freely associate with
the men, was often found at Rome also. It was not forbidden to the women
to appear at the banquets, even when strangers to the family were invited,
and Cornelius Nepos tells us that nobody was astonished to see a Roman tak-
ing his wife with him when he went to dine out, a thing which would have
greatly shocked the Greeks. Thus repasts were already social assemblies,
but it may be safely asserted that there were many others although accounts
of them have not reached us. I even believe that as early as the first cen-
tury, the habit of living together had sometimes given rise to a certain gal-
lantry between the two sexes, hitherto unknown in ancient society, and which
at moments might resemble the customs of our seventeenth century. Here
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is the portrait which Martial sketches, of a dandy of liis time : “ A dandy is

a man whose hair is nicely parted, who breathes perfumes, who hums between
his teeth songs from Spain and Egypt, and knows how to beat time with his
hairless arms ; he does not leave the chairs of the ladies during the whole
day, he has always something to whisper in their ears, knows all the scandal
of Rome, will tell you the name of the woman with whom so-and-so is in love,

whose society another person frequents, and knows by heart the genealogy of
the horse Hirpinus.’’ It seems to me this dandy is not very different from
Moliere’s marquis, and like him he has the habit of not leaving the chairs

of the ladies.” There*were some people at Rome whose assiduity took them
far ; and Tacitus tells us of a consul, a clever man, and a terrible banterer
as well, who owed his political rank to the influence of women.

When men are alone together they discuss and discourse ; in presence of

ladies they are forced to converse. Seneca described wonderfully well these
society conversations where everything was treated and nothing thoroughly
discussed, and where one subject followed another so easily. In a few hours
the conversation of these clever people wandered far from the starting-point.

They talked doubtless much of themselves and other people. The habit of

living together encouraged a taste for studying each other, and everyone’s
passions and characteristics became thoroughly known. In that immense
town, w'hich might easily, as Lucan says, have contained the whole world,

where so many bitter battles were waged daily to conquer power and wealth,

subjects of study were not wanting to these worldly moralists. They col-

lected amusing anecdotes of well-known people and came in the evening to

relate them to their friends. Literature was also an absorbing topic. The
whole of Roman society liked and cultivated it. As a rule Romans were
orators by occupation; poets simply as a means of distraction. A little poetry
flourished in those days which has not lived until our time ; it did not deserve
to live, being merely written to charm the elegant society of those days. As
in the time of the Abbe Delille, games of dice or chess, Ashing and swimming,
dancing and music, the art of ordering a dinner or receiving guests, were all

sung in verse. However agreeable this poetry might be, it could not always
charm, and new subjects had constantly to be thought of to animate the con-

versation. It was thus that, when literature and scandal had been thoroughly
exhausted, politics followed in the natural course.

It is quite conceivable that much raillery was indulged in by these clever

people who above everything did not wish to appear fools, and would not
take seriously all the domedies that were being played in the senate. Re-
served and sharp lookers-on, little disposed towards any kind of enthusiasm,
they must have smiled at the excessive flattery with which the prince was
overwhelmed, and the deiflcation of the dead or living emperor must have
left them quite unmoved. Society generally develops a leaning towards
irony ; to know how to lash a neighbour agreeably is doubtless a very
estimable quality, and probably it was valued still more when this neigh-
bour was an emperor. A dangerous game it must have been, and raillery

aimed so high might have cost dear, but danger was not a sufficient reason for

stopping a joke when it was clever and appreciated. “ I cannot be sorry,”

said Seneca, “for those people who would rather lose their heads than a
clever saying.” In this charming but frivolous society, nobody would miss
uttering a clever repartee, even at the risk of losing his head. All had to

compensate themselves for the restraint they had gone through in the senate,

where they were forced to have smiling faces and to second the praises which
were showered upon the prince by his friends. They always left dissatisfled
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witli themselves and with others, their hearts filled with rage that must find

vent. They expressed themselves freely directly they were sure of being

amongst friends whom they could trust- In these secret meetings they above
all liked to communicate news “ which could not be spoken of or listened to

without danger.”

Rome was then overrun by those bearers of news which newspapers and
telegraphy have done away with. We met some just now in the clubs ; they

were still more numerous in society gatherings. They knew everything

that was being talked of in the army and in the provinces, and gave the most
precise information on whatever happened. When ah important personage

died, they related all the circumstances of his death, they said wit!iout hesi-

tation who had held the dagger or poured out the poison. Such a number
of wicked rumours had never circulated in Rome as since the right of free

speech had been denied the people. The authorities in trying to find those

who spread the rumours only gave them more credit than they deserved.

Besides it is in nature with difficulty to believe what is o penly told and to

accept without a word what is whispered in the ear. "Lbus all measures
taken by the government were used, against itself. Everything became
known ;

everything was believed
;
reasons were found for everything j and

BoaiAK Nbttiko Nbbdlbs
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the most natural reasons were not those most readily believed ; to be listened

to it was necessary to imagine strange and improbable explanations for

everything.

This opposition took many different forms and changed according to cir-

cumstances. Sometimes it was very much on the surface, at others it was
hidden in the shade, but bold or timid, visible or hidden, it never died out,

and it was this suppleness and obstinacy which composed its strength. Some-
times it dared to reveal itself to all through the medium of a pamphlet ; one
of those satirical testaments, for example, which it was the fa^ion to invent
for important personages, in which the dead said exactly what they thought
of the living. Sometimes it took the form of malicious verses which were
whispered around, and after having travelled through every rank of this

discontented population ended by being written, by an unknown hand, on
the walls of the Forum. ^‘Tiberius disdains wine,” they said, “now that he
thirsts for blood ; he drinks blood to-day as formerly he drank wine.” If

this audacity seemed too risky, they fell back on malicious allusions which
were easily grasped by wide-awake minds. When these allusions were
followed up and punished, a few furtive words were exchanged by friends at
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meeting. If it became impossible to speak at all there was an eloquence in the
people’s silence, which showed what they were thinking of, and means were
found to render even silence seditious.

PUBLIC READINGS

Public lectures or readings became the fashion about the middle of the

reign of Augustus— they were introduced by Pollio. They attained rapid

success, which is not td be wondered at, taking into account the occupations
and tastes of the people of that period. Literature was much liked, and if

we believe Horace, nearly everyone cherished a belief in his ability to WTite.

It is never customary to keep one’s writings for one’s self, seeming sin not to

let them be known to the public. Unfortunately in antiquity books could

not be so easily pro pagated as to-day. Those of celebrated writers spread
quickly enough anc. went far, but the others ran the risk of remaining in

obscurity. Thus the authors, to escajpe this sad destiny and to make them-
selves known in some manner, thought of reading their words in public,

thereby saving their works from the death which threatened them. If these

authors were poor they went where crowds were likely to gather, to the Forum,
under the porticoes, in the public baths ; they even stopped the passers-by and
spouted their poetry to them at the risk of being hissed or torn to pieces, if the

people were not in a humour to listen to them. If rich they invited their

clients and friends to dinner, treated them well, and took advantage of their

gratitude to cause themselves to be listened to and admired. Horace tells us
the amusing story of a terrible creditor who gathered together his insolvent

victims on the day of reckoning to read to them the very dull works he had
written ; they had to come or pay. In order to obtain leniency the unfor-

tunate guests had to bend their backs as resigned victims and applaud.
Pollio was not ‘poor enough to have to resort to the public places nor

foolish enough to be satisfied with bought praise. He wished particulaiiy

to have his tragedies and tales become know. This vain person who had
lielped Caesar and Octavius to the first place was not satisfied with the second,

and^ expected to obtain in literature the importance and place that he had
failed to get in politics. This gave him the idea of choosing a room in a
house, of arranging it like a theatre, that is, with an orchestra and galleries,

and inviting by tickets people whom he knew or wished to know, to come
to hear his works read. Soon others followed his example, and it was soon
the fashion to do notiring else in Rome during the months of April and
August but to assemble in these lecture rooms.

It is easy to form an idea of the sentiments brought by the guests to

these literary festivals. Auditors and lecturers belonged, as a rule, to the
best society, and shared in all the hates and prejudices of the upper class.

Opposition, as it may be supposed, flourished in these public lectures. It

was here that one could speak, when speech was not forbidden ; here that

Titinius Capito, after the death of Domitian, read the story of his victims.

It was a duty to come and listen. “ It seemed,” says Pliny, “ that we were
listening to the melancholy praises of the victims who had not been given
funeral honours.” Under the harsh rulers caution was naturally necessary,
yet nevertheless a way was found to speak. In the darkest times of the reign
of Nero, Curiatius Maternus, the poet, dared to read a poem full of disagree-

able allusions to the emperor. He continued, under Vespasian, his little war
of epigrams. “ He read one day of Cato, and forgot himself,’ says Tacitus,
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‘Ho think only of his hero,” ApplauHo was not wanting to tlie bold tirades
of the poet; the next day the whole of Rome spoke about his audacity and
the dangers to which it would expose him.

The tragedies of Curiatius Maternua are lost, but those of Seneca remain
and give ns an idea of what was allowed to be said in the lecture rooms!
These works are second rate, and could be judged very severely if considered
in the light of plays for the theatre, or if compared to the works of Sophocles
and Euripides. It must he remombored, however, that they were not written
for the stage, being destined for public reading. They are drawing-room
tragedy, hence must not be treated as tragedy for iM theatre. This order
of play may seem unworthy or false ; it can be severely condemned

; it is a
distinct order, nevertheless, and is not subject to the rules that govern others

;

also, having a different public, certain defects are necessary to enable it to
please. Seneca, who was eager to succeed, submitted to these conditions
willingly. His aim was to flatter the tastes of his audience, and he knew
that he could interest tliern only by speaking of their times and their friends

;

he did this openly and without hesitation; it might be said from the way he
expressed himself that he wished them to see for themselves that the present
interested him more than the past ; that he was always thinking of Rome
even when speaking of Argos or of Thebes. This is why political allusions
are so frequent in his works/

LtBJiARlES A:n'D BOOK-M,A1CING

It must not be supposed, however, that the author in Romo depended
solely upon verbal utterance for the circulation of his ideas. Nothing could
be further from the fact. The publishing no less than the writing of books
was a recognised form of business and one that apparently flourished.

Notwithstanding the entire loss of all the books produced iu Rome in the
early days, we are supplied with tolerably full information as to the making
and use of booksNtliere during the later xieriod of tlio republic, and through-
out the empire.

The private library discovered at Herculaneum gives a perfectly clear
idea of the way in which the books were kept iu an ordinary house. This
library contained seventeen hundred books, ]!t was so small a room, however,
that all its shelves could be reached from its centre. The books themselves,
consisting of rolls, were contained in round cases called capsm^ and we have
the further evidence of various statues and pictures, as well as written de-
scriptions, to prove that this was the usual method of caring for manuscripts.

The books of this period were always in rolls, never folded after the
modern method. This applies not merely to papyrus books, but to the parch-
ment ones also. Generally the strip of papyrus or parchment was inserted
at one end into a slit in a reed or cane about which the manuscript was rolled
as written. Usually a corresponding cane was supplied at the ot ier end after
the book was completed, so that the book could be rolled either way, thus
greatly facilitating the reading. Presumably the book as ordinarily kept
ready for use would be rolled on the lower reed, so that anyone unrolling it

began at once with the first column, the columns being arranged transversely.
A tag or label was usually attached to the manuscript, and these tags are
represented in the paintings on tlie walls of Pompeii as projecting from the
cases in which the books are stored. The length of a papyrus or parchment
strip varied indefinitely, but it appears to have been usual to write an entire
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book of any given work on a single strip. Tlie relatively short books into
which most classical works were divided facilitated this method

; or perhaps
it became customary to divide works into small books for the convenience
of the scribe, rather than because of any logicality in the method itself.

It appears that in the later Roman times it was quite the fashion to have
a library in every ordinary house, and some of these libraries attained very
respectable proportions. Thus it is said that the grammarian Epaphroditus
hac. a library of thirty thousand volumes, and that Snmmonicua Serenus had
one of sixty-two thousand volumes. The fact that Augustus confiscated

two thousand copies of the pseudo-sibylline oracles testifies to the wide
prevalence of the reading, or at least the book-buying, habit. No doubt tliis

distinction between the buying and the reading of books should be clearly

cLrawn in the case of the Romans as elsewhere. Still, it will not do to
draw too sweeping conclusions from the sneers of Seneca and Cicero, which
are so often quoted as implying that the Romans bought books as orna-
ments, rather than for their contents- Doubtless the reproach was true then
as now of a large number of purchasers ; still, the mailing and the selling

of books must always imply the existence of a taste for books, and such a
fashion could never have come into vogue unless a very large number of

people were actually book readers. In point of fact, the book business in

Rome assumed proportions that seem almost incredible. Book stores were
numerous in the more frequented parts of the city, and, as far as one can
learn, the trade flourished quite in the modern fashion. Within the shop
the rolls were ranged on shelves for the inspection of the would-be pur-

chaser, and outside on pillars were advertised the names of the authors
represented.

Naturally enough, when private libraries were the fashion there were
numerous public libraries as well. According to Publius Victor, there were
no fewer than twenty-nine of these public libraries in Rome. Asinius Pollio,

the friend of Ceesar, and the famous patron of literature of his time, who
died in the year 6 B.C., was credited with being the founder of the fii'st pub-
lic library, although there is a tradition that JEmillius Paulus, the conqueror

of Macedonia, brought back with him to Rome a large collection of books in

168 B.c. Be that as it may, there probably was no very great taste for

reading in Rome at that early period, and it was not until the time of

Augustus that public libraries began to assume real importance.

Augustus himself, carrying out the intention of Julius Caesar, founded
two public libraries, one called the Octavian, and the other the Palatine.

From that time the founding of public libraries became a fashion with the

emperors, Tiberius, Vespasian, Domitian, and Trajan successively adding to

the number, the most famous collection of all being the Ulpian library of

Trajan. No available data have come down to us as to the exact size of

these libraries, but the respectable proportions of some of the private collec-

tions make it a safe inference that some, at least, of these public libraries must
have contained hundreds of thousands of books, since we can hardly suppose

that a private library would be allowed to outrival the imperial coUections.

When one reflects on this prevalence of books, tbe very natural c uery

arises as to how they were produced, and the answer throws a vivid lig at on
the social conditions in Rome. The enormous output of books, almost rival-

ling the productions of the modern press, was possible solely because of the

great number of slaves in Rome. Book-making was a profession, but it was
a profession apparently followed almost exclusively ay slaves, who were

known as lihrarii. These educated slaves were usually Greeks, and a large
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publishing liouse, of which there were severul in Koine, would keep a great

number of them for purposes botli of making the materials for books, and
of transcribing the books themselves.

It is known that shorthand was practised extensively in Romo, and it has

been supposed that a very large number of the current books wore written

in this abbreviated hand. This supposition, however, appears more than

doubtful, for it is hardly to be supposed that the general iniblic took the

trouble to learn the Tiroiiian system, by which name the shorthand script was
known

;
Tiron, the secretary of Cicero, lieiiig commonly, though no doubt

incorrectly, credited with its invention. As to the latter point, there are

various references in tlie Greek classical authors to tlie practice of shorthand

in ancient times. It is said even that Xenophon took down the lectures of

Socrates in this way, and whether or not that statement is true, the existence

of the rumour is in itself evidence of the prevalence of the custom from an

early day. Very probably Tiron developed a modilied and greatly improved

system of shorthand writing, and doubtless this became popular, since lexi-

cons were written interpreting the Tironiau script in tcums of ordinary

Latin. But, as has been said, all this does not make it probable that the

average reader understood the script, and it seems much more likely that

the popular authors were represented in the onlimuy script, subject, how-
ever, to numerous aljhreviations. The writers who were most in vogue in

imperial Rome are said to have been Ovid, Propertius, and Martial among
the satirists ; Homer, Virgil, and Horace among the poets

;
and Cicero, Livy,

and Pliny among prose writers. It is alleged that the works of most of

these were in every private collection. Of all this great store of literary

treasures not a single line has been preserved in the original manuscript,

save only a few rolls from the library at Herculaneum, and most of these are

charred and damaged beyond recognition.

Thanks to tlie use of slave labour, it would appear that the Roman pub-
lisher was able, not merely to put out large editions of books, but to sell

these at a very reasonable price. According to a statement of Martial bim-
self, a very good copy of the first book of liis epigrams could be purcluised

for five denarii. This presumably must refer to the cheapest edition, prob-

ably a papyrus roll, though no definite data as to the relative cost of papyrus
and parchment are available. Naturally, there were more expensive editions

put out for those who could afford them. It was customary, for example, to

tint the back of the parchment roll with purple
; at a later day the inscribed

part itself was sometimes tinted with the same colour, and this custom also

may have prevailed as early as the Roman time. (Certain books were illus-

trated with pictures, as appears from a remark of Pliny ; but this practice

was undoubtedly very exceptional. It may not have been unusual, however,
to ornament or emphasise portions of the manuscript by using red ink, for

the ink wells illustrated in the paintings of Pompeii are often shown to be
double, and the presumable object of this was to facilitate the use of ink of

two colours.

The pen em ployed by the Roman scribe was made of a reed and known
as a calamus, tt was sharpened and split, not unlike a modern q[uill pen.

The question has been raised many times as to whether the Romans did not

employ the quill pen itself. Certain pictures seem to suggest that the quill

pen was used not merely by the Romans, hut by the Egyptians as well.

There seems little ground for this supposition, however, and the first specific

reference to a quill pen was in the writings of Isidonis, who died in 636 a.d.

This proves that the us© of quills had begun not later than the sevenPi
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century, but it i« extremely doubtful whether the Romans emploj’ed them,

though the quill seems so obvious a substitute for the reed that its non-em-

ployment causes wonder. But the history of aU simple inventions shows

iow fallacious would be any argument drawn from this obvious inference,

incidentally it may be noted that the reed pen held its own against the quill

for some centuries after the invention of the latter. Even in the late Middle

Ages the reed was still employed for particular kinds of writing in preference

to the quill, and no doubt a certain number of people for generations con-

tinued to prefer the r^ed, just as there are people now who prefer a quill

pen to the steel pens that were perfected in 1830. Every desk in the read-

ing room at the British Museum to-day is supplied with a quill as well as a

steel pen ; and a fair proportion of the readers there seem to prefer the

former.

It would not do to leave the subject of Roman hooks mthout at least inci^

dental mention of the tablets which were in universal use. These were ]prob-

ably not employed in writing books for the market, but it is quite probable

that many authors used them in making the first drafts of their books. The
so-called wax tablet was really made of wood, quite in the form of a modern

child’s slate, the wax to receive the writing being put upon the portion that

corresponds to the slate proper. These tablets were usually boiuid together

in twos or threes, and only the inner surfaces were employed to receive the

writing, the outer surface being reserved for a title in the case of business

documents, or for the address when the tablet was used as a letter. When
used as business records or in correspondence, the tablets were bound to-

gether with a cord, upon which a seal was placed. It Avas quite the rule for

a Roman citizen to carry a tablet about Avit'ii him for the piupo^e of making

notes. The imjolement used in wilting was a pointed metal needle known

as the stylus, it was almost dagger-like in proportions, and was sometimes

used as a weapon. It was said that Ctesar once transfixed the arm of Cas-

sius Avith his stylus in a fit of anger in the senate chamber itself. The other

end of the stylus was curA^ed or flattened, and was used to erase the AATiting

on the tablet for corrections or to prepare the surface for a new inscriptionJ

Turning from the practicalities of literature to a yet more important

phase of everyday life, let us Avitness

THE CEREMONY OF A ROMAN MARRIAGE

The solemn ritual of marriage was based on the virginity of the bride,

and so appeared in a curtailed version when a Avidow married again, which,

even in later times, was regarded as someAvhat shocking and in the earliest

period of antiquity was of rare occurrence.
. •

Particular care was taken in choosing the weddmg-day, becau^ certain

times of the year were, from a religious point of view, ill adapted for the

wedding ceremony, particularly the whole month of May and the half

of June. For the Lemuria and the sacrifice of the Argei fall in May, and

in the beginning of June come the dies religiosiy devoted to the holiness of

Vesta, Avhich come to a close on the 15th of June with the purification of

the temple of Vesta. Other days to be avoided were the dies p<^entales

(from the 13th to the 21st of February), the first half of March, the three

days on Avhich the Nether World was o]^en (rmmdus patet on the 24th of

August, the 5th of October, and the 8tii of November), aH dies rehgtosi,

the calends, the nones, and the ides. But solemn marriages were not
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conducted on festival days chiefly because, in early times at all events, the
participators in the marriage were hindered by the festival. Widows on the
other hand did not exclude such days from their selection.

All that we are told of the decoration of the bride is again concerned
with virgins. On the day before mandage the girl laid aside her virginal

attire (toga prmtexta)^ sacrificing it with her toys to the gods and periiaps

originally to the Lares of lier father’s house. As was trie custom for a
youth before taking the toga^ she was invested (omnw's cama) witli a new
garment suitable to her new condition before going to sleep, a tunica recta

or regilla^ and upon her head was placed a red hair net. The bridal dress

itself was a tunica recta, that is to say a garment woven according to ancient

custom with vertical, not horizontal, threads, held together with a woollen

girdle (cingulum) that was bound with a nodus liercvlem; instead of the

hair net she was provided with a red scarf (flamTneum.) with which she veiled

her head (nuhit, ohnuhit); its red colour only distinguished it from those

scarfs which all women wore when they went out. Her hair was arranged
in sex crines, that is, plaits or locks held together not with a comb but with
a crisping pin bent at the end Qiasta ccelibaris) and separated by ribbons.

Beneath the scarf on her head she wore a wreath of flowers gathered by
herself, and at a later period the bridegroom himself also wears a wreath.

The ceremony of the marriage day falls into three parts : the handing
over of the bride, her home taking, and her reception into the husband’s
house ; with regard to the disposition of the separate customs appertaining

to these three acts we are to some extent left to conjecture.

The solemnisation of marriage began with auspicia, which were usually

taken by proper auspices in the silence of early morning, just as at the

sponsalia it was sought to inquire into the will of the gods by an omen
before sunrise. In the earliest times the flight of birds was observed, this

kind of divination being later on replaced in private life (as it already
existed in public) by the easier process of causing a haruspica to examine
entrails. 'But the sacrifice made with a view of consulting the gods, the
performers of which have also been called auspices, must not bo confounded
with the main sacrifice, for it took place beiore the lianding over of the
bride. The sacrificial animal was probably a sheep, the skin of which was
afterwards used for the confarreatio.

On the assembly of the guests the auspices entered to annoimce the
result of their investigation. After this only is the marriage contract
completed, and even in later times before ten witnesses such as were
accustomed to be present at the ancient oonfarreatio; the bride and bride-
groom then declare tlieir consent to the wedding, and where there is a con^

farreatio the former declares her will to enter into the minus and thereby
the family of her husband, originally announcing also her readiness to ex-
change her own name for that of her husband in the formula quando tu
Cains ego Caia. After this declaration the bridal pair are brought together
by a married woman (pronuba^ and take each other’s hands (dextras jwngunt),
upon which, at the coT^arreaUo, in accordance with the most ancient Roman
sacrificial custom, a bloodless sacrifice is brought consisting of fruits and a
panisfarreus. It was dedicated to Jupiter and so was probably performed
by the present; he pronounced the forms of prayer in which
the gods of wedlock, esp^iaily Juno, and the rustic deities Tellus, Picum-
uus, and Pilumnus were invoked. During the sacrifice the bridal oair sat

upon two chairs joined together, over which the skin of the sheep t iat had
been slain was stretched ; at the prayer they wandered round the altar from
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rig’ht to left
;
a ccDnillus lent his services, bearing' a ciwierum in which, ojwia

salsa and other requisites of the sacrifice were received.
Whether at the confarreatio there was an animal sacrifice besides the

sacrifice of grain, or not, we do not know; Ulpian seems to assume that
there was. In later times the sacrifice of corn fell into desuetude, but for
the rest the old ritual was maintained as far as possible, so that for instance
there was always a prayer delivered, if not by a priest, by an auspex nupti-
anim and addressed to other gods. Also in these later times the celebration
of marriage centred roynd the sacrifice of a calf or even of a pig, and the
newly wedded pair set out this sacrifice themselves, not always in the house
but sometimes oefore a public temple. Not only have we express witnesses

testify to this, but also pictorial representations in which partly the temple
is sketched and partly the sacrifice in process of performance, which would
have no sense if the sacrifice took place in the house. So it comes that sac-
rifice of animals could only be conducted in the house, as in the temple,
under certain conditions, whereas it was quite common on the sacrificial

altars erected especially for private sacrifice in front of the temples. The
witnesses having expressed their congratulations (^feliciter) in a shout of

Head-dresses

approval, the sacrifice was followed by the cewa, which, like all earlier por-
tions of the celebration, was usually held in the house of the bride’s father.

The guests having risen from this at fall of night, the deductio begins.

The brid.e is taken from the arms of her mother and conducted in solemn
procession to the new house, the procession including not only the guests
out also the interested public. Flute-players and torch-bearers lead the
way, the procession sings a fescennine song and echoes the cry talasse; the
boys bid the bridegroom strew walnuts as he is now taking leave of the
games of childhood. The bride is accompanied by three pueri patrimi et

matnmi, one of them bearing a torch in front, the other two leading the
bride

; after her are borne distaff and spinning-wheel. The bridegroom’s
torch is not, like the others, made of fine resin, but of white thorn QSpina
alba')^ which is sacred to Ceres and a charm against witchery

;
it is captured

by the guests and carried away by violence. The procession having reached
the new house, the bride anoints the door-posts with fat or oil and binds
them with woollen fillets ; then she is borne over the threshold of the house
and received in the atrium by her husband into the common possession of fire

and water ; that is to say, she is made a partner in domestic life and the ser-

vice of the gods. In the atrium, her future living room, opposite the door,

the lectm gmicdu is made ready by the pronuha ; here she prays to the gods
of the new home for a happy marriage. On the day after the wedding she
receives relations at the feast of repotia as a matron and presents her first

sacrifice to the gods of the house./
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THE STATUS OF W03SIEN

The restoration of the temples of Juno by Augustus and bis consort

indicated the interest the new goveruiueut felt in the institution of marriage.

Neither tlie history nor literature of Rome can be understood without clear

ideas upon this branch of her social economy. All nations have agreed in

investing marriage with a religious sanction ; but religion and policy were

closely connected through every phase of tlie social life of the Romans, and
in none more closely than in tliis. IMurriage they regarded as an institution

hallowed by the national divinities for the propagation of the Roman race,

the special favourite of the gods. Its object was not to chasten the affections

and purify the appetites of man, but to replenish the curies and centuries,

maintain the service of the national temples, recruit the legions and establish

Homan garrisons in conquered lands. The inaniago therefore of Gains and
Gaia, of a Roman with a Roman, was a far higher and holier matter, in the

view of their priests and legislators, than the union of a Roman with a for-

eigner, of aliens with aliens, or of slaves with slaves. Even tlie legitimate

union of the sexes among the citizens was regulated by descending scale of

confarreation, coemption, and mere cohabitation; and the offspring of the

former only were (piiilified for the highest religious functions, such as those

of the flaiueii of Jupiter, and apparently of the vestal virgins, on which
the safety of the state was deemed most strictly to depend.

These jealous regulations were fostered in the first instance by a grave

p(ditLcal necessity ;
but the inoreaso of the power of Rome, the enlargement

of her resources, the multiplication of her allies, her clients and dcqicndents,

had long relaxed her vigitauco in maintaining the purity of her children’s

descent. 'I'lie dictates of nature, reinforced by the observation of foreign

examples, had long rehellod in this matter against the tyramiical prescriptions

of a barbarous antiquity. After the eastern compiests of the republic it

became impossible to maintain the race in its state of social isolation. In his

winter quarters at Athens, Samos, or Ephesus, the rude husbandman of Alba
or the Volscian hills was dazzled by the fascinations of women whose accom-
plishments fatally eclipsed the homely virtues of the I.atin and Sabine ma-
trons. To form legitimate connections with these foreign charmers was
forbidden him by the harsh institutions of a Sergius or Nxuna ; while his

ideas were so narrowed and debased by bad laws, that he never dreamt of

raising his own countrywomen by education to the level of their superior

attractions. Gravely impressing upon his wife and daughters that to sing

and dance, to cultivate the knowledge of languages, to exercise the taste and
understanding, was the business of the hired courtesan, it was to the courte-

san that he repaired himself for the solace of his own lighter hours. Tlie

liettcKG of Greece had been driven to the voluptuous courts of Asia by the

impoverishment, and perhaps the declining refinement, of their native enter-

tainers. They were now invited to the great western caiiital of wealth and
luxury, where they shared with viler objects the admiration of the Roman
nobles, and imparted perhaps a shade of sentiment and delicacy to their most
sensual carouses. The unnatural restrictions of the law formed a decent

excuse for this class of unions, which were often productive of mutual regard,

and were hallowed at least at the shrine of public opinion.

Such fortunate cases were, however, at the best, only exceptional. For
the most part, the Grecian mistress of the proconsul or imperator, the object

of a transient appetite, souglit to indemnify herself by venal rapacity for

actual contempt and anticipated desertion. The influence of these seductive
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intriguers poisoned tlie springs of justice before tlie provincial tribunals.
At an earlier period a brutal general could order a criminal to be beheaded
at his supper table, to exhibit to his paramour the spectacle of death

; at a
later, the luxurious governor of a province allowed his freedwoman to nego-
tiate with his subjects for the price of their rights and privileges, or carried
her at his side in his progress through Italy itself. The frantic declamations
of Cicero against the licentiousness of Verres and Antony in this respect
were a fruitless and, it must be admitted, a hollow attempt to play upon an
extinct religious sentin>ent.

The results of this vicious indulgence were more depraving than the vice
itself. The unmarried Roman, thus cohabiting with a freedwoman or slave,
became the father of a bastard brood, against whom the gates of the city were
shut. His pride was wounded in the tenderest part ; his loyalty to the com-
monwealth was shaken. He chose rather to abandon the wretched offspring
of his amours, than to breed them up as a reproach to himself, and see thein
sink below the rank in which their father was born.

Ill the absence of all true religious feeling, the possession of children
was the surest pledge to the state of tlie public morality of her citizens.

By the renunciation of marriage, which it became the fashion to avow and
boast, public confidence was shaken to its centre. On the other hand, the
women themselves, insulted by the neglect of the other sex, and exasper-
ated at the inferiority of their position, revenged themselves by holding the
institution of legitimate marriage with almost equal aversion. They were
indignant at the servitude to which it bound them, the state of clepeiidenee

and legal incapacity in which it kept them
;

for it left them without
rights, and without the enjoyment of their own property ; it reduced them
to the status of mere children, or rather transferred them from the power
of their parent to that of their husband. They continued through life, in

spite of the mockery of respect with which the laws surrounded them, things
rather than persons ; things that could be sold, transferred backwards and
forwards, from one master to another, for the sake of their dowry or even their

powers of child-bearing. For the smallest fault they might be placed on
trial before their husbands, or if one were more than usually considerate in

judging upon his own case, before a council of their relations. They might be
beaten with rods, even to death itself, for adultery or any other heinous
crime

;
while they might suffer divorce from the merest caprice, and simply

for the alleged departure of their youth or beauty.

The latter centuries of the Roman commonwealth are filled with the
domestic struggles occasioned by the obstinacy with which political restric-

tions were maintained upon the most sensitive of the social relations.

Beginning with wild and romantic legends, the account of these troubles

becomes in the end an important feature in history. As early as the year
330 B.C., it is said, a great number of Roman matrons attempted the lives of

their husbands by poison. They were dragged before the tribunals, proba-

bly domestic, and adjudged to death. As many as 170 are said to have
suffered. In the following century, after the promulgation of the Oppian
law, which forbade women to keep more than half an ounce of gold, to wear
robes of various colours, and to ride in the carpentum, they formed a new
conspiracy— such at least was the story— not to destroy their husbands,
but to refuse conversation with them and frustrate their hopes of i>rogeny.

This was followed at the distance of half a century by the lex Vbaoma^
“the most unjust of laws,’* in the judgment of the Christian Augustine,
which excluded women from the right of inheriting. Of these laws,

H. W. — VOL. VI. 2 A
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however, the first was speedily abrogated, tlio other was evaded, and, by under-
hand and circuitous means, women came to receive inheritances, to the great
scandal, as afterward appeared, of the reformers under the empire. But
the continued quarrel of the sexes was exaggerated by mutual jealousy, and
at the outbreak of the Catilinarian conspiracy, it was currently reported
among the men that the traitors obtained money for their enterprise from
a multitude of matrons, who longed for a bloody revolution to exterminate
their husbands.

In the primitive ages the state had not only regulated the forms of

marriage, but had undertaken to enforce it. Among the duties of the
censors was that of levying fines upon the citizen who persisted in remain-
ing single to the detriment of the public weal. The censure of Camillus—
and Postumius, 403 b.c., was celebrated for the patriotic vigour with which
this inquisition was made. In process of time the milder method of encour-
aging marriage by rewards was introduced, the earliest mention of which,
perhaps, is in a speech of Scipio, censor in the year 199 b.c. At this time it

appears, certain immunities were already granted to the fathers of legitimate,

and even of adopted, children, which last the censor denounced as an abuse.

But neither rewards nor penalties proved effectual to chock the increasing

tendency to celibacy, and at the period of the (h'acchi an alarm was sounded
that the old Roman race was becoming rapidly extinguished. The censor of

the year 131 B.C., Metelliis Macedonicus, expounded the evil to the senate in

a speech which seems to have been among the most curious productions of

antiquity. “ Could we exist without wives at all,” it began, doubtless we
should all rid ourselves of the plague they are to us ; since, however, nature
has decreed that we cannot dispense with the infliction, it is best to bear it

manfully, and rather look to the permanent conservation of the state than
to our own transient satisfaction.” It is still more curious, perhaps, that

above a hundred years afterwards Augustus should have ventured to recite

in the polished senate of his own generation the cynical invective of a ruder
age.

.
But, so it was, that when the legislation of Julius Cavsar was found

ineffectual for controlling the still growing evil, it was reinforced by liis

successor with an enhancement both of penmties and rewards, and the bitter

measure recommended by the arguments and even the language of the

ancient censor.

The importance attached by the emperor to this fruitless legislation ap-

pears from his turning his efforts in this direction from the first year of his re-

turn to Rome. When he took the census with Agrip^^a in 28 B.O., he insisted

on carrying into execution the regulations of the dictator, which had been
neglected during the interval of anarchy, and were destined speedily to fall

into similar neglect again. Upon this one point the master of the Romans
could make no impression upon the dogged disobedience of his subjects.
Both the men and the women preferred the loose terms of union upon which
they had consented to cohabit to the harsh provisions of antiquity. They
despised rewards, and penalties they audaciously defied. Eleven years later

Augustus caused the senate to pass a new law of increased stringency, by
which the marriage of citizens of competent age was positively required.
Three years grace was allowed for making a choice and settling preliminaries

;

but when the allotted interval was expired, it was found expedient to pro-
long it for two years more ; from time to time a further respite seems to have
been conceded, and we find the emperor still struggling almost to the close
of his life to impose this intolerable restraint upon the liberty or licence of
the times.
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The consent of the fathers themselves, subservient as they generally were,

was given with murmurs of reluctance, the more so, perhaps, as they alone

were excepted from the indulgence, which was now prudently extended to

every lower order of citizens, of permission to form a legitimate marriage

with a freedwoman. The measure was received indeed with outward defer-

ence, but an inward determination to evade or overthrow it. Even the poets,

who were instructed to sing its praises, renounced the obligation to fulfil its

conditions; while others, whose voices were generally tuned to accents of

adulation, exulted openly in its relaxation or postponement.

The nature of the penalties and rewards assigned by this law shows that

the views of Augustus were for the most part confined to the rehabilitation

of marriage in tlie higher classes, and the restoration of the purest blood of

Rome. On the one hand, celibacy was punished by incajpacity to receive

bequests, and even the married man wlio happened to be childless was

regarded with suspicion, and mulcted of one-half of every legacy. On the

other, the father of a family enjoyed a place

of' distinction in the theatres, and preference

in competition for public office. He was re-

lieved from the responsibilities of a tutor or a

judex, and, as by the earlier measure of the

dictator, was excused from a portion of the pub-

lic burdens, if father of three children at Rome,
of four ill Italy, or of five in the provinces.

Of the two consuls, precedence was given, not

to the senior in age, according to ancient usage,

but to the husband and the father of the most

numerous offspring. It is clear that such pro-

visions as these could have had little applica-

tion to the great mass of the citizens, who lived

on the favour of their noble patrons or the

bounty of the treasury, and bred up a horde of

paupers to eat into the vitals of the state.

The perverse subjects of this domestic legis-

lation seem at first to have sought to evade it

by entering into contracts of marriage which

they afterwards omitted to fulfil. It was

necessary to enact new provisions to meet this

subterfuge. The facility allowed by the ancient usage to divorce formed

another obvious means of escape ; but again did the vigilant reformer inter-

fere by appointing the observation of onerous forms for the legal separation

of marriec. parties. When a divorce had actually taken place, the parties

fell again under the provisions of the marriage law, and were required to

find themselves fresh consorts within a specified interval. Another mode

of driving the reluctant citizens within the marriage pale was the infliction

of penalties and disgrace upon unchastity beyond it ; while now, for the

first time, adultery, which had been left to be punished by the domestic

tribunal as a private injury, was branded as a crime against the general well-

being, and subjected to the animadversion of the state, Augustus was

not satisfied with directing his .thunders against the guilty ; he sought to

anticipate criminality by imposing fresh restraints upon the Hcentious man-

ners of the age. After the example of his predecessors in the censorship,

he fixed a scale of expense for the luxuries of the table, and pretended to

regulate the taste of the women for personal ornaments. At the gladiatorial

Roman Terra-cotta Toy

(Naples i^useuui)
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shows, from which they could no longer be excluded, ho assigned different

places for the two sexes, removing the women to the hinder rows, the least

favourable either for seeing or being seen, and altogether forbade them to

attend the exhibitions of wrestling and boxing.

o

PATERNAL AUTHORITY AND ADOPTION; THE SLAVERY OF CHILDREN

If the Koman custom in relation to marriage and the position of women
generally is decidedly to be preferred to that of the Greeks, it cannot be
denied that the reverse was the case as regards the relations of cliildren, as the

arbitrary power which the father had over thorn in Rome was a flagrant

injustice: the freedom of an individual was thus limited in a most unjust
manner, and the child held in an unnatural dependence on his fatlier. The
great mistake consisted in the Roman father considering the power which
Nature imposes as a duty on the elders, of guiding and protecting a child

during infancy, its extending over his freedom, involving his life and death,

and continuing during lus entire existence. The Grecian law differed in

two respects from the Roman: first, that the father’s power ceased with the

son’s independence, and this he attained either by arriving at a (Certain

period of life, or by marriage, or by being entered on the list of citi-

zens. Secondly, the Grecian father had merely the right of terminating the

relation between child and parent, by banishing him from his house, or

disinheriting him, without daring to injure either his liberty or life.

The patria potestas of the Romans was in theory indeed very different

from absolute possession {dominium)^ but in reality it approached ;very near
to it, especially in ancient times ; only the latter extended over things, the

former over persons. Consequently tliis potestaB gave the fatlior the right

over the life and liberty of his child. Tliis law, said to be as early as

Romulus, but at any rate very ancient, was revived in all its s(^verity in the

Twelve Tables. The unnatural part of this decree was somewhat modifled,

in that the right of life and death belonged in fa(;t to that of discipline and
punishment, which was permitted by the state to the pater familias, and as

the father could not act on his own judgment, but must, conformably to

custom, summon a family council. This judgment is mentioned by Valerius
Maximus,^ where he says of T. Manlius Torquatus, ne comilio quidem neeu-
sariorum indigere se credidiU as his son had been atscusi^l by the Macedonians
on account of extortion. The father sat in judgment for threse days, hearing
witnesses and so on, and at last banished his son from his presence, where-
upon he killed himself.

Other examples are related, of sentence being passed on sons by their

fathers, without mention of the family council, and probably because the

official position of the father rendered such aid unnecessary, as in the harsh
judgment of Brutus and T. Manlius Imperiosus. In capital offences, too,

the father could by himself inflict punishment, as it is deemed more proper
that he should himself condemn his son, than that he should come himself as

liis accuser. Valerius Maximus relates two instances of a father^s judgment
in the time of Augustus. In the latter case the father condemned the son
for parricide, letting him off with exile only. A solemn family council also

preceded, to which the em ceror was invited
; there the kindness of the father

openly prevailed, and whi .st he made use of his right, he protected his son
from the jpunishment which he would have found in the public court of

justice. The second case proves the harshness and misuse to which this
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right could be applied. But after all, not one case of absolute death is men-
tioned, but only of cruel ]Dunishment. If a misuse of the patria potestas

occurred in earlier times, the censor could resent it. Orosius even speaks of

a public indictment; in later days the emperor saw to it, as it is related

of Trajan and Hadrian. In the two-hundredth year of the empire this

power was taken away from the father by law.

Although the right of sale undeniably existed, and was recognised by
the Twelve Tables, no recorded instance of it exists ; and we may therefore

suppose that it was eatly abolished, and used only as a form in the emanci-

patio. Numa even seems to have limited this right, according to Dionysius.

In the form of emancipation the father had the right to sell the sou three

times ;
after the third time he did not again come into the patria potestas.

From the patria potestas must be entirely separated the right with"which

we frequently meet in antiquity, of killing or exposing new-born children.

In Rome it did not exist to so great an extent as elsewhere. Romulus is

said to have interdicted sons and first-born daughters from being killed.

Oil the other hand, it seems to have been commanded that the deformed
should be put to death. That the exposure and murder of the new-born
was not infrequent, even in the most important families, many instances

show.
The son remained in the father’s power until his death, unless either of

them had suffered a capitis diminutio. The patria potestas ceased if the son
became a jiamen dialis. Other dignities made no difference. In the case of

a daughter it ceased when she entered into marriage with manus, or became
a vestal virgin. If a father wished to renounce the patria potestas over his

son, it must be done either by adoption (by which lie passed into another

potestas') or by the formality of emancipation.

z

Created by nature or transferred by adoption, the paternal authority

could be replaced, at the death of the father of the family, by guardian-

ship (twtela) for the protection of children (tutela impuhermun pupillaris)

and women (tutela muliehri8)n or it could even be revived after it had expired

under the name of trusteeship (cura)^ for the protection of persons of full

age but recognised as incapable of managing for themselves.

Jurisprudence concerning guardianship and trusteeship was first of all

dominated by the principles of the ancient geiitilitious law as sanctioned by
the Twelve Tables.

At the death of a father the feminine portion of a family— the widow
and growi-up but unmarried daughters, were looked upon as sui juris

in the sense that they could administer their own property, but as they

could not bring actions (except in the case of the vestals), they needed

for all legal acts which concerned them, the authority (auctoritas) of a

guardian. The sons reached the age of puberty at fourteen ; under that age

they required a guardian. If the family had a new head over fourteen years

old, he was the guardian of all those under age and of all the females of the

family; in the contrary case the guardian came from outside the family.

The law of the Twelve Tables did not allow those interested the

choice of their guardian ; the legitimate guardian was the nearest relation

(agnat) of the deceased, or, in default, one of the members of the gens. It

was exactly the same for tlie trusteeship which came into operation when a

citizen sui juris was recognised as mad, or decreed by the interdictum of

the pnetor to be in the position of a maniac on account of prodigality. The
trustee had the most unlimited powers over the person and property of the

person so decreed.
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The lawyers laboured to make the gaarduinslup of the young secure and
eiffective, to suppress the guardianship of women and to abolish the inter-

ference of the gentilitious customs in favour of natural relationship.

A first step’had already been taken in the time of tins Twelve Tables—
the father of the family was permitted to choose and appoitit by will the

guardian of his children. The legitimate guardian according to the gentili-

tious law was called upon to replace the testamentary guardian in case the

latter refused to undertake the guardianship. Later the law Atilia, about

190 B.c., empowered the oraitor uvbanus or tho college of the tribunes of the

plebs to nominate a guarclan (tutor atilianus') in default of a legitimate or

testamentary guardian in case the latter refused to undertake the guardian-

shi]3 . The custom was even introduced at this epocih of leaving to the

widows, by will, the choice of their guardian (tutor optivus), either allowing

them to change them once or twice {op^tio antjmta), or as many times as

it pleased them (ojptio plena^* Women tandd oven escape effective guardian-

sbip— especially with tho object of aettuiring the right to make wills— by
tricks of procedure. For this purpose they made use of fiduciary^co-emption.

Oo-emption substituted the co-emptlonator for the guardian. The man who
thus acquired the rights of a husband ceded the woman to a third person by

mancipation. The latter emancipated the woman whose guardian he re-

mained in form (tutor Jiduciarius). This procedure was well known in the

time of Cicero. It must be added that it was not applied in sucii an easy

fashion when the guardian was the tutor Ugitimm of gmntilitious law ; the

latter could, not be forced to give his consent to tho fictitious marriage

which began the work of deliverance.

Thus it was against the legitimate guardianship that the legists directed

their efforts. Augustus released from ordinary guardianshqo all women having

three children, and freedwonien who were mothers of four oliildren. Claudius

absolutely suppressed gentilitious guardianship for women. It was only kept

up for children. There remained only ordinary guardianship to bo annihi-

lated. Hadrian rendered fiduciary co-emptions unnocessary by giving woineii

the right of making wills with the consent of their guardians, and Antoninus

in certain cases recognised the legality of wills made without this sanction.

As women had already received the right of administration of their property,

guardianship was from that time almost ohjoctless as far as they were con-

cerned. It disappeared of itself. The movement of emancipation continued

;

from the time of Diocletian women began to acquire tho right of guardian-

ship over their own children.

As to the guardianship of young boys the legists had tried to extend, not

the liberty of the wards, but the responsibility of tlio guardians. They even

thought good to extend the guardianship under another name beyond the

age fixed hy the ancient law, which declared male childrr3n to have attained

pubei‘ty at the age of fourteen. From the commoiicemout of the second cen-

tury before Christ, a law Plictoria created a state of minority from fourteen

to twenty-five ; for fear the minors should he circumvtmted,” it decreed

that the loans agreed to by them should only bo legal if tliey had been wit-

nessed by a trustee named by the praetor. Marcus Aurelius made it a duty

of „the magistrates to give permanent trustees to all minors who requested

them, and it was to the latter’s interest to do so, because otherwise they
could not appeal to the law. The trusteeship of minors had, in spite of dis-

tinctions, a singular resemblance to that of madmen and persons interdicted,

and to the guardianship of children. And, from the time of Constantine, it

was much the same as the other kinds. There was however mxe difference ;
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this was that the interdicted persons were reduced to a passive condition,

and a ward was only allowed to act with authorisation of the guardian,
whilst the minor could contract debts without the consent of his trustee.

Jurisprudence here became confused by its precautions ; it hesitated

between respect for individual liberty and the far more potent anxiety to

safeguard the material interests of the family.

It will be understood that the respect for individual liberty here referred

to has reference only to a relatively small portion of the community. The
larger number of the inhabitants of Rome had no individual hberty; nor,

indeed, any other right that commanded respect. In a word, the mass of

the population was made up of slaves ; therefore, even a casual glance at the

manners and customs of Roman society cannot disregard this unfortunate class.

THE INSTITUTION OE SLAVERY

The slaves in a large Roman house sprang from two different origins

:

either they had been bought or they were born in the house of a slave

father and a slave mother. These latter were called vernce, and were more

Roman Slave .working in the Fields

esteemed than the others. It is to them that their masters refer in the
inscriptions with the greatest -respect and tenderness. They were supposed
to be attached to the family in which they had been born. Besides, they
had not been branded by the humiliation of a public sale, and this meant a
great deal. The bought slave had appeared in the market-place, his feet

marked with white and a label round his neck, on which his merits and
defects were inscribed

;
he had been set on a platfomi and had been made to

jump, turn a somersault, walk, run, laugh, and talk. The slave bom in the
house had at least escaped this ignominious ordeal. It was as though his

<Iignity as a man had been less entirely lost, and as though he must be more
capable of noble feeling. The man himself was so proud of this title of
vema that in some instances it was retained even after liberation, and the
freedman caused it to be inscribed on his tomb.

The number of slaves Avhich these two sources of servitude, birth and pur-
chase, introduced into Rome must have been very considerable. The 65Tian
or Numidian whom the steward of a great noble had bought in the street of
the Subura or near the temple of Castor, for the purpose of making use
of him as Tanner or cook, was sure, on entering the palace of his new mas-
ter, to find himself in a numerous company. The moralists complain that
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in the great houses the servitors were counted by thousauds, and here they

cannot be accused of exaggerating, Tacitus and Pliny say the same. In

a satire by Petronius, Triinalehio, who does not know tlie tenth part of the

sla-ves he possesses, is informed every morning of the number of them born

during the night on his domain. This is not, as might be supposed, an

imaginary scene, and history confirms the fable* Seneca tells us nearly the

same thing of one of Pompcy’s frocdmen. Even this froedman had legions

of slaves ; and according to the custom of good generals who keep a reckon-

ing of the number of their soldiers, a nocrotary was ordered to' inform him

every day of the changes that birth, sales, or death liatl made in this army

since the day before.

At the present time wealth is more equally distributed, life has become

more simple, and we have some dilliculty in forming a conception of the

households of the great nobles of anciemb Rome. Let us imagine one of

those rich patricians or kniglits who j)OHsesHed four or live thousand slaves,

like that Caaciliiis of whom I'liny the Elder speaks, llus muUitude, crowded

together in the palaces or scattered amongst the farms, belong to different

nations and speak different tongues. Besides, each nation has its specialty.

Greece furnishes chiefly grammarians and scholars; the Asiatics are musi-

cians or cooks; from Egypt come the beautiful cdiildrcn whose chatter

amuses their masters; the Africans run in front of the litter to clear the

way. As for the Germans, with their huge bodies and their heads perched

none knows where (caput necio nhi impositurn)^ their only use is to get killed

in the arena for the greater diversion of the Roman people. Some order must

be established in this confusion : they are classed according to their nation,

and are known by the colour of their skin {per nationes et coloreB) or,

which is oftener the case, they are divided into groups of ten, or decuries,

with a decurion to command them. Above tlui decurious are placed, in the

country the farmers (villici'), in the town the stewards (dupematoreB),

It is easy to see that to feed all these people was no easy matter, and it

is a rule that in a well-regulated establishment the master buys nothing

outside, but has enough on his own estates to supply his whole household.

His domains supply him with every kind of comimality, his town houses

contain workmen of every trade. To guard against failure of supplies he

lays up stores of every kind in huge storehouses, whose riches he does not

always know. It is related that during the time when, as at the present

day, the theatre sought to attract the crowd by the brilliancy of the mise-en-

ficdne, a manager who had to provide dresses for a large number of the chorus,

and did not want to go to this expense, went to Lucullus and asked him to

lend him one hundred tunics. “A hundred tunics,” answered the rich

Roman, “where do you expect me to find them? Nevertheless I will see.”

The next day he sent five thousand. The management of these huge for-

tunes must have given a great deal of trouble, and consequently the master

often excused himself from attending to it. Giviui up entirely to pleasure,

he left all his affairs in the hands of stewards, who robbed him. When he

consented to manage his business himself the laborious task was not with-

out profit. It has been said with reason that if the Roman nobles had for

many centuries a keen political sense, and if they showed themselves capable

of ruling the world, this was because each one could undergo^ in his own
domains an apprenticeship in the art of governing. The working of these

vast estates, the millions of sesterces to be handled, the nations of slaves to

be managed, rendered the great nobles administrators and financiers from

their youth up.
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It is tlie rule that everyone imitates those above him, and it is the custom
for the inferior classes to follow as much as possible the examples set them
by the aristocracy. We have seen that the nobles of Rome displayed their
wealth by the number of their slaves

; the middle class did likewise. Per-
haps, even, this great number of servitors is still more striking in a modest
house, so little does it seem to correspond with the owner’s means. Marcus
Scaurus,* who afterwards became a great personage, began by being very poor.
He said in his memoirs that his father only left him thirty-seven thousand
sesterces [ifi296 or fl^480], and ten slaves. Certainly at the present day no
one who possessed only *296 in the world would have ten servants. The
poet Horace was not very rich either : he lived on the liberality of Msece-
nas, who gave him ease rather than riches. And yet he tells us that when
he returned home in the evening he had three slaves ready to serve his din-

ner. He gives us the bill of fare of this dinner ; there are leeks, chick peas,

and a few cakes. It would seem that three waiters are a great many for such
a poor dinner, and that the repast is not in keeping with the service.

And though the expense was small, it is impossible that the great number
of superfluous slaves could have failed to be a general nuisance. Why did
people have them ? Why did the middle classes impose upon themselves a
ourdeii which weighed heavily on the rich ? The answer is easy— they de-
sired to make a show; Everybody wished to dazzle the eyes by an imposing
retinue. The great personages, when they went to the Forum, trailed after

them a whole army of clients and friends. They required hundreds of ser-

vitors or of freedmen whenever they left Rome. This is why they had to
turn their country or town houses into veritable barracks.

Under Nero the j)refect of Rome, Pedanius Secundus, having been assas-

sinated by one of his slaves, all those that had that night slept under his roof

were arrested as accomjplices. There were four hundred of them. The man
who walked out alone had to defy prejudice, as Horace did. A magistrate

who went out with only five servants, was pointed at in the streets The
people had even begun to measure their esteem for a man according to the
number of servants who accompanied him. An advocate was not considered
eloquent if he did not have at least eight servitors behind his litter. When
he was not rich enough to buy them he hired them,, this being the only way
by which he could get causes to plead and be listened to when he spoke.

Women also made use of them to attract public attention. Juvenal says

that Oguluia took good care not to go to the theatre alone ; who would
have turned round to look at her ? She hired female attendants and a fair-

haired damsel, to whom she pretended to give frequent orders. She carried

display to such an extent that she was always accompanied by a respectable

nurse and some female friends of - good appearance. In this way Ogulnia
was sure to create a sensation wherever she went.

Thus the slaves were very useful out of doors ; they accompanied their

masters, created a good opinion of him, and contributed to Ms importance ;

but what was to be done with them in the house ? There were too many for

occupation to he found for all in an ordinary household, and in ^order to

give them something to do each had his particular office, “ I use my slaves,’^

said a Greek, “like my limbs, one for each thing.” Prom this arose the ex-

treme division of labour in ancient houses ; it was never carried farther than
at Rome. There were slaves to open the door to a visitor, others to bring

Mm in, others to lift up before Mm the heavy draperies, and others to an-
,

nounce him. There were some to carry the dishes to the table, others to

carve, some to taste them before the guests, and others to offer them. “These
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unlxappy creatures,’^ says Seneca, “live only to carve the poultry well.”

Eaoli portion of a woman’s toilet was giveti to a different slave.

The slave who had charge of the clotlies was not the same as the one who
looked after the jewels or the purple. There ww‘e special artists for hair-

dressiixg and for perfuming. T’he tomb has even been discovered of an un-

happy man whoso sole function in life was to paint tlxe aged Livia. Thus
the master as soon as ho returns home finds a crowd of servitors who are on

the lookout for his wants and anticipate his orders. ‘‘ I sit down,” says a

character in a comedy, “ my slaves run up to mo and take oH my shoes,

others hasten to arrange the couoheB and to prepare the repasts. They all

take as much trouble as possible.” What is the result? That hy force of

being surrounded and waited upon the xnaster contracts the habit of doing

absolutely nothing. All these people who gather around him, and to whom
he is so grateful, render him the worst service possible ; they take from him

the necessity of doing anything for himself. The Roman of the early days

of the republic, who had hardly more than one personal servant and who

waited upon himself, was active axid energetic; he conquered the worid.

The Roman of the empire, continually surrounded by a troop of slaves^ be-

came cowardly, effeminate, and a dreamer. Of all the furniture in his hbuse,

his couch is the one he is most ready to use. He lies down to sleep, to eat,

Roman Fi&« Hooks

(In tUn Brltah Muaoum)

to read, and to think. His servants divide amongst themselves all the func-

tions of life, and all is minutely calculated to give him nothing p do. But

this regularity which he admires so much is full of danger. Physical activity

cannot be relaxed without moral activity suffering as well, and he who ceases

to act ends hy ceasing to have any will. This race of men who had given

up exercising their bodies and keejping themselves in condition, also allowed

their souls to become enervated, ft is therefore a true saying that the large

number of slaves which the Romans kept up contributed in no small measure

to render themselves the slaves of the emsars.

Let ns suppose the newly purchased slave thrown amidst the multitude of

servants that fills the Roman house ; his first thought is naturally for his new
master. He tries anxiously to know him, that he will see what he may ex-

pect from him, and how he will be treated. Let us do like him, and let us

ask first of all to what treatment he will be subjected, and what mil be the

relations between master and slave. The answer to this question is not

easy ; the lot of the slave may be conceived of in different ways, and, for

instance, it entirely changes its aspect according to whether we study it from

the la"^ or from the facts. Until the days of the Antonines, the law in

relation to him is terribly hard. It abandons him wholly to his master,

whose property he is as muoh as a field or a fiock of sheep. He hM the

right to use him or abuse him according to his fancy. He is free to inflict

upon hiTn aH kinds of insults and dishonour ; he can beat and kill him. We
are therefore forced to admit that according to the laws there has never been

i

I
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a worse condition than that of a Roman slave ; but it must be remembered
that human institutions never do all the good or harm of which they are ca-

pable. In public morals and in the general feeling there exist obstacles which
cannot be surmounted. Laws may be excellent or detestable ; man, who is

little capable of perfection and who is instinctively averse to barbarism, cor-

rects their exaggeration in practice ; as a rule he only carries them out in so

far as they are not opposed to the mediocrity of his nature. We are there-

fore liable to mistake, if we judge the social condition of a nation according

to its legislation. The first thing to discover is in what manner it was
actually applied. There is reason to think that in Rome, even at the time

when manners were most barbaric, the terrible rights that the law gave

to the masters were rarely taken advantage of. Cato might say that it is

wise to sell a slave when he is old and can be of no further use
;
custom

might allow him to be abandoned without mercy when he was ill and left in

the island of the Tiber near the temple of iEsculapius, in order that he

might recover or die without any expense ; hut it is probable that, in generous

souls, nature has always revolted against such cowardly desertion. There

are several reasons for thinking that even in Cato’s time the slave was as a

rule humanely treated, that he lived on familiar terms with his master, and

that he nearly always grew old in bis master’s house. After the battle of

CannsB, Rome having no more soldiers did not hesitate to arm eight thousand

slaves. They foug'at bravely side by side with the legions, and deserved

their liberty. Would they have exposed themselves to die for masters whom
they detested ?

All slaves, however, were not treated alike, and distinctions must be

made between them. They were as a rule less well treated in the country

than in the town. The agriculturists, in describing the stock of a farm and

the instruments of cultivation, have no hesitation in classing the slave in the

same category with the oxen. In reality the master does not make much
difference between him and the cattle. At night he is shut up in a species

of stables or underground prisons (ergasiula), with narrow windows, at such

a distance above ground that he cannot reach them with his hand. During

the day, if he is to work alone, irons are put on his feet in case the fresh air

and open field should suggest to him the idea of escape. This is certainly

rigorous treatment, and nevertheless the slave seems to support it with no

great difficulty. A comic author makes him say, “When one’s work is

in a distant field, where the master rarely comes, one is not a servitor but

master.”
When a day of festival comes round and work is suspended, he cele-

brates it with such noisy joy that “ those in the neighbourhood can hardly

support his outbursts of delight.” It would have been difficult to imagine—
seeing him after the harvest or the vintage, amusing himself with such good

will, laughing and singing at the games of the cross-ways {compitalia) or

jumping gaily over the straw fires at the Palilia—that he was so harshly

treated the rest of the year. What proves that on the whole this lot was

not thought so wretched is that the town slave sometimes envied his country

brother. Horace had at Rome a slave of an unstable disposition who asked

his master as a favour to send him to his Sabine farm. It is true he soon

repented this.

As a rule the slave was sent to the fields only as a punishment when
he had given dissatisfaction. It is certain that he was better treated and

happier in town. Placed near his master he might have to suffer more

from his caprice, hut he also reaped advantage from it. He had the best
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cliunce of obtaining bis liberty and making his fortune* There were some
whose situations were even brilliant and envied, nanudy tlni imperial slaves.

To belong to Caesar’s household was to bo aomcibody, and tlio great lords

who esteemed themselves happy to be known by the porter of Sejanns

bought the good graces of the stewards of Ihi annus by presents and degrad-

ing'acis. Even before being liberated these slaves often filled real public

offices ; they were officers of tlie mini., the iinauces, and the coimnisaariat of

Rome* They had also a sense of their own importance. Tlu'.y were proud
and insolent and thought they 'ivm'o under an obligation to see that the

dignity of the emperor was respecdod in tlunr own persons. After these

we should naturally place the slaviis belonging t.f) the towns, the temples,

and the different civil and religious bodies* Wlum authority is thus divided

and when nobody takes the entire burden, not only Is the servitor not under
control but in reality it is lie who dominates* Thus the slaves of this class

appear as a rule to bo rich and contouied with their lot. Some there are

who make large donations to the soeieties which have bought thorn, giving

themselves the piquant pleasure of being the benefactors of their masters.

Nor are those belonging to some great houses much to be pitied. If

they attain high functions in the ostablishmont they make good pront.

Sometimes the steward of a rich man found the position so lucrative

that he preferred to remain a slave, ratluir than give it up. The most
fortunate were those who happoued to fall to a master who prided him-

self upon being humane and enlightened, who cultivated liioratnrc and
practised the lessons of the philosophers. Pliny the Younger treated his

dependents with the greatest kindness. Not only did he forbid irons to

be put on them when they were tilling liis lields, but he did not allow

them to be crowded together in narrow colls or dark prisons. In Ids house

at Laurentam the accommodation was so good that he could put guests

there. He looked after them whenever they were ill, he allowed them to

make wills and leave their small possessioiiH to their friends ; his humanity
went so far that he wept at losing thorn. In the scuwice of a rich and wise

man like Pliny the slave is not really very unhappy. It is when he is

with humbler people that his lot is harder. As ho "shares the fortune of

the house, with the poor he is of course poor, and ho may chance to fall

into the hands of a master in very wretcdiod circumstances. Everybody,
even the workmen and soldiers, had slaves in those days. Even the peasant
of the Moretum whose worldly wealth consists of a little garilen, and who
gets up so early to prepare his dish of garlic, cheese, and salt, is not alone
in his hut; he has for maidservant a negress, whom the poet describes
to us with such striking realism: ‘‘Her hair is woolly, her lips thick, her
skin black; her body badly made, her legs lank, and naUire has given her
a foot which spreads at ease” (spatiosa prodiga planta). In the poor houses
little money was made and life was hard.

The only compensation the slave had in his miserable life was that he
lived near his master, that he was more familiarly treated; that, being
obliged to help him in his sufferings and share his hard lot, he was looked
upon less^ as a slave than a kinsman. Moreover, it must be noted that, in
Rome as in the East to-day, he always formed.part of the family. In modern
times master and servants, being both free and united by a temporary con-
tract on conditions already agreed upon between them, live apart from one
another, although under the same roof. They are two jealous individualities
who keep a watch on each other and are very determined to maintain their
respective rights. At Rome the slave had no rights ; he was not a citizen
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and hardly a man. His dignity did not prevent him from 'vholly abandon-
ing himself to the man to whom lie belonged and becoming one with him.

There was thus more intimacy and less reserve in their bearing towards
each other. There remain many tombs erected by masters in memory of

their servitors. They often bear the expression of the most tender feelings;

not only is homage paid to their good service, they are also thanked for

their affection. In return it must be remembered that they were treated

with kindness, “like sons of the house,” and some significant words are even
ascribed to them: “ Servitude, thou hast never been too heavy for me.” On
the tomb of a centurion of the fourth legion, which was erected by his freed-

men, are these words : “ I never married, and 1 possessed children,” and the

slaves’ answer, “Thanks and farewell.”

What strikes us most of all in studying Roman society is that most of

the vices wliich devoured it and caused its ruin were due to slavery. We
have seen that it favoured the corruption of the higher classes, that in accus-

toming a man to rely continually on the acstivity of others it paralysed his

strength and enfeebled his will. It is also responsible for having ufiurished

a contempt of human life. Cruelty may be learned. Perhaps it is natu-

rally repugnant to mankind, but it feeds on example. It may be said that

the houses of many of the rich were public schools of inhumanity. The
slave long suffered from it and the master also ended by being its victim.

If under the caesars the crowd saw the deaths of so many illustrious

ple with great indifference, was it not because tortures and death were no
new things to them, and because, when they had become used to seeing man-
hood no longer respected in the slave, they were less moved to anger at see-

ing it outraged in the noble ? Another graver reproach which can be made
against slavery is that it created that miserable populace of the time of the

emigre which disgusts us so much in the narratives of Tacitus. Its base-

ness and cowardice are no longer asLonishing when we remember its origin.

It was the outcome of slavery ; slavery forrued it, and naturally it was
fonned for slavery. Not only did its moral degradation and political indif-

ference i‘ender the tyranny of the ciesars possible, but the recollection of the

injustice it had suffered must have nourished in it those feelings of bitter-

ness and hostility which exposed society to perils little dreamed of.

If there was no servile wav in Italy after Spartacus, it is none the less

true that slavery kept up a kind of perpetual conspiracy against the public
safety. Above all it was the most determined enemy of that spirit of conser-

vatism and tradition which had been thts strength of the Roman race. The
slaves did not spring from the soil of Rome, their recollections and affections

were elsewhere, and when they became citizens they did not hesitate to wel-

come foreign customs and to introduce them into the city. Whilst the

statesmen and leading men Avore themselves out in trying to preserve what
remained of the ancient spirit and the old customs, down below, amongst
those classes of the populace wliich Avere constantly being recruited from
slavery, there Avas a continual Avorking to destroy it. It was thus that,

thanks to this secret and pOAverful inliuence, new religions easily spread
throughout the empire.

At the time nobody seems to have perceived the amount of the evil, and
as its extent was not realised only partial remedies Avere proposed. Efforts,

often successful, were made to render the slaves’ lot less hard. They Avere

given some security against their masters ; the philosophers proclaimed, and
all recognised Avitli them, that these were men ; lawyers even inscribed in the

codes that slavery AA^as contrary to nature. It seems as if this principle.
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bad it been followed out in all its conseqnonces, must have eventually led

to the abolition of slavery; but when would the day for it have come, or

would it have come at all, if the ancient world had (joiitiuiu'd ? It may well

be doubted, in view of the slowness with Avhich progress is accomplished and
the fretxuent recurrence of causeless reaedions. Kveu in the most enlight-

ened times, when opinion seems to give the strongest impulse towards liberal

measures, it may chance on a sudden that powtu‘, olxiviug other instincts,

again becomes cruel or severe, or that it hovers between severity and indul-

gence, unable to decide which course to x)urHUC.

It is under Augustus, just when maiiiiers a,ro becoming milder and liunmn-

ity seems to triumph, that a se7iatiis-oonifiiUu.)n (ualaius that when a master
has been assassinated hy a servant,

all those who slept under his roof

that night, innocent or guilty, shall

be put to death. It is no less a

matter of surprise that under Oon-
stauthie, in (hiristian times, the

laws, which since the Aidoiiincs had
become much more humane, all at

once revert to the ancient severities

against slaves. These sudden re-

lapses made them lose in a moment
all the ground that they had gained

during eeuLuries, and all had to be

begun again. Let us add that the

measures takem to protect slaves

wore not always so edicacious as

might be expected. Humane laws

wore hardly ever carried out except

by well-disposed men, who were
themselves inclined to humanity.
Others found ways to evade the

laws. Authority, always averse to

interfering with the family and re-

straining the sacred power of the master, generally shut its eyes, and thus
abuses, practically beyond the reach of the law, became general.

What is most remarkable of all is that no ancient writer ever ex-

pressed, either as a far-away hope, or as a fugitive wish, or as an improb-
able hypothesis, the idea that slavery might one day be abolished. Whether
favourable to slavery or not, no one so much as imagined that it could cease

to be. Those even who complain of it with bitterness, who count up the
dangers that it occasions and the annoyances to which it gives rise, those
who say with Seneca : How many starving animals, whose voracity we
have to gratify ! What expense to clothe them ! What anxiety to watch
all those rapacious hands ! What pleasure is there in being waited upon by
people who murmur against us and detest us ?

”— even they did not seem to

think that some day tliese people miglit be dispensed with. The institution

was so ancient, and had so entered into the habits of the nation, that life

could not be imagined without it. Men who thought slavery indispensable
Avere not inclined, even when they kncAv it to be unjust, to take much
trouble to abolish it. It was one of those radical reforms that one is

scarcely justified in expecting in the ordinary course of events, and we may
say that such a complete change, which no one either desired or foresaw,

Roman Dolls

(From tbo Critl&li Mufioum)
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could only be accomplished by one of those revolutions which renovate the
worldA

Let us turn from this depi-essing picture of the one labouring class in
Home to the complementary theme of games and recreations.

GAMES AND HECBEATIONS

Nothing is more erflightening to the understanding both of the peculiari-

ties of the individual and of the character of a nation, than to observe the

free motion which begins where work leaves off. Professional activity is

illustrated more or less in the same fashion all the world over, and it is forced

into a more or less perfect uniformity, for it always follows the same aim.

Recreation, on the other hand, opens the door to play, in which spontaneous
inclination embodies its expression. As the traveller will note with particu-

lar attention the games and entertainments in which a nation spends its

leisure, so the student of antiquity is prompted to direct his gaze to this side

of life. But on no question are the sources of information so reticent, so far

as the Romans are concerned, as on the question before us.

If we take as our basis the description which the ancients themselves give

us of the activity peculiar to the Romans and their rooted disinclination for

the Greek far nierde (otium Graecum), the dignified motion and bearing

(gravitas) that was so little fitted for gaiety that even Cicero says that only

a man drunk or mad can dance ; if we bear in mind the foreign nature of the

apparatus which, at all events in the time of the emperors, was engaged for

the carrying on of games and festivals— the actors, mimes, pantomimes,
athletes, gladiators who were employed for amusement, paid and despised,

— we shall he inclined to infer that the Romans had altogether little talent

for a spirited enjoyment of life and for national rejoicing.

But one piece of general information at least has been unequivocally

handed down to us, and this is the fact that they took an early and religions

pleasure in dancing, in studying, and in games. At the pompa circenm in

the ludi magni^ which were celebrated between the 4th and the 19th of Sep-

tember, two detachments of dancers were employed ; first those bearing arms
in three choruses of men, youths, and hoys, all in red tunics with bronze
girdles, equipped with swords, lances, and crested helmets, then the comic
dancers in sheepskins. Similarly dancing was a part of the ritual of the

salii and of the arvalea long before it became fashionable with the youths
of distinction. Music, too, is acceptable to the gods, and not only in foreign

rites, but it is a necessary ingredient in Roman ritual for winch the old

college of the tMcines and the tiUdnes provided. Music was indispensable

in alL festal celebrations, triumphs, funeral processions ;
and at the feast of

Pales (on the 21st of April) the whole town was a blare of wind instru-

ments, cymbals, and kettledrums. Songs and mimic representations were
not missing either in the ceremonial of worship, or at home, or on the occa-

sion of popular rejoicing, as we may see from the songs of the salii and of

the arvales, from the songs of praise during meals, from the fescermini,

saturcB, and atellantR, as weU as from the comic interludes at the Saturnalia,

at the Floraha, at the Megalesia, at triumphs, and at funeral processions.

True, these beginnings of an original Roman national poetry never

reached their perfect development, because they submitted to the influence

of Greek literature, so much admired by the educated classes ; but, on the

other hand, they resisted this influence so strenuously that Augustus still
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continued to fescennin^ and tho fotir masked types are still unelianged
to-day in the Italian conmedia deW arte. We may assume the same to have
been generally the case with the gamos^ of amusement. What was specially

(keek in tliem was absorbed by tho higher orders chiefly
; what was really

national is still to be traced more or less in the Italy of to-day. So the well-

known game mora, in which two players hold out a number of fingers at the

same moment and let their adversary guess how many they were, is found
certainly witli the Greeks, but is of extreme antiquity in Italy, where it is

described by the expression micare digitUy and was used on gnive occasions,

and particularly on the occasion of business transactions, as a kind of lottery

(sors). On the whole, the information on Homan gjimes is uncommonly
scanty, and it is vain to attempt to imagine a dofinilo picture of the enter-

tainments at the Matronalia, the Vinalia, and the Saturnalia.

Ovid once describes tho festival of Anna Perenna that was celebrated

on a heath on tho Via Flaniinia, but there is nothing characteristic in the

whole description ;
people' eat, drink, dance, and sing, but what they sing

are not national songs. “ Oantanty'' says Ovid, ^^aantunt quidquid didicere

theatru.’’'' What we hear of games in Romo is aE Greek or is reckoned as

such at least
;
even the old game of jumjnng upon Ml leatlier bottles that

were oiled, and trying, it would appear, to stand on one’s head ujmn them,

is mentioned by Virgil as Attic, and in fact identical with tiie Greek
d<rKQ)\td^€cv. Under these circumstances we must not attempt to prove the

existence of any form of national reioicing peculiar to the Romans, and must
confine ourselves to gathering together those games which, although custom-

ary in Greece also, are frequently mentioned in Rome. On the one hand, we
have children’s and young men’s games ; on tho other, games of hazard and

board games.
The gaine of ball, which is known to all antiquity, is certainly a game for

young men, but owing to the healthy movement which it affords, and which
Galen quite particularly recommends in a singular pamphlet on the little

hall, it was also a recreation for elder persons as useful as it was agreeable,

lu Rome and Italy generally ball was played, both on the Campus Martins,

where the younger Cato himself might have been seen taking part in the

game, and in the ^pheeristeria especially laid out for the purpose in the baths

and vElas. Among the players of ball were Mucius Scmvola, Caesar, the

emperor Augustus, Maecenas, the old Spurinna the friend of Pliny, the em-
peror Alexander Severus ; and there were people who spent their whole
time in this amusement.

During the empire five kinds of balls were employed, one small, one
middle-sized, one large, one very large, one full of air. Perhaps these five

kinds correspond to the Latin expressions jnloy trigm or fila tngomlUy mla
paganicoy k'lrpastumj perhaps identical with pila arenanoy and f&Uu. The
ordinary ball was stuffed with hair and sewn with bright or at all events
coloured patches ; the paganicoy the name of which indicates a game between
people en masse, in which the whole village (pagus) in the country took
part, was a large ball stuffed with feathers ; me foUis, which was first dis-

covered in the time of Pompey, was the largest and was full of air («cw?); of

the harpastum we know nothing further than that it was a small hard ball.

The different kinds of games may be determined first by the nature of the

throw and secondly by the number of people engaged in the games. First

the ball may be thrown up and caught by the thrower himself or by another
— this is the Greek ovpavCa ; seconfiy the ball may pass between two or more
players (datatim ludere), the object being skill in tnrowing (htMvea), dare.
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mittere-, jactare^ in cateliiag (Xa/i/Samv, h^eaOai^ facere, excipere), and in
throwing back (remittere. repercutere). Finally the ball may be bounced vio-
lently on the ground or against the wall, so that it rebounds and may be re-
peatedly slapped with the hand. In this game, which is the Greek awoppa^L^
and the Latin expuhim ludere^ the number of bounces are counted, ard if

several play, the winner is he who can keep it up longest without letting the
ball fab. The true significance of the word pilicrepus is certainly to be found
from this game, as elsewhere the ball makes no especial kind of noise. Accord-
ing to this, apart frftm the

height of the throw, we may
indicate all the methods of

playing ball by the formuliB of

datatim^ reptim^ expuhim ludere.

So far as the number of

players is concerned, first of all

there was the single game in

which one playec. alone with
one, or also with two and three

balls, keeping them in perpetual
motion as he sat or walked.
From this juggler’s game was
derived the art of Ursus To-
gatus, who, proud of his steadi-

ness, first used glass balls. Then
there was the double game in

which two played and tlirew the

ball to each other, and then one
of the most popular games,
which was played before the

bath and very freq[uently in the

Campus Martius, was the trigon^

in which three players took

part. It is often mentioned
hut never described. The sta-

tions of the tliree players were
at the three corners of an equi-

lateral triangle ; but the ball

did not travel simply from one
them arbitrarily, so that he had
a process which involved the use of both hands, and not only the catching of

the two balls but their discharge at one of the other players. Besides the
players themselves, three persons were necessary for the triyon to pick up the
halls, and three others to keep the score.

The games for players en masse (sphseromacnise) were particularly inter-

esting to the Romans. There were three kinds, 97 km-icrKvpo^ or hrUoLvofi^

TO ipevui/Sa, and to dpTraarov. W e are only partially informed of the differ-

ence between them ; according to the latest investigation however the follow-

ing may be assumed to be probably correct particulars. In the hr(a-Kvpo^^

the players divide into sides of equal numbers which are separated by a line

mar.ied in stones (o'/cfipo?) : they also had a limit at the back of them beyond
which they were not allowed to go. The ball is placed on the <r/cvpo*i. One
of the sides, whichever is the first to capture the placed ball, throws off as far

as possible
; the other side remains where it is caught and in turn throws it

H. W. VOL. VI. 2 b

Entrance to the Colosseum

player to another ; it was thrown at one of

to rid himself of two balls at the same time,
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back. The object, is to throw the ball witli such force that the opposite side

are driven back, and to drive thorn right back to the boundaries of the court,

in which case they have lost the game.
In the second game, the 4̂ €v{vha^ two sides are also engaged. The man

who throws off challenges a definite person on the opposing side to catch the
ball, bnt then throws it in quite another direction, in wliicJi case it has to be
caught by someone else. If it falls to the ground, the side which failed to

catmi it lias lost. We know least of all about the harpmtum^ but the ball

seems to have been thrown up in the air so that the thrower himself is in a

position to catch it again. In order to stop this all the players scrum up, and
while they are struggling for the ball upset one anothet to the accompani-
ment of a tremendous noise. Finally, the game described by Cinnamus the

Byzantine, which Meineke and after him (h’asbergor have identified with
the harpastum, has nothing whatever to do with it. It was quite a particular

game for the imperial family, was played on horseback, anti the ball was hit

with a racket, none of these features being characteristic of the harpastum. f

The Roman Theatre and Amphitheatre

If the Roman people was ill accommodated in its streets, if might derive

compensation in the vast constructions which wore orocted for its amuse-
ment, the ample walks and gardens
devoted to its recreation, and the area

which was sedulously preserved for its

exercise in the Campus Martius, and
the circuses of Uomulus and Flaminius.

The theatre of Pompoy, the first fabri-

cated of stone for permanent uso,3^a8

rivalled by that of Balbus, and Augustus
dedicated a third to the pleasures of the

citizens under the title of the theatre of

Marcellus. From the enormous size of

these celebrated edifices, it is clear that

the idea of reserving them for dramatic
performances entered but little into the

views of their builders. The Roman
theatre was an institution very different from ours, where a select audience
pay their price of admission to a private spectacle on a large scale. They were
the houses of the Roman people, to which every citizen claimed the right of

entrance ; for they were given to him for his own by their munifioent found-
ers, and the nerformances which took place in them were provided gratuitously
by the magistrates. The first object, therefore, was to seat the greatest number
of people possible ; and when that was accomplished, the question followed of

how they should be safely and conveniently entertained.
An assemblage of thirty thousand spectators, gathering excitement from

the consciousness of their own multitude, could not sit tamely under the
blaze of an Italian sun, tempered only by an awning, in the steam and dust
of their own creating, which streams of perfumed waters were required to
allay, to hear the formal dialogue of the ancient tragedy declaimed by human
puppets from brass-lipped masques, staggering on the stilted cothurnus.
W.iatever might be the case with the Greeks, it was impossible, at least for

the pbiner Romans, so to abstract their imaginations from the ungraceful
realities thus placed before them as to behold in them a symbolic adumbra-
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tion of the heroic and the divine. For the charms, however, both of music
and dancing, which are also considered pleasures of the imagination, they
appear to have had a genuine though perhaps a rude taste. Their dra-
matic representations, accordingly, were mostly conducted in pantomime ;

this form at least of the drama was that which most flourished among them,
and produced men of genius, inventors, and creators in their own line.

Some of the most famous of the mimic actors were themselves Romans ;

but the ancient prejudice against the exercise of histrionic art by citizens was
never perhaps wholly overcome. Accordingly Greek names figure more con-
spicuously than Roman in the roll of actors on the Roman stage

; and two of
these, Bathyllus and Pylades, divided between them, under the mild autoc-
racy of Augustus, the dearest sympathies and favours of the masters of the
world. The rivalry of these two competitors for public applause, or rather
of their admirers and adherents, broke out in tumultuous disorders, which
engaged at last the interference of the emperor himself. It is better for
your government,” said one of them to him, when required to desist from a
professional emulation which imperilled the tranquillity of the city— “ it is

oetter that the citizens should quarrel about a Pylades and a Bathyllus than
about a Pompey and a Csssar.”

But whatever claims pantomime might have as a legitimate child of the
drama, the Roman stage was invaded by another class of exhibitions, for which
no such pretensions could be advanced . The vast proportions of the theatre
invited a grander display of scenic effects 'than could be supplied by the
chaste simplicity of the Greek chorus, in which the priests or virgins,

whatever their number might be, could only present so many repetitions

of a single type. The finer sentiment of the upper classes was overpowered
by the vulgar multitude, who demanded with, noisy violence the gi-atilicatiou

of their coarse and rude tastes. Processions swept before their eyes of
horses and chariots, of wild and unfamiliar animals ; the long show of a
triumph wound its way across the stage ; the spoils of captured cities,

and the figures of the cities themselves were represented in painting or
sculpture ; the boards were occupied in every interval of more seiious

entertainment by crowds of rope-dancers, conjurers, boxers, .clo^vns, and
posture-makers, men who walked on their hands, or stood on their heads,

or let themselves be whirled aloft by machinery, or suspended upon wires,

or who danced on stilts, or exhibited feats of skill with cups and balls.

But these degenerate spectacles were not the lowest degradation to which
the theatres were subjected. They were polluted with the gi'ossest inde-

cencies ; and the luxury of the stage, as the Romans delicately phiased it,

drew down the loudest indignation of the reformers of a later age. Hitherto

at least legislators and moralists had been content with branding with civil

infamy the instruments of the people’s licentious pleasures ; but iJie pretext

even for this was rather the supposed baseness of exhibiting one’s person

for money than the iniquity of the performances themselves. The legiti-

mate drama, which was still an exercise of skill among the Romans, was
relegated, perhaps, to the smaller theatres of wood, wMcla were erected year

by year for temporary use. There were also certain private theatres, in

which knights and senators could exercise their genius for singing and
acting without incurring the stigma of public representation.

The appetite.for grandeur and magnificence, developed so rapidly among
the Romans by the pride of opulence and power, was stimulated by the

furious rivalry of the great nobles. The bold and ingenious tribune, Curio,

whose talents found a more fatal arena in the contests of the civil wars, was
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perhaps the first to imagine the form of the double homicyole, which he
executed with an immense wooden structure and a vast luechuTucal appa-

ratus, by which two theatres, after doing their legitimate duty to the drama,

could be wheeled front to front, and combined into a single amphitheatre

for gladiatorial spectacles. There can bo no doubt that this extraordinary

edifice was adapted to contain many thousands of spectators ; and there are

few perhaps, oven of oim own engineers, who build tubular bridges and
suspend acres of iron network over our heads, whf^ would not shrink from

the problem of moving the population of a great city upon a single pair of

pivots.

The amphitheatre of Julius Cmsar in tlio Campus w.'is of wood also, and
this, as well as its predecessors, seems to have been taken down after serving

tlie purpose of the day. It remained for Statilius Taurus, the ](^gato of

Augustus, to construct the first edifice of this character in stone, and to

bequeath to future ages the original model of the magnificent structures

which bear that name, some of which still attest the grandeur of the enqiire

in her provinces ; but the most amazing specimen of wliich, and indeed

the nob 'est existing monument of all ancient architecture, is the glorious

Colosseum at Rome.
Like most of the splendid buildings of this period, the amphitheatre

of Taurus was erected in the Camxms Martins, the interior of the city not

admitting of the dedication of so large a space to the i)urposo ; though it

was rumoured indeed that Augustus had purposed to crown the series of

his public works by an edifice of this nature, in the centre of his cax)ital, to

be attached perhaps to his forum. While the amphitheatre, however, was
a novel invention, the circus, to which it was in a manner supplemcmtary,

was one of the most ancient institutions of the city. The fouiulor himself

had convened his subjects in the Mnrcian valley, beneath his cabin on the

Palatine, to celebrate games of riding, hunting, and charioteering.

The enclosure in which these shows were annually exhibited was an
oblong, curved at the farther end, above six hundred yards in length, but
comparatively narrow. The seats which ranged round the two larger sides

and extremity of this area (which derived its name of n,rena from the sand

with which it was strewed) were originally cut for the most part out of the

rising ground and turfed ; less rude accommodation was afterwards sup-

plied by wooden scaffoldings, but the whole space was eventually sur-

rounded by masonry and decorated with all the forms and members of

Roman architecture.

The arena was adapted for chariot racing by a partition, a dwarf wall,

surmounted with various emblematic devices, which ran along the middle .

and terminated at either end in goals or ornamented pillars, round which
the contending cars were driven a stated number of times. The eye of the

spectator, from his position aloft, was carried over this spinal ridge, and he
obtained a complete view of the contest, which thus passed and ropassed,

amidst clouds of dust and roars of sympathising excitement, before his feet.

The Romans had from the first an intense delight in these races
;
and many

of the most graphic passages of their poets describe the ardour of the horses,

the emulation of their drivers, and the tumultuous enthusiasm of the

spectators.

These contests nfaintained their interest from the cradle to the very grave
of the Roman people. The circus of Constantinople, under the Greek desig-

nation of Hippodrome, was copied from the pattern of the Roman ;
and the

factions, which divided the favour of the tribes almost from the beginning
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of tlie empire, continued to agitate the city of Theodosius and Justinian-

The citizens were never satiated with this spectacle, and could sit without

flagging through a hundred heats, wliich the liberality of the exhibiter some-

times provided for them. But the races were more commonly varied with

contests of other kinds. All the varieties of the Greek pancratium, such as

boxing, wrestling, and running, Avere exhibited in the circus
;

gladiators

fought one another with naked swords, sometimes in single combat, some^

times in opposing bands.

The immense size of the arena, unfavourable for the exhibition of the

duel, was turned to advantage for the display of vast multitudes of wild

animals, which were let loose in it to be transfixed with spears and arrows.

This practice seems to date from the sixth century, when victorious generals

first returned to Rome from the far regions of the teeming East, to ingra-

tiate themselves with the populace by showing them the strange monsters

of unknown continents, lions and elephants, giraffes and hippopotami. As
in other things, the rivalry of the nobles soon displayed itseU in the number
of these creatures they produced for massacre ; and the favour of the citi-

zens appears to have followed with constancy the champion who treated it

with the largest effusion of blood. The circus was too spacious for the eye

to gloat upon the expression of conflicting passions, and watch the last ebb-

ings of life ; but the amphitheatre brought the greatest possible number of

spectators within easy distance of the dead and dying, and fostered the pas-

sion for the sight of blood, which continued for centuries to vie in interest

with the harmless excitement of the race.

The idea of the theatre is representation and illusion, and the stage is, as

it were, magic ground, over Avhich the imagination may glance without

restraint and wander at will from Thebes to Athens, from the present to the

]>rust or future. But in the amphitheatre all is reality. The citizen, seated

J:ace to face with his f^ow-citizens, could not for a moment forget either his

counti-y or his times. The spectacles here presented to him made no a ppeal

to the discursive faculties ; they brought before his senses, in all the .lard-

ness of actuality, the consummation of those efforts of strength, skill, and

dexterity in the use of arms to which much of his own time and thoughts

were necessarily directed.

The eidabition of gladiatorial combats, which generally preceded the

departure of a general upon a foreign campaign, was part of the soldier’s

training (and every citizen was regarded as a soldier), from which he re-

ceived the last finish of his education, and was taught to regard wounds and

death as the natural incidents of his calling. These were probably the most

ancient of the military spectacles. The combats of -wild beasts, and of men
with beasts, were a corruption of the noble science of war which the gladi-

atorial contests were supposed to teach ; they were a concession to the

prurient appetite for excitement, engendered by an indulgence which, how-

ever natural in a rude and barbarous age, was actually hardening and degrad-

ing. The interest these exercises at first naturally excited degenerated into

a mere passion for the Mght of death ; and as the imagination can never be

wholly inactive in the face of the barest realities, the Romans learned^ to feast

their thought® on the deepest mystery of humanity, and to pry with insatiate

curiosity into the secrets of the last moments of existence. In proportion

as they lost their faith in. a future life, they became more restlessly in<3_uisi-

tive into the conditions or the present.

The eagerness with which the great mass of the citizens crowded to 'wit-

ness these bloody shows, on every occasion of their exhibition, became one
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than to risk the more fearful consequences of thwartinpc and controlling

them. The blood thus shed on the arena was the price they calculated on

paying for the safety and tranquillity of the realm.

In theory, at least, the men who were thus thrust forth to engage the

wild beasts were eondemned criminals ; but it wjis often necessary to resort

to the expedient of hiring volunteers to furnish the numbers required, and

this seems to prove that the advantage was generally on the side of the

human combatant. The gladiators, although their profession might be

traced by antiquarians to the combats of armed slaves around the pyre of

their master, ending in their mutual destruction in his honour, were devoted

to no certain death. They wore generally slaves purchased for the purpose,

but not unfrequently free men hired with liberal wages ; and they were in

either case too costly articles to be thrown away with indifference. They
were entitled to their discharge after a few years’ service, and their profes-

sion was regarded in many respects as a public service, conducted under
fixed regulations. Under the emperors, inceed, express laws wore required

to moderate the ardour even of kni^hfi and senators to descend into the

arena, where they delighted to exhibit their courage and address -in the face

of danger. Such was the ferocity engendered by the habitual use of arms,

so Booming to the swordsman’s vanity the consciousaess of skill and valour,

so stimulating to his pride the thunders of applause from a hundred thou-

sand admirers, that the practice of mortal aombat, however unllophistioal(^ed

nature may blench at its horrors, was actui^y the source periwps of

pleasure than pain to the Roman prize-fighters. If the compani«is of Spar*

tacus revolted and slew their trainers and matiters, we may set this

instance of despair and hostility the signal dsntotion of the gladiators of

Antonius, who cut their way thrmigh so mai^ ^d^itades in a fmitijW effort

to succour him. But the effect <2 such exhibilmis upon the swet^rs
themselves was whdly evil ; for widle they utterly Med in supplying the

bifitard courage for which they wem said to be demgned, they destroyed

the nerve of sympathy for suffering which distinguishes the human from the

brute creation.^
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SHEPPAKD’S estimate of the GLADIATOBIAIi contest

The gladiatorial combats were, above all things else, the distinctive char- •

actefistics of Rome. Rome, in her fallen dajs, without virtue, without faith,

without trust in her gods or in herself, loved, believed in, deified one idol

still— Homicide. The butcheries of the amphitheatre exerted a charm
upon the minds of men, for which literature, art, philosophy, religion, and
the simple enjoyments of domestic life were flung aside. Existence became
a frightful phantasmagoria— an alternation of debauch and blood.

The practice itself can he traced back to one of the darkest superstitions

of the human mind. It originated in the barbarous instinct of the sav-

age to sacrifice his victim upon the tomb of the dead as a satisfaction, and
perhaps as an attendant upon the departed spirit. The example, from
whatever source derived, was first set to the Roman people by Marcus and
Decimus Brutus, who matched together gladiators in the Forum Boarium,
for the purpose of casting unprecedented eclat upon the obsequies of their

father, 264 B.c. The seed fell upon fruitful ground, for it soon grew and
ripened into a harvest more destructive than the dragon’s teeth of Grecian
fable. The wealth and ingenuity of the Roman aristocracy were taxed to

the uttermost to content the populace and provide food for the indiscrimi-

nate slaughter of the circus, where brute fought with brute and man with
man, or where the skill and weapons of the latter were matched against

the strength and ferocity of the first. In one day Pompey poured six hun-
dred lions into the arena. Augustus delighted the multitude with the sight

of four hundred and twenty panthers. Twenty elephants, Pliny tells us,

contended against a band of six hundred Gsetulian captives. The games
given by Trajan lasted for more than one hundred and twenty days. Ten
thousand gladiators descended to combat, and more than ten thousand beasts

were slain. Titus, that “ delight of the human race,” had upwards of five

thousand animals slaughtered in a single day. Every corner of the earth
was ransacked for some strange creature whose appearance was hailed with
frantic applause by the spectators. We hear of camelopards, white elephants,

and the rhinoceros. Scaurus produced upon the stage a hippopotamus and
five crocodiles. Game of the nobler sorts became scarce. The Roman popu-
lace was as indignant with those who in any way damaged its supplies, as

the country sportsman is with a poacher or with the unlucky culprit who has
made away with a fox. In the time of Theodosius it was forbidden by law
to destroy a Gsetulian lion, even in self-defence.

But the death-agonies of the wild animals of the desert were too tame a
spectacle to satisfy the Roman thirst for blood. It was when man strove

with man, and when all that human strength and skill, increased by elabo-

rate training and taxed to the uttermost, could do, was put forth before

their unrelenting eyes, that the transport of their sanguinary enthusiasm
was at its height. It is impossible to describe the as]pect of the amphi-
theatre at such a time. The audience became frantic wit,a excitement

;
they

rose from their seats ; they yelled ; they shouted their applause, as one blow
more ghastly than another was dealt by lance, or sword, or dagger, and the
life-blood spouted forth. “Hoc habet”— “lie has it, he has it!”— was
the cry which burst from ten thousand throats, and was re-echoed, not only

* by a debased and brutalised populace, but by the lips of royalty, by purple-
clad senators and knights, by noble matrons, and even by those consecrated

maids whose presence elsewhere saved the criminal from his fate, but whose
function here it was to consign the suppliant to his doom by reversing
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the thumb upon liia appeal for mercy. Om blood was soon licked up by
the thirsty sand, or concealed beneath the sawdust sprinkhul over it by the
ready attendant ; his body dragged hastily from the slago by an iron nook,
and dung into a gory pit his oxistonoo forgotten, and his place supplied by
another and yet another victim, as the untiring work of death went on.

And we must roiiunuber that those thiugs wore not done casually, or
under the influence of some strange lit of popular freu/-y. They were done
purposely, systematically, and calmly ; they formed the sl-aplo amusement,
1 had almost said the normal employment, of a whblo people, whose one
audible cry was for “panern et circeuses”— “bread, and blood.’’ . Neither
wore they fostered by the brutalised habits and associations which surround
the cockpit or the prize-ring. When men wore “ butchered to make a Roman
holiday,’* it was among all the delicate appliatices of the most refined sen-

sualism, An awning, gorgeous with purple and gold, excluded the rays of

the midday sun
3
sweet strains of music lloated in the air, drowning the

cries of death ; the odour of Syrian perfumes overpowered the scent of

blood 3 the eye was feasted by the most brilliant scenic decoration, and
amused by elaborate machinery; and, as a crowning degradation to the

whole, the Paphian chamber of the couriesau arose beside the bloody den
into which were Hung tlie mangled bodies of men and brutes.

Such things seem impossible to those who live beneath a civilisation

which Christianity has influenced, however imporfoetly, by its presence.

And indeed it needs much— the couciiiTcnt testimony of poet, historian,

and philosopher ; the ruins of a hundred ampluthcatros before our eyes
j

the frescoes of the Musoo Borbonico ; the very programmes of the perform-

ance, which something higher than accident has |)resorvetl ; the incidental

witness of an inspired apostle— it needs all this to convince us of the

truth. But they are true, undisputed facts of history, and facts which carry

with them no obscure intimation of the reasons which worked the fall of

the imperial city. They prove that she deserved to fall, and by the hands
of those in whose persons she had outraged humanity. It was not a poet

remarkable for overstraining the religious sentiment of divine retribution,

Avho wrote :

“ Shall he expire, ,

And unavenged I Arise, ye Goths 1 and glut your ire.”

The gladiator, whether directly a captive or a refractory slave, was gen-
erally the child of those races who wreaked, in after times, a bloody ven-

f
eance upon the city of blood. And if her own degenerate sons, freedman,
night, or senator, nay, even her degraded daughters, descended into the

arena and combated by his side, this could only bespeak her more entire

debasement and unfitness to direct the destinies of the world.

^



CHAPTER XXXIX. A HALF CENTURY OF DECLINE:
COMMODUS TO ALEXANDER SEVERUS

The day of the death of Marcus Aurelius may be taken as the de-
cisive moment in which the ruin of the old civilisation was determined.

Now after the great effort of reason in high places, after Nerva,
Trajan, Hadrian, Antoninus, Marcus Aurelius, the reign of evil begins
again, and is worse than ever. Farewell to goodness, farewell to reason

!

Now, all haU, folly ! All hail, absurdity 1 All had to the Syrian and
his questionable gods 1 Genuine physicians have been able to do noth-
ing ; the sick man is more sick than ever : send for the charlatans.

— Kenan.

Wb come now to a time of obvious decline. Even in the golden epoch
the nation was probably static rather than progressive, notwithstanding the

glory^ihat surrounds the great names of its emperors. But now the dete-

rioration is too rapid and too marked to be questioned. The period has

ho importance exce pt as a transition time from the great days of the empire
to the days of its degradation. Nevertheless, the events of this transition

age marshal themselves before the eye in one of the most striking panoramas
in all history- These events group themselves into a few strange scenes.

The first shows us a philosopher’s son given over to the lowest forms of vice

;

demeaning himself in the arena ; associating with gladiators and slaves ; and
finally coming to an ignominious death at the hands of his wife and freed-

men, who kill him that their own lives may be saved.

The second scene shows us, in sharp contrast to the ignoble son of the

philosopher, the noble son of a slave assuming the purple. Pertinax passes

across the stage as a good old man, well-meaning, but incompetent to stem
the tide of the times. He meets what may be called the normal imperial

fate— assassination ; and the historic stage is cleared for one of the strangest

spectacles that it has yet witnessed— the auction of an empire. This, to be
sure, is not the first time that money has made its power felt in the disposal

of the imperial office. It has long been the custom for a new emperor to

make “ presents ” to the soldiers. But now the affair is reduced to tie frank

terms oi; side aud purchase.

377
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In due course the man who haa thus bargained for an empire pays the
penalty of his ambition ; then a turmoil ensues between the rival aspirants

to the succession, which ends, naturally enough, with tlie death of all but
one ;

he, Septimius Severus by name, gives to the empire a moment of rela-

tive tranquiility ;
and at last presents a spectacle hardly loss strange than all

the others,— the spectacle of a Roman emperor dying a natural death. We
shall not see tlie like again for many a reign.

Following Severus come his two sons, Oaracalla and Geta, The former
plays well the part of heartless despot ; he kills his brother and slaughters

a host of helpless subjects in the East; and then, to ompluisise a paradox,

grants the bauble of Roman citizenship to all subjects of the empire. In
due course he meets the imoerial death, and is snccjcoded by Macuunns, who,
slain at once, is followed \)y Elagabalus. This degeiioratc yotith typifies

his era; sinks to depths of clobauchcry which horrify even the Roman con-

science ; introduces new forms of worship from the East ; wins the title of

Sardanapalus ; and, finally, slaughtered, his body thrown into the Tiber,

is nicknamed Tiberinus, in mocking remembrance of his ignoble death and
yet more ignoble life.

And now, at last, a ray of light pierces the gloom, and with the coming
of Alexander Severus there is a brief reeriulestteiicc of the days when Rome
was something more than the battle-ground of mercenaries and the court of

voluptuaries. Yet, in the end, oven this good emperor meots the fate of all

the rest. Truly, the time is out of joint.

Let us take up now in more detailed presentation— yet still as briefly as

historical completeness will permit— the story of these strange events, be-

ginning with the reign of that renegade Commodus, who owed his position on
the throne to the parental affection rather tlian the philosophic judgment of

the best of emperors.

«

Commodus (180-192 a.d.)

Marcus Aurelius was succeeded by his son, usually known as Com-
modus, whose full name was Marcus Lucius JEliiis Aurelius Commodus
Antoninus. This unworthy scion of a glorious house was Lami-
vium on the 31st of August, 161, and proclaimed emsar on the 12th of

October, 166. In the year 177 the tribunioian authority was bestowed on
Commodus and be was summoned to take his place as “augustus” by his

father’4 side.

Three years later, on the 17th of March, 180, Aurelius died, and Corn-

modus, who was at that time less than nineteen years of age, assumed the

reins of government without difficulty. But he was not the man to rise to

the occasion and reap the advantage of his fathei*’s victories. He made a

peace with the Germani, which might pass for honourable, but was far from
furnishing a satisfactory safeguard for the interests of Rome, The principal

conditions were the same that Marcus Aurelius had imposed upon the

enemy five or six years before, but Commodus yielded up all the strongholds
which the Romans had established in the heart of the enemy’s country.
The lustre of the Roman arms was restored for the time, it is true, and the

old and new commanders, trained in the school of the Parthian and German
wars, guarded the frontiers' of the empire at all points. But the change for

the worse soon manifested itself in the intewial policy of the empire.^
At Rome, for tlie space of about three years, all was tranquillity ;

for

Commodus, whose natural character, as we are assured, was weak and timid

k
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rather than wicked, allowed himself to be directed by the able and upright

men to whom his father had recommended him. His hours were devoted to

luxury and indulgence, till at length (183) an event occurred which revealed

the latent cruelty of his nature.

After the death of L. Verus, Marcus had given his daughter Lucilla in

marriage to Pompeianus, a most respectable senator
;
and after the death of

her mother he allowed her all the honours of an empress, which her brother

also continued to her. But on the marriage of Commodus with a lady

named Crispina, Lucilla was obliged to yield precedence to the reigning

empress. Her haughty spirit deemed this an indignity, and she resolved on

revenge. Fearing to entrust her design to her noble-minded husband, she

first communicated it to Quadratus, a wealthy young nobleman, with whom
she carried on an adulterous intercourse; she also engaged in the plot

Claudius Pompeianus, another of her paramours, who was betrothed to her

daughter; some senators also were aware of it. As Commodus was enter-

ing the amphitheatre through a dusky passage, Pompeianus, who was lying

in wait, drew his sword and cried, “The senate sends thee this.” But
the words prevented the execution of his design, and he was seized by the

guards. He, Quadratus, and some others were executed; Lucilla was for

the present confined in the isle of Caprese, but she was erelong put to death,

and a similar fate soon befell her rivad Crispina on account of adultery. In

her place Commodus took a freedwoman named Marcia, who had been the

concubine of Quadratus, and to whom he gave all the honours of an empress,

except that of having fire borne before her.

CBUELTIES AND DEATH OF COMMODUS

The unwise exclamation of Pompeianus sank deep in the mind of Com-
modus ; he learned to regard the senate as his deadly enemies, and many of

its most illustrious members were put to death on various pretexts. His

only reliance was now on the guards, and the praetorian prefects soon became

as importa,nt as informer times. The prefects now were Tarruntenus Pater-

nus and Perennis, but the arts of the latter caused the former to be removed

and put to death, and the whole power of the state fell into his hands, for

the timid Commodus no longer ventured to appear in public. The prefect

removed all he dreaded by false accusations, and he amassed wealth by the

confiscation of the properties of the nobility. His son was in command of

the Illyrian legions, and he now aspired to the empire. But he had offended

the army of Britain— the army that in 184 had-won brilliant success,— and

they deputed (186) fifteen hundred of their number to accuse him to Com-

modus of designs on the empire. They were supported by the^ secret influ-

ence of the freedman Cleaivder, and Perennis was given up to their vengeance.

Himself, his wife, his sister, and two of his children were massacred ;
his

eldest son was recalled and murdered on the way to Rome.

The character of Perennis is doubtful, but that of Oleander who suc-

ceeded to his power was one of pure evil. Oleander, a Phiygian by bii^,

liad been brought to Rome as a slave and sold in the public market. He

was purchased for the palace, and placed about the person of Commodus,

with whom he speedily ingratiated himself; and when the prince became

emperor he made Oleander his chamberlain. The power of the freedman,

when Perennis was removed, became absolute ;
avarice, the passion of a

vulgar mind, was his guiding principle. All the honours and all the posts
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of the empire were put to sale
;
pardons for any crime were to be had for

jnuney;(^aud in the short space of three years the wealth of Oleander ex-

ceeded that of the Pallas and Narcissus of the early days of the empire.

A conspiracy of an extraordinary nature occurred not long

after the death of Perennis. A great number of men who had
deserted from the armies put themselves under the command
of a common soldier named Maternus; they were joined by
slaves whom they freed from their bonds, and they ravaged

for some time with impunity the provinces of Gaul and Spain.

At length (187) when Maternus found the governors prepar-

ing to act with vigour against him, he resolved to make
a desperate effort and be. emperor or perish. He
directed his followers to disperse and repair

secretly to Pome, where he proposed

that tliey should assume the

of the guards, and fall on
the emperor during the

license of the festival of
'

the Megalesia. All suc-

ceeded to his wishes ; they

repaired safely to Rome,
but some of them out of

envy betrayed the secret,

and Maternus and some
others were taken and
executed.

The power of Oleander
was now at its height ; by
gifts to Commodus and
his mistresses he main-
tained his influence at

court, and by the erection

of baths and other public

edifices he sought to in-

gratiate himself with the

people. He had also the

command of the guards,

for whom he had for some
time caused praitorian pre-

fects to be made and un-

made at his will. He at

length divided the office

between himself and two
others, but he did not
assume the title. As an
instance of the way in

which he disposed of of-

fices, we find in one year (189) no less than five-and-twenty consuls.

What the ultimate views of Oleander may have been is unknown, for he
shared the usual fate of aspiring freedmen. Rome was visited at tins time
by a direful pestilence, and the emperor on account of it resided out of the

city. The pestilence was as usual attended by famine, and this visitation of

heaven was by the people laid to the charge of the odious favourite. As

P£CUL1AJGI HjKAB-DBBSS OV.A StANDABD-BJGARBB
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they were one day (189) viewing the horse races in the circus, a party of

children entered, headed by a fierce-looking girl, and began to exclaim against

Oleander. The people joined in the cries, and then rising rushed to where
Commodus was residing in the suburbs, demanding the death of Oleander.

But the favourite instantly ordered the prsetorian cavalry to charge them,

and they were driven back to the city with the loss of many lives. When,
however, the cavalry entered the streets they were assailed by missiles from
the roofs of the houses, and the people being joined by the urban cohorts

rallied and drove them back to the palace, where Commodus still lay in total

ignorance of all that had occurred, for fear of Oleander had kept all silent.

But now Marcia, or as others said the eipperor’s sister Fadiila, seeing the

danger so imminent, rushed into his presence and informed him of the truth.

Without a moment’s hesitation he ordered Oleander and his son to be put to

death. The people placed tlie head of Oleander on a pole and dragged his

body through the streets, and when they had massacred some of his creatures

the tumult ceased.

The cruelty of Commodus displayed itself more and more every day, and
several men of rank became its victims.^ Thus, after many years of tran-

quillity, the Tipper classes of Roman society again found themselves in the

intolerable position of going in perpetual fear of death. Once more Rome
witnessed tie spectacle of a wicked lad on the throne of the Caesars, falling

a victim to the “madness of empire,” trampling the dignity of his great

office underfoot in furious lust of pleasure of every sort, and, in pompous
duU-wittedness, playing the part of a sanguinary practical joker and a foolish

spendthrift. & At the same time his lust was unbounded ; three hundred
beautiful women and as many boys of all ages and countries filled his

seraglio, and he abstained from no kind' of infamy. He delighted also to

exhibit proofs of his skill as a marksman, and he assumed the title and
attributes of the hero Hercules. For some time, like Nero, he confined his

displays to the interior of his residences, but at length the senate and people

were permitted to witness his skiU in the amphitheatre. A gallery ran round
it for the safety and convenience of the emperor, from which he discharged

his darts and arrows with unerring aim at the larger and fiercer animals,

while he ventured into the arena to destroy the deer and other timid creatures.

A hundred lions were at once let loose, and each fell by a single wound ; an

irritated panther had just seized a man, a dart was flung by the emperor and
the beast fell dead, while the man remained uninjured. With crescent-

headed arrows he cut off the heads of ostriches as they ran at full speed.

But his greatest delight was to combat as a gladiator. He appeared in

the character of a secutor : he caused to be recorded 735 victories which he

had gained, and he received each time an immense stipend out of the gladia-

torial fund. Instead of Hercules he now styled himself Paulus, 5ter a

celebrated secutor, and caused it to be inscribed on his statues. He also

took up his abode in the residence of the gladiators.

At length the tj^rant met the fate he merited. It was his design to put

to death the two consuls-elect for the year 193, and on New Year’s Day to

proceed from the gladiators’ school in his gladiatorial habit and enter on the

consulate. On the preceding day he communicated his design to Marcia,who
tried in vain to dissuade him from it. Q. JEmilius Lsetus, the praetorian

prefect, and the chamberlain, Eclectus, also reasoned with him, out to as

ittle purpose. He testified much wrath, and uttered some menaces. Know-
ing that the threats of the tyrant were the sure precursors of

^

death, they

saw their only hopes of safety lay in anticipation ; they took their resolution
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on the moment ;
^ and when Commodus came from the bath, Marcia, aa was

her usual practice, handed him a howl (in which she had now infused a
strong poison), to quench his thirst.

lie drank the liquor off, and then laid himself down to sleep. The
attendants wore all sent away. The conspirators wore expecting the effect

of the poison when the emperor began to vomit profusely. Fearing now that

the poison would not take effect, they brought in a vigorous wrestler named
Narcissus ; and induced by the promise of a large reward, ho laid hold on and
strangled the emperor.^

Pgktinax (P. Hklvius Pketinax), 193 A.ix

The conspirators had, it is probable, already fixed on the person who
should succeed to the empire, and their choice was one (‘.alculated to do them
credit. It w^as P. Hclvius Pertinax, the prefect of the city, a man now
advanced in years, who had with an unblemished character, thougli born in

a humble rank, passed through all tlie civil and military gradations of the

state. Pertinax was the son of a freedmau who was engaged in the manu-
facture of charcoal at Alba fN)uipoia in the Aponnines. Ho (jommenoed life

as a man of letters, but linding tlio literary profession unprofitable, he

entered the army as a centuriou, and his career of udvancomont was rapid.

It was yet niglit when Lietus and Eclectus proceeded with some soldiers to

the house of Pertinax. When informed of their arrival he oriUivod them
to be brought to his chamber, and then, without rising, told tlunu that ho had

long expected every night to be his last, and bade tliem oxecuic their office

;

for he was certain that Oommodns had sent them to put him to (huith. But
they informed him that the tyrant himself was no more, and that they wove

come to offer him the empire. Ho hesitated to give credit to them, but hav-

ing sent one on whom he could depend, and ascori.ained that Hommodns was
dead, he consented to accept tlie proffered dignity. Tiioiigh it was not yet

day they all repaired to the pnetorian camp, and l^etuH, having assembled

the soldiers, told them that Commodus was suddenly dead of apo[)loxy, and
that he had brought them his successor, a man whose merits wore known to

them all. Pertinax then addressed them, promising a largo donative. The
soldiers swore fidelity to the emperor.

Before dawn the senate was summoned to the temple of (loncortl, whither

Pertinax had proceeded from the camp. He told them wliat had occurred,

and, noticing his age and his humble extraction, pointed out divers senators

as more woi'thy of the empire than himself. But they would not listen to

his excuses, and they decreed him all the imperial titles. Then givin,g

loose to their rage against the fallen tyrant, they termed him parricide, gladi.-

ator, the enemy of 5ie gods and of his country, and decreed that his statues

should be cast down, his titles be erased, and his body dragged with the

hook through the streets. But Pertinax respected too much the memory of

1 Ilerodian tells us of a list of those destiiieil to ho put to death Lalcoii by a child, and read

by Marcia, as in the case of Doinitiau. But he is a very inaccurate writer, and Dion who was

a senator and in Rome at the time, could hardly have been ignorant of the drcumstanco if it

were time.

[2 During this reign the disciplined legions under able commanders still protected the

frontiers. Most of the empire was peaceful and prosperous. The government still carried on

great public works and benevolently succoured the aralcted. The Christians were tolerated,

and those of the sect who were in prison were released. The great olBcial machine was littio

disturbed by tlie caprices of the emperor.]
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Marcus to suffer the remains of his son to be thus treated, and they were by
his order placed in the tomb of Hadrian.

Pertinax was cheerfully acknowledged by all the armies. Like Vespa-
sian, he was simple and modest in his dress and mode of life, and he lived on
terms of intimacy with the respectable members of the senate. He resigned
his private ]:)roperty to his wife and son, but would not suffer the senate to

bestow on ttiem any titles. He regulated the finances with the greatest care,

remitting oppressive taxes and cancelling unjust claims. He sold by auction

all the late tyrant’s instruments of luxuiy, and obliged his favourites to dis-

gorge a portion of their plunder. He granted the waste lands in Italy and
elsewhere for a term of years rent free to those who would undertake to

improve them.

The reforming hand of the emperor was extended to all departments of

the state ; and men looked for a return of the age of the Antonines. But
the soldiers dreaded the restoration of the ancient discipline ; and Listus,

who found that he did not enjoy the power he had expected, secretly fomented
their discontent. So early as the 3d of January tliey had seized a senator

named Triarius Maternus, intending to make him emperor, but he escaped
from them and fled to Pertinax for protection. Some time after, while the

emperor was on the sea coast attending to the supply of corn, they prepared
to raise Sosius Falco, then consul, to the empire ; hut Pertinax came sud-

denly to Rome, and having complained of Falco to the senate, they were
about to proclaim him a public enemy, when the emperor cried that no sena-

tor should suffer death while he reigned ;
and Falco was thus suffered to

escape punishment.
Some expressions which Pertinax used on tliis occasion irritated the sol-

diers
;
and Ltetus, to exasperate them still more, put several of them to death,

as if by his orders. Accordingly on the twenty-eighth of hlarch a general

mutiny broke out in the camp, and two or three hundred of the most des-

p^erate proceeded with drawn swords to the palace. No one opposed their

tntrance. Pertinax, when informed of their approach, advanced to meet
them. He addressed them, reminding them of his own innocence and of the

obligation of their oath. They were silent for a few moments
;
at length a

Tungrian soldier struck him with his sword, crying, “ The soldiers send thee

this.” They all then fell on him, and cutting off his head set it on a lance

and carried it to the camp, Eclectus, faithful to the last, perished with the

emperor ; Lsetus had fled in disguise at the approach of the mutineers. The
reign of the virtuous Pertinax had lasted only eighty-six days ;

he was in

the sixty-seventh year of his age.

JuLiAXUS (M. Didius Sbverus Julianus), 193 A.D.

The mutineers *on their return to the camp found there Sulpioianus, the

prefect of the city, the late emperor’s father-in-law, who had been sent thither

to try to appease the mutiny. The bloody proof W’hich they bore of the

empire’s being vacant excited when it should have extinguished his ambi-

tion, and he forthwith began to treat for the dangerous prize. Immediately

some of the soldieirs ran and ascending the ramjparts cried out aloud that

the empire was for sal^ and would be given to the highest bidder. The news
reached the ears of Didius Julianus, a wealthy and luxurious senator, as he

sat at table ; and urged by his wife and daughter and his parasites, he rose

and hastened to the camp. The military auctioneers stood the wall,
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one bidder within, the other without, Sulpicsianvm had gone as high as five

thousand denarii a man, when ln« rival at oius biihling rose to 6250. This
spirited offer carried it

; the Holdiurs also had a stusrei (lr(u\d tliat Sulpicianus,

if emperor, might avongm the death of his son-in-law. The gates were thrown
open, and Julian was adiuitkd and saluUid (unp<iror; but the soldiers liad

the generosity to stipulate for the safety of his rival.

From the cainj) Julian, escorted by tbo soldiers, proceCMled to the senate

house, lie Avas there received with affected joy, autl the usual titles and
honours were decreed him ; hut tlu5 poophi stood aloof and in Hiloucc, and
those who were more distant uUonul lo\ul (uirses on him. When Julian came
to the palace, the lirst ol)joet that met his eye.H wa,H irhe corpse^, of his prede-

cessor; he ordered it to bcj buried, and then it is said sat down and passed

the greater part of the night at a luxurious lainquet, and playing at dice.

In the morning the senate repaired to him with tlunr feigned cmnpliments

;

but the peophj still wore gloomy, and when lui went down to the senate

house and was about to offer incense to ilio Janus before the doors, they cried

out that he was a parricide and had st-ohm t.ho empire. Ho promised them
money, but tlujy would have none of it ; and at length he ordered the soldiers

to fall on them, and several wore killed and wounded. Still they ceased

not to revile him and the soldiers, and to (5all on tlu^ other armies, espe-

cially that of Pescemiius Niger, to eomo to their aid.

The principal armies Avero that of Syria commaiuhnl by Niger
;
that of

Pannonia under Septimius Sovcriis, and that of Britain muter Olodius Albi-

nus, each composed of three legions, with its snitahle number of auxiliaries.

C. Pescennius Niger was a native of Aquinnm, of a simple equestrian

family. Ho entcrecl the army as a centurion, {fnd rose almost solely by
merit till he attained the lucrative government of Hyria. As an. officer Niger

was a rigorous maintaincr of discipline ; as a governor he Avas just, hut mild

and indulgent, and he sncceedcid in gaining alike tlu^ affections of tlic soldiers

and the subjects. In his private life he Avas chaste and temperate.

L. Septimius Severus was horn at Leptis in A frica. lie received a learned

education, and devoted himself to the bar, and M. Aurtdins made him advo-

cate of the Fisc. Ho acted as civil govoruor of Bev(‘.ral provinces, and had
occasionally a military command, but had seen little or no actual service.

After his consulate, Oommodua, through the influence of Ljetus, gave him
the command of the Pannonian legions, as reported in tJic Augmtan Ei^tory*

D. Glodiiis Alhinns was also an African. Ho was born at nadrun:|ietum,

of an honourable family, which derived its origin from the Postumii and
Ceionii of Rome. He entered the army early, and rose through all the grada-

tions of the service, being highly ostcemod by M. Aurelius. He commanded
in Bithynia, at the time of the revolt of Cassius, and kept his legions in

their duty. Commodus gave him the command in Gaul and in Britain, and.
designed him for his successor. Albinus was a strict and even severe officer.

He was fond of agriculture, on which subject he Avrot© some books. He Avas

charged with private vices, but ;probably without reason.
When the intelligence of the murder of Pertinax and the sale of the

empire to Julian reached the armies of Syria and Pannonia, their generals
saw the prospect of empire open to them as the avengers of the emperor
whom_ they had acknowledged. Each of them assemloled his troops and
expatiated on the atrocity oi: the deed which had been perpetrated at Rome,
and each was saluted Augustus by his army and the subjects. But while
Niger, seeing all the provinces and allied princes of Asia unanimous in his

favour, and therefore indulging in confidence, remained inactive at Antioch,
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Severus resolved to push on for the capital, and possess himself of that seat
of empire. Having secured the adherence of the army of Gaul, he wrote a
most friendly letter to Albinus, giving him the title of c®sar, and adopting
him as his son ; by which he made sure of his neutrality, if not of his co-
operation. He then advanced by rapid marches for Rome. Day and night
he appeared in full armour, and surrounded by a guard of six hundred chosen
men, who never laid aside their corslets. Resistance was nowhere offered;
all hailed him as the avenger of Pertinax.

The wretched Julian was filled with dismay when he heard of the ap-
proach of the formidable Pannonian army. He made the senate declare
Severus a public enemy

;
he distributed large sums of money to the praeto-

rians to induce them to prepare to defend bim ; but these dissolute troops
were vigorous only for evil, and they could not resume the discipline they
had lost ; the marines summoned from Misenum were still more inefficient

;

and an attempt at training elephants for war in the oriental manner only
excited derision. Julian also caused an entrenchment to be run in front of
the city, and he secured the palace with strong doors and Ws, as if that
could be maintained when all else was lost. He put to death Marcia, Lsetus,
and all concerned in the murder of Commodus, probably with a view to
the favour of the soldiery.

Severus meantime had reached Ravenna and secured the fleet. Julian,
having made some fruitless attempts on his life, caused the senate to declare
him his associate in the empire. But Severus now disdained such divided
power ; he had written to the praetorians, assuring safety to all but the actual
assassins of Pertinax, and they had accepted the conditions. The consul,

Silius Measalla, assembled the senate, and it w^as resolved to put Julian to

death and give the empire to Severus. When those charged with the man-
date for his death came to Julian, his only words were, “What evil have I

done ? Whom have I slain ? ” He was then killed by a common soldier,

after a reign of only sixty-six days.

Severus (L. Septimius Severus), 193-211 a.d.

Severus was met at Interamna (Terni), in Umbria, seventy miles from
Rome, by deputies from the senate. He received them with favour, and still

continued to advance. As he drew nigh to Rome he commanded the execu-
tion of the murderers of Pertinax, and he sent orders to the remaining prae-

torians to leave their arms in their camp and come to meet him, dress^ as

they were wont when attending the emperors on solemn occasions. They
obeyed, and Severus received them in the plain before Ms camp, and addressed

them from a tribunal, reproaching them with the murder of Pertinax and
the sale of the empire to .Julian. He would spare their lives, he said, but
he would leave them nothing save their tunics, and death ^onld be the fate

of any of them who ever came within a hundred miles of the capital. While
he was speaking his soldiers had imperceptibly surrounded them ; resistance

was vain, and they quietly yielded up their swords aud their rich habili-

ments, and mournfully retired. A detachment had meantime taken posses-

sion of their camp, to obviate the effects of their despair.

Severus entered the city at the head of his army. The senate and people

met him with all the marks of joy and festivity. He ascended the Capitol

and worsMpped ; he then visited the other temples, and at length proceeded
to the pal^e. In the morning he met the senate, to whom he made a

H. w.—rou Ti. 2 c
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After a slay of only thirty

4 W Hoina» Severus s'et out for

a Jr ilm war against Niger* who was

master of all Asia and held theM strong city of Byzant^m in Eu-
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/|i ^ ro]56 . The preparations on both

/fm sides occupied some time; at

m J S' length Severus took the field, and
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' if i ' leaving part of his troops to carry
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0 g g0nt the mam body of hia army,

under his generals, over tue Hel-

septimius SBvaiROfl lespont, Amilianus, the prooon-

(From a buHi In tiio (jftpitoUn# Mu»«uir>) 8ul of Asia, gave them battle

(194) near Oyzious, but was de-

feated. He fled to Cyzicus, and thence to another unnamed town, whore

he was seized and put to death. Niger in person afterwards engaged the

Severian general, Candidus, between Nicma and Cius. The contest was long

and arduous, but victory declared for the European army, and Niger, leaving

troops to guard the passes of Mount Taurus, hastened to Antioch to raise

men and money. The elements, however, favoured Severus ; heavy falls of

rain and snow destroyed the defences constructed by Niger, and his troops

were obliged to abancion the ipaases and leave Cilicia open to the enemy.

Niger made his final standi at the Cilician Gates, as the pass from Cilioia

into Syria at the head of the Bay of Issue was named, a place famous for the

defeat of Darius by Alexander the Great. The troops of Niger were more

numerous, but they were mostly raw levies, yet they fought with constancy;

but the elements, we are told, again favoured the Severians, a storm of rain

and thunder came over the sea and blew full in the faces of the Nigrians,

u
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and they fled with the loss of twenty thousand men. Niger hastened to

Antioch, and thence, on the approach of the enemy, he fled to the Euphrates,
in order to seek refuge with the Parthians

;
but he had, hardly quitted the

town when he was seized, and his head was cut off and sent to Severus.

CONQUESTS OF SEVERUS

This emperor, who had been in none of the preceding actions, now
appeared. He put to death all the senators who had borne arms for Niger;

he banished some, and seized the property of others. He put numbers of

inferior rank to death, and he treated severely Antioch and some other

towns. He then (195) led his army over the Euphrates, and his generals

employed this and a part of the following year in reducing the various tribes

&nc. princes of Mesopotamia. While he was thus engaged (196), he received

the joyful intelligence of the surrender of Byzantium, which, strong by
situation and fortifications, had held out for nearly three years against the

valour and skill of the besieging army, and was only subdued at last by
famine. The magistrates and soldiers were all put to death ; the property

of the inhabitants was sold ; the walls and the public edifices were demol-

ished; Byzantium w'as deprived of its title of city, and subjected as a village

to the jurisdiction of Perinthus.

It is said that Severus was meditating an invasion of Parthia, but his

thoughts were more fixed on securing the succession to his children by
removing Albinus. Suitably to his character, he resolved to proceed by
treachery rather than by force. He wrote to Albinus in the most affectionate

terms, as to his dearest brother ; but the bearers of the letter were instructed

to ask a private audience, as having matters of greater importance to com-

municate, and then to assassinate him. The suspicions of Albinus, however,

being awaked, he put them to the torture, and extracted the truth. He saw
that he had no al.ternative, that he must be emperor or nothing, and he

therefore declared himself Augustus and passed with his army over to Gaul.

Severus returned with all possible speed from the East, and advanced in

person into Gaul against his rival. He crossed the Alps in the depth of

winter, and after some minor engagements a decisive battle was fought on

the 19th of February, 197, in the neighbourhood of Lyons. The united

number of the combatants was 150,000 men ; the battle was long and dubi-

ous, the left wing on each side was routed, but Severus, who now fought for

the first time, brought up tlie praetorians to the support of his beaten troops,

and though he received a wound and was driven back, he rallied them once

more, and being suDported by the cavalry, under his general, Lffitus, he

defeated and pursued the enemy to Lyons. The loss on both sides was con-

siderable ; Albinus slew himself, and his head was cut off and brought to his

ungenerous enemy, who meanly insulted it ; his wife and children were at

first spared, hut they were soon after put to death, and their bodies cast

into the Rhine.
The city of Lyons was pillaged and burned ; the chief supporters of Albi-

nus, both men and women, Romans and provincials, were put to death, and
their properties confiscated. Having spent some time in regulating the

affairs of Gaul and Britain, Severus returned to Rome, breathing vengeance

against the senate, for he knew that that body was in general more in<flined

to Albinus than himself, and he had found, among his rivaFs papers, the

letters of several individual senators. The very day after his arrival he
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addressed them, commending the stem policy of Sulla, Marius, and Augus-
tus, and blaming the mildness of Pompoy and Ciesar, which proved their ruin.

He spoke in terms of praise of Commodus, saying that 11 lo senate had no
right to dishonour him, as many of thomsolvos Uveu worse than he had done.

He spoke severely of those who ha(l written letters or sent prissents to Albi-

nas, Of these ho pardoned hvo-and-thirty, but he put to death nine-and-

twenty, among whom was Sulpicianus, the father-in-law of Portiuax. These,

however, were not the only victims ; the whole family of Niger, and several

other illustrious persons perished. The properties of all were confiscated
;

[wherefore the usual charge of avarice was brought against Sevorus.]

After a short stay at Komo Sevorus sot out again for the East ; for the

Parthians, taking advantage of his absence, had invadc^d Mesopotamia, and

laid siege to Nisibis. They retired, however, when thoyJieard of liis ap-

proach, and Soverus, having passed tho winter in Syria making prcjparations

for the war, crossed the Tigris the following summer ( 1 98) and laiti siege to

Ctesiphon. The Roman soldiers suffered greatly for want of supplies, and

were reduced to feed on roots and herbage, which produced dysenteries, but

the emperor persevered, and the city at length was taken. All the full-

grown males were massacred, and the women and children, to tho nmnber of

one hundred thousand, were sold for slaves. As want of supplies did not

permit the Romans to remain beyond the Tigris, they returned to Mesopo-

tamia, and on his way to Syria (199) Sevorus laid siege to the redoubtable

Atrffi, but he was forced to retire, with a great loss both of men and machines.

He renewed the attack some time after (it is uncertain in what year) but

with as little success, being obliged to retire with loss ami disgrace from

before the impregnable fortress.

Severus remained in the East till tlic year Ho spent a part of that

time in Egypt, where he took great pleas\ire in examining tho pyramids and

the other curiosities of that country. He at length returned to Rome, to

celebrate the marriage of his elder son.

The family of Severus consisted of his wife and two sons. The empress,

named Julia Domna, was a native of Emesa hi Syria, whom Severus, who
was addicted to astrology, is said to have espoused because she had a royal

nativity. She was a woman of great beauty, sense, and spirit, and a cultivator

of literature and philosophy. The elder son was at first named Ba.s nanus ;

but his father, at the time of the war against Albinus, created him by
the name of Aurelius Antoninus and he was subsequently nicknamed Oara-

calla, which, to avoid confusion, is the name employed by modern historians.

In the year 198 Severus created him augustus, au(l made him hia associate

in the empire. The name of tho emperor’s younger son was (leta, and he

also was styled Antoninus.
The bride selected for Caraealla was Plautilla, the daughter of Plaiitlanus,

the praetorian prefect. This man was a second Sejanus, and it is very

remarkable that two emperors of such superior mental powers as Tiberius

and Severus should have been so completely under the infinonoe of their

ministers. Plautianus, like his master, was an African by birth : he was of

mean extraction, and he seems to have early attached liimself to the fortune

of his aspiring countryman, whose favour and confidence he won in an extraor-

dinary degree ; and when Severus attained the empire, the power of

Plautianus grew to such a height, that he, the historian observes, was, as it

^ Severus, not content "with expressing hia veneration and respect for the memory of M.
Aarelins, had the folly to pretend to be hia son. “ What most amazed ns,” says Dion,^ “was
his saying that he was the son of Marcus and brother of Commodus.”
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were, emperor, and Severus captain of the guards. Persons like Plautianus,
when elevated, rarely bear their faculties meekly. He was therefore proud,
cruel, and avaricious ; he was the chief cause of so many persons of rank and
fortune being i^iit to death, in order that he might gain their properties.

He seized whatever took his fancy, whether sacred or profane, and lie thus
amassed such wealth that it was commonly said he was richer than Severus
and his sons. Such was his pride that no one dared approach him without
his permission ;

and when he appeared in public criers preceded him,
ordering that no one should stop and gaze at him, but turn aside and look
down. He would not allow his wife to visit or to receive visits, not even
excepting the empress. As jiis power was so great, he was of course the
object of universal adulation. The senators and soldiers swore by his

fortune, and his statues were set up in all parts of the empire. He was in

effect more dreaded and more honoured than the emperor himself.

Such power is, however, unstable in its very nature, and the marriage of

his daughter with the son of the emperor caused the downfall of Plaiitianus.

The wedding was celebrated with the utmost magnificence ; the dower of

the bride, we are told, would have portioned fifty princesses. [But the usual
allowances must be made for exaggerations of the gossipers. Some of the tales

related by Dion Cassius « are not worthy of repetition even, though perhaps
told in good faith. Doul)tless all details as to the death of Plautianus must
be heard with reservations.] Plautilla was haughty like himself ; and Cara-
calla, who had been forced to marry her, hated father and daughter alike, and
resolved on their destruction. He induced one Saturninus and two other
centurions to declare that Plautianus had ordered them and seven of their

comrades to murder Severus and his son. A written order to this effect was
forged and shown to the emperor, who forthwith summoned Plautianus to his

presence. He came suspecting nothing
;
he was admitted, but his followers

were excluded. Severus, however, addressed him in a mild tone, and asked
him why he had meditated killing liini. Plautianus was expressing his sur-

prise and commencing his defence, when Caracalla sprang forward, tore his

sword from him, struck him with his fist, and would have slain him with his own
hand but fVn* the interference of his father. He then' made some of his

attendants despatch him, and sent his head to the empress and Plautilla, a
joyful sight to the one, a mournful spectacle to the other. Plautilla and
her brother Plautius were sent to the isle of Lipara, where they lived in
poverty and misery for the remainder of the reign of Severus, and their

murder was one of the first acts of Caracalla when emperor.
Severus now remained in Italy for a space of four years, actively engaged

ill the administration of justice, the regulation of the finances, and the
correction of all kinds of aljuses. He conferred the important post of

praetorian prefect on Papinian, the most renowned of jurisconsults ; and as
it was now a part of this officer’s duty to try civil causes, Papinian appointed
as his assessors Paulus and Ulpian— names nearly as distinguished as his

own.
In the year 208, Severus, though far advanced in years and a martyr to

the gout, set out for Britain, where the northern tribes had for some time
been making their usual incursions into the Roman part of the island.

Various motives are assigned for this resolution; the most probable is that
he wished to remove his sons from the luxury of Rome, and to restore the
relaxed discipline of the legions. He entered the wild country north of
the Roman wall, cut down the woods, and passed the marshes, and suc-
ceeded in penetrating to the extremity of the island, though with a loss, it
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is said, of fifty tliousaiul men ;
for the barbarians, wlio would never venture

to give liim battle, hung on liis flanks and rear, formed numerous ambus-
cades, and cut off all stragglers. In ox*der to chock their future inenreions
lie repaired and strengthened the njound or wall which Hadrian had con-
structed from the shore of Solway BTiTli to the mouth of the Tyne.

Severus had associated his second son Heta in the empire the year he
came to Britain. But the two brothers hated each other mortally, and
Caraoalla made little secret of his resolution to reign alone. This aban-
doned youth, it is said, even attempted to kill his mther in the very sight

of the Roman legions and the barbarian enemies ; for as the emperor was
riding one day to receive the arms of the Caledonians, Caracalla drew his

sword to stab him in the hack ; those who were about them cried out, and
Severus, on turning round, saw the drawn sword in the hand of his son.

He said nothing at the time, but when he returned he called Caracalla with

Papinian and the chamberlain Castor to him in private, and causing a sword
to oe laid before him, rebuked his son, and then told him if he desired his

death to slay him with his own hand, or to order Fapiniau the prefect to do
it, who of course would obey him as ho was emperor. Caracalla showed
no signs of remorse ;

and though Sovorus had often blamed M. Aurelius for

subordinating his public duty to his private affections in the case of Corn-

modus, he himself exhibited even more culpable weakness.

Severus was once more about to take the hold against tbo barbarians,

who had renewed their ravages (211), when a sovero lit of the gout carried

him off at York (Rboracum), in the sixty-sixth year of his age and the

eighteenth of his reign.

Though this emperor had passed the greater part of his life in civil

rather than military employments, it is remarkable that his government
relied more on the arms of the soldiery than that of any of his predecessors.

Wc have seen the important changes which he made in the pnetorian guards,

whom he also seems to liave been the first to employ on foreign service.

Hitherto the legions of the frontiers had maintained something of the

appearance of those of the republic,’ but Severus allowed them to have their

wives and families in their camps, and to wear gold rings like the knights.

He also increased their pay and, accustomed them to donatives. His dying

counsel to his sons, “]3e united, enrich the soldiers, despise all others,”

revealed his principles of despotic government. c In judging Severus, how-
ever, it is necessary to recall that the entire period through which we are

now passing— up to the time of Diocletian— is in a sense an epoch of

revolution, the contending forces being the senate, the emperor, the pcjiulace

of Rome, the praetorians, and the legions. The weakness and brutality of

Commodus precipitated the revolution. The prretorians not only trampled

upon the senate and the residents of the capital, but also asserted the right to

make and to unmake emperors. This was the first stage of the revolution.

In the second stage, beginning with Septimius Severus, the legions, jealous

of the pampered guard, fought against it, against the senate, and against

one another. This civil war, after j^endering the prmtorians helpless and

depriving the senate of its last remnant ol: authority, decided that the

sovereign should be a general, the choice of the soldiers who protected

the empire. Thus far the result of the revolution was in a great degree

just and beneficent. It is to be noted that Severus was the anti-senatorial

candidate for the imperial office,— hence his unfavourable treatment at the

hands of the historian. Though harsh in the punishment of political offence^

Severus was in other respects a great and admirable ruler. The fact tl^t
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the three great jurists, Papinian, Ulpiaii, and Paiilus co-operated with him
speaks volumes in his favour. He strengthened the empire, encouraged
education, and made liis reign an epoch in wise legislation.

a

Caracalla (M. Aurelius Antoninus Caracalla), 211-217 a.d.

In spite of the efforts of Caracalla to the contrary, the army proclaimed
the two sous of Sevel'us joint-emperors. The Caledonian war was aban-
doned, and the emperors returned to Rome to celebrate the obsequies of

their father. On the way Caracalla made various attempts on the life

of his brother, but Geta was protected by the soldiery, of whom he was the
favourite. The brothers adopted every precaution against each other on
the road, and at Rome they divided the palace, securing all the approaches
to their several portions. The court, the camp, the senate, and fie people
were divided in their affections to the brothers, neither of whom was in

reality deserving of the attachment of any man of worth ; but Geta had a
certain degree of mildness and humanity, of affability and of devotion to
literature, which gave him the advantage over his more ferocious brother,

and gained him the affection of their mother Julia.

As there seemed no probability of concord between the brothers, a
division of the empire was proposed and arranged, by which Caracalla was
to retain the European portion, while Geta was to rule in Asia and Egypt,
residing at Antioch or Alexandria. This arrangement, it is said, was
defeated by the tears and entreaties of Julia; and Caracalla, bent on reign-

ing alone, then resolved on the murder of his brother. At his' desire (212)
Julia invited her two sons to a meeting in her apartments'. Geta came sus-

pecting no danger; suddenly some centurions, whom Caracalla had placed

in concealment, rushed out and fed on him. He threw himself on his

mother’s bosom for protection, but her efforts to save him were vain ; she

herself received a wound in the arm, and was covered with the blood of her
murdered son. When the deed was done Caracalla hastened to the camp,
crying all the way that a plot had been laid for his life. He flung himself

down before the standards in the camp chapel to return thanks for his

preservation
;
and then addressed the soldiers, assuring them that he was

one of themselves, and depended on them alone. He promised to raise their

pay one half, and to distribute among them all the treasures accumulated by
his father. Such arguments could not fail of convincing, anH. he was readily

proclaimed sole emperor. He thence proceeded to the camp at the Alban
Mount, where he found more difficulty, as the soldiei*s there were much
attached to Geta ; but by dint of promises he gained them also to acknow-
ledge him.

Followed by the soldiers, Caracalla then proceeded to the senate house ;

he had a cuirass under his robe, and he brought some of his military followers

into the house. He justified his conduct by the example of Romulus and

others ; but he spoke of Geta with regret, and gave him a magnificent fune-

ral, and placed him among the gods.

The unhappy empress dared not lament the death of her son ; she was
even obliged to wear an aspect of joy for the safety of the emperor, who
all through liis reign continued to treat her with respect, and to give her a

share in the affairs of state. But on all the other friends and favourers of

Geta, both civil and military, he let his vengeance fsill without restraint, and

the number of those who perished on this account is estimated at twenty
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thousand. Among these the most regretted was the great Papinian. Cara-
calla, it is said, wished him to compose an apology for the murder of Geta'
but he replied with virtuous intrepidity that it was not so easy to excuse a
parricide as to commit it. A soldier cut olf his head with an axe, and Cara-
calla rebuked him for not having used a sword. Fadilla, the’ surviving'
daughter of M. Aurelius, was put to death for having lamented Geta. Hej"*-

vius Pertinax, son of the emperor, Tlirasca Priscus, a descendant of the great
lover of liberty, and many other persons of rank and virtue wore involved in
the common ruin. To such an extent it is said did Caracalla carry his hatred
to his brother that the comic poets no longer ventured to employ the name
of Geta in their plays.

Like Commodus, the emperor devoted most of his time to the circus and
amphitheatre. In order to defray liis enormous expenses he increased the
taxes and confiscated all the properties he could lay hold on. When his
mother one day blamed him for bestowing such enormous sums on the soldiers,
and said that he would soon have no source of revenue remaining, he laid his
hand on his sword, and said, in the true spirit of despotism, “Never fear,
mother

; while we have this we shall not want for money.”
One of the acts of Caracalla at this time was to confer the rights of citi-

zenship, of which the old republicans had been so chary, on all the subjects
of the empire.

His restless temper soon urged him to seek for glory in a contest with
the Germans. He marched to the Rhine and obtained (by purchase as it
would seem) some advantages over the confederacy of the Alamanni, whose
name now first appears in liistory. He henceforth wonderfully affected the
Germans, even wearing a blond periwig to resemble them

; and he placed a
number of them about him as guards. It is thought that it was on the occa-
sion of his return to Rome from Gaul after this war (214) that ho distributed
among the people the long Gallic coats named caracaU^ whence he derived
the appellation by which he is usually known. After his German war, he
marched to the Danube ('215), visited the province of Dacia, and had some
aki^ishes with the neighbouring barbarians. He then passed over to Asia
with the intention of making war on the Parthians, and spent the winter at
Nicomedia.

As h^ professed an especial regard for the memory of Achilles, he visited
the remama of Ilium, offered sacrifices at the tomb of the hero, led his troopsm arms round it, and erected a brazen statue on its summit. One of his
ireedmen happemn g to die, or being poisoned by him for the purpose, he
acted over again tlie Homeric funeral of Patroclus, pouring, like Achilles,
wine to the winds to induce them to inflame the pyre, and cutting off the
hair, with w^ch nature had furnished him most scantily, to cast into the

In thus honoimng Achilles, he sought to follow the example of
Aiexanaer the Great, a prince of whom his admiration was such that he
erected statues of him everywhpe; and he formed a phalanx of sixteen

^*J®“®nians armed as in the time of that prince, whom he styled
ne Eastern Augustus. He even persecuted the peripatetic i^hilosophers, be-
cause Amtotle was accused of being concerned in the death oj: his royal pupil.

In the spring (216) CaracaUa set out for Antioch. The Parthians
averted a war hj the simrender of two persons whom he demanded. By
reachery he Jnadn himself master of the persons of the king of Armenia and

prmceof Edessa
; but the Armenians defeated the troopswmeh he sent against them under Theocritus, a common player, whom lie

had raised to the 'dignity of praetorian prefect. He then proceeded to
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Alexandria with the secret resolve of taking a bloody vengeance on the in-

habitants for their railleries and witticisms against him on the occasion

of the murder of his brother. When he approached the city the people

came fortii to meet him with all the marks of joy and respect, and he re-

ceived them graciously, and entered the town. Then pretending a design

of forming a phalanx in honour of Alexander, he directed all the youth to

appear in the plain without the walls. When they had done as required, he

went tlirough them as it were to inspect them ; and then retiring to the

temple of Serapis, he gave thft signal to his soldiers to fall on them and
massacre them. The slaughter was dreadful both within and without the

walls, for no age or rank was spared. Trenches were dug, and the dead and
dying were flung into them in order to conceal the extent of the massacre.

He dfeprived the city of all its privileges, and its total ruin was only averted

by his death.

After this slaughter of his helpless subjects, Caracalla returned to Anti-

och, and in order to have a pretext for making war on the Parthians he sent

to Artabanus their king, demanding his daughter in marriage. The Parthian

monarch having refused this strange suit, Caracalla invaded and ravaged his

territories ; and having taken Arbela, where were the royal tombs, he opened

them and scattered the bones of the monarchs which were deposited within

them. He then took up his winter quarters in Edessa.

In the spring (217) both sides were engaged in active preparation for

war ; when a conspiracy in his own army terminated the life and reign of

the Roman emperor. Of the two praetorian prefects, the one, Adventus, was

a mere soldier, the other, Macrinus, was a civilian well versed in the laws.

The rough and brutal Caracalla often ridiculed him on this account, and

even menaced his life ;
and Macrinus, having got sure information that his

destruction was designed, resolved to anticipate the tyrant. He accordingly

communicated his designs to some of the ofticers of the guards, among whom
was one Martial, whom Caracalla had mortally offended by refusing him the

post of centurion, or, as others say, by putting his brother to death. Accord-

ingly on the 8th of April, 217, as the emperor was riding from Edessa to

Carrhse in order to worship at the temple of the Moon, and had retired and

alighted for a private occasion, Martial ran up as if called, and stabbed him

in the throat. * The emperor fell down dead. Martial mounted his horse

and fled ;
but he was shot by a Scythian archer of the guard.

Macrinus (M. Opilius Macrinus), 217-218 a.d.

When the news of the murder of the emjperor was divulged, Macrinus

was the first to hasten to the spot, and to deplore his death. As Caracalla

had left no heir, the army was uncertain whom to proclaim emperor in his

stead, and the empire was for four days without a chief. Meantime the offi-

cers who were in the interests of Macrinus used all their influence with their

men, and on the fourth day he was saluted emperor. He accepted the office

with feigned reluctance, and he distributed, according to custom, large sums

of money among the soldiers. Adventus was the bearer of the ashes of

Caracalla to Rome, where they were deposited in the tomb of the Antonines

;

and Macrinus and the senate were obliged to yield to the instances of Iffie

soldiers, and place the monster among the gods. The senate received with

joy the letter in which Macrinus announced his elevation to the empire, and

they decreed him aU. the usual titles and honours.
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While these changes were taking place in the Roman Empire, Artabauus

had passed the Tigris with a large army. ]\Iacriims having in vain proposed

terms of accommodation, led out his legions, and some fighting took place in

the neighbourhood of Nisibis, in which the advantage was on the side of the

Farthians ;
but as they now began to feel th(i want of supplies, and were

anxious to return home, they readily listened to the renewed proposals of

the Roman emperor, and a peace was coneludocL Macrinus then led his

troops back to Antioch for the winter.

Macrinus, as we have already observed, was not a military man. He was
a native of Ciesarea in Africa (Algiers), of humble origin, and he was
indebted for his elevation to his (iountryman Plautianus. He was a man of

an amiable disposition, and a sincere lover of justice,

lie therefore turned his attention chiefly to civil

regulations, and he made some necessary reforms

and excellent laws; but he was timid by nature, and
in his anxiety to serve and advance his friends, he
did not sufliciently consider their fitness for the em-
ployments whi(5h he bestowed on them. Ho com-

mitted a great and irreparable fault in not

setting out for Romo at once, and in keep-
ing the army all together iu Syria

;
and ho

further commenced loo soon a necessary,

but imprudent attempt at bringing back
the discipline of the legions to wliat it had
been under Severus ; for though ho applied

it only to recruits and did not interfere

with the old soldiers, these last appre-

hended that the reform would at length

reach themselves, and they became highly
^

discontented. This feeling of the soldiers
'

was soon taken advantage of, and a rival

set up to Macrinus.
The empress Julia was at Antioch at the time of

the murder of Caracalla. Macrinus wrote to her in

very obliging terms ; but iu the first transports of her
grief at the death of her son or the loss of her power,
she had given herself several blows on the breast, and
thus irritated a cancer with which she was afflicted,

and her death ensued. Her 8i8tor^\namod Miesa, who
had lived at court during the la$t two reigns and
had acquired immense wealth, retired by order of

Macrinus to her native town of Emesa. She had two daughters named
Sosemias and Mamaja, each of whom was a widow with an only son ; that
of the former was named Bassianus

;
he was now a handsome jmuth of

seventeen years of age, and the influence of his family had procured for
him the lucrative priesthood of the Sun, who was worshipped at Emesa
under the title of Elagabalus. The Roman troops who were encamped near
the town used to frequent the temple, and they greatly admired the comely
young priest, whom they knew to be a cousin of their lamented Caracalla.
The artful Maesa resolved to take advantage of that feeling, and she made
no scruple to sacrifice the reputation of her daughters to the hopes of em-
pire : she therefore declared (what was perhaps true) that Caracalla used
to cohabit with her daughters in the palace, and that Bassianus was in

Romaic Obkbkal

(Fpum a vase)
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reality his son. Her assertion, hacked with large sums of money and lavish
promises of more, found easy acceptance with the soldiers. On the night
of the 15th of May, 218, she and jier daughter and grandson, and the rest
of her family, conducted by tlieir eunuch Gannys, a man of great talent,

stole out of the city and proceeded to the camp, where they were joyfully
received ; and Bassianus was proclaimed emperor by the title of M. Aurelius
Antoninus. The camp was immediately put into a state of defence against a

siege ;
and numbers of the other soldiers hastened to sustain the cause of the

son of Caracalla.

Macrinus sent the praetorian prefect Ulpius Juliaiius against the rebels.

This officer was successful in his first attack on their camp ; but having
neglected to push his advantage, he gave the enemy time for tampering with
his troops, a part of whom abandoned him; and he was taken and slain.

Macrinus had meantime advanced as far as Apamea, where he declared his

son Diadumenianus, a boy of only ten years of age, Augustus, and took
this opportunity of promising a large gratuity to the army ; he also wrote
against Bassianus to the senate and governors of provinces. But instead of

advancing rapidly against the rebels, he fell back to Antioch, whither they
speedily followed him, and he was forced to give them battle near that town.
The troops of Bassianus were ably disposed by the eunuch Gannys, who now
in arms for the first time in his life showed the talents of a general. But
the praetorians on the side of Macrinus fought with such determined valour
that the rebels were '^n the point cf flying, when Msesa and Sosemias rushed
out and stopped them ; and Bassianus, sword in hand, led them on to the

combat. Still the praetorians gave not way, and’ victory would have declared

for Macrinus had he not shamefully fled in the midst of the battle. His
troops when assured of his flight declared for Bassianus.

Macrinus fled in disguise, and never stopped till he came to Chalcedon,
where he was taken and put to death, and his innocent sou shared his fate.

His reign had lasted only fourteen months, c

Elagabalus (Vahius Avitus Bassianus), 218-222 a.d.

Thisptpnus now hastened to assert his claim to the succesoion. He was en-

tirely successful ; ascending the throne under title of M. Aurelius Antoninus
Elagabalus, or, as the Latins called him, Heliogabalus. Dion Cassius « (as

preserved b}' Xiphiliuusi) has left us a picturesque account of the accession

and brief reign of this effeminate youth, whose name has become a proverb

for sensuality of the most degenerate type. We turn to his account, making
such omissions as the restrictions of modern taste demand;— the classical

writers, as we have had occasion to note heretofore, adjudged the limits

between frankness and prudery by standards quite different from ours.

This narrative of Dion Cassius has the unique interest of being tlie account

of an exact contemporary. The author was a member of the Roman senate,

at the time of Elagabalus’ accession. The following year he was governor

of Pergamus and Smyima. “ He had conversed with Macrinus after his ele-

vation, and yet was in the senate when the letters of Macrinus were read on

the elevation of Elagabalus” (Clintons').

Here, then, is the story of Rome’s most degenerate emperor, as told by
this contemporary witness. The account is the most authoritative one that

has come down to us ; but it will be observed that allowance must be made
for current superstitions in parts of the narrative.®
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DION CASSIUS ON TUE AC(3KBS10N AND KEKIN OE ELA(}ABALUS

Avitus [Elagabalus], who is called pseudo Aulouhiius, or tho Assymn,
or, again, Sardauapalus or Tiberiuu.s (1.1 le hust name liaving been bestowed

upon him after his body w'as cast into the 'riher), mathi his entry next day
[after the defeat of Macriims] into Antioch, having promised live hundred
drachmie to tho soldiers if they rid'raincd from .pillaging the city, us they

greatly desired to do. This sum ho of course (sxac.tcd from the inhabitants,

lie likewise wrote a letter to Rome, in which, among*other matters belitting

the occasion, ho heaped invectives upon JMacrimis for the obscurity of his

origin and his conspiracy against Antoninus, and madi^ lavish promises, not

only to the soldiers but to the senato and populace (proUmding to act in all

things after the example of Augustus, whose agi^ he compared with Ins own,

and of Marcus Antoninus) ; and, in allusion to ilui censures passed upon him
by Macriuiis, he added, “ lie tc,)ok upon himseir to (umsure my youth, ho who
nomiuated his six-year-old son emperor.''’

Such was his message to the sonaUn To Unit assembly and to tho legions

he despatched an account of what laid tak(m phtc.c among the soldiers, to-

gether with tho letter written by lEaeriuus to Maximms, in order further to

inflame their hatred of Maeriiuis and their atlacluuent to his own Kirson.

In his letter to tho senate and his address to tho peo[)le ho styled iiimself

emperor, Casar, the son of Antoninus, (he, grandson of S(W(.u'Us, the pious,

the fortunate, Augustus, proconsul, prince invested with tribunuaan au-

thority. lie is also reporte.d to havi^ said, Let them give me no titles

which have to do with war; iu '-tlm pioiir,’ and Hhe fortunate’ 1 have

enough.”
A number of personshaving, in both a public ;uid a private capacity,

committed offences in word and deed against him and against (laracalla, he

declared that he would pimisli no man whatevm*; nor did Ikj punish any, al-

though in the rest of his conduct he carried dehaiudiery, injustice, and cruelty

to such lengths that certain customs wholly unknown at Rome were practised

there as having come down from our forefathm's, and that crimes (‘.ommitied

in single instances by other men and in othm* places there flourished freely for

the three years and nine months of his reign, reckoning from tlio battle which
put him in possession of tho sovereign power.

In Syria he shod tho blood of Nestor and of Fahius Agrippiims, governor

of the province, and of the chief of tho knights win; hud been about Maori-

uus, and at Rome he acted likewise towards those who had boon most
strongly attached to tho cause of the late monarch ; iu Arabia he slew Picas

Ctorianus, to whom the government of tltat country had been committed, for

not having immediately come over to his side; in (lyprus, (JlaudiuB Attains,

a former governor of Thrace, who had been expoUed from the senate by
Severus at the time of the war with Niger, restored to his honours by Tar-
antus,*^ and placed by fate at the head of tho province of Cyprus, merely
because he had given offence to Cimiazom For while tho latter was serving
in Thrace Attains had placed him among the oarsmen as a punishment for

dereliction of duty.

Thus the pseudo Antoninus put Attains to death, -—though he had written
concerning him to the senate saying that he had recalled him to Rome,
whence he had been banished by Macrinus, together with Julius Aspor,

—

and Sulla, a former governor of Cappadocia, because he was involved iu

[} Tarantus -was a nickname given to Caracalla after his tloath. It was the name of a gladiator
of ignoble aspect.]
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certain intrigues and because, baling been summoned to Rome, he had gone
before some Celtic soldiers on their way home from Bithynia, where they
had passed the winter, and had stirred up some disorders. Such were the
motives from which these two personages perished, no word thereof being
sent to the senate. As for Seius Cams, the grandson of Fuscianus, a former
prefect of Rome, the reason was that he was rich and noble, and a man of

ability j
the pretext, that he had incited the soldiers of the Alban legion to

mutiny.
The monarch bem^ his only accuser, the trial of Seius was held in the

palace, where he was slain. Valerianus PiBtus was put to death because he
aad caused portraits of himself to be made in gold as ornaments for his mis-

tresses. This action brought upon him the charge of intending to go into

Cappadocia, a province bordering on his native land (for he was a Galatian)

to stir up a rebellion, and having for this purpose made gold pieces bearing

his own image.
Besides these, Silius Messalla and Pomponius Bassus were put to death by

the senate on a charge of having disapproved of the emperor’s conduct, as

he said. He did not hesitate to write to the senate, waich he styled the

examiner of his life and the censor of what took place in the palace : “ As
for the proofs of their conspiracy, I have not sent them, for it would be idle

to read them, since the men are already dead.” Messalla had frequently

expressed his opinions forcibly in the senate, for which reason the emperor

had commanded his attendance in Syria, as though he were indispensable to

him, but really lest he should cause an opinion different to his own to pre-

vail in that assembly ; as for Bassus, he had a beautiful wife of noble birth

(a granddaughter of Claudius Severus and of Marcus Antoninus) ; whom
Elagabalus himself wedded, not permitting her (such was the terror with

which he inspired her) to weep for her husband’s unhappy fate. We shall

presently hear of espousals in which he played the part of bridegroom and

jride, for he gave himself out as man or woman indifferently, and behaved

with the utmost shamelessness in either character.

The murder of Gannys, who had paved the way for the rebellion, had
brought him to the camp and procured him the victory over Macrinus— of

Gannys, his foster-father and guardian, which he committed in Nicomedia,

caused him to be regarded from the very beginning of his reign as the most

impious of men. Gannys lived an effeminate life and loved to receive pres-

ents, but, far from doing injury to any man, he conferred many benefits upon
numbers of persons ; and, what was still more important, he was zealoimly

devoted to his sovereign and enjoyed the favour of Msesa and Sosemias,

But this was not the reason why the emperor put him to death. His real

motive was that Gannys obliged him to observe the rules of temperance and

wisdom. The monarch, with his own hand, dealt Gannys the first wound,

since none of the soldiers dared to begin the attack. In such wise did mat-

ters go.

Thus much we have said of the blood that was shed. As for the things

done by Elagabalus contrary to the customs of our forefathers, ^ey were

matters of small account and did no great harm; unless, indeed, it be that

he introduced innovations contrary to our usage, by assiuning of hM
accord, as I have said, titles of office, substituting himself for Macrinus in

the consulate without being elected, and so forth.

He wedded Cornelia JPaula, desiring, as he said, to become a father

quickly ; he, who was not so much as a man. At the celebration of these

nuptials, not the senate and the knights alone, but even the wives of the
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senators received liberal presents. There was a banquet for the ]populace

which cost 150 drachnne, and one for the soldiers vvlucli cost more tian 100.

He also gave gladiatorial shows, at which he was present clad in the toga

prtBtexta, and li'^ appeared in the same garb at the votive games. He like-

wise caused a great number of wild beasts to be slaughtered, among the rest

an elephant and fifty-one tigers, a larger nuinbor than had over been exhib-

ited at one time. Afterwards, having put away Paula under the pretext

that she had a blemish on her body, lie wedded
Aquilia Severn, in opeil violation of the laws,

for with liagrant impiety he doliled a woman
who was a vestal. Ilo was bold enough to saj^

“ I have done it that of myself, the pontifex

maximiis, and of her, the vostalis maxima,
divine children may be born”; nor did he hes-

itate to boast of these sacrilegious acts, for

which he should have been first scourged with

rods in the Forum and then cast into prison

and put to death. Nevertheless he did not

keep Sevora long, but took another wife, and
then another ancl another, after which he went
back to her.

Among his most flagrant violations of the

law was the worship of the god Elagabalus, not

only by reason of the introduction of a foreign

divinity into Homo and the granting of new
and gorgeous honours to such a divinity, but

by reason of the superiority which the emperor
gave him over Jupiter; and the priesthood of

Elagabalus which lie caused to be bestowed •

upon himself, by reason of las circumcision and
abstinence from pork (as though this abstinence

made the worship of this god purer), and also

by reason of the barbarous vestments worn by
Syrian priests, in which he was often to be

seen, a fact which had much to do with his

A Roman ^uteon surname of the Assyrian.
(/rom the Capitol) As th© height of absurdity ho bestowed a

wife upon Elagabalus, as though the god had
need of a wife and children. Moreover, since this wife ought not to be

poor or of humble birth, lie chose the Urania of Carthage, had the goddess
brought from thence, established her in the palace, and exacted wedding
gifts for her from all the subjects of his empire, as he had done for his own
\vive8.

Nevertheless this Sardanapalua, who must needs unite the gods by regular
marriages, himself led the most irregular of lives. He married several wives,

and had relations with many other women with whom he formed no legal tie.

Such was his conduct to all who had to do with him
;
yet this aid not

prevent him from playing the part of a bride to a favourite, by name
Hierocles, on whom he wished to bestow the title of csesar, himself being
called imperatrix. Being opposed by his grandmother in this design, he
broke out into threats against her, and by his sliameful conduct no less than
for other reasons incurred the hatred of the soldiery. These extravagances
were the cause of his ruin.
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He was destined soon to receive the due reward of his infamy. By the

tilings lie did and suffered to be done he brought upon himself the hatred of

the people and of the soldiers, the main prop of his throne, and was finally

assassinated by them in his own camp. The thing came to pass on this

fashion. He had brought his cousin Bassianus into the senate, and, taking
his place beside Msesa and Soiemias, he adopted him as his son

; he boasted

of his good fortune in having become all at once the father of such a child,

as though he himself were already far more advanced in years, and he declared

that he had no need of *any other son, since his house was henceforth safe from
extinction. Elagabalus himself had commanded him to take this course and
to bestow on his cousin the name of Alexander. For my own 'part I am con-

vinced that these occurrences were actually the v/ork of a goc
,
not because

of the emperor’s words but because of the saying that one Alexander, from
Emesa, would succeed him, and also because of what took place in Upper
Mysia and in Thrace.

Shortly before this time a genius appeared, I know not how, in the

countries about the Ister, claiming to be the celebrated Alexander of Macedon,
and bearing the form and all the equipments of that prince. Starting thence

he traversed Moesia and Thrace after the manner of Bacchus, accompanied by
four hundred men, armed with thyrsi and wearing goatskins. They did no
harm, and, as those who then dwelt in Thrace are convinced, everything was
supplied them, both lodging and provisions, at the expense of the cities *, for

no one dared oppose him either by word or deed, neither chief, nor soldier,

nor procurator, nor provincial governor ; and in open daylight, as he had
announced, he advanced in procession as far as Byzantium. Thence, returning

upon his footsteps,he crossed over into Chalcedon, and there, having performed

certain sacrifices by night and buried a wooden horse in the ground, he dis-

appeared. These facts I learned in Asia, as I have said, before anything

, was done at Rome with regard to Bassianus.

As long as Sardanapalus loved his cousin he himself remained alive, but

when he began to susjpect all men and learned that popular favour was turning

towards Alexander, tie changed his purpose and c.id all he could to get rid of

him. He was not only unsuccessful in an attempt to destroy him, but came near

to perishing hi^irself, for Alexander was jealously guarded by his mother, his

j^randmother, and the soldiery. Tire praetorian guards, becoming aware of

his intentions, stirred up a fearful riot, which did not cease until Sardanapalus,

coming into the camp with Alexander, appealed to them with urgent entreaties,

yielded up, under compulsion, the companions of his debaucheries whose
death they demanded, only pleading piteously in favour of Hierocles, and
finally succeeded in mollifying them.

Afterwards, having again laid snares for Alexander, and having gone with

the latter to the camp to appease a tumult which had been excited among the

prietorians by this attempt, he perceived that they were watching him with

intent to put Mm to death, and strove to flee while his mother and

Alexander’s, more openly at strife than before, were endeavouring to excite

the soldiers. He tried to escape by hiding in a chest, but was caught and

slain at the age of eighteen. ]iis mother perished with him. Their heads

were cut off and their bodies stripped oj; their ornaments and dragged

through the streets of the city; then that of the woman was cast forth un-

buried, and that of Sardanapalus thrown into the Tiber. The god Elagabalus

was banished from Rome.e The administration has not suffered greatly

through Elagabalus, for while he abandoned himself to his sensual worship,

he left the government in the bauds of his prudent gi'andmother Msesa.a
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Albxandei^ Severtts (M. Aurelius Alexander Severus), 222-235 a.d.

Both the senate and the army joyfully concurred in the elevation of

Alexander Severus; and the former body, lost any competitor should

appear, hastened to confer on him all the imperial titles and powers. On
account of his youth and his extremely amiable disposition he was entirely

directed by his grandmother and mother,
/
but Miesa dying soon after his

accession, the sole direction of her son foljl to Maiiisea. [The statues and
coins of this woman show that she was a/ pagan, though the contrary has

been inferred from the correspondence with Origon.] Nevertheless in her

guidance of public affairs she exhibited a spirit of wisdom, justice, and mod-
eration such as had not appeared in any preceding empress. Her enemies

laid to her charge the love of power and the love of money, and blamed her

son for deferring too much to her ; but their accusations are vague, and no

act of cruelty caused by avarice stains the annals of this reign.

The first care of Mamma was to form a wise and upright council for her

son. Sixteen of the most respectable of the senate, witm the learned Ulpian,

the prmtorian prefect, at their head, composed this council, and nothing was

ever done without their consent and approbation. A general system of

reformation was commenced and steadily pursued. All the absurd acts of

the late tyrant were reversed. His god was sent back to Emesa ; the

statues of the other deities wore restored to their temples ;
the ministers

of his vices and pleasures were sold or banished, some of the worst were

drowned
;
the unworthy persons whom he had placed in public situations

were dismissed, and men of knowledge and probity put in their places.

Mamma used the utmost care to keep away from her son all tlioao persons

by whom his morals might be corrupted, and in order to have his time fully

occupied she induced him to devote tlie groaitn* part of each day to the

administration of justice, where none but the wise and good would be his'

associates. The good seed fortunately fell into a kindly soil. Alexander

was naturally disposed to every virtue, and all his efforts were directed to

the promotion of the welfare of the empire over which ho ruled.

The first ten years of the reign of this prince were passed at Eome and

devoted to civil occupations. His daily course of life has been thus trans-

mitted to us. Ho usually rose early and entered his private chapel Qara-

rium)^ in which he had caused to be placed the images of those who had
been teachers and benefactors of the human race, among whom he included

the divine founder of the Christian religion. Having performed his devo-

tions he took some kind of exercise, and then applied himRolf for some hours

to public business with his council. He then read for some time, his favour-

ite works being the Republics of Plato and Cicero, and the verses of tlorace,

and the Life of Alexander the G-reat^ whom he greatly admired. Gymnastio
exercises, in which he excelled, succeeded. He then was anointed and
bathed, and took a light breakfast, usually of bread, milk, and egigs. In the

afternoon he was attended by his secretaries, and he heard his letters read

and signed the answers to them. The business of the day being concluded,
his friends in general were admitted, and a frugal and simple dinner
followed, at which the conversation was mostly of a serious instructive

nature,^r some literary work was read out to the emperor and his

guests/
The dress of Alexander was plain and simple, his manners were free

from all pride and haughtiness; he lived with the senators on a footing
of friendly equality, like Augustus, Vespasian, and the wiser and better
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emperors. He was liberal and generous to all orders of the people* and he
took an especial pleasure in assisting those persons of good family who had
fallen into poverty without reproach. Among the virtues of Alexander was
the somewhat rare one in that age of chastity. His mother early caused him
to espouse a lady of noble birth named Memnia, whom however he afterwards

divorced and even banished to Africa. The accounts of this affair differ

greatly. According to one, the father of the empress formed a conspiracy

against his son-in-law, which being discovered, he was put to death and his

daughter divorced. Others say that as Alexander showed great respect for

his father-in-law, Mamiea’s jealousy was excited, and she caused him to be

slain and his daughter to be divorced or banished. It appears that Alex-

ander soon married again.

We have already observed that a portion of the civil ^‘urisdiction had
fallen to the praetorian prefects. This imposed a necessity that one of them
should be a civilian, and Mamaea had therefore caused this dignity to be con-

ferred on Ulpian. From the love of law and order which distinguished this

prefect, he naturally sought to bring back discipline in the prsetorian camjp

;

the consequence was that repeated attempts were made on his life, and the

emperor more than once found it necessary to cast his purple over him to

save him from the fury of the soldiers. At length (228) they fell on him
in the night ;

he escaped from them to the palace, but they pursued and

slaughtered him in the presence of the emperor and his mother.

Some slight actions on the German and Moorish frontiers were the only

occupation given to the Roman arms during the early years of the reign of

Alexander, but in the year 232 so powerful an enemy menaced the oriental

provinces of the empire, that the presence of the emperor became absolutely

requisite in the East.

The Parthians, whom we have had such frequent occasion to mention,

are said to have been a Scythian (Le., Turkish) people of the north of Persia,

who, taking advantage of the declining power of the Macedonian kings of

Syria, cast off their yoke (250 b.c.), and then gradually made themselves

masters of the whole of Persia. Their dominion had now lasted for five

hundred years, and their power had from the usual causes, stich as family

dissensions, contested successions, and such like, been long on the decline

;

and in the fourth year of Alexander Severus (226) a native Persian, named
Artaxerxes (Ardashir), who pretended to be of the ancient royal line but

who is said to have been of humble birth and a mere soldier of fortune,

raised a rebellion against the Parthian king, Artabanus. Fortune' favoured

the rebel, and Artabanus was defeated and slain. Artaxerxes then assumed

the tiara, and his line, which existed till the Mohammedan conquest, was

named the Sassanian, from the name of his father.

Affecting to be the descendant of the ancient Achsemenians, Artaxerxes

sought to restore Persia to its condition under those princes. The Magian or

Light religion resumed the rank from which it had fallen under the sway of

the Parthians, and flourished in its ]Dristine glory. As the dominions of the

house of Cyrus had extended to tiie coasts of the Aegean Sea, Artaxerxes

ordered the Romans to quit Asia, and when his mandate was unheeded he led

his troops over the Tigris. But his ill fortune induced liim to attack the

invincible Atrae, and he was forced to retire with loss and disgrace. He
then turned his arms against the Medes and sonie other of the more northern

tribes, and when he had reduced them he again invaded Mesopotamia (232).

Alexander now resolved to take the command of his troops in person. He
left Rome, followed by the tears and prayers of the people, and proceeded

H. W.—VOL. VI. 2d
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through Illyricum to the East, On his march the strictest diwscipline was
maintained, while eveiy attention was paid to the wants of the soldiers and
care taken that they should be abundantly supplied with clothes and arms.
The emperor himself used the same fare as the men, and he caused his lent
to be thrown open when he was at his meals that they iniglit perceive his
inode of life.

Alexander halted at Antioch to make preparations for the war ; mean-
time he sent an embassy with proposals of peacii to Artaxerxes. The
Persian in return sent four hundred of his most stately men splendidly
clothed and armed to order the Homans to quit Asia

; and if we can believe
Herodian (for the circumstance is almost incredible),
Alexander was so regardless of the law's of nations as
to seize and strip them, and send them prisoners to
Phrygia. It is also said that while he was at Anti-
och, finding that some oi the soldiers frequented the
Paphian grove of Daphne, he cast them into prison;
and that wdien a mutiny broke out in the leo-ion to
W'hich they belonged, he ascended his tribunal, had
tlie prisoners brought before him, and addressed
their comrades, who stood around in arms, dwelling
on the necessity of maintaining discii)line. But.

I
w'hen his arguments proyed of no eff(?ct, and thcv
even menaced him with their arms, he cried out, in
imitation of Oa'sar, Quirites, depart, and lay downi
your arms." 'I'Jie legion obeyed, and the men, no
longer soldiers, took up their' abode in the houses
of tlie town instead of the camp. After a month
tlie emperor was x)revailed on to paialon tliem, Imt
he punished their tribunes with death ; ami this
legion w'as henceforth equally distinguished by
valour and fidelity.

Ill imitation of Alexander the Great, tlie

emperor formed six of his legions into a pha-
lanx of thirty thousand men, to.whom he gave
liigher pay. He also had, like that compieror,
liodies of men distinguished by gold-a(lorne(l
and silver-adorned sliields— chVysoaspids and
argyroaspids.

The details of the war cannot be learned
with any certainty. One liistovian says that
Alexander made three divisions of his army

;

one ot wluch was to enter Media through Armenia, another Persia at the junc-
tion of the and Euplirates, while the emperor was in person to lead the
third through Mesopotamia, and all were to join in the enemy’s country

; lint
that, owing to the timidity of Alexander, who loitered on the w^ay, the second
division was cut to pieces, and the first nearly all perished while retreating
through Armenia in the winter. This account labours under many difficul-
ties ; for the emperor certainly triumphed on his return to Home ; and in
his speech to the senate on that occasion he asserted that of 700 war
elephants winch were in the enemy’s array he had killed 200, and takendW; of 1000 scythed chariots he had taken 200; and of 120,000 lieavy-
armed horsemen he had slain 10,000, besides taking a great number of
prisoners.^ Notwithstanding this report to the senate, the Romans were

CkN'IUEION IX Stukkt Costumh
SHowixa TiiR W'ay his Med-
als WERE WORN
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probably beaten in this war, though the Persians likewise suffered great loss.
The latter made na further attempts on Mesopotamia for some years.a

The Germans Jiad taken advantage of the absence of the emperor and the
greater part of the troops in the East, to pass the Rhine and ravage Gaul.
Alexand.er therefore, leaving sufficient garrisons in Syria, led home the
Illyrian and other legions, and having celebrated a triumph for the Persian
War at Rome, where he was received with the most abundant demonstra-
tions of joy, be departed with a large amy for the defence of Gaul. The
Germans retired at his approach ; he advanced to the Rhine and took up his
winter quarters in the neighbourhood of Mogontiacum (Mainz), with the
intention of opening the campaign beyond the river in the spring (235).

The narratives of the events of this reign are so very discordant that we
cannot hope often to arrive at the real truth. In no part are they more at
variance than in their account of the circumstances of the emperor’s death.
We can only collect that, whether from his efforts to restore discipline, from
the intrigues of Maximin, an ambitious officer who had the charge of disci-

plining the young troops, or from some other cause, a general discontent
prevailed in the army, and that Alexander was assassinated in his tent, either

dj his own guards or by a party sent for the purpose by Maximin, and that
his mother and several of his friends perished with him. The troops forth-

with proclaimed Maximin emperor, and the senate and people of borne,
deeply lamenting the fate of the virtuous Alexander, were forced to acquiesce
in the choice of the army.

Alexander had reigned thirteen years. Even the historian least partial

to him acknowledges that towards his subjects his conduct was blameless, and
that no bloodshed or unjust condemnations stain the annals of his reign.

His, fault seems to have been a certain degree of effeminacy and weakness,
the consequence probably of his Syrian origin, which led to his extreme sub-

*mission to his mother, against whom the charges of avarice and meanness
are not perhaps wholly unfounded.^

Dion Cassius, whose history ends with this reign, gives th0 following

view of the numbers and disposition of the legions, at this period. Of the

twenty-five which were formed by Augustus, only nineteen remained, the

rest having been broken or distributed through the others ; hut the em-
perors, from Nero to Severus inclusive, had formed thirteen new ones, and
the whole now amounted to thirty-two legions. Of these, three were in

Britain, one in Upper and two in Lower Germany, one in Italy, one in Spain,

one in Numidia, one in Arabia, two in Palestine, one in Phmnicia, two m
Syria, two in Mesopotamia, two in Cappadocia, two in Lower and one in

Upper Moesia, two in Dacia, and fotir in Pannonia, one in Noricum, and one

in Rsetia. He does not tell us where the two remaining on^ were quartered,

neither does he give the number of men in a legion at this time, but it is

conjectured to have been five thousand.®

ebnan’s charactebisation of the period

On principles less disastrous than those of unbridled military despotism,

the empire might have survived the ruin of the Roman spirit in the death of

Marcus Aurelius, might have given peace to Christianity a centuiy earlier

and have avoided the streams of blood shed to no purpose by Decius and

^ T/ie L^e o/jHexandeTt by Lampridius, in the Augu^w Mstory^f to, aa Gibbon obaerres,

“ the mere idea of a perfect prince, an awkward imitation of the Cyropsedia.’* [The beat rnteia

had to bear the charge of avarice.}
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Diocletian. The part of the Roman aristocracy was played out; after

having worn folly threadbare in the lirst century, it had worn virtue thread-

bare in the second. But the hidden forces of the great Mediterranean

confederacy were not exliausted. Thus, after the downfall of the political

edifice founded on the sovereignty of the family of Augustus, a provincial

dynasty, that of the Flavians, was foimd to restore the em lire, even as after

the downfall of the edifice built up hy the adoptions of the Roman aristoc-

racy, there were found provincials. Orientals and Syrians, to restore the great

association in which all men found peace and profit. Septimius Severus did,

without moral grandeur but not without glory, wdiat Vespasian had done.

It is true that the representatives of this new dynasty are not to be
compared to the great emperors'^ of the second century. Even Alexander
Severus, wdio equals Antoninus and Marcus in kindliness, is very inferior

to them in intelligence and greatness of soul. The principles of the govern-
ment are detestable ; men outbid one another for the favour of tlae legions

;

a pidce is set on mutiny
;
none approaches the soldier except with purse in

hand. Military despotism never took a more shameless form
;
hut military

despotism can be long-lived.

Side by side with hideous spectacles, under the Syrian emperors, what
reforms do w'e find ! What progress in legislation ! What a c ay was that

when, under Caracalla, all free men dwelling within the empire attained

equal rights

!

We must not exaggerate the advantages offered hy such equality; yet

in politics words are never wholly void of meaning. Many excellent things
had been inherited. The philosophers of the school of Marcus Aurelius had
disappeared, but their place was taken by the masters of jurisprudence.

Papinian, Ulpian, Paul, Gains, Modestinns, Florentinus, hlarcian, during
years of execrable evil, created masterpieces and actually brought the law
of the future into being. The Syrian emperors, though far inferior to

Trajan and to the Antonines as far as political traditions are concerned,
inasmuch as they 'were not Romans and had none of the Roman prejudices,

often give proof of an openness of mind which would have been impossible
to the great emperors of tlie second century, all of whom were intensely
conservative. They permitted and even encouraged colleges or syndicates.
They went to extreme lengths in this matter, and they would have organised
the trade guilds as castes with a distinctive garb. They flung the doors of

the empire wide open. One of them, that noble and pathetic figure Alex-
ander Severus, the son of IMamaea, almost equalled in his plebeian goodness
the patrician virtues of the great age; the loftiest ideas pale before the
honest effusions of his heart.

It was in religion above all that these Syrian emperors inaugurated a
liberality of mind and a tolerance unknown before.^ The Syrian women of

Emesa, Julia Domna, Julia Mjesa, Julia jMameea, Julia Sommias, beautiful,
intelligent, venturous to the point of utopianism, are hampered hy no tradi-
tion or conventionality. They dared to do what no Roman Avoman had ever
done; they entered the senate, took part in its deliberations, and practi-
cally governed the empire, dreaming of Semiramis and Nitocris. It was
a thing that such a woman as Faustina would not have done for all her

Tbe substitution of the Syro-Pliceuician sun-god by Elagabalus naturally recalls the mono-
theistic reformation of Amenhotep IV (Khun-aten) in Egypt more than sixteen centuries before.
In Amenhotep’s day, Syrian influence predominated at the Egyptian court, as it did at Rome in
the beginning of the third century A.n. Tliat the culminating result of this should have been so
mucii the same in both cases is a matter that seems to call for at least passing notice. 1
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frivolity ; she would have been checked by tact, by the sense of absurdity,

by the rules of good Roman society. Tlie Syrian women hesitated at

nothing. They had a senate of women, which enacted every sort of ab-
surdity. The Roman religion seemed to them cold and meaningless. They
had no family reasons for attachmenc to it, and being more "in harmony,
imaginatively, with Christianity than with Italian paganism, they delighted
in the tales of the travels of gods upon tlie earth. Philostratus enchanted
them with his Apollomiis ; peihaps they had a secret leaning towards Chris-
tianity.

During this time the last noble ladies of the older society, such as the

elderly daughter of Marcus Aurelius, honoured by all men and put to death
by Caracalla, lived in obscurity, looking on at an orgy which formed so

strange a contrast to the memories of their youth.

The provinces, and those of the East more particularl}^ which were far

more active and enlightened than those of the West, gained a decided ascen-

dency. Elagabalus was certainly a madman, but nevertheless his chimerical

idea of a central monotheistic religion, established in Rome and absorbing
all others, shows that the narrow circle of Antonine conceptions had been
to a great extent broken through. Mamtea and Alexander Severiis were to

go further; whilst the jurisconsults continued to transcribe their old and
ferocious maxims against liberty of conscience with the calmness of habit,

the Syrian emperor and his mother studied Christianity, and manifested
sympathy with it. Not content with granting security to the Christians,

Alexander, with touching eclecticism, introduced the name of Jesus among
his household gods. Peace seemed made, not, as under Constantine, by the

abasement of one party, but by a generous reconciliation. In all this there

was certainly a daring attempt at reform, inferior in rationality to that of

the Antoni lies, but more likely to succeed because it was much more popular
and took the provinces and the East more into account.

In such a democratic work, people with no ancestors, such as these

Africans and Sj^rians, had more chance of success than rigid men of irre-

proachable bearing, like the aristocratic emperors. But the innate vicious-

ness of xhe imperial system revealed itself for the tenth time. Alexander
Severus was assassinated by the soldiers on the 19tli of March, 235. It was
clear that the cirmy would tolerate none but tyrants. The empire had fallen

successively from the Roman aristocracy to provincial officers, now it passed

to subordinate officers and military assassins. Whereas, until the time of

Commodus, tlie murdered emperors are intolerable monsters, it is now the

good emperor, the man who desires to restore some kind of discipline and
represses the crimes of the army, who is inevitably marked for deaths Still,

it cannot be denied that there was need of strong, able commanders on the
eve of the barbarian invasions. With ah his virtues, Alexander was a
weakling, unfit to rule at such a time. With his death the military revo-
lution entered upon a third stage. It became more than ever necessary to

strengthen the imperial office, because, it having been decided that the em-
peror should be a soldier, the choice of the soldiers, rival claimants of the
office’ were threatening, by their civil strife, to break up the Roman world
into a multitude of v^'arri]lg states.^



CHAPTER XL; COXFUSION WORSE CONFOUNDED: THE
SECOND HALF OF THE THIRD CENTURY OF EMPIRE

0236-285 A.D.)

‘‘Nowbepjins the mfenio of half a century (286-284), in which all

philosophy, all civil order, all delicacy founders
;
with power put up to

auction, the soldiery masters of everything
;
with sometimes ton tyrants

at once
;
with the barbarian entering through all the breaches of a

shattered world
;
with Athens destroying her ancient monuments, to

girdle herself with ill-built walls as a protection against the Goths. If

anything can show the intrinsic necessity of the Eonian Empire, it is

the fact that it was not wholly put out of joint by this anarchy and
retained breath enough to revive under the vigorous action of Diocle-
tian, and to endure for two centuries more. In every class the deca-
dence is terrible. In fifty years the art of sculpture is forgotten. Latin
literature comes to an end. It is as if a vampire brooded over society,

drinking its hfe-blood.” — Renas.

Rad matters become ^.vorse in tlie period we are now entering. Old evils

remain, and new ones are added. The rule of the soldiers is absolute, and
as before, money affords the only channel to the suffrage of these rulers of

the empire. As before, there is an incessant scramble after the honours and
emoluments of the imperial office; as before, successful and imsuccessful
aspirants alike place themselves on the sure road to an early death, so soon
as they attemjpt to grasp the purple.

In the half century we are now entering, some seventeen emperors who
may be styled legitimate holders of the title, pass in rapid succession before
the view

; and with only one or two doubtful exceptions they all meet a tragic
end. Some reign for a few weeks or months, some for a few years ; some
are young, some are old

; but neithei' the tender years of a (xordiaii nor the
senility of a Tacitus can give protection from the imperial fate.

All this indeed is but a repetition of what we have seen in the half century
just gone. There is no sudden transition, no marked revolution. Anc^ yet
the time upon which we are entering has in other respects a character that
is peculiarly its own. It marks a condition towards which the empire has
been steadily tending; a condition that is the logical, the necessary out-
come of the antecedent conditions we have studied. The essence of this new
condition is found in the de-iomanisation of the empire. From now on the
rulers of Rome, with rare exceptions, are no longer Romans in the old sense
of the word. Caracalla, to be sure, gave Roman citizenship to all free
men in the empire, which list, it may be noted, included vast numbers of

persons who had once been slaves. But the sweep of the imperial stylus,
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wliile it may make the Gaul and the Goth, the Dalmatian and the Dacian,
the Syrian and the Arab, each and all Romans in the official sense, is impo-
tent to change the racial traits of this heterogeneous company. The man
from the provinces, who has never been within a thousand miles of Rome,
may count himself a Roman citizen, may even glory in the name, but beyond
peradventure Ms closest interests lie with his own kith and kin, with his own
race, against those others of his fellow-citizens who live in far-distant
lands, and have habits, customs, and languages different from his own.

In the present connection this natural instinct comes to have much im-
portance. It becomes increasingly evident that we no longer have a strongly
centralised government. In the first instance nearly all the emperors are
themselves men from the provinces. A great city is seldom the birthplace of
the great men of any epoch. It has been said tliat Rome never produced a
poet, and the briefest analysis of her great names will show that few men
indeed whom posterity remembers were born witliin the confines of the city

itself. But ill the early day the great Romans were, for the most part, born
in Italy, if not at the capital. In the first century, indeed, importance attaches,

as we have seen, to a good many adoptive Romans who were born in Asia
iMinor, and to others who came from Spain— such men as the Senecas, Lucan,
and Quintilian. In the second century of the empire, it will be recalled, two
of the greatest emperors, Trajan and Hadrian, were Spaniards. But these
are exceptional instances.

Now, however, we are entering upon a period when the Roman emperor,
almost as a matter of course, is not an Italian. Maximian is a Thx*acian
peasant, Philip is an Arab, Decius comes from Pannonia, yEmiliaiius is said

to be a Moor; Claudius, Probus, Carus, and Carinus come from various
regions of Illyricum. Some of these provincials visit Rome whenever a lull

in the border warfares will permit. PliQip the Arab, for example, makes
Rome his headquarters; and by an odd freak of fortune it is this man of

alien blood who is on the throne when Rome comes, in the year 248, to her
one thousandth anniversary : it is he who conducts the magnificent secular

games that mark the millennium.

There are rulers too, like Aurelian, who take an interest in the more
intimate economical affairs of the emigre, and who strenuously apply their

energies to a leform of the currency, the debasement of which is one of the

most significant features of the time. Aurelian fixes an honest value for the

gold and silver coins, takes from the senate and from all cities but Alexan-
dria the right of coinage, striving thus to fix more firmly the position of

the seat of empire as the financial , centre, and to give stability to the

economic system. But his best efforts lead to mutiny in the present, and
fall far short of hoped-for results in the future. Moreover, even an Aurelian,

whatever his regard for Rome, finds his time chiefly' occupied with the war-
like affairs of tlie outlying proviuccjs. He must dash from Syria to Egypt,
from Egypt to Gaul; one revolt is not put down before another begins.

And in this day it is no easy matter to transport an anny from one part of

the bulky empii'e to another.

Then again, there are ein]Derors who sconi the capital; Maximin, for

example, who for a time transfers the seat of empire to distant Pannonia.

It is a strange spectacle when Italian citizens are brought from their resi-

dences in Rome to have punishment— punishment, he it understood, not

justice— meted out to them iu a province on the Danube. F'ew other

emperors go quite to such extremes as this ; but more and more as time goes

on we feel that the interests of the empire are everywhere except in Rome.
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After tlie time of Claudius, who occupies the throne just as the empire is

rounding cut its third century, it is almost a foregone conclusion that Illyri-

cum will supply the empii-e with its rulers. The significance of this fact is

at once evident, if we recall that Illyricum is that territory north of Greece

including Macedonia, Thrace, and Moesia, which a future emperor will fix

on as the seat of New Rome— Constantinople.

The decentralisation of the empire, of which these are significant marks,

is still more strikingly manifested in the ever increasing number of rival

claimants to the purple. Again and again it happens that the soldiers in

different portions oi: the empire raise different chiefs to nominal imperial

power. At one time, while Gallienus is tlie legitimate holder of the title,

there are spurious emperors in Illyricum, Gaul, Greece, Eg}' pt,— everywhere.

The time comes to be known as the epoch of the Thirty l^yrants. Doubt-

less there were not thirty of these rival emperors ;
but there may have been

fifteen or twenty— just how many no one knows or need greatly care to

know.
And while internal dissensions are thus weakening the empire, an even

greater danger threatens it from without. The peoples whom we have come

to speak of rather loosely as barbarian hordes— Franks, Alamanni, Goths—
are piercing through the cordon of steel which is the sole safeguard of the

empire. The Persians contest the eastern border. They capture a Roman
emperor, Valerian, and cany him off to ignominious servitude. The
Goths sw^eep down to the Bosporus, invade Asia Minor, and coast along

tbe shores of Greece. The Alamanni invade Italy, and come almost to

Rome itself. For the time being these hordes are repelled. A pest from

Egypt carries off the Goths by thousands and renders their motley array of

warriors powerless. The arms of Aureliaii drive back the Alamanni. For

the moment the imperial seat is secui-e- But so dreadful appears this new
threat of the old northern enemies that now, just at the close of the tliird

century of empire, a wall is built about the imperial city. A few genera-

tions back that far-outlying wall of steel was all-sufficient; now a narrow

circle of stone must safeguard the capital, as in the days of long ago, when
Rome had not yet conquered Italy.

This fact alone sxifticiently characterises the time. When the proud city,

whose subject territories are. bounded by the Euphrates and the Atlantic,

acknowledges the fear of an enemy at her veiy portals, the beginning of the

end is at hand. The Roman Empire at the close of its third century is no

longer dreaming of more distant conquests ;
it is struggling for life itself.

Some salient features of tliis struggle will now claim our attention.

«

Maximin (0. JcLius Verus Maximinus), 235-238 a.d.

Maximill was originally a Thracian peasant, of enormous size and strength

;

his stature, we are told, “ exceeded eiglit feet ; his wife’s bracelet made him a
thumb-ring ; he could draw a loaded wagon, break a horse’s leg with a kick,

and crumble sandstones in his hands he often, it is added, “ate forty pounds
of meat in the day, and washed them down with seven gallons of wine.”
Hence he was named Hercules, Antseus, and Milo of Croton. He became
known to the emperor Severus on the occasion of his celebrating the birth-

day of his son Geta one time in Thrace. The young barbarian approached
him, and in broken Latin craved permission to wrestle with some of the

strongest of the camp followers ; he vanquished sixteen of them, and received
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as many prizes, and was admitted into the service. A couple of days after
Severus seeing him exulting at his good fortune, spoke to a tribune about
him, and Maximin perceiving that he was the object of the emperor’s dis-
course began to run on foot by his horse : Severus to try his speed put his
hoi-se to the gallop, but the young soldier kept up with him till the aged
emperor was tired. Severus asked him if he felt inclined to wrestle after his
runningi.: he replied in the aflirmative, and overthrew seven of the strongest
soldiers. He rose rapidly in the service under Severus and his son; he
retired to^his native village wlien Macrinus seized the empire : he disdained
to serve hjlagaoalus, but the accession of Alexander induced liim to return
to Rome. He received the command of a legion, was made a senator, and
the emperor even had thoughts of giving his sister in marriage to the son of
the Thracian peasant.

The first care of Maximin when raised to the empire was to dismiss from
their employments all who were in the council or family of his predecessor,
and several were put to death as conspirators. He speedily displayed the
native ferocity of his temper ; for when, having completed a bridge of boats
over the Rhijie coinmenced by Alexander, he was preparing to pass over into
Germany, a conspiracy beaded b}'' one Magnus, a consular, was discovered,
the plan of which was to loose the further end of the bridge when Maximin
had passed over, and- thus to leave him in the hands of the Germani, and
meantime Magnus was to be proclaimed emperor. On this occasion he mas-
sacred upwards of four thousand persons, without any form of trial whatever;
and he was accused of having invented the conspiracy with tliis design.
A revolt of the eastern archers, which occurred a few days after, being

quelled, Maximin led his army into Germany. As no large force opposed
him, he wasted and burned the country through an extent of four hundred
miles. Occasional skiimishes took place in the woods and marshes, which
gave Maximin opportunities of displaying his personal prowess; and he
caused pictures of his victories to be painted, which he sent to Rome to be
placed at the door of the senate house.

Maximin employed the two first years of his reign in wars against the
Germans and the Sarmatians. His winter residence was Sirmium in Pan-
noDi^ and he never condescended to visit Italy. But his absence was no
benefit

; for Itivly and all parts of the empire groaned alike beneath his merci-
less tyranny. The vile race of delators once more came into life ; men of all

ranks were dragged from every part of the empire to Pannonia, where some
were sewed up in the skius of animals, others were exposed to wild beasts,
others beaten to death with clubs, and the properties of all were confiscated.
This had been the usual course of the preceding despotism, and the people
in general therefore took little heed of it ; but Maximin stretched his rapa-
cious hands to the corporate funds of the cities of the empire, which were
destined for the support or the amusement of the people ; and he seized on
the treasures of the temples, and stripped the public edifices of their orna-
ments. The spirit bf disaffection thus excited was general, and even his
soldiers were wearied of his severity and cruelty.

Rival Ekpebcbs, and the Death of Maximin

The whole empire was now therefore ripe for revolt ; the rapacity of the
procurator of Africa caused it to break out in that province (237). This
officer, who was worthy of his master, had condemned two young men of
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rank to pay bucli sums as wo^ald liiive quite ruined them. -In despair, they

iissemhled the peasantry on their estates, and having giiined over part of the

soldiers, they one night surprised the procurator and slew him and those

who defended him- Knowing that they had no safety but in a general re-

volt, they resolved to offer the empire to M. Antonins Gordianus, the gov-

ernor of the province, an illustrious senator of the venerable age of eighty

years. They came to Inin as he was resting after giving audience- in the

morning, and flinging the purple of a standard over him hailed him as

Augustus. Gordian declined the proffered dignity, but when he ieffected

that Maximin would never pardon a man who had been proclaimed emperor,

he deemed it the safer course to run the liazard of the contest, and he con-

sented to accept the empire, making his son his colleague. He then pro-

ceeded to Carthage, whence he wrote to the senate and people, and his friends

at Rome, notifying his elevation to the empire.

The intelligence v/as received with the greatest joy at Rome. The two
Gordians were declared August! *, aud hlaximin and his son, whom he had
associated with him in the empire, and their friends, public enemies, and re-

The Campaoha

wards were promised to those who would kill them; but the; decree was
ordered to l>e kept secret till all the necessaiy preparations should have been
made. Soon after it was given out that Maximin was slain. The edicts of

the Gordians were then published, their images and letters were carried into

the praetorian camp, and forthwith the. people rose in fury, cast down and
broke the images of Maximin, fell on and massacred his officers and the in-

formers ; and many seized, tliis pretext for getting rid of their creditors and
their private enemies. Murder and pillage prevailed through the city. The
senate meantime having advanced too far to recede, wrote a circular to all

the governors of provinces, and appointed twenty of their body to put Italy

into a state of defence.

Maximin was preparing to cross the Danube against the Sarmatians when
he heard of what had taken place at Rome. Hia rage and fury passed all

bounds. He menaced the whole of the senate with bonds or death, and
]>romised their, properties, and those of the Africans, to his soldiers; but
landing that they did not sbow all the alacrity he had expected, he began to
fear for his power. His spirits, however, soon rose when tidings came that
his rivals were no more; for Capelianus, governbr of Mauretania, being
ordered by the Gordians to quit that province, marched against Carthage
at the head of a body of legionaries and Moors. The younger Gordian g^ve
him battle, and was defeated and slain, and his father on hearing the
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melanclioly tidings stvangled liimseif. Cupeliaiius pillaged Carthage and
the other towns, and exorcised all ilic rights of a conqueror (‘237).

When the fatal tidings reached Rome the consternation was great, but
the senate, seeing they could not now recede, chose as emperors in the place

of the Gordiaus AI. Olodius Pupieniis Maximus and 1). Chelius Balbinus, tlie

former uO conduct the military, the latter the civil affairs of the state. To
satisfy the people, a grandson of the elder Gordian, a boy of twelve years of

age, was associated with tliem as csesrr.

The new empeiors v/ere elected about the beginning of July, and Pupie-
nus forthwith left Rome to oppose Alaximin. The remainder of the year was
spent on both sides in making preparations for the war, and in the following

spring (238) Alaximin put his troops in motion for Italy. He passed the

Alps unopposed, hut found the gates of Aquileia closed against him. His
offers of pardon being rejected, he laid siege to the to‘yn ; it was defended
with the obstinacy of despair. Ill success augmented the innate ferocity of

Maximin ;
he put to deatii several of his officers ; these executions instated

the eoldiera, who were besides suffering all kinds of pri'-ations, and discon-

tent became general. As Alaximin was reposing one day at noon in his tent,

a party of the Alban soldiers approached it with themteiitiou of killing him.

Tliey were joined by his guards, and when he awoke and came forth with his

son they would not listen to liim, hut killed them both on the spot, and cut off

their heads. Alaximin’s principal ministers shared his fate. His reign had
lasted only three years.

PuPiEisCS (AL Olodius Pupibnus AIaximus), Ealbixus (D. C^lius
Balbinus), and Gokdian (M. Antonius Gokdiakus), 238-244 a.d,

Tlie joy at Rome was extreme when the news of the death of Alaximin

arrived. Pupienus, who was at Kavenmi, hastened to Ac[uileia, and received

i,he submission of the army. He distributed money to the legions, and then

sending them iDack to their usual quarters returned to Rome with the prie-

torians and a part of the army of the llhiiie, in which he could confide. He
and his colleagues entered the city in a Iclnd of triunqdi.

The administration of Papienus and Balbinus was of the best kind, and
the senate and people congratulated themselves on the choice they had made.

But the prajtorians were far from being contented ; they felt as if robbed of

their right of appointing an emperor ; and they were annoyed at the German
tioops being retained in the city, as arguing a distrust of themselves. Un-
fortunately, too, there prevailed a secret jealousy between the two emperoi’S,

and it is probable that concord would not long have subsisted between them

under any circumstances.

The praitoriaus, having to no purpose sou;glit a pretext for getting rid of

the emperors, at length took advantage of the celebi'ation of the Capitoline

games, at which almost everyone was present, and the
_

emperors remained

nearly alone in the palace. They proceeded thither in fury.
^

Pupienus,

vhon aware of their approach, proposed tc send for the Gexmiani, hut Balbi-

uus, fearing that it was meant to einj)loy them against himself, refused his

consent. Meantime the pnetorians arrived, forced the entrance, seized the

two aged emperors, tore their garments, treated them with every kind of

indignity, and were dragging them to their camp, till hearing that the Gcr-

inana were coming to their aid, they killed them and left their bodies lying'

VP the street. They carried the young Gordian with them to ilieu' camp,
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v/here they proclaimed him emperor, and the senate, the people, and the

provinces readily acq^uiesced in his elevation.

The youthful emperor was the object of general affection; the soldiers

called him their child, the senate their son, the people their delight. He
was of a lively and agreeable temper ;

and he was zealous in tlie acquisition

of knowledge, in order that he might not be deceived by those about him.

In the first years, however, of his reign public affairs Avere indifferently

managed. His mother, who was not a Mamma, allowed her eunuchs and

freedmen to sell all the great offices of the state (perhaps she shared in their

gains), and in consequence many improper appointments were made. But
the marriage of the young emperor (211) brought about a thorough reforma-

tion. He espoused the daughter of l^Iisitheus, a man distinguished in the

cultivation of letters, and he made his father-in-law his prastorian prefect,

and guided himself by his counsels. Misitheus, who was a man of virtue

and talent as well as of learning, discharged the duties of his office in the

ablest manner.
A Persian war soon called the emperor to the East (242). Sapor (Sliapur),

the son and successor of Artaxerxes, had invaded Mesopotamia, taken

Nisibis, Carrbm, and other towns, and menaced Antioch. But the able con-

duct of Misitbeus, when the emperor arrived in Syria, speedily assured vic-

tory to the Roman arms; the towns Avere all recovered, and the Persian

monarch was obliged to repass the Tigris. Unfortunately for Gordian and
the empire, Misitheus died in the following year (243' to the great regret

of the whole army, by AAdiom he Avas both beloved and feared. The office of

praetorian prefect Avas given to M. Julius Philijppus, who is accused, though
apparently without reason, of having caused tiae death of his predecessor.

Noav, however, having in effect the command of the army, Philip aspired to

the empire. He spoke disparagingly of the youth of Gordian
;
he contrived,

by diverting the supplies, to cause the army to be in want, and then laid the

blame on the emperor. At length (2-14), after a victory gained over the

Persians on the banks of the Chaboras, he led the troops into a country Avhere

no provisions could be procured : a mutiny in consequence ensued, in which
the '=‘mperor was slain, and Philip Avas proclaimed in his place. Gordian
Avas only nineteen years of age when he met his untimely fate ; he had
reigned five years and eight months. The soldiers raised him a tomb on
the spot, and the senate placed him among the gods.

Philip (M. Julius Philippus), 244-249 a.d.

The adventurer Avho had now attained the imperial purple was an Arab
by birth, and it is even pretended a Christian in religion. He probably
entered the Roman service in his youth, and giadually rose to rank in the
army.

Being anxious to proceed to Rome, Philip lost no time in concluding 9

treaty Avith Sapor. He then, after a short stay at Antioch, set out for Italy.

At Rome he used every means to conciliate the senators by liberality and
kindness, and he never mentioned the late emperor but in terms of respect.
To gain the affections of the people, he formed a reservoir to supply with
water the part of the city beyond the Tiber.

In the fifth year of his reign (248), Rome haAung then attained her one
thousandth year, Philip, in conjunction Avilh his son, now associated with
him in the empire, celebrated with great magnificence the secular games.
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These had been already solemnised by Augustus, by Claudius, by Domitian,
and Severus, and Rome now witnessed them for the last time.

Philip would appear to have acted unwisely in committing extensive
commands to his ovvn relations ; for in Syria, where his brother Prisons, and
in Moesia, where his father-in-law Severianus commanded, rival emperors
were proclaimed. The Syrian rebel was named Jotapianus; the hloesian
was a centurion, named P. Carvilius

Marinus. Philip, it ip said, ir. alarm,

called on the senate to support liim or

to accept his resignation (249) ; but
while the other senators maintained
silence, Decius, a man of rank and
talent, reassured him, speaking slight-

ingly of the rebels, and asserting chat

they could not stand against him.
His prediction proved correct, for they
both were shortly after slain. Philip

then obliged Decius, much, it is saic,

against his inclination, to take the com-
mand of the Mcpsiaii and Pannonian
legions. But when Decius reached the
army, the soldiers insisted on investing

him with the purple. He wrote to the a Roman Helmet
emperor assuring him of his ddelity

but Philip would not trust to his declarations, and leaving his son at Rome with
a part of the prsetorians, he put himself at the head of his troops to chastise

him. The armies met near Verona ; Philip was defeated and slain, and when
the news reached Rome, the prsetorians slew his son and proclaimed Decius.

Decius (C. Messius Qui>:tus Trajanus Decius), 249-251 a.b.

Decius was born at Bubalia, a town near Sirmium in Pannonia. He was
either forty-eight or fifty-eight years of age, it is uncertain which, when
he was proclaimed emperor ;

and from the imperfect accounts which we have
of his reign he would seem to have been a man of considerable ability. His
reign was, however, brief and unquiet. It had hardly commenced-when he
had to go in person to quell an insurrection in Gaul, and all the rest of it

was occupied in war with the Guths.

This people, whose original seat seems to have been the Scandinavian

peninsula, had at an early period crossed the Baltic, and settled on its south-

er i coast. They had gradually advanced southwards, and they now had
reached the Euxine. In the time of Alexander Severus they had made
inroads into Dacia ; and in that of Philip they ravaged both that province

and Moesia. In the first year of Decius (250) the Gothic king Cniva passed the

Danube at the head of seventy thousand warriors, and laid siege to rhe town of

Eustesium (Novi); being repelled by the Roman general Gallus, he advanced

against Nicopolis, whence he was driven by the emperor or his son (it is

uncertain wliich) with a loss of thirty thousand men. Undismayed by his

reverses he crossed Mount Hsemus, in the hope of surprising Philippopolis

;

Decius followed him, but his camp at Beroea was surprised by the Goths and

his troops were cut to pieces. Philippopolis stood a siege of some duration ;

but it was taken, and the greater part of its inhabitants were massacred.
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The Gotlis now spread their ravages into Macedonia, the governor of which,

Philip’s brother Frisciis, assumed the purple under their protection.

It seems most probable that it was the younger Decius who met with

these reverses, for the emperor must have been at Rome, as we find that on

his leaving it (351) to direct the Gothic war, a person named Julius Valens

was declared emperor, to the great joy of the people. He was, hov/ever,

killed shortly after. Decius, who was worthy of empire, was meantime

amidst the cares of v/ar engaged in the visionary project of restoring the long-

departed public virtue whicli bad once ennobled Rome. With this view he

proposed to revive the office of censor, and the choice of the person being left

to the senate they unanimously voted it (October 27), to P. Licinius Valeri-

anus as being the man most worthy of it. The decree was transmitted to the

emperor, who was in Thrace; he read it aloud in a large assembly, and

exliorted Valerian, who v as present, to accept the proffered dignity. Valerian

would fain excuse himself. We know not if the emperor was satisfied with

Ms excuses, hut from the turn winch public affairs took the censorship was
never exercised

.

Decius was successful against the Goths, who offered to surrender their

booty and prisoners if allowed to repass the Danube
;
but the emperor, who

was resolved to strike such a blow as would daunt the barbarians and make
them henceforth respect the Roman arms, refused all terms. The Goths

therefore gave him battle in a place where a part of their front was covered

by a morass. The younger Decius was slain by an arroAV in the beginning

of the action
;
but the emperor crying out that the loss of one soldier did not

signify, led on his troops. In the attempt to cross the morass they were
Dierced by the arrows of the enemy, or swallowed up in the mire, and the

Dody of the emperor was never found.

Gallus (0. ViBius Trebonianus GALLrs), 251-253 a.d.
•t

The senate, it is saia, but more probably the army, conferred the vacant

purple on Gallus, the governor of jMoesia. He adopted Hostilianus, the

remaining son of Decius, and gave him the title of Augustus ; but this youth
dying soon after of the plague, Gallus associated his own son Volusianus in

the empire. Unable probably to resist the victorious Goths, Gallus agreed
that they should depart with their booty and prisoners, and even consented
to pay them annually a large sum of gold. He then set out for Rome, where
he remained for the rest oi: his reign, ruling with great mildness and equity.

The Goths and their allies, heedless of treaties, again (253) poured, over
the Danube; but JEmilianus, the governor of Moesia, gave them a signal

defeat, ard his victorious troops forthwith proclaimed him emperor. With-
out a moment’s delay he put them in motion for Rome. Gallus advanced to

engage him ; the troops came in sight of each other at Interamna (Terni),
and those of Gallus seeing themselves the weaker, and gained by the promises
of iEmilianus, murde-»*ed the emperor and his son, and passed cvei to the side

of fche rebeL

.®>nLTANns (C. Julius JEmiltanus), 253 a.d.

.fflmilianus is said to have been a Moor by birth. Of his previous history
nothing is known. He wrote to the senate to say that they should have the
whole civil administration, and that he would be no more than their gene’T.l,

and that assembly readily acquiesced in liia elevation.
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But Valerian had been sent by Gallus to fetch the legions of Gaul and
Germany to his aid ; and these troops, as soon as they heard of his death,
proclaimed their general emperor. He led them into Italy ; and the troops
of iEmilianus, which were encamped at Spoletium (Spoleto), fearing the
strength and number of the advancing army, murdered their emperor to
obviate a conflict. The reign of JEmilianus had not lasted four months.

Valerian (P. Licinius Valerianus) and Gallie^s^us (P. Licinius
Gallienus), 253-260 a.d.

Valerian is said to have been sixty years of age when thus raised to the
empire. Feeling the infirmities of age, or in imitation of the practice of so

many preceding emperors, he associated

with him his son Gallienus, a young
man devoid neither of courage nor
ability, but immoderately addicted to

pleasure.

Had the Roman Empire been in

the condition in which it was left by
Augustus, Valerian might have emu-
lated that emperor, and have displayed

his virtues and beneficence in promot-
ing the happiness of his subjects. But
a great change had taken place in the

condition of Rome; her legions no
longer inspired their ancient terror;

her northern and eastern provinces

were ex'posed to the ravages of those

who haci formerly cowered before her
eagles. Valerian could therefore only
exhibit his wisdom in the selection of

his generals ; and it is to be observed

that his choice never fell on an un-

worthy subject.

The enemies by whom the empire

was assailed at this period were the

Franks, the Alr.manni, the Geths, and
the Persians. As the scanty notices

• of these times do not enable us to Wrapons >ni» Hklmrt of thk gauls

arrange events chronologically, we will

give a separate view of the wars with each of these peoples during the

reigns of Valerian and his son.

We have already observed the proneness of the Germanic tribes to form

confederations. The Chauci, Cherusci. Chatti, and some adjoining states,

had lately, it would seem, entered into one of these political unions under

the name of Franks— t.e., freemen. Their strength and number now caus-

ing uneasiness for (iaul, the young emperor Gallienus was sent to that

country; but the chief military command was conferred on Postumus, a man
of considerable ability. The arms of the legions were successful in various

encounters ; but they were finally unable to prevent the passage of an army
of the Franks through Gaul, whence surmounting the barrier of the Pyrenees

they poured down into the now unwarlike Spain. The rich city of Tarraco
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vvas taken and sacked ; the whole country was deyastated, and the Franks,

then seizing the vessels which they found in the ports, embarked to ravage

Africa. We know not what was their ultimate fate; they were probably,

however, destroyed in detail by the Roman troops and the provincials.

A portion of the great Suevian confederation had formed a new combina-
tion under the name of Alamanni— f.e., all men, on account of the variety of-'

tribes which composed it. Like the Suevi, their forces were chiefly composed
of cavalry, with active footmen mingled with them ? and they always proved
a formidable foe. While Gallienus was in Gaul a body of them entered Italy,

penetrated as far as Ravenna, and their advanced troops came nearly within

sight of Rome. The senate drew out the prsetorian guards, and added
to them a portion of the populace to oppose them ; and the barbarians, find-

ing themselves greatly outnumbered, hastened to get beyond the Danube
with their plunder. Gallienus it is said was so much alarmed at the spirit

and energy shown by the senate on this occasion, that he issued an edict

interdicting all military employments to the senators, and even prohibiting

their access to the camps of the legions. It is added that the luxurious

nobles viewed this indignity as a favour rather than au insult

Gallienus is also said to have overcome a large army of Alamanri in the

vicinity of Mediolanum. ^ He afterwards espoused Pipa, daughter of the
king of the Marcomanni (one of the confederates), to whom he gave a ter-

ritory in Panuonia, as a means of averting the hostilities of the barbarians.

The Goths were now masters of the northern coast of the Euxine, and
finding their attacks on the northern provinces generally repelled wiUi vig-

our, they resolved to direct their efforts against more nnwarlike districts.

Collecting a quantity of the vessels used for navigating the Euxine, they
embarked (258) and crossed that sea. They made their first attempt on
the frontier town of Pityus, which was long ably defended against them

;

but they at length succeeded in reducing it. They thence sailed to the
wealthy city of Trapezus (Trebizond); and though it was defended by a
nuraerous garrison, they effected an entrance during the night. The
cowardly garrison fled without making any resistance ; the inhabitants were
massacred in great numbers ; the booty and number of captives were immense,
and the victors having ravaged the province of Pontus embarked there on
board of the ships winch they foimd in. the harbours, and returned to their
settlement' in the Tauric Chersonesus.

The next expedition of the Goths was directed to the Bosporus (261),
They took and plundered' Chalcedon and Nicomedia, Nicaba, Apamea, Prusa,
and other cities of Bithynia. The accidental swelling of the little river
Rhyndacus saved the town of Cyzicus from pillage.

The third expedition of the Goths was on a larger scale (262). Their
fleet consisted of five hundred vessels of all sizes. They sailed along the
Bosporus and Propontis ; took and plundered Cyzicus

; passed the Helles-
pont, and entered the uEgean. They directed their course to the Piraeus

;

Athens could offer no resistance ; the Goths ravaged Greece with impunity,
and advanced to the shores of the Adriatic. Gallienus roused himself from

^ pleasures and appeared in arms. A Herulian chief with his men was
induced to enter the Roman service ; the Goths, weakened by this defection,
broke up ; a ^rt forced their way to the Danube overland

; the rest em-
barked and, pillaging and burning the temple of Diana at Ephesus on their
way, retumc^i to the Euxine.

iZoiiatw.« xii. He aavs the Alamaimi were 300,000, the Romans only 10,000 strong.
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Sapor of Persia had been long engaged in war with Chosroes king of
Armenia, a prince of the house of Arsaces. Unable to reduce the brave
Armenian, he caused him to be assassinated

; and Armenia then received
the Persian yoke. Elated with his success, Sapor invaded the Roman terri-

tory, took Nisibis and Carrhss, and spread his ravages over Mesopotamia.
Valerian, alarmed for the safety of the Eastern provinces, proceeded thither
in person (259). The events of the war which ensued have not reached us.

All that we know with jCertainty is that V alerian was finally defeated and
made a captive (260). The circumstances of his capture were somewhat
similar to those of the taking of Crassus. His army, by ignorance or treach-
ery, got into a position where neither discipline nor courage could avail,

being without supplies and suffering from disease. The soldiers clamoured
for a. capitulation ;

Sajpor detained the deputies that were sent to him, and
led his troops up to ttie camp ; and Valerian was obliged to consent to a
conference, at which he was made a prisoner.

Valerian ended his days a captive in Persia. We are told that Sapor
treated him with every kind of indignity ; that he led him about in chains
clad in his imperial purple ; that when the haughty Persian would mount
his horse, the captive emperor was made to go on his hands and knees to

serve as his horse-block ; and that w’heu death at length released him from
his sufferings, his skin was stripped off, tanned and stuffed, and placed in one
of the most celebrated temples of Persia. The sufferings of Valerian are,

however, probably of the same kind with the tortures of Regulus and the

iron cage of Bajazet— gross exaggerations of some degree of ill treatment or

of necessary precaution.

Galliekus (P. Liciurcjs Gallibnus), 260-268 a.d.

The captivity of Valerian was lamented by aU but his son, who felt him-
self relieved by it from the restraint imposed on him by his father’s virtue.

He even affected to act the phUoso pher on the occasion, saying in imitation

of Xenophon, “ I knew that my fataer was mortal ”
; but he never made any

attempt to procure his liberty, and he abandoned himself without restraint

to sensual indulgence.

The reign of Gallienus is termed the time of the Thirty Tyrants. This
word [in its present sense deviating slightly from old Greek usage], merely
signified prince, or rather usurper— that is, one who claims the supreme
power already held by another. The tyrants of this time were in general

men of excellent character, who had been placed in the command of armies by
Valerian, and were invested with the pur pie by their soldiers often against their

will. The number of these usurpers w uo rose and fell in succession did not

exceed eighteen or nineteen, but some very fanciful analogy led to a compari-

son of them with the Thirty of Athens, and in the Augustan History an effort

is made, by including women and children, to raise them to that number.

The East, Illyricum, Gaul, Greece, and Egypt were the places in which

these tyrants appeared. We will notice them in order.

After the defeat of Valerian, Sapor conferred the title of
^

emperor on a

person named Cyriades, the son of a citizen of Antioch. This vassal forth-

with conducted the Persian troops bo the pillage of his native city, and so

rapid and so secret was their march that they surprised the Antiochians

while engaged at the theatre The massacre and devastation usual in the

East ensued. The Persian monarch then poured his troops into Cilicia, took

H. W.— TOL. VI. 2e
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and plundered Tarsus and otlier towns; then crossing Mount Taurus he
laid siege to Csesarea in Cappadocia, a city with four hundred thousand
inhabitants. It was stoutly defended for some time, but treachery at length
delivered it into the hands of the Persians, and massacre and pillage fol-
lowed. Sapor now spread his ravages on all sides; but the Roman troops
having rallied under the command of Ser. Anicius Balista, who had been
preetorian prefect, checked his career, and as he was retiring towards his own
states he found himself assailed by an unexpected eijemy.

Soon after the defeat and capture of Valerian, a train of camels laden
with presents entered the camp of Sapor. They were accompanied by a
letter from Odenathus, a wealthy citizen of Palmyra (the ancient Tadmor),
containing an assurance that he had never acted against the Persians!
Sapor, enraged at such insolence (as he deemed it), tore the letter, flung the
gifts into the river, and declared that he would exterminate the insolent
writer and his family unless he came before his throne with his hands bound
behind his back. Odenathus at once resohed to join the Romans; he col-
lected a force chiefly composed of the Bedouins, or Arabs of the desert, over
whom he had great influence. He hovered about the Persian army, and
attacking it at the passage of the Euphrates, carried off much treasure and
some of the women of the Great King, who 'was forced to seek safety in a
precipitate leti’eat. Odenathus made himself master of all Mesopotamia,
and he even passed the Tigris and made an attempt on Ctesiphon (261).
Gallienus gave him the title of his general of the East, and Odenathus him!
self took soon after that of king of Palmyra.

THE THIETY TYRANTS

The Roman troops in the East meantime, being resolved not to submit to
jalhenus, were deliberating on whom they would bestow the purple. Act-mg under the advice of BaLista, they fixed on the praetorian prefect, M. Ful-
vius Macrianus, a raan^ of great military talents and, what was perhaps of
nmre importance in their eyes, extremely wealthy. Macrianus conferred the
ofece of praetorian prefect on Balista, and leaving with him Ins younger sonanda part of tne army to defend the East, he put himself at the head of
01 y-nve thousand men, and taking with him his elder son, set out for
Europe (261). On the borders of Illyricum he was encountered by
JM. Aciiius Aureolus, the governor (or as some say the tyrant) of that
province, and in the battle which ensued, himself and his son were slain,and Ins troops surrendered. After the death of Macrianus, Balista assumed
the purple, but he was slam by order of Odenathus, whom Gallienus (264),

tP
con^nt ot the senate and people of Rome, had made his asso-

rv+K

empire, giving him the titles of ciesar, augustus, and all the
other tokens of sovereignty.

I'rt i-

commanded in Egypt, assumed the purple
^2), m consequence it is said of a sedition in'the^ mostturbulent city of Alexantoa

; but he was defeated the following year, taken
prisoner, and sent to Gallienus, who caused him to be strangled.

ipft
-

^

xv*"'

usurpers bad most success. As soon as Gallienus
country (260), the general M. Cassianus Latinius Postumus was pro-clmmed emperor and his authority appears to have been acknowledged in

Britain. He is described as a man of most noble and uprightcharacter , he administered justice impartially, and he defended the frontier
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against the Germans with valour and success. Possessed of the affections of
tne people, he easily maintained himself against all the efforts of Gallienus ;

but he was slain at last (267) in a mutiny of his own soldiers, to whom he had
refused the plunder of the city of Mogontiacum, in which a rival emperor had
appeared. Postmnus had associated with himself in the empire Victorinus, the
son of a lady named Aurelia Victoria, who was called the jMother of the Camp,
and who had such influence with the troops, we khow not how acquired, but
probably by her wealth, as to be able to give the purple to whom she pleased.
Vici;urinus being slain by a man whose wife he had violated, a simple
armourer, named Marius, wore the purple for two days, at the end of which he
was murdered ; and Victoria then caused a senator named C, Pivesus Tetricus
to be proclaimed emperor, who maintained his power for some years.

At the time wlreirMaciianus claimed the empire, P. Valerius Valens, the
governor of Greece, finding that that usurper, who was resolved on his de-
struction, had sent L. Calpurnius Piso against him, assumed the purple in
liis own defence. Piso, being forced to retire into Thessaly, caused himself
to be proclaimed emperor there ; hut fev/ joined him, and he was slain by a
part}^ of soldiers sent against him by Valens, who was himself shortly after
put to death by his own troo

2
)S, Both Valens and Piso were men of high

character, especially the latter, to whom the senate decreed divine honours,
and respecting whom Valens himself said that he would not he able to
account to the gods below for having ordered Piso, tliough his enemy, to be
slain, a man whose like the Roman Republic did not then possess.

0. Annius Trebellianus declared himself iiidepeudent in Isauria, and
T. Cornelius Cclsus was proclaimed emperor in Africa

;
but both speedily

perished (26/3). Among the calamities of this reign was an insurrection of
the slaves in Sicily, similar to those in the time of the republic.

While his empire was thus tom asunder, Gallienus thought only of in-

dulgence, and the loss of a )roYince only gave him occasion for a joke.

When Egypt re'^^olted, “Wei,” said he, “cannot we do without Egyptian
linen ? ” So when Gaul was lost, he asked if tlie republic could not be
secure without cloaks from Arras. He was content to retain Italy, satisfied

with a nominal sovereignty over the rest of the empire ; and whenever iliis

seat of dominion was menaced, lie exhibited in its defence the vigour and
personal courage which he really possessed.

Gaul and lllyricum were the quarters from which Italy had most to

apprehend. Gallienus therefore headed his troops against Postumns, and
when D. LEclias Ingeniuis revolted in Pannonia, he marched against him,
defeated and slew him, and made the most cruel use of his victory to deter
others (260). Q. Nonius Regalianus, who afterwards revolted in the same
country, was slain by his own soldiers (268) ; but when Aureolus was induced
to assume the purple (267) the Illyrian legions advanced and made them-
selves masters of Mediolanum (the modern Milan). Gallienus, shaking off

sloth, appeared at the head of his troojiS ; the hostile armies encountered on
the banks of the Addua, and Aureolus was defeated, wounded, and forced to

shut himself up in Mediolanum. During the siege a conspiracy was fnrmed
against the emperor by some of the principal officers of bis army, and one
night as he was sitting at table a report was spread that Aureolus had made a

sally. Gallienus instantly threw himself on horseback to hasten to the point of

danger, and in the dark he received a mortal v/ound from an unknown hand.
We now enter on a series of emperors of a new order. Born nearly all

in humble stations, and natives of the province of lllyricum, they rose hy
merit through the gradations of military service, attained the empire in
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general without crime, maintained its dignity, and checked or punished the

inroads of the barbarians. This series commences with the death of Galli-

enus and terminates with that of Licinius, embracing a period of somewhat
more than half a century, and marked, as we shall find, by most important

changes in the Roman Empire. [Thus the military rcYolution now begins

to bear good fruit.]

Claudius (M. Auhelius Claudius), *268-270 a d.

The murmurs of the soldiers on the death of Gallienus were easily stilled

by the promise of a donative of twenty pieces of gold a man. To justify

themselves in the eyes of the world, the conspirators resolved to bestow the

empire on one who should form an advantageous contrast to its late unworthy

possessor, and they fixed on M. Aurelius Claudius, who commanded a divi-

sion of the army at Ticiuum (modern Pavia). The soldiers, the senate, and

the people alike approved their choice, and Claudius assumed the purple with

universal approbation.

This excellent man, in whose praise writers of all parties are agreed, was

a native of Illyricum, born apparently in humble circumstances. His merit

raised him through the inferior gradations of the army
;
he attracted the

notice of the emperor Decius, and the discerning Valerian made him general

of the Illyrian frontier, with an assurance of the consulate.

A.ureolus was soon obliged to surrender, and he was put to death by the

soldiers. An army of Alamanni, coming perhaps to his aid, was then, it is

said, defeated by Claudius near Verona. After his victory the emperor pro-

ceeded to Rome, where during the remainder of the year he devoted his time

and thoughts to the reformation of abuses in the state. Among other just

and prudent regulations, he directed that the properties confiscated by Gal-

lienus should be restored to their original owners. A woman, it is said,

came on this occasion to the emperor and claimed her land, which she said

had been given to Claudius, the commander of the cavalry. This officer

was the emperor himself, and he replied that the emperor Claudius must
restore what he took when he was a private man and less bound to obey the

laws.

The following year (269) the Goths and their allies embarked, we are

told, to the number of 320,000 warriors, with their wives, children, and
slaves, in two or, as some say, six thousand vessels, and directed their course

to the Bosporus. In passing that narrow channel the number of their ves-

sels and the rapidity of the current caused them to suffer considerable loss.

Their attempts on Byzantium and Cyzicus having failed, they proceeded
along the northern coast of the -®gean, and laid siege to the cities of Cas-

sandrea and Thessalonica. While thus engaged they learned that the

emperor was on his march to oppose them, and breaking up they advanced
into the interior, wasting and p].undering the country on their way. Near
the town of Naisus, in Dardania, they encountered the Roman legions.

The battle was long and bloody, and the Romans were at one time on the

verge of defeat ; but the skill of Claudius turned the beam, and the Goths
were finally routed with a loss of fifty thousand men. During the remainder
of the year numerous desultory actions occurred, in which the Goths sustained
great losses ; and being finally hemmed in on all sides by the Roman troops,

they were forced to seek refuge in Mount Htemus, and pass the winter
amidst its snows. Famine and pestilence alike preyed on thorn, and when
on the return of spring (270) the emperor took the field against them, they
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were obliged to surrender at discretion. A portion of their youth were en-

rolled ill the imperial troops ; vast numbers both of men and women were
reduced to slavery; on some lands were bestowed in the provinces; few
returned to their seats on the Euxine,

The pestilence which had afflicted the Goths proved also fatal to the
emperor. He was attacked and carried off by it at Sirmium in the fifty-

seventh year of his age. In the presence of his principal officers he named,
it is said, Aurelian, one of his generals, as the fittest person to succeed him ;

but his brother Quintilius, when he heard of his death, assumed the purple

at Aquileia, and was acknowledged by the senate. Hearing, however, that

Aurelian was on his march against him, he gave up all hopes of success, and
opening his veins died after a reign of seventeen days.

Aurelian (L. Domitius Aubblianus), 270-275 a.d-

Aurelian, like his able predecessor, was a man of humble birth- His
father is said to have been a small farmer, and his mother a priestess of the

Sun, in a village near Sirmium. He entered the army as a common soldier,

and rose through the successive gradations of the service to the rank of

general of a frontier- He was adopted in the presence of Valerian (some
said at his request) byUlpius Crinitus,a senator of the same family with the

emperor Trajan, who gave him liis daughter in marriage, and Valerian* be-

stowed on him the office of consul. In the Gothic War Claudius had com-
mitted to him the command of the cavalry.

Immediately on his election Aurelian hastened to Rome, whence he was
speedily recalled to Pannonia by the intelligence of an irruption of the Goths.

A great battle t^as foug;ht, which was terminated by night without any de-

cisive advantage on either side. Next day the Goths retired over the river

and sent proposals of peace, which was cheerfully accorded, and for many
years no hostilities of any account occurred between the -Goths and Homans.
]But while Aurelian was thus occupied in. Pannonia, the Alamanni, with a force

of forty thousand horse and eighty thousand foot, had passed the Alps and
spread their ravages to the Po. Instead of following them into Italy,

Aurelian, learning tliat they were on their return home with their booty,

marched along t ie Danube to intercept their retreat, and attacking them
unawares, he reduced them to such straits that they sent to sue for peace.

The emperor received the envoys at the head of his legions, surrounded

by his principal officers. After a silence of some moments tiney spoke by their

inter Dreter, saying that it was the desire of peace and not the fear of war
that lad brought them thither. They spoke of the uncertainty of war, and

enlarged on the number of their forces. As a condition of peace they

rec[uired the usual presents, and the same annual payments in silver and

gold that they had had before the war. Aurelian repHed in a long speech,

the sum of which was that nothing short of unconditional surrender would

be accepted. The envoys returning to their countrymen reported the ill

success of their embassy, and forthwith the army turned back and re-entered

Italy. Aurelian followed and came up with them at Placentia. The Ala^

manni, who had stationed themselves in the woods, fell suddenly on the

legions in the dusk of the evening, and nothing but the firmness and

skill of the emperor saved the Romans f^rom a total overthrow. A second bat-

tle was fought near Fanum in Umbria, on the spot where Hannibal’s brother

Hasdrubal w'as defeated and slain five hundred years before. The Alamanni
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were totally routed, and a concluding victory at Ticinum delivered Italy from
their ravages. Aurelian pursued tlie barbarians beyond the Alps, and then

turned to Pannonia, which the Vandals had invaded. He engaged and de-

feated them (271) i They sent to sue for peace, and he referred the matter

to his soldiers, who loudly expressed their desire for an accommodation. The
Vandals gave the children of their two kings and of their principal nobles for

hostages, and Aurelian took two thousand of them into his service.

ATJBELIAN WALLS ROME AND INVADES THE EAST

There had been some seditions at Rome during the time of the Alaman-
nian War, and Aurelian on his return to the capital acted with great severity,

and even cruelty, in punishing those engaged in them. He is accused of hav-

ing put to death senators of high rank on the slightest evidence, and for the

most trifling offences. Aware, too, that neither Alps nor Apennines cou^
now check the barbarians,.he resolved to put Rome into a posture to stand a

siege, and he commenced the erection of massive walls around it, which, when
completed by his successors, formed a circuit of twenty-one miles, and yielded

a striking proof of the declining strength of the empire.

Aurelian, victorious against the barbarians, had still two rivals to sii'bdue

before he could be regarded as perfect master of the empire, Tetrious was
acknowledged in Gaul, Spain, and Britain ; Zenobia, the widow of Odenathus,
ruled the East, It is uncertain against which he first turned his arms, but as

the greater number of writers give the priority to the Syrian War, we will

here follow their example.

Odenathus and his eldest son Herod were treacherously slain by his nephew
Maeohius ; but Zenobia, the widow of the murdered prince, speedily punished
the traitor, and then held the government in the name of her remaining sons.

This extraordinary woman claimed a descent from the Ptolemies of Egypt.
In her person she displayed the beauty of the East, being of a clear dark com-
plexion, with pearly white teeth and brilliant black eyes. Her voice was
strong and harmonious; she spoke the Greek, Syrian, and Egyptian lan-

guages, and understood the Latin. She was fond of study, but jAt the same
time she loved vigorous exercises ; and she accompanied her husband to the
chase of the lion, the panther, and the other wild beasts of the wood and
desert, and by her counsels and her vigour of mind she greatly contributed
to his success in war. To these manly qualities was united a chastity rarely

to be found in the East. Viewing the union of the sexes as the appointed,

means of continuing the species, Zenobia would admit the embraces of her
husband only in order to have offspring. She was temperate and sober, yet
when needful she could quaff wine with her generals, and even vanquish in

the combats of the table the wine-loving Persians and Armenians, As a
sovereign Zenobia was severe or clement as the occasion required ; she was
frugal of her treasure beyond what was ordinary with a woman, but when her
affairs called for liberality no one dispensed them more freely.

After the death of Odenathus, which occurred in the year 267, Zenobia
styled her three sons Augusti, but she held the government in her own
hands ; she bore the title of Queen of the East, wore royal robes and the
diadem, caused herself to be adored in the oriental fashion, and put the years
of her reign on her coins. She defeated an army sent against her by Gal-
lienus ; she made herself mistress of Egypt, and her rule extended north-
wards as far as the confines of Bithynia.
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Aurelian on passing over to Asia reduced to order the province of^^K L
thynia. The city of Tyana in Cappadocia resisted him, but the treachery o^^'
one of its inhabitants put it into his hands. He pardoned the people, and
he abandoned the traitor to the just indignation of the soldiers. On the
banks of the Orontes he encountered the troops of the Queen of the East.c

Let us turn to Zosimus for an account of what then took place :

ZOSIMUS DESCBIBES THE DEFEAT OF ZENOBIA

Aurelian observing that the Palmyrenian cavalry placed great confidence

in their armour, which was very strong and secure, and that they were much
better horsemen than his soldiers, he planted his infantry by themselves on
the other side the Orontes. Fie charged the cavalry not to engage immedi-
ately with the vigorous cavalry of the Palmyrenians, but to wait for their

attack, and then, pretending to fly, to continue so doing until they had
wearied both the men and their horses through excess of heat and the weight

of their armour
;
so that they could pursue them no longer. This project

succeeded, and as soon as the cavalry of the emperor saw their enemy tired

and their horses scarcely able to stand under them, or themselves to move,

they drew up the reins of their horses, and, wheeling round, charged them,

and trod them under foot as they fell from their horses. By which means
the slaughter was promiscuous, some falling by the sword and others by their

own and the enemy’s horses.

After this defeat, the remains of the enemy fled into Antioch. Labdas, the

general of Zenobia, fearing that the Antiochians on hearing of it should

mutiny, chose a man resembling the emperor, and clothing him in a dress

such as Aurelian was accustomed to wear, led him through the city as if he

had taken the emperor prisoner. By this contrivance he imposed on the Anti-

ochiaus, stole out of the city by night, and took with him Zenobia with the

remainder of the army to Emesa. In the meantime the emperor was intent

on his affairs, and as soon as it was day called the foot soldiers around him,

intending to attack the defeated enemy on both sides ;
but, hearing of the

escape of Zenobia, he entered Antioch, where he was joyfully received by

the citizens, Fiudiug tliat many had left the city, under apprehensions that

they should suffer for having espoused the party of Zenobia, he published

edicts in every pla(.*e to recall them, and told them that such events had hap-

Dened more through necessity than of his own inclination.^ When this was

.^nown to the fugitives they returned in crowds and were kindly received by

the emperor, wlio, having arranged affairs in that city, proceeded to Emesa.

Finding tliat a party of the Palmyrenians had got possession of a hill

above the suburbs oi Daphne, thinking that its steepness would enable them

to obstruct the enemy’s passage, ho commanded his soldiers to march with

their bucklers so near to each other, and in so compact a form, as to keep

off any darts and stones that might be thrown at them. This being observec.,

as soon as they ascended the hill, being in all points equal to their adve^aries,

they put them to flight in such disorder that some of them were^ dashed in

pieces from the precipices, and others slaughtered in the pursuit by those

that were on the hill and those that were mounting it. Having gained the

victory, they marched on with great satisfaction at the success of the emperor,

who was liberally entertained at Apamea, Larissa, and Arethusa. Finding

the Palmvrenian army drawn up before Emessi, amounting to seventy thousand

men, consisting of Palmyrenians and their allies, he opposed to them the
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Dalmatian cavalry, the Mcesians and Pannonians, and the Celtic legions of

Noricum and Raetia, and besides these the choicest of the imperial regiment

selected man by man, the Mauretanian horse, the Tyanaeans, the Mesopota-

mians, the Syrians, the Phoenicians, and the Palestinians, all men of acknow-

ledged valour ;
the Palestinians besides other arms wielding clubs and

staves.

At the commencement of the engagement the Roman cavalry receded,

lest the Palmyrenians, who exceeded them in number and were better horse-

men, should by some stratagem surround the Roman* army. But the Palmy-

renian cavalry pursued them so fiercely, though their ranks were broken, that

the event was quite contrary to the expectation of the Roman cavalry. For

they were puraued by an enemy much their superior in strength, and there-

fore most of them fell. The foot had to bear the brunt of the action. Observ-

ing that the Palmyrenians had broken their ranks when the horse commenced

their pursuit, they wheeled about, and attacked them while they were scattered

and out of order. Upon which many were killed, because the one side fought

with the usual weapons, while those of Palestine brought clubs and staves

against coats of mail made of iron and brass.^ The Palmyrenians therefore

ran away with the utmost precipitation, and in their flight trod each other

to pieces, as if the enemy did not make sufficient slaughter ; the field \yas

fiUed with dead men and horses, whilst the few that could escape took refuge

in the city.

Zenobia was not a Httle disturbed by this defeat, and therefore consulted

on what measures to adopt. It was the opinion of all her friends that it

would be prudent to relinquish all pretensions to Emesa, because the Emese-

nians were disaffected towards her and friendly to the Romans. They advised

her to remain within Palmyra, and when they were in security in that strong

city, they would deliberate at leisure on tbeir important affairs. This was

no sooher proposed than done, with the concurrence of the whole assembly.

Aurelian, upon hearing of the flight of Zenobia, entered Emesa, where he

was cordially welcomed by the citizens, and found a treasure which Zenobia

could not carry along with her. He then marched immediately to Palmyra,

which he invested on every side, while his troops were supplied with provisions

of every kind by the neighbouring country.

THE FALL OF PALMYRA

Meantime [continues Zosimus] the Palmyrenians only derided the Romans,
as if they thought it impossible for them to take the city ; and one man spoke

in very indecent terms of the emperor’s own person. Upon this, a Persian who
stood by the emperor said, ‘‘ If you wiU allow me, sir, you shall see me kill

that insolent soldier,” to which the emperor consented, and the Persian,

placing himself behind some other men that he might not be seen, shot at

Hie man while in the act of looking over the battlements, and hit him whilst

still uttering his insulting language, so that he fell down from the wall before

the soldiers and the emperor. The besieged however still held out, in hopes
that the enemy would withdraw for want of provisions, and persisted in their

resolution, until they were themselves without necessaries. They then called

a council, in which it was determined to fly to the Euphrates, and request

aid of the Persians against the Romans. Having thus determined, they set

Zenobia on a female camel, which is the swiftest of that kind of animals, and
much more swift than horses, and conveyed her out of the city.
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Aurelian was much displeased at the escax>e of Zenobia; and therefore

exerted all his industry to send out horsemen in pursuit of her. They suc-

ceeded in taking her, as she was crossing the Euphrates in a boat, and brought

her to Aurelian. Though much pleased at this sight, yet being of an
ambitious disposition, he became uneasy at the reflection that in future ages

it would not redound to his honour to have conquered a woman. Meantime
some of the Palmyrenians, that were shut up in the town, resolved to expose

themselves courageously, and to hazard their being made captives in defence

of their city. While others on the contrary employed humble and submis-

sive gestures from the walls, and entreated pardon for what was past. The
emperor accepting these tokens, and commanding them to fear nothing, they

Doured out oi: the town with presents and sacrifices in their hands. Aure-
ian paid due respect to the holy things, received their gifts, and sent them
away without injury.

But having made himself master of the city, with all the treasure it con-

tained, he returned to Emesa, where he brought Zenobia and her accomplices

to a judiciary trial. Zenobia coming into court pleaded strongly in excuse

of herself, and produced many persons, who hac. seduced her as a simple

woman, and among the rest Longinus, whose writings are highly beneficial

to all lovers of learning. Being found guilty of the crimes laid to his charge,

he received from the emperor sentence of death, which he bore with so

much courage as to console his friends, who were much concerned at his

misfortunes. Several besides Longinus suffered upon the accusation of

Zenobia,

I cannot here omit to mention [Zosimus continues] what happened
before the ruin of Palmyra, though 1 profess only to write a transient his-

tory. For as Polybius informs us by what means the Romans in a short

space of time attained a vast empire, it is my purpose to show, on the other

hand, that by their ill management in as short a time they lost it. But I

am now speaking of the Palmyrenians who, having as I related acquired a

large portion of the Roman Empire, were warned by several declarations

from the gods of the overthrow which they afterwards sustained. For ex-

ample, at Seleucia in Cilicia there was a tem;ple of Apollo (called tliere

Sarpedonius) and in that temple an oracle, it is reported of_ this deity

that he used to give to those that were infested with locusts a species of

birds, called seleuciades, which used to hover about his temple, and would

send them along with any that desired it; that these birds would fly amongst

the locusts, catch them in their mouths, and in a moment destroy a vast

number of them, thus delivering the people from the mischief they produced.

This I ascribe to the felicity of that age ; our own generation has not merited

such kindness from heaven.^ The Palmyrenians, having consulted this oracle,

to learn if they should ever-gain the empire of the East, received this answer;

“ Accursed race 1 avoid my sacred fane,

Whose treacherous deeds the angry gods disdain.”

And some persons inquiring there concerning the success of the expedition

of Aurelian against the Palmyrenians, the gods told them,

“ One falcon many doves commands, whose end

On his destructive pounces mast depend.”

n Zosimus writes in the first half of the fifth century, a.d. It is interesting to observe that

he thus looks back upon tlie time of Anrelian as an “age of felicity.” To some minds the past

Is alway^ glorious.}
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Another story was likewise much circulated of the Palmyrenians. Between

Heliopolis and Byblua is a place called Aphaca, where is a temple dedicated

to Venus Aphacitis, and near it a pond resembling an artificial cistern.

Here is frequently seen, near the temple and in the adjacent places, a fire in

the air, resembling a lamp, of a round figure, which has appeared even in

our time, as often as people have assembled there on particular days. Who-

ever resorted hither, brought to the pond some offering for the goddess,

either in gold, silver, linen, silk, or anything of like value. If she accepted

it, the cloth sunk to the bottom, like substances of greater weight
; but if

rejected, they would float on the water; and not only cloth and such sub-

stances, but even gold, silver, or any other of those materials which usually

sink. For an experiment of this miracle, the Palmyrenians, in the year before

their overthrow, assembled on a festival, and threw into the pond several

presents of gold, silver, and cloth, in honour of the goddess, all of which sank

to the bottom. In the following year, at the same festival, they were all seen

floating on the surface ;
by which the goddess foretold what would happen.

In this manner was the regard of heaven shown to the Romans, so long as

they kept up their sacred rites. But it is my lot to speak of these times,

wherein the Roman Empire degenerated to a species oi barbarity, and fell

to decay.

AURELIAN QUELLS REVOLTS; ATTEMPTS REFORMS; IS MURDERED

Aurelian had passed the Bosporus on his return to Rome when intelligence

reached him that the Palmyrenians had risen on and massacred the small

garrison he had left in their city. He instantly retraced his steps, arrived at

Antioch before it was known that he had set out, hastened to Palmyra, took

the city, and massacred men, women, and children, citizens and peasants,

without distinction. As he was on his way back to Eurojoe, news came that

Egypt had revolted and made a wealthy merchant named Firmus emperor,

and that the export of corn to Rome had been stopped. The indefatigable

Aurelian soon appeared on the banks of the Nile, defeated the usurper, and

took and put him to death.

The overthrow of Tetricus left Aurelian without a rival. Tetricus, it is

said, was so wearied with the state of thraldom in which he was held by

his mutinous troops, that he secretly wrote to Aurelian to come to his de-

liverance. When the emi^eror entered Gaul, Tetricus found it necessary to

affect the alacrity of one determined to conquer or die ; but when the armies

encountered in the territory of the Catalauni on the plains of Chalons, he

betrayed his troops, and deserted in the very commencement of the battle.

His legions fought, notwithstanding, with desperation, and perished nearly

to a man.
Victorious over all his rivals and all the enemies of Rome, Aurelian cele-

brated a triumph with unusual magnificence. Wild beasts of various kinds,

troops of gladiators, and bands of captives of many nations opened the pro-

cession. Tetricus and his sou walked, clad in the Gallic habit
;
Zenobia also

moved on foot covered with jewels and bound with golden chains, which were
home up by slaves. The splendid cars of Odenatuus and Zenobia, and one

the gift of the Persian king to the emperor, preceded the chariot drawn by
four stags, once the car of a Gothic king, in which Aurelian himself rode.

The senate, the people, the army, horse and foot, succeeded ; and it was late

in the day when the monarch reached the Capitol.
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The ’. lew of a Roman senator led in triumph in the person of Tetricus
(an act of which there was no example), cast a gloom over the minds of the
senators. The insult, if intended for such, ended however with the proces-
sion. Aurelian made him governor of the southern part of Italy, and
honoured him with his friend.ship. He also bestowed on the Palmyrenian
queen an estate at Tibur, where she lived many years, and her daughters
matched into some of the noblest Roman families.

The improvement of the city by useful public works, the establishment of

daily distributions of bread and pork to the people, and the burning of ail

accounts of moneys due to the treasury, were measures calculated to gain
Aurelian the popular favour. But a reformation of the coinage became the
cause or pretext of an insurrection, the quelling of which cost him the lives

of seven thousand of his veteran soldiers. [Aurelian had attempted to put
the depreciated currency. on a sound basis. He restored the aurene to its

normal weight of one-fiftieth of a pound, made the imperial gold piece the
standard, and took from the senate, and from all cities extiept Alexandria, the
right of coinage.] The senators must have been implicated in the insur-
rection, for Aure!ian’s vengeance fell heavily on the whole body of the no-
bility. Numbers of them were cast into prison, and several were executed.

Aurelian quitted Rome once more for the East, in order to carry on war
against the Persians. On the road in Thrace, having detected his private
secretary Mnestheus in some act of extortion, he menaced him with his anger.

Aware that he never threatened in vain, Mnestheus saw that himself or the
emperor must die

;
he therefore, imitating Aurelian’s writing, drew up a list

containing his own name and those of the principal officers of the army as

marked out for death. He showed this bloody list to those who were named
in it, advising them to anticipate the emperor’s cruelty. Without further
inquiry they resolved on his murder, and falling on him between Byzantium
and Heraclea, they despatched him with their swords.

Tacitus (M. Claudius Tacitus), 275-276 a.d.

After the death of the emperor Aurelian a scene without example presented

itself— an amicable strife between the senate and the army, each wishing the

other to appoint an emperor, and the empire without a head and without a

tumult for the greater part of a year. It originated in the following manner.
The assassins of Aurelian speedily discovered their error, and Mnestheus

expiated his treason with his life. The soldiers, who lamented the emperor,

would not raise to his place any of those concerned in his death, how-
ever innocently, and they wrote to the senate requesting them to appoint

his successor. The senate, thougu gratified by the deference shown to them
by the army, deemed it prudent to decline the invidious honour. The
legions again pressed them, and eight months passed away in the friendly

contest. At length (Se];>tember 28) the consul assembled the senate

and laying before them the perilous condition of the empire, called on
Tacitus the first of the senate to give his opinion. But ere he could speak

he was saluted emperor and augustus from all parts of the house, and after

having in vain represented his unfitness for the office on account of his

advanced age, he was obliged to yield to tbeir wishes and accept the purple.

The praetorian guards willingly acquiesced in the choice of the senate ; and
when Tacitus proceeded to the camp in Thrace, th(t soldiei*s, true to their

engagement, submitted willingly to his authcrity-
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Tacitus was now seventy-five years old. He was one of those men who
were perhaps less rare at Rome than we generally imagine, who in the pos-

session of a splendid fortune spent a life dignified by the honours of the
state in the cultivation of philosophy and elegant literature. He claimed a
descent from the historian of his name, whose works formed his constant
study, and after his accession to the em pire he directed that ten copies of
them should be annually njfcde and placec. in the public libraries.

Viewing himself only as the minister of the laws and the senate, Tacitus
sought to raise that body to its former consideration, by restoring the privi-

leges of which it had been deprived. Once more it began to appoint mag-
istrates, to hear appeals, and to give validity to the imperial edicts. But
this was merely a glimpse of sunshine irradiating the decline of its great-
ness. In history there is no return, and the real power of the once mighty
Roman senate had departed forever.

Aurelian had engaged a body of the Alani, a Sarmatian tribe who dwelt
about Lake Maeotis, for the war against Persia. On the death of that
emperor, and the suspension of the war, they ravaged the provinces south
of the Euxine to indemnify themselves for their disappointment. Tacitus
on taking the command of the army offered to make good to them the en-
gagements contracted by his predecessor. A good number of them accepted
the terms and retired, and he led the legions against the remainder, and
speedily reduced them. As these military operations fell ixi the winter, the
emperor’s constitution, enervated by age and the relaxing clime of southern
Italy, proved unequal to them. His mind was also harassed by the factions
which broke out in the camp and even reached his tent, and he sank under
mental and corporeal suffering at Tyana on the 22nd of April, 276, after a
brief reign of six months and twenty days.^

Probus (M. Aurelius Probus), 276-282 a.d.

On Ihe death of Tacitus his brother Florianus claimed the empire as if

fallen to him by inheritance, and the lemons yielded him their obedience

;

but the army of the East obliged their general, Probus, to assume the
purple, and a civil war commenced. The constitution of 4:he European
t^ps soon, however, began to give way under the heat of the sun of Asia

;

sickness spwad among them, desertions became numerous, and when at
Tarsus in Cilicia the aimy of Probus came to give them battle, they averted
the contest by proclaiming Prohus, and putting their emperor to death after
a reign of less than three months.

Probus was another of those Illyrians who, horn in a humble station,
attamed the empire by their merit, and honoured it by their virtues. He
entered the army young, and speedily became distinguished for his couracre
and his probity. His merit did not escape the discerning eye of Valerian,

.It#™? fir following brief account of this emperor, with, it will be observed, a
end of Tamto : “Upon Auielian’s death the empire fell into the bands

Maeotia, and made inc^iraions through
opposed them. Partly in person and partly by Florianus, p:^

S commi^on for that pnipose, this emperor completely routed
himself wm going into Enrope, but was thus circumvented and killed,

Syria to his cousin Maodminus, who treated the nobility
austerity that he caused them both to hate and fear him. Their“ o^cessive thsrt at length, conspiring with the murderers of Aurelianus, they

; and having killed him, fell on and slew Tacitus also as he was upon hlg
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who made him a tribune, though under the usual age
;
gave him the com-

mand of a body of auxiliary troops, and recommended him strongly to Gal-
lienus, by whom and by the succeeding emperors he was greatly esteemed,
and trusted with important commands. Aurelian rated him very highly,

and is even thought to have destined him for his successor.

After the death of Florianus, Probus wrote to the senate, apologising for

having accepted the empire from the hands of the soldiery, but assuring
them that he would submit himself to their pleasure. A decree was unani-
mously passed investing him with all the imperial titles and powers. In
return Probus continued to the senate the right of hearing appeals, appoint-

ing magistrates, and of giving force to his edicts by their decrees.

Tacitus had punished severely some of those concerned in the murder
of Aurelian ; Probus sought out and punished the remainder, but with
less T’igour. He exhibited no enmity toward those who had supported
Florianus.

The Germans had taken advantage of the interregnum which succeeded

the death of Aurelian to make a formidable irruption into Gaul, where they
made themselves masters of not less than seventy cities, and were in possession

of nearly the whole of the country. Probus, however, as soon as his affairs

permitted (277), entered Gaul at the head of a numerous and well-appointed

army. He gave the Germans several defeats, and forced them to repass the

Rhine with a loss, it is said, of four hundred thousand men.^ He pursued
them over that river, and nine of their kings were obliged to come in person

to sue for peace. The terms which the emperor imposed were the restoration

of all their booty, the annual delivery of a large quantity of com and cattle,

and sixteen thousand men to recruit the Roman armies. These Probus dis-

tributed in parties of fifty and sixty throughout the legions, for it was his

wise maxim that the aid derived from the barbarians should be felt, not seen.

He also placed colonies of the Germans and other tribes in Britain, and some
of the other provinces. He had further, it is stiid, conceived the idea of

making the conquered Germans renounce the use of arms and trust for their

defence to those of the Romans ; but on considering the number of troops

it would require he gave it up, contenting himself with making them retire

behind the Nicer (Neckar) and Albis (Elbe), with building forts and towns
tn the country between these rivers and the Rhine, and running a wall two
hundred miles in length from the Rhine to the Danube as a defence to Italy

and the provinces against the Alamanni.

After the conquest of the Germans the emperor led his troops into Rsetia

and Illyricum, where the terror of his name and his arms daunted the Goths

and Sarmatians, and gave security to the provinces. He then (279) passed

over to Asia, subdued the brigands of Isauria, expelled them from their fast-

nesses in the mountains, in which he settled some of his veterans, under the

condition that they should send their sons when eighteen years of age to

the army, in order that they might not be induced by the natural advan-

tages of the country to taxe to a hfe of freebooting, and prove as dangerous

as their predecessors. Proceeding through Syria he entered Egypt and

Zoslmus^^ calmly tells the following tale, as to the manner in "which Probnswas enahlwJ

to defeat the Germans :
‘ ‘ When the war began there, a grievous famine prevailed throughout

the surrounding country
;
hut a heavy sho’wer of rain and com fell together, so that in some

places were great heaps of it made by its own descent. At this prodigy, all were so astonished

that at first they dared not touch the com to satisfy their hupger, but being at length forced to it

by necessity, which expels all fear, they made bread of it, whlct not only allayed their hunger,

but enabled them to gain the vlctoiy with great ease.” Zq. 'CUs, ic will be recalled, was apagan

;

but obviously the Christians had no monopoly of the belief i miracles, in the fifUi century a.d.}
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L-educed tlie people named Blemyes,^ who had taken the cities of Coptos
and Ptolemais. He concluded a peace with the king of Persia, and on his

return through Thrace he bestowed lands on a body of two hundred thou-
sand Bastariue, and on some of the Gepidaj, Vandals, and other tribes. He
triumphed for the Germans and Blemyes on his return to Rome.
A prince so just and upright, and at the same time so warlike as Probus,

might.have been expected to have no competitors for empire
;
yet even he

had to take the field against rival emperors. The first of these was Satur-
ninus, whom he himself had made general of the East, a man of both talent

and virtue, and for whom he had a moat cordial esteem. But the light-

minded and turbulent people of Alexandria, on occasion of his entry into
their city, saluted him augustus; and though he rejected tlie title and re-

tired to Palestine, he yet, not reflecting on the generous naturti of Probus,
deemed that he could no longer live in a private station. He therefore
assumed the purple, saying with tears to his friends that the republic had
lost a useful man, and that his own ruin and that of many others was inev-
itable. Probus tried in vain to induce him to trust to Ids clemency. A
part of lr\: troops joined those sent against him by the emperor ; ho was
cesieged in the castle of Apamea, and taken and slain.

After the defeat of Saturninus, two officers, namel Proculus and Bonosus,
assumed the purple in Germany. They were both men. of ability, and the
emperor found it necessary to take the field against them in person. Pro-
culus being defeated fled for succour to the Franks, by whom he was betrayed,
and he fell in battle against the imperial troops. Bonosus held out for some
time, but having received a decisive overthrow, lie hanged himself. As he
had been remarkable for his drinking powers, one who saw him hanging
cried, There hangs a jar, not a man.” Probus treated the families of both
with great humanity.^

THE ISAinilAN ROBBERS

In the_year 278 the Isaurian marauders were'* reduced to submission.
Zosiraus gives us an account of the incident that led up to the capture of
their city of Crymna. “There was an Isaurian named Lydius,” he says,’
“who had been a robber from his youth, and with a gang like himself had
com^mitted depredations throughout Pamphylia and Lycia. This gang lieing
attacked by the soldiers, Lydius, not being able to oppose the whole 'Roman
army, retreated to a place in Lycia called Crymna, which st ands ou a preci-
pice and is secured on one side by large and deep ditches. Finding many
who had. fled there for refuge, and observing tliat the Romans were very
intent on the siege and that they bore the fatigue of it with great resolu-
tion, he pulled down the houses, and making the ground lit for tillage, sowed
com for the maintenance of those that were in the town. But the number
being so great that they were in need of much more provisions, he turned
out of the place all that were of no service, both male and female.

“ The enemy, perceiving his design, forced them back again, on which
Lydius threw them headlong into the trenches that surrounded the walls,
where they died.

^

Having done this, he constructed a mine from the town
beyond the^ enemy s camp, through which he sent persons to steal cattle and

visions. By these means he provided for the besieged a consider-
able time, until the affair was discovered to the enemy by a woman.

1 This people inhabited the mountains between Upper Egypt and the Red Sea.
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Lydius, however, still did not despond, but gradually retrenched his men in

their wine, and gave them a smaller allowance of corn. But this not answer-

ing the end, he was at length driven to such straits that he killed all that

were in the town, except a few of his adherents sufficient as he thought to

defend it, and some women, whom he ordered to be in common among them

all. But when he had resolved to persevere against all dangers, there hap-

pened at length this accident. There was with him in the town a man who

was expert in making engines, and in using them with such dexterity that

when Lydius ordered him to shoot a dart at any of the enemy, he never

missed his aim. It happened that Lydius had ordered him to hit a particu-

lar person, whom either accidentally or on purpose he missed, for which he

stripped and scourged him severely, and moreover threatened him with

death •

* The man was so exasperated on account of the blows he had received,

and so affrighted at the menaces, that lie took an opportunity to steal out of

the town; and falling in with some soldiers to whom he gave an account

of his actions and sufferings, he showed them an aperture in the wall

through which Lydius used to inspect all that was done in them camp, and

promised them to shoot him as lie was looking through it in his usual

manner. Tlie commander of the expedition on this took the man into

favour, who, having planted his engine, and placed some men before him

tliat he might not be discovered by the enemy, took aim at Lydius as he

looked through the aperture, and with a dart shot him and gave him a

mortal wound. He had no sooner received this wound than he became still

more strict with some of bis own men.
^

Having enjoined them upon oath

never to surrender the place, he expired with much stiuggling.

Notwithstanding the admonition of the dying chief, the city capitulated

presently to Probus. In the same year the Blemyes of Nubia were expelled

from Upper Egypt. And, as the wars on the Rhine had been followed by

the settlement of numbers of captive Germani in Craul and Britain, so m the

year 279 large bodies of Bastariue, a Germanic tribe winch was giving ground

before the mlvancing Goths, were transplanted to Mcesia and Thi'ace, with a

view to the roinanisation of those provinces.
, , , . x i i

But gradually the disgust of the soldiers at the laborious tasks to whieli

they were set, such as agl'iculture, the draining of swamps, and the laying

out of vineyards, objeets which the excellent emperor pursued with u^^most

zeal, grew to he a menace to his personal safety. As early as the summer of

282, mutipous troops in Raitia and Noricum had forced M. Aurelius Carns,

a Dalmatiiiin general and a native of Narona, who had always bee. on

terms with Prohus, to come forward as a ri val emperor ; and m she October

of the same year Prohus himself was slain by his own soldiers, m a revolt

that broke out suddenly, after the fashion common in this century, among

the men employed in digging ii canal at Simiinui.

Carits, Numerianus, and Carinus (282-28.) a.d.)

Cams, the new emperor, an old man of stern

with Persia in earnest. The elder of his sons, the osesar M. Aurehus

Carinus, managed the affairs of Koine and Gaul, and *1“

panied by M. Aurelius Numerianus, the other emsar, set out 1^6“^

of 282 for Asia, where he gamed some considerable succeMes. i
a ™enH

the internecine disorders of the Persian Empire, he first brought Armeni.
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once more under the dominion of Rome, in the year 283 ;
and then proceeded

to reconquer Mesopotamia. At length Ctesiphon itself fell into the hands

of the Romans. But the army had no desire to follow the emperor into the

interior of Iran, and Cams perished, apparently by a conspi^-acy among the

officers of high rank, in December, 283. His son Nuraerianus fell ill during

the retreat of the army to the Bosporus (284) ; and when, at the beginning

of September, one part of the force reached Chalcedon and the other

Pprin&us, the soldiers discovered that the young emperor, who had accom-

panied the latter body, was dead. His father-in-laAv, Arrius Aper, prmtorian

prefect, who then tried to win the people for himself, was arrested on a

strong suspicion of having murdered aim.

Meanwhile the officers at Chalcedon, taking into consideration the prof-

ligate and disgraceful conduct of the youthful cajsar, Carinus, at Rome, pro-

claimed Diodes, the commander of the imperial body-guard, empei^or on

September 17th, 284.

This general, who was at that time thirty-nine years of age, was born in 245,

at Doclea or Dioclea, near Scodra, in Dalmatia, of humble parents. He owed
his promotion to his extraordinary ability and exceptional intellectual gifts.

Though addicted, like all his comrades, to the superstition of the age, he was

superior to them all in administrative capacity, as in penetration, discretion,

and resolution. Having slain 'Aper before bis tribunal whetlier from

motives purely superstitious or, as the pessimistic criticism of our day would

have it, as an a'^complice in his own designs, he took up the dynastic war
against Carinus, under the name of Aurelius Valerius Diocletianus. It

ended in favour of Diocletian, after a somewhat protracted struggle, by a

battle on the lower Margus (Morava), in which, while the fortune of the day

hung yet undecided, an officer whose wife had been seduced by the Roman
debauche, struck Carinus down in the thick of the fray (summer of 286).

&
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CHAPTER XLI, NEW HOPE FOR THE EMPIRE : THE AGE
OF DIOCLETIAN AND CONSTANTINE

“Diocletian inaugurated - . . the period of the Partnership Em-
perors. Himself borne to power by something not very unlike a

mutiny of the troops on the Persian frontier, he nevertheless repre-

sented and gave voice to the passionate longing of the world that the

age of mutinies might cease. With this intention he remodelled

the internal constitution of the state and moulded it into a bua^u-
cracy so strong, so stable, so wisely organised^ tJiat it subsisted

virtually the same for more than a thousand years, and by its endur-

ance prolonged for many ages the duration of the Byzantine Empire.’^

— Hodgkin.'*

DIOCLETIAN APPOINTS MAXIMIAN CO-EEQBNT

From what we know of Diocletian, he had aspired to the throne long

before his accession, and maintained the power he had won by military force.

Soon after the death of Carinns, he appointed his colleague Maximian as

csesar or assistant in the government (286), either because the latter had

been initiated into his ambitious plans, or perhaps because Diocletian, on

account of the almost uninterrupted war carried on in the remote parts of

the kingdom, saw the necessity of a divided rule and of a ^cond seat

of government in the neighbourhood of the threatened provinces.
^

Max-

imian, whom the emperor shortly afterwards invested with the title of

augustus and charged with the government of the West of the empire,

generally lived in Augusta Trevirorum (Treves) or in the town of Arelate

rArles) in the south of France ;
whilst Diocletian raised Nicomedia in

Bithynia to be the capital of the East, and, as often as circumstances allowed,

took up his residence there. u- v j.

Maximian was, like Diocletian, a good general and a brave soldier, but

differed from him essentially in his want of education and refinement. As

he felt the superiority of Diocletian and was led by him, the results oi a

divided government were not very perceptible in the first years. At tirst

Diocletian was principally engaged in war with the Persians, who had again

invaded the kingdom ;
Maximian found sufficient occupation for his martial

activity in Gaul and Britain, In the first-named country, Maximian had at

the very beginning to suppress a terrible insurrection of the peasants,

occasioned by the internal condition of the proyince. In Gaul, pen m
Csesar’s time, the same oppressive conditions existed amongst the i^bit-

ants, which afterwards were to be found in all the states of Europe durmg

the Middle Ages, and these conditions became still more burdensome under

^the Roman Empire.

H. W.—VOL. VI. 2 S'
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The entire nation was split up into three classes : a landed nobility

which had usurped the government ; a clergy who formed a caste and

compelled the poor to contribute to their maintenance and comfort
; and the

townspeople and peasants who, as the two other classes managed to avoid

public burdens, had to meet all the expenses of the administration unaided

and were also exposed to the harshest despotism and exaction. Want and

misery finally drove the peasants to despair, and under the name of Bagaudse,

or banditti, they began an insurrection which may be placed on a level with

the most terrible peasant wars which find a place in history. They assembled

and gathered round them all manner of slaves and rabble, and roamed about

in great hordes, ravaging and plundering. Soon all the roads were unsafe,

commerce ceased, and even the large towns were destroyed or pillaged by

the enraged hordes. Maximian had to wage a regular war with the

Bagaudae, and cut down whole troops of them. In this manner he restored

peace, but only for a short time ;
for the cause of the misery of the unfortu-

nate peasants was not removed, and the insurrection and devastations of

the Bagaudse lasted until the fall of the Roman dominion in Gaul.

Maximian had to hasten the suppression of internal disturbances for he

needed his army to fight the barbarians. At that time the Franks and

Saxons, who lived on the North Sea, and had learned shipbuilding from the

Romans, began their piratical expeditions into Gaul and Britain, whilst their

predatory excursions continued on land. In order to meet this new evil,

Maximian prepared a fleet for the guarding of the channel, and gave it

into the hands of a capable seaman, the Netherlander Carausius. Tflie latter

made use of the command entrusted to him to make friends for himself in

Britain by means of the booty seized from the barbarians, to fexcite the

troops there to rebellion and set up himself as emperor. Maximian marched
against him, failed in his enterprise, and had to concede to the usurper the

title he had assumed, as well as the government of Britain (289). Carausius

remained in undisturbed possession of the island, until one of liis generals,

Allectus, murdered him and seized the government (293).

THE FOUKFOLD DIVISION OF POWEU

The situation of the empire in the East was also very critical. Diocletian

not only had to make war against the Persians but also to fight the people

of the Danube ; and as in Britain, a usurper also arose in Egypt, Acbilleus

by name. This state of affairs compelled the emperor Diocletian to alter the

entire organisation of the empire (292). He consulted his colleague Max-
imian about this important step, hut in taking it showed not tlxe slightest

regard for the Roman senate, which he never thought worthy of attention*

In Ms new organisation, Diocletian endeavoured to further the prompt intro-

duction of necessary measures and thereby to anticipate all disturbances and
insurrections, and carried stiU further the division of the imperial power
begun at the appointment of Maximian. But as he was not in the least

inclined to lessen his own authority, he only appointed as Hs co-rulers men
on whose respect and obedience he could rely.

The change which he undertook to introduce into the government of the
empire was therefore entirely based on his personal relations with his

co-rulers. For this reason alone it eould not possibly have been of any
duration, even if it had not stood in direct opposition to the prejudices of the
Romans [which latter, indeed, now had but slight influence]. The newly
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chosen co-rulers were the generals Galerius and Constantius Chlorus. They
received the title of Csesar, and were thus in outward rank both subordi-
nate to the two augusti, Diocletian and Maximian. Constantius was as-
signed to Maximian and received the government of Spain, Gaul, and
Britain, whilst Maximian took Italy and Africa under his immediate super-
intendence; Galerius was entrusted with the administration of Thrace,
Illyricum, and Greece and appointed to be coadjutor to Diocletian, who
retained the East for himself. Each of the four regents had therefore his
appointed provinces to govern, and his appointed boundaries to defend

;
yet

each could deal with the affairs of government and lead the troops in the
provinces of the others; also the commands of either of the four emperors
leld good in all provinces, and generally all four regents were considered
as one.

Four courts, four imperial armies, and a fourfold military government
were necessarily very oppressive for the empire. Unfortunately, in conse-
quence of this new organisation, the number of officials was also considerably
increased and the divisions of the provinces multiplied, so that not only
the entire administration proceeded with much delay and difficulty, but
for the first time its despotic character was much felt even in the smallest

districts and towns. All this must have been the more oppressive, as Diocle-
tian permanently introduced Eastern forms of government. Until his time
the outward appearance of the emperor, his position with regard to the nation
and the court, had only had a passing air of orientalism, but with Diocletian

this character of the government was firmly established for all time to come.
The ordering of the court and the official hierarchy were, so to speak, estab-

lished by law, the relations between the classes from thenceforth formed, as

it were, the soul of the state, and the head of the empire was outwardly
separated from the nation by a great gulf. From Diocletian the white ban-

deau or diadem, borrowed from the East, became the distinctive sign of the

ruler, whilst formerly the purple raiment had been the sole sign. Diocletian

and his next successor, besides this, introduced the remaining oriental regal

ornaments. [The emperor Aurelian had, indeed, set them the example here.
^

Now came the gloomy period when honour and consideration, power and
influence, were entirely dependent on the court, when the services rendered

to the person of the emperor were considered before all other services, when
all patriotism and all effort for the general good disappeared. As is the case

in the East up to the present time, everything became the ruler’s property,

the court and the officials consumed all private wealth, and soon none
could attain to distinctions and wealth but the servants of the court and
the officials.

Out of the four regents, three were equally brave, but equally harsh and
cruel ; Constantius Chlorus alone was of a milder disposition, and distin-

guished by birth, education, and culture. The latter was now commissioned

to reunite Britain with the empire. He did not find the task easy, and was
only able to accomplish it after some years. Besides this, Constantius, as

well as the three other emperors, had to fight against barbarians and insur-

gents. A war with Persia was most honourable for the Roman Empire ; like

nearly all Parthian wars since Nero’s time, it was caused by the succession

to the Armenian throne. Diocletian had placed a Roman protege in Arme-
nia as king. The latter banished the Persian king Narses I, and the result

was a war (294), the conduct of which Diocletian and Galerius undertook

together. The latter, by his carelessness, brought on himself a terrible defeat

in the same region where Crassus had once been annihilated. He afterwards
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obliterated the disgrace by a brilliant victory, and obliged the Persians to

make a peace, by which they not only relinquished several provinces on the

Tigris but for the first time had to renounce all claim to Meso ootamia. Dio-

cletian secured the newly acquired lands of the eastern border by erecting

considerable fortifications. He now stood at the height of his fortune.^

Meanwhile Maximian had subdued the w^arlike Quinquegentiani which had

been spreading terror in Africa.

DIOCLETIAN PERSECUTES THE CHRISTIANS

Soon after the end of the Persian War, Diocletian ordered a persecution

of the Christians (303), the harshness of which would be incomprehensible

in such a sagacious ruler if we did not know, from other actions, how jeal-

ously he watched his authority. Every act of disobedience, every attempt

at rebellion, he punished with inexorable severity and cruelty, often in a

paroxysm of rage giving orders which had the most fatal results. For in-

stance, in Egypt, after the defeat of the usurper Achilleus, he exterminated

all the latter’s adherents and destroyed entire towns, the inhabitants of

which had shown themselves insubordinate. When a certain Eugenius had

set himself up as emperor in Syria, he caused the inhabitants of Antioch to

ex piate this presum ption by sulfering revolting cruelties, although they had

he-ped to suppress t.ae insurrection and had kided the rebel.

Diocletian’s persecution of the Christians at first only struck at the

Christians in the army. Latterly, whenever they had to witness a heathen

sacrifice they had faste^ned the sign of the cross to their helmets, bo as to

prevent the raising of the devil, which, according to their belief, took

place at the inspection of the entrails of the victim ;
they thereby roused

the anger of one of the high priests, and he incited the emperor against

them. Nevertheless Diocletian did not yet determine on cruel measures, as

he was wise and thoughtful enough to perceive that the new sect could not

b^ rooted out, on account of its wide diffusion, and that to persecute it would
occasion dangerous disturbances throughout the kingdom. On this account

he would not have determined on a general persecution had not Galerius,

.who was passionately attached to the mystical fantasies of the Phrygian wor-

ship, drawn him into it by every sort of intrigue. Even then his orders

were directed less against the persons of the Cliristians than against their

religion and against the acknowledgment of their congregation as a body.

The Christians were to fill no public offices, and not to seek justice before

the tribunals
;
their churches were to be closed or pulled down, crosses and

pictures of Christ were not allowed. This ordinance was publicly posted

up in Nicomedia, where Diocletian and Galerius were. A man of great

distinction among the Christians tore it down in full daylight with loud

mockery, and it was only then that Diocletian, who, as soon as he thought
his imperial dignity touched, became terribly cruel, gave free scope to a

cruel persecution of individuals. His rage was further increased by a fire in

the imperial palace, which, as it seems not unjustly, was attributed to the

Christians. The execution of the imperial orders was left to the soldiers

and the populace, and a number of Christians suffered death. These extreme
measur.es.were restricted to the East, to Africa, and to the south of Europe.

[1 Diocletian’s administrative system was efficient
;
"but the multitude of officials and the ex-

pense® of the font imperial courts weighed heavily upon the people. The arrangement for the

suoc^sion was also drfective. Nevertheless Diocletian added strength to the empire and gave il

a new lease of life.}
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A'BDICATION OF DIOCLETIAN AND MAXIMIAN; THE TWO NEW C^SABS

Soon after the beginning of this persecution Diocletian fell HI, and his

illness, which lasted almost a year, became so dangerous that the news of

his death was repeatedly spread. When he recovered, traces of a weakening
of intellect often showed themselves, and made it im]30ssible for him to con-

tinue to conduct the business of administration, ''.['herefore in May, 305,

he laid down the government, and at the same time Maximian did likewise,

Galerius having previously extorted from him a ipromise to abdicate.

The two coesars, Galerius and Constantins Cijlorus, were then acclaimed

as emperors. The former immediately named two new csesars without

consulting his co-rulers, but in so doing

paid no heed to either Maximian’s son

Maxentius, or the son of Constantins,

afterwards the emperor Constantine the

Great. It is probable that his own father

did not deem the former worthy to

ascend the throne ; the latter had already
|

IE||IBf
distinguished himself in the field, and
possessed the favour of Diocletian, but he
was also friendly towards the Christians,

and seemed dangerous to Galerius. The S
new ccesars were rough officers, undis-

P'
tinguished by any superiority of merit.

One of them, Severus, received the gov-
i 1

ernment of Africa and Italy; the other,

Maximinus, was invested with Syria and

Diocletian and Maximian, in abdicat- I

ing, secured themselves in the possession ^ |

4

of considerable property and peculiar pT
| t ^

revenues. Maximian could not accustom .j’ I m
himself to the tranquillity of private life

.4l M
(

1^
and seized the first opportunity to resume

|( I

the purple. Diocletian on the contrary ^
^ ^

returned to his own country, Dalmatia,

and lived there until his death (313) as a

private person at Salona. On his projperty

in the vicinity of the present Spaiatro, \

he occupied himself with gardening and • dioclbtian

with the erection of enormous buildings, (From » bast in the Vatican)

the remains of which show us that archi-

' Diocletian

(From a bust in the Vatican)

tecture had entirely lost its noble character, and that attempts were made to

supply the place of the taste of the olden times by elaboration and splendour.

Constantius Chlorus, whose health had long been failing, died a year

after the abdication of Diocletian (306). Betore his death he had ear-

nestly commended his son Constantine to the army, and as soon as Constan-

tins was dead it proclaimed his son emperor. Galerius was at first in great

anxiety, but was satished when Constantine agreed to content himself

with the title of Csesar, granting Severus, as the elder man, the honours of

an augustus or emperor. Constantine was the son of Helena, a woman of

humble origin. Constantius had divorced her by command of the emperors

Diocletian and Maximian in in order to marry Theodora.
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STRIFE AMONG THE RULERS

In the autumn of the same year, the relations of the rulers of tlie empire
again changed. Galerius and Severus, by their oppressive measures, had
roused the anger of the citizens and soldiers of Komo. They rebelled and
proclaimed Maxeutius, the son of Maximian, emperor.^

Zosimus declares that Maxentius incited the rebellion, moved thereto

by jealousy of Constantine, a quite plausible supposition. ‘‘ When Constan-
tine’s effigy according to custom was exhibited at Home,” he says, “ Maxentius,

the son of Maximian, could not endure the sight of Constantine’s good fortune,

who was the son of a harlot, while himself, who was the son of so great an
emperor, remained at home in indolence, and his father’s empire was enjoyed
by others. He therefore associated with himself in the enterprise Marcel-

lianus and Marcellus, two military tribunes, and Lucianus, who distributed

the swine’s flesh with which the people of Rome were jprovicled by the

treasury, and the court-guards called prsBtoriani. By them he was promoted
to the imperial throne, liaving promised liberally to reward all that assisted

him in it. For this purpose they first murdered Abellius, because he, being
prefect of the city, opposed their enterprise.

“When Galerius learned this,” Zosimus continues, “he sent Severus
Caesar against Maxentius with an army. But while ho advanced from Milan
with several legions of Moors, Maxentius corrupted his troops with money,
and even the prefect of the court, Anullinus, and thereby conquered him
with great ease. On which Severus fled to Ravenna, which is a strong and
populous city, provided with necessaries sufficient for himself and soldiers.

When Maximian ^ knew this, he was doubtless greatly concerned for his

son Maxentius, and therefore, leaving lAicania where he then was, he went
to Ravenna. Finding that Severus could not by any means be forced out of

this city, it being well fortified and stored with provisions, he deluded him
with false oaths, and persuaded him to go to Rome. But on his way thither,

coming to a place called the Three Taberme, he w-as taken by a stratagem of

Maxentius. [Hoping to save his ‘life, he renounced the dignity of emperor

;

notwithstanding which he was] immediately executed. Galerius could not
patiently endure these injuries done to Severus, and therefore resolved to go
from the east to Rome, and to punish Maxentius as he deserved. On his

arrival in Italy, he found the soldiers about him so treacherous, that he
returned into the east without fighting a battle.” ^

On the retreat from Italy, after this unsuccessful foray, Galerius
allowed his army to commit the most horrible outrages and thereby gained
the deadly hatred of all the iuhabitauta of the peninsula. Meanwhile,
Maximian had gone to Gaul to ally himself with Constantine against Gale-
rius. He married his daughter Fausta to the young casar and invested
him with the title of Augustus, but did not attain his special object, as

Constantine did not consider it wise to allow himself to be drawn into open
war with Galerius. Soon after this, Maximian quarrelled with his own son,

again tried without success to win over Constantine, and then formed the
strange resolve to betake himself to Galerius.

The latter had long thought of naming his old friend and comrade,
Licinius, as augustus, and had just dragged Diocletian from his retirement
and induced him to journey to Fannonia, to help celebrate the p)romotion of

[1 Maximian had renounced the purple reluctantly at the bidding of Diocletian, and bad
probably never been content to remain in retirement. Hia attempted resumption of authority
waa ultimately to cost him his life, as we shall see.]
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Licinius in tlie most brilliant manner. • He also made use of Maximian’a
unexpected appearance, and so Licinius was proclaimed augustus in tlie

presence of three emperors (307).

As Maximian found no help in Galerius, he immediately afterwards re-

signed the purple for the second time. From Paimonia he returned to his
son-in-law in Gaul, who received him in a friendly manner, and during

'

his absence on a campaign against the Germans intrusted him with a share
in the government. Maximian, who was manifestly suffering from senility,

formed the ridiculous idea of using this opportunity to overthrow his son-in-

law and forcibly supersede him, although naturally neither the country of

Gaul, now almost entirely Christian, nor the troops of Constantine, can have
been in the least disposed to prefer him to their former master. When '

Maximian really made this foolish attempt, he was easily vanquished by
Constantine and taken prisoner. Two years later, when he had made an
attem{)t on the life of Constantine, the latter had him strangled (310).

Of the six emperors, Maximian, Galerius, Maximin, Maxentius, Constan-

tine, and Licinius, only one had thus passed away; but another had already

arisen in Africa and had established himself in possession of the government.

This was Alexander, a wretched old man who had himself proclaimed em-
peror by the troops. He maintained his position for three years, and was
then in 311 overthrown and killed by Maxentius, who sent a skilled general

and a picked army against him, Galerius died at about the same time.

Maximin and Licinius divided his dominions among them. Now only four

emperors ruled the empire ; Maximin, Licinius, Maxentius, and Constantine

;

hut there was no thought of friendly relations among them.

It remained therefore for the one among them who possessed the most
ability, strength, and skill to overthrow the others and to gain undivided

sway. This could only be successfully effected by Constantine, whose
dignified, judicious, and moderate demeanour deserves our greatest Eidmira-

tion. The crucial point, that which must finally determine the issue of the

struggle between the emperors, was the relation of each individual ruler to the

Christians. In all parts of the realm the latter formed a very considerable

number, they were very closely united amongst themselves, their hierarchies

and synods had remained nnweakened; whilst not only had the old system of

government long been undermined, but also the adherents to the old religion

had been divided by a crowd of different opinions and views, and were neither

held together by an inward nor an external hierarchical union. Whoever
therefore had the- Christians in the empire on his side must sooner or later

cany the victory over his co-rulers.

Galerius perceived this shortly before his death, and had therefore issued

an edict in his own name and those of his colleagues, by which the persecu-

tion of the Christians ordered by Diocletian was arrested, and the hlocwiy

strife so often begun between the state and the church forever ended (311).

Even Maxentius seems to have felt it ;
for he had scarcely become master in

Rome before he assured the Christians of toleration. But his entire conduct

towards them contradicted the mild terms of the edict; the Christians could

rely on him just as little as the pagans.

CONSTANTIKE WARS WITH MAXENTITJS

Of the other emperors, only Constantine seemed to be sinceiely atteched

to the Christians. For a long time he remained a pagan, but continually
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showed himself friendl;^ towards the Christians ; and they were powerfully
supported by the most influential ladies of the court. These were his wife
Fausta, her mother Eutropia, but especially the mother of Constantin6,

Helena, who became celebrated by her great zeal for the teaching of the

cross. Besides the good will of the Christians, Constantine had the great
advantage that from the beginning he alone exhibited a care for law and
order, wmilst all his fellow-emperors showed only military violence and des-

potic will. Moreover he alone seemed to be satisfied with his share of

the empire ; the three other emperors, on the contrary, sought with utter
recklessness to extend their provinces at the expense of their co-rulers.

The first whom the sagacious Constantine defeated was Maxentius, who
from his speedy victory over Alexander had manifestly conceived too high
an idea of his power, and in his arrogance decided to attack Constantine.
That he was not in the least to be compared to him and that it was foolliardy

to seek a quarrel with him, is shown by one glance at the lives of the two
emperors. Maxentius had never found himself at the head of an army in
real warfare ; he had continually enjoyed his pleasures in idle tranquillity,

and on account of his tyranny and cruelty he was loved by no one, save by
his guards and a small number of other troops whom he enriched by robbing
the citizens. Constantine’s life, on the contrary, had been one of constant
exertion and discipline. He had served with distinction, first under Diocle-
tian, and then under his father Coqstantius, and had afterwards long con-
tended against the Frankish peoples on the Rhine. The result of the war
between the two emperors could not therefore be doubtful.

&

Zosimus gives an interesting account of the struggle, with certain em-
bellishments that do not detract from the accuracy of his main narrative.
“Constantine,” he tells us, “had raised an army amongst the barbarians,
Germans, and Celts, whom he had conquered, and likewise drawn a force
out of Britain, amounting in the whole to ninety thousand foot and eight
thousand horse. He marched from the Alps into Italy, passing those towns
that surrendered without doing them any damage, but taking by storm
those which resisted. While he was making this progress, Maxentius had
collated a much stronger army, consisting of eighty thousand Romans and
Italians, all the Tuscans on the sea coast, forty thousand men from Car-
thage, besides what the Sicilians sent him ; his whole force amounting to one
hundred and seventy thousand foot and eighteen thousand horse.

“Bo^ being thus prepared, Maxentius threw a bridge over the Tiber
[the Miivian bridge], winch was not of one entire piece but divided into
tw parts, the centre of the bri^e being made to fasten with irons, which
might be drawn out upon occasion. He gave orders to the workmen that,
as soon as they saw the army of Constantine upon the juncture of the bridge,
they should draw out the iron fastenings, that the enemy who stood upon it

might fall into the river.

“Constantine, advancing with his army to Rome, encamped in a field
before the city, which was broad and therefore convenient for cavalry*
^^xentius in thelimeantime shut himself up within the walls and sacrificed to
the gods, and, mc^eover, consulted the Sibylline oracles concerning the eventM the war. Findii^ a prediction that, whoever designed any harm to the
Romans should (Be a miserable death, he applied it to himself, because He
wiuist(^ those that <»me against Rome, and wished to take it. His appli-
cation indeed proved just. For when Maxentius drew out his army before
the city, and wm marching over the bridge that he himself had constructed,
an infinite number of owls flew down and covered the wall.
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CONSTANTINE’S DEFEAT OF MAXENTIDS

(From a cartoon l»y Raphael)
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“ When Constantinje saw this, he ordered his men to stand to their arms.

And the two armies being drawn up opposite to each other, Constantine

sent his cavalry against that of the enemy, whom they charged with such im-
petuosity that they threw them into disorder. The signal being given to the
infantry, they likewise marched in good order towards the enemy, A furious

battle having commenced, the Romans themselves, and their foreign allies,

were unwilling to risk their lives, as they wished for deliverance from the

litter tyranny with which they were burdened, though the other troops

were slain in great numbers, being either trod to death by the horse or

killed by the foot.

“As long as the cavalry kept their ground, Maxentius retained some
hopes, but when they gave way, he fled with the rest over the bridge into -

the city. The beams not being strong enough to bear so great a weight,

they broke, and Maxentius, with the others, was carried with the stream

dowii the river. [The date of the battle was October 27, 313.]

“When the news of this victory was reported in the city,” Zosimus
concludes, “ none dared to show any joy for what had happened, because

inany thought it was an unfounded report. But when the aead of Maxen-
tius was brought upon a spear, their fear and dejection were changed to joy

and pleasure. On this occasion Constantine punished very few, and they

were only some few of the nearest friends of Maxentius, but he abolished

the praetorian troops, and destroyed the fortress in which they used to

reside.

Before the decisive battle, Constantine had tried to win over the enthu-

siasm of the Christians in his own and his adversaries’ army to his cause, and

therefore the sign of the cross was made the principal ensign of the Roman
army. The report was spread that a shining cross with this inscrijption,

“ By this sign thou shalt conquer,” had appeared to him in the sky, and that

in the following night, Christ himself had commanded him in a dream to

make the sign of the cross his standard against the enemy. On the day

before the battle, the cross and the monogram of the redeemer appeared on

the imperial standard, which from thenceforth bore the name of - Labarum

;

and afterwards Constantine publicly announced that he had seen the cross in

the sky, and had conquered his enemy by the direct aid of God.

After his victory over Maxentius the character of Constantine changed,

and his subsequent proceedings often stand in opposition to the principles

which he publicly acknowledged. He went over to Christianity, although

in prudent fashion, not formsdly nor irrevocably, and for this the Christian

Driests permitted and forgave him everything. The miserable senate, which

;!or a long time had ceased to be a governmental institution and to be con-

sulted in affairs of state, declared him the first of the three emperors of the

realm, and in this manner he passed naturally to the idea of undivided sway.

Although he made the cross the imperial standard, he took part in the heathen

sacrifices, allowed himself to consult soothsayers, and bore the title of a high

priest of the old religion as before. Moreover he postponed the rite^ of

>aptisia until his death-bed, that he might pass, according" to the teaching

of the priests at his court, into the next life washed clean from aR sin.

From Rome Constantine went to Milan,^ where he met Licinius and gave

biiT> his sister Constantia in marriage. Then he went to his province of

Gaul, to repulse the German tribes which had again invaded the co^try

;

but Licinius hastened to meet the emperor Maximin, whc was trying to

ri The city here the name ot MwiiolanuDDu Meximian had made it the capital d his

diviaion of the empire.]
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wrest from Iiim his share of the empire, and had already seized the towns

of Byzantium and Heraclea, or Perinthus.

To the south of Hadrianopolis there was a decisive battle between the

two emperors. Licinius won it, and tradition has also attributed his victory

to a divine miracle, although the victor was in no way inclined towards

Christianity. It is said that an angel appeared to Licinius and taught him

a prayer, which on his awakening he immediately caused to be written out

and distributed to the soldiers. This prayer was sung before the beginning

of the battle and helped them to victory (313). Maximin fled; on the way
he took poison, which brought on a severe illness of which he died after great

tortures. With terrible harshness and cruelty Licinius proceeded against

the relations and friends of Maximin. They were all put to death with-

out mercy and the widow and daughter of Diocletian, as well as the sons

of Galerius and Severus, perished as sacrifices to the wanton brutality of

Licinius. &

STETJGGLE BETWEEN CONSTANTINE AND LICINIUS

The Roman world was now divided between Constantine and Licinius,

the former of whom was master of the West, and the latter of the East. It

might perhaps have been expected that the conquerors, fatigued with civil

war and connected by a private as well as a public alliance, would have re-

nounced, or at least would have suspended, any further designs of ambition

;

and yet a year had scarcely elapsed after the death of Maximin, before the vic-

torious emperors turned their arms against each other. The genius, the suc-

cess, and the aspiring temper of Constantine may seem to mark hiu^ out as

the aggressor; but the perfidious character of Licinius justifies the most
unfavourable suspicions, and by the faint light which history reflects on this

transaction, we may discover a conspiracy fomented by his arts against the

authority of his colleague.^

Constantine had lately given his sister Anastasia in marriagjB to Bas-

sianus, a man of a considerable family and fortune, and had eljCvated his

new kinsman to the rank of caesar. According to the system of govern-
ment instituted by Diocletian, Italy and perhaps Africa were designed for

his departments in the empire. But the performance of the promised favour
was either attended with so much delay, or accompanied with so many un-
equal conditions, that the fidelity of Bassianus was alienated rather than
secured by the honourable distinction which he had obtained. His nomina-
tion had been ratified by the consent of Licinius ; and that artful prince, by
the means of his emissaries, soon contrived to enter into a secret and danger-
ous correspondence ^vith the new caesar, to irritate his discontent, and to

urge him to the rash enterprise of extorting by violence what he might in

vain solicit from the justice of Constantine. But the vigilant emperor dis-

covered the conspiracy before it was ripe for execution
;
and after solemnly

renouncing the alliance of Bassianus, despoiled him of the purple, and in-

flicted the deserved punishment on his treason and ingratitude. The haughty
refusal of Licinius, when he was required to deliver up the criminals who
had taken refuge in his dominions, confirmed the suspicions abeady enter-

ZoaimiiB,d however, takes a different view. He says :
“ The empire having thus devolved

on C^tantine and Iiicinius, they soon quarrelled
;
not because Licinius gave any cause for it,

but that Constantine, in his usual manner, was unfaithful to his agreement, by endeavouring to
alienate from Licinius some nations that belong to his dominions. By this means an open
luptnre ensued and both prepared for war.” But Zpaimus is always hostile to Constantine, and
thm prejudice must not he overlooked.]
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tained of his perfidy ; and the indignities offered at AEmona, on the frontiers

of Italy, to the statues of Constantine, became the signal of discord between
the two princes.

The first battle was fought near Cibalis, a city of Pannonia, situated on
the river Savus, about fifty miles from Sirmium. From the inconsiderable
forces which in this important contest two such powerful monarchs brought
into the field, it may be inferred that the one wag suddenly provoked, and
that the other was unexpectedly surprised. The emperor of the West had
only twenty thousand, and the sovereign of the East no more than five-and-

thirty thousand men. The inferiority of number was, however, compen-
sated by the advantage of the ground. Constantine had taken post in a
defile about half a mile in breadth, between a steep hill and a deep morass,
and in that situation he steadily expected and repulsed the first attack of

the enemy. He pursued his success, and advanced, into the plain. But the

AKCH or CONSTANTINK, ROMK

veteran legions of lUyricum rallied under the standard of a leader who had
been trained to arms in the school of Probus and Diocletian- The missile

weapons on both sides were soon exhausted; the two armies, with equal

valour, rushed to a closer engagement of swords and spears, and the doubt-

ful contest had already lasted from the dawn of the day to a late hour of

the evening, when the right wing, which Constantine led in person, made
a vigorous and decisive charge. . The judicious retreat of Licinius saved the

remainder of his troops from a total defeat ; but when he computed his loss,

which amounted to more than twenty thousand men, he thought it unsafe

to pass the night in the presence of an active and victorious enemy. Aban-
doning his camp and magazines, he marched away with secrecy and diligence

at the head of the greatest part of his cavalry, and was soon removed beyond

the danger of a pursuit. His diligence preserved his wife, his son, and his

treasures, which he had deposited at Sirmium.^ Licinius passed through

that city, and breaking down the bridge on the Savus, hastened to collect

Sirmium vraa the capital of the Paunonian division of the empire.]
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a new army in Dacia and Thrace. In his flight he bestowed the precarious

title of Ceesar on Valens, his general of the Illyrian frontier.^

The plain of Mardia in Thrace was the theatre of a second battle, no less

obstinate and bloody than the former. The troops on both sides displayed

the same valour and discipline ;
and the victory was once more decided by the

superior abilities of Constantine.c Licinius drew up his army [says Zosi-

mus' in order of battle, extending from a mountain which is above the town

two^iundred stadia, as far as the junction of another river with the Plebrus

;

thus the armies continued opposite to each other for several days. Constan-

tine, observing where the river was least broad, concerted this plan. He
ordered his men to bring trees from the mountain, and to tie ropes around

them, as if he intended to throw a bridge over the river for tlie passage of

his army. By this stratagem he deluded the enemy, and, asccncing a hill

on which were thick woods sufficient to conceal any that were in them, he

planted there five thousand archers and eight hundred horse. Having done

this, he crossed the Hebrus at the narrowest place, and so surprised the enemy
that many fled with all their speed, while others, who were amazed at his

unexpected approach, were struck with wonder at his coming over so sud-

denly. In the meantime, the rest of his army crossed the river in security,

and a great slaughter commenced. Nearly thirty thousand fell; and about

sunset Constantine took their camp, while Licinius, with all the forces he

could muster, hastened through Thrace to his ships.

The loss of two battles reduced the fierce spirit of Licinius to sue for

peace. His ambassador Mistrianua was admitted to the audience of Constan-

tine ; he expatiated on the common topics of moderation and humanity, which
are so familiar to the eloq[uence of the vanquished ; represented, in the most
insinuating language, that the event of the war was still doubtful, whilst its

inevitable calamities were alike pernicious to both the contending parties;

and declared, that he was authorised to propose a lasting and honourable

peace in the name of the two emperors, his masters. Constantino received

the mention of Valens with indignation and contempt.
“ It was not for such a purpose,” he sternly replied, “ that we have ad-

vanced from the shores of the western ocean in an uninterrupted course of

combats and victories, that, after rejecting an ungrateful kinsman, we should
accept for our colleague a contemptible slave. The abdication of Valens is

the first article of the treaty.” It was necessary to accept this humiliating
condition; the unhappy Valens, after a few days’ reign, was deprived of the

purple and of his life. As soon as this obstacle was removed, the tranquillity

of the Roman world was easily restored. The successive defeats of Licinius
had ruined his forces, but they had displayed his courage and abilities. His
situation was almost desperate, but the efforts of despair are sometimes for-

midable; and the good sense of Constantine preferred a great and certain

advantage to a third trial of the chance of arms. He consented to leave his

rival, or, as he again styled Licinius, his friend and brother, in the possession
of Thrace, Asia Minor, Syria, and Egypt; but the provinces of Fannonia,
Dalmatia, Dacia, Macedonia, and Greece were yielded to the Western Em-
pire ; and the dominions of Constantine now extended from the confines of
Caledonia to the extremity of Peloponnesus. It was stipulated by the same
treaty that three royal youths, the sons of the emperors, should be called to
the hopes of the succession. Crispus and the young Constantine were soon
afterwards declared csesars in the West, while the younger Licinius was

1 Zosimua*^ (1. 2, pp. 90, 91) gives a particular account of this battle
;
but the descriptions of

iosimna are rhetorical lather than military. .
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invested with the same dignity in the East. In this double proportion of
honours, the conqueror asserted the superiority of his arms and power.

THE LONG TRUCE BETWEEN THE EMPERORS
; REFORMS OP CONSTANTINE

The reconciliation of Constantine and Licinius, though it was embittered
by resentment and jealousy, by the remembrance of recent injuries, and by
the apprehension of future dangers, maintained however above eight years the
tranquillity of the Roman world. As a very regular series of the imperial
laws commences about this ]oeriod, it would not be difficult to transcribe the
civil regulations which emp loyed the leisure of Constantine. But the most
important of his institutions are intimately connected with the new system
of policy and religion, which was not perfectly established till the last and
peaceful years of his reign. There are many of his laws which, as they con*
cern the rights and property of individuals and the practice of the bar, are
more properly referred to the private than to the public jurisprudence of the
empire; and he published many edicts of so local and temporary a nature
that they would ill deserve the notice of a general history.

Two laws may be selected from the crowd— the one for its importance,
the other for its singularity

; the former for its remarkable benevolence, and
the latter for its excessive severity. (1) The horrid practice, so familiar

to the ancients, of exposing or murdering their newborn infants, was become
every day more frequent in the provinces, and especially in Italy. It was
the effect of distress

;
and the distress was principally occasioned by the

intolerable burden of taxes, and by the vexatious as well as cruel prosecu-
tions of the officers of the revenue against their insolvent debtors. The less

opulent or less industrious part of mankind, instead of rejoicing in an in-

crease of family, deemed it an act of paternal tenderness to release their

children from the impending miseries of a life which they themselves were
unable to support. The humanity of Constantine, moved perhaps by some
recent and extraordinary instances of despair, engaged him to address an
edict to all the cities of Italy, and afterwards of Africa, directing immediate
and sufficient relief to be given to those parents who should produce before

the magistrates the children whom their own poverty would not allow them
to educate. But the promise was too liberal, and the provision too vague, to
effect any general or permanent benefit. The law,' though it may merit
some praise, served rather to display than to alleviate the public distress.

It still remains an authentic monument to contradict and confound those

venal orators who were too well satisfied with their own situation to dis-

cover either vice or misery under the government of a generous sovereign.

(2) The laws of Constantine against rapes were dictated with small indul-

gence for the most amiable weaknesses of human nature ;
since the descr' p-

tion of that crime was applied not only to the brutal violence which com-
pelled, but even to the gentle seduction which might persuade an unmarried
woman, under the age of twenty-five, to leave the house of her parents. The
successful i-avisher was punished with death; and, as if simple death was
inadequate to the enoiunity of his guilt, he was either burned alive or torn in

pieces by wild beasts in the amphitheatre. The virgin’s declaration that

she had been carried away with her own consent, instead of saving her lover,

exposed her to share his fate. The duty of a public prosecution was intrusted

to the parents of the guilty or unfortunate maid; and if the sentiments

of nature x^revailed on them to dissemble the injury, and to repair by a
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subsequent marriage the honour of their family, they were themselves pun-
ished by exile and confiscation. The slaves, whether male or female, who
were convicted of having been accessory to the rape or seduction, were burned
alive, or put to death by the ingenious torture of pouring down their throats

a quantity of melted lead.

As the crime was of a public kind, the accusation was permitted even to

strangers. The commencement of the action was not limited to any term of

years, and the consequences of the sentence were extended to the innocent
offspring of such an irregular union. But whenever the offence inspires less

horror than the punishment, the rigour of penal law is obliged to give way
to the common feelings of mankind. The most odious parts of this edict

were softened or repealed in the subsequent reigns
;
and even Constantine

himself very frequently alleviated, by partial acts of mercy, the stern temper
of his general institutions. Such, indeed, was the singular humour of tiat

emperor, who showed himself as indulgent and even remiss in the execution
of his laws, as he was severe and even cruel in the enacting of them. It is

scarcely possible to observe a more decisive symptom of weakness, either in

the character of the prince or in the constitution of the government.
The civil administration was sometimes interrupted by the military

defence of the empire. Crispus, a youth of the most amiable character,

who had received with the title of C^sar the command of the Ehine, dis-

tinguished himself by his conduct in several victories over the Franks and
Alamanni, and taught the barbarians of that frontier to dread the eldest
son of Constantine and the grandson of Constantius. The emperor himself
had assumed the more difficult and important province of the Danube. The
Goths, who in the time of Claudius and Aurelian had felt the weight of the
Eoman arms, respected the power of the empire, even in the midst of its

intestine divisions.. But the strength of that warlike nation was now
restored by a peace of near fifty years; a new generation had arisen, wlio
no longer remembered the misfortunes of ancient days : the Sarmatians of
the lake Maeotis followed the Gothic standard, eithen as subjects or as allies,

and their united force was poured dpon the countries of lllyricum. Carn-
pona, Margus, and Bononia^ appear to have been the scenes of several mem-
orable sieges and battles ; and though Constantine encountered a very
obstinate resistance, he prevailed at length in the contest, and the Goths
were compelled to purchase an i^ominious retreat, by restoring the booty
and prisoners they had* taken. Nor was this advantage sufficient to satisfy
the indignation of the emperor. He resolved to chastise, as well as to
repulse, the insolent barbarians who had dared to invade the territories of
Rome.

^

At the head of his legions he passed over the Danube, after repairing the
bridge which had been constructed by Trajan, penetrated into the strongest
recesses of Dacia, and when he had inflicted a severe revenge, condescended
to give peace to the suppliant Goths on condition that, as often as they were
required, they should supply his armies with a body of forty thousand soldiers.
Exploits like these were no doubt honourable to Constantine, and beneficial
to the state ; but it may surely be questioned, whether they can justify the

abortion of Eusebius that all Scythia, as far as the extremity
of the north, divided as it was into so many names and nations of the most
various and savage manners, had been added by his victorious arms to the
Eoman Empire.

places is now Old Buda, in Hungary
;
the second, Hastolatz

;
and the

third, Biddin, or Widden, in Moesia on the Danube. — Guizot.
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In this exalted state of glory it was impossible that Constantine should

any longer endure a partner in the empire. Confiding in the superiority of

his genius and military power, he determined, without any previous injury,

to exert them for the destruction of Licinius, whose advanced age and

unpopular vices seemed to offer a very easy conquest. But the old emperor,

awakened by the approaching danger, deceived the expectations of his

friends, as well as of his enemies. Calling forth that spirit and those

abilities by which he had deserved the friendship of Galerius and the im-

perial purple, he prepared himself for the contest, collected the forces of the

East, and soon filled the plains of Hadrianopolis with his troops, and the straits

of the Hellespont with his fleet. The army con-

sisted of 150,000 foot and 15,000 horse ; and as the

cavalry was drawn, for the most part, from Phrygia

and Cappadocia, we may conceive a more favourable

opinion of the beauty of the horses than of the

courage and dexterity of their riders. The fleet

was composed of 350 galleys of three ranks of oars,

A hundred and thirty of these were furnished by

Egypt and the adjacent coast of Africa. A hun-

dred and ten sailed from the ports of Phoenicia and

the isle of Cyprus ;
and the maritime countries of

Bithynia, Ionia, and Caria were likewise obliged

to provide 110 galleys. The troops of Constantine

were ordered to rendezvous at Tliessalonica ; they

amounted to above 120,000 horse and foot. The
ein’ceror was satisfied with their martial appearance,

and his army contained more soldiers, though fewer

men, than that of his eastern competitor.^

The legions of Constantine were levied in the

warlike provinces of Europe ;
action had confirmed

their discipline, victory had elevated their hopes,

and there w^ere among them a great number of

veterans who, after seventeen glorious campaigns

under the same leader, prepared themselves to

deserve an honourable dismission by a last effort of

their valour. But the naval preparations of Con-

stantine were in every respect much inferior to

those of Licinius. The maritime cities of Greece

sent their respective quotas of men and ships to

the celebrated harbour of Piraeus, and their

united forces consisted of no more than two hun-

dred small vessels— a very feeble armament, if it is compared with those

formidable fleets which were equipped and maintained by the republic of

Athens during the Peloponnesian War. Since Italy was no longer the seat

of government, the naval establishments of Misenum and Ravenna had been

gradually neglected ;
and as the shipping and mariners of the empire

supported by commerce rather than by war, it was natural that they should

the most abound in the industrious provinces of Egypt and Asia. It is only

surprising that the eastern emperor, who possessed so great a superiority at

sea, should have neglected the opportunity of carrying an offensive war into

the centre of his rival's dominions.

Roman General

(From the Arch of Constantine)
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Instead of embracing such an active resolution, which might have changed

the whole face of the war, the prudent Licinius expected the approach of his

rival in a camp near Hadrianopolis, which he had fortified with an anxious care

that betrayed his apprehension of the event. Constantine directed his march
from Thessalonica towards that part of Thrace, till he found himself stopped

by the broad and rapid stream of the Hebrus, and discovered the numerous

army of Licinius, which fiUed the steep ascent of the hill, from the river to

the city of Hadrianopolis. Many days were spent in doubtful and distant skir-

mishes ; but at length the obstacles of the passages and of the attack were

removed by the intrepid conduct of Constantine. In this place we might

relate a wonderful exploit of Constantine, which, though it can scarcely be

paralleled either in poetry or romance, is celebrated, not by a venal orator

devoted to his fortune, but by an historian, the partial enemy of his fame.

We are assured that the valiant emperor threw himself into the river Hebrus,

accompanied only by twelve horsemen, and that by the effort or ten or •of his

invincible arm he broke, slaughtered, and put to flight a host of a hundred
and fifty thousand men.

The credulity of Zosimus prevailed so strongly over his passion that,

among the events of the memorable battle of Hadrianopolis, he seems to have
selected and embellished not the most important but the most marvellous.

The valour and danger of Constantine are attested by a slight wound, which
he received in the thigh ; but it may be discovered, even from an imperfect

narration, and perhaps a corrupted text, that the victory was obtained no less

by the conduct of tlje general than by the courage of the hero
;
that a body

of five thousand archers marched round to occupy a thick wood in the rear

of the enemy, whose attention was diverted by the construction of a bridge,

and that Licinius, perplexed by so many artful evolutions, was reluctantly

drawn from his advantageous post to combat on equal ground in the plain.

The contest was no longer equal. His confused multitude of new levies was
easily vanquished by the experienced veterans of the West. Thirty-four
thousand men are reported to have been slain. The fortified camp of Licin-

ius was taken by assault the evening of the battle ; the greater part of the
fugitives, who had retired to the mountains, surrendered themselves the next
day to the discretion of the conqueror ; and his rival, who could no longer
keep the field, confined himself within the walls of Byzantium.

Constantine besieges Byzantium

The siege of Byzantium, which was immediately undertaken by Con-
stantine, was attended with great labour and uncertainty. In the late

civil wars, the fortifications of that place, so justly considered as the key
of Europe and Asia, had been repaired and strengthened; and as long
as Licinius remained master of the sea, the garrison was much less ex-
posed to the danger of famine than the army of the besiegers. The naval
commanders of Constantine were summoned to his camp, and received his
positive orders to force the passage of the Hellespont, as the fleet of Licinius,
instead of seeking and destroying their feeble enemy, continued inactive
in those narrow straits where its superiority of numbers was of little use
or ^vantage. Crispus, the emperor’s eldest son, was intrusted with the exe-
cution of this daring enterprise, which he performed with so much courage
and su(m6ss that he deserved the esteem, and most probably excited the
jealousy, of his father. The engagement lasted two days

; and in the even-
ing of the first, the contending fleets, after a considerable and mutual
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loss, retired to their respective harbours of Europe and Asia. The second

day, about noon, a strong south wind sprang up, which carried the vessels

of Crispus against the enemy ; and as the casual advantage was improved

by his skilful intrepidity, he soon obtained a complete victory. A hundred

and thirty vessels were destroyed, five thousand men were slain, and Aman-
dus, the admiral of the Asiatic fleet, escaped with tlie utmost difficulty to

the shores of Chalcedon. As soon as the Hellespont was open, a plentiful

convoy of provisions flowed into the camp of Constantine, who had already

advanced the operations of the siege. He constructed artificial mounds of

earth of an equal height with the ramparts of Byzantium. The lofty towers

which were erected on that foundation galled the besieged with large stones

and darts from the military engines, and the battering-rams had shaken the

walls in several places. If Licinius persisted much longer in the defence, he

exposed himself to be involved in the ruin of the place. Before he was sur-

rounded he prudently removed his person and treasures to Chalcedon, in

Asia ;
and as he was always desirous of associating companions to the hopes

and dangers of his fortune, he now bestowed the title of Csesar on Mar-

tinianus, who exercised one of the most important offices of the empire.

Such were still the resources, and such the abilities of Licinius, that,

after so many successive defeats, he collected in Bithynia a new army of

fifty or sixty thousand men, while the activity of Constantine was employed

in the siege of Byzantium. The vigilant emperor did not, however, neg-

lect the last struggles of his antagonist. A considerable part of Ms
victorious army was transported over the Bosporus in small vessels, and

the decisive engagement was fought soon after the landing, on the heights

of Chrysopolis, oi*, as it is now called, Scutari. The troops of Licinius,

though they were lately raised, ill armed, and worse disciplined, made head

against their conquerors with fruitless but desperate valour, till a total

defeat,, and the slaughter of five-and-twenty thousand men, irretrievably

determined the fate of their leader. He retired to Nicomedia, rather with

the view of gaining some time for negotiation than with the hope of any

effectual defence. Constantia, his wife and the sister of Constantine, in-

terceded with her brother in favour of her husband, and obtained from

his policy rather than from his compassion a solemn promise, confirmed

by an oath, that after the sacrifice of Martinianus and the resignation of

the purple, Licinius himself should be permitted to pass the remainder

of his life in peace and affluence. The behaviour of Constantia, and her

relation to the contending jparties, naturally recall the remembrance of that

virtuous matron who was tfie sister of Augustus, and the wife of Antony-

But the temper of mankind was altered 5 and it was no longer esteemed

infamous for a Roman to survive his honour and independence. Licinius

solicited and accepted the pardon of his offences, laid himself and his purple

at the feet of his lord and master, was raised from the ground with in-

sulting pity, was admitted the same day to the imperial banquet, and soon

afterward was sent away to Thessalonica, which had been cfciosen for the

place of Ms confinement.

His confinement was soon terminated by death ; and it is doubtful

whether a tumult of the soldiers, or a decree of the senate', was suggested as

a motive for his execution. According to the rules of tyranny he waa

accused of forming a conspiracy, and of holding a treasonable correspondence

vdth the barbarians; but as he was never convicted either by his owii

conduct or by any legal evidence, we may perhaps be allowed, from Ms.

weakness, to presume Ms innocence.

H. W.— TOL. VI. 2 G
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The memory of Licinius was branded with infamy, his statues were
thrown down, and by a hasty edict, of such mischievous tendency that it

was almost immediately corrected, all his laws and all the judicial proceed-

ings of his reign were at once abolished. By this victory of Constantine,

the Roman world was again united under the authority of one emperor,
thirty-seven years after Diocletian had divided his power and provinces
with his associate Maximian,

CONSTANTINE, SOLE RULER, FOUNDS CONSTANTINOPLE

The successive steps of the elevation of Constantine, from his first assum-
ing the purple at York to the resignation of Licinius at Nicomedia, have
been related with some minuteness and precision, not only as the events are
in themselves both interesting and important, but still more as they contrib-

uted to the decline of the empire by the expense of blood and treasure, and
by the perpetual increase as well of the taxes as of the military establish-

ment. The foundation of Constantinople and the establishment of the
Christian religion were the immediate and memorable consequences of this

revolution.

But the prospect of beauty, of safety, and of wealth, united in a single
spot, was sufficient to justify the choice of Constantine. But as some decent
mixture of prodigy and fable has, in every age, been supposed to reflect a
becoming majesty on the origin of great cities, the emperor was desirous of
ascribing his resolution not so much to the uncertain counsels of human
policy as to the infallible and eternal decrees of divine wisdom. In one of
his laws he has been careful to instruct posterity that, in obedience to the
commands of God, he laid the everlasting foundations of Constantinople;
pd though he has not condescended to relate in what manner the celestial
inspiration was communicated to his mind, the defect of his modest silence
has been liberally supplied by the ingenuity of succeeding writers, who
describe the nocturnal vision which appeared to the fancy of Constantine,
as he slept within the walls of Byzantium. The tutelar genius of the city,
a venerable matron sinking under the weight of years and infirmities, was
suddenly transformed into a blooming maid, whom his own hands adorned
with all the symbols of imperial greatness. The monarch awoke, inter-
preted the auspicious omen and obeyed, without hesitation, the will of
-leaven. The c.ay which gave birth to a city or colony was celebrated by
the Romans with such ceremonies as had been ordained by a generous super-
stition ; and though Constantine might omit some rites which savoured too
strongly of l^eir pagan origin, yet he was anxious to leave a deep impres-
sion of hope and respect on the minds of the spectators. On foot, with a
lance in his hand, the emjperor himself led the solemn procession, and directed
the line which was traced as the boundary of the destined capital

;
till the

growing circumference was observed with astonishment by the assistants,
who at length ventured to observe that he had already exceeded the most
ample measure of a great city. “ I shall still advance,” replied Constantine,
“tul he, the invisible guide, who marches before me, thinks proper to stop.”
Without presuming to investigate the nature or motives of this extraordi-
nary conductor, we shall content ourselves with the more humble task of
describing the extent and limits of Constantinople,

In the actual state of the city, the palace and gardens of the seraglio
occupy the astern promontory, the first of the seven hills, and cover about
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150 acres of our own measure. The seat of Turkish jealousy and despotism
is erected on the foundations of a Grecian republic ; but it may be supposed
that the Byzantines were tempted by the conveniency of the harbour to ex-
tend their habitations on that side beyond the modern limits of the seraglio.
The new walls of Constantine stretched from the port to the Propontis
across the enlarged breadth of the triangle, at the distance of fifteen stadia
from the ancient fortification

; and with the city of Byzantium they enclosed
five of the seven hills which, to the eyes of those who approach Constan-
tinople, appear to rise above each other in beautiful order. About a century
after the death of the founder, the new buildings, extending on one side up
the harbour and on the other along the Propontis, already covered the nar-
row ridge of the sixth, and the broad summit of the seventh hill. The neces-
sity of protecting those suburbs from the incessant
inroads of the barbarians engaged the younger
Theodosius to surround his capital with an adequate
and permanent enclosure of walls. Prom the
eastern promontory to the golden gate, the extreme
length of Constantinople was about three Roman
miles ; the circumference measured between ten
and eleven ; and the surface might be computed as
equal to about two thousand English acres.

It is impossible to justify the vain and credulous
exaggerations of modern travellers, who sometimes
stretch the limits of Constantinople over the adja-

cent villages of the European, and even of the
Asiatic coast. But the suburbs of Pera and Galata,
though situate beyond the harbour, may deserve to
be considered as a part of the city, and this addition
may perhaps authorise the measure of a Byzantine
historian, who assigns sixteen Greek (about four-
teen Roman) miles for the circumference of his
native city. Such an extent may seem not unworthy
of an imperial residence. Yet Constantinople must
yield to Babylon and Thebes, to ancient Rome, to

London, and even to Paris.

The master of the Roman world, who aspired to
erect an eternal monument of the glories of his

reign, could employ in the prosecution of that great
work the wealth, the labour, and all that yet re-

mained of the genius of obedient millions. Some
estimate may be formed of the expense bestowed
with imperial liberality on the foundation of Con-
stantinople, by the allowance of about £2,500,000 sterling for the con-
struction of the walls, the porticoes, and the aqueducts. The forests that

overshadowed the shores of the Euxiue, and the celebrated quarries of white
marble in the little island of Proconnesus, supplied an inexhaustible stock of

materials ready to be conveyed, by the convenience of a short water-carriage,

to the harbour of Byzantium. A multitude of labourers and artificers urged
the conclusion of the work with incessant toil ; but the impatience of Con-
stantine soon discovered that, in the decline of the arts, the skill as well as

numbers of his architects bore a very unequal proportion to the greatness of

his designs. The magistrates of the moat distant jjrovinces were therefore

directed to institute schools, to appoint professors, and by the hopes of rewards

A PLBBBIAy
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and ]3rivUeges to engage in the study and practice of architecture a sufficient

number of ingenious youths who had received a liberal education. The
buildings of the new city were executed by such artificers as the reign of

Constantine could afford ; but they were decorated by the hands of the most
celebrated masters of the age of Pericles and Alexander, To revive the

genius of Phidias and Lysippus surpassed indeed the power of a Roman
emperor , but the immortal productions which they had bequeathed to pos-

terity were exposed without defence to the rapacious vanity of a despot. By
his commands the cities of Greece and Asia were despoiled of their most
valuable ornaments. The trophies of memorable wars, the objects of religious

veneration, the most finished statues of the gods and heroes, of the sages and
poets, of ancient times, contributed to the splendid triumph of Constantinople;

and gave occasion to the remark of the historian Cedrenus, who observes with
mueb enthusiasm that nothing seemed wanting except the souls of the illus-

trious men whom those admirable monuments were intended to represent.

But it is not in the city of Constantine, nor in the declining period of an
empire, when the human mind was depressed by civil and religious slavery,

that we should seek for the souls of Homer and of Demosthenes.
During the siege of Byzantium, the conqueror had pitched his tent on

the commanding eminence of the second hill. To perpetuate the memory
of his success, he chose the same advantageous position for the principal

forum, which appears to have been of a circular, or rather elliptical form.
The two opposite entrances formed triumphal arches ; the porticoes, which
enclosed it on every side, were filled with statues ; and the centre of the
forum was occupied by a lofty column, of which a mutilated fragment is now
degraded by the appellation of “ the burnt pillar. ” This column was erected
on a pedestal of white marble twenty feet high, and was composed of ten
pieces of porphyry, each of wliich measured about ten feet in height and
about thirty-three in circumference. On the summit of the pillar, above
120 feet from the ground, stood the colossal statue of Apollo. It was of
bronze, had been transported either from Athens or from a town of Phrygia,
and was supposed to be the work of Phidias. The artist had represented
the god of day, or, as it was afterwards interpreted, the emperor Constan-
tine himself, with a sceptre in his right hand, the globe of tl^e world in his
left, and a crown of rays glittering on his head. The Circus, or Hippo-
drome, was a stately building, about four hundred paces in length and one
hundred in breadth. The space between the two metce^ or goals, was filled
with statues^ and obelisks ; and we may still remark a very singular frag-
ment of antiquity— the bodies of three serpents, twisted into one piU^ of
br^. Their triple heads had once supported the golden tripod which,
a™r ^e defeat of Xerxes, was consecrated in the temple of Delphi by the
^ctorious Greeks. The beauty of the Hippodrome has been long since
defaced by the rude hands of the Turkish conquerors

; but under the simi-
lar ^pellation of Atmeidan, it still serves a place of exercise for their horses.

-
whence the emperor viewed the Circensian games,

a winding staircase descended to the palace— a magnificent edifice, which
s(^cely yielded to the residence of Rome itself, and which, together
with the dependent courts, gardens, and porticoes, covered a considerable
extent of ground upon the banks of the Propontis, between the Hippo-
tome and the church of St. Sophia. We might likewise celebrate the
bat^ whmh still retmned the name of Zeuxippus after they had been
enriched, by the mumficence of Constantine, with lofty columns, various
marbles, and above threescore statues of bronze. But we should deviate
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from the design of this history if we attempted minutely to describe the

different buildings or quarters of the city. It may be sufficient to observe

that whatever could adorn the dignity of a great capital, or contribute to

the benefit or pleasure of its nuiperous inhabitants, was contained within the

walls of Constantinople. A particular description, composed about a cen-

tury after its foundation, enumerates a capitol or school of learning, a

circus, two theatres, eight public and 163 private baths, fifty-two porticoes,

five granaries, eight aqueducts or reservoirs of water, four spacious halls

for tibe meetings of the senate or courts of justice, fourteen churches, four-

teen palaces, and 4388 houses which, for their size or beauty, deserved to

be distinguished from the multitude of plebeian habitations.

THE OLD METEOPOLIS AND THE NEW: ROME AND CONSTANTINOPLE

The populousness of this favoured city was the next and most serious

object of the attention of its founder. In the dark ages which succeeded

the translation of the empire, the remote and the immediate consequences of

tliat memorable event were strangely confounded by the vanity of the

Greeks and the credulity of the Latins. It was asserted and believed that

all the noble families of Rome, the senate, and the equestrian order, with

their innumerable attendants, had followed their emperor to the banks of

the Propontis ; that a spurious race of strangers and plebeians was left to

possess the solitude of the ancient capital, and that the lands of Italy, long

since converted into gardens, were at once deprived of cultivation and

inhabitants. In the course of this history such exaggerations wiE he

reduced to their just value. Yet, since the growth of Constantinople cam-

not be ascribed to the general increase of mankind and of industry, it

must be admitted that this artificial colony was raised at the expense

of the ancient cities of the empire. Many opulent senators of Rome
and of the eastern provinces were probably invited by Constantine to

adopt for their country the fortunate spot which he had chosen for Jiis

own residence. The invitations of a master are scarcely to be distinguished

from commancis ; and the liberality of the emperor obtained a ready and

cheerful obedience. He bestowed on his favourites the palaces which he

had built in the several quarters of the city, assigned them lands and pen-

sions for the support of their dignity, and alienated the demesnes of Pontus

and Asia to grant the hereditary estates by the easy tenure of maintaining

a house in the capital. But these encouragements and obligations soon

became superfluous, and were gradually abolished. Wherever the seat of

government is fixed, a considerable pax*t of the public revenue wEl be

expended by the prince himself, by his ministers, by the officers of justice,

and by the domestics of the palace. The most wealthy of the provincials

will be attracted by the powerful motives of interest and duty, of amuse-

ment and curiosity. A third and more numerous class of inhabitants wiU
insensibly be formed, of servants, of artificers, and of merchants, who derive

their subsistence from their own labour, and from the wants or luxury of

the superior ranks. In less than a century Constantinople disputed mth
Rome itself the pre-eminence of riches and numbers. New pEes of bmld-

ings, crowded together with too Ettle regard to health or convenien<^

scarcely aEowed the intervals of narrow streets for the perpetual throng of

men, of horses, and of carriages. The aUotted space of groundwas insufficient

to contain tie increasing people ,* and the additional foundations, which, on
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either side, were advanced into the sea, might alone have composed a Very

considerable city.
»

The frequent and regular distributions of wine and oil, of corn or bread,

of money or provisions, nad almost exempted the poorest citizens of Home
from the necessity of labour. The magnificence of the first Oiesars was in

some measure imitated by the founder of Constantinople
;
but his libendity,

however it might excite the applause of the people, has incurred the censure

of posterity. A nation of legislators and conquerors might assert its claim to

the harvest of Africa, which had been purchased with its blood
; and it was

artfully contrived by Augustus that in the enjoyment of plenty the Homans

should lose the memory of freedom. But the prodigality of Constantine

could not be excused by any consideration either of publit? or private inter-

est ; and the annual tribute of corn imposed upon Egypt for the benefit of his

new capital was applied to feed a lazy and indolent populace, at the expense

of the husbandmen of an industrious province. Some other regulations of

this emperor are leas liable to blame, but they are less deserving of notice.

He divided Constantinople into fourteen regions or quarters, dignified the

public council with the appellation of senate, communicated to the citizens

the privileges of Italy, and bestowed on the rising city the title of Colony, the

first and moat favoured daughter of ancient Rome . The venerable parent still

maintained the legal and acknowledged supremacy, which was due to her age,

to her dignity, and to the remembrance of her former greatness.

As Constantine urged the process of the work witli the impatience of a

lover, the walls, the porticoes, and the principal edifices were completed in

a few years, or, according to another account, in a few months; but this

extraordinary diligence should excite less admiration, since many of the build-

ings were finished in so hasty and imperfect a manner that, under the suc-

ceeding reign, they were preserved with dilliculty from impending ruin.

But while they displayed the vigour and freshness of youth, the founder

prepared to celebrate the dedication of his city. The games and largesses

which crowned the pomp of this memorable festival may oasily be supposed;

but there is one circumstance of a more singular and permanent nature,

which ought not entirely to be overlooked. As often as the birthday of the

city returned, the statue of Constantine, framed by his orde^, of gift wood,

and bearing in his right hand a small image of the genius of the place, was

erected on a triumphal car. The guai’da, carrying white tapers, and clothed

in their richest apparel, accompanied the solemn procession as it moved
through the Hippodrome, When it was opposite to the throne of the reign-

ing emperor, he rose from his seat, and witli a grateful revaronoe adored the

memory of his predecessor. At the festival of dedication an edict, engraved

on a column of marble, bestowed the title of Second or Now Rome on the

city of Constantine. But the name of Constantinople has prevailed over

that honourable epithet, and after the revolution of fifteen centuries still

perpetuates the fame of the author.

CHABAGTER OF CONSTANTINE THE OBEAT

The character of the prince who removed the seat of empire, and intro-

duced such important changes into the civil and religious constitution of his

country, has fixed the attention and divided the opinions of mankind. By
the CTateful zeal of the Christians, the deliverer of the church has been deco-

rated with every attribute of a hero, even of a saint ; while the discontent
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of the vanquished party has compared Constantine to the most abhorred

purple"
® ^ weakness, dishonoured the i^S

The same passions have in some degree been perpetuated to succeedin?generations, and the character of Constantine is considered, even in the^
ent age, as an object either of satire or of panegyric. By the impS
union of those defects which are confessed by his warmest admiiers, Ld
those wtues which are acknowledged by his most implacable eneides, wemight hope to delmeate a just portrait of that extraordinary man, which the
truth and candour of history should adopt without a blush. But it would
soon appear that the vain atteinpt to blend such discordant colours, and to
reconcile such inconsistent qualities, must produce a figure monstrous rather
than human, unless it is viewed in its proper and distinct Ughts by a careful
separation of the different periods of the reign of Constantme.

The person, m well as the mind, of Constantine had been enriched by
nature with her choicest endowments. His stature was lofty, his countenance
majestic, his deportment graceful; his strength and activity were displayed
in every manly exercise, and from his earUest youth to a very advan^
season of hfe he preserved the vigour of his constitution by a strict adher-

Roman Glassware

ence to the domestic virtues of chastity and temperance. He delighted in
the social intercourse of familiar conversation; and though he might some-
times indulge his disposition to raillery with less reserve than was required
by the severe dignity of his station, the courtesy and liberality of his manners
gained the hearts of all who approached him. The sincerity of his friendship
has been suspected

;
yet he showed, on some occasions, that he was not in-

capable of a warm and lasting attachment. The disadvantage of a deficient
education had not prevented him from forming a just estimate of the value
of learning

; and the arts and sciences derived some encouragement from the
munificent protection of Constantine. In the despatch of business, his dili-

gence was indefatigable
; and the active powers of his mind were almost con-

tinually exercised in reading, writing, or meditating, in giving audience to
ambassadors, and in examining the complaints of his subjects. Even those
who censured the propriety of his measures were compelled to acknowledge
that he possessed magnanimity to conceive and patience to execute the most
arduous designs, without being checked either by the prejudices of education
or by the clamours of the multitude. In the field, he infused his own intrepid
spirit into the troops, whom he conducted with the talents of a consummate
general ; and to his abilities, rather than to his fortune, we may ascribe the
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signal victories which he obtained over the foreign and domestic foes of

the republic.

He loved glory, as the reward, perhaps even as the motive, of his la-

bours. The boundless ambition which, from the moment of his accepting

the purple at York, appears as the ruling passion of his soul, may be justified

by the dangers of his own situation, by the character of his rivals, by the

consciousness of superior merit, and hy the prospect that his success would
enable him to restore peace and order to the dlstracdod empire. In his civil

wars against Maxentius and Licinius, he had engaged on his side the inclina-

tions of the people, who compared the iindissemblod vices of those tyrants

with the spirit of wisdom and justice which aoeined to direct the general

tenor of the administration of C/onatantine.

Had Constantine fallen on the banks of the Tiber, or even in the plains

of Hadrianopolis, such is the character which, with few exceptions, he might
have transmitted to posterity. But the conclusiou of his reign (according

to the moderate anc indeed tender sciitenco of a writer of the same age)

degraded him from the rank which bo had acquired among the most deserv-

ing of the Roman princes. In the life of Augustus, we behold the tyrant of

the republic converted, almost by imperceptible degrocjs, into the father of

his country and of human kind. In that of Constantino wo may contem-
plate a hero who had so long inspired his subjects with love and his enemies
with terror degenerating into a cruel and dissolute monarch, (u)rruptod by
his fortune, or raised by conquest above the necessity of dissimnlation. The
general peace which he maintained during the last fourteen years of his

reign was a period of apparent splendour rather than of real prosperity;

and the old age of Constantine was disgraced by the opposite yet reconcil-

able vices of rapaciouaness and prodigality. The accuinulaied treasures

found in the palaces of Maxentius and Licinius wore lavishly consumed;
the various innovations introduced by the contpieror wore attoud(5d with an
increasing expense; the cost of his buildings, his court, and his festivals

required an immediate and plentiful supply; aud tlio oppression of the
people was the only fund which could support the magnilictmee of the sover-

eign. His unworthy favourites, enriched by the boundless liherality of their

master, usurped with impunity the privilege of rapine and corruption.
A secret but universal decay was felt in every part of the t>ublio admin-

istration
;
the emperor himself, though he still retained the obodionoe, grad-

ually lost the esteem of his subjects. The dross and manners which, towards
the decline of life, he chose to affect, served only to degrade him in the eyes
of mankind. The Asiatic pomp, which had been adopted by the pride of
Diocletian, assumed an air of softness and effeminacy in the person of Con-
stantine. He is represented with false hair of various odours, laboriously
arranged by the skilful artists of the times ; a diadem of a new and more ex-
pensive fashion ; a profusion of gems and pearls, of collars and bracelets, and
a variegated flowing robe of silk, most curiously embroidered with flowers of
gold. In such apparel, scarcely to be excused by the youth and folly of Ela-
gabalus, we are at a loss to discover the wisdom of an aged monarch and the
rimplicity of a Roman veteran. A mind thus relaxed by prosperity and
inddgenoe was incajDable of rising to that magnanimity which disdains sus-
picion and dares to forgive. The deaths of Maximian and Licinius may per-
haps he justified by the maxims of policy as they are taught in the schools
of tyrants ; but an imperial narrative of the executions, or rather murders,
wmch sullied the declining age of Constantine, will suggest to our most can-
did thoughts the idea of a prince who could sacrifice without reluctance the
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laws of justice and the feelings of nature to the dictates either of his passions
or of his interest.

The same fortune which so invariably followed the standard of Constan-
tine seemed to secure the ho]pes and comforts of his domestic life. Those
among his predecessors who . lad enjoyed the longest and most prosperous
reigns, Augustus, Trajan, and Diocletian, had been disappointed of posterity

;

and the frequent revolutions had never allowed sufficient time for any impe-
rial family to grow up and multiply under the shade of the purple. But the
royalty of the Flavian line, which had been first ennobled by the Gothic
Claudius, descended through several generations

; and Constantine himself
derived from his royal father the hereditary honours which he transmitted
to his children. The emperor had been twice married. Minervina, the
obscure but lawful object of his youthful attachment, had left him only
one son, who was called Crispus. By Fausta, the daughter of Maximian, he
had three daughters and three sons, known by the kindred names of Constan-
tine, Constantins, and Constans. The unambitious brothers of the great
Constantine, Julius Constantins, Dalmatius, and Hannibalianus, were per-
mitted to enjoy the most honourable rank and the most affluent fortune that
could be consistent with a private station. The youngest of the three lived

without a name, and died without posterity. His two elder brothers obtained
in marriage the daughters of wealthy senators, and ]propagated new branches
of the imperial race. Gallus and Julian afterwarcls became the most illus-

trious of the children of Julius Constantins, the patrician. The two sons
of Dalmatius, who had been decorated with the vain title of censor, were
named Dalmatius and Hannibalianus. The two sisters of the great Con-
stantine, Anastasia and Eutropia, were bestowed on Optatus and Nepotianus,

two senators of noble birth and of consular dignity. His third sister, Con-
stantia, was distinguished by her preeminence of greatness and of misery.

She remained the widow of the vanquished Licinius ; and it was by her
entreaties that an innocent boy, the offspring of their marriage, preserved

for some time his life, the title of Caesar, and a precarious hope of the succes-

sion. Besides the females and the allies of the Flavian house, ten or twelve

males, to whom the language of modern courts would apply the title of

princes of the blood, seemed, according to the order of t.aeir birth, to be

destined either to inherit or to support the throne of Constantine. But
in less than thirty years, this numerous and increasing family was reduced to

the persons of Constantins and Julian, who alone had survived a series of

crimes and calamities such as the tragic poets have deplored in the devoted

lines of Pelops and of Cadmus.

CONSTANTINE AND CBISPIJS

Crispus, the eldest son of Constantine, and the presumptive heir of the

empire, is represented by impartial historians as an amiable and accomplMied

youth. The care of his education, or at least of his studies, was intrusted

to Lactantius, the most eloquent of the Christians ; a jpreceptor admirably

qualified to form the taste and to excite the virtues oi: his illustrious dis-

ciple. At the age of seventeen Crispus was invested with the title of

Caesar and the administration of the Gallic provinces, where the i^oads

of the Germans gave him an early occasion of signalising his military -

prbwawss. In the civil war which broke out soon afterwards the father and

son divided their powers; the latter displayed great valour in formng the
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straits of the Hellespont, despite the superior fleet o^ Lioinius, This naval

victory contributed to determine the event of the war ; and the names of

Constantine and erf Crispus were united in the joyful acclamations of their

eastern subjects, who loudly proclaimed that the world had been subdued,

and was now governed by an emperor endowed with every virtue ; and by

his illustrious son, a prince beloved of heaven, and the lively image of his

father’s perfections. The public favour, which seldom accompanies old age,

diffused its lustre over the youth of Crispus. He deserved the esteem and

he engaged the affections of the court, the army, and the people. The
experienced merit of a reigning monarch is acknowledged by his subjects

with reluctance, and frequently denied with partial and- discontented mur-
murs; while, from the opening virtues of his successor, they fondly con-

ceive the most uuboundec’ hopes of private as well as public felicity.

This dangerous popularity soon excited the attention of Constantine,

who, both as a father and as a king, was impatient of an equal. Instead of

attempting to secure the allegiance of Ms son by the generous ties of confi-

dence and gratitude, he resolved to prevent the mischiefs which might be

ajpprehended from dissatisfied ambition. Crispus soon had reason to Com-
plain that while his infant brother Constantins was sent, with the title of

Caesar, to reign over his peculiar department of the Gallic provinces, he, a

•prince of mature years, who had performed such recent and signal services,

instead of being raised to the superior rank of augustus, was confined ymost
a prisoner to his father’s court ; and exposed, without power or defence, to

every calumny which the malice of his enemies could suggest. Under such

painful circumstances, the royal youth might not always be able to compose
ilia behaviour or suppress his discontent; and we may be assured/ that he

was encompassed by a train of indiscreet or perfidious foUowers, wWo assidu-

ously studied to inflame and who were perhaps instructed to hbtray the

unguarded warmth of his resentment. An edict of Constantine, published

about this time, manifestly indicates his real or affected suspicibns that a

secret conspiracy had been formed against his person and governjtnent. By
all the allurements of honours and rewards, be invites informeifs of every
degree to accuse without exception his magistrates or ministersv his friends

or his most intimate favourites, protesting with a solemn asseveration that

he himself will listen to the charge, that he himself will revengC his injuries

;

and concluding with a prayer, wtiich discovers some apprehension of danger,
that the pro-ridence of the supreme Being may still continue to protect the
safei^ of the emperor and of flie empire.

The informers who complied with so liberal an invitation were suffi-

ciently versed in the arts of courts to select the friends and adherents of

Crispus as the guilty persons ; nor is there any reason to distrust the verac-
ity of the emperor, who had promised an ample measure of revenge and
punishment. The policy of Constantine maintained, however, the same
appearanc^ of regard and confidence towards a son whom he began to con-
sider as his most irreconcilable enemy. Medals were struck with the cus-
tomary vows for the long and auspicious reign of the young csesar ; and as
the people, who were not admittea into the secrets of the palace, still loved
his virtu^ and respected his dignity, a poet, who solicits his recall from exile,

adores with equal devotion the majesty of the father and that of the son.
The time was now arrived for celebrating the august ceremony of the

twentieth year of the reign of Constantine ; and the emperor, for tliat pur-
pose, r^oved his court from Nicomedia to Rome, where the most splendid
preparations had been made for bis reoeption. Every eye and every tongue
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affected to express its sense of the general happiness, and the veil of cere-

mony and dissimulation was drawn for a while over the darkest desigpis of

revenge and murder. In the midst of the festival, the unfortunate Crispus

was apprehended by order of the emperor, who laid aside the tenderness of

a father, without assuming the equity of a judge. The examination was
short and private ;

and, as it was thought decent to conceal the fate of the

young prince from the eyes of the Roman people, he was sent under a strong

guard to Pola, in Istria, where soon afterwards he was put to death, either

by the hand of the executioner, or by the more gentle operation of poison.

The csesar Licinius, a youth of amiable manners, was involved in the ruin

of Crispus ; the stern jealousy of Constantine was unmoved by the prayers

and tears of his favourite sister, pleading for' the life of a son whose rank was
his only crime, and whose loss she did not long survive. The story of these

unhappy princes, the nature and evidence of their guilt, the forms of their

trisLl, and the circumstances of their death were buried in mysterious ob-

scurity ; and the courtly bishop who has celebrated in an elaborate work the

virtues and piety of his hero observes a prudent silence on the subject of these

tragic evente. Such haughty contempt for the opinion of mankind, whilst it

imprints an indelible stain on the memory of Constantine, must remind us of

the vexy di^erent behaviour of one of the greatest monarchs of a later age.

The czar Peter, in the full possession of despotic power, subniitted to the

judgment of Russia, of Europe, and of posterity the reasons which had com-

pelled him to subscribe the condemnation of a criminal, or at least of a degen-

erate son.

The innocence of Crispus was so universally acknowledged that the

modern Greeks, who adore the memory of their founder, are reduced to

]3alliate the guilt of parricide, which the common feelings of human nature

forbade them to justify. They pretend that, as soon ^ the afflicted father

discovered the falsehood of the accusation by which his credulity had been

so fatally misled, he published to the world his repentance and remorse

;

that he mourned forty days, during which he abstained from the use of the

bath and all the ordinary comforts of life ;
and that, for the lasting instruc-

tion of posterity, he erected a golden statue of Crispus, with this memorable

inscription: “To my son, whom I unjustly condemned.” A tale so rnoral

and so interesting would deserve to be supported by less exceptional

authority ; but if we consult the more ancient and authentic writers, they

will .inform us that the lepentance of Constantine was manifested only in

acts of blood and revenge ;
and that he atoned for the murder of an

cent son by the execution, perhaps, of a guilty wife. They ascnbe the
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misfortunes of Crispus to the arts of Ms stepmother Fausta, whose implacable
hatred, or whose disappointed love, renewed in the palace of Constantine the
ancient tragedy of Hippolytus and of Phaedra. Like the daughter of Minos,
the daughter of Maxiraian accused her son-in-law of an incestuous attempt
on the chastity of his father’s wife ; and easily obtained, from the jealousy
of the emperor, a sentence of death against a young prince whom she con-
sidered with reason as the most formidable rival of her own children. But
Helena, the aged mother of Constantine, lamented and revenged the
untimely fate of her grandson Crispus

;
nor was it long before a real or

pretended discovery was made that Fausta herself entertained a criminal
connection with a slave belonging to the imperial stables. Her condemna-
tion and punishment were the instant consequences of the charge

; and the
adulteress was suffocated by the steam of a bath, which for that purpose
had been heated to an extraordinary degree. By some it will perhaps be
thought that the remembrance of a conjugal union of twenty yeax's, and the
honour of their common offspring, the destined heirs of the "throne, might
have softened die obdurate heart of Constantine, and persuaded him to
suffer his wife, however guilty she might appear, to expiate her offences in
a solitary prison. But it seems a superfluous lijbour to weigh the
propriety, unless we could ascertain the truth, of this singular event ;

which is attended with some circumstances of doubt and perplexity.

THIO HEIRS OF CONSTANTINE

Those who have attacked and those who have defended the character of
Constantine, have alike disregarded two very remarkable passages of two ora-
tions pronounced under the succeeding reign. The former celebrates the
virtues, the beauty, and the fortune of the empress Fausta, the daughter,
wife, sister, and mother of so many princes. The latter asserts, in explicit
terms, that the mother of the younger Constantine, who was slain three years
after his father’s death, survived to weep over the fate of her son. Notwith-
standing the positive testimony of several writers of the pagan as well as of
the Christian religion, there may still remain some reason to believe, or at
least to suspect, that Fausta escaped the blind and suspicious cruelty of her
husband. The deaths of a son and of a nephew, with the execution of a
great number of respectable, and perhaps innocent friends, who were involved
in their fall, may be sufficient, however, to justify the discontent of the
Roman people, and to explain the satirical verses affixed to the palace gate,
comparing the splendid and bloody reigns of Constantine and Nero.

By the death of Crispus, the inheritance of the empire seemed to devolve
on the three sons of Fansta, who have been already mentioned under the
names of Constantine, of Constantins, and of Constans. These young princes
were successively invested with the title of Csesar ; and the dates oi their
promotion may be referred to the tenth, the twentieth, and the thirtieth years
of the reign of their father. This conduct, though it tended to multiply the
future masters of the Roman world, might be excused by the partiality of
paternal affection ; but it is not easy to understand the motives of the em-
oeror when he endangered the safety both of his family and of his loeople,
oy the unnecessary elevation of his two nephews, Dalmatius and Hanni-
bahanus. The former was raised, by the title of Csesar, to an equality with
bis cousins. In favour of the latter, Constantine invented the new and sin-
gular appellation of “ nobilissimus ”

; to which he annexed the flatterinirO
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distinction of a robe of purple and gold. But of the whole series of Roman
princes in any age of the empire, Hannibalianus alone was distinguished
yy the title of king, a name which the subjects of Tiberius would have
detested as the profane and cruel insult of capricious tyranny. The use of
such a title, even as it appears under the reign of Constantine, is a strange
and unconnected fact, which can scarcely be admitted on the joint authority
of im oerial medals and contemporary writers.

Tue whole empire was deeply interested in the education of these five
youths, the acknowledged successors of Constantine. The exercises of the
body prepared them for the fatigues of war and the duties of active life.

Those who occasionally mention the education or talents of Constantins
allow that he excelled in the gymnastic arts of leaping and running

; that
he was a dexterous archer, a skilful horseman, and a master of all the differ-

ent weapons used in the service either of the cavalry or of the infantry. The
same assiduous cultivation was bestowed, though not perhaps with equal suc-
cess, to improve the minds of the other sons and the nephews of Constantine-
The most celebrated professors of the Christian faith, of the Grecian philoso-

phy, and of the Roman jurisprudence were invited by the liberality of the
emperor, who reserved for himself the important task of instructing the royal
youths in the science of government and the knowledge of mankind. But
the genius of Constantine himself had been formed by adversity and experi-

ence. In the free intercourse of private life and amidst the dangers of the

court of Galerius, he had learned to command his own passions, to encounter
those of his equals, and to depend for his present safety and future greatness

on the prudence and firmness of his conduct. His destined successors had
the misfortune of being born and educated in the imperial purple. Inces-

santly surrounded by a train of flattei-ers, they passed their youth in the

enjoyment of luxury and the expectation of a throne ; nor would the dignity

of their rank permit them to descend from that elevated station from whence
the various characters of human nature appear to wear a smooth and uniform

aspect.

The indulgence of Constantine admitted them, at a very tender age,

to share the administration of the empire; and they, studied the art of

reigning at the expense of the people intrusted to their care. The younger

Constantine was ajppointed to hold his court in Gaul
; and his brother Con-

stantins exchanged that department, the ancient patrimony of their father,

for the more opulent, but less martial, countries of the east. Italy, the

western Illyricum, and Africa were accustomed to revere Constans, the

third of his sons, as the representative of the great Constantine. He fixed

Dalmatius on the Gothic frontier, to which he annexed the government of

Thrace, Macedonia, and Greece. The city of Caesarea was chosen for the

residence of Hannibalianus; and the provinces of Pontus, Cappadocia, and

the lesser Armenia were destined to form the extent of his new kingdom.

For each of these princes a suitable establishment was provided. A just pro-

portion of guards, of legions, and of auxiliaries was allotted for their respec-

tive dignity and defence. The ministers and generals who were placed

about tneir persons were such as Constantine could trust to assist, and even

to control, tiese youthful sovereigns in the exercise of their delegated power.

As they advanced in years and experience the limits of their authority were

insensibly enlarged : but the emperor always reserved for himseM the^ title

of Augustus ; and while he showed the c»sars to the armies and provinces,

he maintained every part of the empire in equal obedience to its supreme

head. The tranquillity of the last foui-teen years of his reign was scarcely
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interrupted by the contemptible insurrection of a camel-driver in the island
of Cyprus, or by the active part which the policy of Constantine engaged
him to assume in the wars of the Goths and Sarmatians.

THE AGED CONSTANTINE AND THE SARMATIANS

Among the different branches of the human race, the Sarmatians form a
very remarkable shade, as they seem to unite the manners of the Asiatic
barbarians with the figure and complexion of the ancient inhabitants of
Europe. According to the various accidents of peace and war, of alliance
or conquest, the Sarmatians were sometimes confined to the banks of the
Tanais

;
and they sometimes spread themselves over the immense plains

which lie between the Vistula and the Volga. The care of their numerous
flocks and herds, the pursuit of game, and the exercise of war, or rather of
rapine, directed the vagrant motions of the Sarmatians. The movable
camps or cities, the ordinary residence of their wives and children, con-
sisted only of large wagons dj*awn by oxen, and covered in the form of tents-
The military strength of the nation was composed of cavalry ; and the cus-
tom of the warriors, to lead in their hand one or two spare horses, enabled
them to advance and to retreat with a rapid diligence, which surprised the
security and eluded the pursuit of a distant enemy. Their poverty of iron
prompted their rude industry to invent a sort of cuirass, which was capable
of resisting a sword or javelin, though it was formed only of horses’ hoofs,
cut into thin and polished slices, carefully laid over each other in the man-
ner of scales or feathers, and strongly sewed upon an undergarment of
coarse linen. The offensive arms or the Sarmatians were short ‘daggers,
long lances, and a weighty bow with a quiver of arrows. They were reduced
to the necessity of employing fish bones for the points of their weapons

; but
the^ custom of dipping them in a venomous liquor, that poisoned the wounds
which they inflicted, is alone sufficient to prove the Inost savage manners

;

since a people impressed with a sense of humanity would have abhorred so
cruel a practice, and a nation skilled in the arts of war wotild have disdained
so impotent a resource. Whenever these barbarians issued from their
deserts in quest of prey, their shaggy beards, uncombed locks, the furs with
which they were covered from head to foot, and their fierce countenances,
which seemed to express the innate cruelty of their minds, inspired the
more civilised provincials of Rome with horror and dismay.

The tender Ovid, after a youth spent in the enjoyment of fame and lux-
ury, was condemned to a hopeless exile on the frozen banks of the Danube,
where he was exposed, almost without defence, to the fury of these monsters
of the desert, with whose stern spirits he feared that his gentle shade might
hereafter be confounded. In his pathetic but sometimes unmanly lamenta-
tions, be describes in the most lively colours the dress and manners, the arms
and inroads, of the Getae and Sarmatians, who were associated for the purposes
of destruction

; and from the accounts of history there is some reason
to believe that these Sarmatians were the lazyges, one of the most numer-
ous and warlike tribes of the nation. The allurements of plenty engaged
them to seek a permanent establishment on the frontiers of the empire-
Soon after the reign of Augustus, they obliged the Dacians, who subsisted by
lisning on the banks of the river Theiss or Tibiscus, to retire into the hilly
country, and to abandon to the victorious Sarmatians the fertile plains of
Upper Hungary, which are bounded by the course of the Danube and the
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semicircular enclosure of the Carpathian Mountains. In this advantageous
position they watched or suspended the moment of attack, as they were pro-
yoked by injuries or appeased by presents; they gradually acquired the
skill of using more dangerous weapons

; and although the Sarmatiana did
not illustrate their name by any memorable exploits, they occasionally
assisted their eastern and western neighbours, the G-oths and the Germans
with a formidable body of cavalry. They lived under the irregXrarisI
tocracy of their chieftains

;
hut after they liad received into their bosom the

fugitive Vandals, who yielded to the pressure of the Gothic power, they seem
to have chosen a king from that nation, and from the
illustrious race of the Astingi, who had formerly
dwelt on the shores of the Northern Ocean.

This motive of enmity must have inflamed the
subjects of contention which perpetually arise on the
confmes of warlike and independent nations. The
Vandal princes were stimulated by fear and revenge

;

the Gotiic kings aspired to extend their dominion
from the Euxine to the frontiers of Germany; and the
waters of the Marus, a small river which falls into
the Theiss, were stained with the blood of the con- L. ..

tending barbarians. After some experience of the
superior strength and number of their adversaries,

the Sarmatiana implored the protection of the Roman
monarch, who beheld with pleasure the discord of the
nations but who was justly alarmed by the progress

of the Gothic arms. As soon as Constantine had
declared himself in favour of the weaker party, the
liaughty Araric, king of the Goths, instead of expect-

ing the attack of the legions, boldly passed the
Danube, and spread terror and devastation through
the province of Moesia, To oppose the inroad of this

destroying host, the aged emperor took the field in

person ; But on this occasion either his conduct or

his fortune betrayed the glory which he had acquired

in so mahy foreign and domestic wars. He had the

mortification of seeing his troops fly before an incon-.

sidetfable detachment of the barbarians, who pursued
them to the edge of their fortified camp and obliged Roman canpaxabbum

him to consult his safety by a precipitate and igno-

minious retreat. The event of a second and more successful action retrieved

the honour of the Roman name ;
and the powers of art and discipline pre-

vailed, after an obstinate conte^, over the efforts of irregular valour. The
broken army of the Goths abandoned the field of battle, the wasted province,

and the passage of the Danube ; and although the eldest of the sons of Con-

stantine was permitted to supply the place of his father, the merit of the

victory, which diffused universal joy, was ascribed to the auspicious counsels

of the emperor himself. ...
He contributed at least to improve this advantage by his n^otiations

with the free and warlike people of Chersonesus, whose capital, situated on

the western coast of the Tauric or Crimsean peninsula, stffl retained some

vestiges of a Grecian colony, and was govern^ hy a ^roetual mag^ra'te,

assisted by a council of senators, emphatically styled the mthers of wie city.

The Chersonites were animated against the Goths by the memory of the wars
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which, in the preceding century, they had maintained with unequal forces

against the invaders of their country. They were connected with the Romans
by the mutual benefits of commerce, as they were supplied from the ]provinces

of Asia with corn and manufactures, which they purchased with ttieir own
productions, salt, wax, and hides. Obedient to the requisition of Constantine,

they prepared, under the conduct of their magistrate Diogenes, a considerable

army, of which the principal strength consisted in crossbows and military

chariots. The speedy march and intrepid attack of the Chersonites, by
diverting the attention of the Goths, assisted the operations of the imperial

generals.

The Goths, vanquished on every side, were driven into the mountains,

where in the course of a severe campaign about a hundred thousand

were computed to have perished by cold and hunger. Peace was at length

granted to their humble supplications ; the eldest son of Araric was accepted

as the most valuable hostage ; and Constantine endeavoured to convince

their chiefs, by a liberal distribution of honours and rewards, how far the

friendship of the Romans was preferable to their enmity. In the expressions

of his gratitude towards the faithful Chersonites, the emperor was still more
magnificent. The pride of the nation was gratified by the splendid and
almost royal decorations bestowed on their magistrate and his successors^ A
perpetual exemption from all duties was stipulated for their vessels which
traded to the ports of the Black Sea. A regular subsidy was promised
of iron, corn, oil, and every supply which could be useful either in peace or

war. But it was thought that the Sarmatians were sufficiently rewarded by
their deliverance from impending ruin ; and the emperor, perhaps with too

strict an economy, deducted some part of the expenses of the war from the
customary gratifications which were allowed to that turbulent nation.

Exasperated by this apparent neglect the Sarmatians soon forgot, with the
levity of barbarians, the services which they had so lately received, and the
dangers which still threatened their safety. Their inroads on the territory of
the empire provoked the indignation of Constantine to leave them to their fate,

and he no longer opposed the ambition of Geberic, a renowned warrior, who
had recently ascended the Gothic throne. Wisumar, the Vandal king, whilst
alone and unassisted he defended his dominions with undaunted courage,
was vanquished and slain in a decisive battle, which swept -away the fiower
of the Sarmatian youth. The remainder of the nation embraced the desperate
expedient of arming their slaves, a hardy race of hunters and herdsmen, by
whose tumultuary aid they revenged their defeat and expelled the invader
from their confines. But they soon discovered that they had exchanged a
foreign for a domestic enemy, more dangerous and more implacable. En-
raged by their former servitude, elated

,
by their present glory, the slaves,

under the name of Limigantes, claimed and usurped the possession 6f the
country which they had saved. Their masters, unable to withstand the un-
governed fury of the populace, preferred the hardships of exile to the tyranny
of their servants. Some of the fugitive Sarmatians solicited a less igno-
minious dependence under the hostile standard of the Goths. A more
numerous hand retired beyond the Carpathian Mountains, among the Quadi,
their German allies, and were easily admitted to share a superfluous waste
of uncultivated land- But the far greater part of the distressed nation
turned their eyes towards the fruitful provinces of Rome. Imploring the
protection and forgiveness of the emperor, they solemnly iprornised, as suj^jeots
in peace and as soldiers in war, the most inviolable fidelity to the empire
which should graciously receive them into its bosom. According to the
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maxims adopted by Probus and his successoi^s, the offers of this barbarian
colony were eagerly accepted

; and a competent ]3ortion of lands in the
provinces of Pannonia, Thrace, Macedonia, and Italy were immediately
assigned for the habitation and subsistence of three hundred thousand
Sarmatians.

LAST DAYS OF C0NSTA:NTINE

By chastising the pride of the Goths, and by accepting the homage of a
suppliant nation, Constantine asserted the majesty of the Roman Empire ; and
the ambassadors of Ethiopia, Persia, and the most remote countries of India
congratulated the peace and prosperity of his government. If he reckoned
among the favours of fortune the death of his eldest son, of his nephew, and
perhaps of his wife, he enjoyed an uninterrupted flow of private as well as
public felicity, till the thirtieth year of his reign

; a period which none of

Elis predecessors, since Augustus, had been permitted to celebrate. Con-
stantine survived that solemn festival about ten months

; and, at the mature
age of sixty-four, after a short illness, he ended his memorable life at the
palace of Aquyrion, in the suburbs of Nicomedia, whither he had retired for

the benefit of the air and with the hope of recruiting his exhausted strength
by the use of the warm baths. The excessive demonstrations of grief, or at
least of mourning, surpassed whatever had been practised on any former
occasion. Notwithstanding the claims of the senate and people of ancient
Rome, the corpse of the deceased emperor, according to his last request, was
transported to the city winch was destined to preserve the name and mem-
ory of its founder. The body of Constantine, adorned with the vain sym-
bols of greatness, the purple and diadem, was deposited on a golden bed in

one of the ajpartments of the palace, which for that purpose had been splen-

didly furnished and illuminated. The forms of tie court were strictly

maintained. Every day, at the appointed hours, the principal officers of

the state, the army, and the household, approaching the person of their sov-

ereign with bended knees and a composed countenance, offered their respect-

ful liomage as seriously as if he had been still alive. From motives of policy

this theatrical representation was for some time continued ; nor could flattery

neglect the op]portunity of remarking that Constantine alone, by the peculiar

indulgence of heaven, had reigned after his death.c

H. W. VOL. VI. 2 H
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The voice of the dying emperor had recommended the care of his funeral

to the piety of Constantins ; and that prince, by the vicinity of his eastern

station, could easily prevent the diligence of his brothers, who resided in

their distant governments of Italy and Gaul. As soon as he had taken pos-

session of the palace of Constantinople, Ms first care was to remove the appre-

hensions of his kinsmen by a solemn oath which he pledged for their security.

His next employment was to find some specious pretence which might release

Ms conscience from the obligation of an imprudent promise. The arts of fraud

were made subservient to the designs of cruelty, and a manifest forgery was
attested by a person of the most sacred character. From the hands of the

bishop of Nicomedia Constantius received a fatal scroll, affirmed to be the

genuine testament of Ms father
;
in which the emperor expressed his suspi-

cions that he had been poisoned by Ms brothers, and conjured his sons to

revenge his death, and to consult their own safety, by the punishment of the
guilty. Whatever reasons might have been alleged by these unfortunate
princes to defend their life and honour against so incredible an accusation,

they were silenced by the furious clamours of the soldiers, who declared
themselves at once their enemies, their judges, and their executioners. The
spirit and even the forms of legal proceedings were repeatedly violated in a
promiscuous massacre, which involved the two uncles of Constaiitius, seven of

his cousins, of whom Dalmatius and Hannihalianns were the most illustrious,

the patrician Optatus, who had married a sister of the late emperor, and the
prefect Ablavius, whose power and riches had inspired him with some hopes
of obtaining the purple. If it were necessary to aggravate the horrors of
this bloody scene, we might add that Constantins himself had espoused the
daughter of his uncle Julius, and that he had bestowed his sister in marriage
on Ms cousin Hannihalianns. Of so numerous a family, Gallns and Julian
alone, the two youngest children of Julius Constantius, were saved from
the hands of the assassins, till their rage, satiated with slaughter, had in
some measure subsided.

The massacre of the Flavian race was succeeded by a new division of the
provinces ; which was ratified in a personal interview of the three brothers.
Constantine, the eldest of the caesars, obtained, with a certain pre-eminence
of rs^, the possession of the new capital, which bore Ms own name and that
of Ms father. Thrace and the countries of the East were allotted for the
patrimony of Constantius ; and Constans was acknowledged as the lawful
sovereign of Italy, Africa, and the western Illyricnm. The armies submitted
to their hereditary right, and they condescended, after some delay, to accept
from the Roman senate the title of Augustus, When they first assumed the

466
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reins of government, the eldest of these princsea was twentj-one, the second
twenty, and the third only seventeen years of.age.

While the martial nations of Europe followed the standards of his brothers,
Constantins, at the head of the ejefeminate troops of Asia, was left to sustain
the weight of the Persian War. At the decease of Constantine, the throne
of the East was filled by Sapor, son of Hormuz or Hormisdas, and grandson
of Narses, who, after the victory of Galerius, had humbly confessed the supe-
riority of the Roman power. Although Sapor was in the thirtieth year of
his long reign, he was still in the vigour of youth, as the date of his acces-
sion, by a very strange fatality, had preceded that of his birth. The wife of
Hormuz remained pregnant at the time of her husband’s death; and the
uncertainty of the sex, as well as of the event, excited the ambitious hopes
of the princes of the house of Sassan. The apprehensions of civil war were
at length removed by the jpoaitive assurance of the magi that the widow of
Horipuz had conceived and would salely produce a son. Obedient to the
voice of superstition, the Persians prepared, without delay, the ceremony of
his coironation. A royal bed, on which the queen lay in state, was exhibited
in the midst of the palace

; the diadem was placed on the spot which might
be supposed to conceal the future heir of Artaxerxea, and the prostrate satraps
adored the majesty of their invisible and insensible sovereign.

If any credit can be given to this marvellous tale, which seems however
to be countenanced by the manners of the people and by the extraordinary
duration of his reign, we must admire not only the fortune but the genius of

Sapor. In the soft sequestrated education of a Persian harem, the royal youth
could discover the importance of exercising the vigour of his mind and body

;

and by his personal merit deserved a thr('iie, on which he had been seated
wliile he was yet unconscious of the duties and temptations of absolute

lK)wer. His minority was exposed to the almost inevitable calamities of

domestic discord j his capital was surprised and plundered by Thair,a power-
ful king of Yemen, or Arabia; and the majesty of the royal family was de-

graded by the captivity of a princess, the sister of the deceased king. But
as soon Sapor attained the age of manhood, the presumptuous Thair, his

nation, and his country fell beneath the first effort of the young warrior, who
used his victory with so judicious a mixture of rigour and clemency that he
obtained from the fears and gratitude of the Arabs the title of dhoulaano^^ or

protector of the nation.

The ambition of the Persian, to whom his enemies ascribe the virtues of

a soldier and a statesman, was animated by the desire of revenging the dis-

grace of his fathers and of wresting from the hands of the Romans the five

provinces beyond the Tigris. The military fame of Constantine and the

real or apparent strength of his government suspended the attack ; and
while the hostile conduct of Sapor provoked the resentment his artful nego-

tiations amused the patience of the imperial court. The death of Constan-

tine was the signal of war, and the actual condition of the Syrian and
Armenian frontier seemed to encourage the Persians by the prospect of a

rich spoil and an easy conquest. The example of the massacres of the

palace diffused a spirit of licentiousness and sedition amf>ng the^ iaroops of

the East, who were no longer restrained by the habits of obedience to a

veteran commander. By the prudence of Oonstmitius, who from the inter-

view with his brothers in Pannonia immediately hastened to the banks of

the Euphrates, the legions were gradually restoed to a sense of duty ; but

the season of anarchy had permitted Sapor to foimi the siege of Nisibis, and

to occupy several of the most important fortresses of Mesopotamia.
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During the long period of the reign of Constantins, the provinces of the

East were afflicted by the calamities of the Persian War. The irregular

incursions of the light troops alternately spread terror and devastation

beyond the Tigris and beyond the Euphrates, from the gates of Ctesiphon

to those of Antioch ; and this active service was performed by the Arabs of

the desert, who were divided in their interests and affections, some of their

independent chiefs being enlisted in the party of Sapor, whilst others had

engaged their doubtful fidelity to the emperor. The more grave and impor-

tant operations of the war were conducted with equal vigour, and the armies

of Rome and Persia encountered each other in nine bloody fields, in two of

which Constantins himself commanded in person. The event of the day

was most commonly averse to the Romans, but in the battle of Siugara tlieir

imprudent valour had almost achieved a signal and decisive victory. The
stationary troops of Singara retired on the approach of Sapor, who passed

the Tigris over three bridges and occupied near the village of Hillcla an

advantageous camp, which, by the labour of his numerous pioneers, he sur-

rounded in one day with a deep ditch and a lofty rampart. His formidable

host, when it was drawn out in order of battle, covered the banks of the river,

the adjacent heights, and the whole extent of a plain of above twelve Inile.^J

which separated the two armies.

Both were alike impatient for a trial of strength; but the barbarians,

after a slight resistance, fled in disorder, unable to resist or desirous to

weary the strength of the heavy legions, who, fainting with heat and thirst,

pursued them across the plain and cut in pieces a line of cavalry clothed

in complete armour which had been posted before the gates of the camp
to protect their retreat (348).

Constantius, hurried along in the pursuit, attempted, without effect, to

restrain the ardour of his troops by representing to them the dangers of the

approaching night and the certainty oS: completing their snccjo.ss with the re-

turn of day. They, depending much more on their own valour than on the

experience or the abilities of their chief, silenced by their clamours his timid

remonstrances ;
and rushing with fury to the charge, filled up the ditch, broke

down the rampart, and dispersed themselves through the tents to recruit their

exhausted strength and to enjoy the rich harvest of their labours. But the

prudent Sapor had watched the moment of victory. His ai'tny, of which
the greater part securely posted on the heights had been spectators of tlie

action, advanced in silence and under the shadow of the night ; and his Per-

sian archers, guided by the iUumination of the camp, poured a shower of

arrows on the disarmed and licentious crowd. The sincerity of history de-

clares that the Romans were vanquished with a dreadful slaughter, and that

the flying remnant of the legions was exposed to the most intolerable

hardships.

Whatever advantages might attend the arms of Sapor in the field, though
nine repeated victories diffused among the nations the fame of liis valour and
conduct, he could not hope to succeed in the execution of his designs while
the fortified towns of Mesopotamia, and above all the strong and ancient
city of Nisibis, remained in the possession of the Romans. This large city

was situated about two days’ journey from the Tigris, in the midst of a fertile

plain at the foot of Mt. Masius. In the space of twelve years, Nisibis, which
since the time of Lucullus had been deservedly esteemed the bulwark of the
East, sustained three memorable sieges against the power of Sapor ;

and the
disappointed monarch, after urging his attacks above sixty, eighty, and a
hundred days, was thrice repulsed with loss and ignominy.
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WAE OF TEE BEOTHEB EMPEEORS

After the partition of the empire, three years had scarcely elapsed l^fore
the sons of Constantine seemed, impatient to convince mankinc' that they
were incapable of contenting themselves with the dominions which they were
unqualified to govern. The eldest of those princes soon complained that he
was defrauded of his just proportion of the spoils of their murdered kins-
men ;

and though he might yield to the superior guilt and merit of Con-
stantins, he exacted from Conatans the cession of the African province as
an equivalent for the rich countries of Mace-
donia and Greece, which his brother had
acquired by the death of Dalmatius. The
want of sincerity which Constantine experi-

enced in a tedious and fruitless negotiation

exasperated the fierceness of his temper;
and he eagerly listened to those favourites

who suggested to him that his honour, as

well as his interest, was concerned in the
prosecution of the quarrel. At the head of

a tumultuary band, suited for rapine rather

than for conquest, he suddenly broke into

the dominions of Constans, by way of the
J uliau Alps, and the country round Aqui-
leia felt tlae first effects of his resentment.
The measures of Constans, who then re-

sided in Dacia, were directed with more
prudence and ability. On the news of his

orothei^s invasion, he detached a select and
disciplined body of his Illyrian troops, pro-
posing to follow them in person with the
remainder of his forces. But the conduct
of his lieutenants soon terminated the un-
natural contest. By the artful appearances

of flight Constantine was betrayed into an
ambuscade, which had been concealed in a
wood, where the rash youth, with a few
attendants, was surprised, surrounded,
and slain. His body, after it had been
found in the obscure stream of the Alsa,

obtained the honours of an imperial sepulchre ; but his provinces transferred

their allegiance to the conqueror, who, refusing to admit his elder brother

Constantins to any share in these new acquisitions, maintained the undis-

puted possession of more than two-thirds of the Roman Empire (340).

The fate of Constans himself was delayed about ten years longer, and
the revenge of his brother*s death was reserved for the more i^oHe Imid of

a domestic traitor. The pernicious tendency of the system introduced by
Constantine was displayed in the feeble administration of hk sons, who,

by their vices and weakness, soon lost the esteem and affections of tbek

people. The pride assumed by Constans, from the unmerited success of hm
anna, was rendered more contemptible by his want of abilities and apjfli-

cation. His fond partiality towards some German captives, distinguished

only by the charms of youth, was an object of scandal to the peo^
;
^d

Magnentius, an ambitious soldier, who was himself of barbarian extraction,

A Roman Ekfbrob
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was encouraged by the public discontent to assert the honoui’ of the Roman
name* The chosen bands of Jovians and Herculians, who acknowledged

Magnentius as their leader, maintained the most respectable and importent

station in the' imperial camp. The friendship of Marcellinus, count of the

sacred largesses, supplied with a liberal hand the means of seduction. The
soldiers were convinced by the most specious arguments, that the republic/

summoned them to break the bonds of hereditary servitude; and by the

choice of an active and vigilant prince, to reward the same virtues which

had raised the ancestors of the degenerate Conatans from a private condition

to the throne of the world.

As soon as the conspiracy was in readiness for execution, Marcellinus,

under the pretence of celebrating his son’s birthday, gave a splendid .enter-

tainment to the illustrious and honourable persons of the court of Gaul,

which then resided in the city of Augustodunum. The intemperance of the

feast was protracted till a very late hour of the ni^ht ; and the unsuspecting

guests were tempted to indulge themselves in a dangerous and guilty free-

dom of conversation. On a sudden the doors were thrown open, and Mag-
nentius, who had retired for a few moments, returned into the apartment

invested with the diadem and purple. The conspirators instantly saluted

him with the titles of Augustus and emperor. The surprise, the terror, the

intoxication, the ambitious hopes, and the mutual ignorance of the rest of

the assembly, prompted them to join their voices to the general acclamation.

The guards hastened to take the oath of fidelity, the gates of the town were

shut, and before the dawn of day, Magnentius became master of the troops

and treasure of the city of Augustodunum. By his secrecy and diligence he

.

entertained some hopes of surprising the person of Constans, who was pursu-

ing in the adjacent forest his favourite amusement of hunting, or perhaps

some pleasuies of a more private and criminal nature. The rapid progress

of fame allowed him, however, an instant for flight, though the desertion of

his soldiers and subjects deprived him of the power of resistance. Before

he could reach a seaport in Spain, where he intended to embark, be was
overtaken near Helena, at the foot of the Pyrenees, by a party of light cavalry,

whose chief, regardless of the sanctity of a temple, executed his commission

by the murder of the son of Constantine (360).

As soon as the death of Constans had decided this easy but important

revolution, the example of the court of Autun was imitated by the provinces

of the West. The authority of Magnentius was acknowledged through the

whole extent of the two great prefectures of Gaul and Italy
; and the usurjDer

prepared, by every act of oppression, to collect a treasure, which might dis-

charge the obligation of an immense donative, and supply the expenses of a

civil war.

COKSTANTIUS AND MAGNENTIUS

The intelligence of these important events, which so deeply affected the
honour and safety of the imperial house, recalled the arms of Constantins
from the inglorious prosecution of the Persian War. He recommended the
care of the East to his lieutenants, and afterwards to his cousin Gallus, whom
he raised from a prison to a throne ; and marched towards Europe, with a
mind agitated by the conflict of hope and fear, of grief and indignation.

The city of Mursa, or Essek, celebrated in modern times for a bridge of

boats five nmes in length over the river Drave and the adjacent morasses,
has been always considered as a place of importance in the wars of Hungary.
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Magneatius, directing his march towards Mursa, set fire to the gates, and by
a sudden assault had almost scaled the walls of the town. The vigilance of
the garrison extinguished the flames, the approach of Constantins left him
no time to continue the operations of the siege, and the emperor soon removed
the only obstacle that could embarrass his motions by forcing a body of
troo]ps which had taken post in an adjoining amphitheatre. The field of
batt].e Bound Mursa was a naked and level plain

; on this ground the army
of Constantins formed, with the Drave on their right, while their left, either
from the nature of their disposition or from the superiority of their cavalry,
extended far beyond the right flank of Magnentius. The troops on both
sides remained under arms in anxious expectation during the greater part
of the morning ; and the son of Constantine, after animating his soldiers by
an eloquent speech, retired into a church at some distance from the field of
battle and committed to hia generals the conduct of this decisive day. They
deserved his confidence by the valour and military skill which they exerted.
They wisely began the action upon the left

; and, advancing their whole
wifig of cavalry in an oblique line, they suddenly wheeled it on the right
flank of tlie enemy, which was unprepared to resist the impetuosity of their
charge. But the Romans of the West soon rallied by the habits of disciphne,
and the barbarians of Germany supported the renown of their national
bravery. The engagement soon became general, was maintained with va-
rious and singular turns of fortune, and scarcely ended with the darkness
of the night. The signal victory which Constantius obtained is attributed to
the arms of his cavalry.

Hia cuirassiers are described as so many massy statues of steel, glittering
with their scaly armour, and breaking with their ponderous lances the firm
array of the Gallic lej^ions. As soon as the legions gave way, the lighter

and more active squad.rons of the second line rode sword in hand into the
intervals, and completed the disorder. In the meanwhile the huge bodies
of the Germans were exposed, almost naked, to the dexterity of the oriental

archers ; and whole troops of tliose barbarians were urged by anguish and
despair to precipitate themselves into the broad and rapid stream of the

" Drave. The number of the slain was computed at fifty-four thousand men
and the slaughter of the conquerors was more considerable than that of the
vanquished, a circumstance which proves the obstinacy of tbe contest, and
justifies the observation of an ancient writer, that the forces of the empire
were consumed in the fatal battle of Mursa by the loss of a veteran army
sufficient to defend the frontiers or to add new triumphs to the glory of

Rome. Notwithstanding the invectives of a servile orator, there is not the

least reason to believe that the tyi'ant deserted his own standard in the be-

ginning of the engagement. He seems to have displayed the virtues of a
general and of a soldier till the day was irrecoverably lost and his camp in

the possession of the enemy. Magnentius then consulted his safety, and,

throwing away the imperial ornaments, escaped with some difficult^'- from
the pursuit of the R^t horse, who incessantly followed his rapid flight

from the banka of the Drave to the foot of the Julian Alps.

The detachments, however, which were ordered either to press or to

intercept the flight of Magnentius, conducted themselves with the usual

imprudence of success; and allowed him, in the plains of Ticinium, an
opportunity of turning on his pursuers, and of gratifying his despair, by
the carnage of a useless victory.

The pride of Magnentius was reduced by repeated misfortuaes to sue,

and to sue in vain, for peace. He fii-st despatched a* senator, in udiose
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abilities be confided, and afterwards several iDisbops, whose holy character

might obtain a more favourable audience, with the offer of resigning the

purple, and the promise of devoting the remainder of his life to the seiwice

of the emperor. But Constantins, though he granted fair terms of pardon

and reconciliation to all who abandoned the standard of rebellion, avowed

Ms inflexible resolution to inflict a just punishment on the crimes of an

assassin, whom he prepared to overwhelm on every side by the effort of his

victorious arms. An imperial fleet acquired the easy possession of Africa

and Spain, confirmed the wavering faith of the Moorish nations, and landed

a considerable force, which passed the Pyrenees, and advanced towards

Lyons, the last and fatal station of Magnentius. The temper of the

tyrant, which was never inclined to clemency, was urged by distress to

exercise every act of oppression which could extort an immediate supply

from the cities of Gaul. Their patience was at length exhausted; and

Treves, the seat of praetorian government, gave the signal of revolt^ by

shutting her gates against Decentius, who had been raised by his brother

to the rank either of caesar or of augustus. From Treves, Decentius was

obliged to retire to Sens, where he was soon surrounded by an army of

Germans, whom the pernicious arts of Constantins had introduced into the

civil dissensions of Rome- In the meantime, the imperial troops forced

the passages of the Cottian Alps, and in the bloody combat of Mount Seleu-

cus, irrevocably fixed the title of rebels on the party of Magnentius.

He was unable to bring another army in the field, the fidelity of his

guards was corrupted, and when he appeared in public to animate them by

Ms exhortations, he was saluted witli the unanimous shout of “ fcong live

the emperor Constantius !
” The tyrant, who perceived that they Were pre-

paring to deserve pardon and rewards by the sacrifice of the most obnoxious

criminal, prevented their design by falling on his sword— a death more easy

and more honourable than he coMd hope to obtain from the h^nds of an

enemy, whose revenge would have been coloured with the specious pretence

of justice and fraternal piety. The example of suicide was imitated by
Decentius, who strangled himself on the news of his brother’s death. The
author of the conspiracy, Marcellinus, had long since disappeared in the

battle of Mursa, and the public tranquillity was confirmed by t^e execution

of the surviving leaders of a guilty and unsuccessful faction,

A severe inquisition was extended over all who, either from choice or

from compulsion, had been involved in the cause of rebellion. Paul, sur-

named Catena, from his superior skill in the judicial exercise of tyranny,

was sent to explore the latent remains of the conspiracy in the remote prov-

ince of Britain. The honest indignation expressed by Martin, vice-prefect

of the island, was interpreted as an evidence of his own ^It ; and the gov-

ernor was urged to the necessity of turning against his breast the sword
with which he had been provoked to wound the imperial minister. The
most innocent subjects of the West were exposed to exile and confiscation,

to death and torture
;
and, as the timid are always cruel, the mind of Con-

stantius was inaccessible to mercy.

OOKSTANTinS SOLE EMPEROR

The divided provinces of the empire were again united by the victory of

Gonstantiiis ; but as that feeble prince was destitute of personal merit, either

in peace or war ; as he feared his generals, and distrusted his ministers ; the
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triumph of his arms served only to estabHsh the reign of the eunuchs over
the Eoman world. Those unhappy beings, the ancient production of oriental
jealousy and despotism, were introduced into Greece and Home by the con-
tagion of Asiatic luxury. Their progress was rapid; and the eunuchs, who,
in the time of Augustus, had been abhorred, as the monstrous retinue of an
Egyptian queen, were graduaUy admitted into the famdies of matrons, of
senators, and of the emperors themselves. Restrained by the severe edicts
of Domitian and Nerva, cherished by the pride of Diocletian, reduced to an
humble station by the prudence of Constantine, they multiplied in the palaces
of his degenerate sons, and insensibly acquired the knowledge, and at length
the direction, of the secret councils of Constaiitius.

The aversion and contempt which mankind has so uniformly entertained
for that imperfect species appears to have degraded their character, and to
have rendered them almost as incapable as they were supposed to be, of con-
ceiving any generous sentiment or of performing any worthy action. But
the eunuchs were skilled in the arts of flattery and intrigue ; and they alter-
nately governed the mind of Constantins by his fears, his indolence, and his
vanity. Whilst he viewed in a deceitful mirror the fair appearance of pub-
lic prosperity, he supinely permitted them to intercept the complaints of the
injured provinces, to accumulate immense treasures by the sale of justice and
of honours ; to disgrace the most important dignities, by the promotion of
those who had purchased at their hands the power of oppression, and to grat-
ify their resentment against the few independent spirits who arrogantly
rejused to solicit the protection of slaves. Of these slaves the most dis-

tinguished was the chamberlain Eusebius, who ruled the monarch and the
palace with such absolute sway, that Constantius, according to the sarcasm of
an impartial historian, possessed some credit with his haughty favourite. By
his artful suggestions, the emperor was persuaded to subscribe the condemna-
tion of the unfortunate Gallus, and to add a new crime to the long list of
unnatural murders which pollute the honour of the house of Constantine.

When the two nephews of Constantine, Gallus and Julian, were saved
from the fury of the soldiers, the former was about twelve, and the latter

about six years of age ; and as the eldest was thought to be of a sickly con-
stitution, tlic^y obtained with the less difficulty a precarious and dependent
life from the affected pity of Constantius, who was sensible that the execu-
tion of these helpless orphans would have been esteemed, by all mankind, an
act of the most deliberate cruelty. Different cities of Ionia and Bithynia
were assigned for the places of their exile and education ; but as soon as

their growing years excited the jealousy of the emperor, he judged it more
prudent to secure those unhappy youths in the strong castle of MaceUum,
near Csesarea.

The treatment which they experienced during a six years’ confinement
was partly such as they could hope from a careful guardian, and partly

such as they might dread from a suspicious tyrant. Their prison was an
ancient palace, t!he residence of the kings of Cappadocia ; the situation was
pleasant, the building stately, the enclosure spacious. They pursued their

studies and practised their exercises under the tuition of the most skilful

masters, and the numerous household appointed to attend, or rather to guard,

the nephews of Constantine was not unworthy the dignity of their birth.

But they could not disguise to themselves that they were deprived of fortune,

of freedom, and of safety ; secluded from the society of all whom they could

trust or esteem, and condemned to pass their melancholy hours in the com-
pany of slaves, devoted to the commands of a tyrant, who had already injured
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them beyond the hope of reconciliation. At length, however, the emer-

gencies of the state compelled the emperor, or rather his eunuchs, to invest

Ghiilus, in the twenty-fiJith year of his age, with the title of Ctesar, and to

cement this political connection by his marriage with the princess Constantina.

After a formal interview, in which the two princes mutually engaged

their faith never to undertake anything to the prejudice of each other, they

repaired without delay to their respective stations. Constantins continued

his march towards the west, and Callus fixed his residence at Antioch, from
whence, with a delegated authority, he administered the five great dioceses

of the eastern prefecture. In this fortunate change the new ceesar was not

unmindful of bis brother Julian, who obtained the honours of his rank, the

appearances of liberty, and the restitution of an ample patrimony.

The writers the most indulgent to the memory of Callus, and even Julian

himself, though he wished to cast a veil over the frailties of his brother, are

obliged to confess that the cjesar was incapable of reigning. Transported

from a prison to a throne, he possessed neither genius, nor application, nor

docility, to compensate for the want of knowledge and experience. A tem-

per naturally morose and violent, instead of being corrected, was soured by
solitude and adversity ; the remembrance of what he had endured disposed

him to retaliation rather than to sympathy; and the ungoverned sallies of

his rage were often fatal to those who approached his person, or were sub-

ject to his power.
Constantina, his wife, has been described, not as a woman, but as one

of the infernal furies, tormented with an insatiaie thirst for human blood.

Instead of employing her influence to insinuate the mild counsels of pru-

dence and humanity, she exasperated the fierce passions of her husband

;

and as she retained the vanity, though she had renounced the gentleness, of

her sex, a pearl necklace was esteemed an eo uivalent price for the murder of

an innocent and virtuous nobleman.^ The cruelty of Callus was sometimes
displayed in the undissembled violence of popular or military executions

;
and

was sometimes disguised by the abuse of law, and the forms of judicial pro-

ceedings. The private houses of Antioch, and the places of public resort,

were besieged by spies and informers ; and the caesar himself, concealed in

a plebeian habit, very frequently condescended to assume that^odious char-

acter. Every apartment of the palace was adorned with the instruments of

death and torture, and a general consternation was diffused through the
capital of Syria. The prince of the East, as if he had been conscious how
much he had to fear, and how little he deserved to reign, selected for the
objects of his resentment, the provincials accused of some imaginary treason,

and his own courtiers, whom with more reason he suspected of incensing, by
their secret correspondence, the timid and suspicious mind of Constantins.
But he forgot that he was depriving himself of his only support, the affection

of the people ; whilst he furnished the malice of his enemies with the arms
of truth, and afforded the emperor the fairest pretence of exacting the for-

feit of his purple, and of his life.

As long as the civil war suspended the fate of the Roman world, Constantins
dissembled his knowledge of the weak and cruel administration to which his
choice had subjected the East ; and the discovery of some assassins secretly de-
spatch(^ to Antiochby the tyrant of Gaul, was employed to convince the public
that the emperor and the c^sar were united by the same interest and pursued

^ His name was ClematiTis of Alexandria, and bis only crime was a refusal to gratify the
desires of his motlier-in-law

;
who solicited his death becaume she had been disappointed of his

love. Ainniiaims,^ L 14, c. 1.
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by th6 same enemies. But wben tbe victory was decided in favour of Constau-
tius, his dependent colleague became less useful and less formidable. Every
circumstance of his conduct was severely and suspiciously examined

; and
it was privately resolved, either to deprive Qallus of the purple, or at least
to remove him from the indolent luxury of Asia to the hardships and dan-
gers of a German war. The death of Theophilus, consular of the province
of Syria, -who in a time of scarcity had been massacred by the people of
Antioch, with the connivance, and almost at the instigation, of GaUus, was
justly resented, not only as an act of wanton cruelty, but as a dangerous
insult on the supreme majesty of Constantins. Two ministers of illustrious
rank, Domitian, the oriental prefect, and Montius, quaestor of the palace,
were empowered by a special commission to visit and reform the state of the
East. They were instructed to behave towards Gallus with moderation and
respect, and, hy the gentlest arts of persuasion, to engage him to comply
with the invitation of his brother and colleague. The rashness of the pre-
fect disappointed these pru-

dent measures, and hastened
his own ruin, as well as that

of his enemy.
On his arrival at Anti-

och, Domitian passed dis-

dainfully before the gates of

the palace, and alleging a
slight pretence of indisposi-

tion, continued several days
in sullen retirement to pre-

pare an inflammatory memo-
rial which he transmitted to

the imperial court. Yield- dn the aritlsli Mu5eam)

ing at length to the pressing

soHcitations of Gallus, the prefect condescended to take his seat in council,

but his first step was to signify a concise and haughty mandate, importing that
the ceesar should immediately repair to Italy, and threatening that he him-
self would punish his delay or hesitation by sus pending the usual allowance
of his household. The nephew and daughter oi; Constantine, who could iU
brook the insolence of a subject, expressed their resentment by instantly

delivering Domitian to the custody of a guard. The quarrel still admitted
of some terms of accommodation. They were rendered impracticable by the
imprudent behaviour of Montius, a statesman, whose art and experience were
frequently betrayed by the levity of his disposition. The quiBstor reproached
Gallus in haughty language, that a prince who was scarcely authorised to

remove a municipal magistrate should, presume to imprison a prsetorian pre-

fect ; convoked a meeting of the civil and militaiy officeirs ; and requii*ed

them, in the name of their sovereign, to defend the person and dignity of his

representatives.

By this rash declaration of war, Gallus was provoked to embrace the

most desperate councils. He ordered his guards to stand to their arms,

assembled the populace of Antioch, and recommended to their zeal the care

of his safety an4 revenge. His commands were too fatally obeyed. They
rudely seized the>prefect and the quaestor, and tying their legs together with
ropes, they dragged them through the streets of the city, inflicted a thousand
insults and a thousand wounds on these unhappy victims, and at last precipi-

tated their mangled and lifeless bodies into the stream of the Orontes.
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THE FATE OF GALLUS

After such a deed, whatever might have been the designs of Gallus, it

was only in a field of battle that he could assert his innocence with any hope

of success. But the mind of that prince was formed of an equal mixture of

violence and weakness. Instead of assuming the title of Augustus, instead

of employing in his defence the troops and treasures of the East, he suffered

liimself to be deceived by the affected tranquillity of Constantins, who, leav-

ing him the vain pageantry of a court, imperceptibly recalled the veteran

legions from the provinces of Asia. But as it still appeared dangerous to

arrest Gallus in his capital, the slow and safer arts of dissimulation were
practised with success. The frequent and pressing epistles of Constantius

were filled with professions of confidence and friendship ; exhorting the csesar

to discharge the duties of his high station, to relieve his colleague from a

part of the public cares, and to assist the West by his presence, his counsels,

and his arms. After so many reciprocal injuries, Gallus had reason to

fear and to distrust. But he had neglected the opportunities of flight and of

resistance ; he \vas seduced by the flattering assurances of the tribune Scudilo,

w-ho, under the semblance of a rough soldier, disguised the most artful

insinuation
;
and he depended on the credit of his wife Constantina, till the

unseasonable death of that princess completed the ruin in which he had been
involved by her impetuous passions.

After a long delay, the reluctant csesar set forward on his journey to the

imperial court. From Antioch to Hadrianopolis, he traversed the wide extent

of his dominions with a numerous and stately train ; and as he laboured to

conceal his apprehension from the world, and perhaps from himself, he enter-

tained the people of Constantinople with an exhibition of the games of the

circus. The progress of the journey might, however, have warned him of

the impending danger. In all the principal cities he was met by ministers
of confidence, commissioned to seize the offices of government, to observe Ms
motions, and to prevent the hasty sallies of his despair. Tim persons de-
spatched to secure the provinces which he left behind, passed him with cold
salutations, or affected disdain

;
and the troops, whose station lay along the

public road, were studiously removed on his approach, lest they migiit be
tempted to offer their swords for the service of a civil war. After' Gallus had
been permitted to repose himself a few days at Hadrianopolis, he received a
mandate, expressed in the most haughty and absolute style, that liis splendid
retinue should halt in that city, while the csesar himself, with only ten post-
carriages, should hasten to the imperial residence at Mediolanum. In this
rapid journey, the profound respect which was due to the brother and colleague
of Constantius, was insensibly changed into rude familiarity; and Gallus,
discovering in the countenances of the attendants, that they already consid-
ered themselves as his guards, and might soon be employed as his execution-
ers, began to accuse his fatal rashness, and to recollect with terror and
remorse the conduct by which he had provoked his fate. The dissimulation
which had hitherto been preserved, was laid aside at Petovio in Pannonia.
He was conducted to a palace in the suburbs, where the general Barbatio,
with a select band of soldiers, who could neither be moved by pity, nor cor-
rupted by rewards, expected the arrival of his illustrious victim.

In the evening he was arrested, ignominiously stripped of the ensijjns
of C83sar, and hurried away to Pola in Istria, a sequestered prison which had
been so recently polluted with royal blood. The horror which he felt was
soon increased by the appearance of his implacable enemy the eunuch
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Eusebius, who, with the assistance of a notary and a tribune, proceeded to
interrogate him concerning the administration of the East. The csesar sank
under the weight of shame and guilt, confessed all the criminal actions, and
all the treasonable designs, witli which he was charged; and by imputing
them to the advice of his wife, exasperated the indignation of Constantins,
who reviewed with partial prejudice the minutes of the examination.

The emperor was convinced that his own safety was incompatible with
the life of his cousin

;
the sentence of death was signed, despatched, and exe-

cuted ;
and the nephew of Constantine, with his hands tied behind his back,

was beheaded in prison like the vilest malefactor. Those who are inclined

to palliate the cruelties of Constantius, assert that he soon relented, and
endeavoured to recall the bloody mandate

; but that the second messenger
inti'usted with the reprieve was detained by the eunuchs, who dreaded the

unforgiving temper of Callus, and were desirous of reuniting to their empire

the ^v'ealthy provinces of the East.

CONSTANTIUS AND JULIAN

^Besides the reigning emperor, Julian alone survived, of all the numerous
posterity of Constantius Chlorus. The misfortune of his royal birth in-

volved him in the disgrace of Callus. From his retirement in the ' happy
country of Ionia he was conveyed under a strong guard to the court of

Mediolanum, where he languished above seven months in continual apprehen-

sion of suffering the same ignominious death, which was daily inflicted,

almost before his eyes, on the friends and adherents of his persecuted family.

His looks, his gestures, his silence, were scrutinised with malignant curiosity,

and he was perpetually assaulted by enemies whom he had never offended,

and by arts to which he was a stranger. But in the school of adversity,

Julian insensibly acquired the virtues of firmness and discretion.^ He de-

fended his honour, as well as his life, against the ensnaring subtleties of the

eunuchs, who endeavoured to extort some declaration of his sentiments ; and

whilst he cautiously suppressed his grief and resentment, he nobly disdained

to flatter the tyrant, by any seeming approbation of his brother’s murder.

Julian most devoutly ascribes his miraculous deliverance to the protection

of the gods, who had exempted his innocence from the sentence of destruc-

tion pronounced by their justice against the impious house of Constantine.

As the most effectual instrument of their providence, he gratefully acknow-

ledges the steady and generous friendship of the empress Eusehia, a woman

of beauty and merit, who, by the ascendant which she had gained over the

mind of her husband, counterbalanced in some measure the powerful con-

spiracy of the eunuchs. By the intercession of his patroness, Julian was

admitted into the im perial jpresence ; he pleaded his cause with a decent

freedom, he was heard with favour ; and, notwithstanding the efforts of his

enemies, who urged the danger of sparing an avenger of the blood of Gallus,

the milder sentiment of Eusebia prevailed in the council. But the effects

of a second interview were dreaded by the eunuchs ;
and Julian was advised

to withdraw for a while into the neighbourhood of Mediolanum, till the

emperor thought proper to assign the city of Athens for the place of his

honourable exile.

Whilst his hours were passed in studious retirement, the empress, reso-

lute to achieve the generous design which she had undertaken, was not

unmindful of the care of his fortune. After an obstinate, though secret
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struggle, the opposition of the favourite eunuchs submitted to the ascend-

ency of the empress; and it was resolved that Julian, after celebrating his

nuptials with Helena, sister of Constantins, should be appointed, with the

title of Ccesar, to reign over the countries beyond the Alps.

Although the order which recalled him to court was probably accom-
panied by some intimation of his approaching greatness, he appeals to the
people of Athens to witness his tears of undissembled sorrow, when he was
reluctantly torn away from hia beloved retirement.

The emperors of the age of Constantine no longer deigned to consult
with the senate in the choice of a colleague, but they were anxious that their

nomination should be ratified by the consent of the anny. On this solemn
occasion, the guards, with the other troops whose stations were in the neigh-
bourhood of Mediolanum, appeared under arms ; and Constantius ascended
his lofty tribunal, holding by the hand his cousin *J ulian, who entered the
same day on the twenty-fifth year of his age. In a studied speech, conceived
and delivered with dignity, the emoeror represented the various dangers
which threatened the prosperity of t ie republic, the necessity of naming a
ceesar for the administration of the West, and his own intention, if it was
agreeable to their wishes, of rewarding with the honours of the purple the
promising virtues of the nephew of Constantine.

The two princes returned to the palace in the same chariot; and during
the slow procession, Julian repeatec. to himself a verse of Ins favourite
Homer, wiich he might equally apply to his fortune and to his fears. The
twenty-four days which the caeaar spent at Mediolanum after his investiture,

> and the first months of his Gallic reign, were devoted U) a splendid but
severe captivity; nor could the acquisition of honour compensate for the
loss of freedom.

The protection of the Rhaetian frontier, and the persecution of the west-
ern church, detained Constantius in Italy above eighteen months after the
departure of Julian. Before the emperorVetnimed into the East, he indulged
his pride and curiosity in a visit to the ancient capitaL

The satisfaction which Constantius had received from this journey excited
him to the generous emulation of bestowing on the Romans some memorial of
his own gratitude and munificence. His first idea was to imitate the eques-
trian and colossal statue which he had seen in the forum of Trajifn

; but when
he had maturely weighed the difficulties of the execution, he chose rather to
embellish the capital by the gift of an Egyptian obelisk.

THE QUADIAN AND SAKMATIAN WAllB

The departure of Constantius from Rome was hastened by the alarming
intelligence of the distress and danger of the Illyrian provinces. ' The dis-
tractions of civil war, and the irreparable loss which the Roman legions had
sustained in the battle of Mursa, exposed those countries, almost without
defence, to the light cavalry of the barbarians ; and particularly to the in-
roads of the Quadi, a fierce and powerful nation, who seem to have exchanged
the msti^tions of Germany for the arms and military arts of their Sarmatian
alhes. The garrisons of the frontier were insufficient to check their prog-
ress ; and the indolent monarch was at length compelled to assemble, from

extremities of his dominions, the flower of the Palatine troops, to take
the field m person, and to employ a whole campaign, with the preceding
autumn and the ensuing spring, in the serious prosecution of the war. The
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emperor passed the Danube on a bridge of boats, cut in pieces all that

encountered his march, penetrated into the heart of the country of the Quad!,

and severely retaliated the calamities which they had inflicted on the Roman
province. The dismayed barbarians were soon reduced to sue for peace

;

they offered the restitution of his captive subjects, as an atonement for the

past, and the noblest hostages as a pledge of their future conduct. While
Constantins gave laws to the barbarians beyond the Danube, he distinguished

with specious compassion the Sarmatian exiles, who had been expelled from

their native country by the rebellion of their slaves, and who formed a very

considerable accession to the power of the Quadi. The emperor, embracing

a generous but artful system of policy, released the Sarmatians from the

bands of this humiliating dependence-, and restored them, by a separate

treaty, to the dignity of a nation united under the government of a hing,

the friend and ally of the republic. He declared his resolution of asserting

the justice of their cause, and of securing the peace of the provinces by the

extirpation, or at least the banishment, of the Limigantes, whose manners

were still infected %vith the vices of their servile origin
;
and the ^al com-

bat was only terminated by the extinction of the name and nation of the

limigantes. The free Sarmatians were reinstated in the possession of their

ancient seats ;
and although Constantins distrusted the levity of their char-

acter, he entertained some hopes that a sense of gratitude might influence

their future conduct.

SAPOli’S INVASION OF MESOPOTAMIA

While the Roman emperor and the Persian monarch, at the distance of

three thousand miles, defended their extreme limits against the barbarians

of the Danube and of the Oxus, their intermediate frontier experienced the

vicissitudes of a .languid war, and a precarious truce. Two of the eastern

ministers of Constantins, the prsetorian prefect Musonian, whose ab^ties

were disgraced by the want of truth and integrity, and Cassian, dnke rf

Mesopotamia, a hardy and veteran soldier, opened a secret negoti^ion wite

the satrap Tamsapor. These overtures of peace, translated into the servile

and flattering language of Asia, were transmitted to the camp of the Great

King ; who tesolved to signify, by an ambassador, the terms which he w^
inclined to grant to the suppliant Romans. Narses, whom he invested with

that character, was honourably received in his passage through Anti^h^
Constantinople; he reached Sirmium after a long journey, and at has^
audience, respectfully unfolded the silken veil which covered the haughty

epistle of hm sovereign. A few days after the departure of Narse^

aSssadors were sen^ to the coi^t of Sapor, who was^dy re^ne^^
the Scythian expedition to his ordinary residence

sadors of Romo retired without success, and a second emba^ of a sM more

honourable rank was detained in strict confinement, and threatened either

""‘The militer^'hiatorian, Ammianus, who was
’'^®J f®XSridg^Si^

the army of the Persians as they were preparing to

over the Tigris, beheld from an eminence the plam of ^ss^a, to tarm
Xe of theVrizon, covered with men, vnth horses, and

appeared in the front, conspicuousby the wlendom of
prude!i%

deserter, who in some measiwe gmded the
he

advised that instead of wastiM the summer m tedious aita s g ,

tS march directly to the Euphrates, and press forwards without d^y to
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seize the feeble and wealthy metro]polis of Syria. But the Persians were no
sooner advanced into the plains of Mesopotamia than they discovered that
every precaution had been used which could retard their jjrogress or defeat
their design. Their skilful guide, changing his plan of operations, then con-
ducted the army by a longer circuit, but .through a fertile territory, towards
the head of the Euphrates, where the infant river is reduced to a shallow and
accessible stream. Sapor overlooked, with prudent disdain, the strength of
Nisibis ;

but as he passed under the walls of Amida, he resolved to try whether
the majesty of Ms presence would not awe the garrison into immediate sub-
mission. The sacrilegious insult of a random dart, which glanced against
the royal tiara, convinced him of his error ; and the indignant monarch lis-

tened with impatience to the advice of his ministers, who conjured him not to
sacrifice the success of his ambition to the gratification of his resentment.
The following day Grumbatea advanced towards the gates with a select body
of troops, and required the instant surrender of the city as the only atonement
which could be accepted for such an act of rashness and insolence. His pro-
posals were answered by a general discharge, and his only son, a beautiful
and valiant youth, was pierced through the heart by a javelin shot from one
of the ballistae.

The ancient city of Amid, or Amida, was provided with an arsenal of
military engines, and the ordinary garrison had been reinforced to the amount
of seven legions, when the place was invested by the arms of Sapor. In one of
the fiercest of his repeated assaults, Amida was betrayed by the treachery
of a deserter, who indicated to the barbarians a secret and neglected stair-
case scooped out of the rock that hangs over the stream of the Tigris. The
soldiers, the citizens, their wives, their children, all who had not time to
escape through the opposite gate, were involved by the conquerors in a
promiscuous massacre.

But the ruin of Amida was the safety of the Roman provinces. As soon
as the first transports of victory had subsided, Sapor was at leisure to reflect
that to chastise a disobedient city, he had lost the flower of his troops, and
the most favourable season for conquest. Thirty thousand of liis veterans
had fallen under the walls of Amida, during the continuance of a siege which
lasted seventy-three days; -and the disappointed monarch returned to his
capital with affected triumph and secret mortification. Instead of aspiring in
the ensuing spring to the conquest of the East, he was obliged to content
himself with the reduction of two fortified cities of Mesopotamia, Singara,
and Bezabde. Roman legions, of the diminutive size to which they
had been reduced in the as^e of Constantine, were made prisoners, and sent
into remote captivity on tie extreme confines of Persia. After dismantling
the walls of Singara, the conqueror abandoned that solitary and sequestered
place ; but he carefully restored the fortifications of Bezabde, and fixed in that
important post a garrison or colony of veterans, amply supplied with every
metos of defence, and animated by high sentiments of honour and fidelity.

ine defence of the East against the arms of Sapor required, and would
have exercised, the abilities of the most consummate general ; and it seemed
lortuimto for the state, that it was the actual province of the brave Ursicinus,
who alone deserved the confidence of the soldiers and people. In the hour
of danger, Ursicinus was removed from his station by the intrigues of the
eunuchs

; and the miUtary command of the East was bestowed, by the same
mnuence, on Sabmian, a wealthy and subtle veteran, who had attained th(i
inhrmities, ^thout acquiring the experience, of age. By a second order,w ch issued from the same jealous and inconstant counsels, Ursicinus w . •>
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a^ain despatched to the frontier of Mesopotamia, and condemned to snstain

tiie labours of a war, the honours of which had been transfeiTed to his

unworthy rival. Sahinian fixed his indolent station under the walls of

Edessa, and whenever Ursicinus recommended any vigorous plan of opera-

tions to relieve the distress of Amida, the timid and envious commander
alleged that he was restrained by his positive orders from endangering the

safety of the troops. Amida was at length taken; its bravest defenders,

who had escaped the sword of the barbarians, died in the Roman camp by
the hand of the executioner; and Ursicinus himself, after supporting the

disgrace of a partial inquiry, was punished for the misconduct of Sahinian by
the loss of his military rank. After Constantins had subdued or pacified the

barbarians of the Danube, he proceeded by slow marches into the East ; and

after he had wept over the smoking ruins of Amida, he formed with a power-

ful army the siege of Bezabde. The walls were shaken by the reiterated

efforts of the most enormous of the battering-rams ; the town was reduced

to the last extremity ;
but it was still defended by the patient and intrepid

valour of the garrison, .till the approach of the rainy season obliged the em-

peror to raise the siege, and ingloriously to retreat into his winter quarters

at j^ntioch. The pride of Constantins, and the ingenmty of his coiptiers,

were at a loss to discover any materials for panegyric in the events of the

Persian War; while the glory of his cousin Julian, to whose milita,fy com-

mand he had intrusted the provinces of Gaul, was proclaimed to the world

in the concise narrative of his exploits.

JULIAN IN GAUL

Tn the blind fury of civil discord, Constantins had abandohed to the

barbarians of Germany the countries of Gaul, which still acknowledged the

authority of his rival. A numerous swarm of Franks and Ala'manm were

invited to cross the Rhine by presents and promises, by the hot)es of spoil,

and by a perpetual grant of all the territories which they might' subdue.

Julian had been sent to Gaul immediately after he had receiv^ed the pur^e

at Mediolanum, with a feeble retinue of 360 soldiers. At Vietina, where he

passed a painful and anxious winter in the hands of those minitors to whom

Constantins had intrusted the direction of his conduct, the caesar was mfonn^

of the siege and deUverance of Augustodunum. That large and ancient city,

protected only by a ruined wall and pusillanimous garrison, was saved by the

generous resolution of a few veterans, who resumed their arms for the de-

fence of their country. In his march from Au^stodunum, throt^h the

heart of the Gallic provinces, Julian emhmoed mth ardour Ae earliMt

portunity of signalising his courage. At the head of a sm^ body of

Ld hea^ cav^ry, he Referred the shorter but the

roads ; and sometimes eluding, and sometimes resting, the attacks of Aeto-

barians, he arrived with honour and Mfety at ^e Roman ^p ne^

The aspect of their young prince revived the drooping spirit of 7
and they marched from llieims in search of the

which had almost proved fatal to them. The Alamsmm, famihansed^ the

knowledge of the country, secretly coUected their scattered force^^ s^
ing the opportunity of a dark and rainy day, poured ™
on the rear-guard of the Romans. Before the inevitable dialer oot^ be

remedied, two legions were destroyed ; and Julian was taught by

that caution and vigilance are the most important lessons of the art of wax.

H. W,

—
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In a second and more successful action, he recovered and established his

military fame ; but as the agility of the barbarians saved them from the

pursuit, his victory was neither bloody nor decisive. He advanced, how-

ever to the banks of the Rhine, surveyed the ruins of Cologne,^ convinced

himself of the difficulties of the war, and retreated on the approach of

winter, discontented with the court, with his army, and with his own suc-

cess. The power of the enemy was yet unbroken, and the cassar had no

sooner separated his troops, and fixed his own quarters at Sens, in the centre

of Gaul, than he was surrounded and besieged by a numerous host of Ger-

mans. Reduced in this extremity to the resources of his own mind, he dis- '

played a prudent intrepidity, which compensated for all the deficiencies of

the place and garrison ;
and the barbarians, at the end of thirty days, were

oblio-ed to retire with disappointed rage.

The conscious pride oJ: Julian, who was indebted only to his sword for

this signal deliverance, was embittered by the reflection that he was aban-

doned, betrayed, and perhaps devoted to destruction, by those who were

bound to assist him by every tie of honour and fidelity. Marcellus, master-

general of the cavalry in Gaul, interpreting too strictly the jealous orders

of the court, beheld with supine indifference the distress of Julian, and bad

restrained the troops under his command from marching to the relief of

Sens. If the csesar had dissembled in silence so dangerous an insult, his

person and authority would have been exposed to the contempt of the

world ;
and if an action so criminal had been suffered to pass with impunity,

the emperor would have confirmed the suspicions which received a very

specious colour from his past conduct towards the princes of the Flavian

family. Marcellus was recalled and gently dismissed from his office. In

his room Severus was appointed general of the cavalry; an experienced

soldier, of approved courage and fidelity, who could advise with respect and

execute with zeal and who submitted, without reluctance, to the supreme

command which Julian, by the interest^ of his patroness Eusebia, at length

obtained over the armies of Gaul.

A very judicious plan of operations was adopted for the approaching cam-

paign. Julian himself, at the head of the remains of the veteran bands and

of some new levies, boldly penetrated into the centre of the German canton-

ments and carefully re-established the fortifications of Saverne^ in an

advantageous post, which would either check the incursions or intercept the

retreat of the enemy. At the same time Barhatio, general of the infantry,

advanced from Mediolanum with an army of thirty thousand men, and

passing the mountains, prepared to throw a bridge over the Rhine near

Basilia. It was reasonable to expect that the Alamanni, pressed on either

side by the Roman arms, would soon be forced to evacuate the provinces of

Gaul, and to hasten to the defence of their native country. But the hopes

of the campaign were defeated by the incapacity, or the envy, or the secret

instructions, of Barhatio, who aeted as if he had been the enemy of the

csBsar, and the secret ally of the barbarians. The negligence with which he

permitted a troop of pillagers freely to pass, and to return almost before the

gates of his camp, may be imputed to his want of abilities ; but the treason-

able act of burning a number of boats, and a superfluous stock of provisions,

which would have been of the most essential service to the army of Gaul,

was an evidence of his hostile and criminal intentions. The Germans
despised an enemy who appeared destitute either of power or of inclination

p Colonift Agrippina.] [s Troa Tabemae.]
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to offend them ; and the ignominious retreat of Barbatio deprived Julian of

the expected support, and left him to extricate himself from a hazardous
situation, where he could neither remain with safety, nor retire with honour.

JULIAN EEPULSES THE ALAMANNI AND THE FEANKS

As soon as they were delivered from the fears of invasion, the Ala-

manni prepared to chastise the Roman youth, who presumed to dispute the

possession of that country, which they claimed as their own by tie right

of conquest and of treaties. They employed three days and as many
nights, in transporting over the Rhine tiieir military powers. The fierce

Chnodomar, shaldng the ponderous javelin which he had victoriously wielded

against the brother of Magnentius, led the van of the barbarians, and mod-
erated by his experience the martial ardour which his example inspired.

He was followed by six other kings, by ten princes of regal extraction, by

a long train of high-spirited nobles, and by thirty-five thousand of the

bravest warriors of the tribes of Germany. The confidence derived from

the view of their own strength was increased by the intelligence which they

received from a deserter, that the csesar, with a feeble army of thirteen

thousand men, occupied a post about one-and-twenty miles from their camp

of Strasburg,

With this inadequate force, Julian resolved to encounter the barbarian

host ;
and the chance of a general action wiis preferred to the tedious and

uncertain operation of separately engaging the dispersed parties of the Ala-

manni. The Romans marched in close order, and in two columns, the cavalry

on the right, the infantry on the left; and the day was so far spent when

they appeared in sight of the enemy, that Julian was desirous of deferring

the battle till the next morning, and of allowing his troops to recruit their

exhausted strength by the necessary refreshments of sleep and food. Yield-

ing, however, with some reluctance to the clamours of the soldiers, and even

to the opinion of his council, he exhorted them to justify by their valour the

eager impatience, which, in case of a defeat, would he universally branded

with the epithets of rashness and presumption. The trumpets sounded, the

militai*y shout was heard through the field, and the two armies rushed with

equal fury to the charge. The csesar, who conducted in^ person his right

wing, depended on the dexterity of his archers and the weight of his cum^“

siers. But his ranks were instantly broken by an irregular mature of light

horse and of light infantry, and he had the mortification of beholding the

flight of six hundred of his moat renowned cuirassiers. The fugitives were

stopped and rallied by the presence and authority of Julian, who, careless

of his own safety, threw himself before them, and, imging every nmtive of

shame and honour, led them back against the victorious enemy. The con-

flict between the two lines of infantry was obstinate and bloody, ihe Ger-

mans possessed the superiority of strength and stature, the Homans that of

discipline and temper; and as the barbarians, who served under the stod-

ard of the empire, united the respective advantages of both parti^, their

strenuous efforts, guided by a skilful leader, at length determined the event

The Romans lost four tribunes and 243 soldiers in this memorable

battle of Strasburg, which was so glorious to the c^sar and so saliitary

to the afflicted provinces of Gaul. Six thousand of the Alamanm were

slain in the field., without including those who were drowned in the Rhine,
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or transfixed with darts while they attempted to_ swim across the river.

Chnodomar himself was surrounded and taken prisoner, with three of his

brave companions who had devoted themselves to follow in life or death the

fate of their chieftain. Julian received him ivith military pomp in the council

of his officers ;
and expressing a generous pity for the fallen state, dissembled

his inward contempt for the abject humiliation of his captive. Instead of

exhibiting the vanq^uished king of the Alamanni, as a grateful spectacle to

the cities of Gaul, he respectfully laid at the feet of the emperor this splendid

trophy of his victory. Chnodomar experienced an honourable treatment,

but the impatient barbarian could not long survive his defeat, his confine-

ment, and his exile. >

After Julian had repulsed the Alamanni from the provinces of the upper

Ehine, he turned his arms against the Franks, 'who were seated nearer to

the ocean on the confines of Gaul and Germany ;
and who, from their

numbers, and stiU more from their intrepid valour, had ever been esteemed

the most formidable of the barbarians. Although they were strongly ac-

tuated by the allurements of rapine, they professed a disinterested love of

war, which they considered as the supreme honour and felicity of human
nature ;

and their minds and bodies were so completely hardened by per-

petual action, that, according to the lively expression of an orator, the snows

of winter were as jeleasant to them as the flowers of spring. In the month of

December which j'oUowed the battle of Strasburg, Julian attacked a body
of six hundred Franks, who had thrown themselves into two castles on the

Mosa. In that severe season they sustained, with inflexible constancy, a

siege of fifty-four days ; till at length, exhausted by hunger, and satisfiied

that the vigilance of the enemy in breaking the ice of the river left them no
hopes of escape, the Franks consented, for the first time, to dispense with
the ancient law, which commanded them to conquer or to die.

The csesar at once sent his captives to the court of Constantius, who,
accepting them as a valuable present, rejoiced in the opportunity of adding
so many heroes to the choicest troojps of his domestic guards. The obstinate

resistance of this handful of Franks a'pprised Julian of th^ difficulties of

the expedition which he meditated for tie ensuing spring, against the whole
body of the nation. His rapid diligence surprised and astonished the
active barbarians. Ordering his soldiers to provide themselves witli biscuit

for twenty days, he suddenly pitched his camp near Tongres, while the
enemy still supposed him in his winter quarters at Paris, expecting the slow
arrival of his convoys from Aquitania. Without allowing the Franks to

unite or deliberate, he skilfully spread his legions from Cologne to the ocean;
and by the terror as well as by the success of his arms, soon reduced the
suppliant tribes to implore the clemency and to obey the commands of their

conqueror. The Chamavians submissively retired to their former habita-
tions beyond the Rhine, but the Salians were permitted to possess their
new establishment of Toxandria as the subjects and auxiliaries of the Roman
Empire. The treaty was ratified by solemn oaths, and perpetual insiDectoi'S

were appointed to reside among the Franks with the authority of enj:orcing
the strict observance of the conditions. An incident is related, interesting
enough in itself and by no means repugnant to the character of Julian, who
ingeniously contrived both the plot and the catastrophe of the tragedy.
When the Chamavians sued for peace, he required the son of their king as
the only hostage on whom he could rely. A mournful silence, interrupted
by tears and groans, declared the sad perplexity of the barbarians ; and their
aged chief lamented in pathetic language that his private loss was now
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embittered by a sense of the public calamity. While the Chamavians lay
prostrate at the foot of his throne, the royal captive, whom they believed to
aave been slain, unexpectedly appeared before their eyes ; and as soon as the
tumult of joy was hushed into attention, the caesar addressed the assembly
in the following terms : “ Behold the son, the prince whom you wept. You
had lost him by your fault. God and the Romans have restored him to
you. I shall still preserve and educate the youth, rather as a monument
of my own virtue than as a pledge of your sincerity. Should you presume to
violate the faith which you have sworn,

the arms of the republic will avenge the

perfidy not on the innocent but on the

guilty. ” The barbarians withdrew from
dis presence, impressed with the warmest
sentiments of gratitude and admiration.

EXPEDITION BEYOND THE RHINE

It was not enough for Julian to have
delivered the provinces of Gaul from the

barbarians of Germany. He aspired to

emulate the glory of the first and most
illustrious of the emoerors, after whose
example he composed his own commen-
taries of the Gallic War. Caesar has re-

lated v/ith conscious pride the manner
in which he twice passed the Rhine.

Julian could boast that before he as-

sumed the title of Augustus, he had car-

ried the Roman eagles beyond that great

river in three successful expeditions.

The consternation of the Germans after

the battle of Straaburg encouraged him
to the first attempt, and the reluctance

of the troops soon yielded to the persua-

sive eloquence of a leader who shared

the fatigues and dangers which he im-

posed on the meanest of the soldiers.

The villages on either side of the Mcenus a Gkemjln abchkb
(Main), which were plentifully stored

with corn and cattle, felt the ravages of an invading army. The principal

houses, constructed with some imitation of Roman elegance, were consumed
by the flames ; and the caesar boldly advanced about ten miles, till his prog-

ress was stopped by a dark and im penetrable forest, undermined by subter-

raneous passages, which threatened, with secret snares and ambush, every

step of the assailants.

The ground was already covered with snow; and Julian, after repairing

an ancient castle which had been erected by Trajan, granted a truce of

ten months to the submissive barbarians. At the expiration of the truce

Julian undertook a second expedition beyond the Rhine to humble the pride

of Surmar and Hortaire, two of the kings of the Alamanni, who had been

present at the battle of Strasburg. They promised to restore all the Roman
captives who yet remained alive ; and as the caesar had procured an ^xact
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accoiuit from the cities and villages of Gaul of the inhabitants whom they

had lost, he detected every attempt to deceive him with a degree of readi-

ness and accuracy which almost established the belief of his supernatural

knowledge.
His third expedition was still more splendid and important than the two

former. The Germans had collected their military powers and moved along

the opposite banks of the river with a design of destroying the bridge

and of preventing the passage of the Romans. But this judicious plan of

defence was disconcerted by a skilful diversion. Three hundred light-

armed and active soldiers were detached in forty small boats, to fall down
the stream in silence, and to land at some distance from the posts of the

enemy. They executed their orders with so much boldness and celerity

that they had almost surprised the barbarian chiefs, who returned in the

fearless confidence of intoxication from one of their nocturnal festivals.

Without repeating the uniform and disgusting tale of slaughter and devas-

tation, it is sufficient to observe that Julian dictated his own, conditions of

peace to six of the haughtiest kings of the Alamanni, three of whom were
]permitted to view the severe discipline and martial pomp of a Roman camp.
Followed by twenty thousand captives, whom he hac. rescued from the chains

of the barbarians, the csesar repassed the Rhine, after terminating a war, the

success of which has been compared to the ancient glories of the Punic and
Cimhric victories.

JULIAN AS CIVIC EULER

As soon as the valour and conduct of Julian had secured an interval

of peace, he applied himself to a work more congenial to his humane and
phibsophic temper. The cities of Gaul, which had suffered from the in-

roads of the barbarians, he diligently repaired ; and seven important posts,

between Mogontiacura and the mouth of the Rhine, are mentioned, as having
been rebuilt and fortified by order of Julian. .The vanquished Germans
had submitted to the just but humiliating condition of preparing and convey-
ing the necessary materials. The active zeal of Julian urged the prosecution
of the work, and such was the spirit which he diffused among the troops that
the auxiliaries themselves, waiving their exemption from any duties of fatigue,

contended in the most servile labours with the diligence of the Roman soldiers.

It was incumbent on the cresar to provide for the subsistence, as well as foi

the safety, of the inhabitants and of the garrisons. The desertion of the
former, and the mutiny of the latter, must have been the fatal and inevitable
consequences of famine. The tillage of the provinces of Gaul had been in-

terrupted by the calamities of war ; but the scanty harvests of the continent
were supplied, by his paternal care, from the plenty of the adjacent island.

Six hundred large barks, framed in the forest of the Ardennes, made several
voyages to the coast of Britain ; and, returning laden with corn, sailed up
the Rhine, and distributed their cargoes to the several towns and fortresses
along the banks of the river. The atms of Julian had restored a free and
secure navigation, which Constantins had offered to purchase at the expense
of his dignity, and of a tributary present of two thousand pounds of silver.
The emperor parsimoniously refused to his soldiers the sums which he granted
with a lavish and trembling hand to the barbarians. The dexterity, as
well as the firmness, of Julian was put to a severe trial, when he took the
field with a discontented army which had already served two campaigns
without receiving any regular pay or any extraordinary donative.
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A tender regard for tlie peace and ha Dpiness of his subjects "vras the rul-
ing principle which directed, or seemec" to direct, the administration of
Julian. He devoted the leisure of his winter quarters to the offices of civil
government ; and affected to assume, with more pleasure, the character of a
magistrate, than that of a general. Before he took the field, he devolved on
the provincial governors most of the public and private causes which had
been referred to his tribunal

; but, on his return, he carefully revised their
proceedings, mitigated the rigour of the law, and pronounced a second judg-
ment on the judges themselves. Superior to the last tetn station of virtuous
minds, and indiscreet and intemperate zeal for justice, le restrained with
calmness and dignity the warmth of an advocate who prosecuted, for extor-
tion, the president of the Narbonnese province. “ Who will ever be found
guilty,” exclaimed the vehement Delphidius, “if it be enough to deny?”
“And who,” replied Julian, “will ever be innocent, if it he sufficient to
affirm ?

”

In the general administration of peace and war the interest of the sov-
ereign is commonly the same as that of his people ; but Constantins would
have thought himself deeply injured if the virtues of Julian had defrauded
hiip of any part of the tribute which he extorted from an oppressed and
exhausted country. The prince who was invested with the ensigns of royalty-

might sometimes presume to correct the rapacious insolence of his inferior

agents ; to expose their corrupt arts, and to introduce an equal and easier

mode of collection. But the management of the finances was more safely

entrusted to Elorentius, prsetorian prefect of Gaul, an effeminate tyrant, in-

capable of pity or remorse ; and the haughty minister complained of the

most decent and gentle opposition, while Julian himself was rather inclined

to censure the weakness of his own behaviour. The csesar had rejected

with abhorrence a mandate for the levy of an extraordinary tax, a new
su perindiction, which the prefect had offered for his signature ; and the faith-

fu’. picture of the public misery, by which he had been obliged to justify his

refusal, offended t ae court of Constantius.

We may enjoy reading of the sentiments of Julian, as he expresses them
with warmth and freedom, in a letter to one of his most intimate friends.

After stating his own conduct, he proceeds in the following terms : “Was
it possible for the disciple of Plato and Aristotle to act otherwise than

I have done ? Could I abandon the unhappy subjects entrusted to my care ?

Was I not called upon to defend them from the repeated injuries of these

unfeeling robbers ? A tribune who deserts his post is punished with death,

and deprived of the honours of burial. With what justice could I pronounce

his sentence, if, in the hour of danger, I myself neglected a duty far more

sacred and far more important ? God has placed me in this ele-vated post

— His ]providence will guard and support me. Should I be condemned to

suffer, i shall derive comfort from the testimony of a pure and upright con-

science. Would to heaven that I stiU possessed a counsellor Sallust!

If they think proper to send me a successor, I shall submit without reluc-

tance ; and had much rather improve the short opportunity of doing

than enjoy a long and lasting impunity of evil.” The precariom de-

pendent situation of Julian displayed his virtues and concealed his defects.

The young hero, who supported in Gaul the throne of Constanti-as, was not

permitted to reform the vices of the government ; but he had coura^ to

alleviate or to pity the distress of the people. Unless he had been able to

revive the martial spirit of the Romans, or to introduce the arts of indus-

try and refinement among their savage enemies, he could not entertain any
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rational hopes of securing the public tranquillity either by the peace or con-

quest of Germany. Yet the victories of Julian suspended for a short time

the inroads of the barbarians, and delayed the ruin of the Western Empire.

His salutary influence restored the cities of Gaul, which had been so long

exposed to the evils of civil discord, barbarian war, and domestic tyranny

;

and the spirit of industry was revived with the hope of enjoyment. Agri-

^

culture, manufactures, and commerce again flourished under the protection

of the laws ; and the curiae, or civil corporations, were again filled with use-

ful and respectable members ; the youth were no longer apprehensive of

marriage, and married persons were no longer apprehensive of posterity
;

the ]3uolic and private festivals were celebrated with customary pomp, and

the frequent and secure intercourse of the provinces displayed the image of

national prosperity. A mind like that of Julian must have felt the general

happiness of which he was the author, but he viewed with peculiar satisfac-

tion and complacency the city of Paris, the seat of his winter residence*and
the object even of his partial affection. That splendid capital, which now
embraces an ample territory on either side of the Seine, was originally con-

fined to the small island in the midst of the river, from whence the inhabitants

derived a supply of pure water. The river bathed the foot of the walls, and
the town was accessible only by two wooden bridges.

A forest overspread the northern side of the Seine, but on the south, the

ground, which now bears the name of the university, was covered with houses

and adorned with a. palace and amphitheatre, baths, an aqueduct, and a Field

of Mars for the exercise of the Roman troops. The severity of the climate

was tempered by the neighbourhood of the ocean ; and with some precautions,

which experience had taught, the vine and fig tree were successfully culti-

vated. But, in remarkable winters, the Seine was deeply frozen ; and the
huge pieces of ice that floated down the stream, might be compared, by an
Asiatic, to the blocks of white marble which were extracted from the quarries
of Phrygia. The licentiousness and corruption of Antioch recalled to the
memory of Julian the severe and simple manners of his beloved Lutetia,
where the amusements of the theatre were unknown or despised. He indig-
nantly contrasted the effeminate Syrians with the brave and honest sim-
plicity of the Gauls, and almost forgave the intemperance, which was the
only stain of the Celtic character. If Julian could now revisit the capital
of Prance, he might converse with men of science and genius, capable of
understandin.g and of instructing a disciple of the Greeks

; he might excuse
the lively and graceful follies of a nation, whose martial spirit has never been
enervated by the indulgence of luxury, and he must applaud the perfection
of that inestimable art, which softens and refines and embellishes the inter-
course of social life.

THE JEALOUSY OE OONSTANTIUS

While the Romans languished under the ignominious tyranny of eunuchs
and bishops, the praises of Julian were repeated with transport in every part
of the empire, except in the ]palace of Constantius. The barbarians ot Ger-
many had felt, and still dreaded, the arms of the young ceesar; his soldiers
were the companions of his victory; the grateful provincials enjoyed the
blessings of his reign ; but the favourites, who had opposed his elevation,
were offended by his virtues ; and they justly considered the friend of the
people as the enemy of the court. As long as the fame of Julian was doubt-
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ful, the buffoons of the palace, who were shilled in the language of satire,
tried the efficacy of those arts which they had so often practised with success.
They easily discovered that his simplicity was not exempt from affectation

;

the ridiculous epithets of a hairy savage, of an ape invested with the purple,
were applied to the dress and person of the philosophic warrior; and hia
modest despatches were stigmatised as the vain and elaborate fictions of a
loquacious Greek, a speculative soldier, who had studied the art of war
amidst the groves of the academy. The voice of malicious folly was at
length silenced by the shouts of victory; the conqueror of the Franks and
Alamanni could no longer be painted as an object of contempt; and the
monarch himself was meanly ambitious of stealing from his lieutenant the
honourable reward of hisdabours. In the letters crowned with laurel, which,
according to ancient custom, were addressed to the provinces, the name of
Julian was omitted. Constantins had made his dispositions in person ; he had
signalised his valour in the foremost ranks ; his military conduct had secured
the victory ; and the captive king of the barbarians was presented to him on
the field of battle, from which he was at that time distant about forty days’
journey. So extravagant a fable was incapable, however, of deceiving the
pul^lic credulity, or even of satisfying the pride of the emperor himself.

Rohan Light Battkbing-ram

Secretly coi^cious that the applause and favour of the Romans accompanied
the rising fortunes of Julian, his discontented mind was prepared to receive

the subtle poison of those artful sycophants, who coloured their mischievous

designs with the fairest appearances of truth and candour. Instead of de-

preciating the merits of Julian, they acknowledged, and even exaggerated,

-lis popular fame, superior talents, and important services. But they darkly

insinuated that the virtues of the caesar might instantly be converted into

the most dangerous crimes, if the inconstant multitude should prefer their

inclinations to their duty ;
or if the general of a victorious army should be

tempted from his allegiance by the hopes of revenge, and independent

greatness.

The apparent tranquillity of Gaul, and the imminent danger of the eastern

provinces, offered a specious pretence for the design which was artfully con-

certed by the imperial ministers. They resolved to disarm the caesar ; to

recall those faithful troops who guarded his person and dignity; and to

employ, in a distant war against the Persian monarch, the hardy veterans

who had vanquished, on the banks of the Rhine, the fiercest nations of

Germany. While Julian used the laborious hours of his winter quarters_at

Paris in the administration of power, which, in his hands, was the exercise

of virtue, he was surprised by the h^ty arrival of a tribune and a notary.
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with positive orders from the emperor which they were directed to execute,
and he was commanded not to oppose. Constantins signified his pleasure
that four entire legions, the Celtae and Petulants, the Heruli, and the Bata-
vians, should be separated from the standard of Julian, under which they had
acquired their fame and discipline; that in each of the remaining bands
three hundred of the bravest youths should be selected

; and that this num-
erous detachment, the strength of the Gallic army, should instantly begin
their march, and exert their utmost diligence to arrive, before the opening
of the campaign, on the frontiers of Persia. The oaesar foresaw and lamented
the consequences of this fatal mandate. Most of the auxiliaries, who engaged
their voluntary service, had stipulated that they should never be obliged to
pass the Alps. The public faith of Rome and the personal honour of Julian
lad been pledged for the observance of this condition. Such an act of treach-
ery and oppression would destroy the confidence and excite the resentment
of the independent warriors of Germany, who considered truth as the noblest
of their virtues, and freedom as the most valuable of their possessions. The
legionaries, who enjoyed the titles and privileges of Romans, were enlisted
for the general defence of the republic ; but those mercenary troops heard
with cold indifference the antiquated names of the republic and of Rome.
Attached, either from birth or long habit, to the climate and manners of Gaul*,
they loved and admired Julian; they despised, and perhaps hated, the
emperor; they dreaded the laborious march, the Persian arrows, and the
burning deserts of Asia. They claimed as their own the country which they
had saved; and excused their want of spirit, by pleading the sacred and
more immediate duty of protecting their families and friends.

The apprehensions of the Gauls were derived from the knowledge of the
inevitable danger. As soon as the provinces wore exhausted of their mili-
tary strength, the Germans would violate a treaty which had been imposed
on their fears

; and, notwithstanding the abilities and valour of Julian, the
general of a nominal army, to whom the public calamities would be im-
puted, must find himself, after a vain resistance, either a prisone.r in the camp
of the barbarians, or a criminal in the palace of Constantius. If Julian com-
plied with the orders which he had received, ho would subscribe to his own
destruction, and that of a people who deserved his affection. But a positive
refusal was an act of rebellion, and a declaration of war. The inexorable
jealousy of the emperor, the peremptory, and perhaps insidious, nature of

room for a fair apology or candid interpretation

;

5 ^
X

of the csesar scarcely allowed him to pause or to
deliberate, solitude increased the perplexity of Julian

; ho could no longer
counsels of Sallust, who had been removed from his

office by the judicious malice of the eunuchs. Unable to resist, unwilling to
comply, Julian expressed, in the most serious terms, his wish, and even his
mention of resigmng the purple, which he could not preserve with honour,
but which he could not abdicate with safety.

was compelled to acknowledge that
obedience was the virtue of the most eminent subject

; and that the sover-
eign alone was entitled to judge of the public welfare. He issued the
necessary orders for carrying into execution the commands of Constan-

5 ‘wid the detach-ments from the several garrisons moved towards their respective places of
advanced with difficulty through the trembling and

j
crowds of provincials, who attempted to excite their pity bysilent despair, or loud lamentations ; while the wives of the soldiers.
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holding their infants in their arms, accused the desertion of their husbands,
in the mixed language of grief, of tenderness, and of indignation. This scene
of general distress afflicted the humanity of the csesar

; he granted a suffi-

cient number of post-wagons to transport the wives and families of the

soldiers, endeavoured to alleviate the hardships which he was constrained to

inflict, and increased, by the most laudable arts, his own popularity, and the

discontent of the exiled troops.

JULIAN ACCLAIMED AUGUSTUS

As soon as the approach of the troops was announced, the csesar went
out to meet them, and ascended his tribunal, which had been erected in a

plain before the gates of the city. After distinguishing the officers and
soldiers who by their rank or merit deserved a peculiar attention, Julian

addressed himself in a studied oration to the surrounding multitude ; he

celebrated their exploits with grateful applause ; encouraged them to ac-

cept, with alacrity, the honour of serving under the eye of a powerful and

liberal monarch ; and admonished them, that the commands of the augustus

req[uired an instant and cheerful obedience. The soldiers, who were appre-

hensive of offending their general by an indecent clamour, or of be.ying

their sentiments by false and venal acclamations, maintained an obstinate

silence, and, after a short pause, were dismissed to their quarters.^ The
principal officers were entertained by the csesar, who processed, in the

warmest language of friendship, his desire and his inaoility to reward,

according to their deserts, the brave companions of his victories. They
retired j:rom the feast full of grief and perplexity ; and lamented the

hardship of their fate, which tore them from their beloved genei*al and

their native country.

The only expedient which could prevent their separation was boldly agi-

tated and approved
;
the popular resentment was insensibly moulded into a

regular conspiracy ; their just reasons of complaint were heightened by pas-

sion, and their passions were inflamed by wine ; as on the eve of their depar-

ture the troops were indulged in licentious festivity . At the hour of midnight,

the impetuous multitude, with swords, and bows, and torches in their hands,

rushed into the suburbs
;
encompassed the palace, and careless of future

dangers, pronounced the fatal and irrevocable words, Julian Augustus I

The prince, whose anxious suspense was interrupted by their disorderly

acclamations, secured the doors against their intrusion; and, as long as it

was in his power, secluded his person and dignity from the accidents of a

nocturnal tumult. At the dawn of day, the soldiers, whose zeal was irri-

tated by opposition, forcibly entered the palace, seized, with respectful

violence, the object of their choice, guarded Julian with drawn swords

through the streets of Paris, placed him on the tribunal, and with repeated

shouts saluted him as their emperor. Prudence as well as loyalty inciUcated

the propriety of resisting their treasonable designs, and of preparing, for his

oppressed virtue, the excuse of violence.
^ i v •

Addressing Mmself by turns to the multitude and to individuals, he im-

plored their mercy, and expressed his indignation ;
conjured them imt to

sully the fame of their immortal victories; and ventured to promise, that if

they would immediately return to their allegiance, he would undertake to

obtain from the em oeror, not only a free and gracious pardon, bi^

revocation of the orders which had excited their resentment. But the soldiers,
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who were conscious of their guilt, chose rather to depend on the gratitude

of Julian, than on the clemency of the emperor. Their zeal was insensibly

turned into impatience, and their impatience into rage. The inflexible caesar

sustained, till the third hour of the day, their prayers, their reproaches, and

their menaces ;
nor did he yield, till he had been repeatedly assured, that if

he wished to live, he must consent to reign. He was exalted on a shield in

the presence, and amidst the unanimous acclamations, of the troops ; a rich

military collar, which was offered by chance, supplied the want of a diadem

;

the ceremony was concluded by the promise of a moderate donative ; and the

new emperor, overwhelmed with real or affected grief, retired into the most

secret recesses of his apartment.

To moderate the zeal of his party, to protect the persons of his enemies,

to defeat and to despise the secret enterprises' which were formed against his

life and dignity, were the cares which employed the first days of the reign

of the new emperor. Although he was firmly resolved to maintain the

station which he had assumed, he was still desirous of saving his country

from the calamities of civil war, of declining a contest with the superior

forces of Constantins, and of preserving his own character from the reproach
of perfidy and ingratitude. Adorned with the ensigns of military and impe-
rial pomp, Julian showed himself in the Field of Mars to the soldiers, who
glowed with ardent enthusiasm in the cause of their pupil, their leader, and
their friend. He recapitulated their victories, lamented their sufferings,

applauded their resolution, animated their hopes, and checked their impetu-
osity

; nor did he dismiss the assembly, till he had obtained a solemn promise
from the troops that if the emperor of the East would subscribe an equitable
treaty, they would renounce any views of conquest, and satisfy themselves
with the tranquil possession of the Gallic provinces. On this foundation he
composed, in his own name, and in that of the army, a specious and moderate
epistle, which was delivered to Pentadius, his master of the offices, and to
his chamberlain Eutherius

; two ambassadors whom he appointed to receive
the answer, and observe the dispositions of Constantius. This epistle is

inscribed with the modest appellation of Csesar ; but Julian solicits, in a
peremptory, though respectfu.. manner, the confirmation of the title of Augus-
tus.^ He acknowledges the irregularity of his own election

; while he justi-

fies in some measure the resentment and violence of the troops which had
extorted his reluctant consent. He allows the supremacy of his brother Con-
stantins I and engages to send him an annual present of Spanish horses, to
recruit his army with a select number of barbarian youths, and to accept
from his choice a praetorian prefect of approved discretion and fidelity. But
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he reserves for himself the nomination of his other civil and military officers,
with the troops, the revenue, and the sovereignty, of the provinces beyond
the Alps. He admonishes the emperor to consult the dictates of justice ; to
distrust the arts of those venal flatterers who subsist only by the discord of
princes

;
and to embrace the offer of a fair and honourable treaty, equally

advantageous to the republic and to the house of Constantine. In this nego-
tiation, Juhan claimed no more than he already Dossessed.

The negotiations of peace were accompanied, and supported by the moat
vigorous preparations for war. The army, which Julian held in readiness for
immediate action, was recruited and augmented by the disorders of the times.
The cruel persecutions of the faction of Magnentius had fiUed Gaul with
numerous bands of outlaws and robbers. They cheerfully accepted the offer

of a general pardon from a prince whom they could trust, submitted to the
restraints of military disciphne, and retained only their implacable hatred to

the person and government of Constantins. Aa soon as the season of the
year permitted Julian to take the field, he appeared at the head of his legions;

threw a bridge over the Rhine in the neighbourhood of Cleves ; and prepared
to chastise the perfidy of the Attuarii, a tribe of Franks, who presumed that

they might ravage, with imjpunity, the frontiers of a divided empire. The
difficulty, as well as glory, oj; this enterprise, consisted in a laborious march ;

and Julian had conquered, as soon as he could penetrate into a country which
former princes had considered as inaccessible.

CONSTANTITJS verms jhuak

The ambassadors of Julian had been instructed to execufe with the

utmost diligence, their important commission. But in their passage through

Italy and Illyricum, they were detained by the tedious and affected delays

of the provincial governors
;
they were conducted by slow journeys from

Constantinople to Caesarea in Cappadocia ; and when at length they were
admitted to the presence of Constantins, they found that he had already con-

ceived from the despatches of his own officers, the most unfavourable opinion

of the conduct of Julian, and of the Gallic army. The letters we^e heard

with impatience ;
the trembling messengers were dismissed with indignation

and contempt ; and the looks, the gestures, the furious language of the

monarch, expressed the disorder of his soul. The domestic connection which

might have reconciled the brother and the husband of Helena, was recently

dissolved by the death of that princess, whose pregnancy had been ^ver^
times fruitless, and was at last fatal to herself. The empre^ Eusebia had

preserved to the last moment of her life, the warm and even jealous affection

which she had conceived for Julian ; and her mild influence might have

moderated the resentment of a prince, who, since her death, was abandoned

to his own passions, and to the arts of his eunuchs.

But the terror of a foreign invasion obliged him to suspend the punish-

ment of a private enemy ; he continued his march towards Persia, and tiiought

it sufficient to signify the conditions which might entitle Julian and his guilty

followers to the clemency of their offended sovereign. He required that tiie

presumptuous csBsar should expressly renounce the appellation and rant of

augustus, which he Lad accepted from the rebels ; that he should descend

to his former station of a limited and dependent minister ; that he should

vest the powers of the state and army in the hands of those officers who

appointed by the imperial court ; and that he should trust his safety to the
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assurances of pardon which were announced by Epictetus, a Gallic bishop,

and one of the Arian favourites of Constantins. Several months were in-

effectually consumed in a treaty which was negotiated at the distance of i

three thousand miles between Paris and Antioch ;
and as soon as Julian

perceived that his moderate and respectful behaviour served only to irritate

the pride of an implacable adversary, he boldly resolved to commit his Ij^fe

and fortune to the chance of a civil war. He gave a public and military

audience to the quaestor Leonas ; the haughty epistle of Constantins was

read to the attentive multitude ; and Julian protested with the most flatter-

ing deference, that he was ready to resign the title of Augustus, if he could

obtain the consent of those whom he acknowledged as the authors of his

elevation. The faint proposal was impetuously silenced ; and the acclama-

tions of “Julian Augustus, continue to reign, by the authority of the army,

of the people, of the republic, which you have saved,” thundered at once from

every part of the field, and terrified the pale ambassador of Constantius.*

The situation of Julian required a vigorous and immediate resolution.

He had discovered, from intercepted letters, that his adversary, sacrificing

the interest of the state to that of the monarch, had again excited the bar-

barians to invade the provinces of the West.

The hopes of Julian depended much less on the number of his troops,

than on the celerity of his motions. In the execution of a daring enterprise,

he availed himself of every precaution, as far as prudence could suggest

;

and where prudence could no longer accompany his steps, he trusted the

event to valour and to fortune. In the neighbourhood of Bale he assembled

and divided his army. One body, which consisted of ten thousand men,

was directed under the command of Nevitta, general of the cavalry, to ad-

vance through the midland parts of Raetia and Noricum. A similar division

of troops, under the orders of Jovius and Jovinus, prepared to follow the

oblique course of the highways, through the Alps, and the northern confines

of Italy. The instructions to the generals were conceived with energy

and precision ; to hasten their march in close and compact columns, which,

according to the disposition of the ground, might readily be changed into

any order of battle ; to secure themselves against the surprises of the night

by strong posts and vigilant guards ; to prevent resistance by .their unex-
pected arrival ; to elude examination by their sudden departure'; to spread

the opinion of their strength, and the terror of his name
;
and to join their

sovereign under the walls of Sirmium.
For himself, Julian had reserved a more difficult part. He selected three

thousand active volunteers, resolved, like their loac.er, to cast behind them
every hope of a retreat ; at the head of this band, he fearlessly plunged into

the recesses of the Marcian or Black Forest, which conceals the sources of the
Danube, and for many days, the fate of Julian was unknown to the world.
The secrecy of his march, his diligence and vigour, surmounted every ob-

stacle ; he forced Ms way over mountains and morasses, occupied the bridges,

or swam the rivers, pursued his direct course, without reflecting whether he
trawersed the territory of the Romans or of the barbarians, and emerged,
between Castra Regina (Ratisbon) and Vindobona (Vienna) at the place
where he designed to embark his troops on the Danube. By a stratagem, he
seized a fleet of light brigantines, as it lay at anchor ; secured a Supply of

coarse provisions, sufficient to satisfy the indelicate, but voracious, appetite
of a Gallic army ; and boldly committed Mmself to the stream of the Danube.
The labours of his mariners, who plied their oars with incessant diligence,

aud the steady continuance of a favourable wind, carried his fleet above seven
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liundred miles in eleven days, and tie had already disembarked his traops at

Bononia, only nineteen miles from Sirmium, before his enemies could receive

any certain intelligence that he had left the banks of the Rhine. In the

course of this long and rapid navigation, the mind of Julian was fixed on the

object of his enterprise
;
and though he accepted the deputation of some

cities, which hastened to claim the merit of an early submission, he passed

before the hostile stations, which were placed along the river, without in-

dulging the temptation of signalising a useless and ill-timed valour.

The banks o ! the Danube were crowded with spectators, who gazed on

the military pomp, anticipated the importance of the event, and diffu^d

through the adjacent country,the fame of a young hero, who advanced with

more than mortal speed at the head of the innumerable forces of the West.

Lucilian, who, with the rank of general of the cavalry, commanded the

military powers of Illyricum, was alarmed and perplexed by the doubtful

reports, which he could neither reject nor believe. He had taken some alow

SAIfDAJiS WOIt3I BY OlTICERS

and irresolute measures for the purpose of collecting his troops, when he was

sur prised by Dagalaiphus, an active officer, whom Julian, as soon as he landed

at IBohonia, had pushed forward with some light infantry. The captive gen-

eral, uncertain of his life or death, was h^tily thrown upon a horse, and

conducted to the presence of Julian, who kindly raised him froni the ground

and dispelled the terror and amazement which seemed to stupefy his facul-

ties But Lucilian had no sooner recovered his spirits, than he betrayed his

want of discretion, by presuming to admonish Ms conqueror, tMt he had

rashly ventured, with a landful of men, to expose his person m the midst oi

his enemies. “Reserve for your master Constantins these timid remon-

strances,” replied JuHan, with a smile of contempt ;
“when I gave you my

purple to kiss, I received you not as a counsellor, but as a suppliant.

Conscious that success alone could justify his attempt, a^nd that boldness

only could command success, he/ advanced at the head of three thousand

soldiers to attack the strongest and most populous city of the Illyrian prov-

inces. As he entered the long suburb of Sirmium, he was received by the

ioyful acclamations of the army and people ; who, crowned with flowers and

‘lolding lighted tapers in their hands, conducted their acknowledged soyer-

eiffn to his imperial residence. Two days were devoted to the pubhc py,

wMch was celebrated by the games of the circus ;
but, early on the mommg

of the third day, Julian marched to occupy the narrow pass of bueci, in _tne

deflles of Mount Hsemus ;
which, almost in the imdway betw^n Sirmium

and Constantinople, separates the provinces of Thrace and Dacia, hj an

abrupt descent towards the former, and a gentle declivity on the side of

the latter. The defence of this important post was entrusted to the brave
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Nevitta ; who, as well as the generals of the Italian division, successfully
executed the plan of the march and junction which their master had so ably
conceived.

From his palace, or, more properly, from his headquarters, of Sirmium
and Naissus, he distributed to the principal cities of the empire a laboured
apology for his own conduct

;
published the secret despatches of Constantius

;

and solicited the judgment of mankind between two competitors, the one of
whom had expelled, and the other had invited the barbarians. Julian, whose
mind was deeply wounded by the reproach of ingratitude, aspired to main-
tain, by argument as well as by arms, the superior merits of his cause

; and
to excel, not only in the arts of war, but in those of composition. His
epistle to the senate and peojple of Athens seems to have been dictated by
an elegant enthusiasm, whicti prompted him to submit his actions and his
motives to the degenerate Athenians of his own times, with the same humble
deference, as if he had been pleading in the days of Aristides, before the
tribunal of the Areopagus. His application to the senate of Rome, which
was still permitted to bestow the titles of imperial power, was agreeable to
the forms of the expiring republic. An assembly was summoned by Tertul-
lus, prefect of the city; the epistle of Julian was read; and as he appes^red
to^ be master of Italy, his claims were admitted without a dissenting voice.
His oblique censure of the innovations of Constantine, and his passionate
invective against the vices of Constantius, were heard with loss satisfaction;
and the senate, as if Julian had been present, unanimously exclaimed

:

“Respect, we beseech you, the author of your own fortune,” an artful
expression, which, according to the chance of war, might be differently
explained, as a manly reproof of the ingratitude of the usurper, or as a flat-
tering confession, that a single act of such benefit to the state ought to atone
for all the failings of Constantius.

The intelligence of the march and rapid progress of Julian was speedily
transmitted to his rival, who, by the retreat of Sapor, had obtained some
respite from the Persian War. Disguising the anguish of his soul under
the semblance of contempt, Constantius professed his intention of returning
into Europe, and of giving chase to Julian; for he never spoke of his mili-
tary exjDemtion in any other light than that of a hunting patty. In the

Hi^rapolis, in Syria, he communicated this design to his army;
slightly mentioned the guilt and rashness of the csesar

; and ventured to
^sure them, that if the mutineers of Gaul presumed to meet them in the
^Id, they wo^d be unable to sustain the fire of their eyes, and the irresist-
ible weight of their shout of onset. The speech of the emperor was receivedmth military applause, and Theodotus, the president of the council of Hierap-
ohs, requested, with tears of adulation, that his city might be adorned with
tne head of the vanquished rebel. A chosen detachment was despatched away
i?

wagons, to secure, if it were yet possible, the pass of Succi; the recruits,
the horses, the arms, and the magazines which had been prepared against Sapor,
were appropriated to the service of the civil war

; and the domestic victories
o Constantius inspired his partisans with the most sanguine assurances of
success. The notary Gaudentius had occupied in his name the provinces of^nca; the subsistence of Rome was intercepted; and the distress of Julian

increased, by an unexpected event, which might have been productive
of fatal consequences. Julian had received the submission of two legionsand a cohort of archers, who were stationed at Sirmium

; but he suspected,^th reason, the fidelity of those troops which had been distinguished by theemperor; and it was thought expedient, under the pretence of the ex^sed
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state of the Gallic frontier, to dismiss them from the most important s(^ne
of action. They advanced, with reluctance, as far as the confines of Italy

;

but, as they dreaded the length of the way, and the savage fierceness of the
Germans, they resolved, by the instigation of one of their tribunes, to halt

at Aquileia, and to erect the banners of Constantius on the walls of that
impregnable city. The vigilance of Julian perceived at once the extent of

the mischief, and the necessity of applying an immediate remedy. By his

order, Jovinus led back a part of tie army into Italy; and the siege of

Aquileia was formed with diligence, and prosecuted with vigour. But the

legionaries, who seemed to have rejected the yoke of discipline, conducted

the defence of the place with skill and perseverance ; invited the rest of Italy

to imitate the example of their courage and loyalty ; and threatened the

retreat of Julian, if he should be forced to yield to the superior numbers of

the armies of the East.

I

'

THE DEATH OF CONSTANTIUS; JULIAN SOLE EMPEROR

But the humanity of Julian was preserved from the cruel altemati/Ve,

which he pathetically laments, of destroying:, or of being himself destroyisd

;

and the seasonable death of Constantius delivered the Roman Empire from

the calamities of civil war. The approach of winter could^ not detain ihe

monarch at Antioch ; and his favourites durst not oppose his impatient desire

of revenge. A slight fever, which was perhaps occasioned by the agitation

of his spirits, was increased by the fatigues of the journey ;
and Constantius

was obliged to halt at the little town of Mopsucrene, twelve miles he^rond

Tarsus, where he expired, after a short illness, in the forty-fifth year of Mb
age, and the twenty-fourth of his reign.

^

His genuine character Was com-

posed of pride and weakness, of superstition and cruelty. The long abase

of power rendered him a considerable object in the eyes of his cooftempora-

ries; but as personal merit can alone deserve the notice of posterity, the last

of the sons of Constantine may be dismissed from the world with the remark,

that he inherited the defects, without the abilities, of his father.

Before Constantius expired, he is said to have named Julian for his suc-

cessor; nor does it seem improbable, that his anpous concern te the fate

of a young and tender wife, whom he left with child, may have prevaile(^^in

his last moments, over the harsher passions of hatred and revenge. Eusebi^

and his guilty associates made a faint attempt to prolong the reign of the

eunuchs, by the election of another emperor; but their intngues wejre^

jected with disdain by an army which now abhorred the thought of ciwl^
cord; and two officers of rank were instantly despatched, to assuM Juliaj^

that every sword in the empire would be drawn for to service. The mili-

tary designs of that prince, who had formed three dtorent att^^ against

Thrace, were prevented by this fortunate event- Without ^edd^ the

blood of his fellow-citizens he escaped the dangers of a doubtful conffict, and

acquired the advantages of a complete victory. Impatient to ^t to pla^

of to birth, and the new capital of to empire, he advanced from

through the mountains of Hsemus and the cities of Th^e. -When he

Heraclea, at the distance of sixty miles, f
to receive him ; and he made his triumphal entry anudst the dut^ ac(^

mations of the soldiers, the people, and to senate. An i^umerable m^
tude pressed around him with eager respeci., ^d were perhaps

when they beheld the smdl stature, and simple garb, of a hero 'Whom

H. W»— VOL. TT. 2K
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unexperienced youth had vanquished the barbarians of Germany, and who had

now traversed, in a successful career, the whole continent of Europe, from

the shores of the Atlantic to those of the Bosporus. A few days after-

ward, when the remains of the deceased emperor were landed in the har-

bour,' the subjects of Julian applauded the real or affected humanity of their

sovereign. On foot, without his diadem, and clothed in a mourning habit,

he accompanied the funeral as far as the church of the Holy Apostles, where

the bndy was deposited ;
and if these marks of respect may be interpreted

as a selfish tribute to the birth and dignity of his imperial kinsman, the tears

of Julian professed to the world, that he had forgotten the injuries, and

remembered only the obligations, which he had received from Constantins.

As soon as the legions of Aquileia were assured of the death of the emperor,

they opened the gates of the city, and, by the sacrifice of their guilty leaders,

obtained an easy pardon from the prudence or lenity of Julian; who, in the

thirty-second year of his age, acquired the undisputed possession of the

Roman Empire.^*

THE EELIGION OF JULIAN

The love of justice and the correct sense of the duties of a ruler which
Julian had displayed when a caesar in Gaul, did not desert him on the

imperial throne in' Constantinople ; and had it not been for one fatal cir-

cumstance, he might have been the object of general applause and admira-

tion. But Julian had renounced the religion of the empire and adopted

that of ancient Greece, which he entertained the chimerical idea of restoring

to its primitive importance ;
and in the pursuit of this object he did not

attend sufficiently to the principles of justice and equity. From his change
of faith he has been styled the Apostate, unjustly as appears to us, for of his

sincerity there can be no doubt ;
and however we may lament for, pity, or

even despise those who change from conviction, we are not justified in

condemning or reviling them.
Gallus and Julian after the massacre of their relatives had been com-

mitted to the charge of Eusebius, the bishop of Nicomedia. They were
instructed in the articles of faith and practice then prevalent, with all of

which they complied without any hesitation ; and Julian it was remembered
had publicly read the Holy Scriptures in the church of that city. But while
the rude, sullen Gallus became a steady and bigoted believer, the milder and
more philosophic and studious Julian took a distaste to the religion in which
he was instructed. He had been made familiar with the great writers of

ancient Hellas by his tutor the eunuch Mardonius
; and the admiration he

felt for the works of Homer and other eminent poets, the veneration for
antiquity, and the brilliant colours with which the ancient p'oetic Olympus
stood invested, as contrasted with the grovelling sujperstition with which he
was surrounded ; and the noble spirit and glorious deeds of the believers in

the ancient creed, compared with the base arts and paltry actions of the men
of his own time— all combined to operate on the mind of the young prince,
and he became a believer in the theology of Homer and Hesiod. But it was
not the charming poetic creed of the early and best days of Hellas that
Julian adopted, it was the absurd, contemptible mysticism of the Neo-Pla-
tonists

; and as in his Christianity he neglected the beautiful simplicity of
the Gospeh confounding it with the intricate metaphysics and abject super-
stition which then prevailed in the church; so in his paganism he lost the'
poetic creed of the old times in the tasteless, unsubstantial vagaries and
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allegories of the school of Alexandria. In fact, he had not that original
vigour of intellect which would have emancipated him from the spirit of the
age. Superstition was the prevailing sentiment, and the philosophic emperor
was in his way as deeply immersed in it as the most grovelling ascetic.

According to the emperor’s own account, he was a Christian till he
reached his twentieth year. He then, after being instructed by various
sophists, was by the archimage Maximus secretly initiated at Ephesus with
all those ceremonies which imposture and superstition had imported from
Asia and incorporated with the mythic faith of Hellas. During his short
abode some years after at Athens, Julian was solemnly initiated in the
mysteries of Eleusis. Still he was to outward appearance a Christian, and
the empress Eusebia had not probably a shade of doubt respecting the faith

of her distinguished protege. In Gaul he appears to have still (Assembled,

and to have openly assisted at the Christian worship, while in his closet he
offered his homage to the Sun and Hermes. When ae assumed the imperial

dignity he disdained all further concealment of his sentiments and boldly

proclaimed himself a votary of the pmcient gods.

Julian was by nature just and humane ; he was also a philosopher and
statesman enough to know that persecution, if it does not go the full length

of extermination, adds strength and numbers and energy to the perse-

cuted and irritated party. He, therefore, instead of imitating Diocletian,

proclaimed a general toleration. The pagans were directed to open their

temples and oner victims as heretofore ; the contending sects of Christians

were commanded to abstain from harassing and tormenting each other.

The Catholic prelates and clergy, whom the Arian Constantins had banished,

were accordingly restored to their sees and churches.®

JULIAN INVADES THE EAST

As soon as Sapor was informed that the throne of Constantius was filled

by a prince of a very different character, he condescended to make some

artful, or perhaps sincere, overtures towards a negotiation of peace. But

the pride of the Persian monarch was astonished by the firmness of Julian,

who sternly declared that he would never consent to hold a peaceful confer-

ence among the flames and ruins of the cities of Mesopotamia; and who
acfded, with a smile of contempt, that it was needless to treat by ambassa-

dors, as he himself had determined to visit speedily the court of Persia.

The impatience of the emperor urged the diligence of the militoy prepara-

tions. The generals were named ; a formidable army was destined for this

important service ; and Julian, marching from Constantinople through the

provinces of Asia Minor, arrived at Antioch about eight months after the

death of his predecessor. His ardent desire to march into the heart of Per-

sia was checked by the indispensable duty of regulating the state of the

empire ; by his zeal to revive the worship of the gods ; and by the advice of

his wisest friends, who represented the necessity of allowing the salutery

interval of winter c uarters, to restore the exhausted strength of the legions

of Gaul, and the clisci]Dline and spirit of the eastern troops.
_

Julian was

persuaded to fix, till the ensuing spring, his residence at Antioch, among

a people maliciously disposed to deride the haste, amd to censure the delays,

of their sovereign.

If Julian had flattered himself, that his personal^ connection with the

capital of the East would be productive of mutual satisfaction to the prince
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and people, he made a very false estimate of his own character, and of the

manners of Antioch. The warmth of the climate disposed the natives to

the most intemperate enjoyment of tranquillity and opulence ;
and the lively

licentiousness of the Greeks was blended with the hereditary softness of the

Syrians. Fashion was the only law, pleasure the only pursuit, and the splen-

dour of dress and furniture was the only distinction of the citizens of Anti-

och. The arts of luxury were honoured ; the serious and manly virtues

were the subject of ridicule; and the contempt for female modesty ^and

reverend age, announced the universal corruption of the capital of the East.

The love of spectacles was the taste, or rather passion, of the Syrians : the

most skilful artists were procured from the adjacent cities ; a considerable

share of the revenue was devoted to the public amusements
;
and the mag-

nificence of the games of the theatre and circus was considered as the hap-

piness and as the glory of Antioch. The rustic manners of a prince who
disdained such glory, and was insensible of such happiness, soon disgusted

the delicacy of his subjects ; and the effeminate Orientals could neither imi-

tate nor admire the severe simplicity which Julian always maintained, and

sometimes affected. The days of festivity, consecrated by ancient custom

to the honour of the gods, were the only occasions on which Julian relaxed

his philosophic severity ; and those festivals were the only days in which

the Syrians of Antioch could reject the allurements of ploasiUH^. The major-

ity of the people supported the glory of the Christian name, which had been

first invented by their ancestors; they contented themselves with disobeying

the moral precepts, but they were scrupulously attached to HjxKiulative

doctrines oi: their religion. The church of Antioch was distractcid by heresy

and schism ;
but the Arians and the Athanaaians, the followers of Moletius

and those of Paulinus, were actuated by the same pious hatred of their com-

mon adversary.

The martial impatience of Julian urged him to .take the fudd in the begin-

ning of the spring ; and he dismissed, with contempt and riiproacdi, the senate

of Antioch, who accompanied the emperor beyond the limits of tluur own
territory, to which he was resolved never to return.

As the warlike emperor, instead of Constantins, had chosen Alexander for

his model, he advanced without delay to Carrh®, a very ancient etty of Meso-

potamia, at the distance of fourscore miles from Hicrapolis, 'I’he t(miplo of

the Moon attracted the devotion of Julian
;
but the halt of a fi^w days \jas

principally employed in completing the immense preparations of t,he Ihu'Hian

War. The secret of the expedition had hitherto remained in his own breast

;

but as Carrhse. is the point of separation of the two great roads, lie (jould no
longer conceal, whether it was his design to attack the donurdons of Sapor
on the side of the Tigris, or on that of the Euphrates. The ciuj)eror detached

an army of thirty thousand men, under the command of his kinsman Proco-

pius, and of Sebastian, who had been duke of Egyj>t. They wco’O ordered to

direct their march towards Ni3]bis, and to secure the frontier from th(! desul-

tory incursions of the enemy, before they attempted the passage of the Tigris.

Their subsequent operations were left to the discretion of tJie gcmorals ; but
Julian expected, that after wasting with fire and sword the fertile districts of

Media and Adiabene, they might arrive under the walls of Otesi[)hon about
the same time that he himself, advancing with equal steps along the banks of

the Euphrates, should besiege the capital of the Persian monarchy. The suc-

cess of this well-concerted plan depended, in a great measure, on the power-
ful and ready assistance of the king of Armenia, who, without exposing the
safety of his own dominions, might detach an army of four thousand horse,
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and twenty thousand foot, to the assistance of the Romans. But the feeble
Arsaces Tiranus, king of Armenia, had degenerated still more shamefully
than his father Chosroes, from the manly virtues of the great Tiridates

;

and as the pusillanimous monarch was averse to any enterprise of danger
and glory, he could disguise his timid indolence by the more decent excuses
of religion and gratitude.

The military dispositions of Julian were skilfully contrived to deceive
the spies, and to divert the attention of Sapor. The legions appeared to

direct their march towards Nisibis and the Tigris. On a sudden they
wheeled to the right

;
traversed the level and naked plain of Carrhae

; and
reached, on the third day, the banks of the Euphrates, where the strong town
of Nicephorium, or Callinicum, had been founded by the Macedonian kings.
From thence the emperor pursued his march, above ninety miles, along the
winding stream of the Euphrates, till, at length, about one month after his

departure from Antioch, he discovered the towers of Circesium, the extreme
limit of the Roman dominions. The river Chaboras falls into the Euphrates
at Circesium, and as soon as the trumpet gave the signal of march, the Romans
passed the little stream which separated two mighty and hostile empires.

Two cities of Assyria presumed to resist the arms of a Roman emperor;
and they both paid the severe penalty of their rashness. At the distance of

fifty miles from the royal residence of Ctesiphon, Perisabor, or Anbar, held
the second rank in the province ; a city, large, populous, and well -fortified,

surrounded with a double wall, almost encompassed by a branch of the

Euphrates, and defended by the valour of a numerous garrison. The exhor-
tations of Hormisdas were repulsed with contempt ; and the ears of the

Persian prince were wounded by a just reproach, that, unmindful of his

royal birth, he conducted an army of strangers against his king and country.

The Assyrians maintained theiv loyalty by a skilful, as well as vigorous,

defence
; till the ducky stroke of a battering-ram having opened a large

breacli, by shattering one of the angles of the wall, they hastily retired into

the fortifications of the interior citadel. The soldiers of Julian rushed

impetuously into the town, and after the full gratification of every military

appetite, Perisabor was reduced to ashes ; and the engines which assaulted

the citadel yjere planted on the ruins of the smoking houses. The contest

was continued by an incessant and mutual discharge of missile weapons

;

and the superiority which the Romans might derive from the mechanical

powers of their ballistiu and catapultiu was counterbalanced by the advan-

tage of the ground on the side of the besieged. But as soon as an heUpolu
had been constructed, which could engage on equal terms with the loftiest

ramparts, the tremendous aspect of a moving turret, that would leave no
hope of resistance or of mercy, terrified the defenders of the citadel into an

humble aubmissioa ;
and the place was surrendered only two days after

Julian first appeared under the walls of Perisabor. Twenty-five hundred
persons, of bot!.i sexes, the feeble remnant of a flourishing people, were per-

mitted to retire ; the plentiful magazines of corn, of arms, and of splendid

furniture were partly distributed among the troops, and partly reserved for

the public service
;
the useless stores were destroyed by fire, or thrown into

the stream of the Euphrates ;
and the fate of Amida was revenged by the

total ruin of Perisabor. •

The city, or rather the fortress, of Maogamalcha, which was defe^ed by
sixteen large towers, a deep ditch, and two strong and solid walls of brick

and bitumen, appears to have been constructed at the distance of eleven

miles, as the safeguard of the capital of Persia. The emperor, apprehensive
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of leaving such an important fortress in his rear, immediately formed the
siege of Maogamalcha ;

and the Roman army was distributed for that pur-
pose into three divisions. Victor, at the head of the cavalry, and of a

detachment of heavy-armed foot, was ordered to clear the country, as far as

the banks of the Tigris, and the suburbs of Ctesiphon. Th-'' conduct of the

attack was assumed by Julian himself, who seemed to place his whole
/ d^J’en^ence in the military engines which he erected against the walls, while
he secretly contrived a more efficacious method of introducing his troops

into the heart of the city. Under the direction of Nevitta and Dagalaiphus,

the trenches were opened at a considerable distance, and gradually prolonged
as far as the edge of the ditch. The ditch was speedily filled with earth

;

and, by the incessant labour of the troops, a mine was carried under the
foundations of the walls, and sustained, at sufficient intervals, by props of

timber. Three chosen cohorts, advancing in a single file, silently explored
the dark and dangerous passage, till their intrepid leader whispered •back
the intelligence, that he was ready to issue from his confinement into the
streets of the hostile city. Julian checked their ardour, that he might
insure their success ; and immediately diverted the attention of the garri-

son by the tumult and clamour of a general assault. The Persians, ^dio,

from their walls, contemptuously beheld the progress of an impotent attack,

celebrated, with songs of triumph, the glory of Sapor j and ventured to

assure the emperor, that he might ascend the starry mansion of Ormuzd,
before he could hope to take the impregnable city of Maogamalcha. The
city was already taken. History has recorded the name of a j)rivato sol-

dier, the first who ascended from the mine into a deserted tower. The
passage was widened by his companions, who pressed foi’ward with imj)a-

tient valour. Fifteen hundi'ed enemies were already in the midst of tlie

city. The astonished garrison abandoned the walls, and their only lK)[)e

of safety; the gates were instantly hurst open; and ilic revenge of tne
soldier, unless it were suspended by lust or avarice, was satiated by an
undistin^ishing massacre. The governor, who had yielded on a i^romise
of mercy, was burned alive a few days afterwards, on a charge of having
uttered some diarepectful words against the honour of Prince Ilormisdas.
The fortifications were razed to the groxmd; and not a vestige was left to

indicate that the city of Maogamalcha had over existed.

The successful valour of Julian had triumphed over all the obstacles that
opposed his march to the gates of Ctesiphon. But the redaction, or even the
siege, of the capital of Persia, was still at a distance

;
nor can the military

conduct of the emperor be clearly apprehended, without a knowledge of the
country which was the theatre of his hold and skilful operations. Twenty
miles to the south of Baghdad, and on the eastern hanlc of the Tigris, the
curiosity of travellers has observed some ruins of the palaces of Ctesiphon,
which, in the time of Julian, was a great and pojj)ulous city. Tlio name
and glory of the adjacent Selencia were forever extinguished \ and the only
remaining quarter of that Greek colony had resumed, with the Assyrian
language and manners, the primitive appellation of Cochc*

Coche was situated on the western side of the Tigris ; but it was naturally
considedas a suburb of Ctesiphon, being supposedly connected with it by a
permanent bridge of boats. The united parts contributed to form the com-
mon epithet of A1 Modain, “ the cities,” which the Orientals have bestowed
on the winter residence of the Sassanids

; and the whole circumference of the
Persian capital was strongly fortified by the waters of the river, by lofty walls,
and by impracticable morasses. Near the ruins of Seleuoia the camp of
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Julian was fixed, and secured by a ditch and rampart against the sallies of the
numerous and enterprising garrison of Coche. In this fruitful and pleasant
country the Romans were plentifully supplied with water and forage

; and
several forts which might have embarrassed the motions of the army submit-
ted, after some resistance, to the efforts of their valour. The fleet passed from
the Euphrates into an artificial derivation of that river, which pours a copious
and navigable stream into the Tigris, at a small' distance below the great city.
If they had followed this royal canal, which bore the name of Nahar-Malcha,
the intermediate situation of Coche would have separated the fleet and army
of Julian

; and the rash attempt of steering against the current of the Tigris,
and forcing their way through the midst of a hostile capital, must have been
attended with the total destruction of the Roman navy. The prudence of the
emperor foresaw the danger, and provided the remedy. As he had minutely
studied the operations of Trajan in the same country, he soon recollected that
his •warlike predecessor had dug a new and navigable canal, which, leaving
Coche on the right hand, conveyed the waters of the Nahar-Malcha into the
river Tigris, at some distance above the cities. From the information of the
peasants Julian ascertained the vestiges of this ancient work, which were
almost obliterated by design or accident. By the indefatigable labour of the
soldiers, a broad and deep channel Was speedily prepared for the reception of

the Euphrates. A strong dike was constructed to interrupt the ordinary cur-
rent of the Nahar-Malcha : a flood of waters rushed impetuously into their new
bed

;
and the Roman fleet, steering their triumphant course into the Tigris,

derided the vain and ineffectual barriers which the Persians of Ctesiphon had
erected to oppose their passage.

A BATTLE BY THE TIGEIS

As it became necessary to transport the Roman army over the Tigris,

another labour presented itself, of less toil, but of more danger, than the

preceding expedition. The stream was broad and rapid
;
the ascent steep

and difficult
;
and the entrenchments, which had been formed on the ridge

of the oi)posite bank, were lined with a numerous army of heavy cuirassiers,

dexterous archers, and huge elephants, which (according to the extravagant
hyperbole of Libanius) could trample, with the same ease, a field of corn or

a legion of Romans. In the presence of such an enemy, the construction

of a bridge was impracticable ; and the intrepid prince, who instantly

seized the only possible expedient, concealed his design till the moment of

execution from the knowledge of the barbarians, of his own troops, and
even of his generals themselves. Under the specious pretence of examining
the state of the magazines, fourscore vessels were gradually unladen ; and
a select detachment, apparently destined for some secret expedition, was
ordered to stand to their arms on the first signal. Julian disguised the

silent anxiety of his own mind with smiles of confidence and joy ; and
amused the hostile nations with the spectacle of military games, which he

insultingly celebrated under the walls of Coche. The day was consecrated

to pleasure ; but, as soon as the hour of supper was past, the emperor sum-
moned his generals to his tent, and acquainted them that he had fixed that

night for the passage of the Tigris, They stood in silent and. respectful

astonishment ; but, when the venerable Sallust assumed the privilege his

age and experience, the rest of the chiefs supported with freedom the weight

of his prudent remonstrances.
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Julian however contented himself with observing that conquest and
safety depended on the attempt ; that, instead of diminishing, the number
of their enemies would certainly be increased, by successive reinforcements;

and that a longer delay would neither contract the breadth of tlie stream nor
level the height of the bank. The signal was instantly given and obeyed:

the most impatient of the legionaries leaped into five vessels that lay nearest

to the bank; and as they plied their oars with intrepid diligence, they were
lost, after a few moments, in the darkness of the night. A flame arose on the

opposite side, and Julian, who too clearly understood that his foremost vessels,

in attempting to land, had been fired by the enemy, dexterously converted

their extreme danger into a presage of victory. ‘‘‘‘Our fellow-soldiers,” he
eagerly exclaimed, are already masters of the bank ; see, they make the ap-

pointed signal. Let us hasten to emulate and assist their courage.” The
united and rapid motion of a great fleet broke the violence of the current,

and they reached the eastern shore of the Tigris with suflicient speed ta ex-

tinguish the flames and rescue their adventurous cjompanions. line difficul-

ties of a steep and lofty ascent were increased by the weight of armour and
the darkness of the night. A shower of stones, darts, and fire was inc-essantly

discharged on the heads of the assailants, who, after an arduous struggle,

climbed the bank and stood victorious upon the rampart.

As soon as they were possessed of a more equal field, Julian, who, with
his light infantry, had led the attack, darted through the ranks a skilful and
experienced eye; his bravest soldiers, according to the precepts of llomcr,
were distributed in the front and rear : and all the trvimj)ots of the imperial
army sounded to battle. The Romans, after soiuling up a military shout,
advanced in measured steps to the animating notes of martial music, I'auuclui*!

their formidable javelins, and rushed forwards with drawn swords, to deprive
the barbarians, by a closer onset, of the advantage of their missile weapons.
The whole engagement lasted above twelve hours; till the gradual retreat;

of the Persians was changed into a disorderly flight, of which the shamtjful
example was given by the principal leader, and the Surenas himself. They
were pursued to the gates of Ctesiphon

; and the conquerors might have
entered the dismayed city if their general, Victor, who was (langeroualy
wounded with .an arrow, had not conjured them to desist from a rash attempt,
which must be fatal if it were not successful. On their aide, the Itomans
acknowledged the loss of only seventy-five men ; while they affirm (jcl tliat
the barbarians had left on the field of battle twonty-livo hundred, or
even six thousand, of their bravest soldiers. The spoil was such as miglit
be expected from the riches and luxury of an oriental camp : large quanti-
ties of silver and gold, splendid arms and trappings, and beds aiid tables of
massy silver. The victorious emperor distributed, as the rewards of valour,
some honourable gifts, civic, and mural, and naval crowns

; which ho, and
perhaps he alone, esteemed more precious than the wealth of Asia. A
solemn sacrifice was offered to the god of war, but tlio apjoearam^es of the
victims threatened the most inauspicious events; and Julian soon discov-
ered, by less ambiguous signs, that ho had now reached the term of his
prosperity.

CT
second day after the battle, the domestic guards, the Jovians and

Hercmians, and the remaining troops, which composed near two-thirds of
the whole were securely wafted over the Tigris. While the Persians
beheld from Ctesiphon the desolation of the adjacent country, Julian cast
many an anxious look towards the north, in full expectation that, as he him-
self had victoriously penetrated to the capital oi Sapor, the march and
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junction of his lieutenants, Sebastian and Procoinus, would be executed with

the same courage and diligence. His expectations were disappointed by
the treachery of the Armenian king, who permitted, and most probably

directed, the desertion of his auxiliary troops from the camp of the Jiomans

;

and by the dissensions of the two generals, who were incapable of forming

or executing any plan for the public service. When the emperor had re-

linquished the hope of this important reinforcement, he condescended to hold

a council of war, and approved, after a full debate, the sentiment of those

generals who diSvSuadcd him from the siege of Ctesiphon as being a fruitless and

pernicious uiulertaking. It is not easy for us to conceive by what arts of

fortification a city thrice besieged and taken by the predecessors of Julian

could be rendered impregnable against an army of sixty thousand Romans,

commanded by a bravo and experienced general, and abundantly supplied

with ships, provisions, battering engines, and military stores. But we may
rest assured, from the love of glory and contempt of danger which formed

the character of Julian, that he was not discouraged by any trivial or imagi-

nary obstacles. At the very time when he declined the siege of Ctesiphon,

he rejected, with obstinacy and disdain, the most flattering offers of a nego-

tiation of peace.

Sapor, who had been so long accustomed to the negligence and tardy

ostentation of Constantins, was surprised by the intrepid diligence of his

successor. As far as the confines of India and Scythia, the satraps of the

distant provinces were ordered to assemble their troops, and to march, with-

out delay, to the assistance of their monarch. But their preparations were

dilatory, their motions slow ; and before Sapor could lead an army into the

field, he received the melancholy intelligence of the devastation of Assyria,

the ruin of his palaces, and the slaughter of his bravest troops, who defended

the passage of the Tigris. The pride of royalty was humbled in tbe dust;

he took Ids repasts on the ground ;
and the disorder of his hair expressed

the grief and anxiety of his mind. Perhaps he would not have refused to

purchase, with one-half of his kingdom, tre safety of the remainder , ana.

ho would have gladly subscribed Mmself, in a treaty of peace, the faithful

and dependent ally of the Roman conqueror. Under the pretence of pri-

vate business, a minister of rank and confidence was despatched secretly to

embrace the knees of Hormisdas, and to request, in the language of a sup-

pliant, that he might be introduced into the presence of the emperor. The

Sassanian ])rince, whether he listened to the voice of pride or humanity,

whether he consulted the sentiments of his birth or the duties of his situa-

tion, was equally inclined to promote a salutary measure which would ter-

minate the calamities of Persia and secure the triumph of Rome. He was

astonished by the inflexible firmness of a hero who remembered, most unfor-

tunately for himself and for his country, that Alexander had uniformly

rejected tjie propositions of Darius. But as Julian was sensible that the

hope of a safe and honourable peace might cool the ardour of his troops, he

earnestly requested that Hcrniisdas would privately dismiss the minister of

Sapor, and conceal this dangerous temptation from the knowledge of the

camp.

THE PUBSUrr OF SAPOB

The honour, as well as interest, of Julian forbade him to consutoe his.

time under the impregnable walls of Ctesiphon ; and as often as he defied

thTbarharians who defended the city to meet him on the open plain, they
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prudeutly replied iliat, if lie desired to exercise Ids valour, lie luij^^dit seek the
army of the Great King. He felt the insult, and he accepted the advice.

Instead of confining his servile march to the hanks of the Euphrates and
Tigris, he resolved to imitate the adventurous spirit of Ahixander, and lioldly

to advance into the inland provinces, till he forced Ids rival to (lontond with
him, perhaps in the plains of Arhela, for the empire of Asia. The magna-
nimity of Julian was applauded and betrayed by the arts of a noble Persian,

who, in the cause of Ids country, had gene<‘ously submitietl to act a jiart full

of danger, of falsehood, and of shame. With a train of faithful followers,

he deserted to the imperial camp, exposed, in a specious talt\ the injuries

which he had sustained; exaggerated the cruelty of Sapor, tlie diseontent of

the people, and the wealcness of the monarchy; and conlhb^ntly offered him-
self as the hostage and guide of the Komau march. Tlio most rational

grounds of suspicion were urged, without efi'ect, by the wisdom and experi-

ence of Hormisdas; and the credulous Julian, receiving the traitor int(» Ids

bosom, was persuaded to issue a hasty order which, in the ojiiidou of man-
kind, appeared to arraign his prudence and to cmlanger his safiity.

He desti’oyed in a single hour the whole navy, wldc-.h had bcc'ii trans-

ported above five hundred miles, at such expense of toil, of tnvisiire, and of

elood. Twelve or, at the most, twenty-two small vessels were saved, to

accompany on carriages the inarch of tiic army, and to form (xuiasional

bridges for the passage of the rivers. A supply of twenty days’ provisions
was reserved for the use of the soldiers ; and the rest of the mi'iga'/.ines, vith
a fleet of eleven hundred vessels 'which rode at anchor in the 'Figris, were,

abandoned to the flames, bj’- the absolute command of tla^ (anp(‘ror. The
Christian bishops, Gregory and Augustine, Insulti the madness of the apos-
tate, who executed,' with his own hands, the Hontcnco of divine jusiltie.

Their authority, of loss weight, perhaps, in a military question, is confirmed
by the cool judgment of an experienced soldier, who wa.s bimsclf spectator
of the conflagration, and who could ijici dis5ippia>V(^ the rchudaut munuurs of
the troops.

Yet there are not wanting some specious and }>orbaiis sifiid reasons
which might appear to justify the resolution of Juliau. The navigation of
the Euphrates never ascended above liabylou, nor that of the Tigris above
Opis. The distance of the last-mentioned city from the Homan (aimp was
not very considerable; and Julian must soon liavo rcuouiuaHl the vain and
impracticable attempt of forcing upwards a great flec-t against the stream of
a rapid river, which in several places was embarrassed by natural or artificial
cataracts. The power of sails and oars was insufiioient

; it bcunuue necessary
to tow the ships against the current of the river; the strcmglh of Iwtmty
thousand soldiers was exhausted in this tedious and 8crvih‘. labour

; and if

the Romans continued to march along the banks of the 'Figris, tlicy could
only expect to return home without achioviug any enterprise worthy of the
genius or fortune of their leader. If, on the ooutrary, it was advisabh^ to
advance into the inland country, the destruction of the fleet and magawmis
was the only measure which could save that valuable jirizo from the hands of
the numerous and active troops which might suddonly ho pouriMl from the
gates of Otesiphon. Had the arms of Julian been victorious, wo should now
admire the conduct as well as the courage of a hero who, by depriving his
soldiers of the hopes of a retreat, left them only the altornativo of death or
conquest.

The cumbersom*^ train of artillery and wagons, which retards the opera-
tions of a modern army, was in a great measure unknown in the camps of the
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Eomans. Yet, in every age, the subsistence of sixty thousand men must
have been one of the moat important cares of a prudent general ; and that
subsistence could only be drawn from his own or from the enemy’s country.
Had it been possible for Julian to maintain a bridge of communication on
the Tigris, and to preserve the conquered places of Assyria, a desolated
province could not afford any large or regular supplies, in a season of the
year when the lands were covered by the .inundation of the Euphrates and
the unwholesome air was darkened with swarms of innumerable insects.

The appearance of the hostile country was far more inviting. The exten-
sive region lying between the river Tigris and the mountains of Media was
filled with villages and towns ; and the fertile soil, for the most part, was in

a very improved state of cultivation. Julian might expect that a conqueror
who jpossessed the two forcible instruments of persuasion, steel and gold,

would easily procure a plentiful subsistence from the fears or avarice of the
natives. But on the approach of the Romans this rich and smiling prospect
was instantly blasted. Wherever they moved, the inhabitants deserted
the open villages and took shelter in the fortified towns

; the cattle were
driven away; the grass and ripe corn were consumed with fire

;
and as soon

ac the flames had subsided which interrupted the march of Julian, he beheld
the melancholy face of a smoking and naked desert. This desperate and
effectual method of defence can only be executed by the enthusiasm of a

people who prefer their independence to their property
;
or by the rigour of

an arbitrary government which consults the public safety, without submit-
ting to their inclinations the liberty of choice. On the present occasion, the

zeal and obedience of the Persians seconded the commands of Sapor ; and
the emperor was soon reduced to the scanty stock of provisions, which con-

tinually wasted in his hands. Before they were entirely consumed, he might
still have reached the wealthy and unwarlike cities of Ecbatana or Susa, by
the effort of a rapid and well-directed march ; but he was deprived of this last

resource by his ignorance of the roads and by the perfidy oj: his guides.

The Romans wandered several days in the country east of Baghdad
;

the Persian deserter, who had artfully led them into the snare, escaped

from their resentment ; and his followers, as soon as they were put to the

torture, confessed the secret of the conspiracy. The visionary conquests of

Hyrcania and India, which had so long amused, now tormented the mind
of Julian. Conscious that his own imprudence was the cause of the public

distress, he anxiously balanced the hopes of safety or success, without obtain-

ing a satisfactory answer either from gods or men. At length, as the only

practicable measure, he embraced the resolution of directing his steps towards

the banks of the Tigris, with the design of saving the army by a hasty march
to the confines of Gordyene, a fertile and friendly province, which acknow-
ledged the sovereignty of Rome. The desponding troops obeyed the signal

of retreat, only seventy days after they had passed the Chaboras with the

sanguine expectation of subverting the throne of Persia.

As long as the Romans seemed to advance into the country, their march
was observed and insulted from a distance by several bodies of Persi^
cavalry ; who, showing themselves sometimes in loose, and sometimes in

closer order, faintly skirmished with the advanced guards. These detach-

ments were however supported by a much greater force ,* and the heads of

the columns were no sooner pointed towards the Tigris, than a cloud of dust

arose on the plain. The Romans, who now aspired onl}^ to the permission

of a safe and speedy retreat, endeavoured to persuade themselves that this

formidable appearance was occasioned by a troop of wild asses, or perhaps
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by the approach of some friendly Arabs. They halted, pitched their tents,

fortified their camp, passed the whole night in continual alarms
;
and dis-

covered at the dawn of day that they were surrounded by an army of Persians.

This army, which might be considered only as the van of the barbarians, was

soon followed by the main body of cuirassiers, archers, and elephants, com-

manded by Nermanes, a general of rank and reputation, lie was accompanied

by two of the king’s sons, and many of the principal satraps
;
and fame and

expectation exaggerated the strength of the remaining powers, wlu(di slowl}/

advanced under the conduct of Sapor himself. As the Romans contijuied their

march, their long array, which was forced to bend, or tlivido, aueording to

the varieties of the ground, afforded frequent and favourable opportunities

to their vigilant enemies. The Persians repeatedly chargnul wil,ri fury, they

were repeatedly repulsed with firmness ; and the action at Maronga, which

almost deserved the name of a battle, was marked by a cunsiderabltj loss of

satraps and elephants, perliaps of equal value in the eyes of their muJiarcL,

JULIAN S DEATH

These splendid advantages were not obtained without eonHid(‘rable

slaughter on the Roman side
j

several oflicers of disLimdion were either

killed or wounded ; the emperor himself, who, on all octuisioiis of danger,

inspired and guided the valour of his troops, was obliged to expose his p<n‘son

and exert his abilities. The weight of offensive and d(densive arms, which
still constituted the strength and safety of the Romans, disabled them from
making any long or effectual pursuit ;

and as the horsemen of the East wm'C
trained to dart their javelins and shoot their arrows at full speed, and in

every possible direction, the cavalry of Persia was never more formidahle than

in tlie moment of a rapid and disorderly lliglit. But the most c»n*taiu and
irreparable loss of the Romans was that of time. 'rUo hardy vtdcraiis, ac-

customed to the cold climate of Gaul and Germany, fainted under the sultry

heat of an Assyrian summer ;
their vigour was exhausted by the iiuiosHaut

repetition of march and combat ; and the progress of the army was suspended
by the precautions of a slow and dangerous retreat, in the prt^sciiua^ of an
active enemy. Every day, every hour, as the supply diminished, the value

and price of subsistence increased in the Roman camp. Julian, who always
contented himself with such food as a hungry suldim* would have disdained,

distributed, for the use of the troops, the provisions of the imperial house-
hold, and whatever could be spared from th(i suniptcr-horses of the iribtines

and generals. But this feeble relief served only to aggravate the sense of

the public distress ;
and the Romans began to entertain the most gloomy

apprehensions that before they could reach the frontiers of the empire they
should all perish, either by famine or by the sword of the barbanens.^^

In the early hours of the 26th of June thb army advanced and was
immediately followed by the Persians, who marched on the wings, on
the hilly ground at either side of the way, watching to seize a favourable
opportunity for attack. This soon offered itself, for whilst Julian had
ridden a little in advance, unarmed, to reconnoitre, ho was suddenly in-
formed that the army had been attacked in the rear. He went there imme-
diately to render assistance, seizing a shield, but in his haste forgetting to
put on the coat of mail which he had taken off on account of its weight and
the oppressive heat. No sooner had he reached the rear than the news came
that the army was also engaged with the enemy in the van, Th© emperoj’
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Wcia promptly on tlie spot, and the Roman light infantry, encouraged
his splendid example, succeeded in repulsing the Persians.

"

The Romans immediately started in pursuit, the emperor himself
giving the signal, and, transported with ardour and eager desire for
combat, himself taking part in it. Unarmed as he was, and without any
thought of himself, lie was carried away in the throng of the fugitives. He
no longer heard the warning cries of his companions, who had been parted
from him in the general confusion

; evil fate had already overtaken him, for
the spear of a horseman, coming suddenly from an unknown quarter, grazed
his arm and pierced his ribs, where it remained. He tried to extract it with
his right hand, but it was useless ; he only wounded his fingers with the
sharp iron. He then fell from his horse, but was soon brought into camp.

Meanwhile the lighting continued
; the Romans, amongst whom the news

of the fall of the emperor had soon spread, advanced, full of rage and without
thopglit of their own safety, on the Persians who were again closing their ranks.

A protracted struggle ensued and the air was filled with the cries of the dying,

the neighing of horses, and the whir of arrows. At last night put an end to

the bloodshed. The loss on both sides was considerable.

Let ns return to the emperor. He lay dying in his tent, surrounded by
Ills faitliful followers, who could not suppress their anguish. He tried to

console them liy long speeches, in which he alluded to the honourable death

granted him by favour of the gods; death was made easy to him, since

he had nothing to repent of in the actions of his life, for he had always, con-

sidered the happiness and welfare of his subjects as the object of his govern-

ment, and Lad had them in view in all his undertakings.

Ho would not expiess any desire as to his successor, lest he shoxild pass

over anyone worthy. Who docs not xccjill the death of Alexander, his

great model ? AH that he desired was the best possible ruler for the empire.

After thus speaking in a tranquil tone, the emperor gave some directions

con(‘,cnung his private property ; he also inquired for the chancellor Ana-
tolius, whose absence he had noticed. When he heard from Sallust that he

was dead, he lamented him bitterly, he who shortly before had considered

his own death as a favour of the gods. Pie soon recovered himself and
reproached those aroiuid him who had burst into tears, as he considered it

unseemly ro lament a prince who was so soon to become united to the gods.

He then ciiigiiged in conversation with the philosophers, Maximus and Pris-

mis, on tlic" immortal destiny of the soul. This continual conversation was
not favourable to his condition, for the wound suddenly began to bleed

again, his breath became laboured, and after taking a drink of fresh water,

he cxiiireil quietly about midnight.

Such was the end of the last emperor of the house of Constantine, on

whom the pagans had set such great hopes, at the early age of barely

thirty-two years, and after a reign of barely twenty mouths. <5
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ELECTIUDK OF JOVIAN (FLAVIUS CLAUDIUS JOVIANUS)

Theee or four hours of the night had not passed away without some
secret cabals ;

and when the election of an emperor was proposed, the spirit

of faction began to agitate the assembly, Victor and Arinthams collected

the remains of the court of Constantins; the friends of Julian attaclicd them-
selves to the Gallic chiefs, Dagalaiphns and Ncvii-ta; and the most fatal

consequences, might be apprehended from the disitord of two factions, no

opposite in their character and interest, in their maxims of government, and
perhaps in their religious principles. The superior virtues of Sallust could
alone reconcile their divisions, and nnite their sufTrages ; and the venerable

prefect would immediately have been declared the successor of Julian if he
himself, with sincere and modest firmness, had not alleged his age and
infirmities, so unequal to the weight of the diadem.

The generals, perplexed by his refusal, showed a disposition to ado] )t the
salutary advice of an inferior officer, that they should act as they wouhx have
acted in the absence of the emperor ; that they should exert their abilities

to extricate the army from the present distress
;
and, if they wore fortunate

enough to reach the confines of Mesopotamia, they should proceed with
united and deliberate counsels in the election of a lawful sovercjigu. While
they debated, a few voices saluted Jovian, who was no more than first of the
domestics, with the names of emperor and augustus. The tumultuary
acclamation was instantly repeated by the guards who surrounded the tent,

and passed, in a few minutes, to the extremities of the lino. The new prince,
astonished with his oavu fortune, was hastily invested with the imperial
ornaments, and received an oath of fidelilw from the generals, wIkjsc favour
and_ protection he so lately solicited. The strongest recommendation of
Jovian was the merit of his father, Count Varronian, who enjoyed in honour-
able r^^tirement the fruit of his long services. In the obscure freedom of a
private station, the son indulged his taste for wine and women

;
yet ho sup-

ported, with credit, the character of a Christian and a soldier. Without
oeing conspicuous for any of the ambitious qualifications which excite the
admiration and envy of mankind, the comely person of Jovian, his cheerful
temper and familiar wit, had gained the affection of his follow-soldiers ;

and
the generals of both parties acquiesced in a popular election, which had not

610
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been conducted by the arts of their enemies. The pride of this unexpected
elevation was moderated by the just apprehension that the same day might
terminate the life and reign of the new emperor. The pressing voice of
necessity was obeyed without delay : and the first orders issued by Jovian,
a few hours after his predecessor had expired, were to prosecute a march,
which could alone extricate the Romans from their actual distress.

SAPOR ASSAILS THE ROMANS

The welcome news of the death of Julian, which a deserter revealed to
the camp of Sapor, inspired the desponding monarch with a sudden confidence
of victory. He immediately detached the royal cavalry, perhaps the ten
thousand Immortals^ to second and support the pursuit ; and discharged the
whole weight of his united forces on the rear-guard of the Romans. The
rear-guard was thrown into disorder ; the renowned legions, which derived
their titles from Diocletian and his warlike colleague, were broken and
trampled down by the elejphants ; and- three tribunes lost their lives in

attempting to stop the flight of their soldiers. The battle was at length
restored by the persevering valour of the Romans ; the Persians were
repulsed with a great slaughter of men and elephants

; and the army, after

marching and fighting a long summer’s day, arrived, in the evening, at

Samara on the banks of the Tigris, about one hundred miles above Ctesiphon.

On the ensuing day, the barbarians, instead of harassing the march, attacked

the camp of Jovian, which had been seated in a deep and sec[uestered valley.

From the hills, the archers of Persia insulted and annoyed tlie weary legion-

aries, and a body of cavalry, which had penetrated with desperate" courage
through the praetorian gate, was cut in pieces, after a doubtful conflict, near

the im]3erial tent. In the succeeding night the "camp at Carche was pro-

tected by the lofty dikes of the river ; and the Roman army, though inces-

santly exposed to the vexatious pursuit of the Saracens, pitched their tents

near the city of Dura, four days after the death of Julian. The Tigris was
still on their left

;
their hopes and provisions were almost consumed

; and
the impatient soldiers who had fondly persuaded themselves that the frontiers

of the empire were not far distant, requested their new sovereign, that they

might be permitted to hazard the passage of the river. With the assistance

of his wisest officers, Jovian endeavoured to check their rashness, by repre-

senting that if they possessed sufficient skill and vigour to stem the torrent

of a deep and rapid stream, they would only deliver themselves naked and
defenceless to the barbarians who had occupied the opposite banks.

Yielding at length to their clamorous importunities, he consented that

five hundred Gauls and Germans, accustomed from their infancy to the

waters of the Rhine and Danube, should attempt the bold adventure, which
might serve either as an encouragement, or as a warning for the rest of the

army. In the silence of the night they swam the Tigris, surprised an
unguarded post of the enemy, and displayed at the dawn of day the signal of

thmr resolution and fortune. The success of this trial disposed the emperor

to listen to the promises of Ins architects, who proposed to construct a float-

ing bridge of the inflated skins of sheep, oxen, and goats, covered with a floor

of earth and fascines. Two important days were spent in the ineffectual

labour
;
and the Romans, who already endured the miseries of famine, cast a

look of despair on the Tigris, and upon the barbarians, whose numbers and

obstinacy increased with the distress of the imperial army.
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THE HUMILIATIOIT OF THE ROMANS

In this hopeless situation, the fainting spirits of the Romans were revived
by the sound of peace. The transient presumption of Sapor had vanished:
he observed with serious concern, that in the repetition of doubtful combats,
he had lost his most faithful and intrepid nobles, his bravest troops, and the
greatest part of his train of elephants ; and the experienced monarch feared
to provo-ce the resistance of despair, the vicissitudes of fortune, and the
unexhausted powers of the Roman Empire; which might soon advance to
relieve, or to revenge, the successor of Julian. The Surenas himself, accom-
panied by another satrap, appeared in the camp of Jovian

;
and declared that

the_ clemency of his sovereign was not averse to signify the conditions on
which he would consent to spare and to dismiss the cyesar, with the relics of
his captive army. The hopes of safety subdued the firmness of the Romans

;

the emperor was compelled, by the advice of his council, and the cries of his
soldiers, to embrace the offer of peace ; and tlie prefect Sallust was immedi-
ately sent, with the general Arinthmus, to understand the pleasure of the
Great King. The crafty Persian delayed, under various pretences, the con-
clusion of the agreement; started difficulties, required explanations, sug-
gested expedients, receded from his concessions, increased his demands, and
wasted four days in the arts of negotiation, till he had consumed the stock
of provisions which yet remained in the camp of the Romans. Had Jovian
been capable of executing a bold and prudent measure, ho would have con-
tinued his march with unremitting diligence; the progress of the treaty
would have suspended the attacks of the barbarians

; and, before the expira-
tion of the fourth day, he might have safely reached the fruitful province
of Gordyene, at the distance of only one liundred miles, Tlio irresolute
emperor, instead of breaking through the toils of the enemy, oxpect(ul his
fate with patient resignation; and accepted the humiliating conditions of
peace, which it was no longer in his power to refuse.

As the price of his disgraceful concessions, the emperor might p(U‘hat)s
have stipulated, that the camp of the hungry Romans should be plentifully
supplied; and that they should be permitted to i)ass the Tigris on the
bridge which was constructed by the hands of the Poraians. But if Jovian
presumed to solicit those equitable terms, they were sterniy refused by the
haughty tyrant of the East whose clemency had jiardoned the invaders of
his country. The Saracens sometimes intercepted the stragglers of the
march; but the generals and troops of Sapor respected tiie cessation of
arms, and Jovian was suffered to explore the most convenient place for the
pas.Siage of the river. 6

“Bat when the trumpets openly gave the signal for erossing the river,
’’

says Ammiaims, “it was dreadful to sec with what ardour every individual
hastened to rush into this danger, preferring himself to all his comrades in
the desire of avoiding the many dangers and distresses behind him. Somts
tried to guide the beasts who were swimming about at random, with hurdles
hurriedly put together; others, seated on bladders, and others, being driven
by necessity to all kinds of expedients, sought to pass through the opposing
waves by crossing them obliquely. The emperor himself with a few others
crossed over in the small boats, which we said were saved when the fleet
was burnt, and then sent the same vessels backwards and forwards till our
whole body was brought across. And at length all of us, excei^t such as

drowned, reached the opposite bank of the river, being saved amid our
difficulties by the favour of the Supreme Deity.
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As soon as the Romans had landed on the western bank, they were
delivered from the hostile pursuit of the barbarians; but, in a laborious

march of two hundred miles over the plains of Mesopotamia, they endured

the last extremities of thirst and hunger. At Thilsaphata, the emperor most
graciously received the generals of Mesopotamia ; and the remains of a once

flourishing army at length reposed themselves under the walls of Nisibis.

The messengers of Jovian had proclaimed, in the language of flattery, his

election, his treaty, and bis return
;
and the new prince had taken the most

effectual measures to secure the allegiance of the armies and provinces of

Europe, by placing the military command in the hands of those officers who,

from motives of interest or inclination, would firmly support the cause of

their benefactor.

The minds of the peoiple were filled with astonishment and grief, with

indignation and terror, when they were informed that the unworthy suc-

cessor of Julian relinquished the five provinces which had been acquired

by the victory of Galerius, and shamefully surrendered to the barbarians

the important city of Nisibis, the firmest bulwark of the provinces of the

East. The deep and dangerous question, how far the public faith should be

observed, when it becomes incompatible with the public safety, was freely

a^tated in popular conversation ;
and some hopes were entertained, that

tire emperor would redeem his pusillanimous behaviour by a splendid act of

patriotic perfidy. The inflexih.e spirit of the Roman senate had always dis-

claimed the unequal conditions which were extorted from the distress of her

captive armies; and, if it were necessary to satisfy the national honour by

delivering the guilty general into the hands of the barbarians, the great-

est part of the subjects of Jovian would have cheerfully acquiesced in the

precedent of ancient times. _ ,

'

. . ^

But the emperor, whatever might be the limits of his constitutional

authority, was the absolute master of the laws and arms of the state ; and

the same motives which had forced him to subscribe, now pressed him to

execute, the treaty of peace. He was impatient to secure an empire at the

expense of a few provinces; and the respectable names of religion and

honour concealed the personal fears and ambition of Jovian. Notwithstand-

ing the dutiful solicitations of the inhabitants, decency, as well as prudence,

forbade the emperor to lodge in the palace of Nisibis ;
but tbe next morning

after his arrival, Bineses, the ambassador of Persia, entered the place, dis-

olayed from the citadel the standard of the Great King, and proclaimed, in

As name, the cruel alternative of exile or servitude. The principal citizens

of Nisibis, who till that fatal moment had confided in the protection of their

sovereign, threw themselves at his feet. They conjured him not to aban-

don, or at least not to deliver, a faithful colony to the rage of a barbarian

tyrant, exasperated by the three successive defeats which he had experienced

under the walls of Nisibis. They still possessed arms and courage to repel

the invaders of their country ;
they requested only the permission of using

them in their own defence ;
and as soon as they had asserted their indepena-

ence, they should implore the favour of being again admitted into the ranks

of his subjects. Their arguments, their eloquence, their tears, were inet-

feotual. Jovian alleged, with some confusion, the sanctity of oaths; and, as

the reluctance with which he accepted the present of a crown of gold con-

vinced the citizens of their hopeless condition, the advocate ^Ivanus w
provoked to exclaim, “ O emperor I may you thus be crowned hy aU the

cities of your dominions ! ”
, x

Jovian, who in a few weeks had easily learned to assume the habits

H. W.— VOL. VI. 2 L
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of a prince, was displeased with freedom and offended with truth; and
as he reasonably sup posed that the discontent of the people might incline

them to submit to t ae Persian government, he published an edict, under
pain of death, that they should leave the city within the term of three days.

The savage insensibility of Jovian appears to have aggravated the hardships

of these unhappy fugitives. They were seated, however, in a new-buijlt

quarter of Amida ; and that rising city, with the reinforcement of a very
considerable colony, soon recovered its former splendour, and became the
capital of Mesopotamia. Similar orders were despatched by the emperor for

the evacuation of Singara and the castle of the Moors ; and for the restitu-

tion of the five provinces beyond the Tigris. Sapor enjoyed the glory and
the fruits of his victory ; and this ignominious peace has justly been con-
sidered as a memorable era in the decline and fall of the Roman Empire.

After Jovian had performed those engagements, which the voice of his
people might have tempted him to violate, he hastened away from the spene
of his disgrace, and proceeded with his whole court to enjoy the luxury
of Antiocb.6

Aramianus has left us a torse description of the personal traits of the
emperor. “Jovian,” he says, “was slow in his movements, of a cheerful
countenance, with blue eyes, very tall, so much so that it was long before
any of the royal robes could be found to fit him. He was anxious to imitate
Constantius, often occupying himself with serious business till after midday,
and being fond of jesting with his friends in public. He was given to the
study of the Christian law, sometimes doing it marked honour; he was
tolerably learned in it, very well inclined to its professors, and disposed to
promote them to be judges, as was seen in some of his appointments. He
was fond of eating and addicted to wine and women.

Jovian was educated in the profession of Christianity
; and as ho marched

from Hisibis to Antioch, the banner of the cross, the Laharum of Constantine,
which was again displayed at the head of the legions, announced to the peo-
ple the faith of their new emperor. As soon as he ascended the throne, he
transmitted a circular epistle to all the governors of provinces; in which
he confessed the divine truth, and secured .the legal establishment, of the
Christian religion. The insidious edicts of Julian were abolished; the
ecclesiastical immunities were restored and enlarged

; and JoVian conde-
scended to lament, that the distress of the times obliged him to diminish
the measure of charitable contributions. The Christians were unanimous
in the loud and sincere applause which they bestowed on the pious suc-
cessor of Julian. But they were still ignorant what creed, or wliat synod,
he would choose for the standard of orthodoxy

;
and the peace of the

church immediately revived those eager disputes which had been suspended
during the season of persecution. Tlie episcopal leaders of the contending
sects, convinced from experience how much their fate would depend on
the earliest impressions that were made on the mind of an untutored sol-
dier, hastened to the court of Edessa, or Antioch. The highways of the
East were crowded with Homodusian, and Arian, and semi-Arian, and Eu-
nomian bishops, who struggled to outstrip each other in the* holy race

; the
apartments of the palace resounded witA their clamours; and the ears of
tneir prince were assaulted, and perhaps astonished, by the singular mixture
of metaphysical argument and passionate invective. The moderation of
Jovian, who recommended concord and charity, and referred the disputants
to the sentence of .a future council, was interpreted as a symptom of in-
uxiierence ; but his attachment to the Nicene creed was at length discovered
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and declared, by the reverence which he expressed for the celestial vir-
tues of the great Athanasius. The intrepid veteran of the faith, at the age
of seventy, had issued from his retreat on the first intelligence of the
tyrant s death. The acclamations of the people seated him once more on
the archiepiscopal throne

; and he wisely accepted, or anticipated, the invi-
tation of tTovian. IBefore his departure from Antioch, he assured Jovian
that his orthodox devotion would be rewarded by a long and peaceful reign.
Athanasius had reason to hope, that he should be allowed either the merit of
a successful prediction, or the excuse of a grateful, though ineffectual, prayer.

The slightest force, when it is applied to assist and guide the natural
descent of its object, operates with irresistible weight ; and Jovian had the
good fortune to embrace the religious opinions which were supported by
the spirit of the times, and the zeal and numbers of the most powerful
sect. Under his reign, Christianity obtained an easy and lasting victory;
and -as soon as the smile of rOyal patronage was withdrawn, the genius of
paganism, which had been fondly raised and cherished by the arts of
Julian, sank irrecoverably in the dust.

In the space of sevenmonths, the Roman troops, who were now returned
to Antioch, had performed a march of fifteen hundred miles ; in which they
had endured all the hardships of war, of famine, and of climate. Notwith-
standing their services, their fatigues, and the approach of winter, the timid
and impatient Jovian allowed only, to the men and horses, a respite of six

weeks. The emperor could not sustain the indiscreet and malicious raillery

of the people of Antioch- He was impatient to possess the palace of Con-
stantinople; and to prevent the ambition of some competitor, who might
occujpy the vacant allegiance of Europe. But he soon received th^ grateful
inteligence, that his authority was acknowledged from the Thraoian Bos-
porps to the Atlantic Ocean. By the first letters which the emperor had
despatched from the camp of Mesopotamia, he had delegated the military
command of Gaul and lUyricum to Malarich, a brave and faithful officer of

the nation of the Franks
;
and to his father-in-law Count Luoilli^n, who had

formerly distinguished his courage and Conduct in the defence of Nisibis.

Malarich had declined an office to which he thought himself tmequal ; and
Luoillian was massacred at Remi [Rheims], in an accidental mutiny of the
Batavian cohorts. But the moderation of Jovinus, master-general of the
cavalry, who forgave the intention of his disgrace, soon appeased the tumult,

and confirmed the uncertain minds of the soldiers. The oath of fidelity was
administered, and taken with loyal acclamations; and the deputies of the

western armies saluted their new sovereign as he descended from Mount
Taurus to the city of Tyana, in Cappadocia. From Tyana he continued his

hasty march to Ancyra, capital of the province of Galatia; where Jovian

assumed, witt his infant son, the name and ensiijns of the consulship.

Dadastana, an obscure town, almost at an equal distance between Ancyra
and Nicsea, was marked for the fatal term of ms journey and his Hfe. After

indulging himself with a plentiful, perhaps an intemperate, supper, he re-

tired to rest; and the next morning Uie emperor Jovian was found dead
in his bed.

The cause of the sudden death of Jovian was variously understood.

By some it was ascribed to the consequences of an indigestion, occasioned

either by the quantity of the wine, or the quality of the mushrooms, which
he had swallowed in the evening. According to others, he was suffocated

in his sleep by the vapour of charcoal, which extracted from the walls of

the apartment the unwholesome moisture of the fresh plaster. The body
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of Jovian was sent to Constantinople, to be interred with his predecessors’;

and the sad procession was met on the road by his wife Charito, the daughter

of Count Lucillian ;
who still wept the recent death of her father, and was

hastening to dry her tears in the embraces of an imperial husband. Her
disappointment and grief were embittered by the anxiety of maiornal tender-

ness. Six weeks before the death of Jovian, his infant son had been placed

in th^ curule chair, adorned with the title of Nohilissimus, and the vain en-

signs of the consulship. Unconscious of his fortune, the royal youth, who,

from his grandfather, assumed the name of Varronian, was reminded only by
the jealousy of the government, that he was the son of an emperor. Sixteen

years afterwards he was still alive, but ho had already boon deprived of an
eye ;

and his afflicted mother expected, every hour, that the innocent victim

would be torn from her arms, to appease with his blood the suspicions of the

reigning prince.

VALENTINIAN AKD VALBNS

After the death of Jovian, the throne of the Roman world remained ten

days without a master. The ministers and generals still continued to meet
in council

;
to exercise their respective functions ; to maintain the public

order ;
and peaceably to conduct the army to the city of Nicma in Bitliynia,

which was caosen foV the place of the election. In a solemn assembly of

the civil and military powers of the empire, the diadem was again unani-

mously offered to the prefect Sallust. Ho enjoyed the glory of a second

refusal ; and when the virtues of the father were alleged, in favour of his

son, the prefect, with the firmness of a disinterested patriot, declared to

the electors, that the feeble age of the one, and the inexporienced youth of

the other, were equally incapable of the laborious duties of government.
Several candidates were proposed ; and, after weighing the objections of

character or situation, they were successively rejected ; but as soon as the

name of Valentinian was pronounced, the merit of that ollicor tmited the

suffrages of the whole assembly, and obtained the sincere approbation of

Sallust himself.

Valentinian was the son of Count Gratian, who was a native of Cibalis

in Pannonia, and who, from an obscure condition, had raised himself, by
matchless strength and dexterity, to the military commands of Africa
and Britain ; from which he retired with an ample fortune and suspicious
integrity. The rank and services of Gratian contributed, however, to

smooth the first steps of the promotion of his son, and afforded him an early

opportunity of displaying those solid and useful qualifications, which raised

his character above the ordinary level of his fellow-soldiers.

The person of Valentinian was tall, graceful, and majestic. His manly
countenance, marked with the impressions of sense and spirit, inspired his

friends with awe, and his enemies with fear ; and, to second the efforts of his

undaunted courage, the son of Gratian had inherited the advantages of a
strong and healthy constitution. By the habits of chastity and temperance,
which restrain the appetites and invigorate the faculties, Valentinian pre-
served his own and tiae public esteem. The avocations of a military life

diverted his youth fiom ,the elegant pursuits of literature
;

he was

rorant of the Greek lan^age, and the arts of rhetoric ; but as the mind
the orator was never disconcerted by timid perplexity, he was able, as

often as the occasion prompted him, to deliver his decided sentiments with
bold and ready elocution. The laws of martial discipline were the only
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laws that he had studied ; and he was soon distinguished by the laborious
diligence and inflexible severity with which he discharged and enforced the
duties of the camp. In the time of Julian he provoked the danger of dis-
grace by .the contempt which he publicly expressed for the reigning
religion ;

and it should seem from his subsequent conduct that the indis-

creet and unseasonable freedom of Valentinian was the effect of military
spirit, rather than of Christian zeal. He was pardoned, however, and still

employed by a prince who esteemed his merit ; and in the various events of
the Persian War, he improved the reputation which he had already acquired
on the banks of the Rhine. The celerity and success with which he exe-
cuted an important commission recommended him to the favour of Jovian,

and to the lionourable command of the second school, or company, of tar-

geteers, of the domestic guards. In the march from Antioch, he had
reached his quarters at Ancyra, when he was unexpectedly summoned,
without guilt, and withoi^t intrigue, to assume, in the forty-third year of

his age, the absolute government of the Roman Empire.
The invitation of the ministers and generals at Nicaea was of little moment,

unless it were confirmed by the voice of the army. The aged Sallust, who
had long observed the irregular fluctuations of popular assemblies, proposed,

unaer pain of death, that none of those persons, whose rank in the service

might excite a party in their favour, saould appear in public on the day
of the inauguration. Yet such was the prevalence of ancient superstition,

that a whole day was voluntarily added to this dangerous interval, because

it happened to be the intercalation of the bissextile. At length, when the

hour was supposed to be propitious, Valentinian showed himself from a

lofty tribunal
;

the judicious choice was applauded
;
and the new prince

solemnly invested with the diadem and the purple amidst the acclamations of

the troops, who were disposed in martia. order round the tx’ibunal. But
when he stretched forth his hand to address the armed multitude, a busy
whisper was accidentally started in the ranks, and insensibly swelled into a

loud and imperious clamour, that he should name, without delay, a col-

league in the empire.

The intrepid calmness of Valentinian at last obtained silence, and com-
manded respect ; and he thus addressed the assembly : “ A few minutes
since it was in your power, fellow-soldiers, to have left me in the obscurity

of a private station. Judging, from the testimony of my past life, that I

deserved to reign, you have placed me on the throne. It is now my duty to

consult the safety and interest of the republic. The weight of the universe

is undoubtedly too great for the hands of a feeble mortal. I am conscious

of the limits of my abilities, and the uncertainty of my life ;
and far from

declining, I am anxious to solicit, the assistance of a worthy colleague. But,

where discord may be fatal, the choice of a faithful friend requires mature
and serious deliberation. That deliberation shall be my care. Let your
conduct be dutiful and consistent. Retire to your quarters, refresh your
minds and bodies

;
and expect the accustomed donative on the accession of

• tlie new emperor.”
The astonished troops, with a mixture of pride, of satisfaction, and of

terror, confessed the voice of their master. Their angry clamours subsided
into silent reverence ; and Valentinian, encompassed with the eagles of the
legioias, and the various banners of the cavalry and infantry, was conducted,
in warlike pomp, to the palace of Nicaja. As he was sensible, however, of the
importence of preventing some rash declaration of the soldiers, he consulted
the assembly of the ehiefs

j and &eir real sentiments were concisely expressed
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by the generous freedom of Dagalaiphus. “ Most excellent prince,’^ said that
of&cer, “ if you consider only your family, you have a brotiier

j if you love
the republic, look round for the most deserving of the Romans.”

The emperor, who suppressed his displeasure, without altering his inten-

tion, slowly proceeded from Nicsea to Nicomedia and Constantinople, In
one of the suburbs of that capital, thirty days after his own elevation, he
bestowed the title of Augustus on his brother Valens

;
and as the boldest

patriots were convinced that their opposition, without being serviceable to

their country, would be fatal to themselves, the declaration of his absolute

will was received with silent submission. Valens was now in the thirty-

sljvth year of his age ; but his abilities had never been exercised in any em-
ployment, military or civil, and his character had not inspired the world with
any sanguine expectations. He possessed, however, one quality, whitdi recom-
mended him to Valentinian, and preserved the domestic peace of the empire :

a devout and grateful attachment to his benefactor, whoso superiority of

genius, as well as of authority, Valens humbly and cheerfully aclinowledged
in every action of his life.

Before Valentinian divided the provinces, he reformed the administration
of the empire. All ranks of subjects, who had been injured or oppressed
under the reign of Julian, were invited to support their public accusaiioha.
The silence of mankind attested the spotless integrity of the prefect Sallust;

and his own pressing solicitations that he miglit bo ponnittod to retire from
the business of the state were rejected by Valentinian with the most honour-
able expressions of friendship and esteem. But among the favourites of the
late emperor, there were many who had abused his credulity or superstition,
and who could no longer hope to be protected either by favour or justice.^

The greater part of the ministers of the palace, and the governors of the
provinces, were removed from their respective stations; yet tlio eminent
merit of some officers was distinguished from the obnoxious crowd; and,
notwithstanding the opposite clamours of zeal and resentment, the whole
proceedings of this delicate inquiry appear to have been conducted with a
reasonable share of wisdom and moderation. The festivity of a new reign
received a short and suspicious interruption from the sudden illness of tne
two princes; but as soon as their health was restored, they left Constanti-
nople in the beginning of the spring. In the castle or palace M Mediana,
on.y three miles from Naissus, tiey executed the solemn and final division of
the Roman Empire. Valentinian bestowed on his brother the rich prefecture

the East, from the lower Danube to the confines of Persia ; whilst he re-
served for his immediate government the warlike prefectures of Illyrioum,
Italy* and Gaul, from the extremity of Greece to the Caledonian rampart

; and
from the rampart of paledonia to the foot of Mount Atlas. The provincial
administration^ remained on its former basis ; but a double supply of gen-
era^ and magistrates was required for two councils and two courts : the
division was made with a just regard to their peculiar meiit ancf situation,
^nd seven master-generals were soon created, either of the cavalry or infan-
try. When this important business had been amicably transacted, Valen-
tinian and Valens embraced for the last time. The emperor of the West
established his temporary residence at Mediolanum; and tlie emperor of the
East returned to Constantinople, to assume the dominion of fifty provinces,
of whose language he was totally ignorant. ^

1 'Eanapius celebrates and exaggerates the sufferings of Maximus, yet he allows that this
^mat or magician, the guilty favourite of Julian and the personal enemy of Valentinian, waa
dismissed on the payment of a small fine.
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When Julian had gone, the barbarians, repulsed for a while, had once more
turned towards the Roman provinces. The Alamanni and Burgundians
crossed the upper Rhine, the Quadi and Sarmatians the Danube. The
Franks had come out of their cantonments on the lower Rhine, and Saxon
pirates again swarmed on the seas. In Britain the Piets and Scots had
come down from their mountains. In Africa a Moorish chief, Firmus, had
revolted. It seemed as if the whole barbarian world had risen to assail a
falling and humiliated empire. Valentinian had the courage necessary to
face the danger

; able generals, Jovin, Sebastian, above all Theodosius,
helped in this difficult task. In the year 365 he established himself in
Paris that he might keep a closer watch over the barbarians, degraded the
corps which had allowed tlieir standards to be seized, and, feeling more sure
of his troops after this revival of ancient discipline, he marched against the
Alamanni, whom he defeated near Catelauiii (Chalons) (366).

•Two years later, one of their kings, Randon, surprised Mogontiacum when
en fite and took much booty and many captives. Similar expeditions were
on foot, and the whole Alamannic league was astir. The emperor resumed

the policy of Diocletian, Tiberius, and Augustus, and sowed division among
the barbarians. The Burgundians, who had already attained to a certain

degree of civilisation, were gained over and opposed to the Alamanni. He
himself crossed the Rhine with a numerous army and conquered the rebel-

lious tribes near Soliciniiim ^ (368). He employed part of the following year
in raising the fortifications which guarded the river passages, and on the
Neckar, near Mannheim, began works to which he wished to attach great

importance. To make the barbarians understand that the empire intended
to resume its aggressive position towards them, he entered the great valley

of the Mmnus (Main), which flows through the heart of Germany. Maori-

anus, the Alamannic king, was alarmed and sued for peace, and Valentinian

returned in triumph to Augusta Trevirorum (Treves) with his son Gratian.

The poet Ausonius of Burdigala (Bordeaux), the young prince’s tutor, and
Symmachus, the last orator of Rome, celebrated these exploits which gave
security to Gaul.

During these operations on the Rhine those “kings of the sea,” the Saxons,

had been chased from the shores they had been accustomed to pillage, and
the count Theodosius, the father of the future emperor, had acquired in

Britain a renown almost equal among his contemporaries to that of Agricola

;

[iSalzbacli according to Duray.]
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but he had not a Tacitus for son-in-law. He saved tlie Britons from pillage
by the Piets, re-established the Roman dominion, which had been nearly
driven from the island, and consolidated it by a wise administration. Some
time after, he brought the same talents into Africa. The exactions of the
last governors and their cruelties towards the Donatists had excil;ed such
great disaffection that Firmiis the Moor had been able to conquer a largo
part of the country. Theodosius suppressed the revolt, and, after the death
of Valentinian, restored peace to the province; hut, becoming involved in
some obscure intrigue, in spite of his innocence and his services, ho was
beheaded at Carthage.

In the internal government of the provinces Valentinian was hard and
often cruel. He had hardly any other punishment for crimes save death.
And if we are to credit a not very reliable story, ho had lodged in his palace
two immense bears, which tore criminals to pieces before his eyes. In relig-
ious matters he followed the principles of tolerance, with regard to all .re-
ligions, although he himself belonged to the orthodox church. The magicians
alone, who were then rapidly increasing in number, wore diligently hunted
down. Wise laws against the exposing of children, for the management of
schools, the retaining of paid doctors in Rome and tlio establishment in pro-
vincial towns of protectors or defensors of the city, show that he vais not
only a man of war. Unfortunately for the empire ho died in an expedition
against the Quadi.

^

When these people, whom he intended to punish for an
incursion into Illyricum, heard of Iris coming, they sent him a humble embassy
to which he refused to listen. When ho had pitilessly devastated their
country, he consented to receive their deputies, but spoke to them with so
much passion that he burst a blood vessel, and some monionts aftex* expired
(375). The successor of Valentinian was his son Gratian, who had borne
the title of Augustus since 867, and was now only seventeen. He accepted
his brother Valentinian II, then only four years old, as (jolleague, and
abandoned in his favour the prefectures of Italy and Illyricnm.

INVASION OF THE GOTHS IN THE EAST (375); UATTLE OF II ADIU ANOPOLIB
AND DEATH OF VALENS (.378)

,

these events there reigned in the East a suspiijions and weak
prince, Valens, who liad had to suppress the revolt of Procopius, cousin to
Julian. That usurper being detected in treason was beheaded (8(;6) ; but
Valens, far from imitating the prudent reserve of his brother, disturbed the
whole Orient by a cruel persecution directed against the magicians and
those who consulted them, and also by his partiality for the Arians. The
taithful of the orthodox church wore once more disturbed, the bishops
driven from their sees, and an Arian placed on the archiepiscopul throm^ at
Constantinople. Still worse sufferings would have been inflictuti on the
Church If the gravity of the political events which filled this reign had left
Valens sufhcient leisure to respond to all the demands of tlie heretic leaders,
bapor had expeUed the kings of Armenia and Iberia. Valens restored them
and forced the Great King to agree to a treaty with the empire. This was

Thracfan bor^
^ fnghtful catastrophe was preparing on the

revolted, had taken into his pay a corps of three thou-
overtlirowii Valens endeavoured to

punish the barbarians for the help they had furnished. A three years’ war
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ended in a treaty by which the barbarians were sent beyond the Danube, the
subsidies which the empire had paid them were suppressed, and two frontier
towns given in exchange. Athanaric, one of the princijpal leaders of the
western Goths or Visigoths who lived to the north of tjie lower Danube,
accepted this convention for his people. Bishop Ulfilas had just converted a
number of the Goths to Arianism. He had compiled a translation of the
Gospels in their tongue, the first written monument of their language. The
manuscript is preserved at Upsala. Ulfilas had first to make an alphabet,
which he borrowed in great part from that of the Greeks. Arianism was
therefore to return with the barbarians during the invasion.

To that invasion we arc approaching, after having seen it constantly threat-

ening for nearly two hundred years. The people who brought it about were
strangers to the Germanic race, being tribes of Huns belonging to the Mongo-
lian race, as far as can be judged from the description which ancient writers

hav<? left us of the features and customs of these ferocious hordes. The Huns
were nomads and scarcely recognised social ties. The tribes in their expedi-

tions followed particular leaders, who sometimes, however, united for common
enterprises. Attila, one of them, is apparently the first who contrived to

make the entire nation recognise his autaority.

All the Huns were horsemen, and knew no other dwellings than their

tents or huts. As greedy and cruel as those Mongols of the Middle Ages
who killed five or six million men under Jenghiz Khan, they ravaged gold

and silver— not for use, because that they did not understand, but simply

to possess it. Hollowing their vagabond instincts, and in order to augment
these useless treasures, they undertook disastrous expeditions against civilised

peoples. Their incursions, so rapid and unlooket. for, spread more terror

than those of any other barbarous people of the time, for wherever they

passed they destroyed, merely for the pleasure of destroying. Attila, their

great chief, boasted later that grass would not spring again where his horse

had passed. There was a legend that they were born in the desert of demons
and witches, and their cruelty towards women, whom even the Germans in

their ravages respected, seemed to confirm this unclean origin.

Where they first lived and what led them to migrate towards the west,

is unknown, but it seems to be established that, at the time wheu the Scan-

dinavian and German tribes began to stir, the nomadic hordes of western

Asia furled their tents and advanced on the west. Their march, many
times interrupted and by long intervals, owing to the obstinate resistance of

certain tribes, resumed its course when the obstacle had been overcome or

they had attracted to them the peoples who had stopped their way. This

is what happened in the time of Valens. The Huns crossed the Urals and

subjugated the Alans who lived between the Volga and the Black Sea. A
part of these people fled beyond the Caucasus, where their descendants

still livej the rest followed the conquerors, who, spreading over the vast

plains of bannatia, found themselves confronted by the great kingdom of

the Goths.

That great German nation, which had gradually descended from the

mouth of the Oder, on the Danube and Pontus Euxinus, had long remained

divided under a great number of chiefs. But Heimanric had united the

greater part of his tribes and founded a powerful state, the kingdom of the

Ostrogoths or eastern Goths, which extended from the Baltic to the Black

Sea, and a number of peoples had submitted to Mm. This kingdom barred

the whole continent and, had it not already been in full course of dissolution,

would no doubt have stopped the invasion.
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When the aged Hermanric learned of the enemy’s ap proach, he made great
preparations, despite his 110 years. But the vassal tribes showed little zeal

for such a formidable war. Two chiefs of the Hoxolani, whose sister he had
caused to be trampled to death under his horse’s hoofs because her husband
refused to arm for him, tried to assassinate him. Other chiefs also refused
obedience and the old king in desperation fell upon his sword. His succes-

sor Wluthimer was vanquished and killed. Ho left an infant son who was
saved by Alatheus and Saphrax, two Gothic warriors who had served for a
long time in the Roman armies. Leaving the bulk of the nation to make
submission to the conquerors, they, with the royal child, gained the interior

of the country by skilful marches and escaped the pursuit of the Huns, now
occupied in fighting a new enemy. Athanaric, a chief of ihc western Goths,
had advanced as far as the Danastris (Dniester) to defend the passage

; their

cavalry crossed the river during the night and attack(jd him in the rear.

There was nothing for it but to retreat as far as the Pyrotus (Pruth).
There Athanaric wanted to raise fortifications from the OaVpathiaus to the
sea and might thus have arrested the Huns, but his discouraged people
preferred going to beg an asylum in the territories of the empire. The brave
chief himself refused such a disgrace, or did not venture to trust to the
hospitality of Valens, and fled to the mountains with a few faithful warriors

(375).
When the emperor was told that what remained of the GotJue nation was

now suppliant to him, his flattered pride made him forget his prudmiee, and
he opened the empire to this multitude, whicli still numbered two hundred
thousand fighting men. The only condition imposed was that they siiould lay
down their arms and give some of their children as hostages, wlio 'were sent to
the small towns of Asia Minor. The barbarians'submithHl to anything. But
when the imperial officers saw them disarmed they would h(‘11 tluuu noju’ovi-
sions except at the highest prices. All their money was first oxhaustiMl, then
their slaves, and afterwards their children, whom ih(^y sold. WIkui they liad
nothing more they were reduced to taking by forc(i what was reyfused to them,
and went marauding through the country. They had not given up all tlieir

arms and they manufactured more. Alatlnius and Saphrax, who, about the
same time, forced the Danube passage and came with their comrades to join
them, augmented both their numbers and their confidence, All Thrace was
given up to pillage. Even Huns and Alans ran to sltart^ in the prey.

Valens collected his forces to fight them and also invoiced the aid of his
nephew. Gratian promised help, but a young Alamanniau of his guard, away
on leave among his own people, having spoken of these j)reparaXions, the Ala-
manni thought it a favourable opportunitv to attae,k the dcmudcMl frontiers
and their movement made it necessary to keep back the troops ch^stiued for
Valens. Yet every day added to the peril of this princci. All the barbarians
settled in the Danubian provinces, all the Germanic captives wliom the em-
perors had transported there, hastened to join tlioir brcjtheii. Eor a whole
year the legions vainly tried to stay the devastation. At last, in 378, Valens
arrived with a part of the army of the East. Gratian was also on the march ;

but Valens wanted to prevent the concentration of the barbarians in a single
body and advanced against them.c

The Goths had proposed to occupy the defiles on the road from Constan-
tinople to Hadrianopolis, but the march of the imjoerial troops was conducted
with so much skill and celerity, that they xeacaed the latter place unim-
peded and secured themselves in a strong camp beneath its walls. A council
was held to decide on future operations,*
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VALENS MARCHES AGAINST THE GOTHS

On the ninth of August, a day which has deserved to be marked among
the most inauspicious of the Roman calendar, the emperor Valens, leaving
under a strong guard his baggage and military treasure, marched from
Hadrianoplis to attack the Goths, who were encamped about twelve miles
from the city. By some mistake of the orders, or some ignorance of the
ground, the right wing or column of cavalry arrived in sight of the enemv
whilst the left was still at

a considerable distance

;

the soldiers were com-
pelled, in the sultry heat
of summer, to precipitate

their pace; and the line

of "battle was formed with
tedious confusion and ir-

regular delay. The Gothic
cavalry had been detached
to forage in the adjacent

country
; and Fritigern

still continued to practise

his customary arts. He
despatched messengers of

peace, made proposals,

required hostages, and
wasted the hours, till the

Romans, exposed without
shelter to the burning
rays of the sun, were ex-

hausted by thirst, hunger,

and intolerable fatigue.

The emperor was jper-

suaded to send an ambas-
sador to the Gothic camjp

;

the zeal of Bichomer, wtio

alone had courage to ac-

cept the dangerous com-
mission, was applauded.

The count of the do-

mestics, adorned with the

splendid ensigns of his a Gothic Wahriok

dignity, had proceeded (After Hothmotii)

some way in the space

between the two armies, when he was suddenly recalled by the alarm of

battle. The hasty and imprudent attack was made by Bacurius the Iberian,

who commanded a body of archers and targeteers ; and as they advanced

with rashness, they retreated with loss and disgrace. In the same moment
the flying squadrons of Alatheus and Saphrax, whose return was anxiously

expected by the general of the Goths, descended like a whirlwind from the

hills, swept across the plain, and added new terrors to the tumultuous but

irresistible charge of the barbarian host. The event of the battle of Hadri-

anopolis, so fatal to Valens and to the empire, may be described in a few
words ; the Roman cavalry fled ; the infantry was abandoned, surrounded.
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and cut in pieces. The most skilful evolutions, the firmest courage, are

scarcely sufficient to extricate a body of foot, encompassed on an open plain

by superior numbers of horse; but the troops of Valeiis, oppressed by the

weight of the enemy and their own fears, were crowded into a narrow space,

where it was impossible for them to extend their ranks, or even to use with
effect their swords and javelins.

In the midst of tumult, slaughter, and dismay, the emperor, deserted

by his guards, and wounded, as it was supposed, with an arrow, sought joro-

tection among the lancearii and the mattiarii, who still maintained tiieir

ground with some appearance of order and firmness. His faithful generals,

Trajan and Victor, who perceived his danger, loudly exclaimed that all was
lost unless the person of the emperor could bo saved. Some troops, animated
by their exhortation, advanced to his relief ; they found only a bloody spot,

covered with a heap of broken arms and xnangled bodices, without being able

to discover their unfortunate nince, either among the living or the deiul.

Their search could not indeed oe successful, if there is any truth in the cir-

cumstances with which some historians have related the death of the emperor.
By the care of his attendants, Valens was removed from the field of battle

to a neighbouring cottage, where they attempted to dross his wound, and to

provide for his future safety. But his humble retreat was inslaully sur-

rounded by the enemy; they tried to force the door; they wore provoked
by a discharge of arrows from the i*oof, till at length, impatient of deday,
they set fire to a pile of dry fagots, and consumed the cottage with the Uoman
emperor and his train. Valens perished in the flames; and a youth who
dropped from the window alone escaped, to attest the melaneh(yiy tale and
to inform the (loths of the inestimable prize which tlusy had lost by their
own rashness. A great number of brave and distinguislled officers perished
in the battle of Hadrianopolis, which equalled in the actual loss, and far
surpassed in the fatal consequences, the misfortune Avhieh Romo had
formerly sustained in the fields of Cannic.

The pride of the Goths was elated by this momorabh^ victory
; but their

avarice was disappointed by the mortifying discovery that the richest part
of the imperial spoil had been within the walls of nadriam)i)olis. They
hastened to possess the reward of their valour ; but they were Ciimounlered
by the remains of a vanquished army, with an intrepid n^Holution wliicli

was the effect of their despair and the only hope of their salety. The
walls of the city, and the ramparts of the adjacent camp, lined with
military engines, that threw stones of an enormous weight, and aisionished
the ignorant barbarians by the noise and velocity, still more than by the
real effects, of the discharge. The soldiers, the citizens, the provincials, the
domestics of the palace were united in the danger and in the defence;
the furious assault of the Goths was repulsed

; their secret arts of treachery
and treason were discovered

; and, after an obstinate conllict of many hours,
they retired to their tents ; convinced, by experience, that; it would be far
more advisable to observe the treaty which their sagacious huider had tacitly
stipulated with the fortifications of great and populous cities. After the
hasty and impolitic massacre of three hundred deserters, au act of justice
extremely useful to the discipline of the Roman armies, the (ioths indig-
nantly raised the siege of Hadrianopolis. The scene of war and tumult was
instantly converted into a silent solitude : the multitude suddenly disap-
peared; the secret paths of the woods and mountains were marked with
the footsteps of the trembling fugitives, who sought a refuge in the dis-
tant cities of Illyricum and Macedonia; and the faithful officers of the
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household and the treasury cautiously proceeded in search of the emjDeror,

of whose death they were still ignorant. The tide of the Gothic inundation
rolled from the walls of Hadrianopolis to the suburbs of Constantinople.

The barbarians were surprised with the splendid appearance of the cap-
ital of the East, the height and extent of the walls, the myriads of wealthy
and affrighted citizens who crowded the ramparts, the various prospect of

the sea and land. While they gazed with hopeless desire on the inaccessible

beauties of Constantinople, a sally was made from one of the gates by a

party of Saracens, who had been fortunately engaged in the service of

Valens. The cavalry of Scythia was forced to yield to the admirable swift-

ness and spirit of the Arabian horses ; their riders were shilled in the evolu-

tions of irregular war, and the northern barbarians were astonished and

dismayed by the inhuman ferocity of the barbarians of the south. A Gothic

soldier was slain by the dagger of an Arab ; and the hairy, naked savage,

applying his lips to the wound, expressed a horrid delight while he sucked

the blood of his vanquished enemy. The army of the Goths, laden with the

s]}oils of the wealthy suburbs and the adjacent territory, slowly moved from

tlie Bosporus to the mountains which form the western boundary of Thrace.

ij.lie important pass of Succi was betrayed by the fear, or the misconduct,

of Maurus ;
anc the barbarians, who no longer had any resistance to appre-

hend from the scattered and vanquished troops of the east, spread them-

selves over the face of a fertile and cultivated country, as far as the confines

of Italy and the Adriatic Sea.^>

Gratian, more fortunate, at the same time defeated the Alamanni near

Colmar. But the Eastern Empire was without a head. Gratian could not

think of adding this heavy crown to that which he already wore, and to help

him in the difficult task of repairing the great catastrophe under which the

nation groaned, he cast his eyes on Theodosius, son of the valiant count

Theodosius.

THEODOSIUS NAMED AUGUSTUS

After his father’s unhappy end Theodosius had retired to Spain, his

native country. Gratian recalled him, and on the Jan. 19, 379, gave him

the title of Augustus and the two prefectures of the East and of Illyricum.

Theodosius set to work bravely. Asia was quiet, thanks to an atrocious

measure. All the Goths sent as hostages into the provinces had been con-

voked on the same day in the chief cities to receive gifts in money and land.

But troops awaited them there ;
taken by surprise and defenceless, they had

been massacred. In Thrace their brothers and fathers were p'enging them.

Theodosius had to reform an army? and, above aU, to raise the courage

of the soldiers. He succeeded in so doing by giving them the opportunity of

fighting a great many small battles wherein he was careful to insure their

success. These were the old tactics of Fabius Cunctator against Hannibal

;

and in this case they were even more successful. He allowed no stronghold

to fall into the hands of the enemy, whose numbers he diminished by pro-

voking desertions, so that, without gaining a great victory, he brought the

Goths to treat.

Fritigern, the cone ueror of Hadrianopolis, was dead ;
the gallant Athan-

aric, his successor, hac. allowed himself to be allured to Constantinople, and

there, dazzled by the brilliance of the gorgeous court, he persuaded his

people to acce]Dt the emperor’s offers (October, 382) . Theodosius, as a matter

of fact, gave them what thpy wanted. He settled them in Thrace and Mcesia,
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witli the charge of defending the passage of the Danube. Forty thousand

warriors of the Goths were enrolled among the imperial troops.

This was really to deliver the empire into their hands
;
for these Goths

—remaining a national body under their national leaders, with a military

organisation of their own— soon felt the iustiiiots of pillage and the need

of adventure reawaken in them. A few years more, and they would take

Rome after ravaging Greece and Italy, and the war tlioy would thus carry

to the very heart of the emioire would level the barriers over which this

flood of invasion was destinec[ to pass.

For the time being, however, Theodosius had put an end to a deplorable

situation, and the empire, believing itself saved, showexi its gratitude.

Those sad events of which the West was the scene, and which would lead to

a reunion of the whole empire of Augustus under his aiithority, for a while

increased his renown. The church, above all, dclivertul by him from
Arianism, looked upon him as a second Constantine, and the epithet* of

“the great” has remained joined to the name of the last master of tlie

Roman world.

Graiian, active, intelligent, and brave, was nevertheless overthrown by a

usurper. Passionately fond of hunting, he forgot his j,)rincely duties, and
was now usually seen surrounded by Alan archers. This preference irri-

tated the soldiers, and the British legions proclaimed their chief, Maximus,
one of the able comrades of Count Theodosius, emperor. Maximus immedi-
ately marched into Gaul. Gratian, abandoned by his troops, tried to roach
the Alps, but, being overtaken near Lyons, he was put to death (Atigiist 25,

383). For this expedition Maximus had withdrawn the legions from
Britain, The island, left defenceless, was soon desolated by the inroads of

the Piets and Soots, and by the invasions of Saxons and Frisians.

Theodosius would gladly have avenged his benefactor, !)ut tram] uillity

was not yet restored in the East, and a civil war might have lost alL lie

recognised the usurper as master of the Gallic prefecture on c.ondition that ho
should leave that of Italy to the young Valentiniau JI (BHri). The latter’s

mother, Justina, in her zeal for Arianism, sought to [U'opagate heresy in her
son’s provinces, which were by no means favourably (isposed towards it. At
Mediolanum the opposition was very strong. She tried to overoomo it by
threatening to exile Saint Ambrose, the archbishop, but the ])eoplo r4)ulHed her
barbarian guards. Maximus thought the occasion favour’ibie. He crossed
the Alps, and Valentinian II fled (387) to Theodosius at Tlu^ssalonica.

This prince had already declared himself strongly opposed to the Arians.
As early as the year 380 lie had received baptism, had firomulgaiiod edicts
in favour of orthodoxy, and expelled Damophilus, patriarch of Clonatanti-
nople, from his see, which was given to Gregory of Nazianzus. A council
.which met in Constantinople (381) condemned the heresy afresh and con-
firmed the Nicene creed. Justina owed her misfortunes to her zeal for
Arianism, hut Theodosius had married her daughter, the lioautiful Galla, so
the empress, despite her imprudence, could count on the support of her son-
in-law. He hesitated, however, for nearly a year until ho learned that Maxi-
mus by his harshness had stirred up all the Italians against him.

Theodosius entered Pannonia in the year 388, and made a diversion in
Gaul by means of the Saxons and Franks. Maximus used the same weapons
against him and tampered with the fidelity of his barbaric troops. Danger-
ous defections would have ensued had he not anticipated them by severe
me^ures. The usurper, vanquished on the banks of the Save, was given
up by his own soldiers and put to death in Aquileia, Theodosius kept no
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part of his conquest, but gave it up to Valentinian. To confirm the young
prince’s power and extirpate both heresy and the last remains of paganism
which yet lingered in the Western provinces, he stayed three years in his

brother-in-law’s province. On his departure he gave him as chief minis-

ter Arbogast the !Frank, who had just delivered Gaul from the Germans,
and filled all offices, civil and military, with barbarians. Valentinian did

not long endure this guardianship; he wished to deprive the count of all his

offices. “ I hold my charge from Theodosius, ” answered Arbogast before the

whole court, “he alone can take it from me.” Valentinian, in a violent

I'age, threw himself upon Arbogast, sword in hand. Some days after he

was found dead (May 15, 392).

Arbogast could not hope that Theodosius would leave this murder un-

punished. Not daring to proclaim himself emperor, he threw the purple

robe on the shoulders of an imperial secretary, the rhetorician Eugenius.

Theodosius, the avenger of orthodoxy, had the Catholic clergy on his side.

Thb PAI.ATINE, Rome

Arbogast and Eugenius tried to rally to their cause all that were left of the

pagans. This conduct raised the Christian population against them. A
single battle, near Aquileia, put ah end to this rule. Eugenius, being taken

prisoner, was put to death; Arbogast slew himself (394). This time the

victor retained his cone nests..

This victory redoubled Theodosius’ zeal for orthodoxy. He forbade,

under severe penalties, the worship of the gods, who, driven from the towns,

took refuge amongst the country people (pagani), and he deprived heretics

not only of all claim to honours but of the right of disposing of their prop-

erty. On the other hand, numerous and wise regulations showed the mon-

arch’s constant preoccupation with remedies for some of the evils which were

harassing this moribund social order. He could not succeed, for the ills

were incurable, but at least he did honour to the last days of the empire by

displaying such virtue on the throne as subjects rarely had been called upon

to reverence. We have seen his disinterestedness and his gratitude to his

benefactor’s family; let us add that peace always reigned in his numerous

family—that if he retained courtiers he also had friends.

Before his death (January 17, 395) he divided the empire between his two

sons Arcadius and Honorius ; an irrevocable separation which still endures

in the different religion and civilisation of these two halves of the ancient

One great act does Theodosius honour.^ The people^ of Thessalonica ^d
killed the governor and several imperial ofticers in a sedition. Under similar
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circumstances Theodosius had pardoned the people of Antioch (387). This

time he fell into a violent rage and gave orders which cost the lives of seven

thousand persons. This massacre excited a feeling of horror throughout

the empire. When, some time after, Theodosius presented himself at the

doors of Milan cathedral, St. Ambrose had the courage to stop him. Before

all the crowd he reproached him for his crime, forbidding him to enter or

approach the Holy Table. Theodosius accepted the public penance which

the bishop imposed upon him in the name of God and outraged humanity.

For eight months he never crossed the threshold of the chui'ch.®

VIRTUES OF THEODOSIUS

The orator, who may be silent without danger, may praise without diffi-

culty and without reluctance ; and posterity will confesy that the character

of Theodosius might furnish the subject of a sincere and ample panegyric.

The wisdom of his laws and the success of his arms rendered his adminiy-

tration respectable in the eyes both of his subjects and of his enemies. He
loved and practised the virtues of domestic life, which seldom hold their

residence in the palaces of kings. Theodosius was cliasto and temperate
;

he enjoyed, without excess, the sensual and social pleasures of the table
;

and tile warmth of his amorous passions was never diverted from their

lawful objects. The proud titles of imperial greatness were adorned by the

tender names of a faithful husband, an indulgent father
;
lus uncle was

raised, by his affectionate esteem, to the rank of a second parent. Theo-
dosius embraced, as his own, the children of his brother and sisior

;
and the

expressions of his regard were extended to the most distant and obscure
branches of his numerous kindred. His familiar friends wore judiciously

selected from among those persons who, in the eqxial intorcourso of private

life, had appeared before his eyes without a mask. The consciousness of per-

sonal and superior merit enabled him to despise the accidental distinction of

the purple ; and he proved, by his conduct, that ho had forgotten all the
injuries, while he most gratefully reincmhered all the favours and services,

which he had received before he ascended the throne of the Roman Empire.
The serious or lively tone of his conversation was adapted to the age,

the rank, or the character of subjects whom ho admitted into lus society

;

and the affability of his manners displayed the imago of his miiul. Theo-
dosius respected the simplicity of the good and virtuous

;
cvtmy art, every

talent, of a useful or even of an innocent nature, was rewarded by his

judicious liberality
;
and, except the heretics, whom he persecuted with im-

placable hatred, the diffusive circle of his benevolence was (sircunnscribed

only by the limits of the human race. The government of a mighty empire
may assuredly suffice to occupy the time and tlio abilities of a mortal

;
yet

the diligent prince, without aspiring to the unsuitable reputation or profound
learning, always reserved some moments of his leisure for Gm instructive
amusement of reading. History, which enlarged his mcperienccs, was lus
favourite study. The annals of Rome, in the long period of eleven hundred
years, presented him with a various and splendid picture of human life ; and
it has been particularly observed that whenever he perused the cruel acts of
Cinna, of Marius, or of Sull^ he warmly expressed his generous detestation
of those enemies of humanity and freedom. His disinterested opinion of
past events was usefully applied as the rule of his own actions ; and Theo-
dosius has deserved the singular commendation, that his virtues always
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seemed to expand with his fortune. The season of his prosperity was that of
his moderation

;
and his clemency appeared the most conspicuous after the

danger and success of the civil war. The Moorish guards of the tyrant had
been massacred in the first heat of the victory, an^ a small number of the
most obnoxious criminals suffered the punishment of the law. But the em-
peror showed himself much more attentive to relieve the innocent than to
chastise the guilty. The oppressed subjects of the West, who would have
deemed themselves happy in t tie restoration of their lands, were astonished to
receive a sum of money equivalent to their losses

; and the liberality of the
conqueror supported the aged mother and educated the orphan daughters
of Maximus. A character thus accomplished might almost excuse the ex-
travagant supposition of the orator Pacatus that if the elder Brutus could
be permitted to revisit the earth, the stern republican would abjure, at the
feet of Theodosius, his hatred of kings ; and ingenuously confess that such
a monarch was the most faithful guardian of the happiness and dignity of
the lioman people.

Yet the piercing eye of the founder of the republic must have discerned
two essential imperfections, which might perhaps have abated his recent love
of despotism. The virtuous mind of Theodosius was often relaxed by indo-
lence, and it was sometimes inflamed by passion. In the pursuit of an im-
portant object, his active courage was capable of the most vigorous exertions

;

DUt, as soon as the design was accomplished or the danger was surmounted,
the hero sunk into inglorious repose ; and, forgetful that the time of a prince
is the property of his people, resigned himself to the enjoyment of the ii|no-

cent but trifling pleasures of a luxurious court. The natural disposition of
Theodosius was hastjy and choleric ; and, in a station where none could
resist and few would dissuade the fatal consequence of his resentment, the
humane monarch was justly alarmed by the consciousness of his; infirmity

and of his power. It was the constant study of his life to suppress or regu-
late the intemperate sallies of passion ; and the success of his efforts en-

hanced the merit of his clemency. But the painful virtue which claims the
merit of victory is exposed to the danger of defeat

;
and the reign of a wise

and merciful prince was polluted by an act of cruelty which would stain “the

annals of Nero or Domitian. Within the space of three years, the inconsist-

ent historian of Theodosius must relate the generous pardon of the citizens

of Antioch and the inhuman massacre of the people of Thessalonica.

TUMULT IN ANTIOCH

The lively impatience of the inhabitants of Antioch was never satisfied

with their own situation, or with the character and conduct of their succes-

sive sovereigns. The Arian subjects of Theodosius deplored the loss of their

churches; and, as three rival bishops disputed the throne of Antioch, the

sentence which decided their pretensions excited the murmurs of the two un-

successful congregations. The exigencies of the Gothic War, and the inevi-

table expense that accompanied the conclusion of the peace, had constrained

the emperor to aggravate the weight of the public impositions
;
and the prov-

inces of Asia, as they had not been involved in the distress were the less

inclined to contribute to the relief of Europe. The auspicious period

now approached of the tenth year of his reign ; a festival more grateful to

the soldiers, who received a liberal donative, than to the subjects, whose
voluntary offerings had been long since converted into an extraordinary and

H. W. — VOL. VI. 2 M
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Oppressive burden. The edicts of taxation interrupted the ropo.so and pleas-

ures of Antioch ;
and the tribunal of the ma<ij:iKtrate was besieged by a sup-

pliant crowd, who, in pathetic but at first in resiaxtt’ul hinguagi^ solicited

the redress of their grievances. They were gradually ineeus(ul by the pride

of their liaughty rulers, who treated their com plaints as a criminal n'sistance

;

their satirical wit degenerated into sharp and angry un-celivt‘s; and, from

the subordinate powers of government, the invectives of th(^ people insensibly

rose to attack the sacred character of the emperor himself.

Their fury, provoked by a feeble oi)position, discharged itself on the

images of the imperial family, erected, as objijets of public, veneration, in

the most conspicuous places of the city. The statues of TIuuKlosius, of his

. father, of his wife Flaceilla, of his two sons Areadius and
A Hoiioriiis, were insolently thrown down from their jxjdes-

tals, broken in pieces, or draggeal with (u)utemj>t through
(MM the, streets

;
and the indignities whicdi were olTeiunl to* the

f represcntaiicma of imperial majesty sulhcncmtly declared

/ the impious and treasonable wishes of the populace. The
/ tumult was almost immediately supprc'ssi'd by the arrival

/ of a body of archers;* and Autio(*,h had leisure to reflect

/ /I
nature and conseqneuc(‘s of lu',r crime,. Ac(U)rding

to the duty of his oilice, the governor of the province de-

spatched a faithful narrative of the wlah^ transae.tiou
; while

^*“**“^0 the trembling citizens ontrusted Llu^ e.onfessiim of their crime

and the assurances of their repentance to the zeal of IHavian

their bishop, and to the ehxpienee of the semitor Ilihirius,

i\\ 1

friend and most probiibly the disciple of Lihauins, wlios(^

genius, on this melanclu'ly oecasion, was not useless to his

//
country. But the two capitals, Antioch and (\)nstauliuople,

were separated by the distance of eight hundred niiles; and,

Jr notwithstanding the diligence of tlu^ imperial posts, the

j I

g^dlty city was severely punished by a long and dreadful

J/ I

interval of suspense. Every rumour agitated the hopes

a ^l\\ Antiochians, and tlioy heard with terror

that their sovereign, exasperated by the insult which bad
Vi been offered to his own statues, and more especially to
^ those of his beloved wife, had resolved to level with the

Eoman Arms

ground the offending city; and to massacre, without die-

tinction of age or sex, the criminal inhabitants, many of

whom were actually driven, by their approhensionB, to seek
a refuge in the mountaina of Syria and the adjacent desert.

Hellebicus, and C
At length, twenty-four daj-a after the sedition, the general
^sesarius, master of the ollices, declared the will of flie em-

peror and the sentence of Antioch. That ])rond capital was degraded from
the rank of a city ; and the metropolis of the East, stripped of Its lands, its

privileges, and its revenues, was subjected, under the humiliating donomiua-
tioii of a village, to the jurisdiction of Laodicea.

The baths, the circus, and the theatres 'were shut ; and, that every source
of plenty and pleasure might at the same time be intercepted, the clistribu-

tion of cprn was abolished, by the severe instructions of Theodosius. His
commissioners then proceeded to inquire into the guilt of individuals

;
of

those who had perpetrated, and of those who had not prevented, the destruc-
tion of the sacred statues. The tribunal of Hellebicus and Csesarius, encom-
passed with armed soldiers, was erected in the midst of the Forum. The
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noblest and most wealthy of the citizens of Antioch, appeared before them
in chains; the examination was assisted by the use of torture, and their
sentence was pronounced or suspended according to the judgment of these
extraordinary magistrates. The houses of the criminals were exposed to
sale, their wives and children were suddenly reduced from affluence and
luxury to the most abject distress

; and a bloody execution was expected to
conclude the horrors of a day, which the preacher of Antioch, the eloquent
Chrysostom, has represented as a lively image of the last and universal judg-
ment of the world. But the ministers of Theodosius performed, with, reluc-
tance, the cruel task which had been assigned them

; they dropped a gentle
tear over the calamities of the people ; and they listened with reverence to
the pressing solicitations of the monks and hermits, who descended in swarms
from the mountains. Hellebicus and Csesarius were persuaded to suspend
the execution of tlieir sentence ; and it was agreed that the former should
remain at Antioch, while the latter returned, with all possible speed, to
Constantinople, and presumed once more to consult the will of his sovereign.

The resentment of Theodosius had already subsided
; the deputies of the

people, both the bishop and the orator, had obtained a favouraWe audience
;

and the reproaches of the emperor were the complaints of injured friend-
ship, rather than the stern menaces of pride and power. A free and general
pardon was granted to the city and citizens of Antioch

; the prison-doors
were thrown open

; the senators who despaired of their lives recovered the
possession of their houses and estates ; and the capital of the East was
restored to the enjoyment of her ancient dignity and splendour. Theodosius
condescended to praise the senate of Constantinople, who had generously
interceded for their distressed brethren

; be rewarded the eloquence of

Hilarius with the government of Palestine, and dismissed the bishop of An-
tioch with the warmest expressions of his respect and gratitude. A thou-
sand new statues arose to the clemency of Theodosius

;
the applause of

his subjects was ratified by the approbation of his own heart ; and the
emperor confessed that, if the exercise of justice is the most important duty,

the indulgence of mercy is the most exquisite pleasure of a sovereign.

THE SEDITION OF THESSALONICA

The sedition of Thessalonica is ascribed to a more shameful cause, and
was productive of much more dreadful consequences. That great city, the
metropolis of all the Illyrian provinces, had been protected from the dangers
of the Gothic war by strong fortifications and a numerous garrison. Botheric,

the general of those troops, and, as it should seem from his name, a barbarian,

had among his slaves a beautiful boy, who excited the impure desires of one
of the charioteers of the circus. The insolent and brutal lover was thrown
into prison by the order of Botheric ; and he sternly rejected the importu-

nate clamours of the multitude, who, on the day of the public games, lamented
the absence of their favourite, and considered the skill of a charioteer as an
object of more importance than his virtue. The resentment of the people

was imbittered by some previous disputes ;
and, as tljie strength of the

garrison had been drawn away for the service of the Italikn War, the feeble

remnant, whose numbers were reduced by desertion, could not save the

unhappy general from their licentious fury. Botheric, and several of his

principal officers, were inhumanly murdered : their mangled bodies were

dragged about the streets ; and the emperor, who then resided at Mediolanum,
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was surprised by the intelligence of the audacious and want,on cruelty of the

people of Thessalonica. The sentence of a dispassionate judge would have

inflicted a severe punishment on the authors of the caiine
;
and the merit of

Botheric might contribute to exasperate the grief and indignation of his

master. The fiery and choleric temper of Theodosius was impatient of the

dilatory forms of a judicial inquiry
;
and he hastily resolved that the blood

of his lieutenant should be expiated by the blood of the guilt,y peophj.

Yet his mind still fluctuated between the counsels of eiemeney and of

revenge ;
the zeal of rhe bishops had almost extorted from the reluctant

emperor the promise of a general pardon ; his passion was again inflamed by

the flattering suggestions of his minister, Rulinus
;
and, aft-cu* Theodosius

had despatched the messengers of death, he attempted, too late, to prevent

the execution of his orders. The punishment of a Roman cif,y was blindly

committed to the undistinguishing swoi'd of the barbarians ; and the hostile

preparations were concerted with the dark and perfidious artifice of an illegal

conspiracy. The people of Thessalonica were treacherously invited, in the

name of their sovereign, to the games of the circus
;
and such \ya8 their

insatiate avidity for those amusements that every consideration of fear, or

suspicion, was disregarded by the numerous sjoectators. As soon as the

assembly was complete, the soldiers, who had been secretly posted round
the circus, received the signal, not of the races but of a general masaacro.

The promiscuous carnage continued three hours, without discrimination of

strangers or natives, of age or sex, of innocence or guilt ; the most moderate
accounts state the number of the slain at seven thousand; and it is aflirmod

by some writers that more than fifteen thousand vititims were sacrificed to

the manes of Botheric. A foreign merchant, who had probably no concern
in his murder, offered his own life, and all his wealth, to 8Ujq)ly the place of

one of his two sons
;
but, while thb father hesitated with equal timdornoss,

while he was doubtful to choose ahd unwilling to condemn, the soldicw
determined his suspense by plunging their daggers at the same moment into

the breasts of the defenceless youths. The apology of tlu^ assassins that
they were obliged to produce the prescribed number of heads, servt^s only to

increase, by an appearance of order and design, the horrors of the massacre,
which was executed by the commands of Theodosius. Tlie guilt of the em-
peror is aggravated by his long and frequent residence at Thessalonica. Tlie
situation of the unfortunate city, the aspect of the streets and ])uildings,

the dress and faces of the inhabitants, were familiar, and oven present to his

imagination; and Theodosius possessed a quick and lively sense of the exist-

ence of the people whom he destroyed.

THEODOSIUS AND AMBROSE

The respectful attachment of the emperor for the orthodox clergy had
disposed him to love and admire the character of' Ambrose, who united all

the episcopal \drtiTes in thb most eminent degree. The friends and ministers
of Tlieodosius imitated the example of their sovereign ; and ht^ observed,
with more surprise than displeasure, that all his secret tjounsels were
immediately communicated to the archbishop, who acted from the laudable
persuasion that every measure of civil government may hav (5 some con-
nection with the glory of God and the interests of tlie true religion. The
monks and populace of Callinicum, an obscure town tm the frontier of
Persia, excited by their own fanaticism and by that of their bishop, had
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tumultuously burned a conventicle of the Valentinians and a synagogue

:

of the Jews.

The seditious prelate was condemned, by the magistrate of the prov-
ince, either to rebuild the synagogue or to repay the damage ; this moderate
jentence was confirmed by the emperor. But it was not confirmed by the

archbishop of Milan. He dictated an epistle of censure and reproach, more
suitable, perhaps, if the emperor had received the mark of circumcision and
renounced the faith of his baptism. Ambrose considers the toleration of the

Jewish, as the persecution of the Christian, religion
;
boldly declares that

he himself, and every true believer, would eagerly dispute with the bishop
of Callinicum the merit of the deed, and the crown of martyrdom ; and
laments in the most pathetic terms that the execution of the sentence

would be fatal to the fame and salvation of Theodosius. As this private

admonition did not produce an immediate effect, the archbishop, from his

pulpit, publicly addressed the emperor on his throne ;
nor would he consent

to offer the oblation of the altar, till he had obtained from Theodosius a

solemn and positive declaration, which secured the impunity of the bishop

and monks of Callinicum. The recantation of Theodosius was sincere ; and
^during the term of his residence at Milan his affection for Ambrose was
continually increased by the habits of pious and familiar conversation.

When Ambrose was informed of the massacre of Thessalonica, his mind
was filled with horror and anguish. He retired into the country to indulge

his grief, and to avoid the presence of Theodosius. But as the archbishop

was satisfied that a timid silence would render him the accomplice of his

guilt, he represented, in a private letter, the enormity of the crime ; which

could only be effaced by the tears of penitence. The episcopal vigour of

Ambrose was tempered by prudence ;
and he contented himself with signify-

ing an indirect sort of excommunication, by the assurance that he had been

warned in a vision not to offer the oblation in the name or in the presence

of Theodosius ; and by the advice that he would confine himself to the use

of prayer, without presuming to approach the altar of Christ, or to receive

the Holy Eucharist with those hand.s that were still polluted with_ the blood

of an innocent people. The emperor was deeply affected by his own re-

proaches and by those of his spiritual father
;
and, after he had bewailed the

mischievous and irreparable consequences of his rash fury, he proceeded,

in the accustomed manner, to perform his devotions in the great church of

Milan.

He was stopped in the porch by the archbishop, who, in the tone^ and

language of an ambassador of heaven, declared to his sovereign that private

contrition was not suilicient to atone for a public fault, or to appease the

justice of the offended Deity. Theodosius humbly represented that, if he

had contracted the guilt of homicide, David, the man after God’s own heart,

had beexi guilty, not only of murder but of adultery. “ You have imitated

David in his crime, imitate then his repentance,” was the reply of the

undaunted Ambrose. The rigorous conditions of peace and pardon were ac-

cepted
5
and the public penance of the emperor Theodosius has been recorded

as one of the most honourable events in the annals of the Church. Accord-

ing to the mildest rules of ecclesiastical discipline, which were established in

the foui’th century, the crime of homicide was expiated by the penitence of

twenty years ; and as it was impossible, in the period of human life, to ]purge

the accumulated guilt of the massacre of Thessalonica, the murderer should

have been excluded from the Holy Communion till the hour of his death.

But the archbishop, consulting the maxims of religious policy, granted some
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indulgence to tlie rank of Ms illustrious penitent, avIio Iniinlded in the dust

the pride of the diadem; and the public edification mij,dit bo admitted as a

\y6i<Thty reason to abridg'O the dux’ation of his punishment. It was sulliciout

that the emperor of the Romans, stripped of the ensigns of royalty, should

appear in a mournful and suppliant postures and that, in the midst of the

G lurch of Milan, he should humbly solicit, with sighs and tears, the pardon

of his sins.

LAST DAYS THEODOSIUS

After the defeat and death of the tyrant of Gaul, the Roman world was

in the possession of Theodosius. He derived from the choice of ( i ratiau his

honoumble title to the provinces of the East: he had actiiiireil the West by

the rio^ht of couc|U6st; and the three years which he spent in Italy wc^re

nsefully employed to restore the authority of the laws and to coiiecit txio

abuses which had prevailed with xnipuiiily iiiider thi^ usuiputioii of j\Iaxi“

inns and the minority of Valentinian. The name of Valoutiiiiau wms regu-

larly inscx’ted in the public acts ;
but the tcniler ago and doubtful faitli

of the son of Justina appeared to recpiire the prudent (uiro of an ortliodox

o’uardian
;
and his specious ambition might have I'xeludeil the luiloitunaio

youth, without a stx’ugi^le, and almost without a miiriiuii', liom the admniiH-

tration, and even from the iiihcritaiico, of tlui empire. 11 LhooclosiUH had

consulted the rigid maxims of interest and polic}', his comluct wunild have

been justified by his friends; but the generosity of lus bcliaviour on this

memorable occasion has extorted the applause of his most inveieiaito miemics.

He seated Valentinian on the throne of Milan; and, witliout Htiimlating any

present or future advantages, restored luin to the absolute domiiuon of all

the provinces from which he had been driven by the arms of Maximus, lo

the restitution of his ample patrimony, Theodosius added the fnas and gen-

erous gift of the countries beyond the Alps, which his sviccesstul valonr Inul

recovered from the assassin of Gratiaii. Satisfied with the glory which he

had acipiired, by revenging the death of lus benefactor aiul delivering the

West from the yoke of tyranny, the emperor returned from Alilau to (Jon-

staiitiiiople ; and, in the peaceful possession of the East, insmiHiblv relapsed

into his former habits of luxury and indolence. Theodosius discharged

his obligation to the brother, he indulged his conjugal teuderucsH_ to the

sister, of Valentinian ;
and posterity; which admires the pure and singular

glory of his elevation, must applaud lus unrivalled generosity in the use of

victory. &



CHAPTER XLIV. THE DIVISION OF THE EMPIRE (395)

AEOADIUS AND HONOltHJS SUCCEED THEODOSIUS

The genius of Rome expired with Theodosius, the last of the successors

of Augustus and Constantine who appeared in the held at the head of their

armies, and whose authority was universally acknowledged throughout the

whole extent of the empire. The memory of his virtues still continued,

however, to protect tlie feeble and inexperienced youth of his two sons.

After the death of their father, Arcadius and Honorius were saluted, by the

unanimous consent of mankind, as the lawful emperors of the East and of

the West ;
and the oath of hdelity was eagerly taken by every order of the

state— the senates of old and new Rome, the clergy, the magistrates, the

soldiers, anti the people. Arcadius, who then was about eighteen years of

age, was born in Spain, in the humble habitation of a private family. But
he received a princely education in the palace of Constantinople; and his

inglorious life was spent in that peaceful and splendid seat of royalty, from
whence he appeared to reign over the provinces of Thrace, Asia Minor,

Syria, and Egypt, from the lower Danube to the confines of Persia and
Ethiopia. His younger brother, Honorius, assumed, in the eleventh year

of his age, the nominal government of Italy, Africa, Gaul, Spain, and
Britain ;

and the troops, which guarded the frontiers of his kingdom, were

opposed on one side to the Caledoniansi and on the other to the Moors.

The great and martial prefecture of Illyricum was divided between the two
princes

;
the defence and possession of the provinces of Noricum, Pannonia,

and Dalmatia still belonged to the Western Empire;^ but the two large

dioceses of Dacia and IMa'cedonia, which Gratiaii had intrusted to the valour

of Theodosius, were forever united to the empire of the East. The bound-

ary in Europe was not very different from the line which now separates the

Germans and the Turks; and the respective advantages of territory, riches,

populousness, and military strength, were fairly balanced and compensated.

The hereditary sceptre of the sons of Theodosius appeared to be the gift of

nature and of their father; the generals and ministers had beeu accustomed

to adore the majesty of the royal infants. The gradual discovery of the

weakness of Arcadius and Honorius, and the repeated calamities of their reign,

were not sufficient to obliterate the deep and early impressions of loyalty.

[1 Legally the division was of the same nature as that made by Diocletian; there was still one

empire divided into two administrative districts, and the two Augusti were colleagues, as before.

The division was not intended to be final, and we shall see (Volume VII) that it was not absolutely

so in fact; for after the abdication of Uomulus, the emperor at Constantinople not only claimed

sovereignty over the whole empire, but at times actually exercised bis sovereignty over j^rta of

the West.]

6^5
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Theodosius had tarnished the glory of lus roigu by iho olovation of Ruti-

nus; an odious favourite, who, in an ago of (dvil and religious fueiion, luiH

deserved, from every party, the imputation of every csrinuu 'Vim strong im-

pulse of ambition and avarice had urged llulinuH to abandon his native coun-

try, an obscure corner of Gaul, to advance his fortune in the cai)ital of the

East: the talent of bold and ready elocution qtialified him to hucuuhjcI in the

lucrative profession of the law ;
and his sucticss in that profession was a

regular step to the most honourable and important tunploymeuts of the state,

lie was raised by just degrees to the station of master of the oHices. In the

exercise of his various functions, so essentiallyf.onnected with tln^ whole sys-

tem of civil government, he acquired the eonlidence of a monareh who soon

discovered his diligence and capacity in husiness, and who long re.inaiucd

ignorant of the pride, the malice, and the covetousness of his disoesition.

The character of Theodosius imposed ou his minister (lie task of hypoc-

risy, which disguised, and sometimes restrained, tlu5 abuse of power; and

Rufinus was apprehensive of disturbiug iUo indolent Hhmd)or of a prince

still capable of exerting the abilities and the virtue whitdi liud raised him to

the throne. But the absence, and soon afterwainls the dcatli, of the emn

confirmed the absolute authority of Rulinus over the |>erHon and (lomlnions

of Arcadius; a feeble youth, whom the iiuporious prefect eonsideved us his

pupil rather than his sovereign. Regardless of the public opinion, he in-

dulged his passions without remorse and without rcsislnne.e
;
and his malig-

nant and rapacious spirit rejected (jvery passion that might liavti (Mmtrihutcd

to his own glory or the happiness of the p<H)plc. His a,vai’i(us which sianuH to

have prevailed in Ins corrupt mind over every other seniiuient, attracted

the wealth of the East by the various arts of jjartud and general t^xlortion:

oppressive taxes, scandalous bribery, iumio(l(n'ate lines, unjust conlisttaiiouH,

forced or fictitious testaments, by which the tyrant despoiled of tluar lawful

inheritance the children of strangers or enemies; and tlu! pidilie* HaU‘, of jus-

tice, as well as of favour, which ho instituted in the palaci^ of (\)nHta.utinoplc.

The ambitious candidate eagerly solicited, at tins expemst! of the fairest

part of his patrimony, the honours and emolumenis (d some prevlmdal gov-

ernment; the lives and fortunes of the unhappy people wtu'c abandoned to

the most liberal purchaser ; the public discontent was sonudimes appeascal

by the sacrifice of an unpopular criminal, whose lumislmumt was profitable

only to the prefect of the East, his accomplice and his judgeu dhuj fat,e of

Lucian proclaimed to the East that the prefect, whose indust^ry was much
abated in the despatch of ordinary business, was indefatigable in the pursuit

of revenge. Lueian, the son of the prefect FloiHuitius, the oppressor of

Gaul and the enemy of Julian, had employed a (amsidcrablc part of his

inheritance, the fruit of rapine and corruption, to purchase tluj fimnidship of

Rufinus and the high office of count of the East. But the new magistrate
imprudently departed from the maxims of the court and of the times; dis-

graced his benefactor by the contrast of a virtuous and temperate adminis-
tration

; and presumed to refuse an act of injustice, which might have tended
to the profit of the emperor’s uncle.

Arcadius was easily persuaded to resent the supposed instiH
;
and the

prefect of the East resolved to execute in person the cruel vengeance which
ue meditated against this ungrateful delegate of his power, lbs jiarformed
with incessant speed the journey of seven or eight hundred miles ]:rom Con-
stantinople to Antioch, entered the capital of Syria at the dead of the night,

and spread universal consternation among a people ignorant of his design
but not ignorant of his character. The count of ’tlxe fifteen provinces of the
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East was dragged, like the vilest malefactor, before the arbitrary tribunal of
Rufinus. Notwithstanding the clearest evidence of his integrity, which was
not impeached even by the voice of an accuser, Lucian was condemned,
almost without a trial, to suffer a cruel and ignominious punishment. The
ministers of the tyrant, by the order and in the presence of tlieir master,
beat him on the neck with leather thongs, armed at the extremities with
lead ;

and when he fainted under the violence of the pain, he was removed
in a close litter, to conceal his dying agonies from the eyes of the indignant
city. No sooner had Rulirius perpetrated this inhuman act, the sole object
of his expedition, than he returned, amidst the deep and silent curses of a
trembling people, from Antioch to Constantinople; and his diligence was
accelerated by the hope of accomplishing without delay the nuptials of his
daughter with the emperor of the East.

But Rufinus soon experienced that a prudent minister should constantly
secure his royal captive by the strong though invisible chain of habit ; and
that the merit, and much more easily the favour, of the absent are obliterated
in a short time from the mind of a weak and capricious sovereign- While
the prefect satiated his revenge at Antioch, a secret conspiracy of the
favourite eunuchs, directed by the great chamberlain Eutropius, undermined
Ins power in the palace of Constaiitinojde. They discovered that Arcadius
w'as not inclined to love the daughter of Rufinus, who had been chosen, with-
out his consent, for his bride ;

and they contrived to substitute in her place
the fair Eudoxia, the daughter of Bauto, a general of the Franks in the ser-
vice of Rome

;
and who was educated, since the death of her father, in the

family of the sons of Promotus,
The young emperor, whose chastity had been strictly guarded by the

pious care of his tutor Arsenius, eagerly listened to the artful and flatter-

ing descriptions of the charms of Eudoxia : he gazed with impatient ardour
on her picture, and he understood the necessity of concealing his amorous
designs from the knowledge of a minister who was so deeply interested to

oppose the consummation of his happiness. Soon after the return of Rufi-
nus, the approaching ceremony of the royal nuptials was announced to the
people of Constantinople, who prepared to celebrate, with false and hollow
acclamations, the fortune of his daughter. A s^denclid train of eunuchs and
officers issued, in hymeneal pomp, from the gates of the palace; hearing
aloft the diadem, the robes, and the inestimable ornaments of the future
empress. The solemn procession passed through the streets of the city,

which were adorned with garlands and filled with spectators; but when it

reached the house of the sons of Promotus, the principal eunuch respectfully
entered the mansion, invested the fair Eudoxia with the imperial robes, and
conducted her in triumph to the palace and bed of Arcadius. The secrecy
and success with which this conspiracy against Rufinus had been conducted
imprinted a mark of indelible ridicule on the character of a minister who
had suffered himself to be deceived in a post where the arts of deceit and dis-

simulation constitute the most distinguished merit, tie considered, with a

mixture of indignation and fear, the victory of an aspiring eunuch, who had
secretly captivated the favour of his sovereign

;
and the disgrace of his

daughter, whose interest was inseparably connected with his own, wounded
the tenderness, or at least the pride, of Rufinus. The character of Rufinus
seemed to justify the accusations that he conspired against the person of

his sovereign to seat himself on the vacant throne, and that he had secretly

jnvited the Huns and the Goths to invade the provinces of the empire, and
to increase the public confusion. The subtle prefect, whose life had been
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spent in the intrigues of the palace, oi)pnsctl, with arms, the artful

measures of tlie ouuuch Eiitropiiis ; but the timid soul of Riiliinis was as-

tonished by the hostile approach of a more formidable rival >~-(»f the gresat

Stilicho, the general, or ratlnjr the master, of the empire of the \Yc!St.

The’ celestial gift which Achillea obtaimal, ami Aloxamlm’ (mvietl, of a

poet worthy to celebrate the actions of heroes, has b(um enjoyed by Stilicho,

111 a much higher degree than might have been (ixpeihaal from the declining

state of genius and of art. The miis(^ oi (Uandian, devoted to his servicjc,

was always prepared to stigmatise his adversaries, Eutinus or Eutropius,

with eternal infamy ;
or to paint in the most splendid eolunrs the victories’

and virtues of a powerful benefactor. In the lawiinv of a p«nio(l indiffer-

ently supplied with authentic materials, w(5 cannot rcifuse t-o illustrate tlio

annals of Honorius from the invectives or tins ])a,negyri(^s of a contempcmiry

writer; but as Chiudian ai)pears to have imlulgiid the most ample privilege

of a poet and a courtier, some criticism will l)c recjiusito to translate the

language of iiction or exaggeration into tlu^ truth and simpliehy of liistoric

prose. His silence concerning the family of Stilicho ma.y las iidmitied as a

proof that his patron was neitlier able, nor desirous, to boast ol a long series

of illustrious progenitors; and the slight nnmtion ol his lather, aii olhocr of

barbarian cavalry, in the service of Valens, siunns to (‘ountmnuict^ the asser-

tion, that the general, who so h)ng commanded the armii's of Rome, was

descended from th(^ savagi; and perlidhms raci^ of the Vnudals. From his

earliest youth he embraced the ]>rofession of arms; his pnidencii and valour

were soon distinguished in the lield ; the horsenum Jiml archers of tins East

admired his superior dexterity ;
ami in each degree of his military promo-

tions the public judgment always forestalUid and approved (he ehoiee of the

sovereign, lie was named by Tlnmdosius to ratil'y ji solmnu treaty with

the monarch of Persia; he supported during that imporUnit mubassy tlm

ilignity of the Roman name; and after his return to Constanlimjple, Ids

merit was rewarded by an intimate and honourahh^. alliiunie wit h the imi)eriiil

family. Theodosius had been promjded, by a pious motive of fraternal

affection, to adopt for his own the daughbu’ of his brotluu* Ilonorins; the

beauty and accomplishments of Serena wcrepiniversally admirml hy the ob-

sequious court; and Stilicho obtained the preference oviu* a crowd tif rivals,

who ambitiously disputed the hand of the princess and tlm favt)tir of lier

adoptive father. The assurance that tlio husbaml of Serena would ho faith-

ful to the throne which he was permitted to approach, engaged the emperor

to exalt the fortunes and to employ the ahililies of the sagaciouK a,ml intrtqjid

Stilicho. He rose through tlie successive st.eps of master of tlui horse and
count of the domestics, to the supremo rank of luaHtor-gcmoral of all

the cavalry and infantry of tlie Roman, or at least of the Wositirn, hhupirtj;

and his enemies confessed that ho invariably disdained to barter for gold the

rewards of merit, or to defraud tho soldiers of the pay and graliticatiouB

which they deserved or churned from the liberality of the state.
“

The virtues and victories of Stilicho deserved the hatred of Rutlnus; and
the arts of calumny might have boon succiissful, if the terndm* and vigilant

Serena had not protected her husband against his donusstui foes, whilst ho
vanquished in the field the enemies of tho empire. Theodosius (amtinuod to

support an unworthy minister, to whose diligfmeo ho delegated tho govorn-
inent of the palace and of the East ; but when ho marohod against tho tyrant

Eugenius, he associated his faithful general to tlio labours ami glories of tho

civil war ; and, in the last moments of his life, tho dying monarch recom-
mended to Stilicho the caro of his sons and of tho roplibllc. Tho ambition
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and the abilities of Stiliclio were not unequal to the important trust; and lie

claimed the guardianship of the two empires, during the minority of Areadius
and Ilonorius. The first measure of his administration, or rather of his reign,

displayed to the nations the vigour and activity of a spirit worthy to com-
mand. lie passed the Alps in the depth of winter; descended the stream of

the Rhine, from the fortress of Basilia (Bale) to the marshes of Batavia:

reviewed the state of the garrisons
;
repressed the enterprises of the Ger-

mans
;
and, after establishing along the banks a firm and honourable peace,

returned with incredible speed to the palace of Mediolanum. The person and
court of Ilonorius were subject to the master-general of the West

; and the

armies and provinces of Europe obeyed, without hesitation, a regular author-

ity which was exercised in the name of their young sovereign. Two rivals

only remained to dispute the claims and to provoke the vengeance of

Roman Water Bottle

Stilicho. Within the limits of Africa, Gildo the Moor maintained a proud

and dangerous independence ;
and the minister of Constantinople asserted

his cc ual reign over the emperor and the empire of the East.

T.ae impartiality which Stilicho affected, as the common guardian of tin

royal brothers, engaged him to regulate the equal division of the arms, tht

jewels, and the magnificent wardrobe and furniture of the deceased emperor

But the most important object of the inheritance consisted of the numerout

legions, cohorts, and squadrons of Romans, or barbarians, whom the event of

the civil war had united under the standard of Theodosius.^ The various

multitudes of Europe and Asia, exasperated by recent animosities, were over-

awed by the authority of a single man ;
and the rigid discipline of Stilicho

protected the lands of the citizen from the rapine of the licentious soldiers.

Anxious, however, and impatient to relieve Italy from the presence of this

formidable best, which could be useful only on the frontiers of the empire,

he listened to the just requisition of the minister of Areadius, declarec. his

intention of recoiu.ucting in person the troops of the East, and dexterously

employed the rumour of a Gothic tumult to conceal his private designs of

ambition and revenge. The guilty soul of Rufinus was alarmed by the

approach of a warrior and a rival, whose enmity he deserved ; he computed,

with increasing terror, the narrow space of his life and greatness ; and, as the

last hope of safety, he interposed the authority of the emperor Areadius.

Stilicho, who appears to ]iave directed his march along the sea coast of the

Adriatic, was not far distant from the city of Thessalonica when he received

a peremptory message to recall the troops of the East, and to declare that
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his nearer approach would be considerod by the court m an ac.t of

hostility. The prompt and unexpected obodioiict'^ of the g(meral of the Wont

convinced the vulgar of his loyalty and modoraliou
;
and as he had ali-eady

engaged the affociion of tlie eastern trooiw, he roi'.omnu'inhHl to il\tdr '/tad the

execution of his bloody desigm whi<‘.h might he ac(!omi)lish('d in his abs(m<?o,

with less danger, pcrliaps, and with loss reproach. Siilit^ho left tln^ ejom-

mand of the trooos of the East to (iainas the .(lolla on whose lidelity ho

hnnly relied
;
with an assurance, at least, that the hardy harhaihin would

never he diverted from his purpose by any consideration of h5a,r or nnuorse.

The soldiers were easily persuaded to punish the enemy of Stilicho and of

Rome ; and such was the general hatred whic.h Ridinus had exeiltsl, that the

fatal secret, communicated to thonsauds, was faithfully prtjstnwaul during the

long march from Thessalonica to the gates of (hnistantinople. As soon as

they had resolved Ids death, they C()udos<^eii(h!d t<) Ihdfcr his pindo
;

the

ambitious prefect was seduced to believe that those powerful auxillmh^s

might he tern )ted to place the diadem on his head ; and tiui tri^asures which

he distributed with a tardy and reluctant hand W(irtj iUuu'pUul by the iudig-

nant multitiule as an insult rather than as a gift.. At a distaiuai (»f a mile

from the (lai)ital, in the Field of Mars, bcfort‘, the pahuui (»f (((didouion, 1^110

troops hailed
;
and the euijicror as well as Ins nuidstor advamuMl, uctiordiJig

to aucieut custom, respectfully to sahilo the power which sui)i)orU'd their

throne.

As Ilaihnis passed along the ranks, and disguised with studi(‘d e-ourlesy

his innate, haughtiness, the wings insimsibly whechal from the j’iglit and

left, and enclosed the devoted victim within the circ.le of tlitfir arms. Ihdon^

he could reflect on llui da,iigor of his situation, (bunas gave tlu^ signal of

death
;
a daring and fuiwvard soldier plunged his sword into the bci'ast of

the guilty prefect, and Uuliiuis hdl, groaned, and (jx[)ii*(al at tlm letd. of the

affrighted empenu’. If the agoni(fH of a monumt c.ould (‘xpiaU^ the <u'imoH

of a whole life, or if tlu', outi'ag(;s hdlicled on a breathless <',orpse. could he the

object of j)ity, oiir huiuanity might pcu’haps he afh‘.eUsd by (lu^ horrid circiim-

stances whicli aceompunied the murder of Rulinns. Uis mangled body was
abandoned to the brutal fury of the populace of either sex, who Imst.tuuul In

crowds from every (piarter of the city, to trampU' on tlu\ remains of the

haughty minister, at whoso frown they had so lately treiubhal.* His right

hand was cut off and carried through the streets of Chnistanlinoijhs in c.nud

mockery, to extort c.ontrihutions for the avarieious tyrant, whose lusul was
publicly exposed, home aloft on the point of a long lams*. A(u;ordiiig to the

savage maxims of the (Ireek republics, his innocent family \vt)ul(l have shared
the punishment of his crimes. The wife and daughter of RuHuus wtu*o

indebted for their safety to the iutlueueo of religion. Htu* sjuietuary pro-
tected them from the raging madness of the people; and iluiy W(u*e penuitUsl
to spend the remainder of their lives iu the excjrcise of (’liristian devotion, In

the peaceful retirement of Jerusalem.
Even Stilicho did not derive from the uiimh^r of his rival the fruit wdiich

he had proposed
;
and though he gratified his revenge, his ambition was dis-

appointed. Under the name of a favourite, the weakness of Arcadius reiiuired
a master ; hut he naturally preferred the ohaeqiuous arts of the eunmdi Eutro-
pius, who liad olitained Ids domestic confidence; and tins empisror contem-
plated, with terror and aversion, the stern genius of a fonugn warrior. Ihll
they were divided by the jealousy of power, the sword of (lainas and the
charms of Eudoxia supported the favour of the groat chairdiorlaiu of the
palace

;
the perfidious Goth, who was appointed mastor-geueral of the East,
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betrayed without scruple the interest of his benefactor
;
and the same troops

which had so lately massacred the enemy of Stilicho, were engaged to support

against him the independence of the throne of Constantinople. The life of

Stilicho was repeatedly attempted by the daggers of hired assassins ; and a

decree was obtained from the senate of Constantinople to declare him an

enemy of the republic, and to confiscate his ample possessions in the prov-

inces of the east. At a time when the only hope of delaying the ruin of the

Roman name depended on the firm union and reciprocal aid of all the nations

to whom it had been gradually communicated, the subjects of Arcadius and

Ilonorius were instructed by their respective masters to view each other in

a foreign and oven hostile light ;
to rejoice in their mutual calamities, and to

embrace, as their faithful allies, the barbarians, whom they excited to invade

the territories of their countrymen. The natives of Italy affected to despise

the servile and effeminate Greeks of Byzantium, who presumed to imitate the

dress find to usurp the dignity of Roman senators; and the Greeks had not

yet forgotten the sentiments of hatred and contempt which their polished

ancestors had so long entertained for the rude inhabitants of the west. The

prudent Stilicho, instead of persisting to force the inclinations of a prince

and people who rejected hia government, wisely abandoned Arcadius to his

uifworthy favourites ;
and his reluctance to involve the two empires in a civil

war displayed the moderation of a minister who had so often signalised his

military spirit and abilities. But if Stilicho had any longer endured the

revolt of Africa, he would have betrayed the security of the capital, and

the majesty of the western emoeror, to the capricious insolence of a Moorish

rebel. Gildo, tlie brother of tiie tyrant Firmus, had preserved and obtained,

as the reward of hia apparent fidelity, the immense patrimony which was for-

feited by treason ;
long and meritorious service in the armies of Rome raised

him to the dignity of a military count ; the narrow policy of the court of

Theodosius had adopted the mischievous expedient of supporting a legal

government by the interest of a powerful family ; and the brother of Firmus

was invested with the command of Africa. His ambition soon usurped the

administration of justice and of the finances without account, and without

control
;
and he maintained, during a reign of twelve years, the possession

of an office from which it was impossible to remove him, without the danger

of a civil War.
^ i j

During those twelve years, the province of Africa groaned under the

dominion of a tyrant who seemed to unite the unfeeling temper of a stranger

with the partial resentments of domestic faction. The forms of law were

often superseded by the use of poison; and if the trembling guests who

were invited to the table of Gildo presumed to express their fears, the inso-

lent suspicion served only to excite his fury, and he loudly summoned the

ministers of death. Gildo alternately indulged the passions of avarice and

lust ;
and if his days were terrible to the rich, his nights were not less dread-

ful to husbands and parents. The image of the republic was revived, after

a long interval, under the reign of Honorius. The emperor transmitted an

accurate and ample detail of the complaints of the provincials and the crimes

of Gildo, to the Roman senate ; and the members of that venerable assembly

were required to pronounce the condemnation of the rebel. Their unani-

mous suffrage declared him the enemy of the repuohc ?

the senate added a sacred and legitimate sanction to the Roman arma. The

pmdenoe of Stilicho conceived and executed without delay the mo^ effect^

measure for the relief of the Roman people. A large and sewonable supply

of corn, collected in the inland provinces of Gaul, was embarked on the rapid
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stream of the Rhone, and transported by an easy navigation from the Rhonci
to the Tiber. During the whole term of the African war, the granaries of

Rome were continually filled, her dignity was vindic-ated from tlio Immiliat-
ing dependence, and the minds of an immcriso people wore cpiietcd by the
calm confidence of peace and plenty.

The cause of Rome and the conduct of the Afrlc,an war wore ontrusticd

by Stiliclio to a general, active and ardent to avenge his private injuries on
the head of the tyrant. The spirit of discord which prevailed in tlic house
of Nabal had excited a deadly quarrel between two of his sons, (hldo and
Mascezel. The usurper pursued with implacable rage the life of Ids younger
brother, whose courage and abilities he feared ; and Masoozad, oppressed by
superior po\ver, took refuge in tlm court of IMtuUolanum, wluu'e ho soon
received the cruel intelligence that his two innocent and lufiplcss c-liildren

had boon murdered by their inliiiman uncle. The aOliction of the father was

/ ^ vUUxiL

f

^ wM > > ^
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suspended only by ilio desire of revenge.
The vigilant Slilitdio judgcul it advisable

Mascezel sliould iU.letupt this arduous
a<lventuro at the head of a tdioscn body
of Gallic veterans, who had lately senwed
under the staiidanl of Eugiiuius.

,

Gildo was prepared lo resist the iuva-
sion with all the forces of Afiahai. By the
liberality of his gifts am! proniisos, he on-

C deavoured to seen re Ihe doubtful allegiance
of the Roman soldim-s whilst he attracted

))
standard tlui distnnt tribes of (hetu-

ba and Ethiopia, lie proudly nwuuved
seventy thousaml imm, and

boashul, with the vmh ])reHmni)tion whieh

\yw^ forerunner of disgi’aco, tluit his nu-
morons cavalrv would tramphs under their

Roman Lamp liorscs’ fiict tho trooi)S of Ala.Hcez(d, and

^ , , . „ ^ involve in a cloud of burning sand tho
natives of the cold regions of Gaul and G-ermauy. As Mascsezel advanced
before the front with fair offers of peace and pardon, lie (uieoiiuteretl one of
the foremost standard-bearers of the Africans, and, on his refusal to yield,
struck mm on the arm with his sword. Tho arm, and the standard, sunk
uiidex the weight of tlie blow

; and the imagiuary act of submission was
hastily repeated by all the standards of the line. At 1.1 lis signal, the dis-
anected cohorts proclaimed the name of their lawful sovereign

; tlie barba*
nans, astonished by the defection of their Roman allies, diHixfU’sed, according
to their custom, in tumultuary flight

; and Mascezel ol.tiiiuod tho honours of!
an easy ami almost bloodless victory. The tyrant (nsoaiK'd from the field of
battle to the sea shore

;
and threw himself into a small vessel, with the ho )C

of reaching 111 safety some friendly port of the empire of the East ; but tlie
obstinacy of the wind drove him back into the Iial'bour of Tluvbracm which
had acknowledged, with the rest of the province, tho dominion of llonorius
and the authority of liis heutenant. The inhabitants, as a jiroof of their re-
pentance and loyalty, seized and confined the person of Gildo in a dungeon

;ns own despair saved him from the intolerable torture of supporting the
presence of an injured and victorious brother.

^

finished an important war in a single winter, Mascezel was
received at the court of Mediolanum with loud applause, affected gratitude,
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and secret jealousy ; and liis death, which perhaps was the effect of accident,

has been considered as the crime of Stilicho. In the passage of a bridge, the

Moorish prince who accompanied the master-general of the West was sud-

denly thrown from iiis horse into the river ; the officious haste of the atten-

dants was restrained by a cruel and perfidious smile which they observed on

the countenance of Stilicho ; and while they delayed the necessary assistance,

the unfortunate Mascezel was irrecoverably drowned.

The joy of the African triumph was happily connected with the nuptials

of the emperor Honorius and of his cousin Maria, the daughter of Stilicho

;

and this equal and honourable alliance seemed to invest the powerful minister

with the authority of a p>arent over his submissive pu^nl. Honorius was only

in the fourteenth year of his age ; Serena, the mother of his bride, deferred

by art or persuasion the consummation of the royal nuptials ; Maria died a

virgin, after she had been ten years a wife ;
and the chastity of the emperor

wac secured by the coldness, or perhaps the debility, of his constitution. His

subjects, who attentively studied the character of their young sovereign,

discovered that Honorius was without passions, and consequently without

talents ;
and that his feeble and languid disposition was alike incapable

of discharging the duties of his rank, or of enjoying the pleasures of his

age. In his early youth he made some progress in tlie exercises of riding

and drawing the bow ; but he soon relinquished these fatiguing occupations,

and the amusement of feeding poultry became the serious and daily care of

the monarch of the West, who resigned the reins of empire to the firm and

skilful hand of his guardian Stilicho.

The experience of history will countenance the suspicion that a prince

who was born in the purple received a worse education than the meanest

peasant of his dominions
;
and the ambitious minister suffered him to attain

the age of manhood without attempting to excite his courage or to enlighten

his understanding. The predecessors of Honorius were accustomed to ani-

mate by their example, or at least by their presence, the valour of the legions

;

and the dates of their laws attest the perpetual activity of their motions

through the provinces of the Roman world. But the son of Iheodosius

passed the slumber of his life, a captive in his palace, a stiangei in his

country, and the patient, almost the indifferent, spectator of the ruin of the

Western Empire, which was repeatedly attacked, and finally subverted,

by the arms of the barbarians. In the eventful history of a reign of twenty-

eight years, it will seldom be necessary to mention the name of the emperor

Honorius.

ALARIC INVADES GREECE

If the subjects of Rome could be ignorant of their obligations^ to the

great Tlieodosius, they were too soon convinced how painfully the spirit and

abilities of their deceased emperor had supported the frail and mouldering

edifice of the republic. He died in the month of January; and before the

end of the winter of the same year the Gothic nation was in aims.

The Goths, instead of being im pelled by the blind and headstrong passions

of their chiefs, were now directed by the bold and artful gejiius of Alaric.

That renowned leader was descended from the noble race ot the Haiti, winch

yielded only to the royal dignity of the Amali; he had solicited tlie commaim

o£ the Roman armies, and the imperial court provoked 'bo deniousti'ate

the folly of their refusal and the importance of their loss. Whatever hopes

might be entertained of the conquest of Constantinople, tlu* jiidieions gjHieral
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soon abandoned an impniciicable enterprise. In the midst of a divided court
and a discontented peoide, ilie emperor Arcadins was terrified by the aspect

of the Gothic arms: but the want of wisdom and valour was supplied by the
strength of the city; and the fortifications, both of Die sea ami, land, iniglit

securely brave the impotent and random darts of the barlairians. Alaric dis-

dained to trample any longer on the prostrate and ruimKl e.ountrit^s of 'riiraco

and Dacia, and he resolved to seek a plentiful harvest of faim^ ami ric’hcs in a
province which had hitherto escaped the ravages of war.

The character of the civil and military oftioei's, on whom Rufinus had de-
volved the government of Greece, confirmed tlio public suspii'ion that ho
had betrayed the ancient seat of freedom and learning to the (ioihit\ invader.

The proconsul Antioclius was the unworthy son of a rosj)eA^i,ablo futluu*
; and

Gerontius, who commanded the provincial troops, was mue.h Ixitiiu" (pialifiod

to execute the oppressive orders of a tyrant than to d(d(md with (V)urag(^ and
ability a country most remarkably fortified by the hand of natunu Alaric
had traversed, without resistance, the plains of Macedonia and Tlu^ssaly, as
far as the foot of Mount OGta, a steep and woody ranges of hills, almost
impervious to his cavalry.

The troops which had been posted to defend the straits of Thormopyho
retired, as they were direct(‘,d, without attempting to disturb tlu^ setmrii and
rapid passage of Alaric

;
and the fertile fields of Phocis ami Hmotia wcu'C in-

stantly covered by a deluge of barbarians; wlio massacred the mal(‘.H of an age
to bear arms, and drove away the bcauUfid femalcH, with tlui spoil ami cattle,

of the flaming villages. As soon as the Athenians luuird the voieas of the
Gothic herald, they were easily persuaded to deliver tlu^ grcidvst part of their
wealth as the ransom of the city of Minesrva and its iuliahitanfs, 11m treaty
was ratified by solemn oaths, and observed with mutual fidelity. Tho
Gothic prince, with a small and stdect train, was admitted wiitiiu the walls;
he indulged himself in the refreshment of the bath, aec(*ptod a splendid ban-
quet which was provided by tho magistrate, and alTeeted to show that ho was
not ignorant of the manners of civilised nations. But- llit^ whole territory of
Attica, from the promontory of Sunium to ilio town of Mi'gara., wu,h blasted
by his baleful presence ; and if we may use the comparison of a eontunqxn'ary
philosopher, Athens itself resembled the blooding ami tauply skin of a
slaughtered victim.

Corinth, Argos, Sparta, yielded without resislaneo to th(i arms of the
Goths; and the most fortunate of tho inliabitanis verti savixl, l)y dmith, from
beholding the slavery of their families and the tionOagratiou of lh(ur (utios.

The last hope of a people who could )io longer dtqxmd on their arms, their
gods, or their sovereign, was placed in tho powerful assistamn^ (»f the general
of the West; and Stilicho, who had not been permitted to re]>ulHe, advamuxl
to chastise, the invaders of Greece.

It was im’Dossible for Stilicho to remain quiet. I lo hasteucul to ant ieipate
a landing in Italy, and crossed over to Peloponnesus with Ills t roops. Alaric
retreated before him to the mountains of Arcadia, ami was there closely
heinmed in, but escaped the threatening danger of destruction. He (uther
availed hiinselt of a momentary negligence on the part of the Roman general,
or else the latter allowed him to escape for iioUtical rcaHous. 11u3 Goths
went from 1 elopoimesus to Illyricum, and here suddenly, to the iiHiouislmumt
ot the world, the Gothic king was made commamlor-in-ehicf of tliis border
province, and his troops declared the auxiliaries of tlio Easteru Roman
Empire. In taking this course it was the intention of Eutropius to make
use of the Goths against the hated Stilicho.
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The Eastern Roman Empire was then in a terrible condition. Most of
the provinces had been devastated by the Goths

; Alans and other barbarians
had been settled in Asia for the defence of the northern frontier, and incited
by Tribigildus, one of their princes, they devastated the lands entrusted to
their charge. Tribigildus was led to do this by the Goth Gainas, who sought
to overthrow the minister Eutrooius, and for this purpose had contrived a
plot in which he had persuaded Tribigildus to join. An army sent by
Eutropius against the latter was beaten; the populace of Constantinople
raised a furious outcry against the minister on account of this defeat and of
the devastation of Asia Minor, and Gainas, who was to have marched against
Tribigildus with his Gothic troops, refused to obey unless Eutropius were
dismissed. As the latter had also quarrelled with the empress, he could no
longer avoid the threatening storm. He was dismissed and not only de-

prived of his property but also of his life. He had sought refuge from his

enemies in one of the elmrches of the capital; in this sanctuary St. Chrys-
ostom, who was then patriarch of Constantinople, in vain sought to protect
him. Eutropius had to he given up, and was first banished to Cyprus, and
then executed (399).

After his fall, the empress Eudoxia carried on the government
;
Gainas

now openly allied himself with Tribigildus, and together they committed
such fearful ravages in Asia Minor that the government had to submit to

negotiate with them and at their request to deliver up three distinguished

officials for execution. Fortunately Tribigildus soon died. Gainas with
his hordes inflicted terrible suffering on tlie capital and the surrounding
country, until finally the people took courage and killed more than seven
thousand Goths. Another Goth, Fravitta, who had been for a long time
in the service of Greece, and was summoned from Asia to help against

Gainas, completely defeated him, so that the devastator had to retreat with
his armies to the neighbourhood of the Danube. Soon after this he was
killed in a war with the Huns.

Meanwhile, Stilicho held the reins of the government of the "West with a

powerful hand, and distinguished himself by brilliant achievements both as

statesman and general. He vindicated the fame of the Roman arms in war
against the Franks and Alamaniii, and successfully and quickly suppressed

a dangerous rebellion by which Gildo, the brother of Firmus, had made him-

self master of Africa. We know too little of the private life and character

of Stilicho to determine whether he, as some writers allege, really plotted

the overthrow of the emperor Honorius, so as to place his own son on the

throne.

Directly after Gildo's victory, Stilicho had to protect the empire from a

new danger which was threatening it from a different quarter. The title of

general of the East Roman Empire, bestowed on Alaric, had been utilised by

him to such good purpose that he had completely equipped his Goths with

anus from the arsenals in Illyricum, and now, incited by the court of Con-

stantinople, be broke into the Western Empire, devastating as he went (400).

As, for unknown reasons, he only pushed forward into Venetia, Stilicho had

time to arm himself. He gathered troops from all sides, and when, two years

later, Alaric again appeared (402), Stilicho alone did not lose courage, while

all Italy trembled, and the emperor fled from Mediolanum to the stronghold

of Ravenna. Stilicho conducted the war with much caution, and did not

engage in battle until he could attack under favourable cipumstanees. The
opportunity offered itself at the town of Pollentia in Liguria, and here, in

the spring of 403, he accepted battle.

It. -W. — VOL. VI 2
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Both sides claimed the victory, but the chief advautago was undoubtedly
on the side of the Romans, who in this freed IhouHauds of their im-
prisoned countrymen and plundered the onemy’s l)ag|j;’a|(o. Hut the (iroths

were by no means conquered; for throughout tlie siimiuer they maintained
themselves in the vicinity of the Apennines, and held ilio cit.y of Jtome in
constant fear. They only began to retire from Italy in the autumn; and
Stilicho let them depart with their booty, thinking it advisable to build
golden bridges for a Hying enemy. Novcriheleas bo observe<l tludr march
and tried to induce individual tril>es who served under Alaric to leave him-
and delivered a sooond battle iit Verona, vdiich was more disastritus to tbo
king of the Goths than the battle of Pollontia, for it. was with only a small
portion of his army that he reached his own country.

For a few years the Goths remained quiet ; but soon after ilusir departure,
other Germans vi'sittsl Italy with far worse devastations thautluurs had boon
(406). Radagaisus, one of the German princes wlio had accoinpanietl Ataric

in his first expedition to Italy, collected to the north of tbo upper Danube a
number of private adventurers and whole tribes, whom be iJi-omiscd to Icadto
Kqme itseli, saying he had hoard of an opportunity and a way of getting there.
His expedition resembled a national migration, as women and children acuxnu-
paniecl the array, which according to the lowest eoinputation amouuiod to two
mndred thousand men, and according to another and inoivs probable one, to
double that number. Stilicho did not dare to oppose this Hood, but rather

Ms^troops^^^
bounds by the maimer in which he divided and disposed

Watched from all sides, the barbaric hordes advanced lliroiudi Lombardy
of Floronc,o. llero Stilicho,who had followed tlie expedition, took possession of all ila^ approaches to the

mountains, threw reinforcements into tie towns, bad Ids own army suppliedrom the sea, and quietly awaited the result of the want wliich an inmuncr-

w ^opn begin to feel. Hemmed in on all aides

w™ barbarians sull’ercd from famine,

1

misery. Stilicho destroyed a part of this great

1
’

^ unfortunate swarm in vain lri*xl to figlit
his way tluough— he was captured and executed.

^
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Alan horsemen, Goths, and other barbarians, who were among the
Roman mercenaries, here did the best service. This is especially worthy of
attention, as it shows ns that the inhabitants of the most beautiful of countries,
whose predecessors had conquered all nations of the earth, had sunk so low
that they actually called in barbarians to defend them from other barbarians.
On their weakness, their love of ease and pleasure, every law of their own
government was wrecked, even when the latter sought to compel them to

military service by severe punishments. They even preferred to mutilate
themselves, as many did at this time so as to escape from serving in war,
rather than risk dangers and hardships for the sake of their country.

For the second time Stilicho had saved Italy
; his merit was greater than

that of a Camillus or a Marius, as he had not, like these men, to lead a war-
like nation into battle, but had first to create his army. Besides this, his

whole life was not only a fight of civilisation with barbarism, but at the same
time the struggle of force with underhand intrigue. For this reason we can
no more weigh liis private character against his political merits than we can
those of other Roman heroes, especially of Camillus and Marius. Much of

what has been made matter of reproach against him should rather be counted
tc' him for merit. Ifor instance, he kept his emperor under perpetual tute-

lage, but immediately after Stilicho’s death the advantage of depi'iving

Honorius of a personal share in the government became apparent.

It is with still greater injustice that the ruin of the prosperity of Gaul
and Spain in the period immediately following the expedition of Radagaisus
has been attributed to him as a crime. Stilicho had brought the Roman
troops from Gaul and kept them with him after the liberation of Italy, as he
intended seeking out the Goths in Illyricuiu. The barbarians in .Germany
seized this opportunity to invade Gaul (407). The Quad!, Vandals, Suevi,

Alani, Heruli, Saxons, Burgundiones, Franks, and other barbarians broke
into the unfortunate country, wasting it as they advanced, whilst the Gepidae,

Sarmatae, and Huns pressed into the Danubian provinces which some of these

peoples had hitherto occupied, and settled there. Argentoratum (Strasburg),

Noviomagus (Speier), Borbetomagus (Worms), Mogontiacum^ and other

towns, which until then had opposed a barrier to the barbarians, wei-e de-

stroyed, and like a rushing stream the invaders poured themselves over all

parts of Gaul.

The like misfortune overtook the province of Britain, whence Stilicho

had just recalled the Roman forces. In 407 the troops of this country,

amongst whom there were only a few Roman soldiers, finding themselves

thus abandoned to their fate, proclaimed one of their number, Constantine,

emperoi*, and under his leadership crossed over into Gaul. Here Con-

stantine was universally acknowledged as ruler by the inhabitants, who stood

in much need of help. An army under the general Sarus, whom Honorius

sent against him, was beaten, and Constantine also foi^ht the barbarians suc-

cessfuBy. As, owing to the gravity of the situation in Italy and Gaul,

Honorius and his ministers could not for the moment concern themselves

with Spain, Constantine considered the moment jpropitious to subject that

country also. The religions dissensions by which Spain as weU as Africm

was then rent, and the persecutions which the Donatists and Arians had to

suffer from the orthodox Honorius and his court ecclesiastics, facilitated Con-

stantine’s undertaking. The Roman troops and militia were vanquished by
him and almost the whole land conquered. Unfortunately Constantine

replaced the brave national militia of the mountaineers, who unto, then had

defended the passes of the Pyrenees, by mercenaries of all nations, and these
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shortly after made common cause with the barharians who wauilcred across

the mountains from (xaul, and became their companions and p^nid(‘.s.<’'

Zosimus<^ has said of Stilicho that, during the twenty -three years that he
commanded the army, never had he used the funds for his own profit, nor did
he resort to any disiionest means to advama^ the iiUorests of his only son.

This son, however, was only twenty years old, and, although Stilicho was
faitUM under Theodosius and during the first part of the reign of Honorius,
he might have later allowed himself to be corrupted in his olhc-ial capacity.

Several writers have accused him of having thought to elevate lus son to

the throne at the sacrifice of llonorins, his princa!, his pupil, and his son-

in-law, and with this point in view to have brought about tlui invasion of

the barbarians winch resulted in such evil to the Romans. Olynipiodoruso
and Zosinms, both pagans, defend him on this point: this they did because
perhaps they would have been content to see Rueher usurp the empire and
re-establish paganism.

Zosimus does not hesitate to say that as his trust inath^ him minister
of justice it was necessary to buy it from him cither with money or with
favour; that “all the best and richest lands in the empire fell into his hands
either through fear of incurring his disfavour or in the desire to lean upon
his reputation to pillage the people; that lie acquired immense riches by
despoiling the most illustrious families and ruining the provinci‘S.” One
reads the same thing, and written in a more odious manner, in Suidua,/who
seems to have taken it from Kunape, a pagan historian of that time. Zosimus
also accuses Stilicho of amusing himself “by pleasures unworthy of him and
even criminal, just at the time when ho had most need to husband all his
time.” ^

Whilst these events were taking place, Italy was also a prey to the bar-
barians. Stilicho had induced the Oothic king Ahiric to (|uit the service
of the Greek Empire for that of the Latin, and had conu^ to some secret
understanding with him, about which we are conqilotely in the dark.
According to a highly improbable report, Stili(‘ho wished to employ Alaric’s
Goths against his own master; according to another, which is just as unre-
liable, he intended marching with the (h>ths against Gonstantinoplo, and
placing his son on the Greek throne. Whatever the facts may have been,
Stilicho and Alaric had come to some agreement; for just as the former
vras marching against Constantine with his army, Ahiric suddenly apjiaared
on the frontiers of Italy, complained that he had been deceived, and
demanded an indemnity. The Roman senate, which AvaH intrusted with the
management of the affair, was extremely unwilling to grant this shameful
tribute and only consented at Stilicho*s urgent request.

The minister’s enemies seized this opportunity to bring about bis fall,

and the weak Honorius listened to the miserable persons who in their jeal-
ousy of Stilicho worked on the emperor’s timidity to make him suspicious
of the only man who could save the empire, c

Fom days after the emperor had arrived at Pavia the soldiers, incited by
Olympius, revolted. Zosimus exaggerates this sedition as much as possible.
Socmen, in speaking of it, says that all those were killed who were believed
to be accomplices of Stilicho.

Zosimus narrates at length the sorrow of Stilicho when he heard of this
revolt, the news of which reached him at Boulogne, and how he withdrew
to Ravenna where Honorius sent two separate orders

; the one for his arrest,
the omer for his death. When the officer who carried them handed in the
first, Stalicho took refuge in the church. The next day he came forth and
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delivered himself into the hands of the soldiers, after they had taken an oath,

in the presence of the bishop, that they had orders only to hold him as a

prisoner. The officer however having given the second order, he was be-

aeaded the 23rd of August, according to Zosimus. In which statement he
is upheld by history.

Eucher, sometime before the death of his father, had retired to Rome,
where he also had sought refuge in a church, and, although orders had been
given to kill him wherever he was found, respect for the place prevented the

officers from using violence until a special order arrived from the emperor
commanding them to drag him forth. He was conducted out of Rome,
probably to the emperor, who condemned him to death, whereupon he was
sent back to Rome to be executed. He was almost rescued on the way by
the troops of Alaric, who, as we shall see, overran all Italy. Eucher was
finally executed before the first siege of Rome. “ Thus,” says Orosius,^' “ was

the emperor Honorius and the church also (which had everything to fear

from Eucher) delivered from a great peril and avenged with scarcely any

noise and by the chastisement of but a few people.”^ Olympius, who took

the place of the fallen minister, from the first used his power^ to ruin the

empire. He filled the positions in the army and state with his creatures,

put to death all Stilicho’s family, friends, and clients, on whom he could lay

aands, tried in every way to gratify the ecclesiastics^ greed of power, and

went so far in his hypocritical piety that when Alaric threatened Rome he

appointed not the bravest and most experienced, but the most pious men as

commanders.
At a time when unity was of the first necessity, he prevailed upon the

emperor to make a number of intolerant decrees. It was not only ordained

that no Arian was to fill a public office, but the persecution of heretics on

belialf of the state was made a duty binding upon all magistrates ;
more than

this, Honorius even gave the investigation of heresies into the hands of the

clergy, and set up a special inquisitorial tribunal for the purpose. The
Arian Goths in the Roman army were reduced to despair by these measures,

and as, after the murder of Stilicho, the wives and children of barbarian

soldiers whom the Romans held as security for their fidelity had been put to

death, many thousands of Goths, Alans, and other foreigners belonging to

the Roman army fled to Alaric, and offiered themselves to him as combatants

and guides that they might take vengeance on the Romans.

c



CHAPTER XLV. THE GOTHS IN ITALY

Ar.ARIC INVADEH ITATA'

The incapacity of a weak and distracted goviu’dinont may offc(*n assitme
the aijpearance and produce the effects of a treasonable oorrospondeiKHi with
the public enemy. If Alaric himself had l)ium introduced into the council of
Ravenna, he would probably have a<lvised the sanu^ imniHiiros whi(!h worts actu-
ally pursued by the rninisters of I [oaoriiis. Tlu-s kin|jf of the Goths would have
conspired, perhaps with some reluctance, to destroy tins formidable adversary
by whose arms, in Italy as well as in Greece, lus had btson twicts ovcrilu-own.
Their active and interested hatred laboriously atstsomplishcd tlie disgraces and
ruin of the great Stilicbo. The valour of ^iarus, his fame in arms, and bis

personal or hereditary influence over tins confederate barbarians could
recommend him only to the friends of tlnsir tsoimtry, who dtsspisisd or
detested the wurtliless characters of Tuvpilio, Varaiuss, alid Vigilantius. By
the pressing instances of the new favonritus, thesis gtensrals, unworthy as
they had shown themselves of the name of soldiers, wm‘c promottsd to' the
command of the cavalry, of the infantry, and of this dounsstic troo[)s. The
Gothic prince would have suhscribed with i>luasnro the (sditst, which the fanat-
icism oi: Olympius dictated to the simple and devtsnt tsiupcror.

Honorius excluded all persons adverse to ilui ( latbolic tshurish from holding
any oflice in the state

; obstinately rejtscti‘(l tlu* sorvieis of all thosts who dis-

sented from his religion ; and rashly dis([ualilicsd many of his hruvcHi and
most slcilful officers, Avho adhered to the pagan worship ov who hud imbibed
the opinions of Arianism. These measures, so advantageous to an entsmy,
Alaric would have approved, and might perhans have suggesltHl ; hut it may
seem doubtful whether the barbarian Avonhl uivo promoUHl his interest at
the expense of the inhuman and absurd cniclly which was p(3rptd.rated by
the direction or at least with the connivance of tlic imptu’ial ministers. The
foreign auxiliaries who had betm attadnul to tlui person of HtiUohc>
lamented his death

;
hut the desire of rtu’cugo was checked by a natural

apprehension for the safety of their Avives and children, Avho were dt'iained
as hostages in the strong cities of Italy, where they had likoAvise deposited
their most valuable effects. At the same hour, and as if by a common signal,
the cities of Italy Avere polluted by the same horrid scenes of universal mas-
sacre and pillage, Avhicliiuvol veil in promiscuous destruction the families and
fortunes of the barbarians. Exasperated by such an injury, AvUich might
have awakened the tamest and most servile si)irit, they oast a look of indig-
nation and hope toAvards the camp of Alaric, and unanimously swore to pur-
sue with just and implacable Avar the perfidious nation that had so basel)*
violated the laAvs of hospitality. By the imprudent conduct of the ministers

iio*A
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of^ Honorius, the republic lost the assistance and deserved the enmity of
thirty thousand of her bravest soldiers; and the weight of that formidable
army, which alone might have determined the event of the war, was trans-
ferred from the scale of the Romans into that of the Goths.

In the arts of^ negotiation, as well as in those of war, the Gothic
king maintained his superiority over an enemy wliose seeming changes
proceeded from the total want of counsel and design. From his camp
on the confines of Italy, Alaric attentively observed the revolutions
of the palace, watched the progress of faction and discontent, disguised
tlie hostile aspect of a barbarian invader*, and assumed the more popular
appearance of the friend and ally of the great Stiliclio

;
to whose virtues,

when they were no longer formidable, he could pay a just tribute of sin-

cere praise and regret. The pressing invitation of the malcontents, who
urged the king of the Goths to invade Italy, was enforced by a lively sense
of ,his personal injuries

;
and he might speciously complain that the imperial

ministers still delayed and eluded tlie jrayment of the four thousand pounds
of gold which had been granted by the Roman senate, either to reward
his services or to appease his fury. His decent firmness was supported
l>y an artful moderation, which contributed to the success of his clesigns.

lie required a fair and reasonable satisfaction ; hub he gave the strongest
assurances that as soon as he had obtained it he would immediately retire.

He refused to trust the faith of the Romans, unless -dltins and Jason, the

sons of two great officers of state, were sent as hostages to his camp ; but
he offered to deliver, in exchange, several of the iioble,st youths of the

Gothic nation. The modesty of Alaric was interpreted by the ministers
of Ravenna as a sure evidence of his weakness and fear. They disdained
either to negotiate a treaty, or to assemble an army

;
and, with a rash con-

fidence, derived only from their ignorance of the extreme danger, irretriev-

ably wasted the decisive moments of peace and war.
Wliile they expected that tlie barbarians would evacuate Italy, Alaric,

with bold and rapid marches, passed the Alps .and the Fo ; hastily pillaged

the cities of Aqiiileia, Altinuiii, Concordia, and Cremona, which } ielded to

his arms; increased his forces by the accession of thirty thousand auxilia-

ries
; and, without meeting a single enemy in the field, advanced as far as

the edge of the morass which protected tlie impregnable residence of the

emperor of the "West. Instead of attempting the hopeless siege of Ravenna,
tlie prudent leader of the Goths proceeded to Ariiiiinimi, stretched his

ravages along the seaeoast of the Adriatic, and meditated the conquest
of the. ancient mistress of th(‘. world. An Italian hermit, whose zeal and
sanctity Averc respected by the barbarians themselves, encountered the vic-

torious monarch, and boldly denounced the indigiiabi<])n of heaven against

the oppressors of the earth; but the saint himself was confounded by the
solemn asseveration of Alaric that he felt a secret preternatural impulse,

which diri'cted and oven compelled his march to the gates of Rome. He
felt that his genius and his fortune were equal to the most arduous enter-

prises ;
and the enthusiasm Avhich he communicated to the Goths insensibly

removed the popular and almost superstitious reverence of the nations for

the majesty of the Roman name. His troops, animated by the hopes of

spoil, followed the course of the Bdaminian way, occupied the unguarded
passages of the Apennines, descended into the rich plains of Umbria; and
as they lay encamped on the banks of the Clitumnus, might wantonly
slaughter and devour the milk-white oxen which had been so long reserved

for tlie use of Roman trimnphs. A lofty situation, and a seasonable tempest
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of thunder and lightning, preserved tho little city of Narnia (Nurni)
; but

the king of the Goths, despising tho ignoble prey, Htill advanced with un-

abated vigour ;
and after he had passed through tho stately arclios adorned

A\'ith the spoils of barbaric victories, ho pitched his camp under the walls of

Rome.
By a skilful disposition of his numerous forces, who iinpaticutly watched

the moment of an assault, Alario encompassed tho walls, tionmiandod the

twelve principal gates, intercepted all communication with tho adjacent

country, and vigilantly guarded the navigation of the Tiber, from which the

Romans derived the surest and most plentiful supply of provisions.

The first emotions of the nobles and of the people were those of Hurprise

and indignation that a vile barbarian should daro to insult the capital of the

world; but their arrogance was soon humbhul l)y misibrtuue, and their un-
manly rage, instead of l>eing directed against an (mmuy in arms, was meanly
exercised on a defenceless and innocent victim. Perhaps in the person of

Serena, the Romans might have respected tho niece of Theodosius, the aunt,

nay even the adoptive mother,' of t.io nugning empcjror
;
but tlusy abhorred

the widow of Stilicho, and they listened with credulous passion to tho tale

of calumny which accused her of maiutaiuiug a secret and <u'imiiial corre-

spondence with the Gothic invader. Actuated or overawed by ibo same
popular frenzy, the senate, without re<piiring any evidence of he,r guilt, pro-
nounced the sentence of her death.

Serena was iguomiuiously strangled, and thi^ inrat4mi(!d multi taulo were
astonished to find that this cruel act of injustice did not immediabily produce
the retreat of the barljariuns and the deliverance of tlui city. I’llat tinfor-

tunate city gradually experienced the distress of scarcity, arid at hmgth tlio

horrrd oalamities of famine. The daily allowance of throe pounds of bread
was reduced to onc-balf, to ouo-third, to uotlnng; and the [)ric(i of corn still

continued to rise in a rapid and extravagant proportion. d’h(i poorer citi-

zens, who were unable to purchase the necessaruis of life, solituLcal tho pre-
carious charity of the rich

;
and for a whale the imblio misery was alleviated

by the humanity of Licta, tho widow of the emperor Gratian, who had fixed
her residence at Rome, and conseerate<l to the us(j of tlu^ indigent tho
princely revenue which she annually received from tho graUdul Huccessors
of her husband. But these private and temporary <lonutiv((s wc.hs insufli-
cient to appease the hunger of a numerous peophi

; and the progress of
famine invaded the marble palaces of the sonaltu’s IhomHolvcH. 1'h(^ persons
of both sexes who had been educated in the enjoyment of eas(^ and luxury
discovered how little is requisite to supply the demands of nature; and
lavished their unavailing treasures of gold and silvtu to obtain ilu! coarse
and scanty sustonance which they would formerly have n^jecled with dis-
dain. The food tlie most repugnant to sense or imagination, the aliments
the most unwholesome and pernicious to tho constitution, wisre eagerly
devoured and fiercely disputed by tho rage of hunger, A dark saspicion
was entertained that some desperate wretches fed on the bodies of their
lelloAv-creatures, whom they had secretly murdered; and evtm nioilmrs (such
was the horrid conflict of the two most powerful instincts implanted by
nature m tlie human breast), even mothors are said to have tasttul the flosli
ot their slaughtered infants.

•
thousands of the inhabitants of Rome expired in their houses, orm the streets, for want of sustenance

; and as the public septihihres witliout
the walls were in the power of the enemy, the stench whicli arose from bo
many putrid and unburied carcasses infected the air

; and the miseries of
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famine were succeeded and aggravated by the contagion of a pestilential

disease. The assurances of speedy and effectual relief, which were repeat-

edly transmitted from the court of Ravenna, supported for some time the

fainting resolution of the Romans, till at length the desjpair of any human
aid tempted them to accept the offers of a preternatural c.eliverance. Pom-
peianuSj^ prefect of the city, had been persuaded by the art or fanaticism of

some Tuscan diviners that, by the mysterious force of spells and sacrifices,

f ey could extract the lightning from the clouds, and point those celestial

l'Cs against the camp of the barbarians. The important secret was com-
nunicated to Innocent, the bishop of Rome ; and the successor of St. Peter

is accused, perhaps without foundation,

of preferring the safety of the republic to

the rigid severity of the Christian wor-

ship . But when the question was agitated

in, the senate ; when it was proposed, as

an -essential condition, that those sacri-

fices should be performed in the Capitol,

by the authority and in the presence of

the magistrates ;
the majority of that re-

spectable assembly, apprehensive either

of the divine or of the imperial dis-

pleasure, refused to join in an act which

appeared almost equivalent to the public

restoration of paganism.

The last resource of the Romans was

in the clemency, or at least in the mod-
eration, of the king of the Goths. The
senate, who in this emergency assumed

the supreme powers of government, ap-

pointed two ambassadors to negotiate

with the enemy. This important trust

wa« delegated to Basilius, a senator, of

Spanish extraction, and already conspicu-

ous in the administration of provinces;

and to Jcaimes, the first tribune of the

notaries, who was peculiarly qualified, by

his dexterity in business as well as by his

former intimacy with the Gothic prince.

When they were introduced into his pres-

ence, they declared, perhaps in a more
^

lofty style than became their abject condition, that the Romans were resolvea

to maintain their digpaity, either in peace or war ; and that if Alaric refused

them a fair and honourable capitulation, he might sound ^ trumpete and

prepare to give battle to an innumerable people, exercised in arms and am-

mated by despair. “ The thicker the hay, the easier it is mowed, wm the

concise reply of the barbarian ; and this rustic metaphor was accompamed by

a loud and insulting laugh, expressive of his contempt for the men^^ of an

unwarliko populace, enervated by luxury before they were eniaciated by tarn-

ine. He then condescended to fix the ransom which he would ac^pt as the

price of his retreat from the walls of Rome ; all the gold and silver in the city,

whether it were the property of the state or of individimls ;
aU the nch and

precious movables ; and all the slaves who could prove their title to the i^e
oi barbarians. The ministers of the senate presumed to ask, m a modest and

Koiaan Iamp
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suppliant tone :
“ If sucli, 0 king I aro yowr ckutiands, what, do you intend to

leave us ?
” “ Your lives,” replied the haughty c^oiiupu^ror.

They trembled and retired. Yet before ifu^y retired, a short suspension
of arms was granted, which allowed some time for a more lemperate negotia-
tion, The stern features of Alario W(n*o insouHiljly r«daxe,d

; lie abated much
of the rigour of his terras ; ami at length c.onHenUMl t,o raise the siege on the
immediate payment of five tliousand * imindH of ffohl, of thirty thoiisarid pounds
of silver, of four thousand robes of si k, of three thousaml pieces of fine scarlet
cloth, and of three thousand pounds wenght of pepper. But the (niblio treas-
ury was exhausted; the annual rents of Urn giNsat estaUw in Italy and the
provinces were intercoptod by the calamities of war ; tlu^ gohl and gems had
been exchanged, during the famine, for the vih^st snsUmamH^ ; the hoards of
secret wealth were still concoakKl by the obstinac,y of avari(u^ ; and some re-
mains of consecrated spoils afforde<\ the only resource that c.ould avert the
impending ruin of the exty.

As soon as the Eoraans had satisfied the rapa.ciotm dcmandB of Al^rie
they were restored in some measure to the cnjoymtuit of poaee and plenty.
Several of the gates were cautiously opemal ; the imj|)ortathra of provi-
sions from the nver, and the adjacamt country, was no longm* obstructed
by the Goths ; the citizens resorted in raaiwds to the frtai market, which
was held during three days in the suburbs ; and while tl»e raerchraits
who undertook this gainful trade made a conHitlerable projit, the future
subsistence of the city wtm secured by the ample maga/hicH which were
deposited in the public and private granaries. A raortj rt^gular discipline
than could have been expected was maintained in the eamp of Ahmo; and
the wise barbarian lustified his regard for the faith of Imiiim by the just
severity with which he chastised a party of licentious ( loths who bad insulted
some Roman citizens on the road to Ostia. His army, cnricluHl lyy the con-

capital, slowly advanced into tins fair ami fruitful province
OT Tuscany, where ho proposed to establish his winter (|uartcrS

; and the
G(^hic stondard^ became the refuge of forty thmiHand barlaarian Slaves, who
j ^

^^^ken their chains, and aspired, under the c^nnmand of their great
deliverer, to revenge the injuries and the disgracm of timir (sruei servitude.

j
received a more honourable rcinfor(?em^nt of Gotha

and Huns, whom Atawulf the brother of his wihi, Imd conduct'^d, at his
pressmg in-ntation, from the banks of the Danube t(» those of lira Tiber, and
who had cut their way, with some difficulty and loss, thiarngh the auoerior
num^rs of the imperial troops. A victorious leader, who united the caring
spint of a harban^ x^th the art and discipline of a Roman general, was at
ae head of a hundred thousand fighting men

; and Italy pronounced with
terror and respect the formidable name of Alaric.

fk
distance of fifteen centuries wo may he aatisfied with r^ating

.
® exploits of the conquerors of Rome, without presuming to inves-

tigate the motives of their political conduct. ^

In the midst of his apparent prosperity, Alaric was conscious perhaps

j
some internal defect; or perhaps the moderation

which he toplayed was intended only to deceive and dkarm the easy oie-

J
of Hononus. The king of the GoHis repeatedly de-^ considered as the friend of peace and of

to +hl
senators, at his earnest request, were scut ambassadors

exchange of hostages and the oonoln-

intr
which he more clearly exi^ressed dur-*mg the comae of the negotiationa, could only inapire a doubt of hia ainoerity'
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as they might seem inadequate to the state of his fortune. The barbarian
still aspired to the rank of master-general of the armies of the West ; he
stipulated an annual subsidy of corn and money

;
and he chose the provinces

of Dalmatia, Noricuin, and Venetia, for the seat of his hew kingdom, which
would have commanded the important communication between Italy and the
Danube. If these modest terms should be rejected Alaric showed a disposi-
tion to relinquish his pecuniary demands, and even to content himself with
the possession of Noricum, an exhausted and impoverished country perpet-
ually exposed to the inroads of the barbarians of Germany. But the hopes
of peace were disappointed by the weak obstinacy or interested views of the
minister Olympius. Without listening to ,the salutary remonstrances of
the senate he dismissed their ambassadors under the conduct of a military
escort, too numerous for a retinue of honour and too feeble for an army of
defence. Six thousand Dalmatians, the flower of the imperial legions, were
ordered to march from Ravenna to Rome, through an open country, which
was occupied by the formidable myriads of the barbarians. These brave
legionaries, encompassed and betrayed, fell a sacrifice to ministerial folly;

their general Valena, with a hundred soldiers, escaped from the field of
battle ;

and one of the ambassadors, who could no longer claim the protec-
tion of the law of nations, was obliged to purchase liis freedom with a
ransom of thirty thousand pieces of gold. Yet Alaric, instead of resenting
this act of impotent hostility, immediately renewed his proposals of peace

;

and the second embassy of the Roman senate, which c.erived weight and
dignity from the presence of Innocent, bishop of the city, was guarded from
the dangers of the road by a detachment of Gothic soldiers.

Olympius might have continued to insult the just resentment of a people
who loudly accused him as the author of the public calamities

; but his power
was undermined by the secret intrigues of the palace. The favourite
eunuchs transferred the government of Honorius and the empire to Jovius,

the praetorian prefect; an unworthy servant, who did not atone, by the
merit of personal attachment, for the errors and misfortunes of his adminis-
tration. The exile or escape of the guilty Olympius reserved him for more
vicissitudes of fortune; he experienced the adventures of an obscure and
wandering life; he again rose to power; befell a second time into disgrace;

his ears were cut off
;
he expired under the lash ; and his ignominious death

afforded a grateful spectacle to the friends of Stilicho. After the removal
of Olympius, whose character was deeply tainted with religious fanaticism,

the pagans and heretics were delivered from the impolitic proscription

which excluded them from the dignities of the state. The brave Gennerid,
a soldier of barbarian origin, who still adhered to the worship of his ances-

tors, had been obliged to lay aside the military belt ; and though he was
repeatedly assured by the emperor himself that laws were not made for per-

sons of his rank or merit, he refused to accept any partial disjoensation, and
perseveied in honourable disgrace till he had extorted a general act of justice

from the distress of the Roman government. The conduct of Gennerid, in

the important station to which he was promoted or restored of master-gen-

eral of Dalmatia, Pannonia, Noricnm, and Raetia, seemed to revive the dis-

cipline and spirit of the republic. From a life of idleness and want, his

troops were soon habituated to severe exercise and plentiful subsistence;

and bis private generosity often supplied the rewards which were denied by
tbe avarice or poverty of the court of Ravenna. The valour of Gennerid,

formidable to the adjacent barbarians, was the firmest bulwark of the Illyrian

frontier ; and his vigilant care assisted the empire with a reinforcement of
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ten thousand Huns, who arrived on the confines of Italy, attended by such
a convoy of provisions and such a num(ux)U8 train of shoop and oxen as

might have been sufficient, not only for the march of an army but for the
settlement of a colony.

But the court and councils of Ilonorius still remained a H(!ene of weak-
ness and distraction, of corruption and anarchy. Instigated bv the prefect

Jovius, the guards rose in furious mutiny, and demanded the lioads of two
generals and of the two principal eunuchs. The gemuiils, under a perndions
promise of safety, were sent on shipboard ami privately execnied ; wliilo the
favour of the eunuchs procured them a mild and soemro exile at Mediolanum
and Constantinople. Eusebius the eunucli, and the barbarian Allobmh
succeeded to the command of the bedchamber and of the guards

; and the
mutual jealousy of these subordinate ministers was tlie (‘.ause of their mutual
destruction. By the insolent order of the count of the <lonu‘,sties, the groat
chamberlain was shamefully beaten to death with stie.ks, btdorc^ the eyes
of the astonished cinporor

; and the subsotpient asHassinatiou of Allohich,
in the midst of a public procession, is the only circumstance of his life in
which Honorius discovered the faintest symptom of courage or restmtment.

Yet before they fell, Euachius and Allohich contributed their part to
the ruin of the empire by opposing the conclusion of a trmiiy which Jovius,
from a selfish and perhaps a criminal motive, liad negotiated with Alaric,
in a personal interview under the walls of Arhuinum. During the al)S( 5nco
of Jovius, the emperor was persuaded to aHSunui a lofty tone of in flexible

dignity, such as neither his situation nor Ins character c,ouhl enable lum to
support; and a letter, signed with the name of Honorius, was imnuHliatoly
despatched to the pruotorian prefect, granting him a free permission to
dispose of the public money, but sternly refusing to prostitute the military
honours of Rome to the proud demands of a barbarian, IJiis letttjr was im-
prudently communicated to Alaric liiinself; and the (loth, who in the whole
transaction had behaved with temper and decenc-y, expressed, in the moat
outrageous language, his lively sense of the insult so wantonly ofTored to
his person and to his nation. The conference of Ariminum was hastily
interrupted

; and the prefect Jovius, on his return to Ravenna, was <u)m-
pelled to adopt, and oven to encc^urage, the fashionable opinions of the
court. By his advice and example, the principal oHioers of the state end
army were obliged to swear that without listening, in any eircumstancses,
to any conditions of peace, they would still persevere in perpetual and
implacable war against the enemy of the republic. This rash engagement
opposed an insuperable bar to all future negotiation. The ministers had
sworn by the sacred head of the emperor himself the most inviolable of
oaths

HONOEItrS EBTIEBS TO BA.VENNA *, ATTALUS KAMEO EMUEHCK

While the emperor and his court enjoyed, with sullen pride, tlie security
of the marshes and fortifications of Ravenna, they abandoned Eome^ almost
vmnout defence, to the resentment of Alaric. Yet snob was the moderation
which he still preserved or affected, that, as he moved with his army along
the 11 lammian way, he successively despatched the bishops of the towns of
Italy to reiterate^ his offers of peace, and to conjure the emperor that he
would save the city and its inhabitants from hostile fire and the sword of
the oarbanana. These impending calamities were however averted, not
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indeed by the wisdom of Honorius but by the prudence or humanity of the
Gothic king ; who employed a milder, though not less effectual, method of

conquest. Instead of assaulting the capital, he successfully directed his

efforts against the port of Ostia, one of the boldest and most stupendous
works of Roman magnificence. The accidents to which the precarious
subsistence of the city was continually exposed in a winter navigation and
an open road had suggested to the genius of the first Caesar the useful

design which was executed under the reign of Claudius. The artificial

moles which formed the narrow entrance advanced far into the sea, and
firmly repelled the fury of the waves; while the largest vessels securely

rode at anchor within three deep and capacious basins, which received the

northern braiich of

the Tiber, about

two miles from the

ancient colony of

port insensibly
swelled to the size

of an episcopal city,

where the corn of

Africa was depos-

ited in spacious

granaries for the

use of the capital.

As soon as Alaric

was in possession

of that important

place, he summoned
the city to surren-

der at discretion ;

and his demands
were enforced by
the positive decla-

ration that a re-

fusal, or even a

delay, should be in-

stantly followed by
the destruction of Ruins of the Teiumthal Aech of Dausus

the magazines on
which the life of the Roman people depended. The clamours of that people

and the terror of famine subdued the pride of the senate ; they listened with-

out reluctance to the proposal of placing a new emperor on the throne of the

unworthy Honorius; and the suffrage of the Gothic conqueror bestowed

the pur]3le on Attains, prefect of the city. The grateful monarch immedi-

ately acknowledged his protector as master-general of the armies of the West;

Atawulf, with the rank of count of the domestics, obtained the custody of

the person o£ Attains ; and the two hostile nations seemed to be united in the

closest bands of friendship and alliance.

The gates of the city were thrown open, and the new emperor of the

Romans, encompassed on every side by the Gothic arms, was conducted m
tumultuous procession to the palace of Augustus and Trajan- After he

had distributed the civil and military dignities among his favourites and

followers, Attains convened an assembly of the senate; before whom, in a
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formal iiacl florid speech, ho asscriod his roBolutioii of roHtoriag tho majesty

of the republic and of uniting to th<^ empire i.he provimses of Egypt and

the East, which had once acknowlodgCHl the Hoyereignty of homo. Such

extravagant promises inspired (wory reasonable (utizen with a just contempt

for the character of an nnwarliko UHiirper, whose (devation was the deepest

and most ignominious wound which the republic bad yet BUHtaimal from the

insolence of the barbarians. Bui the pooulace, with their usual levity,

applauded the change of masters. Tho public distsontent was favourable to

the rival of Honorlus; and the sectaries, oppressed l)y lim persecuting

edicts, expected some degree of couutenaiuse, or at hutst of tt)leraiion, from

a prince who, in his native couniay of Ionia, had b(5on educ.alcd in the

pagan superstition, and who had since recciv(ul sacuitimmt of baptism

from the hands of an Ariau bishop.

The first days of the reign of Attains W(U-(5 fair and prospcu’ous. An
officer of confidence was sent with an ineonsiderable body of fitoops to secure

the obedience of A.frica ; tlie greatest part of Italy submitted to tbe terror

of the Gothic powers ; the city of Bonouia made a vigorous and effectual

resistance ; the people of Mcdiolaimm, dissatislied perhaps with the absence

of Honorius, accepted, with loud acclamations^ flic ehoic.e of the Roman senate.,

At the head of a formidable army, Marie condnc.ted liis r(\yal captivt) almost’

to tbe gates of llavcnna ; and a solemn embassy of the ]n'iucipal ministers,

of Jovius, the prmtorian prefect, of Valens, master ol! tlu^ t?avalry and

infantry, of the quicstor Botamius, and of »hiliau, the first of the notaries,

was introduced with martial pomp into the Gothics camp. In tlui name of

their sovereign, they consented to acknowlcdgt^ the lawful ekajtiou of his

competitor, and to divide tho jirovincos of 1 taly and the W ost l)etwe<m the two
emperors. Their proposals werti rejected with disdain; ami the refusal was
aggravated by the insulting elemency of Attaltis, who (}ontleN(‘.cm<led to

promise that, if Honorius would instantly resign the purpb^, ho should be

permitted to pass the remainder of his life in the ptuuHvful cxiln of some
remote island. So desperate, indeed, did the situation of th(» sou of Theo-
dosius appear to those who were Uio best ac(piainted with his strerngth and
resources, that Jovius and Valens, his minister and his general, betrayed

their trust, infamously deserted the sinking cause of tluur lamcfatitor, and
devoted their treacherous allegiance to the scrvitic of his more Jortunate

rival. Astonished by such examples of domestic treason, Honorius trembled
at the approach of every servant, at th(3 arrival of every messenger. He
dreaded the secret enemies who nnght lurk in his capital, his palact^, liis bed-
chamber

;
and some ships lay ready in the harbour of Ravenna to transport

the abdicated monarch to the dominions of his infant neplmw, the emperor
of the East.

But there is a providence (such at least wfis the opinion of the historian

Procopius) that watches over inno(5enoe and folly ; and the pretensions of

Honorius to its peculiar care cannot reasonaldy bo disputed. At the
moment when his despair, incapable of any wise or manly resol utirm, medi -

tated a shameful flight, a seasonable reinforcement of fotir thonsmul veterans
unexpectedly landed in the port of Ravenna. To these valiant strangers,
whose fidelity had not been corrupted by the factions of the court, ho com-
mitted the walla and gates of tbe city ; and the slumbers (if the emperor
were no longer disturbed by the apprehension of immineiit and internal
danger. The favourable intelligence which was received from Africa, sud-
denly changed the opinions of men, and the state of public affairs. The
troops and officers, wiom Attains had sent into that province, were defeated
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and slain ; and the active zeal of Heraclian maintained his ovn allegiance,
and that of his people. The faithful count of Africa transmitted a large
sum of money, which fixed the attachment of the imperial guards ; and his
vigilance in preventing the exportation of corn and oil, introduced famine,
tumult, and discontent into the walls of Rome.

ATTALUS DEPOSED ; EOME SACKED BY ALAEIC

The failure of the African expedition was the source of mutual complaint
and recrimination in the party of Attains

;
and the^mind of his protector was

insensibly alienated from the interest of a prince, who wanted spirit to com-
mand or docility to obey. The most imprudent measures were adopted,
without the knowledge, or against the advice, of Alaric ; and the obstinate

refusal of the senate, to allow, in the embarkation, the mixture even of five

hundred Goths, betrayed a suspicious and distrustful temper, which, in their

situation, was neither generous nor prudent. The resentment of the Gothic
king was exasperated by the malicious arts of Jovius, who had been raised to

the rank of patrician, and who afterward excused his double perfidy by de-

claring, without a blush, that he had only seemed to abandon the service of

Honorius, more effectually to ruin the cause of the usurper. In a large plain

near Ariminum,.and in the presence of an innumerable multitude of Romans
and barbarians, the wretched Attains was publicly despoiled of the diadem
and purple

;
and those ensigns of royalty were sent by Alaric, as the pledge

of peace and friendship, to the son of Theodosius.

The degradation oi: Attains removed the only real obstacle to the conclu-

sion of the peace ; and Alaric advanced within three miles of Ravenna, to

press the irresolution of the imperial ministers, whose insolence soon returned

with the return of fortune. His indignation was kindled by the report that

a rival chieftain, that Saras, the personal enemy of Atawulf and the heredi-

tary foe of the house of Haiti, had been received into the palace. At the head

of three hundred followers, that fearless barbarian immediately sallied from

the gates of Ravenna ; surprised, and cut in pieces, a considerable body of

Goths ;
re-entered the city in triumph ; and was permitted to insult his

adversary, by the voice of a herald, who publicly declared that the ^uilt

of Alaric had forever excluded him from the friendship and alliance ol the

emperor.
The crime and folly of the court of Ravenna was expiated a third

time by the calamities of Rome. The king of the Goths, who no longer

dissembled his appetite for plunder and revenge, appeared in arms under

the walls of the capital; and the trembling senate, without any hope of

relief, prepared, by a desperate resistance, to delay the min of their country.

But they were unable to guard against the secret conspiracy of their slaves

and domestics ;
who, mther from birth or interest, were attached to the

cause of the enemy. At the hour of midnight, the Salarian gate was silently

opened, and the inhabitants were awakened by the tremendous sound of the

Gothic trumpet. Eleven hundred and sixty-three years after the foundation

of Rome, the imperial city, which had subdued and civilised so considerable

a part of mankind, was delivered to the licentious fury of the tribes of Ger-

ma]^ and Scythia.

The proclamation of Alaric, when he forced his entrance into a yimquished

citj, discovered some regard for the laws of humanity and religion. He
encouraged hia troops bcndly to sedze the rewards of valour and to enrich
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themselves with the spoils of a wealthy and effeminate people
; but he

exhorted them, at the same time, to spare the lives of the unresisting citi-

zens, and to respect the churches of the apostles St. Peter and St. Paul, as

holy and inviolable sanctuaries. Amidst the horrors of a nocturnal tumult,

several of the Christian Goths displayed the fervour of a recent (huiversion

;

and some instances of their uncommon piety and moderation are related,

and perhaps adorned, by the zeal of ecclesiastical writers.

While the barbarians roamed through the city in (juost of prey, the hum-
ble dwelling of an aged virgin, who had devoted her life to the service of the

altar, was forced open by one of the powerful Goths. He immediately

demanded, though in civil language, all the^ gold and silver in her posses-

sion ;
and was astonished at the readincBs with which she conducted liim to

a splendid hoard of massy plate, of the richest materials and the most curi-

ous workmanship. The barbarian viewed with wonder and <lelighi this valua-

ble acquisition, till he was interrupted by a stuious admonition, addressed to

him in the following words : “ These,” said she, “ are the csonsecuiited vessels

belonging to St. Peter ;
if you presume to touch them, the sacrilegious deed

will remain on your conscience. For my part, 1 dare not keep what I am
unable to defend.” The Gothic oaiitain, struck with reverential awe, de-

spatched a messenger to inform the king of the treasure which he had discov-

ered ; and received a peremptory order from Alaric, tliat all the consecrated

plate and ornaments s.iould be transported, without damage or delay, to the

church of the Apostle. From the extremity, perhaps, of the Quirinal Hill, to

the distant quarter of the Vatican, a numerous detachment of Goths, march-
ing in order of battle through the principal streets, protected, with glittering

arms, the long train of their devout companions, who bora aloft on their

heads the sacred vessels of gold and silver ; and the martial shouts of the

barbarians were mingled with the sound of religious psalmody. From all

the adjacent houses a crowd of Christians hastened to join this edifying
procession ; and a multitude of fugitives, without distinction of age or rank,
or even of sect, had the good fortune to esoaue to the socuro and hospitable

sanctuary of the Vatican. The learned wor&, Concerning the City of God,
was professedly composed by St. Augustine to justify the ways of Providence
in the destruction of the Roman greatness. He celebrates, with peculiar
satisfaction, this memorable triumph of Christ; and insults his ad/ersari'^^’

by ohallenmng them to j^roduce some similar example, of a town taken by
storm, in which the fabulous gods of antiquity had been able to protect either
themselves or their deluded votaries.

In the sack of Rome some rare and extraordinary exam|)les of barbarian
virtue have been deservedly applauded. But the holy precincts of the Vati-
can and the Apostolic churches could receive a very small pro[:)oriion of the
Roman people

;
many thousand warriors, more especially of trie Huns, who

served under the standard of Alaric, were strangers to me name, or at least

to the faith, of Christ
;
and we may suspect, without any breach of charity or

candour, that in the hour of savage license, when every passion was inflamed
and every restraint was removed, the precepts of the gospd seldom influenced
the behaviour of the Gothic Christians. The writers the best disjriosad to
exaggerate their clemency, have freely confessed that a cruel slaughter was
made of the Romans ; and that the streets of the city ware fllled with dead
bodies, which remained without burial during the generid consternation.
The despair of the citizens was sometimes converted into fury ; and when-
ever the barbarians were provoked by opposition, they extended Hie promis-
cuous massacre to the feeble, the innocent, and the nelpless. The private
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revenge of forty thousand slaves was exercised without pity or remorse : and
formerly received were washed away

in the blood of the guilty or obnoxious families. The matrons and vireiim
of Rome to injuries more dreadful, in the apprehension of chas-
tity, than death itself ; and the ecclesiastical historian has selected an example
ot female virtue for the admiration of future ages.

of singular beauty and orthodox faith, had excited the
impatient desires of a young Goth, who, according to the sagacious remark
01 oozomen, was attached to the Arian heresy. Exasperated by her obsti-
nate resistance he drew his sword, and with the anger of a lover slightly
wounded her neck. The bleeding heroine still continued to brave his re-
s^tment and to repel his love, till the ravisher desisted from his unavailing
enoitSj respectfully conducted her to the sanctuary of the Vatican, and

pieces of gold, to the guards of the church, on condition that they
should restore her inviolate to the arms of her husband. Such instances of
courage and generosity were not extremely common. The brutal soldiers
satisfied their sensual appetites without consulting either the inclination
01 the duties of their female captives j and a nice Q^uestion of casuistry was

Romajj Gold Beacelbt

seriously agitated, whether those tender victims, who had inflexibly refused
their consent to the violation which they sustained, had lost by their mis^
fortune the glorious crown of virginity ? There w"el?e other losses indeed of
a more substantial kind, and more general concern. It cannot be presumed
that all the barbarians were at all times capable of perpetrating such amor-
ous outrages

; and the want of youth, or beauty, or chastity, protected the
greatest part of the Roman women from the danger of a rape. But avarice
is an insatiate and universal passion; since the enjoyment of almost every
object that can afford pleasure to the different tastes and tempers of man-
kind, may be procured by the possession of wealth.

In the pillage of Rome, a just preference was given to gold and jewels,

which contain the greatest value in the smallest compass and weight ,* but
after theoe portable riches had been removed by the more diligent robbers,

the palaces of Rome were rudely stripped of their splendid and costly furni-

ture. The sideboards of massy plate, and the variegated wardrobes of silk

and purple, were irregularly piled in the wagons that always followed the
marA of a Gothic army. The most exquisite works of art were roughly
handled, or wantonly destroyed

; many a statue was melted for the sake of

the precious materials
; and many a vase, in the division of the spoil, was

shivered into fragments by the stroke of a battle-axe. The acquisition of

riches served only to stimulate the avarice of the rapacious barbarians, who
proceeded by threats, by blows, and by tortures, to force from their prisoners

H. W.— VOL. VI. 20
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the confession of hidden treasure. Visible splendour and expense were

alleged as the proof of a plentiful fortune ;
the appcuirauco of poverty was

imputed to a parsimonious disposition ;
and the obstinacy of some misers,

who endured the most cruel torments before they would discover the secvet

object of their affection, was fatal to many unhappy wretches, who expired

under the lash for refusing to reveal their imaginary treasures.

The edifices of Rome, though the damage has lioon much exaggerated,

received some injury from the violence of the (loths. At their entrance

through the Salarian Gate they fired the adjacent luiuses to guide their

march, and to distract the attention- of the eilizons; the flames, which en-

countered no obstacle in the disorder of the night, consumed many private

and public buildings; and the ruins of the palace of Sallust toiuaituul in the

age of Justinian a stately monument of the (Jothic- conllagratlon. Yet a

contemporary historian has observed that fire could sc.arccly consume the

enormous beams of solid brass, and that the strength of man was insufiiqiout

to subvert the foundations of ancient structures. Some truth may possibly

be concealed in his devout assertion, that the wratli of luuivou supplied the

imperfections of hostile rage; and that the proud Forum of Rome, (lecorated

with the statues of so many gods and heroes, was levelled in tlie (lust by the

stroke of lightning.

Whatever might he the numbers of equestrian or plebeian rank who
perished in the massacre of Romo, it is confidently allirmcd that only one
senator lost his life by the sword of the enemy. But it was not easy to

compute the multitudes who, from an honourable station and a prosperous

fortune, were suddenly reduced to the miserablo condition of captives and
exiles. As the barbarians had more occasion for moiuiy t.han for slaves, they

fixed at a moderate price the redemption of their indigent prisomu's ; and the

ransom was often paid by the hencivolonco of their fvimnlH or t,he tdiarlty of

strangers. The captives who were regularly sold, eitluu’ in opou market or

by private contract, would have legally regained tluur nativ(^ froodom, whmh
it was impossible for a citizen to lose or to alienate. But as it was soon dis-

covered that the vindication of their liberty would cmlang(U’ theur lives ;

and that the Goths, unless they were tempted to sell, might be provoked to

murder their useless prisoners; the civil jurisprudence had bc(iu already
qualified by a wise regulation that they should ,t)e obligcul to scr'UJ the mo(i-
erate term of five years, till they had discharged by their labour the price

of their redemption. The nations who invaded ttie Roman Empire had
driven before them into Italy whole troops of luuigry and affrighted pro-
vincials, less apprehensive of servitxxde than of famiiio. The calamities of
Rome and Italy dispersed the inhabitants to the most lonely, the most
secure, the most distant places of refuge. While the Gothic, cavalry spread
terror and desolation along the sea coast of Campania and Tusfuiny, the little

island of Igilium, separated by a narrow ohanriol from the Argcmtarian
promontory, repulsed or eluded their hostile attempts

; ami at :;o small a
distance from Rome great numbers of citizens wtU'C securely concealed in
the thick woods of that sequestered spot. The ample palnmonies which
many senatorian families possessed in Africa invited tliem, if they had time
and prudence to escape from the ruin of their country, to embrace the
shelter of that hospitable province. The Italian fugitives wore disperscHl
toough the provinces, along the coast of Egypt and Asia, as far as
Constantinople and Jerusalem

; and the village of Bethlehem, the solitary
residence of St. Jerome and his female converts, was crowded with illustri-
ous beggars of either sex and every age, who excited the public compassion
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by the remembrance of their past fortune. This awful catastrophe of Rome
filled the astonished empire with grief and terror. So interesting a contrast
of greatness and ruin disposed the fond credulity of the people to deplore,
and even to exaggerate, the afflictions of the queen of cities. The c].ergy’
who applied to recent events the lofty metaphors of oriental prophecy, were
sometimes tempted to confound the destruction of the capital and the dis-
solution of the globe.

There exists in human nature a strong propensity to depreciate the
advantages, and to magnify the evils, of the present times. Yet, when the
first emotions had subsided, and a fair estimate was made of the real dam-
age, the more learned and judicious contemporaries were forced to confess
tliat infant Rome had formerly received more essential injury from the
Gauls, than she had now sustained from the Goths in her declining age.
The experience of eleven centuries has enabled posterity to produce a much
more singular parallel ; and to affirm with confidence that the ravages of
the barbarians, whom Alaric had led from the banks of the Danube, were
less destructive than the hostilities exercised by the troops of Charles V, a
Catholic prince, who styled himself emperor of the Romans.

The Goths evacuated the city at the end of six days, but Rome remained
abdve nine months in the possession of the imperialists

; and every hour was
stained by some atrocious act of cruelty, lust, and rapine. The authority of
Alaric preserved some order and moderation among the ferocious multitude,
but in the later capture under Charles V, the commander, the constable of
Bourbon had gloriously fallen in the attack on the walls

; and the death of
the general removed every restraint of discipline from an army which con-
sisted of three independent nations, the Italians, the Spaniards, and the Ger-
mans. In the beginning of the sixteenth century, the manners of Italy
exhibited a remarkable scene of the depravity of mankind. They united
the sanguinary crimes that prevail in an unsettled state of society, with the
polished vices which spring from the abuse of art and luxury; and the loose

adventurers, who had violated every prejudice of patriotism and superstition,

to assault the palace of the Roman pontiff, must deserve to be considered as

the most profligate of the Italians. At the same era, the Spaniards were the
terror both of the Old and New World; but their high-spirited valour was
disgT^ued by gloomy pride, rapacious avarice, and unrelenting cruelty. Inde-
fatigable in tlie pursuit of fame and riches, they had improved, by repeated
practice, the most exquisite and effectual methods of torturing their pris-

oners ; many of the Castilians who pillaged Rome were familiars of the holy
inquisition

;
and some volunteers, perhaps, were lately returned from the con-

quest of Mexico. The Germans were less corrupt than the Italians, less cruel

than the Spaniards; and the rustic or even savage aspect of those Tramon-
tane warriors, often disguised a simple and merciful (disposition. But they
had imbibed, in the first fervour of the Reformation, the spirit as well as the

principles of Luther. It was their favourite amusement to insult or destroy

the consecrated objects of Catholic superstition : they indulged, without pity

or remorse, a devout hatred against the clergy of ever^^ denomination and
degree, who form so considerable a part of the inhabitants of modern Rome

;

and their fanatic zeal might aspire to subvert tlie throne of Antichrist, to

purify, with blood and fire, the abominations of the spiritual Babylon.

The retreat of the victorious Goths, who evacuated Rome on lihe sixth

day, might be the result of prudence ; but it was not surely the effect of

fear. At the head of an army, encumbered with rich and weighty spoils,

their intrepid leader advanced along the Appian Way into the southern
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provinces of Italy, destroying whatever dared to oppose liis passage, and
contenting himself with the plunder of the unresisting country.

DEATH OF ALARIC ; SUCCESSION OF ATAWULF

Whether fame, or conquest, or riches were the object of Alaric, he pur-
sued that object with an indefatigable ardour which could neither be quelled

by adversity nor satiated by success. No sooner had ho reached the extreme
land of Italy, than he was attracted by the neiglibouring prospect of a fertile

and peaceful island. Yet even the possession of Sicily ho considered only as

an intermediate step to the important expedition winch ho already meditated
against the continent of Africa. The straits of Rhogium and Messina are

twelve miles in length, and, in the narrowest passage, about ont^ mile and a

half broad
;
and the fabulous monsters of the deep, the rocks of Scylla»and

the whirlpool of Charybdis, could terrify none but the most timid and un-
skilful mariners. Yet as soon as the first division of the (Slotlis luid embarked,
a sudden tempest arose, which sunk or scattered many of the transports

;

their courage was daunted hy the terrors of a now chnnent ; and the whole
design was defeated by the premature death of Alaric, which fixed, aftet' a
short illness, the fatal term of his conquests-

The brave Atawulf, the brother-in-law of the deceased monarch, was
unanimously elected to succeed to his throne. The character and political

system of the new king of the Goths may be best understood from iiis con-
versation with an illustrious citizen of Narbo Martins, who afterwards, in a
pilgrimage to the Holy Land, related it to St. J(u*omo, in ilu^ priisenco of the
listorian Orosius. “In the full confijdonco of valour and viittory, I once
aspired,” said Atawulf, “ to clrnnge the face of the universe ; to oblitoraie the
name of Rome ; to erect on its ruins the dominion of the Goilis

; and to ac-

quire, like Augustus, the immortal fame of the founder of a now empire. By
repeated experiments, I was gradually convinced that laws are ossentially
necessary to maintain and regulate a well-constituted state ; and that the
fierce untractable humour of the Goths was incapable of bearing the salutary
yoke of laws and civil government. From that moment I proposed to myself
a different object of glory and ambition

; and it is now my sinocKs wish that
the gratitude of future ages should acknowledge tlio merit of a stranger, who
employed the sword of the Goths, not to subvert, but to restore and maintain,
the prosperity of the Roman Empire.” With these pacific views, the suc-
cessor of Alaric suspended the o];)erations of war, anc! seriously negotiated
with the imperial court a treaty ol: friendship and alliance. It was the inter-
est of the ministers of Honorius, who were now released from the obligation
of their extravagant oath, to deliver Italy from the intolerable weight of the
Gothic powers ; and they readily accepted their service against the tyrants
and barbarians who infested the provinces beyond the Alps. Atawulf,
assuming the character of the Roman general, directed his march from the
extremity of Campania to the southern province of Gaul. His troops, either
by force or agreement, occupied the cities of Narbo Martins, Tolosa (Tou-
muse), and Burdij^la (Bordeaux); and though they were repulsed by Count

walls of Massilia, they soon extended their quarters from
the Mediterranean to the ocean. The oppressed provincials might exclaim,
that the miserable remnant, which the enemy had spared, was cruelly ravished
by their pretended alHes

;
yet some specious colours were not wanting to

palliate or justify the violence of the Goths. The cities of Gaul, which they
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attacked, might perhaps be considered as in a state of rebellion against the
government of Honorius

; the articles of the treaty, or the secret instructions
of the court, might sometimes be alleged in favour of the seeming usurpations
of Atawulf; and the guilt of any irregular, unsuccessful act of hostility
might always be imputed, with an appearance of truth, to the ungovernable
spirit of a barbarian host, impatient of peace or discipline. The luxury of
Italy had been less effectual to soften the temper, than to relax the courage,
of the Goths ; and they had imbibed the vices, without imitating the arts and
institutions, of civilised society.

The professions of Atawulf were probably sincere, and his attachment to
the cause of the republic was secured by the ascendant which a Roman prin-
cess had acquired over the heart and understanding of the barbarian king.
Placidia, the daughter of the great Theodosius, and of Galla his second wife,

had received a royal education in the palace of Constantinople. The mar-
riage of Atawulf and Placidia was consummated before the Goths retired

from Italy ; and the solemn, perhaps the anniversary, day of their nuptials
was afterwards celebrated in the house of Ingenuus, one of the most illus-

trious citizens of Narbo Martius in Gaul. The bride, attired and adorned
like a Roman empress, was placed on a throne of state; and the king of the

Goths, who assumed, on this occasion, the Roman habit, contented himself
with a less honourable seat by her side (414).

After the deliverance of Italy from the oppression of the Goths, some
secret counsellor was permitted, amidst the factions of the palace, to heal

the wounds of that afflicted country. By a wise and humane regulation, the
eight provinces which had been the most deeply injured, Campania, Tuscany,
Picenum, Samnium, Apulia, Calabria, Bruttium, and Lucania, obtained an
indulgence of five years ; the ordinary tribute was reduced to oue-fifth, and
even that fifth was destined to restore and support the useful institution of

the public posts. By another law the lands which had been left without in-

habitants or cultivation, were granted, with some diminution of taxes, to the
neighbours who should occupy, or the strangers who should solicit them

;

and the new possessors were secured against the future claims of the fugitive

proprietors. About the same time a general amnesty was published in the
name of Honorius, to abolish the guilt and memory of all the involuntary
QfFrt«ces, V. hich had been committed by his unhappy subjects during the term
of the public disorder and calamity.

A cLecent and respectful attention was paid to the restoration of the capi-

tal : the citizens were encouraged to rebuild the edifices which had been de-
stroyed or damaged by hostile fire ; and extraordinary supplies of corn were
imported from the coast of Africa. The crowds that so lately fled before the
sword of the barbarians, were soon recalled by the hopes of plenty and pleas-

ure ; and Albinus, prefect of Rome, informed the court that in a single day he
had taken an account of the arrival of fourteen thousand strangers. In less

than sevfen years, the vestiges of the Gothic invasion were almost obliterated;

and the city appeared to resume its former splendour and tranquillity.

This apparent tranquillity was soon disturbed by the approach of a hostile

annament from the country which afforded the daily subsistence of the Roman
people., Heraclian, count of Africa, who, under the most difficult and distress-

ful circumstances, had supported with active loyalty the cause of Honorius,
was tempted, in the year of his consulship, to assume the character of a rebel

and the title of emperor. The ports of Africa were immediately filled with
the naval forces at the head of which he prepared to invade Italy ; and his

fleet, when it cast anchor at the mouth of the Tiber, indeed surpassed the
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fleets of Xerxes and Alexander, if all the vessels, including the royal galley

and the smallest boat, did actually amount to the incredible number of thirty-

two hundred.

Yet with such an armament, which might have subverted or restored the

greatest empire of the earth, the African usurper made a very faint and feeble

impression on the provinces of his rival. As he marched from the port, along

the road which leads to the gates of Rome, ho was encountered, terrified, and

routed, by one of the imperial captains ; and the lord of this mighty host,

deserting his fortune anc. his friends, ignominiously fled with a single ship.

When Heraclian landed in the harbour of Carthage, he found that tlie whole

province, disdaining such an unworthy ruler, had returned to their allegiance.

The rebel was beheaded in the ancient temple of Memory ; his consulship was
abolished, and the remains of his private fortune, not exceeding the moderate

sum of four thousand pounds of gold, were granted to the brave Constantins,

who had already defended the throne whichhe afterwards shared with his feeble

sovereign. Honoriua viewed with supine indilTerence the calamities of Eomo
and Italy, but the rebellious attempts of Attains and Heraclian. a|fam8t his

personal safety awakened for a moment the torpid instinct of his nature.

He was probably ignorant of the causes and events which preserved him
from these impending dangers ;

and as Italy was no longer invaded by any
foreign or domestic enemies, he peaceably existed in the palace of Ravenna,
while the tyrants beyond the Alps were repeatedly vanq^uished in the name,
and by the lieutenants, of the son of Theodosius.

CONSTANTINE AND GEHONTIUS ; OON8TANTIU8

The usurpation of Constantine, who received the purple from the legions

of Britain, had been successful ; and seemed to be secure. His title was ac-

knowledged from the wall of Antoninus to the columns of Hercules ; and, in

the midst of the public disorder, ho shared the dominion and the plunder of

Gaul and Spain with the tribes of barbarians, wlmse destructive progress was
no longer c'lecked by the Rhine or Pyrenees. Stained with the blood of the

kinsmen of Honorius, he extorted from the court of Ravenna, with which he
secretly corresponded, the ratification of his rebellious claims. Constantine
engaged himself, by a solemn promise, to deliver Italy from the Goths;
advanced as far as the banks of the Fo ; and after alarming, rather than
assisting, his pusillanimous ally, hastily returned to the palace of Arles, to

celebrate, with intemperate luxury, his vain and ostentatious triumph.
But this transient prosperity was soon interrupted and destroyed by the revolt

of Count Gerontius, the bravest of his generals, who, during the absence of

bis son Constans, a prince already invested with the imperial purple, had
been left to command in the provinces of Spain.

For some reason, of which we are ignorant, Gerontius, instead of assum-
ing the diadem, placed it on the head of his friend Maximus, who fixed his

residence at Tarraco (Tarragona), while the active count pressed forwards
through the Pyrenees, to surprise the two emperors, Constantine and Con-
Stans, before they could prepare for their defence. The son was made prisoner
at Vienna, and immediately put to death ; and the unfortunate youth had
scarcely ’leisure to deplore the elevation of his family, which had tempted
or compelled him sacrilegiously to desert the peaceful obaouriby of the
monastic life. The father maintained a siege within the walls of Arelate
(Arles) ; but those walls must have yielded to the assailants, had not the
city been unexpectedly relieved by the apiiroa^h of an Italian army.
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The name of Honorius, the proclamation of a lawful emperor, astonished
the contending parties of the rebels. Gerontius, abandoned by his own
troops, escaped to the confines of Spain, and rescued his name from obliv-
ion by the Jioinan courage which appeared to animate the last moments of
his life. In the middle of the night, a great body of his perfidious soldiers
surrounded and attacked his house, whicli he had strongly barricaded. His
wife, a, valiant friend of the nation of the Alani, and some faithful slaves,
were still attached to his person

; and he used, with so much skill and reso-
lution, a large magazine of darts and arrows, that above three hundred of
the assailants lost their lives in the attempt. His slaves, when all the mis-
sile weapons were spent, fled at the dawn of day ; and Gerontius, if he had
not been restrained by conjugal tenderness, might have imitated their ex-
ample , till the soldiers, provoked by such obstinate resistance, applied fire

on all sides to the house. In this fatal extremity he complied 'with the
retiUest of his barbarian friend, and cut off his head. The wife of Gerontius,
who conjured him not to abandon her to a life of misery and disgrace,
eagerly presented her neck to his sword ; and the tragic scene was termi-
nated by the death of the count himself, who, after three ineffectual strokes,

drew a short dagger, and sheathed it in his heart. ^ The unprotected Maxi-
mus, whom he had invested with the purple, was indebted for his life to the

contem ;pt that was entertained of his power and abilities. The caprice of

the baroarians who ravaged Spain, once more seated this imperial phantom
on the throne ; but they soon resigned him to the justice of Honorius ; and
the tyrant Maximus, after he had been shown to the people of Ravenna and
of Rome, was publicly executed.

The general, Constantius was his name, who raised by his approacii the

siege of Arles and dissipated the troops of Gerontius, was born a Roman
;
and

this remarkable distinction is strongly expressive of the decay of military

spirit among the subjects of the empire. The strength and majesty which
were conspicuous in the person of that general marked him, in the popu-
lar opinion, as a candidate worthy of the throne, which he afterwards

ascended. In the familiar intercourse of private life, his manners were
cheerful and engaging : nor would he sometimes disdain, in the license of

convivial mirth, to vie with the pantomimes themselves in the exercises

their ridiculous profession. But when the trumpet summoned him to

arms ; when he mounted his horse, and bending down (for such was Ws
singulai' practice) almost upon the neck, fiercely rolled his large animated

eyes round the field, Constantius then struck terror into his foes, and inspired

his soldiers with the assurance of victory. He had received from the court

of Ravenna the important commission of extirpating rebellion in the prov-

inces of the West ; and the pretended emperor Constantine, after enjoying

a short and anxious respite, was again besieged in his capital by the arras of

a more formidable enemy. Yet this interval allowed time for a successful

negotiation with the Franks and Alamanni ; and his ambassador, Edobic,

soon returned, at the head of an army, to disturb the operations of the siege

of Arles.

The Roman general, instead of expecting the attack in his lines, boldly,

and perhaps wisely, resolved to pass the Rhone and to meet the barbarians.

His measures were conducted,with so much skill and secrecy, that while they

engaged the infantry of Constantius in the front, they were suddenly attacked,

1 The praises which Sozomen has bestowed on this act of despair, appear strange and scan-

dalous in the month of an ecclesiasiicia historian. He observes that the wife of Gerontius was a

Cbristiau, and that her death was worthy of her religion and of immortal fame.
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surrounded, and destroyed by the cavalry of bin lieutonaut I IltilaB, who had
silently gained an advantageous post iii their rear. Tlus remains of the army
of Edobic were preserved by flight or subinissit^n, and their leader escaped

from the field of battle to the house of a faithlosa friend, who too clearly

understood that the head of his obnoxious guest would ho an acceptable and

lucrative present for the imperial general. On this oc.casion, (Jonstantius

behaved with the magnanimity of a genuine Roman, Subduing or suppress-

ing every sentiment of jealousy, ho publicly acknowhidgcd the merit and ser-

vices of Ulfilas ;
but he turned with horror from tlm aHsassin of Kalobic,

and sternly intimated his commands, that the (nimp shoidd no longer he pol-

luted by the presence of an ungrateful wretch, who had vi(»late<l the laws

of friendship and hospitality.

The usurper, who behold from the walls of Andate the ruin of his last

hopes, was tempted to place some couruleiice in so gemnauis a conmicror.

He required a solemn promise for his seonritw ;
atid afitu' riuuuving, by t&c

imposition of hands, the sacred character of afhirisi ian presbyttn-, he ventur|5d

to open the gates of the city. But lie soon cTcpcrieiKird iliat the prineq^es

of honour and integrity, which might ri‘.gnlate the tu'dinary tjonduci' of

Constantiua, were superseded by the loose doctrines of political mora/ity*

The Roman general, iiulccd, refused to sully his laurels wit h the blo<^d of

Constantine ;
but the abdicated emperor and his son Jidian were sent linden

a strong guard into Italy; and before they reached the pahum of Eayenna,

they met the ministers of death.

At a time when it was universally coufemsed that almost every man in the

empire was superior in personal merit to the primuis wliom the a(5cidentj-of their

birth had seated on the throne, a rapid succ.ession of usurptu's, r(M.{aifdless of

the fate of their predecessors, still continued to arise. This mistyidcf was
peculiarly felt in the provinces of Spain iuid (hud, whero tlie principles of

order and obedience had been extinguished by war and rtd)eUi(u»y. Before

Constantine resigned the purple, and in the fourth month of the siege of

Arles, intelligence was received in the Imperial (sunp that Jovinus had
assumed the diadem at Mogontiacum, in the Upper (Jetmany, at ^he instiga-

tion of Goar, king of the Alani, ami of (iuntiarius, king of the Burgundians

;

and that the candidate, on whom they had bestowed thc^ emmrp, mlvanoad
with a formidable host of barbarians, from th(3 banks of the tldnc to those

of the Rhone. Every ciroumstanoe is dark and extraordinary in the short

history of the reign of Jovinus. It was natural to (^xpecit iliat a brave and
skilful general, at the head of a victorious army, would havii asserted, in

a field of battle, the justice of the cause of Honorius,
The hasty retreat of Constantiua might be justilled by weighty reasons ;

but he resigned, without a struggle, the possession of (Saul
;
and Dardanui,

the prsetorian prefect, is recorded as the only magistrah^ who refused to yield

obedience to the usurper. When the Goths, two years after the siege of

Rome, established their quarters in Gaul, it was natural to su|tpose that their

inclination could be divided only between tbe emperor Ifonorius, with whom
they had formed a recent alliance, and the degraded Attains, whenn they
rescued in their camp for the occasional purpose of a<?tiug the pari of a
musician or a monarch. Yet in a moment of disgust (for which it is not
easy to assign a cause or a date), Atawulf oonnectett himself with the usurper
of Gaul 3 and imposed on Attains the ignominious task of negotiating the
treaty, which ratified his own disgrace. We are again surprised to read
that, instead of considering the Gothic alliance as the firmest sujpport of Ms
throne, Jovinus upbraided, in dark and ambiguous language, line officious
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importunity of Attalus ; that, scorning the advice of his great ally, he invested
with the purple his brother Sebastian ; and that he most imprudently ac-
cepted the service of Sarus, when that gallant chief, the soldier of Honorius,
was provoked to desert the court of a prince who knew not how to reward or
punish.

Atawulf, educated among a race of warriors, who esteemed the duty
of revenge as the most precious and sacred portion of their inheritance,
advanced with a body of ten thousand Goths to encounter the hereditary
enemy of the house of Balti. He attacked Sarus at an unguarded moment,
when he was accompanied only by eighteen or twenty of his valiant follow-
ers. United by friendship, animated by despair, but at length oppressed by
multitudes, this band of heroes deserved the esteem, without exciting the
compassion, of their enemies

; and the lion was no sooner taken in the toils,

than he was instantly despatched. The death of Sarus dissolved the loose

alliance which Atawulf still maintained with the usurpers of Gaul. He
again listened to the dictates of love and prudence

;
and soon satisfied the

brother of Placidia, by the assurance that he would immediately transmit to

the palace of Ravenna the heads of the two tyrants, Jovinus and Sebastian.

The king of the Goths executed his promise without difficulty or delay;

the helpless brothers, unsupported by any personal merit, were abandoned
by their bai’barian auxiliaries ; and the short opposition of Valentia was
expiated by the ruin of one of the noblest cities of Gaul. The emperor,
chosen by the Roman senate, who had been promoted, degraded, insulted,

restored, again degraded, and again insulted, was finally abandoned to his

fate ; hut when the Gothic king withdrew his protection, he was restrained,

by i)ity or contempt, from offering any violence to the person of Attalus.

The unfortunate Attalus, who was left without subjects or allies, embarked
in one of the ports of Spain in search of some secure and solitary retreat

;

but he was intercepted at sea, conducted to the presence of Honorius, led in

triumph through the streets of Rome or Ravenna, and publicly exposed to

the gazing multitude on the second step of the throne of his invincible con-

queror, The same measure of punishment with which, in the days of his

prosperity, he was accused of menacing his rival, was inflicted on Attalus

!aimself ; ho was condemned, after the amputation of two fingers, to a per-

nptual exile in the isle of Lipara, where he was supplied with the decent

necessaries of life. The remainder of the reign of Honorius was undisturbed

by rebellion ; and it may be observed, that in the space of five years, seven

usurpers had yielded to the fortune of a prince who was himself incapable

either of counsel or of action.

The important present of the heads of Jovinus and Sebastian had

approved the friendslup of Atawulf, and restored Gaul to the obedience

of his brother Honorius. Peace was incompatible with the situation and

temper of the king of the Goths. He readily accepted the proposal of turn-

ing Ixib victorious arms against the barbarians of Spain ; the troops of Con-

stantins intercepted his communication with the seaports of Gaul, and

gently pressed his march towards the Pyrenees ; he passed the mountains,

and surprised, in the name of the emperor, the city of Barcino (Barcelona).

Tlie course of his victories was soon interrupted by domestic treason. He had

imprudently received into his service one of the followers of Sarus, a bar-

barian of a daring spirit but of a diminutive stature, whose secret desire of

revenging the death of his beloved patron was continually irritated by the

sarcasms of his insolent master. Atawulf was assassinated in the palace of

Barcelona ; the laws of the succession were violated by a tumultuous faction;
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and a stranger to the royal race, Sigoric, the brother of SaruB himself, was

seated on the Gothic throne. The first act of his reign was the inhuman

murder of the six children of Atawulf, the issue of a former marriage,

whom he tore without pity from the feeble arms of a venerable bishop,

The unfortunate Placidia, instead of the respctdlul compassion which she

might have excited in the most savage breasts, was trcaiied with cnaiol and

wanton insult. The daughter of the emperor Theodosius, confounded

among a crowd of vulgar captives, was comjielled to march on foot above

twelve miles, before the horse of a barbarian, the assassin of a husband whom
Placidia loved and lamented.

But Placidia soon obtained the pleasure of rovong(^ ; and the view of her

ignominious sufferings might rouse an indignant people against the tyrant,

who was assassinated on the seventh day of his usurpataou. Afim- the death

of Sigeric, the free choice of the nation bestowocf ( Jothits set^ptre on

Wallia, whose warlike and ambitious temper appeared in the btjginning of

his reign extremely hostile to the republic. Ho marelual in arms from Bar-

cino to the shores of the Atlantic Ocean, whicdi the amnents revered and

dreaded as the boundary of the w'orld, Ihit when he rcauduul tlie Bonthern

promontory of Spain, and from the rock now covered l)y the fortress of

Gibraltar contemplated the neighbouring and fertile (soast of Africa, Wallia

resumed the designs of conquest whicli had been inierrupiiHl liy the death

of Alario. The winds and waves again (lisapi)ointed the enterprise of the

Goths j
and tlie minds of a superstitious people werf' dt^cply afTe«"ted by the

repeated disasters of storms and shipwrecks. In this dispoHilion, the suc-

cessor of Atawulf no longer refused to lisbm to a Roman ambassador, whose

proposals were enforced by the real or supposed appnaudi of a numerous

army, under the conduct of the bravo Oonstantius. A soltnnu t.roaiy was

stipulated and observed, Placidia was honourably n^Htorad lu lau' brother, six

hundred thousand measures of wdieat were deliv(U‘od l,o the hungry (loths,

and Wallia engaged to draw his sword iu tlm servita^ (d‘ the einpire,

A bloody war was instantly excited among tiai barbarians of Spain

;

and the contending princes are said, to have adtlressed ihtnr IctUjrs, their

ambassadors, and their hostages, to the throne of the Western emperor, ex-

horting him to remain a ti'anquil spectator of their (sontesl, tlu^ event of

which must be favourable to the Romans, by tlu^ mutual slaughteiW)£ their

common enemies. The Spanish War was obstinately supported during three

campaigns, with desperate valour and various succiess ; and the martial

achievements of Wallia diffused through the empire ihej superior renown
of the Gothic hero. He exterminated the Silingi, who hatl irretrievably

ruined tlie elegant plenty of the province of Ihetica, Ho slew iu battle the

king of the Alani
;
and the remains of those Boyiluan wanderers who escaped

from the field, instead of choosing a new leader, humbly sought a refuge
under the standard of the Vandals, with %vhom they were ever afierwards
confounded. The Vandals themselves, and tlie Suevi, yielded to tlie eiDPorts

of the invincible Goths. The promiscuous multitude of barbarians, whose
retreat had been intercepted, were driven into the mountains of (jrallaeoia;

where they still continued, in a naxTow compass, and on a barren soil, to

exercise their domestic and implacable hostilities. In the pride of victory,

Wallia was faithful to his engagements
; he restored his Spanish conquests

to the obedience of Honorius ; and the tyia-nny of the imperial ofiicex^s soon
reduced an oppressed people to regret the time of their barbarian servitude.

His victorious Goths, forty-three years after they had passed the Danube,
were established, according to the faith of treaties, in the Tiossession of the
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second Aquitania, a maritime province between the Garumna (Garonne) and
the Liger (Loire), under the jurisdiction of Bourdeaux. The Gothic limits

were enlarged by the additional gift of some neighbouring dioceses ; and the
successors of Alaric fixed their royal residence at Tqlosa, which included
five populous quarters, or cities, within the spacious circuit of its walls.

About the same time, in the last years of the reign of Honorius, the Goths,
the Burgundiones, and the Franks obtained a permanent seat and dominion in

the provinces of Gaul. The liberal grant of the usurper Jovinus to his Bur-
gundian allies was confirmed by the lawful emperor; the lands of the First

or Upper Germany were ceded to those formidable barbarians; and they
gradually occupied, either by conquest or treaty, the two provinces which
still retain, with the titles of Duchy and of .County, the national appellation

of Burgundy.
The Franks, the valiant and faithful allies of the Homan Republic, were

soon tempted to imitate the invaders whom they had so bravely resisted.

Augusta Trevirorum, the capital of Gaul, was pillaged by their lawless bands

;

and the humble colony which they so long maintained in the district of

Toxandria, in Brabant, insensibly multiplied, along the banks of the Meuse
and Scheldt, till their independent power filled the whole extent of the Second

or Lower Germany.
The ruin of the opulent provinces of Gaul may be dated from the estab-

lishment of these barbarians, whose alliance was dangerous and oppressive,

and who were capriciously impelled, by interest or passion, to violate the

public peace. The odious name of conquerors was softened into the mild

and friendly appellation of the “ guests ” of the Romans ;
and the barbarians of

Gaul, more especially the Goths, repeatedly declared that they were bound
to the people by the ties of hospitaJ-ity, and to the emperor by the duty of

allegiance and military service.

Whilst Italy was ravaged by tlae Goths, and a succession of feeble tyrants

oppressed the provinces beyond the Alps, the British island separated itself

from the body of the Roman Empire. The regular forces which guarded

that remote province had been gradually withdrawn ; and Britain was aban-

doned, without defence, to the Saxon pirates and the savages of Ireland and

Caledonia. The Britons, reduced to this extremity, no longer relied on the

+.?rdy and doubtful aid of a declining monarchy. They assembled in arms,

repelled the invaders, and rejoiced in the important discovery of their own
strength, Affiicted by similar calamities, and actuated by the same spirit,

the Armorican orovinces (a name which comprehended the maritime coun-

tries of Gaul, Detween the Seine and the Loire) resolved to imitate the

example of the neighbouring island. They expelled the Roman magistrates,

who acted under the authority of the usurper Constantine ;
and a free

government was established among a people who had so long been subject to

the arbitrary will of a master. The independence of Britain and Armorica

was soon confirmed by Honorius himself, the lawful emperor of the West ;

and the letters, by which he committed to the new states the care of their

own safety, might be interpreted as an absolute and perpetual abdication of

the exercise and rights of sovereignty (409).

6



CHAPTER XLVL THE HUNS AND THE VANDALS

Duking a long and disgraceful reign of twinity-uight years, Honorius,

emperor of the West, was separated fnnu the friendship of lus brother, and
afterwards of liis nephew, who reigned over the East ;

and Constantinople

beheld, with apparent indifference and secret joy, the calamities of Itoino,

The strange ac: ventures of Placidia gradually renewed and eenumtod the

alliance of tlie two empires. The daughter of the great Theodosius had
been the captive and tie queen of the Goths ; she lost an affeotitmate hus-

band, she was dragged in chains by his insulting assassin, she- tasUHl tlie

pleasure of revenge, and was exchanged in tlio treaty of p(^ae,e, for six hun-
dred thousand measures of wheat.

After her return from Spain to Italy, Phieidia (sxporieucod a lusw perse-

cution in the bosom of her family. She was averse to a marriage which
had been sti[)ulated without her consent; and the brave Constantins, as a

noble rew’ard for the tyrants whom he had vampiished, received from the

hand of Honorius himself the struggling and reiuctant hand of the widow
of Atawulf. But her resistance ended with the ceriunony of the n.:piiaTi;

nor did Placidia refuse to become the mother of Ilonoria and Valentin-

ian III or to assume and exercise an absolute dominion over the mind of her
grateful husband. The generous soldier, whose tinuj had hitherto been
divided between social pleasure and military service, was taught new lessons

of avarice and ambition. He extorted the title of Augustus; and the ser-

vant of Honorius was associated to the empire of the West. Tlie death
of Constantins, in the seventh month of his reign, instead of diminishing,
seemed to increase the power of Placidia. On a sudden, by some base
intrigues the city of Ravenna was agitated with bloody and dangesrous
tumults, which could only be appeased by the ‘forced or voluntary retreat
of Placidia and her children.

The royal exiles landed at Constantinople, soon after the marriage of

Theodosius, during the festival of the Persian victories. They were treated
with kindness and magnificence; but as the statues of the emperor Con-
stantius had been rejected by the Eastern court, the title of Augusta could
not decently be allowed to his widow. Within a few months after the arrival
of Placidia, a swift messenger announced the death of Honorius, the con-
sequence of a dropsy ; but the important secret was not divulged till the

672
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necessary orders had been despatched for the march of a large body of
troops to the seacoast of Dalmatia. The shops and the gates of Constanti-
nople remained shut during seven days ; and the loss of a foreign prince,
who could neither be esteemed nor regretted, was celebrated with loud and
affected demonstrations of the public grief.

While the ministers of Constantinople deliberated, the vacant throne
of Honorius was usurped by the ambition of a stranger. The name of the
rebel was Joannes, h.e filled the confidential office of pTimicsrius, or princi-
pal secretary ; and history has attributed to his character more virtues than
can easily be reconciled with the violation of the most sacred duty. Elated
by the submission of Italy, and the hope of an alliance with the Huns,
Joannes presumed to insult, by an embassy, the majesty of the Eastern em-
peror; but when he understood that his agents had been banished, impris-
oned, and at length chased away with deserved ignominy, Joannes prepared
to assert by arms the injustice of his claims.

In such a cause, the grandson of the great Theodosius should have
marched in person ; but the young emperor was easily diverted by his

physicians from so rash and hazardous a design, and the conduct of the
Italian expedition was prudently entrusted to Ardaburius and his son Aspar,
who had already signalised their valour against the Persians. It was re-

solved that Ardaburius should embark with the infantry, whilst Aspar,’

at the head of the cavalry, conducted Placidia and her son Valentinian
along the seacoast of the Adriatic. The march of the cavalry -was per-

formed with such active diligence that they surprised, without resistance,

the important city of Aquileia
;
when the hopes of Aspar were unexpectedly

confounded by the intelligence that a storm had dispersed the imperial fleet

;

and that his rather, witli only two galleys, was taken and carried a prisoner

into the port of Ravenna. "Yet this incident, unfortunate as it might seem,

facilitated the conquest of Italy. Ardaburius employed, or abused, the cour-

teous freedom which ho was permitted to enjoy, to revive among the

troops a sense of loyalty and gratitude ; and as soon as the conspiracy was
ripe for execution, he invited by private messages and pressed the approach
of Aspar. A shepherd, whom the popular credulity transformed into an
angel, guided the Eastern cavalry, by a secret and, it was thought, an impas-

sable road through the morasses of the Padus (Po)
;
the gates of Ravenna,

after a short struggle, were thrown open ; and the defenceless tyrant was de-

livered to the mercy, or rather to the cruelty, of the conquerors. His right

hand was first cut off ; and, after he had been exposed, mounted on an ass,

to the public derision, Joannes was beheaded in the circus of Aquileia.

In a monarchy which, according to various precedents, might be con-

sidered as elective, or liereditary, or patrimonial, it was impossible that the

intricate claims of female and collateral succession should be clearly de-

fined; and Theodosius, by the right of consanguinity or conquest, might

have reigned the sole legitimate emperor of the Romans. For a moment,

;)erhaps, his eyes were dazzled by the prospect of unbounded sway; but

us indolent temper gradually acquiesced in the dictates of sound policy.

He contented himself with the possession of the East ; and wisely relin-

quished the laborious task of waging a distant and doubtful war against

the barbarians beyond the Alps ; or of securing the obedience of the Italians

and Africans, whose minds were\^lienated by the irreconcilable difference of

language and interest.

Instead of listening to the voice of ambition, Theodosius resolved to

imitate the moderation of his grandfather, and to seat his cousin Valentinian
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on the throne of the West. The royal infant was diHtinguiHhed at Constanti-
nople by the title of ^lohilmimm

:

he was promoted, b(vfor(^ his departure from
Tliessalonica, to the rank and dignity of Ckeaar

;
and, afUn* the conquest of

Italy, the patrician Helion, by the authority of TheodoHivw and in the
presence of the senate, saluted valentinian IlCby the name of Angustus, and
solemnly invested him with the diadem and tin? imperial purple. By the
agreement of the three females who governed tin? Homan world, the son
of Plaeidia was betrothed to Eudoxia, the danghter of Theodosius and

A niTK

(Fmiiu a piiitaing)

lover and his bride had attained the age of

time na’ a nn
alliance was faithfully aoeomplished. At the saima

IllvHriL ^® ^7 the war, the wertem

marTtime 3vTn,.A°lf n f dominion of tlio rioh and

and Noricum whtolf
sovereignty of Pannonia

promiscuo^ci^w^^nf w.?
'^vaged above twenty years by a

dosing and Valentinian
q®*vogoths, Vandals, and Bavarians. Theo-

dZ^tirSee ' C t?,a
obligations of their public and

solved Bv a noaitivB^i^fi
Bomau government was finally dis-solved. By a positive declaration, the validity of all future laws was limited
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to the dominions of their peculiar author ; unless he should think proper to

communicate them, subscribed with his own hand, for the approbation of his

independent colleague,

Valentinian, when he received the title of Augustus, was no more than
six years of age ; and his long minority was intrusted to the guardian care

of a mother, who might assert a female claim to the succession of the West-
ern Empire. Placidia envied, but she could not equal, the reputation and
virtues of the wife and sister of Theodosius, the elegant genius of Eudocia,
the wise and successful policy of Pulcheria. The mother of Valentinian

was jealous of the power which she was incapable of exercising. She
reigned twenty-five years, in the name of her son

;
and the character of that

unworthy emperor gradually countenanced the suspicion that Placidia had
enervated his youth by a dissolute education, and studiously diverted his

attention from every manly and honourable pursuit. Amidst the decay of

military spirit her armies were commandec. by two generals, Aetius and
Boniface, who may be deservedly named as the last of the Homans, Their

union might have supported a sinking empire ; their discord was the fatal

and immediate cause of the loss of Africa. The invasion and defeat of

Attila have immortalised the fame of Aetius ; and though time has thrown
•a shade over the exploits of his rival, the defence of Marseilles and the

deliverance of Africa attest the military talents of Count Boniface. ^
The abilities of Aetius and Boniface might have been usefully employed

against the public enemies, in separate and important commands bht th^

experience of their past conduct should have decided the real favour--and

confidence of the empress Placidia. In the melancholy season of her exile

and distress, Boniface alone had maintained her cause
^

with unshaken

fidelity ; and the troops and treasures of Africa had essentially contributed

to extinguish the rebellion. The same rebellion had been supported by the

zeal and activity of Aetius, who brought an army of sixty thousand Huns
from the Danube to the confines of Italy, for the service of the usurper. The
untimely death of Joannes compelled him to accept au advantageous treaty

;

but he still continued, the subject and the solder of Valentinian, to entertain

a secret, perhaps a treasonable correspondence with his barbarian allies,

whose retreat had been purchased by liberal gifts and more liberal promises.

But Aetius possessed an advantage of singular moment in a female reign j

he was present ; he besieged, with artful and assiduous flattery, the palace

of Ravenna ; disguised nis dark designs with the mask of loyalty and

friendship ; and at length deceived both his mistress and his absent rival

by a subtle conspiracy which a weak woman and a brave man could not

easily suspect. He secretly persuaded Placidia to recall Boniface from the

government of Africa ; he secretly advised Boniface to disobey the imperial

summons. To the one he re]preaented the order as a sentence of death, to

the other he stated the refusal as a sijgnal of revolt ; and when the credu-

lous and unsuspecting count had armed the province in his defence, Aetius

applauded his sagacity in foreseeing the rebellion which his own peiUdy had

excited,

A temperate inquiry into the real motives of Boniface would have

restored a faithful servant to his duty and to the republic ;
but the arts of

AStius still continued to betray and to inflame, and the count was urged, by

persecution, to embrace the most desperate counsels. The success with

which he eluded or repelled the first attacks could not inspire a vain confi-

dence that, at the head of some loose, disorderly Africans, he should be able

to withstand the regular forces of the West, commanded by a rival whose
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military character it was impossible for him to despise. After some hesita-

tion, the last struggles of prudence and loyalty, Boniface despatched a

trusty friend to the court, or rather to the camp, of ( hnuhirici, king of the

Vandals, with the proposal of a strict alliance and tins oiTcr of an advan-

tageous and perpetual settlement.

The experience of navigation, and perhaps the j)roHpect of Africa,

encouraged the Vandals to accept thcj invitation which they rc^ceived from

Count Boniface ; and the death of (ironderio served only to forward and

animate the bold enterprise. In the room of a prince not (jonspicnous for

any superior powers of the mind or body, they acapiirod his bastard brother,

the terrible Genseric, a name which, in the destinmtion of tli(5 Roman
Empire, has deserved an e<iual rank with the names of Alaric and Attila,

The king of the Vandals is described to have been of a middle stature, with

a lameness in one leg, which he had contracted by an ac.ci<l(5ntal fall from

his horse. His slow and cautious speech seldom declared ilu5 deep purposes

of his soul ;
he disdained to imitate the luxury of tlui vanquishtsd, but ho

indulged the sterner passions of anger and revenge.

The ambition of Genseric was without bounds and without scruples; and
the warrior could dexterously employ the dark engimss of policy to solicit

the allies who might be useful to his Hticc(5B8, or to s(‘.atier among bis*

enemies the seeds of hatred and contontiom Almost in the moment of

his departure he was informed that Hermanrie, king of the Suevi, had jore-

sumed to ravage the Spanish territories, which he was resolvc^d to abandon.
Impatient of the insult, Genseric pursued the hasty ret.reat of tlui Suovi as

far as Augusta Emerita (Merida)
;
precipitated the king and his army into

the river Anas, and calmly returned to the seashoiHi to embark his victorious

troops. The vessels which transported the Vandals over th(5 modern siraits

of Gibraltar, a channel only twelve miles in breadth, wer(5 furnished by the

Spaniards, who anxiously wished their departure, and by the African gen-
eral, who had implored their formidable assistance.

Our fancy, so long accustomed to exaggerate and multiply tlu5 martial
swarms of barbarians that seemed to issue from the north, will perhaps be
surprised by the account of the army which Gensimic mustered on the coast
of Mauretania. The Vandals, who in twenty years had pc^netrated from the
Elbe to Mount Atlas, were united under the command of their warlike kin
and he reigned with equal authority over the Alani, who had passed,"within
the term of human life, from the cold of Scythia to the oxcoaslve ht^ai of an
African climate. The hopes of the bold enterprise had excited many bravo
adventurers of the Gothic nation ; and many desperate provincials were
tempted to repair their fortunes by the same means which bad occasioned
their ruin.

Yet this various multitude amounted only to fifty thouwind cjllectivo

men ; and though Genseric artfully magnified his apparent strength by
appointing eighty chiliarchs^ or commanders of thousands, the fallacioua
increase of old men, of children, and of slaves would scarcely have swelled
his army to fourscore thousand persons. But his own dexterity and the
discontents of Africa soon fortified the Vandal powers by the accession of
numerous and active allies. The parts of Mauretania winch border on the
great desert and the Atlantic Ocean were filled with a fierce and untraotable
race of men, whose savage temper had been exasperated, rather than reclaimed,
by their dread of the Roman arms.

The wandering Moors, as they gradually ventured to approach the sea-
shore and the camp of the Vandals, must have viewed with terror and
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astonishment the dress, the armour, the martial pride and discipline of the
unknown strangers who had landed on their coast ; and the fair complexions
of the blue-eyed Warriors of Germany formed a very singular contrast with
the swarthy or olive hue which is derived from the neighbourhood of the
torrid zone. After the first difficulties had in some measure been removed,
which arose from the mutual ignorance of their respective languages, the
TMoors, regardless of any future consequence, embraced the alliance of the’ ene-
mies of liome

j and a crowd of naked savages rushed from the woods and
viillej' s of Mount Atlas, to satiate their revenge on the polished tyrants who
had injuriously expelled them from their native sovereignty of the land.

The persecution of the Donatists was an event not less favourable to the
designs of Gonseric. Seventeen years before he lauded in Africa a public
conference was held at Carthage by the order of the magistrate. The Catho-
lics were satisfied that, after the invincible reasons which they had alleged,
.the obstinacy of the schismatics must be inexcusable and voluntary

; and the
emperor Honorius was persuaded to inflict the most rigorous penalties on a
faction which had so long abused his patience and clemency. Three hun-
dred bishops, with many thousands of the inferior clergy, were torn from
their churches, stripped of their ecclesiastical possessions, banished to tlie

islands, and proscriljod by the laws, if they presumed to cunceal themselves
in the provinces of Africa. By these severities, which obtained the warmest
approbation of St. Augustine, great numbers of Donatists were reconciled to
the Catbolic church ; but the fanatics, who still persevered in their opposi-
tion, were provoked to madness and despair ; the distracted country was
filled with tumult and bloodshed. The armed troops of Circumcellions
alternately pointed their rage against themselves or against their adver-
saries

j
and the calendar of martyrs received on both sides a considerable

augmentation. Under these circumstances Genserie, a Christian l^ut an
enemy of the orthodox communion, showed himself to the Donatists as a

powerful deliverer, from whom they might reasonably expect the repeal of the
odious and oppressive edicts of the Roman emperors. The conquest of Africa
was facilitated by the active zeal or the secret favour of a domestic faction

;

the wanton outrages against the churches and the clergy, of which the Van-
dals are accused, may be fairly imputed to the fanaticism of their allies ; and
the intclerant spirit which disgraced the triumph of Christianity contributed

to the loss of the most important province of tire West.
The court and the people were astonished by the strange intelligence that

a virtuous hero, after so many favours and so many services, had renounced
his allegiance and invited the barbarians to destroy the province intrusted to

his command. The friends of Boniface, who still believed that his criminal

behaviour might be excused by some honourable motive, solicited, during the

absence of Aiitius, a free conference with the count of Africa
;
and Darius, an

officer of high distinction, was named for the important embassy. In their

first interview at Carthage, the imaginary provocations -were mutually ex-

plained
;
the opposite letters of Aetius were produced and compared, and

the fraud was easily detected. Placidia and 3oniface lamented their fatal

error
;
and the count had sufficient magnanimity to confide in the forgive-

ness of his sovereign, or to expose his head to her future I’esentment. His

repentance was fervent and sincere
;
but he soon discovered that it was no

longer in his power to restore the edifice which he had shaken to its founda-

tions. Carthage and the Roman garrisons returned with their general to

the allegiance of Valentinian, but the rest of Africa was still distracted with

war and faction; and the mexorable king of the Vandals, disdaining ail

H. M'.— VOL. VI. 2 P
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terms of accommodation, sternly refused to relinquish the possession of his

prey. The band of veterans who marched under the standard of Boniface

and his hasty levies of provincial troops were defeated with considerable

loss; the victorious barbarians insulted the open country; and Carthage,

Cirt^ and Hippo Regius were the only cities that appeared to rise above the

general inundation.

On % sudden the seven fruitful provinces, from Tingis (Tangier) to

Tripolis, were overwhelmed by the invasion of the Vandals, whose destruc-

tive rage has perhaps been exaggerated by popular animosity, religious zeal,

and extravagant declamation. War, in its fairest form, implies a perpetual

violation of humanity and justice ;
and the hostilities of barbarians are in-

flamed by the fierce and lawless spirit which incessantly disturbs their peaceful

and domestic society. The Vandals, where they found resistance, seldom
gave quarter ; and tlie deaths of their valiant countrymen were expiated by
the ruin of the cities under whose walls they had fallen. Careless of the dis-

tinctions of age, or sex, or rank, they employed every species of indignity and
torture to force from the captives a discovery of their hidden wealth. The
stern policy of Genseric justified liia frequent examples of military execution.

He was not always the master of his own passions, nor of those of his fol-

lowers ; and the calamities of war were aggravated by the licentionsnoss of

the Moors and the fanaticism of the Donatists. Yet X shall not easily bo
persuaded that it was the common practice of the Vandals to (ixtirpato the
olive and other fruit trees of a country where they intended to settle

; nor
can I believe that it was a usual stratagem to slaughter great numbers of

their prisoners before the walls of a besieged city, for the solo purpose
of infecting the air and producing a pestilence of which they themselves must
have been the first victims.

The generous mind of Count Boniface was tortured by the exquisite dis-

tress of beholding the ruin which ho had occasioned, and whose rapid prog-
ress he was unable to check. After the loss of a battle he retired into Hippo
Regius, where he was immediately besieged by an enemy who considered
him as the real bulwark of Africa. By the skill of Boniface, and perhaps by
the ignorance of the Vandals, the siege of Hippo was protracted above four-
teen months ; the sea was continually open ;

and when the adjacent country
had^been exhausted by irregular rapine, the besiegers themselves w ’’’c com-
pelled _hy famine to relinquish their enterprise. The importance and danger
of Africa were dee ply felt by the regent of the West, l^lacidia implored the
assistance of her Jiastern ally; and the Italian fleet and army were rein-

forced by Aspar, who sailed from Constantinople with a powerful armament.
As soon as the force of the two empires was united under the command of
Boniface, he boldly marched against the Vandals ; and the loss of a second
batHe irretrievably decided the fate of Africa. He embarked with the ;ora-

cipitation of despair
; and the people of Hippo were permitted, with, tiioir

families and effects, to occupy the vacant place of the soldiers, the greatest
part of whom were either slain or made prisoners by the Vandals. The
count, whose fatal credulity had wounded the vitals of the republic, might
enter the palace of Ravenna with some anxiety, which was soon removed by
ih'e smiles of Plaoidia.

Boniface accepted with gratitude the rank of patrician and the dignity
of master-general, of the Roman armies

; hut ho must have blushed at the
mght of ^ose medals in which he was represented with the name and attri-
butes of Victory. The discovery of his fraud, the displeasure of the empress,
and the distinguished favour of his rival, exasperated the haughty and
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perfidious soul of Aetius. He hastily returned from Gaul to Italy with a reti-

nue, or rather with an army, of barbarian followers ; and such was the weakness
of the government that the two generals decided their private quarrel in a
bloody battle. Boniface was successful; but he received in the conflict a
mortal wound from the spear of his adversary, of which he expired within
a few days, in such Christian and charitable sentiments that he exhorted his
wife, a rich heiress of Spain, to accept Aetius for her second husband. But
Aetius could not derive any immediate advantage from the generosity of his
dying enemy; he was proclaimed a rebel by the justice of Placidia; and
though he attempted to defend some strong fortresses erected on his patri-

monial estate, the imperial power soon compelled liim to retire into Pannonia,
to the tents of his faithful Huns. The republic was deprived by their mutual
discord of the service of her two most illustrious champions.^

It might naturally be expected, after the retreat of Boniface, that the
Yandals would achieve without resistance or delay the conquest of Africa.
Eight years, however, elapsed from the evacuation of Hippo to the reduction
of Carthage. In the midst of that interval, the ambitious Genseric, in the
full tide of apparent prosperity, negotiated a treaty of peace, by which he
gave his son Hunneric for a hostage and consented to leave the Western
emperor in the undisturbed jpossession of the three Mauretanias.^ The
vigilance of his enemies was re .axed by the protestations of friendship which
concealed his hostile approach ; and Carthage was at length surprised by the
Vandals, 585 years after the destruction of the city and republic by the
younger Scipio.

The king of the Vandals severely reformed the vices of a voluptuous
people; and the ancient, noble, ingenuous freedom of Carthage fthese

expressions of Victor are not without energy) was reduced by Genseric into

a state of ignominious servitude. After he had permitted his licentious

troops to satiate their rage and avarice, he instituted a more regular system
of rapine and oppression. An edict was promulgated, which enjoined all per-

sons, without fraud or delay, to deliver their gold, silver, jewels, and valuable

furniture or apparel to the royal officers ; and the attempt to secrete any part

of their patrimony was inexorably punished with death and torture, as an act

of treason against the state. The lands of the proconsular province, which
foi^ued the immediate district of Carthage, were accurately measured and
divided among the barbarians ; and the cone ueror reserved, for his peculiar

domain, the fertile territory of Byzacium anc. the adjacent parts of Numidia
and Gaetulia.

It was natural enough that Genseric should hate those whom he had
injured ; the nobility and senators of Carthage were exposed to his jealousy

and resentment, and all those who refused the ignominious terms, which
their honour and religion forbade them to accept, were compelled by the

Arian tyrant to embrace the condition of perpetual banishment. Rome,
Italy, and the provinces of the East were filled with a crowd of exiles, of

fugitives, and of ingenuous captives, who solicited the public compassion.

After the death of his rival Boniface, Aetius had prudently retired to the

tents of the Huns ; and he was indebted to their alliance for his safety and

[1 This story of the feud between Boniface and Aetius was the subject of a severe onj^ugbt
by Freeman, who calls it “ the Prooopian legend.’’ Hodgkin,® however, thinks that it “has still

a reasonable claim to be accepted as history.” Italy arm her Invader Vol. I, pp. 889-896,]

[2 See Procopius de Bell. Vandal. 1. 1. c. 4, p, 186. Valeutinian published several humane
laws, to relieve the distress of his Numidian and Mauretanian subjects ;

he discharged them, in a

great measure, from the payment of their debts, reduced their tribute to one-eighth, and gave

them a right of appeal from the provincial magistrates to the prefect of Rome.]
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his restoration. Instead of the suppliant language of a guilty exile, he

solicited his pardon at the head of sixty thousand barbarians; and the

empress Placidia confessed, by a feeble resistance, that the condesconsion

wluch might have been ascribed to clemency was the effect of weakness or

fear. She delivered herself, her son Valenthuau, and the Western Empire

into* the hands of an insolent subject; nor could Placidia protect the son-in-

law of Boniface, the virtuous and faithful Sebastian, from the implacable

persecution which urged him from one kingdom to another, till he miserably

perished in the service of the Vandals, The fortunate Aeiius, who was

immediately promoted to the rank of patrician and ibri(;t^ invoBted with the

honours of the consulship, assumed, with the title of master t)f the cavalry

and infantry, the whole military power of the sialt^ ;
and ho is sometimes

styled, by eontenuiorary writers, t!io duke, or general, of tlm Romans of the

West. His prudence, rather than his virtiui, (ungiigod him to leave the

grandson of Theodosius in the* possession of the ptirpU^ and Valentinian

was permitted to enjoy the peace and luxury of Italy, while the patrician

appeared in the glorious light of a hero and a patriot, who supported near

twenty years the ruins of tiie Western Empire,

The barbarians, who had seated thomselv(is in the w(‘Hi(n*n provineoH, wore

insensibly taught to respect the faith and valour of the patrieiati Aetins, He'

soothed their passions, consulted their orejiuliees, balamu'd tluur interests,

and cheeked their ambition, A seasonaie treaty, which be eoncluded with

Genseric, protected Italy from the depredations of the Vandals; the inde-

pendent Britons implored and acknowledged his saltdary aid ; tht^ imperial

authority was restored and maintained in Gaul and Spain ; and be (sompollod

the Franks and the Suevi, whom ho had vampiisluMl in ilui tiedd, to become

the useful confederates of the republic.

From a principle of interest as well as gratitudes, Aetins assiduously

cultivated the alliance of the Huns. While ho resided in their tents as

a hostage, or an exile, he had familiarly conversed with Attila himself, tho

nephew of his benefactor ;
and tho two famous antagonists appear to have

been connected by a personal and military friendsbio, which they afterwards

confirmed by mutual gifts, frequent embassies, and t‘,io odiication of Garpilio,

the son of Aetius, in the camp of Attila. By the s[)eeiouH profossions of

gratitude and voluntary attachment, tho patrician miglii disguise hi** a[U\ro-

,

hensionsof the Scythian conqueror, who pressed tho two empires wit i his

innumerable armies. His demands wore obeyed or eluded. When Im claimed

the spoils of a vanquished city— some vases of gold, whic^h had Inion fraudu-

lently embezzled— the civil and military governors of Noricum wore imme-
diately despatched to satisfy his complaints ; and it is evident, from their

conversation with Maximin and Priscus in tho royal village, that tho valour

and prudence of Aetius had not saved the western Romans from tho common
ignominy of tribute. Yet his dexterous policy prolonged tho advantages of

a salutary peace ; and a numerous army of Huns and Alani, whom lie had
attached to his person, was employed in tlie defence of (hull. Two colonies

of these barbarians were judiciously fixed in the territories of Valence and
Orleans, and their active cavalry secured the important pasHages of the

Rhone and of the Loire. These savage allies were not indeed less formi-

dable to the subjects than to the enemies of Rome. Their original settlement
-was enforced with the licentious violence of conquest ; and the province
through which they marched was exposed to all the calamities of a hostile

invasion- Strangers to the emperor or the republic, the Alani of Gaul were
devoted to the ambition of Aetius ; and though he miglit suspept that, in
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a contest with Attila himself, they would revolt to the standard of their
national king, the patrician laboured to restrain, rather than to excite, their
zeal and resentment against the Goths, the Burgundiones, and the Franks.

The kingdom established by the Visigoths, in the southern provinces of
Gaul, had gradually acquired strength and maturity ; and the cond.uct of those
ambitious barbarians, either in peace or war, engaged the perpetual vigilance
of Aetius. After the death of Wallia the Gothic sceptre devolved to Theod-
oric, the son of the great Alaric

; and his prosperous reign, of more than
thirty years, over a turbulent people may be allowed to prove that his pru-
dence was supiDorted by uncommon vigour, both of mind and body. Impatient
of his narrow limits, Theodoric aspired to the possession of Arles, the wealthy
seat of government and commerce ; but the city was saved by the timely
approach of Aetius ; and the Gothic king, who had raised the siege with some
loss and disgrace, was persuaded for an adequate subsidy to divert the martial
valour of his subjects in a Spanish war. Yet Theodoric still watched, and
'eagerly seized the favourable moment of renewing his hostile attempts. The
Goths besieged Narbo Martins (Narbonne), while the Belgic provinces were
invaded by the Burgundiones

;
and the public safety was threatened on every

side by the apparent union of the enemies of Rome. On every side the
'activity of Aetius and his Scythian cavalry opposed a firm and successful

resistance. Twenty thousand Burgundiones were slain in battle, and the
remains of the nation humbly accepted a dependent seat in the mountains of

Savoy.
The walls of Narbo had been shaken by the battering engines, and the

inhabitants had endured the last* extremities of famine, when Count Litorius,

approaching in silence, and directing each horseman to carry behind him two
sacks of flour, cut his way through the entrenchments of the besiegers. The
siege was immediately raised, and the more decisive victory, which is ascribed

to the personal conduct of Aetius himself, was marked with the blood of eight

thousand Goths. But in the absence of the patrician, who was hastily sum-
moned to Italy by some public or private interest. Count Litorius succeeded

to the command; and his presumption soon discovered that far different

talents are required to lead a wing of cavalry or to direct the operations of

an important war. At the head of an army of Huns, he rashly advanced to

the^gat^s of Tolosa (Toulouse), full of careless contempt for an enemy whom
misfortune had rendered both prudent and des Derate.

The predictions of the augurs had inspired ]Litorius with the profane con-

fidence that he should enter the Gothic capital in triumph; and the trust

which he reposed in his pagan allies encouraged him to reject the fair condi-

tions of peace, which were repeatedly proposed by the bmops in the name
of Theodoric. The king of the Goths exhibited in his distress the edifying

contrast of Christian piety and moderation ; nor did he lay aside his sack-

cl6th and ashes till he was prepared to arm for the combat. His soldiers,

animated with martial and religious enthusiasm, assaulted the camp of Li-

torius. The conflict was obstinate; the slaughter was mutual. The Roman
general, after a total defeat, which could be imputed only to his unskilful

rashness, was actually led through the streets of Tolosa, not m his own,

but in a hostile triumph. [His captors in a few days put an end to his

shame and his life.]

Such a loss, in a country whose spirit and finances were long since ex-

hausted, could not easily be repaired; and the Goths, assuming, in their

turn, the sentiments of ambition and revenge, would have planted, their vic-

torious standards on the banks of the Rhone, if the presence of A§tius had
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not restored strength and discipline to the lloinanK. Tho two unnioH ex-

pected the signal ot a decisive action ; but the giuierals, who worc^ couHcious

of each other’s force and doubtful of thoir own superiority, prudently

sheathed their swords in the field of battle; and their reeoneiliation was

permanent and sincere. Theodoric, king of tho Visigoths, appears to have

deserved the love of his subjects, the confidence of his allies, and the esteem

of mankind. His throne was surrounded by six valiant sons, who were (edu-

cated with equal care in the exercises of the barbarian camp and in thoH(5 of

the Gallic schools; from the study of the Roman jurisprudence, they acjquirod

tho theory, at least, of law and justice,

and tho harmouious souse of Virgdl con-

tributed to Hoft(m the asperity of their

native manners.
Tho two daughters of the (k>thio

king wore given in marriage to tl;6

eldest sons of the kings of tluj Suevi and
of tho Vandals, who reigned in Spain

and Afri(ja; but these illustrious alli-

ances weiHs pregnant with ;guilt and
diacortl. TUe (piecu of tlie Suevi

bowaihKl the death of a husband, in-

luimauly massacjred by lun* brother.

The princ(5Hs of tlui Vandals was the

victim of a j<uiloiis tyrant, whom she

called her fatlKU*. The cruel (hmserie

suspected that Ins son’s wife had con-

spired to poison him; the supposed
crime was punished by tlie amputation
of her nose and ears, and the unhappy
daughh^r of Tlu5odori(5 was ignomiui-

ously returntjd to the e.ourt of T’olosa

in that deformed and mutilatcMl (condi-

tion. This horrid act, which must H(!em

incredible to a civilisecl age, drew tears

from every spectator; but T^HK)dono
was urged', by the feelingH of a |)arent

and a king, to revenge such irreparable

injuries.

The imperial ministers, who always cherished the discord of the barbari-

ans, would have supplied the Goths with arms, and ships, and t-riuisurcm, for

the African War; and the cruelty of Genserie miglit have been fatal to him-
self, if the artful Vandal had not armed in his cause the formidable power
of the Huns. His rich gifts and pressing solicitations infiamed the aniibltioE

of Attila
;
and the designs of Afitius and Theodoric were prevented by the

-invasion of Gaul.

The Franks, whose monarchy was still confined to the neighbourhood of
the lower Rhine, had wisely established the right of hereditary sucHseasion
in the noble family of the Merovingians. These princes were elevated on a
buckler, the symbol of military command, and the royal fashion of long hair
was the ensign of their birth and dignity. 'rhoir flaxen locks,. whioH they
oonabed and dressed with singular care, hung down in flowing ringlets on
their backs and shoulders ; while the rest of the nation were obliged, either
by law or custom, to shave the hinder part of their head, to comb their hair

Costume of x Goth Woman
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over the forehead, and to content themselves with the ornament of two small
whiskers. The lofty stature of the Franks, and their blue eyes, denoted a
Germanic origin

; their close apparel accurately expressed the figure of their
limbs

;
a weighty sword was suspended from a broad belt ; their bodies were

jDrotected by a large shield. And these warlike barbarians were trained,
jxom their earliest youth, to run, to leap, to swim ; to dart the javelin or
battle-axe with unerring aim

;
to advance without hesitation against a su-

perior enemy
; and to maintain, either in life or death, the invincible reputa-

tion of their ancestors.

Clodion, the first of their long-haired kings, whose name and actions are
mentioned in authentic history, held his residence at Dispargum, a village
or fortress, whose place may be assigned between Louvain and Brussels.
From the report of his spies, the king of the Franks was informed that the
defenceless state of the second Belgic must yield, on the slightest attack, to
the valour of his subjects. He boldly penetrated through the thickets and
morasses of the Carbonarian forest, occupied Turnacum (Tournay) and Ca-
maracum (Cambray), the only cities which existed in the fifth century, and
extended his conquests as far as the river Samara (Somme), over a desolate
country, whose cultivation and populousness are the effecte of more recent

• industry (429).
While Clodion lay encamped in the plains of Artois, and celebrated with

vain and ostentatious security the marriage perhaps of his son, the nuptial
feast was interrupted by the unexpected and unwelcome presence of Aeiius,

who had passed the Samara at the head of his light cavalry. The tables,

which had been spread under the shelter of a hill, along tl^e banks of a
pleasant stream, were rudely overturned

;
the Franks were oppressed before

they could recover their arms or their ranks ; and their unavailing valour

was fatal only to themselves. The loaded wagons which had followed their

march afforded a rich booty; and the virgin oride, with her female attend-

ants, submitted to the new lovers who were imposed on them by the chance of

war. This advantage, which had been obtained by the skill and activity

of AStius, might reflect some disgrace oh the military prudence of Clodion

;

but the king of the Franks soon regained his strength and reputation, and
still maintained the possession of his Gallic kingdom from the Rhine to the

Samara.
^hder his reign, and most probably from the enterprising spirit of his

subjects, the three capitals, Mogontiacum, Augusta Trevirorum, and Golo-

nia Agrippina, experienced the effects of hostile cruelty and avarice. ' The
distress of Colonia Agrippina was prolonged by the same barbarians who
evacuated the ruins of Augusta Trevirorum ; and Augusta Trevirorum,

which in the space of forty years had been four times pillaged, was disposed

to lose the memory of her afflictions in the vain amusements of the circus.

The death of Clodion, after a reign of twenty years, exposed his kingdom to

the discord and ambition of his two sons. Merovseus, the younger, was per-

suaded to implore the protection of Rome ; he was received at the imperial

court as the ally of Valentinian, and the adopted son of the patrician Altius

;

and dismissed to his native country, with splendid gifts and the strongest

assurances of friendship and supj^rt. During his absence, his elder brother

had solicited with equal ardour the formidable aid of Attila ; and the king

of the Huns embraced an alliance which facilitated the pas8a|[e of the Rhine

and justified by a specious and honourable pretence the invanun of Gaul.
^

When Attila declared his resolution of supporting the caime of his allies

the Vandals and the Franks, at the same time and almost in the spirit of
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over the forehead, and to content themselves with the ornament of two Rm all

whiskers. The lofty stature of the Franks, and their blue eyes, denoted a
Germanic origin

;
their close apparel accurately expressed the figure of their

limbs ; a weighty sword was suspended from a broad belt
;
their bodies were

protected by a large shield. And these warlike barbarians were trained,
from their earliest youth, to run, to leap, to swim

; to dart the javelin or
battle-axe with unerring aim

; to advance without hesitation against a su-
perior enemy ; and to maintain, either in life or death, the invincible reputa-
tion of their ancestors.

Clodion, the first of their long-haired kings, whose name and actions are
mentioned in authentic history, held his residence at Dispargum, a village
or fortress, whose place may be assigned between Louvain and Brussels.
F'rom the report of his spies, the king of the Franks was informed that the
defenceless state of the second Belgic must yield, on the slightest attack, to
the valour of his subjects. He boldly penetrated through the thickets and
morasses of the Carbonarian forest, occupied Turnaoum (Tournay) and Ca-
maracum (Cambray), the only cities which existed in the fifth century, and
extended his conquests as far as the river Samara (Bomme), over a desolate
country, whose cultivation and populousness are the effects of more recent

• industry (429).
While Clodion lay encamped in the plains of Artois, and celebrated with

vain and ostentatious security the marriage perhaps of his son, the nuptial
feast was interrupted by the unexpected and unwelcome presence of Aetius,
who had passed the Samara at the head of his lijght cavalry. The tables,

which had been spread under the shelter of a hill, along tl^e banks of a
pleasant stream, were rudely overturned; the Franks were oppressed before
they could recover their arms or their ranks ; and their unavailing valour
was fatal only to themselves. The loaded wagons which had followed their

march afforded a rich booty; and the virgin bride, with her female attend-

ants, submitted to the new lovers who were imposed on them by the chance of

war. This advantage, which had been obtained by the skill and activity

of Aetius, might reflect some disgrace oh the military prudence of Clodion

;

but the king of the Franks soon regained his strength and reputation, and
still maintained the possession of his Gallic kingdom from the Rhine to the

Samara.
^hder his reign, and most probably from the enterprising spirit of his

subjects, the three capitals, Mogontiacum, Augusta Trevirorum, and Colo-

nia Agrippina, experienced the effects of hostile cruelty and avarice. ' The
distress of Colonia Agrippina was prolonged by the same barbarians who
evacuated the ruins of Augusta Trevirorum ; and Augusta Trevirorum,
which in the space of forty years had been four times pUlaged, was dii^posed

to lose the memory of her afflictions in the vain amusements of the mrcus.

The death of Clodion, after a reign of twenty years, exposed his kingdom to.

the discord and ambition of his two sons. Merovseus, the younger, was pOT-

suaded to implore the protection of Rome ; he was received at the imperial

court as the ally of Valentinian, and the adopted son of the patrician Aitius

;

and dismissed to his native country, with splendid gifts and the strongest

assurances of friendship and support. During hm absenc^ his elder brother

had solicited with equ*d ardour the formidable aid of Attila ; and the king

of the Huns embraced an alliance which facilitated the passage of tiie Rhine

and justified hy a specious and honourable pretence the invasion of GauL
^

When Attila declared his resolution of supporting the ca^ of his allies

the Yandals and the Franks, at the same ti^ and almost in the spirit (ff
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romantic chivalry, the savage monarclx professed himself the lover and the

champion of the princess Honoria. The sister of Valentinian was educated

in the palace of Ravenna ; and as her marriage might bo productive of some
danger to the state, she was raised by the title of Augusta above the hopes

of the most presumptuous subject. But the fair llouoria had no sooner

attained the sixteenth year of her age than she detested the importunate /

greatness which must forever exclude her from the comforts of honourable

fove ; in the midst of vain and unsatisfactory i)omp, Honoria sighed, yielded

to the impulse of nature, and threw herself into the arms of her chatnborlain

Eugenius. Her guilt and shame (such is the absurd language of imperiotis

man) were soon betrayed by the appearances of pregnancy
;
but the disgrace

of the royal family was published to the world by the imprudence of the
empress Placidia, who dismissed her daughter, after a strict and shameful
confinement, to a remote exile at Constantinoi)le. The unhappy princess

passed twelve or fourteen years in the irksome society of the sisters of Theor
dosius and their chosen virgins ;

to whose crown lionoria could no longer
aspire, and whose monastic assiduity of prayer, fasting, and vigils she reluc-

tantly imitated. Her impatience of long and hopeUsss celibacy urged her to

embrace a strange and desperate resolution.

The name of Attila was familiar and formidable at Ooustaniinople
; and*

his frequent embassies entertained a perpetual intercourse between his camp
and the imperial palace. In the pursuit of love, or rather of revenge, tho
daughter of Placidia sacrificed every duty and every pretence

; and offered

to deliver her person into the arms of tho barbarian, of whoso language she
was ignorant, whose figure was scarcely human, and whose religion and man-
ners she abhorred. By the ministry of a faithful eunuch, she transmitted to

Attila a ring, the pledge of her affection
;
and earnestly conjurcHl him to

claim her as a lawful spouse, to whom ho had boon secretly liotrothcd. These
indecent advances were received however with colduoss and disdain

;
and the

king of the Huns continued to multiply the number of his wives, till his love
was awakened by the more forcible passions of ambition and avaricuj.

The invasion of Gaul was preceded and justified by a formal demand
of the princess Honoria, with a just and e(][ual share of the imperial patri-
mony. His predecessors, the ancient Tanjous, had often addressed, in tlie

same hostile and peremptory manner, the daughters of China ; and the pre-
tensions of Attila were not less offensive to the majesty of Rome. A lliW but
temperate refusal was communicated to his ambassadors. Tho right of female
succession, though it might derive a specious argument from the recent
exam Dies of Placidia and Pulcheria, was strenuously denied

;
and the indis-

soluK.e engagements of Honoria were opposed to tno claims of lier Scythian
lover. On the discovery of her connection with the king of tins Huns, the
guilty princess had been sent away as an object of horror from Constanti-
nople to Italy. Her life was spared ; but the ceremony of her marriage was
jDerfonned with some obscure and nominal husband, before she was iwnured

a perpetual prison, to bewail those crimes and misfortunes which Honoria
might have esc^ed, had she not been born the daughter of an emperor.
A native of Gaul, and a contemporary, the learned and eloquent Sidonius,

who was afterwards bishop of Clermont, had made a promise to one of his
mends that he would compose a regular history of tlie war of Attila. If
the modesty of Sidonius had not discouraged him from the prosecution of
this mteresting work, the historian would have related with the simplicity of
truth those memorable events to which the poet, in vague and doubtful
metaphors, has concisely alluded. The kings and nations of Germany and
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Scythia, from the Volga pcrliai)s to the Danube, obeyed the warlike sum-
Attila. hrom the royal village, in the plains of Hungary, his stan-

dard moved towards the west and, after a march of seven or emit hundred
miles he reached the conflux of the Rhine and the Nicer (Neckar) • where
he joined by the Franks, who adhered to his ally, the elder of the sons of
Clodion, A troop of light barbarians, who roamed in quest of plunder, mio-ht
choose the winter for the convenience of passing the river on the ice • but
the innumerable cavalry of the Huns required such plenty of forage and pro-
visions as could be piocured only in a milder season

; tbe Hercynian forest
supplied rnaterials for a bridge of boats

; and the hostile myriads were
poured, with resistless violence, into the Belgic provinces.

I ho consternation of (jaul was universal
; and the various fortunes of its

cities have been adorned by tradition with martyrdoms and miracles. Tri-
cas880 (Troyes) was saved by the merits of St. Lupus ; St. Servatius was
removed from the world, that he might not behold the ruin of Aduataca
Tungronim (Tongres); and the prayers of St. Genevieve diverted the
marclx of Attila from the neighbourhood of Lutetia Parisiarum (Paris)^.
But as the greatest part of the Gallic cities were alike destitute of saints and
soldiers, they were besieged and stormed by the Huns, who practised, in the
example of Mettis (Metz), their customary maxims of war. They involved,
in a promiscuous massacre, the priests who served at the altar, and the in-
fants, who, in the hour of danger, had been providently baptised by the
bishop ; the flourishing city was delivered to the flames, and a solitary
chapel of St, Stephen marked the place where it formerly stood. From the
Rhine and the Moaella (Moselle), Attila advanced into the heart of Gaul,
crossed the Sequana (Seine) at Autesiodorum (Auxerre), and, after a long
and. laborious march, fixed his camp under the walls of Orleans. He was
desirous of securing his conquests by the possession of an advantageous
post, which commanded the passage of the Loire ; and he depended on the se-
cret invitation of Sangiban, king of the Alani, who liad promised to betray the
city and to revolt from the service of the empire. But this treacherous con-
spiracy was detected and disappointed. Orleans had been strengthened with
recent fortifications ; and the assaults of the tiuns were vigorously repelled
by the faithful valour of the soldiers or citizens, who defended the place.

,The pastoral diligence of Anianus, a bishop of primitive sanctity and
consummate prudence, exhausted every art of religious policy to support
their courage till the arrival of the expected succours. After an obstinate
siege, the walls were shaken by the battering-rams ; the Huns had already
occupied the suburbs

;
and the people who were incapable of bearing anus

lay prostrate in prayer. Anianus, who anxiously counted the days and hours,
despatched a trusty messenger to observe, from the rampart, the face of the
distant country. He returned twice, without any intelligence iJiat could
inspire hope or comfort ; but in his third repoii; he mentioned a small cloud
which ho had faintly descried at the extremity of the horizon. “ It is the
aid of God I ” exclaimed the bishop, in a tone of pioixs confidence ; and the

whole multitude repeated after him, “ It is the aid of God 1 The remote
object, on which every eye was fixed, became each moment larger and more
distinct ; the Roman and Gothic banners were gradually oerc^ved ; and
a favourable wind blowing aside the dust discovered, in c.eep array, the

impatient squadrons of Aetius and Theodoric, who pressed forward to the

relief of Orleans.

The facility with which Attila had penetrated into the heart of Gaul
may be ascribed to his insidious policy, as w'cll as to the terror of his arms.
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His public declarations were skilfully initigattHl by his private assurances;

he alternately soothed and threatened the liomans and t iio (xoths
; and the

courts of Ravenna and Tolosa, mutually suspicious of each otlicr’s inten-

tions, beheld with supine indifference the apijroach of thoir common enemy.
Aetius was the sole guardian of the public safety ; but his wisest measures

were embarrassed by a faction which, since the death of Plaoidia, infested

the imperial palace ;
the youth of Italy trembled at the sound of the

trumpet; and the barbarians, who, from fear or aftootion, wore inclined

to the cause of Attila, awaited with doubtful and venal faith tho event of

the war. The patrician passed tho Alps at tlni head of some troops, whose
strength and numbers scarcely deserved tho name of an army. Rut on his

arrival at Arelate, or Lngdunurn ho was confoumled by thc^ int^elligoneo that

the Visigoths, refusing to embrace tho defene.e of Gaul, had doterrained to

expect within their own territories the formidable invjulor whom they pro-

fessed to despise.

The senator Avitns, who after tlio honourabh^ exorcise of the prasiorian

prefecture had retired to his estate in Auvergne, was persuadisd to accept the

important embassy, which ho executed with ability and success, llcj repre-

sented to Theodoric that an ambitious con(|ueror, wlio aspirtnl to the do-

minion of the earth, could bo resisted only by tho iirm and tinanimou!;

alliance of the powers whom he laboured to oppnjss. The livady eloquence
of Avitus inflamed the Gothic warriors by the desiU'iptiou of the injuries

which their ancestors had suffered from the Ihms ; whose implacable fury
still pursued them from the Danube to tho foot of the Pyromios. ITc strenu-

ously urged that it vjas the duty of every Christian to save from sacrilegious

violation the churches of God and tho relics of tho saints ; that it was tile

interest of every barbarian, who had acejuired a seit-lemmit in (Jaul, to defend
the fields and vineyards which wore (iuUivated ftu’ his use againsi tho deso-
lation of the Scythian shepherds. Theodoric yielded to the tivid(mce of truth

;

adopted the measure at once tho most j)rudcnt and the most honourable, and
declared that, as tho faithful ally of Acf ius and tln^ Homans, he was ready
to expose his life and kingdom for tho common safety of Gaul,

The Visigoths, who at that time were in the mature vigour of their fame
and power, obeyed with alacrity tho signal of war ; propar<ul their arms and
horses, and assembled under the standard of tlieir aged kuig, wlio was resolved
with his two eldest sons Toriemond and Theodoric, to command in parson his
numerous and valiant people. The example of the GoUis determined several
tribes or nations, that seemed to fluctuate between the Huns and the Homans.
The indefatigable diligence of the patrician gradually collected the troops of
Gaul and Germany, wlao had formerly aoknowlodged thamsolves the subjeots,
or soldiers, of the republic, hut who now claimed the rewards of voluntary
service and the rank of independent allies—- the Lmti, tho Armoricans, the
Breones, the Saxons, the Burgundiones, tho Sarmatians or Alani, the Hinua-
rians, and the Pranks who followed Moroveus as their lawful primse. « Sueh
was the various army which, under the conduot of Aetius and Theodoric,
advanced by rapid marches to relievo Orleans and to give battle to the in-
numerable host of Attila.

On their approach, the king of the Huns immediately raised the siege
and sourmed a retreat to recall the foremost of his troops 5:rom the pillage
^ already entered. The valour of Attila was always
gm^d by his prudence ; and as he foresaw the fatal conaec uences of a defeatm the heart of Gaul, he repassed the Seine, and expeotec the enemy in tho
plains of Chalons, whose smooth and level surface was adapted to the opera-
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tions of Ilia Scythian cavalry. But in this tumultuary retreat the vanguard
;o£ the Romans and their allies continually pressed, and sometimes engaged,
the troops which Attila had posted in the rear

;
the hostile columns, in the

darkness of the night and the perplexity of the roads, might encounter each
other without design ; and the bloody conflict of the Franks and Gepids, in

which fifteen thousand barbarians were slain, was a prelude to a more gen-
eral and decisive action. The Catalaunian fields,spread themselves round
ChS.lons,^ and extend, according to the vague measurement of Jordanes, to

the length of 150 and the breadth of 100 miles over the whole province,

which is entitled to the appellation of a champaign country. &

Anciknt Sfkab Heads

THE GOTHIC HISTORIAN JORDANES ON THE BATTLE OF CHALONS

But before entering upon the actual encounter, we had better here refer

to some preliminary details, all the more that this battle was no less ample

in scale and complicated in details than the day of its date was famous.

Sangiban, king of the Alans, solicitous for his future, promised Attila sub-

mission and to hand over his then residence, Aureliani (Orleans). This

treacherous move coming to the ears of Theodoric and Aetius, they con-

structed great outworks around the city, keeping the suspected Sangiban

under surveillance, and posted liim and his people among their own au3^“

iaries. Consequently Attila, impressed by this occurrence and distrustful

of his own strength, hesitated to join action. Yet fearing flight as he did

death, he resolved to scan the future by help of augury.

As usual the augurs pried into the entrails of a sheep, and inspected

its bones and veins as the latter showed on some scraped bones, announcing,

as a result, misfortune to the Huns. A morsel of contentment was adde^

however, in the prediction that the enemy’s commander-in-chief should die

in the hour of victory, and sully his laurels. Now Attila, in his eager d^re

for the death of Aetius even at the risk of his own, and his army s def^t,

although disturbed by the prospect held out by the augurs, yet, being

skilled in the refinements of military tactics, after some hesitation resoivecl

to join battle about three in the afternoon and thus obviate suspicion ot

yielding by trusting to darkness in case of defeat.
. £ i,-n

The field, from a gentle slope, gradually assumed the character of

As the advantages presented by such conformation were by no means s^,
both parties made this slope their objective,

seizing upon the right flank, the Romans and Visigoths the left, leaving

[1 The place which we now call Chttons was probably imder the

launum. It was the chief place of the Catalan^ a tri^
v

^

Roman miles (10 of which are about equal to 9 Engliah), aud by tbe Roman roads, Chai

170 miles distant from Metz, and 61 from Troyw.«]
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crest for future decision. The contest commences, Aetins on the left with

his Romans, with the Visigoths as his right support, and Saugibau leader of

the Alans between— a piece of military precaution by which tliey doubly

flanked this rather doubtful leader, since lighting is the more probable where
flight is impossible.

The battle array of the Huns was on a dift’erent plan. Atiila with his

bravest held the centre. By this arrangement he hatl his iicrsoual safety in

view, trusting that a stand amid the valiant of his nuie would insure himsolf,

at least as king, from imminent dang(n’. On the Hanks tluire de;doyed in

disorder multitudes of subject nations and peoplt;, (diicf among waom wore
the Ostrogoths’ forces under tlie leadership of tlie tlmee brothers, Walamir,
Theodomir, and Widemir, mdder than the vtny king himself whom they

served, since resplendent with the hereditary gloriim of the Amal race.

There might be seen also at the head of (iountleHs bands of the (iepidee their

most renowned king, Ardaric, who from his uU too gnnd l(»yalty to AttHa
was of his inner counsels. For Attila, well aware of his wisdom, pir/ed him
and Walamir of the Ostrogoths above all the peUier royalties"-* Walamir,
the reticent, the affable, tlie guileless, and Ardaric ilu) knightly and the

loyal. Not without reason was it that Attila truHt(Ml t.lumi to maUsh their

Visigothic kindred, *

As for the rest,— the kingly mob, if I am not irreverent, and the

chiefs of this nation and that, retainers rather than kings, thiiy hung on each
move of Attila's; and did his eye iHuikon Uaau, ilum, speec.hleHS, Unriflod, and
trembling they stood at call, or at least wertj subservient his every order.

Yet king of kings though he was, was Attila solitary atnid all, and over all

solicitous.

The battle began over the posscHsiou of tin? ridge already mentioned.
Leading his men on to socuro this summit, Attila was in tliis fonudalled by
Torismund and Aetius who, striving with all their nuLdit to riuu'h the crest,

first won it, atid from their superior vantage gronml easily dispersod the
Huns. When Attila beheld his troops diHorganised by l-Ius (Kuuirrence, bo
thought a harangue at this jnntjture would rally tluan juid said :

“ Victorious HO ofbm over so many nations, and masterH of the world, if

to-day you flinch not, I should think myself a fool to roums yoti to courage by
speech as if you were raw recruits. Oousign such <u)nduet to (be juve'.ulo

general and the tintrainod militia. It as little b(flits me to deal in etmunon-
place as you to listen. You arc warriors, or ut>thing, an<l what to such is

more satisfying than to carve out his v<uigeaue (5 by the HWor<l ? All I

Revenge, nature’s first gift and sweetast soother of the soul ! Lot your fotit

then be swift to the attack since ever is the attacker the boldin' 1 tieed not
that mongrel mass of foreign stjoeeb, who hut prove tlmir fear hy herding
together. Look at them I Look I how even before our first elmrge they
are swayed to and fro from fear ; they make for hill and hinght; again, too
late for regret, are back for safety to the battle-flehl. You need no killing
as to the flimsiness of Roman defence, or how, not a wound, but a speck ot
dust merely lays them low. Be your old selves, and, while they are punc-
tiliously peddling away at formations and shield-locking, charge with your
unflinchiiw courage, lau^i at their ‘formations.’ On against Visigoth and
down with the Alans I

^

There lies speedy victory for us, and there the strag-
gle lies. Sunder the sinew and the limbs oollapsa; haok the hones and t]:m
body falls I

“ Huns of mine I Rouse your rage, and let your fury swell as of old I

Omftily now, and by the sword-stroke then I Some deatlj. mid the enemy let
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the wounded man seek, and the scatheless fight till he sicken with the slaugh-

ter 1 The child of victory the dart will not smite, but fate deals the doomed
one his death at the board. Nor did fortune deal the Hun such a roll of

victories, if not to make him blithe over this one victory the more. Who
unbared the Moetic swamp, the secret of the centuries? Who weaponless

vanquished the weaponed? These herded outcasts dare not confront the

Hun ! That this shall be my new field of victory, the long tale of my
former assures me I Yea I and first am I whose shaft shall be sped! And
doomed is he who fights not when Attila leads the fight.”

Spurred on by this dithyramb, headlong into fight they rush.

The juncture had its terrors, yet the king’s presence overcame the fear

even of the coward. It was soon a case of man to man. It was a battle,

savage, tangled, widespread, dogged. Antiquity has not its parallel. Such

deeds are told of, that he who has not been privileged to witness them,

though witnessing much that is marvellous, yet must ever lack the marvel of

this. For, to believe tradition, a brook whose feeble current roUed through

the plain already spoken of, swollen by the blood of the wounded and

enlarged not as usual by rains but by an all too rare flood, was converted

into a torrent by this sanguine contribution. Those, moreover, parched by

toss of blood, who were driven to its bank, were reduced to drinkinig this

gruesome draught— drinking by an enforced fate the very gushings oi: their

own wounds.
, . , .

Then, too, King Theodoric, riding up and down his ranks in cheermg

exhortation, fell from his steed and was trampled under foot by his own sol.-

diery, terminating his career at an advanced age. Another tale has it that

Ho fell by the javelin of Andagis, Attila’s heutenant.^ Thus was accom-

plished the prediction of Attila’s augurs, which Attila had set down to

Ak,5tius
'

Next the Visigoths, leaving the Alans, fell on the Hunnish bands with

fury, and Attila himself were as good as dead, had not his^ prudence led him

to take refuge with his followers within his camp and its fortification of

wagons. weak as was this shelter, yet there, for protection of their

lives, trooped the warriors whom but a little previously no ordinary obstacle

Tovismond, son of Theodoric, who, with Aetius, had seized the hill and

repelled the enemy from its summit, in the belief that he was rejoming his

men, and misled by the darkness of the night, stopped inside the wagon enclo^

ure of the Huns. While fighting bravely, he rell to the ground from his

wounded horse, but though rescued by his men he was persuaded to give

up further fighting. Aetius, too, during the mght s confusion, wandered

amid the enemy. Dreading some disaster to the Goths, he persis

search for the correct way, arriving at len^h at the albed camp, where under

the protection of shields he passed the night.

At dawn a plain is seen lieaped and covered with corpses, but tne nuns

do not venture to issue from their retreat, and so the confederates judge the

victory theirs. They judged, too, that it was no common d^saj^er w^chhad

induced the flight of Attila from the battle-field. Yet was his action not

that of one who acknowledged defeat.

He showed his usual courage, for wthm his c^p ^ ^
the brattle of the trumpet, ^ver threatemug a sortie; as a hon^h^^
hard beset by the hunters, ramp and

venturing to emerge, yet neverldieless terrifying the
o/fear

roaring, fo did the ^rlike Mng, secure in his retreat, supply a source of fter
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to his conquerors. These latter resolved to wear him out by a siege, since he

lacked provisions, and as he could from his archers placed inside the barrier

rain down showers of missiles on them should they attempt an assault by
force. It is reported, however, that the king, haughty as ever even in a sit-

uation so desperate, had formed a pyre from saddlery, having resolved to

throw himself into its flames should the enemy force hie camp, that nohe
might boast of having wounded liim, or that the lord of so many nations

should have ever been in an enemy’s power.

Whilst this siege bred delay, the Yisigoths busied tliemselves in search

for their king,— the father of Torismond,— wondering at his absence

while success had crowned their arms. When after long search they found
him, as is not infrequent among brave men, amid a dense heap of bodies,

they honoured him in song, bearing away his b()dy under the eyes of the

enemy. Then it was possible to sec crowds of C5i*oths, with uncouth accent
that rent the air in song, render the
last and most sacred rites to the dead
while all around was war. Tears there
wore, but such as a warrior merits, The
death was ours, t(» l>e sure, but even to

the Ilun it was iglorious, nor did Attila’s

pride feel augtit but Immbled to see

the Goths bear to burial with aU its

trappings iho body of a mighty king.

These Goths, while paying last and
merited honours to 'nieodoric, at the
same hour mad(3 over to his son the
royal dignity, and amid clash of arms
the brave and glorious warrior Toris-
mond followed the fimoral rites of his

Gallic Weapons dear father as was flt.ting for a son.

These rites aoqomplished, nrgod by
grief through his bereavement and impelled by natund valour, Torismond
resolved to avenge the death of his father upon the remnant of the Huns.
On this point he consulted the patrician Alitius, his senior in years and of
riper experience, and craved advice as to his action. He in his fear lest,the
thorougli overthrow of the Huns might leave the Xioman power at the mercy
of the Goths, advised him as follows :

That he should retrace his steps to his own state, and firmly secure the
throne now vacant by his father’s death, as otherwise his brotliers might seize
upon the royal treasure, and usurp the regal power over the Visigoths, in
which case was no alternative left but a laborious contest made all the more
squalid as being between relatives. Torismond listened to this advice not
as to a piece of duplicity but as if it advanced hia own interests, and leaving
the Huns behind him, he returned to his district of GauL Thus doe»man’s
weakness give way to suspicion, and amid momentous events lose the oppor-
tune hour.

. In this most famous battle, waged between,the bravest of races, report says
that one hundred and sixty-five thousand men fell on both sides, nojb to men-
tion fifteen thousand of the Gepids and Franks, who one night before the
general engagement meeting by chance fell by mutual assau.lt, the Franks
siding with Romans, the Gepids with the Huns,

On Attila’s learning the departure of the Goths, he pursued such course
as is customary in abnormal circumstances. He suhpeo^ a ruse, and so for
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some time longer lurked in camp. But when the enemy’s absence was con-
joined to lengthened quiet, the spirit of a victor returned to him, gaiety
gained the upper hand, and the musings of this mighty monarch resumed the
path of their ancient destiny.

Meanwhile Torismond, who had succeeded to the throne, marched into
Tolosa, and none was found to dispute his succession.

TUB! INVASION OB' ITALY: THK FOUNDATION OF VKNICE

Neither the spirit, nor the forces, nor the reputation of Attila were im-
paired by the failure of the Gallic expedition. In the ensuing spring, he
repeated his demand of the princess Honoria and her patrimonial treasures.

The demand was apin rejected, or eluded
;
and the indignant lover imme-

diately took the field, passed the Alps, invaded Italy, and besieged Aquileia
with an innumerable host of barbarians. Those barbarians were unskilled

in the methods of conducting a regular siege, which, even among the ancients,

required some knowledge, or at least some practice, of the mechanical arts.

But the labour of many thousand provincials and captives, whose lives were
sacrificed without pity, might execute the most painful and dangerous work.
The skill of the Roman artists might be corrupted to the destruction of

their country. The walls of Ac|uileia were ^saulted by a formidable train

of battering-rams, movable turrets, and engines, that threw stones, darts,

and fire
;
and the monarch of the Huns employed the forcible impulse of

hope, fear, emulation, and interest to subvert the only barrier which delayed

the conquest of Italy.

Acpiileia was at that period one of the richest, the most populous, and
the strongest of the maritime cities of the Adriatic coast. The Gothic

auxiliaries^ wlio appeared to have served under their native princes Alaric

and Antala, communicated tlieir intropid^ spirit
;
and the citizens still re-

membered the glorious and successful resistance which their ancestors had
opposed to a fierce, inexorable barbarian who disgraced the majesty of the

Roman purple. Three luontlis were consumed without effect in the siege of

Acuileia
;

till tlie want of provisions and the clamours of his army com-
pe'.Ied Attila to relinquish the enterprise, and reluctantly to issue his orders

that the troops should strike their tents the next morning, and begin their

retreat. But, m he rode round the walls, pensive, angry, and disappointed,

he observed a stork preparing to leave her nest in one oi the towers, and to

fly with her infant family towards the country. He seized, with the ready

penetration of a statesman, this trifling incident which chance had offered

to superstition, and exclaimed, in a loud and cheerful tone, that such a

domestic bird, so constantly attached to human society, would never have

abandoiuul her ancient scats unless these towers liad been devoted to impend-

ing ruin and solitude.

The favourable omen inspired an assurance of victory ;
the siege was

renewed and prosecuted with fresh vigour ; a large breach was made in the

part of the wall from whence the stork had taken her flight; the Huns

mounted to the assault with irresistible fury ; and the succeeding

tion could scarcely discover the ruins, of Aquileia. After this dreadful

chastisement, Attila pursued his march; and, as he passed, the cities of

Altinum, Concordia, and Patavium (Padua) were reduced into heaps of

stones and ashes, The inland towns, vioentia (Vicenza), Verona, and Ber-

gomum (Bergamo) were exposed to the rapacious cruelty of the Huns.

Mediolanum and Tioinum submitted without resistance to the loss of their
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wealth; and applauded the unusual (!lomoiii(‘-y which proservod from the

flames the public as well as private buildiu^j^s, and spared the lives of the

captive multitude. The popular traditions of (Ionium, Turin, or Modena
may justly be suspected; yot tlujy concur with more authoniiij evidence to

prove that Attila spread his ravapfcs over tho rich plains of modern Lom-
oardy, which are divided by tho Po, and honmled by tlic Aljisand Apennine,

When he took possession of tlio royal pahu50 of Mediolanum, ho was surpriseil

and offended at the si^ht of a picture, which ropresiiutod the Ciesara seated

on their throne and the princes of Scythia jirostrato at their feet. Tho
revenge whicli Attila inflicted on tliis mommioni of lioman vanity was harm-
less and ingenious. Ho cominandcMl a painter to roverso tho figures and tho

attitudes
;
and the emperors wert^ dcdinoatc'.d, on the same canvas, approach-

ing in a suppliant posture to empty tlieir hags of tiributary gold before the

throne of the Scythian monarch. The spooiators must have confessed the

truth and jiropriety of tlui alteration ; and were jau’haps tempted to app>y,

on this singular occasion, tho well-known fable of the dispute between the

lion and the man.
It is a saying worthy of tho ferocious pride of Attila that the grass

never grow on the spot where his horse had trod. Yot tho savage destroyer

undesignedly laid tho foundation of a republic whiidi revived, in tho feudal

state of Europe, tho art and spirit of oommertual industry. The celebnitod

name of Venice, or Venctia, was formerly diffused over a large and fertile

province of Italy, from the confim^s of Pannonia to the river Addna, and
from the Po to tho Rmtian and Julian Alps. Before the irruption of

the barbarians, fifty Venetian cities flourished in peace and prosperity;

Aquileia was placed in the most conspicuous station, but the ancient dignity

of Patavinm was supported by agrieultim^ and manufactures; and the

property of five hundred citizens who were entitled to the eiiuestrian rank
must have amounted, at the strictest computation, to 1,700,000 pounds.
Many families of Aquileia, Patavinm, and the adjacent towns, who fled

from the sword of t!^ Huns, found a safe though obscure refuge in the

neighbouring islands.

At the extremity of tho gulf, where the Adriatic feebly imitates the tides

of the ocean, near a hundred small islands are separated by shallow water
from the continent, and protected from the waves by several long slips of

land, which admit the entrance of vessels through some secret and narrow
channels. Till the middle of the fifth century, these remote and sequestered
spots remained without cultivation, with few inhabitants, and almost without
a name. But the manners of the Venetian fugitives, their arts and their

government, were gradually formed by their now situation ; and one of the
epistles of CJassiodorua, which describes their condition about stsventy years
afterwards, may be considered as the primitive monument of the repubfio.

THK EBTItKAT Olf ATOUA

The Italians, who had long since renounced the axeroiso of arms, were
surprised, after forty years* peace, by the approach of a formidable barbarian,
whom they abhorred as the enemy of their religion as wall os of their repub-
lic. Amidst the general consternation, A^tius alone was incapable of fear ;

but it was impossible that he should achieve, alone and unassisted, any
military ei^loits worthy of his former renown. The barbarians, who had
defended (5aul, refused to march to the relief of Italy ; and the succours
promised by the Eastern emperor were distant and doubtful. Since A^tius*

f
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at the head of Ioh domoatic troops, still maintained the field, and harassed or

retarded the marcdi of Attila, he never showed himself more truly great than

at tlio time ndum his (‘.onduct was blamed by an ignorant and ungrateful

people.

If tlu^ mind of Vulentiuian had been susceptible of any generous senti-

ment a, ho wouhl have choao-n such a general for Ins example and his guide.

But the timiil grandson of I'heodosius, instead of sharing the dangers escaped

from the sound of war; and his hasty retreat from Ravenna to Rome, from

un impr(sgmiblo fortress to an open capital, betrayed his secret intention of

iibaudoning Italy, as soon as the danger should approach his imperial person,

'riiis shameful abdication was suspended, however, by the spirit of doubt and

(liday, whi(‘h tiommouly adheres to pusillanimous counsels and sometimes

corrects llu'ir penneious londeucy. The Western emperor, with the senate

and pcopU^ of Rome, embraced the more salutary resolution of deprecating,

hy a solemn and suppliant (onhassy, the wrath of Attila. This important

(iommissioii was accepted hy Avienus, who, from his birth and riches, his

consular dignity, the numerous train of his cli-

ents, and his personal abilities, held the first

rank in the Roman senate.

d'ho specious and artful character of Avienus

was admirably (pialilied to conduct a negotia-

tion eillHU' of puhli<' or private interest ; his col-

league Trigetius had exercised the prietorian

prefecture tvf Italy; and Leo, bishop of Rome,

CA>useutcd to expose his life for the safety of his

flock. The gtmiuH of Leo was exercised and

displayed in the public misfortunes ; and he

has deserved the appellation of “great,’’ by the

successful zeal with which he laboured to estab-
. ^ ^

lish his opinions and his authority, under the venerable names of orthodox

faith and ccclcsiaHti<ud discipline. The Roman ambassadors were i^^troduced

to tlu5 tent of Attila, as lie lay encamped at the place where

IHincius is lost in the foaming waves of the

the Scythian cavalry, the farms of Catullus and Virgil. The

arch '-'•cued with favourable, and oven respectful, attention ;
and

eranca of Italy was purchased by the

^orincesB Honoria. Idie state of his army ®

liaaten his retreat. Their martial spirit was relaxed by the wealth and

iiuloleuce of a warm climate.
r j milt and

The shepherds of the north, whose ordinary food

raw flesh, indulged themselves too freely in the use of ^
meat prepared and seasoned by the arts of ^

disease revenged in some moasuro the injuries of

declaied his I'esolution of carrying lus

not long survived the ®““L« he Jape the

subservient to his iesi^s.

jpect and sacerdotal robes,
ilie pressing

of the Christians,
excited the veneration of Attila foi tfie ^ui 1*1^1

mAnaced

A Roman Coffee

mrSgmywaa'assaulted^y imaginary terrors; nor could he e.scape the

influence of superstition, which had so often been

The pressing
«LJ;?°’A“XeToirit^i tatter or tne i^nristuM^-

excited the veneration of Attila foi tne ^111 menaced

the iraym oftheir su^r,
the barbarian with instant lieath if he ^ ^ safety of Rome
is one of the noblest legends of ecclesiastical tradition. The satety 01 liom

II. — rou VI. 2 Q
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might deserve the interposition of celestial beings ; and some indulgence is

due to a fable which has been represented by the pencil of Raphael and the

chisel of Algardi.

Before the king of the Huns evacuated Italy, he threatened to return

more dreadful and more implacable, if his bride, the princess Honoria, were
not delivered to his ambassadors within the term stipulated by the treaty.

Yet, in the meantime, Attila relieved his tender anxiety by adding a beautiful

maid, whose name was lldioo, to the list of his innumerable wives. Their
marriage was celebrated with barbaric pomp and festivity, at his wooden
palace beyond the Danube; and the monarch, oppressed with wine and sleep,

retired at a late hour from the banquet to the nuptial bed. His attendants

continued to respect his pleasures or his repose the greatest part of the

ensuing day, till the unusual silence alarmed their fears ami HUS])i(;ion8
; and,

after attempting to awaken Attila by loud and rep(nitod cries, ttiey at length

broke into the royal apartment. They found the trembling bride sitting by
the bedside, hiding her face with her veil, and lamenting her own danger as

”v^ell as the death of the king, who had expired during the night. An artery

had suddenly burst
;
and as Attila lay in a supine posture, luj was suffocated

by a torrent of blood, which, instead of finding a passago thrcnigh the
nostrils, regurgitated into the lungs and stomach. His body was solemnly
exposed in the midst of the plain, under a silken pavilion, and the choHon
squadrons of the Huns, whoohng round in measured (woluiums, (shantod a

funeral song to the memory of a hero glorious in his lilu, itivincibb} in his

death, the father of his people, the sootirge of his emunies, and iliti terror of

the world. According to their national custom, the barbarians cut off a part

of their hair, gashed their faces with unseemly wounds, and btwniled their

valiant leader as he deserved, not with the buirs of women but with tlm
blood of warriors (453).

The remains of Attila were enclosed within tlirec cotllim, of gold, of sil-

ver, and of iron, and privately buried in the night: the spoiln of nations

were thrown into his grave ; the captives who had opened the ground were
inhumanly massacred; and the same Huns who had imlulgiul sutsh excessive
grief, feasted with dissolute and intemperate mirth about tlio recamt sepul-

chre of their king. It was reported at Constatitinople Unit,, on tlu^ fortunate
night on which he expired, Marcian behold in a dream the bow of \ttila

broken asunder; and the report may be allowed to proven how seblom the
image of that formidable barbarian was absent from the tnind of a Roman
emperor.

The revolution which subverted the empire of thc^ Huns established the
fame of Attila, whose genius alone had sustained the linger and disjointed
fabric. After his death the boldest chieftains aspired to ibo rank of kings;
the most powerful kings refused to acknowledge a superior; and the numer-
ous sons whom so many various mothers bore to ilie (buioased monarch
divided and disputed, like a private inheritance, the H(>vereiyrn cotnbmmi of
the nations of Germany and Scythia. The bold Ardarie feU luul tmmiiml
the disgraoe of this servile partition ; and his subjecitiS, the warlike Gepidte,
with the^ Ostrogoths, under the conduct of throe valiant brotlnu’s, anoour-
aged their allies to vindicate the ri:^ht8 of freedom and royalty.

In a bloody and decisive ooniict on the banks of the river JNetad, in
Pannonia, the lance of the Gepidm, the sword of the Goths, the arrows of
the Huns, the Suevic infantry, the light arms of the Ileruli, atnl the heavy
weapons of the Alani, encountered or supported each other ; and the victory
of Ardarie was accompanied with the slaughter of thirty thousand of his
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enemies. Ellac, the eldest son of Attila, lost his life and crown in the mem-
orable battle of “Netad ;

his early valour had raised him to the throne of the

Acatzires, a Scythian people whom he subdued, and his father, who loved

the superior merit, would have envied the death of Ellac. His brother

Dengisich, with an army of Huns, still formidable in their flight and ruin,

maintained his ground above fifteen years on the banks of the Danube,

The palace of Attila, with the old country of Dacia, from the Carpathian

hills to the Euxine, became the seat of a new power which was erected by

Ardaric, king of the (looidtc. The Pannonian conquests, from Vindobona to

Sinnium, were occupied by the Ostrogoths ; and the settlements of the tribes

who liad HO bravely assorted their native freedom were irregularly dis-

tributed, according to the inoasnre of their respective strength. Sur-

rounded and oppressed by the multitude of his father’s slaves, the kingdom

of Dongisich was confined to the circle of his wagons
;

his desperate courage

u?gcd him to invade the Eastern Empire ; he fell in battle ; and his head,

ignominiously exposed in the Hippodrome, exhibited a grateful spectacle to

the people of (’oiistantinople.

Attila had fondly or superstitiously believed that Irnac, the youngest of

Ids sons, was destined to perpetuate the glories of his race. The character

of that prince, who attempted to moderate the rashness of his brother Den-

gisich, was more suitable to the declining condition of the Huns; and Irnac,

with his subjecst liordos, retired into the heart of the Lesser Scythia. They

were soon overwhelmed by a torrent of new barbarians, who followed the

same road wldch their own'anoestors had formerly discovered. The Geougen

or Avars, whose residence is assigned by the Greek writers to the shores of

the ocean, impelled the adjacent tribes ;
till at length the Igours of the north,

issuing from the cold Siberian regions, which produce the most valuable

furs, spread tliemsclvcH over the desert, as far as the Borystlienes and the

Caspian gates ;
and linally extinguished the empire of the Huns.

^

vSiich an (went might oontvibuie to the safety of the Eastern Empire,

under the reign of a •)rihce who conciliated the friendship without forfeit-

ing the esteem of the barbarians. But the emperor of the West, the feeble

and dissolute Valeniinian, who had reached his thirty-fifth year without at-

taining the age of reason or courage, abused this apparent security to under-

raiiie foundations of his own tluone by the murder of the patncian

Aetius. From the instinct of a base and jealous mind, he hated the man

who was universally celebrated as the terror of the barbarians, and the sup-

port (j£ the republic ;
and his new favourite, the eunuch Heraclius, awakened

the em])eror from the supine lethargy which mi.^ht be disguised, (iimng me

lir(‘. of inacidia, by the excuse of filial piety. The fame of Aetius, hw wealth

and dignity, tlie numerous and martial train of barbarian foliowers, ms pow-

erful (£q)endent8, wlio filled the civil ofihees of the sWe, and the hopes of his

Gaiidentius, who was already contracted to Eudoxia, the emperor s
son
(lauKlitm', had wised him above the rank of a subject.

The ambitious desigas of which he was secretly aoo^d, excited the

fears, as well as the resentment, of Valentinian. Aetius himself, supported

by the consciousness of his merit, Ms services, and perhaps his

seems to have maintained a haughty and indiscreet behaviour. The pam-

cian offended his sovereign by a hostile declaration; he ^aggravat^ the

offence, by compelling him to ratify with a solemn oath “

ciliation and alliance ; he proclaimed Ms suspicions ; he neglected Ms

and from a vain confidence that the enemy whom he despised was

even of a manly crime, he rasMy ventured his person m the palace^ot Kome.
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Whilst lie urged, perhaps with intemperate vehemonco, the marriage of his
son, Valentinian, drawing his sword, the first sword ho had ever drawn,
plunged it in the breast of a general who had saved hia empire

; his courtiers
and eunuchs ambitiously struggled to imitate their master; and A^tius
pierced with a hundred wounds, fell dead in the royal presonco. Boethius!
the prse.torian prefect, was killed at the same moment

; and before tlie event
could be divulged, the principal friends of the patrician wore summoned to
the palace and separately murdered. The horrid deed, palliated by the
specious names of justice and necessity, was immediately oonmuinicatcd by
t ie emperor to his soldiers, his subjects, and bis allies.

The nations who were strangers or enemies to Atitius generously de-
plored the unworthy fate of a hero ; the barbarians who liad been attached
to his service dissembled their grief and resentment

; and the public con-
tempt which had been so long entertained for Valentinian, was at once con-
verted into deep and universal abhorrence. Such sentimemts seldom pervrfde
the walls of a palace

;
yet the emperor was confounded by the honest reply

of a Roman, whose approbation he had not disdained to solicit :
‘‘ I am

ignorant, sir, of your motives or provocations ; I only know that yon have
acted like a man who cuts off his right hand with his left,”

The luxury of Rome seems to have attracted the long and frequent visits

of Valentinian
;
who was consequently more despised at Uotne than in any

other part of his dominions. A republican spirit was insensibly revived in
the senate, as their authority, and even their supplies, hecuune necessary for
the support of his feeble government. The stately demeanour of an heredi-
tary monarch offended their jiride ; and the pleasures o^ Valentinian were
injurious to the peace and honour of noble families. The birth of the
empress Eudoxia was equal to his own, and her charms and tender affection
deserved those testimonies of love which her inconstant husband dissipated
in vague and unlawful amours.

Petronius Maximus, a wealthy senator of the Aniciau family, who had
been twice consul, was possessed of a chaste and beautiful wife ; her obsti-
nate resistance served only to irritate the desires of Valentinian, and he
resolved to accomplish them either by stratagem or forct^. Deep gaming
was one of the vices of the court ; the emperor, who by chance or contriv-
ance had gained from Maximus a considerable sum, tmcourteously o'^aotod
his ring as a security for the debt ; and sent it by a trusty messenger to his
wife, with an order in her husband’s name that she should immediately
attend the empress Eudoxia. The unsuspecting wife of MaximuH was con-
veyed in her litter to the imperial palace ; the emissaries of Imr impatient
lover conducted her to a remote and silent bedcjiamber ; and Valentinian
violated, without remorse, the laws of hospitality. Her tears when she
returned home, her deep atfliotion, and her hitter reproaches against her
husband, whom she considered as the accomplice of his own shame, excited
Maximus to a just revenge

;
the desire of revenge was stiniulated by ambi-

tion
; and he might reasonably aspire^ by the free suilTago of the Roman

senate to the throne of a detested and despicable rival. Valentinian, who
supposed that every human breast was devoid, like liis own, of friendship
and gratitude, had imprudently admitted among his guards several domes-
tics and followers of A^tius. Two of these, of bar jarian race, were per-
suaded to execute a sacred and honourable duty by punishing with death
the assassin of their patron

; and their intrepid courage did not long expect
a favourable moment. Whilst Valentinian amused IdiUHtdf in the Pleld of
Mars with the spectacle of some military sports, they siuUhudy rushed upon
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him with drawn weapons, despatched the guiltjr Heraclms, and stabbed the

emperor to the heart, without the least opposition from his numerous train,

who seemed to rejoice in the tyrant’s death.

Such was the fate of Valentinian III, the last Roman emperor of the

family of Theodosius. He faithfully imitated the hereditary weakness of

liis cousin and his two uncles, without inheriting the gentleness, the purity,

the innocence, which alleviate in their characters the want of spirit and
ability. Valentinian was less excusable, since he had passions without

virtues ; even his religion was questionable ; and though he never deviated

into the paths of heresy, he scandalised the pious Christians by his attach-

ment to the profane arts of magic and divination.*

Romas{ Tebra-cotta FiGUKiefl



THE FALL OF ROME

The Vandals were of tho Low German stock and closely allied to the
Goths. We first hear of them in the time of Pliny and 1'acitim as oconpy-
ing a district nearly corresponding to Brandenbnrg and romcrania. FiW
thence, in the second century, they pressed southwards to the (jonfines of
Bohemia, where they gave their name to the mountains now (uilled the
Riesengebirge.

After a century of hostile and desultory operations against tho Romail
Empire, having been signally defeated by Aurclian (27l) they made peace
with Rome, one of the conditions being that they should supply ‘two thousand
feederati to the imperial army. Sixty years latin* tln^y sustaimMl a gremt
defeat from the Goths under their king Geberic, after whi(‘h they humbly
sought and obtained permission from Constantine to sotilo as Roman subjects
within the province of Fannonia, Here they remained seventy years, and
during this period they probably made some advances in cuvi’lisation and
became Christians of tho Arian type.

In 406, when the empire under Honorins was fallini^ into ruin, they
crossed the Rhine and entered Gaul. Stilieho, the chief advist^r of Honorius,
who was a man of Vandal extraction, was aconscKl by his enmnii^s of liaving
invited them into the empire, but this is probably a groundless calumny. In
Gaul they fought a great battle with the Franks/in wliich they were defeated
with the loss of two thousand men, and their king (^lodigisclus was slain.
In 409 his son Gunderio led them across tluii Pyrenees. They ap])0|.r to
have settled in Spain in two detachments. One, the Asdingian Validalfl,
occupied Gallaecia, the other, the Silingian, part of Bmtiea (Andalusia).
Twenty years of bloody and purposeless warfare with the armies of the
empire and with their fellow-barbarips, the Goths and the Suevi, followed.
The Silingian Vandals were well-nigh oxtemiinated, but their Asdingian
brethren (with whom were now associated the remains of a Turanian people,
the Alans, who had been utterly defeated by the Goths) marched across
Spam and took possession of Andalusia,

In 428 or 429 the whole nation set sail for Afritsa, upon an invitation
received by their king from Boniface, count of Africa, who hml fallen into
disgrace with the court of Ravenna, Gunderic was now dead and supreme
power was in the hands of his bastard brother, who is generally known in
history as Genseric, though the more correct form of his name is Gaiserio.
Ihis man, short of stature and with limping gait, but with a great natural
capacity for war and dominion, reckless of liuman life and unrestrained by
conscience or pity, was for fifty years the hero of the Vandal racse and the
terror of Constantinople and Rome. In the month of May 428 (?) he
assembled all his people on the shore of Andalusia, and numbering the males
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among them from the graybeard down to the newborn infant found them .to

amount to eighty thousand souls. The passage was effected in the ships pf
Boniface, who, however, soon returning to his old loyalty, besought his
new allies to depart from Africa. They, of course, refused, and Boniface
turned against them, too late, however, to repair the mischief which he had
caused. Notwithstanding his opposition the progress of the Vandals was
rapid, and by May 480 only three cities of Roman Africa— Carthage, Hippo,
and Cirta— remained untaken.

The long siege of Hippo (May 480 to July 481), memorable for the last

illness and death of St. Augustine, whiijh occurred during its progress, ended
unsuccessfully for the Vandals. At length (30th of January, 436) peace was
made between the emperor Valentinian III and Genseric. The emperor
was Xo retain Carthage and the* small but rich proconsular province in which
it was situated, while Hippo and the other six provinces of Africa were
abandoned to the Vandal. Genseric observed this treaty no longer than
suited his purpose. On the 19th of October 439, without any declaration of

war, he suddenly attacked Carthage and took it. The Vandal occupation
of this great city, the third among the cities of the Roman Empire, lasted for

ninety-iour years. Genseric seems to have counted the years of his sover-

€jignty from the date of its capture. Though most of the remaining years
of Genserio’s life were passed in war, plunder rather than territorial con-

quest seems to have been the object of his expeditions. He made, in fact,

of Carthage a pirates’ stronghold, from whence he issued forth, like the

Barbary pirates of a later day, to attack, as he himself said, “ the dwellings

of the men with whom God is angry,” leaving the question who those men
might be to the decision of the elements. Almost alone among the Teutonic

invaders of the empire, he set himself to form a powerful fleet, and was
probably for thirty years the leading maritime power in the Mediterranean, &

The revolutions of the palace, 'vmich left the Western Empire without a

defender, and without a lawful prince, dispelled the apprehensions and stim-

ulated the avarice of Genseric. He immediately equipped a numerous fleet

of Vandals and Moors, and cast anchor at the mouth oJ: the Tiber, about three

months after the death of Valentinian and the elevation of -Maximus to the

imperial throne.

The private life of the senator Petronius Maximus was often alleged as a

rare example of human felicity. His birth was noble and illustrious, since he

descended from the Anician family, his dignity was supported by an adequate

patrimony in land and money j and these advantages of fortune were accom-

]
3anied with liberal arts and decent manners, which adorn or imitate the

inestimable gifts of genius and virtue. The luxury of his palace and table

.was hospitable and elegant. Whenever Maximus appeared in pubHe, he was

surrounded by a train of grateful and obsequious clients; and it is possible

that, among these clients, he might deserve and possess some real friends.

His merit was rewarded by the mvour of the prince and senate; he thrice

exercised the office of praetorian prefect of Italy ; he was twice invested with

the consulship, and he obtained the rank of patrician.

These civil honours were not/incompatihle with the enjoyment of leisure

and tranquillity ;
his hours, aooording to the demands of pleasure or reason,

were accurately distributed by a water-dock ;
and thm avarice^ of time may

be allowed to prove the sense which Maximus entertained of hm own happi-

ness. The injury which he received from the emperor Valentiman ajppears

to excuse the most bloody revenge. Yet a philosopher jcight have reflected

that, if the resistance of his wife had been sincere, her chastity was still
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inviolate, and that it conld never Im; roBhunul if hIu^ had tHumeutcd to the

will of the adixltorei\ A patriot would have hewiaUHl, boforo pluni^dng him-

self and his country into thoHO iucvitahlo r.alunutios which must (ollow the

extinction of the royal house of TheodosiuH. imprudent IMaximus disro-

gardecl these salutary eonsidtn’atioiiH ; ho gratllied his rosontmeut and ambi-

tion, lie saw the hloeding corpse of Valeutiniau at his fcadi, and htsard himself

saluted emperor l)y the unaniniouH voico of tins senate and people. But the

day of his inauguration was the last day of his happiness. I was imprisoned

(such is the lively expression of Bidonius) in tlu! pahua^ ; and, aCicsr passing

a sleepless night, he sighed that ho had aUaimal tln^ summit of Ids wiBhes,

and aspired only to descend from the dang(H*oiiH elevation. ()i>preHHed by

the weight of the diadem, he eoinmuuieate<l his anxious thunghis to his friend

and qufflstor Fulgontius ;
and wlnm he looked hack with unavailing regret on

the secure pknisures of Ids hn'iner libs tlu^ mnperor (^.xclaimed, O fortu-

nate Damocles, thy reigu began and endeil with l.lu^ same dinner I
” a well'

known allusion, wldeh Fulgentius af(-erwards repeided as an instructive^ lesson

for princes and subje.cds.

The reign of Maximus c.ouiiiiued about three luontlus. Ills hours, of

which ho had lost the eommaml, w<u'e disturlnul by nmiorsc, or guilt, or terror;

and his throne was shaken by the Hoditunmof thenolditu'H, the pmiple, and the

eonfederate harbarians. Idie marriage oi his son BalladiuH with tlie eldest

daughter of the late emperor might tend to eslablisli the lusrtaliiary siicces-

sion of Ids family; but the viohmee whieh he olTcred i,o the empress Kudoxia

could proceed only from the blind impulse of lust or nn'enge. Uis own wife,

the cause of those tragic events, had been Heasonaldy removed by ileaih; and

the widow of Valontinian was oompelled to violate her ckemit nnamnng,
perhaps her real grief, and to submit to^ tlu^^ tmibraceH of a proHumptuous

usurper, whom she suspectial as tlu^ aHsassiu of her deeeiuual Imaband.^

Those suspicious were soon justified by tlie indismaujt e,oid\‘HHieti (ff Max-

imus himself; and he wantonly provokiul the Imireil of Inn relueiaut bride,

who was still conscious that she was ilestamded from a due of iunptuxu'H.

From the East, however, Eudoxia eotdd not 1 io|m' to obtain any elteotual

assistance; her father and her aunt Pule.heria were dead; Inu' mother lan-

guished at Jerusalem in disgrace and exile ; and tlu^ seept of (kuiHlantinople

was in the hands of a stranger. She dinmled her eyes towards (kudhage,

secretly implored the aid of the king of the VandalH ; and pcu’suaderl (hmsorie

exasperated multitude. The only hope^ whieh presen ted iimdf to his aston-

ished mind was that of a precipitate Eight, and ha t^xhorkul the stmatora to

imitate the example of their mince. But no Hooncr did Maxinnw appear in the

streets than he was assaulted by a shower of stoneii
; a Roiimn, or a Burgun-

dian soldier, claimed the honour of the first wound ; hin mangled body was
ignominiously oast into the Tiber

;
the Roman people rejoiced in the punish-

ment which they had inflicted on' the author of the public calamities, apd the
domestics of Eudoxia signalised their 3;eal in the service of their mistress.
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Oil tlie third day after the tumult, Genseric boldly advanced from the
port of Oatia to tho gates of the defenceless city. Instead of a sally of the
feoman youth, there issued from the gates an unarmed and venerable proces-
sion of the bishop at the head of his clergy. The fearless spirit of Leo, his

authority iuid eloquence, again mitigated the fierceness of a barbarian con-
queror

5
the king of tho Vandals promised to spare the unresisting multitude,

to protect the buildings from fire, and to exempt the captives from torture

;

and although such orders were neither seriously given nor strictly obeyed,

the mediation of Leo was glorious to himself and in some degree beneficial

to his country. But Rome and its inhabitants were delivered to the licen-

tiousness of the Vandals and Moors, whose blind passions revenged the

injuries of Carthago.

Tho pillage lasted fourteen days and nights ; and all that yet remained

of public or private wealth, of sacred or profane treasure, was diligently

transported to the vessels of Genseric. Among the spoils, the splendid

relics of two temples, or rather of two religions, exhibited a memorable

esfample of the vicissitudes of Imman and divine things. Since the aboli-

tion of paganism, tho Capitol had been violated and abandoned; yet the

statues of the gods and heroes were still respected, and the curious roof of

'gilt bronsso was reserved for the rapacious hands of Genseric. The holy

Roman Pin and Beacblet

(I n the British Museum)

instruments of the Jewish worship, the gold table and the gold candlestick

with seven branches, originally framed according to the particular instruc-

tions of God himself, and which were placed in the sanctuary of his temple,

had been ostentatiously displayed to the Roman people in the triumph ,of

Titus. They were afterwards deposited in the temple of Peace ;
and, at

the end of four hundred years, tie spoils of Jerusalem were transferred

from Rome to Carthage, by a barbarian who derived his origin from the

shores of the Baltic. These ancient monuments might attract the notice of

curiosity, as well as of avarice.
, , ,, -i-

But the Christian churches, eni-iched and adorned by the prevailing

superstition of the times, afforded more plentiful materials for sacrilege;

and the pious liberality of Pope Leo, who melted six silver vases, the gift of

Constantine, each of a hundred pounds’ weight, is evidence of the damage

which he attempted to repair. In the forty-five years that had elapsed

since the Gothic invasion, the pomp and luxury of Rome were m some

measure restored; and it was difficult either to escape or to satisfy the

avarice of a conqueror, who possessed leisure to collect and ships to traim-

port the wealth of the capital. The imperial ornaments of the palace, the

magnificent furniture and wardrobe, the sideboards of massy plate, were

accumulated with disorderly rapine; the gold and silver amounted to

several thousand talents
;
yet even the brass and copper were laboriously

removed.
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Eudoxia herself, who advanced to moot her friend and dolivorer, soon
bewailed the imprudence of her own eonduot, She was rudely stripped of

her jewels; and the iiufortnnata empress, with her two daugliters, the only
surviving remains of the great Theodosius, was (H)mpelled as a/ captive to

follow the haughty Vandal; who immediately hoisted sail and returned
with a prosperous navigation to the port of darthage. Many thousand
Romans of both sexes, chosen for some useful or agreeable (pndilieations,

reluctantly embarked on board the fleet of CRmserie ; and their distress wac
aggravated by the unfeeling barbarians, who, in the ilivisiou of the booty,
separated the wives from their husbands and the children from their
parents. The charity of Deogratias, bishop of Carthage, was their only
consolation and support. He generously sold the gold and silvtu* plat© of
the church to purchase the freedom oi to alleviate the slavery of
others, and to assist the wants and infirmities of a capf.ivc multitude, whose
health was impaired by the hardships which they ha<l suffered in thok
passage from lltaly to Africa. By his or<ler two Hpacdous churches were
converted into hospitals; the sick were distributed in convenient bods, and
liberally supplied with food and medicines, and the aged pinilate repeated
his visits, both in the day and night, with an assidiuty that surpassed the
value of his services, Compare this scone with the fieltl of C5ann;e

; and"
judge between Hannibal and the successor of St. Cyprian.

The deaths of Aetius and Valentinian had relaxed the ties which held the
barbarians of Gaul in peace and subordination, d'ho nm coiist was infested
by the Saxons; the Alamanni and the Franks advanced from the Rhine to
the Seine

;
and the ambition of the Gotha .acemed to mtalitait^ more extensive

and permanent conquests. The emperor Maximus relieved himself, by a
judicious choice, from the weight o:’ these distant cares; he silenced the
solicitations of his friends, listened to the voices of fame, and promoted a
stranger to the general command of the forces in Gaul, Avitus, the stranger,
whose merit was so nobly rewarded, descended from a wealthy and honour-
able family in the diocese of Auvergne. The eonvulsiiuxs of tl\e times urged
him to embrace, with the same ardour, the civil and military professions

; and
the indefatigable youth blended the studies of literature and '.urisprudenee
with the exercise of arms and hunting. Thirty years of his life were lau-
dably spent in the public service; he alit^rnatoly displayed his talents in
war and negotiation

; and the soldier of AStius, after executing the most
^portant embassies, was raised to the station of prmtorian prefeot of Gaul
Either the merit of Avitus excited envy, or Ms moderation was desirous of
repose, since M calmly retired to an estate which lie possessed in the neigh-
bourhood of Clermont. In this retreat, where Avitus amused his leisure
with books, rural sports, the practice of husbandry, and the society of his
friends, he received the imperial diploma, which constituted him master-
general of the cavalry and infantry of Gaul, He assumed the military com-
mand

; the barbarians suspended their fury
j and whatever means he might

employ, whatever concessions he might be forced to make, the people enjoyed
the benefits of actual tranquillity. But the fate of Gaul depended on the
Visigoms; and the Roman general, less attentive to his dignity than to
the public interest, did not disdain to visit Tolosa in the character of an
ambassador.

He received with courteous hospitality by Theodoric, the king of the
Goth^* but while Avitus laid the foundations of a solid alliance wiish that
jiowertul nation, he w^ astonished ’ by the intelligence that the emperor
Maximus was slam, and that Rome had been pillaged by the Vandals. A
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vacant tlaronc, which he might ascend without guilt or danger, tempted his
ambition ;

and the Visigoths were easily persuaded to support his claim by
their irresistible suffrage. They loved the person of Ayitus, they respected
his virtues ;

and they were not insensible of the advantage, as well as honour,
of giving an emperor to the West.

The season was now approaching in which the annual assembly of the
seven provinces was held at Arelate (Arles) ; their deliberations might per-
haps be influenced by the presence of Theodoric and his martial brothers,

but their choice would naturally incline to the most illustrious of their

countrymen. Avitus, after a decent resistance, accepted the imperial diadem
from the representatives of Gaul

;
and his election was ratified by the accla-

mations of the barbarians and provin-

cials. The formal consent of Marcian,

emperor of the East, was solicited and
obtained ;

but the senate, Rome, and
Italy, though humbled by their recent

calamities, submitted with a secret

murmur to the presumption of the

Gallic usurper.

Theodoric, to whom Avitus was
indebted for the purple, had acquired

the Gothic sceptre by the murder of

his elder brother Torismond ; and he

justified this atrocious deed by the

design which his predecessor had
formed of violating his alliance with

the empire. Such a crime might not

be incompatible with the virtues of a

barbarian, but the manners of The-

odorio were gentle and humane ; and

posterity may contemplate without

terror the original picture of a Gothic

king, whom Sidomus had intimately

observed in the hours of peace and of

social intercourse.

When the Iking of the Visigoths

enoouraj^ed Avitus to assume the

j^urple, ;(ie offered his person and his

forces as a faithful soldier of the

republic. The exploits of Theodoric

soon convinced the world that he had

not degenerated from the warlike Costume or a Visigoth

virtues of his ancestors. After the_
, xr j i - *

establishment of the Goths in Aquitania, and the passage of the Vandals into

Africa, the Suevi, who had fixed their kingdom in Gallacia, aspired to the

conquest of Spain and threatened to extinguish the feeble remains ot tne

Roman dominion. The provincials of Carthago (Cartagena), and Tarraoo

(Tarragona), afflicted by a hostile invasion, represented their iii]nnes and

tbeir apprehensions. ^ ,
...

Count Fronto was despatched, in the name of the emperor Avitus, witn

advantageous offers of peace and aUiance ; and Theodoric interposed to

weighty mediation to declare that, unless his brother-in-law, the kmgot tue

Suevi, immediately retired, he should be obliged to arm in the cause o
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justice and of Rome. ^‘Tcll ro diod the hauprhiy RoehiariuH, ‘'that 1

despise his friomlslup and his arms; .)ut that i sliall seen try wiietlmr ho
will dare to expect my arrival umhir the vvalls of ToloHa/’ Snoh a (diah

lenge urged Thcodorio to prt^vout the hold <leHignH of his encmiy
; he passed

the Pyrenees at the head of the Visigoths, the Franks aiurBurgundians
served umhu* his standanl, and though he professed himself tlio dutiful ser-

vant of Avitiis, he privately stipulated for himself and his sneet^ssorH the

absolute possession of his Spanish compiests. The tw(» armies, or rather the

two nations, encountered emsh other on the hanks of rivtm tlrhieus, about
twelve miles from Augusta Astnrica (Astorga) ; and I4ie deeisive vi(d4n‘y of

the Goths appeared for a whihs to have extirpatcMl llu^ mune and kingdom
of the Suevi. From the held of battle Theo(lorit^ advanecnl to Braeara
(Braga), their metropolis, whiidi still retained tln^ splendid vestiges of its

ancient commerce and dignity, .Ois (uitramui was not poUutiHl with hlootl,

and the (xoths respected the elmstily of their fomahs eaptives, more eH[)eeiall^’

of the consecrated virgins
;
hut the greatest part of the clergy and. people

were made slaves, and even the ehurelies and altars wisro coidounded in the
universal pillage.

The unfortnuat<^ king of the Suevi had eseaptul to om^ of tlu^ ports of

the ocean, but the obstiiuKy of tins winds opposed his (Hglit; he was deliv-

ered to his implacable rival; ami Heehiarius, who mutluu* desired nor
expected mercy, received with manly conslamy tln^ (h'a.th which he would
probably have indicted. After this hkHsly saerithu^ to policy and resent-

ment, Thcodorio carried lus victorious arms jw far as Augusta Enuwita
(Merida), the principal town of Lusitania, without nnudjug any rcHiHiauca,

except from the miraculous powers of St. Eulalia; hut he was stopped in

the full caroer of smxms, ami recalled from Spain, hefort' he (umhl provide
for the security of his conqucHls, In his redreat tovva-rds tln^ I^vnmecs he
revenged his disappointuumt on the <umntry through which he

; and
in the sack of Fal.antia and Augusta Asturuui he showtHl himself a faithless

ally as well as a cruel oiuuny.

Whilst the king of the Visigoths fought and vanciuishod in tln^ name of
Avitus, the reign of Avitiis had expired, and both thi^ hmuMU* and the inttu*-

est of Tlieodoric were deeply wounded by the tlisgraee of a friend wlmtu he
had seated on the throne of the W('sUu*n Fanpire.

The pressing solicitations of the senate and pt^(»id(» p(U‘HUiuhul the em-
peror Avitus to fix his residence at Uome, ami to accept, the consulship
for the ensuing year. Avitus, at a time wlion ilio imperial dignity was
reduced to a pre-eminence of toil and dangijr, indulged himself in the pleas-
ures of Italian luxury; ago had not extiugnisheil liis amorous inchuatiouH,
and he is accused of insulting, with indiscreet and ungemu’ous raillery, the
husbands whose wives he had soducjed or violated^ But the Homans were
not inelined either to excuse lus faults or to aeknowliulge his virtues, Tlie
several parts of the empire became every day more alitmaied from each oUior

;

and the stranger of Gaul was the object of popular haired and contempt.
The senate asserted their legitimate chum ui the election of an emperor;

and their authority, which had been originally derived from the old (umstitu-
Hon, was again fortified by the actual weakness tif a dt^eUning monarchy.
Xet even such a monarchy might have resisted the votes of an unarmed
senate, if their discontent had not been supported, or perlmps inflamed, by

[
1 “ The charges made l)y Gibbon . . . rest on no solid bails of svlchmoo

j
. , . oscoeptfora

vague and feebly supported
Hodgkin, i;]

bv
charge of ‘luxury/ the moral oharaotor of .Avitus Is without a stain.”
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(Jount Ricimer, one of the principal commanders of the barbarian troops,
who formed the military defence of Italy. The daughter of Wallia, king of
the Visigoths, was the mother of Ricimer; but he was descended, on the
father’s side, from the nation of the Suevi ; his pride or patriotism might be
exasperated by the misfortunes of his countrymen, and he obeyed with
rolnotanco an emperor in whose elevation he had not been consulted. His
faithful and im})ortant services against the common enemy rendered him
still more formidahlcj ; and after destroying on the coast of Corsica a fleet

of Vandals, which consisted of sixty galleys, Ricimer returned in triumph
witli the appellation of the Deliverer of Italy. He chose that moment to

signify to Avitus that his reign was at an end; and the feeble emperor, at

a distance from his (lOthic allies, was compelled after a short and unavailing
struggle to abdicate the purple. By the clemency, however, or the con-
tempt of Ricimer, he was permitted to descend from the throne to the more
desirable station of bishop of Placentia ; but the resentment of the senate

was still unsatisliod, and their inflexible severity pronounced the sentence

of liis death. Ho fled towards the Alps, with the humble hope not of arm-
ing tlie Visigoths in his cause but of securing his person and treasures in the

sanctuary of Julian, one of tlie tutelar saints of Auvergne. Disease, or

ilie hand of the executioner, arrested him on the road
;
yet his remains were

decently transported to Brivas or Brioude, in his native province, and he
reposed at tiro feet of his holy patron.

I’ho successor of Avitus presents the welcome discovery of a great and
heroic character, such as sometimes arises in a degenerate age, to vindicate

the honour of the human species. The emperor Majorian has deserved the

praises of his contemporaries and of posterity ; and these praises may be

strongly expressed in the words of a judicious and disinterested historian :

‘‘ That he was gentle to his subjects ;
that he was terrible to his enemies ;

and that he excelled in every virtue all of his predecessors who had reigned

over the Romans.” Such a testimony may justify at least the panegyric of

Sidonius ;
and we may acquiesce in the assurance that, although the obse-

quious orator would have flattered, with equal zeal, the most worthless of

princes, the extraordinary merit of his object confined him, on this occasion,

within the bounds of truth. Majorian derived his name from his maternal

grandfather who, in the reign of the great Theodosius had commanded
the troops of the Illyrian frontier. He gave his daughter in marriage to the

fothcr of Majorian, a respectable officer, who administered the revenues of

(laul with skill and integrity; and generously preferred the friendship

of Atitius to the tem])ting offers of an insidious court. His son, the future

emperor, who was educated in the profession gf arms, displayed, from Ms
early youth, intrepid courage, premature wisdom, and unbounded liberality

in a* scanty fortune. He followed the standard of Aetius, contributed to his

success, siiared, and sometimes eclipsed, his glory, and at last excited the

jeahmsy of the patrician, or rather of his wife, who forced him to retire from

tlio service. Majorian,' after the death of Aetius, was recalled and promoted,

and Ms intimate connection with Count Ricimer w^ the immediate step by

which he ascended the throne of the Western Empire. During th-e vacancy

that succeeded the abdication of Avitus, the ambitious barbarian whose birth

excluded him from the imperial dignity governed Italy, with the title of

patrician ; resigned to his friend the conspicuous station of master-general

of the cavalry and infantry ; and, after an interval of some months, aon-

sented to the unanimous wish of the Romans, whose favour Majorian had

solicited by a recent victory over the Alamanni.
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The public and private actions of Majorian are very imperfectly known;

but his laws, remarkable for an original oast of thought and expression,

faithfully represent the character of a sovereign who loved hia people, who
sympathised in their distress, who had studied the causes of the decline of

the empire, and who was capable of am)lying (as far as such reformation

was practicable) judicious and effectual remedies to the public disorders.

His regulations concerning the finances manifestly tended to remove, or at

least to mitigate, the most intolerable grievances,

(1) From the first hour of his reign, he vrm solicitous (these are hia

own words) to relieve the weary fortunes of the provincials, oppressed by

the aooumiilated weight oi indictions and auperiudictions. With this view,

he granted a universal amnesty, a final and absolute discharge of all arrears

of tribute, of all debts which, under any ju’ctcnce, the fiscal officers might

demand from the people, Thia wise deve’action of obsolete, vexatious, and

unprofitable claims improved and purified the sources of the public revenue;

and the subject, who could now look back without despair, might labour

with hope and gratitude for himsolf and for his country,

(2) In the assessment and collection of taxes, Majorian restored the

ordinary jurisdiction of the provincial magistrates ; anti HU).)presBed the ex-

traordinary commissions which had been introduced, in iae name of the

emperor himself, or of the pnetoriau prefects. Tluj favourite servants,

who obtained such irregular powers, were insolent in their behaviour and

arbitrary in their demands ;
tliey affected to despiso the subordinate tri-

bunals, and they were discontented if tlieiv fees and profits did not twice

exceed the sum which they condescended to pay into the treasury. One"

instance of their extortion would appear incredible, were it not authenti-

cated by the legislator himself. They exacted the whole payment in gold;

hnt they refused' the current coin of the empire, and would accept only such

ancient pieces as were stamped with the names of Faustina or the Antonines,

The subject who, was unprovided with these curious metials had recourse

to the expedient of compounding with their rapacious demands ; or, if he

succeeded in the researcli, his imposition was doubled, aocordipg to the

weight and value of the mon^jy of former times,

(3) “ The municipal corporation,” says the emperor, the lesser senates

(so antiquity has just.y styled them), deserve to be considered as the heart

of the cities, and the sinews of the republic. And yet so low are they now
reduced, by the injustice of magistrates and the venality of collectors, that

many of their members, renouncing their dignity and their country, have
taken refuge in distant and obscure exile.” He urges and even compels
their return to their respective cities ;

but ho removes the grievance which
had forced them to desert the exercise of their municipal functions. They
are directed, under the authority of the provincial magistrates, to resume

I their office of levying the tribute; but, instead of being made responsible

for the whole sum assessed on their district, they are only required to pro-
' duce a regular account of the payments which they* have actually received,

and of the defaulters who are still indebted to the public.

(4) But Majorian was not ignorant that these corporate bodies were
too much inclined to retaliate the injustice and oppression which they had
suffered ; and he therefore revives the useful office of the defenders of cities.

He exhorts the people to elect, in a Ml and free assembly, some man of

discretion and ini^egrity, who would dare to assert their privileges, to repre-
sent their grievances, to protect the poor from the tyranny of the rich, and
to inform the emperor of the abuses that were committed.
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The spectator who oasts a mournful view over the ruins of ancient
Rome is tempted to accuse the memory of the Goths and Vandals for the
mischief which they had neither leisure nor power, nor jperhaps inclination
to perpetrate. The tempest of war might strike some Lofty turrets to the
ground ; but the destruction which undermined the foundations of those
massy fabrics was prosecuted, slowly and silently, during a period of ten
centuries ;

and the motives of interest that afterwards operated without
shame or control were severely checked by the taste and spirit of the
emperor Majorian.

The decay of the city had gradually impaired the value of the public
works. The circus and theatres might still excite, but they seldom gratified,

the desires of the people
;
the temples, which had escaped the zeal of the

Christians, were no longer inhabited either by gods or men
; the diminished

crowds of the Romans were lost in the immense space of their baths and
porticoes

;
and the stately libraries and halls of justice became useless to an

indolent generation, whose repose was seldom disturbed either by study or
business. The monuments of consular or imperial greatness were no longer
revered as the immortal glory of the capital

; they were only esteemed as an
inexhaustible mine of materials, cheaper and more convenient than the distant

quarry. Specious petitions were continually addressed to the easy magis-
trates of Romo, which stated the want of stones or bricks for some necessary
service ; the fairest forms of architecture were rudely defaced for the sake of

some paltry or pretended repairs
;
and the degenerate Romans, who converted

the spoil to their own emolument, demolished with sacrilegious hands the

labours of thoir ancestors. Majorian, who had often sighed over the desola-

tion of the city, applied a severe remedy to the growing evil. ,He reserved

to the prince and senate the sole cognisance of the extreme cases which might
justify’the destruettion of an ancient edifice ; imposed a fin© of fifty pounds
of gold [or about £2000] on every magistrate who should presume to grant

suo!bi illegal and scandalous license ; and threatened to chastise the criminal

obedience 6f their subordinate officers by a severe whipping and the amputa-

tion of both their hands.

In the last instance, the legislator might seem to forget the proportion

of guilt and punishment ;
but nis zeal arose from a generous principle, and

M^orian was anxious to protect the monuments of those ages in T^ch he

would have desired and deserved to live. The emperor conceived that it

was his interest to increase the number of his subjects, that it was his duty to

guard the purity of the marriage bed ; hut the means which he employed to

accomjDlish these salutary purposes are of an ambiguous and perhajDs excep-

tionable kind. The pious maids who consecrated their virginity bo OhnH
were restrained from taking the veil till they had reached their fortieth year.

Widows under that age were compelled to form a second alliance within the

term of five years, by the forfeiture of half their wealth to their nearest relar

tivescor to the state. Unequal marriages were condemned or annulled.

Til© punishment of confiscation and exile was deemed so inadequate to the

guilt of adultery, that if the crimihal returned to Italy he might, by the

express declaration of Majorian, be slain with impunity.

While the 6m]Deror Majorian assiduously laboured to restore the h^pi-

ness and virtu© oi: the Romans, he encountered the arms of G^nseri^ nom
his character and situation their most formidable enemy. A fleet of van-

dals and Moors landed at the mouth of the Liris or Garigliano: but the

impeSl and attacked the disorderly barbarh^ who w^
encumbered with tlie spoils of Campania ; they were chased with slaughter
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to their ships, and their leader, th(^ king-’H brot-hor-in-law, was found in the

number of the slain* Such vigilance might announce Uic (iharacLer of the new
reign ;

but the strictest vigilaiuso and the most nuinerouH forces were? insufB-

cient to protect the long-extended coast of Italy fi'oin thc5 dc^predations of a

naval war. The public opinion had imposed a nobler and most arduous task

on the genius of Majorian. Kome expected from him alone ilie restitution

of Africa; and the design which he formed of attat^king the Vandals in theit

new settlements was the result of hold and judiedous policy. !f the intrepid

emperor could have infused his own spirit into the youth of Italy, if he eould

have revived in the Field of Mars the manly exereises in which lu^ had always

surpassed his equals— he might liavc marched against (hmscricj at the hear!

of a Roman army.
Such a reformation of national nnumers miglii- h(» emhra(a)d by the rising

generation; but it is the niisfort^nie of those princies who laboriously sustain

a declining monarchy that, to obtain soine immodiati^ u.(lv)intago or to avert

some impending danger, they are forced to eountenance and even to multi-

ply the most pernicious abuses. Majorian, like the wesakest of his predeces-

sors, was reduced to the disgraceful expedient of suhstitutiiig Imrbarisn

auxiliaries in the jdaeo of his unwurlike subj^Msts; and his superior abilities

could only bo displayed in the vigour and dextm‘ity with wliicdi he wielded
a dangerous instrument, so apt to recoil on the haml that uhimI it.

Besides the confederates who were already engaged in tlu^ s(n’viee of the

empire, the fame of his liberality and valour attraetiul tlu^ nations of the

Danube, the Borysthenes, and jicrhaps of tlu^ Tanais. Many thousands of

the bravest subjects of Attila, t'le (lepidjc, tln^ Osirogoths, the Hugians, the

Burgundioncs, the Suevi, the Alani, assembled in the plains of Liguria; and
their formidable strength was balanced by tlunr mutual animoHities. They
passed the Alps in a severe winter. The em{)eror Iwl th(» wa.y on foot, and
in complete armour; sounding, with his long stalT, the diqdll of tins ice or

snow, and encouraging the Scythians, who compdained of tlu^ ext.rmuo cold,

by the cheerful assurance that they should satislitvi with tlu^ heat of

Africa. The citizens of Lugdunum* had prcHumed to shut tluur gates; tliey

soon implored and experienced the clemency of MiVorian. lie vauquisheil
Theodoric in the field; and admitted to his friondslap and alliance a king
whom he had found not unworthy of Ids arms. The henelhiial though
precarious reunion of the greatest part of (hull and Spain was the effect of

persuasion as well as of force; and the independent Bagawhn, who had
escaped or resisted the oppression of former reigns, were disposed to eonlldo
in the virtues of Majorian.

His camp was filled with barbarian aUies, his throne was supported by the
zeal of an affectionate people ; but the emperor had foreseen tliat it was
impossible, without a maritime power, to achieve the oonqucHt of Africa, In
the First Punic War, the republic had exerted bucU incredible diligence 'that,
within sixty days after the first stroke of the axe had been given in the krest,
a fleet of 160 galleys proudly rode at anchor in the sea, Under circumBtiineeH
much less favourable, Majorian equalled the spirit and pewcverance of the
ancient Romans. The woods of the Apeimine were felled; the arsenals and
manufactures of Ravenna and Misenum were restored ; Italy and (laul vied
with each other m liberal contributions to the joublio service j and t^ impe-
naJ navy of three hundred large galleys, wiish an adequate proportion of
transports smaller vessels, was collected in the secure and capacious
harbour of Carthago Nova (Cartagena) in Spain.

The intrepid countenance of Majorian animated his troops with a con-
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lidenoo of victory ; and if we might credit the historian Procopius, his cour-
age sometimes hurried him beyond the bounds of prudence. Anxious to
explore, with his own eyes, the state of the Vandals, he ventured after dis-
guising the colour of his hair to visit Carthage in the character of his own
ambassador ; and (hmserie was afterwards mortified by the iscovery that
he had (uitortainod and dismissed the emperor of the Romans. Such an
anecdote may be rejected as an improbable fiction ; but it is a fiction which
would not have been imagined unless in the life of a hero.

Without the help of a personal interview, Genseric was sufficiently
aerpaainted with the genius and designs of his adversary. He practised his
emstomary arts of fraud and delay

;
but he practised them without success.

His applications for peace became each hour more submissive, and perhaps
more sincere

;
btit the inflexible Majorian had adopted the ancient maxim

that Rome could not be safe, so long as Carthage existed in a hostile state.

‘'Hie king of the Vandals distrusted the valour of his native subjects, who
were enervated by the luxury of the south; he suspected the fidelity of the
vanquished people, who abhorred him as an Arian tyrant ; and the desjDerate

measure whieli he executed, of reducing Mauretania into a desert, could not
defeat the operations of the Roman emperor, who was at liberty to land his

troops on any part of the African coast.

But Genseri'. was saved from impending and inevitable ruin by the
treachery of some :)owerful subjects, envious or apprehensive of their mas-
ter's success. Guic.od by their secret intelligence, he surprised the unguarded
fleet in the Bay of Cartagena ; many of the ships were sunk, or taken, or
burned, and the preparations of three years were destroyed in a single day.

After tins event, the behaviour of the two antagonists showed them superior

to their fortune. The Vandal, instead of being elated by this accidental vic-

tory, imiuediattdy renewed his solicitations for peace. The emperor of the

West, who was capable of forming great designs and of supporting heavy
disappointments, consented to a treaty, or rather to a suspension of arms

;

in the full assurance that before he could restore his navy he should be sup-

plied with provooations to justify a second war. Majorian returned to Italy,

to prosecute his labours for the public happiness ;
and as he was conscious of

his own integrity, he might long remain ignorant of the dark conspiracy

which threatened his throne and nis life.

The recent misfortune of Cartagena sullied the glory which had dazzled

the eyes of the multitude. Almost every description of civil and military

officers were exasperated against the reformer, since they all derived some
advantage from the abuses which he endeavoured to sup press ; and the patri-

cian Eioimer impelled the inconstant passions of the barbarians against a

prince wham he esteemed and bated. The virtues of . Maforian could not

protect lum from the impetuous sedition which brol^e out in" the camp near

Tortona, at the foot of the Alps. He was compelled, to abdicate the imperial

purple ; five days after his abdication it was reporte'd that he died of a dysen-

tery,^ and the humble tomb which covered his remains was consecrated by

manner In which Majorian met hie death is in dispute. While Gibbon c gives credence

to the report that h© died from dysentery, Samuel Dill,’i who speaks of Majorian as “ chat great

soldier and far-sighted statesman,” sws t “ Majorian, the * young Marcellus ’ of -tiie ye^ of

the Western Empire, with all his old Koman spirt and statesmanUke insight, faH^ in his misedon

and was treacherously slain hy Bioimer.” J, B. Bury,i expressing the same view, says “that

Majorian returned from Spain to Gaul, and after a sojourn in Arles passed into Italy, without an

army. At Tortona the officers of Count Ricimer, who had judged him unworthy of empire,

seised him, stripped him of the imperial purple, and beheaded him (7th August, 461V’ Niebuhr,*

on the other hand, tells us that” when Majorian returned, a coiumiracy was formra against hm
at the instigation of Bioimer; he was compelled to abdicate, and died a few days afterwards.”]
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the respect and gratitude of suooooding geueraiions. The private character

of Majorian inspired love and nsspoot. MalicioiiB calumny and satire excited

Ms indignation, or, if ho himself wore the objec.i, his contempt; but he pro-

tected the freedom of wit, and in the hours which tbc emperor gave to the

familiar aotuety of his friciudsho couhl indulge his taste for pleasantry, with-

out degrading the majesty of his rank,<>

THK BAEBARTAN mFEEOB-MAKEEa

The spoliation of Rome by GcnHoric was only a beginning of sorrows
j

for, during tlie sixteen years Unit ensutul Italy nnnuinod at the mercy of her

own paid leader, Count Eicimor, by birth and family alliamsea a barbarian,

who defeated every attempt to ro-cstabliah legal goviirnmcnt. After the fall

of Aetius, Eicimtvr ol)tained tli(5 command of ilm Wostorn forces and the

patrician dignity. The career of Biclmcr rcsmublml in some degree thole

of Stilicho and of Aiiiins ;
for though his delimiucncioH were m(»ro numer-

ous and of a far deeper dye than ilnurs, like them ht^ poHseased great mili-

tary abilities, and liko them ho had personal interi^sta that could not bo

reconciled with those of the nibhca llomanad'd prestiga which

he gained by his services against t:ie Vandal Corsairs anablod him to make

himself virtual master (jf Empire and emperors for almost twenty years

(466-472). The attack of Avitus upon the Suevi in Spain olTondea the

Suevian Riciraor; and althougli it was an imperial duty which Avitus per-

formed in withstanding the encroachments of ilie Suevi, the commander of

the Roman troops found the way to his undoing. For the m^xt ten months

Eichuor ruled under tim title of |)airi(nan, which was now very much akin

to that of tyrant in tlie Greek souse of ihci word or our modern political

‘^boas.” He chose to bo maker of emperors rather than emperor hinmelf and

thus initiated a policy which was coutinuial to the fall of the Empire in the

West. The history of these last years is not that of the shadow emperors

who flit across the scone, powerless in themselves and in their ciroumsfcanoes,

but of the groat loaders like Eicimer the Suevie-Goth, Orestes of Fannonia,

or Bauto the Frank.
Meantime in the East conditions prevailed that were not altogether

dissimilar. The death of Marcian, after a reign of seven years, loft no

hereditary claimant to the Eastern throno.« The man of most authority

in the army was the general As^iar (wamaier militum pir an Alan

by descent, who with his fat ler Amabunus had distinguished himself

thirty-five years before iii suppressing the usurper John and helping Valen-

timan III to his legitimate succession. AspaFs position in tlie East re-

sembled that of Eicimer in the West. He and his three sons, being Arlans

and foreigners, could not hope to sit on the imperial throne ; and thus the

only course open to Aspar was to secure the elevation of one on whose
plianoy he might count. He chose Leo, a native of Dacia and an orthodox:

Christian, who was steward of his own household. Thus Aspar, like

Rloimer, was a king-maker.
But when Leo assumed the purple (7th February, 467) -—on which oooa-

won the wremony of coronation by the Patriarch of Constantinople (then

Anatolius) was first introduced— he did not prove as amenable to infiuenoe

as Aspar had hoped ; on the contrary, he took measures to reduce the resources

of Aspar’s family, which by its close relations with the army had oonsider*

able power, and was the centre of a large faction of Arians and barbarians.

In fait Aspar, though an Alan and not a German, was the repfesentative of
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Gorman intluonoo iu tlie Empire, and the danger whicli had threatened the
Empire in th(‘. rc5gn of Arcadius through the power of Gainas was now
repeated,

^

I.eo liowevor firmly resisted the aggressiveness of this influence,
and in c)r(Uir to inuitralise the great fact which worked in Aspar’s favour,
namely that the bulk and flower of the army consisted of Germans, he
fonned the plan of recruiting the line from native subjects. For this
ipurposc^lu) eh(>H(^ ihe hardy race of Isauriau mountaineers, who lived almost
like an riulepcudciiit ]jeoplo, little touched by the influence of Hellenism, in
the wild regions of Mount Taurus. This is Leo’s great original w^ork, for
wliich lie deserves tfic title Great,” m<u*e than for his orthodoxy, for which
lie probably reeeived it, lie conceived an idea, whose execution, begun by
himself ami ev.rriiid out by his successor, eoimlGracted that danger of German
proponderanc.e which fhreatoned the State throughout the fifth century.

Aspat* appiiars to have possessed all the ehaiaeforistica of an untutored
barbarian. Brav<^ and active in war, ho was idle and frivolous in peace.
During ilm rtngii id Marciau, and doubtless iihv.} in the ’-eign of Leo, while
tho EmpiiNJ laijoyed rest., "Mio betook himself to relaxation and womanly
easo, His pleasures consisted in actors and jugglers and all stage amuse-
nicmts, and s[Km(liug his tiinc on these ill-ijwned occupations he lost all count
of the things that make for glory.” But if ho was no longer active as a
warrior, lK^ won repute in tlie humbbir of an energetic citizen nr

a competent pfdie.eman, fur in the great fire whieli laid waste a large part

of Ooustantimtplts in4Cir> it is recorded that Asnar exerted himself unsparingly

for tlm public intvrest.

Leo nad made a promisey, apparently at the time of his elevation, to raise

one of Aspar’s sons to the rank of ctesar, and thereby designate him as his

successor, in spite of the fact that he was a barbarian. When he delayed to

perform this promise, Aspar is said to have seized him by his purple robe

and said, Emperor, it is not meet that ho who wears this robe should speak

falsely; to which Leo replied, ‘‘Nor yet is it meet that he should be con-

strained and driven like a slave.

After this extraordinary scene, it was impossible that the reconciliation

of the emperor and the patrician could be sincere ; or, at least, that it could

be solid and permanent. An army of Isaurians was secretly levied and

introduced into Couatantinoplo ; and while Leo undermined the authority,

and prepared the disgrace of the family of Aspar, his mild and cautious

behaviour restrained them from any rash and desperate attempts, which

might have been fatal to themselves or their enemies. The measures of

peace and mir were affected by this internal revolution. As long as Aspar

degraded the majesty of the throne, the secret correspondence of religion

and interest engaged him to favour the cause of Genseric. When Leo had

delivered himself from that ignominious servitude, he listened to the com-

plaints of the Italians ; resolved to extirpate the tyranny of the Vandals ;

and declared his alliance with Anthemius,

o

Even the genius and energy of Majorian is of no avail against the dicta-

torsbip of Kicimer. But the spell of the imperial dignity was still strong,

and the commander of the army W'as not long in nominating another to the

purple,®

Severus, as the nominee of Ricimer, next wore the purple, and decrees

were registered in his name ; but his appointment obtained no confirmation

at Constantinople, and the usurped power of Ricimer himself never extended

beyond the limits of Italy. In Gaul and in Dabnatia, fshe Roman governors,

Egidius and Maroellinua, continued to hold their respective in trust
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for the “ sancta res publica/' acknowledging no emperor bnt Leo
; and Leo

nominated both consuls. After four years of confusion and misery Severus
died ;

and when Riciiner, as patrician, had exorcised for abo^e a year the
power of the execative, he appears to have become satisfied that, without a
combined effort ija which the naval resources of fine East should be brought
to bear, the plague of Vandal descents could not be stayed. Yielding, it

would seem, to necessity, he concurred with the senate in a request to the
emperor Leo tiiat he would name an emperor of the West (4(55 ).

In this attempt to establish closer relations with the Kast, the senate
appears to have acted in conformity with the original constit.ntion of the two
empires, and at the same time to have adopted a policy that might under
other circumstances have rtilicved the Roman world from its iHJsetting

danger— namely, that of a military despotism ex(mciscd by men who derived
their wealth and importance from Roman sources and yeti failed to entertain

any exclusive attachment to Roman interests. ^

The choice of Leo fell on Antbemius, who some years previously h^d
served as consul, and whose hereditary influence placed him at the head of
the Eastern magnatcs.<* The virtues of Anthemius have perhaps been mag-
nified, since the imperial descent, which ho could only deduce from, the
usurper Procopius, luis been swelled into a lino of omptu’ors. But the ^erit

'

of his immediate parents, their honours, and their riches, rendered iViithe-

mius one of the most illustrious subjects of the East. His father, Procopius,
obtained, after his Persian embassy, the rank of general and patricsiah

; and
the name of Anthemius was derived from his maternal grandfather, the
celebrated prefect, who protected, with so nuu4i ability and success, the
infant reign of Theodosius. Tlic grandson of thej prefect was raided above
the condition of a private subject, by his imuiiage with Euphyfmiia, the
daughter of the emperor Marc.ian.

This splendid alliance, which might su|)ersede the necessity of merite
hasfiened the promotion of Anthemius to the successive digniti^^ of count,
of master-general, of consul, and of patrician j and his nn^rit or fortune
claimed the honours of a victory, which was obtained, on the banks of the
Danube, over the Huns. Without indulging an extravagant ambition, the
son-in-law of Maroian might hope to be his successor ; but Anthemius sup-
ported the disappointment with courage and patience ; and his subsequent
elevation was universally approved by the public, who esteemed him worthy
to reign till he ascended the throne.

The solemn inauguration of Autliemius was followed by the nuptials
of his daughter and the patrician Eioimer ; a fortunate evemt, which
was considered as the firmest security of the union and happiness of
the state. The wealth of two empires was on this occasion most osten-
tatiously displayed: and many senators completed tlxeir ruin by ah expeiiMve
effort to disguise their poverty. All serious business was suspended during
the time of this festival ; the courts of justice vrew shut ; the streets cn
Rome, the theatres, the places of public and private resort resounded with
hymeneal songs and dances ; and the royal bride, clothed in silken robes,
with a crown on her head, was conducted to the palace of Eioimer,
who had changed his military dress for the habit of ‘a consul and a
senator.

«

The unprecedented task intrusted to the emperor I^eo of selecting the
man with whom he was to share the administration and defence of the whole
Roman world, makes it requisite to consider his actual position. Leo had
now attained the eleventh year of his reign, which, from the first, had been
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beset with difficulties, Aspar, witli his barbariau satellites, overawed the
Eastern senate

;
and it was only by compliances savouiing of duplicity that

the government could bo carried on. Leo could do no more than turn to
advantage any opportunity that might arise for the extension of his influence.
When the Hiuw invaded Thrace, he gained a battle in which one of Attila’s
sons WHS slain ; a saccess which increased his infltience. By enlisting the
services of un Isanrian prince, whose barbaric name he changed to time of
the stoic Zeno, Iio at length obtained a coimterpoise to Aspar. The Isau-
rian, thongli no philosopher and though in liis manners a barbarian, had at
his dis[)osal a (HUisidcrablc array of hardy combatants, whose services Leo
secured by ac.cepting their leader for liis sondn-law. The resources of the
Eastern bhnpirt^ were then freely devoted to an enterprise on the success
and failure of which the weal or woe of Italy depended.

Coins were struck representing the two emperors with joined hands, and
sanguine hopes were oiute more entertained that, by their combined efforts,

Africa with tlie cu)inmand of ^ he Mediterranean would be regained.

lu iitting out. an armada of fabulous magnitude, the sum expended by Leo
exceeded 000,000 [125,000,0001. Marcellinus, under whose government
^Dalmatia luul prospe.rod and who had refused to obey Kicimer, declared his

allegiaiic.e to Anthemius, and the successes which his galleys obtained over

those of the Vandals (m.ahled him to liberate the island of Sardinia from their

oppression, Aljout the same time, the prefect Heraclius landed at Tripolis,

recompiered tlu) adjacent seltlements, and commenced his march to co-

operate with the main expedition in an attack on Carthage. Such were the

signs of a.ii irresistible superiority with which the war commenced, and which
so far Hhor)k the confidence of (ienserio that he protested his willingness to

submit to wliatcvcjr temis the two emperors might dictate ; and there appears

to h(^ no <ioubt that his apprehensions wore shared by his coreligionists,

Jiieiiner and Aspar, to whom a subversion of the Arian ascendency in Africa

would have been fatal. Fortunately for tbem, the chief command was given

to Basil iacuK, a Ir-othor of the empress consort Verina. As Leo had no son,

IhwiliHCUB, if l^rocopius is to be relied upon, already aspired to the imperial

:niooesaion, aiul wan anxioufc; to stai‘d well with A‘=»par.

The landing took p%co at a small seaport about forty miles from Carthage

;

and while the disembarkation of stores and other impedimenta was in prog-

ress, envoys from Genserio arrived. Basiliscus, whether yielding to a desire

to gratify Aspar, to the alhirementH of Vandal gold, or to the sugo^estions of

bis own weak judgment, lout a willing oar to their assurances. They ^ked
and obkunod a tru’^so of five days, during which the terms of submission

might be arranged.

Tbo panic, w.hicb would have made the reconquest of Carthage ^ easy

aohievemeut, subsided, and Gonseric having time i:or a careful examination

took note of the crowded order in which tlio Roman Armada lay at anchor.

Ilia fjEH'O-shlps, the i.orpedoes of ancient warfare, wero in readiness, supported

by galle''"a which, however inferior to those of the Romans in number, were

fche Dost manned and the most efficient in existence.
, . . , ,

At nigiitfall the fire-ships were so -.laced that they drifted on the very

centre of the unsuspecting enemy, the fames spread, and wh^ the contnmon

was at its heiglit a bold and well-timed attack did the rest. The stor^mps,

on which tbo army depended for subsistence, were captured or sunk ;
and

actf of individual beroj.sni on the jpart of the Roman commander, of wmcli

there wer3 many, were of no avail. A hopeless resistance was for a wliue

maintained, but the losses were irreparable.
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BasiliKcuH saved himself l.\v an early tlijrld.. <)!i arrivinf..^ a,t (lonstanii-

noplo, he took refuge in the e.hiirch of St. vSopluih xini"! he el»t4uneda ropiove

from capital pimislnuont thnmgh Use iisterecsHHhsn of hie wistasr. Such was

the disastrous ending of the isoisshined effoH nunln ftsr i\w reeovery o! Africa.

Its Bticcess woulcUiavo coTiHolkhiiesl the powjuMif the two (eesiHOxsrH; by its

failure. Ricimor and Aspar were relieved frees theis fe.arn, iind their js'-to-

(nusce becanse greater thass crer, Leo ftsnsid ii. iHseesHary to paeify Aspar by

investing his son PatriciuH with the digssily s>f eu'^ar, n l.iiJss whiids eentcr^ed

on its bearer a proapeciivo claim the ihrom^

To Asparand his family, whese nnpopularit.y ulreatly great., tins aC'

(luisitien of this dangorousdnsnour isrought no ;u! vantage., hut only an ineroaso

(If hostility; for to the orthodox l^hiHt UonutisH the. idea of an Arian msiperor

was insufferable. Owing to tins losses iumuTsMl (hiring i‘m Inks disa.wrouB

expedition thcj forcjcs on whiidi Aspar formerly relied wens iit» hmfpn’ at his

beck: and, rightly or wrongly, he and his son c.hargmd with iri^asotsable

designs sigainst the govemmeni, over which they Isad long domine^wed, and

against the life of the emperor.

The cirexxmstances preceding and aiteading ilitdir imsiwHinatiou an* varl

ously and obsoxxroly related ;
Isut no plea of staks^iuwasHsity (tan ptlieve thiy

memory of Leo from the stain of participation in tins deaili (»f his beno-'

factor. In Italy, the rcckloHs (tnergy of Rieismu' h‘d t e n xvvy d! (hautat result.

Ilaving resolvoii to break xii* t-ho allianecH of tin* empel‘0 }^M, be iix(‘.d his h(*ad"

(piartora at Mediolanum, enlisted for(.e.M, wldlc. Anthennifs, rtdying^on the

cordial support of the BCiiaie anti the bulk tin' pcophs onnained inactlxe

at Rome.
The Mcdiolaniaus, wishing lo prevent a (*ivil xvar, employiHi Lpiphasihis,

bishop of Ticinum (Pavia), as negotlak»r uml from liayaecouni given by

lilnno(lius of the bishop’s ensbassy, stane estiniivk; may 1 h» formed of thes

fxcxxltiett that stood in the way of any atfeiupl on Mm pari uf t.lm West

Romam to reconstruct their (Hlapidaied ensjuris.

The paeilio exhortations of the bishop r»’.au!u*d in a i.ruee, whieh^ gave

time for Rioimer to engage t.iautH|ulsiie niimlierof Siuwi and Uiirgundioims,

laving done this he threw off the mask, and midviiur I be death of Aspaiyhis

plea, refused to acknowledge either Leo or Anthemins, pro(daimml Olybriiw,

an enemy of his father-in-law, emperor, and commenced Ium marc.li to Rome.
When the Roman governor of (lanl brought an army lo Huppm't Antha»

mius, he was defeated and sluiu. Rome iieveiiludesH lield MUi bravely

until reduced by famine wnen, with the exeeptiou of a knv sliMHd.H, oecmuitd

by his own adherents, Ricimer condexnnod it to ne sac-kwh lie tluni a(!ch*.d

to the list of emperors whom he had pixt to death ibe name of Ids ov u father-

in-law, and diec:, the same year (472).(^

Whilst the vacant thi\me of Italy was abandoned to biv'hvw barlniriauH.

the election of a new colleague was seriously agitated in the (gnincil of

Leo. The ennwess Yerina, studioxis to prmiote uu^ great.nesH of bet own
family, had married one of her nieces to *rxdiiiH Nepos, who Hinjcveaed his

uncle Marcellinus in the sovereignty of Dalmalin, a more solid poHsession

than the title, which he *was persuaded to «cucpt, of emperor of the West..

But the moasixres of the Byrnutuie court Cere so languid and irriwolutc

that many months elapsed after the death of AnilumduH, and even of

Olybrius, before their de.sMnod sxieeesscxr could hIkav UimHinf, with a

respectable fOtoe, to his Ttalian subjeciH. During thai. interval, (Hyaerius.
an obscure soldier, was invested with ibe purple by L’b patron (lunJiobald ;

but ihe Eurgundionian prince was tumble, <»• unwilling, to sixpport his
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nomii‘atioii by a civil wai’
; the pursuits of domestic ambition recallpd him

beyond tbe Alps, and his client was permitted to exchange the Roman stX
for the Imbopnc of Salona. After extinguishing such a competitor,%eemperor Nepos was acknowledged by the senate, by the Italians, and by the
provincials of Gaul ; his moral virtues, and military talents, were loudly
celebrated, and those who derived any private beneht from his ffovern-
ment announced, in prophetic strains, the restoration of the nublic fphVitv
Their hopes (if such hopes had been entertained) were confounded withm

subjects of Gaul were sacriticed by the Italian emperor
to tho hope ^of domestic security ^ hut his repose was soon invaded by a
furious sedition of the barbarian confederates, who, under the command
of Orestes, their general, were in full march from Rome to Ravenna.
Nepos trembled at their approach; and, instead of placing a just confidence
in the strength of Ravenna, he hastily escaped to his ships and retired to
his Dalmatian principality, on the opposite coast of the Adriatic. Bv this
ahamoful abdication he protracted His life about five years, in a very
ambiguous state between an emperor and an exile, till ho" was assassinated
at Salona by the ungrateful Glycerins, who was translated, perhaps as the
reward of his crime, to tho archbishopric of Milan.

Tho nations who had assorted their independence after the death of
Attila wore establiahod, by the right of possession cr conquest, in the
boundless countries to the north of the X/anube, or in the Roman provinces
between the river and tho Alps. But the bravest of their youth enlisted in
the army of confederates, who formed the defence and the terror of luly;
and in this promiscuous muloitude the names of the Heruli, the Scyrri, the
Alani, tho Turcilingi, and the llugi appear to have predominated.

The example of these warriors was imitated by Orestes, the son of Tatul-
lu8, and the father of tho last Roman emperor of the West. Orestes, who
has been already mentioned in this history, had never deserted his country.
His birth and fortunes rendered him one of the most illustrious subjects of

Fannonia. When that province was ceded to the Huns, he entered into the
service of Attila, his lawful sovereign, obtained the office of his secretary,

and was repeatedly sent ambassador to Constantinople, to represent the per-

son and signify the commands of the imperious monarch. The death of

that conqueror restored him to his freedom, and Orestes might honourably
refuse either to follow the sons of Attila into the Scythian desert, or to obey
tho Ostrogoths, who had usurped the dominion of Fannonia. He preferred

the service of the Italian princes, the successors of Valentinian ; and as he
possessed the qualifications of courage, industry, and experience, he advanced
with rapid steps in tlie military profession, till he was elevated, by the

favour cf Nepos himself, to the dignities of patrician and master-general of

the troops,

Th»8e troops had been long accustomed to reverence the character and

authority of Orestes, who affected their manners, conversed with them in

their own language, and was intimately connected with their national chief-

tains by long iiabics of familiarity and friendship. At his solicitation they

rose in arms against the obscure Greek who presumed to claim their obedi-

ence ; and when Orestes, from some secret motive, declined the purple, they

consented, with the same facih’ty, to acknowledge his son Auguatulus as the

emperor of the West. By the abdication of Nepos, Orestes had now attained

the summit of his ambitious hopes ; but he soon discovered, before the end
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of the first year, that the Iohhouh ot^ perjury atul ingratitude whkdi a rebel
must inouloate will be retorted agaiuHt luinmelf; aud that ilu‘ pretsarious

sovereign of Italy was only porniittod to ehooHe wiuk-Iuu* ht5 would 1)6 the
slave, or the victim, of bis barbarian moroeuarios. 'riie daiig(',rouH alliance

of these strangers bad oppressed and inmdt,ed the last remains of Eoiuau
freedom and dignity. At each revolution, ilnm pay and privileges were
augmented; buttbeir insobnice itie.reased in a still more extravagant degree.
They envied the fortune of tbeir brethren in (ianl, Spain, n.nd Africa, whose
victorious arms had acquired an independent and perpel,nnl inheritance; and
they insisted on their perem})tory denniud that a third part, of the lands of
Italy should be immediately divicled among theni.

Orestes, with a spirit whicb, in another situation, might, ho entitled to
our esteem, chose rather to encounter th(‘. nige of a,n aiane)! multiiude than
to subscribe the ruin of an innocent people. lit) rejecttal the amlaciouH
demand; and his refusal was favoiu-ahh^ to the ambition v)f Odoaeer, if

bold barbarian, who assured his hdlow-soldiiuvi that, if they dared to asso-
ciate under his command, tliey might soon extort tiu' jnsticc which ha<l been
denied to their dutiful [)ctiti(ms. b'rtnu all t he I'nmpsAmi garrisons (d Italy
the confederates, actuated liy tlu^ same resent numt and t.Iie same hopes,
impatiently llockctl to tin? standard of ihi.s popidar Icjuler; and the imforUi-

Koman J*miH ANr> UHArmj.Kt

nate pati'ician, overwhelmed by tlie torrent, bastily retresateu to the strong
city of licinum, the episcopal seat of the holy KpipiiauiuH. 'ritnmim wasim^
mediately besieged, the fortifications were stormed, the town was pilhiged;
and although the bishop might labour with much zwd and Ko»ne suceess to
save the property of the church and the chastity of ftnualt^ munives, the
tumult could only be appeased by the execution of Orimtes. 11 is brother
Laul was shun m an action near Ravemia ; ami the helplesH Augustuhis,
who could no longer command the respiad. was redueed to implore the
clemency of OdoaGor. That suecessful hurhariau Wiis the non t)f Edeoon;
who, in some remarkable transact ions, liad been t he eolleagtm of Orestes
aim self.

The honour of an ambassador should he exempt from suspicion ; *and
Edecon had listened to a conspiracy against the life of Ids st.^endigu. But
ns apparent guilt was expiated ))y his merit or repenianee; his rank was

emmeut and conspicuous, he enjoyed the favour of Attila; and the troops
command, who guarded in their turn the royal village, consisted

hi8 immediate and hereditary subjects. In tho revolt of
Btill adhered to tlie Ihms; and more than twelve yetirs

HArffTf
^ honourably mentioned, in tbeir unequal
f 5 terminated, after two bloody battles,by the aofeat and dispersion of the BoyrrL Their gallant loader, who did not
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STjrvive thia national calamity, loft two sons, Onnlf and Odoacer, to struggle
with adversity, and to maintain as they might, by rabine or 'service
faithful followers of their exile.

Onuli directed his steps towards Constantinople, where he sullied, by the
assassination of a generous benefactor, the fame which he had acquired in
arms. His brother Odoacer led a wandering life among the barbarians of
Norioum, with a mind aiul fortune suited to the most desnerate adven-
tures ;

and when he had fixed his choice, he piously. visited the cell of Seve-
rinus, the popular saint of the country, to solicit Ins approbation and blessing.
The lowness of the door would not admit the lofty stature of Odoacer. He
was obliged to stoop, but in that humble attitude the saint could discern
the symptoms of bis future greatness; and addressing him in a prophetic
tone, ^‘iHirsue,’’ said he, ‘"your design; proceed to Italy; you will soon
cast away this coarse garment of skins ; and your wealth will he adequate
to the liberality of your mind.” The barbarian, whose daring spirit accepted
and ratified the prcuiiction, was admitted into the service of the Western
Empire, and soon obtained an honourable rank in the guards. His manners
were gradually polished, his military skill was improved, and the confederates

of Italy wouhl not luwe cltHded him. for their general unless the exploits of

Odoacer had established a high opinion of his courage and capacity. Their
military a(5clamationH sahitcd him with the title of king : but he abstained,

during hifl whole ri'ign, from the use of the purple and diadem, lest he should

offend lliose priruies whose subjects, by their accidental mixture, had formed
the victorious army which time and policy might insensibly unite into a great

nation.

Royalty was familiar to the barbarians, and the submissive people of Italy

was prepared to obc)', witliout a murmur, the authority which he should con-

dosoeoid to oxcu'cise as the VKiOgcrent of the emperor of the West. But Odo-
acer liad resolved to abolish that useless and expensive office; and such is the

weight of amdciit prejudice that it required some boldness and penetration

to (lisi*.ov(U' the extreme facility of the enterprise. The unfortunate Augus-
tuluB was made the instrument of his own disgrace; he signified his resigna-

tion to the senate ; and tliat assembly, in their last act of obedience to a

Roman prince, still affected tlie spirit of freedom and the forms of the con-

stitution. An epistle was addressed, by their unanimous decree, to the

emperor Zeno, t!ie son-in-law and successor of Leo ;
who had lately been

restored, after a short rebellion, to the Byzantine tlirone. They solemnly

disclaim the necosaity, or oven the wish, of continuing any longer the

imperial succession in Italy; since, in their opinion, the majestv of a sole

monarch is sufficient to pervade and protect, at the same time, both the East

and the West. In their own name, and in the name of the people, they con

sent that the seat of universal empire shall be transferred from Rcme to Con-

stantinople
;
and they basely renounce the right of ohoosirg their master,

the only vestige that yet remained ot the authority which had given laws to

the world. Ime republic— they repeat that name without a blush— might

safely confide in the civil and military virtues of Odoacer; and they humbly

request that the emperor would invest him with the title of patrician and

the administration of the diocese of Italy.
^

The deputies of the senate were received at Constantinople with some

marks of displeasure and indignation; and when they were admitted to the

audience cf Zeno, he sternly reproached them with their treatment ox

the two emperors, Anthemius and Nenos, whom the East had successively

granted to the prayers of Italy. “The first,” continued he, “you have
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mii’*dc/ed, the aec<md }eu luive e.-^pellod ; Imi the Hecoiu! w hUU alivo, and
whilst he lives ho ia

.>
our lawful aoyu-iMgu,” Buf. tlu^ jnuleiil Zeno soon de-

aevteil the hopelc: s cause of liis aodicaBul c.ollea^puu 1 ;h vanity was i.fraClied

by the title of sole emperor, and by the slat lu s civr^»d to luHlumcur in the
several f|oariers of Rome; lu^ (mteciaiiuul a fri^uully, tlioufdi amH|^nious,
correspoudenco with ilm patrif'hiu Otloaeer ; ami lut fp’atc'fully aeeeptod
the irapCA'ial easif^ms, the sacrtal oniHuumtH of ilm thrums am! palaas, which
iho barbarian was not unwilliu^^ to renu^ve f'rom (he ui^idd. of tlu^ people.

In the space of twenty years sinee the desuh of VaU'Uiiinan nine emper-
ors had sueccMsivo^y disappeared; and the H<m .d' On^slns, a youth roeorn-

mended only by his beauty, would be ih(^ I(wd (‘nlithul hi the notuaj of
jmstcrity if his leifvn, whieh was marked by the cxiimttion of the Roman
Empire in the Wesl, did nob leave a memorabh^ era, in the history of nmu-
kind. The patrician Orestes had marriiHl tlu^ daufdif<‘i' “f ( 'mint Romulus, of
Petovio in Noricum, The name of Aufj^ustiiH, notwitliMlandinff the jealousy
of power, was known at Aquileia as a familiar Kurnanie; and the app^dla-
lions of the two great fomideis of the eity and »f the inoucrehy were
thus strangely united in the last of ilu^ir HiU’ceMsorM. ‘‘rin^ wen of Orestes
assumed and disgraecd tluMiarneB of Rornuhw AngustiiH; but the (irst was
corrupted ir to Momylus bj (he OriMdus, and tlu' seeond Ims been changed by
the Latins mUo the couiempi ible, diminutive Augnstnlmu The life of this
inoffensive youth was snared by (he generms eh'imm(‘,v of Odoaeer, who
fixed his annual allowance at six thousand pimais <»f gold, and assigned the
castle of Laciillus, in Oampani i, for the jdace (tf Ins m\ile or retiremenl.o

A REYEFAV OF T!ltS ItAUBAUlAW AOVANOK

Tliere were two ways bo Furojie for the Imlo4 innnaiiii. tribes, •— s'udh
rnd nordi of the Black Sea. First, ihe Uellenir, ami Italh' (rihes ca.ue over
the sea and settled in il.o two countries lying m^ar tluun soul ctumeote/l by
islands, which form tiie southeasUen limitH of one e(»ntineub--Oreeee and
Italyd The pcopUis in these hcautifnl C(nmtrie,M quickly at t.ained bo a won-
derful state of civilisation, isolated for more than a thouHand years from
uorthftm Europe, This was the period of classical aiili(|uity wliioh, for its

art and literature, Hs staiccraft and military Hysbeni, unrivalled almost up to
the piesent day, has become th^ best school of xater iinnKiml.

The second way from Asia to Europe lay north c»r tlu^ ^hmtus, and was
far Lager and more fraught with wear* ness and danger than the first ; thus it

was all the more adapted to the strengthening both of biioy ami wpirit, At
the northwest corner of the Black Sea it divided into a smith and a north
road. Along the former, bv tlic Danube bebwemi ihe *Jps and the Car-
pathians, the Celts migrated; hter, along the .seenud, north of tlm (iarpa-
thians Uie (TOrmanic tribes entered woslern Kurop(% am! were soon fcdlowod
by the Slavonic.

^
Rcme was already vt the height of its tunpire ovee* ill©

world when the first conflict took place between the RtunaHH and tlm (Lr-
maivic tribes. The contact of the two races wan of coiirKo that of a rude
pnm'tive people with the mcmberH of a civilised stute, Rome at first tried

K^'^dual repulse by the attack and Hvilijectien of the Cmrir.ans,
When this p^ii^y

\y .s defeated by the battle fouglit by Varus, she adopted
the system o. ^rentier protection, wliioh lasted nearly vu o centurion

Ther« is great uncertainty an to tlw<N pMhIhtoric lalgmtlmw.]
'
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Blit ilitJ <i('Htiui(‘s I'f the future were being prepared in another way.

I'lie reniarkuble aptitude for civilisation of the Germanic races made them
•> _ i'Kik ni-'Jii/i. fUct' nf l^nniTi Vrnmv nAVklf»a wapa A<JnA«+.Ari in

Hcrvioe, wliicli thonsands ot (jernians ]oined, satistying in tnat
’

ihirat for war and g’.ory as well as their desire for monetary gains.

7h\w Rome itscH trained the officers and milita’^y leaders of its subse

(liient foes and hnal destroyers, from whom it had already seriously suffered

in the revolt of (hvilis. I'no first act of the “barbarian advance” opened

with the war which wo call the Marcomannic.

Towards tlie h(‘ginning of the last half of the second century the

triht^s living heiwooa t'no Tregcl, Vistula, and Baltic— now East and West

their unfavoured home to seek a hotter one in the proximity of

the lioman frontiers. It was the great Gothic family which made this first

migniiion,in whielv it carried along with it other allied races: as ^le Vandals

ana Buigund'enes. The mass separated, the chief tribe, the Gotha, went

towards the Black f.ca bol^ween the Don and tlie Dnieper, where they only

arriviMl after a long time on account of the long distance and of the neces-

sity oflisiliting their way.
, , , ^ XV •

‘idle secondary tribes wont up the Vistula through the Carpathians^ «o

the Danube. Beyond this stream, in the year 165, one of the unceasing

warn botween tlio Maroomaimi aiul tlie Eonums was in progress. The pre^

ure of the now rovers from the north gave fresh weight and importance to.

the prcBsuro of the Danubian Germans. The Marcomannic War Usted

uear'iy lificen years ; its course was terrible, and similar to that of the Punic

''^^^Marous Aurelius, however, was greater than ^
master Kot a foot of Roman territory was lost ;

on the cont- ary, many

thousand homeless Gormans settled in the
of

'there was now for half a century an apparent cessation of the “
<h*Htrnction but only of its external manifestations, aiot of the internal efforts

this end. The Roman tithe nrovinoe (agrr deou-

matos ) between the Rhine and the Danube,
Xef

(larioH, was th. first field of Germanic
. ^5 vrifmfsmted tzol

mass of Vandals and Burgundiones, teoman fronK
their sottlemont ., between Uie Oder an!

Y^f^fJiyProCs L
we bave no hnov/ledge. Wo first

rttu

however, was a rude baibarian
of decline in whiep one em-

not bow to organise. Then began the period ot ieciiim^m^^^

poror, Decius, Ml up.n *
’® Jj^Sv ttfe rose np’in the East (about the

! n?w mi^’ ten^S th? iSTsapor, one of the Ferrim

iSLl'S,V .1.... a,. n,i.

f f‘'tS-Tn"SvS,S

flames.
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But tlie greatest evil of all at least hi the \V(‘st., was tlie civil war.
Nineteen tyrants, usurpers, rose against tlm ruler; amongst wlmin, low-
ever, t^o, Odenatims and his wife Zou<*hia, victoriously defended the empin?
against the Persians. For lifKum years the \V(‘st languished under tyrants,

0? whom the first, Postumus, was (uu'tainly nmre powerful than tlio rightful

emperor.
There was no longer any talk of repulsing the foreign foe; iln^ fact that

a great mnnber of Gonnans were in loth armiijs lighliiig for and against eaeh
other was only a diminution of the danger. Furthm* districts of Gaul were
being constantly annexed and won hack from the barliariaiw, and a small
host of Franks pressed lighting into S|)ain, and after tavclve ye-ars lost itself

in Africa. Not only the beginning of the mid, hut the end itself soemeil to
have set in, when Rome was again saved ami raised
almost to its former glory liy a smntw of brave and
great eniper</,s. But the true saviour of the empire
was Diocletian the wisest if not the
bravest of these. By his sta,U^ reforms ho built up
the mupiio on a ne.w foundation, suitahli' to the iiuedB

of his lime. His j;re(leeesHors had rmidensl harmless
the m<>st dangmrous hxis of iln^ miipire, the Goths
Clauduis by his gdorious vie.tory at. Naissus, and
Aureliau by the eession (d' the large, provinee of Dacia.

Idle new Prohus, however, luel so eompletely
vaiKpiislied the peoples of the West with tlieir allies.

Vandals, Burgundiones, and Bygii, that he was able
l{‘ auroimee to the smiate; whole of (iennania,
as fur as itreaelu's, is subtbicd. Mine kings of different
peoples lie at your fetd." in the next t.wo years,

^
however, the e.omjum'ed pcojde, uprose once
more, and tln^ old state id' alTairs Homued to be
returning, when Dmelo.tiaii in the year 2Hr>

hrougtit permanmit siiceour.

The division of the imperial government
among those brave a.ml able men whom lu^ ap
pointed '‘emHars” e.heekiMl the German ptfm,

,

His successor and the completer of his 'work,
Constantine the Great, brought (at all events to the mistern portion of the
empire) fresh life and more than a thousaml years' duration, by establishhig
ms own place jf residence at Constiiutinople, But onee afpyn, under tlu*
reign of Constantins, weak sen of a great father, the lust of war and plunder
was awakened in the barbarians of the West by tlie line of a new tyrant in
Caul, and the civil war resulting therefrom. Already the Rlmnish strong-
holds, amongst them Colonia Agrippina (C'ologmi), were in their liancli when
a new preserver, the youthful Julian, eame upon the scene.

Ke, hke Cfcsar, knew how to fight and conguer. The Salian Franks, who
had usurped the country between the fcJehelde and tlie Maas, Ihxandria, were
taken as subjects; the Ripuanana, oven the Baxon (Piaucl, wore forced to a
submissive peace, and the Alamanni compelled, after four campaigns, to the
condition of tributanes.

Valentinian I continued Juhan's work with an iron hand and will. Dur-
ing this mtotude of more than a century in the migration of the tribes the
vmtory of Ohiistendom was effected in Rome, and a .ao its entry amonpt the
\**ermanio peoples in the form of Ai'ianism '^ho Germans received a fresh

«, Ml* c««

'iSi

A BAltnAltlAN

'Pv'Tv /
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impetus by the iuourHions of the Huixs, which extended from the Crimean
wall to the Loire. The western Goths, who were already in a state of
transition from barbarlHin to civilisation, fled before these Mongols to the
Homans. Tricked by hoporial ollicors, wronged and deceived, they seized upon
the sword; the deeiKivo battle at lladrianopolis, in which the emperor Valens
fell, made them lords of the European provinces of the Eastern Empire.
Th(i j<nnt empire was once more saved by Theodosius, the last of the great
emoorors, who contrived to appease the Goths. Hut when in 395 the last

and jau'manent division of the empire took place under Arcadius and Hono-
riuB, the two w(Mik sons of Tiuiodosina, who were still in their boyhood, the
danger to we.storn Honnj flared up again, even more terrible than before.

!For nearly eight Inindred years the capital of the world had seen no con-
(pieror within its walls. Alaric the Visigoth, a fearless warrior, became
after tins omp(U'or had caused his best commander Stilicho to be put to death
the first suctsessor of the (iallic Breunus.

But the twofold oc.cuiKdion of Home by Alaric was of no more impor-

tance as an cpo(jh in the barbarian invasion than was the later occupation

by Gt'.nsoric in the year 455. Alaric did not wish to destroy the empire,

only to rule t*ver his people in and with it; the Vandal wished for nothing

but plunder. From t.m passage of the Rhine by the Vandals and Suevi, at

ilitj miginning of the year 406, to the incursion of the Visigoths into Gaul in

412, was a far more i'm])(>rtant period in the barbaric advance. In the year

409 the first went across the Pyrenees, and in 411 permanently established

themH( 5lves iu Spain. In the year 418 the Burgundiones took possession of

the country now bearing their name ; in the year 419 southwestern Gaul

was at last formally e.odcd to the Visigoths by the emperor Honorius. This

poo >le acknowhidged a certain, though only nominal, supremacy on the part

of Home. Rome, through its last groat commander Aetius, brought into

subjection the whole of the rest of Gaul and the greater part of Spain. Far

worse, howciver, was Iho loss it suffered at the hands of t,ie most terrible of

all the Germanics comiucrors, Genseric the king of the Vandals; who in the

year 42T deprived it of the distant and rich Africa, its granary, as well

H« of th(i islamls of the Mediterranean, and founded a piratical state which

became for him the source of enormous wealth during half a century, but

for Italy and other countries of the coast one of indescribable devastations.

One hundred and seven years had the Vandal empire stood when, after

the Germans had become greatly degenerated, it was overthrown with ease

in the year 534 by Justinian’s general, Belisarius. Only indirectly, as lever

and imnellinff force, Imd the incuirsions of the Huns from 375 onwards in-

ruenoel the tribal migrations,, particularly the entrance of the Germans into

Gaul, Spain, and Africa, £ n a
It would seem as fJmugh the terrible Attila, that mighty scourge ot God,

had (hiicrmined to complete the work of destruction. But Attila s empire

was built up on his personality ;
with his death it fell to pieces.

Therefore his campaigns of the years 451 and 452 in Gaul and Italy

with the battle at Chalons, so famous in the worlds history— were only a

remarkable interlude in the great drama of race migration, and of po decisive

impart in its real progress. After Attila’s death, when Valentiman f

f

binmclf deprived the empire of its last support by the
' "

‘ the decline of the Western Roman Empire set in, and continued dunng
464,

the next twenty years.
, i. j i

Not external pressure, whose severest shook had been happily avei^d,

but the inward germ of death, the growing power of the barl^anans within
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ilia empire itself, l)reught this occurrence, so importanfc in the world’s history,

to maturity. For centuries the Roman army had eonsistod for the most
part of foreigners, chiefly Cicrmans. With the need tlm number increased,
and at the same time their aolf-conridence and preieuHiotw, and consequently
the hatred of tho barbarians on the part <d tluj Ronians. So long as the soil

and grandson of Theodosius roigned, tlm great gentn'als, by tlio habit of
obedience and the magic of legitimate rights, nuiskt^d the inner <liHsenHions

and the weakness of the empire. Rut when Ncinesis had av(mged the death
of Aetius on Valentiniah III by his own <leath in a siaulai* mumser, the internal
corruption of the state rovealecl itself under the growing pri^ssure from witiiout.

A bold adventurer of Suevian dcsceni, the patrician Rieimer, araiuirtui us
leader of the foreign troops tho highest power in tins siat(s, and for nineteen
years raised emperors and overturned them at his pleasniN!. Within twenty"
one years nine ascended the throne. Even the abUsst, and the onts among them
of eminent talents, Majorian, succumbed to the sienithy cunning and superioi^
military strength of the barbarian merc(marics. d'hcir'pi-idunHions ros(s higher
until they demanded a third of tho territories of Ua,hv 5 sud in Oiloaeer, an
officer of the bofly-guard, they found the man who proeurtal timni their desire
after he had forced the abdicutnm, in 4T(), of Lius last cmpm'or of Rome, an
immature youth who bore tho proud names of Romnlns and Angnsinlus,

Until the year 480 the emperor Nepos, drivtm from Italy, rcdgncd in Dal-
matia; Oihniccr accepted fro»n Zeno, the cmper(»r of the ' East, tho title of
administrator, and nngnod over Italy according to tin* old forms.

8o at least in appearance. In reality it was a (ilcrnuini<^ kingchnu which
was raised on the i'cundation of the Eternal (lity whieJn had ruled the world
for seven centuries. We now therefore consider the yi^ar 4Tfl as tlnit of the
fall of Western Rome, which up till then had stood for Hhl ytnirs, with short
interruptions, as a separate empire, in fact, at- all cv(ud.H, if iiot in public rec-
ognition,^ With its fall, and Odoaccr’s elevation, tlu^ gianii work of tixpan-
sion, distinction, and building up anew, which we call the migration of races,
was completed. Now tho ground was clear for th(s (human (sdonmation on
Roman territory, already in progress at various points sirnui the ymir 411.

.
Suevi, Vandals and Alans, Burgundioncs and Visigtdhs, had founded new

kingdoms in bpaiu, Gaul, and Africa, some transitional, some of more per-
manent duration, whose origin and progress were closely hound up with the
history of Western Rome. After the fall of the Western Roman Ernpira, tlm
most powerful of all the German tribes arose, tho Franks under Ohildaric’s
son Clovis, who in the year 486 destroyed the last remnant of Roman suprwu-
acym western Europe—-that of Syagrius over a great part td norihfirn Gaul— by the battle of boissons. This outer limb, as far m it -had any cormeo-
tion with the main body, belonged to the empire of Eastisrn Rome.

Ostrogoths and Langobardi (Lombards) took part in the destruction of
Western Rome only m the second and third periods, not tlie firsts which was
in so lar an advantage that they drove out again their former conquerors
and possessors from the heart of the empire*

Ihe moment of settlement for them came when, leaving their former
colouisatioix on Roman territory—that is, for the

T
^ Ostrogoths in tho year 488, for the

u y®ars before Narsw had dealt a

A# p
® Ostrogothic kingdom, and Italy once more became a part

Tiill ‘ ^ district tome over and the peninsula passed forever from undivided Roman nde.]
ii>i4
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H is not to bo imagiuod that tbe fall of the Roman Emijire in the West

treated ho much stir among contemporaries as it has since done in histor>.

A century of constant reverse liad led up to it. It was predicted by religion,

foreseen 'by politiciaiis, and expected, as one might say, at a fixed date.

An inexplicable fatality hovered over Rome from its cradle. It cannot

be denied that the failure of the town of Romulus, or the decline of iws

power at the end of twelve centuries, was predicted almost from its birth.

The story of the portent of the twelve vultures appearing to its founder on

the Mount Ihdatine, <mibodied this instinctive belief, fortified by all the

authority of augural science. The Tuscan soothsayers had, in effect, de-

clared the twelve vultures to signify twelve centuries of power, after which

tlm fate of Rome would be consummated.

Tim political faitb, alrc.ady strong in the brightest days of the repuoli-

can epoch, was fcransiniUed from generation to generation, proudly when ihe

end was far distant ;
fearfully, as it drew near. Even as the histone date

of the foundation was disputed, so there was disagreement as to its mid.

The st)otlisayors all ('jilculated in their own way as they themselves under-

stood it, but all cxfKicted it.
. . i

According to the most generally received chronology, Rome had pa^ed

the'
" ^ K >.i k4-l. turLar, ALiriri tnolr burned it. One

mi|

few years. After the tie.pL.
^ ^ ^ ^

reoonimfiiKnid. ArUii' the second suck of Rome ay Geiisenc. m the

hundted and eevcidh year from its foundation (455 /-D' ) the fatal and

definite hour was Jeohiroil to have arrived. Ihe twelfth yultuie has

iinished his flight. Now, O Rome, thou knowest thy destiny, wrote

Sidonius A(»ollitiaris, a firm Christian, but imbued, h^e eveiy Romim

suhiect, with the superstitious traditions of the city of the Seven Hills.

Theiiceforward began the real death throes of the

to barbarian masters- from Rioimer to (Jundoba d from CWobald to

Odoacer, ever growing weaker, more despised, more crushed. Wh®'i “amw

were hoard, long strange to the nomenclature of the Caesars— names suen as

Julius OTd Augustus, coming from the grave of history like so many spectra

announcing th^e last day, and that of

onnoiBrnaHon knew uo bounds. These fortuitous eomhmations preseniea

in their fantastic aspect something of the snpernatoal, and trou e • e

strongest minds. Men bowed their ^ '
r

1 silence We find

in oontomporary historians no accent either of regret or ]oy no dedamatioim

litW in nroroi verse ;
just a few dates and a bare record of facts, that is

51.11 It miffht almost be believed that nothing of importance took place in

S 1-3^4® Sn«s alone, a Uttle lateAo^ds his barb^n trui^t

overZ gmve of the empire, but only to celebrate the commg ot the Goths./

BBHXBltfa OBBBBVAMOMS OK THK KAU. OF THK EOMAK BKPIEE IK

THE WEST

It is of the death of a gr«it nation that we have here to sp^-

cal oontinuanee— like that oi uyaaniium wui«u
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existence cl the nations, but a political imlopoiulojuu', at; oium^ maieriul and
powerful, and containiupf the esseititialH of oiviliHution. And if \v(, iiumiro
once ap^aiii into the reason of such a death of imtions, in Mu* taul w (5 shall
not venture to asHijjfuaH a (;auso sonu^ form of polil ie.al or Ho«daJ or^aniHatioii •

some condition of sexual morality ; the invasion of ( 'lirisUanit) (as Nieis^sche
thought), and still h^ss the cessation of mechanical iinumtioim, u,s tilu' foilv
of some natural philosopiiers dabbling in histoiy, has asHume.d : hut sololv
the waning of the nation’s vigour, ^o slpdl !>c c,ouip(dle(| to eonsider ncR
a few of the political, social, moral, ami intellectual phenomena towards
the end of the peri(al as symptoms of this <le(uiy, as, for <^xatnpl(^, the (h^genera'-
tion of Ca3sarism and its hierarchy of oniei’alH, the soinal reae.tion of the
romancists of guilds and castes, thcextravagiuit luxury, the <unu>lete torpor
of economical activity, and still more the (leeay of inlcli(U‘,tual life. But. all
tliese cannot have been ilio cjauses, but only tolunw and tstbuds of ilio same
disease of the innermost (V)re,

'
»

But who shall say to wliat last {Inal tianscs arc, lo be ladVrixal the rotting
and crumbling of this nation wliic.h in the <lays of I hi^ flowm* of its youth and
manhood seemed to 1x3 lamseswal of eternal vigour. 'I'ln^ Rtmian nation was
certainly not as short-liviid as the (Snmk. If we UKaiHure (he periods of
their development, one against the <u,h<3r, which is t.he only possible forui
of comparison, we shall tind that from tlu3 bcginniiet <*f *h<ur latnr middle
age down to the loss of their political indeiH3iule,iict% Um (barnks are granted
not quite half and the Romans almost the wlmle of a, Juillmmimn of auteuo-
moLis history. P(3rhaps th(3 eom])a(*.t and nnorc contiiu^ntal (3t)nr(jrmatit>n of
the Italian penirmula esscmtially ecmtributed to this duration

; i,h (3 (umneeting
links between the two facts of tlu3 gsM«it lonipwity of tlu3 Roman p< 3ople and
the broad Hurlac(3 and less broki^n outlim^ of their (‘ount.ry might be repre-
sented by their far less rapid ccouoiuical and cspiadali) e.ommercial develop-
ment, and theix mueh more phlegmatic. int(3lh3ctua.l griwvtli, and, in (he snlKire
of politics, by the far wider extent of the xlomiiirm of the st,al.e, which con-
sequently afforded a mueh lirmm' hasm

But, indeed, if it is permissible to enlargi? further u|>on (Ju'se. anthrotw-
geographical conjectures, the sea was not hei*e able* to exiuxuno its aiumatinif
but also agiiatiug and therefore strougth-eoimuming elTects to the same
extent as un Hellas, xxlthongh it may ixevertheli'HH have exerewed sufficient
mfluence. 1 he fact that on tlxe soil of (Jrtsccas there fhnirislmd an extraor-
dinary wealth of xntelleotuitl OTowth and an overnndhmd poiiyeal eivilisa-
tion, IB just as explicable -as that Italy prodiiee.d «ueh a tiinly, intelleotual
and at the same time such a powerful and yet eiirefully rilimimil political
organisation. Italy was, to apeak in entirely Jsypotht^liaid laiifuage, narraw

V 7 waH Hiuo HUi.tiy, ati.l y<‘(, not. too inui.h aplit

only Houml Imt iilwo milly immiwdiid will, iiilollfiotuiil
thought, and to permit it to produoo Ub art of govoruimuit and it*, law. In
other words, this peninsula evorywhore offerod ho wide a Hurfami tl.at it was

f'n
"'“® OKtensivo, stroiiger, ui.itv full <d' life, and, above

r
by natural separation of Inte.-eHtM, Hut it was net ho

‘‘‘«;«‘''»“ii'.uof a.d,.BrK.th-ally Koverned Btat.-,

had
?•“ the vaHt eeunt-rieH <d’ the Mast. 'I'he sea

Vfm™ of
® <dT<.etB in HO far that Italy attained

ormmined
'ndoeil, but alw) tree. And if no Hind. (Inely

thiCwol
waH asRignod to it, at leaHt itN (.olitieal iiiHtitu-

tions were mtelleotually elaborated to a singular degree. For in all eHHentiak
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tlicy were as much tkc peculiar product of her otherwise leas remarkable
intellectual culture as of her political civilisation.

On the other hand Italy sliares equally with Greece a life-giving but also

life-shortening effect of her geographical poaition: a mild climate. Perhaps

its effects in accelerating her bloom but also her decay have been here some-

wliat uii’csted by other territorial conditions, yet perhaps they too finally

succeeded in making their influence felt. Else why have Germans and

Slavs, that is to say the only civiPsed peoples of the north alone on the globe

maintained themselves so much longer in their strength, and why have they,

and perhaps they only, still to-day a prospect of millenniums of an equally

robust life of political and intellectual activity

Eokam Beaobibt

(In the BriUeli Mumobo)



188 Attalufl (HI) FUlometov, mn of Eurantiw 11, Huoeaiwli,
1S8 Death of Attalus III, who bequeaths his kingdom to the Eomans. They form It Into

the province of Asia.

628

4
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TIIK KINGDOM OF BITHYNIA (278-74 b.c.)

-278 Hicomedes I aHSuineH title of >ing, and maintains himself on the throne in soite of
civil discord and threatened iiwaaion by Antiochus I. He allies himself with the
tiauls, who have invaded Asia Minor-

260 Ills son, Zielas, succeeds after asserting his rights against his half-hrother.
228 His son, Prusias I, succeeds.

220 FrusiM at war with the Byzantines in conjunction wi^h the Komans.
216 Prusias defeats a Gallic army invited into Asia by Attains.
207 Pruaias asHisis Philip of Macedon in war with Rcuiana, and invades Pergamus.
1H3 PrusiaH at war witli Runieues II of Pergamus. Hannibal lends Mm assistance.

180 Prusias II Hucceeds his father.

15(1 War witln PergaiiiUH. Defeat of Attains 11,

151 peace with Pcrgaimis.

140 Frusias slain in a revolt in favour of his son Nicoraedes II, who succeeds.

IJD Nicomcdca assistn the Romans in their war against Aristonicus,

102 He uiiit(‘H with Iktilhridates VI of Poutus in tiiu conquest of tlie vacant throne of

Paphlagoiiia.

06 Nicomcdes marries Laodico, widow of Ariarathes VI of Cappadocia, and attempts to

seize the kingdom. Rome compels him to abandon it. The senate also deprives
him of Paphlagonia.

1)1 Nioomedes III succeeds his father.

1)0 Mithvidates VI of Poutus drives Nicomedes from his throne.

84 He is ri'storeil by Rome,
74 Death of Nicoiuudes. lie bequeaths his bingdoiii to Rome and it becomes a province.

1:HK kingdom of PONTUS (ytir b.c.-63 a.i>.)

The dynasty of Pontine kings is reckoned from Ariobarzanes I, about the beginning

of the fourili ce.iitiiry n.c. But both he and his son Midiridatea I, and grandson,

Ariobarzanes 0, are Persian satraps, and it is not until

887 that Mithridates II, son of the last satrap, makes himaelf independent. His rule is not

uninterrupted.

4118 About this time, Antigonun I forms a plan to kill him, and he flees to Paphlagonia,

and afterwards supports Eumenes against Antigonus. He then recovers his throne

and Axes himself flrmiy on it.

802 Mithridates III succeeds his father. He adds part of Cappadocia and Paphlagonia

to his <lonuuions. He allies himself with the Heracleans, and obtains help of the

Gauls to ovfirthrow a force sent against him by Ptolemy, king of Egypt.

266 Ariobarzanoa III sitcoeeds his father.
- , .

240 Mithridates IV succeeds' his father. He repels the Gauls shortly after his accession.

220 Unsuccessful attempt to capture Sinope.

190 Pharnaoea I succeeds his father.
,

188 Capture of Sinope. The frontiers of Pontus are extended ^ Bithynia.

181 Pharnaces attacks Eumenes of Pergamus and Ariarathes of Cappadocia.

170 l’*harnac68 purchases peace, ceding all his possessions in. Galatia and Paphlagonia,

excepting Sinope.

166 Mithridates (V) Buergetea succeeds his father.

154 He aesinte AttoH« II ol Pe.fCt.mus a«aiMt Primiae II of KthyuiA

140-146 Davinfr the Third Punie War, Mithridates make, aUiajme with Koms, supplying

ships ana men. .
—

131-120 Mithridates aids Rome against Ariatonions, for whidi he receiTO Kiygia.

120 Asflassinaticu of Mithridates at Sinope. Succeeded by Ms son hflttoiridates ( )

Buputor, the Great. The Romans take Phrygia from hm. In the early of

his reign he subdues maqy warlike tribes, and incorpora^the Mngdom of Bos-

porus in his dominions. He attempts to gain control of Cappadocia, and drives

Nicomedes III of Bithynla from his mrone.

88 War breaks out with Rome on account of the Bithynmn succession. Msthndates

overruns Asia Minor, massacring Roman citizens.

84 Mithridates makes peace with Sulla.
, - ^ j

88 Murena invades Pontus without reason and is defeated the foUowmg year.

74 War with Rome renewed.

72 Mithridates flees to Armenia, taking refuge with lus son-inrlaw, Tigranea

66 Total defeat of Mithridates by Pompey.
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03 Hevolt of tho troops. It is pui down, bui Mithridatoa orders a Oalllc moroenanr to IciU

him. His son, PhiariiAcuii 11, who iitw Imhhi in revolt, «vwc<hhI« him. U© submits to

Pompey, who granto him hiugdom of tli© Hosporus.

47 Death of Pharnaces in putting down the rebollion of Asunder, .governor of BoHporus.

36 Antony puts Polemon I, scndtj-law of Phartuuu^s, over a pari of lN;ritus known aa

Pontus Ikdemoinacus. He is suooeoded aboui 2 n.o. hy his son Polemon XI, whose
mother is nominal ruler \miil 30 A.n., when (kiligula invests Polenioii with the

63

kingdom.
Polemon abdicates the throne and Pcntus becomes a Eoman province.

THE KINGDOM OF (JAPPADOGIA (c. 333 A.n.)

The Cappadocian dynasty dates back to the time of Alexander the Omat, when
Axlaruthes I maintains himsidf on the throne after the fad of the Pernhin monarchy,

322 Ariarathes captured by Perdiocas and oruoifi;,<l.

316 Ariarathea XI, his nephew, recovers ( !appa<kKiia at death of Enmem's. ‘
I e is succeeded

by his son, Arlamnoa II, and he in turn by Ariamtboa XIX (daUi unknown), ^

220 Arlarathea IV aucoeods his father. He |(.ins Antiochus the Great against the liomam,.

and afterwards assists Home against Perseus of Mi*<Hulon.

163 Mithridatoa, afterwards called Ariarathos V, suocuumIh his father.

158 Ariarathes deprived of his kingilom by Orophernes (Olopliermw), a eriuituw of Demo-
triua Soter, but is rostoind by the Romans.

164 Ariarathes assists Attains II in his war agaiusi Prusias U.

130 Death of Ariarathes in war of the Romaus against Arlstonicsus, His wife Iiuodlod'

kUls all her children except the youngi^st, iji ordiu' that she jnay rule. The peoplo

put her to death and place her surviving ohihh Arlamtbon VI, on the tlinme.

06 Ariarathes poisoned at instigation of Mitliridates th<^ Great of ^Nmtun, whow daughter

he has married. NioomedeH H of Blthynia seizes CappmloeJa, hut Mithridatos soon

expels him and places Ariarathes VIi,sonof Ariarathes VI, on the throne. Thia
prince goes to war with and defeats Nlcomedcs.

93 He quarrels with Mithiidatcs, who stohs him during an Intcryic^vv. 1’he Gappmlocians
recall the late king’s brother, Arlarathos VXIX, from exih'' and make him king.

Mithridatos comp(ds him to abandon his kingdom. The Homans now Intorvene and
W'"»oint Ariobarssanea 1 king. He is sc.veral times e»|Mdled liy Mithridatos and
Tigrancs of Armenia, but always re-covers Ids ihromv.

63 Ariobarzanes resigns Camiadocia to his son Ariobaraanoa XI. lie remains, like his

father, the true ally of Rome and is

42 put to death for refusing to Join Brutus and Gassius. (Borne writers say this was an
Ariobarzanes III, who suoccedtsl Ariobarzanes H about 32.) Ai(iarftthe« IXy
brother of Ariobarzanes 11, succeeds.

36 Antony puts him to death, and aptwints Arohelaun king. Althougli an ally ol Antony^
Octavian leaves him in iwssesion of the kingdom and even adds ii

14 Tiberius summons Archelaua to Rome.
17 Death of Archelaus. Cappadocia becomes a Roman provlncie.
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Du HI NO tli<5 period between the reign of Diocletian and the fall of the West-

ern Roman Empire, were laid the foundations of the history of the Middle

Ages ; and of these the most important was the recognition of the Christian

church by ilio state and the privileged position thus accorded to it. This

union of sratc and chircb involved an amalgamation of their intellectual

forces, their rights aad powers, and also to a certain extent of their system

of go'mrnment. There arose a ty oe of culture and literature which was

profane and Christian at one and t ie same time, a Roman-Christian system

of law, and an established ''huroh. An ailiauce was made which would have

oasBod for impossible down to the middle of the third century. Had Tertu]-

llmi been told that a time was coming when the emperors would be Christians

he would have stigmatised the prophecy as impious ; had any man proclaimed

to Decius that in Ijis persecuting edict he wac fighting against the future

pillars of the state, he would have flouted the suggestion as absurd. Even

as late as the third century the state and church seemed to be irreconcilable

antagonists.
,

*

And yet Constantine’s resolution to recognise the church and ^ant mr
privileges has a long, and well-ma/ked preliminary history— and that m the

case of both parties, 8tate""aud church alike. If we study tO'S preji^ary

history, Constantine’s act appears in the light of the close of a historic p^
cess of development which could not have ended othervnse than it era.

Constantine’s greatness is not impaired by this fact; he realised and aceom-

plisLed the one thing needful, and no statesman can do more.

In the following pages we shall .attempt to sketch this preliminary his-

tory of the alliance between state and church. More than a mere ^eten, m
which headings take the place of detailed statements, is out jot. the '

tlon, since detailed statements would involve Tolummorm treatment of the

subject; but anyone familiar with the historical facts ^11 1^ ab^ easily to

fiU m the brief outline. Cur principal task will be to show how the line ot

62Q
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development in tbo (Jlimtian churcb during tlut iirnt tlnxu^ eeniuries tended

towards eonformity with the state ;
mnl in eouel union wo nliall tHnni outi in

a tew brief torciies how the Hiatt* on its pa!‘t, an it tiovelopod, drt^w towards

the clmrclL

I

The Ohrintiaiu of the tirnt t-vntury telt tJuMUHtdvt^H ulituiH in the world,

and consequently in the Hiatt*, likowism TIuty Imtl put faith in a super™

natural message winch toM them that they wtu’t^ eiti'/niJH td a heavtmly king-

dom, that this world would sliorlly etnne tt> an «nnh urn! the new knigtlom,

tlio visible roigni oi: Ood upon earth, begin. What furthe.r iiitiireid, could

the? take in things temporal or in the state Yed- tin* {date vas not, a mere

matter of indifferenco tt» them. Sinov^ it ]n't)ltM'.ttMl idtdalttrs and t.nforced

the worship of idols, it wan thv'ously uutitu' tin* inihuutw of dmnonH
; and,

being the strongest prop of jadytheinm, was nuuiiloHtly tlm tdutd' seat of the

devil Tno whole world "‘htdli in witdtedneHHd’ anti tln» state no Ichh, Be-

tween c'nureh and state, betwtH'ii (Ihrist and Belial, tlnu'e (‘ould he ink fellow-

ship. Such, for example, is link spirit in whirh dtkhii wrtdtk his ilerdaUm.

But from the very begin nine;' I Kw simple ami cionlltlont vitnv was iravtuwl

in the minds of many ('hnstiaus lo' othm* v\(‘wh width Hotnnt.d no ’chh ecitain

:

such as (1) tin's same siate, with the ompertu- at itH houti, piuiisluvs evil (hiew

and cheeks iujnstito in eounlh‘ss inHiant‘eH ; (:i ) thin nan n* HtaB*. ntd, noire,

quently jwtJiects Cliristinm, t!ie frimuk tdMiod, ugaim-i. oidhanks td' savage

ha'red on the part t)C the gotlless people of the dinvs ;
(d») by the tUiHtriuition

of Jerusalem and of the lemple tUis same elate Ims atn'ornphshiul the jndg.

ment prtmonneed upon the Jewish naiiim !>> tlie proidudo ami riirist, and

wreaked vcng'cancc upon it hu' Ihrmtos doal.h ; (J t fhoiun ami liis Apostles

did not permit men to revolt against tin* statt\ hot ridlo'i* e.ommiunUH. them

to obey it and to submit willingly lo the puoinlnmmt, it uopuHe»l tiay, the

Apostles actually commanded that num ahonid pray for ihe muperor ami the

magistrates by him apptunted . *

The early Christians thus oeeupied an aiuunaionH posit ion lowardw the

state : they judged it to be tlu*. ehud' seat of dmnons on the one ho ml, and on

the other “tae lumister of Gud^’; they abhoriMul it and prayed for It ; they

besought God that “this worUl might pass away and prayed for the con-

tinuance of the emperoKs sovereignty. It. was m ihougli they had been

commanded to adopt di'fferent views alternately. Tlmy numt also have

watched with varying feelings the exUrnHion of the empire t»vm* the “whole
world-’' When they saw, after the time of AugUMtuH, how one ruler was re/-

erenoed upon earth and glorified as king and savimir, nay, as horri and God,

when they were led away to death because they wotdd inyt worship his image,

how could they fail to conclude that here the mystery oi sin was revealed

and Satan sat upon the thiarntj of God? And yid-, on the other liand, was
not this rule of a single monartdi on earth a iypck (d tlie rule of God in heaven,

the blessed conjunction o£ all men in one body, tlie victory over the diviHiona

and animosities of the nations ?

And how about the culture of this same state, witli its oroeopts, insiitiv

tions, and usages? At first sight it all seemed reprelunmJde, since it was
everywhere permeated with idolatry, and not least in ]:*hiloHoph/ and litera-

ture. “ Be y© not seduced by pkilcjsophy” was the Christian watchword j

nay, men went a step farther, saving that the Ohrisiian had no ueea of

inquiry and learning ; in bis rdiffion he nossestital all tilings and iicld the

key to the riddles of iha world. Ho was to shut up his reason in prison and
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despise tlie lore of the heathen
; he ^as to read the Holy Scriptures, but no

worldly books. And yet, does not this same lore teach much that relmou
teaches ? Was notluop; but lies to be met with in Socrates, Plato, and the
poets i Nay, more, is iiicre not a natural knowledge of God, a natural erasn
01 truth, and has not every soul obtained a spark of the eternal lii?ht ’ Has
it not received knowledge, freedom, and immortality from God? Or' are
these false doctrincB V Yet if they be false, how is u possible to lead men
to God ( l>ut they are not bes, a man must read and learn what poets
and philosophers have written, aad study the inner life that he may learn to
know the soul and see what God the creator has bestowed upon it.

T bus bore again we have a hesitating ^'^yes,** side by side with an uncompro-
inxBing no. ,.hat which but now seemed to be the darkness that opposed
itself against the light appears in another aspect as itself a dim degree of
light— nay, as the early twilight before the rising sun. Nevertheless, during
the lirst two or three generations the spirit of repudiation was in the aecend.-
ant. We can only see that hidden at the heart of things were the germs
destined to bring about a change of opinion. A religion which claims to be
not national but universal cannot permanently take up a wholly negative
altitude towards the history of the human race, nor can it persist in recog-

> nising its own preliminary hisxory only along the narrow line of the his-

tory of a few prophets or a single small nation. Paul, the great Apostle of
the U entiles, had taught that God had everywhere xuanifested his being and his
will, and in moments of lofty inspiration and joy had proclaimed to the iittle

flock of his brother converts, “All things are yours.'”

ir

In the second century of the existence of Christian communities (jBvrea

130-230) the development of a tendency towards reconciliation with the state

and society is apparent in every direction. This I will proceed to demon-
strate as regards (1) the constitution and organisation of the communities;

(2) their life
, (8) their doctrine

; (4) their literature
; (6) their form of

woiship; and (0) their estimate of the state.

(1) As early as the year 140 most Christian communities possessed a

gTHtem of government widely different from their original organisation.

The question of how it came into being is one upon which we cannot enter

here. It appears as a combination of monarchical and collegiate government.

At the head of the community stood the bishop, with the college of presby-

ters— in some cases on an equal footing with him and in others his subordi-

nates— ai his side; the assistant and executive officers were the deacons.

The unties and lights of these clergy extended to matters of discipline,

financial administration, the care of souls and the relief of the poor, dooirine,

and public worship. The officers were elected by the commurntyv but never-

theless formed a superior class which, decade by decade, a^umed more and

more the guardianship of the “lay people.” Thus, out of a communion m
which the “ Spirit” and brotherly love alone were to bear sway, there had

arisen a legally constituted community with ordinances in many pomts analo-

gous to those of municipal administration. The community acquired ]3rop-

erty and administered it; the officers, under the supermtenden^ oi: the

bishop, oared for the needy j and, together mth the overmght of discipline,

it exercised a certain amount of jurisdiction 7n famfiy affaire.

But statutory organisation was not confined to the marvidual con^uni y

»

the vaxious communities of one province joined in closer bonds and formed a
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larger coufederatioB. Provincial hynoiln an^Hc, corresponding to tlio diet of

the provinces, met once or twitm a yesus and diijtli with maiicrH of common
interest under the direction of u nnssident (the metropolitan). But oven
this asBOciation did not snnieo* Kroin the vt\rv iH^ginning (diriHtians were
conaciouB of hclonging to tme great and holy IVllownhip, to one imiversal

brotherhood. Oonccived (4', in the lirst instanee, as Honed,king ideal and/
Huperiuuural, it had nevertludesH leem held with strong and lively eenvic-

tions, and at this Btage tlui attempt was made <o rtmlise it upon eiirth The
outward oonditiona were iu its favour; ihirittian dtr-irioe had asHunuHl many
forms, a large number of wliie.h a[)pcared very ipemti(»hable In tle^ cy(»H of the

bishops and the majority of tln\ chnreln mnl they (smseijuimtly doHired to

define their own pohition in contnuhstiiu.tiou In IIu'ho pseudthOhriHtiansd*

Hence after the end of the secemd (umiury a great number ef eommunities
n the West and Fast joined to form a wingle eonfcderaiion, ami p'^escutly

sserted that only rhose who beloutr*'d ((» t his coiihaleratinn, I he one Holy*
Catholic church, were real Christians. At the iieginedigor tlu» th'rd eeutury
here was no longer only a Inuivtmly church, dlie childrmi of ihid Hcatteroc.

hroughout the world ainl waiting for the revelation of Mn^ kingdom of winch
they were citl/.ens,— but a visibhi cfiundi exUmdio/ from »4m Fupin'ates to

Spain, resting upon lixed laws and ordinanees, and thus isfustitiuing polit-

ical organisation within boiuularioH that eoinei.led roughly with tlu^ frontiers

of the Roman Ihnpirc.

By this development the ehureh approx ima led to the static “-as its rival

in the Drat instance, it is true; but rivals may bertmie frimnls. 1’he decisive

factor was riiat ('HirisUaruty had aHHumed deflnilo eolitleal form.

{2} Tlio Clhnsiian life was to be ‘•Mmspottisi from iln^ world/’ Mont
Christians of primitive times interpreteil this to mean that iiu^y hhould have
as Httle as possible to do wUh the world/’ Nor was this a dillieult matter,
fertile greater number of them wmm )a*ofiIe in humble life whose eomluet
was subjoct to little outward control ii,' only tlu7 performed the hard work
required of them. Few of them weie “ iu Hociety ’

; an.l hence it was of no
consequence what miigion they professed or whal manner (jf b'f(^ they hul

By degrees, however, the situation e.lumged, and the labours of misHion-
aries jdrew men of all ranks into the ehureh. Ah early as the reign of
Hadrian and Antoninus Pius, Christians were numerous in every elasH, even
among officials and scholars and men of midr arid wiialth I’he tjuesiion of
the attitude one should asisume towards the world, wlutJi had hitherto been
a difficult problem only iu individual oases, mnv beeamt^ IiroHsing to the
whole community. In addition to this the state police and the public
(especially the mob) took far more hoed of irnrislianity than before. Any
man who made an ooen oonfesHion of Christianity tixposcd himHclf hr great
danger, nay, ro deata itself. What was tlm chmrh to <hr ? Hhould she say
to the faithful; “You must confess your faith under all clrcumwianees, imd
avoid all contact, even the most superlUnal, with 'idolatry ” ? Tim conse-
miences were obvious : the soldier would be bound to leave his eolours, for
they bore a heathen emblem; tjie magietratc to rcHign his tiflhie. for he could
not protest against the worship of the emperor

; the UiHcher to cease to
teach, for he could not avoid mythological subjectH ; the tder to abimdon his
hanaxoraft, since he could not work on the roof oF a temple

; the goldsmith,
the joiner, the merchant—they all ran the risk of abetting idolatry. The
austere members of the communities did actually insist that ovary Christian
ought to renounce his calling if it rendered him liable to the risk of the
remotest contact with idolatry, TertuIHan explicitly makes this demand
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m Ms pamplilct, De Mololatria^ nor did he suffer himself to he confounded
by the retort: ‘‘Wo shail die of starvation.”— “Who is he that hack
promised ye shall live?”

But the grtsal majority of Christians, and first and foremost the bishops

their Jeaders, decided otherwise* It was enough for a man to keep God in

bis heart and to conress him when open confession was required by magiste-

rial ftuthority—it. was enough to refrain from actual idolatry; for the rest the

Ohr'stian might abide in any honest calling, might come, in the pursuit of it,

in contact with the externals ofndolatry, and ought to conduct himself pru-

dently and discreetly so as neither to defile himself nor call down persecution

uponliimself and othoia. The church everywhere adopted this attitude after

*110 bcginnhig of the tnird century ; and the state thus became the richer by
numbers of peaceable, le w-abiding, and conscientious citizens, who, far from

})lacJng ditlicultica in its way, were pillars of order and peace in society. The
®j\iet that the Christians were remarkable for morality was acknowle^ed by

(xalen, tlm famous physician, as early as the reign of Marcus Aurelius. Thus,

hy abandoning her attitude of uncompronisiug repudiation of the “world,”

the church developed into a force that made for public order.

(3) Tlicre was nothing in Cliristian doctrine, considered on its merits,

that cither was dangerous to the state or was bound to be judged dangerous

by it, except its exclusiveness. The utterances of Oliristiaas conerrning

(ihiist their “king” might, indeed, have a revolutionary sound; but the

fact that they wore harmless was soon patent to all observers. It was not

what (Christianity taught but what it precluded —tolerance of other religions

and the worshi:) of tlie emperors— that roused well-grounded objections.

For the rest, Oiiristian doctrine showed a double face, so to speak, to the

Greeks and ilomans, lis teaching concerning God, the world, the creation,

divine providence, immortality, and the freedom, dignity, and responsibility

of man, was both sublime and akin to the loftiest intuitions of the honoured

philoscphcrs of old
;
hut mixed up with it was much that so^mded to them

like myth or %ble, or seemed aoturlly repulsive. Puch, above was the

history of (Christ (his birth of a virgin, miracles, crucifixion, and ascension).

Ordinary Christiana laid stress upon the latter elomer*-., and nence their reli-

gion appeared “outlandish,” absurd, and full of lies. Aftei the time c.

Iladrirn, however, there arose men who expounded and breugut to hght the

pbilosophieo-religious element in Christirnity, monotheism more particu-

larly,— and oridoavourod to remove the offence excited by the history and

worship of Chris « by conceiving of him as the corporeal manifestation oi e

Logons, the ©xiotence and operation of which was recognised by many oi he

Greeks. At the same time they endeavoured to force their opponents to

accept the facta of his history by demonstrating them to be the fulfilment ot

prophaov; for that which has been prophesied is brought about by God mm-

aolf, and human criticism must keep silent in face thereof.
^

During the course of the second century Christian doctrine did not ab^-

don its peoullat character, but it ass •milated more and more the

philosophy and so rendered itselt more intelLfnDle. At

third century a great Greek philosopher testxted of
^

teacher of the oiiurch, that ooncermng God and the

Greek ; the philosopher only deplored the

this same Origen ie invited to leoture -apon inimoit^ty
, ^

mother at Anwoh, when another doctor of the

empress upon religious question.-, and the ein^r.->r Ale "'7^ _
wi& ad,nlring attention to the words of CShiist, we cannot but see how
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‘‘doctrine ” is becoming hy dogrotvi a connectiug link IkUavch^u IlcjUcnism and
Christianity. Suck a fact could not be dovind of ctuisccjutuiccB as regards
the relations betwocu state and church, for no ctaie can jHjrmanently mainiain
a hostile attitude towards a spiritual uu‘V<uneni wliich is ludd in lugh esteem
by large bodies of its e^tissens.

(4) Nor must litoracure he igneued in this c.cmiuadion. (hristianity was
never altogethOi withoui literature, nay, rather, it |u>SH(u»st‘d fisau tlw outset
a literary work of the higheafc rank iu tlus ( )ld TcHtaiuent, of widch it l:ad
usurped possession. But ite title to owner4»hip was ctmiuHtiul by the Jews
and rlic heathen, and moreover v.arly ChriutianH prodiduul the impression that
they were unlettered folk. Tins uuulo their c'laims appear singularly pre^
sumptuous and unjustifiahhu But tluj hegiiunng of tlm stHtond esntury wit-
nessed a change; the Christians, wlw at drat wotild luu'e jmthiug to do with
the sc:lbbling ait— for should one write if the cml is at band? --beg'm
to make use of tins method.

Even in the first century brief writings, gcspids, epistles, and apocalypses,
had Isen drawn up for the edilleatkm (d ilio conguajgation, but, being regarded
as memorabilia, to keep the truiii in remembrane.e and in a nu^asure as a gift

of the Holy Ghost, they differed iu plan and sty hi from what was known as
“ literatureV’ Now, however, works began U» be composed in wldeh Chris-
tianity was endued with the garment of litiiralure. Btvt\/(itiu tlie years Kb
and 170 the smaller Chnstian party which is known us thti (inostie party all

at ouco began to avail itself d every literary form, Hr;inntilic. monofpmph, com-
menia»'), systemativ) statement, scieulllu} (fiahignti, dhluctic. (ipistle, |Kuom:c,
historical dc.scription, the novel, the tabs the o/lc, tlui hy mn, etc. Tuo groat
church, less apt and more cautious, gave plae,c to tins de.velopmeut slowly
and hesitatingly. She was fully conscicum of her nispousibibiy

; she was
not blind to the lurking danger the vlauge-, thui- is, of the profiumtioi: of
religion; neverthedess slie gradually admit

U

mI (uie literary form aftiw another,
until, at the beginning of the third century, she also Imd a Christian litera-
ture, with every means of expression that Creek art and Usarning had created
at command. But the fact that she was thus etpii[iped vdth liucu‘ary forms
could not but heve some bearing on the relations hetween stale and church,
for no state can persist in regarding a movement, which has taktm liitu aturc
into its service as a negligible quantity. Through the medium of litera-
ture It mfluences all political conditions, and m so far as the sUite itself is
the exponent of culture, and not merely of law and authority, such a spiritual
movement becomes a partoC it hj the more facd r»r its literary exintenee.

(6) ihough public worship is ossentiaUy emderio and tlm private con-
cern of any particular religion, yet we must !i(?re lake its development into
consideration. As long as Cliristian worship consiMted only in liomelv
prayers, rude psalmody, am) preaching, and in the M^mple eclt^lraiitm of thV
sacrament of the Lords biipper, it differed so widely from other forms of
worship that the advermrios of Ohristiarity did not regar I it i»h worsldu at
all. A few Greeks, it is true, were impressed by this purely spiritual wor<
ship, bui> xhe great multiti’de despised it. *?hey saw no images, and Ovinse-
qurntiy toncluaed that we Christians were ‘‘atlieists**; tlmy saw no pnestSf

worship lacked legitimate ahthonty, Hokimnity, ami dig-

r! *
4

.^ saennee, and consequently doubted its effiem^y with the

? .
7*

. ,
the dhriitians had other reliadous serviees.

whicn they (mrefully concealed from other men, and that there they 3FMbit6d
the ^oret Sacra, held wild orgies, and feasted at herrihle banquetit The»

e'*e, ac a matter of fact, a few small Ohristiar communities which pracMsei
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evil ritea in secret. But it is unlikely tkat tliese constituted tte starting-
point of tlie vile aspersions cast upon all Christians

; they arose rather from
the evil tendency, prevalent in all ages, to legard adherents of an alien faith
as persons of evil Hfe and to say the worst that can be said concerning both
them and their assemblies. The populace takes every religion which differs
from iis own and which it does not understand for devil worship.

This view of Cliristian worship underwent no great change in the second
century^ but towards the end of that period the preliminary signs of change
sot in, and the development of Christian worship met the^ change halfway.
Three great alterations were made in the services, and brought it nearer to
the comprehension the' Gr<eco-Roman mind

: Q ) after circa 190 a separate
class of priests arose (under that title) in the Christian ennreh

; (2) the
Lord’s Supper was elaborated into a solemn sacriilcial rite

; (3) the Lord’s
Supper and certain other acts of public worship were invested wdth the

'glamour of mysteries. By these developments, which are to be accounted
for by the unconscious influence of the world around, Christian worship
approximated to the ceromonialo of the Greeks and Romans. The absence of

image worship, it is true, still marked the distinction between them, but
there was no ].ack of pictures of saints and symbols of holy tilings. Already
there began to grow up about the sacramental elements, the water of bap-
tism, the sign of the croas, etc., a superstition second to none of the fancies

of the heathen, and the sensuous element steadily encroached upon the

spiritual. These changes were likewise bound to exercise a certain though
indirect hifiuence on the relations between state and church, the Chrktian
rolig’on adapted itaelf to conditions in which it could act upon the widest
possible circle, and in the proees.^ modified the exclusiveness it had resolved

to maintain.

(6) But perhaps the point best worth noticing is the way in which, in

spite of persecution, +he Christian esdmateof the state grew more favourable

in the course of the second century— not indeed in the whole body, by a long

way, but among the most influential teachers. It is true that the suspicion that

the Roman Empire was the kingdom of antichrist never wholly died away,

and that it still came to the surface occasionally : but a succesaiou of admir-

able emperors— Trajan, Hadrian, Pius, and Marcus Aurelius— made a pro-

found impression upon Christians, and the world-wide monarchy of which

Augustus had laid Uie foundations bo^-e the aspect of peace, and hence of a

fulmment of the divine will. Justin was convinced— as was e ven Tertnllian

— that the ‘‘good” emperors could noc have been and were not unLiendlj

to Christians ;
both believed ':hat none but the wicked were really the adver-

saries of the Christian religion, and that nothing but better informaticn w«s

required to make the emperors extend toleration b' their faith. It is possible

that even Luke had a dim sense of a certain solidarity betv ee i the empire

and Christianity, between Augustus and Christ ;
the apomgkts of age

of tl:fe Antoninec were mo'”e decided in their 'itterances, the racst uccided of

all being Bishop Melito of Sardis Ir the Apology for ChrMaimt^v which

he dedicates to Marcus Aurelius, he writes
: „ .

“ This our philosophy did indeed first flourish among an anen j^eop'e.

But when it began to prosper in the provinces of thy empire un'^er the nde

of thy mighty predecessor Augustus it brought a rich blessinjg upon thy

empire in singular wire. For from that time forth the Roman Linpir'% Imtn

ever increased in gi'eat^'ess and glory, whereof Tihou art and wLt be t^ dt^ired

ruler, even as th} son also if tLou wilt protect tliis philot,ophy which be'^jan

under Augusrus and hath, grown wiUi the growth of the empire, and whmh
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tby forefathers likewise held in hoiK)ur aukong other religions. And the

strongest proof that our religion hath arisen together with the monarchy so

happily begun and for the benelit of the sanuk is suppli^nl l)y the fact that

since ill© reign of Augustus the latter hath been snutten by no calamity, but
on the contrary, all ilnngs have but augmented the fame and glory thereof,

according to the dosres of all men. Ihie only (miper(»rs who, led away by
malicious men, strove to cry down <iur religi<m were N<^ro and Domitian, a5.d

from their time forward calumnioas falseiioods concerning the Christians

have been propagated abroad by the evil custom of the (sommon people, who
bell©;© all rumor rs without examination.'''

We road thc^**© words with amazement, for they imply nothing less than

au assertion thatrtn© empire and the (diristian religion are fellow- institu-

tions. Cod himself, so tliis bishop teaches, joined them together, for he has

brought them 'uto being at the same time as brethren, as it were ; and to

Ohristianity is due the gieatimss and glory of tbe^ monarchy I True, we
must not forget that these ai© the words of an apoiogist, and of an Asias^io

apologist to boot— and empercir worship flourished in Asia more than else-

where hull the fact that he should have gone so far in his bold and feer-

ing historical Hpeculation is in the hij^hest degPH^ remarkable. Clod,’*

•'^Saviour,’’ ‘'Prince of IWic,’’’ were titles bestowcHl upon the emperor in

Asia, and his appearance was there spoken of as an (Epiphany of tlie Deity.

Hence Melito deduced the conclusion that a ‘ pre-establiHluHl harmony”
existed between the emperor atid Christ, to whom these same titles were
applied. His “ pluiORopliy of history” was an augury of the future.

We have seen ihat down to the reign of the emperiu* Alexander Beveras
the ohurch approximated to the state along every lino of development; but
in practical life the two wire still remote from each <»t*un\ 11iu state lirmly

upnekl the opinion that it was impossible, mi primu )le, to exte''ul toleration

to the intolerant Christian religion— though many g(»veriiors jwnd soniu

empeT’ors tolerated it tacitly
; wliile the ohurcdi was still far from teking

M elite's idea seriously.

ur

In the seventy years that elapsed b d'i/aen the death of the emparcr Alex-
ander Severus and the rise of Constantine, the alTsirs ot the tmaroh con-

tinued to develop in the saiiA© direction as they had U^ken during tha

preceding century. This 1 shall again proceed to prove from (1) its con-

stitution, (2) life, (3) doorrine, (4) hteratnre, (5) wowliip, and (6) its

estimate of the atete.

(1) The political organisation of fcbo chureh attained ita complete devel-

opmein, and the result w^as a structure sc stable, homogeneous, and comir©-
hensive that no cthc:. association within the empire eoul d vie with it. While
the framework of the state g'‘6w Ioo*«er and looser, and the sevcml parte
began to exhibit symptoms of tailing mart, the ediflcu of tho church gicw
steadily finr.er and litronger. Thv lushops, us successors of tlm Apostles,
everywhere oonoontrtted the power in their own liands ani suppressed all

o^ar forms ot authonty ? the chui^ch became an apisoop*^! i lumen. But the
bishops were not only uniteu among themselves by provincial sTUods„ they
kept up an active and int: nato v^orrespendonee throughout the wncle empire
by means of letter® and emimries, and even at this time all matters of
imnortanoe were settled by common consent. If we ^ake the provtec'd
spods as corresponding to the die Is of the provinces, the organisation ol
the churth had advene d a. step beyond the latter. As 3arly os who second
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half of th© third century synods were held at Rome to which bichops came

from every part of Italy, and sixty years before the Council of hiicaea a

synod sat at Antioch to which bishops flocked from all the countries between

the Halys and the Nile. Thus the episcopal confederation which ruled the

Christian communities was a state within a state. The fact could not he

hidden from the clnefs of the state. Under Maximinus Thrax the bishops

had ‘borne the brunt of persecution ;
Decius is reported to have said that lae

could sooner endure a rival emperor in Rome than a Christian bishop
;
and

the perseontions of Giallus, Vllerian, Diocletian, Galerius, and Maximinus

I)a2:a were directed in the first Instance against the bishops. Grallienus and

Aurelian addressed letters to the bishops, the former to those of Egypt, the

latter to those of Syria, and tlms made it plain that they were well aw'are of

the authoritative position of the bishops in the churches.

More than this, Aurelian appreciated xhe value of the episcopate which

had Romo for its centre as a conservative and patriotic element in the state

;

f(^r when a q^uarrel was raging at Antioch as to the ecclesiastical party to

which the church buildings, and consequently the church property, belonged

of right, he ignored the theoretical disc ualifications of rhe church before the

law and decided that possession was clue to that party which was “in epis-

tolary correspondence with the bishops cf Italy and the city of Rome.

That is to say, he was already using the church to reinforce the Roman

auirit in the East. But what warrant had he to interfere? Thus much:

t ie disputant perties in the church had themselves ap^plied to him to decide

tiieir quarrel. Tims, forty years before the time of Constantine the ®t™ch

had appealed to the emperor to arbitrate in a question of canon lavr, and tue

emperor had practically acknowledged the existence of the church and its

value as a pillar of imperial authority.
, , , , , j

If, in Edition, to this, we consider that the church already possessed

buildings, land, and property in every province of the empire; that ae

olerzy, in the large towns, at least, were very numerous pd represented

a stnotly organised scale of hieraicbical degrees; that by their assistance the

bishops directed and superintended aUthe affairs of the commumties m even

the most trivial details ;
that each commumty was likewise an effective

organisation for the relief of the poor; and, finally, that in

the country districts were overspread by a close network of provincml

bishoprics and parishes, we shall no longer be surprised that t^e

empeter Alexander regarded the system of church government with envi-

and military system of the empire was falling into decay, the

legions were permanent centres of revolution, the generals corn pretenders

,

but the miliua CTn»«i were everywhere united in ®°“Pf
‘

though many internal dissensions might prevail amongst these troops, t y

Srttlette as a single army, "xhe state other

toiry and destroy this army, as Deems, Valerm, Diocletian,

Daza would fain have done, or to enter into allmce mth fm After the middle of the third century a pohey of or we^

toleration was an impossibility. The church seems also to have been numeri-

thoSK is appoint which has not bten exhaimtive yex^
vet Is early as the year 251 the Roman bishop Oomdms wrote

.

“ Bridesie oueW, there are at Rome “CdS
seven sub-deacons, forty-two acolytes, To^w^^
and more than fifteen hundred indows and needy persons, au ot wn

maintained by the grace and goodness of the Lord.
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(2) During t he last decades of the third century Christian life underwent
a virtual amalgamation with that of the world. The Christian who desired
to live a life apart from the world becanm a memlHjr of a distinct class, the
ascetics, or withdrew into the desert: the rest— hr., the vast majority, had
come to terms with the world. There was no class, from senators to artisans
in which Christians were not to ho fouml, and in each class they fulfilled the
obligations of their station. They were, indeed, bound to eschew certain
callings municipal appointments, which were all too (dosely bound up
with “idolatry,” the theatrical profession, but the admonitions and
penalties which were promulgated and (hmoimc<Ki against tiui infringement
of these prohibitions show that they were not always n'gartled. Certain
facts, such as that, in the year 253, a (diristian bishop in iSpain was at
same time a member of a pagan society and had his children intorml In
the burying-ground of the said society; that a KSyriau prewhyt u- was directcu*
of the imperial purple-dyo factory at Tyu)

; that a uudri»politan Inshop of
Antioch was a duceriariua

;

that not a lew of tht^ idergy engag(Hl in trade
and travelled to the annual fairs— give tis a oh»ar insight into the amah
gamation of Christian life witl; the life of the worhL And it is very sig-
nificant that Origon, in his pamphlet agaitut (hdsuH, draw's a comparison
between Christian and municipal (‘.ommunitiiis in order ttj c,ommend the
moral advantage of the former, and nujroly demands an admission t»£ their
superiority. That is, he insiiits on a difference of d(jgriH) only, and refrains
from contrasting the Christian comnmnituss with the munieipiil communities,
like light with darkness.

Thus Christianity was no longer separattul from i hc “ world ” in practical
life, as every poj'secution made abundantly plain, for at first the utimher
of apostates always exceeded that of (sonlesHors. The Chriaiians only
gathered strength as the porsooulions proe.eeded. 'riu^y wore pratdically
“exclusive” no longer, except in matters of religion iu\ho strict sense of
the word. Why should not the state tolerate them? I’ho malicious as-
persions on their moral character had died away into siltmee. Was it not
madness on the part of the gov(!rument to continue to persecute people,
who were more conscientious and poac.oabUi (5 itis5eus than many others, and
did not disturb the organisation and fnnetions of public life? If they
would not give up their exclusive faith, then the government mnst give
them leave to hold it - a way out of the difficulty ho Himole that it would
have >een adopted lon^ before the time of Constantims if the Cliristians, on
their part, had not stipulated for certain conditions, Cod was not
to be merely tolerated, he was to reign alone in the sphere of belief. With
the world they had already come to terms.

(3) With regard to doctrin^ the astounding labours of Origen brought
^

le
]

preparatory work of earlier Christian theologians to a kind of ctmelumou
in the West, dooUine and learning never played more than-a

subordinate part. Ongen worked the doctrines of Oliristianity xin int^ a

TL^
to vie with the systems of the neo-Flatonists

aim give them battle upon equal terms. Ilis schools at Alexandria and
by even pagan young men, and continued to fiourish

occupied the episcopal sees of
longer pessihle to esteem cfhrktianity

v women. Tlie Christian “mythol-m much offence was not actually altered, but it was

T .Wlmation of the allegoric method. In thle form the
majority of philosophers and men of culture found it endurable; for they
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were accustomed to emjploy the allegoric method in the interpretation of
their own religions traditions, and to transmute base images and repulsive
talos into sublime conceptions and the history of ideas. Even the solemn
confession of Jesus Christ was so expressed hy philosophical bishops that it

sounded like a brief philosophical dissertation.

Strictly speaking, there were only three points on which Christian dogma
differed essentially from the neo-Platonic which was then in the ascendant

;

the former taught the creation of the world in time, the incarnation of the

LoffOB^ and the rcsuireiction of*the flesh; the latter rejected all these three

doctrines. Nevertheless the pupils of Origen conceived of these theological

pro]:osition8 in such wise that the assertion was very like a denial, and they
made common cause with tho ueo-Platonists in their contest ^dth the dual-

istic-pessimistic school of philosophy. Christian philosophy was in the mid-
current of the intellectual movement, and it was therefore a singular

anachronism that the state could not as yet bring itself to place those who
professed it noon the same footing as other citizens.

(4) The iaterature produced and read by Christians was by this time

hardly to be clistinguislaed from literature in general. It differed only

in name ; tlie spirit was the same, if we leave out of consideration the texts

of Scripture which the Christians interwove in their books. The legends

of Apostles and Martyrs took the place of the old stories of gods and heroes,

and adopted from tho latter whatever element of fiction uiey could make
serve their turn. The fornw of epistolary and literary correspondence had
already won full acceptance among Christians; their dedications, plots,

titles, and headings were those of pagan literature. In this last connec-

tion we note particularly how ceremonious the “ brethren *’ have become.

Finally, educated Christians were familiar with the whole body of profane

scholastic literature, derived their culture from it and used it for example

and quotation. The shoot of Christian literature had been grafted on the

stock of Hellenism, and the sap of it streamed through the new branch.

(5) With regard to public worship we note the following changes during

the sixty years before tho time^ of Constantine. In the first place the ritual

became more solemn and mysterious; the prayers more studied and rhetori-

cal ;
symbols and symbolic acts were multiplied: and secondly, there was an

increased tendency to meet halfway the polytheistic leanings which swayed

the Christian masses. This is indicated, on the one hand, hy the constantly

increasing importance attached to “ intercessors ” (angels; saints, and mar-

tyrs) both in public worship and in private life’; and, on the other, by the

“naturalisation” and differentiation of religions rites after the manner of

pagan ceremonials:- An observer watching a Christian religious service

about the year 800 would hardly have- realised that these'_ Christians were

monotheists, and in words proudly professed their monotheism and spiritual

worship. Except the bloody sacrifice, they had adopted almost every part

and form of pagan ritual cermonial ;
and, in fact, the bloody sacrifice was not

lacking, for the death of Christ and the celebration of the Lord s Supper

were dealt with in materialistic fashion as bloody sacrifices. They were

fond of appealing to the Old Testament to warrant the innovations, and m
virtue of this appeal nearly the whole pagan system of worship could be

dragged into the church.

Chapels were dedicated to angels, saints, and martyrs and decorated on

their festivals; a habit grew up of sleeping in churches or chapels in ttie

expectation of holy dreams or miraculous cures ; holydays were miutipnea

and differentiated more and more ;
superstitious eeremomes, usually asso-
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ciated with the holy cross or conH(Hn*atod broad worn woyoti into the tenor

of ordinary life; nor wore charnm in th(^ name of Johub or of holy men, nor

even amuletB wanting; wakes and banqiieis for ilu^ (ioad w(^re celebrated

;

the relics of saints were coUochnl and adored, Wliat mor<^ was lacking

to complete the analogy with heathen onltH ? Was not a sagacious Roman
Btatesman hound to confeas that this oluircdu with i\w form of divine wor-

ship it had adopted, mot every religious need? Ami ln)W then could he fail

to wish that the souseleas state of war that prevailed between state and

church should come to an end? A monothoiHtic lonr, of doctrine, (unubined

with a worship so diverailiod, so adapted to evtiry need -no better device

could possibly be invented. ^

(0) In considering the church’H cKtiinatc of t.ho Htat.e tihere arc two points

of importance to bo observed, in the tlrst ilaee wo note that Obriatians

now began to profesH that those (juipcrors wlm uul uol, shown active hostility

towards the h'lurch, or whose pcummal pioty had home a certain kindred

likeness to that of Christians, had really hcon OhriHlians in secret. Bishop

Dionysius of Alexandria (about 200 A.Jn) merely repeats an opinion widely

received when he states tliat Alexander Soverus atu . Khllip t ie Arab were
Christians ;

of Philip it was even reportod lihati ho Irui on om^ octsasion done
penance at the bidding of a bishop.

Such legends are eloquent ; they discloso the daring wisheB of the Chris-

tians and show that they no longer thought the euqiire and Christianity

incompatible. This is likewise evident from the fae.t that tliiH samo Dio-

nysius docs not shrink from applying a Messiiuiic proplnuiy in the Old
Testament to the emperor Valerian, Gallienus had camudleil lus father’s

writ for the persecution of Christians, and DionyHiiiH iherefore applies to

him the prophecy of Isaiah, and styloH him, morimver, ^‘•our Hauetdied cm*
pei'or, well-pleasing in Crod’s sight.” This in the very languaijfe which
Christian biHhops used of OouHtimtinc sixty yearn later. Secmuly, it is a
significant token of change ihatOrigen, in his great work aga,iiiHt CoIhub, writ-

ten towards the end of his life, in the reign of llu^ emperor Philip, expressed

the hope that by gradual advances Christianity would atiuin to vielory in this

world. Thin is the exact oppoHite of what primitive ChrlHtians had believed

and hoped. Origen could not have put the antrieipation into wordn, unless,

in spite of all the differences winch still HubHisl^ed bid.ween Htatc and ehnreli,

rhese two groat powers had drawn considerably m‘arer to each other, At
bottom the only question was that of the removal of ‘‘ misunderHtondingH”

;

in actual fact, nothing blocked the way to the conclnsion of peaeti except the

church’s demand not for more toleration but f<>r excluHivo recognition.

tv

In the foregoing pages we have shown how the church, as it developtal,

drew nearer to the state
; all that now remains to b(^ done Ih to fxuni out law,

in the second century, and still more in the third, the state, cm its part, drew
nearer to the Christian religion and to the church. I will (xudlue iinyBclf to

a few suggestive indications.

(1) During the imperial period the Homan state wiehhal no real iidluenoe

upon the religious life of the oitissens of its domaiTia, except by moans of tho
worship of the emperors ; the other Homan cults w(ire oi: hical importance
only, and were perpetually being thrust into the background by alien reli-

gions. Under Ihese circumstances the state had made an attempt to develop
emperor worship into the actual universal religion of the empire. Hagacious
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fitatesmon and religions politicians were, however, constrained to* own that
this cult, the adoration of the Becunda majestoBy was not enough. The state
accordingly had recourse to the expedient of officially recognising as many
alien religions as it possibly could (indeed, it was in a manner forced to
accord them recognition), in order that these alien religions might not con-
stitute a barrier between it and its subjects. By this means there gradually
arose a medley and diversity of religions in the empire which was bewilder-
ing and rendered a sound religious policy impossible.

A single, new, universal religion was the crying need of the hour. It
seemed that this need ffiight be met in various ways. Elagabalus, Alexan-
der Severus, and Maximinus Daza were the em^rors who tried to strike out
a fresh line before the time of Constantine. Elagabalus vrished to do this

by exalting one Syrian divinity to the position of Supreme God of the empire
and giving a subordinate place to all other cults ; ^exander, by endeavour-
ing to discover the common element in all religious doctrines and forma of

worship and uniting them in peaceful conjunction (as all, at bottom, meaning
the same thing)

j
Maximinus Daza by making regulations for the adminis-

trative union of all the religions and cults of a single province under one
high priest appointed by the state, and for the control of these priests by the

civil government. These were all attempts to create a new church, and an
established church to boot, and must all be regarded as preliminaries to

Constantine’s achievement.

A certain bias towards monotheism was involved in the case of Ela-

f
abalus and Alexander ; towards an oriental monotheism in the former.

Diocletian, indeed, attempted once more to make the old Roman religious

system serve the purpose ; but as he had placed the iDolitical administration

and government of the empire on an entirely new basis, and introduced a
new oriental and despotic system after the dissolution of the ancient state,

his reactionary religious policy was a grave error. It was foredoomed to

utter failure— the new state could not possibly rest upon the scanty foun-

dations of the old cults ; and Constantine, who witnessed its collapse, drew
from it the only correct inference. The new basis of the state must be a

monotheistic religion— an oriental monotheism. So much the third century

had tap^t.

(2) Tl^e Roman state approximated to Christianity and the church by
a steady"process of levelling up from within and by its transformation from a

Roman state into a state of provinces. Caracalla bestowed the rights of Roman
citizenship on the inhabitants of all the provinces; the influence of the old

Roman aristl^cracy steadily declined, the state became really cosmopolitan.

But the church was cosmopolitan likewise ; indeed, Christianitywas at Iwttom

the only really universal religion. It was not bound up with Judaism, like the

rdigion of the Old Testament ; nor with Egypt, like Isis-worship ; nor

with Persia, like Mithras-worship ; it had shaken itself free from aU national

elements. Hence every step by which the state lost something of its exolu-

sivefy Roman character brought it nearer to the church.

(8) The legislation begun by Nerva and Trajan and continued by the

Antonines and the emperors of the first half of the third century under

the guidance of great jurists marked an enormous advance in the sphere of

law. The Stoic ideas of the “ rights of man and the leavening of law by

morality were introduced into legislation and operated by countless whole-

some ordinances. By this means the state met halfway the feeling whidi

]:)revailed in the church as a matter of principle. By the ^ginning of ^e
1:ourth century there were but few points in Roman civil law'^o which

H. W.— VOL. VI. 2 T
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the church (which, it must he owned, had somewhat lowered its moral
standard) could fairly take objection, and many, on the other hand, which
it hailed with joyful assent* IChus the development of Eoman law must be
recognised as a preliminary step to the amalgamation of state and church.

(4) At first sight it seems as though after the middle of the third century
the state had met the church in a far more hostile spirit} and had therefore

been far less capable of appreciating it than in the preceding epoch. But ,

althoudi it is true that the s;ystematic persecution of the church first began
under Decius, yet the conclusion that therefore the state cannot have appre-
ciated the church does rxot hold good in fact. Rather, the persecutions of

Deoius and Valerian prove, as has been suggested before, that these emperors
realised the danger the old political system implied in the existence of the
church more clearly than their predecessors had done. They accordingly
endeavoured to extirpate the church, as JDiocletian’s co«omperor did likewise.

But these attempts must be regarded as desperate and (with the exoeptioh

of the last named) short-lived experiments. During tlm early years of the
reign of Valerian and from 260 to 802 the cliurcli enjoyed alxnost absolute
peace within the empire ; and, above all, the imperial government reewnised
the importance of the bishops and the ecclesiastical hierarchy. This ic

proved not only by the persecutory edicts, but, as lias been said above, by-
peaceful acts. Gailienus and Aurelian wrote letters to the bishops, and the
latter even tried by peaceful means to use their infiucntjc to strengthen
Roman dominion ; nay, Maximinus l)sz;a actually attenipted to copy the
constitution of the church and to organise the pagan system o£ wox*ship in

similar fashion. Under the oiroumstanocs it was nmch sixiiplcr to ally the

hierarchy of the church itself with the state than to make any such attempt.

That the strength of the ohuroJi lay in the hierarchy tlm despots had long
recognised. Accordingly as soon as ho had detuded in favour of Christianity,

Constantine joined hands with the bishops. He not only joined hands with
them, but he honoured them and bestowed privileges upon them, for he was
anxious to secure their power for the state. His success was immediate

j the

hierarchy put itself— uni’eservedlv, we may say**-™ at his disposal when once
he had, set the cross upon his standard. Tims the state within the state was
abolished ; the strongest political force then existent, to wit, the (dmroh, was
made the cornerstone of the state. Both parties, the emper(»r and the bish-

ops, were equally well pleased
;
history seldom has a cone!Jision of peace like

this to record, in which both contracting parties broke forth into rejoicings.

And both were fully justified in their rejoicing, for a thing for which a way
had been slowly made ready now had come to light ; the empire gained a

strong support and the church was delivered from an undigniirled position,

in which could not avail herself freely of the forces at her disposal.

The church of the fourth century not only accomplished much more than the
church of the period between 260 and but she brought forth men of

greater distinction and more commanding character.
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Chamer XXIX. The Empire and ihe Provin(3es (16 b.c.-14 a.d.)

Georg Weber, AUgemeine Weltgeachichte.— « Victor Gardthahsen, Aiwustus ^md seine— ** Joachim Marquarw (in collab. with Theodor Mommsen), Edmische Staatsfoerwaliung—Charles Merivale, A Bistory of the Romans under the Bmjpire.

Chapter XXX. The German People and the Empire (16 b,c.-19 a.d.)

i» F. C. SoHLOSSKR, Weltgeschichte fOr das Deutsche Yolk, — « Georg Weber, op. cit—
<* Eduard Meyer, JJntersuchwigen Uber die SchlacM im Teutdberger Wadde.— «Caius Vel-

leius 1*ateroulus, CmmTvddwm of the Bistory of Rome (translated from the Latin hy J. S.

Watson).— Ft^orus, Bpitome of Romas% Bistory (translated from the Latin by J. S. Watson).
— 0 Cornelius Tacitus, Amales.

Chapter XXXI. Thb Age of Augustus: Aspects op its Civilisation (30 b.c.-14 a.d.)

b Victor Gardthausen, op. ai?.—® Georg Weber, <)p, <*Karl Rdmische

O-eschichte vom Verfcdl der RepuUik bis mr VolUnd'mg aer Mmaarchie %mter Constantin.—
* Monumentum Ancyranum, Johann Heinrich Karl Friedrich Hermann Schiller,

Omhichte der rdmischen Kaiserzeii bis cmf Th.$odosiua dm Grossen.— ff Charles Merivale,

op. B. G. XlKBUHR, The Bistory of Rome (translated from the German by J. 0. Hare,

0. Thirlwall, W. Smith, and L, Schmitz). •—< H. Taine, JEIssai sur Tite Idve.

Chapter XXXII. The Last Years of Augustus (21 b.c.-14 a.d,)

t* Georg Weber, op. a7.— <»Caiu8 Suetonius TBANtiuixius, The Lines the Twdm
Cmas'S (Translated from the Latin by A. Thomson). Thomas Arnold, Bistory of the

Later Roman Commonwealth.—^ Victor Gardthausen, op. dt

Chapter XXXIII. The Immedute Successors of Augustus : Tiberius, Caugula, and
Claudius. (14-64 a.d.)

t* Victor Duruy, Bistoire Romodne jusqu^d Pimmsion des barbares.—^ Ca^ ^r^Nnra
Tranquillus op. oil CoRNEUua Tacitus, op. ctf.— « Thomas Keightlbt The B%s^ of

Romt to tu ha of tho StpuUic.,—t Mii^ai,e, ov. o CaijbVaumot
CULU8, Op. oit. Flavius Josephus, TTie Works of Josephus (tomslatea ^ Greek hy

William Whiston).— <HKBRHNius Byblius Philon, Hepl Dion-Cassius Coc-

CBUNua, IvTopltt.— *Plinius Sboundus, Bist^a J^waZw.—iLucros^^iEus
Seneca, Amcolooyntosis.—”^Q. F. Hbrtzberg, Gesohuhte der Rdmer xm AlterOmm.—

» Tarver, Tiberius,

Chapter XXXIV. Nero: Last Emperor op the House of Caesar (54r-68A.D.)

I' Victor Duruy, op. cit. — ® Cornelius Tacitus, op, cH.—^Caivs Suetoniub Tban-

QUILLUS, op. cit.— « Charles Merivale, op. cit. Thomas Keightlet, op. ext.

Chapter XXXV. Galba, Otho, Vitellius, and the Three Flavians (68-96 A.n.)

b Oliver Goldsmith, Bistory of J^e.-^’Csioa Sueto^s

**F C SCHLOSBER. op'. CXt.— « THOMAS KEIQHTLET, op, Diw-'Oasots Coccexanus,

0 Pliihus, op. mt William Gell (in coUab. with Jolm P.

Topoaraphy^Edi^, omd Ornaments of Fompexx,-^ Oorn^ Tacitos. Bxdorm,—SAxi^
in the AnwndiE to Book V of his translation of The WwMafComdtm T^^.
MerIvW^^ cif. Flavius Josephus, op. dt,-^ G. W.Wsfoed,

of Rome.— » V. Duruy, op. dt.

Chapter XXXVI. The Five Good Emperors: Nerva to Marcus Aurelius ^6-186 a.d.)

* Oliver Goldsmith op. Victor Duruy, op. dt—^S. RmE^
dea oriaines du OhrisUanime,— « Edward Gibbon, ThsExs^ oftheJMms tmd WaR^the

'S-K,
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Chaftke acXXyil. Thb Pagan Ciikeds awg tkm Bis» or Oheistunity

bXnkv FEAN<;oifl JDbnis, BtMioire d6« thUrim et dm %d4e» tMralm dd ror|/vWiY4. oWd-
ttaed Gibbon, op. c»7. — '* RikthAlemt Aub^, MidoirQ dm de VXgiue, — « Dion-
CiBBms CoccKUNUfl, op. cit—/Bpiotetus, in Arrian's Aturpi^al ’MwiKti^r&v and 'K'yx*r‘p^fiior

Ertur^ow.— COCOKIANUS DlON Cn»T80ST0M, AAyo* trepl ^«ioc*K«kf."™^ BifiNEOA, —
i Makous AuEKLiua, MdflKow ’Arrwriwu roO aihroKparopot twv 4t 4aw!ii> fitfiKltk (translated from
the Greek by Jeremy Collier).--/ Poniub Minoe, Jfipuiolm. OoENBUtrs TAcraim* op, ciL

Cbaptbe XXXVIII. Aspects op Civimsation op the Fiebt Two Centueiks op the Bmpiee

6J. Ebnest Rbnan, op. o*A—"Chaeles Merivaw5, op. Animus Geluus, Mctm
Atiica.—^ M, L. G. Boissibb, I/Opmsiiion mvs Joaoiiim Mae^iuaedt. op.
et^.— oA, Bouohe-Lieoleeco, Mimuu dm imtituiiom rowawe/.—* M, D. (1. Boissike, Xo
r^igion romaina d^Augvsta <mx A»w!onins.— »J. V. SuEPPAiin, ^ Uwm md ih& Mm
ofmw JVakonaZiB'oa. — / H. S. WiixuMS, IB^tory of the AH of -— ** VAnBEius
Maxiuos, De J'actia Mictieque Mentorahilibue XAhti /X.— * W. A* Bkoeke, QoUm^ oder
rbmiaehe Semen aue der Zeit Augwds*

ChAPTEE XXXIX. A HaU^ OeHTUEY op 1)E<3UNK : OoMMODI.S to AtMXANDKE SBVKEtJB
(101-m A.D.)

» G. F. Hbetzbkeo, op, otV.—«Tuomah K»i(uiTn®v, op. oiY. -'<* Hkeodunuh, 'HjjwSwwO
rijt perA "HLdpKOv BacrtXekr ItrTOfaOr fiifiKla d/erti. —*< DiON-OabSIUH CoOCEIANIfS, op, oit, «-»/ AUGttS"
TAN History (Mietonm Augtudm S(ynptorea),'--^o XlmKY Fynks Ci..iNtoN, liJornosn*.

—

'^ZosiMus, The Bietory of Count Zosimm (tranKlated from the Qrotk). —* Xifmiwnub, (y.
cU, — i J. Ernest Ebnan, op, oU.

Chapter XL. Confusion Worse Oonpoundeds Twf. Second lUtF op the Third Century
OF Empire (265-285 a.d.)

*»&, P. Hkrtzbero, op. oi^.— « Thomas Keuiiitdkv, op. <nV. •»- «< Zohimuh, op. <wV,

« Johannes Zonaras, Xpai»x6p(AnfuUm),

Chatter XLI. New Hope for the Empire ; The Aue op rtiocuNTiAU and Constantine
(285-667 A.D.)

*F. C. ScHLossBR, op. — " Edward OumoN, op. ei7.-***ZosiMim, op, mV. »-« Thomas
Hodgkin, ItaXy and her Jhmodera.

Chapter XLII. Thb Suocessobs of Constantine to the Death of Juhun (667-858 a.o,)

*> Edward Gibbon, op. oif.— « S. Eeinhaedt, Dm Jl^mrhrwgdm Kaimre Mim.—^ Ammi-
ANUS Marckllinus, T%e Moman Bietory of Ammianm MurceUmue (tranilEtodi from the Latin
by 0. D. YoHge). — ® Thomas KwghtIiRY, op. cit.

Ohafter XLHI. Jovian to Theodosius (808-805 a.d.)

* Edward Gibbon, op. Victor Dueuy, op. «* Ammianus MAECEHUNUi, op,
otV.— • Thomas Keightuky, op, eii,

Ohapteb XLIV, The Division of the Empieb. (80IW0H a.d.)

f> Edward Gibbon, op. oif.— « F. 0. SoiiiiOSSEE, op. mV, — Zosimus, ttrropia Ha, — "Ohym-
pioimEus, hfropiKoi X6Yot.—/SuxDAS, X»e3Bioon.--«o Orosiuh, Bietortorum a^imnue Pagama
lihri VIX.— ^ S. LB Nain de Tiujsmont, BiMre dm JUmpmmro et dm omirm primm pti ont
riffnS pendant he eiscpremiere aiMee de PMgliee*

Chapter XLV. Tub Goths in Italy (408-428 a.d.)

^ Edward Gibbon, op. eU.

Chapter XLVI. The Huns and the Vanda’^j (428-455 a.d.)

> Edward Gibbon, op. o*f.— <» Thomas Hodgkin, Xtody md her Xnmdere, -»** Jordanis,
De CHarum ongtm et rebus geeiu.

Chapter XLVII, The Fall of Bomb (480-470 a.d.)

*>T. Hodoon, article At in the Ninth Edition of the Mmydmgidia BHtmniear^
* Bdward Gibbon, ojL B. H. Wriohtson, The Samta MepuUim Mmom, BduaRD
VON WnfiTERs^M, GMcAwi&te deryWemwandertmg, —/ AMifiDiftB Thierry, Mmie d$ PhiMeire
rtmanw aucmqui^ «dok.--e T, Hodgkin, Xkdy and her Xnmdm,— x jfcuRX BrbysiGi JSW-
mrgeachiehte der Meuzeit,—i J. B. Bury, History of the Later Momm Bmptre flmn Amul^
to Jrene,’
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BASED CHtEEDY TJPON THE WOKKS QUOTED, CITED, OB COiTSDLTED IN
THE PBBFAEATION OF THE PBBSBKT WORK; WITH CRITICAL

AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

[For oonvenienoe of ^ofeirence, the Byzantine hlstoriane are indoded here, though their work hag to
do chiefly with the period treated In rol. Yll. Further notm on many of &e Roman historiana
may he found above (p. IB) , and in vols. V (p. 26) and VII (p. 1)].

A. Classical and Later Latin Workn

JEUlaniiB, Claudius, Hock/X^ 'loropto, edited by Perizonius, Leyden, 1701; translated

from the Greek by A. Fleming, The Variable History ol .ailian, London, 1676. (A
blograpbioal notice of this writer has been given in vol. I, p. 295.) — Agobardua, Worm,
edited W Baluze, Paris, 1686

;
edited by Migne, in his Patrologise Latine, voL CIV, Paris,

1844-1855 ; edited by Chevallard, Lyons, 1369.— AmmianuaMarceHlnna, Rerom Geatarum
Libri XXXI, editea % Accorsi, Augsburg, 1582, 5 vola; edited by Wagner and Erfurdt,

Leipsio, 1808, 3 vols.
;
English translation by C. D. Yonge, The Roman History of Ammianus

Maroellinus, London, 1802.

Ammianus Marcellinus, by birth a Syrian Greek, served many years in the imperial

bodyguards. Hie history covered a period of 282 years, &om the accession of Nmra, 96

A.»., to the death of Valens, 878 a.d. Of its thirty-one booiks the last eighteen have been

preserved. These include the transactions of twenty-five years only, but they are vahiable

as a source because of the author's oousoientious efiort to be truthful and of his first-hand

knowledge of the events he describes.

Anostaslus, see Liber Pontiflcalis.—Annalea Alamanniiol (741-770), founded on

Annales Mosellaui.—Aonales B. Amandi (708-810), founded on Annalea MoseUani—
Annales IPuldenaeB, records of the monastery of F^da.—Axmalea Guelferbytani, or

WolfenbUttel Codex (741-805), founded on Annals MosellanL— AmLalea Lanrlasenaea
' or Itaureshamensea (741-829), composed at Lorach.

—

Annales MaariTniani (710-dll),

founded on Annales Mosellaui.— Annales Mettenses, composed at Metz or Lwn about

the end of the tenth century.— Annales Mosellani (703-797), com]rased at the mcmis-

tery of St. Martin in Cologne.— Annales Nazarianl (741—79(D, founded on Annales

Mosellani— Annales Petavianl (708-799), founded on Annales Mosellani; original feom

717-799.
. . ,

The foregoing annals of the German monasteries possessvarymg historical valuer Th^
have all been edited by Pertz, in Monumenta Gennaoias Historica, Hanover, 1819, m.

progress. . , .r . . ..wo*-

Appianus AleaEandrlnus, Pm^uc^ Soropu, edited W Schweughausmr, Lerpsic^ 1788,

3 vols. ;
translated from the Ghreek by J. Dfancer), “ The Eustoiy of Appian of Alexandi^'*

London, 1679. (See Introduction, vol V.)—Apul^us, Ludiis, MetooiphosMU sea de

Asino Aureo Libri XI, edited by Andrew, bishop of Aleria, Rom^ 1^ ; toaisl^ied &om
the Latin by Thomas Tylor, London, 18^; and by Sir G. Head, TheMctamOTho^ m
ApuMus, London, 1851.— Augustan Ktotory, Historiae Ammstae Smptor^ Spar-

tianus, Julius Capitelinus, .ffilius Lampridius, Vulcatius Gslhcanus, Po^ and

Flayius Vopiscus), Milan, 1476; Venice, 1489; ed^ by Oasaia^, P^l^; by Sjl-

masiua, Pans, 1620 ; by Schrevelius, Leyden, 1671 ; by Jordan and Eyssenhardt, Berlin, 1868.

(See also Dirkseu, Paucker and Plew.)
• xu u

Avmutan Hut&ru is the title given to a senes of biogmpliies oi the Kom^ ampins
from Hadrian to Carmua, ostensiWv written by the six auHuws above mentaon^m tee

of Diocletian and Constantine. The most recent research tends to teow that tee coUectmn,
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at leaat in the form in which wo have it, ifl a compilation of tlie end of the fourth or

betrinninff of the fifth century and that the authors' names fornmrly atiiwhed to it are

entirelv fictitious. The authenticity of the ofruual dooumente contained in it is also ques-

tioned. It is, nevertheless, an iniportant, for many fa(.t^ ahnost tlm only, source of cur

^^^AuKustine,' Saint, I)o Civitato Dei, Pans, 107{)'470i) : reprint, WilO-lHIlB. Edited by

Strange, Cologne, 1860-1851, 2 vola.
;
by Doinbart, Leijmic, 1877.

Ceeaar Cains Julius, Commeniatii de bcllo Oallico; Cpintmmi^arii do bollo oivili, Rome,

1440- edited by Jungennan, Frankfort, 100(1; bvC. E. Moborly, with English notes, 1871-

1872- 1877- 1882 (translated by Edmunds); Ca^sar'h (hnnm^ntarhw, on the OalUo and

Civil’ Wars! London, 1609 (translated by W. It Mcl)<witte and W. S. Bolm, London,

18571

«

JuVus Cmau who shares with Alexander and Napoleon the honours of unapproachable

military genius, was born on July 12th, n.o, 100, or at.'icovding to MommstHn, ui mo. 102.

His merits and demerits as a soldier and statesman have Ihhui fully «iealt with in volume V.

Here note need only be taken of his celebrated writings— the which relate

the history of the first seven years of the Gallic War, and the nrogrtiss (d th(‘ C^ivil War up,

to the Alexandrine, and Hie main object of whioh was the iustiilcation of iln^ author's course

in war and in politics. Tho opening words of l>e bdlo Oullko are often nt>ted as a model

of literary perspicuity, and throughout the whole work there is a rigorous exclusion of

every expression for the use of which no standard authority could bo found. It is the utte^

ance of a man who, knowing precisely what he means to nay, says it witli directness and

lucidity. The Commentaries may indeed be regarded as a kiml of high“(dasH classical

Jounialism, written down, os wa have reason to assume, from day to <luy from tho dictation

of the chief actor in the events narrated.

Capltollnua, Julius, see Augustan History.— Caaeiodorxm, Btmatur hfagnus Aurtdius,

Yariarum (Epistolarum) Lihri XII; Libri XH Do Ihdms (i(jstis (JoUitumm, Augsburg,

1583 ;
Paris, 1584 ;

Rouen, 1079, 2 vols.

Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus (about 480-576 A.n,), although a wdon of a noblo Roman
family, spent the best part of Ms long life in tho servieo of tlm Gothic kings, and filled the

most important oifices under Theodoric and his snecossors. In in’s later years, afh r retire-

ment to a monastery, he was no less ar.tivt' as a writer and a proUwtor of learning, Hia

most important work, l)e Rebus Gmfk (hthorntnt is pitihrrved mdv ir» tho Imrbarous version

of Jordanes. The Varinrum^ a collection of leiku's and olHclal documents, huuns the best

source of information concerning tho kingdom of the (^swogotliH in Kaly.

Chronicle of Moissiac (Chronicon Moissiacense), Jn the Monummita Germanisi Ilis-

torica, Hanover, 1819-1904, m progress.

The Chronicle of Momiac, which seems to have had its origiti in Atiuitaino, Is of some
value for the history of southern Gaul in the early parti tJ the niutii eetdury,

Chronioon Cuaplnianl, Basel, 1652.

These annals, an outgrowth of the consular fasti and more recen% known as Fasti Ffn-

dobonenses or Cmsularia ItaUca^ are important for their accurate chrouologieal data of the

fourth and fifth centuries.

Cicero, Marcus Tullius, Orationes (l^ro Sox. Roselo Amerino), odltM by Andrew, blihop
of Alexia, liome, 1471; German translation by Klotz, Loipiic, 1886, 6 v<dH.; English trans-

lation by Wm. Guthrie, London, 1806, 2 vols.; and by vj. 1). Yong«% L(mdon, IBSl-lSW,
4 vols. Cicero's writing, though not primarl^ historical, furnish valuable matiirlal for the
historian.— CIaudlan(ufl), Claudius, Opera, vlncenm, 14H2; Vienna, 1610; edited by Fal-

mannufl, Antwerp, 1571 ; by Burmann, Amsterdam, 1760; English translation by A. Hawkini,
Loudon, 1817, 2 vols.

Claudian was the last Latin classic poet. He was a native of Alexandria, but came to

Rome about the end of the fourth century. Ho enjoyed tho patronage of Htilloho, who
granted him wealth and honours, but probably shaiosd his patron's ruin in 40H. Claudian
wrote numerous panegyrical poems, three historical epics, and many occasional versea. His
epics are not without value as historical sources, aa they follow the facto of hlstoiy closely.

dnvexiiia (Cluver), PhUip, Germania Antiqua, Leyden, 1616.—-Coobtaoni, JoaxmoB,
Vita Theodorici rei^ Oatrogothomm et Italim, annotated by J. Ih^ringskifild, Stockholm,
1699— Codex CaroUnna (Letters from the Popes to Frankish Klng«, edited by Philip
JflfiEd in his Monumenta Carolina, Berlin, 1807.

The Code® Coroltnus, Letters from the Popes to Frankish Kings, oolleotod by the
order of Charlemagne, is one of the most important of historical souroer.

Codex Oothanua, edited by Waitz, in Monumenta (iermanlm, Ilistorioa, Scriptures
rerum Lamgobardicarum et Italicamm, Hanover, 1819, in progress.

Compel probably about 810, and prefixed to a manuioript of I*ombar<l laws now In the
Ducal Library at Gotha.
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Coaex TheodoiiamuB, Paris, 1086; edited by Hanel in the Corpus Juris Ante-justiiiia-

neum, vol. II, Bonn, 1842.
. , « . «

A compilation in the year 438, of the constitutions of the Roman emperors from Con-

stantine the Great to Theodosius II. It formed the basis for the Code of Justinian, and is

the groat authority for the social and political history of the period.^ These decrees \dth

their appendices were oflBiciaUy recognised in the eastern empire, but in the west they had

force only in an abbreviated version. The original work was in sixteen books, ranged
chronologically by subjects, bub at least a third of the entire work exists only in the abbre-

viated form.

Dion CaBBina Coooeianua, ‘Pco/nitKn icrropta; Latin translation by N. Leoni^nu£,

Venice, 1626: edited by JLeunclavius, Trankfort, 1592; by J. A. Fabricius and H. S.

Eeimarus, Hamburg, 1750-.1752, 2 vols.; by Stuw, Leipsic, 1824, 8 vols.; Engbsh trans-

lation by Manning, The History of Dion-Caasius, London, 1704, 8 vols.

Dion Cassius Cocceianus, born 165 A.n. at Nicaea, in Bithynia, was a grandson of Dion

Chrysostom. He held many official positions under diiferent Roman emperom from t/om-

modus to Alexander Severus, but about 280 returned to Hicaa where he passed the remam-

der of his life. His great work conaista of 80 books, divided into decad^. It ongmaUy

oovej.’ed the whole history of Romo from the landing of .ffineas m I^ly do^
Va

but unfortunately only a small portion of it has come down to ns entire. We nave doobs

86-54 complete, but of all the rest of the work only fragments and abridgments are

It was compiled with great diligence and judgment, and is one of ttm most importan

sources for the later republic and the lirst centuries of the empire. e have had occasion

../.J ^a.a,KeditedbyD.Pavav5smua,MilaB,

rae^ortha most emineut rhetoricians and s^Wsts, was tern

in Bithynia, about 60 A.». His first visit to Rome was ont short by au edict of Domitiau

expelling all philosophers. After extended travels through Thrace and Scythia, he returned

?Xme i“reV Trajan, who showed him marked favour.

117 A.n. Eiffhtv of his orations are atill extant, all the production of hm later yeara They

possess only?he^form of orations, being in realiWes^ys on moral,

subjects. They are distingu^'shed for their refined and elegant style, being modelled upon

the best writers of classic Greece.
, w i? CviKn-rtr R'rftnTrffirt

Diony»iuB HalloarnaBaenBla, P<u^tK^ A^atoXoyta, T* Sylbrng, Franlrf ^
1686, 2 vols, ;

Latin tinnslation by L. Bkagus, Trevi^, 1480 ;
translated into Enrfiah^m

thft Greek bv Edward Spelman, under the title of The Roman Antiquities of Dionysius

H:Uca™^L?a:Lo»768.i-pu^
ah ipBiufl gentis origins ad Philippi IV tempora, Pans, 1686-1649, 6 vole.

vAliiahle as a nioture of life in the Roman provinces after the barbarian invasions,
_vamme M a piowrw uio * i

A,iif,p/hv Valesius, with Latin translation, Pans, IfiDft;

tess s. .ST.!
Sn^oiZ toir^of to a

stantine. IMlx his EcclesimHcal History mdh-iaCim
1646-1652; edited by

Butioplna, Brevianum Hieton® Romanie, 1471,
> ^^^the ritie oi

Groaae, Leipsic, 1826 ;
translated from to Latin by J. S. V/ateon, anaer me

Pahrettl, Raphml, Corpus Inscription^

hannes Albert, Bibliotheca Latin^
SlmhliM- 16^^^3 vols ; Bibliotheca Latina medSse et

cunque scripts nos “ve Notitia Scx^tomm
infirm® ®tatis, Hamburg, 1784-1736, 5 vol8., «ibUo^a w
Veterum Grseocrum, quorumounque Monumeuta miegra am ir»B
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plerorumque ex manuscript,is ao deperdifeis^ Hambttrg» 170A-1728, 14 voK; edited by Han-

leOT 1790-1809.— Florua, Lucius Amwus, Berum Eoraauorum Ltbri IV (Epitome de Ges-

tia Komanorum), Paris, 1471; translated from the Latin by «T. 8. Watson» Epitome of Koman
History, London, 1861.

, ^ « ,

The identity of this author is unsettled. The work is of searoely any value as a souroe.

Frontlnua, Sextus Julius, De Aquceductilms Drbis Eomw Libri fl, edited by Buoheler,

Seaifua Julius Frontinus was governor of Britain from 75«7H A.n. Jn 97 he was appointed

curator aqueeum. He died about 100. Frontinus was |K)8flesse(l of oot»siderable engineering

knowledge, and is the main authority upon the water sysbun of anoient Home.

Horodianus, or Herodian, T^s MdfiKW PwiX€m edited by

Irmiah, Leipsic, 1789-1806, 5 vols.
;
and by F. A. WoK,* Halle, 1792.

Born about 170 (?) A.n., died about 240 A.n. ; a historian, resident in Italy,

author of a Boman nistory for the period 180--26B A.n. (Gonunodus to Gowllan).

Hlatoria, Miacella, in Monumenta Germaulm Historioa, Hanover, 1B19, in progreis.

A compilation in three parts
;
the ifirst a version of Eutropius, astuibed to Paulus Diao-

onus, the second and third are credited to Latidulf the Wise (eleventh century), tt includes

extracts from the annalists as well as from Jordanes and Oroslus.

Horralfldas, Pope, Epistolm, in Migne’s Fatrologiu' latino, vol LXIH, Park, 1844*1856,

221 vols.

Mdorua HispalcnBia, Historia Oothorum, Park, 1680 5
Eonm, I797“lb08, 7 vols., Chroni-

con, Turin, 1693..

Isidore, bishop of Seville, was born 560 A.n. at Carthagena, or Bevillc
;
died at the latter

city April 4, 636. Ho was a man of extonslvo floholavehin tmd was aealotmlj concerned for

the maintenance and spread of the learning of classicaf times. To thk end he compiled

hk Onginum seu eivmologiarum libri XX, a sort of enoyciopadia of the sciences as known
to his day. His mstorical works ootnprke a Chmimn, or series of chronological tables,

from the creation to the year 627
;
Historia Oothorum, Vandalorum et Su$mtrum*

Jaffd, Philip, Monumenta Carolina, Berlin. 1867; Bibliotljeca wrutn Gertnanieamm,
Berlin, 1864-18/3, 6 vok.j Regesta pontifioum Eomanonnn ad atnunn 1198, Leipsic, 1881-

1886.— Jerome, 3amt, De Vlris luustribus, s. de iScriptorilms ecclesiasfcick
;
iu Mkne’s

Patrologiae latine, Paris, 1844-1856; edited by Herding, Leipsic, 1B79; Epki^olm, llasei,

1516-1©0.—Jordano8 (Jornandes), De Getarum origine actibusque, Augsburg, 1515;

Paris, 1679; edited by Mommsen, Berlin, 1882; De Regnomm ac tmnporum. Buccessione,

edited by Grotius, Amsterdam, 1655.

Very little is known of the perwnal history of Jordatu«* except that he WM a Goth,

perhaps of Alanic descent, that he was amotary and afterwards bccaine a monk. His De
Getarun origine actihusme, largely taken from the lost history of CawWorus, is higluy

important for our knowledge of the Gothic kingdom Italy. Tlui othei: work cited above
possesses soaro^ any value.

Joaephu^ Iiavius, Htpl toD TouSuiko® iroX4^ou ^ *Ion8aI«i}« Itrtoghit (Hk-
tory of the Jewish Wu) and Tov8a2#di dpymuaXoyia (Jewislr Antiquities), Aupburg, 1470}
Basel, 1644 ; edited by Hudson, Oxford, 1720 ; translated from the (l»ck by william Whls-
ton, The Works of Josephus, London, 1787, 2 vols. A biographical note uimn this author
will be found in vol. II, p. 232.

Iiambert, von Hersfeld (or Asebaffenburg), Annakfl, edited by In voL T of
Monumenta Germanise Historica, Scriptores, Hanover, 1819, in progrtJin. «« Lnmpiidlna,
iBlius, see Augustan Hktory.—Idbanlua, Adyoi, edited by Eaiskc, Altenbcrg, 1791-1797,
4 vola— Livius, Titus, Aunales. Borne, 1460; edited by Drakenborch, Leyden, 1738-1746,
7 vols.

I
English translation by Philemon Holland, History of London, 1690; KnglMj

translation, The Bomaine Histo^ written in Latine, London, 1686, English translation by
D. Spillan, 0. Edmunds, and A. McDevifcte, London, 1849, 4 vols, (Bee vol. V, Intro-
duction.) — Luoanus, M. Anneeus, Pharsalia, edited by Andrew, bishop of Akria, Rome,
1469

;
by C. F. Weber, Leipsic, 1821-1881

;
Oy C. E, Haskins, with English notes, and intro-

duction by W. E. HeitlanA London, 1887.

MaroelUaue, Comes, Chronikon, Paris, 1696.
MartelUnus was an officer of the court of Justinian in the sixth century, Hk chronicle

covers the years 379-534 and deals chiefly with aflalrs of the Eastern Empite.
Monuuaeutum Anoyranum. (This is the title of an imsoripBon preserved at Anoyra,

oi which the text has been published by Mommsen, 1866; and Bergk. 1878, for which see
these authors in the third section of the bibliography, pages 661, 667.) Tlit text also
appears in the Delphin Classics, London, 1827.
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> «« "-i. ••

OlympiodoruH, ’loropiKw X<$yai, abridgment edited bv Ph Lahbft in m,

ParU ™M5^*
'**’*’"° Byzantinis, included m D. Hoeschilius’ Eiceipta de LegalS^bu^

pkmpMorm, a natiyo of Thebes, in Egypt, lived in the fifth century. His historyn^Ioh 11. preserved only in the abridgment of iphotius was in 22 books, and deaU^htSIWestern Empire under Hononus'from 407 to 425. It was a compilation of hStoriTal

“tetinVhXIan^^^^^^
Olympiodoru, wrote a continuatSm of Ennapius, one

tor°»X^v”eri8Wrfn p"gr”’ G«>na"i» His-

Kot^hari
document for the history of the Lombards, prefixed to the code of King

OrosiUB, Paulus, Historiarum adversns Paganos Libri VII: Vienna, 1471; edited bv
translation edited by D. Barrington and J. E. Foster,

with the Anglo-Saxon, by Alfred the Great, London, 1778.
'

Panlm Orowtw, bom probably at Tarragona in Spain : lived in the first part of the fifth
century, a.». At the request of the Bishop of Hippo (St. Augustine) Orosius in early man-
hood ooiupiled a fiTsto^ of the world, rememoered partly because Alfred the Great
translated it into Anglo-Saxon.

latine, edited by H. J. Amtzenius, Utrecht, 17S0; edited by
Bnhrcus, Leipsic, 1874. A collection of eleven complimentary orations delivered at Rome, in

S
raise of different oraperova. While these orations are notable examples of rhetorical ritilL
ley are naturally valueless for historical study, being coloured and distorted to suit the

occasion.^ Patoroulua, Caius Velleius, Histonas Romanse, ad M. Vinicium Cos. Libri II,
Basel, 1620; Leyden, 1789; (translated by J, S. Watson, London, 1861).

Cairn Vtlhiut Paterculus, born about 19 b .o.; died after 80 a .d., contemporary with
Augustus and Tiberius. The work of Paterculus, apparently the <^y one he ever wrote,^ have been written in 30 a.d. The beginning of the woftis wanting, and there
is also a portion lost after the eighth chapter of me first book. It commenced apparently
with the doabruction of Troy, and ended with the year 80 aj).

Paulua Biaooxiua, Historia Langobardorum, edited by Iiapp<^nburg, in the Monumenta
(Tormanije Historica, Hanover, 1819 in progress.

PmIus Duxconus, Paul the Deacon,” bom about 720-725 a .i>. : died at Monte Casaino,
Italy, before 800 a.p. The first important historian of the Midie Ages. His chief works
are a Ilistory of the X^mbards, and a continuation of the Rornan history of Futropins.

Phlloatori^ua, 'EfcifXTy<ria<rr«t lirropla, abstract, edited by J. Godefroi, Geneva, 1643 ; by
H. Valesins, Paris, 1673.

PhUOstorgim was bom in Borissus, Cappadocia, 358 a.i>. His history of the church,
from the heresy of Arius, 800 a .d ., to the accession of Valentinian III, 425 a.d., exists only
iu an abstract by Photius. He possessed considerable learning but was strongly prejudiced
in favour of the Arians and Eunomians, and uns]paring in abuse of their opponents

PUnlua (Minor), C. Csecilius Secundua, Epistolse, Venice, 1485; Amsterdam, 1734;
edited by W. Keil, JAsipsic, 1868 ; 1878 ; English translation by W. Melmoth, The letters of
Pliny the Founder, 174c

;
1878.

Pliny “ Jhe Fotinper” (Caius Plinius Ccecilius Secundus), Bom at Como, Italy, 62 a.d.;

diied llS. Nephew^ of the elder Pliny. He was a consul in 100, and later (111 or 112)
governor of Bithynia and Pontica. He was a friend of Tra I’au and Tacitua His Epiul^
and a eulogy of Trajan have been preserved. The most celelDrated of his letters is one to

Trii'jan ooncerning the treatment of the Christians in his province.
j’UuiuB (Major), Seoundus C,, Historia Naturalis, Venice, 1460; edited by Sillig, Leip-

sic, 1881-1886, 6 vols,; edited by D. Detlefsen, Bei*lin, 1866-1878; 1882, 6 vols.; (translated

into English by Philemon HoUan(l London), 1601.—Polybius, KoSoXwct wwrt itrragla,

Paris, 1609; English translation by ^ Shears, The History of Poljbius the Megabpolitan;
containing a General Account of the Transactions of the Worlo, and Frinc^ally of the
Roman People, during the First and Second Puuiok Wars, London, i699, 2 vola; byifani^
Hampton, tne General History of Polybius, London, 1772, 2 vols. For not^ on PUj^m,
see the study of the soumes, in volume V.— PoasldUiu, Vita Augustini, Rom^ 1731; 2nd
ed. Augsburg, 1768.

Posaidius or Possidonius was bishop of Calama, in Africa. He gives an account of the
aiege of Hippo by the Vandalc in 480.
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Prosper Aquitaalouis, Chronicoji, edited by T^eBnin and Mangeaiit, Pari% 17U,
Prosper Aquitnnious, bom iu Anuitauia, probably in the bust deettde of the fourth ceuturv.

Died at Rome, date unknown. Ilia Cbronlole in in two partw
;
the fln^t, to the year 378

ia an extract from EUaebius, Jerome, and Anguatiue; the Mocond, hi lOh, is original
’

Sallustiufl, CaiuB Criapufl, Ikdlun Cat,iUnarmn, Bellum Jugurthinuru, Home, 1470*
edited by W, W. CaM8,‘with Engliah wotoa, London, 1HH4; (trauabUHl into EnglinhbyXs!
Watson, The Oonspinicy of Catalmr

;
Uhe Jugurthino Whu, London, 18tn).««.Salvkj\iii*

of Marseilles, De Gubernationo l)oi, 1530, odittsd by G Halm, Berlin, 1H7H,
’

Salvianw, an accomplished eoolesiastieal writer of tht^ lifth century, was born near
Treves, and iiassed the most of his life at Maimlkm. din writings are ihainly Umologioal
but are valuable for their portraitui'o of the life and morals of tlulperiod,

*

Seneca, Lucius Aimams, Opera, Naples, 1475, edited )>y Uronovius, Leyden, .1(}40«1858

4 vola.; by Ruhkopf, Loimio, 1707-1811, 5 yols.; English translation, TUe Works of
L. Annseus Seneca, both Morall and Natural), tiaushled by T. Lodge. I), in Bhysicke,
London, 1614.— Sidondue, ApoUinarla (CL Sollius), Epistchirum Libri IX, Park 1652;
Berlm, 1887.

’

Sidonius was born at Xjyons about 431 a.u. He k'came the sondudaw of the emperor
Avitus, and afterwax-ds a favourite of Anthemitxs, who raised hinx to sexxatorial raxxk, m^e
him prefect of Rome, and placed his statmi in the lilxrary of d'rajxui, Ixx 4,2, tlurngh not a
priest, he was made bishop of Clermont in Auvergne. His writings aWoid conaideyaMc
historical information.

SoUnuB (Grammaticus), C. Julius I’olyhxHtor, Vexiioc, 1473; Sahmxaius, Htr<?cht, <1680;
English tranwation. The excelhmt and pleasaxit works of Julim }*d}ihuU^r^ contain-
ing the noble actions of humaiixo orciaturcH, the Beert^ks ami Providence 't)f Natu;ie, the
description of Countries, the inanxierH of tiio Ihuxpht ehi. elo. (transhxUul ont of i^atin by
Arthur Golding, Gent.), Loudon, 1587. (The wora oonsisk mainly of (Mdectlmm from the
Natural History of l^liny, the additions of the autiior being practically worthless.)

Sozomenos, Ecclesiastical Histot-y, edited by ValCHiuH, Paris, 1650.

The history of Sozomenos extends from 623 to 430. .

Spaitianus, jEHuh, see Augix8..aii History. — Suetoiilua, Caiusi Tmmpdllus, Vitse
duodecim Cmsarum, Rome, Il/O; English LauHlation by Pldleimm Holland, London, 1606}
English translation by A. Thompson, Tho Lives of the Twelvi^ CroHara, kmdon, 171)0; 1665,
.-Suidaa, I..exicon, edited by ICustor, Cambridge, 1705; by Gaiusford, Oxford, fHJhL

Nothing is know« of Suidas’ life, but he probably lived iix tlie hmth or idevegth century,
His Lexicon is a sort of enoyclopmdia of biography, Utorature, gtKigraphy, etc. Under the
head of “ Adam,” he gives a chronology which exteudfe to the tentli century.

Symmaohus, Epistolarum Libri Ia, xxlHod by Seeck, Berlin, 1HH3.

Q, Aurelius Symrnachus was a diatinguished scholar and oimtor of the fourth century, and
a strong adherent of the ancient pagan religion of Rome, His ieitm-n fnrnkli much minor
detail of the life of the period.

TaoltuB, C., Cornelius, Annales, Agricola, Germania, Hktorim, Venice, 1470; S^uriohand
Berlin, 1859-1884, 6 vola; Agrxcola and Gmmauia, edited by A. J. (ihurnh and W. J. Bivl-
ribb, with English notes, London, 1882 ;

Annales, edited by If. Furneaux, with Knglkh notes,
Londoi4, 1888; English translation by Greenway (Annals and Germany), txjndoii, 1608;
English translation by Saville (Hiatorles aud Agricola), London, 15i)H.

C. Cornelim Tacitus was born about 61 A.n., died probably after 117 A.n, Nothing w
known of Tacitus' ancesi^ry. He tells us in the first chapter of hli history that “his
adyanesmont was be^n by Vespasian, forward ©<l by Titus, and carried to a far gimter
height by Domitian.'* Hk first ernpioymeim is said U) have bwm a« procurator In GauL
Upon his return to Rome, Titus advanced him to a quaistorship, and we have Tacitui' own
testimony that he was m^o prmtor by Domitian. He kicame consul under Neiwa. Little
further is kno An of his life, except his marriage to Julia, daugliter of Agricola, whose lift
he wrot^ We learn from the EpuUes of Pliny the Younger, the great w«W3t and veneration
paid to Tacitus by hia contemporaries and above all by Fllwy himieH.

miletoar of Mersebnrg, Chronicon. edited by Lap|i®nlwrg, in the Moirimenta Ge^
mam® Histonca, voL III, Hanover, 1810 in progress; Girman iranriabiem by lAUwnt, 1840,

- hietmar of was bom July 26th, 076, died December 1, 1018. Became bishop

?! ohroLiclc comprising the reign of Henry II
(1002-1018) are especiaUy important

* a a j

Trebellius PoUio, see Augustan History.

Valerip, l^imus, De factis diotisque memorabUibus Lihri IX, Straeburf. 1470 ; edited
^Twronius, ^jde^ 1726; by C. Kempf, Leipsic. 1860; English tranilatimi by W, Spie#
The History of Jhe Acta and Saymgs of the Ancient Eomani, London, 1678."«Viaeiliuft
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FragMont (AnonymuB Valeali), This titte is derived from Hemicus Valemus (Henri de

Valois, 1608-1707) who was the flmt to publish the fragmentary writings which bear this

name. They generally form an appeudir to editions of Ammianua Mai*cellmiia and have

for subject the history of Constantine the Great and that of Italy between the years 4=74 and
526.— valesiua (Valois, Adrien de), Geata Francorum, sen de- rebus Franalcis, Paris,

164A-1658, 8 vols.

Valesius' history begins with the year 264 and ends w ith 762. It is written with care and

in elegant I..atin, is more of a commentary upon ancient writers than a history.

Victor, Sextus Aurelius, Be Csesaribus, Amsterdam, 1738 ;
edited by Schroter, Leipsic,

1881.
Sexiu$ Aurelius Victorj a Latin writer of the fourth century, who rose to distinction by his

literary ability. He wa made governor of Pannonia by Julian, prefect of Constantinople

by Theodosius, and is perhaps the Sextus Aurelius Victor who was consul in 873.

Victor Tuununenaifl, Chronicon
;
edited by Scaliger, in Thesaurus Tempori Eusebii,

voi. U, Amsterdam, 1663,—Victor Vitenala, Historia persecutionis Africanae sub Gense-

rioo et Huunerico, in Euinart’s Historia Persccnticnia Vandalic--e, Paris, 1694; edited by Pet-

schonig, Vienna, 1881— VirglUus, P., or VergiUua Maro, Opera, Rome, 1469 ;
Venice, 1501.

Walafrlod Strabus, Be exordiis et incrementis rerum ecclesiasticarum, in Hittorp's

Scriptores de officiis divinis, Cologne, 1563.
, vvi-r-D-i.

Walqfrkd i^trabus was of German birth, and in 842 a.d. became abbot of Bei^enau.

He died July 17, 840. A very prolific writer on both ecclesiastical and historical subjects.

Wipo, (Jesta Ohuonradi tl, iraperatoris, in Pistorins' Scriptores Rerum Germanicarum,

Basel, 1682-1607, 8 vols,— Witteklnd, Res gestae Saxonicae.

B. The Byzantine or LaUr Greek Bistories

AgathiaB, "Icrfopea. E, edited by B. Vulcanius, Leyden, 1694.
ti

Aqathim. of Mmna, in iEtolia^was born about 636 and died about 680 A.D. Ife

was an epigrammatist, edited a poetwaal anthology, and extended and reputed

of Procopius for the years 668 to 668, a brief but remarkable penod, comprmrg^e exploits

of Karses and Belisarius, the beginning of the wars with the and \,nth the

the rebuilding of St. Sophia, tlie earthquakes of 654 and 557, and the great plague of 608,

all related in^a pleasant, diffuse, and impartial manner,

knowledge. It is the work of a man practically

presenteS with poetical reminiscences, hut never going below the surface. This woik was

conriiiued by Menandw
^ edited by Theodoras Douz^wEh a

T ovden 1614 • edited by I^eo Allatius, Paris, 1851 (included in lT-9).

^Geondus AcrupoUta was bom at Constantinople in 1220. He studied at Kic^

diAguUed sch&ars, and irap employed M a
to’ f^dJv^

HiH historv beffins with the taking of Constantmopie in ro iiis lu

1281, the sequence of events being afteroarfi taien un by Pachymeres, cropo i appears

to have prepared hie histow
tSs ®«r<raXovi«|t trvynO&m

.pArrr W edited by*^ AUatau.

Thefsalonica, in 1430 a.d., and wrote an account of its conquest by Muraa ii-

Anonymouii,
rStv irokem

Kol rots 'Pcoj^tbts noTcpov wa)| a ir^v,

*Eypo«^»/ KttT dKpt/3eiav, a ow W povkji, fULthts,

The poem, in 749 Sd oC^n£»
as above, gives an account of fall P

i ft composed in 189^.

to the year 1282, the author stating
, Acomina^ w and Georgius AcronoJita, and are

The facts a: recorded are based
'‘abSed oy Cekker, k the Abhtmd'

related in a plcturasque manner. T^®
T A^ fiSr-Eon^ in hiT itedieraes histaHipies si^

lungen of the Berlin Academy,
m ms zie

la principauGfrancake de Moreet FariSj^ lo4o. « t v aiRgo-tutiirdTaw xotTcwi ki tou hrvo-

AttaUata, Michael, loropui i-^Latinb7M.Frehe^ Frankfort, 1596.

Jp^m, «a roS Sr^ roS ATraXe-iTov, rnte
„„aer the em-

Mxcluul Amutia, » natiTO of Attolm, as a i ^ hiatmT treats of

peror, Michael Duoas, by whose command he prepared a legal digest.
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the venoii 1034-1079, a time notable for the fall of the Macedonian dynasty and the tm of

the family of Comnenus and Pucas, palace revolutions and feminine intrigues playing a
large part in these events.

Biyennluo, Nicephorus, "'YXi? Icnropta^, edited by P. Pousslnes, Pari^, 1601.

JBryennim, born at Orestiac iu Macedonia, in the middle of the elev'enth century, iva» the

husband of Anna Comnena, daughter of the omperor Alexis. Distinguished for his physical

and mental gifts, Bryennius took an active part against the Cruswlcrs. Tlic design of his

history was to deal with the reigns of the emjHU’ors from Isaac Comnenus, and so far as it

extend,— to Hichael VII Duoas, *— it affords a lucid narrative, wrlUen witli all the judg-

ment and directness of a leader and eye-witness of the times. ^lis work was continued by

his vrife.

Bysantlnaa Histories Sorlptoros. Paris, 1044-1711.^ 42 vola.

The first collective edition of Byzantine historians, (ulitcd by Labh^, Fabrotus, Combe*

fisius, and others. It was republished at Venice, 1720-4763, but is now superaeded by the

Bonn “ Corima,” q. n.

Camenlata, Joannes, Toxfvi/ov KXepiKon xal K<ivBovK\u(f(m toS Ka/xrnSrw dt dXww
rijs ®c<r<raXovfK»;s (Be exoidio Thessalonioensi), edited by Deo Allatlus, with a Latin trans-

lation, in his '^vfjLfUKtai Rome, 1653.

Joanms Canmiataj a crosier-bearer tK) the bishop of ThesHalonica, witnessed the taking

of that city by the Arabs on July gist, 904. Camonlata wa« himself carried away to Tarsui,

and while held there as a prisoner for exchange, he wrot(' an account of the fall of Thessa*

lonica, a narrative at once lively and valuable.

Candidas Isaurua, 'I(yTop&i, fragrwmts as jmiHcrved by Ihiotius and Buldas. edited by
Dabb^ ia his Eclogue Ilistorjcorum de Rebus Byzantlnis, iu D. IloeMheUuf/ Exoerpta de

Legation ibiis, Paris, 1043.

Candida Isaurm, whose Byzantine history oxists now only in fmgmenk, was a native

of Isamia, and lived in the leigu of the emperor AnastasluM (4l)l 51H). Ilis histery appears

to have related to the period 407-491.

Oooaumcnua Xiepl wapaSpo/x?? 7roX</u(.ou, edited by V. Vaslljevskij, in his article “*Ut*
sonVage und Er/ahlungen (SovSty 3 razskaz^) eines byzantinimilnm Magnaten des 1 1. Jahr-

hunderta,” in the diurnal m:nisterstva uaroanugo prosvje^chmija, Bt. Petersburg, IHHl, vols.

215-216.

Cecaumenw was a Byzantine aristocrat of the eleventh century, v/ho latis in life devoted

himself to writing a treatise, presumably in imitation of Leo Diactnuw, dealing with miUtaty
tactics, morals, household economy, an cl an ethnological and historical account of the Byzan-
tine Empire from the times of Basilius II to Romane.H Diok«u»es.

' Codrenas, Georgius, ^SuVoc/^is \<rropmv (ConuMindlmn Hiutorianim ah Orbe Gondlta ad
Isaacum Comnenum}, edited by (>. Xylander, Ua.wl, 1560.

Oeorffm Ctidrenmt a Greek monkj lived in the eleventh century, and compiled, largely

from the synopsis of Joannes ScyUtzes, ar 'dHtorical work which extmuls ftt>m 4)^0 creaWon
of the world to the year 1057 a.i>. He was very deficient In hlnterical knowledgi^ and hla

work should be used with great caution.
ChaloondyloB, Laonicus (Nicolaus), 'Irrop^, edited by J. !l» Iia\md>imh, with a Latin

translation, Geneva, 1615.

Chclcondyks was a native of Athens, but little is kmmn f)f his life except that during the
siege of Constantinople, in 1440, he was sent by the eniMror, John V U, aam Mnlmssador to

the Sultan. The ten books of his history deal with the Turks and tiw later lawlod of the
Byzantine Empire, from 1298 to the conquest of Corinth in 1^63. The author Im chtMin
a difficult period to describe, when Byzantine affairs were being merged in those wf the
Turks, Franks, Slava, arid of the Greelk despots, and Constentlnople no longer formed the
chief centre abouu which events grouped tnemselvei;. The lumk is one of the most Im-
portant sources for the history of the time. Th© style is interesting, but the matter is not-

well woranged. Extraneous observations are frequently introduced, and the author’s know-
ledge of European geography is amusingly deficient, EugliuuL iwumrdlng to his wcount,
consists of three wlands united under one government, with a fiourishlng raetroroliii, AovB^S
her Inhabitants being courageous, and her bowmen the finest hi the world. Their iimnww
and habits, he says, were exactly like the Frotteh, and their swiich had no affinity to any
ether language.

CinnamuB, Joannes, 'Bwtrou'rj r^v Ka.tO0$*ajui4.Tm
Jims.. " L

' WtXtf mi

ftcriXiic^ ynaJAMWi

Joannes Cinnamwi lived in the twelfth oentwrj He was engaged a» an Impwrl^ notary'
under Manuel Comnenus, who reigned from 1148 to 1180, and weompanWI him on nia many

i
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military expeditions in Europe and Asia, the office of

modern secimtary of state. His history of the reign of Manuel and of his father, Colo-

Joannes, is one of the best of the Byzpntine histories.

Comnena, Anna, ‘AXc^^s, Augsburg, 1610.

Anna Comnena^ daughter of Alexis 1 Conmenus, was horu a.d. Gifted by nature

with rare talent, she was instructed in every branch of wience. After the accession c_f John,

1118, she was exiled for conspiring to place her husband upon the throne.^

retirement she composed the biography of her father. The A/exias is history in the form of

artistic romance. The truth is embellished to suit the pu^ose of

wTto glorify the father and his daughter; but with all its defects, it ib stUl the mo^

interostfng and one of the moat valuable products of Byzantine literature. Her work is

practically a continuation of that of her husband, Nicephorus Bryenmus, already men-

and Proolns, 'laropk np^XoW^Kol aXXuv

•WhW iiri AX<S«..5 air&v ^4 tSv Ww .(«
by

4ited by Andrm Muatoiydes, in his 'EUip-omnifnilv (Corfu), 1843-1847 ,
edited By

G. Pestunis, with a Russian translation, St. Petersburg, 1858.

CoM^^UB"^'*Ftoiu8'^lorphyro^nitU8y'I<TTopuo7 Si^viidi! toS ^ibu muTOVwpo^eaiv

by Ceo AUatius, lu his Suppucro,

with a Latin translation, Cologne, 1653.
eTY,T>eror Leo fTO Philosophus,

Comddndnus m. Flatus f
vrm born lu 906. lie reigned nominally from 9U to 959, bu^ram »4- “

jj

Empire was uantped by Leoapenus. In to erforced re^iremem ne

sohilarship, and became an

the lifi of KasUim. he wrote works dealing with im^nal ana pTOvino.a
g^ (-..bom in the

ta.7Z naval warlare and «on;t <ie«nion.ah His ^ in

pumle "). was acquired from wdp./.upa, the name

''TcX“ teu^Cit^nMCo4pl

1579) ;
Antwerp,

left two poems which are useful in tracing

Aavim Cremmus Conppn,% the ^ Johannes Patricius

the history of his times ;
one, ^ of the younger

against the Moors ;
the other, De La

^
us

^ ^ work is that the identity of its author

Zstin (565-578 a.p.). A remarkable fact about thwwm^^
centuries after its pubU-

with that of the Johannis - j li.^ hoot from an ancient manusca^^t, of

riion, for Ruiz in his preface^at

which he gave no descnpti
. ^ , African wars, researches brought the missing

he had preno^ly
at Buda in 1814! the work having been wrong^ca^

Manni$ix> light in the Royal library at Buda in ^ ^
a«ToSndtoK Bonn -Cotpus.”

CorpUB acriptorum historiae ’
’

j„^ion and under the superintmidence

This great work was commenced on the jocoju
Prussian Academy. The separate

of Niebu^n ând after his
^indorf and other distinguished scholars,

volumes have been edited by Bekker,
jjSer in his Fragmeiita Historicorum

k. s.bo,i «-»-» =,.

covering the period W^-IW. Diffuse in ^ Greek mind irf the

classic writers, the only value 0 Turkish conuuerors.

^ilod when it became reconciled to the rule of the 1 urtisn co 1

Beadppus, P. which^are extant. He WM_a

Michul_ JDvciu, the bijtomn, lived drangtto I

^ Les^o, 1462, and is valu^
history

for Jttd'

baxous V----— , - « .

with the Grech classica
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Ba0tor Chronicle, ’Ettito/uii) twk Atto *ASA;a toJ TrperoirXArrw Av$pMmv k

trws Tijs Pdo-tXila? Hpa/cXaov toO ewc/JcarArw xal fitr^ VTmrtkv irmjt # koI t»;’ Irovs rm
flacrAcwiv 'HpaKXctbt) I'wtj Kojvoravnvov r<jru avrov mZov ivotKTww y (C.hronioou Fawhalei,

&ited by M. lUdevi, Munich, me.
,

- „ , a ,

This is a coiiAprohensive chronological table 03cit*n(lmg (originally froiu the Creation to

629 A.D. It gets &8 xiame from the computation of the Kastcr cniioti upoti which Ciulstian

chronology is based. After Eusebius and Byncsllus it is tiic most important ami inlluential

production of G-eco-Christian ohronography. Tim compiler <»f chronicle, widch is

largely put together out of earlier works, was a oontmnporary of tlm emimror Ileraolius

(610-641). The text, as lb has been weserved, breaks off at 627 a.o.

^ BDbrim of Constantinople, *Ed>/Kua(w vpoetKow KaiWac^. edited by Angelo Mai, la

his Soriptorum votcrum nova colrf
.

Ephram wrote a chrouiolo in iambic verse, giving lioman^By'/autine liwtory from Julius

Csesar to the re-conquest of Oonsbantinople hx

Bnnaplus, M«tA A^^iTnror xpoviK^ Itrropfa, edlhnl by D. ilotwcluu, Augsburg, 160J; by
A. Mai, in hia Scriptorum veberum nova coUecti(>, Itomc,

^

Evnapius was born at Sardis in 847 A.n, He wroU^ a contmuaiion of Dexippua, but

most of the work is lost. Euuapiua exhibits pagan nympathh'c, admires Julian, ami

gives a deal of information on th(5 manuers and customs of his age, tlu^ period covered

helng 270--404.

Huatathiua of Bplphanela, Xpovoc^ 4iTiTo/iw}, fragments pre?uTv<ni in the Ihmn “Corpmt''

Ewtathius lived in the roigu of AnasfcasiuH (491»n21). Ills history of the worlJ, to

602 A.D.. 18 known only through the poriioxm preserved by EvagrluH,

CNmeelua, Josephus, IkcrAcmu' A.

Gtfnwm.f lived in the middle of the tenth century, and wrote his iJreek hhiiory by the

order of the emperor Oonstanihux VII, Forphyrogenitus, wleuie Uhimry acl ivithm have Just

been mentioned. His work comprises 1-he historitm of b(H> V, HlJ Miehael II, H2(1*S29,

Theojjhilus, 829-842, Michael IIT, H42-81I7, and Basilius I Mamuhni, H«7 886. The work
was first printed in the Venice “ oorpus."

0«oTgiu0 Monaohua, Btbi twv BacA^W, edited by it, A. Fabricius m volume VI! of hb
Bibliotheca Grsaca, Hamburg, 1705-4728, 14 vols.

Georgias Monachus ((bmrgo the Monk), probably livml in ilu^ bmth mmiury,- and com-
piled a chronicle which compreheuds the period from HlJl t/> 918 a.o., luJng a eoutimiatiou

of Theophanes Isaurua. '

^ ^ ^ ^

Georgina Synoellus, ’EKXoyf; (mvruy«f(m Hhr*) r4ei/jy((n> Movuxee SnyKcAAow
ycyovJros Tapeeriov HarpiApwcu K<*)vtrTttV'nvowrdXc(W*s Aire ’ASAp MXP^ AmaAt/rwi/oS, first

printed in the Bonn “ Corpus)"
'

George SgnceUus, Albas or Monaehus, lived In the eighth and ninth couturicH, and gained

his epithet as being the personal attendant or si/nvdlm of tlie patriarch Tarsaidus, who
died in 806, His chronicle extends from Adam to Diocletian, but was intendml to proceed

to 800 A.i>., Theophanes of Isaurus actually couihmlng it Ui HU. The ehrmuclo of Byn-

oellus is, together with Eusebius, the most Important work for a knowledgtx of Christian

ohronograpny.
Glyoaa, Michael, BipXos xfi^viKii) (Annales), edited bv J. Mtuiiius, ThctMlorl Metoohto,

Historise Romanco, eto,, Leyden, 1018; Latin translation by Ltnmclaviua, Basel, 1572,

Michael Glyca$ was born either at Constaubiuopio or in Blclly, but nothing la oertain

about his personality or period, flis Annaf», from the Orcation, go down to tlm year UIB,
so that he must have lived after that date. He wriins clearly and concisely, and displayi

a knowledge of foreign languages. Meurius, in his edition, cnbncously imorihed the book to

Theodorus Motoohita.
Gregoraa Nloephurus, ‘P<upw.tKiy lotopta, edited by IL Wolf, with a Latin translation,

Basel, 1562.

Qre^oras (1295-1S59) led a life of literary activity which covcrwl nearly all fields of

Byzantine learning. His history is a continuation of the work (»! Fachymwptss, and oo'm«

menoea with the capture of Constantinople by the Latins in 1204 and gmii down tfO 1859.

Bankius, Martim Be Bwantinarura rerum sorlptorlhui Oriada, Itelpslo, 1677.*^- Many**
ohliifl of Miletus, Opuscula, edited by Junius, wltli a Latin version, Antwerp, 1572 j

by
Meuraina, Leyden, 1613 j by J. C. Orellius, Leipslc, 1820.

Haychiusj called the Illustrious, was born at Mlletui, and lived In the timea of the
emperors Anastasius I, Justin I, and Justinian H. Aoeounta of his luusonality i» vapie,
but he 18 known to be the author of the following works ; TrropA 'Fw/m.W t« am mrrmrni^^
or XpwaeJ|l(rTopfa, a synopsis of world history, from tlm time of Bolus, the alleged fou»d«
of the Assyiian Empire (1402 b.o.), to the death of Anastasius I in 518

1 *OvOMAroXAyot 4
vCvai Tiuv iv TTouSd^ ovopaorroiv, which comprises biographies of Eilknio writew, but of
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which only preserred; lEtirpta K<i)yarTavrivoviroXe(i>s, a book on ihe primi-
ti/o hiatoiy of the cit?|^ of Byzantium which originally formed part of his history.

Joannea VI, C^tacuzenua, ‘loroptw fiiBXxcL A published by Gretserua, with a Latin
translation by *Tacob Pontsnus, Ingolstadt, 1603 ; edited by Pierre Segnier, Paris, 1645,

Oowinenus JPalasologus Cantacuzenns, emperor of Constantinople from
1842 to 1856, IS also sometimes styled Joannes VI, being confused with hia ward and rival of
the same name, who, nominally succeeding in 1342, did not actually rule until 1355. Cantai.
cuzenus’ history covers the period from 1320 to 1357, including hi own reign. Its style is
easy, dignified, and discriminative, but often vain and hypocntical when relating to his own
life cr friends. It should be compared with the work of Nicephorus Gregorasi who writes
of the same period. CantEfcuzenus also wrote a confutation of Mohammedanism.

Joanues of Antdooh, loropla xpoviKij dwo ASdp. (Historia Chronographica ab Adarao),
edited by Valesius in his Exoerpta, Paris, 1634-

Joannn ofAntioch wrote a chronicle at a period conjectured to be about 620 A.n. Nothing
is known of his personal life, but Gelzer is inclined to identify bim with the patriarchJ^
of Antioch (OBl-OdO). His history, commencing with Adam, must have been written after
the death of Phocas in 610, for he describes that ruler as “bloodthirsty,’* “6 aurw
'fnrrjp'Xicv oXfiom^rrmr

^
Joannes of xlpiphaneia, l<tfdvrov o^oXaerrtAou koX diro CTrap^oiv Thrc^jiKivcctis wept tot

v«ov Xotrpdou irpoaytopi^crtias wpds MarpociOT tov 'Pwuomwv ouroKparopa torropiun^ rdpos d, edited

^ B* Hase (with Leo Diaconus), Paris, 1819 ;
by C. Muller, in his Fragmenta Historicorum

Graacorura, Paris, 1841-1870, 5 vols. (new edition 1883) ;
by L. Dindorf, in hia Historic!

Grseoi Minorca, Leipsic, 1870^1871, 2 vols.

Joannes of B^piphaneia flourished at Ihe end of the sixth century, and his history deals

with the Byzantine affairs from Justinian to Maurice. The manuscript of his work da^
from the thirteenth century, and is in the Vatican.

Joannes Laurentlua, Ilept fUrjvSiv crvyypat^y (Be Mensibus Liber), edited by Nicolaus
Schow, Loipsic, 1794.

Joannes LanreniiuSy of Philadelphia, was a Byzantine poet of the sixth century, but hia

poems have not survived. His historical comment^ on the Roman calendar, named above,

18 compiled from numerous sources, mostly otherwise unknown. He also wrote Hepi

T^ *P<i)/ua^wv iroXiTcuis (De Magistratibna Reipublicse Romana), in which he gives an un-

favourable picture of the emperor Zeno.

Joannes Bloulua, Die Chronik des Johannes Sikeliota, edited by A. Heinrich, Gratz, 1892,

Joannes Siculm is supposed to have written a compendium of history from the Creation

to Michael III, 806 A.n., or perhaps 1204. Much of the work is lost, the extant portion

breaking off in the midst of the Trojan War, after reciting the ancient history of the

Assyrians, Egyptians, Greeks, Jews, Persians, and Ptolemeans.

Joel, Xpovoypa</>ta h/ (Tw^ei, first edited by Leo AUatius in the Paris “ Corpus.”

Joel lived in the tweMth and thirteenth centuries, and wrote a synopsis of the most

important events of history, as known to him, laying stress on Byzantine affairs. The
scope of the work is from Adam to 1204 a.d.

John of Ephesus, loropta iKKXTKnaarocw, The third Book of the Eccledaatical History

of John, Bishop of Ephesus, edited by William Cnreton, Oxford, 1853 (other fragments

have been edited by J. P. N. Land, the Dutch historian, in his Aneodota Syriaca, Leyden,

1866, 4 vols.).

John) bisnop of Asia, or Ephesus, was born at Amid about 505.^ He led the Monophysite

party and enjoyed the favour of Justinian. The third book of his history commences with

the persecution under Justin in 571. He tells us, that, “Most of these hista^ w^
writbsn at the very time when the persecution was going on, and under difficulties

caused by its pressure ;
and it was even neceKary ffeat fritmds should^ remove the leaves on

which these chapters were inscribed, and every other particle of writings and conceal

in various places, where they sometimes lemamed for two or three yearsi. Wl^ii tiiiermote

matters occurred which the writer wish^ to record, it was possible thai he naght have

partly ^ken of them before, but he had no papers or notes by which to read and know

whether they had been described or not. If therefore he did not remembm that he had

recorded them, at some subsiKiuent time he probably again proceeded to thmr detail ; Md
therefore occasionally the same subject is recorded m more chapters than one; nor^t^
wards did he ever find a fitting time for plainly and dearly arranging ttoim an orderly

narrative.” THs extract expimus the cause of the confused condition of the Etstory^ John

died in about his eightieth year. The first book of his history has been lo^.the second is

only in fragmeC'*’'® ? but a manuscript of the third, in the British Museum,
ClaudlM, braUoMB, eated Iby F. Matitoto Md C.

i^nheim, Leipsio, im. (T**® oiations hnve alBO been published sepaiately.Ji
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Flavius Claudius Jul\anu% better known an Julian the Apt)fliate, wan born at Oonnfcanti-
nople, November 17th, 3J11. Julian, ffreat an an emperor, was remaVkabkii an an arihor.
He wrote an immense number of ela&rate works on varied subjects which are important
sources of information regarding the relidon and philosopiiy of his twiod. The Orations
of Julian are hiatoricaily valuable, especially those dealing wiUi the mrnily of Constantine.
He also deals in them with Platonic philosophy and sun-worsldp, and betrays in many ways
his affection for Paganism as opposed to Christianity.

^

Leo Blaoonus, Toropin edited by C. P. Uasti, with a Latin tran^atdon.
Paris, 1818.

’

Leo Diaconus lived in the tenth century, and was a native of Caloii, near Mi Tmolus.
He was a student at Constantinople in 1188, and ht? st^rvinl aa military chaplain under
Basilius li in the war against the Bulgarians (1)88). His history embraces the period
between 959-975. Honest and fearless when rclathig contem|)orary events, the history,
although badly written, and inaccurate on geography and classical hbttuy is important
since the author is the only contemporary writer on one of the most brilliant and fluocewfm
periods of Byzantine history, tiiat of Nicephorus Phocas and Joaiums Zimisces. The book
contains valuable data on the history and customs of the Bulgarians and Euwians, on whiclr
Leo is the oldest authority.

Leo 0-rammatloua, Xpovoypa<^&,, rSv vnW BamXwv rr€pU)(vma (CUnmographia llw
a Beoentioribus Imperatoribus Gcstis Complectojui), lirst printed in the Paris “Corpus,"

Lea Grammatum ww one of the continuaiors of Theophancs, Nothing certain is
known of his life. His Chronicles extend from BIB a.jk tc the death o! Eomanua
Lecapenus in 9a8, or 9d9.

M^al^, Joannes, Xpovoypa^ta, edited by Kdmund Chilmoad, with a Latin translation,
Oxford, 1691.

’

Joannes Malalas 0aldas> wm born at Axdipoh, nnwt probably at about the time of
Great (52^65^, although some authorities assign hitn tc* the xdnth century.

Hie voluminous chronicle originally began with the creation of the world, but the coin-
menoement is lost, and the extant portion begins with the dtmi.h of Vuhmuui and tlie
accession of his son Sol, and finishes with the exiicdliion of Marclanus the nephew of Jus-
tinian the Great, Malalaa relatmi much that is absurd, but his account of Justinian is
valuable and his work is extremely important as being the first to repriwmt the type of a
Ohrifltian-Byzantme monk's chronicle, which is so important in the history of literatum.
rhe book la also the first important monurmmt of the popular (^moised idiom, and bwiee
has great philological interest, Phe inliuenoe of Malalaa on later Byzantine, oriental, and
even western annalists is immeasurable. For six centuries he ww so copied and rcoopied,
that tlie original work became superfluous and now them is only one manuscript of it in
exiSuenee.

M^ohua P^adelphuB, printed In the Bonn “ Corpus " (Kxcerpta),
ikfofcAus Phtladelphm, born In Syria, and a rhetorician of Couibantinople, wrote a history

which used m the Exc^tade legationibus, a compilation undertaken by order of Con-
stantine Forphyroceniti^ The portion of his work of whlcli wc have knowliMlge comprih-hen^ only the^riod imm to 480 a.d., this part having liecn imiierv^ l»y Pliotlus.

vcwlon by Lunclavlus. Bind, 1578;
’ translated into Slavonic by Y. Jagfe, In tU Archiv fto

Bogdan, in his Yiwhilc cronkse Moldovoncwi
pana la Urechia, Bukarest, 1891.

lived under the emperor Manuel Comnenua in the middle of the

^ wae"), ii a chronicle from the

G^Savus
-Alexia I in 1081. The edition ol Meurlue was dedicated to

Angelo Mai, In his Beripfeornm Vetcrem nova

p j odltcd by 0. kiilkr, in hii Fragmenta Htetod-cum (irmwrum, voL Iv, Paws, 1841-1870, 5 vols., new edition ISM* bv L. Dindorf. in Ms
Historioi Grmoi Minores, Leipsic, 1870-1871, 2 voll

^ mnmn, m ms

hi «^xth century. As a
Affathias, from 558 to 589, and In hli turn he was com

b^ Smumtta. Mon^der is often quow by Suidas imd k one of tbeoes^imes for the histo^ of the sixth century.
la^hael Fanaretus, tLeol rfih ryjt Tpaxrc^ol^of jSdmXiwvt 'ffilv MeWXwv VGiuhnH/i^v

liajlinrz^ry th. JUKd.
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Michad Pmurelm liv<id in tlie imt half of the fifteenth century and oives a ^hrorndp nf
I, m em,..r« „f 'I'n-bm.kd from 1204 to 1420. He an c^ewitne^ss of many of t“ntdeHoiilxHl, and ih particularly valuable on this account.

^

NoophytUB NcoAwov ftova^'oO kuI «y«XetcrT(w vipl rwv Kark ttjv vmpapKimpov (rmmv (No.ophyti I resbyten Monachi et Inclusi, Be Calamitatihus CypnV edited
l>y J. ll. latieher, lu his Eccleniffi (Srajcnc Monimienta, Paris, 167T-1G86, 3 vola.

^

^

Ne.op/ijfim, was born tii IIJII and lived as priest and monk in his native Cyprua His
opiHtle, an luimtul above, gives an account of the usurpation of Cyprus by Isaac Comnenua
and of iho nnpriMonmont of Isaac by Richard Coeur-de-Lion.

Wio®phonis CaUMus Xantoupulua, Historia Kcclosiastica, Latin version, edited by
frm;

with scholia, 15UU (Gl)
;
Antwerp, 1560; Paris, 156^

IfidO, i57d; hraiikforfc, 16HH; Greek text, with Lang’s translation, Paris, 1G30, 2 vols.
mcwhonts (dlhstus Xantoupulus died about 1350, and the date of his birth has been

Inferred as about !2i)0. ^I’here are now extant eighteen of the twenty-three books of his
ooclcHiastical iii story, which wan oonipilad from Eusebius, Evagrius, and other writers and
covl^rs T,ho period from the time of Christ to the death of Phocas in GIO. The work is char-
acteriaed by its elegant stylo, which is far above that of his contemporaries. The author’s
oreduhiy juul huik of judgment, however, cause the book to abound in fables.

Wioftpiiox'iw, Patidaffcha, KwvcTavTivowrdXewsdcrTopitt cnJj/rouo? (Breviarusn Histojicuin)
editod, with Latin version, by B. Pataviim, Paris, 101 d; translated into French by Monterole^
Paris, 10 18, and by E. Morel, Paris, lOJl-l

; ’Xpovoypatfiimv cwro/iov, edited by Jos. Scaiiger,
in hii I hesauruB 'Teniporum, fjoydtin, 1000

; by tl. Camerarius, in a Latin version, Basel,
loOl.

Nitf.phoruH, patriarch of ('onstautinople from 800 to 815, when he was deposed by Leo
Arinenuo, wiw born in 758, and hoid the office of notary to the emperor Constantine VI.
Hi:) Hi‘vj)i(truni tiegiim with tbo murder of Maurice in bO^ and is continued to tlie marriage
ot Leo I.V hi 775. 'Phe Chronology begins with Adam and is brought down to the deatn-
>p‘iu‘ of the (Uiihor, HiJB. Nicephorus is smuetiinHs styled “ Confessor ” on account of his
iiriu op}»o.*ntion to the, ieonoeluHtH.

CTIootar^ Acominatuft, TuTopta, edited by li. Wolf, with a Latin version, Basel, 1457,
emd b^y Simon GouluriiuM, Geneva, 1593.

Ntcetuit Aceminatm, was born at Chomu, Phrygia, in the middle of the twelfth century,
and died at Nficjea, Bithynia, about 1216. He held high offices under Isaac II Angelas; and
was at the taking of Coustentiuople in 1204, of which he relates an impressive account
llis history in continuation of Zonares is in ten corollaries of 21 hooka and deals with the
Gastorn emperors from 1180 to 1206. In style at times bombastic, Nicetas is deeply incensed
against thn Latin conquerors, but he is impartial as to his facts.

Nonnotui, 'lorropw,, edited by C. Muller, in his Fragmenta Hiatoricorum Graecorum,
Paris, 1841-1870, 5 vols., new edition 1883; by L. DindorL in his Historic! Graeci Minors
Leipsio, 1870-1H71, 2 vols.

Nmnosu^, who wrote a history of an embassy he undertook to the Saracens in 533, lived

under Justinian L His original work has perished, and exists only as an abridgment
preserved by Pliotiua,

Paohymere®, Georgius, Iliatoria Byzantina, edited by P. Possimus, Greek and Latin
text, Rome, lOliO-lGGO, 7 vols.

t/coryins Pachijmeres was born about 1242 at Nicsea, whither his father had fled after

the capture of (ionstantinople in 1204. After the recapture of the cily, Pachymeres
went tiu're t,o ntudy divinity and law, and became advocate general of Ihe Eastern Church
and ehief jiintiee. Ho was also employed diplomatically, am died either in 1310 or 1340.

IHh portrait in wood'cut, alleged to be derived from an old manuscript is in Wolf's edition of

Nioephorus Gregoras, Basel, 1562. Pachymeres wrote a number of works, mainly phHo-

HOphlcal, but tills most important is his history, continuing tiiat of Acropolita, in thir^ii

books, comprising the histories of the emperors Michael Pateologus and Antonipos
PalmologUH. It Is written with calmness, dignity, and a fair amount of impartialifey ; but

the work is often marred by the introduction of dogmatic theology in which the author

Hoemed to take a keen delight. He was indeed the first Byzantine Mstorian to &al
with the history of a highly dogmatic age. Pachymeres was continued by Gregoras

Petrus Patrioiufl, loropAi, edited by L. Bindorf, in his Historici Grseci Minors Leipsic,

1870-1871, 2 vols,

Pelrm Patricus, was born at Thessalonica, in the year 506. Be was employed; in tlie

diplomatic service by Justinian I, and died about His history is supjK»ed to

include the period from the second Triumvirate to a little latex than the time of Con-

stantine til© Great, although only the part extending to the reign of Julian is espxeasly

W. W. — VOL, VI. 2 Ij
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atirihut.(Ml to him. i-wi in from !Ui (‘Krorpl. Ih' Uu^ r.uiu'lmmm of whioh Is

usually cal 1(m 1 AuonyimiH powi Dutimm. Only osliraoUi from il, an* |•r(;l(n'V(Ml. I\‘truH also
wrotio'a work ouLiilod, ttc/h ttoXitik'^s' wtnorTd<rt«)Vi or. on :didi(* orj^inituil itm.

Photias, U\>pi6(itf‘iK<w {) lk(.i\io(h}ni}^ odifiMl hy Oavid Ilm'solioliuii, Anp;shm>^, Iflhl

;

Latin vto'Hiim hy A. Sidiottus, Auj'slnirg', 1(10(1; (hvidi iunl Latin rrpriiits, (h'liova, lOL!, and
Roiu'ii, 1(158; rovisi-d (irocdc hsxt t»y L. Ih'kKor, Bnrlhn iHlil IH'J.'n

Photiu^ was nda,t(*d hy marriaip* lo tUo mnprnn’ d'licophiluo, and in Hhn whh irrof-ul.u-ly

(di'otod to Un* pairiarchahj of (louHtautinophs a cin’ornotiumo wlfudi ultimaloly Ind to t.hii,

sopiiration of tin* Easiorn and \V<'H(.(‘im ohurolica^ 'I'lioi-u* (*vmihi will ho f\dly d(‘ia'd(*d in

volmm* Vin, in ouv ac.oount of Uio Pupuoy. i*lmlmni_ was a man of roniaikahlo ititolkHdual

cmdmvnumt, and Indd luan.v hitfli oHioon. Ilia wn’ilintfo for t.hrHi' rrmionn an* ('Ktn'nndy

valuuhk*. Uiii IhA’Aiol^LjK't/iMacoinpndionHivi^ irviovv of tin* tjnm i'xinirnt (Srt'oli lih‘ratniv,

iuidndinjjr historiauH, rivil and oco.U^slaHtioal, hiof,*'rapln‘rfy philonoplionu onitoru, p«H'tH, and
Htory wrih'rH. PliotiuH lian thuH pi*(*H(,'!rvod aorouutn of many vvrilivn'o and works thal havo
titluM'wiHo hron lost, including portions id' tlm vyriltni'.o of (inch men as ld*moMthcnt*H,

Ihoiionw Siciduw, IIypcrid(*H, and Lyuiirgmu riiotina altui wrohi a mnnhoi id' tlH'olo|.n<‘ui

and (‘(‘idcHiaMtical works, a lexicon, and a prcal. numh(‘r id' kdderii, all valuahk* for iln*ir

jd(d,m‘(‘s of tin* mentality of the ag(*.

Phranacifl, (h'orgios, Xpomov* rto»/>ymii Ti>u ^r/mro/hnrmpnm , , Ncr wpioroi

^7ri/«Atia c/j/xcy/currou KapilAoi* AAr«/» (Alti'r), Vioimii, IVlId; Latin transhttum liy

Jacob I'oidauus^ Ingidstadt, 1001.

(P'tirt/inii the last id’ l.ht* Ly/.antino hintor’niiei livi*d ilurin**: lln* tiftci'nth cem
turyaiiil ludd high idlicial position iimli'r ('irniitanHiK* XI I L After t in* r'uplsirc id Ciiiifdam

iinoplc hy tin* 'Turks In* mitcn'il a nmmistcry, wlnn'i’ he coni|ntscd Ium (Mnondom, wliidi i;

avnluahli* authoriiiy for tln‘ ilctuils nf tie itaplnriMd' ('imstunt.nmplc, nod lxl^ud,! fi'oin
M'

« L r

to 1177. He is Inifd,worthy when dealing with cimti'mptn'ary events, hut milnlpy.i in loii;?;

digressions. IVidcssor Alti'r’s edition is the nta,nilard ;
the tisnuihLl imi nt Ikiiitumn, whh

cdiaraeti'rised hy (lildioti as “ikdieient. in aeenraey ainl (‘li'gani*e.’'

Prinen®, 'hrriYua wu Karo, ’ArTi/Ane, frajonmlis eddi’d h\ Ik Ifiioseledinn, Aiu'.vi-

Imrg, Killlk Latin t.ranslatiim.s hy H. (kintoidarmi,, Pans, loot); ludh irpnnled liy I'’idirot, in

his Hxcerpta lie Li'j'fntionihns, I*ari::, lOlH; ami in LiihlM*’.! rroia-epldicim, rsn i, Llld.

i’rtsrn.s', an isuiy Byy.aniine hi,siorian, wan lunm in 'Tlirnee, VVi* lueov hsislly anything
of his lih‘, t*xee[)i tor the yearn -Idh 117, when Im was ni tin" ciiui I ol Allda im umhafiMsidor

for 'Tlietiilonhui tlm Youngiu'. Hin aeeount id' Attila was theri*forei hrst IuohI, hiit, uid’ortu-

nately iinly fragments of it have hium m’e.yrved,

Procopiuis, "lirro/HKife le fk^iXiMs: oKrw, editetl hy Pelnri Pit.lueue, in hi * ('odi'\ L(*)',uin

Wksigotlmrimi, Baris, 1550; editisl hy Ik Hoeaelielin!;. Auf'shuro,, IHVO, rdited hy B. Vnhia
niuH, in his Scriptores Hothieanun, Li'yiUm, Ihlt?, ItilV; Latin vernoii (elamesl as iiripjmd

work liy Letmardii Ar<‘tiiio^, Dti liidht Italicii advermui Hothoa gi‘!»lo, lAdigiio, I IVO, Vmiii*i*,

M7l *, translated into Englinh hy H. Ihd<*roft, Linnhm, KShU; ‘AeAoor.i ;Hi‘ tona Arcaim),
edited _bv N. Alleuiannun, witli a Latin verMion, Lyons, KlBd; (kdojpie, ihdO; (‘diteii l.y

tloh, Eiouelius, lielnintadt, 1654
;

iranalated Into Kngh.sh, Lomhm, Iti'/I; Kro»/mra (lahri

YI lie AkliUcuH ooiuUfciB vel rentoratiH aunpieio JuaUnianiii, cihleil liy J, Ih'i vagins. Basel,

1581, Bads, 1548; with a Latin tmnnhrtum hy K, dranevi'ld, Baris, llillV.

^'roeuphiiV, the most important late (ireelBBy/antine liintorian, was horn at (Imsurea, in

the beginning of the nixth century. After atudylng at (limniantiimple, his natural gift,

gaiiuid him, m 527
,
a iKwition an secretary to Biliwuius, whom Im aiH'innpanusl in hi i

Hoveral warn. Ho also rorved witli dlniinetion under dimtinlan, who erealeil him prefect
of Constantinople in 5H2 . Hin lih'rary work whh exUrnHive, and mneli ihsputi' hun centred
around liw name, Bome clairaiiig, for mHiuuoe, that he, wan a physieiaii im ace«mut of his
mhmte description of the plague. His //w/mv/, in hy far his most important work, ilealine;

with the period lOH-nSA, hiH doMm'iptum of his own tlinen heing wrilh'ii in a faithful ami
masterly nifumer. Iiidoe-d, ho in Raid to have kept a diary when he aeetmipunied Beiisarius
upon hiH expeditious against the Vandabi. His hisliory wmi enutlmicil l»y Agnthias. 'riie

iCTMT/mra is an ititerestiug account of the arch Itm’iUu'ar endeavours td' Justiniiui, rummwtuU
flattoring to tins muimrodfl nunuory, hut written wiUi a full knowledge of tdn* arehiteeturid
art. Th«rAv«KOora is a collection of witty and curious HtoricH — court Meamlal mostly < tin*

authoraliip of which is generally ascriheil to Procopius, though moiuo have ihmhted'that it,

could be tnc work of a grave statosraan and historian,

Soylitzea^Joannes, ^liv^isIoroptieviTuyypa^cttraTrapA^IiiKfvvowKOu/HoriiAaTou kuI /« yaAoe
opoyyyapm r^s BfyAas roll !l$KuAfr& (HynopslH Historiarum Herlpto a Joautm Xeylitise Huro*
palata et Maogio Bvungario Vigill«B), traimlatod into Latin hy J. B. (lahiuH, Veidee, 1570,

Joanrm bcylitze$, surnamed Curopiilatm^ held high olllckl ihihIHohh at the Bymntine
court as late as 1081, The history now artributod to him, and of which the mimpleie Hm*k
text has never been published, resembles that of CcdreuuH in mvcral ways, and his claim to
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oripfiiiiil aniliorship to bo holly (lis]>utc(l. It is, however, now generally conceded that
CedronuH was tho (‘.opyist. The chronicle inolndes the period from 811-1079.

Sicilian History, edited l)y P. Baliffol with a Latin translation, in the Comtes Rendus
di^ PAcadeinic (l(\s In.s(n'i[»iiouH et Bidles Lettres, Paris, 1890.

This work, by an unknown Grtsde, gives events in Sicily from 827 to 965. The Greek
tiC^xt is [irc,S(*rvc.d in two manuscripts,— Cod. Vatic. 1012 and Cod. Paris, suppl. gr. 920.

An old Arabic manu-script at Cambridge has been recently proved to be a translation of

this hlsiory.

Symeon Motaphraates, Xpovoypa(f>La (Annales), in the Paris, Venice, and Bonn
“ Corpora.”

Spniam Me.(nphrasf(‘s, also called Mar/hter and Logntiida., lived in the second half of the

tontli (M'ntnry, ami H(U*vc(1 as chief scc.r'etary of state under Leo VI and Constantine VH.
lit; was a v<d’umin(ms writer and compiler, and his Sanciorwn Vitce gives the biographies

of lu'iu'ly S(‘Vt*u hiindnsl saints. His Anna/s cover the period from Leo V, 813 a.d., to

limnamiH II, 960. His Chn)nwl<>, a work soniowhat different from the Annals, has never

bemi publislnsl, anil is contained in a niimhcr of manuscripts with varying titles.

ThemiBtiui, lloXm^cut Xoyoi, edited by Aldus, Venice, 1531, and by Dindorf, Leipsic,

1H32 ; Latin version by nermolaus Barbarns, Venice, 1481, and often reprinted.

>ru® Anagnoste® (Lector), *'EiKKX7)<TijaanK^ loropia, edited by K. Stephens, in his

kirks, 151 1 ;
by Christophersmi, wdth a Latin version, Geneva, 1612

;
by H. Valesius,

I. > u 1 a 4 * .d »« m wm a

Thr.tnhtins, philosoidicr and rhidiorician, lived at Constantinople and Rome in the reigns

of (lonstautiuH, Julian, .Fovian, Valens, Gratian, and Theodosius, all of whom regarded him
with favour. He beoame a senator, and in the reign of Theodosius was appointed prefect of

Gonstaniinopk^. He was frequently employed on embassies and in other public business.,

BoKides varimia philosophical works, thirty-five of his orations survive, several being con-

graluhibory addressoB to the emperors Constantins, Valentinianus, and Valens. He died

about ihi‘ year 390 a.d.

Theodonii
Kxeerpia, Pa.

Paris 1673; reprintiMl, Cambridge, 1720; Turin, 1748.

77/( ndnnts Annfpit)stes (Lreiorj lived probably in the reign of Justin I or Justinian I, and

wrote a rompiuidiiun of clnirch histories from Constantine the Great to the death of Con-

Htantiu.s 11. Hi.s Uistorla covers the period from TheodoBius the Younger to Justin I or

Jufil iuian L hut it survives only in extracts by Nicephorus Callistus (fourteenth century), by

JoauueH DamaHcemiH, and othors. Ho w the chief authority for the reign of the emperors

Zeno mid AuastasiuH.

Thtodoms, bishop of Cyzicus, Xpopimv.
Thtofhrus of (Ji/zicus was supposed to be the author of a chronicle of the world from

Adam to ilio recotiqnost of Constantinople in 1261, hut very little is known of his person-

ality, and his work exists only in fragments, which have never been published^.
^ ^

Theodosliia of Syracuse, ©eoSoinbu uoraxot) tou koL ypa^aariKou cVtcrroAu 7rpos_ Aeo^a

Smkovov irtpl dX(0ar€ti)s: ^vpaKovertj^, edited by B. llase (with Leo Diaconus) , 1 ans, 1819'

Thmltmns wa.s a monk of Spacuse, taken away as a captive to Panormo when the bara-

oeiiB took Syracuse in SHf). While tlie events of the catastrophe were fresh in his memory,

ho committed them to writing in the form of a letter to Leo Hiaconus.
^

Thdophanes of llyxantiuui, ‘teropiKw Xoyot 8e/cft, fragments edited by C. Muller, m ms

Fragmciiionim lli.stimcorum Gr.Tcimnn, vol. IV, Paris, 1841--1870, 5 “vols., new edition,

1883 ; I'V L. Hiudorf, in his Ilistorki Gra‘ci iMiuores, Leipsic, 1870-1871, 2_vols.

Theophnw's of Byzantium lived probably in the sixth century. .^His history deate with

the, Persian Whir luulor Juatin H, from tho breaking of the truce with Chosroes in 56/, and

going down to the tenth year of the war. Theophanes preserved the record of the bringing

of tho, .silkworm hi Italy, the Romans not knowing previously that silk was the product ot

an insoci. ^ ;

Theophanes laaurus, XpoviKov, edited by J. Goar, Pans, lo56.
^

Thivithanos Jmnrm, named also the Confe3.sor, was horn of noble p^entage during

rci,,n of Ikmataniiue V (741-775), and while a youth married the daughter of Leo the Pa-

trician. Afhu' discharging sundry public offices he retired from
vav whim

monastery, his wife goliig into a convent. lie atteiided the Council of Nicsea m 787, where

he vehemently defended image worship, and when, in 813, he was called upon to recant his

yiewfl, he preferred imprisonment and banishment. His histo^

284 A. Dm at the point where Georgius byncellus stopped,and continues to 813, the time of his

imvriBoiiiiwut, liis death oocmruig in 818. The work is of nobgh order,

almonco ot better sources of information. His acMunts of the affairs of ^
are far more trustwortliy tlian those relating to the Western wk
makes the moat extraordinary mistakes. A
arepareil at tho command of Constantine TII Porphjrrogenitus, and hae come doira toM

mder the title of Xpovc^pa<i>!a tnyyfio-'Kxra iK 7rpo(rrdy/iaT« K^wramron to» <l»Xo)ipurrw
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Sco-woTow K(U avroKpdrofm • . • dp)(Ofxtvy} (Ittow (4twptin}Si . . . ry /lototAti Mi,p(ai5fA xiwS

©co^tAov TOW KovpoTToAaTOV, <IttA rJJs' ^ia<nXttas: AiVvrov row ^HcriittortiH post
Theophanen), oditod by I^eo AjlatiuH, in iuH Km, Folnj^uo, UlU'J; and by OnjuhoHuiH, in

tiho iWia “Corpus." rh<^ pcno<l dealt with is SlJl IMU, and the nompilation m by mindry
auouynums writers. (JoorgiUH Mouaebus and Leo (Srammatious also ioMk up bis Idstorv
from Bid.

ThaopMlus Abbas, Life of Justinian, edited by JaiUuw Iby(se, in the Andiivio Siorico of
the Sociotk llomaiiadc NStoria I^atrla, Itoimu iHH7.

Theophilns JWww waseiied by N. AlUuuanuun, iu !us .-Oirvdwffi, publssbod in 10215, lU) tbo
author of a life of Justinian. N(»tliing, howe.ver, wm known of the work or at iho author
until 1887, when Air, Bryeo dlHCovortMl the. work hi nnuniscvipt iu iiiii UarbeHid l.tbrary,

Rome. The manuscript purports to be oKtraeind fomi an original Slav(nne maimHoript,
but the work appears to bp of sueh a l(‘gendarv (diaraicter as not to be oi' jmich hiMiorical

value. 'rhi.s Theophilus is imt at all to bn idmitifietl rjc! jnririt Idieophilus, who
aided Justinian in the. ilrawing up of (lis (!od«s

Tboopliylaotu® Siniocatta, 'Iutto/u o omoe/<,«io/, etiited by 15. Vulraniiis, Iswdeu,
by Jacob Fontanus, with a Latin voision, liigolsbull, Lib!; Irauslated into i'’feneh by F.

Morel, f’aris, lObd, 1008.

Theopyladus Smocatta was of Lgyptian descent, Init was born iu Loeria. lie in kiiown
to have lield public ofheo under Ileraclius ahont (MO (k!!) ajk His hi.sLu'y, m eontinuatiou
of Meiiaiider’s, deals with the life of the, emporor M.iurhs*, who ri'iguod from to 0bL\
and is the oldest am! best autlunliy on the, pe.nod. It iu rehUed tlul when the aulhor r<uul

a passage from his work abor the death of the emperor, the juulieuee wiw inoveil lo ttsu's,

XipMliiius, rloaunn.M, ’Fmrym/, editerl l»\ Lminelaviu.i, Ih ankiort, LMi‘,5; (mim* also Hioii*
Cassius, whoso works wore ahritlged hy Xiiihilimis).

Xiphihnns of Trape/.us, Uu' historian, was a m'piiew of Ibe palriateh of tim mnne name,
and lived in the second half of ihn lllh century. He mmle, at the cnmmiyid of Miehiud
VII Hiicus (l()7l'db78), an eiiitome of I Hon c kissius, whieh imldrtunaUdy includes only
hooks (51-Hb, because the curlier ones wm-e lackiiip; in Iheeopy uf Dion used by Xi|duliuufl
His copy was iucoinplete in other places alsrs The wmK is of value ns preserving the
main facts of the originaUhe gre.iier pari id wlii«'h in Neil, lur IVoiu beiok ij HO of (In* IliS'

tory of Rome of Dioudljtssms we have only the abriilginent made hy Xiphihims, and some
oUi:'.‘ ''pilmoi's whi-'h wi’ce prohahly juml.' by the same piw-im wlui'epilonuwHt tin* pnttaon
from tlm 5l31'h to the (ibtli book.

ZonaraB, Joannes, XpowKoV (Anunles), edited by if. Wolf, Ifi.V/, ,1 voIm.

Jrumnes ^onarm lived in the twelfth century umh-r I he cmpcnirs Alexis I (huniienuM
and Calo-Joannos, His dhronkle is in eighbum hoitks, ami extiuids from the creation of
the world to the death of Alexis iu a,i*, lUH. It b comjnk'il from various Creek authorfi,
such m Josephus and Dion-CassiuH, f)f the llriit twenty bookoof Dmnflasmus we have
nothing but the abstract of Zonaras. In the lattnr part 'of hui work Ziuiaras wrote iw an
eywitaesB of the events whiesh he dt*serib(‘s, Zonaras, who also wrote a loxieon ami idber
works, was continued by Nicetas Acorn hiatnrn

Zoaimw, Torropw; via, edited by F. Sylberg, In his Mcriptonm ilhdoriw Uismame Minores,
Frankfort, 1590; by Ludwig Memhdssohn Dorpat, IHH7; Latin tramdatiou by Lmmdavhw,
Basel, 1756; English translation, 'rim History of Fount Zoslnimi. London, IMH.

ZoBimw lived in the age of Tlmodosius the Vounger (dOH Ihb), and probably resided at
Constantinople. His history of the Homan enipiin, in six hooks, mnst have been written afb'r
the year 425, as ap}aarB from a record of that yiuvr, although the isniod actnally covewd
by the hiat'')ry in from tlm death of (kunmodus (192 A.m) to 41b. It is mainly a com-
pilation ftum previous Matorians,but when g'lVing jmlgment he h utronglv Idawnl in favour
of Paganism and against Constantine, Thcodoslmi, and other champloim <il Christianity*
He has a great love of the marvellous and bin chrtmology i*i confunwL

Mmlmi fVm'h

Abel, Si^, Dar Untereang dcs Uiiirol.(nclmm.ii.|i,, hi ttulimi, tirttilnKwi, IHW),
»l«l llnrciilammiu, h.m.l.ni, ItitlH; timl .tiiilii.ii, IMrU.

w A. H., The Making of the Monarchy, London, IblKI; (in collaboration with
W. F. Mmom), Rome muhw the Oligarchs, Loudoti, 18112; Tutorial History of Itonm to

Cicero, Lehen und seine Hclirlftcn, flnrlln, iHfll, •

J. Bn Lehrhuch dcr Univerfialgcschichlo dcr christllchcn K'Irchc, Mnyeimo, |H4b, •*

^8 1867 4 voli^
I’omaine k Hoims Paris, I8f}!^. 1.8«I4

;
l/empiro romalim h Rome
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JeanJactitmAtUomeAmpire, Fronch historian, bom at Lyons, August 12th, 1800, died
at Tnu, March 27th, mi. Ho was professor in the College of France and a of So
I'rducu ActMleiny. Jii hi8 book Anipfero ha's tried to reconstruct Roman history from Roman
monuments, and thts tot half ih given up to the period of the kings. The work r rather
iiigoMOUS than convincing, being based largely on conjecture, but it is full of scholarship
and artistic enthuHiasrn. ^

Arnold, .1 hoinas, History of Rome, London, 1840*-1843
; 1882

; History of the Later
Unman Commonwealth, London, 1882,2 vols,; The Second Panic War, edited by W T
Arnold, London, 1HB6.

^

Thomas /intoW, born at West Cowes, Isle of Wight, June 13th, 1795, was educated at
WinohcHtcr and Oxford, hmiig clecLeil fellow of Oriel in 1815. He resided at Oxford until
1H19, devoting himself to historical and theological studies. Upon leaving the university he
Bctiled in Laleham, wlieni his spare time was occupied with the atiidy of Thucydides and
the new light which had been thrown on Roman history and hiatorical method generally
by the reaoarcheti of Riebuhr. In August, 1828, he entered upon his duties as head-master of
IWgby. Under his surKnintcndenco this school became a sphere of intellectual, moral, and
religious discip line, wlicre healthy character was formed and men fitted for the duties
and responsibilities of life. In 1841 he was appointed to the chair of modern luRtory ac
Oxford, where ho had delivered eiglit lectures, when he died very) suddenly June 12tb, 1842.

Owing to the author’s death his Ilistori/ of Rome was not eompleted beyond the Spanish
campaign in the Second Punic War (to b.c. 241). Based on Niebuhr, whose theories on
early Homan hiHiory have now been abandoned, the book is thus superseded by several
inore^ recent ones, though its account of the Punic wars is as satisfactory as any in the
Knglwh language. The memory of Arnold has been idealised in Tom Broim\<s Schoaldapy
a novel by 'uiomas Hughes (1822-1806), who was educated under Arnold at Rugby.

Arnold, W. T., The Roman bystem of Provincial Administration, London, 1879.
This work well shows the groatneas of the Romans in the administration of provincial

affairs. The author was a grandson of Thomas Arnold.
Aiohbaoh, Jos., Geschichte der Westgothen, h'rankfort, 1827.— Aasemami, W., Hand-

buch der allgemeinen Geschichte, Brunswick, 1853-1804, 6 vols.— Aube, Barthelemy, His-

toire des iiers^Scutions de PEglise, Paris, 1875, 2 vols.— Aube, Benjamin, Les chr^tiens

dans I'empire romain de la fin des Antonins jusqu’au milieu du Ilh”® stocle, Paris, 1881.

Babelon, R. C. F., Description historique et chronologique des monnaies de la rdpub-
lique rotnaine, Paris, 1885-1880, 2 vols.— Bllhr, J. C. F., Geschichte der rdrniachen Litteratur,

Oarlsniho, 1828; 4th edition, 18(58-1873, 3 vols.— Baring-G-ould, S., The Tragedy of the

Oamars, London, 1892.— Beaufort, Louis de, Dissertation sur I’incertitude des cinq premiers

si^cles de rhistoire romainc, Paris and Utrecht, 1738 ;
2nd edition, 1866 ;

English translation,

London, 1738; Histoire do la rdpublique roraame, Paris, 1766.— Becker, W. A., Handbuch
der romischon Altertiirner, Leipsic, 1843-1846, 2 vols. (continued by Marquardt, which
see)

;
Gallus, oder rdmisohe Scenen aus der Zeit Augustus, Berlin, 1880-1882, 3 vols-

;
Eng-

lish tmn elation, Gallus; Roman Scenes in the Time of Augustus, London, 1882 (in Becker’s

Oaltm Roman life is represented much in the same way as Greek life is pictured in hts

Wilhelm Adolf Becker was born at Dresden, 1796, and died at Meissen, (September SQfch,

1840. His handbook satisfied a need which was keenly felt towards the middle of the last

century. The activity in the investigation of old Roman antiquities called^ forth by

Niebuhr demanded a work giving a general survey of the certified results of previous inves-

tigation. This is precisely what the Handbuch did. Single items were carefully examined

ami idaced in their proper position, and the whole was accompanied by valuable notes giv-

ing the most important sources, a study of which had led the author to hia positions, and

giving also opinions differing from hia, so that the book served as a guide to further inde-

pendent study. The work was long considered indispensable to specialists, though it has

ofjato years been superseded somcwliat by the works of Mommsen. For biographical pur-

poses it m Htill of great value.

Beesly, A. IL, The Gracchi, Marius, and Sulla, London, 1877.- Beealy, Edward S.,

Catiline, Clodius, and Tiberius, London, 1878.— Bekker, A,, Corpus Scriptomm Hi^ri®

Byssantinm
;

boo Byantin© History.— Belooh, Julius, Campanien, Ge^hichte and lopo-

graphl© des antiken Neapel und seiner Umgebung, Berlin, 1879 ;
Breslau,

%oodor, Kritische Baarbeitung des Monumentum Ancyranum, Gsttingen, 1873.--Betli-

mattn-Hollweg, M. A., Geviohtsverfasauug und Prozess des sinkenden

Bonn, I834.-Biokerat0th, A., Outlines^ of Eoman_ History London 1891*

-

ICarl, Geschichte das bui’gundisoh-romanischen Kfinigwichs, Leip.sio, 1858.— Bioc^ u.,

IjCS engines du sdnat romain, Paris, 1883.—Blondel, -T. E-, Histone dconomique de la^

lation de Catilina, Paris, 1893.- Bluhme, Friedrich, Lie Gens Eaneobardorum und^
Herkunft, Bonn, 1868-1.874, 2 vols.— Boiasier, M. L. G., Cic^ron et les amis, Fans, 18W,
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1872; La n^ligioii nuuaiut^, auK AiiLmin-i, Paris, ISVI, 2 voVi.; i'luhslil On m7w.
L\itn>oHit,imi HouH loH OmrH, KmuH, 1H7H; 2n(l LS,s„; Pu, rm ,iu pN^iiniMiiKs' Paim
IHJIl, 2 voIiS. ,

*
'

)

,)Ia^ Lntm nmmn\ Imrn at. Niiunn, Auftnst, |:»ih, lua-amo vruU^n^ur nf
rlujioric afc NmicH and Pans, tuid, m IHdl, (d* Latin (d.i.iiuMicf in i.hn (OlOi-o uf Fmn,>,« ir7
iHii mniubnr (tf Uio Acadinuy, and Knintmunlni' id' llin Lnf-jitii of Hnnunr niurn 18,ss \ii
BnlHHinr’H wtndw arn of itiOrnni,, t.ri‘H<‘ul,in^'; olLoi a. wlndlv now poijjl, i.f viow. 'riio witrl' < n
Roinaii rdiK'inu (Lain witJi l.hn rtdijtioiiH I'ovoluUon w’hirh took plarn |..d.wnni t,hn td !

ot (ocoro and td Marcus Anivhu.s, d'ho ohanK*' wan from a titalt' oi sfmiond ‘;ooit(i,Msni t

period vvhon (W(‘n iho plulo.Mophons W(‘r(‘ roldfiuuM, and IJu« nnlLor Iraro.^ dm raus.-Vof t i

(dianiJi'c. IhopndaiiHi sluiwinij: Uio coudiiion of Iho it'lMnui* fIaN‘'f':i ui part imludv iidortMt
Inpi. Also in his bonk on (’droro (,ho anihor nivoM a d.-lio;hUuf piifuiv nf di.d\,K.i.,tv i,;
whudi die jj;i'<uit, oral,nr inovod.

BorBari, k Topojp-alia di Roma anl.Oa, Milan, liotnloui. domyo Willi i \ IliHtnim
of Ronus lamdou and Nmv Vork, 1!)(M ;

Tlio Story nf Ihnno ;ui drorkfnuul Uunuiiui toll ILondon and N('\v lioi’k, UK)!!. -.Ooueho-LocliifiMi, A., Ili.ilmirdo la divnialion dani iSiiOi’
quiW, I’.U'iK, 1K7II ,lr:i ....•il (l,u|.i.,in IWIi.
doury, d'lm (lotlni, Londnii, 18,88, Artiolo in the Anulomy, London, iMay liidn LShiJ
Brandis, t‘. ({., Sludion /air roinificliou Vorwallnnfjn^y'aohiohio, in Hminoa, vol. .'ll.’ Broal
Mndicud, L(*h ^taldos Liiy,ulunoH, ii'stio, tradiiolion ot cioninontairo, uvoo luio pi'anniiiiiro ol*
line introduc.tion hiHtori((U(\ Pads, 1,87,8. . K., k idtnn’O'toluOil'' ihn* Noii'/oit lior«
Ini) ^bOl, 2 vidiS. Bioynig', S lioodor, Lio, /joit Karl ALultda, m JHhvlinohor dor Poidoidioii
Le.stdikdito, ladp.sic, 18(1!), -Bioalon, llornuym, Kaad doi droaoo. Uorlin, LiSA, lirowia
R, W., History of Roman PlaMMioal Idtoratnro, LHinlon, l,aa,’t IJnmi'uno. d„ !| Patii/.iato
roniauo di (!arloma}<uo, PraLo, l.siK}, Xiryon, .famo-!. ’I'hi- Hnly Rum.ul i';nipuo, lamdon,
I luja

^

Bryoo’s hook whow.s the niid.nal ndadonn of R..niomni On many dnnno th.^ Moldlo
anti iH luyalual'lo in throwing; olonr lij-lil mi tln<ir ini rioaoio;i. 1'|„' ioillmr ;dmu i dia’t timRoman Lmpirc oontimiod to oxiat lliroiif.hout iho Moldlo Aooi, wluoli m Hii* Kov lu -m
luukr,standi tiiLj ol tho wliolo porind.

*

Budin^or, Max, Lntor,snolunin'on /nr ridni'iohon Koi }tM';',oaohiohi*’, Lonr io, laits j87id volM. (contains a ^ood aoooiint td' tim Anpuotan hioRtm >. liimhmy, ,\ H., y Uo.lorv of
Aucnait «oai|j;‘i'a(iliy, l,8<!h2 vohi. - • P. 18, Noiio I'in iohuiio,on Anrallon 1 lo ,ohiohto
{ouiH AniHtorda.n, 1-8 d. ^.Burn, IL, Romo and tlio ra.np,o,im, Luntlo.,, lad.

; !h,d nldu.!;,

‘I n
i''

<*>'; nunn ..l tho Pity and tlio PaniNopia, London, Imho,_Bmy, ,1. 1 Uishmy ol tho Lator Uoinan hanpiro, iimii Aiviidiim In Irmio, Lundoii, 1,8,8!!,^ ‘'X' London, l,8!»;l (A hi.h-rnphioal ,miioo of thinwntor has hoou jiavon in voh fV, papo (1158.
'

Cauina, lad|J!'i, dli odill/i di Romamitioa., Rmno, 18 18 iM.al, U vnli, Catnin W \V Tlio

! n'.X PfriZ' ut,*' L7i7r!lV

^

inupai. lom the AHHasii natmn ol ( jofiar lo that id Domiti.in. Lmidmi. InVR Cawiotii

‘j voiV7‘chtmL‘Lu7'iV7
‘liiii,,. ,,iii, ,.,i ||,„,„7,^IHV7:

.m,,,:,;,,,™ I-ariMlIdHA', lAddla.rilu'il

latano, l auH, l8Ll--hSo,», JJI ynln. ^ CUurnh, A, * 1 ., Parlhaoo (Slmioi id’ (lio Xation-A

SS’S « » '<•^ 1
-'

'd' iHiion, ol chmrh and ompiiv undorPthllhn

Clinton, IL PynoH, Pasti R,omani, Psfnrd, Udf» LHidi, M voli,
; An Kidtomo id’ tlu' PiUl

-

^ * in. « ^
'

4 , ,>

,on, 1 h7o, I

- Cl notion,
of Roman

Sind Now York,
Midirii, Brnaaoli,

Cn«t«li, A. M.,
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History of iho Komau, Empire from fcho (ieatii of Tlieodosius to Charlemagne, London

Ilus liouk coviu'H the portion _ot’ Juediieval history about which we have the least
iiuoruiatioii. CurtKOs han buKod hi.s work principally upon Gibbon, MUman
and gives j[>i‘rbapH Ui«.‘ moat acaii»tabie account of the iieriod.

’ and Thierry

Dalm, helix, Die Kdiiigi*, dor (h^nuaueu, Wcaen und Geschichte desalteaton K6ni^''tum3
(l(n' iJin'uuiMiKu SliiuiiTO, Wuralmi'K, l«(il-lS7I,vols. l-«; vol. 7, I.eipsic, 1S05; Profoijius
veil ( aaonen Berlin, IHd,*; LaugobardiHche Studhm, Leip8ic,T87G

; Urgeschichte der genua-
uisclu'u uml roinanise.hen Volker, Berlin, Ibbl-IWH), 1 vols.— Davidson, J. L. S., Cicero
and the, Kail of the _K(^,pulilic, in IlcrooH of the Nations, London and New York, 1808.—
Do|jjuigncs, Jos., Hiatioire Geuoralo dcH linns, des Tnros, dos iMeiigcds, et dea autres
'I'artaivs < huudeidaiiux,

‘
- c -

J voir.. "*-« Bonis,
Daria, IMod.

ISbS, ‘d voh'i.

li'od I8!)J, I vein. -Dindorf, Ludwig”August, Ui.sloriui Griuci iniiieres, Leipsic, 1S76-1871,
d voLs.—-pjrkson, H. E., SoriptoroH Hustoruo Augustas Leipsic, 184!2.— Dodge, Theodore
A,, Hannibal: (lu'sar ((L'oat Captain.s), lioston, l8P2.— Doesburg, J. J., Geachiedenis der
Uomenien, Amsterdam, IHOO.—.Ddlliuger, J. »J. von, J)aa Kaisorthum Karls des Gro.ssen luid
S(‘iuer Nachfolg^er, in AkadomiHche Yortrago, vol. IIL; The First Age of Christianity and the
('hureh, London, lK77.""-poinaszewski, A. von, Die Heere der BUrgerkriege in den Jahren
lb - Id, V, (!hr., None lleide.lberger, Jahrbuoher, 1804; 1BU5.— Dreyfus, it., Essai sur les

lois agrairoM sous la rdpubligue romaine, Paris, 1804.— Brumann, W., Geschichte Homs
>u seineiu tlbergangt^ von dm* republikaniachon zur luoimrchischen Verfasauiig, 2nd edition,
B<n‘liu, 1800 -1002, 2 vols. (contaiiw an excellent account of Sulla).—Bu Cange, Charles
(lu F., SllMtoh'o do Ihunpire do Constantinople sous les empereurs fran9ais, Paris, 1657.

(^kuiies du Frcunti I)u (.Vinr/c, a French lexicographer, was born at Amiens in 1610. Ilis

lil'e was thivoted to research into autuiuity and the Middle Ages, and he merited the surname
of iho French Varro. Ilis works are very valuable to the student of ancient or mediieval
history.

Biimmler, Ernst, Gescdiichte das oatfraniachen Beiches, Leipsic, 1887-1888, 3 vols.

—

Dunham, S. Astley, Ilistorv of Europe in the Middle Ages, London, 1837.— Buruy, Jeaii-

Vi(d,ur, Hi.stoin^ roinaino domiis les tmnps les plus reculds jusqu’k la mort de Thdodose,
Paris, 1870 4H85, 7 vols.; lustoiro romaine, Paris, 1880-1891; Ilistoire romaine jusqu’a

rinvasiuu lies barbaros, Iktris, 1800. —Dyer, T. XL, A History of the City of Koine, its

fitiruciuniH and monuments, from its foundation to the end of the Middle Ages, London,
lH(lf>; History ot the Kings of Rome, London, 1868.

Thomu4 IkuTij Ihj€ii\ born at Loudon, May 4th, 1804; died at Bath, Jan. 30, 1888. He
was for some tlino (Ji'nployed as a clerk in the west India House, but eventually devoted hira-

.self mitircdy to literature. Xu his history he finds fault with the scepticism of writers like

Nielmhr, being himself inclined to accept early Roman history as dehnitc. When he deals

with lat<‘,r historic times, however, he becomes judicious and trustworthy, but the bouk has

to do with antieputies rather than institutions ami is not so much political as lu-cha'ological.

Bbert, A., Goschiclitc der christlich-lateinischen Ijitteratur, Leipsic, 1 87W 880, 2 vols.;

Frcindi trajislatiou of vol. II by Ayiuerie and Coiidamin, Paris, 1882, 2 vols.— Eichhorn,

Karl Friedrich, Dind.Hclu^ Staati.s-und Rechts-Geschiclite, Gottingen, 1843-1845, 4 vols.

—

Eiimiinn, A.,Ziir nimlscheu KonigsgescJiichto, St. Petersburg, 18D2.—Esmein, J. P. IL E. A.,

MelangcH d'hisi(jire dii droit et dc critique, Paris, 1887.

Fabia, P., Lch sources do Taoite dans los histoire.s et les annales, Pari.s, 1893,— Farrer, T.,

Ihiganism and (diristiauity, Loudon, 1801.— Fav4, Ildephonse, ITancienne Rome, Paris,

1880; 1/empire de.s Francs dopuls sa fondation jusqu’k son ddmembrement, 1 aria, 1889.

— Finlay, George, Greece under the KomauR, London, 1857; The History of Greece from

it.4 eomiuiist by th<i Crusaders to its conquest by the Turks, and of the Empire of 1 mbizond,

Lomhm, 18,51; IliHiory of the Byzantine and the Greek Empires from 716-14o3, Edinburgh

and London, IH53 2 vola.; History of Greece from its Conquest by the ^mans to the— ' G. P., The Beginnings

Flasoh, F. M., Cemstantin der Orosse, Wiiraburg, 1891. .Fbrstemann, Ernst Wilhelm,

Geschiehtti des deutschen Sprachstamms, Nordhausen, 1874-4875,2 vols.— Foi*ftytdi,A4 il-

liam, IJfe of Marcus Tullius Cicero, London, 1867.— Fountain, D-, Defence of

OhiBwick, 1892. — Freeman, E. A., General Sketch of European Histo^, Eondon, 187*,;

Oornelius, Bulla, and Flavian Caisars (in Essays, set. II), Imnaou, 1872; niyxiaa Emperors
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(Enfluyfi, III), London, !HH0; Iliwiory of Fodond (Sovcrnmoni In Oioihn^ and It.alv, odiWl
I’yy J. B. Bury, Loudon, I HJKi Frioclliudfir, Ludwij^, IfStor <Inu KunoiMinu dor Rdnior in
(i'(*r Kalscr/oiL K^^nififHbo.riJ:, IHfW; lTl»or dio Spadc^ 4lor aHou Riuuor, m Mahnuu'dl/n Rdiuiwlio
StiiaiHvo,rwjdtimg, la‘ipHk;, IH7;LlH7Hf Ihu'HLdlungon auu df‘r SiU.ouiiofiOiiohii' Rfuiw
8ic, d vok *

ludtNg Friiullmiiir*.'! workn roproHOnt, tho (uilhiriil uido of Uojuasi Iifo talluu" lliaty iho
polititiiil lliu J hv\Ht('Uun</ni au$iirr Siffmiffscfttchfe Htmr' it) omi of ihi' moiit iinpotLud* hoahM
on tbo Rubjeot.^ In it \yo g<d. a. libdiko pint.uro of llin morn in»|»ort4ud. aMj>o(*ia of Roman
cirilisatiim during iho firni two oouturioH of ilio ouipiro.

Frowde, J. A,,_(JiOHar, London und N('w York, Fwolw, »!., '/write puuiNolH'!
Ivriog und Hoino Qu(‘]l(nu PolyluuH und Livina, Wit'ocr Ntnu.iatK IW/I. FtaoWiiim, kv.
Bdiliogrsdia di rompni, Kroolauo o SlaUin, Nsiplra, IH!);.!. I'lwto! do CouUaiKOB N iT
J/acitn autiquo, Paris, 1B(M.

^ ^ ”

©aillard, (fahnol IL, IltHtoir(y di' (diarlcMnagno, Paris, 17HA 4 voi.. Oarcliwr, A
.hdiau and tlio last Struggle of PngiMiism, London and Ni'W Voilt, ROi,. „ CLirelthatmin
Yicior, Augustus und wutu^ Z(ut., Loipsir, IHIH, B vols. Ooffokon, IL, Staai und Kiivdio in
ihreiu VorhiiltuisH g(^Ht'liIohUioh onUviolodt, Hrrlin, IHVB; lOugHslj trauslaiioii, fdujroh and
State, their ndaiiotiH iuKRuneally <iouHid<‘rod, iaindon, 1H77. aoi. William (in oolkhora.
turn with John P, Laudy), Poin|»euuia: t.luy 1 opogmphy, KdRiees and Oruaniimla id' pono
noii, London, 1H2L-'--G6k«r, 11., ALrius der hy/aydainsidie.i KHinergofudnelih*, in Karl
Krumhaeh(‘r*H (»m)hu;hte. tkr /n/sindniwe/o'n Muniidi, |HU7. Qiuatcl, IliHioiro
cles FranoH iPAustrasie, BniHsehi, IHOh, 2 vola aoriloa, llelurirh. (loMohielilo den doutseheu
Yolkins, Lelpsic, 1F4)1-18!)H, 2 vols. --Goilaoh, F. L. Lie (hMJidiiehhwelu'ejhor der Rimier hin
auf C IrosiuH, Stuttgart, lHri5. -OLdror, Aujpuit Frimlrieh, (Jefieliiehto der o-tl iindwostfriinkh
stdien K arid )nger,Fr('i burg, IHIH.P vols.; Hymutinwidm ( ierudiiehlen, edited by WeitugOratz
1872^4874,2 vok- Gibbon, Kdward, The SliHtorv of fins Dmdiue und l-'alfof Urn Roman
Kmpire, London, r;7fi«l788, d vols.; edited by IL H Milman, Limdnn. 1 h:w Ulgn, p| vols.
edited by an EngdiHli (numdimau, liondon, iHlid, 7 voln.; edited by W. Snulb. London, IHM

'

lBr)r), 8volfl.; (ulited by d. B. Bury, Loudon, IHjXI VMHi, 7 vol t, (-iee Prolegomtma).
Fdirard Gibhoii, tlie most einiueid of FmgliMh hi'dorinui, was boru ati iTtsiev, r/;l7, IBm

delKjatc oouHtltution interfered mih Ids early idudies. but at dfleeu ho entered Magdalene
(-ollego, Oxford. In his autobiography heMi>mU;n of iho bMo teen immths be npeut there as
nU(' most idle and uuprolittible of his whole life," Bi-emiung at this lime a eoavert to
Romaiusm, his father sent him to Lamiamie, Switzerland, where jje studied for live veam
jmder a Calvinist minister, wlm won him hark to Prote.utitntimu, He retuined lo Fugland
lu 1758, and in 17(11 puhlished his fi rat work, Fmti/ m tin* Stuthj of Liirt tturr, in Freurh,
witli which liuiguage he was at the time, an he hnuHeil nav^ in Inn antobiographv* more
Isundifir than with Lnghsh. His visit to Home about P/dd lir n. nugi'e ited lo him the idea
ot writing his Xamous history, Phe work was liuhihed in 1787, afhu Ihe luitbor had Mpimi
mghuum years of labour upon it. It eoveru iho whole period from 'Prajan to tlmeonqueistof
Lonstantniop 0 , relating not only the politieul evenki and Nituatiou, but repieaind'ing all
phases of life m a wondorfully attraeinve, frequently driunatie, mauimr. Iki fitrong biaH
against Lbnstianity is the only |Knnt upon whiidi he ban been atUekeil. Otherwlm, «o
thoiougn and exact wore his luvestigations Idiat tdtlumgh tlie i»uidi wsui eouipleted over a
cenfcuiy ago, few errors have been brought to light hi it liy the steady reneareheH of aeouturv.
In 1783 he retired to Lauflanue, where he lived for the remainder of his life. He died mLondon m 1794, on one ol his visits to England,

K n’
derdmitseheu KaiserzidL llruimwiek, IHhb 18HH,

(leschtohUi und Topograph^ der Stadt Rom im Alterthum, Leipsk

Now ^
1

the Nitiioim), Loudon and

t!'/
Rome, from the Fonudatlou of the

^ Bic Destruction of tlm Wa.tern Empire, Loudon, P/llh; IH25, *| voI«, (A
r

Mithor has been given in vol, IV, page ttJH.) Givit, Flimhidh

RomarPidibV
T Etruria, London, iHKh <GreotRdK«, A. IL .1.,

Perdiuand. Dio Ceschlehio den riiuilsehen
Kduigsherg, 1851, mprinted under the tdle, D»*r Raiser

tSi
rdinischdiellmdstshen Welt m mnner Zeit, Htuttgart, 1881; Die

irtrL
tier Htadt Rom bn Mittelalh^r, Stwtt

ftom Lnglirth immhiUm, History of the Chty of
Rahim traiwlathm ordei'ml by muideipal

^ della dtta di Romanid medio evo, Venire, 1874 4 mV'(I. H voIm.U,n moruo evo, vemoe, in/‘l "m/n, 8 VOlM,

8tu£e7tK^0(rYTSv.iII'** P?‘ "'i*

Nol'lwilniw, rraiHia, Juimniy IIHli, IHlil. Il-t

•WM granted the honorary oithsenah.i. of that city. fj« dtel at Ptuiiloli, May jU, IHIU
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0rimm, J, Deuis-jbe Reohtsalterthiimer, Gottingen, 1828.—-Grindle, G. E. A., Tlie

jyestiruction of PaganiRm in the Roman Empire, Oxford, 1892.— Qneiaenpenning, A.,

(Josduchte dee oetrOmiechen Reiches, Halle, 1885. — Guillot, C., Droit public romain,

Mayeune, 1895.— GuirandJ P., La diffiSrence entre C6sar et le s^nat, Paris, 1878.

Hadley, J., Introduction to Roman Law, New York and London, 1874-.— Hagenbaok,

K. H., KirohengeBChiohte von der altesten Zeit bis zum lOten. Jahrhundert, Leipsic, 1885,

7 vole. —Hahn, IL, Jahrbiichor des friinkischen Reiches 741-752, in Jahrbucher der

Dcutscbon Goechichte, Berlin, 1803.-HaXlam, H., The View of the State of Europe duiing

the Middle Ages, London, IBIS.-Hammor-Purgatall, J. von, Geschichte des osmarnscben

Reiches, Vienna, 1B27-188:, 10 vols- -Hardle, W. R., Character and Genius of the Iteman

People, London, 1895. — Harnaok, A., Zur Quellenitntik der Geschichte des Gnosticismus,

Lcsipsio, 1878; Die Zeit des Ignatius und die Chronologie der antiochenischen BiscMe,

Udpsic, 1B78; Das Mdnchtum, Seine Tdeale und Geschichte, Giessen, 1881 ;
edition, 1895

;

(Jesohichte der altschriftlicheu Litteratur bis Eusebius, Leipsic, 1893
;
Das Chnstentum^d

dit Geschichte, Iteipsic, 1890; Haur^au, J. B., Charlemagne et sa cour. Pans, 1852-1855.-
Hegel, G. W. F., Vorlesungeiv iiber die Philosopbie der Geschichte, .Berlin, 1833, 8 »

English translation by J. Sibree, Lectures on the Philosophy of Di^story, London, 1857.

Hegel, li, Geschichte der Stiidteverfassung von Itelien, Leipsic, 1847, 2 yols.— HomaiiB,

C., ilistorical and Monumental Rome, London, 1874.— Herbert, W., Attila, King of the

Huns, London, 1838. (An epic poem in twelve books, contanimg also

(HI Attila and his predecessors.) — Hertzberg, G. F., Geschichte Gnecheulands unter der

Ih^rrschaft der Rdmer, Berlin, 1875; Geschichte des

1HB2 ;
Geschichte der Byzantiner und des osmanischen Riches, Berlin, 1882-1884 ;

Geschichte

der kdmor im Alterthum, Berlin, 1885.- Heraog, E. von, Geschichte und S^tem der

romischen Staatsverfaasung, Tubingen, ^ voL.-Heyd Wilhelm^v^^^^^

des Levantehandels ira Mittelalter, Leipsic, 1885-1886.— Heyne, C. G., Antiquita^

time, lBOB-1811.—Hiraoh F., Das Heraogtura Benevent bis zum Untergang Lango-

hardeiiSuiS, Leipsic, 1B47.— Hirsohfeld, H. 0., Untersuchungen auf dem Gebiete der

rdmischen Verwaltuugsgeschichte, Berlin, 1877; Zur G^chichte des

Berlin, 1879; Inscriptiones Galli® Narbonensis Latin®, Berlin, 1888 ,
Timagones und die

gallisohe Wanderung, in the Sitzungsbericht der Berliner Ak^em®, Berlin, 1894.

^ OUo Hirschfddt undistinguished ^rman historian and epigro^ist, was .born torch 16,

1848, at Kanigsberg, Prussia. After pursuing

vorsities of Bonn and Berlin, he was engapd in
S^rUm aS

Italy from 1805 to 1867. He was successively professor at Prague, laenna, and Jeriin^ana

has^or many Years been director of the Institute of Archaeology at Bwhn. In addition to

several important historical works of his own production, he has collaborated with Momm-

sen in the^ EpXemem emgraphica, and has contributed largely to the Corpus tnscnptionum

axin Inscriptions GuIHccb Norbonensis lotinos^ j- t> .j.

hXSi. Thorair^aUals. article in the Ninth ption of the

nioa- The Draaaty of Theodosius, Oxford, 1889; Italy and J*" Y"lr’
IRHb’ 7 vols • 1899. 8 Tols. ; Life of Theodorio, Oxford, 1891

;

I8O9!— Hoeok, K., Kamisohe Geschichte vein V^all d«
S.

Monarchi luiter Constantin, GMtin^n, 1841. —How, «o
‘ West^T

Itme. W.,Ramische Geschichte, "y
author, The History of Rome, London, 1871-1882, 5 vois. ,

rwme .to f

philologist and ctaic^

Fijrth. He spent several years m ^me up to t^ •when
at Heidelberg. Ihne’s hietoiy deals with the “-y and consequenUy the

Angimtas beSime sole ru er.
,
It is ^drestod ‘o a gener^au^en^ ^3^

ceoos Dewer m me u «nalvsis in nonular earb. The author taxes a
\m is not obliged te clothe difficult,cntical a^^ in

conjecture, and
wholly unprejudiced stand,

. rr.u
is marled by sound common sense.

(A 6<«d popmar

account of the daily lite of the perioi)
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iili- I (iliWHiojil O., (J(*fU‘hiohi<Mlin‘ Roijum', rmtrvMluh, IWil. Jahn, A., Uia
(Hcsdiitmi*', (Or Burj^uiKlioiuMi, mid Uui*i:;iin(lit*un» Ih? !, ti vuln. Jtiy, <»! Huiuuu
nisl.ory, Londoo, isoi. Jousoii, Hcii, ’I’nif'crly mI’ Outilmc, l.ondmu liUl, 1‘orciluii, 11.,

T(^pc)j.;TajdiO d(4’ SUuli R(im im Allcrium, lOrlin, InVl, IF/d !.» v(diu • Juikk. d,,

(l(i(t!;'riii‘iu('> mid V(M(iHcluO)((‘i*i(‘lu<dd,(‘ dca klaard.uduMi All''i(nni.M, m han Mtdh'r'a UundliurJ).

d(*r kIaH.si,s(du‘U V(»I. B, Nt>riilini',( u Ridk

KHrit, I'\, KriUfirhc lInU;rmu*.huii(t('n y,ur Oraohuditi' dca pvciie.n Sjunnii(‘ii4u'i«‘f((M, iu;

Ncucs Jahrliuah fiir l’lul(d(‘f;'io, Lii|ipts V(il. Id, .KaulmannO «. II.. n»ad,rlia (Jivudiudiic Id/

luif Karl dt'H (ini;is(‘ii, l.td[tNit’, Id,so issi, t! voIm, Kdfjiil^v-, Iduaiooi, 'i'lu' llifitory of

UtiiiK*. to tho Kiid of ih(‘ IkfpuldO, Boudioi, IHIL*. - IIioi<ll"icli tl. r alUai

(Oo^Taphie, lli'flin, OharloM, Tln' l*otu.iii aiulTho TouOuu Koiulmi, Is'/d*

IHSO. Klein, d.. Ulo VOrwaltuup'adoainOni d('r Idovdu/oa do.i huui;adit'U Ucudu'M,

1S7S. --'Kdpk©, Hor Anfau|,!: KouisjUiiouH hO don (Joilion, Ucsliu, IdiL^ Kcnuenuunw,
K., Znr StadtcidMlidamj'; in don (dunuaifi koltiwduMi nod pcroiaiu-ii’lnin lodddd.i-o doa Hnn'.iu’"

nruthoH, (iif'.sHcn, l.S!)S.. -iCdrto, 0., Kui \ViUid|p'oiald(' vmo VuOi aln iHduumud, i^r

rditUH(di(‘n K(dii^OHf.',d'S(dui'liU‘ Kraoohtmlmkow, M., liio- Ai 4;uatid(n» nud »jjui Sarml-

ma;j;int<u‘iuiu, St. rdOnnalnirj^, iSlil'i. Krumb.odNm, K.» H,v/ao( ini -cln* '/(dtntdo'ifi. Lcipaio,

IHJId (iu collalioratiou with A. Fdu'hard and IL OoiVd'iA', Ooat'hiohtd* »lor S)’yautsui*udu>n

Ijittnratiir, iii I. Mulhi'ta ilandbuoh (ho* IdaaabifOi'ii All«n tlmouivviaaon u'ltnfi(*o» Vdd.lh Munirh,

lS07.~Kiilm, K., Vd'rl'aniiiin;*: d(‘»' StiuKo dofi roouindiou Rou-hon, L»n|Mi(% ISOI,

La Batta, d., Ilistttryof iRo Aria id' (ho Middlo Apt'N, loiudoo, Ishh. Lanolani, Uodidfo,

L(^ Ao(iuo 0 !;Ti aotiuodolti <11 Uoiua aiitioa, Ihiim'. ISSO; Anoi«'ut Ihnno lo tho of

IhH’.oidi i)iHoov M’ioH, latodoii, ISS'.I; ra'';i>ii and ('luOliao l((Hn»n Lmuhni and Kontoo, ISSIO;

Foniia urh'ni Ilonno, Milan and Now V(»rh» ISO.'I IDO!; A Manuu! of Kdnjmii Antni'ulif'H,

lanidou, l<S!d ; Now 'Fahvi of Old Kmou', Uoiitoo, IhO), 1.,, UOmlsoho Alhn'thuijior,

lh‘rlio, lH7l) ISTh, 2 voK, Liui, (h »l. 'Ih, Oro};or I d<-r Onooii, nai’li nt'imni la'hou mni
s(dnor I-'dirti j^n^^;o.luIdi'rl, l.oipHio, IHlh. Ijaiutiul, F.. Ktodo i rmo Tin .huH' th' I'hnniauilo,

PariM, ISSO, -Lfiviyiio, K. (in o(dhdi«n'atioo wi(h AllVod HatidijUid), Hiiilidn' ipdthnihd dn

IV"'"' wo(do u non jdiH'M, Pari.H, islKl, ot<\, .SvoIm, in j>rofp'o;ifi. L« lloaw, I'harloii, IlinPnrodn

IJa.'id'hnpln^ do|iniN t'ouih.udiin, Faris, IVhT IVVh, 22 \‘oln. Leoky, W. Ih IS., UbOny t»f

kiiropinui Moral.'! I’ndu Auj^iiHiun to (’liarliMuaj.^m*, London, LL’d, LootAnio, Cluu'hoi,

AuualoH (‘ot*ldaia.*!l <(iu('.'4 do la Fnuioo, I’arin, l(l(!a UiSd, H V(»Im. Iiolsnuina, h’., Ihdfiam*

icur alton (hw.hiohto, IhOl?.. » laii^hton, SL l"\, A Ilifdoiy of lhinn\ Now Voili, ISSli,

Lemounier, IL, Klanh! hiaforiijiuj snr la oondilion pnvoo do.-i .Ufraiiolda, Lana,
Lnaoimant, F., La i.’trandt! Lrw'ts Faria, IHHl INvl, U vtda. ; (a Snoyta|>!noal uidioi' (tf l-hl*

vvrlt'T in ^.^ivi‘n in vol. L p. ASS),. Ltvwto, (doorp* CornowaU, An liopury »nU> tlio t'rodi'

hility <d‘ tin! Karly Uoinan UiMtory, Londiin, IStih, 2 voIm.

(''orncmill AfV/'A*, a fital;(!.^man and iinuntf loltorn, wan horn in S.ondon, April Ft,

IHiKl, LduoahMl all Khni and Ojtford, lio was oallod to tho! l»ar m iHHl, Although tdino.t

oouHtautly nngap'd in inddicrdV, ho (hwithnl inuoh ailontion to lilniatmo, wriiiiiK rnmno'inm

(WiyB and nontrihutiouH to rovifiwH, hi'nidoa puhliahinK novi'ral foundations from *ho tJor-

inaio All of hin writinf;a am disUiipuInhod for t loar, aohor, and oriftinal thoiinliL I So diod

in April, 1 BOIL
^

in hin iinpiiry into tho nrodihility of oarly Ihmntn hhiory laiwiiHtuhndta

early Roman huitory to the mums towta that are anplnsd in dolorniinhiK eroddnlity in jndioial

iiWJHtiiJfation.^^ Inapjdyinj^ thisHo to.stn to NioluilirVi poaRionn ho ilot’idon that miiny «d' ihon^

are ba,si‘(l on iiifiuUieietit bmndationH, and tsomon Ui tho uimslnnhin that all tdfoi bs to olojtr

up early Ruraanhwtury are thrown away tdiuas thorn in no (sontomptn'ary ovidonoo,
L^aardttr®, Marie Pauline do, Thdnrio don Udn jmlit hjnoa do la inonarohln fram;idms,

Faria, iHdd, 4 voIh. Liddell, H. (L, A Uiahiry of llotm' man tins mudioHfc Rdiima to tlio

KHbabliHhment of the Empire, London and Now York, iHOh,

Menrii LVorye Liddell wsw born at lUnelusster, Fobruary (1th, iHl L Edneaiod iROtford, Im
became a adli*ps tutor and in IH-RI wjW nuuk^ lu!adana«k''f of Woatmltrifsr Soluml, hi
he Usg-an, in collaboration with Roliert Scott, the proparatioti td the f/moL-AM^/Zw/i
which waa hia life-work.

^

In 'IHbh lus was appointed dean of Phrint Fbnreb, tkhnd, which
position h© wstained until IHOL idildoll'’H hiMUu'y in ii most valuabln work, lMdn|.t

Adaina eays of it, a BtorelumHo of acstsurato information/'
Ll©beaa«, W„ StUdteverv/altung Im niminchen Kaimsmoioh, Lolprilfi, IllOh, Wily, W.

S., Ancient Religion ami Modern Thought, London, IHHL - • Lliidiwr, 1'heodor, Wo sogom
annteu Schenkungcn Pippiiw, Karlw dea (irownn und Ottos L Stuttgart, iHhiL ' Uppert,
Julius, Die Eeligiouen der europHlscimn KuUurvdlker, Ikwlin, IHHL '-liootowt, J. 0.,
Velerius, a Roman Story, Edinburgh, iH2L— Long, ^'L, The Doislino of the Itomau Retmb-
lie, London, lB04“-.la74, 5 vols. Tins book cov(srfi tins iH^riod fiom tins «le«trn«tion of Par*

, thage to the death of JuUub Caisar.— Loronss, F., Karla dew Droanen IVivat- tmd llolleber,
in Von Raumer's Historischofl Taschenbuehj Lei|mle, IH.12,
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Maoaulay, 'F. B., BayH of Ancient Komc, London, 184:2.— Macdermot, T. B., Outline

of Uotuan llwtory, Dublin, 1802.— Mackenzie, Lord, Studies oi the Roman Law, with
(lompandivo Views of the Laws of Eranco, England, and Scotland, 5th edition, edited by
John Kirkpatrick, lamdon, 1880.— Maclear, G. F., Apostles of Medijeval Europe, London,

— Madvig, J.' N., Dio Verfaasung unci Yerwaltung des romischen Staats, Leipsic,

1881 “IHH2, 2 voIh.-—

M

ahaffy, J. P., The Greek World under Roman Sway, London, 1890.

— Malioxs, l*hilip Henry 8ianhop(‘, Life of Helisariua, London, 1848.— Manao, J. K. F.,

(bsHchicliUi d('H oHtgothisc.hen Reiches in Italion, Breslau, 1824.— Marioni, G., I Papiri
wv. <* i* » ^ /. .. 11 _!.! .. f 1 1 1 -.1

Handbuch dcr romisclion AllerLiiiner, Leijisic, 1840-1808; second edition of complete work

(in collaboration with Th. Moirnnsen), Leipsic, 1881-1886, 7 vols.; Homische Staatsverwal-

tung, forming vols. 4 to 0 of Handbuch der roiuischen Altertumer, Leipsic, 1873-1878;

18814885; Privaibdx'U dcr Kiiincr, forming vol. 7 of Handbuch dor romischen Altertumer,

— Marx, F., Die Beziehuugon dcr klassiacheu Vdlker des Altertums zu dem kdtisch-

genuanisoheti Norden, Bcilagc dcr Allgcrneinen Zeitung, 1897, No. 162, 163._—Maflcoy,

J. J., Geschichtc d(‘r Deuischeu bis zurn Abgang der merovingischen Konige, Lespsic,

1720*4737, 2 vols.— Maaom; W. F., The Struggle for Empire, 287-202 b.c., London* 1894

(in collaboration with F. G. Blaistowe)
;
Synopsis of Roman History, London, 1891;—

Manon, A. J., The I’crsecution of Diocletian, Cambridge, 1876. --Mayor, J. E. B., Biblio-

graphic Clue to Latin literatiiro, London, 1875.— Meitzen, A., Siedelung und Agriirwe^n

tier Westgermanen und Ostgtsrmaacn, der Kelten, Rdmer, Fmnen und Slaven, B^lin, 189o>

3 volH.— Mcltzer, ()., (kschichte der Karthager, Berlin, 2 vols.---Menzel, W., Gjschichte

disr dcutsoiieu Dichtung von der altosteu bis auf die neueste Zeit, Leipsic, 1876, -ud edition,

3 ;
English translation by Horrocks, History of Germany from the Pearliest Pgriod to

the Present Time, London, 1848, 3 vols.— Meriyale, Charl^ A Histo^

nndw the Empire, London, 1860-1862, 7 voK; The Fall of the Roman ^public, London,

1853 ; A General History of Rome, London, 1876; The Roman Triumvirates, London, 1876.

Mmuale was born March 8th, 1806, and educated aUIarrow, Haileybu^^

Cambritlgo. In 1833 he was elected fellow of St. Jphns. Li addition to gaming distinction

as student ha was prominent in athletic sports, towing m the first

race in 1829. He was ordained in 1833, appointed chaplain.to the

( Jtmunona in 1863, and in 1869 became dean of Ely. He died December 27th, 1^. ^enva^
Hhlary of the Romans under the Empire did much to foster the stuay of Roman

during the emture. Beginning with Sulla’s death, it follows the intellectual, and swjial life

of Z%erionrto tha^death%f Matous Aurelius, with a certain degree cf completene^

although the author does not touch any of the deeper problems in connection with the

histwy of thym^nal^pe^^^^^
des Alterthums, Stuttgart, 18^1893, 2 vols.

;
Untersu-

ehtmgen iiLer die Schlacht im Teutoberger Walde, Berlin, 1893 ;
tlber d^n Ursprimg d^

Tribuiiatfl, in Hnrmen, vol. 30, 1305. m
11 noo The 8i»cond volume of Mover’s history, which is the last that nas appearea, orinp ua

It “ in Jepmg. witif gr
whnU, OccidBiit, iiicmaiui; the bej-imungs of

Ktniw^an power in Italy. But while dealing with Italy as a whole, new light is tmo^
iinnn the liistorv of Rome in particular, as upon Etruscan dommion in Latiam,the char^ter

'irsss
!>(*J#»rbnrn 1877.— Michaud, J. F., L'histoire des croisades, l ari^ iwi, cvois.,
ladorDorn,

T ntidon 1852 8 vols.— fiUcholet, J., Histoire romame, Pms,
trannlation by W. Kobso.i, London, l«t,A» vo^ ^ Reonblic, London,

Eue«Iop^a Itatann^ ^ the Aboli&nof

W87.-S>oAt, T. B., Lee institutions poUtiques des rornain^

IHBl; ^Lt Bredaii, 1^7; Die romische Chronologie bi*

Keohtsfrage wohen Ctor und dem
Breslau, 1860; Ver-

sihuWiS; pon^n -
SfEuKLtd4 wtl87Jtvoi^ltiIcL Staatsrech. Iei,3. 1871-1888, 8 ml.
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(in coHaborution wifchK. J. Marquardt); tiui hc(uh»<} (dil-uHi nf Ilandbuch dnr rbtniHoheu
AlteriUmcn', Ldpsic, IHSl-lBHO, 7 vo!m.; traiiHlaiod inUi KiiijIimIi by W. I». Dicskaon, Th^
lioinaii ProvinccH, LoikIou, 1HH7, 1! voIm. ;

lliabjry of tJio liomao Ibquddic (abrbigod by
0. BryaiiBaiui F. J. F- IloiKlnck)* SiOiubnq IHHH; AIuumh ih^n lominchoti HtoiiiHroehi«, boiA
sic, IBOd.

*

Theodor Momnm'n, (Jeriuan liiHioriao and tqtijrraphitil
,
wa,M of UriuhIi origin, and Was

born at (bwliuj; in ScblrMwiff, Novomlan' 1H17. Mdin-atod at Altona and Kiel, ho npont
the years from IBM to 1BI7 in archaiolofyical <^xploratiou in Knmo. Appoiulod in iHdH a
iwofcasor at boipsic, lio lost his position by jHU'tioipatiiqr in tin* Ntirriiqj |i<»bti<5s of that year.
In 1852 iw became professor at Zurich and in IfthH at the nnivn'rsity of Berlin. In IH74 ho

«v.l^ ilwU k k4i\lifkl^vr ikfp A JfkP Ckik •iit'kiUlkl.t J . 4ttikak t

IHIU 1.^1 niJVMiiiiiinui a v.i i KAuiitfRuii iwHi'H u t^iir MM IM mIU”.
|

Monimsou was, in 1882, i)roaocuied for defamation. 1’ho cii.’m' ipuiied great eelehrity. Ac
quitted upon the first trial, the judgnumt was nwinwnl upon amieal. ami uiwm it t

trial, in which he defeudiHl himself, bo was again vieioinomi.

IVofessor MommseifH work marks an iniporternt opoeli in the field of IbnmMi history, lUa
history of Rome appeared first in 185-1, in a Moric^s of volmm's interuhnl fur a more general
jvublici so that only resnlts of his investigation were given, 'fheie is a marked departure in
Mommsen’s style from the reserve of the claasieal lusl-orianM, He by no means n'ganhi the
events he desorilM^.s in the light of an outsider, but hikes aid.*,-a for or agaimst diffm’ent parlies
and leading characters. He has a special antipathy, for exampli*, against the KtruseauM, also
against Cicero. It is this personal element, perhaps, wliie.h setmis hi make the whole work
live. Persons and things are introduced with the utmost vividimsH. 'Phe liilTerent ehanuv
te'sra, men like (Tracchus, Sulla, and Ca stu'seem to hiuietuully living, bn’atjung ^Kewms, and no
mere words on a page. But not alone was tin* style new \vbully new inntei ial wwi brought
forward, making a new chapter of Italic hisiory, based on a j-tu'dy of the country itself, on
the monument/S of old time, especially on fimii in tombs in Italy. Abovi^ everything else
the different aspects of the national dovelonment tlu^ ('eonomie, url istie, and literary “are
brought together with a master haml 'liie bimk at onee nroimed nmv interest in classieui
study throughout the country. Also to sfH'eial chqiartinmits Monim-i'm lias eontrilmteil
invaluable productions— epigraphy, immismaties, above all the eonstitiitipnal law of the
Romans, all have received the stamp of his geniin.

Motttalembert, C. F. de T., Les moines d'Oeebbrnt, Paris, IHiiU iHtf/, 7 vols.
; English

translation, The Monks of the West fnnnS. Benmliet to S. Brnmaid, Fihnburgh and bondon,
18(10-1870, 7 vols.— Montloolo, («., I Mauuseritti e to funti didla rrmnea (lid Ihaeono
(iiovanni, Rome, 1889; Cronache Veiieslani Antie-hissime, Hoim*, I81H1; I.e .Mpt-di/ioni di
Luitprando nelP Fscarto e la Lettera d» (Jregorio III id Hugo Orso, in Ao-liivio della .Soeieia
Romana di Storia Patria, »••• Monumoatu Oermuahjo Hfarorioa, Hanover, iHiiU; in
progress.

Accurate^ texts of all the more important liisUirical writers im fJermuny ilowu to tlm year
1.500, also laws, archives, and lette.rs within tins pe.riod, Fdded bv PeiU from 1820 I H74,
during which period 24 volumes were published, Siiue 1871 it 'has been continued by
Waits!, Wattenbaeh, Durnmkir, and others.

Milller, C., Fragmenta Ilistoncorum (frasmrmn, Paris, IH 11 1870, f> vols.; new edition»,
1883.— MiiUer, I, von, Ilandbuoh der kiassischen Altewtumswissmiselmft, NiirdHngern 1885.
lu progress, 9 vols. (part 4 to vol. V appeartwl iu 1002). - MiiUw, I) , fiesehiehfe dew
deutschen Volkcs, Berlin, 19()(). —Miiilei, F., (JrundrisH «b'r iSpriichwiruionriehalt, Vienna,
1876-1888,3 vols.— MiUler, K, 0., Ftrusker, Breslau, IH2H. 2 vols,; erlited by W. Itewike,
btuttgart, 1877- ““Muuk, F., Gcschichte^ der rftmiMclnm Initrrainr, Condon, 18fi8 1861,

itaUcamm seriptores priocipei ab anno fiOO ad annum
1800, Milan, 1723-1751, 29 vols.

^

^uratm' WM born at Vignola in Modena in 1672. He was educated for the *dmroh but
in the ytor 1700 was appointed librarian for the duke of Modena. Mnmtori w« one of the
most distinguished savanta of the eighteenth centiry.

Murphy, A., English translation of Timitim, Eoudoii, 1793. Muway, A. H., Territ-
cotta Sarcophagi, Greek and Etruscan, Loudon, 1808.

Napoleon m,Histoiro de Jutes Cifflar, Parte, IHOfb-lBlld, 2 vol«,; Englinh kaiwlation.
History of Julius Craar, London, 1865, 2 vote.

In this work the author declared that it wna written to prove tliafc when Providence
Cliartomagnc, and Napoleon, it is to trace out to people km

m oflfeot it was an aimlogy for tlie Napoleonle absolutmm.

w Mistoire de la monarchic d@s Gotlm en Italie, Paris, 1810, - JfTOWwwn,
Veltstcllimg des byzantmischen Reiches, Iteldolliorg, 1894; l)ie Grimdherrutthaft cter
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ramiachon liopublik, Straaalui’gf, 10(}(k ---Niccolini, (b, Fasti trilninovuiu plebis ab anno
li(t9 i»(l annum VJH, StutU storici, IBDS.—Niohols, F. M., The Marvels of Rome, London,
IHBO (au English traualatiou from the Latin of the twelfth century guide-book).

—

Wiobunr, B. (L, IWnuache Gesoluchte, Berlin, 1811-18112, 3 vols.; new edition, 1873; Eng-
lish inuialation by W. Smith, L. Schmitz, J. C. Hare, and 0. Thirlwall, The History of
Eome, LoncioTi, 1860, 3 yols. ;

Lcoturtis on the History of Rome from the First Punic War to
the, <leath of Constantine, edited by L. Schmitz from Niebuhr’s lectures, London, 1844,
2 V(»1h.

;
VortrUgo iiluu" die rdinische Gescluchte, edited by Isler, Berlin, 1840-1848, 3 vols.

;

Vorl.rage tibei* alto (hjschiohtf',, edited by M. Niebuhr, Berlin, 1847-1851, 3 vols.; English
* translation by L* Schmii.z, Lectures on Ancient History, London, 18.52; Vortr'age uher
roinische Altertiiiner, edihul by Ishvr, Berlin, 1858; contributions to the Geschichte der
Stadt Rom, compiled by li^uisen, Platjier, and others, Stuttgart, 1830-1843, 3 vols.

;
Corpus

ScriptoruH llistoria^ Byzautiie, see Byzantine History.

Ikrthold G. Nkhuhr was bom at Copenhagen, August 27th, 1770. In his early life he was
jSiHindary to the minister of li nance of Denmark, and afterwards director of the Bank. In
!H0(i ho rerntuvod to B<5riin, where he was councillor of state in 1808, and upon the founda-
tion of the University of Berlin in 1810 was named as professor of history. From 1810 to

1824 he residod in Romo as ambassador of Prussia, profiting by his sojourn in the opportu-

nity to make important researches in Roman history and p'hilology. On his return lie

aeco|>tod a professorship at the University of Bonn, where he remained until his death,

January 2 ih 1, 1831. The critical methods of Niebuhr began a new era in the whole science of

history'; or, as Macaulay says, in the “history of European intelligence.” His Roman his-

tory appeansd first in 1811, being made up primarily from lectures delivered at the Univei-

sity of Berlin during th(5 winter of the same year, various causes worked together to make
Niebuhr’s aohievenieut po.Msible, his broad scholarship, his experience in political, judicial,

4'!Conomic, and oven military qnestionH— his acquaintance with Rome, its land and its people,

his knowledge of persons gained thxougli his travels and diplomatic positions, and above all

his rare giflMd cmnbiuation and his comprehensive outlook. Niebuhr’s work stands for all

time as an examphi of true historical criticism; his object can best be made plain, in his

4fwn words; “ We must strive to single out fable and falsification, and train our glance to

rciiogniod ibo ouiUimfi of truth fmed from (‘very gloss. The identification of fable and the

ridutation of doct-it may be onongh for the critjc; he desires only to expose misleading

4U'.count8 . 'rbr. hliilioriaiuHicdsHonuithing positive; he must at least discover the connection

of faci.H with sumo proiialulity and dinoover a more probable narrative in place of that which

is sacrifice,d to tils convictions.”

Nloae, B., Grundrian ilor roniischen Geschichte nebst Quellenkunde, 1896, 2nd edi-

tion; Do aunalibus Romanis, 2 •i)rogTamnie, Marburg.— Niaard, D., Les quatre grands

historiens latiiis, Baris, 1874.— Hitzsoli, K. W., Die rftmische Annalistik, von ihren ersten

AufUngen bis zu Valerius Antias, Berlin, 1873; Die Geschichte der rdmiachen Republik,

oditedoy Thouret, Berlin, 1884-1885, 2 vols.

Oberhammer, E., Bericht iiber Landes- und V6Ikekunde.— CBlaner, Zur Chronologie

dw italienisoben Ereignisse, in his Jahrbucher des frankischen Reiches unter Ronig Fi^

pin, r.eh)Bic, 1871.— Oman, C. W, C., The Byzantine Empire (Story of the Nakona),

London, 1892; A History of Europe from 476-918, London, 1893.— A. F., La

GiviliBation au V‘"® siklo, Baris, 1855; EngliBh translation, History of Cmlisation in the

l^lfth Century, London and Bhiladelphia, 1807, 2 vols.

PabBt, H., (Jodohlchto <lii3 I.angobardeuherztogtums, hi Forsohungen zni deutsehen

Bohiohto, IHfia, a void.— Pagi, Antoine, Critioa liistonco-ohronolopoa, toeT^_lS89-17(B^

1 void.— Pala, Bttoro, Storia di Koala, forming Part II of hm Storia d Italia dm tempi^
anliohi, Turin, im-lHDB.- PaUmann, R., Geschichte der Vslkerwanderung, Berhn, 18^

ILPallmann^ German geographer, historian, and publicist, born at Sprem^rg, June 14th,

1835. In Km Ymerwanderunff he attempts to prove that the migrato ™
destroyed the Roman Empire was much le^ tnan has been supposed, and makes a very

oar^ul examination of the poient authorities

IPapeneordt, J., Geschichte der Stadt Rom, Padarborm

Geaohtehte der Vandalen, Baderborn, 1837.— Pwker, J. Jhe Arch^]0|y ^
Oxford, 18744880, 16 vols.-Pauoker, C. Be LatmRate

malemata, Dorpat, 1870.-Pemam,H. F., Outlines of
Wate C

1903. -Perrto, li, Marche d’Annbal des IPygndes an Po,

The Franks from their First Appearance in History to the Death of Kmg
1857.— Feraon, B., Essai sur I’admxnistration des P^ovinces/omaines^aous la^ubb^
PnriH 1H78 Part*, Gcorg Heinrich, Monumenta Gerroanua Histon^ Hanover, Itoo-

void.- Peter, CiS Ludwig. Gacchichte Roms, HaUe, 1853, 3 toIs.. 4th edition
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1881? Zur KriUk (ku' iil_U«n‘n rdmisOuMi G(iMtdiicht(\ llalJr, Peter lloi*
nuuiu, Ilustoi ja Culica lIiHLoria' Auh^’uhI.jo, Ijt'ipnii’, IhllO; Msin'r-itiiUiioni'M (Irilk'm
111 heripliin'S UisLona! Aujjiistio, I’oscii, IWIIl; |)i,. ynHl.'ii l‘lul,iuvrt» in ,ln„ Ilintrri I, m
(fir Honinr, llalUi, IHlin; Dm (.nmiliinliUinlHi DiUnraiur iilmr ilin inmiiinln, K linmiil t
nifio.lnsinn, volH.-Poyxo lUJ.'nnipirn rnr.nmi. Dari.s, 1N!I| Plorrou, A

, 1 Uatnlrn ,
la liitcniiiiro lonuuiu!, 1 ari«, IHa/,— Plow,,.!., Marina Maxiiuua hIh Cini'lln ilor Seriuifn-.VM
Iisloriia Au^nusta*, St,niH,sl.ur|-\ 187a ^PoMmann, R,., Dir AnlniU|;.‘ d,n- SaOaliaimH n

luiruiui. PoUartl, A., Ihaionnaho ZeitHrlinft, l.svil 18H(I; Sl.aira iVoiu Rotuai. inilnm
HibliuUinaa liOUtrira, Miulii ACvk ilTli 4f)0(» a.m., liorliii'lM,a~ProsseuM<5, K. .In Ihsiouv, d.vs troia pmnii. m aifuiltyi dr I’ OirOinuun 1DH«

188^ias!) :J vola ; Ku^liMh inmalaU.m b.v 'a. Harrwno.I Ibihudcat Th,/ Eaorvlaln S
nS;7ii^;iv'r:;nr

“

d’avdic()loi,dn rl, .riuali.m'o, Euiij, bss;., ii vrla. .»....Qwiad©, R,

Hambaud, Alfrml Ni.iolaN (m (aillaboi-al.i.m with I'ininfil, liaviaa.O, llialnirr GOidraln daIVi;"' SHH-ln, a ana |( mas, Ians, .bSlKI, 8 val.i, in Kiudce, laHipivld van. Wall
Hchidih;, Lnw 1^'^0'baSH, !l yols. (yola. V 51 rdii.rd l.y Dmr, V\ imlnaialin, a,nd Wint.'rV'

Sawatli Rival Orimilal M.matvliy, iJnl
(loll, 18< ). (.lyea liiHti.iry (»1 Mu< warn b.d.armi I'.mma, and I.Ik' .‘mpiiv. (A binai-anhiral
notico til tins aulhor i.s }^'ivmi in vul. 1, p. l/;iO RninhiU'di, S., Dm- rcr(,(M*Ki‘it’!''\l('H Rai.
sm\s Jii Kui (i.ilha, 1.8 — Renan, jus. ‘ph Ennsil,, Ilrduliv dim tn‘ip;inna dt» riirialiaiiitua.'
JiiiiSv b 87. (A bi. ifp'apliu’.al iinia^r ot l.hi.'i wrifri’ lia i Ivi'ii I'ii'rii in \t>L II, ii, ‘'aii i .!Rcmnont, A ti., (1,^. ^Slatll. lhan lit'Hin, IHIIT l.sVii, ;j \nlu. Rtwilie*^ ,1.*, RaU- i:^i|.n a Kinnn Homs .vs bj'V.nvM, IViH, bSMtl, Riehtei, ( Inala.. . Annalmi .h<r .ItnitM.-lum

sm
' «‘>Wiy,um, W. 8., Eia.l Ilmlory of Runn^ bondml

18. (). - Rodocanachi, K., Los cnrpora.linti;; .mvi-irma a Rnuii' .l.'pni,. la t’lnd.t. dt^ rtminirnroma^im, Ean.s IWI l y.ds.^ ^ Rollin, Dl.arlra, l/hiaPoio .uiuain.!, iMria, lVd8 1711, ,'1 yoT,Rdalor, R., Ih'inanistiUti M.ndmn, I oiUm aiiidiiin‘'ru /mi- allou p,(*M-luditf UonuuimuaLyipsm, ISO.-- Roth. 1 aiil voii, GeHohiOilv div; Bout'liidalw.^ami, Erlanipai, IHhU,
’

SEiitorius, G.'orpf, Vni'siidi iilmr tlit* Rrp;irnniij tin 0,‘il I'up.iUi-'n UahriMid ihivr IbnTfvlmri

P;;'"
, , 1 1,1

' wayonw, I iKM 1 1* ,\ iini t'la I iinau' (nuiiuD.
>.i,wnim <1.1 1 iihUmto .l.,« llmignnn, I’liriii, IMVI

; lliiil,..iii. ,.mii..nil,. ,1.-. Il..||.. '..in, D, ,
-i (h'/?2 v.. H._ ScUafor, Ariu.M, Aliriiw <1..,- (iimll..nKui„l,. ,(,., |.rii.<ilii<fiO.."i n nl . , . iresdiiditn, JanpHUJ, vol. f, ^ '’'bn.iind t-dil'inn, IHHn. Brjlieiik R. inB}/,auli,stdie Zmt.Hclu’il(., Jasinsui, iHIHh .... Schiller, .ltilia,iiu UoiiiiMfli. Karl I''rii'drii'h Um-

yatalloHu m.V b
Hi*' r.nma.-litm Stiuihi

, Ki ha^anuitl IVR
1HS7 ~ ScMeifii 'k^‘ r

^

V AlltMd.iiniavviastni.Mtdiarftai; NtShliinfr,,,

-ScboBs^ Lchi^Z i;'.r\':!i"r '"l
''"'•’‘‘"h.... N.nv Y.,rl( lb

•lul rln.? 18l‘ ; .‘'r'lL
' '.'.I r<.n.i.«.h..n Unii.lm,

)

uti ^ ^ I ii n iiin ir 'I

IHHl... Bolujcidewin, M., Das„
dtvumn i 'liiruilllMt (tuwirsuin. J nH

vl.m,llmir.U.frflm -SfhSo.y.. I'lw (•Hiillr.liniwlM.

(Jrmcos ot llonnmoa, jima, Soiiubort *fhi,nH'vim" {.Pppp''''''’*
'^''ll'pliiitiiriiii a|tii<l

r/.£VS!3^'!rVj 7?^^^
miiff, Uoniies vol ‘h n km

Jby Unrudib*, ulmr did mi.tilinai‘imdm Vemnliwd-

S; iVolB
* Sohwegler, Albert, Udmkihn GmihidiUd Thbingvn, IW-
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volume publislied. IBs object wati to iay bare critical investigation in the widest range and
ho liaH admirably led, conducting tlie reader through the mazes of fable and tradition

as well as through the conflicting statement of modern writers, with a wonderful security of

touch. At the namo time he, weaves together the authenticated results into a comprehensive

aeliio logic fablCH which wt'.ro bo richly d(‘velopod among the ancients. This work was cast

i«U» ttic shade soon after it.s appearance by Mommsen’s brilliant achievements.

Boeok, ()., i)ie bchatzungsordnung Diocletiaiia ;
Gedichte des Untergangs der aniiken

Welt, Ihu’lin, iH!)7, 12ud (ulition. — Seeley, .1. K., Koman Imperialism, in his Lectures and

Lssavs, Loudon, 1870.— Sjignoboa, C., Histoire narrative et descriptive dii ]ieup!e romain,

Paris, 18!) L — Sellar, W. Y., The Roman Poets of the Kejmblie, Oxford, 1881, 1839; The
Roman Poets of tlu^ Augustan Age, Oxford, 1883, l8Di2, 1397.— Sergeant, L., The Franks

(Stories of the Nations), London, 1388 . — Seyffert, ()., Lexicon der klassischen Alterthums-

kuude, Leipsio, 188’i
;
Dictionary of Classical Antiquities, edited by Henry Nettleship and

J. L. Handys, London, 1901. — Sheppard, J. Y., The Fall of Rome, and the Rise ofNew
Nationalities, Loudon, 1874. (Tlie author is opposed to the views of Gibbon, but bases his

work on original authorities.)— Shumway, E. S., A Day in Ancient Rome, Boston, 1885.

--Sime, . I., article on Germany in the Ninth Edition of the Encyclomidia Britannica.

—

Smith, R. Rosworth, (kirthage and the Carthaginians, London, 1870; Jlonie and Carthage,

London, 1881. — Smith, W., Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and M.nholojry,

London, 1801-18(5(1, 3 vohs.; Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography, London, 186G-13(>/,

'Jvols.; Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, Loudon, 18G9; A Concise Dictionary

of Givok and Roman Antiipiities, edited by F. Warre Cornish, London, 1898.— Sohm, R.,

Di(s alldonischti Reichs- und Gcrichtsverfassang, Weimar, 1871.— Soltau, W. J., Uber

Ihitstchiing und ZusiimmeuKeizung der iiltrdmischen Volksversammlungen, Berlin, 1880;

K(»iuis(‘lio Cluonologu*, 188!); Zur Ge.schichte der romischen Annalistik, in Nord und Sud,

2(llh \t‘ar Cl8!)(5); Livius' Goschichtswerk, seine Quellen uud seine Koinpo.sition, 1877.

—

Stamford, T. V., Das ydilachtfeld iin Teutoberger Wakle, Cassel,lS92.— Stoll, H. W., Die

lloldou Roms in Krieg und Frieden. Leipsic, 180(5; Geschiehte der Rdmer bis zum Unter-

gaiig dor Ih'publik, Hanovur, 18(5!), 2 vols.— Stolzenherg-Luttmersen, von, Die Spuren

ihii" Liiiigiibai'ilcn vt)m Nor<lnu*«'.r bis zur Donau, Hanover, 188f). — Stritter, J. G.. Meinorire

panuloiaun (dim ad Dauubium, Pontum Euxinum, Paludem IMamtideni, Causasixm, etc.,

inoolontiuiu, ox soriptoribus Byzant.ini.s erntoa ac dige.stiu, 1771—1/ /I).— Stuckelberg, E. A,,

|)ii‘ 'riir(ml’olg(< von Augustus Lis Kun.staiithi.

Taine, H. A., E.ssai sur Tik'-Live, Paris, 185(5.— Taylor, T. 1^1., Constitutional ami Politi-

cal Historv of Romo, from the carlie.st times to the reign of Domitiaii, London, IbOk—
Tmiffel, W'. S., Gmohicflik der romischen Litteratur, Leipsic, 18f)S--187(), o vols.; BiirRsu

trauHlali<m by W. Wagner, History of Roman Literature, L/xndon, 18/ 5, ‘J vols.-Thal-

hoimer, M. R, Modia'val and Modern History, Cincnmati 187L -Thiancourt, C., Les

ciun.i's el rovigiiu‘. do la secjoude guerre piim/pie, i

do la. ( luule sous radministration romaine, Pans, 1840, 3 vols.
;
Il^kn-e d Attila, Pans, IboG

;

UdeilH d(^ Plustoiro romaine an cinquieme .stecle, Pans, IbOO; Ittoleau d_e 1 empiie louam

dopuis la. foudation juH(|u'ii la (in du gouvernemeiit, laris, 18 (j0; Trois mmistres des fils de

Tlniodoso, Rulia, Eutrope, SiiUcon, Parts, lBfl5.

A/N/'/Ae? 'rhiaru'ti work.s on the ancient history of Gaul are of the greatest importance.

Tht! rohiiiouH of 'Gaul to Romo and tlui mutual influences of civilisation and barbarism

luivi* periiapH nowhere else boon so well described.
_ v At

Thierry, Augustin, K^cifc yles temps IMerovmgiens,

I'emiiire aux deux pwmiers sieeks do aq
haon R Itbor die DrUichkeit (ler Varussohlacht, Berlin, 1891.— Tillemont, 3., le JNaiu ae,

inst oim^k m k doH antrCH prhmes qtii out nfgnd pendant ks six premiers skelea

(I vok.-Tirabosohi,^.)., Storia della letteratura itohana,

Mnd ‘iri 1770 i 7 Hi i;j vok. " Kuglisb tratiBlation, Literary History of Italy, Edinburgh,

mr fllopl A«iL Cicaro, London arid New York, 1880-1881, 2 vole.

rfrolliiiH' lUitonds (Jicuro ' against the opinions of Fronde. Merivale, and Momm^n.)

U- Q«Snos‘’dn« ad histSriam legionum Konranonun ^tentes,

tioiu Lcipsio’-Troya, C., Codice Diplomatioo-Longobardo, Naples, 1852-18.55. -Tyrrell,

R. Y., dcoro in his Letters, Loudon, 1891.

Ulrioi, IL, Characteristik der alben Historiographie, Berlin, 1833.

Vendetanl, Del Seuato 1782.-Ymeh«donIn, Geoffrey de, Histoire

tie la couquhte do Constantinople, Pans, 1657; new edition, 1838.
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Waoliamuth, Cui’t., Einloiturig in <ijiH Stinlinm (kn- alkni (iwcliidik, L^npdo IHjm
almost indisponaable work for tlm hibliogranhy oC anciont luj*iorv). Waita
Deutsche VerfasaungsgcHchichte, Kiel, IH'IJMWH, H voIh ^WiiUoisf II, A., Ilisioiw
rosdavago dans rautkiuiM, Paris, L84H, a vols. - Waltsato^, V, I\, kAude hiHtorknm wZ k!

Laugobardonherrschor von 5(iB bis (>28, Halle, 1HH7, Wminim, A., Die bamrtdnLn m
undihre Herzbge, Celle, 188(1. --Wiegandt, L., Julius (’letar und dm* inbiuiitHdm^<;(w!lf
Dresden, 1890. •— Wieterahoim, Eduard von, OoHehiehte der Volkm'wandwumi' I

S., The History o£ the Art />t Writing, Now York mid London, 190a.«.,. Wirtlu Johann C
A., Geaohiclite der deutachen Siuaieii, 8t.uUgari, Utia iH'lh, 4 V 4 ds.« Wolfswuber i'*
Gregor der Grosso, Saulgau, 1890.--^ Wjightaow, IL IL, 1'ln^ Saucia Honublii Homans
London, 1890, ’

Zaohariw WngOBithal, Karl Salomo, Cornehus Sulla, genamit dov Cdnekliehe nis
Ordner dm rdmisohon l^'eystaates, lloidelburg, IHJH.^ - 55<iuaa, Johann Kawmar, I ho iHmL
sohen und <li(i Nachbarstamme, Munich, IHHT. Xielinikl, 'Lh., Cmiro In Wwnlel dw
Jahrhunderto, Leipsio,
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